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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the law relating health care in South Africa rather than medical
law which is a subset of this field. It attempts to synthesise five major traditional areas
of law, namely international, constitutional, and administrative law, the law of
contract and the law of delict, into a legal conceptual framework relating specifically
to health care in South Africa. Systemic inconsistencies with regard to the central
issue of health care across these five traditional fields are highlighted. The alignment
of the various pre-existing areas of statutory and common law with the Constitution is
an ongoing preoccupation of the executive, the judiciary, the legislature and
academia. In the health care context, the thesis critically examines the extent to which
such alignment has taken place and identifies areas in which further development is
still necessary. It concludes that the correct approach to the constitutional right of
access to health care services is to regard it as a unitary concept supported by each of
the five traditional areas of law. The traditional division of law into categories of
public and private and their further subdivision into, for instance, the law of delict and
the law of contract is criticized. It promotes a fragmented approach to a central
constitutional

constru~t

resulting in legal incongruencies. This is anathema to a

constitutionally based legal system. There is no golden thread of commonality
discernible within the various public international law instruments that contain
references to rights relating to health and it is of limited practical use in South Afiican
health law. The rights in the Bill ofRights are interdependent and interconnected. The
approach of the courts to the right of access to health care needs to be considerably
broader than it is at present in order to fully embrace the idea of rights as a composite
concept. Administrative law, especially in the public health sector, offers an
alternative basis to pure contract for the provider-patient relationship. It is preferable
to a contractual relationship because of the many inbuilt protections and legal
requirements for administrative action. Contracts can be unfair but courts refuse to
strike them down purely on this basis. Administrative a~tion is much more likely to be
struck down on grounds of unfairness: The law of contract as a legal vehicle for health
service delivery is not ideal. This is due to the antiquated approach of South Afiican
courts to this area of law. There is still an almost complete failure to incorporate
constitutional principles and values into the law of contract. The law of delict in
relation to health care services has its blind spots. Although it seeks to place the

claimant in the position in which he or she found himself prior to the unlawful act
whereas the law of contract seeks to place him in the position he would have occupied
had the contract been fulfilled, in the context

~f

health care this is a notional

distinction since contracts for health services seldom guarantee a specific outcome.

PREFACE
Many people question the validity of health law as a legal concept They take the view

that it is simply a compendium of aspects, taken within a particular context, of the more
traditional legal categories such as constitutional law and the common law of contract
and delict This view is limited in that it ignores the immense value of a teleological
approach. Logically speaking, law can never be an end in itself Law only has meaning
when viewed as a means. One can only assess the value and significance of law in the
light of how successful and effective a means it proves to be in relation to a particular
end. That end, hopefully, is justice within the specific context in which the law has been
applied. Law begs the question of application and application begs the question of
context. If general principles of law applied in a particu~r context lead to a result that is
irrational or unfair then obviously such an application of the law is ineffectual. The
recognition and compilation of a body of law within a particular context, such as health
or communications, is thus of considerable value to persons whose daily lives are
preoccupi~d

by, and regulated within, that context.

The law relating to health care in South Africa has become significantly more complex of
late. There have been many recent legislative changes which have materially altered the
law governing both the funding and delivery of health care in this country and there are
more such changes to come. A complicating factor in the legislative arena is that, in
terms of Schedule 4 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, each of the nine
provinces has legislative competence in the area of health services. In addition, there is
also a national legislative competence in the area of health services in tenns of Schedule
4. The health services industry is therefore likely to be faced with the complexities of an

unprecedented plethora of provincial and national legislation governing various aspects
of health services. Some of the provinces have already enacted health legislation while
others are in the process. The level of sophistication, the extent of the incorporation of
constitutional principles and the manner of interpretation of the constitutional rights to

1

health care services vary considerably across the legislation of the provinces at the time
of writing.

In South Africa, the health care arena is subdivided into public and private sectors, both
on the side of health services and filcilities and on the side of funding. The legal rules
governing both the public and private sectors differ substantially in certain areas, for
instance pharmacy ownership and the employment of health professionals, whilst in
others, for example, licensing and legal operational issues, there is increasing
convergence. New, constitutionally mandated human rights legislation such as the
Promotion of Access to Information Actl , the Promotion of Administrative Justice Acr
and the Promotion of Equality and Preve~tion of Unfair Discrimination Acf, present
considerable challenges to both private and public health sectors in their various spheres
of operation.

The legislation governing the funding of health services in the private" sector, and to an
increasing extent, the public sector, has also undergone substantial alteration in the
preceding six or seven years. In 1998, for the first time a mandatory package of minimum
benefits was incorporated into the private health funding legislation and there is
regulatory provision for monitoring and reviewing the package and its effects on the
market on a regular basis. There is also a growing movement within the health sector
towards partnerships between public and private providers of health care services. This
has created a real need to explore or even create legal models which are able to
successfully integrate the often disparate philosophies and approaches of these two
sectors in a workable fashion.

Due to the unprecedented proliferation of legislative and market changes within the
health care sector, legal analysis and critique at an academic level has fallen behind.
There is presently no in depth, authoritative examination of and commentary on the new
legal environment in which providers and funders of health care services in South Africa

2
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are operating. There has never, to the knowledge of the writer, been an attempt to
synthesise within a single work the legal principles of South African law as they pertain
to health service delivery. There has been some substantive work on the subject of
medical negligence", the doctor/patient relationship' and on isolated issues such as
informed consent, mv and AIDS', termination ofpregnancyB and res ipsa loquitu~ but
no in depth framework study of South African law in the health care context exists or has
to date been attempted. Since 1994 when the Constitution came into effect, there has been
no comprehensive academic scrutiny of the meaning and import of the constitutional Bill
of Rights with regard to health service delivery and how it impacts on other law affecting
health service delivery although there have been journal articles commenting on
landmark cases decided by the constitutional court in this area.
There is also a dearth of case law involving statutes despite the considerable number of
statutes that deal with various aspects of health service delivery. The Medicines and
Related Substances ActIO is one of the oldest and most important of these yet since 1977,
of the dozen or so cases that significantly featured this Act, the majority of ~em did not
deal specifically with health service delivery issues in relation to medicines but rather

"

5

"

,
8
9

10

Burohell JM and Schaffer RP 'Liability of HOlpitals for Medical Negligence' 1977 BML 6(4) p 109; Brownlio S 'Wrongful
Life: II It A Viable Caule of Aotion in South Afrioa' RBlPO"'Q MBridiana 1985 5(1) p 18; Louw PF "'Wrongtul Life": 'n
Abie Gobaeer op die Onn:gmatige Veroonaaking van Lcwc' 1987 SALJ (2) p 199; Canlcnl PA 'The Looality Rule in
Medioal Praotioe' 1990 De Reb118 p 421; De !Clerk A 'Middelib Aanlpreclc.likheid van 'II HOIpitaalowemeid' 1990 TSAR (1)
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with such subjects as search and seizurel 1, copyrightl2 and trade markl3, the repackaging
of medicines at provincial hospitals 14 for supply to district phannacists, procedural issues
at disciplinary hearings 15 and the possession of dagga (marijuana)16. There are only three
of substantial interest for health service delivery purposes, one relating to the definition
of a medicine,17 one relating to product liability in respect of a medicine l8 ~d the other
relating to the supply of an unregistered'medicine to an AIDS patientl '. The case law with
regard to the Health Acfo, the centmllegislation governing health service

deliv~ry

by

hospitals and other health establishments in South Africa, is even scarcer. Since 1977
cases that significantly involve this legislation are one relating to the licensing of a
private hospital21, one relating to an administrative decision to terminate a contract for
health service delivery22 and one relating to nuisance caused by offensive odours from
sewage treatment works operated by a local authoritY'.
While detailed analysis and exposition of statute law is important and valuable work, the
practical application of South African health statutes seems to have been a relatively
uncomplicated issue for those working within the South African health system judging by
the number of cases and their central themes. Very few of these cases are relevant to
issues of health service delivery within South African law. Where they are, they have
been discussed in this thesis. For the most part, however, detailed discussion of statute
law has been avoided because it was felt that a long and tedious exposition of such law
would reflect only the views of the writer and very few others besides. There would be no
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Mistry ., Interim MBdicaI awl DBal Council OfSouIhA,friCCl CIIId Ot"'" 1998 (4) SA 1127 (CC)
BlottIChLaboratoria (pty) Ltd., Beecham Group pic tmdAnotMr2002 (4) SA 249 (SCA)
Adcot:k-Ingram Loboratortu Ltd., LBMDn Ltd 1982 (1) SA 862 (T); A~/ngram Laborator. Ltd" SA Druggt,t8 Ltd
And Another; Adcock-Ingram LabortltorlBl Ltd " LBnnon Ltd 1983 (2) SA 350 (1); T" UpJohn Company ., Memk QItf/
Another 1987 (3) SA 221 (1);
RDall &ntgBII QItf/ Ve"" ..... (Ply) Ltd" Admlniltralor, Cape. And Ot"", 1991 (1) SA 827 (Cl; Adminiltralor, Cape "
RIItlt8 RiJntgBn and VflTllltndBn (pty) Ltd 1992 (1) SA 245 (A)
SIlid-Afrikaanle GBntItJ8kundige 1111 T~elkrurdige Rood" StnlUU enAnderB 1991 (3) SA 203 (A)
S ., NdamQle 1979 (3) SA 346 (N); S "JuliUI 1984 (2) SA 480 (0); PrirICB "Prllltdent, Cape Law Socltlty, And Otlle,., 2000
(3) SA 845 (SCA); Prlnctl ., PrIIIidtmt, Cape Law Society, and Othm 2002 (2) SA 794 (CC)
Rei_r PharmtlCBUlicaU (Ply) Ltd" Reglltrar ofMediciJIU andAnother 1998 (4) SA 660 (1)
Wage".." Pharmar:tllfl Ltd; Cum". "PharmQCQ1'8 Ltd 2003 (4) SA 285 (SCA)
AppliCQIII"Adminiltrr:ltor,7'ran.rYaal, tmdOthtl,., 1993 (4) SA 733 (W)
Health Act No 63 of 1977
Mer¥ol1lm HOIpittlal (EdmI) Bpk " DflJKlI1BmeJltlhoof, DflJKlI1Bment Gtllond"id 1111 W.uy,,: Admlniltrr:&f/e Vo1/araad en
1994 (4) SA .,2 (f)
Mrmlcipal And AUiBd Tn:rtls Union 'and Ot"", ., MEC: Emlronmentd A/!airl, Developmental Social WeV'anr
A.ndHealth, NorthBm CapBProviJlCB, Qltf/Othtn 1999 (4) SA 267 (NC)
/IIkom .,RintTownCOIUICill992 (~) SA 96 (E)
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dynamic in the arguments presented and no way of evaluating them against academic or
judicial opinion in order to ascertain their weight or validity. As such they would simply
exist until either proven correct or incorrect in the judgment of a court or the relevant
section is amended. Furthermore, at the time of writing certain key sections of the
Medicines and Related Substances Act relating to pricing of medicines and the licensing
of dispensing doctors have only just come into opemtion and with regard to the latter, the
National Department of Health is presently engaged in litigation with the National
Convention on Dispensing. The decision of the court in this matter has yet to be handed
down. It is thus too early to start. discussing the relevant sections of this Act as regards
their impact on health service delivery. The National Health Act, destined to repeal the
Health Acf4, has been signed by the President and is presently awaiting proclamation. Its
regulations have not yet been written. Since much of the mechanics of the legislation will
be contained in the regulations, detailed discussion and analysis of the Act at this time
would have been premature and largely speculative.
Legislation such as the Hazardous Substances Ace', the Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and
Disinfectants Acf6, the Occupational Injuries in Mines and Works Act!', the Sterilisation
Act28 and the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act2fJ, while clearly of relevance to
specialized issues in health care, are not of sufficient general relevance that it was felt
that they should be discussed in any detail in a thesis of this nature. Sterilisation and
termination of pregnancy are aspects of health care which undoubtedly raise a number of
interesting legal debates but they fall specifically into the category which the Constitution
calls 'reproductive health care' and the relevant case law is thus dealt with in the section
of this thesis dealing with constitutional rights. In a subject as vast as this, one has to set
realistic boundaries in order to be able to cover most of the material in sufficient depth to
make a meaningful contribution to the field rather than to cover all of the material at a
superficial level that, at the end of the day, brings no value.
24
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The scope of the present work is therefore, of necessity, broad. It is an attempt to uncover
the central legal principles governing the South African health care system from a
critical, analytical perspective. Since critical analysis requires a convergent, as opposed to
divergent, conceptUal approach, international comparisons are confined to pointed
examples of instances in which a particular issue or principle has been dealt with in other
jurisdictions by a more or less effective or efficient method. References to international
cases and situations are sometimes as much, ifnot more, for the purpose of demonstrating
a particular legal principle from a practical, factual point of view as for examining the
relative merits of that principle in the context of a foreign legal system. A selection of
more specific issues is canvassed in this work in order to illustrate, in practical terms, the
relevance and impact of the general legal principles discussed.
It was felt that broad-brush comparisons with other jurisdictions were neither appropriate

nor particularly illuminating in trying to establish the essence of the local legal
framework on a particular subject. It is of no use, for instance, to persons operating
within the South African health care industry to be told that the right to health care
services in Bulgaria is very different, in terms of its content, to that in South Africa.
International comparisons are more appropriate at the legal policy level. At the level of
practical implementation of the law, careful dissection, analysis and exposition are of
greater value.
The ,Court in B and others v Minister of Correctional Services and others'" expressed
much the same sentiments in quoting the words of Lord Simon of Glaisdale in Miliangos
v George Frank (l'extiles) Ltdu :

" ... the training and qualification of a judge is to elucidate the problem immediately before him,
so that its features stand out in stereoscopic clarity. But the beam of light which so illuminates the
immediate scene seems to throw the surrounding areas into greater obscurity: the whole
landscape is distorted to the view. A penumbra can be apprehended, but not much beyond; so that
when the searchlight shifts a quite unexpected scene may be disclosed. The VCIY qualifICations for
30
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the juridical process thus impose limitations on its use. This is why judicial advance should be
gradual. 'I am not trained to see the distant scene: one step is enough for me' should be the moot
on the wall opposite the judge's desk. It is, I concede, a less spectacular method or progression
than somersaults and cartwheels; but it is the one best suited to the capacity and resources of a
judge. We are likely to perfonn better the duties society imposes on us if we recognize our
limitations. Within the proper limits there is more than enough to be done which is of value to
society."

It is therefore the object of this work to focus largely on South African law and to provide
the necessary dissection, analysis and exposition of this law for the practical benefit both
of those whose responsibility it is to ensure or effect the delivery of health services in
South Africa and of those whose lives are affected by the delivery of those services.

Vll

Introduction

Law neither arises nor operates in a vacuum. It is a medium for the distillation and
implementation of the fundamental beliefs and values of the society by and for which
it is written. Public policy and the public interest, as determined by the legislature and
the judiciary, underpin the creation and application of law. Whilst the preamblel and
founding provisions2 of the South African Constitution are obvious examples of
legislative expression of the underlying importance
of public values
to law, it is by no
.
.
means a new idea. It was central to Roman law and is very much in evidence in the
Roman law of contract4• From the Roman-Dutch writers it is clear that it survived
beyond the time of Rome5• Thence it found its way into the South African common
law6. In the present instance, the question is whether public policy supports a right to
health care and if so, on what basis'. The issue of whether a person has a fundamental

2

The Preamble of the Coastitution of the Republic of South Afiica (Ad No 108 of 1996) states that the Constitution is
adopted u the Supreme Law ofthe Republic Intllr aUa so u to"heal the divisions of the past and establish a society based on democratic values, social justice and 1bndamental human
rights" and "improve the quality oflife of all citizens and free the potential of each penon".
Section 1 of Act No 108 of 1996 states that:
''the Republic of South Afiica is one, sovereign clemocratic state founded on the foUowing values:
(a) Human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement ofhuman rigbtB and freedoms.

Non-racialism and non-sexism.
Supremacy ofthe constitution and the rule oflaw.
Univenal adult suffi'age, a national common voters roll, regular elections and a multi-party system of democratic
government, to ensure accountability, responsiveness and opennea"
Ulpian declared that the buic principles of law are to live honourably, DOt to harm another and to render to each hi. own
{DIg 1 1 10 1). At Dig 4'.1.26 Ulpian says: 'Generaliter novimus turpea stipulationes nullius ease momenti'. (We
generally recognise that immoral stipulations have no validity.) See also Papinian (Dig 28.7.1S): 'Ham quail {acta

(b)
(c)
(d)
3

4

s

(;

,

Iolldunt pilltatllm, BJd,timationllm, wrBCllndiam noltram lit Ilt gllnllralltllr dbt:Brlm contra bono, mora /illnt, nBC faCtlrs
no, pollll crsdllndum ut.' (For acta which offend our sense of duty, our reputation or our sense ofshame, and ifl might
speak generally which are done against sound morals, it is not to be accepted that we are able to do them) .
They crea.tecl remedies such u the tlXCtJptio doU and the doctrine of Ioulo IInorml, which effectively allowed a
contraeting party to escape his obligations on equity grounds. See also the Digest: Paul (DIg 2.14.27.4): 'Pacta quail
trlrpsm cQIl,am contin.nt non IIlnt ob'lIrvanda: wluti ,1 pacl,car nil forti agam wllnjllrlarum, "!BCeri,: expBdit IInim
timBre forti wi injllrlarum poBnam. ' (Pacta founded on shame1bl ground are not to be enforced: an example would be if I
make a pact that I will not bring an action for theft or insult if you commit either of these delicta. For it is generally
beneficial that there be fear ofthe penalty for theft or insu1t.)
Grotill' 3.1.42 and 43 stated that obligations are void "whereby something is promised which is regarded u
clishonourable by municipa1law and morality; u to do or omit to do anything wickeel or to remit the punishment of some
crime not yet committed. In like II18DIle1' obligations are invalid which arise from some immoral cause or coosidaation."
See also do Plessis P "Good Dith and equity in the law of contract" 2002 THRHR 397, 40'-406 where it is stated that
"Prominent Roman -Dutch jurists such u Dionysius van del' Keessel, JohaDnea Voet, Ulrik. Huber and Johannes van del'
Linden 1ater adopted the regulatory function of equity and applied it to the various fields of Roman-Dutch law. When
taking the influence of Orotiua'. concept of equity into account, it IeeIDI that equity in Roman-Dutch law wu viewed u
a sophisticated regulatory concept with prohibitive and comctive functiODI that could be employed to address inequality
in performance."

Robin,on v Rand/ontein E,tate, OM Co Ltd 192' AD 173: Minl,ter van PoU,11I v &viI, 19" (3) SA '90 (A);
AdminiltratBllr Natal v TrIl,t Bank van Afrika Bpk 1979 (3) SA 824 (A); Schllltz v Blln 1986 (3) SA 667 (A); Mara;, v
Richard lin 'n Andu 1981 (1) SA 11S7 (A); Pakendorf lin Anders v DB Flamlngh 1982 (3) SA 146 (A); Edouard v
Admini,trator Natal (2) SA 368 (D).
.
In S~ Africa, the Constitution itself is a powerful indicator ofpublic policy. Thus in Rylond v Edro, 1997 (2) SA 690
(C) the court observed that: '"It is true that public policy is essentially a question of fact (see the statement by Aquilius
(the late Mr Justice F P van den Heever) in his article 'hnmorality and ruegality in Contract' (1941) '8 SAlJ 337 at 346:
'what is immoral is a factual not a legal problem', on which Mr Trengove strongly relied. This is so even though in most
cases the fadual finding in question is not based on evidence before the Court but on f8dI regarded u so notorious that
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right to an economic commodity or good strikes at the heart of many of the ideologies
of Western society and consequently, the legal principles that entrench them.
Examples are the common law principles of freedom of contract and ownership of
property. In the context of socio-economic rights, such as a right to health care, these
principles take on a new dimension that requires a re-examination of their role in the
legal fabric. Many are not keen to undertake such re-examination, perhaps fearful of
where it might leads.

the Court takes judicial notice of them. In the present case it would be difticult to find ~ there hu been auch a change
in the general sense of justice of the community II to justifY a refusal to follow the Ismail decision if it were not for the
new Constitution. In the circumstances I prefer to base my decision on the fundamental alteration in regard to the basic
values on which our civil policy is based which hu been brought about by the enactment and coming into operation of
the new Constitution... In his judgment in Du PIe,,;, and Otherl y DB Klerk and Another (case No CCT 8I9S), a
decision of tho Constitutional Court delivered on IS May 1996, Ackermann J referred (in para [106] of his judgment) to
'tho marked similarity between the provisions ofl 3S(3) ••• and tho indirect horizontal application of tho basic rights in
the (German Buic Law) in German jurisprudence.' In parD [103] and [104] of his judgment Ackermann J said: '[103]
Any attempt at a detailed discussion on the operation of mittelbare Drittwidamg (indirect horizontality) in German
constitutional law would be out of place here. There are IIOIJlO features, however, which bear on the construetioo of our
own Constitution. The Federal Constitutional Court refers to the radiating effect (Ausstrablungswirkung) of the basic
rights on private law. In the LOth cue the Federal Constitutional Court held 18 follows: 'The influence of the scale of
values of the basic rights affects particularly those provisiOlll of private law that contain mandatory rules of law and thus
form part of tho O1'd" pubUc - in the broad
of the term - that is, rules which for reasons of the general welfare also
are binding on private legal relatiooships and are removed fiorD the domination of private intent. Because of their
purpose these provisiOl1l are closely related to the public law they supplement. Consequently, they are substantially
exposed to the influence of constitutional law. In bringing this influence to bear, tho courts may invoke the general
clauses which. like art 826 of the Civil Code, refer to standards outside private law. 'Good morals' is one such standard.
In order to determine what is required by social nonna such II these, one hu to consider first the ensemble of value
concepta that a nation bas developed at a certain point in its intellectual history and laid down in its constitution. That is
why the general clauses have rightly been called the points where basic rights have breached the (domain of) private law.
. ..' [104] Thus, in private litigation, the Gennan courts are obliged to consider the basic rights in interpreting concepts
such II 'justified'. 'wrongfUl' 'con1ra bonos mores' et cetera. The basic rights therefore have a radiating effeet on the
conunon law through provisions such as, for example, I 138 of the Civil Code, which provides that "legal acts which are
contrary to public policy are voicl.'"
In a footnote giving the reference to the LOth cue, AdcermaDn J said: "The word 'radiating' seems preferable to the
BOIIleWbat pejorative term 'seepage'. In my view it is clear that if the spirit. purport and objects of chap 3 of the
Constitution and the basic values underlying it are in conflict with the view II to public policy expressed and applied in
the Ismail case then the values underlying chap 3 ofthe Constitution must prevail."
Further support for this view may be found in the dictum ofMahomed AJ (II he then was) in S v Achelon 1991 (2) SA
80S (Nm) at 813A-B (1991 NR. 1 ul0A-B): "The Constitution ofa nation is not limply a statute which mechanically
defines the structures of government and the relatiODB between the govemment and the governed. It is a 'mirror
reflecting the national soul'. the identification of the ideaJs and aspirations of a nation; tho articulation of the values
bonding its people and disciplining its government. The Ipirit and tho tenor of the constitution must therefore preside and
permeate the processes ofjudicial interpretation and judicial clisc:retion."
In Mthembll y LetHia and Another 1998 (2) SA 67S (T), the court accepted as COI'I'Cd the conclusion of Farlam J in
Ryland v Edros that if existing notions and views II the public policy are in conflict with the spirit, purport and objects
of chapter 3 of the Interim Constitution, and the buic values underlying it, 'then the values underlying chap 3 of the
Constitution must prevail'
In CoetzM Y Comltll and OthBrl 2001(1) SA 12S4 (C) the court took the view that " •.• considerations of public policy
cannot be constant. Our society is an ever-changing one. We have moved fi'om a very clark past into a democracy where
the Constitution is tho supremo law, and public policy should be CODIidered agaiDst the background of the Constitution
and tho Bill of Rights. One can think of many situations which would, prior to 1994, have been found not to offend
public policy which would today be regarded II inhuman. Examples are 10 plentifbl that I do not believe that it is
necessary for me to mention them."
There is thus argument for the fact that in South Afiica, public policy does support a right to health care in the terms in
which it is couched in the Constitution.
See for instance Kelley D "Tho rights angle - tho consequences of a "right" to health care", Realon Magaz;ne, January
1994. Kelley was at the time the executive director of the Institute for Objectivist Studies in Pugbkeepsie, New York. He
BrgUeS that: " the very concept of such a right is corrupt in theory" because "a right is a principle specifYing something
that an individual should be tree to have or do." One of his main objections to so-called 'welfare rights' is the tact that
they "impose on othen the positive obligation to provide the goods in question." He desCribes welfare rights II '"rights to
goods: a right to food, shelter, education, a job fM" - and contrasts them with 'liberty rights' which are "rights to
fi'eedom of action but don't guarantee that one will succeed in obtaining any particular good one may be seeking." He
observes that every right imposes some obligation on otben and questions the pradicality of this in the light of limited
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resources.
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It is trite that for a right to exist there must be some legal basis for it. The content of a

right is shaped by that branch of law from whence .it arises. Because, rights tend to be
flavoured by the jurisprudence that gave birth to them, when a particular right9 is
reflected as the subject matter of more than one area of law and is developed
separately on different legal fronts, and to varying degrees given the conceptual and
doctrinal limitations of that particular legal area, there is the potential for dissonance
in attempts to conceptualise the right as a single legal construct. In other words, when
one encounters the question of a right to health care, one must ask whether there is in
fact a single right with a number of different facets, depending upon the legal
perspective of the viewer, or whether there are

rat~er

many discrete rights to health

care within the various branches of law across which synthesis is not possible. In
South African law, the idea of a right to health care is addressed to varying degre~s in
a number of different legal areas notably, international law, constitutional law, the
common law of contract, the common law of delict and statutory law. The extent to
which these various areas of law may be reconciled to yield a single, multifaceted
right to health care is one of the issues explored in this thesis. Some practical
implications of a right, or various rights, to health care will be examined by way of a
series of situational questions. The relevance and importance of an attempt at
synthesis is highlighted by the comparatively recent introduction into South African
law of a constitutional Bill of Rights which,· in terms of both the Constitution itself 0
and the legal theory behind its construction, must serve as a grundnorm for the further
.

.

development, in terms of both modification and edification, of the entire legal system.

Synthesis: Some Legal Questions

To illustrate the importance of the possibility of synthesis of various branches of the
law, the question has been posed whether the Constitution can give rise to a
'constitutional delict~ as distinct from a common law delictll or whether the common

9
10
11

See also Faria MA "Is there a right to health carer Medical Se"ti"el, Vol 4 No 4. July/August 1999. 125-127. Faria
questions whether health care is really a basic human right on essentially the same grounds as Kelley. namely that a right
to medical care "imposes an obligation on a physician".
Conceptually. as opposed to legally. spealdng.
See section 39(2) of Act No 108 of 1996 which requires every court, tribunal or forum to promote the apirit. purport and
objects oftbe Bill of Rights when interpreting any legislation and when developing the common law or customary law.
Neethling J. potgieter JM, Visser PJ. lAw ofDelict (1999) 22-23. The authOl'l submit that a clear distinction should be
made ~ a constitutional wrong and a deli(t even though these two figures may overlap on the basis that the
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law of delict should be used to underscore and remedy violations of constitutional
rights that satisfy the recognised common law requirements for delict. In other words,
does the constitution create another, new, category of delict outside of the common
law, which must be developed in accordance with constitutional law principles or is it
more logical to develop the common law of delict so as to accommodate certain
violations of the constitutional law therein. A further question could be posed in
relation to the law of contract? Would breach of a contractual right, which in itself
involves a constitutional right, render the breach of contract unconstitutional? Must
one consider two separate actions for the same wrong, one in terms of constitutional
law and one in terms of the law of contract - in which case, would the relief claimed
differ depending on the basis of the action - or must one regard it as a simple breach
of contract?
Even at a purely constitutional level, there is a need to synthesise provincial and
national legislation. There is apparently scope for variation in the content of the
constitutional right to. health care services across provinces insofar as health care
services are a Schedule 4, Part A, competency. This means that the provinces and the
national government have concurrent legislative power in this area. In terms of
section 41 (1) (e) all spheres of government and all organs of state within each sphere
must

respect the constitutional status, institutions, powers and functions of

government in the other spheres. The national government may not simply override a
provincial government by way of legislation on a particular issue. Section 104(1) of
the Constitution gives a provincial government the power to pass legislation for its
province with regard to any matter within a functional area listed in Schedule 4. In
terms of section 104(3) a provincial legislature is bound only by the Constitution and,
if it has passed a constitution for its province, also by that constitution. Given the fact
"requirements for a delict and those for a constitutional wrong differ materially." They also point to the fact that
.....unIike a delictual remedy which is aimed at Compensation, a constitutional remedy (even in the form of damaP.l) is
directed at aftinning. enforcing. protecting and vindicating fimdamental rights and at preventing or deterring future
violations of chapter 2". Acoording to the authon a constitutional wrong and a delict should not be treated alike and for
conceptual clarity the term constitutional 'delict' or 'tort' should rather be avoided. They do state. however. that where a
delictual remedy will also effectively vindicate the fundamental right conoemed and deter future violations of it, the
delictual remedy may be considered to be appropriate constitutional relief and in this way may serve a dual fimction. The
view of the authon that a c:onstitutiona1 wrong must be viewed u distinet fi'om a delict is apparently at odds with the
provisions of section 8(3Xa) and (b) of the Constitution which states that in order to give effect to a right in the Bill. a
court must apply, or if necessary, develop, the common law to the extent that legislation docs not give effect to that right
and may develop rules of the common law to limit the right, provided that the limitation is in accordance with aeetion
36(1). This section promotes the understanding that the vehicle for giving effect to rights in the Bill is the common law
in the absence of relevant legislation. The concept of constitutional 'wrongs' u a discrete category of wrongs apart ftom
common or statutoly law does not seem to be in keeping with what is intended by the Constitution itself Rather the
Constitution is to be regarded u the base reference for tho edification ofthe legal system generally.
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that the right to health care services is tempered by the state'sl2 obligation to ensure
the progressive realisation of the right within available resources13 and the possibility
that ''the state" can mean a provincial or even municipal government as much as it
does the national government, how does one reconcile this potential for variation in
the content of the right across provinces with the fact that in terms of section 9(1) of
the Constitution, "Everyone is equal before the law" and in terms of section 9(2),
"Equality includes the full and equal enjoyment of all rights and freedoms"? (writer's
italics).
Does the Constitution in fact create a right of access to health care services which
exists independently of any other legislative or other measure taken by the st.ate in
order to achieve the progressive realisation of that right within available resources or
does it effectively only impose an obligation upon the state to create instances or
facets of such a right by way of legislation as and when the resources are available?
The implications of each of the possible answers to this question are profound. If the
answer is the former then there exists a fundamental and underlying right of access to
health care services which in certain circumstances, could be enforceable against any
number of potential suppliers of health care services irrespective of any other specific
legislative provisions relating to access to health care services. The idea, in terms of
this view, is that the nature, content, level and method of delivery of the particular
health services in question would be determined by a court in the given circumstances
12

13

In analysing what is meant by "'the State" in the case or GreDter Johanne,burg Tran,itional Metropolitan Council y
E,lcom 2000 (1) SA 866 SeA, at 876 the court stated that: "In its ordinary meaning for the purposes or domestic law the
word is frequently used to include all institutioos which are collectively concerned with the management or public affain
unless the contrary intention appean. In this sense the State may manifest itself nationally (through the executive or
legislative ann or central government), provincially, locally and, on occasions, regionally." In R v Bethlehem
Municipality 1941 OPD 227 Van den Heever J said the following at 231: IIA facile distinction is smnetimes drawn
between municipalities and other entities with legislative and executive powenI on the ground that municipalities are
Diere creatures or statute. 'Ibis is undoubtedly so, but 10 are provincial councils and, for that matter, the Union
Parliament. With respect to authority or COUI'IICI they dift"er vastly and are ordered in a definite hierarchy, but the fimction
of each is government. A municipality is not merely a corporation like a company, it is a phase of government, local it is
true, but still government." And in H/ekQ v Johan"",burg City Council 1949 (1) SA 842 (A) the same Judge commented
at 8SS: "The modem trend is to recognise that municipal government may be local, yet it is a phase or government." In
Chandler and Other, v Director of Public ProIecutlon, [1962] 3 All ER 142 (HL) the phraseology that bad to be
construed wu 'the safety and interests of the State'. Lord Devlin, after asking "what is meant by 'the State'T' gave the
following answer at I S6D - E: "Counsel for the appellants submits that it means the inhabitants or a particular
geographical area. I doubt if it ever has u wide a meaning u that. I agree that in an appropriate context the safety and
interests or the State might mean simply the public or national safety and interests. But the more precise use of the Word
"State", the use to be expected in a legal context, and the one which I am quite satisfied for reasons which I shall give
later wu intended in this statute, is to denote the orgaus of governmeot or a national community." And in the same case
Lord Reid suggested that the 'organised community' comes u near to a definition of "State' u one can get. As Baxter
points out in Adminl,trative Law at 9S, although the expression 'the State' is extensively employed in legislation, it is
not used with any consistency. The precise meaning of 'the State' depends on the context within which it is used. It is
submitted, in view of the foregoing and in view or the nature or the Constitution itself that the word 'state' u it appears
in section 27(2) C8IIDOt be interpreted to mean anything other than all or the spheres or government established by and
recognised in the Constitution.
Section 27(2) or the Constitution states that: "'The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its
available resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of each orthese rights."
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of a particular case. If the answer is the latter then it is a right enforceable against the
state only and then only to the extent that the state is obliged to take reasonable
legislative and other measures to achieve the progressive realisation of the right. The
nature, content, level and method of delivery of the health services would be the
subject of other legislation and other measures to be adopted by the state and no
further legal action to obtain health care services could be taken until those legislative
and other measures were in place. In terms of the latter view, the content of the
constitutional right of access to health care services is restricted to the state's
obligation to take those legislative and other measures to achieve the progressive
realisation of the right. The appropriate relief on the latter view, in terms of a
Constitution based action, would be a simple order directing the state to enact
legislation or adopt certain measures to achieve this. Further discussion of this issue
will be undertaken in a later section dealing more closely with the constitutional right
of access to health care services.
In the context of statutory law, for example the Compensation for Occupational
Injuries and Diseases Act14, caD the fact that section 73 of this Act provides for the
payment by the Director-General, the employer or the mutual association concerned,
as the case may be, of the reasonable costs of medical expenses for occupational
injuries and diseases for a period of two years be seen as a legislative measure taken
by the state to progressively realise the constitutional right of access to health care
services? In other words can the right embodied in section 73 of the Compensation for
Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act now be regarded as a subset of the
constitutional right of access to health care services or is it merely a right conferred by
a statute independently of section 27(1) of the Constitution? If the answer is the
former then the section 73 right must be tested against the provisions of section 27 of
the .Constitution. Is it a reasonable legislative measure?lS Does it sufficiently take into
account the availability of resources? Should the state take further steps to develop the
content of this particular right in this particular context or should it rather be
supplemented or complemented by other rights relating to access to health care

14
IS

Ad No 130 of 1993
Sea section 27(2) ofthe Constitution quoted at fh 13 IIlpra.
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services in other contexts?16 Would the fact that this particular law predates the
Constitution mean that it cannot be seen in the broader context of the constitutional
right of access to health care services or should it nonetheless now be interpreted in
this context irrespective of when it was promulgated?
Synthesis: Some Practical Questions

The questions posed above and the manner in which they are answered have a direct
impact on practic8.1 questions of health service delivery in South Africa. Some of
.these questions go to the heart .of health care delivery systems generally'. They relate
to the implementation of socio-economic rights in the realities of a less than perfect
world. They confront issues such as the rationing and equitable distribution of health
care services, acceptable levels of quality and standards for health care, interfaces
between the public and private sectors on issues of health care delivery and the need
for a balancing of the various interests that contribute to the dynamic of the health
sector. Some of practical questions in this context are:
Is the~e a difference between a right of access to health care services and a. right to
health care services?
Must the health care services be supplied irrespective of a patient's ability to pay?
If there is a right to health care services from the perspective of the consumer, is there
a corresponding obligation to deliver those health care services, and if so, who bears it
and to what extent?
If there is a right to heatth care services, is it restricted to the indigent or do all

consumers, including members of medical schemes, have such a right and, if so,

.

against whom?

Is there a specific level of health care service to which a right to health care applies?
For example, is the right restricted to health care services at a primary care level or at
16

For instance in the context of Social Health IDsurance legislation or even a National Health Ad. which provides for
access to health care services for the population generally.
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an emergency care level, or does it extend through all levels of care, including
secondary and tertiary levels?
Would the state, and private institutions such as managed care organisations and
medical schemes, be able to legitimately restrict access to, or ration, health care
services?
Is there a certain standard of health care services implied in the constitutional right to
health care services e.g. one which demands that the provider of such services
exercises reasonable care in their delivery so as to optimise the efficacy of the
services provided?
When a person contracts for certain health care services with a supplier of health care
services how does this affect that person's constitutional right of access to heath care
services?
Can a person contract out of his or her right to life in a health care setting or contract
for a lower standard of health care services than is generally regarded as acceptable?
Would consumers in a particular locality be able to insist that the government
constructs and equips a clinic or hospital in the area to serve their health care needs on
the basis of a constitutional right of access to he~th care services?
Would consumers in a particular locality be able to prevent the closure of a state
owned hospital or clinic in their area on the basis that such closure would constitute a
denial of their right of access to health care services?
Can an individual insist on receiving life prolonging medical treatment when such
treatment does not improve the quality of life of the patient and holds no hope of a
cure but prolongs his or her life such as it is?
Does a right to health care services imply a right to funding of those services by the
state or by a medical scheme?
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Is it equitable to institute the implementation of a particular health intervention for
select groups of people with a view to increasing coverage to the remainder of the
population over a period of time?
What are the rights of providers of health care services in the light of the existence of
a constitutional right to such services on the part of consumers?
Approach and Methodology

This thesis explores the questions raised above and others in the context of five broad
areas of law namely international law, constitutional law, administrative law, the law
of contract and the law of delict. These areas of law have in some instances been
covered separately with regard to the public and private sectors in order to restrict the
size of the chapters and to highlight some of the differences between the two sectors.
More particularly the research material is divided into ten chapters in the following
way:
•

Chapter one explores the concept of a right to health and a right to health care
at the level of international law and .the usefulness of these concepts in
intemationallaw to the South African legal system.

•

Chapter two deals with the right to health' care services and health service
delivery from a constitutional law perspective and discusses the relevant
judgments of the constitutional court in this area;

•

Chapter three examines the significance and retevance of administrative law to
health 'service delivery. The relevant case law in the area of administrative law
is discussed;

•

Chapter four covers the general principles of the law of contract within the
context of health service delivery;

•

Chapter five considers the law of contract within the context of the delivery of
health services by the public sector and focuses on the case law in this area;
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•

Chapter six considers the law of contract within the context of the delivery of
health services by the private sector and includes focuses on the relevant case
law·,

•

Chapter seven 'covers the general principles of the law of delict as applicable
in the health care context;

•

Chapter eight considers the law of delict as it relates to health service delivery
within the public sector and focuses on the relevant case law;

•

Chapter nine deals with the law of delict as it related to health service delivery
within the private sector and focuses on the relevant case law;

•

Chapter ten consolidates the conclusions and observations that were made in
each of the preceding chapters and offers some concluding thoughts on the
subject matter of the thesis.

There are numerous references to articles and publications that. have been sourced
from the internet in this thesis. This is for a number of reasons. From a practical
perspective, given the time that it takes to cover a subject of this magnitude, the
internet offers extremely fast and detailed access to many sources of law that would
take weeks to uncover in a paper library - assuming that they were available in hard
copy in that library to begin with. Sometimes there is ~s much of an 'advantage in
knowing what is not available as there is in seeing what is present on the shelves. The
internet is fast becoming the central repository of knowledge worldwide and it would
be nothing short of foolish not to search it for material that is relevant to the topic at
hand. It is also much quicker, easier and cheaper to download and store electronically
legal articles and reference material for subsequent perusal and study than to
physically stand making photocopies in a law library for days. In the context of South
African source materials with regard to health law in particular, reference has already
been made to the relative paucity of material compared to that available in many
foreign jurisdictions. While this thesis does not purport to be anything resembling a
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comparative legal study, due largely to the fact that its scope within the South African
legal context is extremely broad, it was useful to seek out and include, for illustrative
purposes, examples from other jurisdictions of the manner in which they have dealt
with issues similar to those under discussion. The internet makes this task a pleasure
as opposed to the labour of sweat and tears it would quite literally have been if the
writer had been obliged to trawl the law libraries. Most South Africa law libraries
have in any event converted to electronic indices that are in some cases offered via
subscription services on the internet. When one is attempting a work as substantive as
this, it is wise to make the most efficient and effective use of one's time and other
resources in order to be able to arrive at a finished product within externally imposed
time constraints.
Although this work could· be criticised as somewhat voluminous, some of its size· is
attributable to detailed coverage of the court judgments in the cases discussed. It was
felt that such detailed coverage was necessary and useful for a number of reasons not
least of which are •

The thesis covers a wide expanse of law and few readers will be intimately
familiar with every area;

•

It was the intention to create a source reference for non-lawyers and those with

no ready access to the .law reports;
•

In order to fully explore the nuances of the cases discussed, it is important to see

the detailed thinking of the judges. Law is not a science but an art.
It was also important to cover thes~ five areas of law because a central point of this
thesis is the unity of a1llaw in South Africa on the basis of the Constitution. It would
not be exaggeration to say that it as much a work of constitutional law as it is of
health law. The Constitution requires consistency of all other law not only with itself
but also between various fields of law since it embodies the essence of the central
themes and the guiding principles of law in this country. One cannot establish the
extent to which such constitutional consistency prevails without examining major
fields of law. One cannot identify inconsistencies without undertaking the same
exercise. The structure of the thesis therefore reflects its approach to law - that there
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is a single legal system with many facets rather than .a number of different systems
that operate discretely and independently of each other.
The Constitution directs South African courts to consider international law and allows
them a discretion to consider foreign law. The same approach has been adopted in this
thesis. It is not a comparative study of health care law across different jurisdictions.
An entire chapter has been devoted to international law but there are comparatively

few and highly selective references to foreign law throughout the various chapters.
Such references are made where they serve to further illustrate, contextualise or
highlight a principle of South African law that is under discussion. In some instances
they are the references found within the judgments of South African courts. The
dearth of case law in South Africa in the area of health service delivery is one of the
principal reasons for these references to foreign law. They serve as practical examples
of 'real life' situations in which a particular legal principle has been applied and to
what effect.
H Nys in the entry for Belgium in the International Encyclopaedia of Laws17 explains
medical law as follows:
"Medical law is an area of law, medical law does not respect traditional compartments with
which lawyers have become familiar, such as torts, contracts, criminal law, family law and
public law. Instead, medical law cuts across these subjects and today must be regarded as a
subject in its own right. We maintain that it is a discrete area concerned with the law
governing the interactions between doctors and patients and the organisation of health care."

This work is voluminous for yet another reason. It explores more than just medical
law. Its focus is South African health law - a much wider concept - and there is no
pre-existing foundation upon which to build in this specific context in South African
law. It thus had to be done 'from scratch'. Nys observes that often the term "health
(care) law" is used instead of medical law. He states:
"According to Leenenll, 'health law is that branch of law which covers studies on both the
individual and social aspects of the right to health care. It can be defined as the body of rules
that relates directly to the care for health as well as the application of general, civil, criminal
17
II

Blanpain R (eel) Chapter m'Medical Law' p 26·27
Leenen IUJ 'Health law and legislation' HtItIlth SBrvicu I" EuropB, 3n1 eel vol 1: Regional Analysis, World Health
Organisation, Copenhagen 1981, P 60
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and administrative law designed to provide healthy conditions. Medical law ('the study of the
juridic8I relations to which the doctor is a party' according to a widely accepted definition of
Savatier) is part of health law. In health care there is a large range of juridical relations in
which the doctor is not involved. '"

Furrow et ai, authors of a leading American textbook on health law19 observe that
health law is' both broader and narrower than law and medicine as it has been
traditionally taught in American law schools. Law and medicine in the past generally
focussed on two issues - professional malpractice and forensic medicine. In more
recent years, however, law and medicine courses have been expanded to cover new
issues that arise at the interface of law and medicine. They state:
''This book grows out of a belief that no longer can one course cover all the issues that now
arise from the interaction of law and medicine ... We do cover many subjects not previously
covered in depths in law and medicine texts: health care financing and cost control,
organisation and management of health care institution and access of the poor to health care,
to name a few. We shift the focus from law and medicine to law as it affects the health care
industry, and examine this law as an integrated whole."

The

p~esent

writer could do worse than to echo their words in introducing this thesis

to the reader. .

19

Furrow BR, Johnson SH, Jost TS, Schwartz RL Health Low: Ca,u, Materia" and Problsm, 1- eel West Publishing
Company, 1987 P XVD. (Note: ThenI is a third, much later edition of this work but the illustrative quotation above is
taken deliberately &om tho first because it was introducing a new appraach at that time).
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Introduction

Intemationallaw generally is a dynamic concept upon which there are widely differing
views amongst lawyers and nation states l • In fact it would probably not be unfair to say

Savanoli B, 'T......formation Of Intcmational Law Into Univ. .aI Human lUsh.. Law In Tho Framework OfPuro Theory Of
Law', wwwialpoll.g" p3 .. There arc four olaalioal viOWI of tho intemationallyatem: a 'Hobboaian' or realist tradition, a
'Vattclian' or intemationalilt tradition, a 'Grotian' or oomm unitarian tradition, and a 'Kantian' or univonalilt tradition. In the
Hobbelian or "mul' tradition, ltatel an: ICCIl ill a permanent lituation of oold or hot war. It is tho world of power politiOl,
temporary allianOCl, and national interelt, a wodd whioh knOWI only Zero-IUDl IIIDCII. Intemationallaw merely duplioates
this power Itruoturc. A new .trand of maum lubltitutca the rivalry of oivilizatiool for that of ltatca. Somo 'orilioal' lohol. .
of intemationallaw also leOlD to embraoe a view which em.phuizCII the cliffioulty of a IclallYlfam attemptinl to bind
clitTcront oultul'Cll, albeit from a oomplctcly different anile ... OD tho other lido ofthc IPOotrum wo find a view labelled by Bull
(100 below) • 'KlIltian' or univonalilt: this view 'ICICI at work in international politiOi a potential oommunity ofmankind'.
Writerl adhcrinl to this view, althoup IOlmowlcdsins that tho .tate is here to ltay for qui.. a whilc, do Dot n:sanl tho .tata ..
an aim in itaclf - or WeD II tho 'primary unit' of intamationallOOicty. Rather, they tend to UDclcrIino tho rolo of international
'oivU IOOicty', multinational ooopcration and Don-Iovemmontal cqanizatioDl. Tho .yatemio value promoted by thOlO authon
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that for every statement one makes about international law, there are variations or
contradictions that can be argued with as much justification. Since the concerns of this
thesis are fundamentally pragmatic, an approach that is entirely in keeping with the real
world concerns of the delivery of health care services, one of the issues that will be
explored in this chapter is the value or usefulness of intemationallaw at this level. The
concept of international law is explored in this chapter in its various aspects and as
perceived and acknowledged by the South African Constitution. Specific attention is
given to international law relating to the right to health or health care and the boundaries
and content of this construct in order to establish the level and extent of its interface with
the domestic legal system. The cogency of international law is considered against the
backdrop of South African law and its validity and value for the domestic legal system
are critically examined.
The term "international law" in its widest sense includes private and public international
law, customary international law and the body of peremptory norms commonly referred
to as 'jus cogens'2. Article 38(1) of the International Court of Justice Statute states that

2

it ju.tioc, whioh may entail a ju.tifioation of comm unity intervention for the protection of individuall asainlt their OWD ltate.
In the middle, Bull places a view, which he refan to II 'Grotian' or intemationalitt AocordinS to thil conocptioa,
international .ociety iI oompo.ed of ltates. Individuals, in prinoiple, count only al representatives of their oollectivity.
However, oooperation between ltata iI pOlsible, and even to be cncouraged in order to realize common values ad intel'CllII.
Onc view of internationallooicty may bc oallcd IV attc1ian', or inter-national in the narrow lenlc. It emphllizel the individual
interest of ltatel. Cooperation iI the exception, not the nale. In mOlt inltanOOl, common intarel" have to be aocommodated in
bilateral Icttinp. Internatioaal inltitutiODI may be Uleful for ltabilizinS cooperation, but their role it limited by the national
interest Thil it the view of o.... ica1 international law, the famoUi 'Wc.tphaliaD sy.tem'. I.. main value iI not cooperation,
but order. A truly 'Grotian' (or, becaUie of i.. modem emphasis on institutions, 'Deo-Grotian', 'Fricdmannia' or
'oom.munitariaa') view. on the contrary, lees the internationallystem on ill way to an 'organized ltate oommunity' with an
empbuil on oommon intere.... the development ofoommon value•• and the oreation ofoommon inltitutiODl.1n the words of
Chriltia TomUichat, 'it would be wrons to allume that ltates II • mere juxtapOlition of individual units oonstitute the
international oommunity. Rather, the conoept denotes an overarohins Iystem which em bodiel a oommon interelt of.U ltates
and, indirectly, ofmankind'."
MoManul H 'International Law: ConstruotinS Power?' oblcrves that: "The oreation of publio intemational law relies on
nesotiation ad ratif'lOation of formal treatieland OODventionl, and on the formation ofoultom. CUitomary international law
arises through the "seneral practice" of ltates' lesaUy reievant aotiODI relultins in ltable expectationl, and ultimately in nalu
widely believed by ltates to be IcSal requiremen... Thil iI to be oontruted with intemationallaw arisinS fiom treaties or other
formallcsal amDsementl, which an ncSotiated by ltates, and mUlt be ligned and ntitiad in order to be conlidered leaaOy
bindinS upon a ltate. Statci oannot fail to partioipata in the formation of CUltomary international law concernins thcir
behavior, .1 it iI a product of IonS term, Icsally relevant intaraotionl. Convenely, • ltata may fail to oontribute, throuSh
. ohoice or throuSh non-rccosnition by other ltatel. to ncsotiations of treaties."
btm://www.mi••ouri edul:::polswwwlpapc;n/ppO 1110' pdf
These distinotions are far from olear out. The preoile nature and content of jill co,.". in relation to other types of
internatioaallaw an the lubject of IUJUmcnt. The only South African O8Ie which appc8l'l to have dealt cxpreuly with thejlll
cogtI1II iI Amnia,. Peoplu' Organl8a1ion ~) ond Othtn " Tncth and Rsctmt:llkltiOll CtJlllml&rlOll ond Othtn 1996 (4)
SA 562 (C) in which the court observed that: "It ii, however, UDDCOOlury, in our judgment, to OODIidar further the
applioability of the jill CDgfIIII to the interpretation of the Conltitution. That iI becaule there iI an exception to the peremptory
nalo prohibitinS a amnesty in relation to crimCI againlt humanity contained in Additional Protocol II to the Ganeva
Conventionl, which WII adopted on 8 June 1977 by the Diplomatio Conference on the Reaftirmation and Development of
International Humanitarian Law Applioablc in Armed ConfIioa, and which came into fene on 7 Deoember 1978. In terml of
Artiole 1(1) thereof thil Protocol appliel to 'all armed oontliotl ••• which taka place in the territbry of a Hish Contraotins
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international law has its basis in international custom, international conventions or
treaties and general principles of law. A detailed analysis of international law, a vast
subject, is not within the scope of this thesis. However it is necessary to examine "a few
basic precepts" and principles in order to acquire some background understanding of
international law as it relates to health and health care.
Public international law generally consists of international conventions and treaties that
expressly recogniz~ rules an~ principles that bind the states parties. Only those states who
are parties to such instruments are bound by them. According to some views,
international law does not apply to relationships between states and persons or between
persons inter see It applies between nation states4• According to others the doctrine that
Party between ill armed fOl'OCl and d.lidcnt armed fo... or other cqaniaed armed lroupl which, unclor relpon.iblo
aommand, exercise IUoh aontrol over a part of itI tcnitory 81 to enable them to amy out IUtained IIld aonaarted military
operationl •••" This oue involved .cation 231(4) the interim Conltitution and not the final Conatitution which. cfitfcnntly
wordod in resard to international Jaw. HowClVer it doe••eem that the ooult in.AZAPO preferred to UlO III oxproIl rule of
publio intcmatiOIlallaw rather thaD to oxplOJ'Cl thojur cogmr whioh doe. IUISOIt a rankins by the oourt ofjur co.... u beinl
of 101•• i.pifioaaoc thaD aD expreu rulo of publio international Jaw. AlthouSh there an Dot many South A&ioan oue. that
refer to tho jur cogtIIU thorc an ona 01' two ,outhern AfriOIll dicta worth mcntioninl. In S "Btmda and OthBrl1989 (4) SA
519 (BG) tho oourt observed at p544 with relard to tho arpmcnll of DuSard in that 0810: "I moan DO disrcapoot to Mr
DUlard'l remainins oontention. if I do Dot deal with them .peoif'lOaUy. HavinS arrived at this oODoJu.ion, it is UDDOOOIIIlI)' to
oon.idcr the remainins Iubm ••ion. in detail, u they arc Dol DCOC••1lI)' for the dctc:rm ination of tho .IUO bcfOJ'Cl me. However,
I paUle only to oonlider oertain of them. ThOle arc: (a) An entity doOi not qualify u a .tala, notwithalllldinS that it baa tho
attribute. of .tatehood expounded in tho Montcwidco Convention, if ita creation isa rcault of a violation of a peremptory Dorm
of intomational Jaw (jJI8 co,...). From the authorities that he baa rcfcrrcd mo to, it would appear that tho doome of tho jur
~ relatcl primarily to the question of invalidity of tRatica. It is allO oorroot that .everal juris" have ocmtcmdcd that tho
jur cogtIIU isapplioable to unilateral BOla of.talCl in violation ofpcremptory norm•• Furthermarc, tho implioationa oftho,/UI
cogtmI have also been advanoed in .upport of the oonoept of nOD-rcoopition. 1 oannot aarco with, nor IIOOcpt tho dootrine of
jfI6 CDgfml oonoernml the que.tion of rooosnition or non-rClOopitiOll. AI I have already found, tho faot of nOll-ROosnition is
immaterial, provided the norm. of intcmationallaw, whioh I have aoocpted, have been oomp1icil with." In Mwtwlingl v
Minu"" c( DqBltCB, Namibia 1991 (1) SA 851 (Nm) the oourt observad at p862 that ..... ooun.c1.ubmitted that tho wcmta
'whioh would not otherwise havo been rcoolnised by' international law' refer to that body of intomational law which
Brownlie Pril'lCipla of Publio Intemat#onal Law 3rd cd at 512 - 15 termed jur t:OpIU. Thi. embodies rulea IUob 81 tho
prohibition of assrca.ive w .., the law of pooide, tho prinoiplo of non-naial dilorimination, .Javery, eta, aDd whio'"
aooordins to lomO opinions, arc ovcrridins prinoiples ofintomational Jaw'. See aIIo Penitt H Jr 'Symposium on the Internet
and Legal Theory: Tho Internet is ChanSinglntcmational1.aw' 73 Chicago-Kent Law RlMfIW 997
www.kentlaw.~ttlpub1icat.icm.a3CHIKENTLRev997.htm;RoaenthalE.andSundnmCJ·1ntcmationalHumlll
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Rilhll aa.d Mental Health LeSislation' 2002 NtIW York Law School JOUJWJl t/'ComJKllYllM tIIId IntBrrlatlorlal LDw (alao at
httpi/yiww bgelon,onrIJogallruouroetrmtgnationallaw,pdO
Yuuaki 0 'Ia tho Intematicmal Court of Juatioe an Emperor Without ClothOl' I••motIonal Lsgal Theory (2002) Vol 8 Nol,
pi .tates that: '~ho f'aiIuro to unclcntand realilliDaUy the lisnitioanoo of tho ICJ hu influenaed the attitude of intcmational
1awyon toward tho qucation of the "aourocI" of international law. When diIouuing tho problom of the "Iouroel" of
intcmationallaw, mOlt lawyers belin their lII'JlIIDent by referrinS to Artiolo 38 of tho ICJ Statute. Even thOle who do not
cxplioitly refer to Artio1c 38 scnerally anumo that dilou•• iOll of tho oatcSories ofintDmationallaw .hould.tart with, tho lilt
of "aouroes" provided in Artiolo 38(1). AlthouSh mllly leading intomationallawycn .uoh 81 Jenninp, ChonS, MaDoulal,
Hissina, Falk and Abi-Sub have reoolnizcd that u.inS Artiolo 38 for the purpOie of explaininS 1110 oatcgoriea of
00ll1llmporary international law hu "an clement of absurdity", a tacit relianoo on Artiolo 38 .till prevaill. ThiI taot .USptl
that mOlt intcmational 1awyen tacitly aa.d UDOODIoioUily equate tho Dorml of oonduot amons ltatca with the norml of
adjudiaation to be applied by tho ICJ. This further .uSSOlII that mOlt intcmationallawyen tacitly aoaept a clomOitio ana10sy
aDd bale their arpmcmt OIl this ...a1osy when arpinS about the lousvea of international law."
h#p;llJaw.ubaJt.eduloioVtltl8 1 2002.pdf
ROienthal E, and Sunclram CJ (fn 2 IIIpm) .tate 1IIat: "International humlll righll law orcate. dircot legal oblisation only on
sovCl1UDCIIlti and not on private aaton although sovernmenll alll be required to adopt 1clislatiOll that protcotl wlnorable
populationl in the private 'phere, They refer in footnote 171 to Ramoharan "Equality and Non-Disoriminati01l", ThtJ
I",.motional BiU c(R.ighll, Henkin, cd., aDd note that one member of the Human Rightl Committee observed that "1I'lio1o 26

states are the only subjects of international law is not an accurate statement of the actual
legal position'. International law is capable of creating legal requirements for
relationships between nation states, between states and persons and between persons.
There is a view that international human rights law is a separate branch of international
law completely'.
Clearly international law is a subject that, as a whole, is far from crisp in terms of both
content and theory. It is also in a very real sense far less robust than systems of domestic

oould not be intmproted al RferrinS only to public actI.lt mUlt cover the internall,.tem of a aounlly and tho authoriti. who
deaida who could work, oaaupy land, and 10 forth. If the .tate ownod all hOUlinS and w.. tho 1010 employer then ill
provilionl appliod to the .tata. In a cli.tTcrcnt Iy.tam, however, with private hOUlinS and numerou. privata cmploycn, it wu
tho latter who mUlt be proventcd tiom practicinS dilarimination. They obecrve further than in Goncral Comment 14 on tho
right to health, '"the Committee .tra•• the noed to enlure that not only tho public health lealor but allo private providcn of
health lervioc. and faailiti. oomply with tho principle ofnon-dilcrimination in relation to pcnoDi with dilabilitiel."
Lautarpacht H 'Tho Subjeatl of tho Law of Natiou' Law QIIQIf,rly RtlView (1947) at 438-439,451,452 and (1949) at 91,
112-113. Ho ltatel that dun iI no principle in international law which pnventl ltatel, if they 10 wilh, from leauriaS to
individuall ace•• to international oourtl and tribunall and SOCII OIl to Ihow that then iI no rule of international law which
pRelude. individuall from acquirinS directly riShli under CUltom"'Y intemationallaw and that lim Bar aon.idorationl apply to
tho qu.tion of lubjCCII of c:lutiCi impOied by intcrnationallaw, in partioular the field of international criminal liability.
(Rofcmd to in Savaneli "Nec•• ily of TraDlformation of International Law into UniVCl'lal Human RiShti Law in tho
Framework of PuR Theory of Law After September 11', www.iam.OlJ.sc).
Sec Savanoli B fa 1 8Uprtl who· obierYCI that: 'Pfbo
of univenal human rishtl providel for tho monitoria, of tho
implementation of human rishtl worldwido. But it dOCl not confer a 10Sal capaaity upon individualJ to enforce thOlO riShti.
Henao, in mOlt inltanOCl, individuall are .tiU 'objCOll', not lubjecll of intornationallaw. On the other hand, international
criminal tribunaII attempt to Rnder individuall penonaUy aaaountablo at a Slobal level. Neither ahould wo dilaanI
dovolopmenll towardian 'international civillOOiely', in which non-sovernmental acton more_insly inftuonao international
dociliODl. "
.
Savanoli B (m 1 IIf'rtl) commentl that "lnternational Human RiShti Law already havc (lio) boem aoparatod from international
law and by the (aio) ill univellal featuro Ihould be called al (Iio) Univcnal Human Rishtl Law. Tho JXOCCIII oflCp8l'8tion of
Univcnal Human Rishtl Law &om internatiOllallaw orisinated from Nunmburs (194') and h.. boon complotcd with tho
adoption of tho Vienna Deolaration and program of aation on the World Confcrenao of Human Rightl (1993)." Savaneli
draWl a number of diltinctioDi between what he oalll 'Univenal Human Rishtl Law' and othar forml of intcrnationallaw.
Ono of thClO diitinctiODI iI on the buil of louracl. He "YI that the ..ourael of intcrnationallaw are buioally oolleationl of
rul. which sovern tho relationa amons .tatca whCRII the loura. of univonal human riShll law OODIilli of rulol whioh
directly sovern Rlationl between individuall and ltatoa. Ho pointl out that oblisation. of ltatca to each other iI the lubjcat of
intcmationallaw but tho oblisationa of ltatca to individuall iI the lubjoot ofhuman riShll law. Ho alIo oblcrvCl that then is a
distinction in terml of mccb..iIm. of proteotion. Protection of human righll la,. Savanoli, oonliltl of two ltasel: internal
and international, tho latter beinS a continuation of tho fDIIDar. Palmar ob.orvca in an articlo entitled 'Human Rishll and
Tn:aty Oblisationl' Chttp;llwww.kennett.90.nz/JawlindisonouI12000i.3.hbgD- that "Human rightl becamolcSally ROosniiod
at intemationallaw. And intcmationallaw, which had prnioUily boon tho conaorn of ltalaa alone, hal paduaDy provided a
fiamcwork for tho delivory of human riShti to individuak and in IOIDO O8ICII to poopICl ... Tho Univonal Declaration of
Human RiShti wu a dealaration and not a lreaty, and did not siva rilo to bindinS international obli.atianl except to tho extant
that itl proviliODl entered tho Ralm of CUitomary intcmationallaw, .. llIJuably, .omo of tho artielCli of tho Declaration
have...Thoro illittlo doubt that that body of international law known u human rishtllaw ii, .. Her Exocllonay Judge ROialyn
HiSIm. hu pointed out in an CIIIay: 'Itrikinsly dit'fonnt from thOl'Cllt of intomational1aw in that it ltipUlatcl that obliptiou
are owed directly to individuak (and not to tho national sovcmment of an individual); and it providoa, mCRuinlly, for
individuall to havo acaCiI to tribunall and for tho oft'octivo SUarante. ofthOiO oblisatiODl" (foolnotal omitted). Kanllin I 'No
RiShti Without Remody: in Search of an ICHR' (hUp;!/www.pmap.ors/articlCl'contcntl40/40lIindex; btml?Rrint-l) notel
that from ono pcnpectivo it iI lurprilinS that human rishll cwar cwen entered intcmationallaw. HOltatel that in contralt with
othar internationallosal atTain luch .. tmitorial intesrity, fllhinS rishll, trade n:latioDl, or diplomatic immunity, violatiCllll
of human riShti norm. do not havc diract OODIoqUCllOO. at tho intcm.ationallcvoL Ho Obacrvol that ''Curioully, tho body of
international treatiCi oovcrinS putative human riShti violatiODl with an explioit int,mtltiQJllQI dimenlion, .uob • tholO
addrel.ins WII' crim. or tho treatment of ntU,CCI - tho humanitarian laWi of WII' and tho Geneva Conventiona - arc not
lreated .. inteSn1 to the COl'Cl of human rishll machinery embodied in tho UDHR and the lubaoquont UN COVCllantl. At tho
heart ofthil difforcmtiation iI that human rishlltreatiel explicitly protect pcnODl, not .. Citizenl orrepraentativCII ofa sivan
ofatate atIiliation."
ltate but. human boinp
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law'. There is considerable debate as to where one area of international law leaves ofTand
the other begins. To complicate matters the content of one area, such as public
international law, can by a process of seepage become the content of another, for
example. customary international law. depending upon the theory of customary
international law to which one subscribes. The steps of this process of seepage and the
question of when it is complete are also unclear. For a principle of international law to
become customary international1aw there must be a certain critical mass of support in
terms' of domestic and international judicial decisions and practice. However, the notion
of what that mass should be remains vague. It also does not help that there is an
apparently wide variety of types of international law instruments and their relative
importance and significance is not always obvious. As the International 'Labour
Organisation (lLO) points out in its definition of key terms used in the UN Treaty
Collection, over the past centuries, state practice has developed a variety of terms to refer
to international instruments by which states establish rights and

obligatio~s

among

themselves·. Commonly used names fot these various instruments are "statutes",
"covenants", "accords", "treaties". "conventions". "declarations" etc. TheILO observes
that in spite of this diversity, no precise nomenclature exists and that the meaning of the
terms used is variable. changing from state to state. region to region and instrument to
instrument The title of the instrument

~hould

not therefore be used as a guide to its

relative weight and significance compared to other instruments. The two 'Vienna

,
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Thil iI eviclont from a number of dift'ennt 10uroCi. See for initanoc Yuuaki fa 3 8IIJ'1'tI who hal noted that "I'he ICJ
[International Court of JUltiOC] iI a mmed 'and ex:lrcmely &agile oonilluotion bued on a clcliaate balaI.aoe amons lovrcisn
ltatca. 0n0D thil delicate balanoc ilbt, its power will fall into picooI." AooorclinS to him the ICJ is nOllcfhelcu, '"the mOlt
important of the varioUi 18catl that OlD ICttIc inblrnational oonfiioll by melDl of law. It is the only apat that OlD sive
authoritative intcrprctationl of intemationallaw in ID international looiDty made up of lovreip ltates holuS fut to their
own oonocptiODI of international law... The ICJ .... the imap of beinS the mOlt impodlntjudioill 0I'81D in intcmational
lOOicty." Yct ellcwhcn he ltatel: "Domestio lawyen OlD ltudy the law applied by the judioiary (norml of adjuclioation) with
lome oonf'u:lcnoc that it will determine aotual dilputes. The lituation in intcmational 100iety iI very dift'crcnt from this
domeltiD model The ICJ doCi not haYD oompullory jurisdiotion. The number of ltates that aaocpt the jurilcliotion of the ICJ
under Article 38 iI only 63 out of lome 190 lta_ • of July 1999. Even thOle lta_ that do IOOcpt the Court'ljurilcliotion do
10 with various qualirlOltiODL Statel I1"CI senerally rcluotant to lettle international oonfIioti by means of the ICJ. This iI
elpcoially the DUe with politioally important illuel. Moreover, there ill DO suarantce of enforoement of the judsment, onoc
siven. nero have been OODIpiouoUI DUCI in which the loIIinS party h. not OOIIlplied with the judsmcatl. Therefore, tho
Ihadow of the oourt oan influenoc the barsainins proOCII between ltaa muoh leal in international looiely than it would in
clomCitiO dilputcl. States OIDDOt expeot to influenOD othen very much by threateninS raooulle to the ICJ. Undar luoh
OiroumltanOCl, one OlD hardly pRllume to equate nannl of oonduot with nann. of acljuclioation. StatCI, Dlpeoillly thOlD
oonoemed with their reputation of oomplianoe with intcmationallaw. may pnerally leek to behave in aooordanoc with norml
of intomationallaw, without oODiiderinS how their oonduot will be judsed by the ICJ." Savaneli (m 1 "Ta) pointl out that
"More than a dozen yean after the lisnature of the Vienna Convention on the Law of TrcatiCl, the theory ofjw cogMI hu
not yet boen put to any praotioal tat. Some Ichom arc quinS the applioability of prinoiplel of 'j... cogtIII8' and '.'P
om"",' to the Human Rightl oateSCIIY." Allton P Observel that the cnforaement mechanism for human rightl at the
intemational1eve1 illOrioUIly flawed (refcmtd to in Kantlin fa 6 "'Pm). ,
Intemationll Labour Ollanilllion (11.0) hUp;/twww.itciJe.jtlen.lishlactray/b:JearnlsloballiloJlawlbytmp.htm
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Conventions9 contain rules for treaties concluded between nation states but neither of
them distinguishes between different types of instruments on the basis of their
nomenclature. As the ILO points out, although the General Assembly of the United
Nations has never laid down a precise definition for the terms "treaty" and "international
agreement" and has never clarified their mutual relationship, Article 1 of the General
Assembly Regulations to give effect to article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations
provides that the obligation10 to register treaties and international agreements applies to
every treatY or international agreement whatever its form and descriptive name. It would
seem that there is no absolute truth in international law - only past experience and
present perception11.
To add another layer of complexity to international law, treaties and other international
law instruments can be the subject of a number of different actions by states. It is
,
necessary to clarify the nature of these actions in view of subsequent discussions of the
various international legal instruments in which South Africa has some involvement
Treaties and international agreements can be adopted, accepted or approved, acceded to,
signed or ratified. These various actions, do not all mean the same thing. According to the
ILO's Glossary of terms relating to Treaty Actions 12:
"adoption" is the formal act by which the form and content of a proposed treaty text are
established. Treaties can be adopted inter alia by an international conference which has
specifically been convened with the purpose of setting up the treaty - usually by a vote of

10

11

12

The 1969 ViOllDa Convention on the Law of TreatiCi whioh oeme into foroe on 27 January 1980 and the 1986 Vienda
Convention whioh, at the time ofwritinl his not yet oome into foroe.
Artiole 102 of the Charter of tho United Nationl requires that "every treaty and every intemationalalrcement entered into by
any MCDlbcr State of the United Nationa after the preaont Charter OOIDCI into foroe lhallu loon 81 pouible be I'DliatDred with
the Seoretariat and publiahed by it."
D'Amato A, 'CUltomary Intmnational Law: A Reformulation' 4 IntBmtJtttHIQllAgd Theory 1-6 (1998) IUOClU that tho
loverning nd. that relult fiom international oon1roveny are the bir1h of rulol of oUilomary intcmationallaw. A rulo of
ou6tomary intcmationallaw jam. the body of OUitomary intomationallaw preoiaoly booaUio it hu led to tho I'Dlolution of a
oontroveny. He also .ulleau that the intamationallYltem adopts oontrovcnYoftIIolving rulea beoaUiO with eaoh adoption, the
OhanOCI of further inlentale oon1roveny and war are rcduoed. He ltatca that there ." two qualiflO8tiona to the prinoiple that a
rule cx:prealocl in a treaty oan Icncratc OUitomary intcmationallaw•. Tho flllt ia that the rulo mUlt be sCIIlcralizablc. The lcoond
ia that any pIOviaion in a multilateral oonvcntion that ia lubjeot to reaervation oannot ICDerate OUitomary law by virtue of the
faot that OUltomary law bindl aU ltatea and thUi there OIIDDOt, in prinoiplo, be ..y cx:oeptionl. In oonolu.ion he notca that
OUitomary law is fonnocl in muoh the lame way that OOIDmon law ia formed - through diaputc . .olution • but that the
dift'crenoo between tho domeatio oue and tho intm'national oontrovcny ia that in the latter th. is normally no authoritative
deoiaion-mabr.
ILO htl;p;l!www.itcilorttlenlljlhlactravItcJeam/R1obaIlilolla~/sloll8Q..htm
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two thirds of the states present and voting unless they have agreed to apply a different
rule;

"acceptance" or "approval" usually means that the state is expressly consenting to be
bound by the treaty and have the same legal effect as ratification. Where national
constitutional law does not require a treaty to be ratified by the head of state, states have
used acceptance and approval instead of ratification;

"accession" is an act whereby the state accepts an offer or opportunity to become a party
to a treaty already negotiated and signed by other states and has the same legal effect as
ratification. The provisions of the treaty dictate the conditions under which accession
may occur and the necessary procedures for it to take place.
"ratification is an act whereby a state indicates its consent to be bound by a treaty if the
parties intended to show their consent by such an act. Ratification grants states time to
seek approval for the treaty in terms of their domestic law and to enact domestic
legislation to give effect to the treaty;
"signature" can be subject to ratification, acceptance or approval in which case mere
signature of a treaty by a nation state does not mean that the state is bound by it. In such
circumstances signature reflects a willingness on the part of the state signatory' to
continue the treaty-making process and qualifies the state to proceed to ratification,
acceptance or approval. It also creates a good faith obligation to refrain from actions that
would defeat the object and purposes of the treaty.

Rosenthal and Sundram13 point out that there are a number of important legal differences
between international human rights conventions such as the International Convention of
Civil and Political Rights (lCCPR), the ~temational Convention on Economic,

So~ial

and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), and the General Assembly Resolutions of the United
Nations Assembly such as the "Principles for the Protection of Persons with Mental
13

Rot_thai and Suuclram m2111p1"Q
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Illness and for the Improvement of Mental Health Care" (the MI Principles)14 and the
resolution on "The Standard Rules on Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with
Disabilities" (Standard Rules)15. They observe that Conventions fall into the category of
"hard" international law whereas General Assembly resolutions fall into the category of
"soft" international law and note that the latter in the human rights field are also referred
to as intem~tional human rights "standards". Soft law is "non-binding" and hard law is
"binding" .
The distinctions between the various areas of international law are also important for
constitutional purposes. The Constitution16 distinguishes between public international
law, in the sense of treaty law, customary international law, and international law as a
whole, in terms of sections 231, 232 and 233 respectively. There is also a difference
between section 35(1) of the interim Constitution and section 39(1) of the final
Constitution in that the former uses the term 'public international law' whereas the latter
refers to 'international law'. In terms of section 39(1), when interpreting the Bill of
Rights a court, tribunal or forum must consider 'international law' . Private international
law, although it is of specific relevance to a right to health care in that it includes
international intellectual property law and therefore has a significant impact on access to
medicines, is not as directly concerned with universal issues as is public international
law. It is thus of less general significance in the context of section 39(1) of the
Constitution than is public international law which is directly involved in matters of
human rights. This said, it must be borne in mind that the values which underlie both
public international law and. private international law must be the same17. In the context
14

IS

16
17·

Tho MI Prinoipb 81'0 a UN General Allombly relolution that oan be Uled • a pide to tho interpretation ofre1ated provisionl
of international human righta oonvontiona (ROIcmthai E, and Rubenltein LS, International Human Rishta Aclvooaoy Under the
"Prinoipla of tho Protection of Penonl with Montallllnaal 16 /,.,malional Joumol of Law and Pqt:hlatr7 257 (1993).
AooordinS to ROlenthal and Sundram (fa 2111pra), the lnter-Amcrioan Commialion on Human Rights adopted thia analYlia in
TM CQII, Qf Victor RoIarlo Congo, (lnter-Amcrioan C~mialion on Human Righta Report 29199, Cue 11, 427, Ecuador,
acloptcd in Sellion 1424, OEAlSerlL.VIII) Doo.26, Maroh 9, 1999, para 54) the fint ouo on the riShil of a PODon with
mental illne•• under the Amerioan Convcmtion.
Tho Standard RulCl are 1000rding to ROlenthal and Sundram (fa 2 "'Pra) a revolutionary now intcmltiOllai in.tnlmont
becaule thoy aatablilh oitizen partioipation by people with cliaabilitica • an intemationally rccopiacd human right.
GoYCl1llDCIIlta arc thu. unclor an obligation to provide opportunitiCi for people with diaabilitioa, and I'Cpreacntativo
organilation. to be involved in drafting now Icgialation on mattcn that affoot them. The Standard Rulea 0811 on overy oounlry
to eftgage in a national planninS proOOl' to bring legislation, polioia. and programl into conformity with international huma
rights ltandarda.
Act No 108 of 1996
Sec Maier HG "ExtrateJritoriai Jurisdiotion at a ero.lroada: An intcncotion Bctwccn Publio and Private Intcmational Law',
A.mlrlCQII JOII17ICIl rt'1"tt1l7ll1llond Law, No2 v76 1982 whom he .tate. that "Public intcmationallaw regulatCI activity among
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of access to medicines this has been recently highlighted with regard to the interpretation
of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights ll•
It is therefore not without significance that it has been noted that the relationship between
human rights and trade is one of the central issues confronting international lawyers at the
beginning of the twenty-first century and that any proposal which purports to marry,
almost symbiotically, the two concerns warrants careful considerationl '. In the field of
health care in particular there has always been, and there is likely to always be, conflict
between commercial interests and health service delivery issues due to the fact that health
care goods and services are usually fundamental to survival and the capacity to be human
in the fullest sense. The international community is unlikely to want to recognise that the
right to health in international law must take precedence over the right to trade since it is
driven by powerful global commercial interests. International human rights law and

II

human b~p oporatins in pv1I1'1 oallccl nation-atatca while privata international law resulata the aotivitiea of Imaner
lubsroupB or of individuals 81 they intaraot with caoh other. Since the publio international taSal SYltom oo-cmlinakll the
interaotion of oolleotive human interall throuSh decentralized moohanillml and private intcmationallaw ooontinatCI the
interaotion of individual or lubsroup interelll primarily throuSh centralized moohanisml, thOle ooordinatinS funotions are
ulually oarried out in different forum .. eaoh appropriate to the talk. The differenoel between the procesles by whioh lanotions
for violation of oommunity norml are applied in the two SYlteml and the diff'eranCCl in the nature of tho unill makinS up tho
oomm unitiel that eltablilh thOIO norml tend to obsoure the faot that both tho publio and private international Iystoml
ooordinate human behaviour, and that the valuel that inform both Iyltoml mUltnCOOllarily be the lamo."
Elliott R 'TRIPS and Rishll: International Human RiShll Law, Aooou to Medioines and the Interpretation of the WTO
Asrcement on Trade Related Alpooll of IntelJcotual Property Ripll' November 2001, www.aid.law.oa, in whioh the author
oonoludel that ltatel' bindinS oblisationl to realize human rishll have primaoy in international law; that tho TRIPS
ASl'CCmenl mUlt therefore bo interprck:d in a fashion ODDlistent with ltates' IUpcnodinS oblisationl under international law to
I"OIIpoot, protcot and fulfil human rishil; and where this is not pouible, IlateI' obliSationl under tho TRIPS Asrccmont mUlt
be l'COosnizedu not bindinS to the cxlcnt that there is a oonfliot with thoir human ripll oblisationl under intemationallaw.
At the WTO Ministerial Conference in Doha in November 2001 a Doo1aration on tho TRIPS Asreement and Publio Health
wu islued whioh did not So quite 81 far but did inolude an asroement that tho TRIPS Asrcoment does not and mould not
pravent membcn from takinS mouUl"Oll to protcot publio health (www.globaltreabnentacocu.ors/oontcntlprcsl relealcal.
Allton P 'RnistinS the MOIler and Aoquisition of Human Rishll By Trade Law: A Reply to Potcnmann' 1990-2004
EIlIf1IHItI" Joumol ofInltII7IIlIlonollAW www gil onz£joumaJIVoINo131N04lart2 notol' that Gocqo SOI'OI baa reoontly written:
"The WTO opcned up a Pandora'i box when it becamo involved in inklUcotual property rishll. Ifintc1lootua1 property rishll
arc a fit lubjoot for the WTO, why not labour riShil, or human riShil?' and that whilo Soral OPPOi. luoh a development there
is an inorealins number of authOl'l who have oaUccl for the 'oODltitutionalization' of the WTO and who OODlidcr that the
inolUlion of human riShil within ill mandate would help to overcome the demooratio cIcfioit from whioh it ourrently luff'cn.
Allton ltates that: "In philolophioal tmm.1 it ill often clif1ioult to distinSUish meanl from ends and tho lame app1ie1 to abstract
or loholarly disoullionl of human riShil thODl)'. But tho intcmational1aw of human ripil- the mOlt prominent, pOlitivistio
manifestation ofwhioh is oontained in tho UDHR and the two International Covenanll- is olearly premilocl 011 the rcoognition
of oertain Ipooifio ripil and tho OOlllcquent downsradins of other Valuel whioh oan thOD be leen 81 meanl by whioh to attain
oertain riShil but not .. ends in thcm.IOIVCI. It is true that this distinotion baa been blurred by sovcmmenll whioh are man
ooncemccl to promote their ideolopoal objootivel than to protcot tho inteSrity ofthc Oorpul of hum an rishll. Thil hu been the
oue mOlt notably in the oontex:t of tho debatel over tho ript to devolopment, in whioh tho risht of individuals to an adequate
ltandard of livinS hu ofton been oonflated with the 'risht' of ltatn both to limit the enjoyment of other human ripll in tho
namo of clovelopment and to reoeive development aid from rioher ltatel. But, far from jUitifyinl distorticnl of the oonocpt of
human riShil in the namo of hisher ends, thole Jarscly UDlUOOOllful and euontially UDDCOOIIIIIY lortiel have instead lerved to
reinforce the Deed to I'CIpoot tho distinotion between ends and meanl. Empirioally, it is oloarthat human beinSI have boen able
to enjoy a fuD raDSO of human rishll in IOOictiel whioh do not I'COOsnize a human risht to Ino trade 81 loob. Incleed, Siven tho
rarity of luoh formalreoopition and the Oonltant threats to &ce trade in praotioe, it misht not be an OX8Sscration to lay that a
lilt of oountriel rolpootinl human riShil inoludinS a risht to ficc trade oould be oountcd on tho f"IDSCIII of one hand."
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international trade law would seem thus to be eternally bound on a collision course on a
number of fronts.

Since international law is contained in a number of different instruments and doctrines it
is necessary to examine these in greater detail in order to appreciate the implications at
international law ofa right to health care. Before an examination of the international law
relating to the. right to health care can be undertaken, the meaning of the term
'international law' , particularly in the context of the Constitution, must be ascertained in
order to understand the relationship between international law and domestic law as
envisaged by the Constitution. More specifically, the concept of international law must be
explored in view of the provisions of sections 39(1), 231, 232 and 233 of the
Constitution.20 The relationship between international law and domestic law is a complex
one that depends largely upon the manner in which the particular domestic legal system
concerned approaches international laW. 21 International law is a question of domestic
legal perspective. With few exceptions there is no geographic area in the world in which
international law exists independently of national or domestic law or where it is the only
prevailing system of law. Even in those countries whose legal systems espouse automatic

20

21

In terml of laolioo 39(1), when interprctins the B ill of RiSht., a court, tribunal or fmum '(b) mUlt OODIidar intcmationallaw'.
In terml of leolion 231, only the national executiva may nasotiata and lisa intcmatiooal asracment.. AD. international
asrccment bindl tha Republio only after it hu beCII approved by r'CIolution in both tha National A..ambly and the Council of
ProvinOCI unlcu it illD asn:cment of a technioal, adminiltrativc or axcoutive nature or which doel not rc:quira ratification or
aOGDllion. AccordinS to leolion 231(4) any intemationalasr=mcnt becomellaw in the Republic when it iI anacted into law
by nationallcsillation provided that a lelf-cxaautinS provilion of an asrcament that hll been approved by Parliament illaw
in the Republic unlell it iI inooDliltent with tha CODltitution or ID Aat of Parliamanl
.
Scotian 232 providel that: 'CUltomary intcmationallaw iI law in the Republic unlau it iI inoODliltcnt with the Conltitution
or ID Aot of Parliament'.
In terml of leation 233: 'When intcrprctinS any lesillalion, every court mUit prafer any rauonabla interpretation af the
legillation that iI oODlillent with international law over lDy alternative interpretation that iI inoonlillent with intamational
law'.
OpClkin BR 'CODItitutional Modelling - A Cala Study of the Ralationlhip bc:twCCII DomCilio Law IDd International Law'
htlp:/lwww.c:ur.nllfrgljaol/napen/ooeakin.htmlhighlight. loma of the ligniflOant qUCltiOOI that.rua in thil regard u follow.:
• Do tha rulel ofpublio intcmationallaw hava direct eifeat u part of the domastio lesallYltem? Different IIIIWcrl may be
Biven to thil qUCItion in relation to diffarcnt lourcal of intcmationallaw, namely, treatiCi. oUltomary intcmationallaw,
Bancra1 prinoiplcl of law or any oombination af thOla.
• Ifrulcl of publiD intc:mationallaw do have direct affeot, do they take praocdenoa ovar domCitia law?
• Whether or not thara iI gCIDcraJ. provilion for rulCl of publio inlcmatiODIllaw to have direct cft"cot I I part of tha domellio
ICgBI l)'Ilcm, 11'0 loma partioularrulDi (for example, human righll norml) given that cft"cot?
• Which inltitutionl of sovcmm.cnt ara rccognilccl u compatcmt to negotiate, lisa IDd ratify tn:atiCl, and Ipcoifioally, do
thCla includa tha legillativa organl of govcmmant?
.
• Which inltitutiDDI of govemment have power to impicment trcatiCi in domDilic law?
• DoCi tha oODItitution permit or require: oonlidcration to bc giveD to rulCi of publio intcm.ational law when intmprcting
domellic IaWl?
• In fadcraJ. ltate.. how iI power allooatad bctwcc:n oentrailDd regional authoritiCi in relpcat oftha nagotiation, lipature or
ntiflOation oftraatie.. on the one hand or the implamcnlation aflreatiCi on the other?
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incorporation, as opposed to legislative incorporation, of international law into their
domestic legal systems, this incorporation is by virtue of domestic, often constitutional,
legal provisions rather than any stipulation within international law itself. Consensus of
nation states is a key ingredient for the viability as law of international legal principles.
An exploration of the approach of the South African Constitution to questions of
international law is thus key to an examjnation of the extent to which international legal
norms and standards concerning a right to health care are applicable in South Africa.

1.

It has been proposed,22 for purposes of section 3 9( 1) of the Constitution, that the

term 'international law' should be interpreted with regard to Article 38(1) of the
Statute of the International Court of Iustice23. The acceptability of this proposal
depends upon one's location upon the spectrum of monism and dualism 24 - whether
one is prepared to allow international law to defme itself with regard to a domestic
system of law or whether one looks to the domestic law's view of international law
for the meaning of the term 'international law'. A further question is whether the
description of internatiomll law in Article 3 8( 1) of the Statute of the International
Court of I ustice may also be used with regard to the term' intemationallaw' as used .
in section 233 of the Constitution. The context in which the term is used in the
Constitution is relevant to the extent that 'international law' could be interpreted as
including all forms of international law such as customary international law andjus

cogens or it could be regarded as meaning only public international law. The term
'international law' , in its Article 38(1) sense, may not be suitable for purposes of
section 233 of the Constitution as further discussion will reveal. With regard
22

23

By DuSard J (ICC fn 23 Irfra) with referonoe to the equivalent provilion in the Interim Conltilution (Ication 35(1» which. in
conlralt to the Conltitution. UlCi the term 'publio intamationallaw'. Scotion 35(1) ltalCllhat: "In intcrpratinS the proviliona
of thi. Chapter a DOUrt of law Ihall promote the ValUCI which underlie an open and dcmooratio looicty baled on freedom and
equality and IhaD. when applioable. have RlSard·to publio international law applicable to the proteotion of tho righll
entrenched in thil Chapter, and may have RSard to DOmparable foraip OBICI law."
Artiole 38(1) ltatoa U followl:
""The Court. whOle funotion ia to dcaida in acoordance with intamationallaw luch diaputel al arc lubmittad to it. Ihall apply:
a. international OonVCDtioDl. whether seneral or partioular, eltabliJhing rulCi cxprcilly RIOognizcd by the DOntClltinS ltata;
b. international oUilom, u avidanoa of a seneral praotioo aooaptcd u law;
o. the sencral prinoiplel of law rcoosnizcd by oivililcd nationl;
d. lubjcat to the proviliolll of Article 59, judioial dcoilioDl and the tcaohinp of the mOlt highly qualiflCld publioilta of the
VariOUI nationl, u lublidiary mcanl for the dctormination ofruiCII oflaw."
The oourt in S " MaJcwanytzM and Another, 1995 (3) SA 391 (Ce) in footnote 46. rcfc:rrcd to ODsn J in van Wyk D fit tll
(adI) Rlglo and ConrtltJlttOl'ltllI.rm: TM NtIW South African Lagal 0"'" at 192-5 in whioh DuSard IUSJCItcd that 135 of the
interim Conltitutioa [the equivalent of leotion 39 of the current CODItitution] rcquircl resard to be had to Mall the IOW'OCII of
intamationallaw rcoopilcd by Artiole 38(1) of the Statuti: oftha International Court of JultiOC".
Sec dilcullion at ICCtion 1.2 of the text balow.
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specifically to the right of access to health care services2.5, the right to emergency
medical treatment26, the rights of the child to basic health care services27 and the
rights of prisoners to medical treatment at state expense28, a meaningful
consideration of international law must seek to ascertain -

1.

Whether there is any
to such rights and the
.. customary internationallaw relating
.
extent to which it is law in South Africa in terms of section 232 of the
Constitution;

2.

Whether there is any public international law, for example international treaties
and conventions, on the subject of such rights, which is binding upon South
Africa in terms of section 231 of the Constitution, or which must be taken into
consideration by a court, tribunal or forum in terms of section 39 of the
Constitution when interpreting the Bill of Rights;

3.

Whether there are any peremptory norms in terms ofjus cogens regarding such
rights and if so what these are and whether they are applicable in South Africa;

4.

Whether there is scope for the application of legal principles embodied in private
international legal instruments in terms of sections 39(1) and 233 of the
Constitution.

It is the object of this chapter to explore these and related questions.

1.2

2.5
26

27

28

Monism and Dualism

8ootiOB 27(1) of Aot lOB of 1996
Scotion 27(3) of Aot lOB of 1996
Scotion 2B(lXo) of Aot lOB of 1996
Scotion 35(2Xc) of Aot 108 of 1996
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There are two opposing views of international law, described as 'monistic':zg and
'dualistic'30 respectivelyll. According to the former, international law and national law
comprise a single integrated legal system whereas according to the latter, international
law and domestic law are two discrete legal systems. Permutations of these extremes
complicate matters. Thus monism may be relevant within a domestic legal system with
regard to one area of international law, for example, customary international law, and
dualism to another, for example treaty law. Dualism at its most extreme proposes that
international law exists only as manifested in domestic courts and that the only real law is
•
the law of any given nation32. Hans Kelsen, on the other hand, expresses the opposite
"monistic view" that international law is supreme over the domestic law of all nations.
Whenever there is a rule of international law, it supersedes any domestic rule that is
inconsistent with it In terms of Kelsen's theory, if a nation enacts domestic law that is
inconsistent with a rule of international law, and if that nation's courts proceed to apply
the domestic rule instead of the international rule, then - as far as international law is
concerned - that nation has violated internationallawl3.

From an international law perspective, irrespective of the provisions of the Constitution,
states cannot invoke their domestic law as a justification for not adhering to international
legal norms34• The observation of basic human rights, it has been argued, is an
international legal norm3'. In fact, it has been argued that observation of human rights

30
31

32
33

34

Sec for example S y M~ and Anot},.,. (m 23 IIqJra) oited by Motala Z and Ramaphola C Ctmltihiliontll Law:
Analylu and COla .. an oxample of monilm. Sec, however the further diloullion of Manya". " oue below in whioh it iI
quellioned that the oourt'l approaoh iI in fact monillio.
Sec for example Aztmlcm P,op" " Orgtl1lUatton tlf,zapo) cmd Olhtn " 1M Praidtml of 1M RspubUc of Saulh Africa (fn 2
wpra) oitcd by Motala and RamaphOia (fa 29l11pra) .. an example of dualilm.
"The mCXIiltlo traditi~ dcrivCl from natural law thc:oricl whioh lea all law .. the produot ofrcuon. On thil view no oonOiot
oan .rue between intcmationallaw and domellio law beoaule both arc dcrivcxl from the lame 10uroa. Intcmationallaw ilthul
lecn to bo automatioally a part of the domellio legal order, .. it iI in many oivil law 1)'Ilcm.I. The dealine of natural law
thinking and the rile of legal politivilm led, howcwer, to the dcwelopment of dualilm. Dualilm leal intcmationallaw and
domcatio law .. operating on Ic:parate planel -the former ltipulatcl norml Bovcming the relationl betweCII nationalltatcl,
the latter thOle governing the ralalionlhip between individuall within the llala or between individuab and tho ltate. Under the
dualilt oonoc:ption, international law playl no rolCil in tho domCilic lesal order exoc:pt in 10 far .. ciom.llllio law adopt. an
inlalDational rule." Opelkin BR fn 21 npra
Chapter Elcven: Intcmational Law in US Coum p2C51 http://antbogydamatolawnortbwgtcm,eduJD..C-2001/JNTI.AW112001-cditcd pdf
Sea AnthonyO'Amatofn llwprap2C51
AooordinS to tho Vianna OcolaratiCXI and Program of Aotion, World Confcrcnco on Human Risht.. Vienn.. I4-251UDol993.
U.N. Doo AlCONF.157I24, while 'national and regional putiDulariliCi and VarioUi hiltoriqal, oultural and other rcligioUi
bacqroundi mUlt be borne in mind, it iI tho duty of llatcl. RgardlCII of their polilioal, aoonom.io and oulturallYlt=lI, to
promote and prolcot all human right. and fundamental freedoml. '
DuSard I'Publio Intarnational Law', Ch..kabon M. Kcntridge 1, Klaarcm.l, MalaUI G, Spitz 0, Woolman S COMtihilional
lAwofSouthAfrica 13-7
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forms part of the peremptory norms of the jus cogens from which no state can lawfully
deviate. This aspect of international law will be dealt with in more detail below. South
Mrica is a party to the United Nations Charter and is therefore obliged to respect human
rights 35• The validity and applicability of international law within a domestic legal system
is dependent upon which theoretical view is supported. The dualist view has been
criticised as anachronisti~7 and contrary to the principles of international law itself58. It is,
however, very much alive and from a practical viewpoint seems to be the norm rather
than the exception39• The sovereignty of states is a key factor in dualist arguments and it
has been frequently invoked by even developed countries in international conferences
and forums to ground an essentially dualist approach to the relationship between
international and domestic legal systems4O, Some scholars dispute the existence of jus

cogens41. Others observe that in international law the existence of a body ofjus cogens,
peremptory norms from which no state can derogate, has been evidenced by over forty
years of thought and debate within the relevant scholarly and political communities42•
If one regards international human rights law as a separate, specialised branch of
international law then the question of whether or not it operates monistically or
dualistically in relation to domestic law cannot be answered with reference to the more
general categories of international law such as public international law or customary
international law. As noted previously there is quite a strong argument in favour of this
view. It might be possible to argue that even if inonism is not the state of affairs between
35
37

38

40
41
42

Dusard 'Publio International Law', Chukalaon Kentridse Klaarcn MaroUI Spitz Woolman fa 35 IUpm ai13-8
Sec Motala ad RamapholalllJ'm

m29 ai38

Miale 53 of the Vienna CODvention on the Law of TrcatiCII, May 23,1969,1155 U.N.T.S ltatel that "A treaty it void if, at
the lime of ill oonolulion it oonflioll with a pcrcmptmy DODD of senoral inlcmational law. For the purpolel of the
Convention, a pc:rcmptory norm of sencral intcmational law iI a Dorm aoocptcxl and rcooSDized by the international
oommunity of ltatel U a whole. a norm from whioh no dcrosation • pcrmittad and whioh 0l1li be modified only by a
Iublequcot norm of scocral intamationallaw havinS the UDle oharaotar."
Countriel that Iubeoriba to dualiam inaluda: South Afrioa. the United KinSdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
Swcdc:n. Mali. Lcaotho, Now Zealand, Niscria. SeneSa!. Ireland, Japan, Italy, India. Franoe, Belsium, the United StatCI of
Amcrioa, AUltmlia. Denmark, Canada, Norway and Thailand. (Sec International Humanitarian Law: NatiOllal ImplemeDtation
http://wwwhelp.jorc.om>
For example, it wu Ulad by FrlDac,tho United Statal of AmariOi and Bellium in the aouno ofproocedinSI aonocmins tho
Unitx:d Nationl Convention 011 the Law oflbe Sea (UNCLOS). Sea fbrther diloullion below.
Pcnitl Jr, 'SympDIium on the internet and lcsaltheory: The Internet it ChanSinS International Law (fa 2 "'Pm)
Kusan C 'Jul COSCDland the Inhc:n:nt Risht to Self-Defenle' www,nlulaw nova,edu. Sea also Danilcnko OM 'International
JUI Co8CDI: bluel of Law-Makins' EruoptJaII Joumal of1l1lmttZttonal Law 1990-2002 where he obeCll'YCI that: "The idea of
:ntcmationaljUI cogetII U a body of 'hilhar law' of ovcrridinS importanoe for the international aommunity it lteadily Saininl
sround. Fint embodied in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law ofTrcatiCII, it wu rcacntly oonfirmed by the 1986 Vienna
Convention on the Law ofTraatica. In ill judscmcnt in the NlcarapD Cta. pCJ Repor1l (1986) 100] the Intamational Court
of JUilioe (ICJ) alcarly aff'lDDadfw' t:OgtJIII U an aaoc:pted doctrine in intcmationallaw."
.
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the domestic legal system and other branches of international law, it could still be said to
prevail.in the relationship between the domestic legal system and international human
rights law. In the case of customary international law. one is beset with evidentiary
problems as to its existence before even beginning to consider whether or not it is
applicable and the nature of its relationship to a domestic legal system43. To make matters
worse customary rules are not static. They change in content depending upon the
amplitude of new vectors (state interests)44. Whilst public international law does not have
the same evidentiary problelIls one can argue that unless a state is a party to the relevant
treaty or international agreement, it is difficult to argue that it has accepted that particular
law as being seamlessly integrated into its domestic legal system45.

The problem with international human rights as law is that there is apparently no
mechanism at international law for dealing with human rights violations. There is no
international court of human rig~ts46. If states cannot be held responsible for human rights
violations and they are not signatories to the relevant international human rights
instruments, it is difficult to see how an argument for monism can be made except at the

43

44

45

46

In 'General PrinoiplCl ad Souroca of tho Law' (http;/Oawofwuorslprinoipici hbg) it it notod that "CUltom. it an important
louraa ofinlcmationallaw but provinS ill exittc:noe may be problcm.atioal. In dctcmnininS whether a valid and bindinS oultom
exit II tho partiel mUit Oonlidel' not only tho amount of ulase, but allo ill weisht; that ii, whether tho aultom Ulerted iI
praotioed by nationl with an intcrClt in the matter, and jult how muoh of a intcrclt they n:ally have." In tho 0810 of Wa'
Rand Csntral Gold Mining Company" ThfI King (2 K.B. 391 [190S] tho DOurt oblcrved that "Thera iI an ellential dift'c:renoc,
u to certainty and dcrmibmell, bctwacn munioipal law and a Iyltcm or body of rulCi in resKd to international oonduot,
whioh, 10 fll' u it exitll at aU (and ill cxiltc:noc iI a..umcd by tho phrBIe 'international Jaw') resll upon a oonlCDIUI of
oivilized ltatr:I, not ClXprclled in any oodo or pact, nor pOllellins, in ouo of dilputc, any authoritative intcrprctcr, and
oapable, indeed, of proof, in tho ablenoo of lome axprcll international asracm.cmt, only by cwidenoo of ulaso to be obtained
from the aotiou ofnatiODI in limilll' DUCI in the oouna ofthoirhiltory."
D' Amato A 'TruhinS Cuatomary International Law' 81 A",fII'Ictm Joumal of InlBmtltloMl Law 101 (1987). Ho poinll out
that hum a riShll infcn:ltl, for exam pia, havo worlc.cd a nwolutionary ohanso upon many of tho olailio JUICI of international
Jaw BI a result of the n:alization by ltatal in their international praotica that they have a deep intcrclt in tho way other llatal
treat their own oitizena.
Manalon J "EC Law VI National Law? A Brief Thcorc:tioal Examination' JlIrldi.k TId8krljt, 1994-95 p 659 oblorvCl that
" ... puro monilm iI hard to defend linoe it faill to taka into aonlidcration the n:alitiCli of politiaal power relationl." Ho ltatel
'"Carefully aalylins Kellen'l Stufenbau theory (by whioh ltata derivo their powcn from, ad within tho lim.ita of, tho
luperior lya_ ofintcmationa1law, 10 that a ltatal axcroilo of power rcall on tho Grundnorm provided by intc:mationai law).
Bleckman oonoludca that it JUDI into inlurmountablo probloml when oonfrontad with tho n:alitiCli of intcmationallaw and
power politiOi. An examination of tho praotioca of ltatc:a would, at tho VCI)' mOlt, leave Kelacm with a lituation in whiah
intcmationallaw iI roaosnized by, and Ictllomolim.ill on, the 10SailYltcml ofbuioally Iovrcri.p ltata:
Kanbin (m 6 mpra) BIb ""How an victiml of violation I to leek remedy? Or mora aosntly, oan rmnedy bo lousht at tho
international level at aU?"' Ho poinll to the oblc:rvation of CUICIe A, that: "'The arrival of human rishll on tho ink::mational
locno ii, indeed a rcmukablo cwent beaaule it it a lubvcnivo theory dCltincd to fOiter tenlion and oonfliot amonsltatca"' and
BOCII on to remark that human riahll trcatiCII,likc other intcmational trcatiaa, in the wonk ofFitzmaurioo G. "'are a louroo of
oblisation rather than a lOUroo of law. In thoir aontraatual upeat, they arc no mora a laurae of law than an ordinlU)' pivata
law aontraot. " In kecpins with thit, ltatr:1 InI not thomlelvCl ariminally liable for bn:aahinS human rishll treatiCl, not CIVCD. in
O8ICI of orimm asainlt humanity. aoaonIinS to tho rcacntly adopted Dnft ArtiolCl on RClpcmlibility of Stab:l for
Intcmationally WronSful Aatl (2001), elaborated by the Inb:mational Law Commitlion (lLC)."
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most academic and abstract level47 • It has been pointed out that the most commonly held
rationale for the relevance of international law, and especially treaties, to national
conduct is based on' the notion of consent This argument begins with the claim that
sovereign states are not subject to any obligation unless they have consented to if'S. If this
theory holds then monism cannot. The applicability of international human rights law is
then subject to the consent of individual nation states and does not exist independently of
their goodwill and co-operation.

It is submitted that evidence in support of monism is scant to say the least even with
regard to international human rights law. Savaneli49 points out that the legal personality of
the individual in the contemporary internationallaw still remains controversial and that it
seems still difficult to formulate one doctrine which reflects both a general consensus
between scholars as well as lawyers of different legal systems. If the legal personality of
the individual at international law is still the subject of such debate it is difficult to argue
that the rights of the individual at international law are automatically the same as those
within domestic legal systems.

1.3

The Constitutional Approach To International Law

Sections 232 and 233 of the Constitution do not lend complete support to the monistic
view of intemationallawo. The fact that section 232 of the Constitution expressly singles
out customary international law as being law in South Mrica unless it is inconsistent with
the Constitution or an Act of Parliament, means that other forms of intemationallaw do

47

MoShalu KC 'hlltioe al a Global CommoDl: Global RelpOOlCI to Judioial ChallCIISCI in Afrioa' (papcrpracoted in 2002 at
the Afrioa Dialope U Coafcrcnoo Convened by the OfflDe of the United NatiODI Hish CommillionCf for Human Rishta on
the theme 'PromotinS JUitioo and ReOODoiliation in Afrioa ') poinll out that "the very idea of intcmational oriminal jultioe for
violationl of international humanitarian law iI prcdioatcd for ill workability on the ooopantioa of ltatal with the intemational
oriminal tribun ...." He ub "If dcoilionl of the Saourity Counoil ousht to be automatioally bindinS on llatCI, why docI
Artiole 2 of Relolution
rcqUCIt ltatCI to take any me.ural neOClllary under their domCitio law to implement the
proviaionl of the relolution and the Tribuna" Statute?" and noiCI that in makinS it mandatory for ltata to tab nClOClllary
me.. urel under their domCitio law, the Counoil, intentionally or not, mak91 a praotioalraoognition of the thaoriCi ofmonilm
and dualilm in the relation between intcmatioaallaw and munioipallaw. AooordinS to monilm, intcmatioaallaw and ltate
laWI arc mutually ramoroins ..pcota of one IYltam - law in sanc:ral ... Dualilta beliDve that the juridioal oriSini of ltate law
and intcmationallaw arc fundamentally different .. ThUi in the dualilt view, for intcmationallaw to apply within the domCitia
Iphcn, it neccU to be aDabled, cmpowcracl or validatad by domCitiO Ic:Sidation."
Guzman AT 'A Complianoa B..ed Thaory of Intcmational Law' (http://wwwberkeleycdu)
Savaneli, (fa 1 mpra)
Dusard. 'Publio International Law', Chalkallon Kentridse K1aarcn MaroUi Spitz Woolman (fa 3' wpra) 13~
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not necessarily enjoy the same status'l. The provisions of section 232 also mean that
domestic statutory law and the Constitution take precedence over customary international
law2

-

an essentially dualist approach. Under section 231(4), of the Constitution an

It hu been oblcrvcd that the provilionl of lcation 232 may have little Iubltantive cft'ect becaUie the codification of
international law in the poll-war era hu lipifioantly reduoed the praotioal relevanoe of OUitomary international law to the
domeltio legal Iyltcm. (Opcakin fn 21 nlpra). Thil view may be overly Iim.pliltio. Sec. for inltanoe. Kinney D liThe
InternatioDal Human Risht To Health: What DOCI Thil Mean For Our NatioD and Our World?" Indiana Law RwitIW 2001.
34, 1457 wherc me obacrvCl that under the prinoiplCl for the development of OUltomary intc:mational law. widclprcad
ratiflOation of UN and resional trcaticl and other imtrumenll rcoosnizins international human riShli eltabliahca an
international OUitomary law of human righll. She notca that Ipeoifioally treatica. dco1arationl and other inltrumanll bcoome
evidcnoa of a general ltate praotioc in whioh ltaw engage out of a Icnle of lesal obliSation. AI avidenoa of scmeral praotioa
followed out of a ICllla of lasal obligation, they eltablilh humID righll obliSationl in the inltrument a OUitomary
international law. Thul. for c:x:ampla, the International Convention on Eaonomio, Social, and Culbaml Righll (lCESCR) iI
argubly OUItomary int.cmatiOllailaw due to ita widClpread aooeplllloa intc:mationally. Kinney'l approaoh would have tha
effeot in many inltanoCi of bypulinS the proviliona of lCotion 231 of the ConItitution effectively implementing by way of
OUitomary intcmationallaw. the provilionl ofinternationalagrccmenll which have not been Degotiated, lisned or ratified in
terml of leolion 231. Her argument iI an intriguing example of the Icmniloatc diioullioDi that ICCDI to oharaotcriac
international law. It Iccb to effeot or promote a moniltia outoome apparently by aoocptinS and UlinS an ellcmtially dulilt
rationale.
The queltion ia whether the lAme appliCi to provinoial oonltibationl and legialatioD whioh doCi not tcohnioally Oonltibatc "the
Conltilution or an Aot of Parliament". The Conltitution refcn to "Aoll of Parliament and provinoial Aoll" in leotion 27 of
Schedule 6. In terml of leotion 104(3) a provinoiallesillaturc ia bound only by the Conltitution and, if it hu paled a
OOOltitution for ill provinoa. alia by that oonllitution, and mUlt aot in aooordanoe with the limill of the CODItitution and that
provincial oonllitution. The queltion iI of partioular relcvanoc in the health O8I'C oontc:x:t due to tha faat that health larviDOl are
a funotional area liated in Schedule 4 over whioh provinoCi have Icgillative oompctcnoe. The Conatibation illelf'doCi not
dafme the term "Act of Parliamcmt". In Zantli y the Coumil
Stat. (Ci6k6i) and Othtn, 1995 (4) SA 615 (CC) the
Conltitutional oourt held that the term "AotofParliamCDt: a Uled in thelectionl of the CODItitution relatinS to thejuriadiotion
of the luprcme oourt inoluded Aoll of the Parliament of the Republio of South Afrioa paled before and aftc:r the Doming into
effect of the Conltibation but exoluded laWi palled by the legialalural of the four nominally independent homeland.. The
Inlclprctation Aot 33 of 1957 dcfinca "law" a "any law proclamation ordinanoe, Aot ofParliam ent or other enaotmcnt havinS
the foroa of law" and "parliament" a the Parliament of the Republic". Many provinoel ourrently have their own lubltantial
health legillation in p1aoc. Munioipal health Icrvioca arc lilted in Part B of Sohedule 4 and both the national and provinoial
sovcrnmcmll have lesialative oompctcnoa over luoh health lCIViDOI lubjeot 10 the oonditionllaid down in the Conltibation. If
there ia a oonfliot between international OUltomlll)' law and a provinoial Act or oonltitution what would be the legal polition?
Logio diotalCl that luoh a lituation oould ba rClolved with regard 10 leotiona 146 and 147 of the CODltitution exoept that thcaa
aeotionl deal only with oonflioll between national and provinoial ltIgi.rlatio" .. oppoled to national and provinoial law.
CUltomary international law iI Dot legillation in the Icnle of oodified law. If OUitomary intcmationallaw hu the lame ltabla
a national law then it Ihould apply within the provinOCI to the c:x:clulion of OODtradiotory provinoial law cxocpt under
onumltano. Iim.ilar to thola oontcmplated within laotianl 146 and 147 of the Conatitution. For example. then: prior to the
National Health Aot whioh wa jUit reoantly enaoted, there wa no Dationallegillation cleatinS with the riSht to health oare
larvia. u c:x:prcued in the Conltibation. However. the KwaZulu Natal Health Aot oonfCD"Cld ocrtain righll pertainins to
health oara upon rclidcnll ofKwaZulu-Natal. ODO ofthele ia that "A health oara uacr ia .titled to the progrellive rcaliaation
within the Provinoc'l available rclOuroca, to the right of aoOClI to primary health oare IcrviOCll" (Scotion 29(2)(b) of the
KwaZulu-Natal Health Aot, No 4 of 2000). The International Convention on Eaonomia. Social and Cultural Righll, however,
ltatca that everyone hu the right to the enjoyment of the hiShcat attainable ltandard of phYlioai and mental health. If one
allumCi. for purpolca of ilIU1tration, that in terml of oUltomary intc:mational law thil hal been oonliatcntly interpreted to
mean a right of acoall to the fuU range of health CW'C IcrvioCi available in a partioular region .. oppoaed 10 jUit primary health
OarCI IcrvioCl, how wpuld the oourtl approaoh thil provilion in the K waZulu-Natal Health Aot in the abacnoa of the national
lesialation? Il ia nol an Aot of Parliamcml Thora would be no nationallegialation asainlt whioh it oould be meaurcd exocpt
the Conatitution. The CODItitution ltatct that oUllomary intamationallaw ia law in South Afrioa UDlcll it ia in oonfliot with
the ConatitutiOD or and Aot of Parliament It might be polliblo to invoke the available rclO1In1CII qumant to Ihow that the
KwaZulu-Natal Health Aot ia in faot oonliatent with the ICESCR but the faot of the malta' iI that more than jUit primary
health oara lCIVioCiarc available in KwaZulu-Natal a1thouSh tha other IcrvioCi arc probably Dot a widely available a the
primary health oare IcrviOCI. The KwaZulu-Natal Aot h .. olearly adopted a 'Iowelt oommon denominator' approaoh to the
lubject of the riSht to health oare Icrvioal whioh, .. diloullion in later ohapten wiD reveal, iI not neoCilarily Oonltibational
neither iI it the beat approaoh to adopt when dealing with human righll wuel in whioh the inlcn:lll of the individual a
OPPOied to that of the group arc often emphuiled. The oonvcne queltion iI whether provinoca can CIIlaot tha terml of
intcmational agrccmcnfl and other iDltrumenli of international law into provinoiallcSillatioD whioh have not bccm enaotad
into nationallegialatioD. Striot1y lpeakinS, provided that a provinoe h .. leg illative oompetcnoc (whioh it docl in the aue of
health oare IcrvioCl) in a partioular area. there appcan to be DO lesal obataole to the cnaatmcnt of legillatioa in tarma that
rafleot thOle of an international agrcament or other inltrumeDt of intcmational law. It wiD probably not be pOilibla to
incorporate the treaty or oovenant in qucation into provinoiallaw by diraot refcrcnoa due to the provilionl ofleolian 231 but it
iI difTlOUIt to ICC how a provinoc oould be pravaDtcd from cmaotins the terml and proviaiODl 1im.i1a:r to thOle of an
international ooyenant or Ircaty into provinoial law - ClpeoiaUy in the ahaeDOCI of national framework legialation 011 the
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international agreement is not law in the Republic unless it is enacted into law by national
legislation. The Constitution's support of the right of the South African people as a whole
to self-determination'! serves to underline the fact that the approach of the South African
legal system to international law is dualist. In terms of section 2 of the Constitution, it is
the 'supreme law' of the Republic and law or conduct inconsistent with the Constitution
is invalid. The Bill of Rights applies 'to all law and binds the legislature, the executive,
the judiciary and all organs of state''''. However, the Constitution does require
consistency with international law where this is reasonable since, when interpreting any
legislation, every court must prefer any reasonable interpretation that is consistent with
international law over any alternative interpretation that is inconsistent with international
law". The relationship of international law to South African common and customary law
is not directly expressed in the Constitution. In terms of section 39(2) when developing
the common law or customary law, every court, tribunal or forum must promote the
spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights. Since in terms of section 39(1) when
interpreting the Bill, courts must consider international law. this will result in an indirect
influence by international law on customary and common law. The Bill of Rights, in
terms of section 39(3) does not deny the existence of any other rights or freedoms that are
recognized or conferred by common law. customarY law or legislation. to the extent that
they are consistent with the Bill. The provisions of section 231 explain in some detail at
,what point other forms of international law, such as international agreements~ become
law in South Africa. In view of the Constitution's largely dualistic approach it is
therefore necessary to consider from a constitutional perspective, rather than an
international law perspective, questions of 'international law' and 'customary law'.

1.3.1

'3
".

"'5

Section 39(1)

lubjaol The exiltcmoe of the National Heahh Act No 61 af2003 now rendeQ thil diloullion 10000What aoademia but it doeI
iIIultrata the importanoo ofbainl alive to thele teahnioallelal illues.
Scotion 235 of Aot 108 of 1996
Scotion 8 of Aot 108 of 1996
Seotion 233 of Aot 108 of 1996
Thele inolude lrCIatiel. oonventiOlll, declarationl. oharten. oovenantl. paOli. pr0t0001l and exohlDFI of nolei (Ioe Dulard fn
35 IIlpIYlBt 13-1)
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The primary difference between section" 3 9( 1) of the Constitution and the other s~ctions
that deal with international law is that the former requires the use of international law as
an interpretational tool whereas the latter indicates the legal status of various areas of
international law within the Republic". From the point of view of the interpretation of the
rights relating to health care services in the Constitution, this is an important distinction
because it means that a court can have regard to the numerous treaties, covenants,
conventions and other international legal instruments on the subject whether or not they
have been enacted into law in South Africa. How then does one use international law as
an interpretational tool in understanding the rights in the Bill of Rights? A consideration
of existing case law on the interpretation and application of section 35(1) of the interim
Constitution'S and section 39(1) of the Constitution would be beneficial to an
understanding of the approach of-the courts to the injuriction to consider international law
when interpreting the Bill of Rights. In S v Makwanyane S9 the court held with reference to
section 35(1) of the interim Constitution that:
"In the context of section 35(1), public intemationallaw would include non-binding as well as
binding law. They may both be used under the section as tools of interpretation. International
agreements and customary international law accordingly provide a framework within which
chapter 3 can be evaluated and understood, and for that purpose, decisions of tribunals dealing
with comparable insbuments, such as the United Nations Committee on Human Rights, the InterAmerican Commission on Human Rights, the Inter-American Court on Human Rights, the
European Commission on Human Rights, the European Court of Human Rights and, in
appropriate cases, reports of specialised" agencies such as the International Labour Organisation,
may provide guidance as to the correct interpretation of particular provisions of chapter 3."

Analysis of this statement reveals that the court is advocating a very wide definition of
the term 'public international law'. It must be seen as inclusive of international
agreements, customary international law and decisions of international tribunals dealing
with comparable instruments. The reference in the judgment to reports of "specialised
agencies" such as the International Labour Organisation even suggest that for the
purposes of section 39(1) in appropriate cases, private international law may be of
relevarice in the interpretation of particular provisions of chapter 3 of the Constitution.
The court is thus effectively construing 'public international law' as 'international law' in
GowJrnmtmt oftlw RtIpUblic ofSoutllAfrtca and OIM" '" Gmotboom and Ot"" 2001 (1) SA 46 (CC) .163
Interim. Conltitution, Act No 200 of 1993
MakwanytlM fn 23 nipra
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the fullest sense6O• A further point deserving of attention is the "fact that the section is
being interpreted by the court to mean that the consideration of international law does not
mean the application of international law but rather the application of national law
interpreted in a manner that is consistent with international law if more than one
interpretation of a particular right in the Bill of Rights exists. This would be in keeping
with the provisions of section 233 which require the courts to prefer any reasonable
interpretation of any national legislation that is consistent with international law. It
should also be noted that the court did not regard the use of an interpretation of a similar
right at international law to evaluate and understand a right in the Bill of Rights as
mandatory but rather as a guideline. The injunction in section 35(1) to consider
international law was not interpreted by the court to mean that international law
interpretations of rights appearing in the Bill of Rights must be exclusively applied. In

Grootboom61 , the court held that:
"The relevant intemationallaw can be a guide to interpretation but the weight to be attached to
any particular principle or rule of international law will vary. However where the relevant
principle of law binds South Africa, it may be directly applicable."

The court then went on to consider the question of minimum core contenl 62
The statement of the court in Grootboom highlights the two different roles of
international law. The one is that of interpretational tool. The other is its application as
law where it satisfies the provisions of sections 231 and 232 of the Constitution. Where
the rule of intemationallaw under consideration is customary international law which is
not in conflict with the provisions of the Constitution or an Act of Parliament, the rule of
customary intemationallaw may be used as an interpretational tool in terms of section 39
but, where applicable. it must also be applied as law in South Africa. Where the rule of
international law is in conflict with the provisions of the Constitution or an Act of
Parliament, it may only be used as an interpretational to 0163 , Similarly where a rule of
public international law has been enacted into law as contemplated by section 231(4), the
60
61

62

63

Thil may explain the Iubatitution of the latter farm for the former in the fmal Con.titution.
Grootboom m57 IIIF"
Sec later for further dilou•• ioD
But .ee later the further diloullion oonocminl tho DID of law that it in oonfliot with tha Con.titution or 8Il Act of Parliamemt
u an interpretational tool.
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rule can be used as an interpretational tool and, where it is directly applicable as law, it
must be applied as such. If the approach in SvMakwanyan.,e64 is adopted then all relevant
international law must be considered whether or not it is binding since it is being used as
an interpretational tool. Whether or not it is binding within South Mrica and upon whom
is a separate issue.

The question of the applicability of international law was also raised in the case of
Azanian Peoples Organisation (Azapo) and Others v The President of the Republic of
South Africa"'. The court observed with regard to the provisions of section 231 (1) and

231 (4)66 of the interim Constitution:
"These subsections of the Constitution would, it would seem, enable Parliament to pass a law
even if such law is contrary to the jus cogens. The intention to legislate contrary to the jus cogens
would, however, have to be clearly indicated by Parliament in the legislation in question because
of the prima facie presumption that Parliament does not intend to act in breach of international
law."
The idea that a nation state may legitimately enact law that is contrary to a principle of
jus cogens is anathema to protagonists of the concept ofjus cogens at internationallaWS7•

The interrelationship between section 35(1) and the other provisions of the Constitution
dealing with international law was discussed in the same case by the constitutional court.
Mahomed DP held in the Azapo61 case that
"It is clear from this section [section 231(1)]69 that an Act of Parliament can override any contrary
rights or obligations under international agreements entered into before the commencement of the
Constitution. The same temper is evident in s 231 (4) of the Constitution, which provides that:
'(t)he rules of customary intemationallaw binding on the Republic, shall, unless inconsistent with
this Constitution or an Act of Parliament, form part of the law of the Republic'. Section 35(1) of
the Constitution is also perfectly consistent with these conclusions. It reads as follows:
Makwanyane fn 23 I1I[JrtL AA to the poll interim COl1ltitution relevance of MakwanyaM. the Conltitutional court h. ltated in
Mohamsd awl AnothN " Pruid8nt of the /U[JIlblic of South Africa and Dthe", (Socltlly for the Abolition of the n.ath Psnalty
In SouIh Africa QIId AlIOtMr Ints1Wnt'fl) 2001 (3) SA 893 (CC): '"ThCll"O iI nolbinS in tho flDal COliltitutioa of tho Republia of
South Afria Aot 108 of 1996 to IUSBOIt that MakwanyoM hu ccuad to be appliaable - 011 tho contrary. tho ValUDI and
pmvilionl ofthc interim ConItitution rolied upon in Makwf.1lrYtlM arc rcpc:atcd in tho 1996 COI1Ititution."
.A.zantQ1l Pu;pla Organl8atlon ~) and Othtn " The PruitkM oft'" Rspublit: ofSouth Africa (fn 2 '"'Pm)

67

61
C59

"'l'ha nalca of OUitomary intomatiOllallaw bindinB on the Republic Ihall. unleal inOoal.tant with thil Conltitutioa or an Aot
of Parliament, form part oftha law of tho Republic."
Sao below for further dilCUIlion.

Azapo leo fD 21UpTQ
In tho fmal Conltitution thil lituation WII rcmadiod by ICctioa 231(S) according to which tho Rapublia ill bound by
intcmationalapCIIDenli which wcra bindinS on tho Republio when tha CODltitution took c:ft'ccL
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'In interpreting the provisions of this chapter a cowt of law shall promote the values which
underlie an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality and shall, where
applicable, have regard to public international law applicable to the protection of the rights
entrenched in this chapter, and may have regard to comparable foreign case law. The Cowt is
directed only to 'have regard' to public intemationallaw if it is applicable to the protection of the
rights entrenched in the chapter. ",70

The final Constitution is not as restrictive in that it does not specifically require that only
public international law that is applicable to the protection of the rights entrenched in the
chapter must be considered. It simply requires that intemationallaw be considered. This
view of the constitutional court, as expressed in Azapo71 that domestic law takes
precedence over international law has been criticised as being contrary to international
law72. It is submitted that particularly in the context of section 39(1), this is not a valid
criticism since the most that the courts are required to do is 'consider' intemationallaw.
The Constitution adopts a dualist approach73. Courts that seek to apply a monistic
70

71
72

73

Sea Dawood and Another" Mi"lItBr cf HOWIe Affalrl and Othen; Sholabl and AnoIhtr "MInl8t. of Home Affai,.. and
Othsn,' ThomaJI ond Another" Mlnllt., cf Home Affalrl and Othe,.. 2000 (1) SA 997 (C) at 1034 in whioh tho Capo
Provinoial Division oblCrYed that: Scotion 39(1) of tho '"CoNtitution providCl that a oourt" when interprcbnB the Bill of
RiShll, "(b) mUlt oonlider international law; and (0) may oonlidc:r fomBn law'. A. pointed out by Ch.. kallon PinS"
Makwtl1f)'Qn8 and Another (m 23 6Upra) at para [39] "[i]n dcalinS with oompantive law wo mUit bear in mind that we arc
required to OODltruc tho South African ConltitutioD, and not an international inltrumant or the oonltitution of 10m 0 foreisn
oountry, and that this hu to be dono with due resard to our IcsallYltcm, our history and circumltanoCl, and tho Itruoturc and
Ian paso of our own Conltitutioa. Wo oan derive ulislance from public intcmationallaw and foreign ouo law, but we arc in
DO way bound to follow it It mUlt, however, alao be bome in mind that "tho IawmakDl"l of tho CONtitution Ihould DOt lightly
bo prclumed to authoriso any law which misht oonltitute a broaoh of tho obligatiON of tho ltato in tmal ofinlcmatioDallaw'
(per Mahomed DP in AzcmJan PtJOpUt8 Organllatio" (AZAPO) and Othe,., "Pruidtmt of the Republic cf South Africa ond
Othen 1996 (4) SA 671 (CC) (1996 (8) BCLR 1015) at pan [26], read together with paru (27) and [28]; leo allo Pri," "
Prulds"t ofthe Law SOCiety, Caps ofGood H optJ and OthBn 1998 (8) BCLR 976 (C) at 98SC • H and 989A • 990 A). "

Azapo m2 wpra
Molala Z and RamaphOia C (fit 29 wpra) who ltato at 38: "7ho Court cmmooUiIy adopted tho poIition in Azapo that
intomational human riShli protcotionl arc Dot part of the South African ConlbtutiOll unlcll they arc adopted by tho
legislature. In the Azapo deoision the Court Ihould havo interprctCd 135(1) of tho Conltibation U Moqoro J did in
Makwt.I~ .. III obligatiOll that rcquiroa "oourll to proceed to publio intcmationallaw and foreigD cuo law for guidanoc in
OOllltitutional inlc:rpretation, thoroby promoting tho idoal and internationally IIOOcpted valuCi in tho oultivation of a human
rishll juriJpnldcnoc for South Africa."
Dugard J, lJatamatiOllal Law aad tho South African Conltitution' EUTr1pfJQII Jownal of I",.mat/onal Law IIJUCII that tho
South Afrioan common law "'dopll tho monist approach to OUitomary intemationallaw. CUltomuy intc:rnationallaw'is part
of South African law and oowtI arc required to "..oortam and administer' rulDi of OUitomary intemationallaw without tho
need for proof of law - .. occun in tho oue of fon:ip law." He oblcrvDl that U a lpocia of oommon law, OUltomuy
international law is lubordiaato to aU forml of lcsislation. He thea SOCI on to ltato that tho oommon law iI giVCD
Oonltibational cndoncmant by leotian 232 of tho 1996 CONtitution which, in language lubltantially limilar to tho Interim
CONtitution, providCl that: ""CUltomary intcmationallaw illaw in the Republio unlcll it is inoonlistenl with tho ConltitutiOll
or an Aot of p ..liameal" In layins that tho Coutitution h .. adoned the common law poIitioa of intc:raational OUItomuy
law in South Africa, Dugn iI apparently layins that the CODItitution is monist in ill approaah. If ono loaD ololely at hil
disoUilioD of the wording of IcatiOll 231(4) of tho Intcrlm ConatitutioD whioh provided that "'tho rulDi of cultomuy
international low binding 011 the Republic Ihall, unal inoonlislent with this Conltibation or an Act of Parliameat, form part
of the law of tho Republio' [writer'l italicl] tho matter is not that out and dried. H. point. out that tho OIDislion of tho word
"binding' from tho fmal ConltitutiOll hu lod one commeDtator to argue that all rulel of OUitomary intomationallaw, inoludin.
thOIO to which South Africa may have "pcnistcntly objected' arc part of municipal law. In a Deat bit of lophillry thai fUUy
exploill tho 100lcnClI of tho oonoept of CUitomary intc:raationallaw, Dusn avom thil argumant by lIyin. that tho better
view is that tho word "binding' wu dropped from tho 1996 CONtitution on tho sroundl that it wu OODlidcrcd to be
unacoCilary and indead tautolosoUi. AI far .. South Africa is oonocmed, a pnotioe to whioh it hu pcnistcntly objected iI
limply not a OUitomary rulc." Ho thea goci OD to ooncede that on tho othar hand then: can bo littlo doubt that the omislion of
the word "binding' will faoilitate tho proof of OUltomary intcmationallaw. n islubmittcd that tho lophistry liel in laying that
South African law followl a monist approach only in terml of ill own dcfinitioa of CDltomary intcmationallaw. Thul whCml
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approach therefore run the risk of acting unconstitutionally. International law must
therefore be considered from the perspective of domestic law generally and the
Constitution specifically. As stated previously, they are not obliged to apply international
law unless it has become law in South Africa as contemplated in sections 231 and 232 of
the Constitution. The courts have stressed the need to take cognisance of South Africa's
legal system, its history and circumstances and the structure and language of its
Constitution74. It· is clear from the various dicta of the courts on this subject that a
cautious and rational approach to the consideration ofintemationallawwhen interpreting
the Bill of Rights, which takes into account the unique identity of South Africa as a

74

South Afrioa hu pcniatently objeotcd to a rule of oUltomary international law that other nation ltatal regard .. OUitomary
intcmationallaw, it doc:I not Oonltitute oUltomary internltional law for the purpOiel of the Conltitution. Thil ia dclpite the
faot that Dugant BOCi on to rcoosaize that while early South Afrioan dcoiaiODl hold that only thOle rulCi of oultomary
intemationallaw that have been lUIiwnally reoognized by ltatel form part of South Afrioan law, later dcoilionl bold that
gtmIJIYIlaaocptanoa illuft"'lOioaL Dusn'l arsumant iI alia in oonfliot with the deailion in S" P.tt;JM 1988 (3) SA 51 (C) in
wbiob the ooult oblerved that in Nduli and Al'IOthu" MI1IIItfI,. of./wties and Ot"'" 1978 (1) SA 893 (A), the Appellate
Diviaion aoocpted that OUltomary intcmational law wal, lubjeat to ill not being in oonfliot with any ltatutory or oommon
munioipallaw, dirootly operativo in the national Iphere. Tho AppeUate Diviaion dClGribad the attribulCl of. rulo of ault.omary
intemationallaw whiob would make it applioable in South Afrioa. It would have to be eithar univcnally rcooBnilcd or it
would have to have rcocivcd the "Iont of thia oountry. In boldinS thia, the oourt referred to a pulase in Oppoaheim
Intemaliol1tll Low (LoutuptlChJ) 8th ed vol 1 at 39 whioh ltatCI the oonditionl oonoaminB univenalaoocptanoe or ltate allCDt
for raoognition of a rule of aultommy intcmatiOIlailaw u part of the law of England laying that: ''Our law and Engliah law in
thia rolpaot ia thcrcforo the lame. It iI not olear to me wbether Rumpff CJ in Biving the judgment mCllllt to lay down any
lbioter requirementa for the inOOlporabon ofintemationallaw UIBgCl into South Afrioan law than the rcquirc:mcalliaid down
by intcmationallaw itlelf for the aoocptanoa of Ulagel by ltatCI. Intcmationallaw doci not require univcnal aoocptanoa for a
ulaga of ltatel to bcoome a OUitom. Margo J, in giving the judgment of the FuU Tranlvaal Court in Irnr-Scle," Ralltll'Ch
and DfJV8lopm,nt Se",lca (Pry) Ltd" RllfJllblica Popular dtI MOCQIfIblqull 1980 (2) SA 111 (T) did not think that the word
'univcnal', dcapite ita ordinary meaning, w .. really intended to mean unwcnal. I do not think 10 either. In the praacnt DUe,
however, the diltinotion bctwccn univanal and general raoosnition muca no clifJc:ranoe. I am p,.ptD'fJfl to flCCfIPt thDt WM,. a
rule of ClUtomary Intllmatlol'/tll low 18 ncognl8f1fl tu mch by Intllmcdio""l low It wlU be 80 recognl8.d by our law [wrltar"1
italioa]. Moniam, it ia lubmitted, Oontainl the accds of ita own dcltruotion in the lenle that it iI an aU or nothing theory. Either
intemationallaw appliCi equaUy within all domeltio jurildiotionl or it doCi noL How oan it apply in lOme juriidiotiODI but
not otbcn if monilm ia a DhanmtmiatiD of intemational law itaeJf rather than a oonoellion of a lovrc:ign ltate? Either it ia
binding at an objeative level of Dertainty aoroal all natiOIl ltatca or it faill al an arsumcnl The moment that oonaidarationl of
relativity oome into play - one ltate lubacribel to moniam but anothar to dualiam; one area of intcrnatiOIlailaw, egjul cogtl1ll,
applica within all ltatel but another applica only with the Gonaant of nation ltataa; a lingle ltate. at ita diaorotion, !'Cguda
oartain intemational lesal provilionl .. bindinS but not othara - monilm iI dcfeated. AI luob it it a oonoapt of extremely
limited value. It iI olear from dilouali~ elaawbere in thil obapter that there: arc many powerful nation ltatel that lubloribe to
dualilm. This faotor alOllo dcfiCi BlJUlDanta in favour of the anivcnal appliDability of intcmationallaw in all oounbiel i.e.
moniam. DuSard'l oommcnt that the South Afrioan Gommon law adopta the moniat approaob and the lubaequcat impliaation
that the Conltitution doCi U well bcoaule it cndOl"lCI the oommon law ia mialeading in the lenle that O1Iltomary Ditc:mational
law iI only bindinS, in tclml of both the Dommon law and the Conltitution, if it doaa not oonfliot with legialation. To the
extant that ita domcatio legislation h .. the capaDity to ouat • rule of OUltomary intemationallaw, it is lubmittad that to ... elt
that a legal Iyltem followa a moniatio approaob ia to bold an ClXtromely weak view of moniam - 10 weak in fBOt, that it
approaobaa dualiam. Dugard pointa out that aa far .. lreatiCi arc oonocmed before 1994, South Afiiaa followed the EnSlilb
dualiat approaob to the inoorporatiOll of trc:atiCi and that the dra&n of the 1996 CODItitution eleated to n:tum to the pro-l ~4
pOlition relatins to the inoorporatioa of trcatiaa without abandooing the nced for p ..liamantary ratification of trcatica.

S "MdcwatrytzM tJNJ Al'IOthu (fa 23 IIIpro) at para [39] quotad with approval in Dawood tJNJ AnDt""" MinUtllr ofHom.
Allain and Olhen; Sholtlbl and AnothtJ,. y Mlnblt.,. of Home AJfolri and Ot""'; ThomQl and Ano.,. "MI1IIIt,,. of HomtJ
A//aln and Ot"'" (fa 70 1IIpI'Q). See alia Pa,.RoI, and Anothllr" DI1'fJCtD,.: OfJIca for &rl0lll Economic OfftlllCa 1995 (2)
SA 148 eC) in wmoh the GOurt obaerved with n:Sard to the interim Conltitution: "While it is indeed 10 that 135(1) of the
Conatitution providca that, in intcrprctinB the proviaioDi of ohap 3 thereof, the Court may 'bave n:Sard to oomparablc foreign
oue law', thia Ibould be done with oiroumlpaotion bcoaule of the differe:nt oontaxta within whioh other oonatitutiona were
dnfb:d, the different looialltruotural and milieu axiatinS in thole ooantric:1 al oomparcd with those in thia oountry, and the
dift'crcnl hiatorioal backgrounda asainat whioh the VarioUi oonltitutionl oame into bainS. I agree with Fronaman J in Qo."",,'
" Mlnlltfll" cf lAW awJ Ordtr awl Anot_ 1994 (3) SA 625 (E) at 633F-G that one mUit be wary of the d!ID,ar of
unneaaalarily importins dootrinaa aaaooiatcd with thOR oonatitutiODI into an inappropriate South AfiioBJ;laaUin,. The South
Afrioan Conatitution mUit be intarprc:tcd within the oontext and hiatorioal baokground of the South Afrioan letting' oited with
approval in OowmdtIr "MlnI8tfJl" ofSafflty ands.curtry 2000 (1) SA 959 (0)."
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nation, rather than a headlong rush to absorb willy-nilly every fashionable international
legal principle into the South Mrican legal system, is the correct one". S v Makwanyane 76
has been cited as an example of a monistic approach to internationallaw77 but closer
examination of the judgment in this case reveals that this is not a necessary conclusion.
The court in Makwanyane emphasised a value-based interpretation of the Constitution
with specific reference to South African conditions and faithfulness to the Constitution78•

1.3.2 Sections 231,232 and 233
There is the question as to what extent if any the interpretation provisions of the
Constitution in sections 231, 232 and 233 modify the meaning of section 39(1). In other
words, should the fact that the drafters of the Constitution saw fit to write a separate
section relating to the interpretation of the Bill of Rights be construed to mean that
sections 232 and 233, do not apply to interpretations of the Bill of Rights or should the
two sets of provisions be read in conjunction with each other? If the latter, then how does
The oourt in Park-Ron (fa 74111p1'Q) quoted with approval thcae wordl of Mahomed AJ u he then wu in S".A.chuan 1991
(2) SA 105 (Nm) at 113A-B: "The oonltitutioa ofa natiOll. not limply altatute whmh mcohanioally dcf'mel the Itruoturcl of
sovcmmcnt and the !'Clationa betwcca the sovcmmcnt an~ the sovcmcd. It is a 'mirror rcfIcotinS the national loul'. the
idcntiflOation of the ideala and alpirationa of a nation; the articulation of the valuca bondinS ill people and diloiplininS ill
sovcmmenl The apint and tho tenor of the Oonltitution mUit therefore praida and permeata the Pl'OOCllca of judioial
inlClprctatiOD and judioial dilorction."
76

77
78

Ma/cwarlytJlle fa 23111p1'Q
Motala and RamaphOia fn 29 IIIpI'Q at p37
The oourt in Ma/cwtll'l)lfJM (fa 23111p1'Q at p415) laid that: "In dealinS with oomparativelaw we mUit bear in mind that we an:
required to conltrue the South African Constitution. and not aft international inltrumant or the Oonltitution of lOme fomp
country. and that this hu to be done with due rasard to our IeSailYltc:m. our hiltory and OiroumllanOCl, and the Itructure and
Jansaase of our own COIlltitution. We oan derive u.illanoe from public intamatio~allaw and forcisn cue law. but we arc in
no way bound to follow it". Sea alia the obsc:rvatiOftl of Saohl J in CoetztJtJ" OOWlmnltJrt t/'t. Republic ofSouth.A.frica:
Matuo and Ot"" " Com",anding Of/lCtJl". Port EllzabtJth PriMm, and 0,.,.. 1995 (4) 631 (CC) who llalea at P 656: IIIf I
misht put a pcnonal Slol' on thaae words. tho aotual manner in whioh they wen: applied in Makwanytl1l8 (the Capital
Punilhment ouo) IhOWI that the two phalca arc ItronSly intc:rlinkcd in Icvara1l'C1pCOII": rUltly. by overt proportionality with
!'CSard to meanl. lcoondly, by undcrlyins philolophy ralatins to valuel. and, thirdly. by a sencra1 oontcxlual Icnsitivity in .
rapcot of the oil'oumltanoct in whioh the IeSai .IOCI pracnt themlelvel. I make theae poin.. beaaUie of what I !'CIani u a
tendency by oounlel, manifeltad in this oue. to llI'SUe the two-slase procell in a rather mcohanioal and laqUcntially divided
way without payinS lufficient attcntiOll to the oommonalitiCi that run throush the two ltaSeI. In my view. faithfulnaalto the
CODItitution iI bcat IIOhicvcd by looatinS the two-stase balmoinS prooaal within a holiltio, value-bued and oua-oriantc:d
framawotk. The ValUCII that mUlt luftble the whole prooctl arc derived from the OOftocpt of an open and dcmooratio lOoiety
bued on freedom and equality. lavaral timca rafcm:cl to in the COIlltitution. The notion of aD open and dcmooratic lOoiety iI
thUI not merely upirational or decorative. it iI normative, fUmilhinS the matrix of idem within Which/we worlc, Jhelouroc
from whioh we derive the prinoiplca and rua we apply, ad the final meuurc we ule for fcltinS the lesitimaoy of impusned
norml and conduot. If I may be forsivan the ClXounion, it loeml to me that it alao follOWI from tho prinoiplca laid down in
Ma/cwanyantJ that we Ihould not anSaae in purely formal or aoademio analylis. nor limply rabiot ounelvaa to ad ID:
tcohnioum. but rather fooul on what hu bccn oalled the lyne'Betio relation betwccn the valuel undarlyins the parantcCI of
fundamental rish" and the Oiroumltanoca of the partioular cue. Thera iI no ICSal yardttiok for aohicwinS th •. In the end, we
will frequently be unable to elDapc makinS diftioult valuejudsmcn". where, in tho wordl ofMoLach.lin J.loSio and prcoadcnt
arc of limited .Iiltanoa. AI Ihe poinll out, what mUlt be detaminative in the and it the court'l judsment, baaed on an
undantandinS of the valu. our looiety • beins built on and the intcrcJII at ltaka in the partioular auo; thil it a judsm ant that
oannot be made in the abltraot, and, rather than Ipeak ofvalue. u P1atonio ideall. the Judsa mUltlituatc: the analYlii in the
faoll of the partioular oue. waishinstho different valuca rcprcIentcd in that context." [footnote. omiUcd].
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one reconcile the two. Kentridge and Spitz79 ask whether there is any difference of
principle between the interpretation oftbe Constitution as a whole and the interpretation
of the Bill of Rights in particular and note that there is such a difference8O• They observe
however, that:

"the differences between the interpretation of the Bill of Rights and the Constitution as a whole is
a difference of degree rather than a difference in kind and that because the Bill of Rights is more
widely worded, there is more room for explicit value judgments in interpreting the Bill. Where
other chapters of the Constitution are being interpreted the words themselves tend to provide a
clearer indication of what is required ,,81
Despite these observations, it is submitted that this is a significant basis for an argument
that sections 231, 232 and 233 in particular are not applicable to the Bill of Rights. The.
Bill of Rights must be interpreted, with reference to international human rights law
generally as opposed to only those aspects of intemationallaw that are binding within the
Republic because international human rights law is relevant to South Africa as a nation
state insofar as it acknowledges and upholds the underlying values contained in the
Constitution, irrespective of the provisions of other South African domestic law which is
still in the process of reform. This would also explain why the constitutional court, in
considering the rights in the Bill of Rights has not done so with specific reference to
sections 231, 232 or 233 of the Constitution.

If the Bill of Rights must be interpreted in the same way as the remainder of the
Constitution then one has to attempt a reconciliation of sections 39(1) and 232 to 233·. In
the light of the wording of section 232, it could be argued that it is superfluous to read the
term 'international law' in section 39(1) of the final Constitution as inclusive of
'customary international law' that is binding in South Africa. The provisions of section
232 imply that a court must apply customary international law that is not in conflict with
79
80

Bl

em

Ch..kal.on, Kentridsa, Klaarcn, Marou., spitz and Woolman,
35 IIIprQ) at para 11.5.
Ch..ka1aon fit al m35 IUprrl. This diffc:rcnoo it cxpl'DI.cd at 11-12 wbcro they oblmva: "undantandinS tho ohanetcr of tho
Conatitution .. a wholo and tho Bill of RiSht. in parti01lIar it ncccIIUY in order to oomprehend tho alential dift"c:rcnoo
between .tatutory and DODitilutional intarprctation. A .tatum iI an inltrum.anl by mCBIII of whiDh alcsialatura eleated by a
majority or oitizcnl SOVCI'DI thOle oitizens. It iI a .et of inltnaotionl from tho Icsialaturo to tho oftioiall who c:nf'oroo tho ltatuta
and to the oitizen. who aro n:quiracl to comply with it. proviliOll•..• Judge. intcrpn:tinS tho COlUItitution aro DDsascd in a
ditfonmt bilk allosothcr. They arc attcmptins to unclcntand and to alarify tho way in which sovcmmanl it.olf it required to
function. In doinS.o they arc tryins to catabMh a.chamo or pattan or sovcmment which oompartl with the val\ICII whiah the
Conltitution alaiml to uphold. More partiaularly, in intorprctins tho BiD ofRiSht., tho aourta arc attcmptina to OItablish thOle
ValUOI whiah anow individuall to maka alBian asainat tho majority."
Ch..ka1aon fltal en 35 8UprQ at pll-15
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the Constitution or an Act of Parliament since customary international law is law in South
Africa82• Consideration is a subset of application. Must the inference then be drawn that
the injunction in section 39(1) to consider customary international law must apply to
customary international law that is in conflict with the Constitution or an Act of
Parliament? Should section 39(1) be interpreted to mean that a court must consider those
rules of customary international law that are in conflict with the Constitution or an Act of
Parliament or shoula it be interpreted to mean that the term 'international law' in section
39(1) does not include customary international law at all because this is dealt with in
section 232 of the Constitution? If one takes into account that the injunction in section
39(1) is to 'consider', as opposed to 'apply', intemationallaw and the fact that the
Constitution itself l~s towards dualism in terms not only of section 232 but also section
231, the latter interpretation is the most logical option from a domestic law viewpoint on
the basis that the law that does not apply in South Africa and which is in conflict with an
Act of Parliament is not relevant A consideration of a rule of customary law which is
directly in conflict with the declared intention of the legislature as expressed in an Act of
Parliament seems more than a little subversive especially if such consideration would
lead to an interpretation of a right in the Bill of Rights which is also in conflict with that
particular Act of Parliament. However, many would argue that, at least to the extent that
the customary international1aw in question contains a peremptory norm and is therefore a
part of the jus cogens, such an approach cannot be validlD. The rule stated in section 8 of
the Constitution that the Bill of Rights is binding upon the legislature could also be
invoked in support of the argument that an Act of Parliament cannot be validly contrary
to a principle of jus cogens. If this argument holds then the next logical step would be
that a court, taking into account a principle of customary international law that conflicts
82

B3

Sarkin J 'Tho Eft'cot of Corutitutional BorrowinSI 011 tho Draftins of South Afiioa'i BiU of Rightl and Intcnprctation of
Human RiBhlA ProviliOlll' www law upenn cdu/oonlaw/illueAlvQllllnum2l!arkinlladcin ot.html marinB to Ication 231(4)
of tho interim Constitution wbioh providcl: ·'the rulal of cultomary intc:mationallaw bindinB on tho Republio Ihall, unlell
inoonliltent with this Conltitution or an Act of Parliamcmt, form part oftha law of the Republio" oblarva: urhul a particular
human riBhlA ltandard, whioh h.. beoome acoepted .. a rule ofoUitomary intcmationallaw. mUlt be implamontocl by. South
African oourt in • dcoision, unl~1 this rule is inoompatible with the Conltitution or an Act ofParliamcnL The provilo lOti an
important limit, pcrmittins parliamentary lupram.acy in thia area _ in the pul"
Sea for inltanco Dusard, m73 IIIpIYl, who ltatel that: "Pc:n:m.ptory norml inolude the prohibitionl on aBBI'Cllion, senooidc.
racial disorimination. llavery. the denial oflelf'-dc:tcrmination. and tho IUPPl'Cllion ofbuic human riBhiA. It is inoonccivablD
that Parliament, .. conBtituted under the interim. or fmal Conltitution. would violate a paramptory norm." Ho pointl out that
the obitsr diclJDn of the Capo Provincial Division in AzQIIlan Psopla Organuatlon ~Z4PO) and Ot.,., " Truth tmd
RfICOftCtliatlon Commu,1on cI: Others 1996(4) SA 562 (C) that the interim. Conltitution would lienable Parliament to pall a
law. avcn if Buch law iI oontrary to the jru CDgfIIV", "'w.. both unnccCllary and unwilo .. it IDrioUily undcrminCi the
ConBtitution'l olaar intention of cltablilhinB harmony batwccn intcmationallaw and municipal law."
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with the Act of Parliament in question, declares the Act to be unconstitutional to the
extent that it conflicts with the court's interpretation of the rights in the Bill.of Rights.
The dualist principle expressed in section 232 of the Constitution would thus be avoided
in favour of the more monistic vista of legal possibility.

The considerable differences in scope between a right to health as expressed at
intemationallaw, and this right as expressed in the Constitution create a real possibility
that courts could potentially read into the expression of the right in the Constitution a
much wider interpretation than was initially intended and use it to overturn a statute
dealing with the right to health care services which is based. on the narrower
interpretation. In this way, customary intemationallaw that i~ in conflict with an Act of
Parliament could be introduced into the South African legal system via the backdoor of
the constitutionally mandated manner in which the Bill of Rights could be interpreted.
Admittedly it would take a court that was either ignorant of the implications of
considering section 39(1) in isolation from section 232 or one that was determined to
incorporate a principle of customary international law into the domestic legal system such
as might happen where a principle of jus cogens is involved. So far, however, the
constitutional court has sensibly adopted a fairly conservative approach which has meant
that intemationallaw concepts such as minimum core content of socio-economic rights,
have been rejected on the grounds of pragmatism. It is submitted that when faced with a
conflict between a principle ofjus cogens and an Act of Parliament, a court is likely to
take into account the stipulation in section 39(1)(a) which requires it to "promote the
values that underlie an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and
freedom" to resolve such conflict. The values that underlie an open and democratic
society are more likely to be consistent than inconsistent with thejus cogens. In practice
such conflicts are seldom likely to arise given the spiri~ of the Constitution generally and
the fact that Parliament is, as has been pointed out, unlikely to intentionally violate a
peremptory norm. In the context of health care, however, a conflict between domestic law
and thejus cogens could conceivably in future arise in the context of euthanasia84 where a
Proponcnll of cutbanuia would fmd their qumonllltrcng1honcd if. right to c:uthanllia bued 011 fundamcotal humID righll
mora widely rcoopized intamationally thlD at preleaL In Prwtty " Unit" Kingdom (applioation no 2346102) the
EuropcaD Court of Human RiShll held that thera had hecm. DO yiolation of Artiela 2 (risht to life) of the Europcaa CODYOIltiOD
WII
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law prohibiting assisted suicide is challenged on the basis that it constitutes a violation of
the fundamental human rights of human dignity and the right to bodily and psychological
integrity. While such rights in general may be part of the jus cogens, however, it is
unlikely that they would be well received as specifically supportive of the idea of
euthanasia given the decision of the European Court of Human Rights in the case of

Pretty v The United KingdomB5. It would be extremely difficult to argue that a right to
euthanasia is presently a principle ofjus cogens. Another potential area of conflict is in
the rationing of health services8C5• An example of this would be a domestic rule which
allows health authorities to avoid the supply of anti-retroviral drugs to mY/AIDS
patients contrary to a principle ofjus cogens which requires that states give their citizens
access to life-saving drugs as part of the right to health87•

If one sees section 39(1) as ousting the relevance of sections 232 and 233 of the
Constitution to the Bill of Rights then the courts would still be engaged in a dual exercise
concerning customary international law in that they would be considering and applying
customary international law which is law in South Africa and merely considering
customary international law which is not. A wide interpretation of section 39(1) carries
the further implication that all international agreements, whether formal or informal,·
must be taken into account in interpreting the Bill of Rights. The question is to what
extent informal agreements and arrangements between states, which do not necessarily
form part of international law for the purposes of section 231 of the Constitution-, must
be taken into account for purposes of section 39(1)7 Do they form part of international
law for the purposes of section 39(1) or not? Longstanding and wIdely supported
informal agreements or arrangements between states can approximate customary
international law and can serve as evidence that a practice has become a rule of

B5

8C5
87

•
B9

of Human Righu, DO violation of Artiole 3 (prohibition of inhuman or dcgradinglrcatmCDt or punishment); DO violation of
Artiole 8 (right to rcspcat for private life); DO violation of artiole 9 (freedom of OODIoicm.oe) and DO violation of Artiole 14
(prolu'bition of diaoriminatioD). Mn Pretty wiahcd to be auisted by her hUlband to oommit Iuioidc but the Director of Publio
PmIClOUtionl of the United K.ingdom rcfulcd her rcqucat to guarantco her hUlband freedom from prolcaution abo did 10. Har
appoall agamt thil dcoilion in the Britilh oowtl were unluoocllfuL
Pnny mB4 ntpra.
Sac further the diaoullion of Soobramontl)l"MinJ6teroj'Heolth, KwaZuJ"-NQt~ 1998 (1) SA 76' (Ce) in ohaptar 2.
Thil exampla is very olOie to the bODe given tha provilioDi ofGcncral Comment No 14 by the United NatioDi Committee: on
the ICESCR to the e11'eot that I DOI'D obligation of Stalel Partie. is ''to provide calential drugl, u from tima to time identified
under the WHO Aotion Programme on ElICDtial Drugl". Sac the diaOUlliOll on minimum DOnI oblisatiODl/r{ra.
Sec diaouaion of informal intemabonal asrcamcmu undoficatioD 23111fi'a,
Sec the diaODIlion of S" Hathtm Infra.
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customary international law. It is submitted, however, that in view of the fact that
informal agreements and arrangements between states that do not constitute international
agreements, as envisaged by section 231, are unlikely to conStitute public international
law or customary intemati onaI law unless they have been recognised as such in terms ofa
treaty, convention or similar instrument

o~

by an international forum such as the

International Court of Justice, these should not as a rule be considered by a court, tribunal
or forum as international law for the purposes of section 39(1). This would appear also to
be in keeping with Article 38(1)(f) of the Statute of the International Court of JusticeSJO•

1.3.3 Section 231 - International Agreements
In terms of section 231 (I) of the Constitution all international agreements must be
negotiated and signed by the National Executive. An international agreement binds the
Republic only after it has been approved by resolution in both the National Assembly and
the National Council of Provinces, unless it is an agreement referred to in subsection (3)
of section 231.

According to subsection (3) of section 231 an international agreement of a technical,
administrative or executive nature, or an agreement which does not require either
ratification or accession, entered into by the national executive, binds the Republic
without approval by the National Assembly and the National Council of Provinces, but
must be tabled in the Assembly and the Council within a reasonable time. The question of
whether an international agreement is of a "technical, administrative or executive nature"
is likely to prove problematic for South Mrican courts until such time as they have built
up a reasonable level of jurisprudence on the subject There is a tendency for complex
international agreements to be structured so that the principal agreement sets out the
general framework and principles for the various activities or projects to be undertaken
by the parties and then provides for subordinate agreements between various organs of
state and the international partner in order to spell out the details of and implement in
practical terms, those various projects or activities envisaged by the main agre~ent It is
Article: 38 of the Statuto of the ICJ m23 8IIp1"Q
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possible that the Constitution envisages subordinate agreements of this nature in referring
to agreements of a technical administrative or executive nature. It is important to
emphasise in this regard, however, that international agreements bind only the Republic
vis-a-vis other nations. Generally speaking, they are not binding upon South Mricans or
inhabitants of South Africa since they are not law in the country until enacted as such by
national legislation.

Any international agreement becomes law in the Republic when it is enacted into law by
national legislation but a self-executing provision of an agreement that has been approved
by Parliament is law in the Republic unless it is inconsistent with the Constitution or an
Act of Parliament'l. The power of a province to effectively if not directly, enact into
I

provincial legislation the provisions of an international agreement has already been
discussed92. The absence of framework legislation in an area in which both the national
and provincial spheres of government have legislative competence, such as health
services, is likely to increase the possibility that provinces would exercise such a power.
Whether such legislation would survive a challenge of unconstitutionality on the basis
that it is effectively in violation of the provisions of section 231 is an interesting question.

In the context of health care currently, the only international agreement that has so far
been expressly enacted into law is contained in the

I~ternational

Health Regulations

Act93 • The object of this legislation is to apply the International Health. Regulations,
adopted by the World Health Assembly, in South Africa. The International Health
Regulations are focused mainly on the control of malaria, yellow fever, cholera and small
pox, and their hosts and (where applicable) insect vectors, across international borders.
They also provide for notification of the World Health Organization by states of the
occurrence within their territory of a disease that is the subject of the regulations.

The term "international agreement" in the context of section 231 refers to all kinds of
international agreements which, in intemationalla·w are known by many different names
Scotion 231(4) of Aat No 101 of 1996
Sec mlcullion ofprovinciallcsillation at iii 52 "'P""
AclNo2lofl974
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such as treaty. convention. charter etc. It must be observed that not all international
agreements are such for the purposes of section 231 of the Constitution. The question as
to what is meant by the term "international agreement" was considered by the court in S v
Harksen 94 • In that case the President of South Africa consented to Harksen's extradition

to Germany in terms of the Extradition Act". There was no extradition agreement or
treaty between Germany and South Africa and it was argued that the President's consent
to the extradition brought into existence a bilateral international agreement in conflict
with section 231 of the Constitution. The court held that in order to establish whether or
not the relevant documentation gave rise to an international agreement, it must be
carefully considered and that it must indicate that the parties intended to conclude an
internationally binding agreement with reciprocal rights and duties or obligations·. The
court emphasised the importance of consensus between the parties and their intentions
and held that although the Vienna Convention does not, in its definition of 'treaty'. refer
to the consensual aspect or intention underlying any international agreement,' it clearly
cannot be an agreement without the requisite intention or consensuS¥'. The court observed
that it is this intention and consent which distinguishes treaties from informal or ad hoc
agreements or arrangement.~-

The phrase 'international agreements' as used in section 231 must, it seems. therefore be
given the narrow meaning of legally binding agreements. Informal agreements or
arrangements of an international nature do not fall within the phrase

'internati~nal

agreements' in section 231 which means that they would probably fall into the general
category of international law as contemplated in section 233 of the. Constitution and may
fall within the scope of customary international law as contemplated in section 232
depending upon the circumstances.
S V Harlaen,' H fll'laen "PTaldent ofthB Rt1pIIhllc afbth Afrk:a and Oth8n: HarD.n " WGpltr No and Another 2000 (1)
SA 118' (e)
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The distinction between international agreements as contemplated in section 231 and
informal international agreements or arrangements is important for the provinces because
only the national executive may, in terms of section 231(1) negotiate and sign
international agreements. Provinces have an obligation to respect, protect, promote and
fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights as much as does the national government. In the case
of health care services in particular, the national department of health seldom if ever
delivers these services itself. The provinces are responsible, in practical t,erms, for such
service delivery. They own the various hospitals and health facilities and employ the
various health professionals necessary to deliver health care services. The national
department of health does, however, playa key role in issues of policy co-ordination and
support of provinces in health service delivery and certain functions such as the
procurement of pharmaceuticals are centralised. The national department has control over
certain funding which it allocates to provinces in the form of conditional grants which are
over and above the equitable shilf~ allocated directly to the provinces by the National
Treasury.

When it comes to health care services which are the subject of international agreements,
it is the role of the national department of health to enter into these agreements even if it
only concerns a single province. There is no indication in the Constitution that provinces
have the power to enter into such agreements in their own right. From a contractual point
of view this can create problems for the national department of health which, in the
absence of a back-to-back agreement between itself and the province, does not have
direct legal authority to ensure performance by the province. It may also not have the
resources to itself fulfil the obligations imposed by the contract. The legislation
envisaged by the Constitution on the subject of co-~perative government has not yet
materialised and while the Constitution does require the different spheres of government
in South Africa to govern co-operatively, the politics of the situation are such that it is not
inconceivable for a rogue province to flout the terms of an international agreement,
entered into by the national executive, which requires certain actions on the part of that
province. The provisions of section 100 of the Constitution, may, depending on the
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circumstances, be invoked to deal with the situation but it will not necessarily always be
appropriate to do so.

The dynamic between the provinces and the national government on health care issues is
complex and can be exploited by unscrupulous international agencies to further their own
ends or simply to favour one province over another for various reasons. The fact of the
matter is that if health care services in one province are superior to those in neighbouring
provinces, for instance because a particular province is the beneficiary of substantial
international donor funding, the more affiuent province might fmd itself providing health
care services to inhabitants of a neighbouring provinces at an unprecedented and
unsustainable level or, alternatively, failing in its constitutional obligations to respect,
protect, promote and fulfil the right of South African residents to health care services.
The interface between the national government and nine provincial governments
concerning the delivery of health care services rests upon a delicate balancing act in the
distribution of health care resources and policy relating to the delivery of health care,
which if disrupted, could lead to serious financial and other difficulties for a province.

A good example is the question of health tourism. A wealthier province which has health
facilities of a generally higher standard, possibly even some of an international standard,
compared to those of other provinces, may decide to embark on an active campaign to
attract health tourists and may even wish to enter into an agreement with for example the
British National Health System (NHS) for the treatment of British patients in provincial
facilities. The agreement between the British National Health System and the province in
question may not necessarily be an international agreement due to the fact that the NHS
has an existence independent of the British government. The utilisation of public health
facilities in this province by foreign nationals will affect the availability of those facilities
to South Mrican residents who may in tum be forced to seek certain levels of health care
services in neighbouring provinces. The province that is servicing the health tourists
could find itself faced with legal action for violation of constitutional rights. The power
of the national executive to impose policy upon the provinces was discussed to a limited
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extent in Minister of Education v Harris 98• In that case a statute gave the Minister of
Education the power to determine national policy for the planning, provision, financing,
co-ordination, management, governance, programmes, monitoring, evaluation and wellbeing of the education system. The constitutional court nevertheless observed that:
"Policy made by the Minister in terms of the National Policy Act does not create obligations of
law that bind provinces, or for that matter parents or independent schools ... In the light of the
division of powers contemplated by the Constitution and the relationship between the Schools
Act and the National Policy Act, the Minister's powers under s 3(4) are limited to making a policy
determination and he has no power to issue an edict enforceable against schools and
learners ... Complex constitutional questions arise as to whether the Minister is permitted at all to
oblige MECs to enforce national policy in this way. It is not necessary to decide such questions in
this case, for s 3 of the National Policy Act does not accord the Minister such power. It follows
that the notice pwports to impose .legally binding obligations upon independent schools and upon
MECs, and is ultra vires the powers granted to the Minister by s 3 of the National Policy Act."
Health services are in much the same constitutional position as education in that they are
a Schedule 4 competency over which both the national and provincial spheres of
government have jurisdiction.
1.3.4 Section 232 - Customary International Law

Customary international law is law in the Republic unless. it is in conflict with the
Constitution or an Act of Parliament.
As stated previously, for the purposes of the interpretation of the Bill of Rights, a tribunal
or forum must apply customary international law since it is law within the Republic. The
only ground for not doing so is that it would be inconsistent with the Constitution or an
Act of Parliament. Customary international law, unlike other international law, is thus
more than just a tool of interpretation in relation to the Bill of Rights. It is national law,
applicable to the interpretation of the Bill of Rights, as law in its own right.
Does the provision in section 232 of the Constitution effect an increase or diminution in
the status of customary international law within South Africa? According to the monist

Harri6 2001 (4) SA 1297 (CC)
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view of intemationallaw, customary international law has a higher status than national or
domestic law and in the event of a conflict customary intematiorial law prevails.
However, if it is reduced to the status of national law within the Republic, then it cannot
have a status higher than other national law. In fact it is only law in South Africa to the
extent that it does not conflict with domestic law. One ends up with the tautology that
certain customary international law is in fact not international law at all but domestic law
by virtue of the Constitution. The alternative is a dual role for customary international
law as both domestic and international law. Logically speaking the alternative is more
appealing since it recognizes that South Africa as a nation state and also its inhabitants
are both bound by the customary international law in question. However the boundaries
of customary international law that binds South Afri~ as a subject of international law
may not necessarily be coterminous with those of the body of customary international
law that binds its inhabitants due to the requirement of consistency with Acts of
Parliament and the Constitution.

The pertinent question, with regard to the provisions of section 39(1) as read with section

232. is what is the position of a court where a rule of customary international law is in
conflict with the provisions of the Constitution or an Act of Parliament? Should the court
still take into account the rule of customary intemationallaw in interpreting a right in the
Bill of Rights or should it avoid it on the basis that Parl~ament has signified a rejection of
it in another law or the Constitution itself? It is submitted that the answer is to be found
in the judgement of the Cape Provincial Division in Dawootfl'. It took the approach that
although in dealing with comparative law one is required to construe the South African
Constitution, and not an international instrument or the constitution of some foreign
country, and that this has to be done with due -regard to the domestic legal system,
natjonal history and circumstances, and the structure and language of the South African
Constitution, it must also be borne in mind that 'the lawmakers of the Constitution should·
not lightly be presumed to authorise any law which might constitute a breach of the
obligations of the state in terms of intemationallaw'.

Dawood fa. 70 wpm
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The view has been expressed that section 39(1) requires that binding and non-binding
international law must be considered when interpreting the Bill of Rights 100. However, the
Constitution itself provides for a situation in which statutory domestic law overrides
international law in the event of a c~nflict There is a significant difference between a
rule of law that is merely 'non-binding' as opposed to a rule of law that has been quite
clearly contradicted by an Act of Parliament The approach of the court in Dawood
suggests that one must adopt a cautious approach in concluding that the lawmakers would
have intentionally breached an obligation of the state in international law does not detract
from the requirement to construe the South African Constitution with due regard to the
domestic legal system. If the lawmakers have in fact written a law that is contrary to a
principle ofjus cogens as contained in customary intemationallaw, the principle ofjus
cogens does not form part of the domestic law and should not be applied. The fact that
principles ofjus cogens seem in the main to be devoid of meaningful content renders it
very unlikely that there will be such a conflict in practice. In the field of health care the
closest one can perhaps come to an alleged principle of jus cogens is the concept of
minimum core obligations but this concept does not seem to have been recognised asjus
cogens largely because there are no clear criteria for identification of exactly when a rule
becomes part of the jus cogens. A vague and indeterminate right to health can and does
mean different things to different people as evidenced by the various approaches to this
right in countries around the world. It could hardly be argued that such a right is a rule of
jus cogens if the minimum content of the right cannot be convincingly identified by way
of international consensus lOI • The criticism levelled against the judgment in the Azapo
case is apparently based at least in part upon the notion that the customary international
law in question formed part of the jus cogens. The cardinal question is whether this is in
fact the case. There is apparently no agreement as to the point at which a principle of
international law becomes part of thejus cogens. The apparent supremacy102 ofjus cogens
over even the Constitution raises some fairly tautologous arguments.
100
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1.3.5 Section 233 - International Law

Intemationallaw, other than customary international law, is not law in South Africa
unless it meets the requirements of section 231 i.e. it has been approved by resolution in
the National Assembly and the Council of Provinces or it is a section 231 (3) agreementlO3•
South Mrica is asserting its sovereignty in such a provision. However, in terms of the
view expressed by the court in Makwanyane lO4 , intemationallaw must be considered
when interpreting the Bill of Rights irrespective of whether or not it is law in South
Africa or binding upon South Africa.
In terms of section 233:
"When interpreting any legislation, every court must prefer any reasonable interpretation of the
legislation that is consistent with international law over any alternative interpretation that is
inconsistent with intemationallaw."
The Bill of Rights and the Constitution logically both fall into the category of 'any
legislation'. The rationale behind the inclusion within section 39(1) of a specific
injunction to consider intemationallaw when interpreting the Bill of Rights when such an
injunction, and more, is also effectively contained in section 233 of the Constitution is
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not entirely clear unless one adopts the view that the Bill of Rights must be interpreted
differently to other legislation, including the remainder of the Constitution. The
injunction in section 233 is more favourably inclined towards international law than that
in section 39(1) in that it requires a court to prefer any reasonable interpretation that is
consistent with international law over one that is nol Does this oblige a

COurtlO5

considering international law in the context of section 39(1), to prefer any interpretation
of the Bill of Rights which is consistent with international law over one that is not? It is
submitted that the answer is a qualified 'yes'. the qualification being based upon the word
'reasonable' in section 233. Both sections 39(1) and 233 use the phrase 'international
law' but the courts have held that for the purposes of section 39(1) both binding and nonbinding intemationallaw must be considered whereas they have not yet expressed a view
of what is meant by 'international law in the context of section 233. DugardlOC5 has
observed that:
"it is inconceivable that Parliament as constituted under the interim or a final constitution would
violate a peremptory nOnD. The obiter dictum of the Cape Provincial Division in Azanian
People ~ Organization (AZAPO) & Others v Truth and Reconciliation Commission & Others that
the interim Constitution would enable Parliament to pass a law, even if such law is contrary to the
JUs cogens, was both unnecessary and unwise as it seriously Wldermines the Constitution's clear
intention of establishing harmony between internationa11aw and municipal law."

But what of non-binding international·law? In Grootboom lf11 the court stated that the
weight to be attached to any particular principle or rule of international law will vary. In
Makwanyane laJ, Chaskalson P emphasised the need to construe the Constitution with due

regard to the South African legal system, South African history, and circumstances and
the structure and language of the South African Constitution. He said that assistance can
be derived from public international law but the courts were in no way bound to foliow it
The courts have adopted a conservative approach to the absorption or alignment

~f

intemationallegal principles into or with domestic law. In terms of the ordinary rules of
statutory interpretation, the phrase 'international law' should not be interpreted
differently between the two sections unless there is a very clear intention to the contrary.
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The court in Makwanyane lfS has indicated that the term 'international law' as used in
section 39(1) should be given a wide interpretation rather than a narrow one. It follows
that, in terms of this rule of statutory interpretation, the same term as it appears in section
233 should be given the same interpretation. The question has, however, been raised as to

whether the Bill of Rights and the remainder of the Constitution must be interpreted
differently 110. The commentators and courts, in their discussions of section 39(1) (or
section 35(1) of the interim Constitution) have tended to focus on the provisions of
section 39(1) exclusively, without reference to section 233. If the Bill of Rights is to be
interpreted differently to the remainder of the Constitution then the meaning of the term
"international law' in sections 39(1) and section 233 need not be the same.
It is possible that the phrase 'any legislation' used in section 233 was not intended to
include the Constitution, and therefore the Bill of Rights, in view of the fact that the
Constitution, including the Bill of Rights, is not just 'any legislation' but rather the
grundnorm for the South African legal system and therefore has supremacy over every
other law in South Africa and in view of the fact that there is express provision for the
'consideration' of

intematio~al

law in section 39(1). The difference between

constitutional interpretation and the interpretation of other legislation has been recogni~ed
in cases on constitutional interpretation througho\1t the worldlll • The courts have
espoused a purposive approach to interpretation of the Consti~tion112. It is submitted that
this approach, particularly in terms of the dynamic

expound~d

by O'Regan J in

Makwanyane l13 , would create considerable uncertainty if applied to legislation other than
the C,?nstitution.

T~e

message behind the purposive approach is that it is not static and

that reliance upon judicial precedent in interpreting the Constitution and especially the
Ie»
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Bill of Rights will not necessarily provide the same safeguards as reliance on judicial
precedent regarding other legislation.
The requirement to prefer any reasonable interpretation consistent with international law
over one that is inconsistent therewith does not contain the same qualification as does
section 232 - the proviso that it is not inconsistent with the Constitution or an Act of
Parliament. It is possible that an interpretation, consistent with intemationallaw, of a
particular statute could be inconsistent with another statute or the Constitution itself.
What would be the position in this event? It is submitted that one must look to the
requirement of reasonableness in section 233 to resolve such situations. It is submitted
that an interpretation which is inconsistent with the Constitution could not be considered
reasonable, neither could an interpretation which clearly flew in the face of an Act of
Parliament. Section 232 (3) of the interim Constitution provided that 'no law shall be
constitutionally invalid solely by reason of the fact that the wording used isprima/acie
capable of an interpretation which is inconsistent with a provision of this Constitution,
provided that such a law is reasonably capable of a more restricted interpretation which is'
not inconsistent with any such provision, in which event such law shall be construed as
having a meaning in accordance with the said more restricted interpretation'.
The constitutional court in particular does not seem to have taken specific cognisance of
the provisions of section 233 when interpreting the Bill of Rights in two leading cases
involving socio-economic rights 1l4• In fact the

cou~

has expressly avoided the direct

application of an international law interpretation of these rights which seems to have been
favoured elsewhere. The interpretation in question relates to the concept in international
law of minimum core obligations.ll' In the case of Mzeku and Others v Volkswagen SA
(Pty) Ltd and Othersl16, the court rejected an argument that the provisions of ILO

Convention 87 on Freedom of Association and the Right to Organise and ILO
Convention 98 on the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining are part of South
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African law on the basis of the provisions of sections 231(5) and 233 of the Constitution.
Counsel in that case submitted that the result of these conventions being part of South
Mrican law is that an employer has no right to dismiss employees for participating in a
strike of any nature. The effect of this submission was that employees can go on strike
without having to follow the procedures prescribed by the Labour Relations Act 66 of
1995 and when they do that an employer has n~ right to dismiss them. The court said, "In

.our judgment it is a misrepresentation of the position to suggest that the ILO Conventions
inevitably preclude national legislation from prescribing the type of conditions contained
in the Act before there can be an exercise of the right to strike."
1.4

Customary International Law and the Right To Health

Like many concepts in international law, customary international law is not easy to
define. Although writers speak glibly of state practice and opinio juris as being the two
elements of customary international law, when one makes any attempt to explore these
two concepts in any depths, their ethereal nature becomes apparent 111 According to
. se~ion 102 of the Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law of the United States,
international customary law is described as follows:
"Customary intelnationallaw results from a general and consistent pr~tice of stat:es followed by
them from a sense of legal obligation,,118.

The distinction between international customary law and other types of international law
is neither clear nor simple. It would seem that sufficiently widespread recognition of a
principle within public international law, such that it amounts to general practice
followed out of a sense of legal obligation, can bring that principle within the ambit of
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customary internationallawl19• According to this view, modem customary international
law is therefore likely to be fed by and derived largely from international treaties and
conventions although this is not without controversy l20. Traditional customary
international law results from general and consistent practice followed by states from a
sense of legal obligation whereas modern custom is derived by a deductive process that
begins with general statements of rules rather than particular instances of practice. 121
According to some views, the difference between customary international law and public
international law is that whereas the latter is strictly speaking binding only upon the states
parties, the former can bind states regardless of treaty ratification l22• Some claim that
customary intemationallaw is dying l23 whilst others speak of its growing importancel24• It
has been claimed specifically with reference to global health governance that customary
international law is 'an awkward instrument' in connection with dealing with global
public health concerns and that it is 'currently under attack as a source of international
law for various theoretical and practical reasons'l~.
Despite these conflicting Views, it would seem that the importance of customary
international law should not be underestimated. Depending upon which view is held of
international customary law, it may have the potential even to supersede the importance
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of the instrument of international law from whence it originatedl26• Modem international
customary law has been criticised for 'normative chauvinism'1%? For example it has been
stated that human rights obligations reflect a Western t~dency to give primacy to
individual rights over communal or group needs 121. The fact that section 232 of the
Constitution stipulates that customary international law is law in South Africa creates an
obligation to establish the content of the customary international law on the legal topic at
issue.

It must be observed in passing that to ~e extent that the phrase 'international custom, as
evidence of a general practice accepted as law' in paragraph b of Article 38(1) of the
Statute of the International Court of Justice coincides with the term 'customary
international law' in section 232 of the Constitution, such international custom is law in
South Africa and the courts do not have a discretion as to whether to apply it129. A failure
on the part of a South African court to apply customary intemationallaw, except where it
is inconsistent with the Constitution or an Act of Parliament, may therefore not only be a
violation of international law but would also be unconstitutional in terms of section 232.

In view of the fact that section 39(1) deals with international law generally as an'
interpretational tool rather than as hard law, a court might well be able to use even
conflicting customary international law as such a tool to arriv~ at an interpretation of a
right in the Bill of Rights which is 'not itself necessarily in conflict with the Constitution
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or an Act of Parliament and which promotes 'the values that underlie an open and
democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom'. The content of
customary international law on the issue of a right to health or health care depends upon
which view of international customary law is espoused. In terms of so-called modem
customary international law, the various treaties and conventions dealing with human
rights and socio-economic rights would be of relevance in establishing the content of a
customary internationallaw right to health or health care. However, in view of the fact
that these instruments will be discussed in detail in the section on public international
law, they will not be canvassed here. In the context of the right to health it has been
observed that the absence of international case law on the right to health heightens the
international legal importance of national cases brought pursuant to the right to health 130.
Even if it may not constitute customary international law at this stage, the Venezuelan
case of Cruz Bermudez, et al v Ministerio de Sanidad)' Asistencia SociaP31 is of interest
in this context because of certain similarities and contrasts with the leading South African
case on access to health care, Minister of Health and others v Treatment Action

Campaign and Othersl32•

It is a useful illustration of the need to ground the implementation of the human right to
health care in the realities of the economic and sociological situation since law in the
abstract is of no value outside of the world of ideas. In Cruz Bermudez, heard by the
Venezuelan Supreme Court in 1999, the plaintiffs argued that the Venezuelan
government had violated their rights to life, health and aceess to scientific advances under
Venezuelan law by fail~ng to provide them with antiretroviral (ARV) medication. They
asked that the Venezuelan court order the Ministry of Health to remedy these violations
by:
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•

providing periodically and regularly all medicines necessary, including ARV
therapies and drugs for opportunistic infections, to persons living with lllVlAIDS
in Venezuela,
covering the expenses of persons living with mvI AIDS for blood tests needed to

•

monitor the disease and the effect of the medication; and
developing and funding policies and programs to provide medical treatment and

•

assistance for persons living with mvIAIDS in Venezuela133.

The Ministry of Health argued that the government could not pay for ARV therapy and
related medicines for all persons living with

mvIAIDS

in Venezuela because such

expenses would be impossible to sustain. The Ministry in its defence pointed to its
program~

on mvI AIDS prevention involving the distribution of informational booklets

and condoms and the implementation of a safe sex initiative as evidence of its fulfilment
of its obligations under Venezuelan law concerning health. It argued that it was
progressively achieving improvements in connection with

mvI AIDS

given the

budgetary constraints it was facing as a health ministry in a developing country.

The Venezuelan court focused its opinion on the right to health. Under Venezuelan law
there are strong expressions of the right to health in terms of Venezuela's constitution and
its international law obligations. Venezuela is a party to the International Convention on
Economic Social and Cultural Rights (lCESCR). Venezuela apparently has a monistically
inclined view of international law in that treaty duties such as those in the ICESCR create
obligations for the state of Venezuela that are directly enforceable. by citizens against the
government Furthermore, Venezuela's constitution contains a constitutional right to
health.
The V enezuelan ~ourt noted that:

•

mv positiye people and people with AIDS

are protected by the Venezuelan

constitution and also by international law.
133
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•

that on the basis of the evidence presented by the parties, the Ministry of Health
was not complying with its duty under the right to health, the immediate
consequence of which was to place the lives of the plaintiffs at risk.

•

that the Ministry's non-compliance was not intentional but resulted from its lack
of financial resources.

•

that despite the serious financial constraints the government had violated the
plaintiff's right to health and that the Ministry had available mechanisms under
Venezuelan law through which it could seek additional funds for the purpose of
dealing with the medical requirements of persons living with mvI AIDS.

•

that the Ministry's failure to utilize these mechanisms contributed to the court's
view that the Ministry had violated the right to health.

•

that its ruling applied to all persons living with mvIAIDS in Venezuela and not
only the plaintiffs.

The court ordered the Ministry inter alia to:

•

request immediately from the President ~e funds needed for

mvIAIDS

prevention and control for the remaining fiscal year and an increase in budgetary
allocations for future needs and

•

provide ARV therapies and associated medicin~s to any persQDS living with

IDV/AIDS in Venezuelal34•
Despite the court's ruling, the Venezuelan government has done 'little or nothing to
improve the access to ARV therapies for persons living with mvI AIDS.llS
134
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The case is of interest because the court chose to ignore the Health Ministry's plea of
poverty even though it acknowledged that Venezuela was facing an economic crisis. It
chose to make an order which the Venezuelan government was apparently unable to
fulfil. The Venezuelan situation highlights a number of practical problems relating to the
right to health care and the monistic approach to international law. International law is as
much an ideology as it is a system of law. In some cases, much like the South African
Constitution, it is a postulation of what should be rather than what is. It is an instrument
to indicate the direction in which nations should move rather than a map of where they
currently find themselves136. Practically speaking, unless the international community is
prepared to rally support for international law as perceived by a domestic court in order
to facilitate implementation of a court order supporting that intemationallaw, such orders
are meaningless and so is the monistic approach to international law. If the international
community had made funding available to the Venezuelan government such that it could
reasonably implement the court order, the judgment of the Venezuelan Supreme Court
would have been of more legal and practical significance. As things stand, however, it is
apparently nothing more than a juristic white elephant, reflecting in Venezuelan domestic
law, the ideological and abstract nature of much of the international law which informed

it
It is submitted that whilst such a situation may be acceptable in terms of international

law, it is not acceptable in terms of domestic law because it not only calls into question
the credibility and enforceability of all domestic law, elevating it in the process above the
level of law to a lofty, but abstract, ideal, but also the power of domestic courts to uphold
domestic law in any meaningful way. To a large extent, the manner of development of
international law is very different to that of domestic legal systems. Enforcement is a
13.s
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major feature of the latter and its practical implementation is a question not of possibility
but of fact Very often domestic legal systems are reactive rather than proactive within
their economic and social environments. They reactively reflect developments in trade
practices, technology and societal beliefs and values that have usually preceded them by a
number of years.
Legal certainty is a prerequisite for the fairness and credibility of a domestic legal
system. Such certainty is necessary not only in relation to what the law is on any given
topic but also on the reliability of the legal remedy upheld by the courts. Contrary to
intemationallaw, domestic law, generally speaking, is not a plea for utopia but rather a
periodically updated street map indicating the highways and byways of current
commercial and cultural practices, social values and beliefs. Socioeconomic rights in
particular are inextricably linked with social and, most importantly, economic realities.
By definition, any attempt to divorce them from the economic realities of a given
situation renders them empty of meaning and value. The judgment of the Venezuelan
court directed the Ministry of Health to request more funding from the President for ARV
therapies and related medication, despite the fact that Venezuela was facing an economic
crisis. There does not appear to have been a concurrent obligation imposed upon the
President to make such funds available, even assuming that they existed. If such funds
did not in fact exist, any order imposing upon the President a duty to make them available
would in any event have been pointless. Without the additional funding, the Ministry of
Health could not implement the remaining injunctions to make ARV therapies a~ailable
not only to the plaintiffs but to all Venezuelans. The Venezuelan court effectively wrote a
prescription that the Ministry of Health could not fill. The value of such a prescription to
the patient is severely limited.
The ethereal quality of the judgment of the Venezuelan court is in marked contrast to the
groundedness of the judgment of the South African constitutional court in the TAC
easel". The South African constitutional co:urt judgment not only recognised expressly
the need for government to be able to set policy and determine the allocation of scarce
137
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resources but also' that the co"esponding rights themselves are limited by reason o/the
lack of resources' 138. It observed that 'Courts are ill-suited to adjudicate upon issues

where court orders could have multiple social and economic consequences for the
~ourt

community.' The

acknowledged that the Constitution 'contemplates rather a

restrained and focused role for the courts~ namely, to require the state to take measures to
meet its constitutional obligations and to subject the reasonableness of these measures to
evaluation' 1". The result was an order far more capa~le of implementation whi~h
carefully

balance~

the power of the executive branch of government to make policy

against the rights of the poor to access to medical treatment whilst maintaining the
credibility of the courtl«l. The government was ordered without delay to -

•

Remove the restrictions that prevented N evirapine from being made available for
the purpose of reducing the risk of mother-to-child transmission ofmY at public
hospitals and clinics that were not research training sites.

•

Permit and facilitate the use of Nevirapine for the purpose of reducing the risk of
mother-to-child transmission of mv and to make it available for this purpose at
hospitals and clinics when in the judgment of the attending medical practitioner
acting in consultation with the medical superintendent of the facility concerned
this was medically indicated, which would if necessary include that the mother
concerned has been appropriately tested and counselled.

•

Make provision if necessary for counsellors based at public hospitals and clinics
other than the research and training sites to be trained for the counselling
necessary for the use of Nevirapine to reduce the risk of mother-to-child
transmission of mY.
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•

Take reasonable measures to extend the testing and counselling facilities at
hospitals and clinics throughout the public health sector to facilitate and expedite
the use of Nevirapine for the purpose of reducing the risk of mother-to-child
transmission of my.

The court expressly stated that the abovementioned orders did not preclude government
from adapting its policy in a manner consistent with the Constitution if equally
appropriate or better methods became available to it for the prevention of mother-to-child
transmission of mv. The drug, Nevirapine, was at the time of the judgment available to
the government free of charge.
The efficacy and usefulness of customary international law with regard to enforcement of
the right to health has been questioned by more than one writer141 despite the fact that
customary international Jaw has been identified as one of two major sources of
international human rights law that are relevant to the right to health142.
Kinney points out that under the principles for the development of customary
international law, widespread ratification of UN and regional treaties and other
instruments recognizing international human rights can establish an international
customary law of human rights. She says that specifically treaties, declarations and other
instruments become evidence of a general state practice in which states engage out of a
sense of legal obligation. As evidence of general practice followed out of a sense of legal
obligation, they establish the human rights obl.igations on states, including'the United
States, that have not ratified treaties. She gives as an example the possibility that the
International Convention on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) is arguably
customary international law due to its widespread acceptance internationally. As a
consequence it may be binding on all countries regardless of ratificationl43• This said,
Kinney concedes that recognition of an international right to health as a matter of
141
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international customary law 'has some problems'l44, observing that 'there is a circularity
in the rationale for international customary law that is problematic'. She goes on to say
that 'Realistically, implementation and enforcement of the international right to health 'is
difficult particularly if predicated on customary international law' and that the United
States and other nations would probably not tolerate excessive interference in their
domestic affairs if they have not ratified the ICESCRl45.

Depending upon which approach one adopts to customary international law, and despite
the claims of Kinney, it may well be that there is in fact no real customary international
law right to health or health care and that the relevant international law is not customary
international .law at all but rather public international law in the form of written
conventions and treaties. The reason for such a conclusion relates in part to the difficulty
of establishing the content of a right to health or health care at customary international
law. Kinney herself acknowledges that there are significant economic, social and cultural
differences among the nations of the world which render it difficult to specify the content
of a universal international right to health in a meaningful wayl46.

1.5

Public International Law and the Right To Health

The right to health is expressed in different ways in a number of different international
instruments. The preamble to the constitution of the World Health Organisation, adopted
in 1946, states that:

"The enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of
every human being without distinction of race, religion, political belief, economic or social
conditions."
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The variety of the language used in the various international instruments whose scope
includes rights impacting on health illustrates the need for a detailed focus on the content
of the rights that are recognised. There is also the question of whether the international
instrument concerned should be interpreted using a textual approach so that the rights
contained therein are interpreted purely with regard to the wording of the instrument
itself or whether regard must also be had to other international legal instruments
containing similar provisions. Put differently, are the various rights to health expressed in
international treaties and conventions all expressions of different rights or different
expressions of the same global right? If the latter, then what is the content .and
implications of such right? If it could be shown that there was such a single right, the
arguments for the existence of such a right as part of customary international law and
evenjus cogens might be stronger than if there existed a number of different rights which
were not widely supported or recognised by significant numbers of nation states. If the
right is fragmented then it could be 'argued that certain fragments have passed into
customary international law or jus cogens but not others. It is all very well to ardently
allege that human rights are principles ofjus cogens and that socio-economic rights as a
sub-category of such human rights are thus also part of the jus cogens but if there is no
significant agreement as to the content of such rights then their categorisation as jus

cogens is academic.
South Africa is a signatory of the International Convention on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and has ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC) and the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW). It has not, however, expressly enacted every provision of these
international agreements into domestic law as contemplated by section 231(4) of the
Constitution. The Constitution for instance contains a general prohibition on unfair
discrimination, including discrimination on the basis of gender but this is not in the
express terms of CEDAW. Whilst the Bill of Rights reflects the rights of children to
certain essentials, it certainly does not reflect the sweeping language of the CRC. The
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Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act147 deals with issues of
discrimination but does not expressly enact CEDAW. The constitutional obligation of the
state to achieve 'the progressive realisation of certain socio-economic rights echoes the
ICESCR obligation to achieve progressively the full realisation of the rights but the
constitutional right of access to health care services does not contain the specific
provisions of Article 12 of the ICESCR relating to reduction of stillbirths and infant
mortality, the prevention and control of diseases and the improvement of all aspects of
industrial and environmental hygiene. Thus, whilst these conventions are binding upon
the Republic as a nation state at intemationallaw, they are not necessarily binding upon
inhabitants of the Republic as domestic law.

There are a number of international commentaries upon the ICESCR which have
attempted to add flesh to the bare bones of the rights expressed in the instrument itself.
General comment number 14 of the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights. is one such document This comment observes that the ICESCR
'provides the most comprehensive article on the right to health in international human
rights law'. It is not clear whether this is a claim to supremacy over other international
instruments referring to a right to health. However, it is of interest that the statement
implies that there is a single right to health in international human rights law and that
there may be different statements of this single right in other international law
instruments. A further point of interest possibly in contrast to the implication that there is
a single right to health in international law is that the Committee states expressly that in
drafting article 12 of the ICESCR the Third Committee of the United Nations General
Assembly did not adopt the definition of health contained in the preamble to the
constitution of the WHO. The Committee is thus distancing the right as expressed in the
ICESCR from that expressed in the WHO constitution. It observes that the reference in
article 12.1 of the Covenant to "the highest attainable standard of physical and mental
health" is not confined to the right to health care and that the drafting history and express
wording of article 12.2 acknowledge that the right to health embraces a wide range of
147
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socio-economic factors that promote conditions in which people can lead a healthy life.
The Committee points out that this extends to the underlying determinants of health such
as food and nutrition, housing, access to safe and potable water and adequate sanitation,
safe and healthy working conditions and a healthy environment.

Significantly, the Committee refers to the right to health as a goal and observes that in
many cases, especially for those living in poverty, this goal is becoming increasingly
remote. The nature of the right to health contemplated in the ICESCR is. thus an ideal
rather than a practical reality.l48 The idea of using the law to attain ideals is in many
respects peculiar to international law. Constitutions aside, domestic legal systems still
tend to approach the question of rights from the perspective of what is presently
reasonably attainable. Generally speaking, in domestic law terms a right which cannot be
enforced or protected in a practical way is hardly worth the name. Furthermore, ideals ·of
this nature, at least in the South African context, are very much the province of the
executive and legislative branches of government as opposed to the judiciary, given the
role of the judiciary as expressed by Chaskalson P in the TAC casel49. The progressive
realisation of the right to health care services in South Africa, it is submitted, is rather
more the task of the national executive than it is of the courts who by their own
admission are ill-suited to make decisions which could have multiple social and
economic consequences for the community. It is further submitted that an overly
idealistic interpretation by the judiciary of the socio-economic rights granted in the Bill
of Rights would diminish the effective value of the right in question by elevating it
beyond the realms of what is practical and achievable. One ends up with judgments
which, although laudable in their intentions and limitless in their scope, are not
realistically capable of implementation. The right, when interpreted by the judiciary in
such a manner, becomes hollow and the practical ends that the right is designed to
achieve are thus defeated. A more limited and pragmatic judgment that can be put into
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This nicety appcan to have Cleaped the Venezuelan oourt in the qruz BfII'IIIduez OllIe (m 130 IUprtl)
TAC1D 1131Uprtl
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effect is of considerably greater value as indicated by the outcomes for the holders of the
rights in the Grootboom 1SO and TAe cases.

When one comes to an examination of the right to health care services in terms of section
27 of the Constitution in the light of international law, it is submitted that one must bear
in mind that direct comparisons, and inferences of direct relationships, between domestic
rights and international ones may not always be appropriate due to the fact that the
domestic rights must be considered for the most part in .the light of present realities rather
than that of dreams of the future. 151 This precept has been clearly recognised by the South
Mrican constitutional court with regard to the concept of the minimum core content of
socio-economic rights in both Grootboom ~ and the TAe cases. It also illustrates the fact
that whilst a nation state may recognise the basic principle of a right as stated in an
instrument of public international law, the content of the right is subject to interpretation
with regard to domestic legal and other circumstances. The relationship between
international and domestic law is not as simple or direct as certain amici curiae have
arguedl~.
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Comparisons of rights in international law with rights expressed in the

Grootboom m" 8Upra

The Constitutional oourt in TAC (m 113 8Upra) pointed to the ltatemcnt in Orootboom (m" wpra) that "millionl of people
are IivinS in deplorable oonditioDi and in sreat poverty. Thera is a high level ofunem ployment, inadequate 100iailcourity and
many do Dot have aooeu to olean water or to adequate health Icrvioea. Theae oonditionl already existed when the Conltitution
waa adopted ..... aa the relevant oontext in which looio-eoonomio ripta Deed to be interpreted. While it is bue that Madala J in
SoobramontlY ltated that "Some rishta in the Constitution are the ideal and lomethins to be Itrived for. They amount to a
promise in lome oasOl, and an indioation of what a democratio IOCiety aiminS to salvase los.. diSnity, &ccdom and equality
should embark upon. They are valuel which the Conltitution seeks to provide DUrture and protect for a future South Afrioa"
and 10 lome of the rishta in the ConatitutioD are also ideals, they mUit have lome deSI'CC of lubstanoe within the prelent in
order to be mcaninsful. The faot that the test used by the oour1l to aaocrtain whether or not the ltate is fulfi1linS its
Oonltitutional obligations is one of reasonablenels IUpports this assertion lince it impliel that the present oircumltanoel in
which the right is lought to be upheld are the relevant oontext for IUch test Madala J in Soobramonq aob.owlcdSOl this Deed
for present value in pointinS out that lOin ita lanSUaSC, the Constitution accepta that it OIUIDot lolve all our lociety'l Woel
overnight, but mUit So on tryins to !'CIolve theae probleml." Tho Constitutional CoUrt pointed out in &partB Chal1pBrson of
tllB ConrtitutionalAuembly: In 18: CertifICation qf tllB Constitution qf tllB Republic of South Africa 1996 (1996 (4) SA 744
(Ce) at para 78) in dealinS with an objeotion that socio-eoonomio riahta are notjustioiable, that "At the very minimum. locioeoonomio riahta oan be nesatively protected from improper inv.ion." The oontent of the rishtmay chanse .. oircumstanoel
ohango, but it mUlt have lome clesree of oontent in the present In the TAC cue the oourt, referrinS to Soobramoney, explioitly
rcoognised the fact that "the oorrcspondinS rishts themlelvea arc limited by reaaon of the lack ofreloUl'Oes". This obsCIIVatioD,
ooupled with the fact that the telt is one of reasonablencs., leads to the inevitable oonolUlion that the oontent of tho right may
be subjeot to fluctuation, dependins upon chansins OiroumltanOes and tho availability ofresowves. This is why, u Yaooob J
ltated in Grootboom (fit 57 8Upra at 61) liThe question is therefore not whether 100io-CIoonomio rishu are jUltioiable under
our ConltitutiOn, but how to enforce them in a given oase. This is a very difficult issue which mUit be oarefUlly explored on a
oase-by-oase basis." The ooncept of a minimum oore is riSid and aa luoh does not sit comfortably with the flcx:ibility of the
test of reasonablenes. in the prcvailinS Oiroumltanoea. What is reasonable for today may not be reasonable for tomorrow if
there haa been a ohanse in the available RllOUI'OCS.
In Gowmment o/the Rspublic cfSouth AfrIca and OtllB,., " Grootboom and Othe,., (m 57 8Ilpra) and Minuter qfHealth awl
Othtn" T,.atme'" A.ction Campaign and Othe,., (m 113 8Ilpra)
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Constitution are further. complicated by the postulate of international law that all human
rights are indivisible and interdependent1S3•
Whilst this postulate is not disputed within South African domestic lawl54, the body of
rights granted by the Bill of rights is not expressed in exactly the same terms as the body
of similar rights at international law. One is therefore not engaging upon a simple
comparison of a single right at inte~ational law with a single right at domestic
constitutional law but rather a comparison at various levels of complex matrices of rights
(one of which is openly recognised as an expression of ideals whilst the other also seeks
to achieve tangible and practical legal realities) often beset with their own internal
conflicts. Where there is an internal conflict between constitutional rights, a balancing of
the rights must take place. Where there is an internal conflict between human rights at
international law and an internal conflict between similar rights in domestic law, it is
submitted that the internal conflict between the domestic rights U5 must first be resolved
before any consideration of international law can fruitfully take placel56• Consistency is a
prerequisite of a rational and clearly principled domestic legal system. Considerations of
international law which do not promote such consistency are likely to lead ultimately to
an internally fragmented and chaotic.domestic legal order with diminution of the value of
the body of rights it seeks to confer. Once a balance between the domestic rights has been
IS]
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Fact Sheet No 16 (Rev.!) The Committee on Economio, Sooial and Cultural Rights www unhchr.ohlhlmVm enu6l2lfs 16.htm
and General Comment No 14: The Right to the HishOlt Attainable Standard ofHcalth of the United NatiOlll CommittDo on
Economio, Social and Culluml Rights EIC.I212000/4 where it is ltated that: "'The right to health is ololely related to and
dependent upon the Ralization of other human rights al oontained in the International Bill of Rights, including the right to
food, hOUling, work, education, human dignity, life, non- discrimination, equality, the prohibition againlt torture, privacy,
aOOOlI to information and the freedoml of 8IIOOiation, 8Ilembly and movemenL thOle and other rights and freedoml adnl
integraloomponents of the right to health."
See for inltanoe the oblervations of the oourt in S v MakwanytmB and AnothBr (fa 23 mpra) oonoerning the oen1rality of the
righll to dignity and life and their interrelationship with other righll. See allO GowImmB1ll ofthB Republic ofSouth Africa and
OthBn v Grootboom and Otllen (fa 57 mpra) when: the court ltated that: ""The right of 800ell to adequate houling oannot be
leen in ilolation. There is' a 01010 relationlhip. between it and the other looio-economic rights. Sooio-economio rights mUlt liD
be read together in the letting of the COIIItitution .. a whole. The atate is obliged to take POlitive action to meet the needs of
those living in extreme oonditionl of poverty, homelellDOII or intolerable houling. Their int.croonneotednOlI needs to be
taken into aooount in interpretini the looio-economio rights, and, in partioular, in determining whether the atate h.. met ill
obligationl in tenDl of them."
.
Sachl J in Soobramoney v Minister ofHIJQIth, K'WtlZUlu-Natol, (fn 86 mpra) at 783 oblCIVea that: "'Tmditional right. analysea
aooordingly h~vo to be adapted 10 as to take account of the Ipecial probleml ORated by the need to provide a broad
framework of oonatillltional prinoiples governing the right of BOOOIS to ICBI'Oe resOurcel and to adjudicate between competing
rights bearel'l. When righll by their very nature arc shared and inter-dependent, Itriking appropriate balanoOl between the
equally valid entitlements or expeotations of a multitude of olaimants Ihould not be seen al imposing limits on thOle righll
(whioh would then have to be jUltified in terms of I 36), but 81 defining the oiroumltanOOl in which tho right. may most fairly
and effeotively be enjoyed." See allo Qozekni v Miniltr ofLaw and Ordsr and APIOIhBr 1994 (3) SA 625 (E) which atatea
that when rights olaah a balanoing of the rights muat take place.
ObvioUily if suoh oonfliclI have been encountered and resolved at international law this may serve .. a Ulml guide for
rcaoivins aimilar oonfliots within domOltio law.
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achieved, a balancing of the conflicting rights at intemationallaw should be undertaken
and the result should then be considered with regard to the balance achieved with regard
to the conflicting rights at domestic law. In view of the foregoing, the processes of legal
reasoning envisaged by section 39(1) of the Constitution require at first, a wide angled,
global consideration of both the relevant international and domestic law ~s systems of
law, before the convergent, analytical approach of Lord Simon of Giaisdale 1S7 may
successfully be applied to individual principles within those systems. Synthesis is thus as
much a necessity as analysis in this particular area of law.

1.6

Minimum Core

Minimum core content has been described as the non-negotiable foundation of a right to
which all individuals, in all contexts under all circumstances are entitled. The term 'core
content' refers to the entitlements which make up the right Minimum core content is not
the same as the core content of a rightl58• The question of availability of resources,
although recognised by the ICESCR, is played down to some extent by the United
U7
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Milianp y GeorgB Frank (l'BXlilu) Ltd [1976] AC 443 ([1975]3 AU ER 801 (HL» at 481-2 (AC) and 834h-824a (All ER)
in which Lord Simon of Glaiadalc oblerved that: "(T)he trainins and qualiflOation of a JudSC is to eluoidate the problem.
immediately before him. 10 that ita features ltend out in ItcrcOiOopio olarity. But the beam. of light which 10 illuminatel the
immediate lcene leCIDI to throw Iwroundins areaa into sreater oblourity; the whole landaoape ia distorted to the view. A
penum bra oan be apprehended, but not m uoh beyond; 10 that when the learchlight Ihitt. a quito unexpeoted IOCDe may be
diaololed. The very qualifioationl for the judioial proOcal thul impoae limitationl on ita Ule. Thil is why judioial advanoe
Ihould be siaduaL I am not trained to Ice the diatant loene: one ltep ia enoush for me Ihould be the motto on the waU
oppOlitc the JUdgc'1 deak.. It ia, I ooncede, a lcal Ipcotaoular method of proSl'Cllion than lomcnaulta and oartwhccla; but it is
the one beat luitcd to the oapaoity and relouroca of a JudSC. We an: likely to pcrfonn better the dutiea looiety impOied on UI if
we reoosnise our limitationl. Within the proper limita then: ia more than enoush to be clone which is of value to looicly" ..
oited with approval by Brand J in Yan Bi/jon and Otbe,.. y MinUter ofCorrectiOl'ltlI &J'Yica and Othsn 1997 (4) SA 441 eC)
at4'1.
Provea (a South Amerioan non-govcmm.ental organisation) 'Health al a Right: Framewodt for the National and International
Protcotion of the Human Right to Health', Carac8l, 1996 at 39. Provca atatea that: "We oonaider that by eltabtilhinS a
minimum, uniform ''floor'' below whioh a ltate may not delocnd doea not weaken the right in queltion, provided that the
content ia undcntood . . . ltarting point and not 81 the arrival poinL Furthermore, catabliahinS • framework allun::a a uniform
b8lis to be reapcoted, even by the ltataa with inauftioient coonomio n::aouroel or lubjcotcd to oritioBteconomic lituationa." Sec
paragraph 10 ofGcneraI Comment 3 of the United Nationl Committee on the ICESCR rcfelTCd to in Grootboom where it is
laid: 110. On the baaia of the cxtcnaive experienoc sained by the Committee, 81 well .. by the body that preceded it, over a
period ofmorc than a dcoado ofcxamininS ltatel Partical rcportl the Committee is of the view that minimum oon: obligation
to cnaUI'C the latiafaotion of, at the very le8lt, minimum cuentiallevela of eaoh of the righta is inoumbent upon every ltata
party. ThUl, for example, a ltate party in which any lisnifioant number of individuala ia deprived of ell entia) foodatufti, of
euential primary health oare, of b8lio Ihelter ·and hOUlinS. or of the mOlt b8lio forml of eduoation, is prima foe-, failinS to
diaolwge ita oblisationa under the Covenant If the Covenant were to be read in luoh a way • not to eltabliah IUoh a
minimum oore obliS.tion, it would be largely deprived of ita raison d'etrc. By the lame token, it mUit be noted that any
auellment 81 to whether a ltate h81 diaoharsed ita minimum oon: obligation mUlt alao take aooount of rclouroe Oonltrainta
applyins within the oounby conoemed. Artiole 2(1) obligatca eaoh ltate party to take the neocalmy ltepl "to the maximum of
ita available I'CIOUlOca". In ordcrfor a atate party to be able to attribute ita failure to meet at le8lt ita minimum oore obtisationa
to a I.ok of available reloulOca it mUlt demonatrato that every effort baa been made to Ule aU relourocl that arc at ita
diapOlition in an aff'oIt to I.tilfy, al a matter of priority, thOle minimumobligationl.' Sec alao the n:fcrcnoc in Min18t8l' of
Health and Olbe,.. y TTflatmtmt Action Campaign and 0",.,.. [ib 113 1UpI'Q] to General Comment 3 "The nalun: of atatca
partica oblisationl (Art 2, par.1)" 12112190
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Nations Committee in its General Comment No 31S9 possibly because this concept has
been criticised as being a loophole for states parties to use in order to escape their
obligations in terms of the Convention. The exact nature of the minimum core of the right
to health care is not expressly stated in any instrument of international lawIS).

In their arguments concerning the minimum core concept the amici in Grootboom
referred firstly to Article 11.1 of the Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights
which provides that:

"The States Parties to the present Covenant recognise the right of everyone to an adequate
standard of living for himself and his family including adequate food, clothing and housing and to
the continuous improvement of living conditions. The States Parties will take appropriate steps to
ensure the realisation of this right recognising to this effect the essential importance of
international co-operation based on free consent."

They then referred to the relevant general comments issued by the United Nations
Committee on
1S9

IS)

Ec~nomic,

Social and Cultural Rights concerning the interpretation and

In Genenl Comment 3 on the ICESCR at paragraph II. the United Nations Committee on the ICRSCR notca that ~he
Committee wishes to emphasis. however. that even where the available resourcca are demonstrably inadequate. the obligation
remains for a state party to strive to ensure the widcat possible enjoyment of the relevant righll under the prevailing
ciroumstanoca. Moreover the obligations to monitor the extent of the realization, or more espcoially the non-realization, of
economic, sooial and cultural rightl, and to devise stratcgica and programmes for their promotion. are not in any way
eliminated as a result of resource oonstraints."
There appean to be considerable controveny surrounding the definition of minimum oore at intcmationallevel. Some arc of
the vicw that it is too diffioult to establish universally approved standards. The United Nations Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultunl Rights (CESCR) appears to IUpport such a view. It has stated that: "AI the ideal of the human being is to
attain the highcat pollible ltandard of livins. it is not possible to fIX a uniform minimum limit below which a given ItalD is
oonlidered to be in breach of its health-related oblisationl" (Juan Avarez Vita, "Disoussion note" in CESCR. Report on the
ninth session, FJC.I2I1993/19, p63. Vita is a former member of the CESCR) By contrast, Provea, a Venezuelan NonGovcmm.ental Organisation (NGO), undertook a systematio rcsearoh projeot on the right to health. An intensive
bibliographical search revealed that mOlt of the SOUfOCI oonsulted either addressed specifio aspects of the right to health, or
treated it in an introduotory or general manner. When it disoovered that there was insuffICient material deflDing the right to
health. Provea attempted to delineate a conoeptual framework for proteotins the right to health. Some of the principles that
informed the work ofProvea were:
• Dcfming minimum core content is a relatively unexplored area, but it is ncoellary to arrive at an objeotive def'mition of
each right;
• The minimum core content of a right establishes the minimal conditions that each individuallhould enjoy, in the ablence
of which the risht is understood to be absent;
• Havins a definition of oontent is a valuable instrument for enforoement, as it makes it possible to have a minimum ltandard
for evaluatins the observanoe of a risht;
• Defming minimum contents needs to be undcntood as a dynamio proccas;
• The prinoiple of univcnality is assumed, i.e. all human beinSI by nature are entitled to all human rights. The fact that
different legal ordCl'l may eltablish different levels of protection docs not mcan that lomo have more of a right than othen
do;
• In a world of constant ohange and divCl'Io scenarios, it is possible to identify common clementi that Oonltitute a oore aspect
of the right, independent of available relouroel or politioal, coonom ic, social or cultural context;
• For health the starting point for arriving at a dcf"mition is to be found in the ltandards established in treatica that provide for
the prolcction of the right, whioh are a ncocasary frame ofrcference but whioh alWayl need to be improved;
• A scoondary lourae is a comprehensive view of health emanating from. the intemational doctrine as to what constitutes
health that has been developed by the World Health Organization, among othen.
Sec further www.luusa ON./bnnaterlok/IHRIPIciroJc/moduJes/modulc8 htm
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application of the Covenant and argued that these general comments constitute a
significant guide to the interpretation of section 26 of the Constitution. Paragraph 10 of
general comment 3, issued by the Committee in 1990 states:
"10. On the basis of the extensive experience gained by the Committee, as well as by the body
that preceded it, over a period of more than a decade of examining States Parties' reports the
Committee is of the view that minimum core obligation to ensure the satisfaction ot: at the very
least, minimum essential levels of each of the rights is incumbent upon every State Party. Thus,
for example, a State party in which any significant number of individuals is deprived of essential
foodstuffs, of essential primary health care, of basic shelter and housing, or of the most basic
forms of education, is prima facie, failing to discharge its obligations under the Covenant If the
Covenant were to be read in such a way as not to establish such a minimum core obligation, it
would be largely deprived of its raison dlene. By the same token, it must be noted that any
assessment as to whether a State has discharged its minimUm core obligation must also take
account of resource constraints applying within the country concerned. Article 2(1) obligates each
State party to take the necessmy steps 'to the maximum of its available resources'. In order for a
State party to be able to attribute its failure to meet at least its minimum core obligations to a lack
of available resources it must demonstrate that every effort has been made to use all resources
that are at its disposition in an effort to satisfy, as a mattei" of priority, those minimum
obligations.,,161
Yacoob J observed that it was clear from this extract that the committee considered that
every state party is bound to fulfil a minimum core obligation .by ensuring the satisfaction
of a minimum essential level of the socio-economic rights, including the right to adequate
housing and that a state in which a significant number of individuals is deprived of basic
shelter and housing is regarded as prima facie in breach of its obligations under the
Covenant. He also observed that it was to be noted that the general comment does not
specify precisely what minimum core is although a guideline is given in that it is
161

Yaooob J in Grootboom (m 57 nIP"") at 64-6'. Genmal Comment No 14: The Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of
Health Dooument Number ElC.12l2000/4 of the United Nationl Committee on Eoonomio, Sooial and Cultural Rip..
idcntifiel oore obligatiODI of the right to health al:
(a) to enlure the right of aoOOl1 to health faoilitim, goods and lervioel on a non-ciiloriminatmy balis, elpeoially for
vulnerable or marginalized groUpl;
(b) to eDl1U'O aOOOlI to the minimum euential food which it nutritionally adequate and lafe, to enlure freedom from hunger
to everyone;
(0) to eDiure 800011 to baio Ihelter, houling and lanitation, and an adequate IUpply oflafe and potable water;
(d) to provide ellential drugl, a from time to time defmed undcrthe WHO Action Programme on ElaentialDnlgl;
(e) to eDiure equitable diltribution of all health faoilitiel, goodl and lervicel;
(t) to adopt and implement a national public health Itrategy and plan of 8Otion, on the balia of epidemiologioal evidence,
addrelling the health oonoerns of the whole population; the Itrategy and plan of aotion Ihall be deviled, and periodioally
reviewed, on tho balis of a participatory and tranlparent proOOII; they uaU inolude methodl, luch a right to health
indioaton and benchmarb, by which progrell oan be clO1o1y monitored; the proOOlI by which the Itrategy and plan of
aotion arc devised, al well a their oontent, mall give partioular attention to aU vulnerable or marginalized groupl.
The Committee allo oonfumed that the following obligatioDi are of oomplll'8ble priority:
(a) to eDiure reproduotive, matemal (pre-natala well al pOlt-natal) and ohild health care;
(b) to provide immunization againlt the major infeotioUi dileam oooulTing in the oommunity;
(0) to take mealUfCI to prevent, treat and oontrol epidemio and endemio diseuel;
(d) to provide appropriate training for health pcnonnel, inoluding education on health and human righu.
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determined generally by having regard to the needs of the most vulnerable group that is
entitled to the protection of the right in question l62 •

Yacoob I rejected the principle of minimum core with the following logic:
"It is not possible to determine the minimum threshold for the progressive realisation of the right
of access to adequate housing without first identifying the needs and opportunities for the
enjoyment of such a right. These will vary according to factors such as income, unemployment,
availability of land and poverty. The differences between city and rural communities will also
determine the needs and opportunities for the enjoyment of this right Variations ultimately
depend on the economic and social history and circumstances of a counoy. All this illustrates the
complexity of the task of detennining a minimum core obligation for the progressive realisation
of the right of access to adequate housing without having the requisite infonnation on the needs
and the opportunities for the enjoyment of this right. The committee developed the concept of
minimum core over many years of examining reports by reporting states. This Court does not
have comparable information. The determination of a minimum core in the context of 'the right to
have access to adequate housing' presents difficult questions. This is so because the needs in the
context of access to adequate housing are diverse: there are those who need land; others need both
land and houses; yet others need financial assistance. There are difficult questions relating to the
definition of minimum core in the context of a right to have access to adequate housing, in
particular whether the minimum core obligation should be defined generally or with regard to
specific groups of people. As will appear from the discussion below, the real question in terms of
our Constitution is whether the measures taken by the State to realise the right afforded by s 26
are reasonable. There may be cases where it may be possible and appropriate to have regard to the
content of a minimum core obligation to determine whether the measures taken by the State are
reasonable. However, even if it were appropriate to do so, it could not be done unless suffICient
information is placed before a Court to enable it to determine the minimum core in any given
context In this case, we do not have sufficient infomtation to determine what would comprise the
minimum core obligation in the context of our Constitution. It is not in any event necessary to
decide whether it is appropriate for a Court to detemtine in the fU'St instance the minimum core
content of a right."

The court appeared to regard even the concept of minimum core as being variable in
content depending upon the given context. Despite this reasoned and clear rejection by
the constitutional court of the general concept of a minimum core obligation as expressed
in international law, the amici in the TAe case renewed attempts to have it introduced
into South African law. The constitutional court in this case referred to the judgements in
both Grootboom l63 and Soobramoneyl64 and stated bluntly that, "It is impossible to give
everyone access even to a "core" service immediately. All that is possible, and all that
can be expected of the state, is that it act reasonably to provide access to the socio162
163
164

Grootboom (m 57 supra ) at p6S
Grootboom (m 57 ntpra)
Soobramoney (m 86 supra)
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economic rights identified in sections 26 and 27 on a progressive basis."l65 The
constitutional court in the TAC case concluded that "section 27(1) of the Constitution
does not. give rise to a self..standing and independent positive right enforceable
irrespective of the considerations mentioned in section 27(2). Sections 27(1) and 27(2)
must be read together as defining the scope of the positive rights that everyone has and
the corresponding obligations of the state to 'respect, protect, promote and fulfil' such
rights.

It is submitted that the nomenclature 'minimum core' or "core obligations' is in any event
a misnomer when the extent of the enunciation of the United Nations Committee on the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of what it considers to
be core obligations in General Comment No. 14 is considered. The 'core' obligations
liste4 in the Comment are so comprehensive that it is difficult to conceive of any
obligations that might be on the periphery concerning the right to health 1C5C5•

1.7

International Legal Principles Applied LocaUy

The constitutional court's rejection of the minimum core principle is indicative not only
of the manner in which the constitutional court is implementing section 39(1) but also of
the. fact that international law interpretations of rights contained in instruments such as
the International Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights will not be applied
without question to situations involving similar rights in domestic law. Intemationallegal
principles are applicable within the South African legal system only to the extent that

they are consistent with the principles of t1;te Constitution and South Africa's unique
historical and social contextl67. Arguments which attempt to import piecemeal
intemationallegal principles and doctrines into the South African legal system not only
indicate an overly simplistic view of the South African legal system but are also distinctly
165
166
161

TACfD 113.nq1raat 1046 G
General CommentofICESCR Committee see fn 161.nq1ra.
Yacoob J in Grootboom (fn 57 .nq1ra at p 62) stated: "lnterpretins a right in ill oontext requires the consideration of two type.
of oontext On the one hand, riShlB must be undentood in their textualseUins. This will require a oonsideration of ohap 2 and
the Constitution u a whole. On the other hand, righlB must also be undcntood in their social and historioal context. Our
Constitution entrenches both oivil and political riShlB and looial and economio riShlB. All the riShll in our BiU ofRiShlB arc
inter-related and mutuany IUpportinS."
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inadvisable given the holistic and teleological approach of the South African courts to
questions of interpretation of constitutional rights and the consideration of international
law.

Yacoo~

] in Grootboom expressly detailed the differences between the right to

housing expressed in the ICESCR and the right to housing expressed in the Constitution.
He pointed out that the Covenant provides for a right to adequate housing while section
26 provides for right of access to adequate housing, that the Covenant obliges states
parties to take appropriate steps which must include legislation while the Constitution
obliges the South African state to take reasonable legislative and other measures. If one
performs the same exercise with regard to Article 12 of the ICESCR and section 27 of the
Constitution the differences that emerge are as follows:

1. The ICESCR recognizes the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the "highest
attainable standard of physical and mental health" while section 27(1) of the
Constitution refers explicitly to a right of access to health care services, including
reproductive health care. The South African Constitution thus does not even
recognise a right to health per se but rather a right to health care services in particular.
This right is defmed in terms of access which implies inter alia that the health
services in question will not necessarily be free of charge. A standard of health,
attainable or not, is not a feature of section 27(1).

2. The right to health in the ICESCR makes no specific mention of emergency medical
treatment as does section 27(3) of the Constitution.

3. The right to health in the ICESCR details certain specific steps to be taken by states
parties in order to achieve the full realization of the right to health such as the
provision for the reduction of the stillbirth-rate and of infant mortality and for the
development of the healthy child; the improvement of all aspects of environmental
an~

industrial hygiene; the prevention, treatm~t and control of epidemic, endemic,

occupational and other diseases; the creation of conditions which would assure to all
medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness. Section 27 contains no
such detailed prescriptions. Instead, section 27(2) provides that the state must take
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reasonable legislative and other measures within its available resources to achieve the
progressive realisation of each of these rights.

These differences are clearly considerable and even greater than those elucidated by
Yacoob J with regard to the right to housing in Grootboom 1S• Yacoob J stated in that case
that "The differences between the relevant provisions of the Covenant and our
Constitution are significant in determining the extent to which the provisions of the
Covenant may be a guide to interpretation of section 26". IS The ICESCR is thus of
limited value as an interpretational tool when considering the right to health care services
under section 27 of the Constitution.

This said, a study of the judgments of the Constitutional Court relating to socio-economic
rights reveals that the court is indeed developing its own jurisprudence on human rights
generally and socio-economic rights in particular, many of which are not inconsistent, in
broad terms, with international legal principles relating to such rights. From the
judgments in Soobramoney vs Minister o/Health (Kwazulu-Natalj11O, Government ofthe
Republic 0/South Africa and others v Grootboom and Others 171 , and Minister ofHealth
and Others v Treatment Action Campaign and Others l 71. it is clear that certain legal
principles are gradually coalescing to flesh out the bare bones of the constitutional
provisions relating to these rights. These principles are as follows:

1. There must be provision by the state within legislative and policy frameworks for

mechanisms to address 'hard cases' or, as the constitutional court has put it, the
situation of people "in desperate need"I73.

IS
169
110
171
171.

173

Grootboom (fit 57 IUpra)
Grootboom (fn 51 mpra) at p64

Soobramoney (m 86mpra)
Grootboom

m51 mpra

TACfh 113mpra
GovemmBnt 01 thB Republic 01 South Africa And Othe,., " Grootboom And Othtn (m 57 IUpra): liThe nationwide housinS
program falls short of oblisations imposed upon national sovernment to the extent that it fails to reoopiso that the state must
provide for relief for thole in desperate nced. They are not tq be ignored in the interest. of an overall program focussed OD
medium and IonS-term objectives. It is essential that a ",asonable part of the national housinS budset be devoted to dtis, but
the preoise allooation is for national sovernment to decide in the fint instance" and also liThe state is obliSed to take positive
action to meet the needs of thOle livinS in extreme oonditions of poverty, homeleslDcss or intolerable housinS."
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2. There must be flexibility In state policies and programmes to address changing
situations and needs 174,
3. The state is responsible for the creation of circumstances in which the rights of the
individual may be realized and must take positive action1".
4. Socio-economic rights and the corresponding obligations of the state must be
interpreted within their social and historical contextl7lS•
5. The test of reasonableness will be applied. State policies and programmes must be
reasonable both in their conception and their implementationl77 •

6. Urgency of the need is an important factor. Of relevance here is the degree of
discrepancy between the "haves" and the "have-nots" with regard to the right in
question 178.
174

175

176
177

178

Government Of Ths Republic Of South Africa And Othera " Grootboom And Othtn (fn " 8Upra) lithe program mUlt be
balanoed and flexible and make appropriate provilion for attention to houlinS miles and to Ihort, medium and IonS farm
needs. A program that excludel a lipifioant legment of lociety oannot be laid to be reaonable. Conditionl do not remain
ltatio and therefore the program will require continuous review." Also Minister qfHealth and Oths,.. " TAC and Othln (fn
113 IUpra) '"The risidity of sovemment'l approach hu affeoted its policy a a.whole ... A factor that needs to be kept in mind
il that polioy il and Ihould be flexible."
Government Of Ths Republic Of South Africa And Othln " Grootboom And Othe" (fn " IIIpra): "A right of accell to
adequate hOUling also lusselts that it is not only the ltate who is relponsible for the provilion ofhoulel, but that other agents
within our lociety, inoludinS individuals themlelves, mUit be enabled by lesillative and other meaurel to provide houlinS.
The ltate must oreate the oonditionl for BOOesl to adequate houlinS for people at all ooonomio levels of our lociety. State
policy dealing with houling mUlt therefore take account of dift'erent eoonomic levels in our lociety" and also "to be
reuonable, measurel oannot leave out of acoount the degree and extent of the denial of the right they endeavour to realise."
Also Minister qf Health and Othe" " TAC and Othe" (fn 113 8Upra): '"The ltate is oblised to take realonable measurel
progrellively to eliminate or reduce larse areas of levere deprivation that aftliot our IOCiety".
Minister qfHealth and Other! " TAC and Oths,.. (m 113 """ra) at 1043; Soobramoney " Minister ofHealth. KwaZulu-Nalal
(m 86 .nqJra); Government OfThe Republic OfSouth Africa And Otlle" " Grootboom And Oths1'8 (m 578Upra).
Government OfThs Republic Of South Africa And Othe" " Grootboom And Otlle" (fn 57 ''9'ra) -rhe ltate is required to
take reaonable legillative and other meuurel. LeSislative meuurel by themlelves are not likely to oonstitute Oonltitutional
oompliance. Mere legislation is not enough. The ltate is obliged to aot to achieve the intended relult, and the legislative
measurel will invariably have to be lupported by appropriate, well-direoted polioies and programl implemented by the
Exeoutive. These polioiel and programl mUlt be reasonable both in their coneeption and their implementation. Tho
formulation of a program is only the rat ,tase in meeting the ltate'l obligations. The propam mUlt also be reasonably
implemented. An otherwise realonable prosram that is not implemented reasonably will not Oonltitute oomplianoe with the
ltate'l obliSationl." Also Minister qfHealth and Oths1'8 " TAC and Othe" (fn 113 .nqJra): '"This deel not mean, however, that
until the belt programme hu been formulated and the nooellUY funds and infras1ruoture provided for the implementation of
that prosramme, Nevirapine mUit be withheld from mothen and children who do not have aocen to the l'OIeatQh and training
litel. Nor oan it reasonably be withheld until medical relearoh hu been oompletad."
Government Of The Republic Of SOIIlh Africa And Otllen " Grootboom And Oths1'8 (fn 57 IUpra) "In this regard, there is a
differenoe between the polition of thOle who oan afford to pay for houling, even if it is only balio thouSh adequate houling.
and thOle who oannol For thole who oan afford to pay for adequate hOUling. the ltate's primuy obligation lies in unlooking
the IYltem, providing accesl to hOUling ltook and a legillative framework. to facilitate lelf-built housel through planning laws
and aocell to rmanoe. IaIUes of development and IOOial welfare are railed in respoot of thOle who cannot afford to provide
themlelves with houling. State polioy needl to ac:ldresl both these groups. The poor an: partioularly vulnerable and their needs
require lpeoial attention. It is in this context that the relationlhip between II 26 and 27 and the other looio-economio rights is
mOlt apparent If under I 27 the ltate hu in place programl to provide adequate locial aslistance to thole who are otherwise
unable to IUpport themlelvel and their dependants. that would be relevant to the ltato'l obligationl in relpect of other looio-
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7. The exclusionary effects of a policy or programme are constitutionally significant,
especially exclusion of a significant segment of society. A programme for the
realisation of socio-economic rights must be balanced and flexible l79 •
8. Transparency and proper communication is an important aspect of programmes for
the realisation of so~io-economic rights 11K).

Principles 1 to 8 listed above are in the spirit, ifnot the form, of the ICESCR and General
Comment No 14. Principles 1, 2, 3,7 and 8 above are entirely consistent with core
obligation (f) in General Comment No 14 to the effect that states must:

"adopt and implement a national public health strategy and plan of action, on the basis of
epidemiological evidence, addressing the health concerns of the whole population; the strategy
and plan of action shall be devised, and periodically reviewed, on the basis of a participatory and
transparent process; they shall include methods, such as right to health indicators and
benchmarks, by which progress can be closely monitored; the process by which the strategy and
plan of action are devised, as well as their content, shall give particular attention to vulnerable or
marginalized groups."
The statement in General Comment No 14 that:
"States parties are referred to the Alma-Ata Declaration which proclaims that the existing gross
inequality in the health status of the people, particularly between developed and developing
countries, as well as within countries, is politically, socially and economically unacceptable and
is, therefore, of common concern to all countries" may be aligned with principle 6 above. Part (a).
of the core obligations identified by the United Nations Committee on the ICESCR states that
states must "ensure the right of access to health facilities, goods and services on a' nondiscriminatory basis, especially for vulnerable or marginalized groups."

179

11K)

economio righll" and (aa oited with approval in Minbter tf Htlolth and Othe,. " TAC and Otbs,..) '"Thosc wholc ncc:ds arc
mOlt urgent and whose ability to enjoy aU righll therefore is mOlt in pc:ril mUit not be ignored by the mcuUI'CI aimed at
aohieving the realisation of the right n
Go.".,."",tmt O/The RtJpublic OfSouth Africa And Oths,. " Grootboom And OthBn (m 57 mpra) "IL prosram that exoludes a
lignulOant lesment of lociety oannot be laid to be rcaaonable." (quoted with approval in Minuter cf Htlolth and Othe,. "
TAC andOtbs,. (fn 113 mpra».
Minuter cfHtlolth and Oths,. "TAe and Ot"'" (m 113 mpra) "In order for it to be implemented optimally. a publio health
programme mUit be made known effeotivcly to aU .conocmed... Indeed, for a publio programme luoh as this to meet the
OonltitutiOnal requirements ofrcuonablencsi. its oontents mUlt be made known appropriately."
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Principle 7 above can be readily equated with core obligation (c) enunciated in General
Comment No. 14 to the effect that states must "ensure equitable distribution of all health
facilities, goods and services".

Principle 8 above relates to the additional core obligations (d) and (e) of General
Comment No 14 which stipulates that states must provide education and access to
information concerning the main health problems· in the community including methods of
preventing and controlling them" and "provide appropriate training for health personnel
including education on health and human rights". The need for communication of this
nature was a notable feature of the judgment in the TAC caselSI •
The significance of this is that the constitutional court has not rejected many of the basic
principles to be found in public international law concerning minimum core obligations
so much as it has rejected the idea that they constitute a minimum core. The content of a
socio-economic right is defined inter alia by the resources that are available and since the
availability of resources is not a constant in any given situation, there can be no hard and
fast minimum core. The only constant against which the state's performance can be
measured is reasonableness viewed in the particular circumstances of each case. It is
submitted with respect, that given the apparent inability of international legal forums to
define minimum core content of the right to health, or even to agree that such defmition
is necessary, the rejection of the South African constitutional court of the concept of
minimum core content was fully justified. The concept of minimum core content in
relation to socio-economic rights is in any event a moving target since one cannot justify
the implementation of only the barest legal necessities in the face of a greater than
minimal supply of relevant resources. The court's approach to the definition and
determination of the content of the constitutional right of access to health care services
and other socio-economic rights in South Africa is far more beneficial and pragmatic in
terms of both its flexibility and its capacity to afford efficient, effective and appropriate
relief to those the need it. For as long as the content of a right cannot be substantively
defined at international level, the relevance and applicability of public international law
lSI

TAe (fn 113 supra)
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within domestic legal systems will be limited. Perhaps that is as it should be. The South
African judiciary has demonstrated its ability to effectively resolve key issues relating to
the content of human rights using domestic constitutional precepts and legal principles as
opposed to the direct application of rules of international law. Questions of the
application or implementation of human rights must inevitably lead at some point to a
discussion of the rights of vulnerable groups and the ranking of rights. In the context of
the delivery of health care services this is of particular importance since resource
allocation decisions have to be rational and justifiable. If there is some ranking or
ordering of rights that is internationally recognised then this may have a bearing on such
decisions. Furthermore it is evident from the foregoing discussions that the South African
judi~iary

has expressly recognised a requirement to consider those who are in most

desperate need. This clearly indicates that certain groups must receive some special
attention. It is important, however, to justify the basis on which a particular group is
given such special attention in the context of resource allocation decision. For the
purposes of this chapter, it is thus necessary to explore the international law position in
more detail on this issue. At the outset, however, it must be stressed that this is a topic
worthy of a doctoral thesis in its own right and that it cannot possibly be canvassed in all
its complexity in this thesis.

1.8

Rights of Vulnerable Groups

The question of whether the rights ofwlnerable groups should take preference in health
resource allocation decisions must be considered at two different levels. At the first level
there is the nature of their rights as opposed to those of others and the question of
whether there is a difference in terms of the legal status or weight of these rights relative
to the rights of others. At the second level is the priority or preference, if any, that must
be given to the implementation or enforcement of the rights of vulnerable groups over
those of others, even if the rights themselves are of equal weight or status. This question
of the prioritisation of rights will be considered in the context· of South African
constitutional law in the next chapter but it is necessary to look at relevant international
law instruments and guidelines in order to establish the international position in this
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regard. As stated previously, it is of considerable importance in the context of resource
allocation decisions.
1.8.1 The Status of One Right Relative to Another

On the subject ofa hierarchy of human rights generally there appears, as one has by now
come to expect from international law, to be no agreement. The rights 'cake' can be
sliced in a number of different ways in terms of hierarchies which makes for a number of
different types of hierarchies and this, it is submitted, is part of the reason why there are
such differing reactions to the issue of the ranking of rights. There is the hierarchy of one
right over" another for instance in terms of the balancing of rights in individual cases.
Where one right cuts across another, which one must take precedence? An example of
this in South African law is the power ofa woman to terminate a pregnancy based on the
right to freedom and security of the person in section 12 of the Constitution as opposed to
the right of a health care worker to freedom of religion and conscience under section of
the Constitution where the worker's religious beliefs condemn abortion. Can the worker
be compelled to assist the woman to terminate her pregnancy? Then there is the concept
of derogable as opposed to non-derogable rights such as is found in the South African
Constitution but to which it is by no means uniquel12• Although non-derogable rights are
usually referred to in the context of states of emergency, the concept certainly lends
weight to the general idea that there are certain rights which are so fundamentally
important that they may not be disregarded, even in the direst circumstances, and that
there are others that do not enjoy the same status.

112

The Intemational Covenant on Civil and Politioal Rights (ICCPR) namel leYen non-dcrogable rights. These are the right to
life, freedom from torture or degrading treatment, freedom from Ilavery, freedom from imprisonment for bro8Gh ofoontraot,
fn:edom from retrospeotive criminality, recognition as a penOD before the law and ftccdom of thought, conlcienco and
religion. It is interesting that Pruopa-Plaizier N in 'Life and Death Decilionl' bJm.illp.u/.91I/au/borizODllh2(jLlif!..b.!mllhould
oomment on this in the oontext of triage as praoued by humanitarian asenoiel and wOlken in war zones. He points out that
while "Ascnoieslike Community Aid AbrOad are committed to all of the riShla hauled in the Univcnal Doclaration ofRishts
and the two allociatcd Covenants: Economio and Social Rishts; and Civil and Political Rishts"... "trade-oiD arc bcoomins
inorcuinSly ncoCllary between 'core' and 'Ions term' rights." He notca that in praotico the rcoopition of oertain nondcrosablo rishts meanl "concentrating on lurvival and the proteotion and improvement of health." The United Nations
Commillion on Human Righla (531d Session Agenda Item. 16) in its ltatement of Intcmational Eduoational
DevelopmentlHumanitarian Law Projeot ltatca that "Because tho non-dcrogable rights are jU8 cagMl, they apply to any ltate
at aU times."
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There is the other hierarchy of so-called first generation, second generation and third
generation rights. Advanced by French jurist Karel Vasak and inspired by the three
themes of the French Revolution, Vasak identified these as the fust generation of civil
and political rights (Iiberte), the second generation of economic, social and cultural rights
(egalite) and the third generation of solidarity rights (fratemite)I83. This distinction has
fallen into a measure of disfavour in some quarters l14• First generation rights are often
perceived as individual rights whereas second generation rights are more likely to be
perceived as group or ,collective rights l85 •

The views of the international community on the subject of ranking of rights seem to be
divided.

183

114

185

Weston BH 'Enoyolopaedia Britannica: Human Righta' hqp:lluiohr.uiowa.edulfeatures/eb/weston4.shtmL The author states
that V ..sk's mode is a simplified expression of an extremely oomplex historical rcoonl and it is not intended to suggest a
linear prooess in whiGh each generation gives birth to the next and then dies away. Nor is it to imply that one generation is
more important than the other. He notes that the three generations are undentood to be oumulative, overlapping and
interdependent and interpenetrating. See also Lynoh OJ and Chaudhry S 'Human Righta, Environment, and Economio
Exiatin,
and
Emersin,
Standards
in
International
Law
and
Global
Society'
Development:
http://www.cieLorglPllblioationslolp3v.html who state that: Third Generation or "solidarity" fishta is the most recently
rcoo,nized cate,ory of human ri,hta. This groupin, h .. been diatinSUiahed from the other two categories of human righll in
that ita realization is predioated not only upon both the atrumative and nesative duties of the state, but also upon the
behaviour of each individual: "[Third Generation RightaJ ...may be both invoked against the state and demanded of it; but
above all (and herein lies their essential characteristio) they oan be realized only through the concerted cfforll of aD acton on
the sooialsoene: the individual, the state, publio and private bodies and the intemational oommunity." Rishll in this oate,ory
inolude self-clcterm.ination... weD as a hOlt of normative exprellions whose status u human fishll is oonlrovenialat presant
These inolude the risht to development, the right to peaoe, and a right to a healthy environment Some texta such u the Final
Report of the United Nations Commission on Human Righta, Sub-oommission on Prevention of Disorimination and
Proteotion of Minorities appear to take it .. siven that there is already an existing right to environment recognized in
intemational instrumenll.
See Stanley RH 'Human Righta in a New En' Thirty-EiShth Strategy for Peace Conference Airlie Center, Warrenton,
Virginia Ootober 23, 1997: '"That distinotion oan now be seen .. artifioial. The demise of the Cold War and an emergin,
global eoonomio justioe movement have blurred the lines between fint-seneration and scoond-generation righll and sparked
debate over oatesories and priorities. Sooial, eoonomic, and cultural issues arc inoreasin,ly understood to be root oauses of
oonfliot"
See Lynoh and Chaudhry (fn 183 8&lpra) who note that: "Second generation righta have genCral1y been oonsiderecl as rishta
which require aff'umative sovernment action for their realization. Second senention rishta arc often styled .. 'sroup rishta'
or 'colleotive fishll', in that they pertain to the well-being of whole sooieties. They contrast with tint scneration righta which
have been peroeived '.. "individual entitlements," partioularly tho pre1'Osatives of individuals contrary to thOle of
oollectivities. Prinoiple advooates of ooDective riShll have been developing countries and formerly the Sooialist B100
oountries. Some oountries supportinS seoond-generation fishll have argued for their realization rmt, al a prc-oondition for the
eventual realization of oivil and politioal riShts. Additionally, some advooates for the pre-eminence of second generation
oollective or sroup rights have postulated that oontrary to Westem conoeptions, the substanoe of human rishta is not universal
and that economio, sooial and cultural faoton detcrm.ino tho applioability of particular righta in different countries. This hu
been used as a justification for denying oivil and political righll or delaying their PlOtection until SIOUP fishts have been
realized. Reli,ioul, cultura1 or sooio-economio factors in a state therefore might be relied upon to preolude reoognition of
"alien"westem ideas such .. freedom. ofoonsoienoe or press freedom. Human righll advocates such as Hissins disasreewith
this lino of reuonin,: "It is sometimes sugscsted that there oan be no fully universal oonoept of human rights, for it is
necessary to take into acoount the diverse cultures and politioal systems of the world. It is rarely advanoed by the oppressed,
who are only too anxious to benefit from pcroeived universal standards. The non-univenal, relativist view of human righta is
in fact a very state-oentercd view and 100es sisht of the faot that human rishta are human ri,hta and not dependent on the fact
that states, or SlOupin,S of ltates, may behave differently &om. eaoh other 10 far as their POlitiOl, eoonom io polioy, and culture
arc conoerned." They point out that: The Vienna Deolaration of 1993 disolaimed any priority of rishll. It deolared that
"[w]hile development facilitates the enjoyment of aD human riShll, the lack of development may not be invoked to justify the
abridsement ofintemationally recosnized human fishll."
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Article 5 of the Vienna Declaration states that:
"All human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated. The international
community must treat human rights globally in a fair and equitable manner and on the same
footing and with the same emphasis. While the significance of national and regional
particularities and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds must be borne in mind, it
is the duty of States, regardless of their political, economic and cultural systems to promote and
protect all human rights and fundamental freedoms."
The concept of a hierarchy of rights has been criticised and even denied by somel86•

It has been argued that:

"The danger in establishing a hierarchy of rights is that it reinforces the tendency to relegate the
'ordinary' rights that affect the majority of the world's people to the sphere of international
neglect... This narrow focus, this de facto establishment of a small category of fundamental
rights, ultimately undermines the potential event to prevent future atrocities of the kind
international criminal justice concerns itself with. It is likely to diminish the importance of the
wide web of rights and the culture of rights Utat the idea of a 'web' signifies. ,,187
Hathaway 188 refers to a hierarchy of human rights set out in the international human rights
instruments based in order of importance as:
•

those that are non-derogable in terms of the ICCPR. He says that the failure to
ensure these rights under any circumstances is appropriately considered to be
tantamount to persecution;

186

187
188

Whelan 'Women, Human Rightl and Vulnerability to HIV: Findins. From. the Women and AIDS Re.caroh Program' Oral
Pre.entation delivered at the XI International Confc:rcnoe on AIDS, July 1996
.
htlp:ll\V\vw.haoh.harvard edu,Qrganizationslhcaltbnel/HIVIdoCl/llea-aidslhrgtlhrgtll txt; Sec also Mata. D 'The Univcnal
Deolaration of Human Rights: FiftY Yean Lafcr' (2000) 46 MoGill L. J. 203 at 208 who .tates that: 'Tho Univcnal
Deolaration of Human Riptl doc. not rank riShts, and quite properly .0." Robinson 'HwnanRigla andGlobalCWiliaatlon'
in the BP Annual Lecture of November 2001 .tates that: "The truth is that division. and ranking of rightl i. artifioial When
President Roo.evelt .poke of the famous 'four ftccdom.'. freedom from want .tood equally alonsside freedom 1i'om fear.
Human riShll will not be truly achieved until all aooept economio, .ooial and oultural rights as rights that deserve and require
equal attention to oivil and politioal fishtl and freedom •• " ChUp:l/www.bp.oom/cen1res/pn:ls/. detail.aap?id=142; Sidoti C in
'IntroduoinS Human Rights Law' a .peech delivered in May 1997 in Hanoi Vietnam, .tates that "Some .tatcs give priority to
.ome riShti over other riptl or even aooopt .ome oatesorica of human rightl while rejectins other cateSorica ... The United
.tates for example has ratified the ICCPR but not the ICESCR and China has olearly argued for a hicrarohy of human rights.
111 White Paper on Human Rightl .ays "it is a .imple truth that, for any oountry or nation, the right to .ub.istenoe is the mOlt
important of all human rights, without which all other ripts are out of the question"... But this argument is now
olo.ed ....Virtually all nation. now aooopt human riShtilaw I I indivisible and equally bindinS on nation•."
O!!tn.;LIwww.l~:S9..y.:.!!yI..!R!t.~!&umall rightsrmtro hr law.hJm..O
Silk 'International Criminal Justice and the Proteotion of Human RiShll: The Rule of Law or the Hubris of Law?'
www.yalc.eduaawwcbllawfaclfisllesilk,pdf
Hathaway Je ThB Law ofRlfogee SiaM plO4-10'
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•

those that are in the UDHR and concretised in binding and enforceable form in
the ICCPR but which are derogable in times of public emergency. These rights
include protection of personal and family privacy and integrity;

•

those that are contained in the UDHR and carried forward in the ICESCR With
regard to this category Hathaway points out that in contrast to the ICCPR, the
ICESCR does not impose absolute immediately binding standards of attainment
but rather requires states to take steps to the maximum of their available resources
to progressively realise the rights;

•

those rights in the UDHR. that were not codified in either the ICCPR or the
ICESCR and which may thus be outside the scope of the state's basic duty of
protection. Such rights are the right to own and to be free of arbitrary deprivation
of property and the right to be protected against unemployment

This hierarchy is apparently based on the relative immediacy of the rights coupled with
the strength of the state's obligation to observe them in all circumstances.
The Council of Europe11!9 has recognized the right to life as "supreme value in the
international hierarchy of human rights". In a Background Paper190 delivered by Fabra
and Amal at a joint UNEP-OHCHR in January 2002, the authors refer to the fact that the
courts are moving the right to a healthy environment "up the hierarchy of human rights
by recognising it as a fundamental right"

Kojp91 notes that considerable confusion has surrounded the question of whether there
exists a hierarchy of human rights in contemporary international law and that most
human rights studies do not recognise such a hierarchy mainly because of their emphasis
IS
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'Protoool No. 13 to the Convention for the Protcotion of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoml, conocmins tho abolition
of the death penalty in all oiroumltancca' (ETS No 187) http://oonvcntiona.ooe.intltrcaty/cnlrcportllhbnll187.hbn
Baoksround Paper No 6 available at bttp:/lwww.unhohr.ob/cnvironmentlbp6.html
Koji T 'EmcqinS Hicrarohy in Intcmational Human Righllllld Beyond: From the Pcnpcotive of Non-Dcrosable Rishts'
EZI1'OpIJfmJOIlI"ntll ofl"ltImaIional Law Vol 12 (2001), No , at p917 ODWanU.
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on the indivisibility of human rights. His paper claims to provide a coherent
understanding of this issue from the

persp~ctive

of non-derogable rights which

demonstrate the existence of a hierarchy of human rights most clearly in intemationallaw
concepts.

H~

observes that it is a serious mistake to regard non-derogable rights as a

unitary concept and that such rights can be identified in at least three different ways i.e.
by means of value-oriented, function-oriented and consent-oriented criteria and states that
within this analytical framework, and particularly with respect to the first two criteria,
non-derogable rights need to be distinguished from similar concepts "Such as core human
rights,jus cogens and obligations erga omnes.

Arguments around cultural relativism and allegations that human rights law is
fundamentally a Western concept further complicate questions of hierarchies of human
rights.

It has been suggested that the right to life 'stands head and shoulders above all the others"

but that even the right to life is preceded by the right to freedom from incitement to
discrimination without which the right to life cannot be assured l92• Whilst this is a view
which sees the right to life relatively narrowly in the context of war and genocide l93 it
illustrates the polycentric nature of human rights generally 194. The right to life is
dependent upon the observation of many other rights, for example the right to bodily
integrity, and cannot be seen in isolation from them. Killing a person is after all a
fundamental invasion of his right to bodily integrity. All human rights are in this sense
indivisible, interrelated and interdependent. This is why arguments about the importance
of an individual right relative to those of others tend to be circular in nature. This ,does
not, however, necessarily defeat the question of hierarchies of rights.
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IP4

Matas (m 186 mpra) at 209
Matas pointl out that the Holocaust be,an with hate speeoh.
Matas (rn 186 8Upra) after observin, that the UDHR docs not rank ri,htl and oorrectly so, SOCI on to state that rankin, of
rishlB DODetheless occun. He men by way of example to a ltatement by the editor of rM Globe ond Mail olaiminS that
freedom of cx:pression is tho luperior core human risht - ... seminal, sonninal, ellential, Deccasuy, prior right in the pantheon
ofriShlB". After 1000e debate about how and why people prioritise their 'favourite' riShl, however, he OOIDes to the oonclusioD
that "because human riShti arc an interconnected whole, it ia ouy to link one right to another. Free expression ia important to
other rishtl, u other ri,htl arc important to respeot for freedom of cx:pression. Take any thread out of the quilt of riShti and
the quilt unravela. To choOie only one thread and proclaim 'Thia is the thread thatoountsl' ia arbitrary."
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It is submitted that there is a sense in which both camps are correct. This is due in part to

the oversimplification of these arguments in terms of polarisation i.e. the idea that rights
hierarchies are either permissible or not with no room for debate. It is submitted that a
hierarchy is simply a conceptual tool with many uses. Its primary function is to express
relativities. If one accepts the polycentric nature of the human rights system then
hierarchies remain useful tools with which to analyse the particular factual situation with
which one is confronted in order to arrive at meaningful decisions since in a polycentric
system one can only speak in terms of relativities. The concern of this thesis, in keeping
with its exploration of the law relating to the delivery of health services, is pragmatism 19S.
Whilst there may be room for argument in the lofty world of ideals and human rights in
the abstract that there can be no hierarchy of rights on the basis that the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) does not recognised any hierarchy, it is submitted
that when it comes down to the practical implementation of human rights, hierarchies
playa useful role. The fact is that the UDHR has been fleshed out or concretized by two
major instruments of international law, the ICCPR and the ICESCR, and the former, to
the extent that it recognises that certain rights are derogable in times of emergency whilst
others are not, implicitly accepts the broad concept of rights hierarchies. In human rights
law there are apparently no absolute truths - only past experience and present
perspectives. It is submitted that the real answer to whether or not there is a legitimate
hierarchy of human rights depends on the circumstances of the particular situation in
which the hierarchy is fo~ulated and applied. The truth of this argument can be seen in
the different contexts in which hierarchies of rights are in fact recognised as in the
situation of a court having to balance competing rights against each other in a particular
case and in the situation of national emergencies in which certain rights take superiority
over others. It is submitted that the validity of hierarchies is as much dependent upon the
purpose for which distinctions between the various types of rights are drawn as it is upon
the circumstances in which the hierarchy is constructed.
19S

Matsuda M 'Liberal Jurisprudenoe and Abltraoted Vuions of Human NaturD: A Fcminut Critique of Rawla' Theory of
JUltioe', Feminist Legal Theory: FormrJati01l8 note 84 at 476,477, quel that politioal philosopher John Rawla' (RawJa, A
Theory ofJwtice) OonltruOtion of an imaginary "original polition" from which rights oan be deduoed cannot adequately
justify proteoting rights that are partioularly important to women, olaiming that abltraction: "al a methodology [in law]
encompaalel the belief that vuionl of looiallife oan be oonatruoted without refcmmce to the oonorcte realities of looiallife.
The ohoice of abltraOtion is a key move that aliowl R.wJa to ignore powerful alternative oonltructionl and give hu theory an
attractive intern.llogio.... aa quoted by Splittgerber S in 'The Need for Gre.ter Proteotion For the Human Rights Of Women:
The Caael ofR.pe in Bosnia and Gu.tem.la' 15 (1996) Wisconsin. lrtemational Law Joumal at p 185
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It is submitted that a hierarchy such as the one postulated by Hathaway referred to
previously is legitimate for the purpose of attempting to categorise the various rights in
terms of the relative immediacy of the obligations they impose upon nation states. To
contend otherwise would be to deny the manner in which the various rights have been
conceptualised in the relevant intemationallegal instruments themselves. The ICCPR is
explicit that certain rights are non-derogable even in states of national emergency and the
ICESCR is just as explicit that certain rights are subject to progressive realisation based
on the availability of resources. Such a hierarchy does not diminish the value of the rights
in question. It simply recognises them as being different from a particular perspective.
There can be no valid objection to a hierarchy that classifies human rights into first,
second and third generation rights in order to illustrate the history of their evolution or
their type whilst stressing that such a classification does not illustrate their relative
importance.

Apart from debates about the legitimacy of hierarchies of rights one cannot ignore the
larger debates about the various types of international law and their relative or
hierarchical status. The argument that jus cogens takes precedence over public and
customary international law, that public international law takes precedence over
customary international law etc and that certain rights form part of the jus cogens whilst
others do not, renders nonsensical bald denials of the existence of hierarchies of rights in
international law. Elsewhere in this chapter it has been pointed out that the fact that there
is a number of significantly sized and powerful countries who do not accept that jus

cogens is binding upon them without their consent cannot be ignored. It is all very well to
make bold assertions in principle but if they do not reflect reality then it is submitted that
they are of little value. A problem with international law at the broadest possible level is
its

e~orceability

and the power dynamics involved. The concept of the sovereignty of

nations has a tendency to stick in the craw of international law at many different levels.
If the legitimacy in broad terms of a hierarchy of human rights can be tested against the
purpose of the hierarchy and its context then there is nothing to fear from the idea of
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hierarchies of human rights. To the extent that a hierarchy is used to defeat the objects of
an international law instrument such as the ICESCR by a nation state that is bound by it,
such a hierarchy is not legitimate. However, in a situation in which a nation state has
expressly signified its intention not to be bound by an instrument of international law and
uses a hierarchy to justify its decision, questions of a hierarchy of rights are largely
irrelevant since any number of different reasons can be put forward by a powerful nation
state as to why it chooses not to be bound. The real question in such a situation is the
extent to which other nation states have the power to challenge such a choice.

1.8.1 Preference of the Rights of Certain Groups
Irrespective of whether all rights are of the same weight and standing and everyone's
rights are essentially the same, there still seems to be a very strong view in international
law that the rights of some groups should be given special attention. This view must be
regarded at the level of implementation of human rights. On the basis that it is not
possible to give effect to the rights of everyone at once - especially in the context of
those rights which require extensive resources - and that one has to start somewhere, it is
necessary to find and justify particular areas of focus. Enter the vulnerable groups. It is
submitted that it is both logical and justifiable, even assuming that all human rights are
equal, to give special attention to the rights of wlnerable groups. This is due to the fact
that while at an abstract level all human beings are equal in their entitlement to the
observation of their rights, such equality is not reflected at a practical level. Less
powerful members of society are often victimised, oppressed and otherwise abused by the
more powerful members of society. Most societies in the world

~re

male dominated

which means that women and children are often marginalized and abused. Ironically, the
problem of rec~fying this situation often becomes one of tanking if not of rights then of
wlnerable groups themselves.
There is the question of children's rights versus women's rights (often in relation to
questions of terminations of pregnancy and reproductive rights); the rights of future
generations versus the rights of present generations in environmental issues; the rights of
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the disabled child versus the rights of the non-disabled child; the rights of children as
opposed to those of disabled adults; the rights of female victims of crime as opposed to
those of prisoners; the rights of prisoners as opposed to those of refugees. International
human rights instruments are divided along many different planes so that one has the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW) and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) on the one hand and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights on the other. The latter tend to deal more with
the rights of everyone to various 'goods' while the former deal with those rights as they
relate to vulnerable groupings 191S•

When one starts ascribing rights to specific groups of people it is easy to see how the
logic that says that all rights are equal and indivisible can become clouded. If the rights of .
men and women are equally important and fundamentally the same then what is the
significance of CEDAW in relation to the ICESCR? What is the purpose of specifically
recognising the rights of children in a separate document if their rights are no greater or
no different to those of all people as expressed in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights or the ICESCR? It could be, and in fact has been, argued that the rights of
vulnerable groups are deserving of special attention and that this is why they have been
singled out. But if the rights of these groups are given special attention, or are prioritised
at the expense of others, is this not tantamount to adding a gloss on their rights to say that
they are superior in some way to the rights of others?

To.misquote George Orwell, it would seem that although all rights are equal some are
more equal than· others.

Vulnerable groups that have been identified in intemationallaw are women, children,
prisoners, refugees, the disabled and people living with InV/AIDS. In many countries,
1915

Note that thia iljuat an example. There are othen luoh .. the International GuidelinOl on HIV/AIDS, and Human Rishu rei.
1997133, U. N. 000. E.CN.4119971150 (1997); 1he Standard Minimum Rulea for the Trcabnent ofPrilonen adopted by the
Fint United NatioDl Consrell on the Prevention of Crime and the Treabnent of Offenden, held at Geneva in 195', and
approved by the Economio and Sooial Counoil by ill relolution 663 C (XXIV) of31 July 1957 and 2076 (LXD) of 13 May
1977; the Prinoiplel for the Protection of PenonI with Mental nlnellel and the Improvement of Menta. Health Care, G. A.
1'0146/119,46 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 189, U.N. Doc. Al46/49 (1991); the Refugee Convcntion.
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especially developing countries, these groups taken together make up the vast majority of
the population. Even individually, they in some instances comprise majority groups
rather than minority groups. This creates problems in the allocation of resources across
vulnerable groups. In the context of mv and AIDS
this problem is highlighted
by the
.
.
question of whether one treats only the children of parents with mv and AIDS when the
growing numbers of AIDS orphans are creating problems of a different kind for
governments of developing countries. This concern has been misconstrued by mv and
AIDS activists to imply that one should not treat the children but rather allow them to die
than become yet another problem for society. In fact it has been used to support the logic
that one cannot only treat the children. One must treat their parents as well. It is important
to preserve the family unit and not just individuals. In practical terms, however, in the
context of limited resources this implies that some adults and children must die whereas
other adults and children can be saved. This logic says that children should not get
preference simply because they are children. In such a scenario, in international law
terms one is in effect weighing up the ICESCR against the CRC.

The choices involved in the allocation of resources to particular wlnerable groups in
preference to others are often based on the values of the society that ma~es them but there
is a certain utilitarian logic that comes into play in certain circumstances. Can a relatively
youthful society where the number of economically active and productive adults is
declining exponentially afford to

devo~

all of its resources to saving children? Can an

ageing society, in which laws significantly limit the number of children a couple can
have,

affo~d

not to devote a significant percentage of its resources to protecting and

saving its children? It is necessary to canvass in more detail the various international
instruments and guidelines that deal with the rights to health care ofwlnerable groups as
opposed to others not only in order to lay the groundwork for the some of the discussion
in chapter 2 of these rights in terms of the Constitution, but also to ascertain the nature
and extent of the rights afforded to these groups in terms of international law.

1.9

Rights of Children
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It is necessary to consider the rights of children in particular because of the specific

recognition of the rights and interests of children in internationallaw and in order to
ascertain the substantial differences if any between the internationallaw approach and the
South Mrican approach. Grootboom l'71 and TAC I98 involved the rights of children and in
both these cases, as has been noted previously, the constitutional court expressly rejected
the application of the international law concept of minimum core. In this area South
Mrican law differs from international law. These two cases will be discussed in further
detail in chapter two which deals with the constitutional aspects of rights involving health
care services, including those of children. However the Convention on the Rights of the
Child (CRC)I5JS) is a significant international law instrument relating specifically to
children and in view of the fact that the Constitution also makes specific mention in
section 28 of children's rights it is necessary to explore the rights of children as
contemplated in the CRC in relation to the delivery of health care services. With regard to
emotive issues such as treatment of mvI AIDS and the preference of one group, e.g.
children, over another, eg adults with a view to the allocation of scarce resources, for the
purpose of antiretroviral treatment for instance, the question of whether the rights of
vulnerable groups take precedence over those of other groups is of importance.

1.9.1 The Convention on the Rights orthe Child
The CRC defines a child as every person under the age of 18 unless under a particular
law, the age of majority is attained earlieroo•
The question is whether the CRC contains any recognition that the rights of ch~ldren are
of greater force or deserving of more stringent recognition than those of others. In the
preamble to the CRC there are acknowledgements of general human rights and there is

1'71
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Grootboom (m 57 wpra)
TAC (fn 113 ....ra)
On November 20, 1989, the United Nationl Genc:raJ. Aslembly unanimoUily adopted the Convention on the Rip.. of tho
Child (CRC). It h81 been delenDed 81 tho mOlt eomprehenaivo treaty for the proteotion and IUpport of ohildn:n in exiatenoo
today (Canadian Coalition for tho Rip.. of Children 2002 httn://www.rightsofchildren.ca and ROienthal and Sundram (fn 2
wpra at p34) who point out that the CRC hu been ratified even more widely than h81 the ICESCR.) The USA and Somalia
are the only countriel that havo not ratified the CRC.
CRC artiolo 1
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express reference to the Charter of the United Nations, and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Thereafter are the following statements:

"Recalling that, in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the United Nations has
proclaimed that childhood is entitled to special care and assistance"
and
"Recognizing that, in all countries in the world, there are children living in exceptionally difficult
conditions, and that such children need special consideration".
At first glance these statements would seem to suggest that the rights of children should
take precedence over those of others but if the wording is considered more carefully it is
submitted that they are simply saying that children and the rights of children are
deserving of special attention and should be the subject of a conscious focus in
international law. It is submitted that the reason that childhood is entitled to special care
and

assis~nce

is due to the fact that the circumstances of children, their power to cope

with the world and to obtain benefits are different to those of adults. The rights
themselves are not necessarily superior to the rights of adults or higher in terms of
ranking. This reasoning is supported by statements such as that contained in General
Comment No 14 (2000) of the United Nations Committee On Economic, Social
And Cultural Rights (CESCR) which states in article 1 that:
"Health is a fundamental hum~ right mdispensable for the exercise of other human rights. Every
human being is entitled to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health conducive to
living a life in dignity."
It is difficult to conceive of a higher standard of health than "the highest attainable
standard of health conducive to living a life in dignity". Moreover it is an entitlement of
'every human being' and not just that of children. The International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) provides the most comprehensive article
on the right to health in international human rights law. In accordance with article 12.1 of
the ICESCR, states parties recognize "the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the
highest attainable standard of physical and mental health" (writer's italics). It is
submitted that there is no higher standard than the "highest attainable standard". At a
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more practical level therefore, it is submitted $at it wo~ld be difficult to justify in terms
of international law the medical treatment of children at the expense of the treatment of
adults in terms of resource allocation decisions. Furthermore such a decision may even
run counter to the importance placed by the eRC on the child's rights to family
relationships and family life. Children are generally recognised as more vulnerable than
adults and therefore deserving of special efforts and attention but it is in the
implementation of their rights rather than in the legal content of those rights that the
difference becomes real.

In this context it is significant that the language of the CRC in article 24, which relates
specifically to health rights, does not differ materially from the language of the other
human rights instruments cited previously relating to the right to health. In terms of this
Article:
"1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable
standard of health and to facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilitation of health.
States Parties shall s1rive to ensure that no child is deprived of his or her right of access to
such health care services."

The second paragraph of article 24 fleshes out some of the practical implications of this
right as follows:
"2. States Parties shall pursue full implementation of this right and, in particular, shall take
appropriate measures:
(a) To diminish infant and child mortality;
(b) To ensure the provision of necessary medical assistance and health care to all children
with emphasis on the development of primary health care;
(c) To combat disease and malnutrition, including within the framework of primary health
care, through, inter alia, the application of readily available technology and through the
provision of adequate nutritious foods and clean drinking-water, taking into
consideration the dangers and risks of environmental pollution;
(d) To ensure appropriate pre-natal and post-natal health care for mothers;
(e) To ensure that all segments of society, in particular parents and children, are infoImed,
have access to education and are supported in the use of basic lmowledge of child
health and nutrition, the advantages of breastfeeding, hygiene and environmental
sanitation and the prevention" of accidents;
(f) To develop preventive health care, guidance for parents and family planning education
and services."
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Article 24, at paragraph 3, requires states parties to take all effective and appropriate
measures with a view to abolishing traditional practices prejudicial to the health of
children.
In wording that is reminiscent of section 27(2) of the South African Constitution,
paragraph 4 of article 24 stipulates that:
"States Parties undertake to promote and encourage international co-operation with a view to
achieving progressively the full realization of the right recognized in the present article. In this
regard, particular account shall be taken of the needs of developing countries."
In terms of Article 3 of the CRC:
1. In all actions concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private social welfare
institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best interests of
the child shall be a primary consideration.
2. States Parties undertake to ensure the child such protection and care as is necessary for his or
her well-being, taking into account the rights and duties of his or her parents, legal guardians,
or other individuals legally responsible for him or her, and, to this end, shall take all
appropriate legislative and -edministrative measures.
3. States Parties shall ensure that the institutions, services and facilities responsible for the care
or protection of children shall conform with the standards established by competent
authorities, particularly in the areas of safety, health, in the number and suitability of their
staff, as well as competent supervision.
This article sets the tone for the general obligations of states towards children. It is the
best interests of the child which must be of primary consideration. The measures that
must be taken by states parties are both legisI8.tive and administrative - similar to the
legislative and other measures required of the state by section 27(2) of the South African
Constitution in the progressive realisation of the right of access to health care services.
The CRC recognises that parents have the primary responsibility to secure the health and
wellbeing of their children but also clearly imposes certain obligations upon the state in
article 24(2) and (3).
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The eRe acknowledges the very wide right of children to health as well as the narrower
right to health care services. It is a comprehensive international instrument that is
concerned with the wellbeing of children on all fronts rather than just that of health care.
In chapter 2 there is a discussion of the right to health as opposed to a right of access to
health care services.
GeiBlerol observes that children were not completely unprotected from a legal point of
view before the CRC came into force because there were other general human rights
agreements in force prior to the CRC such as the International Pact on Civil and Political
Rights (IPCPR) of 1966 and the Anti Torture Agreement of 1984 which applies equally
to adults and children. He reflects that the CRC is part of a multi-layered complex of
. international and regional agreements on human rights which were mainly inspired by the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948.

1.9.2 WMA Declaration of Ottawa
The World Medical Association Declaration of Ottawa on the Rights of the Child to
Health Care was adopted at the 50th World Medical Assembly in Ottawa, Canada on
October 1998. Whilst it is not necessarily of the same status and legal standing as the
CRC it may nonetheless provide some useful guidelines on the rights of children to health
care. In the Preamble it is stated that:
1. The health care of a child, whether at home or in hospital, includes medical, emotional, social
and financial aspects which interact in the healing process and which require special attention
to the rights of the child as a patient.
2. Article 24 of the 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child recognises the
right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health and to facilities
for the treatment .of illness and rehabilitation of health, and States that nations shall strive to
ensure that no child is deprived of his or her right of access to such health care services.
3. In the context of this Declaration a child signifies a human being between the time of birth
and the end of her/his seventeenth year, unless under the law applicable in the country
concerned children are lega~y recognized as adults at some other age.

201

GeiBler N "Creating a Proaedure for lubmitting Individual Complaints pURuant to the Convention on the Rights of the Child"
.hlsrting the Righu ofths Child Documentation of confecence in Berlin in April 2001 Kindemothilfe, Joint Confercnae
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Article 4 of the Declaration acknowledges that every child has an inherent right to life, as
well as the right of access to the appropriate facilities for health promotion, the
prevention and treatment of illness and the rehabilitation of health and stipulates that
physicians and other health care providers have a responsibility to acknowledge and
promote these rights, and to urge that the material and human resources be provided to
uphold and fulfil them. The Declaration states as general principles that every effort
should be made:
L

II.
In.

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

to protect to the maximum extent possible the survival and development of the child, and to

recognise that parents (or legally entitled representatives) have primary responsibility for
the development of the child and that both parents have common responsibilities in this
respect;
to ensure that the best interests of the child shall be the primary consideration in health
care;
to resist any discrimination in the provision of medical assistance and health care from
considerations of age, gender, disease or disability, creed, ethnic origin, nationality,
political affiliation, race, sexual orientation, or the social standing of the child or herlhis
parents or legally entitled representatives; .
to attain suitable pre-natal and post-natal health care for the mother and child;
to secure for every child the provision of adequate medical assistance and health care, with
emphasis on primary health care, pertinent psychiatric care for those children with such
needs, pain management and care relevant to the special needs of disabled children;
to protect every child from unnecessary diagnostic procedures, treatment and research;
to combat disease and malnutriti,on;
to develop preventive health care;
to eradicate child abuse in its various forms; and
to eradicate traditional practices prejudicial to the health of the child.
To a significant extent it is simply a restatement of the principles contained in the eRe
but it does add a few details that are more specific to health care services such as pain
management, preventive health care and. psychiatric care.

1.9.3 African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child
This document has a comprehensive approach to the protection of disabled children.
Article 13 reads as follows:
'Every child who is mentally or physically disabled shall have the ~ght to special measures of
protection in keeping with his physical and moral needs and under conditions which ensure his
dignity, promote his self-reliance and active participation in the community. '
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The states parties are required, subject to available resources, to ensure a disabled'child,
and to those responsible for his or her care, of assistance for which application is made
and which is app~opriate to the child's condition.

1.12.4 Comparison With The Constitution

In section 28(1)(b) and (c), the Constitution states that
\

"every child has the right(b)
to family care or parental care, or to appropriate alternative care when removed from the
family environment;
(c)
to basic nutrition, shelter, basic health care services and social services".
The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) contains much more comprehensive
provisions in its Article 24 (I) alone:
"States Parties recognize the right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard
of health and to facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilitation of health. States Parties
shall strive to ensure that no child is deprived of his or her right of access to such health care
services."
Part 2 of Article 24 elaborates even further as follows:
"States Parties shall 'pursue full implementation of this right and, in particular, shall take
appropriate measures:
(a)
to diminish infant and child mortality;
(b)
to ensure the provision of necessary medical assistance and health care to all children
with emphasis on the development of primary health care;
(c)
to combat disease and malnutrition, including within the framework of primary health
care, through, inter alia, the application of readily available technology and through the
provision of adequate nutritious foods and clean drinking-water, taking into consideration
,the dangers and risks of environmental pollution;
(d)
to ensure appropriate pre-natal and post-natal health care for mothers;
(e)
to ensure that ail segments of society, in particular parents and children, are informed,
have access to education and are supported in the use of basic knowledge of child health
and nutrition, the advantages of breastfeeding, hygiene and environmental sanitation and
the prevention of accidents;
(f)
to develop preventive health care, guidance for parents and family planning education
services."
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The Constitution does not expressly provide for such measures. The constitutional court
in the TAC case202 did not refer to the Convention on the Rights of the Child in its
judgement although it did discuss the interpretation of section 28(1) and did refer to the
fact that children are a highly vulnerable group203.

General Comment No 14 of the United Nations Committee on the ICESCR states that
States parties should provide a safe and supportive environment for adolescents, that
ensures the opportunity to participate in decisions affecting their health, to build lifeskills, to acquire appropriate information, to

r~ceive

counselling and to negotiate the

health behaviour choices they make. Article 12.2 (a) of the ICESCR outlines the need to
reduce infant mortality and promote the healthy development of infants and children.

The constitutional court in the TAC case has supported the view first expressed in

Grootboom that while the primary obligation to provide basic health services rests on
those parents who can afford to pay for such services, this does not mean that the state
incurs no obligation in relation to children who are being cared for by their parents and
families.

In Grootboom204 the court expressly referred to the Convention on the Rights of the Child
as being ratified by South Africa in 1995 and observed that it"seeks to impose obligations upon State parties to ensure that the rights of children in their
countries are properly protected. Section 28 is one of the mechanisms to meet these obligations. It
requires the State to take steps to ensure that children's rights are observed. In the first instance,
the State does so by ensuring that there are legal obligations to compel parents to fulfil their
responsibilities in relation to their children. Hence, legislation and the common law impose
obligations upon parents to care for their children. The State reinforces the observance of these
obligations by the use of civil and criminal law as well as social welfare programs.,,205
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TAe (fn 113 8UpI'Q)
Sec TAe (fa 113111pI'Q) at 10S6 G where the oowt ltated: '"Their needl are 'molt urscnt' and their inability to h~o aoaell to
Nevirapinc profoundly aft'eoll their ability to enjoy aU rishll to whioh they are entitled. Their riShli arc 'mOlt in peril' • •
Rluit of the polioy that h .. been adopted and arc mOlt affected by a riSid and intlexib1c polioy that exoludel them from
havinS 80aell to Nevirapinc."
Grootboom (fit 57 IUpra)
The oourt went on to ltate that: "In the fnt plaoe, tho ltate mull provide the 1esal and adminiatrative infrastructure neocalary
to eftlure that children arc aooordcd the proteotion oontcmplated by I 28. Thia obligation would normally be fuJf'dlcd by
p.lins lawl and orcatin, enforcement meohaniaml for the maintenanae of children, their protcotion from maltreatment,
abule, neslcot or degradation, SO and the prevention of other f01Dl1 of abulc of children mentioned in I 28. In addition, the
ltate iI required to fulfil ill obligatioftl to provide familica with aoocal to land in terml of I 2S, aoocll to adequate houains in
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The court in Grootboom was more preoccupied with the interpretation of the
constitutional rights of children with regard to housing and other basic necessities than it
was with a critical analysis of the manner in which the Convention on the Rights of the
Child has been implemented in South Africa. It did not use the CRC as an interpretational
tool for the purposes of deriving the meaning of section 28 of the Constitution but rather
referred to it as one of the international legal obligations of South Africa. This is possibly
due to the fact that the court did not find any conflict between domestic legal provisions
concerning the rights of the child and those of the CRC. The court did refer, however, to
. the overlap between a child's right to basic health care services in terms of section
28(1)(~) and the right to health care services created in terms of section 27(1). It observed

that this overlap is not consistent with the notion that s 28(1 )(c) creates separate and
independent rights for children and their parents.
In constitutional terms, therefore, the right of a child to basic health services in terms of
section 28 is a subset of the broader right of everyone in terms of section 27(1) rather
than a separate and independent right This supports the argument that the Constitution, at
least, envisages a single right to health care services rather than multiple, fragmented
rights. It remains to be seen whether this conceptualisation can be extended to other areas
of South African law but the Constitutional support it enjoys is an important positive
indicator at this stage.
1.10

Rights of Women

It has been said that "So pervasive and systematic are the human rights abuses again~t
women that they are regarded as part of the natural order"206 and that to adequately
address structural biases, theories of international law and human rights must take

terml of I 26 u well u aeocil to health care, food, water and lacial lcourity in terml of I 27. It followl from. thil judgment
and 27 require the ltate to provide BOceal on a programmatic and coordinated b.. iI, lubjeot to available relOUl'Oel.
that I I
One of the ways in whioh the ltata would meet its I 27 obligationa would be through a lacial welfare prognm providing
maintenanoe grants and other matcrial8l.iltance to familiel in need in defined oircumltancea."
KelT J 'The Context and the Goal'. Oun By Rig1'lll: Women'. Right.r QlJ Human Right.r 1,3 .. oitad by Splittserbcr (m 19'

2'

206

supra).
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account of the reality of women's lives207• The reality of women's lives is a justification
for special consideration of women's rights. A denial that there can be hierarchies of
rights on the basis that all rights are universal and all people equal in relation to all rights
is a denial of the reality of people's lives and is more likely to hinder rather than help
people in the exercise or realisation of their rights.
The rights of women to health or health care at international law are recognised in a
number of different instruments- the most notable being the Convention Against All
forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).
Article 12 provides that:
12.1

States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against
women in the field of health care in order to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and
women, access to health care services, including those related to family planning.

12.2.

Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of this article, States Parties shall ensure
to women appropriate services in connection with pregnancy, confinement and the postnatal period, granting free services where necessary, as well as adequate nutrition during
pregnancy and lactation.

In its preamble, the states parties note their concern that in situations of poverty women
have the least access to food, health, education, training and opportunities for
employment and other needs.
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See Splittgerber (m 19' 8Upra) at p 8. He Dotel that intcmationallcSal cqanizationl mUit artioulate prosram som within
lesal dilooune that acknowledse sendcrcd disparitiel of power rather than auumins aU people arc equal in relation to all
rishll ••. " and that without pater female reprclentation in internationallesal inltitutionl, thOle Soals will not be met
In 'The risht to the hishelt attainable ltandard of health': 1110812000.FJC.I2f2000/4, CESCR General Comment 14. (General
Comments) there iI a parasraph (21) entitled "Women and the RiSht to Health". It ltalel that: "1'0 eliminate discrimination
against women, there is a need to develop and implement a oomprchenaive nationalltrateD for promotins women'l risht to
health throughout their life Ipan. Such a IlrateSY Ihould inolude mtelVentions aimed at the prevention and treatment of
dileuCi affcotinS women, u well u polioiel to provide 800CII to a fun range of high quality and affordable health oarc,
inoludinS lexual and reproductive lerviOOI. A major goallhould be reduoinS women'l health risb, particularly lowerinS ralel
ofmaternal mortality and protootinS women from domeltio violenoe. The realization of women'I risht to health requirel the
removal of all banicn intmfcring with acoeD to health ICIVioel, eduoation and information, inoludinS in the area of lexual
and reproductive health. It iI mo important to undertake preventive, promotive and remedial action to Ihield women from the
imP80t of harmful traditional oultural praotiOCI and norml that deny them their full reproductive riShll." Other inltrumentl
that deal with the health of women arc the Deolaration on the Elimination ofViolenoe ASainit Women 193 U.N.T~S. 13';
Beijins Deolaration and Platform of Aotion AlCONF.I77I2O(I99') and AICONF 177120/Add.l (199'). Artiole 17 of the
Beijins Deolaration ltate. that the sovemmenll who partioipated in the Dcolaration are oonvinood that: write axplioit
rcoosnition and reaffirmation of the risht of all women to oontrol all alpcoll of their health, in particular their own fertility, is
buio to their empowerment". Inoluded in the Platform of aotion is the ltatcment the partioipantl are determined Inter alia to:
"30. En.un: equal 800011 to and equal treatment of women and men in eduoation and health oan: and enhance women'l laxual
and reproduotive health .. well u eduoation."
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The Constitution does not expressly recognise the rights of women in the Bill of Rights.
However, it could be said that in its prohibition of unfair discrimination on the grounds of
inter alia, gender, it does recognise that the rights of women are equal to those of men. It

is significant that the most prominent international law instrument dealing with the rights
of women is CEDAW which is addressed specifically at the elimination of discrimination
against women. In the context of access to health care services both CEDAWand the
Constitution reflect the need to ensure that women's health needs are met and that they
have at least as much access to health care services as do men. The implications of the
specific reference in section 27(1) of the Constitution to reproductive health care are
discussed in detail in chapter two.
The fact that the so-called 'women's Bill of Rights' is a document premised on
discrimination against women indicates that although women enjoy equal rights to men
generally, in terms of implementation they are not given the same recognition as men. It
is thus at the level of implementation, rather than conceptualisation, that the rights of
women are perceived as being in need of special attention-.
1.11

Rights of Refugees

The Convention relating to the Status of Refugees was adopted on 28 July 1951 by the
United Nations Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees and Stateless
Persons convened under General Assembly resolution 429(v) of 14 December 1950. It
came into force on 22 Apri11954 in accordance with article 43.The Convention defines a
'refugee' as any person who:
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"In ita 199' Human Development Report, the United Nations plainly states that "in no society today do women enjoy the
lame opportunitiel as men. Similarly the u.s Deparbnent of State. in its 199' annual report on human rights practice. left no
doubt that as the global oommunity approaches the tum of the oentury. the oondition and ltatul of women world-wide iI one
of IOOial, politioal, cduoational, legal and eoonomic inequality. Although the early human righll documents promiled women
a ltandard ofnon-disorimination on the b.iI of lex. that pledge,. the 199' Country Reports and the U.N.'I Developmant
Report indioatea. is 1ti1~ today. not a reality." (Hemandcz-Tnayol BE 'Sex, Culture and Rights: A Re-Conoeptualization of
Violence for the Twenty Fint Century' 60 (1997)Albany Law Rwiew 607 - footnotca omitted)
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Has been considered a refugee under the Arrangements of 12 May 1926 and 30 June
1928 or under the Conventions of28 October 1933 and 10 February 1938, the Protocol of
14 September 1939 or the Constitution of the International Refugee Organization; ...
As a result of events occurring before Janumy 1951 and owing to well-founded fear of
being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular
social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable, or
owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who,
not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as
a result of such events, is unable of, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it...

(1)

(2)

The Convention stipulates in article 20 that where a rationing system exists which
applies to the population at large and regulates the general distribution of products in
short supply, refugees shall be accorded the same treatment as nationals. In article 23
the

Co~vention

states that the

con~acting

states shall accord to refugees

la~ully

staying in their territory the same treatment with respect of public relief and
assistance as is accorded their nationals. Article 24 deals with social security and
states that states must accord to refugees lawfully staying in their territory the same
treatment as is accorded to nationals in respect of inter alia social security (legal
provisions in respect of employment injury, occupational diseases,

mat~rnity,

sickness, disability, old age, death, unemployment, family responsibilities and any
other contingent which, according to national law or regulations is covered by a social
security scheme) subject to the following limitations:

(i) There may be appropriate arrangements for the maintenance of acquired rights
and rights in the course of acquisition;
(ii) National laws or regulations of the country of residence may prescribe special

arrangements concerning benefits or portions of benefits which are payable
wholly out of public funds and concerning allowances paid to persons who do not
fulfil the contribution conditions prescribed for the award of a normal pension.

The Constitution does not recognise specifically the rights of refugees. However, its use
of the word 'everyone' in connection with socio-economic rights is of considerable
significance in this context and is canvassed in detail in chapter 2. The Refugees Act No
130 of 1998 has as its objects to give effect within the Republic of-South Africa to the
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relevant international legal instruments, principles and standards relating to refugees; to
provide for the reception into South Africa of asylum seekers; to regulate applications for
and recognition of refugee status; and to provide for the rights and obligations flowing
from such status. In the Preamble to this Act it is observed that the Republic of South
Africa has acceded to the 1951 Convention Relating to Status of Refugees, the 1967
Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees and the 1969 Organization of African Unity
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa as well as
other human rights instruments, and has in so doing, assumed certain obligations to
receive and treat in its territory refugees in accordance with the standards and principles
established in intemationallaw. This is the background against which this legislation has
been enacted.

1.12

Rights of Prisoners

It is obviously important from a human rights perspective to ensure that people who are
vulnerable to infringement of their rights because they have been incarcerated should
have some special attention devoted to their rights in order to preclude human rights
abuses in penal institutions. This view is obviou~ly based on the premise that even though
people have been incarcerated and one of the rights, the right to freedom of movement,
has thus been restricted, they are still human beings for the purposes of the remaining
human rights.
The Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners21o (Standard Minimum
Rules) were adopted by the First United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime
and Treatment of Offenders, held at Geneva in 1955, and approved by the Economic and
Social Council by its resolution 633 C (XXIV) of31 Iuly 1957 and 2076 (LXII) of 13
May 1977. Under the preliminary observations it is noted that the rules seek only on the
basis of contemporary thought and the essential elements. of the most adequa~ systems of
today to set out what is generally accepted as being good principle and practice in the
treatment of prisoners and the management of institutions. It is acknowledged that in
210
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view of the great variety of legal, social, economic and geographical co~ditions of the
world, not all of the rules are capable of application in all places and at all times. Under
the heading 'Medical Services' the Rules of General Application stipulate various
conditions that must be created or maintained in penal institutions in order to ensure that
medical services are available to prisoners. Included in these conditions are the
availability of at least one qualified medical officer who .has some knowledge of
psychiatry and the availability of the services of a qualified dental officer to every
prisoner. In women's institutions there must be special accommodation for all necessary
pre-natal and post-natal care and treatment and arrangements must be made wherever
possible for children to be born in a hospital outside the institution.

The medical

offic~r

must see and examine every prisoner as soon as possible after

admission to prison and thereafter as necessary with a view to discovery of physical or
mental illness and "the taking of all necessary measures". The medical officer must have
the care of the physical and mental health of the prisoners and must daily see all sick
prisoners, all who complain of illness and any prisoner to whom his attention is
especially directed. Whenever a medical officer considers that a prisoner's physical or
mental health has been or will be injuriously affected by continued imprisonment or by
any condition of imprisonment he is required to report this to the director. Upon the death
or serious illness of or serious injury to a prisoner, or his removal to an institution for the
treatment of mental illness the director is required to immediately inform the spouse of
the prisoner or the nearest relative and must in any event inform any other person
previously designated by the prisoner.
There are specific rules applicable to special categories such as "Prisoners Under
Sentence", "Insane and Mentally Abnormal Prisoners" and "Prisoners Under Arrest or
Awaiting Trial". In the case of "insane and mentally abnormal" prisoners, persons who
are found to be insane must be detained in mental institutions and not prisons. Prisoners
who suffer from 'other mental diseases or abnormalities' must be observed and treated in
'specialized institutions' under medical management. During their stay in a prison, such
prisoners must be placed under the special supervision of a medical officer.
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The Constitution in section 35(2) recognises the right of prisoners to adequate medical
treatment and to communicate with, and be visited by, their chosen medical practitioner.
This right is discussed in more detail in chapter 2. It is of interest that in South Mrican
law a prisoner has a right to be visited by his or her chosen medical practitioner. This
implies a right to choose a particular medical practitioner to attend to him whilst a
prisoner which means that the right is wider than the Standard Minimum Rules allow.
The latter refers to an obligation on the part of the authorities to have available at least
one medical officer to take care of the health needs of the prisoners.
Sections 4 to 35 of the Correctional Services Acf ll are grouped in Chapter m under the
heading 'Custody Of All Prisoners Under Conditions Of Human Dignity'. Section 4
stipulates that the minimum rights of prisoners entrenched in this Act must not be
violated or restricted for disciplinary or any other purpose, but the Commissioner may
restrict, suspend or revise amenities for prisoners of different categories.

The term, 'medical treatment' is defined in this Act as treatment, regimen or intervention
prescribed by a medical practitioner, dentist or psychologist as defined in secti~n 1 of the
Medical, Dental and Supplementary Health Service Professions Acf 12 while 'medical
practitioner means a medical practitioner as defined in section 1 of the Health Professions
Act. Section 12 of the Correctional Services Act deals with health care. It provides that
(1) The Department must provide, within its available resources, adequate health care services,
based on the principles of primary health care, in order to allow every prisoner to lead a
healthy life.
(2) (a) Every prisoner has the right to adequate medical treatment but no prisoner is entitled to

cosmetic medical treatment at State expense,
(b) Medical treatment must be provided by a medical officer, medical practitioners or by a
specialist or health care institution or person or institution identified by such medical
officer except where the medical treatment is provided by a medical practitioner in terms
of subsection (3),

211
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(3) Every prisoner may be visited and examined by a medical practitioner of his or her choice
and, subject to the pennission of the Head of Prison, may be treated by such practitioner, in
which event the prisoner is personally liable, for the costs of any such consultation,
examination, service or treatment.
(4) (a) Every prisoner should be encouraged to undergo medical treatment necessary for the
maintenance or recovery of his or her health.
(b) No prisoner may be compelled to undergo medical intervention or treatment without
informed consent unless failure to submit to such medical intervention or treatment will
pose a threat to the health of other persons.

(c) Except as provided in paragraph (d), no surgery may be performed on a prisoner without
his or her informed consent, or, in the case of a minor, with the written consent of his or
her legal guardian.
(d) Consent to surgery is not required it: in the opinion of the medical practitioner who is
treating the prisoner, the intervention is in the interests of the prisoner's health and the
prisoner is unable to give such consent, or, in the case of a minor, if it is not possible or
practical to delay it in order to obtain the consent of his or her legal guardian.
There appears to be no inconsistency between these provisions and the requirements of
international law concerning the delivery of health care services to prisoners.
1.13

Jus Cogens and the Right To Health

In light of foregoing discussions one must ask whether a right to health has become a
principle of jus cogens. Would an international instrument that was in conflict with a
right to health be unlawful under international law? The general idea behindjus coge"s,
as stated previously, is that it represents a body of non-derogable, peremptory nopns
from which no domestic legal system or government may legitimately depart. Article 53
of the Vienna Convention States that a peremptory norm of general international law is a
norm accepted and recognised by the international community of states as a whole as a
norm from which no derogation is permitted and which

c~n

be modified only by a

subsequent norm of general intemationallaw having the same character. It specifies that
a treaty conflicting withjus coge"s at the time of its conclusion is void. In terms 'of article
64, a treaty also becomes void if it is in contradiction with a peremptory norm of
international law which has newly emerged Uus cogens supervenie"s). The International
Law Commission observed in 1969 in its commentary on the draft articles for the
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international law of treaties that there is no simple criterion which would allow one to
determine whether a rule belongs tojus cogens. This is unfortunate as it does not take the
concept ofjus cogens very far in practical terms.

~lthough

few would, in the abstract, dispute a ~ight to health, inextricably linked as it is

with those most fundamental of all human rights - the right to life and the right to
. dignity, the content of such a right is another matter. A right to health does not
necessarily mean a right to health care servi~es and vice versa. Furthermore, it seems that
no two international instruments can express the concept of a right to health or even
health care in the same language. Should health care services be provided as a matter of
state obligation? Should they be free of charge or is it more a question of access? Are
there special groups deserving of particular benefits or consideration? What level of care
should be provided? Should only primary health care be provided or should all levels of
care be provided? Should health care be both curative and preventive or only preventive
or curative? What kinds of services must be made available? Does health mean a
minimum standard sufficient that people are able to work or does it mean the highest
level of health attainable? Should the public health care system carry the burden alone or
should there be some reliance on private health care services? Should there be access to
the highest levels of health technology or only certain minimum levels? Should there be
access to the latest patented expensive drugs or only generics? Public international law is
not particularly homogenous when it comes to establishing the content of a putative
peremptory norm concerning a right to health or health care.

In terms of Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, each person has
" ... the right to security in the event of ... sickness ... ".

Article 10 of the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in
the Field of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights advises states to satisfy the health
needs of the highest risk groups and of those whose poverty m~kes them most wlnerable.
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In the African Charter on People's Rights, Article 18(4) stipulates that the disabled
should have the right to special measures of protection in keeping with their physical
needs whilst in terms of Article 13 of the European Social Charter, states are required to
ensure that any person who is without adequate resources and who is unable to secure
such resources be granted adequate assistance

a~d

the care necessary in the case of

sickness.

In the Declaration of Alma-Ata, Article V states that governments are responsible for the
health of their people which can be attained by the provision of adequate health and
social measures whilst Article vn (6) states that those in need should have priority in
health care and Article VIn advises governments, in co-ordination with other sectors, to
formulate national policies, strategies and plans of action to launch and sustain primary
health care as part of a comprehensive natio~l health system.
Article 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
recognises the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of
physical and mental health and requires states to create conditions which will assure to all
medical service and attention in the event of sickness.

In the Declaration on Social Progress and Development, Article 1O(d) states that social
progress and development should aim at the achievement of the highest standards of
health and the provision of health protection for the entire population whilst Article 19
points 'out that free health services,

adequa~e

preventive and curative facilities and

welfare medical services are the means to be used.
Article 7 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child states that whenever possible, the
disabled child should be provided with health care services free of charge.

Article 7 of the Convention concerning Medical Care and Sickness Benefits states that
the contingencies covered by the Convention should include:
(a)

need for medical care of a curative and preventive na~re and

9S

(b)

incapacity for work resulting from sickness and involving suspension of earnings,
as defined by national legislation.

Article 8 states that medical care ·should comprise of at least:
(a)

general practitioner care;

(b)

specialist care at hospitals;

(c)

the necessary pharmaceutical supplies;

(d)

hospitalisation and

(e)

medical rehabilitation.

Article 18 states that sickness benefits are periodical benefits and that sickness means any
morbid condition, whatever its

caus~.

Articles 22 and 23 provide that a periodical

payment shall be such as to attain at least 60 percent of the total previous earning of the
beneficiary or 60 percent of the total wage of an ordinary adult male labourer. Article 29
states that every claimant shall have a right of appeal in the case of refusal of benefit or
complaint as to its quality or quantity.

Article 7 of the Convention concerning Employment Promotion and Protection against
Unemployment requires states to secure persons the benefit in respect of a condition
requiring medical care of treatment of a preventive or curative nature which, according to
Article 10, must include at least:
(a)

general practitioner care;

(b)

specialist car~ at hospitals;

(c)

the necessary pharmaceutical supplies; and

(d)

hospitalisation.

Article 13 advises states to secure persons the provision of sickness benefit whilst Article
16 requires the sickness benefit to be a periodical payment.
Article 5(4) (g) advises states to ensure the provision of medical care to persons in receipt
of unemployment benefit as well as their dependents.
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Paragraph 118 of the Word Programme concerning Disabled Persons encourages the
establishment and development of a public system of social care and health protection
whilst paragraph 96 advises states to co-ordinate programmes for the prevention of
disability which include community-based primary health care systems that reach all
segments of the population, and for public health activities that will assist people in
attaining lifestyles that will provide the maximum defence against causes of impairment

The Preamble to the Constitution of the World Health Organisation states that the
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of
every human being.

Article 12(1) of the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against
Women requires states parties to take all appropriate measures to eliminate
discrimination against women in the field of health care in order to ensure, on a basis of
equality of men and women, access to health care services, including those relating to
family planning while Article 12(2) requires states parties to ensure to women
appropriate services in connexion with pregnancy, confinement and the post-natal period,
granting free services where necessary, as well as adequate nutrition during pregnancy
and lactation.
It is submitted that it is not possible to discern within the foregoing, a golden thread of

commonality of content which could prove the universal acceptance of a right to health at
some level. Some of them single out specific groups whilst others refer to specific levels
of services. Others do not speak of services at all but ra~er a state of being. One could
adopt the lowest common denominator approach213 or alternatively, an approach which
tak~s

the widest expression of the right as being the overarching one of which all the

others are simply subsets expressed at different levels and for various elements of the
general population. Rights without content are a menu without a "meaI214• It is possibly for

213
214

Thil would effcctively be the minimum core approach.
Kinneyefn '1.nq.J1"Q) obscrYCs that "When all iI said and done, legal riShts should be enforceable."
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this reason that the concept of minimum core obligations has been argued so strenuously
by some protagonists of socio-economic rights.

The concept of minimum core, if rec,?gnised sufficiently widely, may go some way
towards establishing a commonality of con~nt for a right to health care although this
would not in itself necessarily establish it as a rule of jus cogens. 21' However, despite
reference'to it in various intemationallegal commentaries21c5, it does not appear to have
sufficient levels of acceptance amongst nation states and has certainly been rejected in
South Mrica as a key aspect of fundamental human rights both with regard to the right to
housing and with regard to the right to health care services. The fact that the South
African Constitution recognises not a right to health but a right to health care services is
highly significant in an international law context. The court in Grootboom, which
involved a right to housing, was at pains to point out the differences in the wording
between the ICESCR on the subject of the right to housing and the expression of a similar
right in the Constitution217• The variance between the wording in section 27 of the right of
access to health care services and article 12 of the ICESCR of the right to physical and
mental health is even greater than that relating to rights to housing between the two
documents. The South African Constitution does not expressly recognise a right to health
- only a right of access to health care services.

All socio-economic rights are dependent upon the availability of resources. To imply
otherwise is to lose touch with reality and to demote socio-economic rights to the world
of academia. The public international law instruments dealing with socio-economic rights
do recognise this limitation to some extent but there is a disturbing tendency amongst
215
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The language of the Maastricht Guidelines on Violationa of EoOllomio, Sooial and Cubral Rights (ICC fn 216 below) oomCII
very olOie to implying that the minimum oore obligations alleged to be inherent in the sooio-cconomio rights an: a part of the
juI cogeM.

For example, the Maulrioht GuidelinCl on Violations of Economic, Sooial and Cultural Rights, lanwny 22-26, 1997
(www.edu/humanrts/ins1reelMaastriolltguidclincsJltml)whioh"ltate at paragraph 9 that violations of the Covenant ocour when
a state faill to satilfy what the Committee on Economio, Social and Cultural Rights hu referred to u ' .. minimum OOI'CI
obligation to ensure the satisfaotion of, at the very leut, minimum euential levell of each of the riglatt [ ... J. ThUl for
example, a ltate party in whioh any significant number of individuaJt is deprived of casential foodstuffs, of essential primary
health oare, of buio shelter and housing. or of the most basio forms of education is, prima facie, violating the Covenant"
Such minimum oore obligations apply im:apcctive of tho availability of reaourocs of the country conoerned or any other
facton and dift"lOultiCl.
GoWl17llnent ofthB Republic of South Africa and OthBra "Grootboom and Othen (m 57 8Upra). The Court observed at 66:
lithe right delineated in s 26(1) it a right of 'acccss to adequate housing' as distinct from the right to adequate housinS
encapsulated in the Covenant This differenoe is significanL"
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some writers to view this as a loophole - an escape route for states not wishing to ensure
the fulfilment of the righe1s. This argument, in the mouths of those who would argue that
a right to health, including a right of access to health care services, is part ofjus cogens
appears to be something of a contradiction in terms since in order for a rule of
international law to become part of the jus cogens, it should be a norm accepted and
recognised by the international community of states as a whole. In theory therefore, states
who plead poverty should at least be given the benefit of the do~bt. The Committee on
the ICESCR recognised the legitimacy of the phrase 'progressive realisation"21P. If the
concept of minimum core does not meet with general acceptance, if the concept of
progressive realisation within available resources is legally valid, then it is ~ubmitted that
it is difficult indeed to conceive a.f a right to health or even to health care services as
being part of the jus cogens. What would be the content of such peremptory norm? To
say that the peremptory norm incorporates the concept of progressive realisation within
available resources allows for a great deal of variation in the scope of the right How
then, would one establish whether or not a state is acting in violation of the norm?
Admittedly activities which deprive people of services they already have would be more
obvious' than those which fail to ensure the provision of services within available
resources but this only advances the concept of a right to health services asjus cogens in
a negative way. The obligations to respect and protect may be covered but not those to
promote and fulfil. The availability of resources is an extremely complex issue since it
goes to the heart of Qational resource allocation decisions and the right to self-

a

determination which itself has been alleged to be rule ofjus cogens2'JJl.

A more general difficulty is how does one establish the point at which a rule becomes a
norm, let alone a peremptory norm recognised by the community of states as a whole as
218

21P

See for example Torrca (fn 130 IUpra).

In paragraph 9 of general oomment 3 of 1990, the Committeo obaerved: 'Neverthelesl, the faot that realisation over time, or

in other wonll progreslively, is foreseen under the Covenant should not be misintcrpn:tcd as depriving the obligation of all
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meaningful oontenL It is on the one hand a ncoelsary flexibility device, ref1eoting the realities of the real world and the
diftloulua involved for any oountry in ensuring full realisation of eoonomio, lOOial and oultural righ... On the other hand, the
phrase must be read in the light of the overall objeotive, indeed the raison d'!trc, of the Covenant whioh is to eltablish olear
obligations for ltate panics in respeot of the full realisation of the rights in question. It thus impola an obligation to move as
. expeditiously and effectively as poslible towards that g081. Moreover, any deliberately retrosrealivc mcuUl'Ol in that regard
would require the mOlt Darefiil oonsideration and would need to be fully justified by reference to the totality of the rip..
provided for in the Covenant and in the oontext of the full usc of the maximum available l'CIourocs.'
Dugardfn 3', para 13.' atpI3-?
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being non-derogable. A norm that enjoys general international acceptance is not
necessarily a part of the jus cogens. It may be customary international law butjus cogens
must, by definition, be something more the customary intemationallaw. Similarly a norm
of jus cogens must be more than mere public international law. It is after all the gold
standard against which instruments of public international law must be measured.
Kaghan221 tries to argue that the phrase" states as a whole" means that for a norm to be
recognized by the international community as a whole, "it would suffice if all the
essential components of the international community recognize it" and that "a
considerable majority of those who have commented upon this seemed to accept the
views ofYasseen"222.Unfortunately when o.ne is dealing with concepts as fundamental as

jus cogens, the views of a majority of a majority are not necessarily convincing and the
agreement of "most" that the "lack of acceptance or even the expression of opposition on
the part of one of a few states is no obstacle to a norm having peremptory status"223 would
have a hollow ring in the face of defiance of such a norm by a powerful nation such as
the United States of America224•
In view of the fact that writers such as Kinney and Torres 225 still try to argue the existence
of a right to health at customary international law and, in the case of Kinney, observe
that, "Realistically, implementation and enforcement of the international right to health is
difficult, particularly if predicated on customary international law", one cannot help but
221
222

223

224

Kahgan C JUJI Coge'" and the Iwrent Right To Sel/Defines til 42111pra
Y8IlCen MK., ohairman of the Drafting Committee of the Vienna Convention h81 observed that "By inserting tho words' 81 a
whole' in artiole SO the Drafting Committee had wished to stress that there W81 no question of requiring a rule to be aooepted
and reoognized 81 a peremptory norm by all states. It would be enough if a very large majority did 10; that would mean that, if
one state in isolation refused to accept the peremptory oharacter of a rule, or if that ltate W81 lupportcd by a very Imall
number of states, the acceptanoe and recognition of the peremptory charaoterofthe rule by the international community 81 a
whole would not be affeoted." Hannikainen L Peremptory Nonn, (.IUJI Cogsnr) i1l11ltBmtltional Law (1988). Unfortunately it
is still not olear what exactly ia a "large majority" and whether the dislent of powerful nation ltatel IUoh the USA, Franoe and
Belgium OlD be legitimately ignored in jUJI Cogtm8 debates. MoManUi (fn 2 IIIpra) pointl out that: "CUItomary international
law, to a greater extent than the treaty, favOR powerful ltatel, 81 their behavior is more likely to be unoppoaed and 10 evolve
through general praotice into CUltomary law. Despite thil, VarioUI prinoiplea of oUltomary international law [tranlform]
applioationl of raw power into legitimate power, thereby oreating rightl to apply power within oertain Itruotul'Cl Uling certain
meanl."
Torrel fn 130 IUprQ
. Kinney (fn S Il11prQ) ltatel at p 1457 that: ''ThrouShout my career I have learched for waY' to compel acceal to needed health
lervioea of all typea for all people in need. My search would be Iim.ple if there were a legal mandate in lome 1000IOe of law
that required looietiea to 8Ilure adequate and affordable health care lervioel. Unfortunately. at le8lt in the United Statel, the
right to health iI not generally a legal right ThUl, whether one recopilCi a risht to health dependa on one'l political
penuuion and moral valuea.ln otherworda "right to health" iI an option."
Kinney 'The lntcmational Human Right To Health: What Doea This Mean for Our National and Our World?' (m 51111pra)
and TOITCI 'The Human Right To Health, National Courtl and ACCOlI to HlV/AIDS Treatment: A C8Ie Study from
Venezuela', (fn 130 IItpra)
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feel that if an international right to health cannot even be successfully argued at
customary intemationallaw, it is even more difficult to argue such a right as part of the

juscogens.

The

concep~

of jus cogens as non-derogable almost flies in the face of a principle that

every lawyer comes to recognise intuitively as fundamental to the dynamics of any living
system of law - for every rule there is an exception. Legal systems are not closed circles.
They are spiralling reflections of the ever-changing communities which recognise and
uphold them. The fact that the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties provides that a
norm ofjus cogens can be modified only by a subsequent norm ofge~eral international
law having the same character simply begs the question. D' Amato226 points out that
someone has yet to explain how a purported norm ofjus cogens arises. However much
the concept of jus cogens may be gaining acceptance and winning the support and
approval of intemationallawyers, it is submitted that it remains of extremely limited
practical efficacy in the area of a right to health. The principles of public international
law in this area are more useful and are likely to remain so for some time to come.

1.14

Private International Law and the Right To Health

The question ofjus cogens and the right to health IS especially interesting in the context
of the World Trade Organisa~on's (WTO) activities and instruments. In the Report ofthe
In-Depth Study Session on the WTO for Human Rights Professionals held in Morges,
Switzerland in Iuly 2001 227, the flfst speaker in the session on the introduction to the
international human rights regime and WTO dispute settlement considered the
relationship between trade and human .righbi law and asked whether there was any legal
obligation on WTO member states to help developing countries or to promote economic,
social and cultural rights. Reference was made to Articles 55 and 56 of the UN Charter
which state that UN Members shall cooperate in the UN's promotion of inter alia higher
226

227

D'Amato A 'It'l a Bird, It'l A Plane, It'l JUI Cogenl' 6 ConntlcticulJoumal c('lntemalionalLaw 1 (1991). D'Amato argue.
that norml of jU8 cog"", when oonlidered loSioally, lerve only, iUoSica1ly, to protect asainat the terml of treatiel between
ltata that arc 10 Icnaelell that no ltate is likely to inoorporate them into a treaty anyway. He ltatel that &'What we require like the third bowl of lOUp in the ltory of the three bean - is a theory ofjU8 cogtl1U that is JUlt Risht. I do not know if luch a
theory is pOllible. I don't even know if one is conoeivable."
Morga ~.Jm.,u.II-humanrights.m:alRmgrt. W"[O.Human:ri.sb!bb!JI:.2.Q.Ql..h!m.
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standards of living, full employment, solutions for international economic, social, health
and related problems and universal respect of human rights. He also referred to the
ICESCR and the CRC. The speaker identified different methods of approaching a conflict
betw~en WTO law and activities and human rights law. One of these was to resort to

Article 103 of the United Nations Charter which gives the Charter priority over other
conflicting international obligations. However, he observed that trade law might be
considered a lex specialis and thus escape the article 103 presumption. Another identified
approach was to qualify human rights as erga omnes, peremptory norms which would
trump WTO law but this argument was discarded as weak because there was little

consensus as to the content ofsuch erga omnes norms. The view is thus that jus cogens
norms are not even strong enough to trump WTO law due to their fundamental weaknesslack of content. The preferred solution was, in the view of the speaker, that of Article 41
of the CRC according to which nothing in the CRC shall affect any national or
international provisions which are more conducive to the realization of the rights of the
child.

Article 23 of the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) is of crucial importance
for a dispute that involves WTO law and human rights law in that it specifies that if a
dispu~

involves an allegation ofa violation ofWTO law, recourse to the WTO dispute

settlement mechanism is compulsory and exclusive. It excludes the possibility ofrecourse
to any other jurisdiction when WTO rules are at stake, even if other rules such as human
rights are also affected228•

The WTO's Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS
Agreement) was the subject of some discussion at the WTO's Ministerial Conference at
Doha in 2001 229• The TRIPS Agreement has the potential to interfere with access to
medicines, affording as it does, international protection of intellectual property rights.
The Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health was issued in November
22B
229

Second speaker in Morgcs (m 2278Upra)
See further Abbott F M 'The Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Publio Health: LiShtinS a Dark Comer at the
WTO' 2002 Journtll of IntBmational Economic Law Vol' p469-505; Matthews D 'WTO Decision On Implementation of
Paragraph (; of the Doha Declaration On Tho TRIPS Agreement and Publio Health: A Solution to tho Aocess to Essential
Medioines Problem' 2004Journtll oflntBmationaiEconomicLawVol7 p73-107
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2001 pursuant to the discussions at the Ministerial Conference. The states parties inter

alia recognized that intellectual property protection is important for the development of
new medicines and the concerns about the effects of intellectual property protection on
prices. They also recognized the gravity of the public health problems afflicting many
developing and least developed countries especially those resulting from

mvI AIDS,

tuberculosis, malaria and other epidemics and agreed that the TRIPS Agreement does not
prevent Members of the WTO from taking measures to protect public health. They
affirmed that the Agreement can and should be interpreted and implemented in a manner
supportive ofWTO Members' right to protect public health and in particular, to promote
access to medicines for all. One of the details upon which the Members agreed was that
"The effect of the provisions in the TRIPS Agreement that are relevant to the exhaustion
of intellectual property rights is to leave each Member free to establish its own regime for
such exhaustion without challenge... "230

Private intemationallaw has the potential to impact significantly upon the right of access
to health care services in general and medicines in particular unless there is conscious
cognisance of human rights law in the formulation of instruments of international trade.
The rapidly increasing globalisation of markets renders the penetration of private
international law by human rights principles even more urgent The legal aspects of
access to medicines will be covered in more detail in another chapter. It should be noted,
however that activists have observed that wealthy countries and drug companies refuse to
compromise patent monopolies in poor countries that have no domestic capacity. The
Doha declaration was criticised as being watered down in its language as a result of
opposition by rich countries231. It may be that in practice there is still much to be done in
the area of private international law to "ensure the proper observation of human rights.

1.15

230

231

Summary and Conclusions

www.globaltrcatmcntacocs•.org!contcDtlpress-rclcascslOllll14Ql WIQ-TRIPS
www.,lobaltrcabnentacesR.om·za
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Internationallaw is fragmented and internally inconsistent between its different branches.

It is a much more abstract and imprecise concept than domestic law. This makes it
difficult to interpret and apply without reference to the relevant domestic legal system232•

It also contributes to the ~otentially large number of various interpretations and p~ctical
consequences of its application. It is debatable whether there is any kind of hierarchy
within the different branches of international law or across international law governing
different aspects of international relations233. Whilst a lack of a rights hierarchy may not
necessarily be a bad thing234 there is no indication at international law as to how balancing
exercises must be undertaken when there is a conflict of rights or how the different rights
interrelate. Within public international law there is still a lack of harmony between
human rights law and international trade law. In some instances, at a practical level, there
can even be conflict between these two in the health care arena since the one seeks to
promote access to health care services on the basis that it is a public good which everyone
should have whether they can pay for it or not while the other seeks to obtain, the greatest
commercial benefit from health products and services through international agreements
such as TRIPS and GATS 235• There are no clear jurisdictions within international law and
there is no real hierarchy of jurisdiction either. It is possible that a single dispute or
232

233

'"

234

Benvenilti E 'Mars in of Appreciation, Conlenlul, and Univcnal Standards' Intemotlonal Law tmd Politic. Vol 31 p 843,
writes: "Judgmonta of the European Court of Human Rishts (ECHR) and of the Inter-Amcrioan Court of Human RiSht.
(IACHR) and vieWi of the Human Rights Committee (lIRC) l'CIIonate in numeroul national deoisionl oonocmins human
righta illuel, Their jurisprudenoe hu beoome an indelible lource of inlPiration for judsel in oourtl around tho slobe.
Prominent among thele international human riShts organl is the ECHR, whOle jurilprudenoe enlightenl not only national
judsel but also judgOl and oommittcc membel'l of tho other international human rights organs. The judioial output of tho
ECHR and other international bodies oarriel the promise of .ettinS univctlal .tandardl for the protcotion and promotion of
human rights. ThOle univcnal upirations are to a large extent, oompromised by the dootrine ofmargin of appreoiation. Thil
dootrine, hued on the notion that eaoh looiety is entitled to oertain latitude is relolved in the inherent oonfliots between
individual rishll and national intel'ClII or amons cliffcrcnt m oral oonviotionl."
In 'Three Interactins Human Rights Sy.tem.: UN, OSCE, Council of Europe' it is.tated that: "There is not a hiorarohy of
righll nor prioritiOl amons rishts ... The effeotivene•• of intcmationallaw in senenl depends upon the willingneH of .tatCII to
.urrender .ome of their .ovreisn powcn to wider international oontrol, or on reoiprooity, tho undel'ltanding that caoh party
will aot in a oertain way beoauac the other will. International human righll law i. largely ba.ed on a .Yltem of multilateral
treatiel that e.tabli.h objective ltandardl for ltate oonduct, rather than reciprocal righll and obligations. And the.e treatiOl
plaoe dutie. on .tatel in relation to individuala within their jurildiction rather that to the other ltate partiOl. Perhap. becau.o
of their oharacteristics, mOlt international human righll in.truments are entitled oharta.. or covenants, rather than treatiOl or
oonvention.... htto:/lulinfo,Rtate.gov/produots/puba/arohivcfhumrtslthrec.htm
See for instanoe KOlkennicmi M "Hierarchy in International Law: A Sketch" European Journal ofInf8mationd Law Vol 8
No 4 www eiil.orgIjournalNo118INo4/art2.pdf • Sec also the disous.ion by Weiler JHH and Paulul AL 'Tho SlnIoture of
Chanse in International Law or Is There. Hicrarohy ofNonnl in International Law' Sympolium: The Changing Struoture of
International Law Revisited (Part 2), Claay publishod in EuroptttmJOUI7'IQl ofIntfllWllional Law Vol 8 No 4
Allton P (fn 19 6Upra) ltatCII that trade and oompctition rulel, far from aotinl al. oomplement to human rightsguaranteca are
the exaot oppo.ite. "A very limited and nal1'Ow range of eoonomio freedom., many of whioh arc not per Ie recognized a.
eoonomio rights within the framework ofintomational human rishtslaw, hal allumed prinoipal importanoe. AI Be••elinkhu
recently oblCfVed in examining the relationship between thOle two .ets of righll, 'it iI not diffioult to analyse the oue'law of
the ECJ on human rights in term. of the predominanoe of economio (fundamental) rights over the cl.Hio human riShfl
[Bellelink. 'Ca.e Note' 38 CMLR (2001) 1307, at 1308 and 133S] ... The EU is Itruggling even today, to determine the
appropriate role for human ripll in its future oonstitutional order."
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related aspects of the same dispute may be adjudicated before different fora such as the
Human Rights Committee, a national court, a regional court and a WTO panel or the
Appellate Body. Different jurisdictions may reach different or inconsistent conclusions236.
There is no clear hierarchy either of rights in international law or within the different
branches of international law. Too frequently there is no certainty as to what exactly is
intemationallaw as opposed to an international policy or viewpoint237. It is by no means
clear that the international community regards international human rights law as
paramount.238 International law at most tells nation states how they should behave and is
binding upon them but it seldom gives guidance at the level of the individual citizen.

The other problem is that wealth is increasingly being held not by national states but by
multinational corporations whose turnover in many cases far exceeds the Gross Domestic
Product of many countries.239 It is becoming a legal challenge as to how to apply
principles of international law to, and enforce them against, such entities.

237
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2351

Maroeau G, "WTO Dispute Settlement and Human Rights' Europea"Joumal o/I"tBrnational Law Vol 13 No 4. She notes
that at present international jurisdiotions are mUltiplying. So far, however, oo-ordination rules have not yet been agreed upon
to limit states in their decision to choose between two jurisdictions. Marceau points out that: IIA call for order wu made by
the PrcIIident of the Intemational Court of Justice, Judge Schwebel, and again by the present PR:sident, Judge Guillaume
against the dangen offorum-shopping and the development of a fragmented and contradictory intcrnationallaw. Principles of
international commero~ law such u forum no" COIIWllIifl178, , . judicata and, Ii. pendB1III, abuse of process, and procedural
rights etc, oannot fmd application in the overlap of jurisdictions between public intcmationallaw tribunals. States' choices
seem baaed on economic, political and legal opportunities. Moreover, lome trcaticl contain prescriptive jurisdiotion clauses
that oan easily oluh with other jurisdictiona." She cites by way of exam pie "NAFT A and the WTO, which both contain an
exclusive jurildiction clause for maUcn relating to SPS mcuures"
AI.ton P, fit 19 8Uprtl, states that: ""There are, in fact relatively few rights which have achicvedju.r cogtIIV status and it would
be extremely difficult to argue that those that have, such u the prohibition asainat genocide and IIaVery, may be implemented
in different ways depending on the state concerned or tho treaty involved. All the mora so since no particular treaty is
involved, at leut not in the lense of providing the foundation for, or the formulation or, ajul cogtIIV norm."
Alston P fn 19 8UpTQ oblcrYes that human rights were, on virtually all accounts of the evolution of European integration
through the common market, an afterthought He writel: '"They were not mentioned in the Treaty of Rome of 1957, which
speoifically eschewed the strategy of its failed forerunner, the proposed European Political Community, that would havo
incmporated the ECHR. Even when limited human rights proviaionl were included in the Treaty OIl European Union they
were far from rct1ectins an integrated human rights via ion for the Community. Instead, they were araftcd on to a set of
Treaties which, dclpile the broad range of powen and policiCl covered, were for a long time very larsely foculed on
economic aims and objectives with very little reference to other ValUCl. The EEC Treaty wu essentially a blueprint which
IOUght to promote integration through a functional economic approach. The second re..on ill that when human rights in the
form offundamental rights beaan to make their way into the jurisprudenoe of the European Court of Justice it wu in relation
to a narrow range of rights, suoh u the right to property and the freedom to punue a trade OJ' prole_ion, rather than to any
balanoed conocption of human rights."
McCorquodale R 'FeelinS the Heat of Human Rishts Branding: Bringing Tranmational Corporations Within the International
Human Rights Fence' in Addo MK (ed) A Review of Human RigID Sttmt:1ard8 Il1Id rIB RII8p0n8ibility of TI"Q1III1IQIionol
COrpDratiOl78 The Hague: Kluwcr Law International, 1999 starts with two quotes: '-rhe looial responlibility ofbusinesl is to
inoreale its profits" • Milton Friedman and '"Markcts ••. cannot fairly a1iocate publio goods, or fOlter social accountability in
the ule of relOUl'Oes 01' democraoy at the workplace, or meet social and individual needa that oannot be cxp1"CI8ed in the form
or puroh..ing power, 01' balance the needs of present and future generations - Steven Lukes. Ho ltates that the tension
evidenced in these two statements between the roles of C01porationl to increue profits for the benefit of shareholdcn or to act
in a way that is beneficial to the comm unity generally - and whether these are alternative roles - is a feature of the debatel
about the etTccts of slobalization. He ltates: '"In a world where mora than half of the top economies are C01porations and
where an inoraasins amount of investment is private, including in arcu formerly in public OWDenhip, it is vital that
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If one returns to the questions posed at the beginning of this chapter they may be
answered as follows.

1.

Depending upon w~ich theory of customary international law one adopts, it may be
possible to say that a right to health has passed into customary international law.
However even those proponents of the more positive view that widespread
observation of rules in public intemationallaw can give rise to rules of customary
international law and who hope to use such customary international law as a tool for
compelling nations that do not recognise a right to health to do so, concede that
customary international law is not without its problems. At the other end of the
spectrum is the view that customary international law is of little or no value with
regard to a right to health and that the real action in respect of this right is in public
international law. Certainly it has not been possible to establish any rules of
customary international law relating to a right to health which could be said to be
law in South Africa in terms of section 232 of the Constitution.

2.

There is a considerable body of public international law on the subject of the right
to health but much of it is not binding upon South Africa or its subjects. South
Africa has not ratified the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights which contains the most comprehensive statement of the right to health in
public international law according to its drafters. It is merely a signatory of this
instrument South Africa has ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child and
the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women.
However, it has not expressly enacted the provisions of these instruments into its
domestic law. Section 231 of the Constitution adopts a distinctly dualist approach to
international agreements in that they must be enacted into law by way of national
legislation before they can become law in the Republic. The constitutional court has
expressly and repeatedly refused to apply the public international law concept of
minimum core obligations to socio-economic rights as expressed in the South
invCltigatioDi occur into the giving effect of tho activitica of trananational oorporation. on individuall, and oommunitiOl,
particularly on thoirhuman righll".
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African Constitution. This does not mean, however, that the approach of the
constitutional court is entirely at odds with principles of international law. At a
macro-level it is possible to conclude that there is a measure of consistency with the
broad principles of international law in the area of socio-economic rights. Such
consistency is more subtle, however, than a simple one-on-one comparison of
domestic constitutional and international law rights.

3.

There are at this stage no peremptory norms, or principles ofjus cogens, concerning
a right to health or even health care services. This may be as much because of
procedural problems in identifying principles of jus cogens as it is due to lack of
acceptance of a right to health or health care services by a majority of states.

4.

Private international law presents more of a hindrance than a help with regard to the
right to health at present in that it is

o~ly

relatively recently that the need to

reconcile the values of private international law and public intemationallaw has
been openly recognized. Instruments such as the World Trade Organisation's
Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights have proved to
be problematic for the South African government in its attempts to respect, protect,
promote and fulfil the right of access to health care services conferred by section
27(1) of the Constitution. In 1997, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
of South Africa challenged on the basis of the TRIPS Agreement,
legislation24Owhich was passed with the express intention of improving the access of
medicines to South Africans. The challenge, although ultimately unsuccessful and
settled out of court, served to effectively delay the implementation of the legislation
in question for a period of five years.

In general it must be observed that the constitutional court has adopted a cautious and
conservative approach to the application of international legal principles within South
240

The Medicinel and Related Substancel Control Amendment Aot No 90 of 1997. AlthouSh the out or court Iettlement wa
effected lome three ye8l"l after commencement of the Iitisalion, the government thc:reaflcr adopted a cautious approaob to the
development of the rcSUlationl which lerve • the mechanilm whereby the lesialation il to be implemented with the result
that it hal taken a lisnificant amount of time after the lett1cment to brinS the law into cft"col It w. deemed further nCOOllary
to fmc-tune oertain apect. of Aot 90 of 1997 rclatinS implementation in the form of another amendment - Aot '9 of2002.
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Africa. The essentially dualist approach of the Constitution itself is no doubt largely
responsible for this. However, it is submitted with respect that it this sensible and
pragmatic approach which renders the Constitution

a~d

the decisions of the courts in

South Africa so effective in dealing with socio-economic and other constitutional rights.

The role of international law in interpreting the provisions of the Bill of Rights, whilst it
is acknowledged as being important, has not been overplayed by South African courts
and the need to consider international legal principles in the South African context, taking
into account local conditions and the country's history has been repeatedly emphasised. It
is submitted with respect that as long as South African courts continue in this vein, both
domestic and international lawyers can look forward to a meaningful and significant body
of South African jurisprudence on the subject of human rights generally which will
enrich the culture of human rights within South African and international law.

Since the focus of this thesis is not international law and the right to health, a subject
which undoubtedly deserves a thesis of its own, but rather an assessment of how
international law and the right to health care interfaces with the South African legal
system, it is not appropriate to consider the subject further. However there are a number
of other references which are relevant to the subject of health and human rights which
bear mention and for this reason are listed below241 • Although in general terms it can be
said that international law has significantly influenced the South African legal system,
.more particularly the Constitution and many of the principles it endorses, it cannot be
said that the Constitution is the result or product of international law. It is a product of the
history and culture of South Africa and the values and aspirations of its people. The right
to health is not expressly contained in the Constitution but the rights that are the essential
241

COlma. C and Schmidt-Ehry B 'Human Right. and Health in Devcloping Countries: Bwers to Community Partioipation in
Publio Health In Cameroon' Health and Human Rlght8 1(3) p 244; Dworkin R Lifo ~ Dominion: An ArgumMt About
Abortion, Euth""",;a and Individual Freedom; Gicsen D 'A right to health oare? A Comparativc Pcnpeotivc' Health Matrix
4 (2) P 277-9S; Goldam.ith M 'Health and Human Rights Inleparablc' Joumal ofthe Ammcan Med;calAuoc;atlon 270 (S) p
553; GOltin L and Mann J 'Toward. the Development of a Human Rights Impact Aaleumcnt for the Formulation and
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building blocks for health are very much in evidence. The right to health care services in
the Constitution has been recognised as justiciable and applied by the constitutional court
on more than one occasion as the following chapter will demonstrate. The courts have
not, however, treated the right to health care services in the light of international law
principles. They have, for instance, expressly rejected the minimum core approach
espoused by international law with regard to socio-economic rights. In South African
law, the right to health care services has yet to fully permeate the law of contract and to a
lesser extent, the law of delict as will be demonstrated in subsequent chapters. It can also
not be said that the influence of international law is greater on the domestic legal system
than it was prior to the ,Constitution. South African courts have long taken cognisance of
international law where they felt the need. The Constitution has simply focused this
practice and made it mandatory. Whilst international law will always be a guide to the
domestic legal system, it is dependent for its au~ority and status on its recognition by the
Constitution in its various aspects. As such; it is of limited value in defining, interpreting
and applying the constitutional rights that relate to health care services in the South
African context.

It is clear from the discussion in this chapter that the Constitution is the legal lodestone
that guides the interpretation and understanding of the law of health service delivery in
South Africa. It is the uniquely South Mrican lens through which principles of
international law must pass in order to acquire legal weight and validity within the
domestic legal system. The importance to the people of South Africa of their past, their
culture, and their values is such that it cannot be otherwise. Whilst the principles
enshrined in the Constitution may well be consistent with those of international law in a
general way, it is still to the Constitution that one must tum when seeking to apply those
principles to particular circumstances in the South African context Intemationallaw does
not override the Constitution for the' purposes of the South African legal system. Section
2 of the Constitution clearly states that:
"This Constitution is the supreme law of the Republic; law or conduct inconsistent with it is
invalid, and the obligations imposed by it must be fulfilled." [writer's italics]
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International law, whether it is at the level of public international law, customary
international law or evenjus cogens (the latter two depend heavily upon 'conduct' for
their legal status) that is inconsistent with the Constitution is invalid in South Mrica. It is
therefore necessary to consider issues of health service delivery in the context of the
Constitution.
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The concept of values permeates the Constitution1. It is thus hardly surprising that the
constitutional court has committed itself to a purposive approach to interpretation of the
Bill of Rights2. Since the Constitution is the supreme law of the Republic and law or

2

Act No 108 of 1996. Cookrcl1 A, 'Rainbow Jurisprudence' (1996) SA.JHR 1 notes that: "A convenient IIlarting point is to focUl
on the one word which I"CIOIUItca like a leibnotiv throughout the judgcmmta of the Constitutional Court in the put year: 'valuca'.
Many oommc:ntaton have forcgroundcd the permanent plaoe of 'values' in our new oonatitutional dispensation. Sec for CKIIDlple
Botha H. 'The valuca and principles underlying the 1993 CCIlItitution' (1994) 9 SAPL 233. who IlateI that 'the Constitution is a
l"CpOIIitory of valuc:a' (at 233) and gOcll on to identify the following valuc:a in the ool1ltitutional tcxl: national unity, limited
gavcmmcnt; liberty and equality, and plW'llliBm. Sec alJo AI van dcr Walt 'Tradition on trial: A oritioal analysis of civil-law
tradition in South African property law' (1995) 11 SAJHR 169 at 191-192 who echoes those 'COIIIlituticna1 vales' and concludes
that 'the Constitution must be intcrp'ctCd in tc:rma of values which take the put into account, but in doing 10 it looks towards the
future, towards I'CCODIItruction and reconciliation in an "open and democratio IOciety based upon freedom and equality' ... (at
192)... The impatient obecrvcr might be tempted to diami. this pc:rsistcnt refrain regarding the role of 'values' in constitutional
adjudication 81 mere verbiage or rhetorical blustec. In my view that would be a mistake. The CoDItitutional Court'. preoccupation with the intruaion of 'valuca' into the adjudicative proocIII providca UI with an important clue for undc:ntanding the
changcl that have occurred at a deep level within the South Afiican lcgal Iyncm over the put year. In thia article I wish to
investigate that olue in detail, and probe some of the implicatiODl which arc attendant on the value-balcd nature of OCIUItitutional
adjudication ....1n cumoe my argumc:nl will be that the c:x.plioit intrusion of conatituticna1 valuca into the adjudicative procell
lignala a tranaition form a 'formal vision of law' to a ~lUbltantiVC viJion oflaw'."
Sec de Waal, Currie, Erum1ll The BiU of Right.r Handbook (4 ed) p 130 and the C8\ICI rcfc:m:d to then: in footnote 13, where it is
oblcrvcd that the puIpOIive approach i. allO sometimes rc:fc:cred to • "value oriented" or "teleologioal". Aooording to the court
in Baloro And Othe,., v UniV8,.,ity Of Bophuthatswana And Othsn 1995 (4) SA 197 (B). referring to the interim ConItitution,
(Act 200 of 1993): "Chapter 3 conlains at lcaIt ClI10 lCdion (I 35) which cicala with ita interpretation in explioit tc:rmI. Aooording
to. 35(1) a court interpreting the proviJiCOl of the chapter i. firwtly' required to (lOa ... court ... Bhall") promote the valUCI which
underlie an open and democratio BOOiety baled on freedom and c:quality. ThiI formula DpCIlI the door to the evolution of a
teleological approach to the intcrprctation of chap 3 whioh, amongst othen, alloWi for the interpretive adaptation of. the human
righta norm. CDlhrined in it to OOIlItantly changing OiroUl11ltanOCl. This can be done without nc:cc:uariJ.y compromising the
element of constanoy inhc:rcnt in the ohapter and embodied in durable values fimdamc:nlal to any (hypothetically) open and
democratio lOOicty bucd on freedom and equality. The mandat.ory nature of thil intrinaioally teleologioal intc:rprc:tation formula
il bolltcnxi up by two further proviaiODl formina part of • 35(1), namely that, whc:rc applicable, a oourt Bhall have regard to
applioable n0rJD8 of intcmational law (note the mandatory language) and that it may have regw to comparable foreign 08IC law
(the court, in othCl' warda, Ita a dilOI'Ction)." Ackerman J in Ferreira \I Levin No And Othen,' Vryenhoek And Othe,., v Powell
No And Othen 1996 (1) SA 984 (CC) noted that: "A teleological approach a1ao rcquircI that the right to freedom be construed
genc:roUlly' and ex1cnIively. In Makwanyane. O'Regan J. adopting .ueIl a teleological approach, correctly observed 81 folloWl:
"Rcspeot for the dignity of all human bcingI iI partioularly importam in South AfiiOL For apartheid WBI a denial of a common
humanity. Black people were rcfuacd I"CIpCCt anq dignity and thereby the dignity of all South Afrioans W8I diminished. The new
Constitution rejecta thi. put and a1firnu the equal worth of all South Afrioana. Tlwa recognition and protection of. human dignity
is the touohltonc of the neW politioal ordc:r and il fundamental to the new COIlI1:i.tution In my view exaotly the lBIDe approach
nccdI to be adopted in the 08IC of the right to freedom."
In Thoroughbrfld B1'fJBden' A88ociation v Price WaterhowB 2001 (4) SA 551 (SCA) Olivicra J. oommcmting on the virtues of the
teleological approach Ilatcd at p623 that: "The: lut-mentioned approach, in partioular, not only 'enoapaulatca in a .ynthesis the
mcritorioUl .pcall of othCl' theories and c:xoludCI their limitatiODl' (DevcniIh InterpT'8lation of Statulu (1992) at 53) but allO
giVCI C!tpI'CIIi.on to thc finvillD1cntal prinoiplCl and cthoI of the legal I)'Itcm BI a whole: it is a valuc-oohcrenl approach which
best accordII with the valUCI of our CONtituticn. "
O'Regan J in S V Makwanyal7B And Another 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) oommented at para 325. p506: "In giving meaning to • 9. we
must ICCk the purpDIC for whioh it W81 inoludcd in the Collltitution. TbiI purpOlive or telcolosical app-oaoh to the intc:rprctation
of righta may at timCi require • gcncroUl meaning to be given to proviIiODl of chap 3 of the ConItitution and at other times a
lUllTDWer or apccifio meaning. It is the rcIpDI1Iibility of the court., and ultimately this Court, to dc:vclop fully the righb
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conduct inconsistent with it is invalid3, values must have a profound and pervading impact
on the way that law is interpreted and applied in South Africa. The evolving South African
legal order emphasises values 4 in a way that the pre 1994 legal system did not. To the
extent that values represent the spirit of the law, the Constitution and more especially, the
Bill of Rights, in many respects embodies the spirit of the law leaving the letter of it to
subordinate legislations. The specific values it promotes are those that underlie an open and
democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom 6• This said, there existed

3

4

6

en1n:nchcd in the CDIlItitution. But that will take time. Consequently any minimum oontenl which ia attributed to a right may in
lUhscqucnt 08ICII be expanded and developcd. "
Act No 108 of 1996 sc:ction 2
Sec for instance the judgement of Mahomed J in S "Makwanyane And Another (fn 2 IUpra) at 487 whc:rc he 1tatcII: "In lClIIle
countrica the COI1Ititution only formaliaCl, in a legal instrument, a historical COI1ICI1IUS of valuc:a and aspiratiO!1l cvolvc:d
inorc:mentally from a atable and unbroken ~t to aoccmmodate the needs of the future. The South African CDllltitution iI
different: it rctaina from the past only what il defcrWble and rcprclcntl a dcciaive break from, and a ringing rejection o~ that p.t
of the put which ia di.gr~c1blly racist, authoritarian, inmlar, and rcprcIIiw:, and a vigorous identification of and oommitment to
a democratic, uniVCllaliatiC, oaring and aspirationally egalitarian ethOi cqrcasly articulated in the Ccrutitution. The oontraIt
bctwccn the pBlt which it repudiatca and the future to which it iceD to commit the nation ill Itark and dramatio." Sec allO the
lame judgment at p 498 where he ltatca: liThe Constitution makCl it particularly imperative for courtl to develop the c:ntrenahed
fundamental rights in tennl of a cohClivc act of valuca, ideal to an open and democratic IOcicty. To this end ccmmon valUCI of
human righla rrotcction the world over and fon:isn prcccdcnt may be inBtructive." At P 505. O'Regan J ohlcrvcl that: "In
interpreting the righla cmhrined in chap 3, therefore, the Court il directed to the future: to the ideal of a new locic:ty wmch ia to
be built on the common valuc:a which made a political lranIition pouible in our oounlry and which an: the fOlD1dation of ill new
ConItitution. Thil ia net to lay that there ia nothing from our past which Ihould be retained Of coum: thia ill not 10. h
Kcntridge AJ dClcribed in the first judgment of tml Court (S v Zuma and Othera 1995 (2) SA 642 (eC) (1995 (1) SACR 568»,
many of the righll entrenched in I 2S of the ConItitution concerning criminal justice an: lons-atanding pinciplca of our law,
although eroded by ltatute and judicial decillion. In interpreting the righll conlaincd in I 2S, thole common-law prinoiplCl will be
UICfuJ. guide&. But generally I 35(1) instructs UI, in interpreting the ConItitution, to look forward not backward, to rccognilC the
evill and injustiOCl of the past and to avoid their n:pctition." In Ryland" Edrol 1997 (2) SA 690 (C) at p709, the court Itatcd
that: "I agree with the IUbmillioo that the valUCI of equality and tolerance of divcnity and the recognition of the plural nature of
our lOCicty arc among the valuc:a that underlie our Constitution. In my view thOle valuc:a 'irradiate', to usc the cxprcuion of the
Gcrmah Federal COIIItitutional Court cited earlier, the concepla of p1blic policy and boni mora that our CaurIB have to apply.
Contrary to publio policy (as oppoacd to thOlC that arc contra 001'103 mo1"&!') arc oon1ractl which might redowuJ to the publio
uyury, ICC Voct 1.14.16. The dilltinctioo il clearly put by Aquiliul in the article to whioh I have already referred «(1941) 58 SAU
335 at 346) ... In my opinion the 'radiating' effect of the valuc:a underlying the new ConIItitution is IUCh that neither of thClC
grolDlda for holding the oontractual tc:nnI under CODIidcration in thiI case to be unlawful can be 1UppOI1:cd." In S " Jordan And
Otllen (Sex Worker.! Education And Advocacy Tcuk Force And OthB,.. A.r Amici Curias) 2002 (6) SA 642' (CCl. at p 670 the
court obIIervcd that: ''The ConItitution itlclf makCl plain that the law mUll further the ValUCI of the Constitution. It il DO Bnlwer'
then to a COIlItitutional complaint to uy that the constitutional problem liCl not in the law but in lOCial va1uCI when the law
ICI'VCI to fOller thole valUCI. The law must be CODIIcicntiously developed to fOiter valuca CODIiItent with our COIlltitution.
Whc:rc, although ncu1ral on ill fiu:c, its IUbltantive effect i. to undermine the valuc:a of the Constitution, it will be IIUIOCptible to
constitutional challengc."
Sec for imtance ICCtiODl 9 (equality). 22 (freedom of trade, oooupation and rrofcllion), 23 (labour rc:latiOlll), 24 (environment),
2S (property), 26 (hoUling), 27 (health care, food, water and locial lecurity) ac:ction 32 (the right of aCCCII to information),
ICCtion 33 (the right to jUlt adminiatrative action) and lection 41 (co-opcrative govcmm.ent) all of which contemplate legulative
meBIUI'CI and cxprculy, in the URIC of ICCticru 32, 33 and 41 mandate legialation to give effect to the principlca enunciated in the
ConItitution. Section 39(2) p-ovidCB that a court, tribunal or forum interpreting legillation and dcvcloping the common law must
promote the 'apirit, purport and objecll of the Bill of Righll'. It il IUbmittcd that the l8JDe holda true, IUbjcct to the proviuOl1l of
ICCtion 36, for Parliament when cxcroiling ill legillativc power. (Section 44 (4) of the CODItitution Btatca that "when cxcrciaing
ill lcgialative authority, Parliament u bound only by the CODItitution, and mUll act in accordance with, and within the limill of,
the ConItitution. Section 36(2) lltatca that 'c:xocpt 81 provided in IUbBCCtion (1) or in any other p1)vision of the ConItitution, no
law may limit any right cn1:rench.ed in the Bill of Rights." )
Act No 108 of 1996, ICCtion 1 ItatCB that: '~ Republic of South Africa ia one, 1CM'Cign, democratio Itatc founded on the
following ValUCI: (a) Human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement of human rightl and frccdoma (b) nonracialiam and non-lCXillD (0) lupraDacy of the cohltitution and the rule of law (d) Wlivcnal adult 1Illffi'agc, a national CClIDDlOO
votcn roll, regular electiOIlI and a multi-party I)'Itcm of democratic government, to cnaUl"C 8COOlD1tability, n:sponBiVCOCil and
opcm1e.... Section 7 ItatcII that: "The Bill of Righll i. a ccmc:ntone of democracy in South Africa. It ChlhrinCl the righla of all
people in our country and afiirmB the democratio valuca of human dignity, equality and freedom". Section 39(1) requircl that the
rights in the Bill of Rightl must be intcrprc:tcd in IUCh a way that the valUCI that Wldcrlie an open and democratio IOCicty baaed
on hUlDan dignity, equality and frccdam. arc promoted".
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before the Constitution a long established and well defined legal order which did not
employ or apply the same principles and values that are now found in the Constitution.
Whilst the importance of the South African historical background has been emphasised by
the courts, they have also pointed to the need to break with the past and to retain from it
only that which is defensible. For a legal system that is strongly premised upon precedent,
this creates more than a little turbulence and a great deal of uncertainty in untried
constitutional waters 7. As a result, the transformation of the South African legal system, not
only in tenns of procedural law but also the substantive law, in line with constitutional
principles and thinking is an ongoing process8 • There is thus great value in the thoughtful
application and consideration of constitutional legal principles, and the underlying values,
in relation to factual situations that arise in the delivery of health care services. Such labour
in the abstract is likely to produce fruit in reality because the individual facets of often
complex and multi-faceted situations have been explored conceptually in a rational and
methodical way so as to arrive at some conclusions which can be of considerable value in
their practical application. Since a number of different branches of law are involved in the
delivery of health care services, not least of which are the law of contract, delict and
administrative law, it is critical to fully understand the nature of the rights conferred by the
7

8

Dc VOl P 'A Bridge Too Far? HiAtoty 81 Con1cxt in the Interpretation of the South African Constitution', South African Journal
of Human RightJ (2001) 17 SAJHR 1 at p 3-4, c:xprc8ICI thia tc:naion in the following terml: 'Pfhc fact that the text of the 1996
CoIIItitution is often vague, ambiguous and lCCmingly contradictory, mCBr1l that it oannot p-ovide a self-evident and fixed
meaning to thOle who read iL lnItcad, it requires in1c:rprctation, and to do 10 it ICCmI necessary to invoke IOW"CCI of
undcntanding and value cxtcmal to the text and other legal matcrialL Moo judges. lawyers and legal aoademiCi in South Afiica
leem p-ofoundly uncomfortable with the notion that judicial decision-making in the constitutional sphere il not (a1WBya) aimed
merely at diIOOVCring a 'true', 'objective' or 'original' meaning of the tc:xl and hence is not baled (1OIeIy) on predictable and

neutral principle. For if thia iBID, the interprcter of the canstitutional text will (often) have to rely on other, mbjcctive and c:xtratextual faclton - pcrhapa even the intcrprc:tcr'1 own pc:nona1, political and philOiophical viCWB- to give meanins to that tC!tl. The
discomfort fiOWI from the fact that mOIl judges, lawycn and legal acadcmica in South Africa broadly adhere to the traditional
liberal school of adjuelicatian, a tradition that jca10Ully guards the boundary between law and politica. AI Karl Klare hal recently
pointed out, this traditional view of adjudication maintains a view of law BI 'describing rational dccision-proocclurca ... with
which to arrive at determinate legal oulcomcl from neutral, 0CX1ICI1JUI-bucd general pinoiples cxp1"CIIICd or immancnl within a
legal order'." (Footnolcl omitted)
.
KIarc K 'Legal Culture and Trand"onnational CODItitutionalilm' (1998) 14 SAJHR 146 arguca that the 1996 COIIItitution oan be
understood. establishing a long-term project described BI 'transf'ormative oonIlitutionalilm' in tcrma of which the COIIItitution
i. ICCll . . a transformativc, dynamic doclumcnt that rcquircI oontinual rei.nvcmion to make IICI1IC of a aIwJging world. It is a
project with DO u.lant IOlutions, requiring OOI1Ititutionai enactment, inlcrJrctation and c:nfcroc:mcnl committed to IrBnIformins
South African IOOW and political inltitutiOl1l and power relationships in a dem.ooratiQ, partioipatory and egalitarian direction. He
poinll out that "tran.sformatiw OOI1Iti1utionalillD oonnotCl an c:nterpriIc of inducing largc-eca1e social chanac through nonviolc:nt political prooc:IICI grumdcd in law. I have in mind a transformation vut enough to be inadequately captured by the
pbraac' reform', but something Ihort of ClI' di1l'crcnt fran 'revolution' in any traditional lCllIe of the word." It iBlubmittcd that
the South Afrioan legal system. illclf mUll therefore be ICCll BI being in a COl1Iidcrable IIlate of flux aa traditional legal doctrines.
methods of Ilatutmy intcrprctatica and legal principles stand in line to be lcIItcd aaaimt the new standard act by the Constitution.
Uncertainty, at leat in the beginning, is the price one pays for a new legal order. Brand 0 in "A Review of Important CBICI and
International Ocvclopmcnll Relating to Economio and Social Rights" ESR RlIVlew Vol I, No 1 March 1998
(http·/Iwww.oommunitY.awcentrcorg.zalser/esrl99811998march C8!1es,php) obsavcs: "A fledgling jurisprudence on cconom.i.o
and IOcial righll is at 1aat ltarting 10 develop in South African law." Khoza R in 'Undcrltanding the Synergy Between the Bill of
Rights and Commc:row Activity' poinll out that the Bill of Righll is not an end in illelf. III ovcrarching objective is to p-omotc
and to accur'C growth and prosperity for all.
ChttD:l/www.kaI.org.zalpubliC8tionsiScminarReports/BUlineu.!·~O&.%20I-Imnanl)·~ORighWkhoza.odt),
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Constitution with regard to health care services in order to ascertain how the delivery of
health care services is likely to be treated within these various branches. Constitutional law
affecting the delivery of health care services must inform all other branches of law that
relate to the delivery of health care services in light of the foregoing 9•

In this chapter it is proposed to embark on a number of conceptual exercises in which the
consideration and manipulation of constitutional principles and precepts will hopefully lead
to an improved understanding of the constitutional aspects of health services delivery
generally and of certain practical aspects of health services delivery in particular. The
relevance of a right to health, as opposed to a right to health care services, will be examined
in order to establish the approach of South African constitutional law relative to the
principles of international law on health care, the latter having been canvassed in more
detail in the preceding chapter. An analysis of the elements of the constitutional right of
access to health care services ~11 also be undertaken with the intention of arriving at a full
appreciation of the scope and content of the right. Similar exercises will be conducted with
regard to the rights of children and prisoners to basic health care services and medical
treatment respectively and also the right not to be refused emergency medical treatment. No
discussion of rights, especially socio-economic rights, is complete without an exploration
of the question of the limitation of those rights and so a consideration of both implicit and
explicit rationing of health care services is included. Lastly, the question of rights must
provoke the question of obligations and so the chapter undertakes an examination of the
roles of the various spheres of government in respect of the various constitutional rights
relating to health care services.

2.2

The Right To Health Care Services v The Right to Health

Chaakalaon, A nota in ''The Impact of SCMm Yean of COIlItitutiOl18Wm on Law and Government in South Africa" that the
Constitutional Court hili .tated in The Pharmaceutical Manufactursn Association of South Africa in TfI: Thfl BX partfl Application
of the PT'fISidellt of the Rflpublic of South Africa 2000(3) BCLR 241 (CC) para 44 that:" There arc not two systems of law, each
dealing with the IllUDD mbjcol matter, each having similar rcquircmcnta, c:acb operating in it. own field with itJ own hishCllt
court. Thc:rc is only one system of law. It is lhapcd by the CODItitution whioh is the lUp'CDle law, and all law, inoluding the
OClIDDlan law, dcrivcB &om the Constitutica and is mbjcot to oonatitutional control" He alao obBc:rvcs that in CarmichtllB \I
MinirtfJl' of Saltily and Sscurily and Another 2001 (1) SA 489 (SCA) the court IBid that ''whc:rc the common law dcviatcB &am.
the Bill ofRightJ the oourts have an obligation to develop it by removing that dcviatica."
(http://kasJ'orgIzalPublicatiOIlllSeminorRcmortsIConstitution%208lld'h!20LaWOAl20ivlohaskalaon.pdO
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The Constitution contains a number of different references to health care services and
medical treatment. Apparently in contrast to intemationallaw, there is no express mention
of a broad right to health. This said, it must, however, be borne in mind that the rights in the
Bill of Rights are not discrete legal concepts but rather elements ofa system of fundamental
rights that are inextricably interlinked 10, There is a suite of rights which, when viewed
collectively, could be said to constitute a right to health. These rights are, the right to life ll,
the right to dignityl2, the right to bodily and psychological integrityl3, the right to privacyl4,
the right to an environment that is not harmful to health or well-beinglS, the right to
emergency medical treatment, the right of access to health care services 1(5 and the rights to
sufficient food and water and social security, including appropriate social assistance 17• The
overall result of this rights matrix would seem to be in general accordance with the World
Health Organization's definition of health as 'a state of complete physical, mental and
social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity'18, However, for the
purposes of legal exposition and practical implementation it is submitted that a right to
health is unwieldy and less valuable than its component parts. Since it is not the intention in
this thesis to embark upon an in-depths examination of all, or even the" majority, of the
rights in the Bill of Rights, the discussion of the various rights in this chapter is confined to
10

11

12

13
14
1!5

1(5
17

18

In Governmmt OfTha Republic 0/ South Africa And Others '\I Grootboom And Othen 2001 (1) SA 46 (CC) the court observed
at p83: "But 1 26 il not the only proviIion rc:lc:vant to a deoilion u to whether ltatc action at any particular Icvc1 or gow:mm.ent
iI rc&Icnable and COJ1IIiatcnt with the Constitution. The propoeition that rightl arc intcm:1atcd and arc: all equally important iI not
mcrc1y a thcorctioal poIluIatc. The concept hili immCDIIC human and practical aignificanoc in a BOOicty f~ on Imman
dignity, cquality and freedom. It iI fundamental to an evaluation of the rcucinablenc:u of State action that 8COOWt be taken of the
inhcrcnl dignity of human bcinga. "
Ailt No 108 of 1996. ICOtion 11
Ailt No 108 of 1996. ICOtion 10. Concerning the fundamental importance of the right to dignity. O'Regan J obecrved in Dawood
And Anothar "Mlnl3tBr OfHome Ajfain And Others: Shalabi And A1IDther '\I Minister Of Home Aflain And Othen,' Thoma.r And
Another" Minister Of Home Affairs And Othen 2000 (3) SA 936 (CC) at 962-962 that: "The value of dignity in our
COl1Itituticnal framcworlc. cannot thcrcf'ore: be daubtcd. The Constitution aucrU dignity to omtradict our pMt in which human
dignity fer black South Afri08l1l WBI routinely and cruelly denied. It IIIICrtB it too to infcrm the future, to invest in our
democracy l'CIIpcot fer the inlrinsic worth of all human beings. Human dignity thc:rcforc: infOl'11lll constitutional adjudication and
inlmprc:tation at a range of lr:vc1L It i. a value that infonDl the interpretation of many. pouibly all, other rightl. Thi. court hBI
alrcady acknowledged the importance of the OOllIlitutional value of dignity in intcrprcting rights 1 = 81 the right to equality, the
right net to be punillhcd in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way, and the right to life. Human dignity is alIo a constitutional value
that iI of oc::ntra1 lignificanoc in the limitatiODl anaIym. Scotion 10. however. makeI it plain that dignity iI not only a value
fundamental to our ConItitution, it i. a jUltioiable and cnfarocable right that must be rcapcctcd and protected. In many 08ICII,
however, where: the value of human dignity ia offended, the primary cOIlItituticnal breach occuioncd may be of a more lpCOific
right IUOh BI the right to bodily integrity, the right to equality or the right not to be IUbjcotcd to slavery. ICrVitudc or forced
labour." (footnotca omitted)
Ailt No 108 of 1996, ICOtion 12 (2)
Act No 108 of 1996 ICOtion 14
Ailt No 108 of 1996lCOtion 24 (a)
Act No 108 of 1996 ICOtion 27(lXa)
Ailt No 108 of 19961COtion 27(1)(b) and (c)

Preamble to the Constitution of the World Health Organization .. adopted by the Intc:mational Health ConfCl"CllOC, New YOlk,
19-22 June 1946. ligncd on 22 July 1946 by the rcprc:ICI1tativCII of 61 ltalc:l (Official Recorda of the World Health Organization,
no. 2, p 100) and cntcrcd into fonx: on 7 April 1948.
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their relevance to the delivery of health care services. The elemental rights that could be
said to comprise a right to health are discussed briefly below in order to obtain a clearer
picture of their contribution to such right. Further and more detailed discussion of the rights
that relate specifically to the delivery of health care services, and which are thus of central
importance in this thesis, is to be found later in the chapter.

2.2.1

Life

The right to life has been characterized as the most fundamental of all human rights lSI
Without life, the other aspects of the right to health are meaningless. At the same time the
right to life does not mean life 'as mere organic matter... but the right to human life the
right to live as a human being, to be part ofa broader community, to share in the experience
of humanity'20. The right to life attaches only to persons recognized as such by the law.
Since the law in South Africa does not recognize a foetus as a person, it does not enjoy a
constitutional right to life21 . The government has an obligation to protect the life of
everyone in South Africa22• With regard to dying, the constitutional court observed in

Soobramonej? that dying is part of life - its completion rather than its opposite, and that
there is in reality no meaningful way in which it can constitutionally be extended to
encompass the right indefinitely to evade death. In the context of the delivery of health care
services the relevance of this observation cannot be overstated. Although the government
has a constitutional duty to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the right to life, there are
lSI

20
21
22
23

Per Lord Bridge in R "Home Secretary, Ex Parte Bugdaycay [1987] AC 514 ([1987] 1 All ER 940 (HL» at 5310 (AC) cited in
MakwanytllW fiI 2 8UpTQ. at 429. Concerning the fundamental nature: of the right to life and the intcrdcpcndcncc of the righta to
life and Iwman dignity. O'Rcsan J observed in Makwanyans beginning at para 326. pS06: "Tho right to life is, in one IICI1IC,
antcccdcnt to aU the other rights in the Constitution. Without life. in the IICI1IC of cxistcnDc, it would not be pouible to c:xcroilc
righll QI' to be the bcarc:r of them. But the right to life was inoluded in the Ccnstitution not limply to c:nahrinc the right to
cxiatcnoc. It is not life 81 mere organio matter that the Constitution ohc:ri.lhca, but the right to Iwman life: the right to liw: II a
human beins. to be part of a broader community. to aharc in the c:xpc:ricnoc of Immanity. Thi. oatoept of human life is at the
centre of our conatitutional valuca. TIu: Ccnstitution acela to establish a lOOiety where the individual value of each member of
the community is rccogniacd and trcaaurcd. The right to life it central to IIUOh a aocicty. The right to life, thua undcntood,
incorporates the right to dignity. So the righla to human dignity and life arc entwined. The right to life is more than cxiatcnoc • it
i. a right to be treated 81 a lwman being with dignity: without dignity. human life is IIUbstantiaUy diminished. Without life, there
oannot be dignity."
Sec Malwanyans. fil2 811pTa

Chri.ftianLawyenA88ociationofSA. andOthBn "MlnistBrOfHf1Qlth andOthen 1998 (4) SA 1113 (T). Thi. illUC it disouaacd
in more dctaillatcr in this chapter.
Mohamed And AnothBr " Pruident Of The Republic Of South Africa And Othen (Society For The Abolition Of ThB Death
Penalty In South Africa A ndAnother Intervening) 2001 (3) SA 893 (CC) at p 917
Saobramoney "MinutBrOfHf1Qlth, Kwazulu-Natall998 (1) SA 765 (CC) per Sadta J at para 57 p784. The facti ofthia oaac and
the judgment arc diaouaacd in detail fUrther on in this chapter.
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limitations upon this duty when it comes to prolonging life indefinitely through health care
services. This is a good example of a situation in which the protection aspect outweighs the
promotion and fulfilment aspects of the state's obligations with regard to a right in the Bill
of Rights. Protection of life implies a negative obligation to ensure that no one else can take
it awaf4. It may seem a fine distinction but the only apparent manner in which one can
reconcile the government's duty to protect life and the view of the court in Soobramoney
that this cannot be seen as a right to evade death indefinitely is to take the view that not all
health care services serve to protect life. Some of them actively promote and fulfil it.
Emergency medical treatment protects life. This is why, in terms of section 27(3) of the
Constitution, it cannot be refused. Protection of a right as opposed to its promotion or
fulfilment comes close to being something of a minimum standard of recognition of a
right2s• Other health care services go further than protection. They are the positive as
opposed to negative aspect of access to health services. This is why they are dependent
upon the availability of resources. This argument is best understood if one regards life as a
limited resource which inevitably dwindles over time, rather than as a binary state of life
versus death, which is what Sachs J seems to be stating in his judgment in Soobramoney.
Constitutionally speaking, one should not be robbed of the internal resource called life and
one's possession of it should be respected but the extent to which one

i~

entitled to have

that resource replenished when it is running low is a question of the balancing of the rights
of others to that same resource relative to the availability of the external resources which
24

25

Ackerman ct Goldstone JJ pointed out in Carmichele \I Minuter Of Safety And Security And AnothBr (CenITB Far AppliBd LBgal
Stud;u InlBrwning) 2001 (4) SA 938 (CC) at pa11II 44-4~ P 9~7-9~8: "Scctian 8(1) of the CCIlItitution providc:s: 'The Bill of
Rightl appliea to all law, and bindl the: Legislature, the Executive, the Judioiary and all orgBnll of ltatc.' It folloWi that there il a
duty impOled on the llate and all of ill orglll1l not to perform any sot that in1iinaCi thcac righll. In laDe oircumItanDc:s there
would alao be a poaitive oomponcnt which obliges the Slate and ill or8lll1l to provide appropriate pntcotion to cvcryonc through
law. and IIlructurca dc:signcd to affcrdauclJ. protcotion. In the United SlatcI, a distinction iI drawn bctwccn 'aotion' and 'inaction'
in relation to the 'due proocu' olaUIC of their ConItitution (the 14th Amendment). In DB Shaney \I WtnnBbago COWIty
DBpartmBnI of Social SfI1V;CU, the majority dcolincd to hold a government authority liable for • failure to take poaitive aotien to
prevent harm. AI ltated in the diucnl of Brennan J: 'The Court'. baacline iI the abaatoc of positive rights in the Constitution and
• oonoomitant lUlpioion of any olaim that ICC!III to depend en IUOh. rightll.· The proviaiOOl of our Constitution, however, point in
the oppDIitc direction. So too do the provWODI of the European Ccnvcntion on Human Righll (Convention). Artiolc 2(1) of the
CoIM:ntiori povidCI that 'Ce)vcryonc'a right to life lhall be proteotcd by law'. Thil oorT'CIpOIlW with our ConItitution'a
cntrcnolmcnt of the right to life. We would adopt the following ltatcment in O&man v UnJtBd Kingdom: 'It iI cammon ground
that the atate'a obligation in lhilrapcot cxlcnda beyond ill primary duty to ICCW'C the right to life by putting in p1aoc c:ffcotivc
oriminaI law provWCI1I to deter the oommillion of OffcnOCl agaiIIIt the penon baola:d up by law-cmorcancnt maohinc!y for the
prevention, IUpprcuiOll and lBnotioning of breaches of IUOh proviaiCl1l. It iI thUl aoocptcd by thoac appearing before the Court
that art 2 of the Convcn1iOll may sllO imply in certain well-defined OiroumatanOCI a poIitive obligation on the authoritiCi to take
preventive opcraticnal mCBIUI"CI to protcot an individual whOle life il at riak from the oriminalaotl of another individual ....
It could be argued that rcapcct of a right. rather than ita protc:ction, iI the ablolutc minimum form of rcoognitian but it iI
aubmittcd that I"CIpCOl in many Wayl begl the queation of protection aince I"CIpcct. without protcotion, i.e. the cnforocment of
n:spect, ia largely worthlCII in praotioc. In the real world, the obligation to rcspcot ia given teeth by maohincry designed to
protcot rights. The ohcob and balanoCi of the CCI1Ititution and the cx:i.tcnoc of the thrc:c: branohCl of govc:mmcnt arc all dCligncd
to CI1IUI"C inlsr alia that the righll CDlbrincd in the Conatitution arc protected C\ICIl from. violation by • partioular branch of
government.
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are necessary to replenish it. In this sense the right to life takes on some of the nature of a
socio-economic right. This is because in the context of health care services, the
preservation of life is dependent upon the availability of health care resources. This is no
doubt the conclusion which is so abhorrent to critics of the decision of the judgment in

Soobramoney. For idealists, life is sacrosanct and can under no circumstances be
compromised. In reality this objection is simply yet another iteration within the larger
fractal of the dynamic that pits the interests of the individual against those of the collective.
In reality, life is a concept that is not readily described or defined, its complexity often
highlighted by the many unique and emotionally charged situations that present in the
context of health services delivery.

2.2.2

])i~i~

There is a close connection between health and human dignity, another right that has been
identified as central both in the founding provisions of the Constitution26 and by the
constitutional courf7. Health is an essential for life and for human dignity. Human dignity
is both a constitutional value and a right28. The enjoyment of the rights to life and human
dignity is obviously significantly diminished by poor health. In the context of health care,
situations which throw into stark relief the concepts of life and human dignity and their
interdependence are those in which patients are so severely injured that they can no longer
function as human beings yet remain biologically speaking, alive. Thirion J observed in the
case of Clarke v Hursf 9:
"As it was put in 58 US Law Week 4936: 'Medical advances have altered the physiological
conditions of death in ways that may be alarming: highly invasive treatment may perpetuate human
existence through a merger of body and machine that some might reasonably regard as an insult to
life rather than its continuation. '

26

27

28
29

Scotion l(a) of Act No 108 of 1996
In Makwanyans,fn 2 8Upra. the court laid that: '"The importance of dignity. a founding value of the new COOItitUtion cannot be
ovcrcmphasilcd Rccogniaing a right to dignity iI an acknowledgement of the intrinllio werth of hmnan beingl: human bcinga an:
cnlitlcd to be treated BI worthy of n:IIpcot and ooncern" at .507 ... and ""7he righta to life and dignity arc the mOlt important of all
hmnan rightl, and the 10uroc of all other pc:nona1 righta in ohap 3. By committing ounclVCI to a IOOicty founded on the
recognition of human rightl we arc required to value thcae two righta above all othcn" at 451.
Act 108 of 1996ICOliCll l(a) and ICOtion 10 n:IIpcctivcly.
ClmkB 1992 (4) SA 630 (0) at p6S3
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Patients may be resuscitated and maintained alive when there is not the remotest possibility that
they would ever be able to consciously experience life."
In the terminology of health care, dignity usually equates to quality of life. In a situation in
which a person no longer has quality of life, his or her dignity is usually significantly
impaired. Dignity is thus a prerequisite of health in the sense contemplated by the
constitution of the World Health Organisation.

2.2.3 Bod i1y and Psychological Integrity

Section 12 (2) of the Constitution lends further support to the concept ofa right to health in
its provision to the effect that "Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity, which includes the right(a)
(b)
(c)

to make decisions concerning reproduction~
to security in and control over their body~ and
not to be subjected to medical or scientific experiments without their informed
consent.

Although there is an express right of access to health care services, including reproductive
health care30, a right to health, being broader than a right to medical treatment, must also
protect and respect a person's physical and mental well being which includes bodily and
psychological integrity. This right is a part of the larger right of freedom and security of the
person. Kriegler J observed in Ex Parte Minister Of Safety And Security And Others: In Re

S v Walters And Another1:
"What looms large in both the threshold and the limitation phases of the exercise in the present case
is that the right to life, to human dignity and to bodily integrity are ~dividually essential and
collectively foundational to the value system prescribed by the Constitution. Compromise them and
the society to which we aspire becomes illusory. It therefore follows that any significant limitation
of any of these rights would for its justification demand a very compelling countervailing public
interest. "
In the health care context, the right to bodily and psychological integrity implies a right to
informed consent. This right is also used as support for the argument that a woman is

30
31

Section 27(1) of kt 108 of1996

Walten 2002 (4) SA 613 (CC) at para 28 p631
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entitled to terminate a pregnancy. The post-constitutional legal position with regard to
terminations of pregnancy differs significantly from the pre-constitutional legal position
and the former now permits 'abortion on demand'. In G v Superintendent, Groote Schuur

Hospital, And Others32 the pregnant woman, N, and her grandmother, agreed that she
'should terminate her pregnancy while N's mother opposed such action as the applicant in
this case. At the time when the case was heard there was no recognised right to a
termination of a pregnancy on demand 33 • The court after examining the evidence and
considering the relevant legislative provisions came to the conclusion that the termination
of the pregnancy was legally permissible34 • The post-constitutional legislation that allows
abortion on demand has been attacked twice by the Christian Lawyer's Association and the
latest'decision of the High Court is the subject of an appeaP'. Despite the fact that South
African courts have recognised the right of the mother to terminate a pregnancy, and have
32

33

34

3.5

G \I Superil1ttmdent, Groote Schuur 1993 (2) SA 255 (C).
The appliaable lesialation, the Abortion and Sterilisation Aot 2 of 1975, alI~ a woman to tc:rminate her pregnancy only in
certain narrow and BpCCifio oircUlIlltancca. The Act provided inter alia that a pregnancy may be terminated: "when: the foetus is
aneged to have been omocivcd in conscqw:ncc of unlawful carnal intcrcoune, and two other medical practitionm have certified
in writins. after auch interrogation of the woman omoemcd BI they or any of them may have conaidercd ncocuary, that in their
opinion the p-egnanoy is due to the alleged unlawful oamal intcrooune." Other proviliOl1l, not in iuuc permitted abortioo whc:rc
the oonlinucd prcsnanoy c:ndangcn the life of the woman conocmcd, or conatitutca a moUl threat to her phyaical or mental
health; where there c:xiall a 1c::ri0UI risk that the child to be born will luffer from a phyaical or mental defect of luch a nature that
he Dr Ihc will be irreparably ac:riOUIly handiaappcd; and where the pregnancy is a result of illegitimate cama1 intc:rcour1e, and
two other medical practitioncn have certified in writing that the woman oancemcd luffcn from a permanent mcnlal handicap ar
defect resulting in an inability to comprehend the implioatiOl1l or to bear parental responsibility for the ohild. In G y
Suptn'intendent Groote Schuur, (fn 32 supra) the 14 year old mother claimed that Ihc: had bcc:n raped.
The court noted: "The Abortion Act docs not deal CKprcIIly with the poaition of a minor in rcapcot of whom. a legal abortion il
IOUght to be pcoourcd in terml of ill proviliOl1l. In the normal COUI'IIC, under the common law, the OOIlICIIt of the minor'l
guardian would ncvcrthclCII have been required before an abortion could be carried out on the ohild punuant to the proviIionl of
the Abortion,Act. The common law position bu, however, been altered in a lignifioant rcapcct by the proviaiOlll or. 39(4) of the
Child Care Act, [Act No 74 of 1983] which providc& _ follawa:
'Notwithstanding any rule of law to the oonIrary(a) any penon over the age of 18 yean Ihall be competent to consent, without the BIIiltance of his parent or guardian, to the
performanoc of any operation upon himlclf; and
(b) any penon aver the age of 14 yean Ihall be compdcnl to COI1lCIlt, without the BIIillance of his parent or guardian, to the
performance of any medical treatment ofhimaclf or hill child'
For the purpOllCll of this application it WBI aooepted by OOUl1lCI for aU the partica that the propOled abortion Ihould be regarded _
an operation, and not limply a form of medical treatment. Thi. mCBnl that in the preacnt C81e the COIIIcnl of applicant _ the
minor'l guardian was required, N being only 14 yean of age; but applicant in faot rcfus:d luch conaenl" Act No 2 of 1975 hal
been lupcncded by the Choioe on Termination ofPrcgnancy Act No 92 of 1996.
ScligBOll AJ noted that oounBCl for the applioant ''railed the question whether the rcfQ"CIK)C in the Abortion Act to a woman (the
Afrikaans version bu 'vrou'), and the abacnce of any rcfc:rcnce to • ohild, excludes the application of the Abortion Act to
females W1dc:r the age of 18 years, the definition of 'child' in • 1 of the Child Care Act being any penon under that age. He
suggested, albeit IODlcwhat faintly, that luch a l"CItrictive interpretation mould be given to the term 'woman' in the Abortion Act.
Seligaon AJ held that "Apart from the fact that the Afrikaans term 'vrou' used in the Act also cannotc:B the feminine gender, it
would have abIurd resulll if the Ilatute were intc:rprctcd to permit abortionl in the C81e of fcmalca over the age of 18 yean who
have been the victiml of rape and irmcst, but not. in respect of females under that age. held that: "The Abortion Act w_, in my
view, intended to apply to any female who is carrying a live foetus. If me is a child for the purpDICI of the Child Care Act, then
the proviliona of 1 39 of that Act govern inIofar as OOIlICllt to the abortion procedure is oonocmcd."
The Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act No 92 of 1996 WBI fint attacked in Chrirtian L~ Auociation o/South Africa
and Dthen "MinistllT of Health 1D 21 supra on the basis of the right to life of an unborn ohild. The attack WBI WlIUCCCIIfuJ.. A
lcoond attaok took place in Chrirtian Lawyen Association of South Africa and Dlhen y Minister a/ Health in the Transvaal
Provincial Divilion of the High Court C8IC no m8l2ooo 1OIDc:what ironically on the basil that the definition of ''woman'' in the
Act doea not diffc:rcntiatc between minon and aduill. The Christian Lawycn AIIIociation hu appealed against the dc:cilion of the
court in the ICCOnd Qpplication.
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stated that the unborn child does not have legal personality which is a prerequisite for the
capacity to be a rights holder, they still aclq10wledge the need to balance the interests of the
mother and those of her unborn child3C5• However the mother's rights are taken very
seriously as appears from the judgments of the High Court in the post-constitutional cases
that are discussed in more detail in the pages that follow.

The right to bodily and psychological integrity carries the implication that a person may not
be forced to receive medical treatment against his or her will. In Minister of Safety and

Security and Another v Xaba 37, the court refused to grant an order allowing a bullet to be
forcibly surgical removed from a prisoner's leg against his will on the basis that his section
12 rights would clearly be infringed if the proposed surgery were to take place without his
consent in the absence of a law limiting these rights as contemplated in section 36 of the
Constitution. In Xaba, The Durban and Coast Local Division of the high court criticised the
decision of the Cape High Court in Minister ofSafety and Security and Another v Gaqa38in
which the latter concluded that the relevant sections of the Criminal Procedure Act and of
the Constitution permitted a police official to use the necessary violence to obtain the
surgical removal of a bullet in similar circumstances to those in Xaba. The decisions in
these two cases revolved around interpretations of provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act
and whether they constituted law of general application as contemplated in section 36 of the
Constitution, capable of justifiably limiting a right in the Bill of Rights. It is submitted that
the decision in Xaba is more consistent with the concept of both the right to bodily integrity
JC5

G v Superintendent, Groote Schuur m 32 lupra. The court observed with regard to the righll of the unborn. child that: "Mrs
Stcyn, [the unmarried mother'. curator ad litem] quite oom:ctly, poin1cd out in her report that in the oircWDlfanOCI there ia a
oonfliot between the intc:n:ltl of N and the unborn foetus me is carrying. She oonteoded, howc:vc:r, that the appointment of a
curator ad litem to rcprcacnt the unborn ohild WBI neither oompctcnt oor ncocuary. In thi. regard Iiu: relied on the decilion in
Chrbtian uagrHl of Southern Africa " Rall 1981 (2) SA 821 (0) in which it
held that an unbcrn child is not clothed with
legal pc:nona1ity, that there were no legal grounds far the appointment of a curator ad litem to reprcaent the foctul in oormc:otion
with the termination of the: mother'1 pregnancy, and that there i. no lCopc or nced for the appointment of IUCh • ourator when the
provilions of the Abortion Act are applied. I have oertain doubll about the correotncu of that decision insofar BI it holds that
there is no scope for the extension of the IUIIIciturua doctrine 10 81 to provide protection for an unborn foetus l18ainst an abortion.
It ICCmI to me that there is much to be IBid for recognising that an unborn child hal a legal right to rc:prc:ac:ntation, or an intc::rc:st
oapable of proteotion, in oinrumstancca where ita very existence ia threatened. This issue ia diJoUSlCd in an intr:rcsting and
thought-prowlcing artiole by Profc:s1Cl" L M du PlClllil cnl.itlcd 'Juriaprudc:ntiaJ Reflections on the Statui of Unborn Life' in
(1990) 1 TydIkrif vir die Suid-Afrikalinse Reg 44 at 51-4. The learned author oritioiacl the decillion in Rall'l 08IC supra and
oontcnds that the: law should provide what he oallJ 'preventive protection' for the unborn child. Sec alBo Barnard, Cronje BDd
Olivier The South African Law at PenOl'U awl Family lAW 2nd ed at 26 and Wille 'I Principia of South African Law 8th cd at
68, footnote I, and the authcritic:s there oited. It ia, in my judgment, however, unncoCllBl")' for me to enter into thi. oomplcx
qucation lince:, unlike the position in the Rail cue, in tlu: instant matter the in1creIlI of the foclul arc in fact being aotivcly
rcpreIIcntcd and advanced by the applioant and her legal rcprcscntativc:a who seek to Itop the abcrticn" Sec fUrther the:
lubac:qucnt diaoUliion in this chapter of the two Chrbtian Lawyen' Association 08IeI.
Xaba 2003 (2) SA 703
Gaqa 2002 (1) SACR 654 (e)

W.

37

38
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and a right to health since health in its broader sense is based as much on psychological
integrity as it is on bodily integrity and the power of a person to refuse a surgical invasion
of his or her person is essential for both.

2.2.4 Privacy

The right to privacy, in terms of section 14 of the Constitution, includes the right not to
have one's person or home searched. The physical examination ofa person in a health care
context is very much an invasion of his privacy and such examination can only be lawfully
conducted if that person waives his right to privacy for the purpose of examination.
Information as to a person's health status is also inextricably bound to issues ofprivacyl!l. It
is infonnation that is personal and confidential and if disclosed without permission could
adversely affect his psychological integrity. This is recognised in the Promotion of Access
to Information Act~ Act40 in which personal information is defined as including information
relating to "pregnancy", "physical or mental health, well-being, disability", "medical,
criminal or employment history of the individual" and "blood type"41. In terms of sections
34 and 63 of the Promotion of Access to Information Act, unreasonable disclosure of
personal information about a third party is prohibited. The right to bodily and psychological
integrity, which implies a right to give or refuse informed consent, the right to privacy, the
right to dignity and the right to life together imply a wider approach to questions of health
than simply a right of access to health care services42 . The right to privacy may be breached
by the wrongful disclosure of personal facts43. Privacy in relation to the right to bodily
39

40

41

42
43

Sec for inltanoc Seetal "Pravitha And AnothBr No !983 (3) SA 827 CD) "Yet a blood tc:It on IaDcbody without hia oonac::nt it
unquc::stionably an invaaioo of hiI pivaoy. And the invasion it no leu IUOh because on jUll about cvrry ooouion the tell it
otherwise innoouoUl." The court allO observed at p861 that: "In the end the debate about oompullOJ)' blood tesb amounts, 81 I
ICC it, to a Ihowdown bctwc:c:n the two ideas, theac two ideas which oannot IBtiafactorily be l'Cooooiled, the idea that the truth
Ihould be diaoovcrcd whcnc:vcr pouible and the idea that penanal privacy Bhould be rc:apcctcd. Both arc important Ncither,
howcvc:r, i. 1IIICrQI8nCt. Each, 81 it happc:na, gcb lacrifiocd, the fint on IODlC OOCIIIions, the ICOOIld on othera. The olu between
the two docs not really lend itaclf to argument How the ocxd1ict it rc:aolvcd in this country when the law on tho point it
CMmlually ICttlcd will depend largely on the Itorc the Court then ICb by caoh idea, on ita own IC!1IC ofpriority in that regard"
Act No 2 of 2000
Section l(a) (b) and (d) of Act 2 of 2000
Lc::ary V 'The Right To Health in International Human Righta Law' Health and Human Rights Vol. I, No. I, Fan 1994 atatc:l
that: 'Pfhe ooncc::pt of a right to health implies that fundamental principles of hlDDan righta, disnity. non-diaorimination,
partioipation, andjUlticc arc:: relevant to illUCI ofhc::alth oarc and health atatus."
In Bemrtein And Oths,., " Bater And Oths,., NNO 1996 (2) SA 751 (CC), the oooatitutional court observed at para 73 p791:
'"The difficulty that remains il the dctc:rmination of the acope of 'the provision 81 a whole' or, 81 it ia commonly called, 'the right
to privacy'. UIC of thi. tam baa Dot been unproblematio, aincc in tc::rms of a rc:aolution of the Consultative Auembly of the
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integrity is also recognised in the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act44 in section 5(3)
which acknowledges a pregnant minor's right to choose whether or not to consult with her
parents, guardian, family members or friends before the pregnancy is terminated. The
choice whether or not to disclose an intention to terminate a pregnancy is essentially based
on principles of privacy. It does not relate to health care services directly but it does have
an impact on the psychological and social well being of the pregnant minor.

2.2.5 Environment

In terms of section 24(1) of the Constitution everyone has the right to an environment that
is not harmful to their health or well-being. This right is a key aspect of the international
right to health as reflected in the ICESCR4S, the Constitution of the WH046 and similar
instruments. It implies a right to health rather than a right to health care services 47 • The
Counoil of Europe this right has been defined 81 follows: 'The right to privacy ccmiata cucntially in the right to live one'l own
life with • minimum of intcrfcrcncc. It conocrm private, family and home life, phyaical and moral integrity, honour and
reputation, avoidance of being placed in a faiR light, non-rcvclation of irrcICMlDt and cmblll"l'Mling facll, unautharilCd
publication of private photograpba, protcotion from dilolOlUl"C of information given QI' received by the individual ocnfidcnlially. '
And in the final ooncluaicm of the Nordic Conference on the Right to RClpcct fQl' Privacy of 1967 the following additional
elemenll of the right to privacy an: lillc:d: lithe prohibition to we • penon'l name, identity or photograph without hialher
000ICIlt, the prohibition to apy on a pcraon, rcapect for CCXTCIpcndcnce and the prohibition to dilclOBe official infarmation" and at
para 73 p 795, liThe German, European and American approach IICCIDI to accord with the analyail attempted above, namely that
the nature of privacy implicated by the 'right to privacy' relatca only to the mOlt pcnonaI aspccll of a pcnm'l cxiltc:ncc, and not
to every aspect within hialher pcnonal knowledge and c:KpCricncc."

In S " Jordtm And OthllTl (Su Worlau-r Education And Advocacy Task Force And Oth8n A3 Amici CllTiae) 2002 (6) SA 642
(CC) the oourt ltated at para 76 p673 "There can be no doubt that autonomy to make dccisiODl in relation to intcnIcly significant
aspects of one'l pcnonal life arc encompBlled by the term. AI Ackcnnam J held in the Gay and Labi"" Coalition (Sodomy)
C81C: ·'Privacy rccognilCl that we all have a right to a aphcrc of private intimacy and autonomy which allOWI UI to Cltablilh and
nurture human relationahipl without intcrfcrcnce from the oullidc community. The way in which we give cxpn:uion to our
lc:xua1ity is at the CQI'C of thia area of private intimacy. It: in cxprcuing our IlCXUlllity, we act CCXlICIl8ually and without harming
one another, invasion of that pn:oinct will be a breach of our privacy" and at para 81 p 674 that: "One of the oonIicic:ratiOlll il the
nature of the rclationlhip ooncc:mcd: an invuion of the relationahip between partncn, or parcnl md child. QI' other intimate,
meaningful and intcnacly pcnona1. rclationahipl will be a Itrong indication of a violation clOle to the oorc of priwoy. Another
ccmidcration iI the r:xtent to which the body of a pcrIon iI invaded: phyaical ICBI"ChcI or cxaminaticm arc often inVRIive of
privacy, BI I 13 of the interim COI1Ititution Illggcata. AI we obaervcd bcfOl'C, the CODItituticnal oommibnent to human dignity
invcItI a significant value in the inviolability and worth of the human body. The right to privacy, therefore, ICrVCI to protect and
fDllter that dignity."
44

Choice on Termination ofPrcgnancy Act fn 35 supra
Intcmationa1 Covenant on ECOIlomic, Sooial and Cultural Rigbll (art. 12); the Univcna1 Declaration of Human Righla (art 25);
American Declaration on the RighII and DutiCl of Man (art. 33); European Social Charter (art. 11); African Charter en Human
and Peoplca' Righll (art 16); The Ccmtitution of the WQI'ld Health Organization rccognilcl the right to health 81 lithe enjoyment
of the highest attainable standard of hc:alth il one .of the fundamen~ righll of r:vcry human being without diltinwon of race:.
religion, political belief, economic or lOOial oondition."

46

47

The World Health Organization developed and promulgated the undCl"ltandina of health 81 " . ltate of complete phyaica1, mental
and locial ~II-bcing and not merely the absence of dilcue QI' infumity." (Conatitution of the World Health Organization, Balic
Documfmtr. Official Docwncnt No. 240 (Washington, 1991». The CDIlIlitution of WHO WBI adopted at the Inlcmational Health
Confen:ncc held in 1946 in New York., where it waslisned by the rcprcacntativca oflixty-one IIlatca.
Article 12(2)(b) of the ICESCR apccifiCi the environment u one of the 8I"C8I for state intervention in the realization of the right
to health. Thil provision has traditionally been interpreted u relating limply to occupational health, but in ltate reporting to the
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phrase "health and well-being" is very broad in its ambit and may well anticipate inter alia
the considerable body of the law of nuisance which has developed in South Africa over a
number of years. Air pollution, noise pollution and water pollution are just some of the
issues which, even if they do not affect health per se, could certainly be said to affect the
well-being of human beings. Occupational health issues also enter the equation in terms of
this right since, it is submitted, the term environment is not confined only to a home or
living environment but embraces also the working environment.

2.2.6 Emergency Medical Treatment

In terms of section 27(3): "No one may be refused emergency medical treatment." The
relevance of the prohibition of the refusal of emergency medical treatment to the right to
life has already been discussed under the section dealing with the latter. A right not to be
refused emergency medical treatment is a fundamental element of a right to health because
it relates to the protection of life itself without which a right to health cannot be appreciated
or enjoyed. A right of access to .emergency medical treatment could in a sense be regarded
as part of a minimum core of the right to health. The comforting knowledge that one will
always receive medical assistance in an emergency in conducive to a state of psychological
and social well-being. The nature of the right and its elements is discussed in more detail
elsewhere in this chapter.

2.2.7 Access to Health Care Services, Food and Water Etc

Section 27 (1) stipulates that (1) Everyone haS the right to have access to(a)

health care services, including reproductive health care;

(b)

sufficient food and water; and

CESCR, it iI increasingly being oDl1lidcrcd 81 relating to all environmental isauea that atl'=t human health. Primary health oarc:
.trBtcgiCi inoludc 8COCII to olean drinking water and 1C'W&gC .ervioca, and preventiw health program. mould inolude cmtrol
over human aotlvitica that may c:xpoac people to cnvironmcntal hazarda detrimental to their health. (Cinlle of Rigbll - Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights AcUvilm: A Training RfUOW'CB. Module 14 Univcnity ofMinncacta Human Right. Rcacarch Centre)
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(c)

social security, including, if they are unable to support themselves and their
dependents, appropriate social assistance 48•

The rights expressed in section 27(1) are fully supportive ofa more general right to health
since health is dependent upon not only

a~cess

to health care services but also sufficient

food and watet19. Adequate nutrition and sanitation and social security for those unable to
support themselves are essential ingredients for physical, mental and even social well-being
yet do not qualify as health services per se.

2.2.7 Relationship Between Rights to Health and Access to Health Services

The

~~ter-relationship

between the whole and its parts in the case of the right to health and

the rights that comprise it can be complex. A right to health and a right of access to health
care services could in certain circumstances even conflict, for example, in the case where
treatment severely adversely affects a patient's physical or mental well-being such as
happens in the case of chemotherapy for cancer patients and some forms of radiation
therapy. The spraying of dwellings with DDT to kill mosquitoes in order to protect the
health of residents against malaria im·pacts on the right to an environment that is not
harmful to health or well-being. DDT has been shown to be highly environmentally toxic. It
is a persistent organic pollutant (POP) which can accumulate in the environment over many
years and has been shown to be carcinogenic to humans and hazardous to the long-term
survival of wildlife.5O. At one level, the right to an environment that is not harmful to health
or well-being could be said to be both adversely and positively affected by the DDT
48

49

.50

ThiI i. entirely OOI1IiJtcnt with the provWona of artiole 2!5 of the UDHR which emphasizcl rcoognition of the right of all pcncma
to an adequate .tandard of living, including guarantCCII for health and weD-being. It acknowledges the rclationahip between
health and well-being and ita link with other rights, IUCh .. the right to food and the right to hOUling. u well .. medical and
lOOialllClViCCl.
Thus for instance it has been observed with regard to reproductive health that: ''Reproductive health is only a 1J11811 DCXIlponcnl
of reproductive rights. Further 800CII to reproductive health acrviCCl is only one part of the right to rq:roductive: health, jUlt ..
aocca to health ac:rviCCl iI only one upeet of the right to health. For women to have good reproductive health they have: to have:
good gcnc:ra1 health and the phyaioal, eoonomio and lOOial oonditiona that make pouible good health overall. (Aaian Forum for
Human Right. and Devc:lopmc:nl, Repon ofa COlUllllation on Reproductivfl Right. and Hwnan Righta (Bangkok, 1997).)
Smolcu, Sang and Liraff, "Hazarda and ExpOlUrCll Auociatcd with DDT and Synthetio Pyrcthroida used for V color Control"
World Wildlife Fund, January 1999 (www.worldwildlife.orgltoxics/progareas/oop/ddtS.pdO Sec also Ralaff "The Cue for DDT:
What do you do when. dreaded environmental pollutant laval lival?" Scienctl New. July 1 2000, www.malaris.orglralo1f.hlmJ
and "WHO oallJ DDT usc vital for malaria oontrol" (WHO text) available at
http://usinfo.statc.goy tooical/global!cbyironllatcstlOO 120406.htm
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spraying. This scenario constitutes, in logical terms, what a Mobius strip portrays spatially
since it presents two apparently diametrically opposed situations that are in fact located
upon a single boundary, i.e. the same right, and arise from the same external activity. If a
court were faced with an action against the spraying of DDT to control malaria it would
have to look at whether the short-term improvement in the environment caused by the
elimination of the mosquitoes outweighed the long-term detriment to the environment
caused by the DDT. It would have to ask itself, furthermore, whether the right of future
generations to an environment that is not harmful to health or well-being is greater than the
right of the present generation to life and human dignity which are adversely affected by
malaria. In the examples given above, the composite right to health must be tempered with
or balanced against the component rights to bodily and psychological integrity and the right
to an environment that is not harmful to health or well-being. For instance, a person must
be able to choose to exercise the right of access to health care services. It cannot be argued
that because there is a right of access to health care services that there is no choice to be
made by the holder of the right as to the nature or level of the services which are to be
provided or by whom. The right to accept or refuse health care services is an aspect of the
right to health since it impacts upon a person's psychological well-being as much as his or
her physical well-being.

2.2.8

In Summary

It is evident in view of the foregoing that a right to health, although not expressly provided
for in the wording of the Constitution, can conceivably exist in the interfaces of the various
constitutional rights referred to above. It is not so much an element of the Bill of Rights as
an inevitable result of the matrix formed by the interaction of the various rights therein
contained sl . One must thus be careful of overemphasising the right to health, which is only
a result or effect of the various expressly stated constitutional rights, at the expense of those
SI

Leary (fn 42 wpm) notca that: ''Human rightJ arc interdependent That is, partioular right. may dc:pcnd on other right. fur their
fulfilmenl The right of freedom of lIBIOOiatiCX1, for c:um.plc, ia olosely relatcd to that of frccdan of exprcuion. Many other
cxamplca could be oited. AI hal bcc:n frequently reiterated by human rightl organizatiOlll, all human right. and fundamcnta1
freedoms arc indivilible and intcrdcpcndcnt. 3' Therefore. the right to health cannot be effectively protected without rClpcct for
other recognized rights. Thcle include, in particular, both prohibition of diaoriminalicn, and the right of Pcrlona to partioipate in
dceiliona affcotins them. ..
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rights. As Chaskalson P observed in Soobramoney'2 with regard to the right to life: "Unlike
the Indian Constitution ours deals specifically in the bill of rights with certain positive
obligations imposed on the state and, where it does so, it is our duty to apply the obligations
as formulated in the Constitution and not to draw inferences that would be inconsistent
therewith"'].

The value of a consideration of a broader right to health is that it emphasizes the need,
when dealing with rights involving health care services, not to lose sight of the other rights
conferred by the Bill of Rights, especially those to life and dignity, which the courts have
identified as fundamental to the other rights in the Bill. However, a right to health is the
result of, rather than a prerequisite for, the interaction of the various rights that are
expressly awarded in the Constitution. The outcome of any exercise in the application of a
right in the Bill of Rights is of necessity the result ofa balancing of various relevant rights
in the circumstances of the individual case. Ultimately the concept of a right to health in
South African law is thus likely to be of limited value since it is the interaction of the
various rights in the Bill of Rights which will determine the outcome of a particular case
involving health care services rather than a global consideration of a right to health per se.
It must also be borne in mind that although there may be many similarities between a right

to health implied within the Bill of Rights and the right to health as contemplated in various
instruments of international law, the emphasis of the South African courts has been on local
conditions and the historical background of South Africa'4. Any right" to health implied

'2
53
54

Soobramoney fit 23 supra
Soobramoney fn 23 supra at p 772
''The historical background to the inolusian of the right to dignity in both the interim and final eOOltitutiOOI iI also of
conaidcrable importance in" the intc:rprc:talive enterprise. A. pointed out by Du PIal and Corder ... ·(t)hc hiltory of IYItc:matic
diIorimination in South Africa, from lcarcgation through apartheid, was premiled on grou invasiODl of h1DDan dignity. The
denial of thia human right. protected in many int.cmational human righlll instruments . . . wa 10 pervasive that its inclusion here
[in I 10 of the interim Constitution], immediately after the rights to equality and life, WBI ccmplctcly uncontrovcnial ....
The importanoc of this historical background was alao cmphuiled by O'Regan J in the MakwanyanB CalC at para [329] and by
A£lkcrmann J, O'Regan J and Sachs J, in Prinsloo \I Van derLinde andAlIOther 1997 (3) SA 1012 (Ce) (1997 (6) BCLR 7S9) at
para [31]. Dawood and AlIOthsr y Minister cf Home Affairs and Others,' Shalabi and AlIOthBr y Minister cf Home Affain and
OthBn,' ThomaJ and Another \I Minuter of Home Affairs and OthBrs 2000 (1) SA 997 (e) ". In MakwanyanB, m 2 supra, the
cwrt ll&iei: '"Undoubtedly, thiI conclUlian doca involve in lOme mCIIBUI"C a value: judgmatt. but it u a value judgment whioh
requires objectively to be formulated, having regard to the ordinary meaning of the warda usc:d in I 11(2); ill oonsiltcncy with
the other rights protected by the Constitution and the canstitutional philOlOphy and b1DDanillD cxprcsscd both in the preamble
and the poIt-amble to the Constitution; illl harmony with the national ethos which the eonatitution identifies; the historical
background to the Itruclurcll and ObjcctiVCI of the Constitution; the di.acipline of proportionality to which it mUlt legitimately be
lubject; the effect of the death ICJI.tcnoc on the right to life protected by the COIlItitution; ita inhcrc:nt arbitrarincu in application;
its impact on human dignity; and illl CODIiltcngy with constitutional pcrccptiOOI evolving both within South Afiica and the wcrld
outside with which our country IharcI emerging valuca cc:ntral to the pcrmililible limits and objcctiVCI of punilhmcnt in the
civilised community."
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within the Bill of Rights would in any event have to be construed in the uniquely South
African context. This may lead to outcomes which would not be anticipated in an
international human rights setting. In view of the fact that the constitutional court itself has
deemed it inadvisable to deal with rights not expressly awarded by the Constitution", it is
proposed that further discussion of a notional right to health be dispensed with in favour of
a more concrete examination of the express rights within the Constitution that relate to the
delivery of health care services.

2.3

Understanding The Right or Access To Health Care Services

The right of access to health care services as expressed in the Constitution gives rise to
many questions concerning its practical implementation. It is therefore important to clearly
understand the various elements of the right of access to health care services and their
practical significance. Examples of questions relating to its implementation are:
•

What are the respective obligations of the state and the private health sector in
relation to this right? The issue of the horizontal application of the right of access to
health care services is of considerable importance to the private health sector in South
Africa to the extent that it may require the utilisation of private resources to achieve
public health goals.

•

Does it mean that everyone has a right of access to all health care services no matter
how exPensive the technology involved?

•

Is the rationing of health care services constitutional?

•

To what extent may access to health care services be restricted at an individual level
in order to ensure greater benefits to society as a whole?

•

To what extent is utilitarianism an acceptable standard or basis upon which to ration
access to health care services?
In Park-Ross and Another \I Director: Office For Ssriow Economic Offencu 1995 (2) SA 148 (C): '"The South African
Constitution must be intcrprctcd within the oontcxt and historical baokground of the South African setting. II Sec aim Qozeleni \I
Miraister ofLaw and Order and Anothar 1994 (3) SA 62S (T) at 633F.
In S \I Jordan And Others (Sex Workers Education And Advocacy Task Force And Others As Amici Curiae) (m 43 .rupra) at para
53 p663 the court noted with regard to privacy that: "While we aoocpt that there: is manifest overlap between the righll to dignity,
freedom. and privacy, and each reinfOl'CCll the other, we do not believe that it is uscfuJ. for the purposes of oonatitutional analysis .
to posit an independent right to autoncmy. Thc:rc oan be no doubt that the ambit of each of the protected riabla it to be
dc:tcrmincd in put by the underlying purport and values of the Bill of Rigbll 81 a whole and that the rightJ intcncot and overlap
one another. It docs not follow from thil however that it it appropriate to bBIC our CONtitulionai analysil on a right not c:xprc:IIly
included within the Constitution. II
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•

What is reproductive health care as opposed to "health care services"?

The manner in which the right to health care servtces can be limited must· also be
considered in some detail in order to arrive at a proper understanding of the right of access
to health care services. In general terms, the state is required to take reasonable legislative
and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive realization of
each of the rights referred to in section 27(1)!!6. There is thus an acknowledgement within
the Constitution that the socio-economic rights such as the right of access to food and water
and health care services are limited by the available resources!!7. Further discussion of the
issue of available resources is to be found with reference to specific case discussions below.
Possible answers to the questions posed above with regard to the right of access to health
care services and its limitations are discussed in the rest of this chapter.
2.3.1

'Health Care Services'

The right of access to health

ca~e

services expressed in section 27(1) is a socio-economic

righf 8• According to the constitutional court such rights are justiciable. In the Certijication!!9
judgment the court observed thatl5O :
"(T)hese rights are, at least to some extent, justiciable. As we have stated in the previous paragraph,
many of the civ il and political rights entrenched in the [constitutional text before this Court for
certification in that case] will give rise to similar budgetary implications without compromising
their justiciability. The fact that socio-economic rights will almost inevitably give rise to such
implications does not seem to us to be a bar to their justiciability. At the very minimum, socioeconomic rights can be negatively protected from improper invasion."
Socio-economic rights must be considered as a suite of rights and not discretely when
interpreting them61 • Court decisions involving socio-economic rights generally, and not
!!6
!!7
!!8
!!9
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Section 27(2) of Ad. No 108 of 1996
Govemmfl1lt oltM Republic of South Africa and Othen v Grootboom and Otherw fn 10 mpra, Minister
TTBatmMl Action Campaign and OtMn (No 2) 2002 (S) SA 721 (CC);
TAC, fn S7 8Upra

of Health and OtMn

v

Ex parte Chairp'lrlon of the CONtitutional Assembly: In TB CtJrtijication of the Constitution of thtJ Republic of Saulh Africa,
1996 (4) SA 744 (CC) at para [78]
Thil was lubsequently affumcd in Grootboom (fn 10 mpra) at 60-61, where the oourt noted that: '''While the justioiability of
scoio-cconomio rights has been the IUbject of oonsidcrable jurisprudential and politioal debate, the issue of whether lIOOioeconomio righu arc jUlticiable at all in South Afiioa has been put beyond qucatioo by the tc:xl of our Constitution • ODrIItrucd in
the CtJrtijication judgment... Socio-economio righu arc r:xprc:aly irJgludcd in the Bill of Rights; they oannol be laid to exist on
papc:c only." The oourt in the TAC OIIIC (fn S7 supra) at para [2S] observed: "'The question in the preIICI1l 08IC, therefore, ia not
whether sooio-cconomio rights arc jUlticiable. Clearly they arc."
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only those directly concerned with the right of access to health care services are therefore
of relevance to a consideration of the right of access to health care services62 • The court in
the TACCS 3 case observed that in both of the previous cases involving the enforcement of
socio-economic rights, these rights and the corresponding obligations of the state were
interpreted in their social and historical contextC54 •

In Grootboom 6S the court observed that:
"Rights also need to be interpreted and understood in their social and historical context. The right to
be free from unfair discrimination, for example, must be understood against our legacy of deep
social inequality. The context in which the Bill of Rights is to be interpreted was described by
Chaskalson P in Soobramoney: 'We live in a society in which there are great disparities in wealth.
Millions of people are living in deplorable conditions and in great poverty. There is a high level of
unemployment, inadequate social security, and many do not have access to clean water or to
adequate health services. These conditions already existed when the Constitution was adopted and a
. commitment to address them, and to transfonn our society into one in which there will be hwnan
dignity, freedom and equality, lies at the heart of our new constitutional order. For as long as these
conditions continue to exist that aspiration will have a hollow ring. '"

The court in Grootboom pointed out that the question of how socio-economic rights are to
be enforced is a difficult issue that must be carefully explored on a case-by-case basis
considering the terms and context of the relevant constitutional provision and its application
to the circumstances of the caseC5C5 •

The term 'health care services' is not defined in the Constitution. It is submitted that the
scope of the health care services contemplated in the Constitution is very broad, including
as it does 'reproductive health care'. The express mention of reproductive health care is
I

significant. It indicates that the contemplated health care services must not only address
pathological or disease states but also healthy states67 • Health care services must, in other
61

62

63
64

6S
C5C5

67

In Grootboom (fn 10 8&lpra) at para [24] the court obec:rved that: llSocio-cconomio righta mUll all be read together in the aettins
of the Constitution BI a whole. The State i. obliged to tala: poaitive aation to meet the needs of thoac: living in extreme conditiOl1l
of poverty, homelCllllCll or intolerable hOUling. Their intc:roonneotednell nceda to be taken into acoount in interpreting the
lOCio-c:conom.io rights, and, in particular, in detc:rmining whether the .tate hal met ill obligaticm in b:rmI ofthc:m."
ThU iI the approach that WBI adopted in the TAC cue (fit 51 8&lpra) at para [23] in which the court noted that: IPfhiI Court hal
had to OOI1Iidc:r claiml for enforcement of lOCio-eoonomio righll on two OCOBIicm" and then referred to the SoobramOllBJ Y
MinisttIT ofHsalth, Kwazuiw-Natal. fit 23 IUpra and Grootboom fn 10 mpra.
.
TAC fit S7 mpra
TAC fn 57 8UfJra at page: 1043 para [24] and footnote 8.
Grootboom, fit 10 8UfJra
Grootboom,ml08&lpra
.
O'Sullivan and Bailey in Chukalaon M. Kentridge J, Klaaren J. Maroua, Spitz 0 and Woolman S (cda) Comtitu/i01lal Law of
South Africa at 16-16, quoting Fathalla MF 'Reproductive Health: A Global Overview' AnnaLr NYACAD, SCI 28 June 1991 at P
1 as quoted in Cook R "Human Righll and Reproductive Sclf-Detc:rmination' (I99S) 44 The AmsricQIJ Unlvenity LR 97S at
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words not only be curative but also preventive of disease states or protective of existing
good health. A pregnant woman is not nece~sarily ill. There are nonetheless health services
which she requires in order to successfully give birth to a living healthy baby. Reproductive
health ,?are may include advice on how to avoid the transmission of sexually transmitted
illnesses, including IllY, or services involving the termination of a pregnancy. Similarly, a
person with a terminal illness, although unable to benefit from curative care, may well have
a right to palliative health care services if some of the other rights, such as the right to
human dignity and the right to psychological integrity, in the constellation of rights that
compose a right to health are taken into account A holistic approach to health care services
would be in keeping with the constitutionally imposed obligation to respect, protect,
promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights. It is also supportive of the idea ofa right
to health if one considers the rights in the Bill of Rights as being different aspects of a
central concept. The preservation of a person's health is just as important as its promotion
and restoration. In the context of health care services the obligation to respect, protect,
promote and fulfil covers the full spectrum of the various purposes or objectives of health
care a~tivities which range through disease monitoring and prevention, health maintenance
and promotion programs, to curative and palliative care.

Whilst it could be argued that such a wide interpretation of the meaning of "health care
services" is impractical and that ~t poses an impossibly wide obligation upon the state, it is
submitted that as long as the limitation" of the right within available resources is
maintained 68, such an interpretation is not only reasonable but appropriate to the underlying
humanitarian approach of the Constitution, based on the right to human dignity, as

68

1002, note that: "Rcproductiw health il: 's omdition in whioh the rc:produgtivr: proccu i. acoomplishcd in • Ita1c of oomplete:
mental, physical and lOCial well-being and il not merely the abaenoc of dillCBIC or dillOldcn of the rcproduotive prooeu.
Reproduotive health thcrcfcrc implica that people have the ability to pr-ac:tioe and enjoy ac:xual rclatiOl1l. It further implica that
rqmxiuction iJ oarried to • .uooc:uful outoome through child and inf8I1l 1IlD"Vival, srowth and health dcvclopnent. It finally
implies that wamc:n can go ..rely through pregnancy and childbirth and that fertility regulation can be: adUcvcd without health
hazard! and people are lare in having lex. ...
A fact rcoognilcd in both Grootboom (m 10 mpra) and Minuter of Health and Olhen " T1'BalmBIII Action Campaign and 01"12
(fit 57 8Upra) in which the oourt, referring to Graolboom, IBid: "It is alao made clear that 'I 26 docI not c:x:pcot more of the atate
than is aohievable within ita available l"CIOUrOCII' and docs nat confer an entitlement to 'claim abelter er hOUling immediately
upon demand' and that .. far _ the righta of 8Cceu to houaing, health oarc, IlUfficient food and water, and lOOial lCCurity fer
thole unable to .uppcrt thcmllCIVCII and their dependants arc conoc::mcd, 'the state: is not obliged to go beyond available rCIOW"'Oel
or to realise thcIe right. immediately'" In Soobramoney, fit 23 supra, the court held that: "The appellant'. demand to receive
dialysis treatment at • state: hospital must be determined in accordance with the pr-owiOl1l of • 27(1) and (2) and not I 27(3).
These: IICOtiOl1l entitle everyone to haw 8COCII to health care ac:rviCCI pr-ovidcd by the St&tc 'within it. available rcIOUrOCI'."
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recognized by the constitutional court159• One cannot escape such a broad approach because
of the existence of other rights in the Bill of Rights such as the right to dignity, the right to
bodily and psychological integrity and the right to life. By way of example, it could be
argued that a person would be entitled to palliative care as much on the basis of the rights to
psychological integrity and dignity as on the basis of a right of access to health care
services. A person has a right to emergency medical treatment as much on the basis of the
right to life as on the basis of the right to emergency medical treatment reflected in section
27(3) of the Constitution. The available resources limitation keeps the right within
reasonable and practicable bounds70 •

2.3.2 Access

70

See for inatance Khumalo and Othen " Holomisa 2002 (S) SA 401 (CC) where O'Regan J obacrvcd at 409: '7bc value of human
dignity in our Constitution is not only concerned with an individual'. ICI1IC of .elf-worth, but oonatitu1el an affirmation of the
worth of human beinaa in our locicty. It includca the intrinsic werth of human beingl shared by all people 88 well 88 the
individual reputation of C8Qh penon built upon his or her own individual achicvcmcntJ. The value of lwman dignity in our
Collllitution thc:rcforc valuea both the personal Icnac of lelf-worth as well as the public'l eltirnaticn of the worth or value of an
individual". In Dawood (m. 12 IUpra) at para [3S] the court lfatcd that "The value of dignity in our Constitutional framework
cannot ... be doubted. The Ccmtitution 8IICl"tI dignity to contradict our put in which human dignity for black South Afiioana
W8I routinely and cruelly denied. It 8IICItII it too to inform the future, to invcat in our democracy rc:apcot for the intrinsic worth of
all human beingl. Human dignity thcn::f'ore informs OCI1Ititutional adjudication and intcrprctaticn at a range of levell." Cited with
approval in Khumalo fit 45 SIlPTa AlIO in Dawood (m 12 supra) the court noted that: '"The value of dignity in our Constitutional
framework cannot therefore be doubted. The Constitution a!lller1l dignity to contradict our past in whiah human dignity for black
South AfriC8Jll was routinely and cruelly denied. It 8IIICrtI it too to inform the future. to invest in our democracy rcapcct for the
intrinsic worth of all human beings. Human dignity therefore informs constituticnal adjudication and inlcrJrctation at a range of
levell. It iI a value that infOl1Dl the inteIprc:tation of many, ~ibly all. other righll." Cited with approval in Prince " P1YI8ident.
Captl Law Soci8ty. and Othe,., 2002 (2) SA 794 (CCl. In S " Dodo 2001 (3) SA 382 (CC): "Human beings arc net oommoditiCi
to which 8 price can be attached; they arc creatures with inhc:rcn1 and infinite worth; they ought to be treated as c:nda in
thcmaclvca. never merely 81 mCBnl to an end." Sea also Grootboom (fn 10 supra) in which the court IBid: ''Tha proposition that
righll are interrelated and arc all equally important iI not merely a theoretical postu1ate. Thr: oonccpl hal immense human and
practical lignificancc in a lociety founded on 1nunan dignity. equality and fh:cdom. It il fundamental to an evaluation of thG
rcaaonablcneu of ltate action that account be taken of the inherent dignity of human beings. The Comtitution will be worth
infinitely leu than ill paper if the rcuonablc:ncu of ltate action conccmcd with housing iI dc:tcnnined without regard to the
fundamental COIlItitutional value of human dignity. Section 26, read in the context of the Bill of Rightl 81 a whole. mUll mCSl
that the rcspondcnla havc a right to reasonable action by the ltate in all ciroumstanCCl and with particular regard to human
dignity. In short. I c:mphaaiae that human bcinsa arc required to be treated 88 human bema-."
See the diacuuion in Chapter 1 an minimum core content. It il impcxtant to realise that. unlike international law. the South
African Constitution UICI a top-down approach in lenni of which the righll arc OOl1Itrucd widely but limited to the c:xtcnt of the
available 1"CIOurcc:a. ThiI Bpp'Oaeh obvialcll the need for the minimum core concept beoaUla the Iattc:r IUggc:atI 8 boltom-up
approach in k:nnI of which the content of the right iI Ilowly incn:ascd or built up with the minimum. gore contc:nt 88 I buc. It il
lubmittcd that the South African approach il preferable as it alloWi for changing ciroumstanCCl in which I"CIOUI'CCI may grow «
dwindle without detracting from the value of the right or 100ing light of ill key objcctivCL It il more realistic than the minimUDl
core concept which aceb to impolC upon States a duty to provide a particular act of bend'ill irrcIIpcotivc of whether or not thG
I"CIOUl"OCII cxill for them to do 10. There iI an unfortunate tendency BlDongat lOme human rightl lawycn to ICC lOOio-cconomic
righll in the abltraet. divorced from the economic realitiCi of existence: in which the notion of unlimited I"CIOUI'CCI iI a fairytalc.
Thil approach, it iI IUbmitlcd undermines and dcva1UC1 thClC rights, rather than reinforcing and adding weight to them in
practical temtl.
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The fact that the Constitution makes provision for "access" to health care services must be
taken into consideration in seeking to understand the nature of the right. It is not a direct
right to health care services but a right of access. A right of access, it is submitted, is not as
direct a right, as a right to health care services per se. The meaning and implications of a
right of access should not be underestimated 71 • It is submitted that this distinction allows for
the possibility of payment for health care services by those who can afford to do so and also
emphasizes the responsibility of the individual for his or her own health status. A direct
right to health care services is

lik~ly

to preclude the legitimacy of a payment requirement

and also to preclude, to a significant extent, the responsibility of an individual for his or her
own health status. A right that grants access implies that the holder of the right must also
make some kind of an effort in order to obtain the services. A direct right to health care
services tends to suggest rather that health care services must be brought to the right holder
on whatever circumstances or situation he finds himself. The aspect of access suggests
health care services must be placed within the reach, in terms of geographical, economic,
sociological and physical factors, of people in South Africa. In this sense it could be much
wider, in practical terms, than a direct right to health care services. For instance, a right of
access can also imply that in a deep rural area, where it is not feasible to build a clinic and
people do not have readily available transport, there is an obligation on the state to provide
the necessary transport to the nearest health care facility, rather than building a health care
facility in a location where it is not cost effective to do so. Similarly in a situation where for
instance there is a natural disaster such as flooding, which is preventing people from
accessing health services because they are stranded, a right of access means that the state
must alter their circumstances so that they are able to freely exercise their right of access to
health care services. A right of access also implies a greater degree of flexibility than a
direct right to health care services in that the state could take a decision not to provide
health care services at all but rather allow the private health sector to do so in a system in
which the state is a funder of health care services rather than a supplier. "Access" widens
the focus to include activities that may not themselves fall within the definition or scope of
71

Liebenbcrg in Chaskalsco fit aZ in 67 8Upra at 41-26 ltatcs that: ''The phr.e 'IICOCII to' the rights in 1126 and T1 (BI oppoacd, for
CXIIIDplc, to • 'right to adequate housing') appean to have bc:c:n UBCd to rcai.t an intcqm:tation that the state ia obliged to deliver
the right. directly and without charge to evcry'coc. Thoac with sufficient rcaOlD"CCll will have the mC8l1ll of IICOCIIII to adequate
hOUling (for examplc through rc:ntal, purchase ctc) and will nol need ltate BIIilllanDe to IICOUI"C hoUling. It thUi limita the
rcaponaibility to thoac individuala and sroupi who encounter particular diffioultica in gaining IICOCII to the:: moUi rigblL In the
South African contCld, theae will sencrally be mcmben of diaadvanlagcd and wlncrable sroUpl."
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the term "health care services" per se. It includes state activities in the maintenance and
upgrading of public hospitals and ambulances, referral systems between municipal,
provincial and national health facilities, the licensing of public and private health
establishments, programmes for the education and retention of sufficient numbers of health
professionals necessary to provide health care services and the creation of a nondiscriminatory environment in the health sector.

2.3.2.1 Practical Implications

The right of access, in its practical outworking, can imply obligations upon government
departments other than the departments of health. For example, if the road that leads to a
hospital becomes inaccessible due to lack of maintenance or a natural disaster it may be the
duty of the department of public works or its provincial or municipal equivalent to ensure
that it is cleared. The inappropriate or over regulation of health care markets by the
department of trade and industry or the Competition Commission could conflict directly
with the right of access to health care services where for instance it results in loss of acces~
to medicines because trade conditions in South Africa are so unfavourable that major drug
manufacturers are no longer prepared to supply the medicines and there is no alternative
source of supply. If the department of education, and tertiary education facilities, for
example, do not make provision for the education and training of suitably qualified
pharmacists, this will impact upon access to health care services. Even within the narrower
context of health establishments~ access to health care services is dependent upon effective
and efficient management that ensures that electricity and water ~il1s are paid timeously so
that these utilities are not cut oft: that relationships with external suppliers of food and
telephone services are maintained, that human resources are managed in a responsible
manner so that strikes and other disruptive labour action are avoided where reasonably
possible.

Liebenberg 72 points out that:

72

ChaakaJaon et al fn 67 mpTYJ at 41-28 to 41-29.
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"Deprivation of access arises when the state, through legislation or administrative conduct deprives
people of the access they enjoy to socio-economic rights ... Administrative conduct under a statute
may amount to the deprivation of a substantive constitutional guarantee ... In the absence of
justification, administrative action that deprives people of their access to socio-economic rights is
unconstitutional. Unreasonable administrative action and procedural unfairness also infringe the
right to just administrative action and will require independent justification under the limitations
clause. This illustrates the inter-relationship between socio-economic rights and the right to just
administrative action."

The relationship between administrative law and the rights involving health care services
will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. The foregoing does not mean that the state is
obliged to maintain all existing health facilities and programmes and may not shut any of
these down, especially ·when they are shown to be inefficient and wasteful or resources
could be better deployed elsewhere. Logically speaking the executive branch of
government must have the flexibility to be able to reallocate resources in accordance with
changing needs and circumstances 73. There may well be individuals who are adversely
affected by such reallocation decisions and the debate is then likely to tum again to whether
the interests of the individual must take preference over the interests of a larger group of
people or even society as a whole. As noted elsewhere, whilst the constitutional court has
acknowledged that there may be times when the interests of society as a whole must prevail
over the interests of the individuaP4 it has tended in" other cases to prefer the interests of
smaller groupings 7'. It is clear that there are qualifiers as to when the interests of the whole
will prevail against those of the individual. These will be discussed at a later stage. It is
submitted that as the South African legal system and government develop and mature
beyond the binary questions of access and no access and have and have-not, issues of
access will increasingly become questions of degree. In other words, instead of whether or
not a drug should be available, it will be a question of which one out ofa choice of several
alternatives should be preferred and included in the essential drugs list and why or how far
73

74

7'

Liebc:nbcrg (fn 67 .r&q:Irq) at 41-29 observes that: "In conaidc:ring wbcthcr a penon has bcc:n dcpri~ of IlCCCII to a socioeconomic right, account mUlt .110 be taken of the fiwt that aOOCll is not IOlely dependent on state provilion. Not every lCaling
down er even abolition of a pogramme of ltate mpport will amount to • negative infringement of the rights in 1126(1) and 27(1).
The effi:cll of a particular melllUrC will require clolC scrutiny to uccrtain whether it dcprivca the affected beneficiaries of
effective acoc:u to the particular righL A violation will not ariJc if mitable alternative programmes exist or if the beneficiary can
Sain IIOCCIII to the right through hi. or her private rcaourcca. Thi. interpn:tation prc:ICIVCI a reasonable me.ore of flexibility fer
the Ilatc in ill policy and lcgillative choiCCl. At the lBDle time it rcquirca the application of heightened Icrutiny to me.urca
depriving poor and diudvantaged groupIlo .tate Bllillancc:."
In Soobramoney fn 23 IUJR'tl
Such .. Grootboom and TAe fn 10 and m57.r&q:1Ta
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away the nearest accessible emergency unit or pharmacy is situated and whether it is close
enough.

For the present, as the recent TAe case'6 demonstrates, the early stages of development do
require the resolution of such binary questions, and are still very much in evidence. That
case was essentially about deprivation of public sector patients of a right of access to health
care services, specifically a drug known as Nevirapine. It was not complete denial of access
as the government had established a number of pilot sites which offered treatment using the
drug to mothers and their newborn babies. However, the objection to the policy was that the
drug was only available at a few pilot sites in each province and that it should be made
available at all public sector health facilities. The drug was already available in the private
sector as it had been registered with the Medicines Control Council as being indicated for
the prevention of mother to child transmission of mv. In that case the applicants, and
subsequently the constitutional court, made much of the fact that the drug was available in
the private sector but not in the public sector77 • The government's administrative decision to
gradually introduce a treatment regimen for pregnant mothers and their babies in the public
sector was unconstitutional deprivation of access to health care services because the public
sector caters for the poor and disadvantaged who have no alternative means of securing the
drug themselves. The fact that the drug was available to the state free of charge and that the
treatment was relatively short term did not help the state's case.

2.3.2.2 Links to other rights

76
77

TAC, fn 57mpro. Sec later fer the faots ofthc: C81C.
TAC fit 57 '"Pro. Sec the argument of the applioants at p 735 of the judgmClll whc:rc it it IIlatcd that: "There: it no rational cr
lawful bllil for allowing cioctcn in the private ICOtor to cxcroiac their profcuional judgment in dccidinS when to praoribo
Ncvirapinc, but effectively prohibiting dooton in the public Kolor from doinS 10", at p 746 wha-e the court obsCI'VCI that: .~
rille. of Ncvirapine oaUling harm to infants in the public health IICCtor outside the racaroh and training lite. om be no greater than
the riak that cxiatl at loob a lite or where it it administc:rc:d by mcdioal praotitioo.cn in the private aeotor", at p 733 liThe orux of
the problem, howcvc:r, lie. ellcwha-e: what il to happen to thoIC mothcn and their babiCi who oannot afford aooCil to private
health oarc and do not have 800CII to the raearoh and training litcl?" at p 748 "In dealing with thelC questiON it mUit be kept in
mind that thia calC oonoc:mI partioularly thole who oannot afford to pay fer mcdioal ICI'ViCCI. To the: cxtcnl that Sovcnuncnl
limib the IUpply of Ncvirapinc to ill research litcl, it is the pocr cubide the catchment areal of thClC IitCi who will luffer. There
is 8 difference in the PDllitioni of tboIC who can afford to pay for ICMOCI and thDlle who cannot. State policy mUll take account
of thcIC diffCl'CllOCl" and at p7S0 "Hen: we an: oonocmed with children born in public hDllpitall and olinici to mothcn who arc
for the mDllt part indisent and unable to pin BOCCII to private medical treatment which il beyond their mClUll. They and their
children an: in the main dependent upon the State to make health oarc acrv1.CCI available to them."
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It is submitted that a right of access harks back to the fundamental constitutional value of
and right to dignity and dignity in its tum is closely linked to equality. In the past, people
were denied access to certain health facilities and health care services because the values of
dignity and equality were not respected. 78 A right of access to health care services reflects
more accurately the break with the past intended by the Constitution than a mere right to
health care services would have done. It implies that in the private and public health sectors
alike, people of all races and cultures must have equal access to health care services.
Access may not be denied in the private sector on the grounds of unfair discrimination such
as happened in the past. This is not to say that people of all races and cultures must have
free access to health care services in the private sector. It is arguing rather that criteria for
access must be applicable to everyone regardless of their race, culture and other
characteristics on the basis of which they were previously the victims of unfair
discrimination. The right of access to health care services as stated in section 27(1) imposes
no specific obligations upon the state as opposed to the private sector. It is important to
make this distinction in order not to conflate the right with the corresponding obligation of
the state alone as expressed in section 27(2). It is submitted that the right in section 27(1)
does not only give rise to a corresponding obligation on the part of the state to give access
to health care services although the obligations of the state, as expressed in section 27(3),
with regard to promotion and fulfilment of the right are undoubtedly broader than those of
private entities. Questions of the ability to pay aside, a private sector health establishment
that denied a person access to its facilities for a reason which is not legally justifiable is as
likely to be acting in violation of the constitutional right of access to health care services as
it is to be guilty of unfair discrimination. This demonstrates the link between access on the
one hand and dignity and equality on the other.
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See for instance, Cowen S 'Can 'Dignity' Guide South Africa'. Equality Jurisprudencc?' (17) SA.lHR 2001 p 34 at P 43 where
Ihc Ilatc:l that: ''O'Regan J makCl a UICful distinotion between a vilian of dignity that iI informed by the pllll and a vi.ion for the
future. Viewing dignity through the lena of history and humanity that WBI denied people in the put can provide: a uac:fuJ. way to
undcntand ill meaning mon: fully. Such an hiltorioal approach iI also evident in rccc:nt cxtra-ourial ltatcmenta by A£1kmnan J.
In ru. Bram Filcher IIpCCOh delivered in May 2000, Ackerman J IUgp.cd that: 'it iI pcrmiuible and indeed ncceuary to look at
the ill. of the put whioh [the CCnltitution] .cc:b to rectify and in thia way...to cIlablilh what equality and dignity meBIL .. What lay
at the heart of the apartheid philOlophy W8I the cx1cnIive and lUltained attempt to deny to the majority of the South Afiicm
papulation the right of IClf-idcntifioation and IClf-detcrmination. .. Who you were. when: you could live, what lOhool. and
univc:nitiCi you oould attend, what you could do and upirc to, and with whom you could form intimate pcnonal rclaticmahipl
W8I d.etcrmincd far you by the lltate... The ltate did ita belt to deny blEb that which i. definitional to being human, namely the
ability to undCIItand or at ICBlt dcfmc onClelf through OOCI own powcn and to act freely BI a moral agent purIU8Ilt to .uoh
undcntanding of lCIf-dc:finition. Blaob were treated 81 a mCanl to an end and hardly ever • an end in thcmlClVCI; and aImOil
complete rcvenaI of the Kantian imperative and conocpt of prioclCII inner worth and dignity. ,n
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It is

su~mitted

that questions of access are fundamental to

govemment~s

obligation to

respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights as envisaged in section
7(2) of the Constitution. It imposes both negative and positive obligations on the state. 79 In
a consideration of whether access has been unlawfully denied in a particular instance, an
examination of the state's obligation to respect, protect, promote and fulfil would have to
be undertaken with regard to the specific circumstances of the case together with other
limiting factors such as the availability of resources.

2.3.2.3 Rationing

A further question that i~ of importance in understanding the right of access to health care
services is the question of the nature and level of care to which people are entitled. Whilst
this question may be answered at one level "On the basis of the limitation of available
resources it does raise other issues which are not necessarily completely addressed by this
argument. Take for example the situation of a terminally ill person or someone who is in a
persistent vegetative state who can perhaps be kept alive by a particular health care
intervention but with no improvement in quality of life or prospects of recovery. The
treatment is of such a nature that it simply adds on a few more days or weeks of life but
Dc VOl P, 'Grootboom, The Risht of Acocu To Housing and substantive Equality. CmtCldual FaimCII' 17 South African
Journal of Human Righu 2001 p2'8 at p 271-2 poinlB out that: "The judgement in Grootboom cxmfirma that the right of acceu
to housinS creates both nesatiw: and pOlitive obligatiOlll fOl" the state ... But the mot that a26 creates a right that can be enforced
by individuals does not mean that individuals have a right to olaim aocess to shelter or housing on demand The individual has a
right to demand that the state take action to begin to address the housing needs of those individuaJa who cannot provide far
themselves 01" who need _istance from the state befere they would be able to Sain access to adequate housing. The pOIitiw:
CClIDponcnt of the risht of 8OCCI8 to adequate housing thus plaoea a duty upon the state to take atcp to address the housing needs
of society. Giwn the constituticma1 Yiaion of a sooiety in whioh all individuals will have aocess to adequate housing. the failure
by the state to take adequate steps to aohiew: this goal would OORItitute a failure to engage meaningfully with the transfCll'llllltiw:
visiCD of the Constitution. In enforcins this right, a court will be required to evaluate the state's actiaa, tint, to determine
whether any steps have been taken and seoond, whether appropriate Iteps have been taken. At the heart of the Grootboom
judgment il the Court's interpretation of what would ocmtitule such appropriate lteps and when the atepa tabn by the state
would not be satisfaotory fram a oonstitutional point of view. Where oow are oalled upon to cxmaidcr whether the state has
fulfilled ita positiw: obligatiCllll to take appropriate lteps to realise the right of aooess to adequate housing. the question will
revolve around the rsasonablenul CII' not of the state'l plan and the implementation ofthil plan."
It is lubmitted that the validity of these ltatements in the oontext of aocea to health oare servioes is born out by the approach of
the oonstitutianal oourt in the rAe caac. Howevcc these oammenta also add a subtle gloss to the lignifioance of a right of QCCeII.
A right of aCOCll in a seaue p-eoludea a olaim to health care aervioes CIl demand.. In more dcw:loped Countries IIIOOCIIII is likely in
many instanoea to be a fairly subjective OQIloept that involves questiCllll of degree. Whilst there will always be new medioal
teohnologies and drugs that are out of the reach of many people because they are too c:KpeDIivc, tbcrc are very often other preexisting, albeit slower 01" more oumbersome ways to address a health omditiCllL An example is that of sCHl8lled 'keyhole surgery'
or minimally invasive SurserY which employs very small instrumentl to perform endClIoopioally oertain types of lurgery that
would otherwise require much larger incisions and more physioal injury to the body. Keyhole surgery by experienced surgeons
usually takes Ie. time. tluul crdinary open surgery and the patient usually has a muoh quicker reoovcJ)' rate. However the
teohnology used for keyhole surgery can be mere expensiw: than that used in ordinary open IUrpy and some piblio ROtCII'
health establishments may limply be unable to afford it. Thia does not mean however, that they oannot treat the condition at all.
It means that they simply use the oldcr methods of doinSIO.
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cannot necessarily do so indefinitely. It is expensive and its utilisation to prolong the life of
the terminally ill person may entail an opportunity cost for saving the life of someone else
who stands a better chance of recovery. Is a person entitled to such treatment? The question
relates as much to the right to life as it does to the right to health care services. These
questions are at the heart of the interface of the law and the profession of medicine.
Medical personnel are faced with difficult decisions of this nature on a regular basis. At
what point can and should the law interfere with such decisions? These questions were
canvassed by the constitutional court in Soobramoney v the Minister ofHealth (KwaZuluNatal) 80.

2.3.2.4

Soobramoney v the Minister ofHealth (KwaZulu-Natall 1

Facts

The applicant was a 41-year-old unemployed man, who was gravely ill. He was a diabetic,
he suffered from an ischaemic heart disease and he had chronic renal failure. The province
had refused to allow him access to provincial renal dialysis facilities and he could not
afford to access these in the private sector because he was unemployed and was not a
member of a medical scheme. The basis for the refqsal of the province to dialyse the
applicant was that he did not satisfy the criteria that had been laid down by the provincial
health authorities in order to ensure that maximum benefit was derived from the limited
number of renal dialysis machines available in the province. Patients suffering from
irreversible chronic renal failure were not admitted automatically to the provincial renal
dialysis programme but according to a set of guidelines in terms of which the primary
requirement for admission was a patient's eligibility
for a kidney
transplant A patient who
.
.
~

eligible for a transplant would be provided with dialysis treatment until an organ donor

was found and a kidney transplant had been completed. According to the guidelines,
patients were not eligible for kidney transplants unless they were free of significant
vascular or cardiac disease. Since the appellant suffered from ischaemic heart disease and

80
81

Soobramoney" Minister o/Health,Kwazuz",-Natal m23 8Upra
m23 supra

Soobramoney
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cerebro-vascular disease he was not eligible for a kidney transplant and therefore did not
qualify for the renal dialysis program. The High CourF noted that in the applicant's case,
"[t]he word 'chronic' denotes a progressive deterioration and irreversible disease".

Judgment
The constitutional court upheld the decision of the High Court in favour of the Minister of
Health (KwaZulu-Natal). It took the view that that the obligations imposed on the state by
sections 26 and 27 of the Constitution dealing with the right of access to housing, health
care, food, water and social security were dependent upon the resources available for such
purposes, and the corresponding rights themselves were limited by reason of the lack of
resources. Given this lack of resources and the significant demands made on them by high
levels of unemployment, inadequate social security and a widespread lack of access to
clean water or to adequate health services, an unqualified obligation to meet these needs
would not at the time of the case be capable of being fulfilled.
On the subject of the allocation of scarce resources Chaskalson P quoting with approval
from R v Cambridge Health Authority. ex parte JJB3 in which the British court of appeals
stated:
"I have no doubt that in a perfect world any treatment which a patient, or a patient's family, sought
would be provided if doctors were willing to give it, no matter how much it cost, particularly when
a life was potentially at stake. It would however, in my view, be shutting one's eyes to the real
world if the Court were to proceed on the basis that we do live in such a world. It is common
lmowledge that health authorities of all kinds are constantly pressed to make ends meet They
cannot pay their nurses as much as they would like; they cannot provide all the treatments they
would like; they cannot purchase all the extremely expensive medical equipment they would like;
they cannot carry out all the research they would like; they cannot build all the hospitals and
specialist units they would like. Difficult and agonising judgments have to be made as to how a
limited budget is best allocated to the maximum advantage of the maximum number of patients.
That is not a judgment which the court can make"
and then observed that:
"The provincial administration which is responsible for health services in KwaZulu-Natal has to
make decisions about the funding that should be made available for health care and how such funds
B2

83
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should be spent These choices involve difficult decisions to be taken at the political level in fixing
the health budget, and at the functional level in deciding upon the priorities to be met A court will
be slow to interfere with rational decisions taken in good faith by the political organs and medical
authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with such matters,,84.
The constitutional court rejected the argument that the applicant's situation fell to be
decided under section 27(3) which grants the right not to be refused emergency medical
treatment. It held, given that the appellant suffered from chronic renal failure and that to be
kept alive by dialysis he would require such treatment two to three times a week, that his
condition was not an emergency calling for immediate remedial treatment. It was rather an
ongoing state of affairs resulting from an incurable deterioration of the applicant's renal
function.

The ~ourt also rejected the right to life argument which claimed that on the basis of the
right to life, everyone requiring life-saving treatment who was unable to pay for such
treatment herself or himself was entitled to have the treatment provided at a state hospital
without charge. Chaskalson P observed in this regard that:
"In our Constitution the right to medical treatment does not have to be inferred from the nature of
the state established by the Constitution or from the right to life which it guarantees. It is dealt with
directly in s 27. If s 27(3) were to be construed in accordance with the appellant's contention it
would make it substantially more difficult for the state to fulfIl its primary obligations under ss
27(1) and (2) to provide health care services to 'everyone' within its available resources. It would
also have the consequence of priQritising the treatment of terminal illnesses over other forms of
medical care and would reduce the resources available to the state for purposes such as preventative
health care and medical treatment for persons suffering from illnesses or bodily infinnities which
are not life threatening. In my view, much clearer language than that used in s 27(3) would be
required to justify such a conclusion." 85

Significantly, the court held that the state's failure to provide renal dialysis to all persons
suffering from chronic renal failure did not constitute a breach of its constitutional
obligations as reflected in section 27(1).

Discussion

84
85

Soobramoney, m23 .rlq.)ra. para 29 p776
Soobramoney, m23 .rupra at para 19 P T13 - 714
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It is submitted with respect that the constitutional court made a number of significant

pronouncements. on the right to life and health care services in this case and provided some
fairly solid answers to the questions posed previously. SoobramomeJ!6 is an extremely
important decision in that it highlights the fact that there is justification in preferring the
interests of the collective over those of the individual in certain circumstances. The
individualistic approach must have limits if society is to function successfully as a whole.
This principle applies as much with regard to constitutional rights as it does to criminal
law. Chaskalson P recognised this in the Soobramoney judgment with the words:
"The state has to manage its limited resources in order to address all these claims. There will be
times when this requires it to adopt an holistic approach to the larger needs of society rather than to
focus on the specific needs of particular individuals within society.'~
Another important point to emerge from the decision of the Court in SoobramoneYS is that
rationing of access to health care services is a legitimate, and necessary activity and that a
constitutional right of access to health care services cannot detract from the hard fact of
limited resources. Sachs J observed that:
"In all the open and democratic societies based upon dignity, freedom and equality with which I am

familiar, the rationing of access to life-prolonging resources is regarded as integral to, rather than
incompatible with, a human rights approach to health care,"sg
pointing out that:
"Section 39(1)(a) of the Constitution requires us when interpreting the bill of rights to promote the
values that underlie an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and
freedom.'~

The concept of rationing is discussed in more depths elsewhere in this chapter. It is
intricately linked to the issue of available resources and the progressive realisation of socioeconomic rights which is essential to an understanding of the constitutional right of access
to health care services.

8C5
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It is clear from the judgment of the court in Soobramoney that there are boundaries beyond
which the law should not interfere in matters involving the allocation of resources91 • Even
the right to life cannot found a right on demand to life-saving medical treatment in all
cases. The criteria for the courts in deciding whether or not interfere with a decision of the
political organs and medical authorities responsible for such matters as stated by the court
are rationality (it is submitted that in the light of the Grootboom and TAC decisions92 this is
better described as 'reasonableness '93) and good faith. These criteria are in many respects
simply a reflection of the administrative law principles of procedural filirness and
administrative justice. After all, the decision by the KwaZulu-Natal health authorities to
adopt the renal dialysis protocol which applied to Mr Soobramoney could be classified as
an administrative decision although the court does not seem to have expressly regarded it as
such. As with all administrative decisions, if one applies one's mind

th~n

one is likely to

act rationally and take reasonable decisions. If one acts in good faith, there must be an
absence of bias and the proper appl~cation of one's mind. It is submitted that these grounds
are similar to the grounds of review that are often applied in order to judge the integrity and
validity of administrative decisions. In the case of Roman v Williams N094 the court held
that an administrative decision was:
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Sec Roux T "Legitimating Traosformatico: Political Resource AIl00atico in tho South Aiican Constituticoal court"
..Judges.itis said, are neither
mandated ncr institutionally equipped to undertake the complex: eoonomio and inten:It balancins enquiries that inform the
allocation of publio 1"C8OUfCCI. It is therefore unwise:: to Sive judses the power to review deoiliOl1l taken by the politioal branohal
in this area and foolish for judges to .elUDe this power wheu they arc not compelled to do 10. If these propoeiti011l arc bue for
judges in establislu:d dcmooraoics, one would expCGt that they would apply with even greater force in new dcmocnciea where
the judioial branch is by definition, still in the proceu of buildins the institutianal legitimacy required to play a meaningful role
in politiOl. It is thc:cefon: mrprisins that lOme of the most far-n:achinS decisions in this area haw been handed down by
oanstituticoal oourtI in Hunpry and South Afiica - both oountries dcmoomtised in the last fifteen yean. It is even mCll'C
mrprising that, in the Q8IC of South Africa, the judioial review of political resouroe allocation has not as yet 1rissered any
sisnifioant protest from the CltCcutive."
Grootboom fh 10 and TAe fh S7 8Upra
Sec de Waal, Currie and Er8llllUl, fh 2 8Up1'Q at P 439, where they obacrve that: "While there can be COIIIidc:rable disagreement
about the beat way to achieve these goals,. the state hal an obligation to jUltify ita choice of means to tho public. Put another way,
the standard of reuonablCl1Cll requira re8lOl1 Jiving. But the court's role does not end with requiring an explanation. The
explanation can be evaluated for ita rcaaonablCllClll, ita ability to convince a I'CIIIOII8ble penon of ita oohc:cence. The obligatico of
juatifioatico JDC8IlI the provision of re8lOJll that would satisfy mOlt people of the raticma1ity of a polioy on ill own terms, even if
they an: DOt ocnvinoed about the wisdom. of choosing such a polioy in the first place." Sec also Roux fit. 91 8Upra at p 7 who
states that: "It is thc:refore instructive to compare this review standard [as expreued in Grootboom] to the rational-b.is and
proportionality atandarda in South Afiican and oomparative COIIItitutional law, which mark. respectively the low and high ends of
the oontinuum of review standards &om which the court misht have ohOIen. Thr: re8lOJl8blcmeaa standard in Qrootboom is
clearly strioter than the rational-basis standard applied under sccticn 9(1) of the 1996 Ccmtitutico." He men as authcrity for
this observation to Bel Porto School Governing Body and Others" Premier a/the Province, Wutrlrn Cape and Another 2002 (9)
BCLR 891 (Ce) para 46 where it was hr:ld that the Grootboom rcaaCllUlbleneas review standard was a "hiper standard" than the
review standard applied under section 9(1) of the Constitution.
Roman 1998 (1) SA 279 (C) at P 284 • 28S
http://www.law.wits.ac.1.a1calsllVoublicationaipcIDnorwaxpaper.pdfatp2whoo~that
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"reviewable administrative action within the purview of s 33(1) and (2) oftbe Constitution Act 108
of 1996 (as these subsections are to be deemed to be read in terms of item 23(2)(b) of Schedule 6 of
the Constitution) and such a decision must be justifiable, in relation to the reasons given for it
Justifiability as specified is to be objectively tested. The scope of this constitutional test is clearly
much wider than that of the common-law test and it overrides the common-law review grounds as
set out in Johannesburg Stock Exchange v Witwatersrand Nigel Ltd ...
Administrative action, in order to prove justifiable in relation to the reasons given for it, must be
objectively tested against the three requirements of suitability, necessity and proportionality which
requirements involve a test of reasonableness. Gross unreasonableness is no longer a requirement
for review.
The constitutional test embodies the requirement of proportionality between the means and the end.
The role of the Courts in judicial reviews is no longer confmed to the way in which an
administrative decision was reached but extends to its substance and merits as well."
The relevance of administrative law to health care delivery will be canvassed in more
depths in a later chapter. On the question of the meaning of the right to life in the context of
life prolonging health care services Sachs J observed that:
"However the right to life may come to be defined in South Africa, there is in reality no meaningful
way in which it can constitutionally be extended to encompass the right indefinitely to evade death.
As Stevens J put it: dying is part of life, its completion rather than its opposite. We can, however,
influence the manner in which we come to tenns with our mortality. It is precisely here, where
scarce artificial life-prolonging resources have to be called upon, that tragic medical choices have to
bemade'~s.

There are thus circumstances in which, even if the resources may, technically speaking, be
available, there is no right to their use for the purpose merely of evading death. The right of
a person in a persistent vegetative state to be maintained in that state indefinitely is thus
questionable. However, this calls into the play the fact that in South Africa, the withdrawal
of life support could in certain circumstances amount to criminal conduct due to the fact
that euthanasia is not legally recognised96• One cannot avoid getting involved in discussions
involving utilitarianism at this level. The hard question is that in a country in which there is
a shortage of health care personnel to treat a patient, how can one justify keeping such a
patient 'alive' when the nursing staff and possibly the bed may be required for the purpose
of the delivery of health care services to other patients who have a good chance of

Soobramoney fit 23 supra, para 57 P 784. footnotes omitted.
S " Hartmann 1975 (3) SA 532 (el; S "DB Bellocq 1975 (3) SA 538 ('1'). The South African courts haw not, however. been
entirely UI1IympathctiO. In Clarke " HU1'8t No and Othen (m 29 supra) the court observed that: "There IR no doubt many whOllC
susoeptibilitica would be otrcnded at the thought 1hat it could cwr be reallcaable for thoac rcaponsib1e for the oaro of the disabled
patient not to take whatever ItcpI it may be rc&SOI18bly possible to take to keep the patient aliw - rcgardlcu of the quality of the
life which the patient would haw to mdun: if kept alive. A mcment'a reflection would however tell one that it happens regularly.
capcoially in the cue of the terminally ill. that decisions IR taken to allow thc patient to die rather than to prolcng a life of
I1Iffcring by taking 1ife-aupport PlC8IUI'CI. "
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recovery. At present it seems that an answer to the question of the legal acceptability of
euthanasia lies somewhere between the fact that the right to life does not encompass the
right to indefinitely evade death and the legal convictions of society upon which issues of
wrongfulness depend97.

There is a tendency in human rights law to favour the interests of the individual mther than
those of society as a wholeP8. This can create a considerable degree of tension for the policy
makers in the executive and legislative branches of government who often have to make
decisions and set policy at the level of society as a whole in order to obtain the most benefit
for the greatest numbers of people. This approach is very likely to compromise the interests
of particular individuals who fallon the borderlines of policy positions. The interests of an
individual can at times seriously conflict with the broader interest of the collective and it
becomes a question of achieving an acceptable balance between individual and group
interests in setting policy. This is easier said than done:

2.3.2.5 The Individual v The Collective

It is necessary to examine the decisions of the constitutional court in Government of the

Republic ofSouth Africa and Others v Grootboom and Others and Minister ofHealth and
Others v Treatment Action Campaign and Others in order to further explore the need to
balance the interests of smaller groupings and individuals against those of society as a
whole in resource allocation decisions and to understand how the constitutional court has

517

P8

Sec dilCU8li.on ofwrongfu1ncu and relevant oase law in Clarke y Hunt No and Others 1992 (4) SA 630 (0) 1iom 652 onwards.
Thia is pouibly to IImlC extent, in South Africa at least, a p-oduct of the perceived roles of the lcpalu.rc and the judioiary. Sec
60 8Upra, at 11-23 to 11-24 whece, in a dilOUllicn of
fel' instance, the obacrvaticm of Kc:ntridgc and Spitz, Chaskalsm BI al,
valuc-bascc:I intcrprctaticn, they state: "Like othcI' interpretive approachct. value based inteIprctation is also srounded upon a
viaicn of thc appropriate institutional role of the judiciary and reflecta a particu1.. R:8pomc to the oountcrm.yoritarian dilemma.
III p-oponcnll ac1cnowlcdgc the countermajaritarian nature of conatitutional review and "sue that this role is IIlOIIl appropriate to
the p-otcction of individual rights. The majoritarian institutiQl'll of sovemmcnt poIICII differ'Cnt institutional competencies from
thoac of the judioiary. Thc rolc of the oourta is not to make social policy but rather to articulate principlc. ConscqUClllly. the
relative insuIaticn and weaker- mechanisms of democratic accountability characteristio of the judioim-y provide tho ncocaary
space within which to perform the proper judicial function. If the rolc of the Icpature is to pvc cxprcuion to the majority wiD,
the rolc of thc courta, at 1cut in constitutional matters, is to p-olcct the individual rights which may be oountermajoritarian in
1lIlI:ul'e. The cour1I are f.. mare than olcarinS-hOUlCl for the products of the Icsulaturc. They protect certain sphcn:s of
penonhood against inoUl'licn by' the majority. Mcaning1Ul cnfonxmcnl of individual ripll may have, • ita oonsccplalOC, Iarp
scalc social intc:rvcntion. One of the fimotiOlll of oQl'lltitutionai review is to determine when such intcrvc:ntion is justified by the
duty to p-oteot individual riptL Viewed in this Iisht, insulatian &om thc wpies of thc political prooCII is an advantasc.
Instead of bcina a participant in majoritarian bqainins throush the political proocu. the judicim-y may ocms.idcr questions of
principle and political morality." (footnotes omitted). In practice this would seem to be thc cxpcriCIICC of the CltCOUlivc branch of
sow:mmcmt in the area of sooio-coonomio rights.
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dealt with socio-economic rights, of which the right of access to health care services is one,
thus far.

2.3.2.6

Government ofthe Republic ofSouth Africa v Grootboom99

Facts
This case involved the right to housing of the respondents who had been evicted from their
informal homes situated on private land earmarked for formal low-cost housing. They
applied to a High Court for an order requiring the government to provide them with
adequate basic shelter or housing until they obtained permanent accommodation. The High
Court held that s 28(1)(c) of the Constitution obliged the state to provide rudimentary
shelter to children and their parents on demand if the parents were unable to shelter their
children, that this obligation existed independently of and in addition to the obligation to
take reasonable legislative and other measures in terms ofs 26 of the Constitution and that
the state was bound to provide this rudimentary shelter irrespective of the availability of
resources. The appellants were accordingly ordered by the High Court to provide the
respondents who were children and their parents with shelter. The appellants appealed
against this decision.

Judgment
The court held that the question of how socio-economic rights were to be enforced was a
difficult issue which had to be carefully explored on a case-by-case basis considering the
terms and context of the relevant constitutional provision and its application to the
circumstances of the case. It said that that interpreting a right in its context required the
consideration of two types of context. On the one hand, rights had to be understood in their
textual setting, which required a consideration of chapter 2 and the Constitution as a whole.
On the other hand, rights also had to be understood in their social and historical context.

Grootboom :fit 10 supra
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The right to access to adequate housing could therefore not be seen in isolation but in the
light of its close relationship with the other socio-economic rights, all read together in the
setting of the Constitution as a whole. It observed that the interconnectedness of the rights
and the Constitution as a whole had to be taken into account in interpreting the socioeconomic rights and, in particular, in determining whether the state had met its obligations
in terms of them. The court noted further that for a person to have access to adequate
housing there had to be the provision of land, services (such as the provision of water, the
removal of sewage and the fmancing of all these) and a dwelling. The right also suggested
that it was not only the state who was responsible for the provision of houses but that other
agents within society had to be enabled by legislative and other measures to provide
housing. The state therefore had to create the conditions for access to adequate housing for
people at all economic levels of society. With regard to the obligations of the state the court
observed that s 26(2) made it clear that the obligation imposed upon the state was not an
absolute or unqualified one. The extent of the state's obligation was defined by three key
elements which had to be considered separately: (a) the obligation to take reasonable
legislative and other measures; (b) to achieve the progressive realisation of the right; and
(c) within available resources.

It went on to point out that reasonable legislative and other measures such as policies and

progmms had to be determined in the light of the creation by the Constitution of different
spheres of government and the allocation· of powers and functions amongst these different
spheres thus emphasising their obligation to co-operate with one another in carrying out
their constitutional tasks. A reasonable housing program capable of facilitating the
realisation of the right therefore had to clearly allocate responsibilities and tasks to the
different spheres of government and ensure that the appropriate financial and human
resources were available to implement it. The formation of a program was therefore only
the first stage in meeting the state's obligations. The program also had to be reasonably
implemented as failure to do so would be a breach of the state's obligations.
The court said that in order to be reasonable, a program had to be balanced and flexible and
make appropriate provision of attention to housing crises and to short, medium and long
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term needs. It commented that a program excluding a significant segment of society would
not be reasonable and noted that reasonableness had to be understood in the context of the
Bill of Rights as a whole, especially the constitutional requirement that everyone be treated
with care and concern and the fundamental constitutional value of human dignity.

The court held ·that the term 'progressive realisation' showed that it was contemplated that
the right contained in section 26 could not be realised immediately. The goal of the
Constitution was that the basic needs of all in South African society must be effectively met
and the requirement of progressive realisation meant that the state had to take steps to
achieve this goal. This in tum meant that accessibility had to be progressively facilitated,
involving the examination of legal, administrative, operational and financial hurdles which
had to be lowered over time. It was thus a requirement that housing was not only to be
made accessible to a larger number of people but also to a wider range of people over time.
It observed that the third defining aspect of the obligation to take the requisite measures is
that the obligation does not require the state to do more than its available resources permit.
This means that both the content of the obligation in relation to the rate at which it is
achieved as well as the reasonableness of the measures employed to achieve the result are
governed by the availability of resources. There is a balance between goal and means. The
measures must be calculated to attain the goal expeditiously and effectively but the
availability of resources is an important factor in detennining what is reasonable.

The court said that the national government bore the overall responsibility for ensuring that
the state complied with the obligations imposed on it by section 26. It found in particular
that the programs adopted by the state fell short of the requirements of section 26(2) in that
no provision was made for relief to the categories of people in desperate need and held that
the Constitution obliged the state to act positively to ameliorate these conditions. This
obligation, said the court, was to devise and implement a coherent, co-ordinated program
designed to provide access to housing, healthcare, sufficient food and water and social
security to those unable to support themselves and their dependants. The state also had to
foster conditions to enable citizens to gain access to land on an equitable basis. Those in
need had a corresponding right to demand that this be done.

ISO

It emphasised, however, that section 26 (and also section 28) did not entitle the respondents
to claim shelter or housing immediately upon demand. With regard to the rights of children
in section 28 vis-a.-vis the more general rights in section 27 and 28 the court observed that
there was an overlap which was not consistent with the notion that section 28(1)(c) created
separate and independent rights for children and their parents. The court ruled that
subsections l(b) and l(c) of section 28 must be read together and that they ensure that
children are properly cared for by their parents or families, and that they receive
appropriate alternative care in

th~

absence of parental or family care. The section

encapsulates the conception of the scope of care that children should receive in South
African society. The court observed that it followed from subsection 1(b) that the
Constitution contemplates that a child has the right to parental or family care in the first
place, and the right to alternative appropriate care only where that is lacking. Through
legislation and ~e common law, the obligation to provide shelter in ss (l)(c) is imposed
primarily on the parents or family and only alternatively on the state. The state thus incurs
the obligation to provide shelter to those children, for example, who are removed from their
families. It follows, said the court, that section 28(1)(c) does not create any primary state
obligation to provide shelter on demand to parents and their children if children are being
cared for by their parents or families. The court noted, however, that this does not mean
that the state

incur~

no obligation in relation to children who are being cared for by their

parents or families. In the first place, the state must provide the legal and administrative
infrastructure necessary to ensure that children are accorded the protection contemplated by
section 28. This obligation would normally be fulfilled by passing laws and creating
enforcement mechanisms for the maintenance of children, their protection from
maltreatment," abuse, neglect or degradation, and the prevention of other forms of abuse of
children mentioned in section 28. In addition, the state is required to fulfil its obligations to
provide families with access to land in terms of section 25, access to adequate housing in
terms of section 26 as well as access to health care, food, water and social security in terms
of section 27. The court held that it followed that sections 25 and 27 require the state to
provide access on a programmatic and coordinated basis, subject to available resources.
One of the ways in which the state would meet its section 27 obligations would be through
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a social welfare program providing maintenance grants and other material assistance to
families in need in defined circumstances. The court ruled that in the circumstances of the
case, there was no obligation upon the state to provide shelter to those of the respondents
who were children and, through them, their parents in terms ofs 28(1)(c) and that the High
Court therefore erred in making the order it did on the basis of this section.

In conclusion the constitutional court observed that this case showed the desperation of
hundreds of thousands of people living in deplorable conditions throughout the country,
that Constitution obliges the state to act positively to ameliorate these conditions and that
the obligation is to provide access to housing, health-care, sufficient food and water, and
social security to those unable to support themselves and their dependants. It said that the
state must also foster conditions to enable ·citizens to gain access to land on an equitable
basis. Those in need have a corresponding right to demand that this be done. The court
acknowledged that it is an extremely difficult task for the state to meet these obligations in
the conditions that prevail in South Africa and that this is also recognised by the
Constitution which expressly provides that the state is not obliged to go beyond available
resources or to realise these rights immediately. It stressed, however, that despite all these
qualifications, it was a matter of rights, and that the Constitution obliges the state to give
effect to them. Consequently the state's obligation is one that courts can, and in appropriate
circumstances, must enforce.

It made a declaratory order to the effect that the appeal was allowed in part, that the order
of the Cape High Court was set aside and its owp order substituted for it and that the state's
housing program in the Cape Metropolitan Council area fell short of its obligation to
provide to provide relief for people who have no access to land, no roof over their heads,
and who are living in intolerable conditions or crisis situations. It made no order as to costs.
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Discussion
Grootboom 1oo was the first major constitutional court decision involving socio-economic
rights. As such, it is respectfully submitted that it laid down some extremely important
ground rules for similar situations involving such rights. It emphasised the plight of those in
desperate need and pointed out that a state program that did not address the plight of such
persons could not be considered reasonable no matter how considerable the advances in a
socio-economic program might be. It is in this context that the court preferred, at a certain
level, the interests of the individual over those of the collective. This aspect of the case is
discussed in more detail below. after the facts and judgment of the TAC101 case have also
been canvassed since they are also of relevance to this tension between individual rights
and collective interests. It must be pointed out at this stage that this aspect of the

Grootboom decision has to be applied with care, and not in isolation but in the broader
context of the Grootboom judgement as a whole, in the context of health services delivery
because, as is clear from the case of Soobramoney described previously, in health care it is
not always those whose needs are most urgent who must necessarily be given priority.
Taken out of context, the logic of Grootboom and its emphasis on those in most desperate
need could easily be misapplied at a policy level in the context of health care. By way of
example take the government's policy decision to boost health care services at primary care
level with a view to improving the overall health of the general population. Since there are
limited resources this means that funding for secondary and tertmry levels of care would
have to be reduced in order to have sufficient funding for a successful primary health care
progmmme unless one assumes that there were large additional injections of funding
forthcoming from the fiscus. In the light of the judgment in Grootboom, how can the state
justify its focus on primary health care which by definition tends to address the less
desperate and less urgent health needs of the general population if it means a reduction in
health facilities designed to address the more urgent and desperate heath needs of those
individuals who are served by the secondary and tertiary health care levels of the system?
In medicine, primary health care does not generally address the health needs of so-called
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'acute' cases. It can assist very much with the treatment of chronic cases and with
prevention of disease lO2 • If a person has a heart attack or appendicitis or goes into a diabetic
coma or renal failure these are not health conditions that can be addressed at primary health
care level. Yet if Article vm of the Declaration of Alma Ata 103 states that all governments
should formulate national policies, strategies and plans of action to launch and sustain
primary health care as a part of a comprehensive national health system and in coordination with other sectors, how unreasonable is a program to ensure the rendering of
primary health care services? It is clearly a question of balance between the desperate and
most urgent health needs of individuals and the less urgent but equally important health
needs of communities. It is submitted that in seeking to achieve such a balance equality
considerations must form an important guide for policymakers as will become evident from
the judgment of the court in the TAC I04 case. In the Grootboom context this is evidence by'
the court's cautionary observation that the question of how socio-economic rights are to be
enforced is a difficult issue which must be carefully explored on a case-by-case basis taking
into account the terms and context of the relevant constitutional provision and its
application to the circumstances of the case as well as its rulings that:
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The Declaration of Alma Ala following on the International Conference in Primary Health Care, Alma At&, USSR. in 1978 states
in Article VI that "Primary health care is essential health can: buc:d on practical, scientifically sound and socially acceptable
methods and technology made: uni'Ya'laily accessible to individuals and families in the community through their full participaticm
and at a colt that that community and count!)' can afford to maintain at c:w:ry stage of their development in the spirit of seJfreliance and self-detennination. It forms an integral part of the country's health system of which it is the: central funotion and
main focus, and of the overall social and economic dc:velopnent of the: community. It is the: tint level of contact of individuals,
the &mily and commUDity with the national health I)'Ilem brinsins health care 81 close _ possible to where pc:op1e live and
worlc, and constitutes the first element of a continuing health care procell" and in Article VII that: "Primary health can::
I.
rdlects and cvolvcs :frmn the eccmomic conditiOl1l and BOCio-cultural and political oharaotcristica of the country and ill
communities and is based on the: application of the relevant results of lOCial, biomedical and health seMcc:a rcsc:arch and
public health experience:;
2.
addressed the: main health problc:ma in the community, p-oviding promotive, preventive, curative and rehabilitative ICI"viCCl
accentingly;
3.
includes at least: education concerning prevailing health problems and tho methods of JRVCDlins and controlling them;
promotion of food supply and popcr nutrition; an adequate supply of safe water and basic l8Ilitation; matc:ma1 and child
health care:, including family planning; immunization against the major infectious diseases; prevention and control of
locally endemio clisc:aIc:I; appropriate: treatment of cammon diI08IeI and injuries; and provision of euential drugs;
4.
involves in addition to the health sc:ctor, all related sc:cton and aspects of national and CCXDIDUI1ity develapment, in
particular asrimd~ animal husbandry, food, industry, edUcatiOll, housing, public works, communicatiOl1l and other
seeton; and demands the co-ordinated ctfartl of all those: sectors;
S.
requires and promotes maximum community and individual self-reliance and participation in the planning, orsanization,
operation and control of primmy hc:aIth care:, making fullest UIC of local, national and other available 1'C8OUI'CCI; and to this
end develops through appropriate education the ability of communities to participate:;
6.
should be IUltainGd by integrated, functional and mutually IUpportive rc:fem1 systc:ma, leading to the progressiw
improvement of comprehensive health care: for al~ and giving priority to thOle: mOIl in need;
7.
relies, at local and referral 1evela, on health workers, including physici8lll, nUl'lCl, midwivcs, auxiliaries and community
worken 81 applicable, 81 well _ traditional practitioners 81 nc:c:ded, suitably trained BOCially and tcohnioally to work 81 a
health team and to rc:spond to the e.x:prcuc:d health needs of the community."
(http://www.who.int/bprlbackgrpundhplalmaata.btml
Declaration ofAlma Ala fu 102 aupra
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•

the interconnectedness of the rights and the Con~titution as a whole have to be taken
into account in interpreting the socio-economic rights;

•

the real question in terms of the Constitution is whether the measures taken by the
state to realise the right afforded by the Constitution are reasonable;

•

the obligation imposed upon the state is not an absolute or unqualified one and that
regard must be had to the three key elements of (a) the obligation to take reasonable
legislative and other measures; (b) to achieve the progressive realisation of the right;
and (c) within available resources; and

•

that the term 'progressive realisation' showed that it

IS

contemplated m the

Constitution that the rights cannot be realised immediately.

The court in Grootboom lOS gives some critically important guidance for the executive with
regard to the formulation of policy decisions. It asserts that the state's duty to adopt
reasonable legislative and other measures to achieve the progressive realization of socioeconomic rights implies that the policy must be:
•

Comprehensive - it must be inclusive of all significant segments of societyl05;

•

Balanced and flexible - it must be able to adapt to changing needs and circumstances
across interest groups 107;

•

Attentive to those whose need is most urgent and who have only the state to look to
for assistance uli•

lOS

105

107

1(11

Grootboom til 10 mprt:l
Grootboom fit 10 mp1'Q, para 36: "In this resmd, there is 8 difference between the position of those who oan afford to pay fOl'
housing, even if it is only basic thoush adequate housing, and thoae who O8lU1.ot. For thosc who can atl'crd to pay for adequate
housing, the state's primary oblisation lies in unIockinS the system, providing ~ to housins stook and a legislative
framework to 1Bcilitatc self-built houses throush planninS laws and ICCCII to finance. IIIUCII of development and lOCiai welfarc
arc raised in respect of those who oannot afford to provide thcmscJ.vea with housing. State policy needs to addrcu both theac
groups." And para 40: ""Thus, a oo-ordinated state hoUliog program mUit be a oomprehcmivc one determined by all three aphereI
of SO'lCl'llDlCDt in conaultation with each other as contemplated by chap 3 of the CClI1Ititution."
Grootboom fit 10 wprt:l para 37: "'The state's obligation to provide IICOCII to adequate housins depcnda on oontcxt, and may
differ &om p-ovinoc to province, &om city to city. &om I1JI'aI to urban . " . and &om penon to penon. Some may need acceII to
land and no mare; IQIDC may need 8CCCII to land and building matcrialJ; IQIDC may need IlCCCIIII to finanoc; IQIDC may need
aocca to scrviCCl such as water. acwage, electrioity and roads. What misht be appvpriatc in a rura1 area whcrc pcopIe Ii""
together iii communities cngasins in IUbaistcncc farmiog may not be appropriate in an urban area wlu:rc peoplc arc lookina fer
employment and a place to live" and para 43: "'The program must be balanced and flexible and malcc appropriate provision for
attcnlion to housing arillCl and to short, medium and IonS term needs. A program that c:xoludea a significant segment of lOCiety
cannot be said to be l'C8Ianable. Canditiana do not remain static and thcrc:fore the JX'08I'8Dl wiD require oontinuoull rcMew. "
Grootboom til 10 "",ra, para 36: "'The poor are particularly w1ncrable and their nccda require special attmtian" and at para 44
""Those whoac needs are the mOlt urpt and whose ability to enjoy all rights therefore is most in peril, mUlt not be ignored by
the measUI'CI aimed at achieving realisation of the righl." G1'OOtboom fit 10 8UpI'Q at P 69 ""Those whOiO needs IR the mOlt
ursent and whOle ability to enjoy all rishta thcrc:fore is mOlt in peril, must not be ignored by the mc:8IUI'CI aimed at achicvins
realisation of the rishL It may not be llUfticient to meet the teat of reaaonablc:ncllll to show that tha IDC8IUI'CII arc capable of
achicvins a statistica1 advance in the realisation of the right." TAC (m " wprt:l) at p749 referring to thc lquagc used in
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Whilst there will always be the potential for constitutional challenge to state policy, this
need not be seen as entirely pathological, especially if the political branches ofgovemment
are able to learn from and implement the lessons expounded by the courts in such a way
that such litigation is eventually no longer a viable proposition because it invariably ends in
failure for the applicant. In this sense, frequent constitutional challenge can be seen as a
feature of the developmental stages of the new legal order. Even at this stage, however, it is
submitted that the determination and implementation of policy involving socio-economic
rights by the executive could be legitimized in many instances by following a few simple
guidelines based partly upon the principles of administrative law and partly upon the
pronouncements of the constitutional court to date. These are:

1.

The importance of objective decisions based upon scientifically obtained and credible
information. The more comprehensive and reliable the factual information upon
which the policy decision is

base~,

the more reasonable the decision is likely to be.

The kind of information and the nature of its source will depend upon the subject
matter of the policy in question.

2.

Related to the first principle above is the importance of interaction and
communication with stakeholders. ·The court in TAC I (1) dealt with it under the heading
of 'transparency' 110. It is submitted that transparency is more than just the'
communication of the existence of a particular programme however. It includes a
programme of openness to representation by stakeholders before during and after the
policy has been formulated and implemented and relates therefore to the requirement
of flexibility referred to earlier with reference to the judgment in Grootboom 111• Even
the executive has to take a hard decision to prioritise some needs over others, this will

Grootboom lltated that: liThe provision of a lingle doac of Ncvirapine to mother and child for the PJlPOIO of protecting the child

1(1)

against the: 1ranImiI8ion of HIV is, .. far .. the children arc concemcd, CIICIltial. Their needs are 'moat urgent' and their
inability to have accc:u to Ncvirapine profoundly aff'cota their ability td enjoy all rishta to which they are entitled. Their rightI
arc 'mOlt in peril' 81 a result of the policy that has been adopted and are mOlt affeotcd by a rigid and inflexible policy that
excludes them 1iom havins &coca to Ncvirapinc."

110

TAC fit " IUpra
TAC fit " 8upra at p762: "Indeed, far a public programme luch .. thil to meet the COIIItitutional requirement of rcaaonablcncu,

111

its contents mUit be made known appropiatcly."
Grootboom fit 10 IUpra
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ensure that it does so on an informed basis and is more aware of the legal risks and
arguments attendant upon making a particular decision.
3.

Related to the second principle enunciated above, procedurally and substantively,
within the processes for both formulation and implementation of the policy, there
must be a· back door through which the executive can escape accusations of
inflexibility and administrative unfairness. Since the executive is not superhuman and
omniscient, there is the possibility that it could overlook a particular need or segment
of society in formulating or implementing the policy. A backdoor, for example a
process of review or interaction with stakeholders, or which makes provision for
hearing or taking account of hard cases is likely to go a considerable distance in
improving the reasonableness of the policy whilst at the same time encouraging the
disaffected to approach the executive rather than the courts for a remedy. In this way,
if a hard case is turned down or cannot be accommodated, this can be rationalized and
the risk of judicial disapproval reduced to a minimum. The administrative law
principle of audi alteram partem particularly infonns this third principle but the
principles of administrative justice generally are of assistance in this instance. It is
clearly implied in this principle that the basic tenets of the policy should ideally be
documented and if at all.possible published or at least publicized. The advantages of
this are that publication invites dialogue with and comment from the significant
segments of society which enhances flexibility but also promotes a clear
understanding of the policy intention and the reasons for it

4.

The fourth and last principle is to ensure that the policy is informed by legal
knowledge and expertise that relates specifically to the subject matter of the policy.
This is necessary in order to deal with the specifics of the policy rather than the
generalities which are covered in the first three principles given above. Sound legal
exposition and analysis in this context has to be both retrospective, with reference to
decisions and judgments of the courts that have already been handed down, and
prospective with regard to the potential manner in which new ground is likely to be
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broken by the courts in a situation where existing jurisprudence offers only limited
guidance.
2.3.2.7

Minister ofHealth and Others v Treatment Action Campaign l12

Facts

The state instituted a policy whereby an antiretroviral drug, Nevirapine, was made available
only in certain research sites within the public health sector for the purposes of testing the
efficacy of a larger programme involving the drug for the prevention mother-to-child
transmission ofInV. The respondents had applied for an obtained an order from the High
Court obliging the state to make Nevirapine more widely available within the public health
sector on the basis that the state programme was effectively denying access to Nevirapine
to people who did not have access to the research sites. The state appealed against the order
of the High Court on the basis, inter alia, that it did not have the capacity to make available
the full package of treatment which included voluntary counselling and testing and the
option of substitute feeding of which Nevirapine formed a part.
Judgment

The court held that although the concerns raised on behalf of the appellants were relevant to
the ability of government to make a 'full package' available throughout the public health
sector, they were not relevant to the question whether Nevirapine should be used to reduce
mother-to-child transmission of mv at those public hospitals and clinics outside the
research sites where mcilities in fact existed for testing and counselling. It said that the fact
that the research and training sites would provide crucial data on which a comprehensive
programme for mother-to-child transmission could be developed and, iffinancially feasible,
implemented was clearly of importance to government and to the country. So, t09, was
ongoing research into safety, efficacy and resistance. This did not mean, however,. that until
the best programme had been fonnulated and the necessary funds and infrastructure
112
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provided for the implementation of that programme, Nevirapine had to be withheld from
mothers and children who did not have access to the research and training sites. Nor could
it reasonably be withheld until medical research had been completed. A programme for the
realisation of socio-economic rights had to be balanced and flexible and make appropriate
provision for attention to crises and to short, medium and long term needs. A programme
that excluded a significant segment of society could not be said to be reasonable. The court
held that that the provision of a single dose of Nevirapine to mother and child for the
purpose of protecting the child against the transmission of mv was, as mr as the children
were concerned, essential, that their needs were most urgent and their inability to have
access to Nevirapine profoundly affected their aQility to enjoy all of the other rights to
which they were entitled. The court observed that the children's rights were most in peril as
a result of the rigid and inflexible policy that had bee~ adopted which excluded them from
having access to Nevirapine. The state was obliged to ensure that children were accorded
the protection contemplated by section 28 that arose when the implementation of the right
to parental or family care was lacking. The policy prejudiced children born in public
hospitals and clinics to mothers who were for the most part indigent and unable to gain
access to private medical'treatment which was beyond their means. They and their children
were in the main dependent upon the state to make health care services available to them.
The court held that a factor that needed to be kept in mind was that government policy was
and should be flexible. It could be changed at any time and the Executive was always free
to change policies where it considered it appropriate to do so. The only constraint was that
policies had to be consistent with the Constitution and the law. Court orders concerning
policy choices made by the Executive should therefore not be formulated in ways that
precluded the Executive from making such legitimate choices. The court held further that
the state's policy failed to meet constitutional standards because it excluded those who
could reasonably be included where such treatment was medically

~ndicated

to combat

mother-to-child transmission of HlV. That did not mean, however that everyone could
immediately claim access to such treatment, although the ideal was to achieve that goal.
The court referred specifically to the cases of Soobramoney1l3 and Grootboom 114 noting that:
113

SoobramOP'lBy m23 supra
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"In both cases the socio-economic rights, and the corresponding obligations of the State, were
interpreted in their social and historical context. The difficulty confronting the State in the light of
our history in addressing issues concerned with the basic needs of people was stressed."

The constitutional court expressly rejected the argument that there was a minimum core
obligation upon the state to provide a certain basic level of health care to everyone on
demand saying that a purposive reading of sections 26 and 27 does not lead to any other
conclusion. It is impossible to give everyone access even to a 'core' service immediately.
All that is possible, and all that can be expected of the State, is that it act reasonably to
provide access to the socio-economic rights identified in sections 26 and 27 on a
progressive basis. It concluded that section 27(1) of the Constitution did not give rise to a
self-standing and independent positive right enforceable irrespective of the considerations
mentioned in s 27(2) but that sections 27(1) and 27(2) must be read together as defining the
scope of the positive rights that everyone has and the corresponding obligations on the state
to 'respect, protect, promote and fulfil' such rights. The court pointed to the fact that the
rights conferred by ss 26(1) and 27(1) are to have 'access' to the services that the state is
obliged to provide in terms of ss 26(2) and 27(2). The court made the important observation
that in dealing with these questions it must be kept in mind that this case concerned
particularly those who could not afford to pay for medical services. It said that to the extent
that government limits the supply of Nevirapine to its research sites, it is the poor outside
the catchment areas of these sites who will suffer. There is a difference in the positions of
those who can afford to pay for services and those who cannot. State policy must take
account of these differences. With regard to the powers of the courts in such matters, the
constitutional court noted that the primary duty of Courts is to the Constitution and the law,
'which they must apply impartially and without fear, favour or prejudice'. The Constitution
requires the state to 'respect, protect, promote, and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights' .
Where state policy is challenged as inconsistent with the Constitution, Courts have to
consider whether in formulating and implementing such policy the state has given effect to
its constitutional obligations. If it should hold in any given case that the state has failed to
do so, it is obliged by the Constitution to say so.

114

Orootboom fit 10 ntpra
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Discussion
It is not meaningful to discuss the TAC case without constant reference to the judgment in

Grootboom because of the number of references by the constitutional court in its judgment
in the former to the latter. Consequently The constitutional court decisions in both

Grootboom llS and TAClltS, whilst emphasising the

met that the Constitution mandates the

'progressive' realisation of rights within 'available resources', see for instance the
discussion of Grootboom in the judgement of Chaskalson P in the TAC casel17 where it is
stated that:

"It is also made clear that's 26 does not expect more of the state than is achievable within
its available resources' and does not confer an entitlement to 'claim shelter or housing
immediately upon demand' and that as far as the rights of access to housing, health care,
sufficient food and water, and social security for those unable to support themselves and
their dependants are concerned, 'the state is not obliged to go beyond available resources or
to realise these rights immediately' "
and 118 that
"It is impossible to give everyone access even to a 'core' service immediately"
have tended to uphold the interests of the individual, or at least certain minority groupings,
as opposed to the majority119. Whilst it can most certainly be argued that in upholding the
interests of the individual, the interests of the majority are served, this is not necessarily
always the case - especially in situations which demand the allocation of resources. In

Grootboom the court went so far as to say that:

"Those whose needs are the most urgent and whose ability to enjoy all rights therefore is most in
peril, must not be ignored by the measures aimed at achieving realisation of the right. It may not be
sufficient to meet the test of reasonableness to show that the measures are capable of achieving a
statistical advance in the realisation of the right. Furthermore, the Constitution requires that

liS
116

117
118

119

Grootboom :lit 10 8UpI'Q
T.A.C m'71UpI'Q
T.A.C fn" IrJPI'Q at para 32 p739
T.A.C:Iit " IupI'Q at p.-a
The court in Grootboom. fh 10 supra, took the view that ii is not reasonable fer the state to "exclude" a ''significant ICsmcnt of
lOCiety" in ita polioy (at para 43 paso 69)
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everyone must be treated with care and concern. If the measures, though statistically successful, fail
to respond to the needs of those most desperate, they mav not pass the test." 120
The point about statistics is that they are essentially concerned with the bigger picture - the
whole rather than its parts, the average across the pQpulation rather than ~e position of the
few individuals at either end of the Bell curve. Yacoob J is saying in Grootboom that the
minorities, those at the lower end of the Bell curve, cannot be ignored and that it is
insufficient for government to show that overall (statistically) it has achieved a great deal in
the progressive realisation of the rights if the plight of those who are most in need has not
been attended to. In statistical terms, the court's view is that entire Bell curve may have to
be shifted to the right, before the courts will find that government has acted reasonably. h
may not be sufficient to simply increase the size of the middle (highest and largest part) of
the curve relative to its lower end. Whilst this is a debate that goes far beyond the scope of
this thesis, including as it does other disciplines such as health economics, statistics and
sociology, it is important to make a few observations about the effect of this issue in law. It

.

is not disputed that in the Grootboom and TAC cases 12t, from at least one perspective, the
interests of the majority may well have been served by the judgments handed down and it is
submitted, with respect, that the judgments in both cases have contributed significantly to
South African jurisprudence on socio-economic rights. However, the tendency of the
judiciary to adopt the perspective of the individual or those groups at the extreme right of
the Bell curve that usually describes the 'have-nots', is likely continue to further the tension
between the executive and the judiciary unless the former can find a way to accommodate
within its own perspective the narrower approach of the judiciary without compromising its
own capacity to fulfil its constitutional obligations as a wholel22 • By its own admission the
120
121
122

Grootboom fit 10 supra at para 44, p 69.
Grootboom fit 10 and TAC fit 57 supra
Roux fit 91 supra is of the view that the constitutional court has shown itself to be particularly adept at exploiting ambiguities in
the nonnative structure sovcmins ilB decisiOl1l and has thereby managed its relationships with the political branches of
government to a ocmidcnblc degree. He seems to think that it is this skill on the part of the oOl1ltitutionai court which is largely
the reaon why there . . as yet been 110 significant cOl1ltitutional crisis caused by the objection of the politioal branches d
govc:mment to the court's dcdisiOl1l. It is submitted, howcwr, that intcrfen:nce by the court in issues of allocation of resouroes is
highly likely to provoke a COl1Ititutional orisis with regard to all but the most blatantly unjust political deoisiOllB unless the court
exeroises considerable judicial circumspection in the manner in which it approaches oases involving sooio-cconomio riPts. The
balance between the executive, which is faced with the almost impouible task of c:nsurins that the right d 'eYCI)'OIlC' to haw
access to health care savicea and other socio-economio amenities, is realized, and the judioiBIY which oomea under extreme
pressure from political and other interest groups when it is faced with deoisiOl1l involving lOoio-cconomio ripts of individuala
and relatively lIIlall srouPII • a result of the high emotional content of.uch debates, is delicate. The lack of a oonstitutiona1
crisis in the South Afiioan legal order thus Dr is due in no lIIlall part to the commendable reluctance of the executive to powkc
one, despite often scmsationalistic adVCfIIC press coverage and at times emotionally cbargcd negative critioism and comment fian
stakeholders and the judiciBIY. (Sec the comments of the court in TAC, fn 57 8Upra at para 20 p73S where it notea that: "Many of
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judiciary is not equipped to deal with issues which are faced by the executive on a daily
basis - issues such as the equitable allocation of scarce resources. In TAC the court noted l23 :
CCAfJ this Court said in Grootboom, S(i)t is necessary to recognise that a wide range of possible measures could
be adopted by the State to meet its obligations'. It should be borne in mind that in dealing with such matters

the Courts are not institutionally equipped to make the wide-rSnging factual and political enquiries necessary
for determining what the minimum-core standards called for by the first and second amici should be, nor for
deciding how public revenues should most effectively be spent. There are many pressing demands on the
public purse. As was said in Soobramoney: SThe state has to manage its limited resources in order to address
all these claims. There will be times when this requires it to adopt a holistic approach to the larger needs of
society rather than 10 focus on the specific needs of particular individuals within society.' Courts are ill-suited
to adjudicate upon issues where Court orders could have multiple social and economic consequences for the
community. The Constitution contemplates rather a restrained and focused role for the Courts, namely, to
require the state to take measures to meet its constitutional obligations and to subject the reasonableness of
these measures to evaluation Such detenninations of reasonableness may in fact have budgetary implications,
but are not in themselves directed at rearranging budgets."

The fact is that judgments on socio-economic rights in particular do have the effect of
compelling a reallocation of resources if one works from the premise that all resources are
scarce and that they have all been specifically allocated l24 • In other words if the executive is
doing its job properly and consciously applying its mind to resource allocation, then a
judgment such as that in Grootboom requires that the executive must take resources from
some other population group or programme in order to accommodate the one in whose
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these disputes save rise to a regrettable desree of animosity and disparagement, culminatins in unsublltanliatcd and puitous
allegations of untnlthfulncss being lewIled at one of the attcmcyI on an insignificant side-issue. In CIII' country the issuc' of
HIvI AIDS has for some time bcc::n fraught with an unusual desrec of political, ideological and emotional contcntien. This is
pcrhape unavoidable, havins regard to the magnitude of the catastrophe we con&-cnL Ncvcrthclcss it is resrettable that some of
this oontcntien and emotion bas spilt over into this oasc. Not only docs it bedevil fUture Rlations between govamnent and nengovc::mmentaI. agencies that will pcrfaroc have to join in oombatins the common enemy, but it could also have nmdercd the
resolution of this case more difJioulL ''). The threat of constitutional orisis is ene which, with respect, both the judioiary and the
executive need to COIIIOiously avoid if the new South African legal crdcr is to have any oredibility. It is encouraging to note that
from the judgment in TAC (fit 57 "'PTa) that the judiciary is apparcmt1y to some cxtc::nt alive to these issues _ Chaskalsen P
states at p7S9-760:. "South Afiican Courts have a wide nose of powers at their disposal to ensure that the Consti~en is upheld.
11u:ac include mandatory and structural interdicts. How thGy abould cxc:roise those powers depends on the oireumatanocs of each
particular OBIC. Here due Rprd must be paid to the roles of the Legislature and the Executive in a democracy. What must be
made olear, however, is that when it is appropriate to do so, Courts may • and, if need be, must - use their wide powcn to make
orden that aft"cot policy as well as legislation. A factor that needs to be kept in mind is that policy is &lid should be flexible. It
may be ohanged at any time and the Executive is always tree to ohange policies where it considers it appropriate to do so. The
only constraint is that policies must be ccnsistc::nt with the Constituticn and the law. Court arden ocnceminS policy choices made
by the Executive should therefarc nat be formulated in ways that preclude the EXl:CUtive &-om malcins such legitimate ohoioes."
TAC, fit 57 .rupra at p 740
Haysom N at P 270 of Davis, Cheadle, Ha)'lOlll Fundamental Rightl In the COI'I8tltulion,CommentDry and CtlIfI8, reoognisea this
in his observation that: "The oourta wiD need to determine whether the lewl of the aervioes delivered meets the basic needs.
While • 30(1)(c) allocates to the judiciary a most important role of diwrting resources &-om ate area of social security spc::ndinS
to another area of need, the corrccl approach to be adopted to such a provision is to reoosnise that notwithstanding the resources
arc allocated through the political process, this basio need must fll'll be met. In conformity with international jurisprudence in
reaard to the adjudication and enforcement of sooio-economio rishts, the courts may make use of orden oompcUins state
delivery of resources _ would enable the slale to satisfy such claims. Under this subsection such orden may allow the state a
period of sraoe within which to di\'Clt resources or to establish the ncoessary instituticna1 machinery, or they may afford the state
an opportunity to establish the ncoessary lesislative or policy framework to meet this demand." He notes that ''In this regard the
wording of 128 (IXc) must be tabn to emphasise that the state has a duty to fulfil these oblisations even if it meat1l diverting
funds &-om othc:r' social projccta." [Note: the reference to s 30(lXo) is a rcfenmce to the interim. CClIIIItitution which, as Haysam
point out en p 26', docs not differ materially from the text of the final Ccnstitution.)
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favour the court has decided. In effect the judiciary is substituting its own rationing
decision for a rationing decision of the executive branch of government. This clearly has
the potential to create considerable problems for the executive if there is a proliferation of
cases involving various sectors of society all clamouring that their need is the most urgent.
The wealthy in most, if not all, countries tend to be in the minority by far and in developing
countries it is often those whose various needs are most urgent which represent the majority
of the population. This clearly has the potential to create significant problems with regard
to availability of resources. In a developing country in which litigation contesting policy
determinations of the executive branch of government becomes a cottage industry, in which
a judiciary that by its oWn admission does not have the tools to consider the bigger picture
consistently hands down decisions against the executive because it is in the words of
Kentridge and Spitz protecting "certain spheres of personhood against incursion by the
majority", it is not difficult to imagine a situation in which the judiciary finds that it has
become the executive in all of the ways that count. 125 Since this is a situation that is to be
125

Bollyky R 'If C>P+B: A Paradism for Judicial Remedies of Socio-Eoonomio Rights Violations' SAJHR wi 18 2002 P 161
postulates in a lengthy article that socio-eoonomio rights are IUbject to enforcement in the I8IDC manner 81 oivil and political
rights and that if a remedy requires extensive - both in quantitative and qualitative term.. polioy and budgetary choices, tho court
will only make them fer a COIIItitutiona1 violation which is prqportionately extensive. The articl0 was written bc::fore the
judgement of the oonstitutional court in the rAe cue (m so supra) w. handed down. BoUyky makes the point that the argument
that judicial redress for constitutional violatiCllll may depend on the degree to which the nmedy considered necessitates
involvement in polioy iuuc::s and has financial implicatiOOI is not new. He luggests, however, that tho paradism proposed in the
article goes much fUrther in that it desoribc:s the intuitive proo_ by which judges 8IIC8I their legitimacy to illUO a partioular
remedy within a constitutional democracy with separation of powm. He pOlits that judp intuitively weigh their mandate
against the 'illegitimaoy' of issuing the relief sought - 81 defined by the IUID of the interfercnoe in policy and budgetary
dcoiaiOl1l. He 18)'1 that judges ultimately make an 8IICSIIIlcnt of remedies based on the proportionality of competing values. He
admits, however, that the usc::fuIneu of the paradism in predioting OClIIItitutional oomt decisions is limited by the diftioulty of
Bllisnins precise values to variablc:s in light of the diffiRnt social, historioa1, meral and politioal forocs at work in partiaular
constitutional disputes. It is submitted that analysc:s that attempt to reduce the application of law to mathematical statements will
always be of limited value due to the fact that the application of law il nol a mathematical exercise involving bald numerical
I'CIIIOI1ing (no matter how abstract or algebraio) but rather an analytical c:xeroise involving the richly textured values embedded in
the oulture and histcry of the society that made the law in question. It may even be dangeroUl to uyect into the popular
ConsoiOUlllClll the idea that decisions inwlving the law can be reduoc:d to a mere alsebnio formula if there i. a tendency to seize
on such postulates 81 a substitute for genuine thought If one considers the arsuments of de VOl P ''Subltantive. Equality After
Grootboom: the emergence of social and economio context • a guiding value in equality jurisprudence" available at
http://WWW.UClao.zaldeptsllrguleguapam/devos.pdf that at the heart of the constitutional COurt'l approach to social and eoonamic
righll lies a partioular understanding of the role of the Bill of Rights 81 a transfarmative document aimed at addressing the deeply
eotrcnohed Itruotural inequality in South A:&ican society and that Soobramoney (m 23 supra) and Grootboom (m 10 supra) arc
entirely oonsistent decilions and do not reprcacatt opposing viewa to sooio-economio rights, it is lubmitted that thil is a fiIr men
elegant analytical base from which to werk oft' than a dry formula whose object is to prediot the court'l future decisions in this
area. It is submitted that people oonibse a perceived dilcrepancy in the outcomes of tIae two o.es with • dison:panoy in tbG
approach of the court to locio-economio rights. It is facile to _ume that an applicant in • aociCHOOJlOlDio rights action must win
every time in order to aohic:w: COIIIiltcncy in the law on socia-economio rights and that the inlereltl of the particular individual
who happens to be in court will always prevail over the interests of thoec: who are not. De VOl argues that the oonstitutiona1
court'l undentanding of the IOOpO and conteol of locial and economio rights is inextricably linked with its oonocption of the
right to equality in section 9 of the Constitution. He lays that the court IICCI the right to equality on the one hand and socioeconomio rights on the other 81 Iymbiotioally linked - the one providing IIOIDC of the context within which the other can be
undentood. He obseJves that a very particular conception of the right to equality is required to give cft'eot to the project of
transformative oonstituticoalism identified by Klare, (m 8 8UJ'ra) pointing out that it requires a rejection of the 1raditional liberal
conception of equality that is bued on the notion of sament:1I and similar treabnent. The court has adopted a oontextuaI
approach to equality in which the actual impact of an alleged violation of the right to equality on the individual within and
outside the different socially relevant groups il to be examined in relation to the prevailing social, econClDlio and political
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avoided at all costs because it would represent a gross imbalance in th"e structures of
government as envisaged by the Constitution, the judiciary and the executive need to be
alive to these dangers and must within their respective fields of operation take the necessary
measures to avoid it. In the case of the executive, for instance, policy decisions concerning
the allocation of resources can be protected against judicial sanction in some respects by
following the principles of administrative law in taking them126.

2.3.4 Progressive Realisation

An important factor to emerge from both the Grootboom and TAe casesl27 is chronology.
The timing of the activities of the executive in fulfilling its constitutional obligations relates
implicitly to the term 'progressive' in section 27(2). In TAe the issue, by the time it reached
the constitutional court, could be said to have boiled down to the issue of timing of the rollout of the state's comprehensive package for the prevention of mother to child transmission
of mv as opposed to whether or not the drug should be made available at public health
facilities in advance of the roll-out of the comprehensive programme. l28 The difference was,
in the end, a matter of months. It was not that the state had no intention of introducing a
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oiroumstanocl in tho country, De VOl oblervca that the Loak.can notion (CD which traditimal equality ia based) that all hUIIUIIII
arc born :he and equal aod that the harm of diacriminatiClll ia situated in the failure of govemmcnt to tn:at all hum8111 • cqualIy
1Tcc becomes untc:nable within the paradism of transfonnative OOIUItitutionaliam. He quota :&om the judgement of tho court in
Hugo when it .tated that: H We nr:cd to develop a oonccpt of unfair discrimination which rcoosnilCS that although our sooicty
which affords each human being equal treatment on the bail of cqua1 worth and freedom ia our goal, we cannot achieve that
goa1 by insiatins CIIl identical treatment in all oircumllances before the goal ia achieved. If CIIle omaidcn the judgment of the
court in TAC (m '0 mpra) it was also very much about equality and tr8l1Sfarmative CClIIItitutionalism. It was about the fact that
private scotor doctors oould prescribe the drug fCll' their patients while public scow dooton could not. It wa about the lives of
wealthy private scotor patients' babiCl being saved and not the lives of the babiCl ofpoor people who had nowhere else to tum.
Kinney D 'Administrative Law and the Public'a Health', Joumal o/Law. MediCi", &- Ethlc8 30 (2002) 212-223 at 213 obacM:s
that "AdminiBtrative law can be partiaularly helpful in addrcuing the major oha1lcngc:B facing public hcalth.•• namcly, the proper
allocation of I08I'CC I'CIOUI'CCI to ~ CllCDtially insurmountable dcmanda an publio health asenoicl." She points out (at p21')
that in the US administrative law and public health have had a long rclaticmhip with much of adminiBtrative law developing in a
public health context and that .tate rcsuJation of the profClliCllll has scncrated many important doctrines in atat.c adminiatrativc
law. lntcrcBtinsly, Ihc nota that the law of adminiBtrative inspcotiODl has also evolved almOll entirely on the aontcxt of publio
health rcsuJation.
Grootboom 10 and TAC 57 8upra
In TAC,
57 supra, the canstitutional court observed at para 118 p760-761:''DuriJIs the oounc of thClC procccdingI the Btate'.
policy has evolved and iB no lonscr • rigid • it w. when the procc:cdingB COIDIIlCIlCCd. By the time this appeal w. argued, aix
hOlpitala and three community health oarc centres had already been added in Gautcng to the two n:scaroh and training lites
initially Cltablillhcd and it WII oontemplated that during the COW'IC of thi8 yea- Ncvirapine would be available throUghout the
province for the tleatment of mothcr-to-ohild tnmBmiaBion. LikewiBc, in KwaZulu-Natal there was a change of policy towarda
the supply of Ncvirapinc at public health iIIIItitutiOlll outside the test aites" and at para 132 p 764: "Govemment policy ia now
evolving. Additimal lites where Ncvirapine ia provided with a '1Ull packaF' to ocm.bat mothc:r-to-child tranBmiuicn of HIV arc
being added. In the WCBtcrn Cape, Gautcng and KwaZulu-Natal, prosramDlCl have been adopted to extend the IUPPly. of
Nc:virapine for .uch purpose throughout the p-ovillOe. What now rcmam. is fCll' the other provinocs to follow suit." The question
of whether it W8I the commencement of litigation that lead to the acceleration of the p-ogrammc or whether it would have
happened JeSardlcu is a debate fCll' politiciana and oivillOOicty rather than 1awycn.

m
m

m
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programme for the prevention of mother to child transmission of my. By the end of the
year in which the constitutional court handed down its judgment, a significant majority of
public hospitals were offering the full package of care identified as appropriate by the State
as opposed to just making N evirapine available as contemplated in the court order. In

Grootboom the court referred to those whose needs were 'most urgent'. 129 The margins of
error, from the point of view of the executive, are narrow. They are distilled to the question
of whether the state was fulfilling its duties quickly enough with respect to certain interest
groups and whether, in doing so, it was paying particular attention to certain groupings
whose circumstances were more desperate than those of others. Whilst there is no denying
that the needs of those in the most desperate of circumstances should be prioritized, it is
submitted that litigation against the state on the basis of the timing of the delivery of access
is especially problematic because, in the case of health care services for example, it
potentially requires an overview and a review of the entire programme of health services
delivery over the next five to ten years. This is not a task which it is appropriate for the
judiciary to undertake. Time is a resource. Unfortunately unlike other resources it is not one
that can be increased. Children, for instance, grow up and pass the stage where their
physical and mental development can be boosted through appropriate nutrition. Those who
specialize in emergency medicine speak ofa 'golden hour' within which to reach and treat
a trauma patient before serious and irreversible physical damage or death ensues. Other
resources such as human resources, availability of medicines etc can be expanded overtime
but time itself cannot. This is why prioritisation of health programmes is a form of
rationing in its own right. In the context of health care, and specifically the urgent need for

mv and AIDS counsellors to help with pregnant patients who have been diagnosed as mv
positive, nurses in rural clinics whose duties would have included a walk to the
neighbourhood school to attend to the health needs of the children there in connection with
vaccinations and nutritional needs are now in certain instances no longer able to fulfil those
duties. Whilst it would undoubtedly be argued that the interests of these children are not as
urgent as those of mothers and their babies in the prevention of mother-to-child
transmission of lllV, those babies will eventually grow up and attend that same school
where, due to lack of adequate nutrition and immunisation programmes, they may die
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anyway. A well-rounded public health programme is not necessarily aimed predominantly
at the postponement of death. The point is that an unbalanced focus on a particular area of
health service delivery, due to the fact that its protagonists have the loudest voices, or that
their issue is more emotionally charged or that they have the most money for litigation, and
a resulting inappropriate prioritisation of service delivery is not in the broader interests of
public health. Prioritisation of health programmes and the allocation of available resources
on emotional grounds is a path to chaos.

2.3.5

~'Everyone"

A further significant aspect of the manner in which the right. is expressed is the use of the
word "everyone". Everyone has the right to have access to health care service~. There are
few rights in the Bill of Rights that are

accord~d

only to South African citizens. These

relate primarily to political rights such as the right to vote, the right to form a political party
etc. This raises questions as to the rights of non-citizens, especially foreign nationals in
South Africa, to have access to health care services, particularly when they are not in a
position to make payment for such services. In Larbi-Odam l30 the constitutional court held
that discrimination between permanent residents and citizens for employment purposes was
not justified. It pointed out that:
"The government has made a commitment to pennanent residents by permitting them to so enter,
and discriminating against them in this manner is a detraction from that commitment.,,131
It is submitted that the same argument holds for permanent residents in respect of a right of

access to health care services 132. But what of temporary residents and those who are
illegally in the country?
130

131
132

Larbi-Odam and Othen vM,mber ofthe Exscutive COUIICilfor Education (North-Wat Province) andAnothBr 1998 (1) SA 745
(CC)
Larbi-Odam :lit 130 .rupra at p759
K1aaren J 'Non-oitizcw and Equality' 1998 (14) SA.JHR 286 at 293 obsena that: ''the implioatiQlll of the principle announced in
Larbi-Odam SO beyond the employment field. The two most prominent ClaUD.plcs ooncern two oatcgoriea of welfare payments
depended upon heavily in rural &real of the country. As a matter of present lesillatian, old age pcmiOlll are ralriotcd to oitizcm.
Permanent reaidents are thus excluded. Likewiae I 3(0) of the Social Auiltancc Act 59 of 1992 which came into e1f'egt on 1
March 1996 restriots IOCial sranta auch .. welfare payments to South Afiioan citizen&. Both these reslri~QIlI are w1nc:rable to
attack in light of the Larbi-Odam l"C8IODins- If permanent residcnta are able to reaidc and compete for employment on equal
terms with oitizcna, there would aeCJD no reuon why they ahould not enjoy the I81DC IOcial aafety net Ul1derpiminS the
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2.3.5.1 Temporary Residents

There is a wide variety of purposes why people enter South Africa from other countries on
temporary residence permits ranging from vacation through attendance of international
conferences through exploration of business opportunities to obtaining medical treatment
Many of them have health insurance but some do not. If they enter the country with a health
condition what is the duty of the South African government towards them? It could be
argued that the government, in permitting them to enter the country, even if only for a
limited period, accepted certain obligations towards them such as those contained in the
Bill of Rights. 133 The national department of health often receives enquiries from tempomty
residents who have been in the country for periods of several months as to whether
medication for chronic health conditions such as diabetes can be given to them free of
charge by public hospitals because they receive it free of charge in their country of originl34.
The response of the department is usually that they are obliged to obtain the medication in
the private sector and pay for it. However, if such a person presents in diabetic coma at a
public hospital this poses a dilemma. Even if such a person presents at a public hospital in
non-emergency circumstances requesting medication, if there are inadequate controls in
place to ensure that foreign nationals are not treated at such facilities or if such a person
says he has no money to buy insulin what are the choices? Ideally such people should not
be permitted to enter the country without medical insurance but this does not necessarily

III

competition <at 1cast beyond a reasonable initial resbiction period to discourage unfounded applioatiCll1l far pcrmllllCd
residence). The line of argument that these resbictions arc UIICClIlItitutional is directly supported by the text of the final
Constitution. Then: is no constitutional rcatriotion to oitizens of the risht of aoccu to lOCial security. to
In fact Klaaren, m 132 auprQ, at 294 poinfl out that in terms of the criteria announced in Larbi-Odam (m 130 IUpra) with reapeot
to non-citizCIlI in the equality context, temporary residents bear some similarities to permanent residents. He observes that like
pc:rmancnt residents, tcmparary residents constitute a political and largely powc::clcu minority and would allO be subject to
threats and intimidation demonstrating their vulnerability. He states that: '"The diffc:n:ncCII comes pc:rhapa in regard to the lCloond
rationale to which MoJcsoro J referred, tho cxlenl to whioh the IlatuI of a non-citizcn il a pcnonal attribute that il difficult to
chanse. If anything. for temporary residents, this argument is Itrcmscr than for permanent residents, lClIDe of wham have the
option to naturaliICI but chooac not to. Indeed Mokgoro J', rcaaoning 81 to the immutability of the attribute did Id depend ClIl ill
longevity but rathc::c on the individual'l ability to change the atbibute ... Before leaving the topio we should note that Larbi-Odam
did not present a 08ICI of di1rerentiation on the srounda of tcmpcnry residence. Whether that distinction is proeon"bed in some
way by the equality OlaUICI remains an open questiClll." Klaaren goes ClIl to ask the qUCItion whether diaorimiDatim against
temporary residenfl on the sround of oitizenship is unfitir, noting that the court in Lorbi-Odam drew a distinction between
permanent and temponil)' rcaidents. It based its oonolUliClll that the discrimination against permaneot raidenta
unfiUr on the
fact that pcrDl811C11l residents needed job scourity in the OQIltcxt of potential indefinite cmploymonl; that they would be allowed to
became OitizClll in a few )'C8I'I; that they had been ICIlcotcd into the community; and that they bad made • oonsoiOUl oammitmCDl
towards South Afrioa Temporary rcaidentl, obaervcs KI..-en, by definition do not meet these standards. This doee not, however,
rule out the paIIllbility ofunfair diaorimination against tcmpcnry reaidenfl in other oiroumldancel.
They even try to oito non-cxiatcnt international agreements between South Africa and their countries of mgin • the basis for
thil boonl

w.

134
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always happen. It is submitted that a person who is a temporary resident and is in a diabetic
coma would become the responsibility of the public health sector which then raises the .
question whether it would not be cheaper to supply such a person with the chronic
medication, in this case insulin, and where possible charge him or her for it even in the
public sector, rather than end up with a comatose and very expensive patient on one's
hands. From a .legal perspective, it is submitted that at least the bare minimum of health
care services would have to be delivered sufficiently to enable the person to return to his
country of origin but these issues are more difficult. to control in the field without highly
proactive management of the situation by government officials which in itself entails costs
to the state. From a pragmatic perspective, such money could be better spent on treating
South Afrlcan citizens and permanent residents who have nowhe~ else to go and no other
country to look to for health care services.
Klaaren 135 discusses four types of citizenship. These are cultural citizenship, membership
citizenship, post-national citizenship and lawful status citizenship. The first has as its
principal tent an identification between a particular culture and citizenship. He notes that it
is often ruled out of the analysis on first principles by many liberal democratic theorists of
citizenship. In any event this kind of citizenship is likely to find scant support within the
parameters of the Constitution. The second adopts a sharp distinction between citizens and
non-citizens, the latter being defined as al"iens. He notes that this is a vision of citizenship as
a status. The third, post-national citizenship, has at its centre the simple noti9n that persons
are entitled to human rights in their capacity as human beings. The conception of
citizenship most reflected in the jurisprudence of the constitutional court is, however,
lawful status citizenship. Klaaren describes its core nation as being that all persons who are
lawfully and permanently residing within a country are entitled to be full members of the
community of that country. He observes that in contract to membership citizenship, lawful
status citizenship accepts gradations within the granting of privileges of membership. It is
submitted that purely from an economic and practical point of view in the light of the
limited availability of resources in a developing country such as South Africa, this is the
most pragmatic and practically feasible view of citizenship. However, the Constitution's
115

Klaarcn fit 132 Bllprtl at 296
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use of the word 'everyone' in most instances, as opposed to the term 'citizen' renders such
discussions of the meaning of the term 'citizen' largely irrelevant unless one is prepared to
draw the illogical conclusion that the two terms are synonymous.
2.3.5.2 Dlegal Immigrants

If this is the position of persons having temporary residence permits what then are the

obligations of the South African government to persons who are in the country illegally?
This question presents itself at a number of different levels within both the private and the
public health sectors. Many people illegally enter South Africa from neighbouring countries
with the express intention of obtaining medical treatment in the public health sector
because such services are not available in their own countries. Do they have a constitutional
right of access to health services as much as does any South African resident? If the answer
is "yes" then this could clearly lead to unsustainable demands on South African resources at
the expense of those who are legitimately living in the country. However, if the answer is
"no", then this would not accord with international and constitutional law principles of
humanitarianism l36•. In practical terms can a rural, primary health care clinic near the
borders of South Africa legitimately turn away people who have illegally crossed into
South Africa to obtain services at the clinic? It is submitted that logically there would have
to be some kind of limitation imposed upon the delivery of health care services to such
people in order to protect the constitutional rights of South African residents.
One of the ways of addressing the problem in practical terms is to ente~ into international
agreements with neighbouring states in terms of which only limited numbers of their
nationals will be treated, and in controlled circumstances, for payment. This does not,
however, address the question of whether foreign nationals illegally present in South Africa
have a constitutional right to health care services. One may be able to argue that the
government has no legal duty to such persons because it has not permitted their entry into
136

Pietenc M "Fcrcignen and lOOio-economic rights: Legal entitlements or wishful thinking'1" 2000 (63) THRHR P 'I, poin" out
that "Migration i. a feature of international reality which C8lD1ot be ignOred, and which mUit not lead to violatiCllll of thole rishts
CI8eI1liai to 1wmanity. We C8lD1ot make all fundamental rights dependent on geographic location, for if we do, then we run the
risk of replacing humanity with citizenship. a mere political category."
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the country and therefore has no legal obligations towards them. Section 36 of the
Constitution allows for the justifiable limitation of rights but "only in terms of law of
general application to the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open137
and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account
all relevant factors". Some of these factors are the importance of the purpose of the
limitation, the relation between the limitation and its purpose and the nature of the right. It
is submitted that possibly with the exception of emergency medical treatment, a public
sector health care institution may have an

argum~nt

for turning away persons who are

illegally in the country. However,. this would have to be in terms of a law of general
application. The Immigration Act may be such legislation. One of its objects is to ensure
that "immigration control is performed within the highest applicable standards of human
rights protection". The Immigration Act provides specifically for entry of foreign nationals
into South Africa for medical treatment reasons in section 17138 • In terms of section 29 of
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Jordaan DW 'The Open Society' 2001 (64) THRHR pl07 notes that "Since the dawning of our OOUDtry's catltitutiooal era the
pbruo open and democratic society has bcoome well known." He explores what is meant by the ooncept 'open society' with
reference to the work of Hcmy Bergson in the early ninctccn thirties and Karl Popper in the nineteen forties and 0bacM:a that in
his definition of open lIOOiety Popper emphasises the concepts of frccdam, h1mlancneaa and rationality. He 1U8'8CIla that since
thcac three concepts arc: used 81 the basis fer measuring opennCIB, they can most suitably be dcaaribed as principles of an open
society. In examining more olasely the prinoiple of:hcdom, Jordaan points out that Judge Aobrman, in his minority judgement
in Fe1T8irQ "Levin NO; Vrycnhock " Powell NO (1996 (I) SA 984 (CC» contends tbat the right. to freedom and acaurity of the
penon is a reiidual &ccdom right in the sense that it cnoompassca aU the aspegts of hcdom which have nelt been spcoifioaIly
named in the reat of Chapter 3 of the interim COIIItitutiOll. He gives a broad and generous ocmstructiOll to this right clift"erins from
the majority of his oollcagucs on the bench. Jcrc:Iaan notes that the laot that the interim Cmstitution'. limitatica olausc clc:mandcd
that tho limitatiOll on the right to freedom. and scourity of the person be not only reascmablc, but also ncocuary influcnocd the
majority'. judgment to a oonsiderable degree and that .ince the ncoeuity requirement is not inoIudcd in the 1996 Constitution,
JudSC Aokctmam's interpretation of the right to frcc:dom and scomity of the penon "0IIII WI)' likely be followed in future
OClI1ItitutionaJ. 08ICI." He distinguishes between an open society and a free society by llying that an open society CDCODlpaBICII •
:free society but is more than that It embraces the principles of h1mlanencss and rcasonablenCIB, 8IIICJ'tins that these two
principles have specifio meaning and PUlpOlCl independent of:&cedom. He continued to obacrve that in S "Lawnmce; S " Negal;
S" Solberg (1997 (4) SA 1176 (CC» Sachs J inseparably links the open society to di~ity and typifies it as plura1istic - ''one in
which there i. no official orthodoxy or faith". He refen to the wonts of SlOm J in National Coalition cf Gay and Lesbian
Equality" Minister cf Justice (1991 (I) SA 6 (CC» that: "What beoomes normal in an open society, then, is DOt an imposed and
standardised form of behaviour that refuses to IOknowledge difference but the aoocptance of the prinoiple of dif1'crenoc itselt;
which lOocpts the variability of human behaviour" 8l1d gOCI on to obacrvc that Saobs J states that the acccptanoc of tbC principle
of difference doca nClt imply an absence of a point of view or an absence of morality. In omclusion he propoICI the following
ddiDiticm of am open society: "A lOCiety which ."jcob the absolute authcxity of merely established social 1II'J'IID8ODlODta. while
tIying to prcscrw and dcvclop lOOiai arr&n8cmcnts bllCd on the priDciples of freedom, hUlll8l1CllCll, ratiamility and diversity." In
the health oare oontc:Irt the principles of diversity, hlDDlIlCI1CII and rationality arc especially relevant _ evidenced inter alia by
the Hippooratio Oath and the lntcmational Code of Mcdioal EthiOi of the Werld Mcdioal Association. (Sec
for
the
olusioal
version
of
the
Hippocratio
Oath
and
www.pbs.orgIwsbhlnovaldootonloath olassioal
www.iiteduidepartmentslcsc:p!PublicWWW/codcsiooelWorld Medical Association for the Intcmaticnal Code of Medioal Ethics
of the WMA) A rational lOOiety might well be forced to limit the help it giVCI to pcna1I who arc: net its members in keeping
with limited availability of I"CIOUrOCI but would not lOt in 8 manner that was inhumane 01" unfairly disoriminatory.
ss(l) A medical treatment permit may be issued to a fareisnec intending to receive mcdioaI treatment in the Republio for longer
than three months by(a) the Department, as prcsoribcd; or
(b) the Department through the regist:rar'l office er a designated official of an institution where the farcigncr intends to rcociw
treatment, provided that such institution(i) has been app-oved by and is in good standing with the Department;
(ii) certifies that it has n:ccived guarantees to its IltisflOtica that such foreigner's treatment COIfs wiD be paid;
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this same Act, foreigners who are infected with certain infectious diseases as prescribed
from time to time are prohibited persons. As such they do not qualify for a temporary or
permanent residence permitl39• Section 42 of this Act states that· save for necessary
humanitarian assistance, no person, shall aid, abet, assist, enable or in any manner help an
illegal foreigner. It is not clear what exactly is encompassed by the phrase 'necessary
humanitarian assistance' but it is submitted that, in the absence of an agreement or the
status of the foreign nationals as refugees in terms of national lawl40, it cannot reasonably
include health care services that are not immediately necessary to save life. For purely
pragmatic reasons, foreigners should not necessarily be entitled to socio-economic rights to
the same extent and in the same circumstances as residents. This could change with time
and the availability of resources but for the foreseeable future, it is submitted that the
obligations of the state are primarily towards South African citizens and lawful residents.
Some may argue that the temporary nature of the presence of foreigners in the country will
itself limit the potential costs of affording them the benefit of the socio-economic rights
enjoyed by South African residents. However, if there is a relatively large, albeit revolving
population of foreigners constantly illegally present in the country the cost of fulfilling the
full spectrum of socio-economic rights in their case is likely to be unaffordable, especially
given the relatively low level of their contribution to the economy as a whole. Whilst it may
be eminently sensible from a humanitarian perspective, from an economic perspective such
(iii) in the 0880 of a minor, p-ovides ~ name of a penon present in South Africa who it, or has acoeptcd to .,t, .. 1IUCb.
minar's pardian whilo in ~ Republio or ocrtiflCl that auoh minor will be accompanied by a parent or guardian to ~

lUpublio;

139
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(iv) undertakca to p-ovide a prescribed periodic certification that such foreipcr is under treatment; and
(v) undertakes to notify ~ Department when such forcisner has canpletcd his or her treatment.
(2) When 10 requested by, and after oonsu1tation with, the Department ofHealth, the Department shall determinrI an ad hoc fee
far ~ issuance of medioal watment permits in reapcot of institutiOl1l publioly funded or subsidised.
(3) A mcdioaJ. treatment permit does not entitle ~ holder to conduct work."
One wonden whether, fram a COIlItitutional point of view, this is a justifiablo limitalian of tho right not to be unfitirly
disoriminated against on the basis of disability.
.
Section 27 of the Rc:fugeea Act 130 of 1998 stipulates that: A refugee "enjoys full legal protection, which includes the rishts set
out in Chapter 2 of the Constitution and the right to ~ain in the Republic in aocordanoe with the proviuODI of this Aslt". More
specifically subacction TI (g) provides that a refugec: .. is entitled to the same basio health scrvioes and basic primary education
which the inhabitants of the Republio rcoeivo fram time to time". It is CuriOUl that the legislature thought fit to include IICOtion
27(s) after stating in 27(b) that refUgees arc entitled to all of the rights in Chapter 2 of the CoIIItitutiOll whioh include the rigbts
to health care acrvicea and to educatian. One of the objects of this Act is to "'To give effect within the Republio of South Africa
to the relevant international leaal instrumcnll, principles and standards relating to refugees". In tc:rms of section 3 of the Aot, ...
penon qualifiea for refugee a111l for the purposes of this Act if that penan(a> owing to a well-founded fear of being pcncoutcd by reason of his ar her race, tribe, religion, nationality, politioal opinion
or membership of a particular lOOiai group, is outside the country of his or her nationality and is unable or unwilling to
avail himself or henclf of the protection of that country, ar, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his ClI'
bee former habitual residence is unable or, owing to such fear, unwilling to rctmn to it; ClI'
(b) owing to extcrnaI aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events scrioUBly disturbing or disrupting publio order in
cithc:r a part or the whole of his or her country of orisin ar natiana1ity, is compelled to leave his or her place of habitual
residence in order to IICCk refuge elsewhere; or
(c) is a dependant ofa penon contemplated in paragraph (a> ClI' (b)".
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a policy could be suicidal. For a developing country that cannot even afford to realize in
full socio-economic rights for citizens, it is submitted that such an approach is
inconceivable. Pieterse argues that though the Department of Home Affairs contends in its
White paper on international migration that constitutional provisions relating to everyone
cannot always apply equally to illegal aliens, legal residents and citizens alike, there is no
constitutional indication why all aliens should not in principle be equally entitled to all
constitutionally entrenched rights other than those reserved for citizens 141. He notes with
regard to emergency medical treatment that: "Commendably the Department of Home
Aftairs acknowledged in its Green Paper on internationallJligration that all aliens, legal or
illegal, should be afforded the right to emergency medical treatment, although no detailed'
provisions to this effect are contained in the Department's subsequent White Paper on the
same issue. "142 With particular regard to access rights such as those contemplated in section
26(1),26(2) and 27(1) of the Constitution, Pieterse observes that the Department of Home
Affairs apparently does not wish to extend any social welfare benefits (apart from
emergency medical treatment and temporary schooling) to anyone other than citizens and
141

142

Pictcne m136 aupra. He notes that: "Modem lOOicty iI learning to accept lhat the bcncfill of citizenship arc not limited to civil
and political rights but include lOOial and economic rishll. Social resourcea like health and education arc vital far the citizen's
economic cfficicnay and for furthering his and other citizens' civil and political rights. It iI argued that wc1farc rights arc
'concciwd u a care clement of citizcmhip in Western lOCicty" and arc "integral to the modem ICIIIC of citizcmahip" Whether the
entitlement to lOCial and economic rights should extend to non-citizena is polemical. International human rights documents
COIIfcning IUCh rights upon aliCIUI arc not widely ratified and many ItatcI arc n:luotant to include aliC11l in social ailtancc
ICbCIDCI. Bccauac of the IUIturc of lIOCio-cccmomic rights their availability iI often dependent on the availability of state I'CIOUI'CCI
and they can thcn:f'orc not always be suarantced to the l8IIle exlcnt • civil and politioal rights. Many oountrica arc not in a
position to ptJYidc adequately for the aocio-cconomic needs of their citizens, let alone thole of forcipcn in their territory.
Furthcrmcrc, aliC11l (especially tboso of the illegal variety) arc often blamed far oontributins to sooio-coonomio hardship by
taking away jobs and public benefits believed to be rightly due to citizens ••. South Amca's CClIIItitution diffcn sisnifioantly
fioam that of the United states and most other countries of the world in that it CICp'CIIly guarantcca lOOio-cconomic rights .•• Both
oategoric. of lOCio-cconomio right arc conferred on all people without any diltinction bctwccn citizens and ncm-citizena .•• The
extent to which aliCDI willll1lOCCCd in n:lying on thcac rights iI anything but clear."
Pictcnc m 136 8Upra at p ". Intcratinsly the Immigration Agt No 13 of 2003, which is not )'Ct opcratianal, makes no c:xpn:II
mention of the rendains of ClDCl'pDCy medical treatment or any other kind of health lCIYioca to fClRisncn iIlesally in the
country. Section 42 limply says that saw for l'ncoeuary humanitarian _stance" DO penon, Ihall aid, abet, auilt, enable QI" in
any manner help an ilIesal foreigner. The Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Diacriminatlon Act No of 2000,
which is not ~ operational, prohibits unfair di.oriminatian per •. It dcfinca 'prohibited grounds' of discrimination u:
" (a) race, gender, sex, pcgnanoy, marital status, ethnic or social arigin, colo18", sexual arientation, age, disability. n:ligim,
CODIcicncc:, belief, culture, language and birth; or
(b) any other around when: dilcriminatian baed an that other ground(i) CBUICI or pc:rpctuatea systemic disadvantage;
(ii) uadcnnina human dignity; or
(iii) adwncly a1rccts the equal enjoyment of a penm's rightl and freedoms in a scrioua mat1l'lec that is comparable to
discrimination on a ground in paragraph (a);"
A penon's citizenship (i.e. of another CClUIltry) iI not lilted cxpn:ssly in the prohibited grounds but culture or birth could include
citizcmhip by implicatim. In the Sohcdulc, under ICCtion 3 it lists some unfair pncticca n:latins to health scrvioca and benefits
. u: 3 Health care servioca and benefits
(a) Subjecting pcnoDI to medical c:xpcrimcnb without their informed conacnt.
(b) Unfairly denying ar refusing any pcnan IICCCII to health care facilities QI" failing to make health care facilities acocasible to
anypcnon.

(c)
(d)

Rc1Uaing to provide emergency medical treatment to pcnoIll of particular groups identified by one or more of the
prohibited srounds.
.
Refusing to provide n:.onable health scMoca to the elderly...
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permanent residents. He further observes that no authorities are cited for this stance and
that it is doubtful whether this policy is in accordance with the Constitution. He does
concede the possibility that the limitations clause in the Constitution may be used more
vigorously against immigrants and that it is easily foreseeable that' despite aliens'
entitlement to socio-economic rights, the courts and the legislature will favour the socioeconomic needs of citizens when deciding on policy in this regard, pointing to the dictum
of Chaskalson P in Soobramoneyl43 to the effect that:
"We live in a society in which there are great disparities in weal~. Millions of people are living in
deplorable conditions and in great poverty. There is a high level of unemployment, inadequate
social security and many do not have access to clean water or to adequate health services."
It is submitted that the restriction of socio-economic benefits to, or discrimination in the
area of socio-economic rights against, illegal foreigners is neither unfair nor unreasonable
as long as there are limited resources available to the state for the fulfilment of socioeconomic rights. South Africa is surrounded by countries that are much poorer than itself
with literally millions of people who are in need of adequate health services and other
socio-economic benefits. If there were no lawful way to ration health care services to illegal
aliens in South Africa, it is submitted that the state would be unable to fulfil its
constitutional obligations to progressively realiz~ the fulfilment ofsocio-economic rights to
anyone. If as fast as one illegal alien is deported, another enters the country and demands
and receives health care services from the state, there will be a constant, very large rotating
population of illegal aliens depleting the limited resources available for the rendering of
those health care serVices and South African citizens and residents, with nowhere else to go
for such services, are likely, contrary to the intention of the Constitution, to be
progressively deprived of them. There is significant scope for argument that the obligation
to protect, respect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights works in more than one
direction and that it may also require the state to take reasonable measures to ensure ~at its
capacity to progressively tealize the socio-economic rights in the BIll of Rights is not
eroded to the point where it no long~r exists. The fact that the Constitution refers to citizens
143

Soobramoney m23 aupra
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in some cases and "everyone" in others does not necessarily imply that "everyone" includes
illegal aliens. There are two categories of persons on the spectrum between citizens and
illegal aliens. These are temporary residents and permanent residents. It is conceivable that
the

~everyone'

referred to by the Constitution means everyone who is lawfully present in

the country. There seems to be a logical disjunction in the argument that illegal aliens mIl
within the scope of the term ~everyone' used in the Constitution when they have defied the
same legal system of which the Constitution is the grundnorm by their presence in the
country. The Constitution does not award rights to persons in other countries- only to
persons in South Africa. It could be argued that it does not

co~template

or condone the

illegal presence of citizens of other countries in South Africa since to do so would be to
condone the violation of a part of the legal system of which it is the foundation. Dlegal
aliens are thus, for purposes of the South African legal system, in a sense not in South
Africa since their entry took place without the sanction of the legal system. It thus seems
incongruous to argue that they can claim rights in terms of that same legal system to all the
benefits it confers upon those lawfully present. This is not to say that illegal aliens should
not be accorded basic human rights in the process of their detention and deportation.
Human rights are a concept of intemationallaw and therefore of much wider geographical
.

.

application than the specific rights contained in the South African Constitution. It is of
interest on this note, that Pieterse himself points out that international human-rights
documents conferring social and economic rights upon aliens are not widely ratified.
Furtherm~re,

ev«:,n the 1990 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All

Migrant Workers and Members of their Families which he cites as arguably the most
progressive human-rights instrument in this regard, guaranteeing amongst other things that
migrant worker shall be afforded equal treatment to nationals with regard to social security,
the right to emergency health care, access to educational institutions, vocational training
and housing schemes does not apparently include a right to health care services apart from
emergency medical treatment. The other international legal instrument cited, the United
Nations Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who Are Not

National~

of The

Country in Which They Live, determines that aliens lawfully residing in a state should
enjoy rights to safe and healthy working conditions, health protection, medical care, social
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security, social services and education. l44 This is logical because these people by following
the legal procedures necessary to be lawfully present in the country have subjected
themselves to the laws of that country and mll within the full scope of its legal system. The
state in allowing them to enter has made a legal commitment to them. The court in Larbi
Odam stressed not only the met that

th~

state had made a commitment to pennanent

residents by permitting them to enter the countryl45 but also that the pennanent residents
had made a commitment to the countryl46.
1.3.5.3 Health Tourists

The other question is whether, from a policy perspective, if the State wished to discourage
so-called 'health tourism', if would be able to do so. Although this is predominantly a
private health sector issue, people entering the country in significant numbers with the
express purpose of undergoing surgery or some other form of medical treatment are likely
to inadvertently affect the access to health care services of South African residents. The
Immigration Act, which is not yet operational at the time of writing, does envisage such a
possibility and makes express provision for permits for the purpose of medical treatment
but only where such treatment is likely to be for longer than three months 147. In reality there
are very few medical interventions which require even one month's stay in a hospital and
generally speaking people who are treated for three months or longer are likely either to
have a chronic health condition which cannot be cured by a single series of interventions or
they have a terminal illness. The harsh economic reality is that either way, one would not
want to see such patients in South Africa. Iftheir medical insurance benefits run out or they
suddenly take an unanticipated tum for the worse they may become a burden on the public
health sector in which resources are already severely overstretched. Many health tourists
come to South Africa for elective surgery in the private sector such as cosmetic surgery and
144
145
146

147

Pietcnc m1361Upra at pSS and footnote 28
Larbi Odam 130 supra at p"9
.
Sec Lami Odam m 130 IUpra at p7S8-749 where Mokgaro J stated that: "Pcnnancnt residents arc sencrally entitled to
citizenship within a few yean of pining permanent residency, and can be said to have made a cansoious OClIDJDilment to South
Africa. Morcovc:r, permanent residents arc entitlcd to compete with South Afrioans in the employment market. AI. emphasised by
the appellants, it makes littlc IICIIIIC to permit peoplc to stay permanently in a country, but then to cxcludc them &om a job they
arc qualified to pcrfonn."
Immiaration Act 1421Upra

m

m.
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surgery for less pressing health needs. Such treatment nonetheless requires the utilisation of
human and other resources such as operating theatres which could be used in the treatment
of South African residents. Such treatment rarely takes even one month. There is apparently
no obligation in terms of the Immigration Act on people entering South Africa for the
express purpose of receiving medical treatment for less than three months, which is likely
to be the majority, to apply for a medical treatment permit or even declare the real reason
for their 'entering the country.

Whilst at present most health tourists target the private health sector in South Africa, the
question of whether the health care services are delivered in the public or the private sectors
is largely irrelevant. Even where there is spare bed capacity in private hospitals, for
instance, there are significant shortages of other resources used in the delivery of health
care in South Africa, particularly human resources, at various levels within the health care
system. If the private sector is doing a roaring trade in health tourism and is able to attract
human resources away from the public sector and into the private sector to render health
care services to tourists, this constitutes a significant loss for the public health sector and
could severely impact upon its capacity to deliver health services to citizens and permanent
residents. There is an opportunity cost in terms of the treatment of a South African citizen
or permanent resident, in servicing a health tourist. Whilst there are not the long waiting
lists for treatment in South Africa that there are in the British National Health Service, the
question is whether, if such long waiting lists did develop as the result of an influx ofhealth
tourists, would there be a constitutional obligation upon the South African government to
ensure that this does not happen? It is submitted that there would be such a constitutional
obligation in view of the injunction not only to promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of
Rights but also to respect and protect them.

The other possibility is that health tourism could lead to a situation where private hospital
treatment becomes so expensive for South African residents, due to the fact that a private
hospital would rather treat a foreign patient paying in a strong foreign currency than a
South African resident who cannot compete 'with weak rands, that the private sector
becomes largely inaccessible to South African patients. They will then be forced to fall
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back on the already overburdened public health sector for their health needs. In this way,
valuable health resources located in South Africa could effectively be diverted away from
South African residents for the benefit of foreign nationals who contribute very little to the
economy in comparison to a tax paying local resident. The issue of health care services to
foreigners also has a bearing on the question of the horizontal application of the Bill of
Rights. If private health institutions are constitutionally obliged to provide health care
services to South African residents as opposed to foreign nationals, they will be restricted
in their capacity to deliver those same services to non-residents. Liebenbergl48 remarks with
regard to the rights implicit in section 27(3) that this subsection is applicable horizontally
and hence binds private hospitals, clinics, consulting rooms and ambulance services. Since
emergency medical treatment is a specific, specialised subset of health care services it
could be argued that the right to health care services contemplated in section 27(1) is not
necessarily also horizontally applicable and that, in the present context, emergency medical
services are in any event not the kind of services that are usually targeted by health tourists
except unintentionally. The kind of health care services that health tourists are interested in
are very often cosmetic surgery and other types of services that fall into the non-emergency
category. Furthermore the private facility at which they are to undergo the treatment is
likely to have made sure that they are in a financial position not only to pay for the
contemplated treatment but also for other treatment in the event that something goes wrong.
If private health facilities are not bound by a horizontal application of the rights in section

21 (1) of the Constitution to deliver health care services to South African residents then
from the current legal perspective they are under no obligation not to treat foreign patients.
From a practical point of view, however, this may not be a desirable state of affairs given
the potential indirect effects on the capacity of the health care system as a whole to deliver
services to locals and, depending upon the magnitude of health tourism and its impact on
the South African health system, it may have to be restricted in some way in order to
protect the right of South African residents to access to health care services. The question
of the horizontal application of the rights in the Bill of Rights is dealt with elsewhere in this
chapter.

148
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2.3.6

Available Resources

As discussed at length in chapter 1, the question of available resources is central, from. a
constitutional point of view, to the right of ~ccess to health care services. Liebenberg l49
observes that the critical question that arises is whether the 'available resources' of the state
refers to its existing budgetary allocations, or whether it is a broader concept, incorporating
the totality of the resources available to the st8;te. She points out that Alston and other
international law scholars are of the view that the phrase 'to the maximum of its available
resources' in art 2 of the ICESCR refers to the overall resources of the country and is not"
confined to budgetary appropriations I"'. Liebenberg notes further that the implication of the
former interpretation is that the state ~ould be in a position to determine the extent of its
own obligations, by, for example, allocating minimal funds to the portfolios of housing,
education, etc. The further question also arises whether the 'available resources' of a
provincial government are to be determined only by reference to the budget of that
provincial government or whether a court can enquire i:r:tto the national government's
allocations to provincial levels in areas critical to the realisation of the rights. It is submitted
that the views of Alston P et al on the level of international law are not necessarily
appropriate or applicable to constitutional questions involving the availability of resources
for the following reasons:

International law, as stated in chapter one, is essentially involved with the obligations of
nation states to observe the provisions of various instruments of intel'll8:tional law as
opposed to the obligations of states towards their citizens and of citizens towards each
other. Whilst these latter types of obligations clearly have an impact on the state's
fulfilment of its obligations in terms of such instruments of international law, in terms of
the South African Constitution, international law does not automatically form part of the
South African legal system. Thi"s is entirely consistent with the rule of law in terms of
149
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Chaakalaon., al, fit 67 supra at p41-41
Chaskalson ., al til 67 supra at p41-41 footnolc 3
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which the Constitution has been designated as the supreme law of the country and therefore
even international law which is inconsistent with the Constitution cannot legitimately be
applied by. the courts. The Constitution itself is in some ways a moving target as a result of
its emphasis on the values that underlie an open and democratic society and the fact that the
constitutional court has emphasised the process approach to the Constitution.151
Due to the fact that international law is essentially involved with the obligations of nation
states inter se and to the international community of nation states as a whole, its perspective
must, of necessity, because it stands outside systems of national law, be different to the
perspectives of national law. The perspective of international law is one of being on the
outside looking in whereas the perspective of South African constitutional law is one of
being on the inside looking out Consequently the approach of international law in
measuring the extent to which a nation state as a whole has met its obligations with regard
to the available resources must be that suggested by Alston et al. It has to be a bird's eye
view. However, from the point of view' of the constitutional order within South Africa,
recognising the doctrine of separation of powers, a system of fiscal federalism and
imposing a complex matrix of obligations on national, provincial and local governments,
one cannot afford to take the bird's eye view of international law if one wishes to preserve
the supremacy of the Constitution within South Africal~. The weave of constitutional and
lSI
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See for iDstanoe the warda of Chaskalson P in Jl'an Rooyen And Othe,., " The State And Othen (Gentll'Ql CQJlW;il Of Tht BQI' Of
South Africa IntBrtlBning) 2002 (S) SA 246 (eC) at para 34, p 273 "'Bearing in mind the diwnity of our lOOiety this oawClllll)'
injunotion is of particular importance in _ing institutional independence. The weD-iDfmmed, thoughtfUl and objective
obacrver mUlt be sensitive to the country's complex IOcial realities, in touch with ita evolving patterns of constitutional
development, and guided by the Constitution, its values and the differentiation it makes betwc:cn different levels of courts." The
court in Dawood. fit 12 8Ilpra, at P 1043 comments: "Thus as this right has "been ClUCial to our cmutitutional project', very
compelling reBlOlII would have to be advanced to justify ita limitation." (writer's emphasis) See also Klare K "Lepl culture and
constitutionalism" (1998) 14 SAJHR 146 who speab of transf'ormative constitutionalism. and notes that the Constitution as a
transfmmative document requirca continual reinwntion to mala: sense of the changing warld. The canstitutional project becomes
a long term project of oonstitutional enactment, interpretation and enforcement
This question of differences in perspective is quite nicely illustrated in the obsc:rYatiOlll of the court in Mangope " Jl'an DBr Walt
And Another NNO 1994 (3) SA ISO (BG) where it IBid that: "I do not consider that the principles of internatianal law, to which I
was referred, are appaeito to a OllIe of the type DOW Ware me. I think it is a qucstian of constitutional law. AI Lard Reid
observed in Madzimbamuto " Lardner-Bura and Another [1968] 3 All ER '61 (PC) at "3H-B: "With regard to the question
whether the usurping government can now be regarded as a lawful government much was IBid about de faoto and de jUte
govemmema. Those arc corK1CptiCllll of international law and in their Lordships' view they arc quite inappropriate in dealing with
the legal poaitian of a Ulurper within the ienitory of which he has acquired control. As w. explained in Carl-ZBi8l-Stfftung "
Rayner and K_lBr Ltd (No 2) when a quc:stian arises as to the status of a new regime in a foreign countJy the caurt must
ascertain the view of Her M.g~s Gavemment and act on it as correct. In practice the government has regard to certain rules,
but thQIIO are not rules of law. And it happens n9~ ~uently that. the government rccosnia a usmper II the de facto
government of a territory' while ccmtim.lins to recognise the austed Sovereign. t1ie de jure govemmeht. But the position is quite
different where a court sitting in a particular territory has to determine the statUI of a new regime which'" Ulmped power and
acquired control of that territory. It must decide. And it is not passible to decide that there are two lawful sovemments at the
same time while each is seeking to prevail over the other. It is a historical fact that in many countries - and indeed in many
countries which are or haw been under British sovereignty - there arc now regimes which arc univenally recognised _ lawfUl
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national law is much more dense and intricate. than that of international law and for the
national system to be internally consistent, one has to look to the Constitution, as opposed
to international law, as the grundnorm. Provision has been made in the Constitution for
courts and other tribunals to consider international law with a view no doubt inter alia to
observing South Africa's international legal obligations but there is no obligation upon the
courts to apply international law irrespective of whether or not it is consistent with the
values enshrined in the Constitution. In Grootboom and TAC 1". for example, the
constitutional court refused to apply the international law principle of minimum core
obligations.

As pointed out in the previous chapter, taken to its logical extreme the question of a
country's available resources could extend to implied obligations upon the international
community to 'put its money where its mouth is'. If it seeks to impose obligations upon a
country which require resources that country does not have and there are mechanisms for
financial and other support at international level available to that country then those
mechanisms must be mobilised to ensure that the resources are made available otherwise
the pointing finger of accusation is simply turned back in the direction of the accusers. At a
certain level international law seems inherently self-contradictory since on the one hand it
seeks to deny national boundaries in terms of legal principles by insisting that international
legal principles are applicable across national bou~daries, regardless of the views of those
nations on the subject, but on the other seeks to hold individual nations liable for their
failure to observe those principles. It seems that the penneability of national boundaries for
purposes of international law is, at times, unidirectional. If the courts themselves 154 do not
believe that they have the necessary resources to make decisions concerning the allocation
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but which derive their origins &om revolutiCIII or coups d'etat. The law must take aaoount of that fact. So there may be a
question bow or at what uSC the new regime became lawfid.' The court cmphasiacd that it is the 00I1IeIIl or acceptance of the
people of a new government establiahcc:l as the rcault of • revolution which ia relevant rather than the principles of intmnational
law."
Grootboom th 10 and TAC m57 supra
TAC m57 supra at para 37, p 740: lilt Ihould be bome in mind that in dcalins with lOCh mattcn the Courts are not institutionally
equipped to make the wido-ransins factual and political enquiries nccc:asmy for detcrminins what the minimum-ocrc standards
called for by the tint and Iccond amici should be, nor for deciding how public l'CVCIlues should most cffcotively be spent" and
para 38: "Courts arc ill-euited to adjudicate upon issues wbm: Court orden could have multiple lOOial and economio
ccmcqucocca for the community."
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of resources at provinciallevepss, the notion that they can even begin to contemplate the
allocation of resources across provinces and take on the role of Parliament to provide for
'the equitable division of revenue raised nationally among the national, provincial and local
spheres of government' is nothing short of mind boggling. It is submitted that the
constitutional court has itself answered the question as to whether the court has the power
...

to enquire into the national government's allocations to provincial levels in areas critical to
the realisation of the rights in TAe where it noted that:
"The Constitution contemplates rather a restrained and focused role for the Courts, namely, to
require the State to take measures to meet its constitutional obligations and to subject the
reasonableness of these measures to evaluation. Such determinations of reasonableness may in fact
have budgetary implications, but are not in themselves directed at rearranging budgets. In this way
the judicial, legislative and executive functions achieve appropriate constitutional balance."lSC5
Viewed systemically, it is submitted that the role of the courts is not to rearrange the system
in all its complex interrelationships but rather to exert acupressure at sensitive points within
the system so as to encourage it to move or develop in a certain way.
Section 27(2) stipulates that the state must take reasonable legislative and other measures to
achieve the progressive realisation of the right within available resources. In this regard, the
constitutional court has pointed out that:
"The third derming aspect of the obligation to take the requisite measures is that the obligation does
not require the State to do more than its available resources permit. This means that both the content
of the obligation in relation to the rate at which it is achieved as well as the reasonableness of the
measures employed to achieve the result are governed by the availability of resources. Section 26
does not expect more of the state than is achievable within its available resources. As ChaskaIson P
said in Soobramoney:
'What is apparent from these provisions is that the c;>bligations imposed on the state by ss 26 and 27
in regard to access to housing, health care, food, water, and social security are dependent upon the
resoUrces available for such purposes, and that the corresponding rights themselves are limited by
reason of the lack of resources. Given this lack of resources and the significant demands on them
that have already been referred to, an unqualified obligation to meet these needs would not
presently be capable of being fulfllled.'
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fix:ins the health
budget, and at the functional level in deciding upon the priorities to be met. A oourt will be slow to interfere with rationa1
deoiaiODl takta in good faith by the political ClI"gaDI and medical authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with IIUOh mattcn."
TAe fit 57 aupra pan 38 at p 740
Soobramoney fit 23 at P 716: "'These ohoiCOl involve difficult decisions to be taken at the political level in
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There is a balance between goal and me'ans: The measures must be calculated to attain the goal
expeditiously and effectively but the availability Qf resources is an important factor in detennining
what is reasonable. "1S7
Since the availability of resources is a variable which, by defmition, is subject to
fluctuation, and since what is reasonable in terms of the state's efforts to fulfil its
constitutional ~bligations must be seen in the context of the available resources, it follows
that the state's obligations can and do vary not only from one context to another but also
across time. Admittedly, the Constitution requires "progressive" realisation which means
that ideally the state's obligations should not be permitted to regress in terms of its
constitutional obligations but, in a situation where resources are greatly reduced from what
they were previously and where the state finds itself in dire economic circumstances, it is
submitted that in practical terms what it is constitutionally obliged to provide by way of
access to health care services may well amount to less than what it was obliged to provide
in more prosperous times. In a sense, the available resources limit or bound the right in a
given set of circumstances. It is submitted that this is partly the reason that the court in
Grootboom observed that deciding whether the state has fulfilled its obligations in a

particular instance is very difficult and that every case has to be considered individually. 138

In keeping with this line of reasoning, the constitutional court in both the Grootboom and
the TAC 1SP cases rejected the argument that socio-economic rights have a minimum core to
which every person in need is entitled. The concept of minimum core is discussed in
considerable detail in chapter one and that discussion will therefore not be repeated here.
However, it is important to point out that: "[t]his argument fails to have regard to the way
ss (1) and (2) of both ss 26 and 27 are linked in the text of the Constitution itself: and to the
way they have been interpreted by this court in Soobramoney and Grootboom."I«1
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GI'OOlboom m10 supra p 70-71 para 46
Sec Grootboom fit 10 supra para 20 P 61 where the ~ourt obsc::rvcd that: ·"The question is therefore not whether IOOiCH:CODOJDio
rights an justioiable under our Constitution, but how to enforce them in a Biven ouc. This is a very difticu1t issue which mUll be
carefully explored on a casc-by-oasc basil. " (footnatcs omitted)
Grootboom fn 10 and TAC th 57l11pra
TAC th 57 supra p738 para 29
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The manner in which sections 26 and 27 of the Constitution have been constructed defeats
the argument in favour of a minimum core obligation as espoused in intemationallaw. The
court in the TAe case observed that:
"Section 26( I) refers to the 'right' to have access to housing. Section 26(2), dealing with the state's
obligation in that regard, requires it to 'take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its
available resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of this right'. The reference to 'this right'
is clearly a reference to the s 26(1) right. Silnilar language is used in s 27, which deals with health
care services, including reproductive health care, sufficient food and water, and social security,
including, if persons are unable to support themselves and their dependants, appropriate social
assistance. Subsection (I) refers to the right everyone has to have 'access' to these services; and ss
(2) obliges the state to take 'reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available
resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of each of these rights'. The rights requiring
progressive realisation are those referred to in ss 27(1)(a), (b) and (c). In Soobramoney it was said:
~What is apparent from these provisions is that the obligations imposed on the state by ss 26 and 27
in regard to access to housing, health care, food, water and social security are dependent upon the
resources available for such purposes, that the corresponding rights themselves are limited by
reason of the lack of resources. '
The obligations referred to in this passage are clearly the obligations referred to in ss 26(2) and
27(2), and the 'corresponding rights' are the rights referred to in ss 26(1) and 27(1). This passage is
cited in Grootboom. It is made clear in that judgment that ss 26(1) and 26(2) 'are related and must
be read together'. Yacoob J said: 'The section has been carefully crafted. It contains three
subsections. The flfSt confers a general right of access to adequate housing. The second establishes
and delimits the scope of the positive obligation imposed upon the state. . . .' It is also made clear
that s 26 does not expect more of the state than is achievable within its available resources' and does
not confer an entitlement to 'claim shelter or housing immediately upon demand' and that as far as
the rights of access to housing, health care, sufficient food and water, and social securiW for those
unable to support themselves. and their dependants are concerned, 'the state is not obliged to go
beyond available resources or to realise these rights immediately'." 161
There is only a single obligation upon the state, dependent upon the availability of
resources, to provide access to health care services and not two: one based on the minimum
core concept and one on the available resources concept. The court rej ected the idea that a
minimum core obligation was enforceable against the state irrespective of the resources that
are available to fulfil that minimum core. It is submitted that, far from being a weakness in
the right of access to health care services, the element of the availability of resources is its
saving grace. It provides the mechanism for the translation of the right from the paper on
which it is written into something that has practical meaning. Moreover the flexibility that
it allows renders it possible to adapt and realistically apply the right to every possible
permutation that could arise in relation to the need for health care services.
161

TAC fit" supra, p738-739 para 30-32 (footnotes omitted)
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2.4

The Right of Children To Basic Health Care Services

The Constitution makes specific reference to a right of children to basic health care services
in section 28(1 )(c). It is thus necessarY to consider this provision and its implications in the
context of the broader right of everyone to health care services as provided for in section
27(1). Does this mean that children have a greater or more specific right to health care
services than adults? Is the right of children to health care services a separate right from the
rights conferred in section 27(1)? In other words do children have 'two' rights to health
care services, one in terms of section 27(1) which refers simply to "health care services"
and the other in terms of section 28(1)(c) which speaks of 'basic health care services'? The
answer has a bearing on the broader question of whether the right to health care services is
a single right with many facets or whether there is in reality only a number of discrete
rights, within different contexts, having no underlying systemic consistency.

2.4.1

Section 28 Rights v Section 26 and 27 Rights

One of the major differences between section 27 and section 28 is that the fonner stipulates
that the state must take reasonable legislative and other m~asures to achieve the progressive
realisation of the rights referred to in section 27. There is no similar qualification in section
28. It would in theory be possible to argue that the reason for the provision for basic health
care services in paragraph 28(1)(c) is to ensure a minimum core of health services to
children, available resource considerations aside l62• However, the constitutional court in
HaYJOlD N in the chapter on ahlldn:n in Davis et aI, m 124 8Upra, lends suppart to this view in IUs IIIbmission at p 269, that the
tc:nn 'basic' implies a 'minimum. level ncoessary to prevent malnutrition or disease mUlt be provided.' He 1Urthcr states at p 270
that: "Unlike the formulation of the rights in s 26 and '1:1, where a areater disoretion is allowed to the state, the courts do not have
to refer to the question of availability of resouroes in determining whether the state bas met its obligatim to provide these basic
necessities to children (See pcra1ly de VOl P 'The Economic and Social Rights of Children and South Afiica's TranaitiCll18l
Coditution' 1995 (10) South African Public Law 233)." Hayaom appean DOt to be entirely consiatcnt in this view however
because in disoussing the right of children to basic nutrition, shelter, health care serviCCl and social services at p 269 he 88)'1
'"This p-ovision will be subject to reasonable limitations arisins out of the available resources of the state." It is interestinS that
Hayaom sees the risht of ahlldn:n to basic health services as beins preventive as opposed to curative. It is not clear whether he
intended to refer to the mcrc fcrma1 classification of different types of health care er whether the term ''p'cMmt'' as applied to
"disease" is intended to inDlude curative health care as well as preventive in the lCIIIIe that a CURl prcwmta continuation in the
diseased state. He states that the right conferred is intended to serw primarily I I a safirty net in oasa of deprivation, nesJect,
starvation or abuse and observes that: ''In oomparilOD with thI: costs involved in thI: enforcemenl of oivil rigIU (fer example
legal aid), the delivery of a minimum level of food and health services in areas enduring axtremo deprivation should not be
formidable." It is submitted that unfortunately in health care terms, ''the minimmn necessary to p-cvent malnutrition and disease"
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Grootboom and the TAC I63 cases rejected the minimum core conceptl64 in principle, albeit
primarily with reference to sections 26 and 27(1) which expressly require the state to take
reasonable legislative and other measures to ensure the progressive realisation of this right
within its available resources. In Grootboom l6S the court specifically considered the right of
children to shelter as contained in section 28(1)(c). It observed with regard to both sections
26 and 28(1)(c) that: "[t]hese rights need to be considered in the context of the cluster of
socio-economic rights enshrined in the Constitution." The court in its judgement discussed
the concept of minimum core obligations within the context of the obligations of the State
in terms of section 26 and rejected that concept on the basis of the construction of the
section in a manner which ties the rights therein contained to the issue of available
resources. Some might be tempted to argue that the concept of minimum core could
nonetheless be valid with regard to the rights of children expressed in section 28 which
does not contain the same qualifications with regard to available resources as does section
26. However, in its discussion of the judgment of the high court as it pertained to section
28(1)(c), the constitutional court observed the following:
"The judgment of the High Court amounts to this: (a) s 28(1)(c) obliges the state to provide
rudimentary shelter to children and their parents on demand if parents are unable to shelter their
children; (b) this obligation exists independently of and in addition to the obligation to take
reasonable legislative and other measures in terms of s 26; and (c) the state is bound to provide this
rudimentary shelter irrespective of the availability of resources. On this reasoning, parents with
their children have two distinct rights: the right of access to adequate housing in terms of s 26 as
well as a right to claim shelter on demand in terms of s 28(1)(c). This reasoning produces an
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in children docs not llCOC8Iarily mean that the fimdins of IUOh health om'C aeMOCS iI • minimal as Hayaom would have his
readen believo. The prcvaation of dil108SO in children il not neccaarily eithc:l' limple er ltrBightfCll'ward and the phraac
'minimum nCQOll8l)' to prevent' oan in itself be the IUbjoct of lOme debate. For example, in the oontexl of the TAC OIIIC, the
argument of the State w. in a IIOlIIO that that the provilion of the chuB Nc:virapine to pregnant mothers and their newborn babies
was nct lUffioicnt. It w. not the minimum nCCCII8I'Y to JII'CYCIIl malnutrition and dilcuc in ohildren lince .tudicI had mown that
if the mother breastfecl tho child there W8I ltill a oaWdc:rable rilk. of lranlmiuion of HIV &em the mother to the child and that
feeding IUbltitutel were an importaDt part rL a prosramme that IOUght to prevcpt mother to ohild trlll1llDiuion of HIV.
Furthermcn, the State had ooncam about potential ac:Ivene c1fcctI on Ions term management of the diIeMc mob • tho
development of large lCBle dnaB resiltancc in the face of anly marginal IUOCOII in the prevCIltion of HIV 1I'anImiIIion at birth.
The court, of ooune, took the view that it iI better to live now and die later than not to live at all and that CMIl if only a few
hundred IivcI were laved initially, the potential 1011 of life of thOUlllldl in the long term due to dnJg nlliltanoe W8I no 8IJUIDC11l
fer the State'l firilura to provide tho drug. In thiI o.e 'it iI important to remember that the cIrus w. available to the State fi'ec of
obarse but what if it had not been? What if there bad been a lignificant price tat! Would the proviIion of Nc:virapine Iti1l
OOII8titutc buio health care ICI'YiccI to children in the context of Haysam'l IlUbmilliion that it iI the minimum level neccuary to
prevent malnutrition or diseuc? The numbcn of antimroviral dru811 on the market arc few and altcmatiWll In even 108I'CCI'.
nil grcady reducel the optiCll1l for HIV and AIDS prevention llrategies generally. It il oamparativcly e.y to run a V81X)ination
programme for meulCi or rubella or lIDallpox in tenJll of which children can be immunized againat theIc diIeaIeI and the
vacoinel me nol p-ohibitively expcmive but what arc ''baIio health serviocs" for children in the oonteld of HIV and AIDS,
hcpatitil C and limilar health ocnditiCll1l where no vaccincl cxilt or wbcrc they arc cxpeI1Iive and may oany lisnifioant adwnc
lido cJfcctI that haw colt implicatiOlll fer tic health Iystcm in their own right?
Grootboom m10 and TACm" 8Upra
MiniatfJl' ofHealth and DthB,., \I Treatment Action Campaign and DthB,." m,7 supra, ICC p 737 onwardl

Grootboom fit 10 mpra
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anomalous result. People who have children have a direct and enforceable right to housing under s
28(l)(c), wbile others who have none or whose children are adult are not entitled to housing under
that s~tion, no matter how old, disabled or otherwise deserving they may be. The carefully
constructed constitutional scheme for progressive realisation of socio-economic rights would make
little sense if it could be trumped in every case by the rights of children to get shelter from the state
on demand. Moreover, there is an obvious danger. Children could become stepping stones to
housing for their parents instead of being valued for who they are. "166
This reasoning, although it is aimed at defeating the inference drawn by the high court to
the effect that because children have a right to shelter, so do their parents and that this is a
right on ~emand, also implies that the rights of children in section 28(1)(c) must be seen in
the context of available resources and as argument for the met that one cannot regard this
particular socio-economic right of children to shelter outside of the context of the available
resources when the broader socio-economic right to housing contained in section 26 is part
of a 'carefully constructed constitutional scheme' for the progressive realisation of socioeconomic rights in general. In other words the implication is that the right of children to
shelter in terms of section 28(1 )(c) is no more a right on demand than is the right to housing
expressed in section 26. In Grootboom l67 , the respondents and the amici in supporting the
judgment of the High Court drew a distinction between housing on the one hand and shelter
on the other. They contended that shelter is an attenuated form of housing and that the state
is obliged to provide shelter to all children on demand. The respondents and the amici
emphasised that the right of children to shelter is unqualified and that, the 'reasonable
measures' qualification embodied in ss 25(5) 26,27 and 29 are markedly absent in relation
to s 28(1)(c). The appellants disagreed and criticised the respondents' definition of shelter
on the basis that it conceives shelter in terms that limit it to a material object. They
contended that shelter is more than just that, but defined it as an institution constructed by
the state in which children are housed away from their parents. 168

The court did not accept the argument of the respondents that there is a distinction within
the Constitution between housing on the one hand and shelter on the other. It argued that:
"Housing and shelter are related concepts and one of the aims of housing is to provide pbysical
shelter. But shelter is not a commodity separate from housing. There is no doubt that all shelter
166
167
168
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Grootboom 10 mp1Ylp 80 para 70·71
Grootboom fh 10 8Up1Yl
Grootboom fh 10 8Up1Yl P 80 para 72
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represents protection from the elements and' possibly even from danger. There are a range of ways
in which shelter may be constituted: shelter may be ineffective or rudimentaIy at the one extreme
and vel)' effective and even ideal at the other. The concept of shelter in s 28(1)(c) is not qualified by
any requirement that it should be 'basic' shelter. It follows that the Constitution does not limit the
concept of shelter to basic shelter alone. The concept of shelter in s 28(1)(c) embraces shelter in all
its manifestations. However, it does not follow that the Constitution obliges the state to provide
shelter at the most effective or the most rudimentmy level to children in the company of their
parents. ,,169

The differences in terminology between sections 26 and 28(1)(c) were not enough to
convince the constitutional court that there were differences in the substance or content of
the rights expressed in the two sections. The crux of the argument against seeing the rights
of children to food, shelter and health care services as separate from those of other socioeconomic rights, however, is contained in Grootboom where the constitutional court said:
"The obligation created by s 28(1)(c) can properly be ascertained only in the context of the rights
and, in particular, the obligations created by ss 25(5), 26 and 27 of the Constitution. Each of these
sections expressly obliges the State to take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its
available resources, to achieve the rights with which they are concerned."170

Again in its summary and conclusion the constitutional court noted that:
''Neither s 26 nor s 28 entitIes the respondents to claim shelter or housing immediately upon
demand. ,,171

It is submitted that these findings and observations of the constitutional court conclusively
preclude the argument that whilst minimum core obligations may not be a feature of the
rights contained in sections 26 and 27 of the constitution they are applicable to those of
children as expressed in section 28(1)(c) on the ground that the latter are not expressly
subject to the requirement of progressive realisation within available resources.
The court in Grootboom observed that there is an overlap between the rights contained In
sections 26 and 27 and those in 28(1)(c) in that the rights in section 26 and 27 are bestowed
upon everyone whereas the rights in section 28(1)(c) are those of children only. It pointed
out that:
169
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Grootboom m10 IUprap 80-81
Grootboom m10 lupra para 74 P 81
Grootboom m10 1IIJ»'4 para 95 P 86
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"Apart from this overlap, the s 26 and 27 rights are (fonferred on evel)'one including children while
s 28, on its face, accords rights to children alone. This overlap is not consistent with the notion that
s 28(1)(c) creates separate and independent rights for children and their parents."I72 [footnotes
omitted]

The court went on to comm~nt that 28(1 )(c) does not create any primary state obligation to
provide shelter on demand to parents and their children if children are being cared for by
their parents or families. It further observed that this does not mean that the state incurs no
obligation in relation to children who are being cared for by their parents or families and
that in the first place, the state must provide the legal and administrative infrastructure
necessary to ensure that children are accorded the protection contemplated by s 28 173•

From the foregoing it is thus clear that the right of children to basic health care services in
terms of section 28(1 )(c) is not a separate and independent right from that of their parents to
access to health care services in terms of section 27(1) but rather a subset of the broader
right The right of children to health care services is primarily, but not exclusively, a right
as against their parents or fiunilies 174. However, the state does have a responsibility, as the
constitutional court pointed out in the TAC judgment175 to create circumstances in which the
172
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Grootboom fn 10 IUpI'Q para 74 P 81
Grootboom fn 10 IUpI'Q para 78 P 82
Grootboom fit. 10 1IIpra. The oourt lAid at P 81-82, para 76-77: "Scotion 2S<IXc) DlUIt be read in this oantext. SubleotiODl
28(1)(b) and (0) provide: 'Every child has the risht(a).••
(b) to family care or parental oare. or to appropriate alternative care when removed from the family environment;
(0) to basic nutrition, Biter, basio health care scrvioca and social aervioea.'
They must be read together. Thc:y ensure that children are properly cared for by their parenti ClI' families, and that they receive
appropriate alternative care in the absence of parental or family om-e. Tlu: aectian encapsulates the aonaeptiOll of the aoope of
oare that children should receive in our society. Subaeotion (l)(b) defines thoac responsible for Bivin. care while • (1)(0) lists
various aspects of the care entitlement. It followl from • 1(b) that the Constitution oontcmplatcs that • ohild . . the right to
parental Clr fiunily om-e in the tint place, and the right to alternative appropriate care only where that is lacking. Throush
legislation and the common law, the obliSation to pvvido shelter in u (lXo) is impoacd primarily on the parenti or f8mily and
only alternatively on. the State. Tho State thus incurs the obligation to provide Biter to those children, for example, who are
ranoved &om. their families. It follows that I 28(IXo) does nat create any primary State obligation to provide shelter CIII demand
to parcDtI and their obiIdren if children are beins cared for by their parents or families."
See also TAe (fn 57 mpra para 79 P 7S0) where the OOIIItitutianal court observed that: ''The ltate is obliged to CIIIIUR that
ohildren are accorded the p-oteotion contemplated by I 28 that arises when the implementation of the risht to parental or family
oare is Iaoking." (footnotes emitted)
TAe fit. 57 mpro, oiting with approval Grootboom (m 10 mpra) in whioh the ocnut llllid: .~ does not mean, however, that the
ltate incurs 110 obliSation in relation to children who are being oared for by their paRmtl or families. In the fJnt place, the state
must )X'OVide the legal and administrative infrastructure neoc:uary to CI1IUI"C that ahildrcn are acoonfed the protection
contemplated by I 28. This obligation would normally be fulfilled by palling laws and orc::ating cnforoemcnt mechaniImI for the
maintenance of children, their protection from maltreatment, abuse, negleot or degradation, and the pevcnti.CIII of other forms of
abuse of children mentioned in I 28. In addition, the state is required to fulfil ill obligatiOl1l to provide families with &OOCII to
land in tennl of I 2S, &OOCSI to adequate: houaing in terml of s 26 u well u aoceu to health care, food, water and social aeourity
in terms of s '1:1. It follows from this judgment that II 2' and 27 require the state to povidc accesl on a prosrammatio and
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right can be fulfilled. The right of children to basic health care services is therefore a facet
of a single right of access to health care services rather than an additional and separate right
to the one expressed in section 27(1) of the Constitution. In fact it would appear from the
decision of the constitutional court in Grootboom that even a right to health care services is
part of the larger bundle or system of socio-economic rights and as such, it should not be
considered in isolation from these other rights. It remains to be explored whether the
constitutional right of access to health care services is itself simply a facet of a larger right
of access to such services or whether it in fact defines that single right in all of its facets as
reflected in the various branches of South African law.

2.4.2 What is a child?

It is important to establish what is ineant by the term 'child' for the purposes of the
Constitution in order to establish who exactly holds the ~ights conferred on children in
section 28 and how they may be exercised. A foetus is not a child for purposes of the
Constitution l76• The Constitution provides that a child is a person under the age of 18 years
but is silent on the subject of whether an unborn person is a child or not. Usually, in South
African common law, personality is regarded as beginning at birth which means that a
foetus or an unborn child cannot be the holder of legal rights except, in certain
circumstances, by way ofa fiction known' as the nasciturus rule l77 • In terms of this fiction, a
coordinated basis, subjcct to llvailable resources. One of the W8)'1 in which the state would meet its • 27 obliptiCIII would be
through a lOCial welfare program providing maintenance Fanta and other material 8IIiltancc to familiCi in need in defined
ciroUlDltanccl."
176
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Clwkallon ,t al fit 67.fIIP"" at 16.2 Rcproduotive Ri.ptI.
The rule W8I dilcUllCd in Pinchi" and Another " Bantam /MU"QlJCI CO Ltd 1963 (2) SA 2S4 (W) in the CClI1text of 8 delictual
claim. The 1Ullltatcmcnt of the rule iI 'l1Q8citlU1u pro iam nato habetur quotienr d, commotio ';111 ag;tur' HiClDllra J obIcrYed
that: "The legal qucation iI cri.ply: DocI a penon bavc an action in napcct of injury inflicted on him while he w_ .tin 8 foetus
in hiI mother'. womb? Thi. lookl like 8 philCllOphical conundnan • much _ 8 legal one, but .uch philOllOphy _ I have fOund
on the qUCltion, ICCmI to have come &om the ~elphic oracle. Prof'eIsor Martin Vcnfcld ten. UI in Acta Jurldica, 1960 p. 2: "St
Thomal AquinaI drivel thingI right back to the :6nt fimdamcntal truth that • jUitice pn:IUppOICI right, 10 risht pRlUppOlCl that
in the tint place man Ihould be there. Before you can haw; 8 right, you mOlt be. 'It iI through creation that the created being tint
comes to have rights.' He dcdUCCI &om this, inoidattally. that man had no risht to creation and that God owed man nothins.
.incc right and justica arc a cClnlCqucnca of creation and do not mcrc1y prcocdc it" The court then referred to Roman Law.
D.l.S.7. where it iI .tatcd that "A child in its mother'. womb iI ~ fer jUit _ if it were in c=dItcnoc, whcncva" its own
advantage iI conccmcd; but it cannot benefit anyCllle elle before it iI born." and 0.1.'.96 in which it iI Itated that: "ThOle who
arc unborn arc, by almOlt every provi.iClll of the Civil Law. undcntood to be already in exiItcncc, thiI iI ClIlly true wbcrc biB
right! arc in qucation, but no advantage aocrues to othen unlC81 they arc actually born." The court allo rcfcrrcd to an American
calC, Smith "Luckhardt (1939) and 8 note in 13 Tulane Law Review (1939) provoked by the dccilion of the Dlinoil Appellate
Court in thi. cue. The facts were:: that a miner IUcd the defendant phylioilDl for injuriCi IUltained before birth. They had
WfOII81bI.ly diagnOlCd the pregnancy of the plaintiff'. mother _ a tumour of the uterus and tried to dc:Itroy it by X-ray treatment. .
AI a result the plaintift' W81 hom "8 cripple and feebleminded". Tho facts of Smith "Luckhardt affi:r an important reminder to
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foetus is deemed to have the rights of a child if it is subsequently born alive. Initially it was
applied only in the law of succession but the Santam l78 case extended it to the law of delict.
The obvious question for anti-abortionists was whether the nasciturus rule could be applied
to protect the life of an unborn child in a situation in which the mother desires to
termination the pregnancy. Could it be argued that a foetus has the right to life by virtue of
an application of the nasciturus rule? This argument was tested in the first Christian

Lawyers case discussed belowl79•

2.4.2.1

Christian Lawyers Association ofSouth Africa v Minister ofHealthUI)

Facts

In Christian Lawyers Association of South Africa and Others ·v Minister of Health and

Others l81 , the ~ourt had to consider whether the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act,
1996 (Act No 92 of 1996) was unconstitutional and should be .struck down in its entirety on
the basis that it infringed the right to life of a foetus 112. The plaintiffs sought an order from
the court declaring the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Actl83 to be unconstitutional
and striking it down in its entirety on the basis that section 11 of the Constitution, which
provides that '(e)veryone has the right to life', applied also to unborn children from the

those in the health sector who may be tomptcd to draw the infc:reacc that bc:causc a foetus is DOt reprdcd II a ohild for purpDICI
of the Ccmtituticm, it bas no rishta at cammm law. The application of the natlcitunu rule in Santam 10 • to allow a olaim in
delict for wroosful injury austaincd by a foetus while it wu stiD in ita mothcc's womb where it
aubIcquc:ntly born aliw
should not be dilOOUl1tcd by those rcndcrins In:alth aervioca to prcpanl mothcn.
Santam m177 supra
Chrlatian Lawyen (Nol) 2181q'ra
Chri8tian Lawyen (No 1) m211Upra
Chriltian Lawy81'8 (No 1) 21 IIIpra
Chriltian Lt:twyen (No 1) m21 supra. The oourt observed at 1118 that: "The plaintiffi' oauae of action, founded, • it is, IOlely
on s 11 of the ConstitutiOll, is thcrcforc dependent far ita validity on the question whether 'CVCI')'OI1C' or 'every penon' applies to
an unborn child 'from the moment of the child's cmocption'. The anlwcr hereto docs not depend ClI1 medical or scicntifio
evidence • to when the life of a human being OOIDIIlCJ1CCI and the subsequent dcvclopnent of the foetus up to d8tc of birth. Nor
is it the function of this Court to dcoide the iuuc on religiOlJl or philosopbical srounds. The issue is a legal one to be deoided ClI1
the p-opcr legal interpretation to be giwn to s 11. I am. in agreement with the dictum of the Canadian SUJRIIle Court in Tremblay
"DaigiIJ (1989) 62 DLR (4th) 634 (SC) at 6501-0, where the followins is said: 'The rcapcndent's arsumcnt is that. a foetus ilan
"arc bumain", in Ensliab "human. being", and thcrct'ore baa a right to life and .. right to ...iatancc when ita life is in peril. In
cxaminins this argument it should be emphasised at the outset that the argument must be viewed in the oontcxt of the legislatian
in qucstion. The Court is not required to enter the pbil08opbioal and theological debates about whether or not a foetua is • penCIl
but, rather, to BIlIWer the legal qucstion of wbctber the Qucbeo Legislature has accorded the foetus pcnaabood. Metaphysioal
arguments may be relevant but they III'C not the primary fogUl of enquiry. Nor' arc scientifio _gumcnll about the biologioal status
of a foetus determinatiw in our enquiry. The task of properly classifying a foetus in law and in science arc cIitfercnt punuita.
Aaoribing pcnonhood to a foetus in law is a fundamentally nCl"lllltiw task. It resulta in the recognition of righta and duties - a
matter which f.lls outside the conoema of lOientifio ol...ifioation. In abort, this Court's task i. a legal one. I I
Choice on Termination ofPrcgnanoy Act
1IIp1'Q
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moment of conception. The defendants excepted to the plaintiffs' particulars of claim on
the ground that they did not disclose a cause of action because section 11 conferred no
rights on a foetus and did not preclude the termination of pregnancy in the circumstances
and manner contemplated by the Act.

Judgment

With regard to the question of whether or not a foetus should be regarded as a person for
the purposes of the Constitution, the court made some observations l84 which are quoted
below because they conveniently encapsulate some of the prior jurisprudence on the subject
of the legal personality of a foetus in South African law:
"I tum to consider the question whether the word 'everyone' in s 11 includes the unborn child. It is
desirable that some consideration be given to the common-law status of the foetus. A word of
caution should perhaps first be sounded. In the particulars of claim the plaintiffs allege that the
foetus qualifies for protection under s 11 because 'the life of a human being starts at conception' and
by implication therefore that human beings are from conception a person as envisaged by the said
section. This is a non sequitur. As pointed out by Professor Glanville Williams in an article entitled
'The Foetus and the Right to Life' (1994) 33 Cambridge Law Joumal 71 at 78 'the question is not
whether the conceptus is human but whether it should be given the same legal protection as you and
me'. In Van Heerden and Another v Joubert NO and Others 1994 (4) SA 793 (A) the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court (as it then was) considered various dictionary meanings of the word
'person' (inter alia 'an individual human being') and concluded (at 796F) that there is no
suggestion in any of these meanings that the word 'person' can also connote a stillborn child, an
unborn child, a viable unborn child, an unborn human being or a living foetus. ,,185

The court came to the conclusion that if section 28 of the Constitution, the section
.

'

specifically designed to protect the rights of the child, does not include ~e foetus within the
ambit of its p~otection then it can hardly be said that the other provisions of the bill of
184
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Christian Lawyen, (No 1)

m21mpT'Q at 1120 to 1121

Christian LawyBI'I, (No 1) fit 21 8Upra. The oanstitutiona1 cowt obselved that: .1 The Court went on, however (at 797H-798B) to
point out that tbcrD are a growing number of jurists who hold the view that the applioaticn of the narcltww pm lam IIQIo habetur
quot/eM de commotio eiru agitul' rule of the Roman law amounts to predatins the lesal subjectivity of the foetus. Thus, P I J
Olivier Legal FiotiOl1l: An Analysis and Evaluation (Dootoral Thc:ais Leiden) and L M du Pleuis 'Juriaprudcntial ref1.ectiODl on
the atua of unborn life' 1990 TSAR 44 maintain that the foetus i. reoogniaed II a legal pcncna and is protected I I mob. AI
pointed out by Profeaor Du Plessis, the decision in Plnchln and Another NO "Santam Insurance Co Ltd 1963 (2) SA 254 (W),
in which a penon.. right to olaim, after birth, compensation far injuriCl IUItained in ventre marri" WBI rcoopiaecl, ma1cca acme
only if it is lS11DDcd that that pencn WII indeed in law a penona at the time when the injuries were sustained. The statui of the
foetus under our OOl1lD1on law WII left open in Van Heerdcn'l oaae ,upra. The Appellate Division decided that, own if it is to be
..um.ed that. a stage has been rcaohcd in our legal development where tho law recognilel the foetus II a lesal pcnana, the
Legislature had no such legal pcnona in mind when it used tho ward 'penon' in the legialaticn there under COIIIideratim, namely
the Inquests AI:t sa of 19S9. There we South Afiioan decisi<XII denying the foetus legal personality - see Chriltlan £Bogus of
Southem Afitca " RaIl 1981 (2) SA 821 (0) at 829 in fin; Friedman" Gliciaman 1996 (1) SA 1134 (W) at 11400. It is not
neceaamy for me to make any firm docision .. to whether an unbarn child is a legal persona under the oommcn law. What is
impartant for pUl'pOlCl of interpreting s 11 of the Conatituticn is that, at beat far the plaintifli, the .tatUi of the foetus under the
camm.calaw may, II at present, be lClIDewhat unoertain."
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rights, including section 11, were intended to do so. This conclusion, said the court, finds
further support in the fact that in all the provisions of the Bill of Rights , other than those in
which a specific class of person is singled out for special protection, the rights are conferred
on 'everyone'. Yet in many instances it is clear that the term 'everyone' could not have
been intended to include the foetus within the scope of its protection. Thus, the right not to
be deprived of one's freedom (seciion 12(1)(a», not to be detained without 1rial (section
12(1)(b», to make decisions concerning reproduction and to security in and control over
one's body (section 12(2)(a) and (b», not to be subjected to slavery, servitude or forced
labour (section 13), rights relating to privacy and freedom of conscience, religion, thought,
belief, opinion, expression, assembly, association and movement (sections 14, 15(1), 16(1),
17, 18 and 21) and other rights in regard to language, cultural life, arrest and detention (ss
30 and 35) are all afforded to 'ev~ryone' and clearly do not include a foetus.

The court held that to include the foetus in the meaning of that term in section 11 would
ascribe to it a meaning different from that which it bears everywhere else in the bill of
rights and that, in the courts view was untenable l86•

Discussion
The statement of the court concerning the status of the foetus under the cammon law is
being 'somewhat uncertain' is, it is submitted, somewhat unfortunate given the ruling in the

Santam Un case insofar as it may cast doubt upon the right ofa child who is subsequently
born alive to take legal action for delictual harm caused to it whilst en ventre matris. It
appears,. at least partly, to contradict the court's earlier'statement that it is desirable that
some consideration be given to the common-law status of the foetus and its observation that
there is a growing number of jurists who hold the view that the application of the

nasciturus pro iam nato habetur quotiens de commodo eius agitur rule of the Roman law
amounts to predating the legal subjectivity of the foetus. It is submitted that the positions of
the common law and the Constitution on the subject of rights ~ttributable to a

~hild

whilst

still in its mother's womb are reconcilable in logical terms and that the nasciturus fiction is
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Christian Lawyers (No J)
Santam

m177 8uprtl

m21 '''Prtl at pU22
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a valuable part of South African jurisprudence which should not be undermined. The
important point about the arguments in the Christian Lawyers l - case was that the

nasciturus rule did not and could not logically assist arguments regarding the constitutional
right to life of a conceptus because it begged the question as to whether or not it would be
born alive. The nasciturus rule, even ifit does confer legal subjectivity on a foetus, contains
a suspensive condition. The child must subsequently be born alive. If it is not born alive
then no rights accrue. Questions ofthe termination ofthe pregnancy negative the possibility
of fulfilment of this suspensive condition within the nasciturus rule. This does not mean
that the nasciturus rule should be discarded or that tlie decision in the San tam Ill) case was
wrong. This would be throwing the baby out with. the bathwater. Whilst it may not be
logically possible to apply the nasciturus fiction to the right to life, what about the other
rights in the Constitution? If the bodily integrity of a child is breached in utero so that she
is subsequently born disabled should she have a right of action? If a pregnant mother
presents at a hospital with foetal distress and the unborn baby is denied emergency medical
treatment with the result that he is born with cerebral palsy should there be no right of
recourse for the child?
The court in Christian LawyerslfJO observed that:
"There is no express provision affording the foetus (or embIYo) legal personality or protection. It is
improbable, in my view, that the drafters of the Constitution would not have made express
provision therefor had they intended to enshrine the rights of the unborn child in the bill of rights, in
order to cure any uncertainty in the common law and in the light of case law denying the foetus
legal personality. One of the requirements of the protection afforded by the nasciturus rule is that
the foetus be born alive. There is no provision in the Constitution to protect the foetu~ pending the
fulfilment of that condition."
Does this mean then, that for purposes of any of the rights contained in the Bill of Rights,
the nasciturus rule cannot be applied? It is submitted that this question stands at the
interface of constitutional and common law. It provokes a further question. Ifthe nasciturus
rule is inapplicable to rights conferred by the Constitution then why should it remain
applicable to rights conferred at common law? In Van Heerden and Another v Joubert NO

I_
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Christian Lawyen (No I) :tit 21lUprtl
Santam :f.h 177 ""Prtl
Chri8t;an Lawytn (No I) m21 supra at pll22
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and Others1PI,

th~

Appellate Division had to consider the question of whether a stillborn

baby was a person for the purpose of the Inquests A~t, 1959 (Act No 58 of 1959). As the
court pointed out in this case, the main objects ofan inquest are to determine the cause of
death, the circumstances surrounding the death, whether any person was responsible for
such death, and whether the death can be attributed to the commission of any offence. It
observed that:
"The State has an interest in the proper investigation of deaths due to other than natural causes.
Even if nobody can be held responsible for a death in a particular case, it may still remain pertinent
to detennine the circumstances and cause of death in order that appropriate measures can be taken
to prevent similar occurrences. There might therefore be reasons to proceed with an inquest in the
present case. The question however remains .whether the provisions of the Act are wide enough to
confer jurisdiction upon the magistrate to do so. That in turn depends on the meaning of the word
'person' in the context of the ACt."l92
The court after studying dictionary definitions of the term "person" came to the conclusion
that there was no suggestion in any of the dictionary meanings that the word 'person' can
also connote a stillborn child, an unborn child, a viable unborn child, an unborn human
being, or a living foetus. Significantly, the court then turned to. the decision of the American
Supreme Court in Roe v Wade l93 • It also referred toR v Tait11J4 in which the Court of Appeal
held that a threat to a pregnant woman to kill her foetus was not a threat to kill a person
under the Offences Against a Person Act, 1861. On the strength of these decisions the court
came to the conclusion that the word 'person' in the context of the Inquests Act does not
include an unborn child.

Counsel for the respondents relied on Santam 1PS and its application of the nasciturus rule in
the context of the law of delict. The court skirted the que~tion of whether the application of
the nasciturus rule in terms of the law of delict supported its conclusion that a stillborn
child was not a person for purposes of the Inquests Act by saying that the issue was not

.

whether a foetus should be regarded as a legal persona or to what extent life before birth
should be protected, but whether the Act applies to the present case. It observed that had the
IPI
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VanH.rdsnand.A.nother 1994 (4) SA 793 (A)
Van H .rdsn and .A.nothsr fn 191 ntpra at 795
RoB 410 US 113 (1973)
Tait [1990] 1 QB 290 (CA)
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drafters of the Constitution wished to protect the foetus in the bill of rights at all, one would
have expected this to have been done in section 28, which specifically protects the rights of
the child. The right of every child to family or parental care (28(1 )(b», to basic nutrition,
health care and social services (28(1)(c», to protection against maltreatment, neglect, abuse
or degradation (28(1)(d», and to legal representation (28(1)(h», as well as the provision in
ss (2) that a child's best interests are of paramount importance in every matter concerning
the child, would have been particularly apposite to protect the foetus as well. Yet, said the
court, there are clear indications that the safeguards in section 28 do not extend to protect
the foetus. A 'child' for purposes of the section is defined in subsection (3) as a person
under the age of eighteen years. In the court's view, age commences at birth. The protection
afforded by subsections (1 )(f)(i) and (1 )(g)(ii) is dependent on the 'child's age'. A foetus is
therefore not a 'child' of any 'age'. It said that the rights afforded by section 28(1) are in
respect of 'every child' - i. e. all children. Yet certain of the rights could not have been
intended to protect a foetus; para (f) relates to work, para (g) to detention and (i) to armed
conflict. The protection afforded in the other paragraphs of subsection (1) must accordingly
also exclude the foetus.
The Constitution itself is forward looking. Section 24(b) states that everyone has the right
to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future generations,
through reasonable legislative and other measures. Future generations are persons not yet
conceived let alone not yet born. The question, in the light of the foregoing discussions is
whether the as yet unborn generations would have the right, when they are subsequently
born to take legal action against a previous generation for damage to the environment? The
answer, it is submitted, lies in the wording of section 24(b) which says 'everyone' has the
right In accordance with the arguments above, an unborn generation would only have the
right to take legal action after it was born in which case it would then be included in the
category of' everyone'. It could take action for the benefit of its own and future generations
to protect the environment. Whether or not it could take action, on the basis of the
nasciturus rule, in terms of the law of delict for damage to the environment whilst it was in

its mother's womb is a matter which has still to come before the courts and which is
beyond the scope of this chapter. Presumably the notion of 'environment' would have to be
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the immediate environment of the pregnant mother and the damage to the environment
would have to be such that the unborn child sustained some harm. If it was the
environment, as opposed to the foetus, that sustained the harm so that the foetus, when
subsequently born could no longer enjoy it because it has been rendered dangerous to
health or well-being, the issue becomes interesting from a constitutiona1lawpoint of view.
Should the matter be treated as a constitutional violation or a constitutional delict? If the
latter then the nasciturus rule might apply, if the former then pos~ibly not, depending upon
how uncertain the constitutional court perceives the nasciturus rule to be.

At a general level, one cannot help but feel a certain measure of unease with the judgement
in Christian Lawyersl96• The logic seems devoid of the value considerations which are so
central to constitutional issues generally and the rights in the Bill of Rights in particular.
Human dignity, as noted before, is a not only a right but a constitutional value, and the
court seems to have taken scant cognisance of this in its judgment. It is submitted that the
question of whether or not a foetus is a person and therefore capable of being the holder of
the right to life is only one aspect of abortion. Whilst it is not submitted that the court
necessarily erred in its finding that a foetus cannot be the bearer of constitutional rights, its
approach to the concept of balancing not only the rights of the mother and the foetus, but
also the interests and values of an open and democratic society against those of the mother
was possibly overly simplistic. The idea that because a foetus cannot logically hold some of

the other rights in the Constitution which are conferred upon everyone, it cannot also hold
the right to life does not bear scrutiny. un One cannot help but get the impression from the
196
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Christian Lawyer, (No 1) til 2blq'ra
The dcoiaion in Chrl8tian LawyBn (m 21,.ra) m. been criticised by Naud6 T 'The Valuc ofLifc: A Note on Chriatian L~
Auooiation of SA v Minister m Health' (1999) 15 SAJHR 541. The writer OClIDIDcmts that: "Surprisingly, McCreath J did not
OOD.lDlellDe hiI enquiry into the meaning m the word 'everycnc' by canaidering relevant constitutional p-oviaionL Instead he
investiptcd the OClIDIDon law ItatuI mthe foetus. He also asked whether • foetus would fall under the definition of 'penon' in
the Inqueats Art 58 of 1959. Such an approach lurnI the proper enqpiry on its head. The COII8titution should be • yardatiok
against which the common law and legislation must be measured. The Constitution cannot IICI'VC • • yardstiok if the intcrp"ctcr'.
point of departure iI to edabliah tha meaning of OOI1Ilitutimal proviIiooI by refercnoe to the common law and ordinazy
legislation ... But it may be noted that instead of alIo askina whether the common law dc:emI foetal life worthy of protcotian,
Morcath J only fOOUlCd on the question of wI1cthcr the foetus iI. 'penon'. Hi. diIousIion aentred on the 1l8IOiturui fiction which
protects the foetus'. patrimcrial mtcn:all. Criminal law, which docI regard foetal life 81 wcxthy of p1)tcotion, W8I not
oansida'ed." In the view of Naud6, the oentral Ihartcoming in MoCrcath J'. approach "W81 that he though he could raolve tbr:
dilputo by considcntion of the word 'everyone'. ThiI probably flows from hiI predominantly tcId-b.ed (II" 'litera1illl' and
'mtentimalilt' approach to OOIIIlitutiona1 interpretation. The limitatiOll8 of a purely tcxt-b.ed approach, especially in the oontext
of OODItitutianal interpretatian, have often been pointed out... These limitatiOl1l arc illustrated by tho lIlartling results tlowins
form the court'. uncritical applicaticn of the Nle that the word 'everyone' Ihould be given tho lame meaning wherc:vcr it appcarI
in the legillatiw text." Commcnting on McCreath J'I rc.cning that because 'everyone'in ICOtion 11 mc:ana the I8IIlC 81
'everyone' ellewhcre in the Constitution, the foetus must be the bearer of all the other fundamental right. and because it olearly
C811IIOt be .uch a bearer of all the other righll, it iI therefore cxcI.udcd from the term 'cvcrycne' in • II, NaudC .taleI that thiI iI •
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judgment of McCreath J that there is no wrongdoing in harming a foetus - even outside of
the context of abortion - and that this is entirely consistent with constitutional values. In
terms of even the common law the unfeeling message is if one negligently or intentionally
harms a foetus, one should hope that it does not survive to sue for damages consequent
upon such harm. It was possibly a weakness of the case made by the applicants that they
seem to have based it purely
upon the right to life of. the foetus as a person as opposed to
.
the some of the arguments cited by Naude in the article referred to in footnote 226. Whilst
it is not disputed that the question before the court had to be decided on the grounds oflegal
logic and law rather than philosophical or religious questions and that the decision of the
court may well be correct in terms of its ultimate result, i.e. the constitutional validity of the
Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act, the logic by which the court reached its decision
could still prove problematic in the future.
2.4.2.2 Christian Lawyers Association vs Minister ofHealth (No 2)198

Facts

The plaintiff instituted an action in which it sought an order declaring sections 5(2) and
5(3) read with the definition of "woman" in sections 1 and 5(1) of the Choice On
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startling argument. The writer states that a newbam baby is olearly not intended to be the bcan:r of rights IUCh .. &eccbn of
OOIIIoiencc and the right to reproductive &ccdcm yet no-one would suggeat that it therefore cannot be the bearw of lClIDe of tho
other rights protected in 128 or of the right to life, and that legialatian allowing tcrminatian of babies lives could never be
1Il1COI1Stitutional. NaudC observes further that "Reprdless of whether the foetus is the bearer of the right to life, penniaiva
abortion legislation may be open to cxntitutianal ohallenge. It oould be attacked an the basis that tho state .... a positive duty to
respeot, protect, promote and fulfil the rishts in the Bill of Rights ... ProvisiCll1l such . . . 7(2),1.2 and 39 and the Constitutional
Court's approach to interpn:tation show that the ~d rishts do not funotion • neptive-dcfOl1live rishts parantocing
protection against the state and others only, but also .. objective nOlDll expressing values that must be promoted by the state and
the oourta. A court does not have to find that a specifio individual's oonstitutiaoal right has been infiinsed befen declarina
oha11enscd legislation unconstitutional. The question is rather whdher, objectively, the legislation oonfliotl with the value norms
laid down by the Constitutioo. That these values function 81 objective nmma implies that the fCll'Dluiation of oonstitutiona1
provisians 81 'righ'" does not mean that these 'rights' funotion ooly 81 'subjective rights' with a demomtrable bearer. They have
a narmatiw power in objectiw law ... '" According to Naud6, the "question whether abartian lesislatian may oontliot with the
Constitution on the basis that it does not adequately p-oteot foetal life, even if the foetus is not a OOIIItitutional rishU bcan:r, has
not been much debated in South Afrioa. 'Anti-abortionists" usually inaill that tho foetus has the risht to life. 'Pro-choicen' who
oonoeded that the state h.. an 'interest' in regulating abortians which thus limits the wOIDan's rights usually do not oonsider the
exi.st.enge of a oonstitutianal duty to do 10. NaudC refers to the work of MO)'a'IOIl in Rigla Limited in whioh the latter IIf81ICI that
the wording of seotioo 36 of the Constitutioo means that, when limitation of rishts are OOIIIidered, only arsumen1B whioh would
carry at least lClIDe weisht with all reasonable people who relate to each other 81 pououan of equal lfatul may be oonsidered
and that limitation of rights may only take place to avoid harms which all reasonable people would seck to avoid repnDOII of
their oonception of 'the good'. Reference is also made to the faot that German oourlll and academics haw used and debated the
idea that the objective value order created by the Constitution may sive rise to justiciable constitutional duties on the state and
that it is this ooncept of Grundreohte 81 valucMleoidins IlOI'1DI creating an objective value order which lead to a reoosnition that
pc:rmissive abortion legislation may be unconstitutional, even though the foetus is not a penon. The Spanish constitutional court
has also, acocn1ins to NaudC followed this approach by reoognising foetal life • a oonstitutianally protected lesal Utorcst, whilst
ooncedins that the foetus is not a penon and not the bearer of the risht to lifo.
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Termination of Pregnancy Act 92 of 1998 ("the Act") to be unconstitutional and an order
striking down sections 5(2) and 5(3) and the definition of "woman" in section 1 of the Act
The provisions of the Act against which the plain~iff's claim was directed are those that
allow women under the age of 18 years to choose to have their pregn8:Ilcies terminated
without (a) the consent of the parents or gUardians, (b) consulting the parents or guardians,
(c) first undergoing counselling, and (d) reflecting on their decision or decisions for a
prescribed period. The measures in (a) to (d) are collectively referred to as parental consent
or control. In essence the plaintiff's case was that young women or girls below that age are
not capable on their own - without parental consent or control - to take an informed
decision as to whether or not to have a termination of pregnancy which serves their best
interests. In order to succeed the plaintiffs had to establish that the relevant provisions of
the Act were in conflict with those of the Constitution.

The plaintiffs argued that a pregnant girl requires special protection by the state inter alia
by ensuring that when enacting legislation which affects her she is not deprived in any way
of the support, guidance and care of her parents/guardian and/or counsellor. Essentially the
plaintiffs attacked the provisions of the Act on the grounds that there were unconstitutional
because they permit a woman under the age of 18 years to choose to have her pregnancy
terminated without parental consent or control. The defendants filed an exception to the
plaintiff's claims on the grounds that the conclusions in law with regard to the plaintiff's
claims and the overall conclusions that flow therefrom are not supported by the facts on
which they are based.

Judgment
Mojapelo J in giving judgment noted that it was necessary when considering the issues
raised to bear in mind the statutory provisions that cameo under attack in this case. The
relevant sections of the Act provide as follows:

In section 1 of the Act the word "woman" is defined thus:
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" 'woman' means any female person of any age".
Subsections 5(1) and 5(3) provide that:
(1)

Subject to the provisions of (4) and (5) the termination of a pregnancy may only
take place with the informed consent of the pregnant woman.

(2)

Notwithstanding any other law or the common law, but subject to the provisions of
(4) and (5), no consent other than that of the pregnant woman shall be required for

the termination of a pregnancy.
(3)

In the case of a pregnant minor, a medical practitioner or a registered midwife, as

the case may be, shall advise such minor to consult with her parents, guardian,
family members or friends before the pregnancy is terminated: provided that the
termination ofthe pregnancy shall not be denied because such minor chooses not to
consult them.
Subsections (4) and (5) deal with' exceptional cases and were irrelevant for the purposes of
the judgment. They cover situations in which a woman is ~everely mentally-disabled or in a
state of continuous unconsciousness or where medical practitioners are of the opinion that
continued pregnancy would pose the risk of injuries to the woman's physical or mental
health, where there exists a substantial risk that the foetus would suffer from severe
physical or mental abnormality, where continued pregnancy would endanger the woman's
life, result in severe malformation of the foetus or pose a risk of serious injury-to the foetus.
The court observed that the constitutional pegs on which the plaintiff hung its case were
sections 28(I)(b), 28(I)(d) and 9(1) read with section 7(1) of the Constitution. Section
28(1) stipulates that "EvelY child has the right to family care or parent care".
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Section 28(1)(d) stipulates that-

"Every child has the right to be protected from maltreatment, neglect, abuse or degradation".
Section 28(2) provides that "A child's best interests are of paramount importance in every
matter concerning the child." Section 9 (1) provides that"Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and benefit of the law."
Section 7{ 1) reads "This Bill of Rights is a cornerstone of democracy in South Africa. It enshrines
the rights of all people in our country and aff'1Il11S the democratic values of human dignity, equality
and freedom."
Mojapelo ] remarked that the Act regulates the termination of pregnancy of women and that
the principal rules by which it does so are as follows:
(a)

The termination of a pregnancy may only be done with the informed consent of the
woman.

(b)

If she gives her informed consent to the termination of her pregnancy, no other
consent is required (section 5(1) and 5(2».

(c)

During the first twelve weeks of pregnancy, no more is required than the woman's
informed consent.

(d)

Thereafter a pregnancy may only be terminated in certain circumstances (section 2).

(e)

The termination may only be performed by a medical practitioner or, if it is performed
during the first twelve weeks, by a registered midwife who has completed a
prescribed training course (section 2(2».

(f)

The termination may only be performed at a facility designated by the Minister
(section 3(1».

(g)

A pregnancy may not be terminated unless two medical practitioners or a medical
practitioner and a registered midwife who has completed a prescribed course consent
thereto (proviso to section 5)

The court pointed out that the Act also has the following ancillary provisions regulating the
termination of the pregnancy: The state is obliged to promote the provision of counselling
to women before and after the termination of the pregnancy. The counselling is, however,
not mandatory or directive (section 4). Young women (below the age of 18 years) are
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encouraged to consult with their parents, guardians, family members or friends before
termination of their pregnancy. The medical practitioner or midwife who performs the
termination m.ust advise them to do so before their pregnancy is terminated. The actual final
decision is, however, left to them as to whether or not to consult with their parents,
guardians, family members andlor friends (section 5(3». The medical practitioner or
midwife who perfonns the termination must inform the woman of her rights under the Act
(section 6). Mojapelo J stated that it is not therefore as if the legislature left the termination
of pregnancy totally unregulated. He noted that the cornerstone of the regulation of
termination of pregnancy of a girl and indeed any wo111an under the Act is the requirement
of her "informed consent". No woman, regardless of her age, may have her pregnancy
terminated unless she is capable of giving her infonned consent to the termination and in
fact does so. The court therefore considered it necessary to consider the juridical meaning
and effect of the requirement of informed consent.
After noting that the Act does not elaborate on what is meant by "informed consent"
Mojapelo J pointed out that the concept is not alien to the common law. He stated that it
forms the basis of the doctrine of volenti non fit injuria that justifies conduct that would
otherwise have constituted a delict or crime. More particularly, he said, day to day invasive
medical treatment, which would otherwise have constituted a violation of a patient's right
to privacy and personal integrity, is justified and lawful only because as a requirement of
the law, it is perfonned with the patient's informed consent. l99 Mojapelo J stated that it has
come to be settled in South African law in this context that the informed consent
requirement rests on the three independents legs of knowledge, appreciation and consent.
He noted that the courts, in order to found a defence of consent, have often endorsed the
statement by Innes CJ in Waring & Gil/ow v Sherbourne 200 that:
"It must be clearly shown that the risk was known, that it was realised, that it was voluntarily
undertaken. Knowledge, appreciation, consent - there are the essential elements; but knowledge
does not invariably imply appreciation, and both together are not necessarily equivalent to consent."
199
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The requirement of 'knowledge', said Mojapelo J, means that the woman who consents to
the tennination of a pregnancy must have full knowledge of the nature and extent of the
harm or risk. The requirement of 'appreciation' implies more than mere knowledge. The
woman who gives consent to the tennination of her pregnancy "must also comprehend and
understand the nature and extent of the harm or risk". The last requIrement of 'consent',
sa~d

Mojapelo J, means th~t the woman must "in fact subjectively consent" to the harm or

risk associated with the termination of her pregnancy and her consent "must be
comprehensive" in that it must extent to the entire transaction inclusive of its
consequences" .

The court then turned to the question of the capacity to consent and noted that in this
context, valid consent can only be given by someone with the intellectual and emotional
capacity for the required knowledge, appreciation and consent. Because consent is a
manifestation of will "capacity to consent depends on the ability to form an intelligent will
on the basis of an appreciation of the nature and consequences of the act consented to"201.
Mojapelo J said that young and immature children do not have the capacity for real
knowledge, appreciation and consent. Such young and immature children therefore would
not qualify under the Act to access the rights to termination of pregnancy because they are
incapable of complying with the importa.nt jurisdictional requirement of giving informed
consent. If such children are to be considered for termination of pregnancy, then in such a
case, the normal common law rules that require the consent to be given by or with the
assistance of the guardian must necessarily kick in202 • He noted that what the Act does not
do is to fix a rigid age or number of years for the kicking in of such rul~s. Instead of using
age as a measure of control or regulation, the legislature resorted/opted to use capacity to
give informed consent as a yardstick. Where such capacity exists, said Mojapelo J, the Act
recognises it in spite of the youthfulness or age of the person. Where it does not exist, then
no such recognition is given, again in spite of youthfulness or age of the candidate for
termination of pregnancy.
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The court refc:rrecI to the case of Van Heerde" and Others as cited in Boberg PLow ofPen01l8 and the Family, 'zr4 cd at P 849.
Mojapclo J referred to S" Marx 1962 (1) SA 848 (N) at p 854 in this rcprd
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A girl or any woman has the capacity to consent to the termination of her pregnancy and its
concomitant invasion of her privacy and personal integrity only if she is "in fact mature
enough to form an intelligent will" said the court. The court held that, within the context of
the Act, actual capacity to give informed consent as determined in each and every case by
the medical practitioner based on the emotional and intellectual maturity of the individual
concerned and not on arbitrarily prede~ermined and inflexible age or fixed number of years
is the distinguishing line between those who may access the option to terminate their
pregnancies unassisted on the one hand and those who require assistance on the other.
Following on from this conclusion, it found that it would be incorrect to approach the
matter as if the Act is totally blind to the question of youth or minority. The court pointed
out that the Act has specific provisions dealing with minors. In the case of a pregnane,
minor, a medical practitioner or registered midwife is enjoined in peremptory language to
advise the minor to consult with her parents, guardians, family members or friends before
the pregnancy is terminated. The person performing the termination of pregnancy has no
choice in this regard. This is a further regulatory measure of the Act but not a cornerstone
of regulation under the Act said Mojapelo J. The injunction is thus subject to the proviso
that the termination of pregnancy shall not be denied if such minor, having been duly
advised, should choose not to consult with her parents, family members or friends. The
court held that this was a useful provision that prevented frustration of a constitutional right
when the minor is in fact emotionally and intellectually able to give informed consent to the
procedure. A medical practitioner or registered midwife who is not satisfied that the
pregnant minor has the capacity to give informed consent should therefore not perform the
termination of pregnancy on such a minor. This of course applies equally to pregnancy
minors and pregnancy adults, said Mojapelo J. If in such a case the medical practitioner or
registered midwife performs the termination of pregnancy without the informed consent of
his or her patient, his or her conduct will not be in accordance with the Act and will
accordingly be unlawful. The court held that informed consent required by the Act is thus a
consent that can be given by each and every person having the capacity to do so. It is a
threshold with both intellectual and emotional attributes and those performing the
termination of pregnancy operations have to satisfy themselves that it is met.
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The court then went on to explore the ratio behind informed consent. It stated that an
examination of the rationale behind the requirement of informed consent in medical
procedures brings one to the very foundation principles of and from which the right to
termination of pregnancy in itself arises. Referring to the case of Castell v De Greef203,
Mojapelo J stated that Ackerman J on behalf of the full bench of the CPD made it clear that
the ratio for that requirement was to give effect to the patient's fundamental right to selfdetermination. He quoted from the judgment at 420J where the court said that it was:
"clearly for the patient to decide whether he or she wishes to undergo the operation, in the
exercise of the patient's fundamental right to self-determination" and at 426E where it
stated that "it is in accord with the fundamental right of individual autonomy and self
determination to which South African law is moving. This formulation also sets its face
against paternalism, from many other species

whe~of South

Africa is now turning away."

Mojapelo J pointed out that the Transvaal Provincial Division recently endorses the
approach in Castell on the basis of the patient's right to exercise her "fundamental right to
self determination" in C v Minister of Correctional Services204 . He held that the
fundamental right to self determination itself lies as the very heart and base of the
constitutional right to termination of pregnancy and pointed out that the recognition of the
right of every individual to self determination has now become an imperative under the
constitution and particularly in tenns of the provisions of section 12(2)205, 27(1)(a)20C5,
section 10207 and section 142111 of the Constitution. It is recognition of these rights, said
Mojapelo I, that provides a foundation for the right to termination of pregnancy in South
Africa. The Constitution recognises and protects the right to termination of pregnancy or
abortion in two ways, firstly under section 12(2)(a), that is, the right to bodily and
psychological integrity, and secondly, under section 12(2)(b), that is, the right to control
over one's bQdy. The court held that the closeness or commonality of the source of the right
to termination of pregnancy with the ratio for informed consent make informed consent not
only a viable and desirable principle for the regulation of the right but also the most
203
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appropriate. It stated that the Constitution not only permits the Choice on Termination of
Pregnancy Act to make a pregnant woman's informed consent the cornerstone of its
regulation of the termination of her pregnancy, it requires the Act to do so. To provide
otherwise would itself be unconstitutional.
Mojapelo J observed that the plaintiff alleged that a girl below the age of 18 years is not
capable of giving informed consent as required by the Act, i.e. to make the decision
whether or not to have a termination of her pregnancy which serves her best interests
without the assistance andlor guidance of her parents, guardian or counsellor. He noted that
the plaintiff argued that it is because such a person is not in a position to appreciate the
need for and value of parental care and support. Mojapelo J stated that if indeed this wereto
be so then the very incapacity to give informed consent would disqualify such a girl from
accessing the right to terminate her pregnancy. He found that the plaintiff'S approach is a
rigid approach to maturity which is blind to the fact of life that there will be women below
the age of 18 years who are in fact mature, much as there will be those above that age (or
any fixed age) who are in fact immature. He said that it failed to recognise and
accommodate individual differences and that this was a major flaw or weak link in the
plaintiff's case.
Mojapelo J said that when considering the validity of an exception to the particulars of
claim on the basis that such particulars of claim do not disclose a cause of action, the proper
judicial approach is that the allegations in such particulars of claim must be accepted as
true. The plaintiff: the defendant and the amicus curiae all agreed on this point. He noted
that what had to be accepted as true in the present case includes the allegation in paragraph
20.2 of the plaintifFs particulars of claim that a woman under the age of 18 "is not capable
of giving informed consent" as required in section 5(1) of the Act He stated that this
approach is fatal to the plaintiff's claim as formulated as the allegations in this paragraph of
the plaintiff's particulars of claim form part of the introductory portion of the particulars
and therefore relate to the three claims which made up the entire claims of the plaintiff. He
said that on the basis of the truth of the allegation in the plaintiff's particulars of claim that
a girl under the age of 18 is incapable of giving informed consent then on the proper
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interpretation of informed consent,· such a girl will for that reason be excluded from
accessing the termination of pregnancy right under the Act because such consent is the
cornerstone of the regulation and a prerequisite for the exercise of the right. He stated that it
is in this regard that the offending paragraph was fatal to the plaintiff's claim. The plaintiff
and the amicus curiae, said the court, ostensibly did not agree with the generalised
statement in the particulars of claim that a girl under the age of 19 is incapable of giving
informed consent

Ho~ever,

as a matter of correct approach

~

the allegations in the

particulars of claim they both argued that the allegations in the particulars of claim must be
accepted as true. Save for that purpose, however, they expressly reserved for themselves the
right to challenge the truth of the ~tatement in paragraph 20.2 of the plaintiff's particulars of
claim. He stated that the particulars of claim were only being considered for the purposes of
the exception and for no other purpose and that for that direct purpose of determination of
the issue in the present judgment, the court must accept that girls under the age of 18 years
are incapable of giving informed consent. He further noted that section 5(1) of the Act
provides that the tennination of pregnancy may only take place with the "informed consent
of the pregnant woman". The implications of paragraph 20.2 of the particulars of claim are
therefore that girls who are less than 18 years old cannot (on their own) have their
pregnancy terminated under the Act For that reason they fall outside the ambit of section
5(1) of the Act which is under attack ~d have to be dealt with on some other b~is since
the subsection applies only to those who are capable of giving informed consent. Mojapelo

J pointed out that the plaintiffs claims, A, B and C complain about the legislative failure to
impose stricter or additional control on the termination of pregnancies of girls under 18. It
snould, however, never be permissible for a girl under 18 years to have her pregnancy
terminated because, on the plaintiff's case, she is never capable of meeting the threshold
required for termination imposed by section 5(1} of the Act, namely informed consent. The
court observed that the plaintiff therefore complains about the failure of the Act to impose
stricter regulation on something which the Act does not permit at all. The Act cannot
possibly impose stricter control on something it prohibits altogether. Mojapelo J stated that
he expressly invited counsel for the plaintiffs to address him on paragraph 20.2 because in
his view it posed difficulties for the plaintiff if one accepts its truth, albeit for present
purposes (exception stage) only. He still maintained, said Mojapelo J, that one must accept
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its truth. He even argued further that the allegations in the paragraph must be read and
understood in the context of the preceding allegations and that in the content the paragraph
meant that such a girl is not capable of giving informed consent as required in the section
without the assistance andlor guidance of parents, guardians andlor counsellors. The court
held that this argument did not help the plaintiff since, if people who, in terms of paragraph
20.2 of the particulars of claim, incapable of giving informed consent, are unassisted girls
under 18 years, then that becomes the category of persons in respect of whom the patient
complains. It said that they are by virtue of their incapacity to give informed consent,
excluded in the category of people for whom it is permissible to terminate pregnancy.

Mojapelo J held that for the particulars of claim to disclose a cause of action the allegations
contained in them must support the conclusion of filct reached by operation of law as well
as the remedy sought. Because a category of persons to whom the plaintiff's complaint
relates are those excluded by incapacity to give informed consent, the allegations in the
particulars of claim do not, said the court, support the conclusion. It pointed out that the
claims of the plaintiff were excipiable because they assume that the Act permits girls under
18 years to have their pregnancies terminated when it in

mct never permits them to do so

(assuming the truth of paragraph 20.2). Thus said the court, on the basis that it is true that a
girl under the age of 18 years is not capable of giving informed consent required by the Act,
and if in practice the pregnancy of such girls is terminated on the basis of their purported
consent, then the plaintiffs remedy is not to attach the Act but to stop medical practitioners
and "midwives who terminate the pregnancies of girls under the age of 18 because they are
doing so unlawfully in violation of section 5(1) of the Act. Mojapelo J held that the
constitutionality of the attack could not be sustained on the particulars of claim. The
exception was upheld.
Perhaps because this was the second attack on the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act
by the same plaintiffs209 on the grounds of constitutionality, MoJapelo J then went on the
make some remarks and examined the matter from the perspective of the basis in law of the
right of a woman to determine the fate of her pregnancy, or the right to termination of
209

They have to be admired for their persistence if not the ingenuity ofthcir legal argmncnll"
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pregnancy as he. called it in the judgment. He considered the American case of Roe v

Wade 210 in which the US Supreme Court founded the woman's constitutional right to
determine the fate of her own pregnancy on the constitutional right to liberty entrenched in
the Fourteenth Amendment to the US Constitution. He noted that it did so as follows:

1. .

In a line of previous cases the court recognised an implied constitutional guarantee of
personal privacy derived from a variety .of express constitutional guarantees,
principally the guarantee of 'liberty' in the Fourteenth Amendment. In some of those
cases the court struck down state prohibitions on the sale of contraceptives. In one of
them Brennan J articulated the point of those decisions as follows:

"If the right of privacy means anything, it is the right of the individual, married or single, to
be free from governmental intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the
decision whether to bear or beget a child'J211

2.

This right of personal privacy is "broad enough to encompass a woman's decision
whether or not to terminate her pregnancy". Blackmun J in Roe v Wade 212 explained at

177:
"The detriment that the state would impose upon the pregnant woman by denying this choice
altogether, is apparent Specific and direct harm medically diagnosable even in early
pregnancy may be involved. Maternity or additional offspring, may force upon the woman a
distressful life and future. Psychological harm may be imminent Mental and physical health
may be taxed by child care. There is also the distress, for all concerned, associated with the
unwanted child and there is the problem of bringing a child into a family already unable,
psychologically and otherwise, to care for it. In other cases, as in this one, the additional
difficulties and continuing stigma of unwed motherhood may be involved."
3.

The woman's right of privacy and her concomitant right to reproductive selfdetermination are, however not absolute. The state has an important and legitimate
interest in the preservation and protection of the health and welfare of the woman
herself and of the potential life of the foetus. When its interest in doing so becomes
sufficiently compelling it warrants state intrusion upon the woman's privacy and selfdetermination 213.
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4.

During the first twelve weeks of the woman's pregnancy, the state's interest is not
sufficiently compelling to warraI;lt intrusion.

5:

During the second period of twelve weeks, however, the state's interest in the
protection of the health and welfare of the woman herself is sufficiently compelling to
warrant regulation and control of that purpose. Its interest in the health and welfare of
the foetus is however, not yet sufficiently compelling to warrant intrusion for its
protection.

6.

Only when the foetus becomes viable, which occurs more or less at the end of the
second trimester, does the state's interest in the protection of the health and welfare of
the foetus become sufficiently compelling to warrant intrusion for that purpose. The
state may then regulate and even prohibit abortion to protect the life of the foetus
provided that it does not preclude an abortion when necessary to preserve the life and
health of the woman herself.

Mojapelo J pointed out that Professor Dworkin defends the court's conclusion that the
Constitution protects the woman's freedom to determine the fate of her own pregnancfl4.
. He noted that in the later case of Thornburg v American College of Obstetricians and

Gynaecoiogists2U Blackmun J again explained the fundamental nature of the privacy of a
woman's decision to terminate her pregnancy:
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He dcscribce the impact of a prohibition on abortion BI followa: ''Lawa that prohibit abortion or make it difficult or c:xpCl1llive to
procure one, deprive a JRgnant waman of a freedom or opportunity that ia crucial to many of them. A woman who ia forced to
bear a child IIhc doca not want bccaUIC Ihc oannot have an early and lIBf'e abortion no lonser in charge of her own body: the
law has impoacd a kind of lIavcry on her. That ill, howcvc:r, only the beginning. For many women, bearing unwanted children
IDC8l1I the dcItruotion of their own Iivea, bccaUIC they will no longer be able to work or atudy or live in WII}'I important to them.
or bccauac they cannot aupport the children ... Adoption c:vcn when it u available, doeI not remove the injury. for many wamcn
would suffer great emotional pain for many yean if they turned a child over to othcn to nile and love." (Dworlcin R, Lifo ~
Dominion). Mojapclo J notc:s that Dworkin concludes that once one accepts that the Constitution protcotl pcnma1 privacy then it
follows that it also protects women's right to determine the fate of their own pregnancy: He quotcl Dworkin • follows: ''But
once one accepts (the dictum. of Brennan J quoted above) 81 good law, then it follows that woman do have 8 COIJItitutional rigbl
to privacy that in principle includes the dcciaion not only whether to beget children but whether to bear them. (The line· of
privacy decisiOl1l rcfc:rrcd to above) can be justified only on the prcaumption that decilions affi:cting marriaSC and childbirth arc
10 intimate and pc:raonal that people mUlt in principle be allowed to ma1a: these decisiOl1l for thCIDICIYCl, COI1Iultins their own
prc:fc:rcncea and convictions, rather than having society impoac ita collective decision on them. A deciaion about abortion
at
lcut u private in that ICJJIC u any other decision the court ha protected In one way it ia more so, because it involved a
woman's COI1IroI not just of her acruaI rclatiOl1l but of changes within her own body, and the Supreme Court has recognized in
variOUl WII}'I the importance ofphyaical integrity."
TlrJmburg (1986) 476 US 747 at 7T1.

u

u
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"Few decisions are more personal and intimate, more properly private, or more basic to individual
dignity and autonomy, than a woman's decision - with the guidance of her physician and within the
limits specified in Roe - whether to end her pregnancy. A woman's right to make that choice freely
is fundamental. Any other result, in our view, would protect inadequately a central part of the
sphere of liberty that our law guarantees equally to all."
Mojapelo J also referred to dicta in Casey v Planned Parenthood of Southeastern
Pennsylvania 216, the Canadian case of R v Morgentale,:z17, Rodriguez v British Columbia
(Attorney General)218, and Bruggeman and Scheuten v Federal Republic of GermanY-19.
216
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fraught with COI1Ic:qucnCCI for othCl'l: far the waman who must live with the: implications of her deoiaioo; far tha pc:rIOIlI who
perform and lIIIi.t in the prooc:durc; for the: IPOuse, family and lOOic:ty which mUlt oonfront the knowledge that thcaa prooc:dun:s
cx:i.1t, procc:dun:s lOme: deem nothing short of an BOt of violc:ncc asainlt innocent human life; and, dcpc:ncIing on one'. belic:fi, it
docs nol follow thal the: alale is e:nlilled lo proscribe: it in all m.tanCCl. That iI be:cauae the liberty of the woman i. at Ilake: in a
ICIlIC unique to the human condition and 10 unique: to the law. The mother who oarrica a ohild to full term illUbjcot to anxic:tica,
to phyaioal OODItrainb, to pain that only she mUlt bear. That thcae: uarifioc:a have: from. the begiming of the human race: been
endured by woman with a pride that cnnoblca her in the C)'CI of otbcn and gi'YCI to the infant a bond of low, cannot alona be
ground. far tha .tate: to insill that she makca the .acrifioc:. Her llUffering iI too intimate: and penonal far the ltate to insilt,
without more, upon its own vision of the: woman'. role:, however dominant that vision hu bcc:n in the OOUI'IC of our hiltory and
our ouIturc. The cbt.iny of the woman mUll be shaped to a large cxtcnl on her own oonocption of her apiritual impcrati'YCI and
her plaoc in IOciety." (at P 698-699). MojapcIo J noted that the: IRma ODIIIiderationa BI applied in the US would oompcl one: to
oonoIude that the: South Afii.oan CODItitution protect. a woman'. right to chooac under it. guaranlcc:II of dignity in ICOticm. 10 and
privacy in ICOtion 14. He Ilatcd that it it howavc:r, not ncoc:uary to rcaort to thole: scncraI guaranlcaI bcoaUIc: aeolion 12(2)
.pccifically guarantc:c:I the woman'. right "to bodily and payohologioal integrity" inoluding the right '"to. make dcoiliona
oanccming reproduction" and "to lCCurity in and oantrol over their body". They were clearly designed, IBid Mojapclo J,
lpCCifically to protect the woman'. right to rqroduotiw sc:lf-dc:tcrmination.
Morgfmlalar (2) (1988) DLR (4-, 385. Mojapc:lo J noted that in Canada, ICOtion 7 of the: Canadian Charter aIao protaota the right
to 'liberty' but 80Cl further by providing c:xprcu protection to the right to 'lCCurity of the penon'. In Morgenlalar the Canadian
Suprc:mc Court he:ld that the woman'. right to determine: the fate: of her own pregnancy crYoy.:d oonatitutianal protection. He
obaervcd that the majority of the: court founded that protcotion on the: guarantc:c: of '.courity of the penon' in ICOtion 7. Wilson J,
who concurred with the majority, held that. the protcetion could a1lo be founded on the right to 'liberty' in ICCtion 7 and the
oonoomitanl implied guarantee: of human dignity. At illUC bcfarc the: court WBI the ocxutitutionality of ICOtion 251 of the:
Canadian Criminal Code which placed IICVCI"C procedural restrictiOlll 00 a woman frccdam. to obtain an abortion. Mojapc1o J
quoted the dicta of Dickson CJ explaining biB oonclUlion that it violated that oanatitutional right to lCCurity of the penon •
follow.: .. At the mOlt basio, physioal and emotional lcvcl r:vcry p-cgnaut woman iI told by the lICCtion that sha oannot lUbmit a
gc:nc:rally I8fe medioal p-occdurc that might be: of clear benctit to her unlCII she mcc:ts gritcria c:ntircly unrelated to her own
prioritica and BlpiratiOnl. Not only docs the removal of dccilion-making power threaten women in a physical ICI1IC; the
indt:cision of knowing whelher an abortion will be granled inflicta emotional Itrc:u. Section 251 clearly intcrferc:II with a
woman'. bodily in1c:grity in both a physical and emotional 1ICnIC. Forcing a woman, by threat of criminal IBIlOtion, to carry a
foetus to term unlesl she meet. oertain criteria unrelated to her own prioritica and Blpirations iI a profound intc:rfc:rc:noe: with a
Woman'l body and thUl a violation of acourity of the pCl'lCllL "
Rodrlgusz (1993) 17 CRR (2cd) 193 at 203-204 and 107 DLR (4"') 342 at 391a-b. Mojapclo J noted that in the 08IC of Rodrigusz
oancc:mins the col1ltitutionality or a crimina1 prosecution of 8IIIi.tc:d .woide:, Sopinka J, who gave: the judgment of the: majority
of the oourt, reviewed it. juriaprudc:noc en tha right to lcourity of the penon and ooncluded .. foUoWl: "In my view then, the
judgment of thi. court in Mo~nlalar{ fn 20S .nIpra) oan be leen to c:noampBII a notion of pcnonal autonomy involving, at the
very least, control 0'YCl' one: 'I bodily in1c:grity free: from I18te in1crfcrc:noc and hcdom fran Ilatc-impoac:d payghological and
emotional .trc:u... 'There is no qucation then, that penonal autonomy, at lcast with rc:spcot to the right to make ohoiOCl

I.
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Mojapelo J noted that section12 (2)(a) and (b) of the Constitution provides that everyone
has the right to bodily and psychological integrity which includes the right to make
decisions concerning reproduction and to security in and over their body. He stated that
compared to the foreign jurisdictions he had referred to previously, it is clear that the South
African

c~nstitutional

provisions are the most explicit concerning this right and that the

provisions of section 12 guarantee the right of every woman to determine the fate of her
pregnancy. A woman's freedom of choice, said Mojapelo J, is further reinforced by the
right to equality and protection against discrimination on the grounds of gender, sex and
pregnancy (section 9 of the Constitution), the inherent right to dignity and to have her
dignity respected and protected (section 10 of the Constitution), the right to life (section
11), the right to privacy (section 14 of the Constitution) and 'more importantly' the right to
have access to reproductive health care (section 27(1 lea) of the Constitution). He noted that
some of these rights were themselves developed in the foreign jurisdictions previously cited
by courts through judicial interpretation to found the right to termination of pregnancy.
Cumulatively, therefore, the more explicit rights in section 12(2)(a) and (b) and all the other
reinforcing rights provide a strong constitutional base for the right to termination of
pregnancy in South African law. Mojapelo J points out in the judgment that like other
constitutional rights the right to the termination of pregnancy is not absolute and that the
state has a legitimate role in the protection of pre-natal life as an important value in South
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ccnocminS QIlC'. own bqdy, oontrol ova' one'. phylical and paychologicaJ. integrity, and baaio human disnity. arc cnoanpaucd
within ICCUrity of the penan, at least to the extent of frcc:dom from oriminal prohibitiona which intcrfc:n: with thClC. I I Mojapc:lo J
ltatcd that inaofBr u the South Afrioan Constitution allO suaranlc:c:a I right to 'Iccwity of the penon' in IICCtion 12(1) it oouid
.imilarly found I OOI1Ititutionai protcotion of I woman'. right to dctc:nninc the fate of her own pregnancy. He noted that it iI,
howCVCZ', not nCOCllary to n:aort to IICCtion 12(1) because IICCtion 12(2) (a) and (b) c:KprCIIIy guaranteel I more apcoifio right "to
bodily and pyohological integrity" inoluding the right to make dc:cilions oonccming reproduction and to lecurity in and oontrol
ova' one'l body.
Bruggtunann (1971) 3 EHRR 244. Mojapclo J noted that the German oDllltitutionai ooUlt 11M held that the right to life cxtcnda to
the protc:gt100 of prc-natal life but that it hal silO rcoogniacd a oountcrvailing OODItitutionai right which protcob the woman'l
pc:nanal autanamy to dctcrminc the fate of her own prcsnanoy. He poinlcd out that the jurisprudcnoc of the German
oDllltitutional oourt aooordingly Icnda IUpport to an alternative pc:npcotiva that the right to hcdom and acourity of the pc:nat
affordl OOJUtitulimaJ. protcation to a woman'l right to clc:tcrminc the fate of her own pregnancy a1bc:it IUbjcot to limitation to
protc:ot the life of the foetus. He also noted that in Europe article 8 of the European Cenvcntion en Human Righbl providca that
"CM:rycne hal the right to respect fer his private and family life". Mojapclo J quoted the following dicta of the European
Commilaion in Bruggeman" in holding that thil right founded oonstitutional protcotien of a Woman'l right to aclf-dctcrmination:
''The right to rcapcct for private life il of loch IOOpC 81 to IICCW'C to the individual I .phc:rc within which he oan freely purma the
development and fulfilment of hi. pc:nonality. To this c:ffeot, he mUit allD have the poalibility of establishing n:iatiONhip of
variOUI kind&, inoluding 1ICXU81, with other pc:rIDI1I. In principle, therefore, whcnCVCZ' the .tate ICtI up rulca for the behaviour of
the individual within thil sphere, it intcrl'Cl"CII with the rcapcct for p!jvate life ... " (at 2S2 para SS). "However, pregnancy oannot
be IBid to pertain uniquely, to the Iphc:rc of private life:. Whenever a woman iI pregnant, her piwtc life bcoomca cloacly
oOlU1CCted with the developing foclul'" Mojapclo J notCi that the Commiuion aooordingly concluded that although the woman
hu a right of ICIf-dctcnnination, it wu pcrmiuiblc for the alate to regulate abal'tion because the rishl to privaoy oannot be
intC1"pT'Ctcd solely as meaning that pregnancy and it. tcnnination arc 81 a principle lolely a matter of the private life of the
mother. He ltalcl that the jurisprudcncc of the EW'OpCBD Union accordingly rcoognilca the woman'. oDllltitutional right to lelf
dc:tcnnination but silO rccognilCl that it i. pcrm.iIsible for the stale; to regulate ill CltcrailC.
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African society and may regulate and limit the woman's right to choose in this regard.
However, he said, because the right itself is derived from the Constitution the regulation
thereof by the state may not amount to the denial of that right. He stated that the provisions
of section 36(1) of the Constitution would apply to any limitation of the right of a woman
to terminate her pregnancy - in other words such limitation would be valid only to the
extent that it is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on
human dignity, equality.and freedom.
Mojapelo J noted that South African courts, unlike the US courts, have never had to address
the impact of any state-imposed interference with the autonomy of a woman to determine
the fate of her own pregnancy but have in different contexts recognised the potential for
catastrophic consequences that might flow from the unwanted, but state-enforced birth of a
child. He referred by way of example to Administrator Natal v EdouartP1!J. Mojapelo J
observes that if the state were to prohibit termination, its prohibition would force pregnant
women to bear, give birth to and nurture unwanted children at the risk of suffering such
"catastrophes" and with the associated impairment of their physical and psychological wellbeing. The state's interference would clearly constitute an impairment of women's right "to
bodily and psychological integrity" and more particularly their right "to make decisions
concerning reproduction" and "to security in and control over their body" said the court. It
noted

~at

the plaintiff recognised and acknowledged that the right in issue is a

constitutional one and that it complained about the way the legislature, through the Act,
allows girls to access the right. The plaintiff wanted restriction or regulation of access to the
right based on age.

The court observed that the Act allows all women who have the intellectual and emotional
capacity for informed consent, to choose whether to terminate their pregnancies or not, that
it does not distinguish between them on the ground of age and that this is what the plaintiff
complains of as being unconstitutional, Mojapelo J stated that this complaint is inconsistent
with the Constitution because:
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EdOllOrri 1990 (3) SA S81 CA) at S91G where Van Hecrdcn JA alated that: ''There iI no jOllification for holding, u a matter of
law, that the birth of an '1DlWanted' child ia 'a blcsaing', The birth ofauch a child may be a oataatrophe, not only for the parenta
and the child itaelfbut aIIo for previously born liblingl."
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1. The right of every woman to choose whether to terminate her pregnancy or not is
enshrined in sections 12(2)(a) and (b)~ 27(1)(a), 10 and 14 of the Constitution. All
of these rights are afforded to 'everyone' including girls under the age of 18. They
are accordingly also entitled to respect for and protection of their right to selfdetermination.

2.

Section 9(1) provides that everyone is equal before the law and has the right to
equal protection and benefit of the law. Section 9(3) goes further to prevent unfair
discrimination against 'anyone' inter alia on the ground of "age". Any distinction
between women on the ground of their age, would invade these rights.

3. It follows that any limitation upon the freedom of any woman, including any girl

under the age of 18 years to have their pregnancy terminated constitutes a limitation
of their fundamental rights. Such a limitation is valid only if justified in terms of
section 36(1).
Mojapelo J stated that because the right is a

co~stitutional

one, one of the minimum

requirements for justification is that the limitation must be rational. He said that the
distinction made by the Act between those women who have the capacity for informed
consent on the one hand and those who do not have the capacity on the other, is a rational
distinction. It is for that reason capable of justification and is therefore con~titutiona1. He
noted that the argument that the provisions of the Act that were under attack are
unconstitutional because they do not cater for the interest of the child is unsustainable. The
legislative choice opted for in the Act, he said, serves the best interest of the pregnant girl
child (section 28(2) of the Constitution) because it is flexible to recognised and
accommodate the individual position ofa girl child based on her intellectual, psychological
and emotional make up and actual majority. It cannot be in the interest of the pregnant
minor girl to adopt a rigid age based approach that take not account, little or inadequate
account of her individual peculiarities. Mojapelo J stated that even if the plaintiff was to
establish that the age based control or regulation was in the interest of the child, that would
not be enough and that the plaintiff would have to go further and show that the legislative
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choice adopted in the Act (based on informed consent)

IS

in fact unjustifiable and

unconstitutional.
The court observed that while the plaintiff had fonnulated its claim on the basis that girls or
young women below the age of 18 are capable of giving informed consent, this is not
necessarily so. The true position depends on the particular individual girl or woman and on
her particular circumstances and must be determined for each and every woman in each
case. In enacting the Act, the legislature assumed that there will be women below and
above the age of 18 who will be incapable of giving informed consent and for this category
the law requires parental or some other assistance in giving the informed consent. Mojapelo
J pointed out that the legislature also recognised that there will be women above the age of

18 who are capable of giving informed consent and for this category the legislature requires
no assistance when they give consent to termination of pregnancy. He said that as to
whether a particular individual, irrespective of age, is capable of giving such consent, the
legislature left the determination of the factual position to the medical professional or
registered midwife who performs the act. Mojapelo J stated that he could not find that the
exercise of this legislative choice was so unreasonable or otherwise flawed that judicial
interference is called for in what is essentially a legislative function. Women or girls under
the age of 18 are not unprotected for as long as they are incapable of giving informed
consent. He noted that the legislature makes provision to ensure that all young women or
girls below the age of 18 are encouraged to seek parental support and guidance when
seeking to exercise the right to reproductive choice. The constitutional right, said the court,
of a pregnant child to family or parental care (section 28(1)(b» is ther~fore not denied. It is
accommodated but not imposed. It is given effect under the Act in a manner that does not
seek to negate other constitutional rights including the right to equality before the law, to
equal protection and benefit of the law as well as the right to termination of pregnancy
itself Thus, said Mojapelo J, he could not find that the legislation is unconstitutional when
it provides for what is constitutionally permissible and regulates it without affronting the
Constitution. For this reason, he held, the plaintiffs particulars of claim did not disclose a
cause of action. The exception was upheld, the plaintiffs claims were dismissed and no
order was made in respect of costs.
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Discussion
It is submitted with respect that the reasoning of the court in this case is a perfect example

of the manner in which the logic within the Constitution itself must be applied to the
detennination of whether or not legislation is unconstitutional or not. The court interrogated
the issue before it with regard not only to the most obvious and direct constitutional rights
involved but also with regard to the rights that support and reinforce them. The judgment
beautifully illustrates the interconnectedness and interrelatedness of the various rights in the
Constitution and how they form part of a complex legal matrix that has to be considered as
a whole that is more than .the sum of its parts when adjudicating individual cases. The
reasoning of the court also illustrates the wisdom of a bottom up approach to questions of
human rights since the simple rights that are contained in the Bill of Rights can be used to
construct other more complex rights that are no less constitutional. Just as the court was
able to deduce a constitutional right to termination of pregnancy from the elemental rights
contained in the Constitution, it is submitted, so can a constitutional right to health be
deduced from the fundamental rights within the Bill of Rights. The need for such composite
rights mayor may not arise depending upon the facts of each case. The value of such a
bottom up approach is that it is far more flexible and adaptable to the circumstances of each
particular case than the top-down approach. The latter postulates composite rights which it
then tries to populate with more detailed precepts. This is likely to lead to inconsistencies in
practice since it requires that the basic legal principles (which may be indivisible unit
rights) upon which the right rests are derived from the notion of the right itself rather than
having those indivisible unit rights, or fundamental legal principles, describe and delineate
the right. Unlike the situation in international law, in South African constitutional law,
when dealing with rights issues one does not sit with the problem of trying to populate
composite rights in terms of concepts such as minimum core and other subjective
paradigms. The legal matrix of relevant rights is applied to the unique factual matrix in
each case. It is submitted that the judgment of Mojapelo J neatly illustrates the logical
elegance of this bottom-up approach.

At a more prosaic level, and from a different angle, it could be said that what is behind this
case is an attempt by a group of religious fundamentalists to impose, by 'yrt8.y of a court
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judgment, their views concerning abortion on the rest of the population. In this sense, the
case is once again a battle between a collective and the individual. It is seldom that an
individual will be in any position to impose his or her religious views upon the collective
and the balance of power, as history indicates, has generally not been in favour of the
individual in such matters. The freedom of the individual to live his or her own life as he or
she sees fit, the right to self-determination as it has sometimes been called, is fund~ental
to the South African constitutional· system of law. In this case this principle, applied at a
pragmatic, individual level trumped the abstract moralistic argument, cloaked as legal
principle, of a particular religious grouping. The judgment of the court therefore supports
not only the rights to bodily and psychological integrity, dignity and reproductive health
care to which the court refers,. but also the right to freedom of religion, thought, conscience,
belief and opinion reflected in section 15 of the Constitution to which it does not expressly
refer. The judgment itself is thus clearly consistent with, and integral to, a system of law
that is larger than itself At the most abstract level, sound court judgments will manifest
such consistency and, due to the polycentricity of the Bill of Rights, will be justifiable at a
number of different levels or from many different perspectives. The richness of such a
system of law lies in its relevance to many different facets of life. It is multidimensional in
its effect
The decision of. the court also emphasises

~e

importance of flexibility in policy and

legislation that impacts upon constitutional rights. It will be recalled that lack of flexibility
was found to be a major failing in the government policy concerning access to Nevirapine

for the purpose of the prevention of mother to child transmission offfiV221. The age issue is
one that often arises as a threshold in law. It is relevant as such in the health care context

inter alia in terms of the Sterilisation Acf!!Z which is currently in the process of
amendmenf23. Section 2 of the current Act provides somewhat awkwardly that -

(1) No person is prohibited from having sterilisation performed on him or her ifhc or she is-

(a) capable of consenting; and
221
222
223

rAe fn 57 ntpra
Stailillllioo Aat No 44 of 1998
The draft Sterilisation Amendment Bill WBI published fer public comment on 04 Septcmbc:r 2003 in· Govmmcnt Gazette No
25415. Notice No 2303 for publio canmcnl.
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(b) 18 years or above.

(2) A person capable of consenting may not be sterilised without his or her consent.

(3) (a) Sterilisation may not be performed on a person who is under the age of 18 years except
where failure to do so would jeopardize the person's life or seriously impair his or her
physical health.

Subsection (2) is not entirely in keeping with suosection (1)(b) which, although it separates
the capacity to consent from age, still imposes the age of 18 as a threshold. The peculiar
phrasing of subsection (1) suggests that where a person is capable of consenting but is
under the age of 18 years, sterilisation of that person is prohibited. However such
prohibition must be inferred from section 2 (I) of the Act itself since there is no other legal
prohibition or provision with regard to sterilisation either in the Act or outside of it. It is
submitted that this subsection on its own could be in conflict with the constitutional right of
a minor to bodily and psychological integrity given the arguments raised by the court in the
second Christian Lawyers case224 • According to the decision of the court in this case, it
should be that where a person is capable of informed consent, this should be sufficient
grounding for a right to be sterilised irrespective of the age of the person being sterilised.
Sterilisation, like termination of pregnancy, is an exercise of a reproductive right and the
right to security in and control over one's body in terms of section 12(2) of the
Constitution. Subsection (2) of section 2 of the Act could be read as taking the principle in
subsection (1) a step further in saying that a person capable of consenting may not be
sterilised without his or her consent Thus where a person is either over the age of 18 or
under the age of 18, where he or she is capable of consenting, sterilisation may not take
place without his or her consent. In this sense it is partially redemptive of subsection (1)
because the latter gives everyone who is over 18 years of age and capable of consenting a
right to be sterilised but does not address the converse which is the right of persons capable
of consenting but under the age of 18 years not to be sterilised. It is only partially
redemptive because the right to be sterilised in terms of subsection (1) is still age restricted
even where a person is capable of consenting. It therefore limits the right to sterilisation for
224

Chri.ftlan Lawyen (2) fit 199suprrl
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those persons who are under 18 years of age and capable of consenting. Since the right to
make reproductive decisions and to security in and control over one's body are
constitutional rights, it remains to be seen whether this provision constitutes a limitation of
a constitutional right falling within the ambit of section 36( 1) of the Constitution. There is
an argument that sterilisation from the point of view of the right holder - especially in the
case of women - is generally of a more permanent nature than the termination of a
pregnancy. A person who terminates one pregnancy can usually still decide to have another
pregnancy but a person who is sterilised cannot always be sure that the procedure can be
reversed should he or she have a change of heart later on. Children and young people have
the whole of their reproductive lives ahead of them and the question is whether, as a matter
of policy, they should be allowed to be sterilised where they are capable of consenting but
younger than 18 years of age. Whilst the inclination of many is likely to be that this should
not be permitted, the question is if the person is capable of informed consent why should he
or she be denied this choice simply on the basis of age? What is the difference between a
mature 17 year old who wants to be sterilised and is fully capable of informed consent and
a highly immature 18 year old who is barely capable of informed consent? Perhaps the
distinction is that in terms of section 28(3) of the Constitution, a child is defined as a person
under the age of 18 years and section 28(2) stipulates that a child's best interests are of
paramount importance in every matter concerning the child. In such a situation it may
possibly be argued that a person under the age of 18 is not capable of knowing what is in
his or her best interests even if he or she is capable of giving informed consent. Informed
consent involves knowledge and appreciation of the consequences as well as consent but
does it necessarily encapsulate an understanding of the individual as to what is in his or her
best interests? It is submitted, however, that this distinction between informed consent and
what is in a person's best interests could be equally applied to decisions on choice of
termination of pregnancy. The court in the seconq Christian Lawyers case2~, although it did
not discuss it directly, also did not identify it as a valid distinction. The problem with the
concept of what is in a person's best interests is that it is highly subjective. This is well
demonstrated in legal issues involving end of life decisions. For example, to accept high
doses of painkillers may hasten death but will alleviate suffering. Which option is in the
2~

Chrl8tian lAwyerI (2) fu. 1998Uprtl
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individual's best interests and who decides? Where a person is over the age of21 the law is
clear. Where a person is under the age of 21 226, or 18 for that matter, the law is not so clear.
Section 39 of the Child Care Act states that a person who is over the age of 14 can consent
to medical treatment of himself or his child, but it silent on the subject of the refusal of
medical treatment by such a person. Many people would argue that a child of 14 is, not in a
good position to know what is in his best interests and should not be allowed to refuse
essential medical treatment. The same section allows a medical superintendent to give
treatment in the absence of the consent of the parents in certain circumstances but does not
address the situation where a child is over the age of 14 and is refusing the proposed
treatment. Whose decision prevails? It is submitted that given the provisions of section 28
of the Constitution that the interests of the child are paramount, as long as the medical
practitioner acts in the best interests of the child, the courts are unlikely to deCide against
such practitioner in a claim for violation of the rights of the child in section 12(2) of the
Constitution. It is submitted, however, there must be clear evidence that the decision was
taken in the best interests of the child because in the absence of such evidence, it is likely
226

In tc:rma of ecction 1 of the Age of Majaity Act No ~2 of 1972 all persona, whether malc:s or females. attain the: age of majority
when they attain the age: of twenty-one: yc:ara. In terms of acction 2 of thi. Act Any penon who has attained the: age of cightc:c:n
yean may. IUbjcot to the: provWODI of thi. Act, apply to the provinoial divilion of the Suprc:mc: Court of South Africa havins
juriadiotion in the: area within whioh IUch penon ia ordinarily n:aidcnt for an order declaring him to be a major. Dc:IpitG the:
proviaiCIII of this Act many of the mere: rc:oc:nt ltatutes, pouibly bccauac: they are: following the Comtitution, UIC the age: of 18 •
a thrc:ahold when it 0DmC:S to taking oertain decisimu ar performing ocrtain actiODL Sec: far example the EJlpJoows Act No 1S of
2003 which dcfinc::a a IllRlitable pc:r1OIl" • inler alia a penon who ia 18 )'C8I'1 or older with regard to a Iiocncc which mUll be
obtained by any penon who wantJ to nm a magazine for the storage of cxpJOIiVI:I~ the: Private Security Industry ResuJatim Act
No S6 of 2001 which alloWi pc:rIOI1I over the: age: of 18 yean to be: rcgiatc:rc:d II a ac:ourity ICJVice: provider; the EJc:otoral Act No
73 of 1998 which defines B voter. South African citizen who is 18 YCBl'1l old ar older and whoac: name appc:BI'1I an the volen'
roll; the TJ'8I1Iport General Amendmc:nl Act 16 of 1995 which ItiPUlates that a ndio operator on a Ihip whioh is rc:quiMd by the:
Intcmational Convention far the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974. II amcndc:d, to haw a radio installation, shall be not leu that 18
yean of agc~ the: Buo ConditiODl Of EmploymCDl Act No 75 of 1997 whioh .tipulates that "child' mC8l1l a pcr1C1l who iI under
18 Y"B of age II docI the Social Aliillanoc: Act 59 of 1992, the Rcfugc:c:s Act No 130 of 1998. the Child Care Act Nc 74 of
1983, the Corrc:otional SCJVioca Act No 111 of 1998; the Rccosnitim Of CUltamary Marriages Aat No 120 of 1998 which
ltipulatc::a that for a OUItomary marriage cntcn:d into after the oommencc:mc:nl of thia Act to be: valid tho prospcotive IpOUICI must
both be abow the age: of 18 yean; the: Liquor Act No Z7 of 1989 whioh stipulates that the: holder of a liquor Iioc:noc shall not
employ any pcraon who i. under the age: of 18 yean; the Birtlu And Dealba RegUtratian Act No ~1 of 1992 which puvidc::a that
a "majar' or "penon of age' mCBIlI any penon who hu attained the: age of 18 yean ar who hal under the proviJiCllll of ICCtiCll 2
of the Age: of Majority Act, 1972 (Act No ~7 of 1972). been. declare:d to be a major, and includc::a a penon under the age of 18
yean, who has oonlractc:d a legal marriage II does the South African CitizcnJh.ip Act No 88 of 19~. It would ICCD1 that thc:rc is
a widely held view that a child and a minor arc not ncceaarily the lime thins and that for PurpcllCl of the former. the age of 18
yean is the cut off point whilat for the purposc:a of the latter. the: out-oft' point it the age of 21 yean. Howcwcr this i. Dct aJwaya
the: OBIC. Sec for example the Liquor Act whioh dcf1J1Cll a minor II a person who hal not attained the age of 18 yean. From a
pragmatio pc:npcctivc what il happening il that pcnorII over the: age: of 18 yean arc i!mc:uingly being siwn legal oapacity far
variOUl spcoifio purpDICI without the amendment of the general legislation, namely the Age of Majority Aol For health
purposc::a. the Medioines and Related SubJtam:c:s Act No 101 of 196~ providc::a that Schc:dule 1. 2,3.4.~ or 6 .ubatanoc shall not be
laid to any penon apparently under the: age of 14 yean except upon a paoription i.ued by an authaiJcd prc:soribcr and
diapcmc:d by a pharmaoist, pharmaoist intern or pharmacist'. 8IIiJtanl ar by a wterinarian or a penon who il the holder of •
liocnoe II contemplated in lICclion 22C (1) (a), or on a written order dilOlOIing the PurpolC for whioh .uch subatanoc is to be UlCd
and bean a signature known to the ICncr 81 the: lignature of a penon known to Noh 1C1Ier and who is appan:ntly over the age of
14 ycan. Scotian 39(4) of the: Child Care: Act stipulates that notwithatanding any rule of law to the contrary any penon over the
age: of 18 yean Ihall be: canpc:tc:nt to 0ClI'IICnt, without the uai.tance: of hi. parcnl or guardian, to the pc:rformanoa of any
operation upon hiJ1llelf and any penon over the age of 14 )'Can llhall be: competc:nl to conac:nl., without the . .iJtance: of hi.
parent or guardian, to the pcri'ormanoc of any medical treatment ofhill1lClf or hia child.
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that the action taken in consequence thereof could well be a violation of section 12(2) rights
and the provisions of section 39 will not avail the medical practitioner if his actions prove
to be unconstitutional with regard to section 12(2) ·and section 28.

The judgment of the court in Christian Lawyers'-T1 is clearly to the effect that the right to
self-detennination cannot be age restricted. It also suggests that the rights of children
provided for in section 28 of the Constitution should not be imposed on them, for instance,
by way of legislation that denies them the right to bodily and psychological integrity on the
ground that their section 28 rights override all others. The implication is that these section
28 rights must be capable of being exercised and balanced against other possibly
conflicting rights. In other words, there is still an element of choice involved on the part of
the right holder as to whether or not to enforce the right If the right is imposed then there is
no question of its being exercised by the right holder. Generally, as far as children are
concerned this issue does provoke some circuitous debates since children are often not in a
position to exercise or enforce a right independently of an adult parent, guardian or
caregiver. The younger the child the more this statement holds true. If the very rights
designed to protect the child against inter alia an adult parent, guardian or caregiver must
first be exercised by the child with the assistance of that parent, guardian or caregiver, this
effectively weakens the protection tha~ the right affords. the child. It is this dilemma that the
Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act has to address - particularly in situations of sexual
molestation of a minor woman by her parent, guardian or caregiver. The point of the
judgment of the court in the Christian Lawyers case228 is that where a minor is capable of
giving informed consent, the opposing will of a parent, guardian or caregiver should not be

.

imposed upon the minor under the guise of section 28 of the Constitution simply because
the minor is of a certain age. The capacity to give informed consent counts for more in such
matters than an arbitrary threshold imposed in the abstract without reference to the
individual who is most affected.

2T1
228
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It is submitted that it is also not in keeping with the concept of administrative justice that

rigid criteria such as age limits should be imposed where a large number of factual
permutations can occur and not every one of them can be anticipated by legislation. It is a
well-established principle of administrative law that each case must be decided on its merits
and there is no reason why this principle should not be incorporated into legislation
involving minors and the giving of informed consent by them - especially where the right to
bodily and psychological integrity is involved.
Subsection (3)(a) of the Sterilisation Act does not take into account the right to
psychological integrity referred to in section 12(2) of the Constitution in that it refers only
to physical health.
Section 3 of the Act stipulates as follows(1) Sterilisation may be performed on any person who is incapable of consenting or incompetent to
consent(a) upon a request to the person in charge ofa hospital and with the consent of a(i)
parent;
(ii)
spouse;
(iii)
guardian; or
(iv)
curator;
(b)

if a panel contemplated in subsection (2) after considering all relevant infonnation,
including the fact that(i)
the person is 18 years of age, unless the physical health of the person is threatened;
and
(ii)
there is no other safe and effective method of contraception except sterilisation,
concurs that sterilisation may be performed; and

(c)

if the person is mentally disabled to such an extent that such a person is incapable of(i)
making his or her own decision about contraception or sterilisation;
(ii)
developing mentally to a sufficient degree to make an informed judgement about
contraception or sterilisation; and
(iii)
fulfilling the parental responsibility associated with giving birth.

(2) The person in charge of a hospital contemplated in subsection (1) must upon request, as
prescribed for sterilisation, convene a panel which will consist of (a)
a psychiatrist, or a medical practitioner if no psychiatrist is available;
(b)
a psychologist or a social worker; and
(c)
a nurse.
(3) Where a person to be sterilised is in custodial care, no member of the panel may be an employee
of the custodial institution.
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(4) If sterilisation is to be perfonned in a private health care facility, the members of the panel may
not be employees ot: or have a financial interest in, that facility.
(5) The person perfonning the sterilisation must ensure that the method of sterilisation used holds
the least health risk to the person on whom sterilisation is perfonned.
(6) Sterilisation may not be perfonned in terms of subsection (1) unless the person suffers from a
severe mental disability.
(7) For the purposes of this section, 'severe mental disability' means a range of functioning
extending from partial self-maintenance under close supervision, together with limited selfprotection skills in a controlled environment through limited. self care and requiring constant aid
and supervision, to severely restrained sensory and motor functioning and requiring nursing
care.
In this section, once again the question of 18 years of age is ,to be used as a threshold. In

this instance, it is even more problematic because the section is dealing expressly with
persons who are incapable of ~onsenting. This incapacity is not linked in the Act to mental
di.sability or lack of consciousness due to physical injury or illness. It can therefore also be
applied to children who lack capacity simply because of their age. However section 2(3)
deals with the sterilisation of mentally healthy minors and it is therefore unnecessary to
regard this section as relevant to them. Age is only one factor that is an indicator of mental
capacity. In the case ofmenta1ly disabled persons it may not be relevant at all since persons
who are mentally disabled may never achieve legal capacity irrespective of their age.
Mental capacity is often indicated or measured in terms of mental or developmental age.
Thus an eighteen year old mentally disabled patient's cognitive functions may be pegged at
the level of those of a healthy twelve year old. While the mind may not achieve full
maturity the body of a mentally disabled person may well reach puberty and be capable of
procreation. Indeed one of the primary concerns of the Sterilisation Act when it was first
passed was to ensure that unnecessary sterilisation of mentally disabled persons was
prohibited since mentally disabled persons also have reproductive rights. It was much
easier in the past for parents and caregivers of such persons to have them sterilised than to
worry about sexual activity leading to the birth of an unwanted child. However on one
possible interpretation of section 3, the Act went too far in the directi on of preventing
sterilisation of mentally disabled persons under the age of 18 years insofar as the provisions
of this section can be interpreted to mean that disabled persons younger than 18 years of
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age may not be sterilised at alF29 , In the case of mentally disabled persons the age of 18
years is even more arbitrary for the purposes of sterilisation than it is for those who are not
mentally disabled. In the context of sterilisation, the age of puberty is more relevant in the
case of mentally disabled persons than the age of 18 years since the capacity of mentally
disabled persons is unlikely to be related to their physical age. To apply the a.ge of 18 years
in this context as a reason for the refusal of sterilisation could have the effect of denying a
mentally disabled person who is under the age of 18 years the right to dignity, to
psychological integrity and to security in and control over his or her body. The proposed
amendment to the Act seeks to preclude this.
The decision of the court in Christian Lawyers (No i) has far reaching implications for
legal capacity in general and is more in keeping with the Roman Law on the subject which
attributed at least partial capacity to children over the age of seven and a significant degree
of capacity to those over the age of fourteen years230. It is in keeping with more recent
229
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It ia .ubmitted that it iI pouible to interpret ICCtion 3(1)(b) of the ~t to mean that under certain oUcUDlltanCCl 8 penon may be
.teriliacd even when: he or abc ia muter the 8ae of 18 years and c:ven though hia or her phylical health ia not threatened becauae
thc aeotion rc:quirell the panel to OOOIider "all relevant information" of whioh the fact(O of age, physical health and availability
of alternative methoda of contraception an: jUlt a IUbaet 81 indicated by the \lie of the word "inoluding" in relation to thClC
facton. Howcvc:r, practical cxpc:riencc has been that panela have been inclined to rcfuIe atcriliaatiQIUJ even in the face of very
I1rong Br81DenfI in favour then:of when: the penon to be Itcriliac:d i. under the age of 18 yean and it w. thus decided to amend
the Stcriliaation Act to C!\IUre that the righta to dignity and psyohclogical integrity of IUCh penON arc not ocmpromiled by IUOh

miaintezpretation.
See Long G. 'Inf8l1l' La:w Curthu Roman Law (Smith '8 DictioPltlr)l, 187J). He notes that in the Roman law there were aevcraI
diatinDtiOl1l of age whiah were made with rc:fcrenoe to the capacity for doing legal acll:
1.

The fint period

W8I

from birth to the end of the ac:vc:nth year during whioh time

perIOl1I

wen: oalled Infanlel or Qui fair

noa. poIIUIIl.

The second period W8I from. the end of aevcn yean to the end of fourteen or twelve yc:an.. aooording BI the penon w. 8
male or 8 female, durina whioh per1Ol1I were dcfmed 81 Qui fari pouunL The pcncm inoluded in thCIIC fint two claICII
were Impubcres.
3.
The third w. from the end of the twelfth or fourtecnt to the end of thc twenty-fifth yc:ar, during which period pc:nau were
Adoieacentcl. Adulti. The perlOnl included in thcae three: olallCl were minorea xxv ennil or annorum, and were often for
brevity'. uke, called minores m1y[CURATOR]; and the penona inoluded in the third and fourth 01. . were puberea
4.
The fourth period W8I from the age of twenty five during which peI10111 were MajOl'Cll.
He utes: "The term Impubel comprehenda InfBl1l, • all Infima are Impubcrea; but all Impubcrea are not lnfanfCI. TbuI the
Impubc:res were divided into two olasaea; Infantes or thUl under aevcn yean of asc. and thoae above aevcn" who arc generally
wxlc:ntood by the term lmpuberel. PupillUl ia 8 seneral name for all Impuberea not under thc power of a father
(Dig. !5 O.tit 1!5L239)."
,
See aIao Lema G °Impube.' LQCWI Curtiw Roman Law (Smith '8 Dictionary, 187J). "An irfanr W8I inoapable of doing any lesal
act. An impube3, who had puaed the limill of infamia, could do Illy legal act with the auctoritaJ of hi. tutor; without .ud!.
auctoritaJ he could only do thOle acll which were for hi. benefit Accordingly IUCh an impubea could atipulate (8tipulan) but n~
promiae (promittBre); in other warda, BI GaiUl (iii.l07) expresaea it, • pupillw could only be bound by the auctorita8 of hia tutor.
but he could bind another without .och auctorltal. But thia remark 81 to pupiUl only appliea to tho., who had understanding
emush to know what they were doing (qui iam aliquam Intellectum habent). and not to thole who were infanta or irfanll
prc»cimi, though in the cue of the irfanti proximi a liberal interpretation W81 given to the rule of law (benigior jura
interpretatio), by virtue of whioh 8 pupll/w, who WBI infanti proximUl, W8I placed on the lame fcolina 81 one who W81 pubertati
proximUl, but thia W8I done for their benefit only (propter utilitatem ,onlm), and therefan: could not apply to a 0.., where the
pupillw might be a 10ler (0£ lnItiii.tit19 110 with GaiUl, iii.108). An impubu W8I in the power of hi. father; for in the caae of.
pupillw, the auctorltaf of the tutor W. only allowed, in respect of the pupillu.r having property of his own, whioh • 1011 in the
power of hi. father could not have. In the C8IC of obligationea ex delicto, the notion of the auctoritQ8 of. tutor W8I of ooune,
r;xgluded, 81 such auctorita8 WBI only rc:quiaite for the p1DpOlC of Bivins 'effect to rightful acta. If the impubes WBI of lufficient
2.
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thinking on the subject of legal capacity and the medical treatment of children in
particular. 231 For the purpose of medical treatment the question of the consent of a minor
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oapaoity to undcntand the nature of hia delict, he w. bound by it; athc:rwise, he W8I nat. In the cue: of a penon who was
Pubertali praximw, there w. a legal prc:sumption of auch oapacity; but Ilill thi. prcIUIDption did not exDluda a OOnIideration of
the desrcc of undentandina of the impubc:l and the nature of the act, far the 8~ might be luch 81 eitlu:c to be perfcatly
intelligible, as theft, or it might be an act which an impubel imperfectly undentood, • when he was made the m.lrument of
fraud. Theae principlca were applicable to CMCII of fUrtum. damnum injuria datum. l,yurla and athen; BOd alia 'to crimea, in
which the nature of the act mainly determined whether ar nat guilt IhouId be imputed. An impubca oouId enter into a oontract
whereby he W8I released from a debt, but he could not release a debt without the auctoritas of hia tutor. Hc could not pay money
without hi. tutor; nor could he receive money without his tutor, at Icast it was not a. valid payment becauae auch payment W81 81
a conaequcnce, followed by a releaae to the dcbtar. But .inee the rule as to inDapacity of an impubea W8I made cnIy to I8VC him
from lou, he could not retain both the money and the claim. An impubea could not be a plaintiff or 8 defendant in a mit without
hia tutar ... With the attainment of pubBrtaa, a penon obtained the full power of his property, and the tutela ceued: he oouId a1.0
diapcac of hia p-aperty by will; and he oould contract marriage. According to the lcgislation of Juatinian (Inali tit.22), pubc:rtas,
in the cue of a male, was attained with the oompletion of the.. fourtcc:nth and, in a female, with the oomplction of the twelfth,
year. The Sabianini maintained that the age of pubatu WBI to be determined by physical capacity (habitu oorporla), to uccrtain
which a pcr1IODBl examination might be nCCCllla!)'; the Procu1iani fixed the age of fourteen complete, • that which ablalutely
determined the attaimneat of puberty (GaiUl, i.I96; U1p.Frag.xi.28). It appcara. thercfarc that under the earlier c:mpc:ron Ihcrc
was lCXDe dcubt • to the time when pubertaa w_ attained, thoush there w_ no doubt that with the attainment of puberty,
whatever that time might be, fulllcgal capacity W8I acquired." htur/lwww.ukana.eduJhjstoryicurope/ancimt rome.
Sec for inatanoa the Children'. Bill on bttn;l/www weImrc.gov.za which providea in ICOtion 13 that: "Every child hu the right
to: (a) have BQQCII to information on health promotion, aexuality, rcp-oduction and the preva1tion of ill-health and diaeue; and
(b) confidentiality regarding hi. or her health ItatuI and the health statlll of a parent, care-giver or family member, cxgept when
.
maintainina IUCh confidentiality i. oot in the belt intc:rcIIt of the child.
Scotian 17 of the Bill atipulatCI that a child, whct:hcr male or female, beeomea a majar upon reaohing the age of 18 yean.
BOO!1ltra H and Nub E 'Minora and the Right to Conaent to Health Care' The GuttmacMr Report on Public Policy note: "The
notion that many minon have: the capacity and indeed the right to make important decilliOl1l about health care hal been wc:ll
c:atabliahcd in fcdc:ral and Ilate policy. Many states apecifically autharizl: minors to CODICIlt to contra~tive acrviCCll, testing and
treatment for HIV and other sClCU8lly transmitted dilCBlCl, prcna1a1 care and delivery lel'ViCCll, treatment for aloohol and drug
abuse. and outpatient mental health CBrc. With the exception of abortion, lawmakcn have genCl1llly reaisted attempts to impose
parcn1al oonaent or ootifioation rcquircmenta on minon' 8CCCIB to reproductive: health care and ather lCI1Iitivc: aavicea.
Ncwc:rthclcu the movement to "rClllore" parc:l1la1 rightl and to legialate parental control over minon' reproductive: health care
deciaiOl1l remains active." They point out that in the US, .tatea have: traditionally recognized the right of parenta to maka health
care dcciaiOl1l OIl their children's behalf, on the prc:aumption that before reaching the age of majority (18 in all but four .tatea),
young people lack the c:xperieaoc and judgment to make fully informed decisiOlll. There have: long been cxgeptiODl to thia rule,
however, IUCh 81 medical c:mergenciea when there is no time to obtain parental COI1Icnt and in Q8ICI where a minor ia
ClDllDQipatcd by marriage ar other circumatancca and thUi legally able to make dcciaiODl on his or her own behalf In addition,
courtl in lQIDe Ilatca have adopted the ICHWled mature minor rule, which a1loWl a minor who ia IUfficic:nt1y intelligent and
mature to undentand the nature and conacqucnocs of a propoaed treatment to CODICIlt to medical treatment without COIlIUlting hia
or her parenti ar obtaining their pennillion. They .tate that: "Moreover, over the Iut 30 yean, Ilates have paaacd IBWI explicitly
authorizing minon to ocmc:nt to health care related to aexuaI activity, .ubatance abUle and meatal health care. AlthoUgh lODle
IlatCI siva docton the option of informing parenta that their minor ICXl or daugh1er hal rcocivcd or ia ICCking thcIe ICI"viCCl,
thcIe Iawa leave the deoiIion of whether to inform the parcnta cntin:ly to thc diacretion c# the physician _ to the beat intcrellll of
the minor. Thia cqJ8DIion of minon' authority over health care dccillioJ1l wu 1IpW1'Cd in part by US Supremo Court rulin81
cxtcndins the oonatitutional right to privlq' to a minor'. decision to obtain contraceptivca Dr' to terminate an unwanted
pregnanoy. It alao reflcctl a recognition on the part of lawmaken that while parental involvement is deairablo, many minon will
not leek IICMQCI they need if they have to tell their parenti." They obaervc: that the Alan Guttm.,hcr Inatitute has periodically
reviewed .tate laws pertaining to minor'. authority to cement to medical care and to make ather important decilliOl1l witho~
their parenta' knowledge ar pcrmillion. In 2004 itl review was expanded to alaa take into acccunt .tate court deci.iona and
attorneys general opiniOJ1l that affect young people's 8COCII to confidc:n1ial ICI"viCCl. The review conducted in July 2000, found
the following:
Twenty-five: statCl and the Diatrict of Columbia have laws ar policica that explicitly sive minon the autharity to 00IIICI1l to
contraceptive: acMcca.
Tweaty-.cvcn Itatc:I and the District of Columbia have laws or policiCI that specifically authorize a pregnant minor to obtain
pn:na1a1 care and delivery scrvicCi without parental consent or notification.
All SO .tatea aDd the District of Columbia, apcoifically allow minon to conaent to testing and treatment far sm.. inoludina mv
(With respc:gt to HIV, three .tatea limit thiI authorization to testing only.) Forty-four .tatca and the Diltrict of Cohmbia have
laws or policiea that authorized a minor who abUICI drusa or alcohol to oonacnt to confidential CClUI1ICling and medical care.
Laws in 20 ltatea and the Diatrict of Colwnbia give minon the explicit autharity to 00lUICllt to outpatient mcntal health acrvicea.
No state explicitly rcquirca parental coJ1lCDt ar notification for any of thcIe acMcca. However two statca • Texu 8l1d Utah prohibit the UIe of state fundi to provide contraceptive: .c::rvicca to mincn without parental COJ1ICI1t. One stat.c, Iowa, requirc:a that
parcnta be notified if their child rcccivea a poaitive HIV teal
Boonatra and Nub note that in addition to laws and policica that permit mincn to COIlICI'lt to specific aervicea, 21 Ilatea have
.tatutea that authorize minara to cODlent to general medical and IUl"gical care, at lcut under IODlC ciroumatancea, auch .. having
a child, being pregnant or having reached a certain age. In Alabama, for example, minon aged 14 and alder may 00I1ICDl to
general medical care; in South Carolina, they may do IQ at 16.
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has proved problematic232• The legal basis of the transaction is clearly of particular
relevance in this context. since minors do not usually have contractual capacity. If health
services may only be rendered on the basis of the law of contract then a minor does not
have the capacity to obtain such services without the assistance of his or her guardian. This
is clearly, however, not in keeping with the provisions of section 39 of the Child Care Act
discussed previously. The dicta of the court in Christian Lawyers (No 2)233 is in marked
contrast to the legal position that prevailed even some five years ago2l4 • The question is
whether the judgment of the court should be restricted to the provisions of the Choice on
Termination of Pregnancy Act concerning informed consent only in relation to terminations
of pregnancy or whether it should logically be extended to other kinds of health care
services. In principle it is difflcult to see why the logic used by Mojapelo J in this judgment
cannot be applied to most, if not all, other health care services for minors.

232

233
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They point out that the one notable exception to the cx:pBlllion of minon' decision-making authority on health care matten il
abortion. Only two lltatca - Connecticut and Maine - and the Distriot of Columbia have laW! that affirm a minor'. ability to
obtain an abortion on her own. Thirty ODe stalcl have laWi in effect that require the involvement of at lcaat one parent in their
daughlc:r'. abortion decision. In 16 of these stalcl, a minor must have the consent of one or both parents; in the other IS ltatca,
ODe or both parenti must be notified prior to the abortion. They further note, however, that more than half of the Ilatcs that
require parcntaI mvolvanc:nt for aborticn permit a minor to make the dccisicn to con1inuc her pregnancy and to CODICIt to
prenatal oarc and delivery without oonsu1ting a parcnl. Furthermore stalcl appear to oonaidcr a minor who ia a parent to be fbUy
ocxnpctc:nt to make major decilions affecting the health and future of hia or her child even though many of these l81De lltalcl
require a minor to involve her parents if !!he decides to terminate her pregnancy. In stark cmtrut to this rcatrictive approach to
Lc:rminalion of pregnancy decisions, states allow minon to make other cieciliODl that oan have a luting effect on their lives. For
example, most It&teI permit tccnagen to drop out of high Ichool without their parents' approval and despite the dooumc:ntcd
adverse"effects lIIOCiated with the lack of a diploma Although all states require ymmg people to stay in IDhool at least to age 16
or 17, ~ in very limited Oircumltanoca, coce that aF thrc:ahold has been reached, the statca penlly impose no barriers to
minon' deciding to leave. The most Itriking of aU il that 34 IlatCI and the Diatrict of Columbia explioitly permit a minor mother
to place her child for adoption without hc:c own parents' pcrmiaion cr knowledge. In addition, II .tatca make DO distinction
bctwccn minor and adult parents; in thcIc: lltalcl, it appcan, the decision to relinquish her child for adoption rests with the young
mother.
Boonstra and Nub m 231 !upra state that: ''Establishing rules for minor's CDnICIlt for medical care ru. been one of the more
difficult iauea to face policy makers. On the: one hand it ICCmI eminently reasonable that parenti should have the right and
rapcmibility to make hc:a1thcarc decisions for their minor child. On the other it may be more important for a young penon to
have accCII to oonfidcntial medical ICI'Vices than it it to require that panmll be informed of their ahild'i cmdition. Mincn who
arc IICXUBUy aotiva, p-cgnant. or infc:ctcd with a IClrually transmitted disease (SID) and those who abuse drugs or alcohol or
luffer from c:moticnal or payohological problems may avoid accking care if they mWlt involve their parcnta. Rcoognizins this
reality, many .talcl explicitly auhorizc a minor to make dcci.iOl1l about their own medical care but balancing the rights of
parents and the rights of minon remains a topic of debate."
Chrutian Lawyen (No 2) fit 199 mpra
Sec for instaDcc S y ChlpingfJ RWYll Council 1989 (2) SA 342 (ZS) the court lltated that: '"There ill rcapcotable: authority for the
proposition that majority it the criterion determining the cx:iatencc of legal capacity in respect of consent ar the voluntary
aaumption of risk. Sec: Spiro Law of Parsnl and Child 4th ed at 192; Boberg Delict: Principia and CtD68 vol I at 731 - 2. But
even if cap.,ity to COl1ICJI1 is not coextensive with capacity to contraot, in the words of Professor Van dcr Walt in hiB work
Delict: Principia and CtDU para 34(h) at S4, the child must have ' ... the mental capability and maturity to evaluate respanlibly
the nature, and cxtCl1l and implicatiOl1l of his consent cr IIIIUDlption of risk. The existence of legal capacity in thia IICI18C it
therefore relative to the partioular circumstances of the case and particularly to the nature of the intcrcstl involved and the
seriOUlllClll of the harmful conduct involved. A child of 14 yean may, CS' have the ncccuary legal capacity to ccmcnt to the
destruction of her doll, but she would nonnally not haw the ncceaary legal capacity to consent to medical treatment Where the
child doca not have the ncccuary legal capacity, the guardian mUit act on behalf of the child.' Sec also Snyman Criminal Low at
101; Burchell and Hunt South Africcm Criminal Low am ProceduT'fJ (General Principia) 2nd ed vol I at 378.
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The decision in Christian Lawyers (No 2)23~ illustrates the importance of not taking
longstanding legal principles for granted and the need to constantly re-examine the
statutory and common law in the context of the Constitution. The capacity of a minor to
enter into a contract, at least for health care services, must be construed not only in terms of
the common and statutory law on legal capacity but also with regard to the right of access
of 'everyone' to health care services including reproductive health care. It may be
unconstitutional to take the view that a minor lacks contractual capacity and therefore
cannot have access to health care services without the assistance of his or her parents. This
is putting the cart before the horse since contractual capacity is subject to the constitutional
right of access to health care services. This is not to say that in every situation a minor's
contract for health care services has to be upheld. Clearly issues of informed consent are
highly relevant as is evident from the judgment ofMojapelo J in Christian Lawyers (No 2).

It may be necessary in some instances to avoid the idea of contract altogether as a legal
basis for the rendering of health care services to an unassisted minor. Presently this is
possible on the basis of the provisions of the Child Care Act and in the case of terminations
of pregnancy, the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act The Children's Bill does not
seem to have similar provisions but the National Health Bill does make some provision for
informed consent in the context of health care services for minors. Due regard must also be
had to the constitutional rights of 'everyone' to bodily and psychological integrity and to '
freedom and security of the person when considering. the rendering of health care services
to minors. Furthermore, it is the circumstances and capacity of the individual minor
concerned, as opposed to minors as an amorphous group, that must be considered by those
t

rendering health c'are services. Broad generalisations when dealing with specific patients on
the basis of factors such as age, gender and health status are not only inadvisable, they may
also be unconstitutional in a number of different aspects not least of which is unfair
discrimination. The constitutional rights to dignity, to podily and psychological integrity, to
freedom and security of the person are powerful rights that canno~ be ignored in the context
of health service delivery and minors are entitled to these rights to no less a degree than
anyone else.

Christian Lowyttn (No 2)

m199 supra
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2.5

The Right of Prisoners to Medical Treatment

The right of prisoners to medical treatment is ref1ect~d in section 35(2) of the Constitution
which states that:

''Everyone who is detained, including every sentence4 prisone.r, has the right-

to conditions of detention that are consistent with human dignity, including at least
exercise and the provision, at state expense, of adequate accommodation, nutrition, reading
material and medical treatment;
to communicate with, and be visited by, that person's-

(e)

(f)

(iv)

chosen medical practitioner".

The obvious question is whether this right of detained persons is yet another facet of the
right of access to health care services or whether if is a discrete right which has no
connection with the more general right expressed in section 27(1) of the Constitution. There
are differences in the terminology used between the two sections. Section 35(2) refers to
"medical treatment" whereas section 27(1) speaks of "health care services". Section 27
refers to the progressive realisation of the rights within available resources. Section 35
contains no such qualification. What is the difference' between these two sections, if any,
for practical purposes? Section 35(2) makes specific mention of a choice of medical
practitioner whereas section 27(1) does not make any reference to providers of health care
servIces.

The Cape High Court considered some of these questions of the case of Van Biljon and

Others v Minister a/Correctional Services and Others236

2.5.1

Van Biljon and Others v Minister o/Co"ectional Services 237

Facts

236

237

Van B iljo" 1997 (4) SA 441 (C) (B cmd Othen v Mi"ister o{CoJ'Tflctional ServicfU awl Othsn 1997 (6) BCLR 789)
Van B i/jon fu 236 supra
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The applicants were IllY positive prisoners who sought orders declaring, inter alia, that
'the right to adequate medical treatment of the applicants and the prisoners infected with
lllV, who have reached the symptomatic stage of the

di~ease

and whose CD4 counts are

less than SOO/ml, entitles them to have prescribed and to receive at state. expense
appropriate anti-viral medication'. Anti-viral medication had been prescribed for the fIrSt
and second applicants but had not been provided to them by the prison authorities.238

It was argued for the respondents that convicted prisoners are entitled to the same standard
of medical treatment as is provided for persons attending state institutions and that since
ordinary persons attending provincial hospitals were not entitled to antiretroviral drugs for
the treatment oflllV/AIDS due to budgetary constraints, neither were the prisoners. At the
time, patients in provincial hospitals who were in

the .same condition as the applicants were

not provided with antiretrovirals at state expense. Counsel for the applicants contended that,
since the right to adequate medical treatment is guaranteed to prisoners in terms of the
Constitution, prison authorities can never be heard t<? say that they are unable to provide
such treatment as a result of budgetary constraints or lack offunds.

Judgment

The high court observed that:
"Once it is established that anything less than a particular fonn of medical treatment would not be
adequate, the prisoner has a constitutional right to that form of medical treatment and it would be no
defence for the prison authorities that they cannot afford.to provide that form of medical treatment.
I do not, however, agree with the proposition that financial conditions or budgetary constraints are
irrelevant in the present context. What is 'adequate medical treatment' cannot be detennined in
vacuo. In determining what is 'adequate', regard must be had to, inter alia, what the state can
afIord. If the prison authorities should, therefore, make out a case that as a result of budgetary
constraints they cannot afford a particular form of medical treatment or that the provision of such
medical treatment would place an unwarranted burden on the state, the Court may very well decide
that the less effective medical treatment which is affordable to the State must in the circumstances
be accepted as 'sufficient' or 'adequate medical treatment'. After al~ as was pointed out by Mr
Scholtz, s 35(2)(e) of the Constitution does not provide for 'optimal medical treatment' or 'the best
available medical treatment'~ but only for 'adequate medical treatment'."

238

From. headnote of Vall Bi~·oll fn 236 mpra
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Counsel argued, however, that the state owes a higher duty of care to

mv positive

prisoners than to citizens who suffer from the same infection, in general. The court agreed
with this argument on the basis that with reference to, inter alia, accommodation, nutrition
and medical care, the Constitution itself draws a distinction between prisoners and people
outside pris on. 239

The court held that the declarator sought by the applicants would compel medical doctors to
prescribe some form of anti-viral medication and refused to make such order because it was
not the function of the Court to make an order of that nature. It held that because anti-viral
medication had in fact been prescribed for the first and second applicants on medical
grounds, the question whether they were entitled to receive such therapy at state expense
became an issue. The court said that although, in principle, lack of funds could not be an
answer to a prisoner's constitutional claim to adequate medical treatment, and that
therefore, once it was established that anything less than a particular form of medical
treatment would not be adequate, the prisoner would .have the constitutional right to that
form of treatment, financial conditions and budgetary constraints were not irrelevant
considerations: what amounted to 'adequate medical treatment' had to be determined with
regard, inter alia, to what the state could afford. The court noted, with regard to the
argument that the state owed a higher duty of care to mv positive prisoners than to citizens
outside prison suffering the same infection, that the Constitution itself drew a distinction
between prisoners and those outside prison. It said that acceptance of the respondents'
239

Sec: Van Biljon fit 236 IUpra paraS3 p 457 onwarda when: the court obac:m:d that: "Unlila:: pmor1I who arc free. priaoncn have
no IIQOCII to other I'CIO\U'CCI to . .illt them in gaining IICCCIIII to medical trcatmcnL It is true: that IOIDC HIV positive priaoncn will,
upon release, be: dcpc:ndcnt on the state for medical treatment. On the other hand, there: arc priaoncrB, like tint applicant. who
may well be able, upon their n:ICBIC, to cam an income which will enable them to dord anti-viral treatment er who will receive
oharitable usistance from their c:mploycn. A. far as the latter catcgcry of priaonc:n is oonocmc:d, an inroad would be made upon
their pcnona1 liberties if they were: to be n:fuIcd IIQOCII to anti-viral treatment Sinoc such inroad oannot be described. a
ncocuary OODIICqucnOC of incarocration, I do not believe that the refusal to provide thc:sc prisoncn with anti-viral medication is
CClIIIiatc:nt with the principles of our oommon law. In ..ying that I obviously do not intend to suggest that the IIlandard of medical
tn:atmcnt for any partioular prilOllCl' mould be determined by what he or she could affcrd outJidc prilOll. What I am. saying, is
that the standard of medical treatment for pisonen in general cannot be determined by the lowest common denominator of the
poorest prisoner on the basis that he ar she could afford DO better trcatmcnl out.idc. A. far 81 HIV priscmcn an: oonccmcd, there
is another factor which should, in my view, be borne in mind, namely that they arc mere cxpoecd to opportunistio viruses than
mv auff'c:rcn who arc Dot in pilon. It is applicants' 08IC that tuberculosis and pneumonia an: prc:'Valent in priaao. Althoush
respondent. deny the prcwalcnoe of thc:Ic partioular opportunistio infccticns, they do admit that the overcrowded omditions in
which priaoncn arc accommodated ccaoc:rbatca the w1ncrability of mv piaoncn to opportunistio infr:oticm. Even if it is,
thcrcf'orc, aooc:ptcd 81 a general principle that priaoncn arc entitled to no better medical Ircatm.cnt than that which is provided by
the state for paticnb outside, thil pinoiple can, in my view, not apply to HIV infected pUoncrs. Since the state is k.cqlins these
prisoners in omditiOl1l where they arc more vulnerable to opportunistio infections than HIV patient. outside, the adequate
medical treatment with which the state mull provide them must be tn:atmcnt which is bcttc:r able to improva the immune systems
than that which the state providca for mv patients outside. The conclusion that the standard of adequate medical Ircatment fer
mv infcotcd priaanen is not ptI1' 8t1 determined by what the state provides outside for mv patients is in effect a omclUlive
IIIIIWcr to respondents' omtc:ntiOlL"
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argument would mean, for example, that the fundamental right of prisoners to adequate
accommodation, also provided for in s 35(2)(e), would entitle them to no better
accommodation than that provided for people outside prisons, whereas it was a fact of life
that there were many people in the country whose accommodation could not by any
standard be described as adequate. The court found that to refuse prisoners, some of whom
might upon their release be able to earn an income which would enable them to afford antiviral treatment, access to anti-viral treatment would be an inroad on their personal liberties,
which inroad could not be described as a necessary consequence of incarceration. It noted
that the standard of medical treatment for prisoners in general could not be determined by
the lowest common denominator of the poorest prisoner on the basis that he or she could
afford no better treatment outside than that offered at state institutions and pointed out that
due to prison conditions the state could even be said to be exposing prisoners to a greater
risk of opportunistic infection than they would encounter outside of prison. On this basis it
could be argued that the state was obliged to afford

mv

positive prisoners medical

treatment that was able to boost their immune systems and protect them from this risk. The
court found that the applicants had established that anti-viral therapy was the only
prophylactic and that the benefits of such treatment,.in the form of extended life expectancy
and enhanced quality of life, were such that the treatment claimed by them had to be
regarded as no more than the 'adequate medical treatment' to which they were entitled in
terms of s 35(2)(e) of the Constitution. It ordered the first and ,second respondents to
provide the first and second applicants with the anti-retroviral drugs that had been
prescribed for them.

Discussion
At first glance it might appear that the finding of the court in Van Biljon is to the effect (a)
that prisoners have greater rights to medical treatment than other persons in society and (b)
that this right of prisoners does have a certain minimum core content. These conclusions
might be founded (a) upon the fact that the court held that prisoners were entitled to
antiretroviral medication for IllY whereas patients of provincial hospitals were not so
entitled due to budgetary, constraints and (b) upon the discussion in the judgment of what is
meant by 'adequate' medical treatment. These conclusions might lead to the further
231

conclusion that the right of prisoners to medical treatment is separate from and different to
the right of everyone to health care services in terms of section 27(1) of the Constitution. It
is submitted, however that such conclusions would be erroneously drawn for the following
reasons.

The court in Van Biljon stated expressly that if the prison authorities had argued a lack of
resources for the provision of antiretroviral medication, its finding may have been
different. 240 This was recognised by the high court in Soobramoney241 in a judgment which
was subsequently upheld by the Constitutional Court, in the following terms:
"There remains for me to deal with one decision upon which the applicant's counsel relied and that
is the recent decision in Van Biljon and Others v Minister o/Correctional Services and Others 1997
(4) SA 441 (C) (B and Others vMinistero/Correctional Services and Others 1997 (6) BCLR 789).
In that case Brandt J held that s 35(2)(e) of the Constitution obliged the state to provide prisoners
suffering from HIV with certain very expensive drugs at state expense. If prisoners are entitled to
enforce their right to adequate medical treatment the same should apply to the applicant who after
all, is not a criminal (so counsel argued). A careful reading of the judgment, however, reveals that it
does not provide support for the applicant's case. It is clear that the question of budget constraints
was argued - see 454C (SA) (801 E (BCLR)) where the following is said: 'If HIV patients in
provincial hospitals are to receive the combination therapy claimed by applicants, Mr Scholtz
submitted, it would involve a prioritisation of resources in their favour. In view of the budget
restrictions on the hospital services, such prioritisation would necessarily be at the expense of other
patients dependent upon the provision of health care by the state. Such patients may include persons
suffering from acute heart disease, cancer sufferers, children, the elderly, pregnant women and so
on."

240
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Van Biljon fit 236 IUpra. In fact what the court IBid at P 4S7 onwards wu: [S6] What respondcntJ have mown through the
affidavit of Dr Wood ia that provincial hospitall carmot afford to provide all State patic:ntB who arc HIV infecllcd with the ativiral treatment olaimed by applicant&. Dr Wood'i motivation of thil ldatemcnl il - at lcast 81 far • Somcnct Hospital is
COIlCCl'DCd - not disputed by applicants and, in filet, appcar1 to be unanswerable. It appears fran rcspcndc:nII' papcn that the
Department of Com:otional ScrviCCl is also IUbjeot to budgc:buy constraints. I asrcc with the lubmiuion by Mr Seligson.
howCYa', that no OIllCl is made out by I'ClpondCl'ltl that, 81 a result of budgetary OCXIItrainta, the Department of Corrcotiooal
Sc:rvioes cannot afford to p-ovide such anti-viral treatment for mv positive prilOltCR who an: eligible for this trcatmcnL With
rc:sard to pcuible finanoial ocmstraintl, there is the further OOI1Iidcration of a COIt-lBVing raised by applicants' apcr1I to which
rapandcnts have, in my view, not given a oonolUlivc BJ1IWCI'. AI appcan fhxn the afcrcsoins. it is oonlcndcd by appliClll1ll'
cxpcrtI. on the bMil of intcmati.onaI 1'CICBI'Oh, that the administration of anti-viral therapy at an early aSC is cost-cffcctiw: in
that the treating of opportunistio infcotiCXII ia lignifi08Dlly reduced. It is true that rcspondc:nts' mcdioal expert; Dr Wood, docs
not agree with the results of the:: international relCBrCh. It is allO true, BI W8I IUbmittcd by Mr Scholtz, that this dispute bctwcc:n
medical cxpc:rtI cannot be dctc:nnined on motion papcn. It doc:&, howevcr~ stand to reason that the poatponcment of the OOIt1y
tn:almc:nt for opportunistio infc:otiOl1l mUll rcIult in lQIDe 00IIt-uving. even if such IRving docs not exgc::c:d the:: COlt of
prophylactic anti-viral treatment, 81 appcm to be luggested by the results of international research. From. respondents' papcn, it
appcan that they have:: diarc::gardcd the pouibility of any COIIt-lsving through anti-viral tn:atmc:nL In these circumatanoa, the
polycentrio iuue:: refcm:d to by Mr Soholtz docs not arise. If a proper 08IC WBI made:: out by respondents that, due:: to the::
OCXlltraints of ill own budget, the:: Department of Com:oticoal Serviccs limply cannot afford the medical trcatmc::nl olaimed by
applioantB, I might have come to the lame:: conclUlion 81 the Englilh Court of Appeal in R " Cambridge Health Authon'tiu
([1m 2 All ER 129 (CA)]) or I might have found that 'adequate medical tn:atmcnt' for applioanla ia diotated by luch budgetary
oonstraint&. From what I have already ltated, it appcm, however. that on the facts of this C8IC it ia not nc::oc:uary far me to make
a definite: finding on these difficult iuuc::s. "
Soobramonsy fit 23 supra
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In dealing with this argument the learned Judge at 4S4C--D (SA) (802E (BCLR)) says the

following:
"I do not, however, agree with the proposition that financial conditions or budgetary constraints are
irrelevant in the present context. What is 'adequate medical treatment' cannot be detennined in
vacuo. In detennining what is 'adequate', regard must be had to, inter alia, what the State can
afford. If the prison authorities should, therefore, make out a case that as a result of budgetmy
constraints they cannot afford a particular fonn of medical treatment or that the provision of such
medical treatment will place an unwarranted burden on the State, the Court may very well decide
that the less effective medical treatment which is affordable to the State must in the circumstances
be accepted as 'sufficient' or 'adequate medical treatment'."
The learned Judge then concludes that the prison authorities had not made out a case on the
papers that as a result of budgetary constraints they could not afford to provide the antiviral treatment for the prisoners."
The court in Van Biljon 242 did not concede that the ambit of the right as it related to
prisoners was greater than the right afforded to everyone else with regard to medical
treatment. Rather it agreed that the state owed a higher duty of care to HIV positive
prisoners and proceeded to give the reasons for this as being that the state itself: by
incarcerating people, created a greater risk for them of exposure to opportunistic i~fections
and at the same time nullified their ability or opportunity to work and earn enough money
to obtain adequate treatment for their condition. Antiietroviral drugs are available in the
private sector in which people can either belong to a medical scheme or can payout of their
own pockets for medical treatment. The approach of the court was that one could not say, in
the absence of arguments around budgetary constraints, that prisoners must receive the
same medical treatment as other people who are not incarcerated because other people who
are not incarcerated are not necessarily exposed to the same risks of opportunistic infection
and they have the further advantage of being free to work and pay for their medical
treatment themselves. What the court was in effect saying is that the state cannot increase
the risks to health of a certain sector of the population, whilst at the same time effectively
restricting them in their ability to pay for their own medical treatment and then in the same
breath argue that its obligations towards them are the same as for those members of the
population to whom those risks and restrictions are inapplicable. It is not that the content of
242
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the right of prisoners to access to health care services is substantially different to those of
non-prisoners but rather that the fact of incarceration materially restricts their access to
health care services and moreover exposes them to the risk of opportunistic infections
which would not necessarily have been characteristic of their lifestyle outside of prison and
which they could take steps to avoid outside ofprison243 •

In view of the foregoing, it is submitted that it is not that the right of prisoners to adequate
medical treatment that is materially different to the·right of everyone to access to health
care services. It is the context in which the right is exercised, or the circumstances in which
the right holder finds himself, that results in a practical difference. Van Biljon highlights the
fact that it is important to realise that the right to health care services is highly
contextualised and always will be. Every judgment of the constitutional court on the subject
of socio-economic rights and the wording of the rights in the Constitution itself points to
this. In Grootboom 244 , for instance, the court said these matters have to be decided on a
case-by-case basis. If one considers the wording of section 27(1) in relation to the situation
of prisoners, the judgment in Van Biljon is entirely consistent with the right of everyone to
access to health care services. Incarceration carries an opportunity cost which affects a
prisoner's access to health care services. The state is required in some way to make good on
that opportunity cost and if available resources permit it, this means affording to prisoners
treatment which is reasonably necessary for their condition and which they would have
been able to buy outside of prison. The court and the counsel for the applicants stressed in

Van Biljon that the applicants were not entitled to optimal treatment or the best possible
treatment - only adequate treatment24'. If one looks at the judgment as whole, another
description for "adequate" might be " ... reasonable legislative and other measures within its
available resources ... n. The right of the poor with regard to access to health care services,
when expressed in practical terms may seem different to those of the rich who can afford to
pay for health care services or who do not have the same disease profiles. The rights of
243

Van Biljon 1h. 236 supra. The court obecrved. at p 457 that: "Even if it is, thc:rcforc, &QOC}ltcd as a general pinoiple that prisanc:n
entitled to no better medical treatment than that which is provided by the state fer patients outside, thil. principle can, in my
view, not apply to HIV infected prilOllCl'l. Since the: ltate il kc:c:pinS these: prilonc:n in conditions whc:rc they an: mere vu1nc:rable:
to opportunistio infcctiOlli than HIV paticnll owide:, the: adequate: mcdioal treatment with which the ltate mUll provide them
must be trc:at.ment whiah il bl!ttc:r able: to improve: the: immune: Iystcma than that which the: ltate: p-ovicb for HIV patients
owide."
Grootboom fit 10 IUpra
Van B Ilion fit 236 mpra. p 4SS para 49
IU'CI
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those in desperate need;. vulnerable groups such as old people, the disabled and children,
may find expression in very different ways to those of healthy young adults. This does not.
change the nature of the right. Everyone has the right of access to health care services and
legally speaking, there can be no discrimination between different groups. However, the
effects of the exercise of the right, its expression in differing circumstances, may well be
different due to the different levels of risk and the nature of the specific need24C5.

2.6

Conflicting Rights

The question of conflicting rights is a considerable subject in its own right and underpins
many of the issues that have already been raised with regard to the unitary nature· of the
right of access to health care services and the interconnectedness of this right with other
socio-economic rights. It is not proposed in this section to canvas the potential conflicts
between various areas of the common law and the constitutional rights that relate to health
care services but rather to examine more closely potential conflicts between other
constitutional rights and the right of access to health care services inter se. A closer
examination of the interface between the constitutional right of access to health care
services and rights in other areas of law will be conducted at a later stage when these other
areas of law as they relate to health care services are explored in more detail. The question
for now is how does one reconcile conflicts between constitutional rights.

In Van Zyl and Another v Jonathan Ball Publishers (Pty) Ltd and Others,247.the court
o bserved that:
"There is no hierarchy of rights set out in the Constitution. There is no precise formula for dealing
with a tension between opposing rights. One right in chap 2 of the Constitution does not
automatically trump another. At 17 of Personality Rights Cop cit) Burchell states the following in
dealing with the importance of the right to freedom of expression:
'Self-esteem, respect and individual privacy are aspects of what makes up the totality of human
dignity. Freedom of expression does not trump all other individual rights - it is, like these other
rights, subject to reasonable and justifiable limits which, in tum, must also reflect the dictates of
freedom, equality, democracy and dignity.'

246
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Thi. i. COI1IIistcnt with the:: doctrine:: oftransfonnativc:: cOIIBtitutionalism rc::fc::rrc::d to e::lac::wha-c in thiI chapter.
Van Zyll999 (4) SA !571 (W) pS91-S92
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When competing rights are asserted, one must view the assertions and the clashes in context and
against the circumstances of each case. See Holomisa v Argus Newspapers Ltd 1996 (2) SA 588
(W) at 607B et seq. Opposing parties in cases like the present will respectively assert equally
emphatically and with great enthusiasm that either the right to dignity is a primary right or that the
role of the media in a democratic society cannot be overstated. At 18 of Personality Rights (op cit)
Burchell states the following: 'The balancing of rights and interests is the essence of the legal
process and an adjudicator cannot avoid making difficult decisions. The appropriate balance
between individual reputation, dignity and privacy and freedom of expression, for instance cannot
be sidestepped. ",
The constitutional court recognised that there would be a need for the courts to balance
competing rights as early as the Certification judgmenf48

In the health arena there is considerable scope for conflict. One example that the
constitutional court has already resolved appears ·from the case of Soobramoney249. Sachs J
observed with regard to the apparent conflict between the limitations imposed by the
Constitution on the right to have access to health care seivices and the right to life that:
"However the right to life may come to be defined in South Africa, there is in reality no meaningful
way in which it can constitutionally be extended to encompass the right indefmitely to evade death.
As Stevens J put it: dying is part of life, its completion rather than its opposite. We can, however,
influence the manner in which we come to terms with our mortality. It is precise~y here, where
scarce artificial life-prolonging resources have to be called upon, that tragic medical choices have to
be made." 2SO
The constitutional right to life clearly does not imply an unqualified and unlimited right of
access to health care services for the continued postponement of death.

2.6.1

Children's Rights

Another highly emotive and controversial area is the interface between the right of children
to have access to health care services and the child's right to bodily and psychological
248

249

250

Sec Ex Parte ChailpBrlon Of The COlUtitulional A.rsflmbly: In Re Certificati07l Of ThtJ COlUtitution Of The Republic Of South
Africa, 1996 (4) SA 744 (CC) p 792 para SS whc:rc: the court DOted: "A further argument raised by the objccton W8I that NT 8(2)
would bestow upaI Court. the task of balancing competing rights which, they argued, il not a proper judicial role. ThiI argumcnl
once again mill to rcoognUe that even whc:rc a bill of rightl bindl only otglU1l of State, CourtJ ara often required to balanoa
competing righta. Fer example, in a O8IC conccmmg a challenge to Icgillation resulatins the publication and distribution of
ICXU8lly explicit material, the Court may have: to balanoc freedom of Ipccch with the rightl of dignity and equality. It cannot be
gainaaid that thiI il a difficult task, but it iI one fully within the compctcncc ofCourtl and within the contemplation ofCP IL"
Soobramons)I fit 23 811prQ
Soobramoney fit 23 8U[JrQ p784 para S7
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integrity contained in section 12 (2) of the Constitution. In South Africa there are children
who live without an adult caregiver often as a result of the

mv and AIDS

pandemic to

which their parents and mmilies have lost their lives. Older children take care of the
younger ones in informal groups in outlying areas where there are no formal institutions in
which these children can be accommodated. The question is what happens when these
children require medical treatment? In circumstances where emergency medical treatment
is required issues of consent are not usually problematic because the law caters specifically
for emergency situations but consent does become a problem for routine medical attention
such as all children require from time to time. A child's right to bodily and psychological
integrity is no less than that of an adult and indeed children are more vulnerable to
infringement of this right as evidenced by the high levels of child abuse in South Africa.
This right would ordinarily be protected by means of the informed consent to treatment of
the child by a parent or guardian. Where there is no parent or guardian what is the legal
position? How does one implement the right to basic health care services of children in this
situation? The obvious solution would be either to apply for a court order as the high court
is the upper guardian of all minor children in South Africa or to request permission from
the Minister of Health in terms of section 39 of the Child Care Acf51 • At the time of writing
the Department of Social Development is busy with a draft Children's Bill which deals
more comprehensively with the subject of medical attention for children than does the
current legislation. 2'2 It remains to be seen whether its provisions will be more workable
Child Care Ailt :fiJ. 33 8UprQ. Aooordius to this ICOtion •
11(1) If any medical JrBCll.itioner iI of opinim that it iI nccc:uary to perform an operatim upcn a child er to submit him to any
treabnc:nt which may not be applied without the consc:nt of the parc:nt or guardian of the child, and the: pan:nl or suardian rc:fiJICII
hiI 00I1ICDl to the operation or treatmc:nt, or cannot be found, er iI by I"C8IOI1 of mental illnc. unable to give that COIIICI1l, er iI
dcocaacd, that practitioner lhall report the matter to the Minister, who may, if aatidied that the operation or treatment ia
DCOCIIIIary, COI1ICI1l thereto in lieu of the parent or guardian ofthc child.
(2) If the medical mpcrintcndcnt of a hOlpital or the medical practitioner acting (Xl hil er her behalf iI of opinion that an
operation or medical trcabncnl ia ncoc:uary to prcIICIVC the life of a ohild or to ..vc him er her from acriOUI and latins ph)'lical
injury er diubility and that the nced for the operation or medical treatmc:nt iI 10 w-gcnt that it ought not to be dcfcm;d for the
purpose of oonmiting the penon who is legally aompc:tcnt to CODICl1l to the operation or medical tn:atmcnt, that aupc:rintcndcnt
or the medical practitioner actina on hiI or her bcha1f may givc the ncacuary CCXl8CII.l
(3) The penon whole duty it i. to maintain the child aonccmcd Ihall be liable fer the COlt of any treatment 0( or operation ~
the child in term. of IUblcation (1) or (2) u if the treatment had bcc:n given or the operation had been performed on hiI

2'2

inatruotiOlll.
(4) Notwithstanding any rule oflaw to the aontrary.
C-)any penon over the age of 18 yean Ihall be competcnl to aanac:nt, without the aui.tance of his parent er guardian. to the
performance: of any operation upon himlc:lf; and
.
(b)any penon over the age of 14 )'Cm IhaIJ. be aompctcn1 to QOllIcnl, without the ...iItanac: of his parent or guardian, to the
performance: of any medioal tn:abncmt ofhimlclf or hiI child."
Section 13!S ofthc Bill dcalI with CONCnl to medical treabnc:nt and BUrBioal opcratiDlll in the foliowins' tcmu •
Cl) A child may be submitted to medical treatment or IUrgical operation only if aanac:nt for luch treatmCDl or operation hal
been given in terms of either IUbacction (2), (3), C4) er CS).
.
(2) Ca) A child may COIlICIlt, IUbjcot to paragraph (b), to medical trcabnenl or a surgioal operatian, provided the child-
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that those of the current legislation in addressing the needs of children. The draft Bill has
not yet reached the stage where public hearings have been conducted by the relevant
parliamentary portfolio committee. It is therefore likely to be considerably refined before it
is finally passed. Consequently a detailed discussion of the Bill is not appropriate for
present purposes.

Another aspect of this problem of protecting the rights of children is the issue of child
abuse and choice on termination of pregnancy. There is evidence that due to the high levels
of sexual abuse of children, many teenage pregnancies are the result of incest or rape by a
guardian, parent or other family member who would, in normal circumstances be called
upon to give consent for the medical treatment of that child. If the child is in a situation
where she is pregnant with the parent's or guardian's or family member's child and wishes
to tenninate' the pregnancy without the knowledge or involvement of that person, most
people would argue that the child should have the right to do so - that the responsible
person has demonstrated that he or she is not fit to take decisions concerning the welfare of
the child. The Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act does not define a woman as being
of any particular age. This has been challenged at the ti~e of writing by an interest group
which maintains that the constitutional rights and interests of children are not being served
by allowing them to undergo terminations of pregnancy in the absence of the support,
(i) i. at least 12 yean of age; and
(ii) iI of .uffioicnt maturity and hal the mental capacity to undcntand the bc:ncfill, rub and IOCiai implicatiDl1l of
the treatmalt or operation.
(b) A child may not oonsc:nt to a mrgical operation in tctml of paragraph (a> without the auiltance: of (i) the parent of the child; or
.
(ii) the primary carc-givcr ofthc child
(3) The parent or primary care-giver of a child may mbjcct to lCOlion 43 OOI1Icnt to the medical trcalment of or • wrgical

opc:ratiat at the child if the child iI (8) under the age of 12 yean; or
(b)over that age but is of insufficient maturity or docs not have the mental capacity to undcntand the bc:nc:fita, riakJ and aooial
implications of the treatment or opcralim..
(4) The lUpc:rinlcndc:nt of. hospital or the penon in charge of the hospital in the abac:noo of the auperint.cnc:lcm, may oonICIll to the

medical treatment of or • aurgical operation on • ohild if (a) the treatment or DpQ"ation iI neoc:uary to preserve the life of the child or to save the child thxn .crioua or luting physical
~ury or disability; and
(b) the: need for the: In:atment or operation il 10 urgent that it cannot be dcfc:rrcd for the purpose of obtainin8 C(lIlICII.t that
would otherwile have been required.
(S) A child and family court may DOIlIc:nt to the medical treatment of or a lUIlPoai operation on a child if (a) the child has been abandoned; or
(b) the pareuI: or pimary oarc-giver of the child (i) n:fiuc:s to give oonaent or to BUilt the child in giving conaent;
(ii) iI physically or mentaUy incapable of givins consc:nl or lIIIilling the child in giving CODICIl!;
(iii) iI dcoeucd; or
(iv) cannot n:adily be ~
.
(6) No parent or primary oaro-givcr of a child may n:fuae to Blailt a child in tcnDI of IUbaccticn (2) (b) or withhold consent 111
lama of IUbacotiat (3) by rcBIOI1 only of religious or other bclicfi, unIcu that parent or primarY caro-givc:r can ahow that
therc iI B medically accepted alternative choice."
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guidance and advice of their parents, guardians or adult family members. The matter has
not yet been heard by the court.

2.6.2

mv Positive Patients and Sexual Offenders

Another area of conflict of rights is that of health workers who deal with patients who are
possibly IllY positive. Some patients know of their mv positive status but many do not. If
a health worker is accidentally exposed to IllY infection in an occupational incident he or
she is in a similar position to a person who has been sexually assaulted by a person who is
IllY positive. They have both been involuntarily exposed to the virus. "The Department of
Justice is busy with a draft Bill at present which makes provision for the compulsory mv
testing of alleged sexual offenders. This is a further instance of the legislative balancing of
rights in favour of the victims of sexual assault to bodily and psychological integrity
against the rights of alleged sexual offenders to privacy and bodily and psychological
integrity. There seems to be growing recognition for the need to balance the rights of health
care workers and victims of sexual assault against those of persons with whom they have
been involved and who may have infected them with IllY. In the case of children, section
136 of the draft Children's Bill deals specifically with testing of children for IfIV2S3. These

2!53

"(1) No child may be tcItcd for mv cxgcpt when (a) thia is in the best interest of the ohild and consent has bcc:n given in tcrma of mbacotion (2); or
(b) the test is ococuary in order to establish whether (i)
a health worker may have contraoted HIV due to cxmtaat in the COW1IC of a mcdioal proccdurc involving oonlact
with any IUbstanae from the ohild's body that may transmit HIV; or
(ii) any other penon may have contraotcxl HIV due to oonlaot with any IIUbItanoc from the ohild's body that may
lranlmit mv. provided the tc:It hal bc:cn authariacd bY a court.
(2) CoDICl1l far a HIV-test on a child may be given by (a)
the child, iftha ohild iI(i) 12 yean ofase ar older; ar
(ii) under the age of 12 yean and iI of sufficient maturity to undentand the benefit., riIka and lOCial implioatiOlll of suoh a
test;
(b)
tha parent or aaro-giver. if the child iI under the age of 12 yean and iI DOt of lII1ffioient maturity to undentand the
benc:fitl, rillb and lOCial implioatiOl1l of IUCh a tClt;
(0)
a designated ohild protecticn organisation arTIII18in8 the placement of the child, if the ohild is under the age of 12 yean
and ia oot of lIIlffioient maturity to undcntand. the bcnefill, riBkl and lOCial implioatiClll of IUClb. -teat;
(d)
tha head of a hOlpital, if (i) the ohild ia under the agC of 12 yean and iB not of .ufficiCDl maturity to understand the: benefit., riskl and lOCial
implioatiOl1l of IUCh a test; and
(il) the child has no parent or oare-giver and then: is no designated child protection organisation arranging the
phuxzncntofthechild;or
(e)
a ohild and family court, if (i) consent in terms of paragraph (a), (b), (0) ar (d) i. unreasonably withheld; ar
(ii) the ohild ar the parent ar carc-givcr of the child ia incapable of giving 00I1ICII1."
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provisions are likely to be controversial especially on the subject of testing in order to
establish whether a health worker may have contracted mv due to contact in the course of
a medical procedure involying contact with any substance from the child's body that may
tI"a:nsmit mv. In effect this section is seeking to balance the constitutional rights of health
workers to bodily and psychological integrity against those of the child to privacy. Those
opposed to involuntary or compulsory testing for

mv argue that if universal precautions

against infection are routinely undertaken then it should not be necessary to force a patient
to undergo an HIV test. They also point out that if a health professional is accidentally
exposed to HIV infection in a work related incident, he or she is likely to opt for mv
prophylaxis even if the patient in question tests negative for HIV due to the existence of a
window period for sero-conversion in which a patient can still infect someone else with
lllV but does not test positive for the virus. However it is not the intention to discuss the
draft Children's Bill in this chapter but merely to highlight some of the issues concerning
the balancing of the rights involved in the rendering health care services.

2.7

Rationing of Health Care Services and the Limitation of Rights

The rationing of health care services is a complex subject that embraces many more areas
than just that of law. It is implicit in a world of limited resources and often explicit in
decisions involving the allocation of resources. It involves questions not only of
constitutional law but also of the law of contract, administrative law and even the law of
delict. Since this chapter is dealing only wi~ the constitutional law aspects of health
services delivery, it is only in this context that the rationing of health care services will be
discussed here. Rationing and access are two sides of the same coin. Rationing, properly
applied, can improve access at a certain level since it can ensure more equitable distribution
of resources so as to include people who previously had no access at all. However, it clearly
has the potential to reduce access and whether or not this is a good thing depends a great
deal upon the values and beliefs of the society in which it is effected. In the South African
context, the term 'values' brings the discussion back to the Constitution. It is clear that
The Compulsory Tcstins of Alleged Scooal Oft'endcn Bill (810·2003) p-ovidcs for the victim of an alleged IOXUIl offence to
apply to a magiitratc for the oompulsory testing for HIV of the alleged offender. If the offender il 8 minor, the Bill when it
bcocmea law, will allow a magiatratc to grant an order allowUtg him to be tcatcd for HIV.
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rationing decisions involving health will be judged against the rights in the Bill of Rights
and the Constitution holds considerable potential for usefully informing rationing decisions.
Since the Constitution awards a right of access to health care services, any limitation of this
,

,

right would have to be in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution relating to the
limitation of rights. Furthermore, because the right of access to health care services must be
seen within the context of the other rights in the ,Bill of Rights, one must consider how the
implementation of a right of access to health care services could restrict the other rights
contemplated by the Constitution. It is necessary to establish whether there is any case law
on this subject from which guidance may'be obtained. It is also necessary to explore the
entities which may either explicitly or implicitly ration access to health care services and on
what basis. That rationing is implicit in the system itself is reflected by the observation of
the court in Soobramoney54, .subsequently quoted with approval in Grootboom2SS, that the
content of the right is limited by the available resources. It is submitted, however, that this
type of implicit rationing should rather be viewed in the context of the scope of a right
rather than as a justifiable limitation of the right., i.e. rationing per se, since no right is
absolute or unbounded2S6• They are alllimited in their scope. It is submitted that the concept
of the scope of a right is slightly different to the justifiable limitation of that right as
contemplated in section 36 of the Constitution since 'scope' envisages an initial or original
state of the right in a given set ,?f circumstances whereas justifiable limitation implies a
narrowing or restriction of the scope of the right so as to decrease the area included within
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Soobramoney 1b 23 aupra .,.. II, P 771"What U apparent 1iom thee JrQViaions u that the obliptiom impo.ted on the Jtate by
.. 26 and 'r1 in reprd to 80CCIII to housing, health care, food, water', and lOOial IOCUrity In dcpcndcnt upm the rcsoUfCCII
available for luch purpCllCl, and that the ocm:apondil1J rigbta themsel-w:a arc limited by I'C8IQI1 of the lack of 1'C8OUI'OCII. Givm
this 1aclc. of reaourcea and the aignffioant demands en them tI\at have already been rcfeaed to, an unqualified oblisatim to meet
theae nceda would not prcaently be oapable ofbeing fulfilled."
Grootboom fh 10 supra at .,.. 46, P 70
In Soobramoney " Minilter Of H tJQlth, Kwazulu-Natal fit 82 "'Pm, Combrinck J noted that: "The 08IC made out by the applioant
mirrors what at present ICCD1I to be a popular conception that the rights oreated in the Bill of Rights arc abaolute and oan be
cxa-oiacd and enjoyed without limitation. ThiI u of ooune not 10. The rights arc by I 36(1) limited in terms of law of sencraI
application to the extent that the limitation il reasonable and juatifiablc in an open and demooratio society. The rights are also
limited by the rights of others. A right extends only 10 far 81 the point to where it docs not infringe upon another pencn'a rishl"
In Qoz,18nl " Mini8tar Of Law And Order And Another 1994 (3) SA 625 (E), the oourt noted at p 640 that: "The fundamental
riahts protected by the ohapter are enumerated (a 8·32), but they are not absolute rights. Apart fiom the paw"bility of theac:
rights confliotil1J with e.,h other in a sivm lituation, they are all .110 lubject to a sencraJ. limitatim olause (I 33) and may CMm.
in certain olosely prescribed oil'ounutanoc:a be luspended under a state of emergency (I 34). Any allcsed breaob. of the
fimdamental rigbta let out in chap 3 therefore neccuitatcs a two-pronscd enquiry (leavins aside for the moment the posaibility of
I1IIpcmion WIder a alate of cmcrscncy)' viz, fl1"ll:ly, whether' there baa been an infiinscment of the right, and, aeoonclJ.y, if so,
whether that infiinscmcnt of the right il justified in tcrma of the limitation clause (I 33)". Sec also Rudolph And Another y
Commil,ioner For /n/Qnd Rsvenue And Othe,., NNO 1994 (3) SA 771 (W) at P 74 in which Goldblatt J obscrwd that: "FirstIy, it
!DUIt be recognised that the rishts and ficcdoma guarantcc:d by the Conatitution arc not absolute. These rights and fi"ccdoma may
be limited by laWi which are not oontnay to I 33(1) of the Ccnatitutim."
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its original boundaries~s7. This argument would seem to be supported by the observations of
Woolman2S1 in his criticism of the language of Makwanyane 2S9 and the final Constitution
with regard to limitation of rights.

2.7.1 Constitutional Aspects

The Constitution makes provision for situations in which it is necessary to limit the rights
in the Bill of Rights in section 36260.
It has been observed that rights can be violated by administrative conduct on the part of the
state and that legitimate reasons for depriving an individual or group of people access to a
particular socio-economic right (for example non-compliance with a means test for social
assistance) must be justified under the general limitation clause2C51 • It is important to note
that the wording of section 36 stipulates that the rights

~ay

only be limited in tenns of a

law of general application. The question is whether administrative action itself can ever
limit constitutional rights in terms of the wording of section 36. Although administrative
action is taken in terms of a law of general application the question is whether the meaning
of the phrase "in terms of' in section 36 encompass administrative action "in terms of' a
law of general application or whether it was the intention that it could only be the "terms
of' the law of general application that limit the right. It would seem that administrative
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This dUtinction has been recognised by the OO11IItitutional oaurt in Bsmrlstn And Olhers 11 ButrJr And Ollie,., NNO (m 43 6Upra)
in which Aakcrmann J observed at P 792: "AI will be seen in the followinS paragraphs, this echoes to lOIDe mcnt the approach
of the United States CourII in detaminiJIs the existence of a 'l"C8ICII8ble cxpeotation of privacy', but it IIlUIl of OOUI'IIC be noted
that the above CClIDIDeI1l was in reprd to the limitation and not the scope of the right in question."
See Woolman, fh 264 Irfra
Makwarryan. fh 2 IIIpra
Section 361tipulalel that:
(1) The rights in the Bill ofRighll may be limited only in terms of law of general applicatim to the extent that the limitation is
reuanable and justifiable in an open and democratio society baaed on 1wman dipity, equality and freedom, taldns into
account all relevant faolon, inoluding.
(a) the nature of the right;
(b) the importance of the p\U}'OlO of the limitation;
(0) the nature and extent of the limitation;
(d) the relatim between the limitation and its purpose; and
(e) leu restrictiw means to achicw the purpose.
(2) Except 81 provided in II (1 ) or in any other provision of the COI1ItitUtion, 110 law may limit any right entrenched in the Bill of
RislD·'
Liebenberg in Cbaskalson sl al m67 IIIpra at p41-29
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action in terms of a law of general application is capable of limiting a right as contemplated
in section 36 of the Constitution. The court in DawootP62 stated that:
"It is an important principle of the rule of law that rules be stated in a clear and accessible manner.
It is because of this principle that s 36 requires that limitations of rights may be justifiable only if
they are authorised by a law of general application. Moreover, ifbroad discretionmy powers contain
no express constraints, those who are affected by the exercise of the broad discretionmy powers will
not know what is relevant to the exercise of those powers or in what circumstances they are entitled
to seek relief from an adverse decision. In the absence of any clear statement to that effect in the
legislation, it would not be obvious to a potential applicant that the exercise of the discretion
conferred upon the immigration officials and the DO by ss 26(3) and (6) is constrained by the
provisions of the Bill of Rights and, in particular, what factors are relevant to the decision to refuse
to grant or extend a temporary permit. If rights are to be infringed without redress, the very
purposes of the Constitution are defeated."
From the foregoing it is clear that while the court did not raise the question of whether or
not administrative decisions were capable of limiting rights in terms of the wording section
36 it dealt with the matter of the exercise of discretionary powers authorised in terms of the

.

law of general application stating that there should be express constraints in the legislation
so that those exercising the power know what is relevant to its exercise. The argument is
clearly that where legislation gives an official discretionary powers the scope of which
includes the power of limitation of a right then the discretionary powers must be exercised
in accordance with section 36. Presumably the power to limit the right can be either express
or implied in the legislation.

In S v Makwanyane26J the constitutional court observed thaf64:
"Our Constitution deals with the limitation of rights through a general limitation clause. As was
pointed out by Kentridge AJ in Zuma's case, this calls for a 'two-stage' approach, in which a broad
262
263
264

Dawood 1h 12 supra
Makwanyane fn 2 supra at p435-436 (footnotea CllDittcd)
Woolman S. 'Out of Order? Out of Balance? The Limitation ClaUIC of the Final Constitution', (1997) 13 SA.JHR 102 is critical
of the language in both Makwcmyans and the final Constitution llyinS that it IICCIIlI to oonfuse the stepI of fundamental rights
analysis and faill to undentand that not cwcy limitation question involves qUCllliOl1l of proportimality. He: notca that: "'Tho first
question the Makwanyanc court 11)'1 \W should ask is what is the nature of the right that is limited, and its importance to an apcn
and dcm.ooratlo society bued upon freedom and equality? The final CCDBtitution rchcanca tbia lansuaF with the more
tclcgrammatio injunotion that \W rcflcot upon the nature of tho right. The problem i. thiI. In two-atasc fundamental rishta
anal)'li.. the inquiry into the nature of the risht limited and ita impartanoc in an open and dcmooratio .ocicty baled upon frccdam
and equality oooun at the tint • • of anal)'lil. The fimdamcnta1 rightl .tagc. Although I do not dcfcncl an abaolute1y rigid
distinction bet\wcn rightl anaIysiI and limitation anal)'lil, the ICOClIld distinction bctwccn righ1I anal)'lil and limitation anaI)'1is
- the limitation Itap dircota ,our attention primarily, if not exclusively, to the reaonablcncu and jUllifiability of a limitation in
an open and democratio lOCiety baled upon 1mman dignity, &ccdom and equality. Canaideration of the nature and IOOpc of the
risht i. lCIIDething that mould already have takr:n plaoc. To ensage the queation of a rigbt'. nature • aecand time would ICCID to
invite anaIytioal oonfuaion."
.
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rather than a narrow interpretation is given to the fundamental rights enshrined in chap 3, and
limitations have to be justified through the application of s 33. In this it differs from the
Constitution of the United States, which does not contain a limitation clause, as a result of which
courts in that country have been obliged to fmd limits to constitutional rights through a narrow
interpretation of the rights themselves. Although the 'two-stage' approach may often produce the
same result as the 'one-stage' approach, this will not always be the case ... It is not whether the
decision of the State has been shown to be clearly wrong; it is whether the decision of the State is
justifiable according to the criteria prescribed by s 33. It is not whether the infliction of death as a
punishment for murder 'is not without justification', it is whether the infliction of death as a
punishment for murder has been shown to be both reasonable and necessary, and to be consistent
with the other requirements of s 33. It is for the Legislature, or the party relying on the legislation,
to establish this justification, and not for the party challenging it to show that it was not justified."

The court further observed concerning the criteria for limitation of the right that:
"The criteria prescribed by s 33(1) for any limitation of the rights contained in s 11(2) are that the
limitation must be justifiable in an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality, it
must be both reasonable and necessary and it must not negate the essential content of the right'~

It said that:
"the limitation of constitutional rights for a purpose that is reasonable and necessary in a democratic
society involves the weighing up of competing values, and ultimately an assessment based on
proportionality. This is implicit in the provisions of s 33(1). The fact that different rights have
different implications for democracy and, in the case of our Constitution, for 'an open and
democratic society based on freedom and equality', means that there is no absolute standard which
can be laid down for determining reasonableness and .necessity. Principles can be established, but
the application of those principles to particular circumstances can only be done on a case-by-case
basis. This is inherent in the requirement of proportionality, which calls for the balancing of
different interests. In the balancing process the relevant considerations will include the nature of the
right that is limited and its importance to an open and democratic society based on freedom and
equality; the purpose for which the right is limited and the importance of that purpose to such a
society; the extent of the limitation, its efficacy and, particularly where the limitation has to be
necessary, whether the desired ends could reasonably be achieved through other means less
damaging to the right in question. In the process regard must be had to the provisions ofs 33(1) and
the underlying values of the Constitution, bearing in mind that, as a Canadian Judge has said, 'the
role of the Court is not to second-guess the wisdom of policy choices made by legislators.,,266 .
265
266

MakwanyanB ih 21Upra at p 436
Makwanyane fit 2 supra p 436. The court proceeds to an examination of Canadian law and points out that: "In a frequently oited
pauage. Dicbcm. CJC desoribed the components of poportionality u follows: "There .-c, in my view, three impcxtant
componcnta of a proportionality test. Firat, the measures adopted must be ·oare1UJ.ly deaisned to achieve the objective in question.
They must not be arbitrary, unfair cr baaed on imtional considerations. In abort, they must be raticna1ly OClI1lIDCted to tho
objective. Secondly, the means, even ~ ntionally connected to the objective in this first ICIIIO, should impair ". little: •
passible" the risht or freedom in question: R v Big M Drug Marl Ltd at 352. Thirdly, there must be a propCll'tionality between the
e1recta of the measurcl which .-c responsible for limiting the Charter risht or freedom, and the objective which has boat
identified u of "suffioient importance". (R v 0 . , 1986 19 CRR 308 ([1986] 1 SCR 103; (1986) 26 DLR (4~ 200 (sec);
[1987] LRC (Canst) 477». In S v Zwna 1995 (4) BCLR 401 (CC) at para 35 the court cautioned against the attachment of
overmuch importance to the test in the Oakes caae uying that the Oakea criteria may well be of . .istanoe to our courtI in oua
where a delicate balanciq of individual rights against lOCial interests is required. "But 133(1) itself lets out the oriteria which we
have to apply and I see no reasan, in this oue alleut, to attempt to fit out analysis into the Canadian pattem."
The queation of tho role of the oourtB in altering or reviewing policy decisions of another branch of government arises in this
context u welL ChaIkaIIan P notes at p 437·438 that: "The second requirement of the Oakes teat, that the limitation should
impair the right ' .. Iittlo u pouible', railes a fundamental problem of judioial review. Can, and should, an uneleoted oourt
substitute ita own opinian of what il realOD8blo cr IICCCII8I')' fcr that of an eleoted legialature? Since the judsment in R " OakBt,
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Woolman267 notes that the limitation clause has a fourfold purpose. He says that firstly it
functions as a reminder that the rights enshrined in the Constitution are not absolute. The
rights may be limited where the restrictions can satisfy the test laid out in the limitation
clause. Secondly, he says, the limitation clause indicates that rights may only be limited
where and when

the stated objective behind the restriction is designed to reinforce the

values which animate ihis constitutional project. Those values include openness,
democracy, freedom and equality, as well as· the more specific values reflected in the
individual rights themselves. Thirdly, say Woolman, the test set out in the limitation, clause
allows for open and candid consideration of competing government, public, private and
constitutional interests. That is the limitation clause should provide a mechanism for
weighing or balancing competing fundamental values against one another. Fourthly, he
says, the

li~itation

clause represents an attempt to solve the problem of judicial review by

establishing a test which determines the extent to which the democratically elected
branches of government may limit constitutionally protected rights and the extent to which
an un elected judiciary may override the general will and write the law of the land. He
observed that by making the guid~lines for judicial nullication of majoritarian decisions
reasonably precise the drafters hoped to provide at least a partial solution to the problem of
judicial review.
Woolman268 has commented that the limitations clause in the final Constitution differs in
two important respects from that in the interim Constitution. Firstly, it removes the
justificatory requirement that a limitation b.e necessary for certain classes of rights and
freedoms. He notes that all limitations on the rights and freedoms enshrined ~n the new Bill
of Rights must simply be reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society
based upon human dignity, equality and freedom in order to pass constitutional muster.

267
268

the Canadian Sup-eme court baa shown that it is le11Iitive to thil tension, which is particularly acute whc:ro ohoicea have to be
made in respect of mattcn of policy. In Irwin. Toy Ltd, " Quebec (Anorn.ey-Gen.eral), Diokaon CJ cautioned that oourts 'must be
mindful of the legislature'l representative fimction'. In Reference Re" 193 and 195.1(1)(c) of the Crimin.al Cods (Man), it W8I
laid that 'the role of the Court is not to second-sue.. the wisdom of policy ohoicea made by ••. lesislatcn'; and in R " Chaulk,
that the me811l must impair the risht '81 little _ is n:uonably possible'. Where ohoicea have to be made between 'diffains
reasonable policy optiOl1l', the oourta will allow the government the defeccnoc due to leplatcn, but '(will) not sive thmn ..
umcatrioted licence to disregard an individual's Charter Rishts. Where the government cannot show that it had a I'C8IOl18ble basis
for concluding that it has complied with the rcquiranent of minimal impairment in seeking to attain its objectives, the leplatian
will be 11ruck down."(footnotes omitted)
See Chaakalaon et al fh 67 at pl2-1 to pl2-2
Woolman m264 supra
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Secondly, it removes the "shall not negate the essential content of the right requirement".
Woolman observes that this means that courts need no longer concern themselves with the
apparently recondite detennination of what constitutes the inviolable core of any given
right.

In a discussion of the relevant factors in secti~n 36(1) of the Constitution, Woolman
complains that the order or these factors does not reflect accurately the proper order of
factors for the purpose of limitation analysis. He says that the express ordering of the
factors may lead the courts to ask the wrong questions at the wrong time and then observes
that the first factors and ,second factors - the nature of the right which has been infringed
and that importance of the purpose of the limitation - are both well placed. It is with the
third factor, according to Woolman, that the problems begin. This factor is the nature and
extent of the limitation. He asserts that this fact9r is misplaced and that it should be placed
last, inviting as it does, cost-benefit analysis, arguing that the fourth factor - the relation
between the limitation and its purpose - belongs after the second factor. Once the
legitimacy of the objective is established, says Woolman, it makes sense to ask whether the
means employed to achieve the objective are rationally related to achievement of the
objective. Woolman alleges that it is not at all clear what the Makwanyane. court or the
drafters mean by the 'nature ... of the limitation', saying that they seem to be concerned that
an apparently justifiable limitation - one which serves a legitimate end, employs means
rationally connected to that end and reflects one of the least restrictive means possible for
achieving that end - does not impose costs or burdens upon the rights-holder(s) which far
outweigh the benefits said to flow to other members of society. He says that this enquiry is
the only one which compares directly the competing and often incommensurable values at
stake and is also an enquiry bound to put the court under the greatest political pressure. It
asks the court to revisit the compromise of social interests struck by the co-ordinate
branches of government. It is submitted that this point is nicely illustrated by the situation
facing the court in the TAC case although the question ofjustifiable limitation of rights was
not expressly discussed in the judgement. Woolman observes that various constitutional
goods are incommensurable with one another and that equality is not reducible to freedom
and dignity is not the same thing as expression. He predicts that there will be situations in
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which constitutional goods will urge independent and irreconcilable claims upon us: in
such situations we will have to choose between incommensurable goods and then goes on
to give some topical examples, illustrating that the balancing of rights and interests is very
often a matter of personal preference depending upon one's ideological point of view.

2.7.2 Limitations of rights in the health care context
In the context of health there is a considerable potential need to limit the rights of persons
in order to preserve and protect health and to protect the users of health care services. Thus
there is legislation which •

regulates the practice of various health professions including the qualifications people
must have in order to practice as health professionals, compulsory community service
upon qualifying as professionals including where such community service must be
carried out, questions of how they may advertise and the manner in which they must
conduct their practices;•

regulates the donation, acquisition storage supply and use of human tissue for
various purposes;270

270

Health Profcuicms ArA 1974 (Act No 56 of 1974), Nursing Act 1978 (Act No 50 of 1978), Pharmacy ADt 1974 (ADt No 53 of
1974), Allied Health ProfeaiODl Act 1982 (Act No 63 of 1982), Dental TeoImioi8l1l Act 1979 (Act No 19 of 1979) TIae ia lOOn
to be a Traditicmal Health Praotitiancra Act • welL At the time of writing it is being prooaacd tbroush Parliament. It ia olear
from the dates of this legislatica that it precedes the 1996 CODItitution by many yean and that its provisiODl haw not been tested
in tama of litiptiQl\ against the Bill of Rights which illustrate the fact that the a1igmnent of South African law with
oonstitutional principles ia an ongoing prooc88. This legislation hu been amended from. time to time, in some C8IC8 after the
Constitution came into e1fcot but not all of these amendments haw been substantially significant. The Pharmacy Act is probably
a notable cxceptim in that in 1997 oertain amendments were p-opoecd which would open up access to owncnhip of pharmacies
by DOIl-pharmaoists. The other c:xception is the Health Profeuicms Act which compels dispensing dootors to obtain a liccnoe
from the Director-GeneraL Davia, Cheadle and Hayaom (:lit 124 mpra) after pointing out at p305 that t1ut limitatian proviaiODl of
the South Aiioan Canstitution were drawn from the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms refer at p313 to a Canadian oase
Roc.t " Royol Co~ge of Dental Surgeo'" of Ontario (1990) 71 DLR (4.., 68 in which resuJatians governing the dental
profession prohibited dentists from. adwrtising. They observe that the Canadian Suprane Cowl had no clifticulty in auc:rting the
'JR88ins and substantial' interest in rcgulatins tho p'ofeuion and preventins imsponsib1e mel mis1eadinS advcrtiainS en mattcra
not lUlCeptible to vc:rificatian but found that the OCIIJlplctc ban en adwrtisinS was a dispropartionatc means to c:ft'ect this
objectiw. It said that dentists should be able to 'advertise their houn of operation and the languages they spca1c, informatica
whidt would be useful to the publio and present no mous danger of misleading the publio or undennlttins
profCllllionaliam ... Moreover the value served by he expression in the cue of profCllionai advertising is not purely the
enhanoemc::nt of the advertiser's opportunity to profit ... [t]he public has an interest in obtaining information • to dentist's office
houn, the lquap they speak and other objective facts relevant to their p-actice-infOlDlatian which [the law[ pohibits dentists
fiom conwyins by adwrtising. Uac1Ul information is restricted without justification. The oourt held it was satisfied by these
oonsidcratiOlll that the adw:nc c:ft'ect of infiinscment of the freedom of expRIIIion in this case outweip the benefits oanfc:rred
by the 1eplation.
Human Tissue Act No 6' of 1983
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•

restricts the freedom of people to smoke where they please and the ability of
suppliers of tobacco products to sell tobacco products and advertise such products
as they choose;271

•

restricts the location, nature and types of services of various kinds of health
establishments;272

•

how ~nd by whom medicines may be sold;273

•

who may own a pharmacy and under what conditions274•

Much of this legislation highlights the points made by Woolman about choices in the
balancing of constitutional rights and interests. In 'view of Woolman's observations, the
concept of balancing of rights and interests is possibly overly simplistic. In i~ regulation of
health professionals and health care goods the legislation offsets the restriction of supply
against the need for public safety, academic and professional freedom and freedom of
expression and commercial activity against public health and freedom and security of the
person. These constitute value choices which mayor may not be constitutional, depending
upon a wide variety of circumstances. It is precisely due to the idea of the balancing of
rights that a potentially boundless number of possibilities for constitutionally based
litigation exists with regard to each of these statutes. The concept of balance implies a
situation centred approach. What constitutes a balance in one situation may not necessarily
271
272

273

274

Tobacgo Products Control Aot No 83 of 1993
The National Health Act, at the timo of writing hal nat yet been proclaimed effcotive by the President. It ocmtama provWQI1I for
cc:rtffioatos of need in terms of which the Direotcr-Gencra1 has the power to dcoidc where a health establishment may be
OOll8truotcd. well .. whether any modifioatiOll8 to existing health CltablilbmcntB may be made. The Hc::a1th Act No 63 of 1m
which is oummtIy in forac also makes limited provision in terma of regulations, fer a ocrtificato of nccd type prnccss in the
iauing of 1iocncca fer private hospitals and lOme of the provinocs, luch .. KwaZulu-Natal, whioh have enacted their own
lesislation also make provision for certiiioatos of need to control hc::aIth ClltablillhmcntB.
The ModicincI and Related Substances Centrol Act, 1965 (Act No 101 of 1965). An amendment to this Aot in 1997 which
becomes opecatianal in May 2003 makes provision fCX' the licensing of dispcnains dooton and other health profoaIicna1a who
wilh to sell medioinca and rcstrioll the power of luch profc:slionall to do 10 by oompeIling them to attend and pall a OOUl"lO to be
ostablilhc:d by the Pharmacy Counoil. Prior to this legislation dispensing dooton were able to dilpClUlC without IUOh a licence.
An amendment to the Health ProlessiOlll Aot which wcrb in tandem with thCllO p'OYisiOlll of Act 101 of 196' and which
oanpols dispensins dooton to obtain a liccnoc to dispcIllO medioines. The relevant 1COticn, 52 of the Hc::alth ProfeuiOlll Act,
reads .. follOWl:
II DilpCl18ing of mcdioinca
(1) A medical praotitiener, dentist or other penon regilllcn:d in tcrmI of this Act(a> may compound or dispenac medioines only on the authority and IUbject to the ccnditians of a lioenoc snmted by til:
Direotar-Gcncral in lcrmI of the McdioiIICI and Related SubstanOCl Act, 1965 (Act 101 of 1965);
(b) shall nat be entitled to keep an open IIhop or phannaoy.
(2) For the purposes of this ICOtion 'open shop' mC8111 a situation where the lUpply of medioines and scheduled IubstanOCI to the
publio is not dane by pn:scriptien by a penon authorized to pI'C!Oribe medioine." This is olearly a limitation of the right to
punue a trade, occupation or profeuion in terms of lCOlien 22 of the COIIItitutian. The argument of the legislature is that it
is jUltifiod. Whether or not it will be ohaIlcngcd on the balis of BOOtioo 36 of the Constitution rcmaiJII to be ICCIl.
Pharmacy Aot, 1974 (Act No 53 of1974)
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constitute a balance in another. The number of permutations of practical situations
involving this legislation, the fact that cases of infringement of rights must usually be
considered on their own merits and that generalisations are seldom possible, that one is
often dealing with incommensurables, could lead to a situation in which, for a part~cular set
of circumstances a particular law of general application does not constitute a justifiable
limitation of rights but for another set of circumstances, it does. One cannot help but feel
that within this paradigm, or lack thereof, the question of whether a limitation of rights is
justifiable in terms of section 36 resembles a lottery. If the right combination of facts
happens to proceed to litigation, the courts will decide that the limitation is unjustifiable
despite numerous other factual combinations in which the limitation is un contentious and
justified. In other words, if constitutional validity of a particular provision or enactment is
relative, one can never state with absolute certainty that such a provision or enactment is
constitutional. It is a question of constitutionality of the effect or result of the limitation in
each individual case rather than the constitutionality of the limitation itself

2.7.3 Case Law

Interestingly there have been relatively few instances of significanf" litigation against the
state, challenging the legislation mentioned above, since the 1996 Constitution came into
effect. The most pertinent case is that ofMinister o/Health and Another v Maliszewski and
Others discussed below.

2.7.3.1

Minister ofHealth and Another v Maliszewski and Others 276

Facts

275

In another oase the Pbarmaoc:uticaI Manufacturer'. AIIooiation sought to ohaIlenF a pcrociwd limitatiao of rights imposed by
Act 90 of 1997, the Medioines and Related Substancca Control Amendment Act, was sc:ttled out of court in favour of the state.
The leplatiw prinoiple that
contested remains unohansed Another 08IC, involving the 1993 ConstitutiCll'l,
against the
state amd the registrar of medicines who operata in tenns of the Medicines and Related Substanoca Control Act No 101 of 1965.
This oasc, Reitzsr Phannaceullcall (Ply) Ltd " Reglltrar Of Medici1Hll And Another 1998 (4) SA 660 (T) it dilOUllCd further
below.
Maliazewlki 2000 (3) SA 1062 (SCA)

w.

276

w.
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In this case, the Minister of Health appealed aga~ns~ a decision of the Transvaal division of
the High Court in favour of 11 plaintiffs who had all obtained their medical qualifications
outside South Africa and whose applications for full registration were denied on the ground
that they had not written the Council's examination for full registration277• The plaintiffs
argued that the Council's decision was unfair and unreasonable. In terms of the Medical,
Dental and Supplementary Health Service Professions Acf78 as it read on 29 October 1997
(the date on which proceedings had been instituted) a medical doctor who had qualified
overseas and whose qualifications were not accredited as being on a par with those of South
Africa could be granted limited registration in terms of s 26. Those who had been granted
such limited registration could qualify for full registration if, having met the requirements
prescribed by s 28(1)(b) and (c), they passed the examination for full registration (EFR), a
practical, clinical and oral examination similar to that set for South African medical
students at the end of their final year of training. In order to facilitate the return of South
Mrican exiles and their spouses who had studied and qualified as medical practitioners
while abroad, a special dispensation, under. which the normal requirements for the
recognition offoreign qualifications was eased, operated between April 1991 and the end of
1991. The special dispensation was a once-off concession to returning exiles, there being
no intention of introducing a lasting change to ·the normal rules governing the recognition
of a foreign qualification or of introducing a "general practice. As the class of intended
beneficiaries did not lend itself to simple definition, the

d~spensation

also applied to

foreigners who were not spouses of South African citizens but who had acquired South
African citizenship by naturalisation before the cut-off date. Those who sought registration
under the special dispensation had to qualify

~d

apply for it before the end of 1991. The

special dispensation departed from the normal rules governing the recognition of foreign
qualifications in a number of respects, including the careful assistance and monitoring of
candidates during their period of practice under limited registration, their qualifying for full
registration after one year's practice under limited registration, and, if their heads of
department certified them to be suffi~ient1y competent for full registration, their not being
required to do the EFR. The respondents, all medical doctors who had passed their primary

278

When the 0880 initially began the 1993 C011Ititution was applicable. By the time it reaohed the IUpreme court of appeal, the 1996
Constitution had oome into effect and the court had to deoide weier whioh oonstitutional dispensation the 0810 should be decided.
It concluded that it had to be decided under the 1993 ConstitutiOll.
Health Professions Act m269 mpra
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medical examinations at certain overseas, universities before emigrating to South Africa,
had been granted limited registration by the second appellant council, which form of
registration permitted them to work only in the public service. All had since become
permanent re,sidents and had acquired South African citizenship after 31 December 1991.
They sought an order in a Provincial Division compelling the appellants to register them as
medical practitioners without restrictions, without their being required to do the EFR, as it

was only with full registration that they would be able to enter private practice as general
practitioners. They contended that, on the basis of their qualifications and experience, they
were entitled to equal treatment with South African-born citizens or foreigners who had
acquired South African citizenship and who had been able to benefit from the special
dispensation.

Judgment
In its judgment the Supreme Court of Appeal began by acknowledging that: "The

appellants are entrusted with the funct,ion of administering the health seNices in the
Republic of South Africa."279 It observed that in terms of section 28 of the Medical and
Dental and Supplementary Health Professions Act (now called simply 'the Health
Professions Act'), doctors like the respondents who had only limited registration could
quallfy for full registration provided they met the following requirements:
(1)

In terms ofs 28(1)(b) they must have held limited registration for at least two years.

(2)

In terms of s 28(1)(c)(i) they must, while so registered, have practised in South

Africa for at least two years, of which at least one year must have been at a public
health facility approved by the Council.
(3)

In terms of s 28(1)(c)(ii) they must submit a certificate by the head of the health
facility at which they practised certifying that they are 'competent and of good
character' .

(4)

In terms of s 28(1) they could ~en apply to the Council to sit for the EFR In terms
of s 28(2) the EFR had to be an examination designed to ascertain whether the
practitioner -

279

Maluzewlki ICC

m'1:16 IUpra at p 1066
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'(a) possesses professional knowledge and skill.which is of a standard not lower
than that prescribed in respect of medical practitioners ... in the Republic;
(b) has sufficient knowledge of the laws of the Republic applying to medical ...

practice ... ; and
(c) is proficient in at least one of the official languages of the Republic'.
The court noted further that the EFR could be taken at any South African medical school.
Only after the practitioner passed the EFR and complied with all the other requirements

was he or she entitled to·full registration (s 28(4»211).
It acknowledged that in order to accommodate South African exiles returning home, the
state and the council had introduced a temporary special dispensation for registration.
Those who sought registration under the special dispensation had to qualify and apply for it
before the end of 1991. The special dispensation was made subject to a cut-off date because
it was intended to be a once-off concession to returning exiles. The court found that there
was no intention to introduce a lasting change to the normal rules that govern the

recognition of foreign qualifications, nor to introduce a policy to be followed in all future
cases, nor to introduce a general practice281.
The respondents abandoned their initial attack on the invalidity or unconstitutionality of
any provision of the Act or the regulations. On their behalf it was also conceded that they
were not entitled to full registration (and to the relief sought) merely by relying on the
provisions of the Act and the regulations282 •
The court held2Bl that:
"There is no basis for ·extending the provisions of the special dispensation to the respondents. The
special dispensation, by its very terms, is not applicable to them. They cannot rely on an extension
of it because it created no entitlement on which to rely; it did not establish a policy or general
practice binding the Council in respect of future cases, nor could it be said to have created a
reasonable or legitimate expectation on the part of the respondents that they would be able to rely
211)
281
282

283

Maliszewski m276 supra at p 1068
Maliszewski fh 276 mpra at p 1070
MalisZewski m2761upra at p 1072
Maliszewski m276 mpraatp 1073-1074
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on it or benefit from it. The respondents always knew what the requirements for full registration,
applicable to them, were. They had either to pass the EFR or to approach the Council under s 4(g)
to recognise their qualifications as being equal, either wholly or in part, to any prescribed
qualifications. For individuals in the position of the respondents these requirements are neither
onerous nor unfair. It follows that the respondents have failed to prove a basis for the application of
the equality principle and thus of compelling the Council to grant them full registration."
It is important to note that the court commented that although the cut off date was
somewhat arbitrarily chosen, as with all similar exemptions or exceptions or special
dispensations, it was not done so unreasonably or unfairly and it was established and made
known by the Council. When the special dispensation came to an end the full registration
criteria became applicable. The court also observed284 that the special dispensation:
"did not establish a policy or general practice binding the Council in respect of future cases, nor
could it be said to have created a reasonable or legitimate expectation on the part of the respondents
that they would be able to rely on it or benefit from it. The respondents always knew what the
requirements for full registration, applicable to them, were. They had either to pass the EFR or to
approach the Council under s 4(g) to recognise their qualifications as being equal, either wholly or
in part, to any prescribed qualifications. For individuals in the position of the respondents these
requirements are neither onerous nor unfair."

Discussion
In the last few observations of the court quoted above are some important guiding

principles for setting policy, especially for once-off situations, in a way that avoids
exploitation of the situation by the unscrupulous.

1. Arbitrariness does not necessarily equate to unfairness or unreasonableness where the
circumstances are such that it is unavoidable to some degree.

2. Neither the dispensation nor the cut-off of the dispensation violated the principles of
equality and there was no discrimination against the plaintiffs285. During and after the
dispensation the same rules applied to everyone.
284

285

Maliszewski fn Z16 wpm at p 1073 • 1074
In Maliszewllci (m Z16 wpm) at p 1073 the court noted at that: "AHainat the aforcsoins it ncc:da to bc stated, I I far I I the
equality argument is 0ClIlCCI'1lCd, that the respondents havr= been treated on the IIBIDC basil as aU the other fenian dootora
immigrating to South Afiica who have acquired oitizenship after Deocm.ber 1991. 1'hus Yiewcd, there i. 110 disorimination against
the respondents. Nor il thcro discrimination against them Yi....vis South African oitizens by birth who qualified clsewhere but
IOUght regiltration after December 1991 in South Afiica: they have to pall the prescribed examinatian (unlca they qualified in
certain countries whose standards of training were by repalion accredited _ being on a par with those of South Afiica • which
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3. The dispensation was communicated and established in such a way that it did not
establish policy or general practice binding on the Council in respect offuture cases.

4. The nature and limits of the dispensation- were clearly defined, thus ensuring that the
intention of the Council to create a once-off situation for a limited period of time was
established.

5. No legitimate expectations were created in the minds of the plaintiffs that they would or
could benefit from the dispensation.

It is submitted that the golden thread in Maliszewski, and the reason for the state's success,
is the clarity of the Council's intentions and the fact that they were obviously
communicated to relevant.persons coupled with an absence ofunfaimess or unreasonabless.
Another case, Reitzer Pharmaceuticals2fr1 highlights the possibility that it is not only
express, detailed and conscious limitations of rights that can be problematic but also the
limitation of rights through the formulation of legislation that is either overbroad or too
vague or both. The facts of the case are given below together with the main points of the
judgment.

2.7.3.2

Reitzer Pharmaceuticals (Ply) Ltd v Registrar OfMedicines 288

Facts

286

is not the case with the respondents). The only basis for the reliance on the equality principle liOi in a aompariaon of the
reapcndcnta, who acquired citizenship after December- 1991, and other forcisn doctors in their pasition who 8CXJuired oitizenahip
before that date...
The court in Mo.lilzewski (m 2:76 aup1'Q.) at p 1073 pointed out that: "h explained IIbc>w, the special dispcI1IBtion
a
relaxation of the normal requirements for full registration for a limited group of individuals and for a limited time with a olear
culd date. It amounted to a clearly defined exemption :&em the EFR. For the wry reason that the Counoil did not wish to
establish the special c:xcmption • a general rille of practice or to create cxpcctatiOlll, the cut-01f date was established and made

w.

~"
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In this case, the applicant pharmaceutical company sought an order referring to the
Constitutional Court the question of whether the definition of 'medicine' in s 1 of the
Medicines and Related Substances Control Act 101 of 1965 (the Act), read with sections 14
and 19 of that Act, was

i~

conflict with the provisions of s 26(1) of the Constitution of the

Republic of South Africa Act 200 of 1993 which' deals with the right to freely engage in
economic activity. It also sought an order, pending the decision of the Constitutional Court,
interdicting the respondents from preventing it from manufacturing, selling and distributing
one of its products called Florex. This was a dried yeast product prescribed by doctors and
used by patients as an anti-diarrhoeal as an adjunct to antibiotic therapy, the (as yet
unproven) theory being that it would restore the flora in the intestines destroyed by the use
of antibiotics. The product was sold in pharmaceutical dosages in capsule form. All antidiarrhoeals which were not available for sale immediately before 5 July 1968 were called
up for registration In terms of a resolution of the Medicine Control Council, approved by
the second respondent, the Minister of Health, and published in the Government Gazette of
5 July 1968. Florex had not been available for sale before that date and had therefore been
called up for registration. Sales ofmedicines subject to registration but which have not been
registered are prohibited by s 14

o~ the

Act. The applicant's case was that Florex was a

dietary supplement, not a medicine, and would therefore not have been subject to
registration under the Act save for the over-broad definition of 'medicine' in s 1. Although
at the time of the application no medicinal claims were being made in the advertising and
packaging material, at the

ti~e

of its launch the Florex label had indicated that it was

intended 'for concurrent use with antibiotic therapy . . . or as prescribed by your doctor'.
Further indications that the applicant regarded Florex as an anti-diarrhoeal were, inter alia,
that it regarded Inteflora, a product manufactured, sold and used for a similar purpose, as a
competitor and the manner in which Florex had been marketed on the applicant's behalf
The applicant's attack on the definition of 'medicine' was primarily directed at the word
'used' in the introductory phrase on the grounds that, for example, even water would fall
under the definition of 'medicine' if it were used to treat or cure thirst 289

From headnote RBitzer fit 27S supra
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The respondents contended that the applicant itself conceded that the regulation and control
of medicines, properly defined, is necessary and that its only complaint was that the
definition of a medicine was too wide, so that the Act controls substances that are not really
medicines. The respondents argued that Florex was so clearly and so obviously a medicine,
whichever way one wished to define medicines, that it must and will fall within any
reasonable definition of the word, and even the dictionary meaning thereof Consequently,
even if the Constitutional Court should declare the whole of the definition of medicine
invalid Florex would still be a medicine - as understood in the ordinary grammatical sense
of the word - and subject to registration, with the result that the declaratoty order sought by
the applicant would not be decisive of the real dispute between the applicant and the
respondents, viz whether or not Florex should be registered as a medicine.

Judgment
The court did not accept the respondents' contention. It observed that the objection raised
by the respondents was squarely dealt with in Gooding v Wilson 29O• That case concerned the
constitutional validity of a Georgia statute making it a misdemeanor for any person, without
provocation, to use to or of another, and in his presence, 'opprobrious words or abusive
language, tending to cause a breach of the peace'. The conviction was based on the
defendant's remarks to police officers while the defendant was participating in a picketing
protest against the war in Vietnam. It quoted Mr Justice Brennan, delivering the opinion of
the US Court as follows:
"It matters not that the words appellee used might have been constitutionally prohibited under a
narrowly and precisely drawn statute. At least when statutes regulate or proscribe speech and when
no readily apparent construction suggests itself as a vehicle for rehabilitating the statutes in a single
prosecution ... the transcendentant (sic) value to all society of constitutionally protected expression
is deemed to justify allowing "attacks on overly broad statutes with no requirement that the person
making the attack demonstrate that his own conduct could not be regulated by a statute drawn with
the requisite narrow specificity".... This is deemed necessary because persons whose expression is
constitutionally protected may well refrain from exercising their rights for fear of criminal sanctions
provided by a statute susceptible of application to protected expression.
'Although a statute may be neither vague, overbroad, nor otherwise invalid as applied to the
conduct charged against a particular defendant, he is pennitted to raise its vagueness or
290
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unconstitutional overbreadth as applied to others. And if the law is found deficient in one of these
respects, it may not be applied to him either, until and unless a satisfactory limiting construction is
placed on the statute. The statute, in effect, is stricken down on its face. The result is deemed
justified since the otherwise continued existence of the statute in unnarrowed fonn would tend to
suppress con~itutionally protected rights.' Coates v City ofCincinnati. ...".
The court pointed out that the doctrine of over-breadth and vagueness are distinct but
related concepts and quoted with approval from a judgement of the Canadian Supreme
COUIf91 which said that:
"Overbreadth and vagueness are different concepts, but are sometimes related in particular cases.
As the Ontario Court of Appeal observed in R v Zundel (1987) 29 CRR 349 ... cited with approval
by Gonthier J in R V Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society . .. the mean~g of a law may be
unambiguous and thus the law will not be vague; however, it may still be overly broad. Where a law
is vague, it may also be overly broad, to the extent that th~ ambit of its application is difficult to
define. Overbreadth and vagueness are related in that both are the result of a lack of sufficient
precision by a Legislature in the means used to accomplish an objective. In the case of vagueness,
the means are not clearly defmed. In the case of overbreadth the means are too sweeping in relation
to the objective. Overbreadth analysis looks at the means chosen by the State in relation to its
purpose. In considering whether a legislative provision is over broad, a court must ask the question:
are those means necessary to achieve the State objective? If the State, in pursuing a legitimate
objective, uses means which are broader than is necessary to accomplish that objective, the
principles of fundamental justice will be violated because the individual's rights will have been
limited for no reason. The effect of overbreadth is that in some applications the law is .arbitrary or
disproportionate." .
At 209 Cory J said the following:
"In determining whether s 179( 1)(b) is overly broad and not in accordance with the principles of
fundamental justice, it must be determined whether the means chosen to accomplish this objective
are reasonably tailored to effect this purpose. In those situations where legislation limits the liberty
of an individual in order to protect the public, that limitation should not go beyond what is
necessary to accomplish that goal."
.

The court of appeal noted that a similar approach was adopted by the Constitutional Court
in striking down the Indecent or Obscene Photographic Matter Act 37 of 1967 in which it
was plainly recognised by the court that there were certain fonns of obscenity which would

justify a prohibition even on their possession. This did not prevent the Court from striking
down the statute as a whole. The court quoted with approval the following words ofDidcott

J in Case and Another v Minister ofSafety and Security and Others; Curtis v Minister ofSafety and
Security and OtherslVl :
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"Such questions do not arise at present and are- best left unanswered until some future case
confronts us with them. But the trouble one now has with s 2(1) is that it hits the possession of other
material too, material less obnoxious and sometimes quite innocuous which we cannot remove from
its range while it lasts because the parts of s 1 giving it that effect are not satisfactorily severable
from the rest."
It then proceeded to consider the prospects of success and looke~ inter alia at the purpose
of the Medicines and Related Substances Control Acf93.1n doing so i~ referred to the words
of Kriegler AJA, as he then was, in Administrator, Cape v Raats Rontgen and Vermeulen
(Pty) LttP94 :

"It would be advisable to pause for reflection lest the wood become obscured by the trees.
Manifestly the Act was put on the statute book to protect the citizenry at large. Substances for the
treatment of human ailments are as old as mankind itself; so are poisons and quacks. The
technological explosion of the twentieth century brought in its wake a flood of pharmaceuticals
unlmown before and incomprehensive to most. The man in the street - and indeed many medical
practitioners - could not cope with the comucopian outpourings of the worldwide network of
inventors and manufacturers of medicines. Moreover, the marvels of advertising, marketing and
distribution brought such fruits within the grasp of the general public. Hence an Act designed, as the
long title emphasizes, to register and control medicines. The enactment created a tightly meshed
screening mechanism whereby the public was to be safeguarded: in general any medicine supplied
to any person is, fll'St, subject to stringent certification by experts; then it has to be clearly, correctly
and comprehensively packaged and labelled and may only be sold by certain classes of persons and
with proper explanatory infonnation; to round it out detailed mechanisms for enforcement are
created and ancillary measures are authorised."
The court ruled that the
limitation does not negate
the essential content of the right in
.
.
question and that it was reasonable and justifiable for 'medicine' to be defined widely. "295
On the strength

~f

the foregoing, the temporary interdict sought by the applicant was

refused.

Discussion.
It is submitted that the interests of the public represented by the legislation and which were

sought to be protected by the legislation were highly influential of the court's decision not
to grant the interdict and to tolerate an extremely broad definition of a medicine. Thus a
provision which may be very broad in its scope, and might even be regarded as overbroad
293
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in other circumstances, can be saved by the weight and nature of the public interest it seeks
to protect. The rigorous nature of the court's examination of both the definition of
'medicine' and the relevant constitutional principles is indicative, however, of the level of
judicial caution that is applied to questions of over broadness and vagueness of legislative
provisions that have an impact on constitutional rights. In this case the right in question was
of freedom of economic activity because the defmition of a medicine, when read in
conjunction with another provision of the Medicines Control Act that prohibited the sale of
medicines unless they were first registered in terms of the Act, had the effect of
significantly restricting the freedom of economic activity in relation to medicines.

It is surprisingly difficult to define a medicine legislatively particularly when one starts
looking at the question of whether a substance is a nutritional supplement and also given
the fact that certain substances when applied or used in a certain way could constitute a
medicine and at other times, not. For instance, common salt (sodium chloride) can be used
as a medicine in certain circumstances. The natural element of the periodic table, iodine, is
usually a solid and has many different applications only some of which are medicinal. It is
when it is combined with certain other substances for use in the treatment of wounds,
hyperthyroidism or medical diagnostics, that it becomes a medicine. In terms of the general
regulations to the Medicines and Related Substances Act, a wound dressing is also a
medicine despite the fact that when most people think of medicines they think of potions
and pills. Certain chemicals that occur naturally within the human body are also classified
as medicines for example, testosterone, oestrogens and prostaglandins since they are used
as medicines in the treatment of illness. Vitamins can be either dietary supplements or
medicines depending upon the purpose for which they are used and their dosage strengths.
There is also the question of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and the 'packaging',
in the fonn of the other inactive ingredients, with which they are sold for use by patients. A
tablet for example consists of a combination of the API and the inactive ingredients. An
API on its own, mayor may not be a 'medicine' depending upon whether it is in a form
that is suitable for use as such by a patient since a medicine is a substance that is "used or
purporting to be suitable for use or manufactured or sold for use in-
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(a)

the diagnosis, treatment, mitigation, modification or prevention of disease,
abnormal physical or mental state or the symptoms thereof in man; or

(b)

restoring, correcting or modifying any somatic or psychic or organic function in
man" [writer's italics]

It is clear from the foregoing that the concept of a medicine is highly complex and technical
matter that depends on the circumstances of its use and the purpose for which it is sold. The
Act refers to medicines and scheduled substances the latter being defined as "any medicine
or other substance prescribed by the Minister under section 22A".
It is submitted with respect that the decision of the court was constitutionally correct in this
case because it weighed up the interests concerned and came to the conclusion that the
balance was in favour of a wide definition 'of a medicine. The constitutional right to
freedom of economic activity in the interim constitution has been replaced in the
Constitution with a right tofreely choose a trade, occupation or profession. It is significant
that the drafters of the Constitution saw fit to niake such -a change. One can no longer speak
of a constitutional right to freedom of economic activity in the broad sense as one could
when the interim constitution was still in place. The Constitution expressly states that the
practice of a trade, occupation or profession may be regulated by law. Furthermore, the
right to freely choose one's trade occupation or profession in the Constitution is limited to
citizens. Since only natural persons can become citizens the right does not available to
juristic persons. In any event, it is submitted that given the existence and regular application
and enforcement of legislation such as the Competition Acr96, the Consumer Affairs,
(Unfair Business Practices) Acf97 and the various pieces of provincial legislation
concerning consumer affairs 298, not to mention the common law of contrict, it is submitted
that a broad right to freedom of economic activity is notional at best
296
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Competition Act No 89 of 1998
Cona\mer AffiUrs Act No 71 of 1998. In Janse Van Rensburg No and Another v Minuter Of Tra. and Industry And Anotlw
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BusinCII Practices) Art No 4 of1996 (North west Province)
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2.7.3.3

Affordable Medicines Trust and Others v Minister ofHealth 299

Facts
The relief sought by the applicants initially entailed an extensive challenge to various
sections of the Medicines ~d Related Substance Act300 as amended and regulation 18 of the
General Reguiations 301 to that Act on the basis of their constitutionality. At the core of the
relief sought by the applicants was a ruling by the court that the legislative provisions that
medical practitioners may not dispense medicines without a licence issued by the DirectorGeneral of Health was unconstitutional and thus invalid. At the hearing the relief sought by
the Applicants was narrowed down to the following -

1.

That section 22C(I)(a) of Act 101 of1965 was unconstitutional and invalid inasmuch
as it refers to "on the prescribed conditions".

2.

That Regulations 18(3)(b),(f),(g),(h) and (i), 18(4), 18(5), 18(6) and 20 of the General
Regulations were unconstitutional and invalid.

Section 52 of the Health Professions Acf02 was amended by the Health Professions
Amendment A~03 to the effect that a medical practiti~ner could only dispense medicines
on the authority and subject to the conditions of a licence granted by the Director-General
in tenns of the Medicines and Related Substances Act. The applicants objected to the fact a
medical practitioner's dispensing licence is coupled to a particular premises arguing that
doctors has for centuries held the right to dispense medicines as part of their practice. This
was subject in principle to regulation by the Health Professions Council but in practice only

a register was kept by the Council with no further regulatory requirements imposed. The
applicants argued that section 22C(1) of the Medicines Act was silent on the question of

300
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premises associated with the licence and that the Minister of Health was effectively making
law which adversely affected the rights of health professionals and their patients. The
respondents argued that the provisions of the Health Professions Act did not sufficiently
regulate the 11000 or so practitioners whose names were on the register as being dispensers
of medicines. It argued that there were no standards, norms or guidelines to ensure that
dispensing medical practitioners complied with or adhered to good dispensing and
compounding practices and that a number of ltnacceptable practices, including bonussing,
sampling of medicines and receipt of unacceptable incentives by dispensers of medicines
occurred. This led to inappropriate prescribing, compounding and dispensing of medicines,
increased costs of healthcare to the public and resulted in widespread bad dispensing
practices. The applicants argued that if the legislature intended to limit a practitioner's right
to dispense medicines to particular premises it should. have said so in the relevant statutes.
They argued that the regulatory provisions as they stood offended against the rule of law
and the principle of legality. The stated government purpose of the licensing process is to
increase access to medicines that are safe for use by the public.

Judgment
Kruger AJ observed that it is trite that one of the pillars on which the South African
democratic dispensation is based is the principle of separation of powers and that as a
general point of departure courts will be loath to enter into the fray of legitimate
government policy. He stated that it is not for a court to adjudicate upon or apply value
judgments with regard to the contents of government policy. At the same time, the
principles of transparency and accountability constitute values which underpin the entire
fabric of the Constitution. Herein, he said, lies a marked difference between the old order
and the current dispensation. In the latter the formulation of policy is subject to public
scrutiny and input and the end product is susceptible to assessment by the public. Public
officials whether politicians or civil servants must be held responsible for their policies by
the public. Kruger AJ noted that accountability in this sense forms part of the political
process and it is not for the courts to interfere with policy matters under the guise of
accountability. He observed that the respondents in their answering papers provided ample
detail regarding the process which was followed and which resulted in the government
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policy at issue and that the constitutional requirements of transparency and accountability
had been complied with. The merits or de-merits of the policy that ensued were therefore
immaterial,

sa~d

Kruger AI, for purposes of the constitutional challenges to be adjudicated

upon. He stated that the remaining question was whether it could be said that the existence
of a legitimate government purpose had been proven. In a nutshell the stated government
purpose was to increase access to medicines that are safe for use by the public. Kruger AI
observed that this constitutes a legitimate government purpose304. The court noted that the
applicants alleged in essence that the envisaged system of licensing with particular
reference to the coupling of a licence to specific premises, is not rationally connected to the
stated government purpose and that the licensing of premises was introduced for the first
~ime

by way of regulation 18, which the first respondent purportedly made in terms of

section 22C(1). It noted further that the applicants alleged that regulations 18(3) and 18(4)
where they refer to licensed premises are unconstitutional, that regulation 18 was
unconstitutional inasmuch as the Minister had no power to make them and that substantial
parts of the regulations are invalid on the grounds of vagueness or arbitrariness.

Kruger AI pointed out that it was evident that the General Regulations were made in terms
of the empowering section of the Medicines Act, namely sec:tion 35. The latter, inter alia
makes -provision for the making of regulations regarding storage, sale or use of medicines
in respect of safety, quality and efficacy, the conditions under which medicines or
scheduled substances may be sold and generally for the efficient carrying out of the objects
and purposes of the Act. Hence, said the court, the Minister has comprehensive powers to
make regulations on any aspect pertaining to the safety, quality and efficacy of medicines
including their storage, keeping, use, sale, supply and the like. Kruger AJ stated that it is
self-evidence that premises where medicines are kept or stored should adhere to certain
minimum requirements and should be controllable as such. Even under the previous
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regulatory regime which only registered dispensing medical practitioners, they were
required in terms of section 52(1 lea) of the Health Professions Act to confirm the address
from which they would dispense. In their replying affidavit the applicants had also
confirmed that the register kept in terms of section 52(1 lea) of the Health Professions Act
regulates "technical aspects such as appropriate premises, adherence to statutory
requirements, the storage of medieines etc." Kruger AJ observed that the fact that the
applicants concede that dispensing practices should be properly controlled appears from the
statement made in the rel?lying affidavit where the deponent states that issues such as the
appropriate premises, adherence to statutory requirements and the storage of medicines are
matters of which a patient would have no knowledge "but which would need to be
regulated and controlled in the public interest". He noted further that the applicants
elsewhere made mention of the need for adequate dispensing controls and conditions and
that they support the governments' goals to ensure that high quality and appropriate
medicines are safely distributed from clean and suitably equipped dispensing premises by
properly trained dispensers. They also supported the regular inspection of premises to
ensure that good dispensing practice is maintained. The court concluded that the principle
of a known and identifiable address where medicines are kept is thus not foreign or new,
even to the old dispensing, neither did the applicants contest that regular inspection and
proper control go hand in hand with the safe supply of medicines from clean and suitably
equipped dispensing premises. Thus, said the court, requirements regarding "licensed
premises" are fully compatible with these facts in the context of section 35 of the Act.
Kruger AI noted that the applicants relied heavily on what they referred to as "as symbiosis
between section 22C(1 lea) and the regulations". This "symbiosis" was allegedly borne out
by way of the express reference in Regulation 18(1) to section 22C(1). He observed that
section 22C(I) in essence deals with the empowerment of the Director-General to issue a
licence to compound and dispense medicines. Regulation 18(1) does no more than confirm
that an application for a licence to dispense or compound medicines should be directed at
the Director-General. It is in that sense, said the court, that the reference to section 22C(I)
as it appears in regulation 18(1) should be understood. Consequently, Kruger AI found that
he could not agree with the submission on behalf of the applicants that the relevant
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regulations were not made in terms of section 35 of Act 101 of 1965 but as per regulation
18(1) they were made in terms of section 22C(I) of the Act The court held that the
regulations in general and regulation 19 in particular were made by the Minister in terms of
section 35 of the Medicines Act. Thus the proximate cause of the alleged infringement did
not lie in section 22C(1 )305.
The court noted that it is within the power of parliament to determine what scheme should
be adopted to attain the stated government purpose. The core issue is where the impugned
provisions (which include the "prescribed conditions") are rationally related to the stated
government ,purpose. The latter includes the provision of medicines that are safe for use by
the public. That in turn, by necessary implication implies the regulation of premises from
which medicines are dispensed. That indeed, said the court, is what the legislation and the
scheme brought about by it intend to address and achieve. It held that there was a clear
rational relationship between the stated government purpose and the impugned legislation
to the extent that the scheme brought about by the latt~r is clearly aimed at the provision of
medicines that are safe for use by the public, and which will inter alia only be provided
from identified premises which are controllable. The court noted that in terms of section 1
of the Medicines Act, "prescribed" is defined as "prescribed by or under the Act". The term
"this Act" is defined to include "any regulation". The latter means "a regulation made and
enforced .under this Act". The term "on the prescribed conditions" therefore means
conditions made or enforced under the Medicines Act. Thus, said the court, the fact that
regulation 18(3 )(b) provides for that the exact location of the premises where compounding
and/or dispensing will be carried out must form part of the appli~ation at the utmost differs
only in degree from the former position in terms of section 52(1)(a) of the Health
Professions Act In terms of the latter the medical practitioner has to confirm the address
from which he or she will dispense. Whether providing such an address could or could not
be regarded as a "condition" said that court, is a matter of degree. At the very least, stated
Kruger AI, the higher threshold brought about by the new dispensation did not render the
impugned provisions irrational vis-a-vis the legitimate government purpose. On the
contrary, not only was the condition that the exact location of the premises (where
305
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compounding andlor dispensing will be carried out) rationally related to the stated
government purpose, it did not differ materially from the old dispensation to the extent that
it did not introduce a wholly new and foreign element. Read with regulation 18(7), said the
court, it made perfect sense. The court held that the words in section 22C(1)(a) "on the
prescribed conditions" read with the contents of regulation 18 are rationally related to the
stated government policy.

Kruger AI noted that the regulations were made in terms of section 35 of the Medicine Act
and not in terms of section 22C(1 )(a). This section, he said, provides ample scope for the
Minister to make regulations. He stated that the purpose of regulations is to spell out detail
which, should it have been included in empowering legislation would render the alter
cumbersome or which, by the very nature of the legislation itself could conveniently be
dealt with by way of regulations without attempting to empower the relevant Minister to
supersede Parliament's "legislative function or to assume legislative powers which due to
their very nature reside with Parliament. In the current instance the court found that the
Minister did not assume Parliament's residual legislative powers, nor did she exceed the
powers bestowed on her by section 35 to make regulations; the impugned parts of the
regulations fall squarely, said the court, within the parameters imposed by section 35
regarding issues on which the Minister is empowered to make regulations. The court

.

.

observed that the legislature probably appreciated that the conditions to be imposed might
be ofa specialised nature which required certain skills and expertise which would be more
appropriately dealt with by those possessed of such skills and expertise. It helc;t that the
conditions imposed by the Minister, in consultation with the specialist body (the Medicines
Control Council) were foreseen by the legislature to be of a nature which would not, in the
ordinary course of events be conveniently dealt with by the Legislature itself For this
reason said the court it took the view that the Minister did not exceed her powers in making
the regulations which co~ple the doctors' right to dispense medicines to licensed premises.

With regard to regulation 19 the court observed that it required very little imagination to
envisage that circumstances prevailing at different proposed dispensing premises may differ
considerably. The circumstances of a busy city practice would be substantially different to
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those in some far off comer in the Karoo or the Limpopo Province. It may be easier, said
the court, for the dispensing doctor in a remote rural area to provide particulars with regard
to the existence of other licensed health facilities in the vicinity of the premises from where
the compounding and dispensing of medicines is intended to be carried out; to give a
description of the geographic area to be served by the applicant; or to provide demographic
considerations including disease patters and health status of the users to be served. On the
other hand, the city practitioner would find it relatively simply to describe the geographic
area to be served by herself by naming the suburb!s served by the practice, but may
experience some difficulties in estimating the number of health care users in that
geographical area. The court stated that circumstances would dictate the particularity with
which the requested information could be provided. Kruger AJ .held that it did not follow
that the information requested was necessarily arbitrary or capricious in nature. He
observed that it is trite that words and expressions used in an enactment must be interpreted
according to their ordinary meaning as well as in the light of their context. The latter is not.
limited to the language of the rest of the enactment but extends to the subject matter
thereof, its apparent scope and purpose and within limits, its background. Where the
language itself appears to admit of more than one meaning, one may from the beginning.
consider the context and the language to be interpreted together. 30C5 The court said that
taking into consideration the wide variety of circumstances that may prevail between
different applicants from different cities, towns or parts of the country, the regulations must
of necessity be phrased in a way in which, when responded to by the different "categories"
of dispensing doctors, will provide the relevant decision-maker with sufficient material in
order to be able to come to an informed decision. Kruger AI said he found it hard to
conceive that information which is to be supplied for the pllrposes envisaged by the
regulations and in particular, Regulation 18(4), could be phrased in a more specific or
normative way taking into consideration that the factors relevant to the decision to be made
are so numerous and varied. He said it would have been extremely difficult (if not

'.

impossible) for the legislature as well as for the executive to have been more specific. To
have attempted to identify potentially extreme variables in terms of narrow and specific
criteria would not only have been impractical but well nigh impossible. He noted that the
30C5

The court rcfc:rred to Jaga y Danga N.D. and AnothBr 19'0 (4) SA 6'3 (A) at 662G-663A in this regard.
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criteria in the regulations apply equally to all applicants and taking into consideration his or
her prevailing circumstances each applicant could, to the best of his or her ability, provide
the required information. The overarching objective is to increase access to medicines that
are safe for use by the public. Kruger AJ then analysed in further detail the provisions of
regulation 18(4)(a), 18(4)(b), 18(4)(c) and (d), 18(4)(e) and 18(4)(f), 18(5), 18(6) and 20.
he observed with regard to the whole of Regulation 18(4) that it was evident that none of
the factors referred to therein was decisive, of its own, of the decision to grant or refuse a
licence and that clearly the objective was to attain an overall picture regarding the issues
mentioned within the context of the overarching government purpose. He said that within
the stated context the impugned provisions ·were clearly not intended to establish rigid
norms or standards, nor to elicit rigid responses. They are phrased in a general way for
reasons which are intended to elicit generalised responses with a view to enable the
decision-maker to construe a general impression. Within that context, said the court, it did
not regard any of the impugned provisions as arbitrary, vague or capricious or not
objectively ascertainable with regard to the overall objective they were devised to attain.
Kruger AJ said that it should further be borne in mind that should an applicant be aggrieved
by the outcome .of his or her application, the law provides for the means to address any
alleged injustice. He said it was important to bear in mind that discretionary powers may be
broad307

The court then went on to examine the alleged infringement of rights and noted that the
constitutional challenge was narrowed down considerably compared to the initial attack on
the licensing system en bloc. The main bone of contention was the coupling ofa dispensing
licence to particular premises. It noted that certain rights in the Bill of Rights had been
relied upon by the applicants, namely the right to equality in terms of section 9, the right to
practice their profession freely in terms of secti.on 22, the right to dignity in terms of secti.on
10, the right to freedom of movement in terms of section 21 and the right t.o property in
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terms of section 25. The allegation was that the coupling of the licence to dispense
medicines to licensed premises unjustifiably interferes with these rights in a manner that
cannot be justified having

r~gard

to the provisions of section 36 of the Constitution. In

addition the applicants contended that the coupling ofa practitioner's licence to dispense to
a particular premises constitutes and infringement of patients' rights, eg the right of choice
from whom she wishes to receive medicine or will receive medicine in the future. The
upshot was that the alleged infringement interfered with the patient's right to choose a
particular practitioner and her right to enter into a private contractual relationship with such
practitioner. The applicants alleged that this was an affront to the patient's dignity.

The court noted that section 22 of the Constitution provides that:
"Every citizen has the right to choose their trade~ occupation or profession freely. The practice of a
trade, occupation or profession may be regulated by law"

It stated that the content of the right in section 22 is

~e

right to choose a trade, occupation

or profession within the framework of any lawful regulation which controls its practice3(11.
Kruger AJ pointed out that the government may control the practice of a trade, occupation
or profession provided that any restrictions on the practice must be rational. He noted that
the fact that section 22C of the Medicines Act introduces a licensing system for the
dispensing of medicine by medical practitioners was not challenged per se and that the
applicants aver that there is a conceptual difference between regulating and limiting. They
argued that the impugned legislation goes beyond mere regulation and that it limits under
the guise of regulation. The respondents contended that the impugned provisions did no
more than regulate and that it is legitimate to regulate the practice of a profession so as to
prevent harm to the general public, that public health is an important community interest
3(11
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partioular aotivitiCi have to be conducted, provided alwa)'l that .uoh regulatiODl arc not arbitrary." In Van Re1I8burg it WBI Itatcd
that: '"The important point it that the POIt Offioc Act doCI not p1aoc any abIolutc or unqualified barric:r to the appellant'. choioc
of a lawful trade, occupation or prof'cuion. It doCI not more than put re8llOl18blc oontroll into plaoe QQ the conduot of the poItal
lCrVioc. controla which haw regard to the coonomio ncccuitic:e of our timCi. ThiI doc:I not violate the appellant'. ICCtion 22
rigllb".
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that calls for regulation and that the orderly dispensing of safe medicines is crucial for the
health of those who receive and consume such medicines. The applicants contended that
legal practitioners have a constitutionally protected right to dispense medicines, that such
right had been historically established, that a medical practitioner has had a right to be
registered as a dispensing doctor in terms of section 52(1 lea) since 1984, that the said
section gave recognition to the right of medical practitioners to dispense (should they
comply with the requirements for registration) so that the section merely gave that right a
statutory context by requiring a name to be entered in the register. As such it merely
constituted statutory confirmation of the right of doctors to dispense and the right of
patients to receive medicine; none of the restrictions envisaged by the new system applied.
The respondents argued that where the protection of public health is in issue, a more
rigorous form of protection has been considered to be more appropriate by the legislature
and given effect to by the executive. Although section 52(1 lea) of the Health Professions
Act allowed a medical practitioner whose name was entered in a register to compound and
dispense medicines such medical practitioners were not adequately regulated; there were no
standards, norms or guidelines to ensure that they complied with or adhered to good
dispensing and compounding practices. The coupling of the licence to dispense with a
particular premises addresses· those needs. The issue is not whether medical practitioners
have a right to dispense for some or other reason but whether the impugned legislation in
the first instance exceeds the boundaries of lawful regulation. Only if the answer to the
latter question is in the affirmative, does the question regarding the possible curtailment of
rights arise.

The court held that the issue was whether the impugned provisions limited the rights
claimed by the applicants to the ~xtent that they infringed any of these rights. In the view of
the court the impugned provisions did no more than regulate the practice of dispensing and
did not infringe the medical practitioner's rights to choose to practise as a medical
practitioner or to choose to dispense medicines as part of his or her practice, albeit at an
identified premises. The court stated that medical practitioners were not barred from
applying for and being granted a licence entitling them to do so. It found that the
overarching consideration is one of a legitimate government purpose regarding which a·
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particular scheme was devised by the legislature and to which the executive has given
effect within lawful and valid bounds. It was the view of the court that issues regarding
possible limitation of rights need not be considered at all as none of the rights relied on had
been infringed upon. Consequently, said the court, whether the stated government purpose
could have been achieved by less intrusive means fell outside of the ambit of its judgment.
It held that it was not for the court to express an opinion regarding the state's preference for

the scheme of licensing or to speculate with regard to better ways of attaining the stated
government purpose.

The court found with regard to the alleged encroachment on patient's rights that no such
encroachment had occurred. The fact that some patients may suffer a certain degree of
inconvenience as a result of the way in which medical practitioner's rights to dispense are
regulated does not result in the conclusion that a patient's dignity is being impaired on that
his or her right to enter into a contractual relationship with a doctor of his or her choice is
encroached upon to an extent which would render such encroachment unconstitutional. It
said that to hold thus would be to extend the boundaries of patients' rights to an unrealistic
Utopia.

The court concluded that the application should be dismissed on all grounds relied on by
the applicants.

Discussion
The appellants in this case lost sight of a number of well established points of law with
regard to the manner in which legislative requirements can and must be construed and
applied. The law does not require the impossible of peopleJCliI• Where it is objectively
3Cli1

In Ga8S1llJ1' NO y MinlstBr 0/Law And Order And Others 1995 (I) SA 322 (C) Van Zyl J obecrvcd that: "A IIIbItanlial amount
of academia dilCUllion has been directed at the applicability of the maxim. lIDc non cogll ad impouibilia in criminal law. See
Jaubcrt (cd) Ths Law af South Africa yol 6 para 55-9 at 45-6; van 00Itcn F F W 'Die Aard CD Ral van die Stclrc:c!1 Lc:x non Cogil
ad Impouibilia in die Strafrc:g' in (1986) 49 THRHR 375-410 (an article containing an interesting diJguuion of the legal nature
of the mlDtim _ a defence: and with a usc:fuJ. rc:aum6 of relevant oanparativa law); Burohcll and Hunt South African Criminal
Law and ProctJdurB 2nd cd (1983) vol I at 351-4; Dc Wd. and Swanepocl Stra[mg 4th cd (1985) at 92-4; Viucr and Vontcr
General PrincipltJS a/Criminal Law Ihrough Ihs Casu 3rd ed (1990) at 234-40; Snyman Strafreg 3rd ed (1992) at 62-5. See also
Goldstein E L 'Onmoontlikhcid in die Suid-Afrikaanle Slrafi-cgsillcc:m' in (1966) 29 THRHR at 366-8 and the disouuion by
Elli. J of S "Mxhosa 1986 (1) SA 346 (C) in (1986) De Jure at 393-7. In hill diJoUlliCD of the maxim lex non cogll ad
Impo.rslbilia. Broom A Selection of Legal Maxims 10th cd (1939) at 162 IranIlalcll it 81: 'The law docs not oompel a man to do
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impossible for an applicant for a dispensing licence to supply certain infonnation he or she
cannot be expected to do so. Administrative officials are required to act reasonably in
taking administrative decisions31o • They are also required to act reasonably in interpreting
and implementing legislation. They are obliged to give reasons for their decisions both

.

generally in terms of the Promotion of Administrative Justice AcinI and in tenns of the
Medicines And Related Substances Act312• There appeared to be an assumption or belief on
the part of the applicants that the Director-General would act unreasonably in enforcing the
relevant provisions of the Act and the regulations and that the intention was to refuse as
many applications for dispensing licences as possible. The only alternative is that they were
simply trying to attack the relevant legislative provisions on every possible front.

The Constitution itself recognises the power of the state'to regulate the practice ofa trade,
occupation or profession. The argument of the appellant that regulation does not mean
limitation is specious since it is an inherent quality of regulation that it sets boundaries or
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that which he cannot pouibly perform.' The word 'law' is used here: in a general IICIIIC and is apparently not restricted to 'a law'
in the ICIlle of a ltatutory enactment. I do not believe that this is an accurate translation, lince 'law' in a general ICIIIC would
usuaUy be rendered as hu rather than lex. That lex doca in fact refer to a ltatute or a law appc:arl from Broom'l (lac cit) equating
the IBid maxim with Impotflntia fIJC1:U8at legem, in the acme that the inability to perform or comply with an obligation imposed by
a legal provilion ClCQUICII IlUCh failure to perform or non-compliancc:. This is the meaning accordc:d to impotflntla 8XCWaI legem
in the English cue of Eager v Furnivall (1881) 17 ChD 11 S at 121 (per Jeuel MR.). A bettc:r approach than that of Broom may
be foWld in CraiCi en Statute Law 7th ed (1971) at 268, where it is IBid: 'Under certain circumslaneel compliance: with the
proviliOlll of ltatulcll which pacribe how IOIDcthing is to be done will be CXCUICd. Thm, in accordance with the maxim of law,
L«JC non cogtt ad imparlibilia, if it appcan that the pcrl'ormancc of the formalitica prcacribcd by a Itatute hu been n:ndcrcd
impcuible by circumatancc:a over which the pc:nonI intcrc:stcd had no control, like the act of God or the Kina'i cncmica, thcac
circumllanccl will be taken 81 a valid CXCUIC.' Thil approach appcan to haw: been acceptable in Englilh law and has bcc:n
applied in South African dccWOI1I from 81 early as 1880. I rct'er in thil regard to Hay v TM Divi8lonal Councllo[Klng WiUiam "
Town (1880) 1 EDC 97 at 100, where Smith J lays: ' ... [W]hcn a duty il impoaed upon anyone. by law, there mUlt alwa)'l be an
implied CCIldition that it il in hil power to pcrfonn it. Lex non cogi' ad Impouibilia and impotflntta ucwat lsgem (Coke on
Littlc:ton), are w:ry old maxirru of law.'" The court noted fwthcr that: "In John Roderick', MotDrl Ltd v ViljOfln 1958 (3) SA 57S
(0) at S77H-578A the maxim il rcndcrcd 81 lex non cogi' ad impouibilia aut inutilia, the inutilia pawnably rcfcrrins to
'unreuanable thin8ll' or, limply, 'WU"C8IOI18blcocu'. In thi. context inutilia is ocrtainly not .ynonymOUl with impar,ibilia in
that WU'Casonablcocu need not give rise to or cw:n luggcat impOllibility. Smit AJP appcan to haw: relied on Maxwell on Ths
Interpretation of Statutfl.l 8th ed (1937) at 322 81 a IOUrOC for this rendition of the maxim. Counsel for the appliClllll rcfem:d the
lcamcd Judge to the ninth edition (1946) at 387: Neither of these editiCl1l W8I available to me but in tho 12th edition by P St J
Langan (1969) at 326 the maxim is cited without the addition of the words aut inutilia, in the cmtc:xt of intcntiODl attnbuted to
the Legillature when none il expreued."
.
Sec a1!1o ,.,.fonts;s;,· M;niste,. Van Polisie 1984 (1) SA 619 CA)
AmpojO And Othsn v MEC For Education, Arts, Culture, Sport3 And Recreation, NorthfJ171 Province, and Anothtr 2002 (2) SA
21S (T) Ngocpe JP, HUluin J and B8IIOI1 J held that: "Reasonable adminillratiw: action in tcrma of I 33 of the Constitution hal
alao been held to mean that a functionary (Iuch 81 the department) is obliged to make dccisiOl1l that are rationally justifiable
(PhcmnactlUtical Manu[acturen Association of SA. and Another: In re Ex parle President of the Republic of South Africa and
Othen 2000 (2) SA 674 (CC) (2000 (3) BCLR 241 The Department cannot thcrc:f'ore be obliged to c:xcrcilc ill diacrction in a
particular manner merely bccllUlC it hu done 10 in the put. It il required to c:xcrciac ill diacrction in a rational and unfettered
flllhion. A. Ilatcd earlier, a legitimate c:qx:otation cannot be relied Upal to force: a functionary to act unlawfully or cantrary to ill
ltatutory dutiCi...
Sec alaoMahambehlala vMECfor WelfQ78, Et18tBm Cape, andAnotMr2002 (1) SA 342 (SE)
Aot No 3 of 2000
Section 22C(4) of Act No 101 of 1965 apccificaUy ItalcII that: .. When the Dircctor-Gencral or the council, 81 the cue may be,
granll or rc:fuael an application for a licence(a) written notice ahall be giw:n of that fact to the applicant; and
(b) in the c:venl of the refusal ofan application, the applicant IhaII be fumiahed with the I'C8IOI1I for luch rcfuIal."
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parameters for the conduct or activity being regulated. A boundary is a limitation. Such
boundaries may be set in Ii number of different ways, for instance by defming a particular
term as inclusive of some aspects and exclusive of others, by outright prohibition of certain
activities, by imposing conditions or defining the circumstances in which certain actions
must or must not be taken. Regulations may not always limit constitutional rights as
.envisaged by section 36 of the Constitution since constitutional rights may not always be in
issue. However, where the constitutional right itself includes a recognition that it may be
regulated or controlled in some way, by implication this means that it is inherent to the
right itself that its exercise can be limited and is subject to government controp13. If one
wants to split hairs one can talk about the limitation of the power to exercise a right as
opposed to the limitation of the right itself but such detailed analysis is seldom likely to
take matters much further given that the courts have already said that the rights in the Bill
of Rights are not absolute314 . One can have unlimited power to exercise a limited right or
limited power to exercise a very board right. To speak in such terms, is however to draw
false distinctions as is illustrated when one takes the spectrum to its extremes - i.e. one can
have so little power to exercise the widest possible right that it can seldom' if ever be
exercised or every power to exercise a right which is so devoid of content that it is
meaningless. Either way one ends up with nothing. In any event section 36 of the
Constitution refers to limitation of the rights in the Bill of rights while section 22 states that
the practice of a trade occupation or profession may be regulated by law. If one looks at the
wording of section 22 more closely the right is not to practice any trade, occupation or
profession freely. This possibility is expressly excluded by the second sentence in section
22. The first sentence e~bodies a right to ,choose the trade occupation or profession freely.

The right is thus a right to take a decision as to which trade, occupation or profession to
313
314

Sec for inatanoc South African P08t OfliC8 Ltd" Van Reruburg and Aml'-r in 308 IIIpra
Soobramont1)l fn 23 811prQ. In De RtnlCk " Director Of PubUc PIWtJCUlioru. Witwate1'lrand Local Dfvl3;on, and Othen 2003 (3)
SA 389 (W) the court noted that: "In Hutl.!on Cmmty ij"aler Co "McCortIII' ( 209 US 349 (1908) at 3~~) the following wu
ldated: 'All rights tend to declare themselves abeolute to their logioal cxtrcm.c. Yet all in fact arc limited by the ncighbourhood of
principlca of polioy which arc other than thOle on which the particular right ill founded, and which become strong enough to hold
their own when • ocrtain point ia reached.' The reason why all rights arc not absolute ia pc:rl'cctly articulated in the judgment of
LaWi U in Gough (Gough awJ Another" ChlqCoTlStablB oftha Derbyshire Corutabulary «(2001] 4 All ER 289 CQB) at 3190)
in the fo\lowinS dictum: 'To give effect to the right's uttermost aacrt.ion • ill logical c:xtrcme • would alike oonfound the right's
moral crc:dentiala and ill practioal utility. The reason ia, lint, that the claim of moral authority fer any right given by the gencra1.
law rcata upcn the fact that the right belOll8l to CM:r)' citizen, 81 do all other' thin81 thUl given; 10 that in any particular C8IC,
where there ia a clash of intcrcata, it i. inhc:nml in the nature of the right itself that the individual who claim. ill bcnc:fit may have
to give: way to the supc:rvcning weight of other' clam And ac:condly. the right's p1Ictical utility I"CI1:I upon the fact that there can
be no traDquillity in the state withwt a plethora of W11'UIy individual frecdoma, which will be mc:asurcd in the Jansuagc of righll;
anything cllC loob tyranny in the faoc without blinking, 10 that in any particular C81e, to crown the pclIICIIOrI of one such right
and CODIign the othc:n beneath tha throne, willaoaru:r er later undcmut the community fabric ....
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follow. A limitation of this right, it is submitted would be one that interferes with that
freedom of choice and not necessarily with the manner, place, or tjme or any other
conditions in or under which, once that choice has been made, the trade, occupation or
profession is practised31'. Interference with this right may be seen in the refusal of
education authorities to allow a person to enrol for a particular course or an unreasonable
31'

In City Of Cape TOWrI Y Ad Outpost (Pty) Ltd And Othen 2000 (2) SA 733 (C) the oourt noted: ..Section 22 appcm to be
modelled on I 4(1) of the German Basio Law, which proYidca that all GcrmaJ1I have the righl freely to choolc their oaoupation
and profCllllioo, their place [of] w~ ltudy or training. The practicx: of an occupation or profcuion may be regulated by law. Sec
Dc Waa! fit al Bill of RightJ Handbook at 368-74. The German Courtl have intc:rprctcd I 12 to provide a CDnlidcrablc amOUlt of
COI1Ititutionai protection for commercial aotivitics. Sec Currie D ThB Conrtitulion of thB Fedsral Republic of GemICmy at p 300
and Kcmmm D P Corutillltional JurispnuJence of thB Federal Republic of Gennany (2nd ed) at 270 ct acq. 1'huI in the
Plwmaoy CIIIIC 7 BVcrlUE 3771 (Kommcn at 274) art 12 (1) WBI intc:tprdc:d to empower a legislature to regulate the practioc: u
well BI the cheioc: of an occupation RegulatiDnl dealing with the latter arc greatly circUIDICribcci by the article. The practice of
an occupation which ia the relevant ill~ in the prcICIlt CIIIIC may be 'l"CItrictcd by rcuonable regulations predicated en
cDnlicicratiOlll of the CODlDlen good'. Cited in Kommmat277. See allo the Chocolate Candy 08IC 53 B VcrfUE 135......
.
Davia J diatinguiahcd German article 12 from. the South African lectioo 22 in thClC wordl: "Then: ia alwa)'l a great danger in tbc:
uncritical employment of foreign law in the proccu of domestic CODItitutional interprctatian. Notwilhltanding that art 12 IIId I
22 arc limilar in wording, the latter mUit be intc:rprc:tcd in the context of the South African conatitutional text and ill 0W\l
pedigree. nm., in my view, the interpretation of I 22 mUit tala: account of the difference of wording between I 22 of the
COIlItitution and s 26 of the interim. Constitutian. The diffc:rcnac is manifest BI follows:
(a) the right contained in 122 ia sranted to citizCIII cnIy;
(b) a men IpCcific fcrm.u1ation of oheicx: of trade, occupation, profCllion il rc:placx:d by a marc gc:ncra.l phrue, namely
cngasc:ment in economic activity, [Writer'l note: It ia the other way around. In aeolion 22 of the Constituticn, the scncral
provisions of the Interim Constitution an: replaced the specific proviaions of the Constitution]
(c) the UIC ofcvc:ry citizen requires that the provision is aimed at the individual rather than at thejuriltic body.
The PurpolC of s 22 would thus appear to be to ensure that regulations which control a citizen's right to chOOlC a trade and
occupation or profcaion should be implemented in a rational manner. AI Jones J IBid in J R 1013 Invutmelltl CC and OtM" ,
Minister of &fety and Security and Otllen 1997 (7) BCLR 925 (E) at 930B-E: 'We have a history of rcprcuion in the choice of
a trade, occupation 01' profellion. This l'CIIulted in diaadvantagc to a large number of South AfiiC8lll in earning their daily brc:ad.
In the pn>Comtitulion era the implementation of the policies of apartheid directly and indirectly impacted upon the ffc:c choice
of a trade, occupation or profCllllion: unequal education, the prcvc:ntien of free movement of people: throughout the oountry,
I'CIItrictions on where and how long they could l'CIIidc in particular areas, the practice of making available Ilruolm'cl to dcvcIop
akilll and training in the employment sphere to aclccted SCCtiOIlI of the population only, and the Ilatutory I'CIIcrvation of jobl far
membm of particular racca, arc examplca of put unfaimcll which cauac:d hardship. The result WBI that all citizc:na in the
counlry did not have a free: choice of trade, occupation and profeslion. Section 22 il designed to prc:vcnt a perpetuation of thiI
atate of affain.' In my view I 22 introducc:a a constitutional prolcotion to be enjoyed by individual citizens BI oppaacd to juristic
bodica. The: right CI1IW"CII that each citizen will have the right to chOQllC how to employ hia 01' her labalr and akilll without
ilTBtional governmental restriction. It is not a provision which ahould be extended to the regulation of economic intcrcounc •
undc:rtakcn by c:ntcrpriaes owned by juriatic bodica which might othcrwiae fall within the dcaoription of coon.omic aotivity." The
impcrtant point to note ia that lection 22 cannot be corutrucd BI a right to freedom 01' economic activity - otherwise it could nat
have bcc:n rc:stricted to private individua.. as Davil J opined. It ia a right to chooec a trade, occupation or profeui.on.
Furthermore, Davil J held that it iI a right to employ labour or Ikilll without irrational govc:mm.c:ntall'Clltriction.
Sec a110 R/J8eman Y General Council OfTh. Bar Of South Africa 2004 (1) SA 568 (SCA) in which Streicher JA held: ''C0UIlIC1
lubmittcd that the diviaion of work between the profCllioDi WBI arbitrary and irrational and CDnltituted an unrc:aaonable
limitatioo on his client'l right to practiae hia profCllion now cnahrined in I 22 of the CODItitution But that begs the question. The
appellant baa the right to become an attorney or an advocate but he has no right to rcdc:fme the limill of either profcuion. He:
carmot complain that he ia not being permitted tho free cxc:rcile of hia right if he il W1Willing to practiac within the acknowledged
or accepted ICOpC of the pro_on" Thia CBIC dealt with tha illuc of the IO-CIlled '.plit bar' in legal practice in South Africa. In
tha contcxl of diapcnBing doclorl, the limill of the profcuion with regard to the diapalling of mcdicinca were refined by ICCticn
22C(1) of tha Mcdicinm and Related SUbatanCCl Act No 101 of 1965. The. definition of the limill of a profeslion ia clcarly
within the capaoity of the legillaturc: which may devolve certain of the dctaila of thia CKCfCiIc to the c:xccutiw (X' to • Ilatutory
profCllicnai body. The oourt referred in thiI cue to the dicta of Cameron JA in D. Frsitcu and AnothBr " Society ofAdvocalU of
Natal and Another 2001 (3) SA 750 (SCA) at 763G where he IBid: '(I)t ia in the public intcrat that then: Ihould be a vigorOUl
and independent Bar serving the public, which. subject to judicial supervision, ia self-regu1atc:d, whole: membcn arc in prinoiple
available to all, and who in general do not perform adminilltrative and preparatory work in litigation but concentrate their skil ..
on the craft of forensio praotice. Slrc:icher JA held: "Thc:rc: can, in my view, be no doubt that one of the objecll of the n:fc:rraI
practice is to ensUI"C that adminiltrative and preparatory work in litigation iI handled by altomc:yl who arc trained and organiacd
to do 10, thereby enabling advocalcl to conccnlrate their skil .. on the craft of fOl'Cl1lic practice. It follDWI that • proper use of the
referral practice ICI"VCI the public intCl'Clt. It folloWl, furthermore, on the other hand, that to allow advocalcl to accept
inltructions by attomcya to conduct litigatien on behalf of a client from beginning to end, i.e. to do aU the adminiltrative and
preparatory work in rc:Ipcct of litigation, would not ICI'YC the public interclt and would constitute an abuse of the refc:rral
practice."
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legislative or policy provision which restricts admission to a particular trade or profession for example purely to keep the numbers down or to avoid competition for existing
practitioners. In the present context, it is significant that the courts have held that
agreements in restraint of trade, which impose all kinds of restrictions in terms of where a
person may practice a trade occupation or profession, are notper se unconstitutionaP16. It is
submitted that if the courts are prepared to uphold contractual arrangements in which
section 22 rights are restricted it is difficult to see why in principle, they should not uphold
legislative provisions which have the same effect, provided of course that the tests of
reasonableness and rationality are satisfied. The Harmful Business Practices Acf 17 is a case
in point. De Waal et aP18 point out that in Janse van Rensburg NO v Minister van Handel
en NywerheirP 19 the applicants challenged the Act as a violation of the occupational

freedom right. According to the court, the purpose of the Act was acceptable. The court
held that: "It is a praiseworthy governmental objective to protect consumers from
exploitation". According to the court, the definition of harmful business practice' was not
&

vague. The Act permitted a Committee to propose guidelines for definition of the term
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Sec Fidelity Guordr Holdi"g$ (Pty) LId TM. Fidelity Guard.J v Peam/at" 2001 (2) SA 8S3 (SE) in which LicbcnberS J obaervcd:
..Whether a covenant in restraint of trade W8I unconstitutional in the light of the provillions of I 26 of thc interim ConItitutioo
(the Constitution of the Republic of South Afrioa Act 200 of 1993) rcocivcd the attention of the Courta. In Walta"" Stationery Co
(Edml) Bpk v FouritJ II" ." A"der 1994 (4) SA 507 (0) it WBi held that oovc:nanll in l'CItraint of trade were not excluded by I 26
and that the Magna AUo)'l OBIC irfra Ilill reflected thc positive law. The dccilion W8I mbacqucntly followed in KDtz8 fill GeniI

(Edms) Bpk fI1I 'n A"clsr v PotgillttJr II" A"dfIIYJ 1995 (3) SA 783 (C) and Knox D'Arcy Ltd and Anothflr v Shaw and Anothflr 1996
(2) SA 651 (W). The following remarb by Van Schalkwyk J in Knox D'Arcy Ltd and Another v Shaw and Anoth8r (.rupra at
660C - DIE) arc, although he WBi then oonocmcd with the provisiOOI of I 26 of Act 200 of 1993. ltill appaeite. 'The Constitution
docI not take luoh a mcddlClCllDe inten:st in the private affain of individuali that it would ICCk, BI a matter of policy, to protect
them asaimt their own foolhardy CX' rash dccisi011l. AI 1008 ... thc:ra iI no overriding principle of public policy which il ilOlated
thereby. the freedom of the individual oomprchcnda the freedom to purI1lC, 81 he chOOllCl, hiI bcnc:fit or hiI diaadvantagc.· And
at 6601 - 661A: 'It ia generally resarded BI immoral and diahonourable for a pranillcr to breach his trust and, CM:1l if hc docIlO
to ClCapc thc oonacqucnces of a poorly COl'IIidcrcd barsain, then: it no prinoiple that inhcrca in an open and democratio lOOicty.
based upon freedom and equality, which would justify his repudiation of hil obligations. On the other hand, the enforcement of a
bargain (evcn me which WBI iU-ccmidcn:d) siVCI recognition to the important ccmtitutional principlc of the autonomy of the
individual.' lnIof'ar .. a restraint il a limitation of the righll cnlrcnched in I 22, the common law 81 devclcpcd by the CourII, in
my view, complies with the requircmentl laid down in I 36(1). Any party to any agrccmcr4 when: a rcltrainl olauac ia regarded
.. material i. free to agree to include moh a claUie in the agreement and the common law in thiI regard ia thcrcforc of gcnc:ral
application. In lenni of the common law ratrainl claUICI arc only c:nforocablc if they arc not in ccmflict with publio polioy. In
thiI regard the relevant prinoiplce wc:rc IICl out by Rabie CJ in Magna AUo)'l and Re8I1Q1"Ch (SA) (Pty) Ltd v Ell" 1984 (4) SA 874
(A) at 8971 - 898A BI follOWl: '(4) Oit it 'n bc:ginIcl van OM res dat oorccnkomltc wat tc:cn die openbarc helBD8 is, nie
afgcdwing Un word nie, en 'n mClll IOU duB kon .: dal 'n oorcc:n1amu wat icmand Ie handcllVl')'hcid inkort teen die opc:nbarc
bclana. en dUl onafdwingbaar is, indico dic ODlItandighcdc van die betrokkc Scval IOdanig iI dat die Hof van oordccl iI dat die
afdwing van die oorccnkoml die opcnbarc helang IOU Ikaad.
(S) Oil iI in dic opcnbarc helanS dat oorccnkomlf.c wat vryclik BIIl18cgaan iI, nasckom moct word. Oit iI csta" ook, in dic
algcmccn p. in dic cpcnbarc bclang dat icdcrccn hom vir lOVer moontlik vryclik in die handcla- en bcrocpawercld moct kan
laal geld. Dit kan aanvaar word dat in bcpcrking van 'n pcnoon Ie handclM)'heid wat onrcdelik ia, waankyn1ik oak die
openbarc helanS IOU skaad indicn dic bctrokke pcnoon daaraan scbondc schou IOU word. '
From the aforegoing it ICCDlI to me that if a I"CItraint claUle iI found to be cnforocable after application of the prinoiplCl laid,
down by t1u: Courts, the rcquircmentl ofl 36(1) will have been met
Consumer Maim (Unfair BUlincu PraCtiCCl) Aot No 71 of 1998
Dc Waal st al,fn 2:rupra
JaNe WI" RllnIIII'g No v Miniltflr va" Ha"del a" Nywerhflid 1999 (2) BCLR 204 (T)
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which would be published by the Minister. This helped to concretise the abstract concept of
a harmful business practice. The parallels with Affordable Medicines Trusf!20 are obvious. It
is submitted that the purpose of the Unfair Business Practices Act is very much akin to that
of the governmental purpose in requiring health professionals other than pharmacists to
obtain a licence to dispense medicines.

De Waal et aP21 note that it is arguable that the second sentence applies only to measures
that regulate occupational freedom without denying choice or access to an occupation. On
this argument, they state, section 22 is a right freely to choose a trade, occupation or
profession. This right to choose a trade, occupation or profession cannot be limited except
by law of general application that is justifiable in terms of the criteria laid down in section
36. They note that the second sentence then adds little to the scope of the right by
prohibiting regulation of the practice of an occupation other than by law and state that
choice and practice of an occupation are not conceptually distinct, but rather 'constitute
poles of a continuum'. It is submitted that De Waal et al do not accurately convey the
content of the second sentence in interpreting it as prohibiting the regulation of the practice
of an occupation other than by law. It is submitted that this is not the thrust of the second
sentence. Prohibition does not feature in the second sentence. The object of the second
sentence is to qualify the right that is awarded in the first. The first awards the right to
freely choose and occupation, trade or profession. The second cautions that the practice of
the occupation trade or profession chosen can be regulated by law. The first sentence
should not therefore be interpreted to mean that people can choose to do anything they want
by way of a trade, occupation or profession without limitation or reference to law. As· it
turns out the drafters of the Constitution were wise in inserting the second sentence because
there is a large number of occupations that the law does not permit people to pursue at allmost notably those that fall within the realm of criminal activity. There are, however more
subtle issues that manifest within the health service delivery context. It is submitted for
instance that the right in section 22 cannot be exercised in the context of health service
delivery without due regard for patient safety and wellbeing. They state that both are
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afforded protection from arbitrary regulation by section 22. By the same token, this would
mean, they say, that both choice and practice are subject to the internal qualification and
observe that it is implausible to argue that the internal qualification will not apply when
regulation of the practice of an occupation also impacts on access to or choice of that
occupation. This will almost always be the case. The better interpretation is therefore that
the internal qualification in principle applies to restrictions on entry, choice and practice" of
an occupation. De Waal et al state in interpreting the internal qualification, emphasis
should be placed on the tenn 'regulation' which refers to a rational ordering or organising
of a certain trade, occupation or profession. A measure which attempts to close down a
certain profession or trade cannot qualify as a regulation, but many measures that restrict
access to a profession may qualify on this basis. For example the practice of certain
professions (lawyers, doctors) is routinely regulated in order to protect the interests of the
general public. It is submitted that this goes to the heart of the regulation versus limitation
argument submitted by the applicants in Affordable Medicines Trusf22. De Waal et aPD
refer to the dicta of Chaskalson P in S v Lawrence .. S v Negal; S v Solberg!24 that:

"Certain occupations call for particular qualifications prescribed by law and one of the constraints

of the economic sphere is that persons who lack such qualifications may not engage in such
occupations. For instance, nobody is entitled to practise as a doctor or as a lawyer unless he or she
holds the prescribed qualifications, and the right to engage 'freely' in economic activity should not
be construed as conferring such a right on unqualified persons; nor should it be construed as
entitling persons to ignore legislation regulating the manner in which particular activities have to be
conducted ... "
They note that the meaning of 'regulation' may be illustrated with reference to the South

African Post Office

case3~

in which the court accepted that section 7 of the Post Office Act

prima facie violated the right to freedom of occupation but then concluded that the section
merely regulated the 'practice of the trade of running a postal service by law and therefore
did not offend section 22. De Waal et al comment that the court was perhaps too eager to
accept that the measure was a regulation in the true sense since protecting the Post Office
against competition cannot qualify as regulation.
322
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The Affordable Medicines Trust case326 demonstrates a number of issues not least of which
is the level ofresistance by the health professions to change intended to benefit and protect
the public. The fiduciary aspects of the provider-patient relationship have been
demonstrated by the circumstances of this case, to be largely non-existent for many South
Africa health professionals. They failed to do the necessary course and to apply for licences
within the allotted time

p~riod

in the full knowledge that this would be to the detriment of

their patients, choosing instead to pinning their hopes on a court decision which they could
not predict. The costs of compliance were not prohibitive, the course was available online
in a self-study format and gave recognition to prior learning. Despite this many registered
for the course too "late to meet the deadline, even after extensions of time were effectively
granted by the court. They found it convenient in their arguments in court to use patient
interests to justify their failure to comply with the law, apparently refusing to appreciate
that access to health care services is more than just mere availability and also entails safety
and efficacy. They at first attempted to attack the government by way of a court action
claiming that the Department of Health did not have the necessary infrastructure in place to
implement the relevant legislative provisions. When it became apparent that this line of
attack was not going to yield the desired results they produced a plethora of constitutional
arguments that in the end boiled down to the very narrow issues outlined by Kruger AJ in
his judgment. The legislation that imposed the dispensing licence requirement was passed
by parliament in 1997 some six years before the initial litigation was instituted. It was only
when government commenced with its implementation in 2003 that litigation commenced.
The belatedness of the reaction by the applicants to legislative provisions which, in their
view, were unconstitutional from inception is inexplicable. They also changed the direction
of their arguments a few times during the course of the two sets of litigation, giving the
distinct impression that what they wanted was a way out rather than confirmation of a point
of legal principle. The arguments of the applicants as stated in the judgment of Kruger AJ
were paper thin in the light of the other cases referred to in the discussion above.
Pharmacists and phannacy owners are subjected to similar regulations in terms of which
they have to observe good pharmacy practice and the premises are inspected. In terms of
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section 22(1) of the Pharmacy Acr27, "A person authorised in terms of section 22A to own
a pharmacy shall in the prescribed manner, specifying the prescribed particulars, apply to
the Director-General for a licence for the premises wherein or from which such business
shall be carried on and the Director-General may be entitled to issue or refuse such licence
on such conditions as he or she may deem fit". Section 22(4) stipulates that: "A pharmacy
shall, subject to such conditions as may be prescribed, be conducted under the continuous
personal supervision of a pharmacist, in accordance with good pharmacy practice as
determined in the rules made by the council". The Director-General issues the licence for
the pharmacy which is tied to the premises. The competence of the phannacist is
established through training recognized by Pharmacy Council, the body within which the
necessary expertise resides. The dispensing of medicines falls most specifically within the
purview of the professional

skil~

and knowledge of the pharmacy profession. It is for this

reason that the course on dispensing for other health professionals in terms of the
Medicines and Related Substances Act had to be approved by the Pharmacy Council. The
licensing of dispensing doctors to dispense medicines is associated with the premises from
which the medicine is to be dispensed for the same reasons that the licence to own a
pharmacy is associated with the premises. The objection of the applicants to the licensing
of dispensing of medicines in association with particular premises given the stated
government purpose to ensure safety ignores the fact that medicines must be kept under
certain very specific conditions if they are to retain their efficacy and safety. The applicants
were also apparently oblivious of the difference between bona fide medical practitioners .
running established, hygienic medical practices and those itinerant purveyors of snake oil
more commonly referred to as charlatans and mountebanks. Application for leave to appeal
has been lodged in respect of both the constitutional court and the supreme court of appeal,
the idea being that if the appeal is not heard in the former it will be heard in the latter.
Whatever the appeal court decides, one thing is clear. The practice of medicine in South
Africa appears to have lost its human face quite some time ago.

2.7.4 Rationing By Medical Schemes
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The Medical Schemes Acf28 governs the manner in which medical schemes, which are not
for profit entities, fund medical expenses. In the past, and to a large extent still currently,
medical scheme expenditure is significantly concentrated within the private health sector
although the situation is changing with certain relatively recent legislative and regulatory
amendments which are designed to encourage explicif29 utilisation by medical scheme
members of public health facilities. In terms of section 29 of the Act, medical schemes
must provide in their rules for inter alia "The terms and conditions applicable to the admission of a person as a member and his or her
dependants, which tenns and conditions shall provide for the determination of contributions on the
basis of income or the number of dependants or both the income and the number of dependants, and
shall not provide for any other grounds, including age, sex, past or present state of health, of the
applicant or one or more of the applicant's dependants, the frequency of rendering of relevant health
services to an applicant or one or more of the applicant's dependants other than for the provisions as
prescribed. ,,330
and
"the scope and level of minimum benefits that are to be available to beneficiaries as may be
prescribed. ,,331
Medical schemes may not ration prescribed minimum benefits that are obtained from a
public hospitaP32. They ar~ required to pay the costs of such treatment in full and may not
cancel or suspend a member's or his or her dependent's membership except on limited
grounds that are unrelated to the health profile of the member or dependent. 333 In terms of
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the regulations334 any benefit option that is offered by a medical scheme must reimburse in
full, without co-payment or the use of deductibles, the diagnostic, treatment and care costs
of the prescribed minimum benefit conditions specified in Annexure A of the regulations in
at least one provider or provider network which must at all times include the public hospital
system. The power of medical schemes to ration access to health care services by capping
the amounts of expenditure on certain types of service is therefore only with regard to those
services falling outside of the prescribed minimum benefits package. If they select the
public hospital system as a preferred provider they may be able indirectly to ration to a
limited extent, access to services by means of that choice since services which are not
available in the public hospital system cannot, by definition form part of the benefit
package. An example of this is the fact that in public hospitals premature babies weighing
under one kilogram are not usually ventilated because their prognosis is poor and there is
the usual scarcity of resources. In the private sector no such restrictions apply. The question
is whether a medical scheme is obliged to pay for the ventilation of a premature neonate in
terms of the minimum benefits package and the answer that is generally given is in the
negative since the minimum benefits package follows public health sector treatment
protocols and norms. !fa prescribed minimum benefit is unavailable in the public hospital
system, however, schemes are obliged to pay for that service in the private health sector
regardless of the cost.

2.7.4.1 Constitutional Issues

The question of whether the rationing by a medical scheme of access to health care services
is constitutional is dependent upon whether the right of access to health care services as set
out in section 27(1) applies as between private persons. This subject is discussed elsewhere
under the question of the horizontal application of constitutional rights. However it should
be noted here that the answer to this question must, in practice depend upon the
circumstances prevailing within .the health system generally. For instance if one assumes
that the state takes a decision to completely privatise the provision of health services so that
it becomes purely a funder of health services rather than a supplier and that all health
334
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services must therefore be delivered within the private sector, the constitutional right of
access to health care services and the obligation of the private sector to provide those
services changes the fo.cus and the obligations of the private sector dramatically.
Admittedly it could be argued that the obligations of the private sector in such a model may
be primarily contractual in terms of an agreement between a state owned funder and the
private sector or even legislative if the model was implemented in terms of some form of
enacted social health insurance system and that the primary constitutional obligation to
provide access to health care services would rest with the state. If one accepts the system
itself as legitimate, however, then the state can effectively transfer to the private sector at
least some of its constitutional responsibility to provide the services to the private sector to
the extent that there is funding within state coffers for the services in question. This is not

I

to suggest that the state can contract out of its ultimate constitutional obligations as stated
in section 27(2) but it is submitted that the wording of section 27(2) is sufficiently broad as
not to impose upon the state a particular method for the fulfilment of its obligations as
contemplated therein. The state is simply obliged to take reasonable legislative and other
measures to achieve the realisation of the right within its available resources.

In terms of a different scenario, assume that for some reason the public health sector

dwindles away to an almost insignificant level due to factors outside of the control of the
state - for instance an unwillingness on the part of health professionals to work in the
public sector for: reasons that relate to more than just remuneration e.g. professional
independence etc. The stite has the funding for health care services but does not have the
capacity to deliver them. It is submitted that it would be difficult for the private sector to
refuse to negotiate with the state for the provision of health care services to persons who
would under other circumstances have been public sector patients. This difficulty would
rest on the basis of the constitutional right of access to health care services. As stated
previously a right of access does not mean 'free of charge to everyone'. It does not imply
that the private sector. has no right to. charge for services rendered. In fact any other
conclusion would make nonsense of the validity of the existence of the private sector. The
private sector does not exist simply to be in business and to recover the costs of doing
business. It exists to make profits. It competes for shareholding as much as it competes for
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customers. If a private hospital group makes better profits than its competitors this is good
for business because it is able to attract more interest in terms of share holding. The value of
its shares goes up which means it is attractive to investors and its survival in the longer
term is assured.

2.7.5 Rationing By The State

Rationing by the state can take a number of different forms, not all of them obvious. In a
system in which resources are limited there is always rationing of services whether implicit
or explicit. The treatment protocols set and used by the state as considered in
Soobramoney~

are an example of explicit rationing. Certificate of need systems such as

that contained in the National Health Acf36 and the restriction of the entry offoreign health
professionals into South Africa in order to practice may constitute less obvious fonns of
rationing. Most decisions relating to rationing of health care services are likely to be
controversial given the nature of the services. There is a worldwide shortage of organs for
the purpose of organ transplantation. A policy that favours citizens and permanent residents
on the list for organ transplantation is bound to come under the spotlight sooner or later as
is a policy that favours

mv negative organ transplant candidates over mv positive ones.

The legally acceptable bases for rationing have been canvassed in the previous discussion
of Soobramoney. However it is appropriate to consider some of the specific. issues raised in
the context of certificate of need' and foreign health professionals since these two tropics
involve the interface of the constitutional right of freedom to pursue a trade, occupation or
profession as contained in section 22 of the Constitution and so take the rationing debate
further.

2.7.5.1 Certificate of Need

3~
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The draft National Health Ace 37 makes provision for certificates of need to be issued to all
health establishments. The considerations for the granting of a certificate of need, over and
above the operational requirements and standards for a particular type of health
establishment, relate to demographic issues such as the health needs of the population that
is intended to be served by the proposed establishment, its geographical location, the
proximity of existing health establishments offering the same services or services that are a
substitute for the proposed service etc. Systems of certificate of need represent a form of
rationing of health care services in the sense that they restrict the freedom of health care
professionals and other persons in the business of the provision of health care services from
setting up shop where they please. In South Africa there is a tendency for service providers
to accumulate in heavily populated urban areas to the extent that there is mal distribution of
health care services. This problem is not unique to South Africa as many countries which
have large, relatively sparsely populated rural areas have to deal with the problem of
ensuring the availability of

h~alth

care services to people in these areas. Apart from

inequitable distribution of health care services, an oversupply of service providers in urban
areas creates its own problems in terms of overservicing of patients, perverse incentives and
inappropriate provision of health care services, for example, based on the supplier's need to
sell a certain quantity of a certain type of medicine rather than what would be the best and
most suitable treatment for the patient's health condition.

In the sense that a certificate of need system attempts to redress problems relating to
inequitable distribution of health care services it can be seen not as a system of rationing
but rather an administrative tool to promote equitable distribution of health care services in
order to ensure that people who may not previously have had access to certain health care
services now do. From the foregoing it is clear that certificate of need issues cut across
health economics at both macro and micro levels in that they require a balancing of the
needs of a particular community with those of the larger population of a province or even
the nation as a whole. The certificate of need concept comprises a form of health care
market regulation in which the laws of supply and demand are only a part of the equation.
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It also has the potential to create competition between the private and public health sectors.
Consider a situation in which a large privately owned hospital group decides to build a
hospital in a particular area with a limited market for the services it proposes to provide at
that hospita1. Suppose that in the same area there is a public sector hospital which, for
various reasons is not providing adequate health care services to the local population of the
kind proposed by the private hospital group. If the public sector hospital, which is operating
on a fee retention system, is not operating at full capacity due to poor management but has
the potential to render most if not all of the services proposed by the new private sector
hospital, what should the decision be concerning the private hospital group's application for
a certificate of need for a new private hospital? The latter will be operating in direct
competition with the existing public sector hospital which has for some years now enjoyed
its own small monopoly in the delivery of these services. The issues raised by this question
illustrate the potential impact of a system of certificate of need on competition within the
health market generally whether between private and public sector or the private sector

inter se. As such it may be argued that it constitutes unconstitutional interference in a
person's right to pursue his or her chosen profession or occupation.

Whether or a system of certificate of need is constitutional can be dealt with on two fronts
namely, the question as to whether it constitutes a justifiable limitation of the rights
. contained in section 22 of the Constitution but also whether the regulation by way of a
certificate of need system is within the ambit of the provision in section 22 which allows
for a trade, occupation or profession to be regulated by law. They are both li~ely to canvass
the legitimacy of the concept of certificate of need it?- general mther than the validity of a
particular decision not to grant a certificate of need which is likely to be in the arena of
administrative rather than constitutional law 38 • The certificate of need process as it is
envisaged in the National Health Act will cover not only hospitals and other large facilities
but the consulting rooms of individual doctors, physiotherapists, dentists, psychologists and
other health professionals. Depending upon the criteria on which certificate of need
decisions are based, a dentist could find himself unable to practice in the small town where
he grew up because there are already sufficient dentists practising there. The certificate of
338
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need rationale is intended to encourage this dentist to set up practice in a town where there
is a shortage of dentists in order to improve the access of the population to health care
servIces.

The question therefore arises as to whether a certificate of need system is justifiable in light
of the government's obligation to ensure the progressive realisation of the right of access to
health care services within available resources. The argument from the side of government
would be that in order to ensure the progressive realisation of the right of access to health
care services within available resources it cannot rely only on strategies to increase the
available resources but must also look at methods for ensuring the more effective and
efficient utilisation of the resources that are available. One can have sufficient numbers of
general medical practitioners within the country but if they all set up practice in the major
cities with the result that the rural towns and villages do not have access to their services,
then it could be argued that the state is not fulfilling its constitutional obligations to ensure
access to health care services within available resources. The tension is between the right of
a private individual to practice his or her profession or occupation in the location of his or
her choice and the obligation of government contained in section 27(2) of the Constitution.

As stated previously section 22 of the Constitution gives a right of freedom to choose a
trade, occupation or profession but allows for the regulation of the practice of such trade,
occupation or profession.

Section 26 of the interim Constitution provided 'as follows:

"( 1) Every person shall have the right freely to engage in economic activity and to pursue a
livelihood anywhere in the national territory.
(2) Subsection (1) shall not preclude measures designed to promote the protection or the
improvement of the quality of life, economic growth, human development, social justice,
basic conditions of employment, fair labour practices or equal opportunity for all provided
such measures are justifiable in an open and democratic society based on freedom and
equality."
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In considering these provisions Chaskalson P observed in S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v
Solber?!39 that:

"The requirement that the measures be justifiable in an open democratic society based on freedom
and equality means that there must be a rational connection between means and ends. Otherwise the
measure is arbitrary and arbitrariness is incompatible with such a society."
(At para [41].) Chaskalson P then went on to say:
"Section 26 should not be construed as empowering a court to set aside legislation expressing social
or economic policy as infringing "economic freedom" simply because it may consider the
legislation to be ineffective or is of the opinion that there are other and better ways of dealing with
the problems. If s 26(1) is given the broad meaning for which the appellants contend, of
encompassing all fonns of economic activity and all methods of pursuing a livelihood, then, if
regard is had to the role of the courts in a democratic society, s 26(2) should also be given a broad
meaning. To maintain the proper balance between the roles of the Legislature and the courts s 26(2)
should be construed as requiring only that there be a rational connection between the legislation and
the legislative purpose sanctioned by this section. ,,340
The differences between the Interim Constitution and the Constitution concerning the
section 26 and section 22 rights have already been canvassed. The former refers more
generally to economic freedom whereas the latter has been narrowed down to a right to
freely choose a trade, occupation or profession.
The right contained in section 22 is a right only of natural persons 341 • In the health care
context this distinction is somewhat artificial given the fact that health care professionals
can and in many cases do fonn juristic persons as a basis from which they pursue their
professions. Pharmacy is a prime example. Many, if not most, pharmacists in South Africa
practise under the umbrella ofa close corporation or a company. In terms of the legislation
on pharmacy, up until very recentl y 42, only pharmacists could have shares in a company
that offers pharmacy services. Private hospitals invariably operate as companies. It is also
open to other health professionals to create juristic persons from which to conduct their
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practices. The upshot of the decision in Ad Outposf 43 is apparently that if one wants to
conduct a hospital business, which can most effectively be run as a company, then one must
either forfeit the right to choose this trade or occupation freely as contained in section 22 or
one must forfeit the benefits of operating as a juristic person rather than a sole trader. The
alternative, if one is seeking to rely on the rights conferred by section 22, is to conduct the
litigation in the name of the individual shareholders rather than in the name of the juristic
person. A group of doctors wishing to own and run a hospital as a company cannot, in the
name of the company, claim the right to freely choose this trade or occupation when, for
instance, attacking a decision not to grant a certificate of need for the hospital, but these
same doctors can, in their individual capacity, attack a decision not grant them a certificate
of need for their consulting rooms on the basis of section 22. The only difference is the
legal vehicle they have chosen for their business 344 •

2.7.5.2 Foreign Health Professionals
It is worth noting that the section 22 right is accorded only to citizens and not to 'everyone'
as are so many of the other rights in the Constitution. This has the implication in the present
context that foreign health care professionals, theoretically, may be legitimately prohibited
from practising medicine in South Africa by South African law or in terms of a certificate
of need process. This aspect of section 22 was discussed by the constitutional court in the
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fundamental rights of the natura1 pc:tlOl1l who stand behind the juristio penon. Juristio pcnor1I thus baoome worthy of p-otccticn,
they say. when they arc UJCd by natural. persons for the collective exercise of their fundamc:n1a1 righta.
Woolman in Chaskalaon ., al m67 supra at p 10-8 acknowledges that certain rights by their nature arc simply inapplicable to
juristic perIODI but at 10-9 stales that: "'Other rights must apply to corpcratiODl if their presence in the text is to be c:vcn partially
vindicated." He cammcnll that it is difficult to imagine the rights to prcperty and eccnomic activity belonging to natural pcnons
and not to juristic persons and stales that "'Even in a regulated market economy, corporaticns mUit be able to form lODle Itrons
expeclaliODl about what kind of property they can hold and tranafer." Thil IBid he notCII that giving equality rightJ to
corporaticns 10 that they can purIUC economic ends not only diminishes these: valUCI but could also lead to a weak equality
jurisprudc:nce and that the judicial defcrcncc paid to legislative restrictiOlll on commercial concemB may "infcot' the closer
judicial scrutiny accorded other equality concCl11l. Woolman 8r8UCI that this restrictive approach should be rejected bccaWIC it
artificially suppressel qUCItions worth aaking IIUCb. u: arc lome corpcraticns discriminated against in lOIDe circUlllltanOes? (at
pl0-IO).
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certification judgmenf4s. In subsequent judgments, however, the court has departed
significantly from the more conservative position expressed in the certification judgment
especially in respect of permanent residents 346 •

34S

346

Ex Parttl Chairpe170n Of Thtl Constitutional Allembly: In Re Ctlrtlficatfon Of ThtJ 1997. (2) SA 97 (CC) at para 17 anwardi
when: it noted that: "An objection, made by the Black Sab T~ that W81 not raillCd before relatc:s to AT 22 (a Wll"balim
rcpctitian of NT 22), the: rc:ICMll1l part of which provides:
'Every oitizen has the: right to ohOOlC their trade, ooeupatian or profc:uion freely.'
The: contcntian iI that the right of oocupaliona1 choice Clttcndcd to citizens by AT 22 iI a 'uni~ly aooc:ptc:d fundamental
right' which Ihould be: c:xtc:ndc:d to everyone:, i.e:. irrespective of ci1izcmhip, in ardc:c to comply with CP IL The objcotian iI
foundationally flawed and it ICrVCI little: purpOllC to cite, as the: objector does, c:xamplCl in international human righta inatrumc:nta
ostensibly c:xlc:nding the right of oocupational choice: to oitizcm and nan-citizcm alike:. We: uy 'OItcmibly' bc:caUIIC the:
instrumc:nlll oited do not upon JX'opc:r analysil bear IlUCh an unqualified meaning.
The: European Convention for the: Protc:ctian of Hwnan Righb and Fundamc:nt.al Freedoms c:mbodiCi no IUCh right to
oocupational choice. Nor docII the: Intc:mational Covenant on Civil and Political Rightl ('ICCPR'). Artiole: 124 of the ICCPR
provides that '(n)o one ahaJ.l be: arbitrarily deprived of the: right to enter hiI own country'. The: risht, in tc:rma of the ICCPR, to
cnler a partioular country iI aooardingly I"'C:8CIVed for nationals only. This would I""CIIC:J"VC to StatCI Partic:I the: right to regulate
naticnality, oitizc:nlhip or naturalillllion. Then: does not appear to be: anythins in thCIIC inltrumenta which would prohibit StatCI
PartiCi when resulating thc:se mattcn from. impDling mtable: oonditiona, which would not othcrwilc: conflict with the:
instruments, limiting the righlll of non-naticna1s in rcspc:ot of freedom of occupational ohoice:.
Artiale 6.1 of the Intc:mational Covenant on Eoonomia, Social and Cultural Righta (,ICESCR') Dltcmibly rc:cogniIc:I the: right of
'everyone' to 'the opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely ohOOllCl or BOOq:Jta'. But thiI right would be: IUbjeat to
what baa been laid in the prcaeding paragraph. Even mare important iI the: fact that Article: 23 of ICESCR itac:1f a1loWl
devc:loping OOW1lriCI 'with due: regard to human righta and their national cconomy' to 'detc:nnine to what c:x1c:nt they would
guarantc:c: the c:conomio righta rc:oognillCd in the: prc:ac:nt Covenant to non-nationala'. It il lubjeOt to the even broader qualification
in art 21 which makc:a it cle:ar that the right in question iI not fully enforceable: immediately, e:ach State Party only binding itself
'to the: maximwn of ill available: resOlU'OCl' to 'achieving progressively the full realisation of the righlll rcoognillCd in the: presc:nl .
Covenant'. In no way do we intend to denigrate the: importance of advancing and IICOuring such rights. We: merely" point out that
their nature and c:nforoeability differ matc:rially from thole:: of other rights.
The European Social Charter part I (1) which ltatc:l that C"e:)veryone IIhalI have the opportunity to earn his living in an
oocupation freely entc:rc:d upon' mUll be: evaluated in the ume light. The introduction to part I makc:s olear that the obligation an
Contraoting Partic:s in rcapc:ot of thi. right gOCl no further than 'aooc:pt(ing) 81 the: aim of their policy, to be: punued by all
appropriate mc:ana, both nalicnal and international in oharacter,the attainment of oonditiOltl in which the: following rights and
principles may be: c:ffc:otivc:ly realilc:d'. The: inltrumenta dilOuued do not support the: propoIition that non-oitizcm arc entitled to
be: treated an the: 18Dle: footing 81 citizr:nl in regard to the: frccdom of occupational ohoice:. [21] This dilllinotian iI in fact
rc:cogniac:d in the United StatCl of America and also in Canada. Then: arc: other aoknowledged and exemplary CDIlItitutional
dcmocraoiCi where the: right to occupaticnal choice: iI Cldc:ndcd to citizC11l only, or iI not guarantc:c:d at all. One nc:c:d do no more
than rcfc:r to India, Ireland, Italy and Germany. CP II, aa we: made plain in the CJ, rc:quircI inolUlion in • bill of righta of 'cnIy
thoac: righlll that have gained a wide mcaaur'C of international acceptance: 81 fundamental human righta'. The fact that a right, in
the: lc:rm.I contended for by the objector, iI not rc:cogniac:d in the international and regional inltrumc:nlll referred to and in a
significant number of aoknowlc:dgc:d COIlIlitutional demooraciCi iI fatal to any claim that ita inclusion in the new South African
Bill ofRighta is demanded by CP II. It follawa that the: obje:ction mUlt be: rcjc:otc:d ''(Footnotc:l omitted)
Sc:c: for iMtance: Larbi-Odam And OthtJ,., v Member Of ThtJ ExBcutive Council For Educalion (North-Welt ProvI1JC8) And
Anothtlr 130 supra. Regulation 2(2) of the: RegulatiDnl I"Cgarding the Terma and ConditiDnl of Employment of Eduoaton (GN
R1743 of 13 Novc:mbc:r 1995) (the: n:guIatiDnl) p-ovide that no penon IhaII be: appointed aa an cduoatcr in a State lIChool in a
pcnnanc:nt capacity, unIeu hi: or abe: iI a South African citizen. The first respondent, aa part of a raticnalilalion prooea,
advcrtilc:d pDllII hl:ld by foreign tc:aohcn temporarily employed in the: North-We:lt province:, and iuuc:d IlUCh tc:aohc:n with
notiOCl purporting to terminate: their c:mploymc:nl. The appellants (e:ight fareign tc:achcn temporarily employed in the: NorthWCll Provinoc:, 1OIDe: of whom had pc:rmanc:n1 rc:sidence ItatUl) applied to the Bophuthatswana Provincial Diviaion of the:
Supreme: Court for an order declaring reg 2(2) invalid on the grounds that it OClIlItitutc:d unfair dilcriminatian in oontravc:ntian of
s 8(2) of the: in1c:rim CDnltitulian (the CDnltitution of the Republio of South Afrioa Act 2000 of 1993). The: application w.
diunilled. The: applioanlll appc:aled to the oonstitutional court which he:ld that: ''BccaUIC oitizcmhip il an UDIpc:citied ground, the
tint le:g .of the: enquiry rcquirCI oonaidcring whether diffi:rc:ntiation on that ground oonatitutc:l diaorimination. Thil involvCl an
inquiry aa to whether, in the words of Harbc:n, '. . • objectively, the: ground is bued on attribulCl and oharaotc:riltiOi whillb haw
the potential to impair the fundamental human dignity of pCl'lOOI • human be:ings or to ail'c:ot them ad"YCl'llc:ly in a comparably
ac:ri0Ul manner'.
I haw no doubt that the: ground of oitizcnlhip does. Firat, farcign oitizCDI arc a minority in all counbiCl, and haw little: political
mUlOle:. In thil I'CIIpCCt, I . .ociate: myaelf with the views c:xprc:IIed by WillQII. J in the: Canadian Supreme Court in Andrewa v
Law Socie:ty of Britiab Columbia that: 'Relative to citizc:ns, non-citizcm arc a group lacking in politioal power and • IUOh
wlnerablc to havina the:ir intc:rc:lll overlooked and their righta to c:quaI ooncc:m and respect violated. They arc: among 'thoac:
groups in lDoiety to whole: needs and willhc:s e:lected offioiall haw: no apparent intcrCIt in attending'.
(Citatian omitted)
SCCClIld, oitizenship iI a pc:nonal attribute which iI difficult to change:. In that regard, I would like to note the "following view. of
La Forest J, from the: lame 08IC: "The: oharacteristio of citizenship il one: typically not within the control of the individual and, in

m
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The effect of the decision of the constitutional court in Larbi Odam 347 is that permanent
residents must be treated in the same way as citizens for purposes of employment
opportunities. Since "employment opportunities" is simply another translation for "trade,
occupation of profession", it would seem that the rights of permanent residents in this
regard are the same as those ascribed to citizens in section 22 of the Constitution. Only
temporary residents may not choose their trade, occupation or profession in South Africa
and so presumably they might be capable of being legitimately excluded in terms of a
certificate of need process from operating a health establishment. The problem with the
present state of the law is that permanent residence status is rela~ively easier to obtain than
citizenship but comes with most of the significant constitutional rights and benefits of
citizenship. If there is little or no benefit in becoming a citizen (provided that one is not
interested in a political career or in the right to vote) because most of the same rights can be
enjoyed by permanent residents, and permanent residence status is relatively easy to come
by, then it becomes very difficult to control or regulate an influx of foreigners all with an
eye to making large amounts of money in an already crowded private health sector, often
for transmission to their extended families in their countries of origin. At the same time, the
public sector, where foreign doctors could be deployed to considerable advantage, must

347

this 1ICJ1IC, il immutable. Citizenship it, at IC8lt temporarily, a characteristic of pcnonhood nol alterable by cOIIIOioUi action and
in lOIDe OIllCl net alterable ClWCpt on the: blli! of unacceptable oosta. '
This general lack of control over one's citizenship hll particular rc:IOJ1III1Ce in the South Afiican oontc:xt, whc:n: individuals were
deprived of rights or benefits, ostensibly on the basis of citizc:nshi.p, but in reality in circumatanQCI where citizenship wa
governed by race. Many became statutory forcigncn in their own country under the Bantustan policy, and the Lcgill.atura CMI1.
managed to create remarkable beings called 'foreign natives'. Such people wen: treated .. instruments of cheap labour to be:
discarded at will, with ICBIlt regard for their righla. or the rights of their families." The COIIItitutiona1 court in Lorbi-Odam does
net IICCID to haw considc:rcd the C8IC befen: it in light of section 22 of the: Constitution at all but rather decided it on the buiB of
unfair disaimination. Mokgoro J Itatc:d: "I hold that reg 2(2) constitutes unfair discrimination against pcrmancnl residc:ntB,
bccausc they arc: ~ludcd from c:mploymc:nl opportunitiCi c:vc:n though they have: been permitted to enter the country
pc:rmanc:ntly. The government hII made: a commitment to pc:rmanc:nl residents by permitting them to 10 enter, and disariminatins
against them in this manner is a detraction from that commitment. Denying pc:rmancnt l'CIidents lCCurity of tenure,
notwithstanding their qualifications, competence and oommibnent is • hanh mCBlW"C. .. (at para 25 p 7S9) He alao lltatc:d that:
"PcrmanCl1l residents should, in my view, be vic:wc:d no diffc:rc:nlly from South Afiican citizens when it OODlCl to reducing
unemploymc:nl In other words, the government's aim should be to reduce: unemployment among South African citizC:nl and
pc:nnanc:nt residents. AI explained above, pc:rmancnt residents have been invited to make their home in this country. After a few
ycara, they bc:com.e: eligible: for citizenship. In the interim, they merit the full concern of the govmmnent canocrning the:
availability of employment opportunities. UnlCII posts require: citizcnahip for lOme: reason, for c:umple: due to the: particular
political ICDIitivity of luch posts, employment should be: available without discrimination betwc:c:n citizc:ns and permanent
residenta. Thus it is simply illegitimate to attempt to reduce: unemploymc:nl among South African citizc:ns by inarcuing
unc:mploymc:nl among pcrmanc:nt residents. Moreover, depriving pcrmanc:nl residc:nla of posts they haw he:1d, in· some: C8ICI for
many )'C8rI, it too high a price: to pay in return for increasing jobs for citizc:ns." (at para 31 p760-761; footnotes omitted). Thia
judgmc:nl could be ICCl\ II nullifying to an extent the cxpn::8I refcrc:ncc: in acction 22 of the Constitution to 'citizcnl'. The:
constitutional COID1 in £orb/-Odam (m 130 supra). without reference to lCCtion 22 of the: Constitution, IICCIDI itaclf to have taken
the decisioo that it referred to in the: certification judgmc:nl in its observation that Article: 2.3 of ICESCR itBc:lf alloWi dcvc:loping
COWlbies 'with due regard to human rights and their national economy' to 'determine to what cxtc:nt they would guarantee: the
economic rights recognised in the: present Covc:nan1 to non-nationals' and has paid .oant attention to its commc:n1 that "The:
instnunc:ntl dilCUllCd do not ILlpport the: proposition that non-citizc:ns arc entitled to be treated on the: 18IIle: footing .. citizens in
regard to the: fi-c:edom of ocoupational ohoice. " Sc:c: alao DawOtJd 1h 12 supra
Larbi Odam 1h 130 supra
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choose between employing health professionals who are temporary residents, and running
the risk that they will often sooner rather than later attempt to obtain permanent residence
status with a view to entering private practice, or not having sufficient numbers of health
professionals to deliver services because many local health professionals do not wish to
work in the public health sector at all. In reducing the already narrow legal gap between
permanent residents and citizens the constitutional court has rendered South Africa a highly
accessible and attractive location for the nationals of many less prosperous and less
developed countries.

The Dawootf48 case goes even a step further in that it essentially allows people who are
temporary residents but who are married to South African permanent residents and citizens
the right to apply for permanent residence from within South Africa on the understanding
that such permanent resident status will be granted unless there is good reason not to. It is
the experience of the national Department of Health that many foreign health professionals
who enter the country marry South African permanent residents and citizens expressly with
a view to obtaining permanent resident status. The result is that the public· sector in
employing foreign health professionals on a temporary basis is, in the long term creating a
point of entry into the private health sector for these same professionals in an environment
where in many instances there are already sufficient numbers of local professionals to
render the services. With the introduction of certificate of need processes, South African
citizens who are private sector heal~ professionals will be competing with foreign health
professionals for prime locations in which to pursue their chosen trade, occupation or
profession.

2.8

Emergency Medical Treatment

The right not to be refused emergency medial treatment is specified in section 27(3) of the
Con stituti on349• The elements of the right require closer examination. Questions also arise as
to the structuring of section 27. Does the available resources restriction contemplated in
348
349

Dawoodth 128Upra
"No-one Illay ~c rc:fUacd cmcrgcncy mcdicailrr:atmcnt"
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section 27(2) of the Constitution necessarily apply to this provision? The structuring of
section 27 as a whole is such that section 27(2) is sandwiched between section 27(2) which
expressly uses the word "right" and section 27(3) which does not. Section 27(2) refers to
"these rights" Which rights are "these rights"? If section 27(2) had been intended to refer to
the provision concerning medical treatment then why was the order not reversed? Why was
section 27(2) not placed as the final provision in the section rather than the penultimate one
if the intention was that it should apply to both health care services and emergency medical
treatment? If one has to consider the question from a pragmatic perspective, however, then
surely emergency medical treatment must also be limited by the availability of resources? If
there are no resources for emergency medical treatment then how can the position be
different to a situation in which there are no resources for the provision of health care
services generally? In fact is not emergency medical treatment a subset of "health care
services" or must the phrase "health care service" be read as excluding emergency medical
treatment altogether? The'se questions will be explored in more detail below and in the
discussion of the Soobramoney case3SO •

2.S.1

No-one may be refused

The right is couched in the negative. The high court pointed out in SoobramoneySI that
section 27(3) was not so much creating a right to emergency medical treatment as a right
not to be refused emergency medical treatmenf'2. This does not necessarily mean, however,
that there must be no balancing of the' rights of one emergency victim with those of another.
Even if Soobramoney's condition had classified as a medical" emergency, if there were
other patients who stood a better chance of survival due to a general health status superior
to that of Soobramoney, and there were limits as to how many patients could be treated, it
is possible that Soobramoney would still not have been eligible for treatment since he was
3SO
3S1

3'2

Soobramoney" Minuter olHtJalth, KwaruJu-Natal fit 23 8UpTa
Soobramoney fn 23 8Upra
Sec Soobramoney fit 23 8Upra whc:rc the: oourt noted that: •• The: applioant oontcnds that the 1BDle: limitation doc:a not apply to
c:mc:rgc:ncy mc:diOal trc:abnc:nt. AI pPintc:d out by counscl for the: respondent I 27(3) doCI not orc:alcI a right to emergency me:dioal
trc:abnc:nL It prohibit. anyone from rc:fuaing c:mc:rgc:ncy mc:dioal trc:abnc:nt. n The COI1IItitutional court in Soobramoney m. 23
'''Pro, at p 714 alIo c:mphasilCd that the: right ia Btated in the: nc:gati'VC. It IBid: ·'Section 27(3) itac::lf il couched in ne:gative tc:rmB it u a right not to be: rcfusc:d c:mc:rgc:ncy trc:abncnt. The purpDIC of the: right ICCIDI to be: to cmUI'C that treatment be: given in an
c:mc::rgc:noy, and u not 1iustratc:d by rc:asoo ofburc:aucratic rc:quirc:mc:nts or other formalitic:a."
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not a candidate for a kidney trar:tsplant which was the main criteria used by the provincial
health authorities to prioritise patients with chronic

r~nal

failure for dialysis. The legal

principle that 'no-one' may be refused emergency medical treatment is qualified and must
remain qualified39 • It is no more absolute than the other rights in the Bill of Rights and is
apparently just as affected by the availability of resources as the right to health care
services in section 27(3)3S4.

As medical doctors are wont to point out, in real life, many' of them, especially those
working in trauma or emergency units in major hospitals are faced with situations every
day in which they must prefer the interests of one patient over the other. A scientific
method of prioritising medical attention to multiple injured known as triage is used in
emergency medical departments throughout the world. Triage, a sorting or classification of
patients based on their levels of medical urgency was first developed as a military term and
used in wartime. The French used "triage" in the early 19th century to decide who would be
taken from the battlefields to be treated and who would be left behind. Over the next
century the practice was further developed in armies throughout the world and during
World War 1 improved outcomes of some battle injuries were accredited to appropriate
triage. It comprises a brief clinical assessment that determines the time and sequence in
which patients should be seen in the emergency department or, if in the field, the speed of
transport and choice of hospital destination. Triage in a disaster is neither perfect nor
democratic. Patients who are severely injured and not expected to survive are the most
difficult to categories3!5!5. The question as to where triage fits in the practice· of South
African medicine in the light of the constitutional directive that no one may be refused
emergency medical treatment raises some interesting questions. Some practical examples of
triage in emergency departments are:

3!53

3!54
3S!5

Sec: SoobramOl1fJY fit 23 8Upra whcra ChaskallOl1 P obllCt"md at 7T1 that: ''But the Itatc'. I'CIOUI'OCI arc: limited and the appellant
doc:I not mcc:t the criteria for admillion to the renal dialysis programme:. Unfortunately, this i. lIuc not only of the appellant but
of many othcn who need BCCCIII to renal dialysis unita or to other health IICI'Yiccs" and "There will be timcI when this requircl it
to adopt an holi.tic approach to the larger needs of society rather than to fOCUl on the lIpCoific needs of particular individual.
within society."
Sec: further diaouuion below.
Sec: Dcrlc:t RW 'Triage' b!!Pi..Iwww.CIP.~P.in.e.CQ;l)l-.-~mm2~ZQ.h...b)]. The cardinal qUCItion which no-one ICCDlI oomfortable
in articulating ia whether one utililCl valuable time and n:IOUr"CCI on • critically injured patient who baa ICII than • 20% chance
of survival when that lame time: and those 1'CI0lU'CCII could be uacd to IBVC another patient who ia alao lila:ly to die in the interim.
but who IlandI an SOOAa chance of .urvival if attended to immediately. If ClIlC attends to the tint patient fint the ohancc:s arc that
two people will die whcrcu if ooe attcnda to the ICcond firat the OhanCCl arc: that only one will die.
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A 55 year old man presented to the emergency department complaining of abdominal pain. He
stated that he thought his condition was secondary to eating too much greasy fast food too rapidly.
As the emergency department was busy the patient was sent to the waiting room after his blood
pressure, pulse, respiration rates and temperature had been taken. Two hours later, the patient's
friend complained that he looked pale and had increasing weakness. The patient's friend was told
that the emergency department was overcrowded. Three hours after triage, the patient collapsed in
the emergency deparbnent waiting room. He was brought into the emergency department
hypotensive and was taken to surgery where he died of a ruptured aortic aneurysm. 356
A 43 year old woman presented to the emergency department complaining of a headache. The
patient had nonnal vital signs except for a temperature of 10 1.2F. The emergency department was
very busy and overcrowded. Since this patient seemed no worse than the others, and the triage nurse
has seen many patients that day whose symptoms included headache, she sent the patient to the
waiting room. Four hours later another patient came to the triage desk stating that the woman, who
was still in the waiting room, was having a seizure. A repeat temperature 5 hours after the initial
presentation was 104.5 F and she was admitted to hospital with a diagnosis ofmeningitis.351
The above examples may not found a claim in terms of the law of delict as it is traditionaU),
understood because it is quite possible that the triage nurse in each case did not act
negligently. What about the patient's constitutional right not to be refused emergency
medical treatment? Is making a patient wait in a busy crowded waiting room tantamount to
a denial of his constitutional right? The answer to this question, it is submitted, is to be
found in the judgment oftbe Durban High Court in Soobramoney~ in which Combrinck J
observed that:
"I consider that the section must be interpreted in such a way that it is implicit in the words
'emergency medical treatment' that such treatment is possible and available. It could surely not
have been the intention of the Legislature that irrespective of the costs and whether or not funds
were available and irrespective of whether the treatment was available the persons requiring
emergency medical treatment had to receive such treatment. So, for instance, if a hospital had an
intensive care unit which was full and an emergency patient arrived would it be obliged to move
one of its patients out so as to accommodate the emergency patient? Alternatively, is the state
obliged to build additional intensive care units, procure additional dialysis machines, ventilators,
heart-lung machines and other life-saving equipment to enable it to cater for all the patients
requiring emergency medical treatment? It could surely not. have been the intention of the
Legislature that the right to access to health care was subject to the constraints of the state's
resources and that a patient could be refused treatment but when his or her condition reached a
critical stage and emergency treatment was required, the state then had to provide it irrespective of
the cost"

356

3S7
3~

Derlct fit 3SS ntpra

Dertet fit 3SS supra Theae c:umples are from the United Stale•.
Soobramoney fit 82 supra at p439-440
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This said, perhaps there is scope for an argument that there could, in certain circumstances,
be a responsibility on the hospital whose emergency unit is full to refer the patient to an
alternative emergency facility and possibly even arrange for him to be transported there by
ambulance if it such transport is available.

2.8.2 Emergency

How does one define a situation as one of 'emergency'? !fit is defined too broadly then the
emergency department simply becomes more crowded and its· resources more thinly
stretched in treating people who could possibly afford to wait. Who decides when the
patient is suffering from a condition requiring Cemergency' medical treatment, as opposed
to just 'medical treatment'? Laypersons may perceive a situation as an emergency when in
fact, from a medically trained person's point of view it is not. In the US there has been
considerable debate on this subject and even, in some cases, legislation in an attempt to
resolve the issue. In South Africa, it is submitted, the test is likely to be objective rather
than subjective for purposes of determining whether a health facility has in fact violated a
person's constitutional rights in turning him away when he came seeking treatment or in
rendering health care services but not with the urgency dictated by an emergency. Since a
health facility in the public sector is unlikely to tum a patient away unless it is full to
capacity or does not have the resources to render the services required, and since in terms
of Soobramoney3SfJ these are acceptable reasons for not rendering emergency medical
treatment, the question is more likely to arise in the private health sector where a patient is
turned away because he cannot demonstrate that he has the ability to pay.

2.8.2.1 Horizontal Application

It is submitted that in looking at whether a person's constitutional rights were violated in
this context, a court is likely first to consider the question of whether the right to emergency

359

Soobramaney fn 23 ""Pm
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medical treatment is of horizontal application or not Liebenberg360 contends that the right is
horizontally applicable w~en read with section 8(2) of the Constitution361 • It follows that if
a private facility does have the right to claim payment for emergency treatment after the
event then the logic of turning someone away because they are unable to pay at the time of
the emergency is likely to constitute a violation of the right. In practice, however, the right
to demand payment is not always capable of fulfilment due to the circumstances of the
patient Private hospitals and health care professionals are often obliged to write off
significant amounts of money due to non-payment by patients for any number of reasons.
Sometimes the cost of pursuing the debt is more than the debt itself. Debts also prescribed
after three years so there is limited time in which to track the debtor and interrupt
prescription. In a situation where an indigent person arrives on the doorstep of a private
hospital requiring emergency medical treatment, the power of the hospital to demand
payment is not likely to be of much assistance in aiding the hospital to recoup the costs of
treatment. The only viable strategy, from a cost containment perspective, is to render
sufficient treatment necessary to stabilise the patient and then transfer him or her to a public
health facility as soon as possible362 •
It is submitted that the manner in which section 27 of the Constitution has been structured

is also conducive to an interpretation that the right is horizontally applicable as is the fact
that the right has been couched in the negative in section 27(3). Section 27(2) is
sandwiched between section 27(1) which deals with the right of access to health care
services and section 27(3) dealing with the right ·not to be refused emergency medical
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Davia 8t 01
124 mpra) at p 358. She ltales that "AI health care: IICI'ViCc:l III"CI nat yet wUvcraaUy available and arc lubjcot to
progreaivc rcaliaation under aection 27(2), the protection of thil right cxtendI only to .ituationa in which a patient iI 'rcfiJsed'
emcrgcncy medioal treatment. owing to a lack of money, race or other cxclUlionary practicca. ThiI IUbecotion allO doc:a nat
oonfCl" a right to 'free' emergency medical trcabnent. Although a patient may not be turned away from • medical facility owing
to a lack 'offunda, the DOItI ofthc: treatment may be recovered later."
Sc:gtion 8(2) IlatcI that: "A pwilion of the Bill of Righu bindl • natural or a juriltic penon it: and to the c:!Ctc:nt that, it iI
applicable, taking into accOWlt the nature of the riahl and the nature of any duty impOBCd by the right." Sec .110 Dc Waal, Currie
and Erasmua, Co 2 mprQ at 450 where they note that: "We have argued elacwhc:rc that the right may be applied horizontally,
entailing • duty for private hospitall. The right doea not c:xtc:nd to routine medioal trcatmc::nt and it doca nor prantcc free
aerviCCl. Emc::cgency treatment may not be refuacd bccauac of lack of funds. but payment for trcabncnl may be 10ught after the
Ircatmc::nt baa bec::n provided."
ThiI dOCl not alwaya work well in practice • thc public hcapital in qUCItion arguc:a that it doca nat have bcda or lCXDe other
rcaouroc nccc:uary to treat the patient or limply rc:fuaca to take him or her for rc8IOI1I that arc nat c:qrcllCd at the time. It
obviOUlly payI private hoapitall to have a healthy and co-opcratiw rclatiODlhip with the looal publio hospitala if they arc to
manage the problem of prcacntcd by a CODIItitutional obligation to render what 08D amOW1l to OOItly emergenoy medical
treatment and still remain profitable. The othCl" altc:mative il to negotiate with the ltate IOmC kind of fcc in rcapcot of indigcnl
patic::ntl which COVCR the OOIU of rendering the ncocuary lCI"Vioca. It iI only in an ideal world that private haapital. can .urviw
onclwity.
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treatment. The reason for this was probably the intention on the part of the drafters that
section 27(2) applies only to the rights contemplated in section 27(1) and not to those
contemplated in section 27(3). If it had been intended that the phrase 'these rights' in
section 27(2) must be applicable to section 27(3) rights then it would have been much more
logical to place the wording contained in section 27(2) at the end of the section rather than
in the middle. Liebenberg argues, presumably for this reason, that "Unlike the general right
. of access to health care services (sic) is not subject to the qualifications of progressive
realisation and resource constraints."363 It is submitted, with respect, that whilst this may
have been true on the wording and structure of section 27(2) alone, it is not correct in light
of the judgment in SoobramoneY64.

In view of the judgment in Soobramoney, if a court concludes that the right is of horizontal

application, it is likely to proceed to questions of reasonableness in deciding whether or not
there was an infringement of the right by a private sector health care provider. Did the
health care professional in turning the patient away do so because he could not pay? What
kind of medical treatment would have been reasonab~y necessary under the circumstances?
Could the patient have been stabilised at relatively low cost to the private provider before
being transferred to a public health facility? Was the private provider already so busy that it
could not cope with another patient? If the right is of horizontal application, it is submitted
363
364

Davil fJI al fn 124 6Upra at p 3S8
Soobramoney m· 23 supra at para 20, 774 ChaskalIOll P ales that: "A pc:nan who den a .udden catastrophe which call. for
immediate medical attention, auah BI the: injured penon in Paachim Banga KhtJt Mazdoar Samity \I StatB of Wat Bengal (IUpra).
should not be: rc:fuac:d ambul8N)CI or other c:mc:rgc:ncy services which QI'fI Q\IClilobla and should not be: turned away from. a hoapital
which iI abla to provids the: nccCll8l}' trc:atmc:nL • What the: section requirca il that remedial treatment that is ncceuary f1I1d
Q\IClilobk be: giw:n immediate:ly to avert that harm." (writer'l emphasis) Sc:c: allO the: wardl of Combrinck J in the: judgmc:nt of
the court a quo whc:rc: he comments at p 439 -440 that:."AI pointed out by counsel for the: rc:spmdent • 27(3) docs not create a
right to c:mc:rgc:ncy medical treatment It prohibill anyone: from refusing emc:rgc:ncy medical treatment I CODIidc:r that the: ac:otion
must be: intc:rprc:tc:d in IUCh • way that it is implicit in the words 'c:mc:rgc:ncy medical trcabnc:nt' that NCb treatment U poMible:
and available:. It oould 1W"C1y Dot have bc:c:n the intc:ntion of the Legislature: that irrespective of the COlli and whcthcr or not fimck
wc:rc available: and im:spc:ctiw of whether the treatment WII available the: pc:ncnI requirins c:mc:rgmcy medical trc:atmcnl had to
rc:cc:ivc: auch trcatmcnl So, for instance:, if a hospital had an intensive: care: unit which WBI full and an emcrgc:ngy patient arrival
would it. be: obliged to move: ene: of its patic:nll out 10 II to accommodate the emcrgc:noy patient? Altcmatiwly, is the State
obliged to build additional irIlCDIive care unill, procure: additional dialysis machinca, ventilators, bc:art-lung machines and other
l.ifi:-savina equipment to enable: it to cater for all the patienbJ requiring emergency medical treatment? It could .urely not have
bc:c:n the intention of the: Legillature that the right to aCCCII to health can: WBI subject to the: ccmtraints of tha State'. rcaouroc:a
and that a patic:nt could be: rc:fuscd 1rcatmcnt but when hU or her condition reached a critical uge and emcrgc:ncy trcabnc:nt w ..
required, the: State: then had to provide it irrespective: of the COIl" Sec: also the: Oblc:rvatiOl1l of De: Waal, Currie and ErunUl, fit 2
supra at p 449 to 450 whc:rc: they .tate that: ''The state'. duty under • 27(3) i. 'nol" [to] refuse: ambulanoc: or other emergency
Icrvioca which QI'fI Q\ICliloblB' and not to tum a pcreon 'away from. a hoIpital which iI ab18 to provide: the DCCCllary trc:atmc:nt'.
This available- and-able: qualification makes it clear that • 27(3) docs not crc:atc a positive constitutional obligation en the .tate: to
ensure: that c:mc:rgc:noy medical facilities arc made: available: 10 that no-one: in an emergency .ituation can be: tumc:d away. Section
27(3) is thcn:fcrc: a right not to be: arbitrarily excluded from that which already exists." In this ccntc:xl, they rc:fc:r to Scott C &.
Alilm P •Adjudicating Constitutional PrioritiCi in a Transnational Context: A Commc:nt on SoobramOl'l8y'.r Le:gacy and
Grootboom '.r Promise' (2000) 16 SA./HR 206, atp 236.
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that refusal to treat a patient on the grounds of his or her ability to pay is likely to constitute
a violation of the patient's constitutional rights. Given the fact that private providers are
unlikely to want to pay for emergency medical treatment for the indigent out of their own
pockets and profits, they are likely to try and recoup these costs in a number of ways, the
most obvious being from private patients who can afford to pay for private facilities. They
may also attempt to conclude agreements with the state in terms of which they are
remunerated a basic fee for the treatment of such cases. Either way, the horizontal
application of the right not to be refused emergency medical treatment probably has
significant cost implications for the state and private consumers of health care services
alike. The 'impact on the private health sector of the horizontal application of the right not
to be refused emergency medical treatment depends largely upon the scope of the right H'
the court in Soobramoney had found that urgent treatment for chronic illnesses falls within
the scope of emergency medical treatment it could potentially have put the private health
sector out of business even with its ability to charge patients for its services. Billing is
something quite unrelated to a patient's ability to pay. If the meaning of the phrase
emergency medical treatment is too wide, it will impose an onerous burden on private
providers of health care services such'that they may not be able to remain in business.

2.8.2.2 Soobramoney

In the case of Soobramoner the constitutional court had reason to consider the nature of

emergency medic'al treatment as opposed to health care services as contemplated in section
27(1) of the Constitution. The facts of Soobramoney have already been canvassed
previously in this chapter. For present purposes it must be noted that the applicant argued
that the renal dialysis treatment he required fell into the category of emergency medical
treatment as envisaged in section 27(3) of the Constitution as opposed to health care
services generally and that the respondent could therefore not refuse to give it to him.
Chaskalson P stated that:

365

Soobramoney m23 supra
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"The words 'emergency medical treatment' may possibly be open to a broad construction which
would include ongoing treatment of chronic illnesses for the purpose of prolonging life. But this is
not their ordinary meaning, and if this had been the purpose which s 27(3) was intended to serve,
one would have expected that to have been expressed in positive and specific terms"
pointing OUf66 that:
"The purposive approach will often be one which calls for a generous interpretation to be given to a
right to ensure that individuals secure the full protection of the bill of rights, but this is not always
the case, and the context may indicate that in order to give effect to the purpose of a particular
provision' a narrower or specific meaning' should be given to it"
The constitutional court, after considering foreign law with regard to the right to life in
general and to emergency medical treatment in particular, made the important
observation3C57 that:

"In our Constitution the right to medical treatment does not have to be inferred from the nature of
the State established by the Constitution or from the right to life which it guarantees. It is dealt with
directly in s 27. If s 27(3) were to be construed in accordance with the appellant's contention it
would make it substantially more difficult for the state to fulfil its primary obligations under ss
27(1) and (2) to provide health care services to 'everyone' within its available resources. It would
also have the consequence of prioritising the treatment of terminal illnesses over other forms of
medical care and would reduce the resources available to the State for purposes such as preventative
health care and medical treatment for persons suffering from illnesses or bodily infinnities which
are not life threatening. In my view, much clearer language than that used in s 27(3) would be
required to justify such a conclusion."
It was the view of the constitutional court that section 27(3) requires that remedial
treatment that is necessary and available be given immediately to avert that harm36B and that
the purpose of the right seems to be to ensure that treatment be given in an emergency, and
is not frustrated by reason of bureaucratic requirements or other formalities. The court
found that the applicant's situation did not fall within the scope of section 27(3) and that it
therefore had to be considered in the light of the resources available to the state in terms of
section 27(1).

366
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Soobramoney

en 23 8Up1Yl at 772 -773

SoobramOMyen 23 8Up1Yl at 773-774
Soobramoney

en 23 8Up1Yl P 774
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The constitutional court, it is respectfully submitted, correctly refused in Soobramoney to
blur the lines between ordinary health care services and emergency medical treatment
Sachs ps observed that:
"The special attention given by s 27(3) to non-refusal of emergency ru.edical treatment relates to the
particular sense of shock to our notions of human solidarity occasioned by the turning away from
hospital of people battered and bleeding or of those who fall victim to sudden and unexpected
collapse. It provides reassurance to all members of society that accident and emergency departments
will be available to deal with the unforeseeable catastrophes which could befall any person,
anywhere and at any time. The values protected by s 27(3) would, accordingly, be undennined
rather than reinforced by any unwarranted conflation of emergency and non-emergency treatment
such as that argued for by the appellant."
The court was of the view that an emergency involves some sudden or unexpected
catastrophe which calls for immediate medical attention370•

Even though the treatment required by the applicant in Soobramoney, was necessary for his
survival this did not necessarily mean that it constituted emergency medical treatment. The
Durban High Court took the view that:
"In any event, the applicant, in my view on the facts, cannot rely on the provisions of s 27(3). He
has been suffering from the diseases mentioned for some years. He has not contracted a sudden
illness or sustained unexpected trauma. It is true that if he does not receive the treatment he will die.
Unfortunately, that is the position with all persons who suffer from long term disease. So, for
instance, a person who has cancer may suffer from the disease for a number of years, but will
eventually reach the stage where within days he will die. It is then an emergency situation for him
but it is not the emergency that, in my view, the Legislature had in mind in s 27(3).,,371

There were really two issues in SoobramoneY12. The first related to the question of what
constitutes emergency medical treatment as contemplated in section 27(3) of the
Constitution. The second related to whether the state can be compelled to provide health
care services, as contemplated in section 27(1) of the Constitution, to the terminally ill,
regardless of the availability of resources or perhaps on the basis that the available
resources should first be used to treat the terminally ill first and thereafter, any resources
that are left can be used to render health services to everyone else.
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Soobramoney fn 23 supra at p 781-782
Soobramoney fn 23 supra Chaskalaon P at para 20 P 774
Soobramontty fn 82 supra at p 439-440
Soobramoney fit 23 supra
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It is submitted that unlike many of its critics 373, the Constitutional court in a sound and
highly rational judgment was able to take a clear sighted and unemotional approach to the
harsh realities of the real world in which all resources are limited and come to a conclusion
that difficult decisions regarding the allocation of resources are not always best made by the
COUrts.
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It is submitted that if emergency medical treatment had been too widely construed

by the constitutional court in this critically important judgment, not only would the
obligations of the state have been skewed in favour of the treatment of terminal illness as
suggested by Chaskalson P but the practical significant of the rights to both emergency
medical treatment and health care services, as well as the distinction drawn in the
Constitution between them, would have been undermined to the point where South Africa
could have found itself in the same position as Venezuela - with court orders that impose
upon the state impossible obligations and the content of the right to health care services has
no meaning for those who need it most. 37!! In the words of Sachs J in Soobramoney,375 "The
values protected by s 27(3) would, accordingly, be undermined rather than reinforced by
any unwarranted conflation of emergency and non-emergency treatment such as that argued
for by the appellant."
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Sec for instance the oommc:nta of'Burchill R in 'Soobramoney y Miniltcr ofHcalth (Kwa-Zulu-Natal)' at
who .latcI that tho COI1Itituticnal court judgCl in
Soobramoncy "have failed to provide any inlight u to the oircumatanoc:l whioh will allow for a right to health care to be 'mOlt
fairly and c1fcotivcly enjoyed'" and then procccdI to the Ulual debate en government .pending en defence YCnUI health 01ll'Cl and
.tatins that ''Have dcoi.i011l been made ratienally and in good faith in determining the allocation of rctIOUI'CCI ncoc:uary to have a
healthy .ooicty? It would be intcrcating to ICC what ChukallOD P bad in mind oonocming a holiatio approach to government
.pcndins" It would appear that BW"Cbill £cell that the South African OODIlituticnal courtil18 ill omniaoient role Ihould have
undertaken a review of the entire budget of the South African government in deciding Soobramoney'. O&IC and that pcrhapa it
ahould have directed that IOmO of the CKpCIlditure devoted to defence mattcn Ibould hllYC been redirected by the court to lAve
Mr Soobrameney. Dc Waal, Currie and ErumUl, fn 2 I"pra at pl39 refer to the o011llitutional court'. "'molt oontrcM:rIial UIIc: of
oontc:Ktual interpretation to date in Soobramoney vMinlltero!Health (Kwazulu-Natol)".
AA ChaIkalIcn P (m 23 lupra) obacrved at pT16 onwarda "Although the problem of IOIU'CC r'CIOW'OCII iJ particularly acute in
South Africa thiI iJ DDt • peculiarly South Afrioan problem. It iI a problem whioh hOlpital admini.traton and doctorl have bad to
confront in ether par1B of' the world, and in which they have bad to take .imilar dcoiJiona. In biJ judgment in thiJ 08ICl Combrinok
J rcfcn to dcoili011l of tho Englilh Court. in which it baa been held to be undcairablc for a oaut to make an order _ to how
IC&rDC medioal r'CIOUI"OCII Ihould be applied, and to the danp of making any order that the r'CIOUI"OCII be UICd for • partioular
patient, which misht have the cffcot of denying thcac I'CIIOuroCl to other patientJ to whom they might mCll'C advantagcoUlly be
dcvotcd. The dilemma confronting health authoritiCi faced with .ueIl CUCI w. dcaoribcd by Sir Thomu Bingham MR in a
pauagc oited by Combrinck J from the judgment in R v Cambridge HflalthAuthorlty, fIX parte B:
'I have no doubt that in a pc:rfcot world any trcabnent whioh 8 patient, or • patient'. family, lOusht would be provided if dooton
wc:re willing to give it, no matter how much it COlt, particularly when • life wu potentially at Ilake:. It would howcw:r, in my
view, be Ihuttina onc'. cyca to the real world if the Court were to proceed on the baail that we do live in IUCh • world. It ia
CClIDJDen knowledge that health IUthoritiCi of all kinda arc comtanlIy prcucd to make cnda meet. They cannot pay their DunCI •
much _ they would like; they cannot provide aU the trcatmcn1l they would like; they CIUII1at puroru.c all the cxtramely
c:xpc:ruivc medical equipment they would like; they oannat oarry out all tho rcaearob they would like; they OSMOl build all the
hOlpitala and apccialiBt unill they would like. Difficult and agoniJing judgmcnll have to be made u to how a limited budget iJ
beat all00atcd to the maximmn advantage of the maximum number of patienll. That i. not a judgment which the court oan
make:. In (foolnotcl omitted)
Sec: the dilCUlllion of the oue of Cruz Bermudez. fit al "Minuterio til SanidarJ y AsiltBncia Social in chapter 1 ofthia thClia.
Soobram01/fly fn 23 supra para 51 at p 782
htlp:llwww/nottiJl!duun.ac.uk/lawlhrlc/bmcwslmarch98!SOOBRA.~.HTM
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2.8.2.3 EMTALA

Whilst it is not the intention within this thesis to conduct a comparative study of the law
relating to emergency medical treatment of South African and foreign jurisdictions, it is
worth reflecting on some of the issues concerning the concept of 'emergency' in relation to
health care services that have arisen in the United States if only to anticipate some of the
complications which may accompany questions concerning emergency medical treatment
in South Africa. The Constitution moreover permits South African courts to consider
foreign law in terms of section 39 (l)(c) when interpreting the Bill of Rights. The debate
about what constitutes emergency medical treatment or an emergency medical condition is
fraught with complexity if the American experience is anything to go by. Firstly there is the
question of what is an emergency and who decides that it is and. the nature of the treatment
to be provided377 • A further question is whether the provision of section 27(3) is in a sense
not self-defeating because if left untreated for too long, many health conditions do become
medical emergencies requiring emergency medical treatment? If the available resources
limitation applies only to health care services and not to emergency medical treatment then
377

Combrinok J in Soobramoney (fit 82 supra) gave at least a partial answer to thi. qUCItion when he noted at p 437 onwarda that:
"Insofar 81 the p-cac:nt c.c ia conoc:med bowcvcr. I am. of the: view that it ia not the: function of the Court to decide: who lball and
who ahaIl not rc:cc:ive the: required medioal treatment It ia for the medical praotitionc:n to make: thc:ac dc:oiuOlll. They arc
qualified, whc:rc:al I am not, to decide on olinioal ground. which patient will benefit the: mOlt 1i'cm the: tn:atmc:nl The: Court will
ODIy intc:rfc:rc: if the: docton inwlvc:d have: c:x:c:rciac:d their judgment IW'C8IOI18bly. arbitrarily or have: diaoriminated againat a
patient. In thia regard I am in oomplc:tc aooord with the: rc:marka of Baloombe: LJ in the: 01lllC of R, J (a minor) (wardahip: mc:dioal
trcabnent) a judgment of the: Court of Appc:a1 reported in [1992] 4 All ER 614 at 62Sg:
'I would allO Itrc:II the: absolute: undc:airability of the: oourt making an crdc:r whioh may hIM: the: c:ffc:ot of oompc:l1ing a dootcr cr
health authority to make: available: SCBrOC rc:IIOUr'CC:S (both human and material) to a particular ohild, without knowing whcthc:r ClI'
nol there: arc: other patienta to whom thoac: relOUI'Cc:a might more: advantagc:ous1y be: devoted. Lord Donaldson MR hal IICt out in.
his I'CIIIODI the: oanditicn of J and hil very limited future: prospccta. The: e:ffe:ct of the: order of Waite: J. had it not bec:n
immediately stayed by thil oourt might have been to require: the: hc:alth authority to put J on a vc:ntilator in an intc:nlivc: oare unit,
and thc:n:by pouibly to deny the: benefit of thoac: limited rc:sounx:a to a ohild who il much more likely than J to benefit fi"om
them.. I find further .upport in the: obiter remarkJ of Hoflinann LJ in Ai1'8dale MIS TT'II8' " BlDnd a judgment ofthe Court of
Appeal rc:portcd in [1993] 1 All ER 821 at 8S7b-ci: 'I laid that thc:rc: wc:rc: two distinotiOOl bc:tw=n the: prohibition on violatinS
the: penon and the: duty to provide: care: and assiltance:. So far I haw mentioned cnIy one:. The: ICOOIld ia that while: the: prohibition
on violation ia abaolute:. the: duty to provide oarc: il rc:striotc:d to what one oan rc:BIOI1IIbly provide:. No-one: ia under a moral duty
to do more: than he: can or to wist one: patient at the: OOIIt of neglccting another. The: R:IOW'OCI of the national health sc:rvioc: arc:
not limitlc:u and choiOCl have: to be: made:. Thia qualification on the: moral duty to provide: oarc: did not enlc:r into the: argument in
this 08IIC at all. The Ai1'8dale NIlS TT'II8' invited UI to decide: the OIIC on the 8IIumptiOO that ill fCIOUI'OCI wc:rc: unlimited and we:
have: to do 10. But cnc: ia bound to obsc:rvc that the: OOlt of kc:c:ping a patic:nt like: Anthony Bland alive il very oonsidc:rable: and
that in anotlu:c 08IC the: hc:alth authoritic:a might ooncludc: that ita I'CIOUI'CCI wc:rc: bc:ttc:c devoted to otlu:c patic:nta. We: do not have
to oonsidc:r mch a 01llC. but in prinoiple: the allocation of rc:aouroc:. bc:twc:en patienll il a matter for the: he:alth authority and not
for tm: oourtl.·
In that oue: the: patient w. a viotim of the: Hilliborough football ground dillltc:c. He: Illffere:d a ac:vm: orusbc:d oheat injury which
rc:aulted in brain damage and le:ft him in a pcnilltent vegetative ltalc:. The iuuc: W8I wbc:thc:r mc:dioai tn:abnent oould be:
withdrawn and the: patient allowed to die:." It il .ubmittc:d that what the: court W8I in c:ffi:ct IIIying W81 that c:vc:n in emc:rgcnoy
medioal oiro1lD1ltanoc:l, the: cic:oilion of medically trained ltaff to prioritile: cc:rtaUi 'paticnta CM:I' othc:n oannot be: faulted ~
whc:rc they arc: acting unrc:aaonably. It ia IUbmitte:d that a dc:oilion that a partiou1.ar patient docs Dot in faot require: emergency
medical treatment at all bc:causc: the: oondition from whioh he: or me: ia luffi:ring iI not an cmc:rgc:noy ia a .imilar cnc:. It oan only
be: faulted where: the medioal pcnonnc:l in quc:ation acted unn:BIOIl8bly or arbitrarily or in a discriminatory fBlhion.
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this is a way in which the available resources limitation can be circumvented?J78 Another
question is what is the bare minimum that should be done in the emergency? What is the
nature of the emergency services that are required and is it the same irrespective of the
nature of the facility involved in the situation?

The federal Emergency ·Medical Treatment and Active Labour Act, otherwise known as
EMTALA, uses the term "emergency medical condition" and defines it as follows 319 :

"Emergency medical condition" means -

A a medical condition manifesting itself by acute symptoms of sufficient severity
(including severe pain, psychiatric disturbances, andlor symptoms of substance abuse)
such that the absence of immediate medical attention could reasonably be expected to
result in:
(i)

Placing the health of the individual (or with respect to a pregnant woman, the
health of a woman or her unborn child3S» in serious jeopardy;

(ii)

Serious impairment to bodily functions;

(iii)

Serious dysfunction of any bodily organ of part;

B. with respect to a pregnant woman who is having contractions:
(i) that there is inadequate time to effect a safe tranSfer to another hospital before
delivery; or
(ii) that the transfer may pose a threat to the health or safety of the woman or the
unborn child"381

378

379

381

The court pointed out in Soobramaney (m 82 mpra), howeva' that "In the Constitution itlclf the Legislature rcoogniaca that the
right. which it aft'orda the oitizen arc not absolute: and arc limited by the funds availabla" and that ·'It oould IUl'Cly Id haw: been
thc intention of the Lasilla1urc that the right to 800CII to health care was IlIbjeot to the CODItrainIll of the State" I'CIOUI'QCI aDd
that a paticmt could be rcfuIcd treatment but when hi. or her condition reaohed a critical 1tase and c:mc:rgmcy treatment waa
required, the Slate then had to provide it irrcspeotive of the COlt." 11 iI fbrthcr .ubmittcd that moe the condition of • patiCDl il
stabililcd and thc:rc iI no longer an immediate threat to life or of moUl impairmc:ot of bodily CX'gBDI or funotiOlll, the mcdioal
trcabnent required oan no lanlF be regarded AI cmcrgcngy medical treatment and that the penon. who tu. received tho
emergency treatment that was immediately ncceslary to save hiI life or health revc:rtI to ICGtion 27(1) IItatua in tc:rmI of biB ClI' her
c:nt.itlcmcnl to health can: ICl'ViCCI.
. The definition ICCDlI to have ohanged relatively rcocntly to include pychiatrio di.turbanOCI 8l1dIcr Iymptouu of IUbatancc
abule.. Some lOurocI still oite a prcviOUl wording which does not include: these upcotl - onlyp:verc pain.
In South Afiican conatitutional law the: unborn ohild i. not rccognilcd 81 a penon an.d therefore holds no CONtitutional righlll
(ICC dilcuaion ofwhat iI a ohild ellcwhc:re in thil chapter).
Examination and treatment for emergency medioal oonditiOl\l and women
http://www.mcdlaw oom/ltatutc.htm; and http://www.cmedicinc.ocmIc:mcrgltopic860.htm
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EMTALA was enacted in 1986 as part of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1985 primarily in response to concern that some emergency departments across the
country refuse to treat indigent uninsured patients or inappropriately transferred them to
other hospitals, a practice known as 'patient dumping'.382 The mischief it sought to address
is thus similar in nature to the mischief that section 27(3) of the Constitution seeks to
address. EMTALA requires hospitals that participate in Medicare to provide a medical
screening examination to any person who comes to the emergency department, regardless
of the individual's ability to pay. Unlike the right in section 27(3) it apparently applies only
to hospitals but there is a similarity in that it is likely that in terms of the Constitution,
emergency medical treatment will have to be rendered regardless of the ability to pay. In
terms of EMTALA if the medical screening reveals that the patient has an emergency
medical condition as defined, then the hospital must provide treatment to stabilize the
condition or provide for an appropriate transfer to another facility. If the hospital is unable
to stabilize the condition, it must provide for transfer to another medical facility. The
delaying of the medical screening examination and the stabilization of the patient in order
to enquire into his or her ability to pay is prohibited. EMT ALA.obliges a hospital to accept
a patient from a transferring hospital if it can provide the specialized care the patient needs
and to report any inappropriate transfers. The regional offices of the Department of Health
and Human Services' (llliS) Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) are
responsible for investigating complaints of alleged EMTALA violations and forwarding
confirmed violations to HHS' Office of Inspector General (OIG) for possible imposition of
civil monetary fines 383. The GAO commented in its report that the overall impact of
EMTALA is difficult to measure because there are no data on the incidence of patient
dumping before its enactment and the only measure of current incidence - the number of
confirmed violations - is imprecise. Hospital and physician representatives told the GAO
that more people were coming to emergency departments with non-urgent conditions as a
result of EMT ALA. The provider representatives said that patients who face financial or
other barriers to care used emergency departments as their primaIy health provider because
382
383

United Stalcll Gc:ncral Accounting Offioc Report to Congrcuional Committea "Emergency Care: EMf ALA Implcmc:ntalim
and Enforcement Iamc:a" June 2001 available at http·/!www.cm.talaoom
United Stalca Gc:nc:cal Accounting Office Report 382 aupf'Q
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they know they will receive care there. EMTALA requires that a medical screening
examination must be conducted on every patient who requests examination or treatment for
a medical condition. This illustrates one of the problems of mandatory emergency medical
treatment. One first has to establish that it is an emergency medical condition and the only
way of doing this is usually to examine the patient If the majority of seriously ill patients
present to the emergency room of a hospital and the law requires that they must all be
examined before they can be reclassified as noon-emergencies, this has the potential to
severely interfere with the delivery of emergency medical treatment to those patients that
are in a genuine emergency situation. Even if the patient presents with medical records it is
not safe to assume that his condition is as reflected in the records since some time may have
elapsed between the compilation of the record and the examination to establish whether it is
an emergency situation or not Some emergencies are fairly obvious but there are others
that are not. What is the position where a hospital turns a patient away without even seeing
him or her for example it refuses to take transfer of the patient from another health
facility?384 Yet another question is the extent to which secondary risks associated with
emergency medical conditions are included in the tenn emergency medical treatment. 38S
384

In St Anthony Hospital" United Statu Department of Health and HumQl'l Senicu the:: us Cowt of Appc::a1s (tenth oirouit) bad to
oOlllider IUOh a llituation. The:: judgmcml w.- handc::d down on 28 August 2002. St Anthony'l Hospital had ba:n fined for
violation of EMT ALA provisions Bgam.t 'rc::vcnc-dumping' i.e::. rcfuuJ. to aocc::pt an appropiata tranIfcr of a patient or to treat a
patient who doc::I not have:: medical m.nnncc::. The fine:: WBI imposc::d by the: Department of Health and Human Sc::rvi0CI and the::
Dcpartmc::ntal Appc::all Board uphe::ld the:: violation finding whc:reupon St Anlhony'l applie::d for rc::vic::w of the: dc::oilion to the
Cowt of Appc::aIa. The moll wc::rc:: that a 6' year old male:: patient wu mvolval in a motor vehiola lIOOidc::nt on a highway outlidc::
of Oklahoma City in April 1995. He:: W8I taken that aftc::moon to the cmc::rgenoy room at Shawnac:: Regional HOIpital, a lDlall
hOlpital about 3' milCi outlidc of Oklahoma City that IlKlkc::d the:: ability to perform many oomph:!c: medioal prooc:durcL AlmOlll
two houn later, "the:: paticml wu diagnOllCd with a nc:urologioal injury and hiI trBnlfcr W8I arranged to Univenity HOIpital in
Oklahoma City. AI he: wu boarded onto an ambulance:: anothc:r doctor arrival at the:: cmc:rgc::ncy room and wu briefly informe::d
of the:: paticml'l injury and that W8I being transfcm:d to Univcnity HOIIpitai bcoaUBe hi. back w.- broken. En route to tha othc:r
hOlpital the: paticml'. oondition dctc:rioratc::d and the:: ambulanoc w.- forced to return to ShawnCCl. In hindlight it W8I diIcovcrc::d
that the:: patient had ammlly IUff'ercd from a life:: threatc::ning traumatio injury to hi! abdominal aorta which abut oft" the:: flow of
blood to hi. lower c::xtrc:mitiCi. The doctor on duty examined the: paticml and immc::diatc::ly bc::oame: oonocmc:d about hi. ooodition
81 he: W81 CIt1rc:me::ly oyanotio from. hi. mnbiliCUI throughout hiI lower cxlrc:mitiCi and had no ICIlIIBtion 1rom. hiI mnbilioUl
down. He:: had no pulJc: in hiI femoral artcriCi or feel The: doctor knew that the injury W8I life:: thrc:atcning and that the patient
nc::c::dcd lurgcry. He:: aIIo knew that Shawnee w.- not equipped to dc:aI with that typa of injury and 10 dc::tcrminc::d that he: had to be
tranlfc::m:d by airlifting him to UniVCl1lity HOIpitai. He:: lpoke to Univc:nity HoIpitai over the telephone: and W8I informed that it
did not have the capacity to aoomnmodatc:: the patient bccaUBe it alrc::ady had two cmcrgcnoy .urgc:riCi to perform. A ICBI"Oh for
another hOlpitai WBI oonduotcd and the: acaroh inoludc::d a oaIl to St Anthony, a largc modem hospital in Oklahoma City with
Itat.o of the: art .urgioal faoilitiCl. A thoraoio and YBlouiar I1D"8C01l working at St Anthony'. refused to take:: the patient who w.
c:vcntuaIly transfcm:d to Prc::Ibytcrian HOIpitai in Oklahoma City. In an invatiption, St Anthony w.- found to poIICIII the::
lpCOiaIize::d faoilitiCl, 81 wc::Il .- the:: capacity, to trc::at the: patient and that nona of ill operating I'OOIl1I where:: in UBe that evening. St
Anthony'. w.- tined $25 000. The Appeal Board afl"mnc::d the finding and increuc::d the penalty to $35 000. The court obac:nred
that giw:n that the:: patient .uffc:rc::d from an UIlItabilized c::mc::rgc:ncy mc::dioal condition and that Shawnac:: lackc::d the ability to
paform tha complex mc:dioal procedure nac::dc::d, EMfALA impoICd on Shswnc::c an obliption to c1fcot 811 appropriate patient
1ranIfcr to another mc::dioal fiIoility. The court abo IBid that it bad OOIlIidercd the: degrc::c of oulpability and found it to be
mbatantial. St Anthony HOIIpitai w.- aware of the oritical oandition of the patient and the nc:cd for lUI tnIIlIfc::r. Tha hOlpital'. onoaIl phyaioian n:fuac::d to oame in to perform IIlrscrY on the: multiple:: trauma patient dc::Ipitr: the:: fact that tha hOllpitai had both the::
capacity and the:: capability to trc::at him and that the: hOllpitai inappropriatc::ly pc:rmittc::d the: on-oall ph)'llioian to make:: the final
decillion for the hoIpitai .- to whc::ther or not the: hospital would aooept the: patic::nL The:: Court denied St Anthony hoapilal'l
rc::qUCIt to have:: the: apoy'. dctc::rmination modified or let .-ide. (available:: at http://ww\o\'.k!cow1s.org.calO casCll'2002/08/00-
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In terms of EMTALA a pregnant woman who is having contractions is considered to be in

an "emergency medical condition" if there is not enough time to safely transfer the woman

38S

9S29.hbn) In the South African contClCt, the liability of a private hospital for refusal of cmc:rgency medical treatment in the
circUDlllances of the pn:aent cUe would be limited due to the fact that the aurgcon in question il unlikely to be an employee of
the hospital. In the private acctor, medioal Ipcoialista that usc private hospital facilities arc ICldam if m:r, employed by the
hoapital ThiI oould haw the l'CIult that a private hospital il unable to oompcl any doctcr to perform the lurgc:ry including the
doctor who initially refused to do il The question is whether there: would be a duty on the private hOlpital to attempt to fmd a
doctor who is JX'CPU'Cd to do the .urgcry or whether it should try to arrange for trlll1lfcr of the patient to a public hoapital which
doe. employ doctorl and can rc:ndc:r the required acrvicea. The private hospital oould not be held liable ftr the resident mrgcon'B
rc:fuaaI to operate: on the srounda of vicarioua liability becaUIC it ia not hia employer. It gould not be held liable for failure to
perform the Burger}' uains other pcraonnel bcoBUIC the personnel that private hospitala tc:nd to employ in South AfiiOl arc DurICII
and adminiatratiw Itaff who arc certainly not qualified to perform vaacular lurgery. In the pOOlia ICOtor the BituatiDII would be
cmsiderably different bccBUIC it doca anploy doctorI and it can iuuc inIItruotiona to a doctor to perform an operation in
appropriate oircumstancca if nced be or locate another doctor who can do the lurgery. AI an employer it can be held vioarioUily
liable for ita anployee'l rc:fusaJ. to provide emergenay medical treatment. The question ia wbcthcr the obligation to provide
emcrgcncy medioal treatment extends to a juriltio penon, in view of the fact that in tcrmI of the dcciaion in Ad Otlrpon (fn 315
supra) juriatia pCROlll do not generally ~oy protcotion of the OOI1Ititutionai right to purlUC a trade, occupation tr profCllilXL
There ICcmI to be lOme kind of inoonsruity in 8 lituation where they do not enjoy luch a right but arc at the lBIIle time
conatituticnally obliged to pcrl"mm the exact lame IcrvicCi that would be protcctcd by the right to follow a trade, occupabCII C'I
profCllion. A oomplicating factor ia that in the private lCOitr, the pcnona who can provide the BpCCialiacd amgiOlI or other
medical treabnent arc not the juriatic pcnona owning the: hospitall but rather the health profcuionall who UIC the ~i\itic:a.
Indeed lOme private hoapitala do not even nul their own trauma unita (emergency rooma) but let out the tralma faoility within
the hospital to medical docton who apccialiae in cmerscncy medicine.
In Rtlynold.! and Anothllr v MaiT!BGtlntJral Htlalth the United StatCi Court of Appeala (Firat Circuit) had to intcrp'et the IOOpC of
OOVCI'age under EMTALA for Iccondary rillb BIIIOciated with emcrgcnay mediOll oonditiOlll. In that cue. the dcoeaacd, William
o Rcynolda WBI driving 8 car that collided head-on with another vehicle. AI a rc:ault of the aooidcnt Reynolds auffcrcd VariOUl
injurica including aevcral fracturca of bonea in his lower right leg and left fool He WBI taken immediately by ambulance from
the aocidence ICCDC to the c:mergenay room in Kennbcc Valley Medioal Center' (now known .. the MaincGencral Medical
Center). After an emergency room nunc had triaged Reynolds he WBI examined by a doctor who took an oral mediOlI history
and ordered a acrica of laboratory lcIta, X-rays and an abdominal CT 1Can. After conaidc:ration thil information the doctor
determined that Reynolds IUffcrcd from multiple trauma to hil lower right leg, including a probable open fracture of the right
tibia and fibula and pouible fi"aotun: of the left foot .. well a. a pouible intra-abdominal injury. He rcqucstcd cmsuitatiDnl frcxn
8 aurgc:on and an orthopaedic lurgcon, the latter taking another oral medical hiltory. Reynolds WBI lranlfc:rrcd to the opcralins
room where the trthopacdic IUJ'8CCXl pczfonned a cloacd reduction and inlramedullary roddins of the right tibia fracture and a
clOlCd reduction and pcroutancoua pinnins of the left 1CCOl\d, third and fourth metataraal neck and head fractures. Following
surgery Rcynolda wu admitted to the hospital floor where the hOlpital ltaft' monitored hil conditioo and be began rcociving
phyaioal therapy. He WBI IUbscqucntly returned to the operating room for closure' of hi. right lower lea wound and the next day
he WBI diJchargcd from. hOlpital. Five days later he died of a lIlBIIiw pulmonary cmbo1iam. that emanated from the deep winOlll
thrombosia (DVT) at the fracture lite of hia right leg. A witnCII IBid that me had overheard Reynolds infmmins an employee of
the hospital that hil family had a blood olotting problem on hia father'l and brother'. lide of the family whenever they had a
trauma. Scvc:ral family mcmbcra alao IBid that they had told a MaincGcnc:ral employee in the hospital room after Rcynoldl
undc:rwcnt lurgery that he had a family hi.tory of hypc:rcoagulability. His widow filed a oomplaint that Mainc:Gcncral had failed
to Icn::en Reynolds appropriately for DVT and that they had failed to Ilabiliac him for DVT before relCBllins him. The court had
to dctc:rmine the prccilC IOOpc of the hoapital'l duty to Iorcc:n for riaka or related oonditiOl1l BIIOCiatcd with or a88rBvatcd by an
emcrgc:m:y medical condition. The appcllanta aTgucd inter alia that the DVT W8I 8 'Iymptom' .. contemplated in the dcfinitioo
of 'ancrgc:nay medical condition' in EMT ALA but the oourt did not aoocpl thia argument lBying that it WBI not aupportcd by
ltatutory lc:!ct or calC law. It noted that in another caac, COT'1'8a v HfMpital San Francisco 69 F. 3d 1l84, 1192 (ht Cir.l995),
aymploml of DBUICB and dizzincaa which arc not normally 8IIociatcd with an emergency medical oonditioo might well herald an
emergency medioal condition in the C8IC of a hypcrtcnaivc: diabetio. In auch a caac the symptoms WCl"C coupled with a hiltory of
hypc:rtc:naion and diabctca. The court diltinguilhed Correa'. OBIe aaying that at the time of the c:x.amination Correa W.
experiencing the symptom. of a pathological condition thai were communicated to the ltaff of the ancrscncy room whcrcu in
Reynold'. OBIe he w. not experiencing any lymptODll of DVT that he cxprcaaed to anyOl1e at MaincGencrai. The oourt ICCIIIII to
be relying on the usc of the wording 'manifelting' in the definition of medical emergency condition in EMT ALA and uying that
Rcynolda WBI not manifesting the aymptOlD. of DVT when he wu being examined. The appellants aIao argued that the duty to
acrccn did not atop after an initial IOrccning but 'mould be tolled, in effect, until after the: traumatio injuries had bcc:n treated and
clotting waa mtrC likely to haw begun.' The court noted that EMT ALA il 8 limited anti-cilmpins Ilalutc and not a federal
malpractice ltalute and that the avowed purpose of EMTALA W8I not to guarantee that all patients arc properly diagnosed, or
cwo to CDI1D"C that they rcociw adequate oarc but instead to provide an •adequate fint respODlC to a medioal crilis ftr all patic:ntl
and to acnd a clear lignal to the hospital community that all Americana, rcgardlCII of wealth or ltatUl, should know that a
hospital will provide what acrvicea it oan when they arc truly in physioal diatrcu. It· is intcrcating to note that one of the key
faolon behind EMfALA is equality, a very prominent value in the South African ConIItilution and IICOtion 27(3) is aimed at
lupporting the principle of equality with regard to emergency medical treatmenl Liebcnbcrg in Davis tit al fn 124 8Upra obIcrYCI
at p 358 that "AI health oarc lCIViOCI arc not yet univcnally available and arc IUbjcot to progreuiw reali.ation under I 27(2), the
protcotion of thia right C)dc:nda only to IituatiOl1l in which a patient il refiucd emergency medical trcatmc:nl owing to a lack of
money, race tr other CKOIUlionary practiOCl." Available at http://www.low.emory.edu/1cirouit/jul2000l99-21S3.01a.html
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prior to delivery or a transfer would pose a threat to the woman or her unborn child386 • It is
not clear at this point whether the same approach will be adopted with regard to the
constitutional right to emergency medical treatment especially in view of the fact that in
South Africa it is highly likely that hundreds of women still give birth outside of medical
facilities in their cultural homes assisted by traditional birth attendants. It is likely that the
circumstances of each case of a woman in labour will determine whether or not the
situation does necessitate emergency medical treatment. It is submitted that even a woman
living in an urban area attended to by a general practitioner or a gynaecologist and who
always intended to have her baby in an urban hospital may not necessarily be considered to
be a medical emergency simply because she goes into labour in a shopping mall and there
are no anticipated or actual complications with the birth process. She might be in need of
some assistance at the birth and a relatively quiet and private place to do so but the question
of whether a normal birth is a condition which requires 'emerg,ency medical treatment' as
contemplated in the Constitution is a matter for debate. By the same token it seems illogical
to treat a woman in labour in a rural village who is being attended to by a traditional birth
attendant (midwife) as an

~mergency

when it was planned that she would have the baby in

this way and there are no complications. Onset of labour can be a sudden and unexpected
event (although the extent to which it is unexpected is debatable) and some women do give
birth after only short periods of labour but that it constitutes a medical emergency'in every
case is unlikely. Health care services of some kind may certainly be necessary but not
necessarily emergency medical treatment. However, if a woman presents at a hospital and
she is in labour and her medical records and attending doctor are not available, it may be
wise to examine her in order to establish whether or not she is an emergency case because
there can be complications which may well necessitate emergency medical treatment such
as a Caesarean section. Giving birth is not always a life-threatening situation but it can be.
The key question is whether the situation is in fact an emergency or simply requires health
services that are available and necessary for the process to run smoothly and to watch for
potential complications.

386

Medical Staf[LtJodBr Handbook at "Ww.Clltc!!Qaric.Drv/mHtcriahl20022003idana.pointlhadded.Rt18.383 04.poticyAnn PDF
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By contrast with EMT ALA, the Constitution does not define 'emergency medical
treatment' which does not make for a great deal of certainty for those who are obliged to
provide it. The KwaZulu-Natal Health Act No 4 of 2000387 does not define emergency
medical treatment but defines emergency medical services as follows:

"emergency medical services" means emergency medical services prescribed by regulation
and included in the package of basic essential health services;"

Section 29(3) of that Act states that: "A person employed by a public health care
establishment or private pealth care establishment who turns away a person requiring .
emergency medical services in terms ofsubsection(l) is guilty ofan offence."

The use of the term 'emergency medical services', as opp,?sed to 'emergency medical
treatment', tends to get around the argument that any attempt to define emergency medical
treatment as contemplated in the Constitution will end up being unconstitutional as the
Constitution itself has left it open. The reference to the Constitutional concept of
emergency medical treatment is oblique but nonetheless substantial as evidenced by the fact
that failure to provide emergency medical services in KwaZulu-Natal is an offence. The
approach to emergency medical treatment in the National Health Act is simply to restate the
constitutional right No regulations have yet been made on the subject of emergency
medical treatment

2.8.3

Medical Treatment

This phrase raises the question of who is liable to render the emergency medical treatment.
For instance does it extend to first aid by persons who are not medically trained but have
done a course in first aid? Does it extend to everyone in the crowd of people in the
restaurant in which a patron is suffering a heart attack who know how to do cardio
pulmonary resuscitation? Does it only apply to those who are medically trained and who
are on duty at the time when the services are required? It thus also raises the question of an
387
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obligation to treat a person in an emergency irrespective of whether the medical
professional concerned is on duty or not The well-worn example is that of the general
practitioner who is on his way to a concert one evening and who sees that a motor vehicle
accident has just happened and ·emergency medical services are yet to arrive at the scene.
Leibenberg388 argues that as the scope of the right is confined to 'medical' treatment it only
binds those persons and institutions qualified to ad,minister such treatment, including
doctors, nurses and paramedics. A narrow interpretation· is more in keeping with the
traditional reluctance of the South African common law to impose upon the person in the
street a positive duty to interfere in the affairs of another89 • It must not be forgotten,
however, that the values that are enshrined in the Constitution must inform the common
law and not the other way around. Considerations of public policy even at common law
have lead to the imposition of liability for omissions in cases such as that of Ewels 39O • The
fact that the Constitution stipulates that no one may be refused emergency medical
treatment as opposed to conferring a right to emergency medical treatment does suggest
that a general obligation to rescue was not intended. Refusal implies that there is some kind
of request for assistance. The question is whether, in the event that a person is unable to
388
389
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Davis st al fn 124 mprtJ at p3~8-3~9
StraUII SA Doctor, Patient anti ths Law p 90 obac:rvc:a that there ia no legal duty upon a penon to rc:scuc another. ew:n if it cauld
be: expcotc:d of him, on purely moral ground&, to act positively to JlRVCIIl the: damage: (he: rc:fc:n in footnote: ~ to Mini8tfU' wm
Poluill y Eweu 197~ (3) SA ~90 (A) ~96H). He: notc:a that a duty to oome: to the: n:lDUC of another may arise: fran 00IItrart (e:g in
the case: of the: man who joins a munioipal fire: department 81 fireman, or the man who joins a haapital 81 ambulance driver or
paramedic) or from IIlatute: (eg the: duty impoac:d upon doctora, dc:ntiatJ and DlU'ICII who attend a child who has apparently bc:c:n
ill-treated or abuac:d). He: doc:e ltatc: that, quite: apart from thcac: lituatiCllll a duty to rc:aouc may by common law arUc: from
oircumatanoc:a in which the partic:a, i.e:. tha penon in distrc:u and tho would-be rc:acuc:r find thc:m1C1vc:a. He obICrvca that in the:
08IC of Mini8tflr \lQn Polisill y Ewflls the Appellate Division g8VC rc:cognition to thia duty in the oontcxt of dc:finiIIs the limitJ of
dc:lictual liability for a non-fc:aaanoc: in c:aac:noc: an omiuion it wrongiW. whc:rc the: oiroumJtauacl arc auch that the omiuion
would not only evoke: moral indignation but alao that the: oonvicti011l of lOOie:ty would rc:quin: that the omiaaion be rcprdc:d •
wrongful. Applied to the medioal lituation, aaya StraUll, it it not difficult to oonocive of oiroumataDoc:a in which there would
clc:arly be: a 1e:ga1 duty on the: part of dootora, IWI1ICI and other medically qualified pc:nona to oame: to the: rc:aouc: of aooidc:nl
viotima by mcana Df mc:dioal aid. He IUbmill that a duty to n:lDUC lomconr: by mcana of medical treatment will not ariac: where:
there: it danger for the: potential rc:aouc:r. Howc:vc:r at p2S in a dilOUlaion of Ewsu he pointJ out that: IIIt it thcrc:forc: clear that out
law baa c:volvcd from itJ older. highly individUalistic ltanoc to a viewpoint reilc:cting a health aocial rc:tponIibility. A court may
now we:1I hold a doctor liable: fer harm luffi:rc:d by an injured or ailing penon, whc:rc the doctor was aware: of hit oondition and
unrc:aaonably rc:fuaed or faile:d to attend. Tho word 'unrc:aaonably' mUlt be cmphaailCd." The: motJ of the: 08ICI in Eweu wc:rc that
the plaintiff w. unlawfully . .aultc:d by an off-duty polioc:man in the prc:acnoc: of other polioc:men who wc:rc on duty and failed
to take: any action to . .itt the: plaintiff. The: quc:ation W81 whether the Miniltc:r of Police could be held vioariOUlly liable: for thil
omi.ioo. It it aubmittc:d that the argumc:ntJ in favour of the: vioarioUl liability finding in EwIlU arc: c:xlrc:mely atrong bc:oauac of
the nature: of a poliocman'l work - to protect the pililio and to JlRVCIIl er atop crimm from being oommittc:d. The: policeman who
failed to act were on duty. They failed to pc:rfonn an cucnt.ial function of their work in failing to prc:wnt an unlawful ....ulL
ThOle: employed for the purpoac: of protc:otion of mc:mbc:n of the: publio failed to protcot a member of the: public. In casc:a where
medical p-aotitionc:ra, c:apc:cially thoac: in private: praotioc,. arc: an· 'VBC8tion or arc: attending a lOOial functiOll for rcorc:ational
purpoac:a the argumcntJ that they ahould go to the . .iatanoc of a penon who it ill or injured in their aurroundinga arc: not u
Itrong • thOle: in EWllu. Thit it not to say that no liability can be impoacd on them for failing to . .iat - only that the: chanoc:a of
them being found liable: for an omillion arc: very much dc:pcndc:nt upon the ciroumatancc:a. If the: aame: private: medical
practiticaCl" it in hil I"OClIDI OD a lunoh brc:ak before accing the: next paticnl and a pc:non ltaggc:ra in who baa juat bcc:n abot in a
drive by ahooting the: obanoca arc greater that luch a medical praotitioner would be held liable: for an ami.ion to . .itt the:
wounded pc:non.
Ewsu fit 3891UprCI
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make that request because they are unconscious or so badly injured that they are unable to
speak, means that a failure to give them emergency medical treatment does not constitute a
refusal and is thus not a violation of section 27(3). Clearly this cannot be the case. A
request for assistance in an emergency could be tacit or implied in certain circumstances
and it is likely that a refusal to assist a person in such circumstances will constitute a
violation of the section 27(3) right - particularly if the refusal is unreasonable. In the
example given previously of the general practitioner on his way to an evening function who
sees a motor vehicle accident on the other side of a highway there is still a probability that
if he drives on without offering assistance this will not necessarily constitute a violation of
the section 27(3) right. Such examples are, in reality of limited value, however in that the
only principle they really serve to illustrate is the importance of the circumstances of each
particular case. If one changes just one detail of the story - for instance that the doctor is
employed by the provincial emergency medical services to assist motor vehicle accident
victims on roads within the province - the initial conclusion may be significantly revised.

2.8.4 Intellectual Property Rights and Access To Technology

There is significant potential for conflict of rights in the arena of intellectual property where
an inventor of a new drug or a medical device or a similar health care invention wishes to
commercially exploit the intellectual property rights in that invention. The more vital the
invention is for the saving of life or the curing of a disease and the relative availability of
other treatments for the same condition can contribute greatly to the tension between a right
of access to health care services on the one hand and the right of a patentee to exploit an
invention on the other. Such tension can assume international significance as it did when
the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association challenged the provisions of the. Medicines
and Related Substances Control Amendment Act No 90 of 1997 concerning parallel
importation. The United States of America put South Africa on its so-called Watch List of
countries against which it considered imposing sanctions. The case was eventually settled
out of court but it attracted considerable global attention.
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2.8.4.1 Patents on Medicines

The question of patents on medicines will be dealt with in this chapter only from the
perspective of the constitutional right ofaccess to health care services and what this implies
with regard to intellectual property rights in medicines. Many of the international debates in
this area have centred around access to IllV/AIDS drugs for obvious reasons but the
principles and issues involved relate to many different medicines used to treat various
health conditions. As stated previously there is a tension between the law on intellectual
property and society's interest in promoting and protecting the development of intellectual
property on the one hand and the law on access to health care services and society's interest
in ensuring the general health and well-being of the population on the other.

The Patents Acf511 is the relevant intellectual property legislation in South Africa insofar as
the patenting of medicines is concerned. Section 4 of the Act stipulates that:
"A patent shall in all respects have the like effect against the State as it has against a person:
Provided that a Minister of State may use an invention for public purposes on such conditions as
may be agreed upon with the patentee, or in default of agreement on such conditions as are
detennined by the commissioner on application by or on behalf of such Minister and after hearing
the patentee."
Section 25 of the Patents Act governs what the subject matter of a patenr5l2 • Generally
speaking, a patent may be granted for any new invention which involves an inventive step
and which is capable of being used or applied in trade or indusUy or agriculture.

Subsection (9) of section 25 affects patents for medicines in particular. It states that:
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PaleIIlI Act No 57 of 1978

Aoocrdins to lIc:otion 2!S Cl) A patcnl may, IUbjc:ct to the proviaiOl1l ofthialCOtion, be granted for any new invention which involVCI an invc:ntiw IItcp
and whioh ia oapable of being used or applied in trade or industry or agrioulturc..
(2) Anything which eorWltI ofCa) a diaoovcry;

(b) a lOicntifio theory,
(0) a mathcmatioal method;
(d) a li~, dramatic, musical or artiltiO work. or any other acathctio creation;
ee) a achcme, rule or method for performing a mental IIOt. playing a gBIDe or doing buaincu;
(f) a program for a oomputer; or
(g) the prcacntation of information,

shall nol be an invention for the purpOlCl of this Aot.
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"In the case of an invention consisting of a substance or composition for use in a method of
treatment of the human or animal body by surgery or therapy or of diagnosis practised on the
human or animal body, the fact that the substance or composition fonns part of the state of the art
immediately before the priority date of the invention shall not prevent a patent being granted for the
invention if the use of the substance or composition in any such method does not fonn part of the
state of the art at that date."
Subsection (11) of section stipulates that an invention of a method of treatment of the
human body by surgery or therapy or of diagnosis practised on the human or animal body
shall be deemed not to be capable of being used or applied in trade or industry of
agriculture.
The effect of these provisions is that medicines or therapeutic substances, which are
capable of being used or applied in trade or industry or agriculture, are patentable but that
methods of surgical, therapeutic or diagnostic treatment are not. The result is that a holder
of patent rights in a medicine is entitled to exploit those rights for the duration of the period
of the patent which is usually twenty years. In the case of a medicine, however, this period
can be significantly reduced by the amount of time that it takes to have the registration of a
medicine approved by the medicines regulatory authority which, in South Africa, is the
Medicines Control Council (MCC) established in terms of the Medicines and Related
Substances Acf5l3. In terms of this Act a medicine may not be sold in South Africa unless it
has been approved and registered by the MCC.

The effect of a patent is described in section 45(1) of the Patents Acf 94 as follows:

"The effect of a patent shall be to grant to the patentee in the Republic, subject to the provisions of
this Act, for the duration of the patent, the right to exclude other persons from making, using,
exercising, disposing or offering to dispose of, or importing the invention, so that he or she shall
have and enjoy the whole profit and advanta~e accruing by reason of the invention."
Section 56(1) of the Patents Act provides that any interested person who can show that the
rights in a patent are be.ing abused may apply to the commissioner in the prescribed manner
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for a compulsory licence under the patent. What constitutes abuse is set out in section 56(2)
of that Act 39S

The subject of compulsory licensing in the context of intellectual property rights is often a
contentious one since it usually allows the state in certain circumstances to override the
intellectual property rights in goods needed for instance to deal with national crises or states
of emergency. Compulsory licensing provisions usually attempt to achieve by means of
legislation, an acceptable balance between society's real interest in encouraging inventors
and its need for those inventions to be readily available to address matters of national
interest. This subject will be canvassed in more detail in a subsequent chapter.

Questions as to the legitimacy of the interests of holders of intellectual property rights in
medicines when weighed against the constitutional right of access to health care services
will be discussed in more detail in another chapter as this is an area in which the interface
between international law and international regulatory institutions on the one hand and
national law and national regulatory institutions on the other is fairly extensive and needs to
be explored in some depths. Intellectual property rights in medicines are very often a cost
factor of the medicine since the patent holder is seeking to recover the costs of research and
development on a particular drug within the limited lifespan of the patent while it still has
the exclusive right to exploit its invention. Issues concerning the balancing39ti of interests in

3~ "(2) The righll in a patent shall be deemed to be abused ifCa) the patented invention il net being worked in the Republio at a commercialaoale or to an adequate extent, after the: expiry
of a period of four yean aubacquenl to the: date of the application for the: patent or three yean lubacqucnt to the: date of the
applioation for the patent or three: yt:ar'I IUbacqucnl to the date on whioh that patent WII lcaled, whiohever period lilt
cxpiraa, and there il in the opinion of the oommiuioncr no UtiaflKltary rc.on for auoh Dat-)vorlcing;
(b)
Co) the demand for the patented artiole in the: Republio is not being met to an adequate cxlcDl and on rcaonable tcrma~
Cd) by r'CBIOIl of the rcfuaal of the patentee to grant a liocnoc or licc:noca upon rcuonable term.. the trade or induatry ar
agrlguJturc of the Republio or the b"adc of any penon or
of pcnma trading in the Republio, or the catablilhmcnt of
any new trade or industry in the Republic, il bcins prcjudiocd, and it ia in the publio intcrcat that a lioc:noo or licc:noca
should be sranted; or
(e) the demand in the Republio for the patented artiole is being met by impartation and the: price oharged by the patcntcc, his
liCCDICC or agent for the patented article il ~ive in relation to the price ohargcd thcrc:£or in ooWltries where. the
patented artiole is marwfacturcd by or under liCClKlC from the patentee or his predeocaaar or IUOOCIIOI" in title."
.
On the lubjc:ot of balanoing of OOt1Ititulional rigbla, valuca or inlcrcatl, Woolman ·Out of Order? Out of Balanoc?' fn 256 mpra
pointa out lomewhat pcuimistically that balanoing at ita beat often involvca terminological oonfiWon and ill wont it is an
impouible W1dcrtakin& pointing out that we value things in qualitatively diffcrcnl ways and each good il valued in our own and
ill own particular way. He 18)'1 that we do not value thinSl in quantitative tcnn.a: intcnaity or utility. Citing Walzer M. Spheru of
Jwtice (1985) he obaava that gooda, like people, have aharc:d mcaninga in a lOCicty, bc:oauac gooda, like people, arc a product
of lOCial, political, c:cononUo, educational, rcligiaua and linguistio practicc:a which generate meaning. It is the aharcd mcanina or
W1dcnrtanding of a good whioh determines or should detcnninc, ita movement and diltribution. He uYi that IKlcardins to Walzer.
when the mcaninga of lOOial gooda arc distinct, their dilltributiona mUit be autonamaua. That is, for each good thera axilla a act
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this area can become acute, particularly with regard to lifesaving drugs that are effective in
dealing with large scale public health problems such as IllY/AIDS and there has been
extensive debate on a number of different levels at this place where public and private
international law collide. They will be canvassed in due course in the chapter dealing with
medicines regulation and control.

2.9

Reproductive Health Care

The phrase 'reproductive health care' is expressly included in the section 27(1) right of
access to health care services. It is therefore necessary to consciously consider what
implications it has for the rendering of health services and the constitutional obligations of
the state and others in this regard. It is clearly important in this context to explore the
subject

ofreprodu~tive

rights 397 and the controversial issue of human cloning a topic upon

which just about everyone who surfs the internet has written their views. There are at least
two possible reasons for the express inclusion of reproductive health care in the section
27(1) right of access to health care services, depending on whether the reference to
reproductive health care was intended to widen the concept of health care services to
include services which would not ordinarily be regarded as such or whether it is a subset of
health care services that was intentionally highlighted to emphasise health care for women
in the area of reproduction. An example of the former is the artificial insemination of a
fertile healthy woman with the sperm of a donor because her husband is infertile. This
procedure is not designed to cure or remedy the husband's infertility and it is not really a
health care service to the wife as there is nothing wrong with her. In human rights terms it
is a procedure which is assisting the couple to exercise their reproductive rights. It may at
first glance seem to be a highly contrived interpretation that the reference to reproductive
rights was included in order to emphasise the health of women but when on'e takes into
account the fact that as a concept, "reproductive rights was originally formulated by women
activists, or better say, women's groups involved with health issues such as reproductive
health, and that it contains a radical critique of patriarchal society and the dominant

397

of criteria and prooc:durea deemed to be appropriate: for their diabibution. Woolman II}'II that Walzc:r'. view may need to be:
qualified and that the: demands ofjusticc: an: in fact more oomplc:x: than Walzc:r'. acoount aUoWl.
On thiJ topic see further AIbcrtyn C 'Reproductiw: health and the right to chOOle: Policy and law reform QI1 abortion' in
Engendering the Political Agenda: a South African Case Study C Albc:rtyn et al (eds) CALS 1998
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development model (Vuola 1998,11 ),'398, such interpretation is not as contrived as it may
sound. Women in male dominated societies, which includes just about all of the cultural
groupings in South Africa, historically and even in many instances right up to the present
day, have tended notoriously to get the short end of the stick when it comes to balancing the
reproductive rights of men against theirs 399. Aitken400 points out that in its 1993 World

Development Report, the World Bank estimated that 34% of the burden of disease of
reproductive age women in developing countries is due to reproductive health problems and
that reproductive health problems account for 60% of the burden of disease for women in
Africa. He states that it is hardly surprising therefore that prenatal delivery care, treatment
of STDs a~d family planning are all included in the minimum essential package of clinical
services recommended in the World Development Report.

It is submitted that the second interpretation, i.e., that the reference to reproductive health
care is in acknowledgement of the prejudice suffered by women in this area and constitutes
an express undertaking to remedy the situation is the m·ore likely of the two ·possible
reasons for it. This does no, of course, mean to say that men are not entitled to reproductive
health care the same as women. Their right of access to reproductive health care is no less
than that of women.

2.9.1

Reproductive Rights

The Constitution does not expressly refer to reproductive rights. Section 27(1) says that
everyone has the right to have access to health care services including reproductive health
care. The right to bodily and psychological integrity also has a bearing on reproductive
398

3951

400

Ollila J in ·Wome,., Reproducti~ Rightr· www mv hclsinki.fv'homelimollilq/cssgy htm notca that at least three ~CI of
reproductive rights can be: diBtinguiahed: (1) the freedom to decide how many children to have and when to have tbcm; (2) the
right to have information and mC8J1l to regulate one's fertility, and (3) the right to "control one'. own body" (Dixon, Mcullcr,
1993,12)".
Ollila, fit 398

8upra, notes that: "Male-gcndcrcd inatitutiana of sovcmmcnl, religion and the health profcui.OI1I have justified
intervention in women'. reproductive aclf-dc:tc:rmination by invoking their own prinoiplCl of publio order, morality and publio
health. There m'C IIlilI laWi against oontraccption and abortion in many oounIriCII; women . lack control over their ac:xuaJ. and
rc:productive liw:a and the ovc:nU quality of reproductive health care is poor. AlIO the statistics show the inic:roonnc:otion bctwccn
poverty, lack of reproductive rightJ and women '. mortality."
Aitken IW 'Decentralization and Reproductive Health' Dcpar1ment of Population and International Hc:alth, Harvard Sohool of
Publio Health, June 24 1998 y,ww nrprohc:alth erg
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issues since it is specifically recognised that this right includes the right to make decisions
concerning reproduction 4ol , Significantly, there were objections to this section of the Bill of
Rights on the grounds that it opens the way for abortion402 , The Choice on Termination of
Pregnancy Act403 refers in its preamble to the promotion of reproductive rights, As with the
right to health, reproductive rights are thus a derivative of other fundamental constitutional
rights such as the right to privacy, the

r~ght

to freedom and security of the person, and the

rights to dignity, access to health care services and information404 , This section concentrates
on reproductive rights in the narrow sense in order to more closely examine that aspect of
the right of access to health care services dealing with reproductive health care, It must be
stressed that although discussions of reproductive rights usually focus on the reproductive
rights of women4~ and related issues, reproductive rights are not gender specific and are of
fundamental importance to both men and women,

2.9.2 Reproductive health care in relation to reproductive rights

401

Acclording to seotion 12 (2) of the Constitution "Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity. whiah includca the
right(a) to mala: dcoiliOlll ooncc:ming rqroduotion;
Sec Ex PariB Chairptlnon of thB Constitutional Assembly: In Re CBrtification of The Constillllion of thB Republic of South
Africa, 19961996 (4) SA 744 (CC) at para [59] when: it was oblcrvcd that:
I I NT 12(2) provida that:
"EvcryOlle has tIv; right to bodily and PIY'lhologiQ&]. integrity. which includcl the right(a>
to make deciuona oonocming reproduction; .
(b)
to seourity in and control over their body; and
(a)
not to be: IUbjectcd to medical or lCicntific c:x;perimenta without their informed OOI1ICI1l.'
Objection w. taken to this p-oviaion in the NT on the srmmda that it opens the way to abortion. The objector argued that the
proper intc:rp'ctatioo of CP II pc:rmita the CA to inarc.c the: righla oonlaincd in the IC. bit prohibita it from reformulating rights
in a way that would dc:traot from the protection oonfc:m:d by the IC. The objector further argued that there: arc two proviaions in
the NT which cffectiwly reduce the protection aiforded the foctua by the IC. The fint il NT 12(2) and thcIlCOCXld iI the ani.icn
of a proviIion equivalent to IC 33(l)(b). IC 33(l)(b) providca that any limitation of a right contained in the IC "may not negate
the c:uc:ntiaJ. content of the right'. The: objector argued that the omi.ion of thiI right may rcndc:r it D;lora probablo that abortica
will be: held to be: constitutional. It should be: emph.illCd that this Court'l IlUlTCJlt task iI not to dctc:rmine: whcthor the: NT
pcrmill abortion or not but to decide whether or not the NT compliCi with the CPa. The: relevant CP in thia 08IC it CP II whiah
requirca the CA to include: within the NT all 'univcnally accepted fimdamental right&, frecdoma and civil libcrtiCl'. Beyond that
the CPS give the: CA a wide diaorc:tion to determine which righ.. mould be: inaluded in the: NT and how they should be
formu1atc:d.
II
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"In their narrowc:st ICI1IC reproductive righta demand rc:spc:ot for women'l bodily integrity and decision-making in an
environment that is free: from. abuae, violenac and intimidation. They arc: alao said to require aocCla to voluntary, quality
reproductive and ac:xual hc:alth information, c:duoation and acrviccs. Viewed more broadly n:productiw righta may be: linked to
the puvision of such lOOial economic ncocuitiCi 81 food Ihc:lter, childoarc and e:ducation." O'Sullivan and Bailey in cru.kalson
., at fit 67 mpTtl, p16-1 onwards.
Clwkalaon el al (fit 67 mpra) in discUlling rcproduotivc righta in Chapter 16 state at 16-1 that, ""'Thia chapter aonocntratcl
exclUlively on abortion became it is at present the: IDle foclll of the aOJ1ltitutional dc:batc: over reproductive rishts. We would
hope that 81 the righla mtcrclta and values underlying the debate arc dilOuucd in the context of women'l lives in South Africa,
the ClODlplc:x: oontcnl of a right to rc:productive hc:alth will not be: ovcnhadowcd by the lingle: illUC of abortion ••
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It is submitted that the term "reproductive health care" refers to those health services
connected with reproduction and the right to make decisions concerning reproduction. The
term &health services' not only means medical treatment but also relates to health education
and information40C5• This is nowhere more true than in the context of reproductive rights.
Since the decision to reproduce implies the right to decide not to reproduce, reproductive
health care must include services concerning contraception and termination of pregnancy as
much as it includes services relating to fertility, conception and giving birth. If
"reproductive health care" is taken as referring to health services. connected with
reproduction and the right to make decisions concerning reproduction then the right to
reproductive health care embraces a wide range of health care services relating to
contraception, conception, fertility, infertility, pre-natal, perinatal and postnatal care,
gynaecological services, advice on and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases, artificial
insemination and other methods of artificial conception and fertilisation, and the extraction,
storage and utilisation of human reproductive tissue such as oocytes and spermatozoa,
human gonads etc.

The question of the right of access to reproductive health care may be most obvious in
issues of termination of pregnancy but there are other areas of law in South Africa in which
it does arise although perhaps not as noticeably. The Prescribed Minimum Benefits
Package in the regulations to the Medical Schemes Act407 makes provision for the treatment
of infertility as part of the mandatory services that medical schemes are required to provide
as part of their benefit plans4CB • The Act defines a "relevant care .service" as:
"any health care treatment of any person by a person registered in terms of any law, which
treatment has as its object- .
(a)
the physical or mental examination of that person;
405

Chaakalaon c:t al fn 60 mprtl at 16-16 point out that :..Artiole 10 (h) of the Women'. Convention .tata that women have: the right
to 'lpCCific educational information to help to c:nsurc the health and well-being of fiunilica, including inf'ormaticn and advice on
family planning'. Lack of aCCCII to infarmation about reproductive health will prc:vcnl women from. ca:cciling their right to

reproductive: dcoilion-making, which includca making infonned choiCCll, and thi. will CCXlICXJ.ucntly limit the control that they
have OYCI' their bodies."
407
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Code 902M of the Package (OiagnCla: Infertility) provides fer lurgical and medical treatmc:nt. Due: to the high COllI of certain
fertility tn:atmC!1ll then: a at the time of writing a proposed amendment to the regulation which hal bc:c:n publilhed for public
comment and which reatrictl IUCb treatment to: .. (a) hyateroulpingogram (b) the following blood tall: L Day 3 FSHlLH h
Oestradiol o. Thyroid fimclicn (TSH) d Prolactin e.. Rubella f. HIV g. VDRL h. Chlamydia i. Day 21 Progesterone: (c)
laplU'OlOOp)' (d) hyateroaoopy (e) IIUJ'!F)' (utenu and tubal) (f) manipulation of ovulalion dc:fecll and deficiencies (g) acmen
analyaa (volume; count; mobility, morphology; MAR-leat) (h) basic coUOlClling and advice on ICxusl behaviour, temperature
charta etc. (i) treatment of local infCCtiODl. H Gazette No 23379, Govc:mmc:nl Notice No 540, Regulation Gazette No 7344,
30/0412002
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the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of any physical or mental defect, illness or
deficiency;
the giving of advice in relation to any such defect, illness or deficiency;
(c)
(d)
the giving of advice in relation to, or treatment of, any condition arising out of a pregnancy,
including the termination thereof;
(e)
the prescribing or supplying of any medicine, appliance or apparatus in relation to any such
defect, illness or deficiency or a pregnancy, including the termination thereof; or
(f)
nursing or midwifery,
and includes an ambulance service, and the supply of accommodation in an institution established
or registered in terms of any law as a hospital, maternity home, nursing home or similar institution
where nursing is practised, or any other institution where surgical or other medical activities are
performed, and such accommodation is necessitated by any physical or mental defect, illness or
deficiency or by a pregnancy;"
(b)

The term 'relevant health service' is used in the Act in the definition of the term "business
of a medical scheme" and is central to this latter concept40!1. This definition indicates that
the giving of advice in relation to a pregnancy as well as termination of a pregnancy is
regarded as health care treatment for the purpose of coverage by medical schemes.
Infertility also fits into this definition as it is a physical defect as contemplated in subparagraph (b) of the definition. Medical schemes are entitled to limit their benefits to the
extent that they fall outside of the prescribed minimum benefits package. As pointed out
previously even the prescribed minimum benefits package

impo~es

some limitation on the

nature and extent of fertility treatment. What about the obligations of government in the
public sector? Are they greater than those of medical schemes, the same or less? Would the
public health sector be obliged to provide the same levels of fertility treatment as those
which medical schemes must provide or can it legitimately provide fewer or less
technologically advanced reproductive health care services due to resource constraints?
One would have to examine the rationale behind the prescribed minimum benefits package
in order to answer such questions. If the rationale is to ensure the same level and nature of
health care services to patients in the private sector as to those in the public sector then the
answer is clearly "yes". A similar answer would be given if it were a question of ensuring
that the purpose was to ensure that private health sector patients have access to a basic
package of services that are considered fundamental to health. However, if the reason is
,Agccrdins to aeolion 1 or Act No 131 or 1998."busincu or 8 medical scheme" mC8l1l the businCII of undertaking liability in
retwn ror a premium or oontributian(a) to make proviaion for the obtaining of any relevant health ICI'VicC;
(b) to grant auillance in dcfrayil18 c::qx:nditurc incurred in oonneotiClt with the rendering ohllY rclCMllll health 1CI'Vicc; and
(0) where applicable, to render a relevant health ICIVice, either by the medioal IChcme illelt: or by any lupplier or group of
IUppliCf'l of. relevant health Ic:rvice or by any pc:non, in 8IIOOiation with or in tcrmI of an agrcc:matl with 8 medical
scheme;"
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rather to prevent the avoidance of liability for certain high risk conditions by medical
schemes and to 'reduce the strain on public sector resources then the answer may not be as
clear cut Whilst equity arguments are strong it is a harsh economic reality that people who
can afford to fund their own health care services are able to 'buy' more than those who
cannot These differentials are evident even within individual medical schemes which
provide a range of options ranging from low cost offering tlJ.e most basic health care
benefits in the form of the prescribed minimum benefits package only to relatively high
cost which includes a considerable number of 'benefits over and above those of the
prescribed minimum benefits package. What is available in the private sec,tor, especially in
terms of advanced, and expensive health technology may not always be available in the
public sector due to resource constraints. These issues serve to highlight interesting
dichotomies within the public and private health sectors relating to rationing, the utilisation
of available resources and equity in access to health care services.

2.9.3

The Ability to Reproduce

If reproductive rights are. implicit in the constitutional Bill of Rights then the question

arises as to what extent the inability to reproduce should be treated as a medical condition.
This is an old question in a different context since it relates to the question of the rationing
of access to health care services. Due to the fact, however, that infertility is usually not lifethreatening and does not, except in extreme cases, affect an individual's ability to function
in and contribute to society, combined with the fact that treatment of infertility can be
extremely expensive, there is a tendency to downplay the right of access to health care
services for infertility in favour of the more life threatening and physically disabling health
conditio~s.

To put it differently, decisions relating to the rationing of health care resources

are likely to place treatment for infertility somewhere at the bottom of the hierarchy of
health care services that must be proyided. For this reason, techniques such as artificial
insemination and in vitro fertilization are not often considered part of the standard package
of health care services in either the public or the private health sectors although they are
probably more easily available in the latter.
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Reproducti,ve rights raise some highly controversial issues with regard to not only the
question of the right to life but also human dignity, access to technology and the extent to
which rationing or denial of such access is legitimate. Should mv positive people receive
medical treatment aimed at promoting copception for instance? What about people with
scientifically identified genetic abnormalities which can be passed on to their children and
which cause severe disease or disab.ility? Marriage laws often prohibit marriages between
people whose degrees of consanguinity are too close in order to avoid genetic disorders
caused by inbreeding. This could be said to be a justifiable limitation of the right to
reproduce. The subject of reproductive rights is also likely to come to the fore in
discussions around human cloning and the genetic manipulation of human tissue. Human
cloning in its reproductive sense can be regarded as a kind of fertility treatment since it
offers the opportunity of reproducing to someone who cannot do so in the usual way. It is
simply a further step at the end of the spectrum of methods of assisted reproduction410 •

2.9.4

Assisted Reproduction

Fertility treatments which enhance the natural fertility of a person or cure their infertility is
only one way of addressing difficulties with reproduction. There are other more extreme
methods ranging from artificial insemination by husband (Alli), artificial insemination by
donor (AID), in vitro fertilisation, freezing 'of human embryos and surrogate motherhood.
Are these forms of treatment included in the right of access to health care services
including reproductive health care? They are all relatively expensive procedures which very
often have to be repeated a few times before being successful. Strauss 411 points out that in
South African law, of the two methods of artificial insemination (AID and Alli) the latter
type particularly raises complex legal questions. It.is not the intention to explore these legal
questions in this chapter in any depths since it involves more than just constitutional law
and the right to health care services, including as it does the question of contractual
410

Andrcwl LB in 'EmbryOi Under the Knife' points out that "Each step along the way, from sperm donation to in vitro fertilisation
to surrogate mothc:rs to embryo l"CICarch, we have gradually yet inexorably moved ololCl' and olOlCl' towards cngincc:rins human
life to fulfill individual dCllirc. hnp:/l/dir.saIQll,oorn/hculth/ii:aturc:l2000/0S/211lltcm celL'index-.html
SIrBUII, Doctor,' Patient and tlw Law: A Selection a[Practical Issues
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arrangements, concepts of parenthood, the legal status of the child, the right of the child to
support (which has already been previously discussed in relation to section 28 of the
Constitution) and aspects of statutory law"12.
At present artificial insemination is regulated in South Africa by the Human Tissue Act413 .
The donation of gametes is strictly controlled, the tenn 'gamete' being defined in the
Human Tissue Act as meaning either of the two generative cells essential for human
reproduction. No one except a medical practitioner or someone acting under his or her
supervision may remove or withdraw a gamete from the body of a living person for the
purposes of artificial insemination. This does not adversely affect the constitutional right of
access to reproductive· care any more than does any other legislation restricting certain
activities to health care professionals and regulating the qualifications and standards of
services of those professionals.

As a result of an investigation into the legal position of illegitimate children in 1985 by the
South African Law Commission the Children's Status Act414 was enacted to provide inter

alia for a situation in which children are the product of artificial fertilisation. Section 5 of
that Act regulates the effect of artificial insemination. 41 .5 Artificial insemination has thus
been a legally and morally acceptable means of assisted reproduction in South Africa for
some time. A more relevant question from the perspective
the right of access to

r~productive

~f constitutional

law involving

care and reproductive rights is, ~hether a lesbian couple

can insist on one partner being artificially inseminated so that they may have a child. This
issue is complicated by the fact that the sperm donor must, in tenns of the regulations to the

412
413
414
41.5

Sec StnwII Doctor, Patient and ths lAw: A SelBction of PracticalluutJ8 at pISl onwarda. Sec abo Van Ooat.c:n Inlematlonal
Encyclopaldia ofLawI. Vol 3 Medical Law - South Africa
Fn270mpra
Act No 92 of 1987
It provides 81 follOWl: (IXa) Whcncvcr the gamc:tc: or gamctca of any penon other than • married woman er her hUlband have:
been UICd with the OCIlICnt of both that woman and her husband for the artificial insemination of that woman, any child born of
that woman 81 • rcll1llt of .uch artificial inlc:mination Ihall for all PurpolCl be dc:cmed to be the: legitimate child of that woman
and her hwband 81 if thc: gamete or gamclcl of that woman or her husband were UlCd for IUCb artificial inlcmination."
The definition of artificial insemination iI siven in the Act u follOWI - I I I artificial inlanination" in relation to • woman (a) mCBI1I the introduction by other than natural me8l1l of a male gamete or gamc:tc:l into thc intcmaJ. rcproduotive 0J'88I1I of
that woman; er
.
(b) mC8l1l the placing of the product of. union of. male and female gamc:1c: or gamc::tca which have been brought together
outside the human body in the womb of that woman,
fer the: pwpoeca of human reproduction."
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Human Tissue Act416 give a comprehensive written consent including consent to a physical
examination and interview by a doctor; the taking of samples of gametes for the purpose of
testing, analysing or processing; certain personal details (excluding his name, date of birth
and ID number) being made available to the ultimate recipient; certain person details
.

.

including his family history being made available to the doctor who will perform the
artificial insemination; and certain confidential details regarding himself being made
available to the Director-General, National Health and Population Development. The
question is whether the donor must give consent to the use of his sperm in a situation in
which the child will be raised by a same-sex couple. Is it necessary for him to know these
details? In other words must the consent be specific and relate to use of the sperm by a
named woman who is known to the sperm donor but who is not his wife? Strauss speaks of
the "recipient and her husband" in his discussion of the provisions of the regulations to the
Human Tissue Act. It is submitted that in the light of recent judgments in the constitutional
court involving the constitutional rights of homosexual persons417 a lesbian couple with a
consenting sperm donor could not constitutionally speaking be refused artificial
insemination on the basis of the homosexual nature of their relationship. Should the Human
Tissue Act stipulate or imply otherwise then it will be necessary to amend that Act
accordingly. Another potentially controversial area affecting reproductive rights is the right
of a single woman to artificial insemination. Constitutionally speaking it is submitted that a
single woman who wants to have a child without being involved in a sexual. relationship,
has a constitutional right to artificial insemination provided that she can afford the
procedure and that the donation of the sperm is in conformity with legal provisions relating
to the control of human tissue and gametes. The right to reproduce attaches to individuals
and not only to pairs of individuals and is

b~sed

on the constitutional right to freedom and

security of the person - a very personal and private right in terms of its exercise.

The issue of surrogate motherhood and male homosexual couples is more problematic due
to the legal complexities of surrogate motherhood per se. The South African Law

416
417

Govanmenl Notice: Rll82 of 20 June 1986
National Coalition For Gay And Labian Equality And Othsr8 " Minuter Of HomB AjfaiT2 And OthBT2 2000 (2) SA 1 (ee) and
SatchwBll " Prmident of Republic of South Africa and Another 2002 (6) SA 1 (ee); National Coalition For Gay And Labian
Equality AndAnothBr "Minuter 0fJwticeAndOthen 1999 (1) SA 6 (ee); V" V 1998 (4) SA 169 (e)
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Commission produced a Report on Surrogate .Motherhood in 1992418 which describes
surrogate motherhood as:

"an arrangement whereby one woman undertakes for fmancial or compassionate reasons to bear a
child by means of artificial fertilisation for another person or persons with the intention of handing
over the child born as a result thereof to such person or persons with the intention that the child
become their legitimate child."

According to the report, the term "surrogate mother" refers to the woman who bears the
child rather than the woman who rears the child. Surrogate motherhood in constitutional
terms, amounts to the exercise of the right to freedom and security of the person for the
benefit of a third party.. If surrogate motherhood were to be restricted or prohibited by law it
is submitted that it would therefore have to be in accordance with section 36 of the
Constitution in order to be valid since it would constitute a limitation of the right to
freedom and security of the person. The Law Commission Report notes that it can probably
be safely assumed that many surrogacy arrangements have been concluded and fulfilled
without problems and publicity. It points out that surrogacy agreements only cause a public
outcry when something goes wrong and. the parties involved come before a court, for
example when the parties want to contest custody, determine guardianship or establish the
parentage of the child. According to the Commission, surrogacy arrangements gives rise to
questions such as who is the child's real mother; what is the legal status of the surrogate,
the commissioning mother, the natural father or any donor; who has custody of the child;
must the commissioning parents adopt the child even if it is biologically their child; can the
surrogate consent to adoption; must the maxims mater semper certa est (the identity of the
mother is always certain) and pater est quem nuptiae demonstrant (the father is he whom
the marriage points out) apply to the surrogate and her husband; whose consent is required
for a surrogacy' agreement; and should the surrogate mother receive compensation? Most
importantly, will a surrogacy agreement be recognised as a valid agreement and, ifso, how
will it be enforced?
From a constitutional perspective, to the extent that surrogate' motherhood constitutes a
waiver of the surrogate mother's right to freedom and security of the person (depending
41B

Rtlporl on Surrogate MotherlzoorJProjcot 65, 1992
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upon the terms of the surrogacy agreement, she may agree to give up some of her rights to
make decisions concerning her pregnancy) is a surrogacy agreement valid? This is a
general question which relates to the possibility of waiver of constitutional rights rather
than being related specifically surrogate motherhood. It is submitted that the question of
whether a person can agree to waive, or more appropriately, limit their constitutional rights
and freedoms depends very much on the values espoused by the. Constitution and public
policy. It also depends on the nature and extent of the limitation and the nature of the right.
In the context of health care services, a right of access to health care services may be
temporarily waived by a person insisting on being discharged from a particular hospital
where he or she has been receiving treatment. This could also be argued simply as a choice
not to exercise a particular right but it is submitted that a waiver is in many instances
exactly that A clause in restraint of trade in an employment contract is a choice on the part
of the employee, in signing the contract, not to exercise his or her right to freedom of
movement and freedom to pursue a chosen profession or trade. A professional boxer who
steps into a boxing ring for a fight must inevitably, by implication, be accepting certain
restrictions or limitations of his right to bodily and psychological integrity.

The South African Law Commission proposed a Bill on Surrogate Motherhood to regulate
the consequences of

hu~an

reproduction by artificial fertilisation of women acting as

surrogate mothers 419 • It appears not to have made it to the statute books which could be
explained by the fact that it apparently runs contrary to the constitutional reproductive
rights of unmarried and homosexual persons and persons who have never been married.
Section 4 stipulates that no person except a husband and wife who are lawfully married to
each other and who act jointly as a couple shall be competent to conclude a surrogate
motherhood agreement Section 3 is contrary to the reproductive rights of persons who have
never been married since only women who ate married, divorced or widowed may act as
surrogate mothers. Generally speaking the draft Bill is highly restrictive of the
constitutional right to freedom and security of the person and may not pass muster in terms
of section 36 of the Constitution. The report of the South African Law Commission
predates even the interim Constitution and it is therefore not surprising that there was no
Government Gazette No 16479 of 14 June 1995.
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discussion of constitutional legal principles. However the rights to freedom and security of
the person, bodily integrity,

autonomou~

moral agency and self-determination, which

predate the Constitution420 and do have an impact on surrogacy appear not to have been
canvassed in any detail by the Commission.

In the final analysis surrogate motherhood is about the deployment of existing technologies
in a manner which impacts upon social values and public policy rather. than the utilisation
of developing technologies to artificially create a human being. In the comments of the
Israel Medical Association to the South African Law Commission421 :

•

Surrogacy is not a new science or technology. It merely entails the use of existing
te~hnology namely,

gamete donation, in vitro fertilisation and embryo transplantation.

Therefore the novelty of the method does not lie in the medical but in the legality and
moral nature thereof
•

The ethical questions arising are The right of a woman over her own body;
The right of a couple to

procr~ate;

The rights of the surrogate mother as though she may only be the hostess mother she
has a right and responsibility to raise the child due to he greater biological and
psychological involvement in the birth of the child;
The interests of a child who is not conceived in his own interests but to satisfy the
needs of others; and
The potential exploitation of the woman
420

421

Sec: fer inatance MabaJo v Felix 1981 (3) SA 865 (A); ClcukB v Hunt No And Othen 1992 (4) SA 630 (0); CQ8lBll v De Greej'
1994 (4) SA 408 (el at p 409 in whim" the court notes: "It i. clearly for the patient, in the c:xcrciae of hia or her fundamental right.
to aclf-detcnnination. to dcoida whether he: er abc wishCII to undergo an operation. and it iI in pinciplc wholly irrelevant that the
patient'. attitude iI groaIy um:&IOII8blc in the cycI of the mcdigaJ profcaiOll: the paticU'. right to bodily integrity and
aulonomoUi moral asenay entitiCil him or her to refuse medical treatment." Duncan v Mini8IBr Of Low And Order 1986 (2) SA
80S (A) in which the oowt abscrved at p806 that: "Policy requircI that the: dc:fcndanl in an arrcat cue Ihould bear • full ORua, for
the fC8IOI1I aet out in Mabaao'. OSIC at 873C - F and bcosUIC the righll to bodily integrity and liberty arc the mOlt fundamental
of i pc:nan'. abaolulc natural righu (ICC Mabuo'. 08IC at 8750). Sec a110 Brand v Mlnirtu of JwtlCB and Another 1959 (4) SA
at 714G - H; Newman vPrin.r1oo andAnother 1973 (1) SA at 126H - 127G and Mabuo'. 08IC mpra at 873H." In Maqungu And
Another v A88i8tant Magi8trafB, Whittluea, And Another 1977 (2) SA 359 (E) the oourt obacrvcd at p 362: wrhe liberty of the
individual, I must I1rcIa, iI an important Blpcct of our 'oivililatian and of our .ooicty and iI not lightly to be intcrfc:n:d with.
When: • court hal deliberately accorded offioial recognition to an aCOUlCd'. right to liberty by the srlU11ing of bail, it Ihould be
reluctant thc:rc:aftcr to intcrfcrc unICli oonviIKlins fBeli arc placed bcfcrc it to make it alter ill viCWI" and in S v BarlJer 1979 (4)
SA 218 (0) at P 219 "'It it well known, of oounc, that, when • court ia required to CICCrOiae the diIorctian which it baa to allow •
detained penon on bail, the court in c:ffc:ot hal to balance the dctaincc:'. right to liberty a p t the intcrcItI ofjUllioc. "
Sec: the SALC Report fit 399 mpra at p116 to 117 81 IUIIlDl8I'iaed by the SALe
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It is submitted that the use of the word 'ethical' to describe the questions in the second
bullet point above is somewhat misleading since most of these questions relate as much to
points of law as they do to ethics. If it is remains the view of the authorities that surrogate
motherhood should be regulated, this will now have to be done with specific reference to
the constitutional rights to freedom and security of the person. Whether surrogate
motherhood falls into the category ofrepr,oductive care as envisaged in section 27(1) of the
Constitution is irrelevant in the sense that surrogate motherhood per se is not about
reproductive care but rather the extent of reproductive rights. In this sense it is located more
appropriately in discussions around the constitutional right of freedom and security of the
person contemplated in section 12 of the Constitution. As a legal topic, it falls largely
outside of the scope of reproductive health care services since a pregnant mother whether
she is a surrogate or not is entitled to reproductive care in tenns of the Constitution. The
techniques used in surrogate motherhood such as artificial insemination by donor and in

vitro fertilisation are also it is submitted more suited to discussions of section 12 rights than
section 27 rights since if they fall within the scope of section 12 rights - in other words
they are based upon and supported by the rights in section 12 of the Constitution - no other
logical conclusion can be reached but that they must in principle be included within the
scope of the right of access to reproductive care bearing in mind the qualifications of
section 27(2) of the Constitution with regard to progressive realisation and the availability
of resources.

2.9.5

Sterilisation

The converse to the positive aspect of reproductive health care is contraception, sterilisation
and ultimately abortion. The right to be sterilised like the right to be artificially inseminated
is based rather more upon the right to freedom and security of the person as contemplated
in

se~tion

12 of the Constitution than the section 27(1) right to reproductive care since if

one accepts that a person has a right to security in and control over their own body as stated
in section 12(2) (b) then the question of whether or not they have a right to medical
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procedures for the purpose of sterilisation is in principle resolved and it becomes merely a
question of the available resources of the state as to whether or not a person can undergo a
sterilisation procedure. The right to human dignity can also have a bearing on the issue of
sterilisation especially in the case of mentally disabled persons. The sterilisation of persons
under the age of 18 years is a loaded topic and the issue of the sterilisation of the mentally
disabled is even more so. When a mentally disabled person under the age of 18 years
presents with a problem that can be resolved through sterilisation health professionals strat
to get uncomfortable. The Sterilisation Act, as stated previously is currently being amended
so as to make it clear that while the reproductive rights of mentally disabled persons under
the age of 28 years must be respected and protected, their other constitutional rights, such
as the right to human dignity and psychological integrity must also be taken into
consideration when the question of their sterilisation arises.

2.9.6 Human Cloning

Cloning is the controversial topic of the day for a number of reasons and the governments
of many countries are at this stage opposed to it to a greater or lesser degree. It is much
more of a reproductive rights and freedom and security of the person issue than a right to
health services issue for the same reasons as in surrogate motherhood and artificial
insemination. Unlike surrogate motherhood, however, it is a new technology that is
developing at such speed that the law is unlikely to catch up for a while yet. It has the
potential for the manipulation, utilisation and, ultimately, abuse of a person's genetic
material without his or her consent or even knowledge. Since genetic makeup is in many
ways as unique as a fingerprint, it can be seen as relating in a fundamental way to the
identity and personality of a specific human being. As such it impacts upon the
constitutional rights of dignity, privacy, and freedom and security of the person and by
definition therefore, their reproductive rights 422 • Generally speaking cloning for therapeutic
422

Cloning is aecn as diminishing the value of 1uunan individuality and BI violating basic norml of rc:Ipeot fer human life: and the
integrity of the human IpcoiCi. Voluntary Moratorium on New Reproductive and Oen8tic Technologiu. pranounocd by the:
Miniltcr of Health at the National Prc:u Theatre. Ottawa, July 27 1995. Govc:mmcnt of Canada; Projflt de 101 ftderale 8111" 10
procreation medicalement assi,ttfe (LPMA) 1996, a. 2m and 36; Law No 94-653. 29 July 1994 on Respc:ot fer the: Human Body.
(1994) 45 (4) IDHL 498,a. 16-4
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purposes is considered more acceptable than cloning for reproductive purposes. Article 1 of
the Resolution on Reproductive Technologies and the Protection o/the Human Person of
the International Law Association states that "considering the dignity inherent in all human
beings ... any research or manipulation of human genetic material shall be for therapeutic
purposes and shall be subject to the approval and control of an ethics committee."423
Therapeutic cloning relates to the right of access to health care services since its purpose is
not to create another human being but to grow organs and other tissue for use in the
treatment of disease and for similar therapeutic purposes.

There are many different scientific techniques which fall under the broad generic term of
"cloning" and in order to explore the legal aspects of cloning as it relates to the right of
access to health care services including reproductive health care, one must first consider
what is meant by 'cloning'424. In the now famous case of Dolly the sheep a quiescent adult
mammary cell was placed in the unfertilised ovum of a sheep in which the nucleus had
been removed. The subsequent· embryo was transferred into a surrogate mother sheep
where it proceeded to divide as an embryo and was born genetically identic'al to the done
sheep except for the mitochondrial DNA which came from the ovum of the donor.42S This is
a different technique to that used in embryo twinning or splitting.426 Due to the fact that
there are a number of different scientific techniques which can apparently lead to the
reproductive cloning of a human being it is difficult to regulate the issue at present427.
423

424

425

426
427

Resolution on Reproductive Tech1lOiogiu and the Protection of the Human Penon, adopted at the 63n1 Confc:rcnDC of the
Inlcmational Law Association (Wanaw, August 21-27, 1988, (1990) 41 (4) IDHL 723.
loniaan DW 'Human Rc:productiw Cloning: A PolicY"I:'ramcwork for South Afriea' 119 SALJ 2002 P 294 describes two
techniquce lIIIODiated with human cloning • being "cell mall diviaion'" and " nuclear lubstitution" and explains the diffcrcngc
bc:twcc:n them.. He oblcrval that two distinotiOOl can be drawn: in the tint place bc:twecn inter- and intra-generational cloning
and sc:condJ.y bc:twecn reproductive and non-rcproduotiw cloning. "Intra-generational cloning is when the iDdividuall who share
the llUDe genetic identity an: born in the wne generation, while inter-generational cloning rcfCl'l to the situation where IUDh
individuala arc born in di1fc:n:nt generatiOlll. Reproductive cloning is cloning that is aimed at the birth of an individual who is
genetically identical to lODleone in her or her own or in a prcviOUl generation. Non -n:prociuctiw cloning it cloning that is
limited to the un vitro phase - ie the cloned embryos arc not implanlcd in utero."
Natur8, 1997, v385, February 27, P 810-811
Knoppcn BM Cloning Hwnan Being8 - Cloning: An IntBnlational Comparative Ove",iew, COIIlDliuioncd paper, Univcraity of
Montreal. Available at W\vw.georgctov.n.oou/rcllcarch!nrcbVnbac/pubs!cloning2!cc7,pd!
.
Kneppen (fn 426 mpra) pointI out at G-7 that often COIUlIriCi with an ctplicit p-ohibition on human cloning gover embryo
splitting or twimiIIs but not the: tCGhniquc that WBI UICd to Ql'C8tc Dolly. She giVCI .. an example the 1995 Infertility Trcabnenl
Agt of the State of Victoria in AuItraliL It bans cloning BI well BI the attempt to DIane: with pcna1I18JlCtiODl but dcfirtel cloning
BI "'to form, outside the human body, an embl)"o that is genetically idcnlical to another embryo or person'" (article 3). AcocrdillB
to Knoppcn, the German Embryo Protection Law prohibits artificially causing a human embryo to develop with the lIDle
genetic information 81 another embryo, fctul, living penon or dc:ccucd penon and attachCl penal IlUlDtiOlll. Knoppcn nolcll that
depending on how the phruc "C8\lICI a hwnan embryo to develop" in intc:rpmed, this definition "may or may not cover
"Dolly"." On the other hand, lhe obscM:II that the highly Ipccific 1990 Human Fertilization and Embryology Act of the United
Kingdom, which prmcribel "replaoing a nucleus of a oc:lI of an embryo with B nucleus taken from a ocll of any embryo, penon
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The antipathy of many nations towards reproductive cloning does not necessarily extend to
individual citizens of those states. It has been observed that if the federal government of the
United States chooses to regulate or even ban cloning, that action might be challenged on a
number of constitutional grounds - as violating scientists' First Amendment freedom of ,
inquiry or as violating a couple's or individual's constitution right of privacy or liberty to
make reproductive decisions 428. In the USA, the right to make decisions about whether to
have children is constitutionally protected under the constitutional right to privacy and the
constitutional right to liberty. This is a similar basis to the South African constitutional
rights to privacy and freedom and security of the person. In Eisenstadt v Bairt/29 the US
Supreme Court commented that "if the right to privacy. means anything it is the right of the
individual, married or single, ,to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into
matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a
child."430 The South African jurisprudence on the subject is not highly developed largely
because the constitutional rights that found reproductive .rights are relatively new but it is
useful to consider the views of courts in oth-er jurisdictions which recognise similar rights
in order to get an idea of what the thinking is on the subject431 . Section 39 of the
Constitution permits South African courts to consider foreign case law in interpreting the
rights in the Bill of Rights and the constitutional court has referred to the decisions of

428
429

430
431

or IUbIcquc:nt dcvclopmcnt of 811 embryo" may allO not be inch.ive. The Canadian Bill on reproductive tcchnologic:a ICCka to
make it a criminal oft"c:ooe to "'manipulate an ovum, zygote cr embryo for tho pupDIC of p-oducing a zygala or embryo that
CClIltainl the lBIDe genetio infcrmatiClll 81 a living or deccascd human bcin& cr, zygote, embryo cr foetus". Whilst thia may 00Ya'
the Dolly technique it doCI not aDow for devc:lopmcnll in technology that may render the uac: of embryanic and rcprodugtiw
liMue .. a 101JrQC oftillUC W1I1cgcaary if adult ceDI can be Uled for the l81D.e purpoac:.
Andrcwa LB Cloning Hllman Blllng8: The ClDTlInt and FIlllIJ"fI ugal Statui of Cloning, commiuioned paper Chicago-Kent
College of Law. Available at http:/rn'\\·w.!!C9!B'etown.edulrcscarchlnrobVnbaclpuhs.iolining2'cc6.pdf
EUII1&IItadt 405 U.S. 438 (1972)
Quoted by Andn:wI (m 428 mpra) at F-6.
Jardaan (m 424 mpra) c:xplDI'CI the c:thioal and lesal OOI1IideratiClll of human rcproduotiva oloning. He oblcrvea that tho Bill of
Rigla explicitly suanmtc:a the right to reproduotive frcc:dom. in tcmu of ICCtien 12(2) of ,the ConItitutiClll and notCI that
rcproduotiao it neither aynonymous with, nor dcpendcnl en Icxual intc:rccune. On thiJ basil he IIIlJUCI that a proapeotive parent
has a prima facie risht to dcoidc: to UIC cloning
a mc::Bl1l of reproduction but aoknowlcdp that the risht 08Il be: limited if
llIffioient OBUIC it mown in aooordancc with the limitation CIaUIC of the Bill of Risht&. He liJta the main ObjcctiOl1l that oou1d be
raiJc:d _ idc:nt.ity, genetic divenity, human dignity, fi-ccdom. and ..rety aod cIiJauMc:I c:aoh of them. in tum. He oanc1udc:l by
aayins that all of the objectiON that relate to a pc:nnaru:nt upcot of human reproductive clonins have bcc:n indioatcd _ fBlIc:
"human rc:produotivc cloning in the oontCld of the family will nat pBr 811 compromile human dignity, frccdcm or the ohild'i
dcvclopm.c:nt of a pcnonal identity and will have an infinilclimally amaD dfcct on genetio divenity and misht c:vc:n enrioh lOOial
divcnity". In Jordaan'l view the only valid objcot.ion to human rc:productive cloning it the matter of ufi:ty which ia not
nCOCllIBrily of a pc:rmanc:!1l nature: and the IIIfcty objection doc:a provide IUfticicnt ORIC to place: a moratorium on Iwman
rcprcxluctive oloning. He qua1ific:a thil by uying that n:scaroh may within the ncar future invalidate the ufc:ty objcctien and that
IUOh a mcratorium mUlt therc:fcrc be only temporary. The ufc:ty objection, accarding to Jordaan iI baac:d on the fBOt that human
rcproduotive olonina iI 1li11 unlc:Ited and animal c:xpcrimc:nll arc:: ItiD in their infanoy. In acoordanoe with tho bio-cthioal prinoiple
of bc:nc:fioc:ncc, lmman reproductive olming lhcu1d not be attempted unIcu it ia oc:rtain that the rillk of birth dcfccll lIIIOOiatcd
with human oloning would not be greater than that 8IIOOiatCd with lCXWIlly oorwc:ivcd children.
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American courts in a number of instances 432 • According to Andrews, a federal district court
has indicated that the right to make procreative decisions encompasses the right of an
infertile couple to undergo medically assisted reproduction, including in vitro fertilization
and the use of a donated embry0 433. Some legal analysts have suggested that the
constitutional right to make reproductive decisions free from unnecessary governmental
intrusion covers the decision ofa couple to undergo cloning. However other legal analysts
have noted that the unprecedented step of creating a child with only one genetic progenitor
would be such a fundamental

~hange

in the way humans "reproduce" that it would not be

constitutionally protected434 • Andrews points out that even if a restriction on cloning were
found to infringe upon an individual's or a couple's right to plake reproductive decisions,
the government could justify the restriction if it had a compelling state interest and the
restriction is imposed in the least restrictive manner possible. She argues that the potential
physical and psychological risks of cloning an entire individual are sufficiently compelling
to justify the banning procedure and comments that certain uses of cloning - such as the
creation of a clone as a source of spare organs - would likely be banned by the Thirteenth
Amendment prohibition of slavery and involuntary servitude. In South African law, a clone
created in order to provide spare organs would have the same constitutional rights as any
other human being and therefore could not be exploited for this purpose. Section 36 of the
Constitution allows the limitation of rights by law of general application to the extent that
the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on
human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account all relevant factors including inter
alia the importance of the purpose of the limitation, the nature and extent of the limitation

and less restrictive means to achieve the purpose. The legal position in South Africa with
regard to cloning for reproductive purposes is thus potentially the same as that in the United
States although the views on cloning itself may differ between the two countries.

432

433
434

In ChrUtian ~ A8Sociatio" of &4 and OthBn y Mi"lster of Health and Othtl1'8 (m 21 mpra) for instance. tha court applied
the Amcrioan dcciaion of Roe y Wade (410 U.S. 113 (1973». Examplce of other OIIICII in which the: South Aiiican courta have
made: rc:t'crcnac: to American dcciliona an: S y Mokwayana and AlIOthBr (fit 2 supra); Benutei" and OthB1'8 y Buter and Othtln
NNO (fit 43 .supra); Soobramoney v Mi"ister of Health. Kwozulu-Natal (fit 23 mpra); Mi"ister of Health rmd OthB1'8 v T1'f1Qtmtmt
Actirm Campaign and Othen (No 2) (m 57 .rupra); Friedman v Gliclama" (m 18S ntpra).
Andrews fit 428 supra at F-6. The case referred to is that of Li[chsz y Har1iga" F. Supp. 1361 (N.D.DI.) atf'd without opinion,
sub nom., Scholbug v Lifthtn, 914 F.2d 260 (7* Cir. 1990), cert. Denied, 498 U.S. 1069 (1991).
Andrews, fit 428 mpra. Robertson J, Statemerrt to the Nati01lfJI Bi08thics Advisory Commission, March 14, 1997, 83 mel Annal
G, Tutlmorry 0" SCie"tific DiscOVBriU and Clon;"g: ChallengtU for Public Polley, before the Subccmmittcc on Publio Health
and Safety, Committee on Labar and Human RCIOUI'OCI, United Slatca Senate, March 12, 1997,4 reapcclively.
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With regard to therapeutic cloning, particularly, the legal position in South Africa may be
very different to that in the United States. Andrews observes that the use of cloned cells and
tissue for research purposes other than the creation of a child would not be protected by the
constitutional rights of privacy and liberty that protect reproductive decisions.
Consequently a governmental regulation or ban of such research would not have to have
such stringent justification. It would be constitutional so long as it was rationally related to
an important governmental purpose. In South Africa, there is a constitutional right of access
to health care services and this might well include aspects of cloning for therapeutic
purposes, especially if it were the only treatment available and widely recognised as being
appropriate for the purpose43'. The view that therapeutic cloning per se is not necessarily a
health care service any more than the activities around the research and development of a
new drug constitute the drug itself co~ld be of some relevance in constitutional .questions
involving cloning. It could, for instance, be argued that a health care service directly
involves another human being as opposed to medical research activities which mayor may
not be of benefit to the health status of human beings. If one takes the view that unfettered
medical research of all kinds must be permitted and encouraged by the state because
medical research invariably carries the potential of improved access to health services or
improved health services per se, this would not only lead to all kinds of human rights
abuses in the field of medical research but would also present an unbalanced view of the
rights and values contained in the Constitution. Cloning at this stage, as a collective term
for the wide variety of scientific and laboratory activities that are involved in the artificial
production of an embryo or embryonic cells or the scientifically forced evolution of stem
cells into more specialised tissue, seems more of a precursor to health care services than a
health service in its own right. It is a means to an end rather than an end in itself. Perhaps
with time when cloning techniques are well established and the production of human tissue
for various therapeutic purposes is the equivalent of having a dental technician make up a
dental crown or bridge, one

~ould

regard therapeutic cloning as a health service with a

greater degree of certaintY.

In VClII B i~'(Jn Cfn 228 .rupra) the oow1 observed that ..What hal been Clltabliahcd on the papers in thia Q8IC ia: Ca) that although
there ia 81 yet no oure for the HIV vina, the internationally rcoosnUcd 'atate of the art' medical treatment fm- HIV infcotcd
patients ia anti-viral mcdication."
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It is submitted that as far as a prohibition on cloning for reproductive purposes is concerned
its legitimacy would have to be argued on the basis of a justifiable limitation of rights in
terms of section 36 of the Constitution if cloning if cloning is within the scope of the right
to reproduce. Whilst this may sound somewhat tautologous this is not necessarily the case
since there may be scope for the argument that cloning process is so far removed from the
process of human reproduction that it does not qualify as such in terms of any of the values
ofan open and democratic society. The central importance of the right ~ human dignity in
the South African Constitution is also likely to have a strong bearing on any discussion of a
prohibition on reproductive cloning since .some of the objections to reproductive cloning
referred to previously have been on the basis of the fact that it denies or adversely impacts
upon human'dignity.

It is submitted that with time questions of identity (or rather physical identification) wou1d
become of central importance in a society in which reproductive cloning took place on a
significant and largely unregulated scale and that Jordaan's436 dismissal of the identity
objection to cloning is overly simplistic. It deals with only one aspect of the highly
complex subject of identity in a civilised society. There is a real sense in which society is
functionally dependent upon physical identity as a marker or trigger for all kinds of
controls, sanctions, privileges and purposes ranging through competence to drive a motor
vehicle to criminal investigation processes and proof of guilt to personal security and
banking systems to proof of parenthood' and familial relationships. It is submitted that if
reproductive cloning were to be permitted it would necessitate the introduction of powerful
controls over human tissue so as to avoid the cloning of someone without his or her
knowledge or consent. The physical identity of film stars, famous sportsmen and women
and musicians is a jealously guarded aspect of their personality rights and may even in
some cases constitute intellectual property. This is an aspect of reproductive cloning for
future consideration. A child that is unwittingly saddled with a genetic identity that is the
same as that of international terrorist or serial killer could be severely prejudiced
436

Jmdaan (m 424 supra) arguc:a apparently on the: bais that monozygotio twins arc: a natural phc:nomc:oon that is no more: and no
leu desirable that non-twins that thc:rc: is no right to gc:nc:tio uniquc:nc:u and that indc:c:cl the oonac:pt of IUOh 8 right would be:
offensive to monozygotio twins. He: argues that monozygotio twins, although they share: 'the: same: gc:nc:tio structure: olc:arly
demonstrate that while: people: who share: the: same: gc:nc:tio strooturc may be: very limilar in many rc:spccta, thc:y nc:va1he:ICII
differ sufficiently to lc:avc: no doubt about their individual idc:ntity.
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throughout his or her life. It is not inconceivable that in a society that freely practises
human reproductive cloning over a significant period of time, a criminal justice system
might become virtually impossible because the moment that evidence is introduced to show
that the accused is a clone or there are insufficient controls over human tissue in society
such that the chances are high that he could be a clone, especially within the same
generation, proof of guilt beyond reasonable doubt could become problematic. Even
systems of ownership of property are often dependent upon the capacity to physically
identify the owner. J ordaan in his dismissal of the identity argument against reproductive
cloning fails to take into account the

frequ~ncy

of the occurrence of monozygotic twins

relative to the frequency of births of non-identical persons. Monozygotic twins are not less
desirable than non-twins because they are a comparatively rare occurrence. Furthermore,
they are seldom if ever inter-generational. The identity objection rests on questions of
balance and of degree. If the balance in society shifts in favour of individuals who have a
genetic replica of themselves concurrently in existence, questions of identity would become
problematic in just about every facet of human social and commercial life. The foregoing
discussion may read like something from a science fiction novel but the power to generate
identical human beings should not be underestimated in terms of its potential impact With
the passage of time the potential impact of the exercise of such power increases
exponentially if it is allowed to be exercised indiscriminately and on a large scale.

It is not necessarily a valid assumption that many people would prefer sexual intercourse as
a means of procreation given the choice between sexual reproductive means and non-sexual
reproductive means. After all, they can enjoy sexual relations without reproducing. There
may be considerable numbers of people who ardently desire to raise what they consider to
be perfect offspring based upon notions of perfection as suggested or even dictated by mass
media and personal idolisation of prominent politicians, actors, musicians "and sportspeople
and who have the means to make their dreams a reality. There are many people,
reproductive cloning aside, who even now would like their children to resemble a famous
sports person or actor for financial reasons. The psychosocial implications of reproductive
cloning alone have the. potential to significantly alter the

fa~ric

of human society. It is

submitted that human tissue is presently far too readily available in society as a whole to be
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able to reassure individuals that they will not be reproductively cloned against their will or
without their consent Until such assurances can be given there is good reason for strict
control, if not outright prohibition, of reproductive cloning. In principle cloning, whether
for therapeutic or reproductive purposes, is simply a further step in the continual
advancement of technology which will no doubt with time become a more acceptable
concept to many people. In a controlled environment, which ensures that it is not abused,
therapeutic cloning in particular has significant potential value for the health and wellbeing
of humans generally.

2.10

National vs Provincial Government Obligations

The Constitution organises the responsibilities between the three spheres of government in
terms of the Schedules437 and mandates co-operative government between them in section
41438.

The ~ree spheres of government are referred to in section 40 subsection (I) of which

states that:

"In the Republic, government is constituted as national, provincial and local spheres of

government which are distinctive, interdependent and interrelated. "439
437

438

439

Schedule: 4 dc:taila functianal arc:.- of Concurrent Natianal and Provincial Legislative Competc:ngc. Health 1CI'Vicc:a, housing,
welfarc: ICI"VicCI and cducalian .11 fall into Part A of thiI Schedule. The concluaion to be drawn iI that both the national
gavc::mmc:nl and the provinoial govmmrnta have • rcspauibility fer lOOio-c:conomic right&. Municipal health ac:rvicc:a fall into
Part B of Schc:duJ.e 4. The national and provincial aphm:a haw: concummt legialatiw: compc:tc:noc: ow;r qnmioipal health aeMcea
to the c:xtcnt aet out in leCtion lSS(6Xa) and (7) of the Constitution. Schedule S dctaila functianal areu of c:xolUliw: provincial
legislative compc:tc:nce.
In terms of aublection (1) of thia lection: "All spheres of govemmrnt and all OI'8B1l1 of state within each aphen: mlllt(a) prc:sc:rvc the peace, national unity and the indivisibility ofthc: Republic;
(b) aecure the well-being of the people ofthc: Rc:publia;
(c) provide decliw:, IranllparcnI, acoountable and cohcmm.t govanmcn1 fer the Republic u. whole;
(d) be loyal to the Constitution, the Republic and ita people;
(e) n:spcct the CCI1ItitutionalltalUl, institutiona, poWCl1l and fimctiOl1l of govmmrnt in the other Iphcra;
(f) not auume any power or function except those confc:rred em them in tcmu of the Constitution;
(g) ma:rcilc their powers and perform their functions in a ID8l1IlCl' that doea not encroach on the geograpucal, functional er
instibltiona1 intc:srity of government in another sphere; and
(h) co-opcrate with one another in mutuallrult and good faith by(i) fostering frirndiy relations;
(ii) auiatina and luppcrting one another,
(iii) informing one another at; and COI1IIultins one another em, matters of oommon interest;
(iv) co-ordinating their actiona and legialation with one another,
(v) adhering to asrced procedures; and
(vi) widing legal procecdin81 againlt one another."
Dc Waal, Currie and ErumUl fit 2 supra note at p23 that: ''Chapter 3 il aimed primarily at promoting a co-opc:ratiw form of
fcderalism instead of a competitive form of federalism... In co-opcratiw: forma of fcdc:ralilm the diffen:nt Ic:vr:l. of government
share the lBDle l'CIpOnIibilities. The Constitution UIUally allocates lesillativc and excoutiw: powen concurrently to the centra1
and provincial govcmmrnL" They observe that the practice il that the central legislature UIUalI.y adopfJ framework legislation
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The national executive is given the power in section 100 440 to intervene when a province
cannot or does not fulfil an executive obligation in terms of legislation or the Constitution,
to ensure fulfilment of the obligation. It was perhaps in view of this section that the court
observed in Grootboom that:
"The national government bears the overall re~ponsibility for ensuring that the state
complies with the obligations imposed upon it by s 26."441

It is submitted that this statement is equally true in respect of the obligations of the" state in

terms of section 27. Section 146 of the Constitution provides for the event of "a conflict
between national and provincial legislation in a functional area listed in Schedule

4442

as

follows:
(2) National legislation that applies uniformly with regard to the country as a whole prevails over
provincial legislation if any of the following conditions is met:
(a) The national legislation deals with a matter that cannot be regulated effectively by
legislation enacted by the respective provinces individually.
(b) The national legislation deals with a matter that, to be dealt with effectively, requires
uniformity across the nation, and the national legislation provides that uniformity by
establishing(i) nonns and standards;

440

441
442

and then IcaYCI the dctaila to be filled in by the provinoca and the logal sovcmmentl to mit their own partiaular oinlumatmCCII.
They III)' that mere often than not the aharins of reaparuibility tnaulatCI into an IIlTIIDscmc:nt in which framework 1awI and
policies arc made cc:nIrally and the laws are completed and cxx:outcd at the provinoial Icvcl. This 1Ir1'1ID8CIDc:nt has du: adYBDlaSC
of SCOur1na uniformity IICI"QIII the country while allowing the provinDiai authorities to adapt tho details to mit looaI
implementation. The 1011 of the provinDCI own law making powcn is then OOIDpcnsatcd for by providing them with opportunities
to par1ioipatc in the naticnaJ. legislative prOOCII. It is submitted that in the area of health servicca at least, a1thoush IIOIllC
provinces arc more &otive and progrcuive than others, there is anall doubt that they have not relinquished their legillativc
oapacity.
"When a provinoc cannot or docs not fulfil an cxcoutivc obligation in terms of legislation or the CtlMtitution, the nalimal
CXX:ClUtive may intcrvcnc by taking any appropriate ItcpI to ensure fulfilment of that obligation, including(a) issuing a directive to the provincial cxccutive, dCloribinS the mc:nt of the failure to fulfil its obligatiClll and Ilatins any ItcpI
required to meet its obligatiClll; and
(b) . .umma rcsponIibility far the relevant obligatian in that province to the cxtc:nl ncocuary lo(i) maintain CIICIltial nationallllandards or meet Cltablilhed minimum standards ftX' the rendering of a service;
(ii) maintain coonomio unity;
(iii) maintain naticnalsc:ourity; or
"
(iv) prcvc:nt that province from takins unrcuonable action that is prejudicial to the inlcrCIta of another provinoc or to
the country as a whole. II
Grootboom fit 10 ntpra para 66 p79
Cameron AJ ru. pointed out in Ex Parle PJ'BSident O/The Republic 0/ South Africa: In Re COJVtitutionaltty O/The Liquor Bill
2000 (1) SA 732 (CC) at para 48 p760 that: Whcrcu the CClIlItitution maIa:s provisian for oonflioll bctwcc:n national and
provincial legislation falling within a funotional area in Schedule 4, and bc:twccn national legislation and a provinoial
COl1Itituticn, the IOle provisian made far oonflicts between natianal lesislation and provincial legialation within the cxglUlive
provincial terrain of Schedule S is in • 147(2), which provides that national ICSillation rcfcrTCd to in • 44(2) prevails over
Schedule 5 provincial legislatian. This luggcsll that the COIlIlitutian contemplatca that Schedule S oompc:tenCCl mUit be
inlcrprc:tcd 10 81 to be distinct from Schedule 4 compctcnccs and that con8ict will ordinarily ariso bctwccn Schedule 5 p-ovinoial
legialation and national legislation only where the natianal Legialaturc is entitled to intClVcnC under s 44(2)." (footnotes omitted)
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(ii) frameworks; or
(iii) national policies.
(c) The national legislation is necessary for(i) the maintenance of national security;
(ii) the maintenance of economic unity;
(iii) the protection of the common market in respect of the mobility of goods,
services, capital and labour;
(iv) the promotion of economic activities across provincial boundaries;
(vl the promotion of equal opportunity or equal access to government
services; or
(vi) the protection of the environment.
(3) National legislation prevails over provincial legislation if the national legislation is aimed at
preventing unreasonable action by a province that(a) is prejudicial to the economic, health or security interests of another province or the country
as a whole; or
(b) impedes the implementation of national economic policy.
(4) When there is a dispute concerning whether national legislation is necessaty for a purpose set
out in subsection (2) (c) and that dispute comes before a court for resolution, the court must
have due regard to the approval or the rejection of the legislation by the National Council of
Provinces.
(5) Provincial legislation prevails over national legislation if subsection (2) or (3) does not
apply."
The Constitution does not define the term 'health services' and it does not define the term
'municipal health services' either. This creates something of a problem for the three spheres
of government when it comes to budgeting. In order to be able to budget for health services,
it is necessary to know where one's responsibility begins and ends. In the case of municipal
health services the national and provincial spheres of government have concurrent
legislative competence to the extent set out in section 155(6)(a) and (7). These sections
require that each province must establish municipalities in its province in a manner
consistent with the legislation enacted in tenns of subsections (2) and (3) and by legislative

and other measures must(a)

provide for the monitoring and support of local government in the province; and

(b)

promote the development of local government capacity to enable municipalities to
perform their functions and manage their own affairs.

They also state that the national government, subject to section 44 and the provincial
governments have the legislative and executive authority to see to the effective
performance by municipalities of their functions in respect of matters listed in schedules 4
. and 5, by regulating the exercise by municipalities of their executive authority referred to in
section 156(1).
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The fact that municipal health services are mentioned separately in Part B of Schedule 4
and that the legislative power over them by the national and provincial spheres of
government is restricted implies that they must be different from health service as listed in
Part A of Schedule 4 in terms of which no restrictions are imposed 443, However the matter
is not as simple as this Cameron AJ points out in the Liquor Bill case 444 that:
"The Constitution-makers' allocation of powers to the national and provincial spheres appears to
have proceeded from a functional vision of what was appropriate to each sphere and, accordingly,
the competences itemised in Schedules 4 and 5 are referred to as being in respect of 'functional
areas', The ambit of the provinces' exclusive powers must, in my view, be determined in the light
of that vision. It is significant that s I 04( I )(b) confers power on each province to pass legislation
'for its province' within a 'functional area'. It is thus clear from the outset that the Schedule 5
competences must be interpreted as conferring power on each province to legislate in the exclusive
domain only 'for its province'. From the provisions of s 44(2) it is evident that the national
government is entrusted with overriding powers where necessary to maintain national security,
economic unity and essential national standards; to establish minimum standards required for the
rendering of services; and to prevent unreasonable action by provinces which is prejudicial to the
interests of another province or to the country as a whole. From s 146 it is evident that national
legislation within the concurrent terrain of Schedule 4 that applies uniformly to the country takes
precedence over provincial legislation in the circumstances contemplated in s 44(2), as well as
when it:
(a) deals with a matter that cannot be regulated effectively by provincial legislation;
(b) provides necessary uniformity by establishing nonns and standards, frameworks or
national policy;
(c) is necessary for the protection of the common market in respect of the mobility of goods,
services, capital and labour, for the promotion of economic activities across provincial
boundaries, the promotion of equal opportunity or equal access to goverrunent services or
the protection of the environment.
From this it is evident that where a matter requires regulation inter-provincially, as opposed to
intra-provincially, the Constitution ensures that national government has been accorded the
necessary power, whether exclusively or concurrently under Schedule 4, or through the powers of
intervention accorded by s 44(2). 'The corollary is that where provinces are accorded exclusive
powers these should be interpreted as applying primarily to matters which may appropriately be
regulated intra-provincially." (writer's emphasis)
The trouble with health care services is that it can be extremely difficult to determine in
practice which of them should be regulation inter-provincially as opposed to intra-

443

444

em

Cameron AJ nated in In R. Constitutionality OfThB Liquor Bill
442 supra) at para 50 p 760 that: "It folloWiIhat, in order to
give effect to the constitutional scheme, which allOWI for exclusivity IUbjCXlt to the intc:rvcm1ion justifiable undcc • 44(2), and
pouibly to incidental inlrulion only under • 44(3), 87 the Schcdulc: 4 functional compctcncca Ihould be intc:rprctcd as beinS
distinct fiom, and 81 excluding, Schedule 5 compctcocca. That the divi.ion could never have been contemplated as beina
abaoluto iI a poirt to which I return in due counc."
In R. Conrlitutlonallty OfTlre Liquor Bill (fn 442IUpra)
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provincially due to their often polycentric nature~4.5. As explained by the court in van

Biljon 's case:
"What is meant by polycentric decisions has also been described as follows with reference to the
image of a spider's web:
'A pull on one strand will distribute tensions after a complicated pattern throughout the web as a
whole. Doubling the original pull will, in all likelihood, not simply double each of the resulting
tensions. This would certainly occur, for example, if the double pull caused one or more of the
weaker strands to snap. This is a "polycentric" situation because it is "many centred" - each
crossing of the strands is a distinct centre for distributing tensions. ",446
On the subject of the power of the legislative competence of provinces in respect ofloca1
government matters the constitutional court observed in the Certificationjudgment at paras

375 to 377 that:
"There is another respect in which provincial powers and functions in respect of LG have been
altered. In Ie sch 6 there is listed a broad functional area of legislative competence termed 'Local
Government, subject to the provisions of chap 10'. Within this broad sphere, and subject to national
legislative overrides, provincial governments are free to legislate directly in relation to all LG
matters. In the NT, however, specific functional areas of legislative competence in relation to LG
are detailed in NT schs 4 and 5. Other legislative competences not dealt with in the NT may be
assigned to the provinces by national legislation in terms of NT l04(1)(b)(iii). This restricted listbased provincial competence contained in the NT stands to be compared with the unenumerated
potentially concurrent legislative powers afforded provinces under the Ie. It is a difficult
comparison to make. Notwithstanding that the lists of LG matte~ in parts B of NT schs 4 and 5,
respectively, are extensive, it must be recognised that the enumerated list approach must, to some
extent, be more restrictive than a loosely dermed area of competence. This must mean that the NT
attenuates the manner in which the legislative power is exercised. We conclude that to this extent
provincial powers have been diminished in the NT. In respect of NT sch 5 matters, however, this
diminution falls to be further gauged in the context of the measures safeguarding provincial power
that are found in NT 76 read with NT 44(2). Under the latter, Parliament can intervene in NT sch 5
matters only when it is necessary to achieve the objectives set out in NT 44(2)(a)-(e). Such
legislation is subject to the mechanism of NT 76(1), in terms of which the will of the Neap, the
institutional locus of provincial interests at national level, can be overborne only by a two-thirds
majority of all the members of the NA. The greater constraint placed upon the national Legislature

446

Cameron AJ fn 442 8UpTa highJigbta the nature of thc:sc difticultie. in relation to Schedule 4 and Schedule S oompctcnoie. which
arc at least lICparatcd by a di1fcrcnt Schedule whilat health care sc:rvi1lCl appear in a single Schedule in tc:nna of which p-ovinccI
and national sovcmmcnt have conoUl1"COt legislatiw competcnDc: '7hat Sohedule 4 legislation may impact on a Schedule S
functional area finds recognition on one readins of I 44(3). Whatever ita true reading this provision wu not dcaisncd to
undermine the Schedule S compctcnDca. They retain their full meaning and cffcct, c:xocpt where cnoroaolunc:nt by national
legislation would in fact be 'n:uonably ncoessary for. Dr inoidental to' the cfi'cotiw exercise of a Schedule 4 power. Since,
however, DO national legislative scheme oan ever be entirely water-tight in rc:spc:cting the c:x:cludcd provincial oompetcnocs. and
since the possibility of overlaps iJ inevitable, it will on oooatIion be ncccuary to determine the main substance of legialation and
hence to ascertain in what field of competence ita substance faUs; and, this having been done, what it incidentally ~plishCL
This cnlaila that a court dctcnninil18 compliance by a legillatiw scheme with the oompc:tcncc:s enumerated in Schedule. 4 and S
must at IQIIlC ltagc determine the charaotcr of the legislation. It seems apparent that the IUbstanae of • particular piece of
legislation may not be capable of • lingle oharacterisation only and that • single ltatutc may have mara than ODe substantial
character. Diffcrc:nt parts of the legislation may thus require different IlIICIIIDcnt in regard to a disputed question of legialativc
ocmpctcncc. n (footnoll:l omitted)
Jl'anBi!ian fn 236 at p 454
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by the NT in respect of NT 5ch 5 matters has to be weighed against the attenuation of competences
brought about by the listing of functions. A further relevant factor in the weighing process is to be
found in "NT 164. Pursuant to this provision all matters not dealt with under the NT may be
prescribed by national or provincial legislation, the latter within the framework of national
legislation. This power to prescribe residual LG matters may well be significant. Not only are
provincial legislatures competent to so prescribe but the function of national legislation is restricted
to regulation. It is adequate for present purposes to state that the term 'regulate' connotes a broad
managing or controlling rather than a direct authorisation function. Thus Parliament is entitled, in
relation to provincial legislative power under NT 164, to establish the general framework within
which such power is to be exercised. This leaves room for provinces to detennine details of LG
matters within that framework and to legislate for them. ,,447
It is worth noting that whilst Schedule 4 lists functional areas of concurrent national and
provincial legislative competence, no mention is made of 'executive competence'. The
court in Executive Council, Western Cape Legislature, And Others v President OJ The
Republic OfSouth Africa And Other~48 pointed out that:
"The provinces are given executive competence by s 144(2) over:
'. . . all matters in respect of which such province has exercised its legislative competence, matters
assigned to it by or under s 235 or any law, and matters delegated to it by or under any law'."
The constitutional court in Ex Parte Chairperson Of The Constitutional Assembly: In Re
Certification O/The Constitution 449 seems to regard executive competence as a concomitant
of the legislative competence referred to in Schedule 4. It observed that:
"In the CJ we took into account that in terms of the IC the provinces have legislative and"executive
competence in respect of education" (writer's emphasis). Chaskalson et a/ point out that

constitutionally, provincial executive authority is derived from three sources:
(1) exercised provincial legislative competence;
(2) powers delegated to the province ~ any law, and
(3) powers assigned to the province,,4
The legislative competence of a province is only exercised when the province enacts
legislation.

The legislative system for health care services as contemplated in the Constitution is itself
polycentric in that municipalities have legislative and executive competence over municipal
447
448

449
4SO

CertijicotlonjwJgmtml fit 59 supra at p 882-883
ExfJcutM Counci~ Wulem C~ iAgl81aIurB 199!5 (4) SA 8T1 (CC)
Ex Par1B ChairpeT20n OfThe C0ll8titutionalA88enlbly 1997 (2) SA 97 (CC) at para 170 plSZ
Cha.Jkols01l til al fit 67 supra at p 4-4
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health services4S1 • Municipal health services are not defined but their boundaries will
influence the scope of health car~ services since presumably whatever is not a municipal
health service is a health service as contemplated in Part A of Schedule 4. Provinces and
national government have concurrent legislative competence over health services.
However, a province only has executive competence over health services if it h~ exercised
its legislative competence over health services or powers have been assigned to it or
delegated to it in terms of any law. One cannot therefore assume that all of the provinces
have executive competence over all areas of health services within the province. Some
provinces have enacted health legislation whilst others have not. 4S2 National government
has a concurrent legislative competence with provinces over health services. The national
government has not yet enacted framework legislation with respect to health services
whereas quite a few of the provinces have done so intra-provincially. In terms of section
156(4) of the Constitution national and provincial governments must assign to a
municipality "by agreement and subject to any conditions" the administration of a matter
listed in Part A of Schedule 4 or Part A of Schedule 5 which necessarily relates to local
government if that matter would be most effectively administered locally and the
municipality has the capacity to administer it. So municipalities can actually be responsible,
on a contractual basis for. health services that are more than just municipal. The web
becomes even more complicated when one considers that in terms of section 84(1)(i) of the
Local Government: Municipal Structures ActS3, district municipalities (Category C
municipalities in terms of section 155 of the Constitution) are responsible for municipal
health services but local municipalities (Category B municipalities in terms of section 155
of the Constitution) are the ones that are currently providing health services although they
4S1

4S2

4"

Section 151(2) of the Constitution Itatea that tho cxeoutivc and legillative authority of a municipality is WIlted in ita Munioipal
CoUDDiL Section 1S1(3) of tho Constitution provides that a municipality hili the right to sovem. ClIl ita own initiative, the looal
government affairs of ita oommunily, subject to naticna1 and provinoial Ieswation 81 provided fer in the Ccmtitution". Section
151(4) stipulates that tho IUltionai ClI' provincial govenmcnt may not oompromise or impede a municipality's ability ClI' right to
exercise its powers or perfonn ita fu.ncticm.
See for instance the KwaZuIu Natal Health Aat No 4 of 2000; the Free State Hospitals Aat No 13 of 1996; the Free State
Provincial Health Act No 8 of 1999; the E.tem Cape Health Act No 10 of 1999; the Western Cape Health Facilities Boards Act
No 7 of 2001; the Western Cape Health Act Amendment Act No (; of 2002; the E.tem Cape Provincial Health Aat No 10 of
1999; the Ncrthom Province Health Services Act No 9 of 1999; the Health Laws Rationalisatim ArA No 11 of 1995 of the North
West Province. See also the Assignment to the Provinces of the Health Aat, 1977 under serAion 235(8) of tho Constitution of the
Republic of South Afiica 1993 in terms of which the President auigned tho administration of the Health Act 1977 (Aot No 63 of
1977) r=ludins those provisions (if any) of the said ArA which falla outside the functional areas specified in Schedule (; to the
Constitution or which relate to matter referred to in paragraphs (a> to (e) of section 126 (3) of the Constitution, to a oompctenl
authority within the jurildiotion of the sovernment of a province mentioned in section 124 (1) of the Constitution desisnated by
the Premier of the pl"Ovince concerned.
Act No 117 of 1998
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have to be specifically empowered to do so in tenns of section 84(3)(a) of the Local
Government: Municipal Structures Act Thus although the national government is
ultimately responsible for ensuring that the constitutional obligatio~s of the state with
regard to section 27 of the Constitution are fulfilled, the provincial and municipal spheres
of government have their own unique and original powers and responsibilities with regard
to health

~ervices

and it is not simply a matter of national government being able to enact

legislation or go in and take control of the delivery of health services that fall within the
scope of the powers awarded by the Constitution to provinces and municipalities. This
makes for a complex dynamic in the area of health services between national, provincial
and local spheres of government which renders it inevitable that the national Minister of
Health is likely to be cited as a respondent in all litigation involving health care services
irrespective of the level of involvement of the national department of health in the
circumstances of the case.

Although the national department of health does not presently regard the direct provision
health care services as its core function due to the fact that the provinces own the resources
such a hospitals, clinics and phannaceutical depots necessary to provide these services and
that the provinces are providing them, it is submitted that if the national sphere of
government is to be ultimately responsible for the fulfilment of the rights contemplated in
section 27 of the Constitution, then it must, in the absence of a power to compel the
provision of health care services by a province, retain the power to render those services at
national level. Proclamation 152 of 1994 which assigned certain functions of the Health Act
No 63 of 1977 to the provinces recognised this in its exclusion of section 14 of that Act
from the assignment In tenns of section 14(1 )(a) of the Health Act:
"( l)In addition to the functions entrusted to the Department of Health by any other law,
the functions of the said Department shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be(a) with due regard to health services rendered by provincial administrations and local
authorities, to co-ordinate health services rendered by the said Department and to
provide such additional services as may be necessary to establish a comprehensive
health service for the population of the Republic of South Africa;"
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There is a mirror provision in section 16(1) of the Act which deals with the functions of the
provinces which requires them to take into consideration the services rendered by the
national department and other provinces and local authorities.

The National Health Bill which is intended to repeal the Health Act of 1977 is being
processed at the time of writing and a detailed dis"cussion of its provisions is thus not
presently possible.

It is important to note with regard to section 100 that it is the national executive that must
invoke its provisions. The national department of health or even the Minister ofHealth does
not have the power to intervene directly in terms of this section if a province is failing to
provide health care services. The national executive may issue a directive detailing the
shortcomings of the province and how they can be addressed and may assume the functions
of the province on limited grounds. The manner if any in terms of which the directive
contemplated in section 100 may be enforced is a delicate subject. The fact that the
constitution provides for the assumption of responsibility for the relevant obligation in the
province by the national executive tends to suggest that this is the constitutionally
acceptable method of enforcement of the directive. Section 41 stipulates specifically that
the spheres of government must avoid legal proceedings .against one another. It also
requires them to assist. and support one another. The section provides that national
legislation may regulate the proces's established by this section but· to date no such
legislation has been forthcoming.

2.11

Horizontal Application ofTbe RigbtTo Health Care Services

The question of the horizontal application of the right to health care services has been
touched on many times in the course of this chapter. Since the horizontal application of
rights is a recurring theme involving private individuals and other entities within the private
sector, it will arise as a topic in other chapters tl}at relate to obligations between such
parties. Consequently an attempt will be made in this section to identify only some of the
key principles leaving more detailed and case specific discussions for later. The question of
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the extent to which the constitutional rights involving health care services are enforceable
against health care service providers in the private sector is clearly of vital interest to those
providers. Unlike public health facilities and providers they are not funded by the fiscus
and they must make sufficient profit from health care delivery to make it worth their while,
and in the case of juristic persons, their investors' and potential investors' while, to
continue to do so. If the contribution of the private health sector in South Africa to health
service delivery is regarded as valuable and worthy of preservation, then :the horizontal
application of the right to health care services must be seen against this backdrop and in the
context of the need for a balancing of the right to 'trade' in health care services and the
rights of consumers of health care services.

The question of the horizontal application of rights has been the subject ofso~e debate in
the context of both the interim Constitution and the final Constitution and the section in the
interim Constitution was changed in order to make more explicit the idea that the rights in
the Bill of Rights are capable of horizontal application in certain circumstances 4S4 • Section
8(2) stipulates that a provision of the Bill of Rights binds a natural or a juristic person it:
and to the extent that, it is applicable taking into account the nature of the right and the
nature of any duty imposed by the right. In terms of section 8(3), when applying the
provisions of the Bill of Rights to a natural or juristic person in terms of subsection (2) a
court in order to give effect to a right in the Bill, must apply, or of necessary develop, the
common law to the extent that legislation does not give effect to that right and may develop
rules of the common "law to limit the right, provided that the limitation" is in accordance

with section 36(1). De Waal et ar"note that ihere are five general considerations regarding
the interpretation of section 8(2) that must be kept in mind from the outset
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See the COIIUDCJIts of Davil .t al (fa 124 mpra) at p 30 where they Blate that: H In the earlier work we stated what we thought wu
tho obvioUl - Chap 3 applied to all law. We thought it unoontrovcnial and acoardinsly did no more than bric:t1y dcBoribe the
backgrcnmd debate and explain the mccbaniCl of scotica 7(2) [of the interim Ccmtitution) and why it was that we thought tho
Chapter applied to the oommon law 8l1d customary law. We were wrong on acwraI oounta. Our rcnditica of the debate w.
oontcBtcd by Du P1C11iB LM and Corder H in Understanding South Africa's Traditional BiU of Rights. Juta & Co Ltd, Kcnwyn
1994 at p 112 seq. The issue WaB hotly contested in the pre8II and academic journals. The courts were cwm1y divided until the
Constitutiona1 Court deoided the iuue in Du Plusis &- othen y D8 Kkrk and Another 1996{S) BCLR 6S8 (CC). The magority
oourt took an opinion opposite the one advanced in this book" and at P 43 where they obICIW that: "The applicatica proviBiODl
of the Chapter 2 of the BiD of Rights hu been lubjected to 1Br mora dramatic chanp that any otha- p-oviaica of Chap_ 3 of the
Interim Ccmtitution. Whatever the intcrprctatien placed en IS, it now will haw aomo form. of horizcntal application." Sec allO
the observation of Licbenbcrg in Chaska1aon 8t al (fit 43 "",ra) at 41-45 where she .tatcs that:" One of the profound chansea
introduced by the tinaI CClIlIlitutiOll i. in rcspcct of the application of the BiD of Rishta to pivate parties. "
Dc Waal fit aZ fit 2 supra at p 55
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"l.

Section 8(2) states that a 'provision' may apply to private conduct456• It does not say that a
'right' may apply to private conduct. It is therefore possible, and quite reasonable that some
of the provisions of the Bill of Rights may apply to the conduct of a private person or
juristic persons while other provisions in the same section (and pertaining to the same right)
will not apply to such conduct. For example, the right of access to health care services s27
(1) and (2» probably does not apply horizontally.[For the reason that the duty imposed by
the right is too burdensome to impose on private individuals] However, the right not to be
refused emergency medical treabnerit (s27(3» probably do~s apply horizontally ...
2. Questions concerning the horizontal application of the Bill of Rights cannot be determined
a priori and in the abstract. Although this is not explicitly stated, whether a provision in the
Bill of Rights applies horizontally also depends on the nature of the private conduct in
question and the circumstances of a particular case. This explains why section 8(2) states
that a provision in the Bill of Rights binds a natural or juristic person if, and to the. extent
that, it is applicable. The extent to which a provision is applicable can only be detennined
by reference to the context within which it is sought to be relied upon .... HQwever, a resort
to context or the circumstances of a particular case should not be used to frustrate the clear
intention of the drafters of the 1996 Constitution to extend the direct operation of the
provisions of the Bill of Rights to private conduct. It is not permissible to argue, for
example, that it is only when private persons fmd themselves in a position comparable to
the powerful state that s 8(2) binds them ~ the Bill of Rights. It may be that most private or
juristic persons do not have the capacity to infringe human rights in a manner and on a scale
comparable to the state. But any interpretation of s 8(2) must avoid relying on such gross
generalizations. The subsection was after all included to overcome the conventional
assumption that human rights need only be protected in vertical relationships.
3. The purpose of a provision is an important consideration in determining whether it is
applicable to private conduct or not. .. [T]he purpose of the right to human dignity does not
necessarily demand differentiation between the state and private conduct.
4. The nature of any duty imposed by the right must be taken into account. This recognises
that private or juristic persons are often primarily driven by a concern for themselves. On
the other hand the state is supposed to be motivated by a concern for the well-being of
society as a whole. The application of the Bill of Rights to private conduct should not
undennine private autonomy to the same extent that it places restrictions on the sovereignty
of government. This consideration is of particular importance when it comes to the

Davis et al (m 124 .rupra) observe at p 47 that: "Based an the inclusian of the word 'judiciary' in I (8Xl), and the lignificancc
sivcn to that ward by the Constitutional Court in the judgment of Kcntridgc AJ in the Du PlaSM cue, [Du Pleaai. &- OthBn v De
Klsric &- .A.nothsr 1996 (3) SA 8S0 (CC)] it oan be argued that the conolusion rcaohcd by Mahomcd DP with regard to
harizontality, namely, that the hcrizontal application will apply to all private relatianships iI oorrcot, CM'III if Kriegler J could find
liberal philosophical llUpport for the oonolusion that there arc a ranse of relationships whiob. should fall outside of the law. If the
notiaa. of judioiary in • 8(1) now impliCi that the Chapter applies to all law, the addition of lCOlion 8(2) appears to extent the
ambit beyond the law to ·the oonduot of private penonI. Section 8(2) now asb of a court that it invatisate all private
relationships to ascertain whether a ccmtitutional risht iI applicable to such a relationship. A penon who prcvioUlly had no right
apinst another, misht now enjoy lucb a right 81 the Constitution allen the nature of tho private relationship." Thi. has far.
rcaohins implioatiQl1l. In the 08IIC of the right of 800CII to health care lICI'Vioes for inatanoc it might be pOllible to pound a
OOI1Ititutional olaim of violatian of thil right· in the abacncc of the IlCSligence required to sround a olaim in delict for the IIIIIlC
omi8lian or act and in the abecnoc of the existence of a contract for thole health scrviCCI. The conduct of a private hoapital in
.cIc1iwrinS health care ICI'ViocI to a patient must not only be judpl apinat the contract it has with that patient but must aIIo be
ICI'Utinised to dct.erm.ine whctbcr there was any violation of a OOIIIlitutianal right that oamo into play in the rclaticmhip. Davil st
al comment that: In thil way the relationship between • 8(1) which appliCi to aU law and I 8(2) which appliOi to privato
relationships becomCi coherent and oansillent. There is a mandatory applioatian of the Bill of Rishll to aU forma of law in tc:rms
of section 8(1) but a diacrctimwy application to private relationships in terms of • 8(2), the dUorct.ian beins bounded by the
inquiry into the iuuc of suitability."
.
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imposition of duties which entail the spending of money.4S7Since the conduct of private
persons has to funded from their own pockets, the same duties may not be imposed on them
as can be imposed on an organ of state which relies on public funds. For example a private
hospital cannot, unlike a state hospital, be saddled with the duty to provide every child with
basic health care services (s 28(l)c».

s.

In some instances indications are found in the Bill or Rights itself as to whether a particular
right may be applied to private conduct or not. .. Also it can be said that the nature of the
duties imposed by the right to have legislative and other measures taken to protect that
environment (s24(b», to realize the right to housing (s26), the right to health care, food,
water and social security (s27) and the right to education (s29) would nonnally result in
them not being applicable to private conduct. .. "

The judgment of the constitutional court in Du Plessis v De Klerltss, which will be
considered in greater detail in a subsequent chapter caused quite a stir"SSlin legal academic
circles when the court found that, for the purposes of the interim Constitution, the Bill or
Rights applied only vertically. It set out some guidelines as follows:
•

A private litigant may not invoke a right guaranteed .in the Bill of Rights against
another.

•

A private litigant may, however, argue that a statute or executive act relied upon by
the other private party is invalid because it is inconsistent with the Bill of Rights;

•

Acts or omissions on the part of government may be attacked by a private litigant as
being inconsistent with the Bill of Rights in any dispute with an organ of government
due to the fact that the Bill of Rights also applies to common law.

The furor that this judgment caused in legal circles will be canvassed in a subsequent
chapter when discussing the application of the Bill of Rights in the private sphere. It is

4.57

4.58
4.59

In the conloxl of health services thia is nowhere marc apposite than in the .ituation of pharmaoc:utioal reBCm'Ch and dewlopment
which is very much the cbnain of private cnterpriae. If it becomca apparent to pharmaceutical manuf80turcn that drup for the
trcabncnt of HIVI AIDS are DOt profitable because of the pn:ssurc cxcrtcd by govcrnmentl and II)tivisll or the applioation of the
risht of 8COCI8 to health oare services to bring the prioca down to the point where it i. DO longer feasible to n::acarch, dewlop or
manufacture or lupply IUOh drup, and they 0C8IC to do 10 the very aim that suoh activity IClCb to achieve will be defeated at
inconceivable oost to lOOicty. The private aeotor oannot be compelled to invcst maney in unprofitable cntCJpriscII far the greater
good.
Du P~i8 m4S61Upf'Q
Davia et al m 124 8Upf'Q at P 30 obserw that "The ilSuc was hotly cantcsted in the pea and in academio journals. The oourta
were evenly divided until the Ccmtitutianal Court decided the illUC in Du PW8U cmd Other8 y Dfl KlfIrk and .A.nothflr 1996(5)
BCLR. 6S8 (ec), The m~ority of the oourt took an opinian opposite the one advanced in this book."
Sec al80 Cheadle H and Davis D 'The Applioatian oCthe 1996 ConItitutian In The Private Sphere' (1997) SAJHR 44 who O8DYBI
the debatca in leme detail
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sufficient to note at this point that the application provisions of the interim Constitution in
this regard were subject to significant alteration in the final Constitution46O •

It is not inconceivable that in certain circumstances the right of access to health care
services could be horizontally applicable. Previously, the picture was painted ofa scenario
in which the state decides that the best way to ensure access to health care services is to
become a funder of health care services leaving the supply side to the private sector. In
such a situation the patient has nowhere else to go but the private sector and even though
this arrangement may have been established in terms of a contract between the state or
relevant legislation, it is submitted that the patient's constitutional right of access to health
care services in such an environment may well be enforceable against health establishments
and professionals within the private sector as much as against the state. As a further
example, it is likely that in a situation where a certain highly specialised form of treatment
which has been shown to be successful, i.e. it is not in the experimen~l stages, is in limited
supply due to a shortage of doctors skilled in the technique and the only physician in the
country who is capable

o~ administering

the treatment to a particular patient refuses to do

so on the grounds that as a private practitioner he can choose which patients he sees, it may
be possible to argue on behalf of the rejected patient, that the latter has a constitutional right
to those services. This would be particularly so if one assumes that the patient is prepared
to pay, that he is unable to travel obtain the treatment elsewhere, that the physician's
schedule is not such that he cannot accommodate another patient, and that his refusal is
based purely on the fact that he does riot have a good relationship with this particular
patient In the case of health services there is often an opportunity cost in choosing one
particular health care provider over another because of time constraints in receiving a
particular kind of treatment. It is also possible that certain types of treatment are only
available in the private sector and that once a course of treatment has commenced it must
be pursued to its full conclusion in order to avoid further jeopardy to th~ patient's health. A
patient could effectively find himself 'locked in' to a particular course of treatment which is
only available from a particular provider In such situations, it is submitted that
discontinuation of the treatment for no good reason could in certain circumstances ground a
460

Sec Davis tit al m 124 supra at p 43 where the authors observe that the applicatian provisions of the Chapter 2 of the
Rishts has been subjected to far more dramatio ohange than any other provision ofChaptcr 3 of the Interim Canstitutian.
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constitutional claim in terms of the right of access to health care services. It is further
submitted that there is scope for argument that, in much the same way as is contemplated in
terms of the law of delict461 , once a particular health care provider assumes the
responsibility of providing health care services to a particular patient, that patient acquires a
constitutional right of access to health care services against the provider concerned,
especially in circumstances where transfer of the patient to another facility or medical
practitioner is not feasible for some reason. For example where the only hospital, which is a
private hospital, in a relatively isolated small town serving a rural community takes into its
care a chronically ill patient who is too ill to be transferred to another facility, it is
submitted that the patient concerned may well have a constitutional right of access to health
care services against that facility. This does not mean that the patient is not obliged to pay
for those services but rather that in taking him in the facility has forfeited its power as a
private operator to refuse to provide him with the health care services he needs. In
summary, it is submitted that it more likely that a private entity will incur a constitutional
obligation consistent with the right of access to health car services as contemplated in
section 27(1) of the Constitution in relation to situations involving respecting or protecting
the right as opposed to promoting and fulfilling it"62.

If one considers the composite right to health as opposed to the simple right to health care
services then the argument is even stronger that the right is applicable horizontally since the
rights to dignity, equality and freedom are not only rights but also human values central to
the Bill of Rights and the Constitution4C53 • As observed previously the right to dignity is

461
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Sec Magwartl " MinistrJr Of Health NO 1981 (4) SA 472 (Z) in which the court held at p 477 that: "It ia clear that there was a
moral and profi:uional duty to act R:lIOIIIlbly towards the plaintiff. It seems to me that, on the facts, onae the defendants
cmp~ had unclertakeo treatment 8l1d bad engaged in applying the pluter of Paris GIlt, thc:rc w .. set up a speaial relatiolUlhip
between defendant's employees, the oasualty mc:dioal Itaft; and the plaint~ different from the relatiansbip between the plaintiff
and a diainterested Itranger. The plaintiff W8I in the care of the defendant's medical staft II lntercltingly this W8I an application
of the principles of Ewela (m 376 lIUpra) which was hued significantly on CCXlIideratiOlll of public policy. Since the R:latiansbip
between publio policy and constitutional values is symbiotic in the IICI1IC that OClIIStitutional values mUll inform oonaideratiOl1l of
public polioy and that consideratiOl1l of public policy will undoubtedly have lOme influence on the way that ocmtitutiooal valuea
8R; interpreted and applied, the decilion in Magware is of relevance: in the South Afiioan legal context and within the new
ccmatitutianallepl order despite the fact that it was decided in another country in terms of a diffi:ccnt legal diapenlation.
This ia IUpparted by the ObscrvatiOl1l of De Waal .t al (m 2 1IUpI'Q) at p 45 to the eft"ect that tho 1996 Bill of Rights recopiIeI
that private abuse of human riglm may be as pernioioUi 81 violatiCl\l perpetrated by the state. For this reuan the BiD of Rishtl is
not confined to protecting individuals against the ute. In certain circumstances the Bill of Rights proteotI individuals against
abuses of their righu by other individuals"
See section l(a) which statel that the Republic of South Africa is founded on 'the values of human dignity. the achievement of
equality and the advancement of human rishu and freedoms and allO Section 7(1) of the Constitution which states that the Bill of
Rights ia a cornerstone of democracy in South Africa. It CllShrinCl the rishu of all people in our C01Dltry and afJ'II1IlS the
democratio valuea ofhuman dignity. equality and &oedom."
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significant to a right to health and is one of the simple rights that contributes to the
composite right to health. As de Waal et al point out464 the right to dignity protects an
individual against assault on his or her dignity from any source, whether private or public.

In similar vein the right to an environment that is not harmful to health or well-being in
terms of section 24 of the Constitution and which is another of the simple rights that
comprises the right to health cannot reasonably be said to be applicable only to the state. It
would be senseless to prevent only the state from polluting the environment when the major
sources of environmental pollution are likely to be located within private industry. The state
in South Africa does not own a great many factories or industrial plants or mining
operations in comparison to the private sector. Whilst it may be true that rights such as
socio-economic rights, requiring legislative measures in order to realise them are likely to
be primarily the responsibility of the state, as it is obvious that only the state can legislate, it
is submitted that it would be a mistake to assume that this absolves the private sector from
all responsibility in respect of those rights. The fact that section 24(b) encapsulates the right
to have the environment protected through reasonable legislative and other measures does
not detract from the fact that in section 24(a) everyone has the right to an environment that
is not harmful to their health or well-being. Similarly, the right of everyone to have access
to health care services in terms of section 27(1) sits in a separate subsection to the
obligation of the state to realise the right through legislative and other measures within its
available resources. It is submitted that obstruction by private persons ofsomeone's right of
access to health care services could well constitute a violation of the right. The question as
to what kinds of behaviour could be viewed as obstructive is a question of the facts and
circumstances of each case but, it is submitted, could include deliberate misinformation
such that a patient does not seek required health care services, illegal strike action by health
personnel that results in the unavailability of health services, the failure on the part of a
private medical practitioner to refer an illiterate and seriously ill patient to a public health
facility at which the required health services are available, the wilful and malicious
destruction of the only road that leads to a rural hospital or even the failure on the part of a
private contractor to adequately repair the road, failure on the part of a private hospital to
maintain backup power supplies in the case of a power failure such that the ventilators in
464
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the intensive care unit suddenly fail etc. Although it is clear that in many cases the
examples given above will found claims in terms of the law of delict or of contract it is
submitted that the constitutional right of access adds another legal .dimension to such
claims. It remains to be seen how these and other situations will be dealt with by the courts
and the litigants themselves in practice. It is submitted that, generally speaking, implicit in
all rights of access is a

free~om

and that when that freedom is obstructed, curtailed or

restricted in a material way there is usually the potential for recourse in terms of the law
that granted that freedom. The Constitution, as- the law that epitomises the protection of
human rights and freedoms in South Africa, should be no different in this respect.
Liebenberg46S notes that: "In determining whether a right is· &applicable' regard must be had
to (1) explicit textual references ... ; (2) horizontal applicability as a 'necessary implication'
of the right ... ; and (3) whether the nature of the right and the duty it imposes is 'capable'
and 'suitable' for horizontal application ...'''. In Holomisa v Khumalo And Others466 the
court stated:
"However, I am of the view that s 8(2) does create space for an interpretation and a conclusion, at
least in certain situations, that s 15 is horizontally applicable. When Kentridge AJ wrote the
judgment in Du PleSSis and De Klerk, there was nothing expressly stated in the interim Constitution
about the direct horizontal application of rights. Therefore the general position had to be
determined, and was found to be that chap 3 of the interim Constitution did not have a general
direct horizontal application. Yet Kentridge AJ left the door open for an argument that certain
provisions could be horizontally applicable. These would have to be in the nature of exceptions,
however. Therefore the test is whether horizontal application is a necessary implication. Section
8(2) makes it quite clear that provisions of the Bill of Rights bind natural and juristic persons, as a
general rule, if and to the extent that such a provision is applicable. Horizontal application is
therefore wholly possible and plausible as far as the wording of the Constitution is concerned.... As
indicated earlier, the indirect horizontal application of rights in the Bill of Rights, or the
development of the common law in accordance with the spirit, etc of the Bill of Rights, occurs in
both Constitutions (in terms of s 35 of the interim Constitution and s 39 of the final Constitution). I
earlier indicated that I do not regard the differences between s 35 and s 39 as sufficiently relevant to
warrant a radically different result as far as the issue in this case is concerned. The relevant question
is how significant the distinction is between the indirect horizontality of s 35 or s 39 and the direct
horizontality allowed for by s 8 of the fmal Constitution."

CJwkalson III al m67 .rrlprtl at p 41-4'
Holoml8a 2002 (3) SA 38 (T) at p '9 and p 67
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Liebenberg makes the point that the wording of section 8(2) makes it clear that a particular
right may be only partially applicable to a dispute between private parties and that some of
the duties imposed by the particular right may thus be capable of binding private parties
while others may not be stating that:
"Cheadle and Davis oversimplify the matter by arguing that the socio-economic rights in ss 26 and
27 will not apply to private parties given the textual signals and 'the potentially onerous nature of
such a duty on private persons'. This argument may be persuasive to some extent in respect of the
positive duties 'to protect, promote and fulfill' socio-economic rights. However, it does not
persuade in respect of the negative duty 'to respect' socio-economic rights. It is eminently 'suitable'
and indeed essential for the effective protection of socio-economic rights that private parties are
bound to respect the negative duties flowing from the right.'~
She notes further that the possibility also exists that at least some of the positive duties
imposed by the socio-economic rights may bind private parties.
"For example it may be argued that the recognition of children's socio-economic rights in s28(1)(c)
read with s28(1)(b) augments the common-law duty of support owed to children. Thus it could be
extended, in appropriate circumstances, to parties that do not currently have this duty under the
common law, for example the parents of the father of a child born out of wedlock ... Section 27(3)
requires that 'no-one' may be refused emergency medical treatment. This fonnulation strongly
suggests a horizontal application. According to this interpretation private clinics, hospitals and
ambulance services are under a duty to provide emergency medical treatment when this is requested
from them. A failure to accord a horizontal interpretation to this right would undermine the
substantive protection underpinning s28(3) and the right to life in sl1."
The present writer is in respectful agreement with the views of Liebenberg. They accord
with the eminently logical approach of transfonna~onal constitutionalism and with the
wording of section 8(2) of the Constitution itself. They are also in keeping with the
observations of the constitutional court in the Certification Judgemenf68 to the effect that at
the very least, socio-economic rights are capable of negative protection from improper
invasion. It has been observed previously that the law does not operate in a vacuum and
only acquires meaning when it is grounded in the facts of particular circumstances. This is
equally true of the Bill of Rights. When this is combined with the fact that a provision of
the Bill of Rights can apply to private conduct and then not necessarily completely but also
partially it opens up an infinity of permutations in terms of the ways in which the Bill can
467
46B

Chaskalaon fit al fit 67 IUpra at p41-4' to p41-46
Cflrtificationjut/gmflnt m ''''Pm
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affect and impact upon the relationships between private entities. It would be a very
intrepid lawyer indeed who asserts that a particular category of rights, such as socioeconomic rights, can never be horizontally applicable.

In Amod v Multilateral Motor Vehicle Accidents FuntJ4fB the constitutional court makes the
very important point that:

"Section 8(2) makes the Bill of Rights binding on natural and juristic persons 'if, and to the extent
that, it is applicable, taking into account the nature of the right and the nature of any duty imposed
by the right'. Section 8(3) requires Courts in giving effect to s 8(2) to 'apply, or if necessary
develop, the common law to the extent that legislation does not give effect to that right' and also
empowers the Courts to develop 'rules of the common law to limit the right, provided that the
limitation is in accordance with s 36(1)'. The development of a coherent system of law may call for
the development of the common law under s 35(3) of the interim Constitution and s 39(2) of the
1996 Constitution to be done in a manner consistent with the way in which the law will be
developed under s 8(2) and (3) of the 1996 Constitution."
It is submitted with respect that the statement of the constitutional court quoted above is
illustrative of the vastness of the potential for legal development and tr~sformation within
the South African legal system that has been opened up by the Constitution.

1.12

Summary and Conclusions

It is evident from the size and scope of this chapter that the impact of the Constitution on
the delivery of health services is far reaching and profound. The question of the existence
of a right to health per se was explored in some depths. Whilst it is clear that a right to
health could be inferred from the interconnectedness of such constitutional rights the right
to bodily and psychological integrity, equality, freedom and security of the person,
environmental rights, life etc, the value of such a right in the South African context is
limited given the fact that one is required in terms of the Constitution to consider its
individual elements which are expressly stated therein. Considerations of the elements of
the various rights that relate to health care services as contained for instance in sections 27,
28 and 35 of the Constitution demonstrate the complexity of these rights and the
importance of analysing them in both their constitutional and mctual contexts when

Amod 1998 (4) SA 7~3 (CC) at para 31. p 76'
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applying them in practice. The jurisprudence on the subject of the right of access to health
care services is still in its infancy but when viewed in the wider context of judgments on
socio-economic rights still provides some extremely valuable and thoughtful guidelines and
dicta that can be of assistance to policymakers and the' executive branch of government in
their attempts to fulfil their constitutional obligations with regard to such rights. The scope
of this chapter emphasizes the fact that it is impossible not to take cognisance of the
Constitution when making decisions involving the delivery of health care services whether
in terms of rationing of health care, the nature and extent of the health care services to be
provided, the rights of health care professionals to practice their professions or questions of
intellectual property in health care goods. The manner in which the distinction between
emergency medical treatment and health care services genemlly has been tentatively drawn
by the constitutional court is encouraging and useful and whilst there will no doubt be
further litigation involving questions of emergency medical treatment the foundations seem
to be firmly in place for further constructive' efforts on the part of the judiciary. All in all
one gets the impression that South African constitutional law in the area of access to health
care services is coming along nicely and that the project 'of transformative
constitutionalism, although it still has a long way to go, is well under way. In the chapters
that follow the importance and the significance of the Constitution to other areas of law
involving the delivery of health care services will be an obvious leitmotif as is only fitting
and proper for the foundation stone of a new legal order.

The discussions in the preceding chapters have covered the legal aspects of health service
delivery from a largely theoretical perspective as opposed to that of the legal practicalities
involved at the interface between the provider of health care services and the patient. The
subsequent chapters will consider in more detail the latter aspect and the legal vehicles by
means of which the delivery of health services takes

pl~ce.

Administrative law is a

particularly important vehicle for the delivery of health services especially in the public
health sector, given that administrative justice is a constitutional right Consequently'
administrative law as it relates to,health service delivery is the subject of the next chapter.
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Introduction

In the traditional view of the world the state holds all of the power and the individual
must be protected from excesses in the exercise of that power. This is still evident in
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some of the older Constitutions, such a~ that of the United States of America, in terms
of which human rights were essentially seen as the protection of private individuals
against inappropriate or unacceptable displays or abuses of public power by the state.
The world has changed substantially since then. It has become a great deal more
complex. Concentrations of power have shifted significantly away from the state into
the hands of private sector groupings. The influence of non-governmental
organisations that join forces globally on certain issues can no longer be ignored. The
power of large trade unions and religious· movements has been an important socioeconomic factor in many parts of the world for some decades. Multinational
corporations and their domination of world trade arenas spanning the borders of many
different countries are a force that many governments now have to reckon withl. It is
against the backdrop of such a world that the dynamics involving the delivery of
health .care services must be considered. Cockrell points out that the focal points of
power in society have changed considerably since the days when it resided primarily
with the stat e2• The significance of increasing globalisation and the concentration of

power in the hands of the private and non-governmental sectors cannot be overstated.
Individuals may not be in a contractual relationship with many such organisations and
yet they have the power to take decisions which can seriously adversely affect those
individuals' lives. In the context of health care services, for instance, a large
multinational pharmaceutical manufacturer may decide not to sell a particular
patented drug in a particular country or to price it in such a manner that renders it
unaffordable to all but the extremely wealthy. A body suc.h as the Medicines Control
Council which is a juristic person in its own right can decide that a particular
medicine is not effective. for a particular indication and refuse to register it for that
indication which means that it cannot lawfully be prescribed for such indication even
Tushnet, M "The Issue of State ActionlHorizon1al Effect in Comparative Constitutional Law" I.CON Vol 1 No 1,2003 P
79-88 observes at p 79 that: "Liberal constitutions identify human rights that ought not to be violated. But by whom? An

2

important strand in liberalism focuses on creating political structures that simultaneously empower and limit governments.
Put crudely. this strand leads constitutionalists to pay primary attention to the threats to human rights that government
poses. Another strand takes the human rights themselves as a focus. It notes that corporations and non-govemmental acton
can threaten human rights too." He observes that governments and corporations can discriminate on the basis of race;
governments and corporations can tire employees t:or speech with which the employer disagrees. The two strands come
together when one observes that the people or corporations exercising "private" power are actually exercising power
conferred on them by laws creating and regulating market behaviour. Thus government is always somehow implicated in
private decisions. He then asks the crucial question: What are the constitutional implications of this? Is the way in which
government is implicated in decisions by private employers to discriminate and the like sufficient to place some duties on
either government or the private actors?
Cockrell A "Private Law and the Bill of Rights: A Threshold Issue of Horizontality" Private Law P3 A-4 states that:
"Whereas once it was only the state which might be considered to have bad ai its disposal instruments of authority and
oppression. modem society has witnessed the emergence of new fragmented centres of power such as voluntary
associations. trade unions. corporations, multinationals. universities. churches etcetera. The emergence of large, private
institutions. wielding massive power over the lives of citizens is an integral part ofmodem life."
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if it may be beneficial in certain circumstances. Health care services and products
often fall into the same category as food and shelter. They are indispensable and
essential to preserve life. Nevertheless they are economic goods, commercial
commodities which are sold in multi billion dollar markets around the world. How
I

does the man in the street engage them? In many ways the raison d' etre for law is the
existence of relationships and the need to define and regulate them. Some would no
doubt argue that law is simply the external or societal manifestation and recognition
of a relationship - whether it is between the individual and the executive, legislative
or judicial branch of government, the national, provincial and municipal spheres of
government, the minority and the majority, natural persons in the private capacity,
juristic persons in their private capacity or the individual and society as a whole. The
branch of law that is relevant depends upon the nature of the parties in relationship
and the nature of the relationship.

The provider, in the provider-patient relationship, is not considered in this thesis only
in the narrow sense of the doctor-patient relationship or hospital-patient relationship
since providers of health care services come in many different forms and guises.
Moreover, the distinction between funder and provider is often blurred. In the Medical
Schemes .Act, the definition of "business of a medical scheme" makes it clear that a
medical scheme may itself render a 'relevant health service'3. Similarly the state is
both provider and funder of health care services in relation to most of the patients who
are treated in the public
3

4

secto~.

The health professionals working iri the public sector

Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998. In the Act the tenn "relevant health service" is defined as "any heaItb care
treatment of any penon by a person registered in terms of any law, which treatment has as its object<a) the physical or mental examination ofthat penon;
(b) the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of any physical or mental defect, illness or deficiency;
<c) the giving of advice in relation to any such defect, illness or deficiency;
(d) the giving of advice in relation to, or treatment of; any condition arising out of a pregnancy, including the termination
thereof,
<e) the prescribing or supplying of any medicine, appliance or apparatus in relation to any such defect, illness or
deficiency or a pregnancy, including the termination thereof; or
(f) nursing or midwifery,
and includes an ambulance service, and the supply of accommodation in an institution established or registered in tenns of
any law as a hospital, maternity home, nursing home or similar institution where nursing is practised, or any other
institution where surgical or other medical activities are perfonned, and such accommodation is necessitated by any
physical or mental defect, illness or deficiency or by a pregnancy;".
Most state hospitals classifY patients into different categories in order to determine whether or not there should be a copayment and if so, on what basis. For example, in the Western Cape the Regulations Relating to the Uniform Patient Fee
Schedule For Health Services Rendered by the Department of Health: Western Cape For Externally Funded Patients
(Provincial Gazette No S977 Notice No 21 of 29 January 2003) apply only to "externally funded patients". An externally
funded patient is defined as "a patient whose health services are funded or partly funded in tenns of ..! <a) the Compensation
for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act, 1993 (Act No 130 of 1993), or (b) by the Road Accident Fund created in terms
of the Road Accident Fund Act, 1996 (Act S6 of 1996) or (c) a medical scheme registered in tenns of the Medical Schemes
Act (Act 131 of 1998), or (d) another state department, local authority or foreign government or any other employer, or
who exceeds the generally accepted income means test u implemented by the Provincial Government: Western Cape". See
for instance alsO'the Regulations on Ambulance Fees in the Free State (Provincial Gazette No 64, Notice No 141 of 01
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are, more often than not, employees rather than independent contractors as they are in
the private sector. S The employment relationship between the state and health
professionals creates certain obligations for the health professionals that cast the
provider-patient relationship in a different light to that in the private sector. The
simple provider-patient relationship that is most often contemplated in many
discussions of health law represents only a small percentage, in terms of volume of
transactions, of the number of provider-patient relationships that exist in reality.

Since in South Africa a largely federal system of government prevails, especially in
the arena of health services where, in terms of Schedule 4 of the Constitution, the
national and provincial governments have concurrent legislative competence and
since government as whole is in many respects different in legal terms to providers of
health care services in the private sector, it is proposed to divide this chapter into two
parts. The first will deal with the provider-patient relationship where the former is the
state and the latter will deal with the relationship involving various types of private
sector providers.

A

PUBLIC SECTOR

3.1

Introduction

The government is a provider of health care services. In order to fulfil its role as such
it is capable of exercising many different kinds of legal power. This fact renders an
examination of the relationship between the patient and the state as provider of health
care services fairly complex. For instance, is there

ev~r

a contractual relationship

between them such as is most often inferred between the patient and the private sector
provider or is this the exception rather than the norm? Are health service delivery
decisi~ns

in the public sector based largely upon administrative law or are they

'business decisions' in terms of the law of contract? In the case of the former, a
patient's legal relationship and the remedies available to him or her would differ
significantly in form to those in terms of the law of contract. There is also the

s

October 2002) which states that a patient conveyed per ambulance shall be liable for the payment of the following fees in
respect of ~ SO kilometres, or part thereof: travelled: Ca) An HI hospital patient R30,OO; (b) An H2 hospital patient
R60,00; (c) An H3 hospital patient
The private sector does employ health professiona1s but they are mainly nurses. General practitioners, dentists,
physiotherapists, medical specialists, pbannacists and dieticians in the private sector are more likely to be self-employed
than they are to be employees.
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question of the state's constitutional obligations and the extent to which these must be
seen as creating separate rights to those already contemplated in terms of the law of
contract, delict and administrative law. It is proposed in this section to examine
administrative law as it relates to the delivery of health care services within the public
sector in order to

es~ablish

the nature of the provider-patient relationships in various

circumstances where the state is the provider.

3.2

The Nature of Administrative Law

According to Baxter, administrative law is:
"a set of common law principles which are designed to promote the effective use of
administrative power, to protect individuals and organizations from its misuse, to preserve a
balance of fairness between public authorities and those with whom they interact, and to
ensure the maintenance of the balance of public interest." C5

It has been described by an American judge as including'lhe entire range of action by government with respect to citizen or by citizen with respect to
the government, except for those matters dealt with by the criminal law, and those left to
private civil litigation where the government's only participation is in furnishing an impartial
tribunal with the power of enforcement". 7

It is not so easy in practice to define the concept of administrative action, despite the
fact that this has been attempted in the Promotion of Access to Administrative Justice

Acts. Klaaren9 observes that the administrative justice provision introduced by section
24 of the Interim Constitution, and continued in section 33 of the final .Constitution,
has had far-reaching consequences for South African administrative law. He states
that both the structure of the Interim Constitution and the decisions of the
constitutional court have nevertheless made it clear that this section is not ''the single
fount of administrative justice" and that work performed in comparable constitutional
instruments has been divided and allocated to several distinct sections of the
Constitution namely:

•

the limitations· clause;

C5

~ Administrative Law (1984) P 3

7
S

9

Friendly H J, ''The Federal Administrative Agencies: The Need For Better Definition of Standards, 7S Harvard lAw
Review 863(1962)
Act No 3 of2000.See below for further discussion.
Kl88;l'OD J ".Administrative Justice" Chaskalson (It al (eels) Constitutional Law o/South Africa 2'-1
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•

the right of access to information;

•

the right of access to court; and

•

the right to freedom and security of the person

and that the right to administrative justice must be considered" in relation to these other
provisions.
"3.3

Classifications of Administrative Action

To add to the confusion10 within administrative law, the courts at one stage usedll , and
still today to some extent may have to usel2, a system of classification of
administrative action that imitates the system of classification of different types of
action of which administrative action itself forms a part. It is hardly surprising that
this has the potential to cause considerable confusion for the courts and government
officials alike l3 • The classification divides administrative acts into legislative, quasi10

11

12

13

Baxter (m 6 supra) says at p 350: ''The distinction between legislative and non-legislative administrative acts is often
difficuh or impossible to draw satisfactorily."
Thus in Premier. Eastern Cape. and Others v Cekeshe and Others 1999 (3) SA 56 (TK) the court observed: "To some
extent the learned Judge must have been influenced by the then existing classification of administrative acts into 'quasijudicial' and 'purely administrative'. At 263F - G the learned Judge states: 'In the absence of a provision prescribing a
qua:;i-judicial enquiry as a pre-requisite to the exercise of a power of expropriation, the act of expropriation is a purely
administrative act. (Cf Johnson &- Co v Minister ofHealth [1947] 2 All ER 395 at 398 - 9 and Minister of the Interior
and Another v Mariam 1961 (4) SA 740 (A) at 751.)' ... This classification has since been dealt a final blow. In the oftcited case of Administrator. Transvaal. and Others y Traub and Others 1989 (4) SA 731 (A) Corbett CJ held at 759AC: 'Another feature of the modem English administrative law which emerges from a study of the aforementioned cases,
and others, is that the old classification of decisions into judicial, quasi-judicial and administrative no longer seems to
have any relevance in this sphere. In R v Gaming Board for Great Britain; ex parte Benaim and Another [1970] 2 All ER
528 (CA) Lord Denning MR stated that ''the "heresy" to the effect that the principles of natural justice apply only to
judicial proceedings, and not to administrative proceedings, was "'scotched" in Ridge y Baldwin. This was confirmed •••
by Lord Oliver in Leech's case supra at '05e where the latter stated that: ' •• the susceptibility of a decision to the
supervisory jurisdiction of the Court does not rest on some fancied distinction between decisions which are
'administrative' and decisions which are 'judicial' or 'quasi-judicial"."
In Shoprite Checkers (Ply) Ltd v Ramdaw No And Others 2001 (4) SA 1038 (LAC) the court notes: "I agree with the
above approach by the Constitutional Court. In para [18] of the judgment in Carephone Froneman DJP does not seem to
have appreciated that the administrative justice section could only apply if the action in question was an administrative
action and that, because of this, a court would have no choice but to have to satisfY itself that such action was an
administrative action before it could apply the provisions of the administrative justice section to it This means that,
however regrettable or even unpalatable it may be to have to classifY actions according to whether they are
administrative, judicial or quasi-judicial, courts have no choice but to classifY actions accorcling to such categories in
certain circumstances under the new constitutional order in order to give effect to certain constitutional provisions.
The confusion is if anything compounded by the fact, for instance, that under the interim Constitution (and the 1996
Constitution) a local government is no longer a public body exercising delegated powers. Its council is a deliberative
legislative assembly with legislative and executive powers recognised in the Constitution itsel£ Whilst· it might not have
served any useful pwpose under the previous legal order to ask whether or not the action of a public authority was
'administrative'. it is a question which must now be asked in order to give effect to s 24 of the interim Constitution and s
33 of the 1996 Constitution. One bas a situation in which laws are made in tenns of administrative action. See for
instance Fedsure Life Aaaurance Ltd And Others v Greater Johannesburg Transitional Metropolitan Council And Others
1999 (1) SA 374 (CC) where it was held that: "In addressing this question it is important to distinguish between the
different processes by which laws are made. Laws are frequently made by functionaries in whom the power to do so bas
been vested by a competent legislature. Although the result of the action taken in such circumstances may be
1egislation'. the process by which the legislation is made is in substance 'administrative'. The process by which such
legislation is made is different in character to the process by which laws are made by deliberative legislative bodies sum
as elected municipal councils. Laws made by functionaries may well be classified as administrative; laws made by
deliberative legislative bodies can seldom be 80 described." The constitutional court in this case explains how things
worked under the previous legal order as follows: "Prior to the enactment of the interim Constitution, Courts adopted a
more deferential attitude to laws made by elected legislatures than they did to laws made by administrative tbnctionaries.
Judicial review was developed and applied by South African Courts against the background of a legal order which
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judicial and purely administrative. One has administrative action, that is essentially a
sub-set of executive action14, which can be legislative, judicial or quasi-judicial in
nature and which involves action neither the legislature nor the judiciary but by the
executive. One thus has a hierarchy of classifications of different types of action in
the diagram below using very similar nomenclature.

14

recognised the supremacy of Parliament. Legislation duly passed by Parliament in accordance with the then existing
Constitution was not subject to judicial review, and the power of the Courts was confined to interpreting such laws and
applying them to the facts of the particular case. However, a distinction was dra\'VD between parliamentary legislation
and other legislation enacted by 'subordinate legislatures' which was subject to judicial review. The true basis on which
Courts were entitled to review subordinate legislation was a matter of some dispute. Some commentators saw it as
implicit in the empoweryng legislation which was said to be subject to certain implied provisions applicable to the
delegation of legislative powers unless expressly excluded by the empowering statute. Others, and this is the prevailing
view, saw it as an inherent power of the Court, existing independently of the statute, which would be applied unless
excluded by the empowering legislation... When there were elected provincial councils, their legislation (though in a
sense legislation of a subordinate legislative body) was treated differently. The legislative power was characterised as
original and not delegated, and the only question open on judicial review was whether the legislation fell within the
scope of the powers vested in the councils. If so it could not be challenged on the ground of unreasonableness or on any
of the other grounds on which the exercise of delegated legislative power could be reviewed by the Courts. " The court
emphasises however, that the jurisdiction of the Courts to review legislation made by subordinate legislatures was not,
however, a disputed issue. In broad terms the legislation was reviewed for 'legality'. The subordinate legislatures were
not entitled to exceed their powers, nor to exercise them in a manner inconsistent with the limitations ordinarily
attaching to the delegation of legislative power. If they did so, their laws would be struck down by the Courts as being
invalid. It then goes on to explain the situation under the new legal order: '"The introduction of the interim Constitution
has radically changed the setting within which administrative law operates in South Africa. Parliament is no longer
supreme. Its legislation, and the legislation of all organs of state, is now subject to constitutional control. It is within this
context that consideration has to be given to the proper interpretation of the words 'administrative action' in s 24 ... The
constitutional status of a local government is thus materially different to what it was when Parliament was supreme,
when not only the powers but the very existence of local government depended entirely on superior legislatures. The
institution of elected local govermnent could then have been terminated at any time and its functions entrusted to
administrators appointed by the central or provincial governments. That is no longer the position. Local governments
have a place in the constitutional order, have to be established by the competent authority, and are entitled to certain
powers, including the power to make by-laws and impose rates."
The court in Pre,ldent of the Republic ofSouth Africa and Otherl v South African Rugby Football Union and Other,
2000 (1) SA 1 (CC) stated as follows at para [142]: "As we have seen, one of the constitutional responsibilities of the
President and Cabinet Members in the national sphere (and premiers and members of executive councils in the
provincial sphere) is to ensure the implementation of legislation. This responsibility is an administrative one, which is
justiciable, and will ordinarily constitute 'administrative action' within the meaning of I 33. Cabinet Members have
other constitutional responsibilities as well. In particular, they have constitutional responsibilities to develop policy and
to initiate legislation. Action taken in canying out these responsibilities cannot be construed as being administrative
action for the purposes ofs 33. It follows that some acts of members of the executive, in both the national and provincial
spheres of govenunent will constitute 'administrative action' as contemplated by s 33, lOS but not all acts by such
members will do so.
In Premier, Ea,tern Cape, And Other, v Cekeshe And Other, (fb 11 ,"pra) the court observed that: "The general
distinction between legislation and the execution of legislation is that legislation determines the content of the law u a
rule of conduct, where executive authority applies the law in particular cases." The Commonwealth v Grun,eit and
Other, (1943) 67 CLR 'S. The enactment of primary legislation is not an administrative act but the implementation of
such legislation is. (See definition of 'administrative action' in the PAJA section 1). Subordinate legislation is
administrative action and therefore subject to judicial review. See Wiechers M Administrative Law who states:
"Legislation does not appear out of the blue - first the authorised organ takes a decision to peIform a legislative act, then.
the legislative measure goes through a process of consultation and drafting. then the measure is passed and finally
promulgated. The initial decision to peIform the administrative act will, in most cases, involve a legislative discretion
and this discretion may be impugned on the same grounds as the exercise of a discretion in the performance of other
legislative acts. The legislative act may also be challenged on the ground of other defects in the coune of legislative
process and on the strength of the ultimate effect of the act ••• even though a proclamation by the State President may be
immune to judicial review in terms of an Act of Parliament, it remains subordinate legislation nevertheless and is subject
to the rules relating to the creation, adoption, promulgation and interpretation of subordinate legislation."
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Constitutional
Separation of powers

/
Layer 1

1. Legislative action

1
2. Executive action

3. Judicial action

(a) Administrative action
(subset of executive acts - government departments fall under the
executive branch of government)

/
Layer 2

(i) Legislative acts

1
(ii) Quasi-judicial acts

~
(iii)

Ju~icial

acts

Devenish et afs note that there has in recent times been a strong inclination to avoid
using the classification of administrative acts as legislative, quasi-judicial and purely
administrative and that in Du Preez v Truth and Reconciliation Commission l6, the
Appellate Division held that for the purpose of applying the rules of natural justice,
the cla~sification of decisions as quasi-judicial or administrative has in e~ect been
abandoned. They express the view, however, that the classification can nevertheless
be beneficial in some circumstances and proceed to discuss the three types of
administrative action on this basis. They note that legislative acts of the
administration give rise to delegated legislation and that they are the most easily
recognised. They note with regard to Fedsure 17 that the resolutions taken by the
municipality could not be classified as administrative action because the municipal
council was exercising a power that was exclusively exercised by legislative bodies
and that on this interpretation, other non-exclusive legislative decisions, as opposed to
IS
16

17

Devenish GE, Govender K qnd Hulme D Administrative Law and JIIStice in South Africa at p 91
Du Preez 1997 (3) SA 204 (A) l1A-C
Fedsure Life Assllra,:,ce v Greater Johannesburg Transitional Metropolitan COllncil fh 13 supra
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legislative enactments, may still be subject to scrutiny under section 33 of the
Constitution. Devenish et al point out that section 156(2) of the Constitution provides
that a municipality may make and administer by-laws for the effective administration
of matters which it has a right to administer and that therefore the Constitution
empowers municipalities to administer by-laws. They observe that the implementation
and administration of a by-law requires the exercise of a discretion in that decisions
have to be taken and choices made between alternative courses of action. Such
decisions required the exercise of delegated power and the application of the by-laws
to a given set of circumstances. They are therefore subject to section 33 scrutiny.

In terms of Part B of Schedule 4 of the Constitution, municipalities are responsible for
municipal health services, although these are not defined. Municipalities now· have the
power to make original, or primary, legislation on the subject of municipal health
seryices. This has to be interpreted, however, within the broader constitutional
context, particularly the concurrent legislative (and therefore executive) competence
of the national and provincial spheres of government in the filed of 'health services'
as contemplated in Part A of Schedule 4 of the Constitution. In the National Health
Act an attempt has been made to define municipal health services so as ·to be able to
comply with
.. and work within the fiscal federalism imposed by the Constitution and
other legislation and avoid unfunded mandates as proscribed by the Public Finance
Management Act l8 for both municipalities and provinces .with regard to the provision
of health services. In order to know what funding must be made a:vailable to the three
different spheres of government (national, provincial and executive) in respect of
health services it is necessary to define for operational purposes the term "municipal
health services". Naturally such a definition is not without its challenges given the
fact that any attempt to define a constitutional term, no matter how well intentioned, is
subject to constitution:aI challenge on the basis that it constitutes an attempt to amend
the Constitution by stealth. In light of the foregoing discussion,
noted

th~t

howeve~,

it must be

the passing of bye-laws by a municipality concerning municipal health

services would be legislatiye as opposed to administrative action, in contrast to the
position under the previous legal dispensation.
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Devenish et al note with regard to judicial acts that it is sometimes problematic to
determine whether an administrative organ is carrying out purely judicial or curial
functions and that there are only a few administrative authorities which perform
judicial functions. Quoting Garner19, they identify the essential characteristics of
judicial functions as:
(1)

There must be a lis inter partes, i.e. a dispute between two or more parties;

(2)

The proceedings in the disputed lis must have been initiated by one or more of
the parties to the dispute, but not by the tribunal itself or some other
governmental body not being a party to the dispute; and

(3)

As a general rule, the presiding officer or judge, having found the facts and
applied the appropriate principles of law thereto, has little discretion in coming
to his or her decision, he or she may not be influenced by preconceived
principles of policy, but must apply prescribed rules so as to reach a decision.20

Decisions involving the delivery of health care are in the main unlikely to be judicial
administrative decisions. Under the old system of classification of administrative
decisions they are more likely to be quasi-judicial or purely administrative decisions
since except in the case of a dispute mechanism in terms of which a department of
health must adjudicate between the interests of two or more parties (which is very
unlikely in the health care context and is only necessary rarely, if at all).
Quasi-judicial acts are administrative acts in which an administrative body exercises a
discretion21 • A quasi-judicial function is an administrative function which the law
requires to be exercised in certain respects as if it were jUdicial22 • In Hack v

19

20
21

22

Jones BL and Thompson K Garner', Administrative Law p 344
Devenish et al:lh l' ,upra at p 98
In Administrator, Transvaat And Others v Traub And Other. (m 11 supra) the court held that whether the function be an
'administrative' function or whether it be 'purely administrative' or 'quasi-judicial' or 'judicial' the duty is to act 'fairly'
and the audi alteram partem rule is simply a species of such duty. The courts have held that a public statutory body
entrusted with administrative or quasi-judicial functions can be cited eo nomine in review proceedings, even if it is not a .
body corporate in the ordinary acceptance of that term (M G Holme, (Ply) Ltd v National Transport Commission And
Another 1951 (4) SA 261 (T». In The Administrator, Transvaal And The Firs Investment, (Ply) Ltd v Johannesburg City
Council 1971 (1) SA '6 (A), it was said that the court has jurisdiction under the common law to review a decision if an
examination of the statute concerned reveals that the particular discretion or power involved is a quasi- judicial one. It is
sufficient to show a "clear intention" of the legislature to negative and exclude the implication that the power 80 given is
to be exercised in accordance with the fundamental principles of justice, rather than that this should be demonstrated as a
"necessary implication". See Publication Control Board v Central New, Agency, 1970 (3) SA at p. 489B - D. The first
requirement is that the decision should prejudicially affect the property or liberty or rights of that individual who takes
action to upset the decision. See R. v NgWflWlla, 1954 (1) SA at P 127F; Mini.ter ofInterior v Bechler and Others, 1948
(3) SA 409. The prerequisites for deciding whether the function of a person statutorily authorised is quasi- judicial where
that official's decision must be preceded by the recommendation of another body are dealt with in Cassem v Oo,-Kaapse
Komitee van die Groepsgebiederaad, 1959 (3) SA at pp. 659A - H; 661 H - 662C; South African Defence and Aid Fund v
Minister ofJustice, 1967 (1) SA at pp. 270A - 271A
Devenish et aim supra
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Venterspost Municipality And OtherSl3 the court observed that as a general rule, a
tribunal, or a body, even if administrative, must exercise its functions in a judicial or
quasi-judicial way. whenever it is empowered to make decisions, not in its own
arbitrary discretion, but as a result of an enquiry into matters of fact, or of fact and
law, and these decisions may affect the rights of, and involve civil consequences to,
individuals. In the health-care context, quasi-judicial decisions are likely to consist
primarily of licensing type decisions such as those contemplated in the National
Health Bill in connection with the granting of certificates of need by the DirectorGeneral.
The Appellate Division in Sugar Industry Central Board And Another v
Hermannsburg Mission And Another4 stated that for the purpose of determining
whether the audi alteram partem rule applies in relation to the exercise by the first
appellant of the power, or duty, in terms of clause 37, depends on a determination of
whether, in exercising such, power or duty, the first appellant exercises a purely
administrative function or acts in a quasi-judicial capacity. If the first appellant
exercises a purely

admi~strative

function, the audi alteram partem rule has no

application. If it acts in a quasi-judicial capacity the audi alteram partem rule applies
unless it has been expressly or impliedly excluded. (South African Defence and Aid
Fund and Another v Minister of Justice 2S ; Publications Control Board v Central News
Agency LtcP6; Roberts v Chairman, Local Road Transportation Board, Q1}d Others 27,)
As to the tests to be applied in determining whether a statutory function being
performed is quasi -judicial in nature or purely administrative, are to be found in Hack
v Venterspost Municipality and Others2B, Minister of the Interior and Another v
Mariam 29 and Roberts' case suprti°,
A professional act that is performed using professional skill and knowledge is
apparently not an administrative act of any kind. In S v Dobson31 the court held that
23
24

2S
26

27
28
29

30
31

Hack 19'0 (1) SA 172 (W)
Sugar Industry Central Board And Another 1983 (3) SA 669 (A)
South African Defence and Aid Fund and Another 1967 (1) SA at p 270
Central News Agency Ltd 1970 (3) SA at P 488 - 489
Roberts 1980 (2) SA at P 489 - 490
Hack 19'0 (1) SA at P 190
Mariam 1961 (4) SA at p "1
RobertI fh 26 mpra at p 489 G - 490
Dobson 1993 (4) SA 55 (E)
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the audi alteram partem rule is not applicable to the process of compiling of a report
by a psychiatrist pursuant to an enquiry in terms of ss 77, 78 and 79 of the Criminal
Procedure Act32: the psychiatrists do not perform an administrative, judicial or quasi-,
judicial function but conduct their own enquiry in their own way to enable them to
furnish an opinion concerning the mental capacity of the accused.
As stated previously the courts are presently inclined not to ascribe much value to
these distinctions one of the reasons being that they are not particularly clear of
usefup3.

Purely administrative acts are by definition neither judicial nor quasi-judicial. They
are acts by which an administrative body creates, alters or terminates indiVidual
administrative law relationships. An

a~ministrative

decision is one that is made

according to administrative policy whereas a judicial one is made according to law".

3.4

Administrative Agreements

In Transnet Ltd v Goodman Brothers (Pty) LtttS , the court held that the reasoning
employed in Umjolozi Transport Bpk v Minister van Vervoer en Andere36, where it
was held that the State Tender Board's handling of tenders for government transport
services constituted administrative action and that the steps that had preceded the
conclusion of the contract were purely administrative actions and decisions by
officials, and that public money had been spent by a public body in the public interest,
applied also to Transnet. In Cape Metropolitan Council v Metro Inspection Services

32
33

34
3S

35

Criminal Procedure Act No '1 of 1977
In Knop v Johannesburg City Council 1995 (2) SA 1 (A), the court stated that if the distinction between quasi-judicial
and purely administrative decisions is of little use in solving problems in the context of the justiciability of a decision on
the ground offailure to act fairly (see Administrator, Tran8VQa~ and Othera v Traub and Othera fh lllUpra at 7S9A-C,
762F-H, 762H-763E, 763E-1 and 7631-J), it is equally of little value in resolving the issue whether negligence in the
making of the decision gives rise to liability for damages in delict. It found that in South African law there is DO
justification for treating the distinction between quasi-jUdicial and purely administrative functions as the touchstone for
detennining a public authority's liability for loss caused by the negligent exercise of statutory powers. It held that to
detennine the issue of wrongfulness, there was no point in straining to categorise the functions of the public authority as
either quasi-judicial or purely administrative and quoted the remarks of the court in Mutual Life & Citizens' Assurance
Co Ltd and Another v Evatt [1971] 1 All ER 1'0 (PC) as being particularly apposite: 'In our judgment it is not possible
to lay down hard and fast rules as to when a duty of care arises in this or in any other class of case where negligence is
alleged. When in the past Judges have attempted to lay down rigid rules or classifications or categories they have later
had to be abandoned'.
See Devenish et al fh l' supra at p 103 onwards.

Transnet Ltd v Goodman Brothers 2001 (1) SA 8'3 (SCA)
Umfolozi Transport Bpk [1997] 2 B All SA '48 (SCA)
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(Western Cape) CC And Others" the court found that different considerations applied
where a contract between an organ of state and a private entity was preceded by
purely administrative actions and decisions by officials in the sphere of the spending
of public money by public bodies in the public

inter~st.

It held that these amounted to

administrative actions because s 217(1) of the Constitution specifically provided that,
when an organ of state in the national, provincial or local sphere of government
contracted for goods or services, it had to do so in accordance with a system that was
fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost-effective38 • The court in this case
held that that it served little purpose to classify the agreement between the first
respondent and the appellant as an 'administrative agreement' as the question
remained whether the cancellation of the contract amounted to 'administrative action' .

It stated that that section 33 of the Constitution was not concerned with every act of
administration performed by an organ of state, but was designed to control the
conduct of the public administration when it exercised a public power, and that it
followed that whether or not conduct amounted to 'administrative action' depended
on the nature of the power being exercised. Other relevant considerations, said the
court, are the source of the power, the subject matter, whether it involved the exercise
of a public duty, and how closely it was related to the implementation of legislation.
The court found that that it could not be said that the appellant had exercised a public
power when it purported to cancel the contract. Although it derived its power to enter
into the contract with the first respondent from statute, it derived its power to cancel
the contract from the terms of the contract and the common law; when it had
concluded the contract it did not act from a position of superiority or authority, nor
did it, when cancelling, find itself in a stronger position than the position it would
have been in had it been a private institution. When it purported to cancel the contract,
it did not perform a public duty or implement legislation, but purported to exercise a
contractual right founded on the consensus of the parties in respect of a commercial
contract39•

3'
38
39

CapeMetropolitan 2001 (3) SA 1013 (SCA)
Cape Metropolitan fh 36 ,upra paragraph [19] at 1024B1C· F.)
Pretorius DM "The Defence of the Reahn: Contract and Natural Justice' 2002 South African Law Journal 119 374 has
criticised this judgment saying that the question as to the true nature of public power is not addressed adequately by the
judgment and that the court did not provide a satisfactory analysis of the relationship between public power and
contractual rights. He states that in addition, insufficient consideration was given to the fact that the appellant had, by
means of its contract with the respondent, outsourced the performance of its own statutory and public functions and that
it had done so by virtue of specific statutory authorisation. In other words, the contract (the conclusion of which was
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Bums40 notes that it has been said that although South African courts have recognised
the administrative disposition and private law contract concluded by the state, they
have not as yet, recognised the administrative law agreement41. She observes that it
has also been said that these administrative agreements (in which the state acts in its
capacity as an organ of state and exercises a measure of state authority) fall
somewhere between the boundary of public law and private law. Public authorities are
not empowered to conclude contracts which are incompatible with the proper exercise
of their powers and duties: such contracts or actions are void because the authority has
exceeded its power and has acted ultra vires. This is something that the general public
and even members of the legal profession fail to understand when litigating or
threatening litigation against organs of state and statutory bodies. The Medicines
Control Council, for example, would be unable to conclude an out of court settlement
agreement with a private company that is an importer of a medicinal product in
respect of the seizure of those products which were being sold illegally because they
were not registered. Such an agreement would be outside of the mandate of the
Council whose primary task is to ensure the safety quality and efficacy of medicines
sold in South Africa by means of a registration process.
Bums notes that the liability of the state for administrative agreements is anything but
clear and that at this stage a delictual claim against the state for negligent action of
independent contractors will in all probability also be unsuccessful. The state is
usually unable to supervise or exercise control over the actions of a private agency
while the latter is fulfilling its contractual obligations. Indeed one of the reasons for
contracting in the first place is often the fact that the state lacks the resources to do the
job itself. Bums comments that currently administrative agreements are governed in
the main by rules of private law and courts are influence by private law contracts
when determining the rules which apply to administrative agreements. Thus, she says,

40
41

authorised by statute) had a public dimension in that it was intended to achieve a statutory objective, namely to collect
levies imposed by statute for the benefit of the provincial fiscus. This fact, says Pretorius, wu not accorded sufficient
weight by the court, and militates against its assertion that the contract was of a commercial nature.
Burna Y Administrative Law Under the 1996 Constitution
She refers to Floyd TB IIDie onderskeid tussen die ooreenkoms en die administratiewe beskikking" 1995 SAPRJPL 282
atp 28S
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the liability of the state for private law contracts and administrative agreements is
governed by the State Liability Act42 •

It is submitted that the conceptual difficulties which Bums encounters in the failure of
the courts to recognise ''the true nature and extent of the administrative agreement"
are caused largely by her own insistence on the conceptual framework that seeks to
distinguish public and private law. The problem lies largely in this distinction. If the
distinction is unimportant then what does it matter whether or not the courts recognise
administrative agreements as a concept? The law of contract and the law of delict
have served quite well for a number of centuries in righting the wrongs between
contracting parties and members of society. Bums seems to be of the view that the
state should be held liable for th~ actions of a private contractor that 'has been tasked
by the state with the performance of a public function purely because it is a public
function. It is submitted that this view is neither logical nor equitable in al\ instances
since it absolves the private contractor of just about all relevant responsibility for its
own incompetence or incapacity. Bums suggests that the state should be held liable
for contracting negligently with

contracto~s

who are unable to perform the required

function. Her view also demonstrates a superficial understanding of the practical
realities of state contracting procedures which are usually in the form of tender
processes and are heavily regulated by legislation such as the State Tender Board
Act43, the Public Finance Management Act44, the Preferential Procurement Policy
Framework Act4S, the National Supplies Procurement Act46, the Broad-Based Black
Economic Empowerment Act 53 of 2003 and last but not least the Constitution47 • The
full scope of the concept of contractual freedom, it is submitted, is a privilege
reserved to. the private sector. Provided that public entities follow the rules and
procedures contained in the legislation detailed above, it is submitted that the chances
of success of a claim against the state for negligent contracting are negligible. She
asks how the individual can be protected from the negligent acts of the contractor
42

43

44

4S
46

47

Act No 20 of 19'7. This may seem something of a contradiction u the State Liability Act can hardly be said to be
private law but the point is that the Act serves u little more than an entIy point for the private law of contract and of
delict into public affairs.
Act No 86 of 1998
Act No 1 of1999
Act No , of2000
Ad. No 89 of 1970
Ad. No 108 of 1996. Section 217(1) states: "When an organ of state in the national, provincial or local sphere of
government, or any other institution identified in national legislation, contracts for goods or services, it must do so in
accordance with a system which is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost-effective."
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apparently on the understanding that the law of delict does not apply to private
contractors who are performing public functions. It is submitted that the law of delict
applies to private contractors performing public functions as much as it does to
private contractors fulfilling private functions. It is not clear why, simply because it
happens to be a public function that is performed, in Bums view the rules of delictual
liability should work differently. As the courts have rightly stated it is not so much a
classification of the agreement that is important as the nature of the action taken and
whether it was in consequence of an ordinary contractual arrangement or some
statutory provision which conferred the power to do so. Essentially administrative law
is about the exercise of power that is granted not by the person over whom that power
is exercised, as would be the case in a contract, but by some other agency, for
example the state in terms of legislation. If one is not obsessed with distinctions
between public and private law it becomes obyious that administrative law should be
capable of regulating private entities where they are granted power over the general
public or groups within the general public by way of processes over which the
regulated group had little or no control. It is submitted that the concern of
administrative law is not the nature of the authority that wields the power but rather
that of the power itself.
3.5'

Private Law in The Public Health Sector

In the healthcare context, the question of whether a nation or provincial government
or municipality is exercising a public power or performing a public function is central
to the question of whether the provider-patient relationship can be governed purely by
private law, such as the law of contract, or whether it will always have an additional
element of administrative law. Powers derived from statute are generally regarded as
public powers and functions derived from statute are usually public functions.
Unfortunately, life, as usual, is never that simple since it is possible to derive the
power to enter into a contract from a statute in which case the conclusion of the
contractual relationship in question is an administrative act48 • In the context of health
48

See for instance Metro Inspection Services (Western Cape) CC And Others v Cape MetropoUtan Council 1999 (4) SA
1184 (C) where it was observed that: "In Cekeshe and Others v Premier, Eastern Cape, and Others 1998 (4) SA 93'
(Tk) at 9'6J· 9S7C (1997 (12) BeLR 1746 at 1766D· F) the Court emphasised that the substance and not the fonn of
the action should be looked at in order to detennine whether an action amounts to an administiative action or not. While
this is undoubtedly 80. one cannot disregard the fact that in the present case the contract is for the supply of services on
behalf of an organ of state and that the authority of the respondent to conclude the contract is derived from statute. In
Goodman Bros (Ply) Ltd v Transnet Ltd 1998 (4) SA 989 (W) at 996D (1998 CLR 40' at 411; [1998] 3 All SA 336 at
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care, the concepts of public powers and functions are not particularly helpful. The
question remains, in the context of a purported 'contract' for health care services
between a public provider and a private patient, what is the source of the power or the
public provider to enter into the contract? If the contract is expressly mandated by
statute then the source of the power' to contract is clearly statutory. However, if the
statute is silent on the subject of whether or not services must or may be rendered on
the basis of a contract and there is the possibility that they may be rendered on the
basis of contract or administrative law, is a power on the part of a public provider to
enter into a contract statutory in origin or does it derive merely from the fact that as a
juristic person it has the power to enter into contracts in the same way as any' other
legal persona. Would a decision by a public entity to enter into a contract for health
care services amount to an exercise of public power under these circumstances? Is it
not too simplistic to say that when a public entity acts in terms of legislation it always
exercises public power and that such action must always be classified as
administrative action? The principle of legality and the rule of law require that a
public entity 'must not overstep the bounds of its authority as conferred by
legislation49 • If this is the case then the authority for every legitimate act of a public
entity is based upon one piece of legislation or another and every act in terms of
legislation constitutes the exercise of a public power or the performance of a public
function in which case every such act is administrative in nature. This cannot be the
case however, if one considers the dicta of the courts in judgments such as in Cape
Metropolitan Council v Metro Inspection Services (Western Cape) CC And Other~O

which the court stated that:

49

so

343c; and 1998 (8) BCLR 1024 at 10310) Blieden J expressed himself as follows: 'In my view, this argument overlooks
the true meaning of an administrative act. It means any act relating to the management of the affain of the respondent. ,
Applying this test, it could be said that the act of terminating the contract in terms of which the first applicant was
carrying out the functions of the respondent in terms of the Regional Services Councils Ad is an act relating to the
management of the a1fain ofthe respondent."
In Mini,ter Of Public Works and Other, v Kyalami Ridge Environmental ASlociation and AltOther (Mukhwevho
Intervening) 2001 (3) SA 11' 1 (CC) it was noted at P 1166 that: "'In Fedaure Life A,aurance Ltd and Othera v Great'.r
Johannelburg Tran,ltional MetropoUtan Council and Otherl [m 13 ,upra] this Court held: '(I)t is a fimdamental
principle of the rule of law, recognised widely. that the exercise of public power is only legitimate where lawful. The
rule of law - to the extent at least that it expresses this principle of legality - is generally understood to be a fbndamental
principle of constitutional law.' Later in the same judgment it is said that: '(i)t seems central to the conception of our
constitutional order that the Legislature and Executive in ewsy sphere are constrained by the principle that they may
exercise no power and perform no function beyond that conferred upon them by law. At least in this sense, then, the
principle of legality is implied within the terms of the interim Constitution.' The Constitution now states explicitly that
the rule of law is a foundational value of our legal order." See also Fed,ure Life A,surance Ltd and Other. v Greater
Johannelburg Transitional Metropolitan Council And Otherl (m 13 aupra) where the court stated that: "It seems central
to the conception of our constitutional order that the Legislature and Executive in every sphere are constrained by the
principle that they may exercise no power and perform no function beyond that conferred upon them by law. At least in
this sense, then, the principle oflegality is implied within the terms ofthe interim Constitution."
Cape MetropoUtan Council fu 48 aupra
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"It follows that whether or not conduct is 'administrative action' would depend on the nature
of the power being exercised. Other considerations which may be relevant are the source of
the power, the subject-matter, whether it involves the exercise of a public duty and how
closely related it is to the implementation of legislation. "

and in President of the Republic Of South Africa and Others v South African Rugby
Football Union and Otherr l where the court observed:
In s 33 the adjective 'administrative' not 'executive' is used to qualify 'action'. This suggests
that the test for determining whether conduct constitutes 'administrative action' is not the
question whether the action concerned is perfonned by a member of the executive ann of
government. What matters is not so much the functionary as the function. The question is
whether the task itself is administrative or not. It may well be, as contemplated in Fedsure,
that some acts of a legislature may constitute 'administrative action'. Similarly, judicial
officers may, from time to time, carry out administrative tasks. The focus of'the enquiry as to
whether conduct is 'administrative action' is not on the arm 'of government to which the
relevant actor belongs, but on the nature of the power he or she is exercising. ,,52

The general rules to be derived from these dicta are:
1 It is not so much the nature of the power bearer or functionary as the nature of the
power or function that is relevant;
2

The nature of the power is only one of the considerations to be taken into account.
Others are the source of the power, the subject-matter, whether it involves the
exercise of a public duty and how closely related it is to the implementation of
legislation;

3

The list of considerations referred to in 2 above is not exhaustive;

4

The sourc.e of the power is not apparently an overriding consideration but must be
balanced in relation to other factors such as the nature of the power, how closely it
is related to the implementation of legislation etc.

S The nature of the task to be performed is an important factor;

6 The assessment must be made in light of the provisions of the Constitution and the
overall constitutional purpose of an efficient, equitable and ethical public
administration.
51

South African Rugby FootbaU Union 2000 (1) SA 1 (CC) at para 141

52

See also para 143 of the same judgment: "Detennining whether an action should be characterised as the implementation
of legislation or the fonnulation of policy may be difficult It will, as we have said above. depend primarily upon the
nature of the power. A series of considerations may be relevant to deciding on which side of the line a particular action
falls. The source of the power. though not necessarily decisive, is a relevant factor. So. too, is the nature of the power. its
subject-matter. whether it involves the exercise of a public duty and how closely it is related on the one hand to policy
matters, which are not administrative, and on the other to the implementation of legislation, which is. While the subjectmatter of a power is not relevant to determine whether constitutional review is appropriate. it is relevant to cIetermina
whether the exercise of the power constitutes administrative action for the purposes of s 33. Difficult boundaries may
have to be drawn in deciding what should and what should not be characterised as administrative action for the purposes
of I 33. These will need to be drawn carefully in the light of the provisions of the Constitution and the overall
constitutional purpose of an efficient, equitable and ethical public administratiOIL This can best be done on a case by
case basis."
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7

The assessment must ultimately be done on a case-by-case basis. This implies
taking into account all of the relevant factors in each particular set of
circumstances.

If it follows that a statute may confer and impose powers and functions other than
public powers and functions. Public entities may enter into contracts and conduct
business of a nature which does not mean that the power exercised in doing so is a
public power or function. National, local and provincial governments are juristic

personae with power to contract separately and individually from each other3• What
happens where there is a broad statutory obligation, as opposed to a power, to provide
health care services? In terms of section 16 of the Health ActS4_

"(1) In addition to the functions entrusted to a provincial administration by any other
law, the functions of a provincial administration with regard to health services in its
province, shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be(a)

to provide hospital facilities and services;

(b)

to provide ambulance services within its province and" with due regard to
similar services provided by provincial administrations in adjacent provinces, to
co-ordinate such services;

(c)

to provide facilities for the treatment of patients suffering from acute mental
illness;

(d)

to provide facilities for the treatment of outpatients in hospitals or in other
places where patients are treated for a period of less than twenty-four hours;

(e)

to provide and maintain maternity homes and services;

(f)

to provide personal health services, either on its own or in co-operation with any
local authority;

(g)

with a view to the establishment of a comprehensive health service within its
province, to co-ordinate the services referred' to in paragraphs (a) to (f),
inclusive, with due, regard to similar services rendered by the Department of
Health and Welfare, other provincial administrations and by local authorities;

S3

S4

In Lombard v Minister van 'Verdediging 2002 (3) SA 242 (T) the court held: "Die Staat is 'n regspersoon maar sonder 'n
geregistreerde kantoor of hoofbesigheidsplek en sonder 'n direkteur of beampte sooa bedoel in die artikeI." See also
Minister OfLow and Order v Panerson 1984 (2) SA 739 (A) where the court stated that: "Before proceeding to discuss
the appeal. I should say that it was common Cause between counsel in this Court that the state was the real defendant in
the action instituted by the respondent, and, also, that the state is a legal persona."
Act No 63 of 1977
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(h)

to promote family planning in the province concerned; and

(i)

to perform any other function as may be assigned to it by the Minister."

There is nothing in this section that precludes the possibility of a province's entering
into a contract with a patient for the rendering of health services in fulfilment of its
legal obligations. as described in section 16. The fact that a province does not have to
contract with a patient in order to create a legal relationship between itself and that
patient does not mean that it cannot do so. In the case of contract law, however,
intention is everything and in the case of the state in particular, one is only likely to
encounter the question as to whether or not the necessary intention existed in
pathological circumstances where a case has come before the court. In this situation,
the state is likely to argue its case in the manne~ best calculated to win its case which
may result in an argument based on the law of delict rather than that of contract since
the onus of proof in the case of the former is possibly a harder one for the plaintiff to
dischargess . Thus in Magware v Minister oj Health No S6 the defendant in his plea
denied any contractual relationship between the parties choosing rather to admit
negligence as averred in the declaration but pleading that such negligence consisted
only of acts of omission not giving rise to delictual liability on the part of the
defendantS7 • In Dube v Administrator, TransvaaP8, Buls and Another v Tsatsarolakit 9,

Mtetwa v Minister oj Health60, Pringle v Administrator, Transvaaf'l, Collins v
Administrator, Cape62 the basis of all of the claims was the law of delict and not the
law of contract. The plaintiffs apparently did not even attempt to argue the existence
of a contractual relationship between themselves and the public providers or that the
terms thereof had been breached.
The fact that a contractual relationship is possible between a public provider of health
care services and a patient is evidenced in Shiels v Minister oj Healt1f3. In that case

SS
S6
S7
S8
S9

60
61

62
63

The onus of proving the intention of a complex and diftbse body such as the state which is comprised of many minds
may possibly be even more difficult to discharge in the event that the state denies an intention to contract.
Magware 1981 (4) SA 472 (Z)
The facts of the case and the judgment ofthe court are discussed in more c:ldail in the section on the law of delict
Dub. 1963 (4) SA 260 (W)
Buls 1976 (2) SA 891 (T)
Mtetwa 1989 (3) SA 600 (D)
Pringle 1990 (2) SA 379 (W)
Collins 1995 (4) SA 73 (e)
Shiels 1974 (3) SA 276 (RA)
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the Minister of Health sued the appellant for .the cost of manufacturing an artificial
limb. The court quite clearly dealt with the relationship on the basis of the law of
contract, stating at 279:
''Now clearly the principle established in those cases must apply to a contract such as this
involving the highly technical task of constructing an artificial leg and making it fit,
particularly in the case of the appellant who, on his own admission, is a difficult customer
because, unfortunately, he has a very short stump."

The case of Administrator Natal v Edouart:f4 is a further example. In that case there
was a contractual obligation to sterilise the respondent's wife. The court refused to
allow a claim for non-patrimonial loss on the ground that the South African law of
contract does not allow a claim for intangible damages in the event of breach of
contract.

Whilst there is strict and specific law relating to the situation in 'which the state is a
purchaser of goods and services, the same does not hold true in a situation in which
the state is the supplier of goods and services - in the health care context at least. The
fact that there is a constitutional obligation upon the state to achieve the progressive
realisation of the right of access to health care services within available resources also
does not necessarily preclude the conclusion of a contract for the provision of these
services. As stated in a previous chapter there is a significant difference between "a
right of access to" and "a right to", the former being less direct than the latter and
creating the possibility that some action or effort is required on the part of the person
exercising the right.

In practice, public providers differentiate between "externally funded patients" and
others. They publish regulations, the promulgation of which is, in view of previous
discussion, subject to administrative law, in terms of which fees are set for various
categories of patients. For the most part the fees payable are determined on the basis
ofa means test. For instance in the "Regulations Relating To The Uniform Patient Fee
Schedule For Health Care Services Rendered By The Department Of Health: Western
Cape For Externally Funded Patients"65 it is stipulation that ''these regulations apply

64
65

Edouard 1990 (3) SA S81 (A) the facts of the case and the judgement of the court are discussed in more detail in the
section on the law of contract
Provincial Gazette No S977 of29 January 2003, Notice No 21
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to externally funded patients only." The regulations define an externally funded
patient as-

"a patient whose health services are funded or partly funded in terms of(a)

the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act, 1993 (Act 130 of
1993), or

(b)

by the Road Accident Fund created in terms of the Road Accident Fund Act,
1996 (Act 56 of 1996), or

(c)

a medical scheme registered in terms of the Medical Schemes Act, 1998 (Act
131 of 1998), or

(d) another state department, local authority, foreign government or any other
employer, or
who exceeds the generally accepted income ~eans test as implemented by the
~rovincia1

Government: Western Cape."

The Regulations set out a Uniform Patient Fee Schedule for various health care
services provided to externally funded patients by the Western Cape Provincial
government. Regulation 3 states that: "An externally funded patient who receives any
medical treatment or any medical service, listed and categorised in Schedule 2, from a
DOH facility, must pay the applicable tariff for such medical treatment or medical
service received in accordance with the tariff of fees and charges as set out in
Schedule I". Technically speaking there is thus no need of a contract to create an
obligation on the part of the patient to pay the applicable tariff.

Similarly in KwaZulu-Natal66, the Regulations Relating To The Administration,
Management And Control Of Provincial Hospitals, Services And Institutions
Established In Terms Of Section 4 Of The Provincial Hospitals Ordinance67
distinguish between "Private patients", "full paying Hospital patients" and "partpaying hospital patients".

The Regulations stipulate that -

66
67

Notice No. 40!5 of24 October 2002
Ordinance No. 13 of1961
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"There shall be payable in respect of services rendered and supplies provided at, in or
from provincial hospitals, community health centers and clinics the following charges
which are defined by and subject to the 2002 KwaZulu-Natal Hospital Fees Manual
which is available on request from any Provincial hospital in the Province:"
and then give the schedule of fees.
In the Free State the Regulations68 entitled 'Regulations On Fees For Health Services
In The Free State' provide for the classification of patients as follows(1)

Upon admission to a hospital, a patient shall be classified by the chief executive
officer or delegated officials as a foreign patient, hospital patient or private
patient.

(2)

A patient shall furnish such information and submit such proof as the chief
executive officer or delegated officials may require of him or her, in order to be
able to make a classification in terms of subregulation (1).

The regulations then go on to provide for a means test and methods of classification
patients into the various categories.

The fact that the fees are prescribed by regulations means that they are not negotiable
except within the scope of the regulations and as permitted by them. In practical
terms, although they are subject to administrative law and therefore judicial review,
unless they are excessive in the extreme, it would be difficult in practice to challenge
them since the costs of operating a particular public hospital are not generally known
either to the public at large or to the provincial government that owns it. Although the
pUblication of tariffs of fees in regulations does not preclude a contractual relationship
between the public provider and the patient it could be argued that the creation of a
legal obligation by way of regulations to pay the fees and the specification and control
of conditions of service by way of regulations is evidence of the absence of an
.intention to create a contractual obligation between the public provider and the private
patient since it is difficult to conceive of a situation in which the state may wish to
duplicate the terms of such relationship by way of a contract. In terms of the South
Mrican law of contract it is the intention of the parties to the transaction that is the
68

Notice No 140 of2002
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deciding

facto~9.

Lately there has been development of some of the larger public

hospitals in order to attract so-called "private" or "medical scheme patients" - the
externally funded patients referred to in the Western Cape Regulations quoted above.
Differentiated amenities, with more of a private sector flavour such as carpets on the
floors, curtains on the windows and television sets in the ceiling, have in some cases
been created with a view to attracting such patients and in contractual relationships
have been entered into or are contemplated with medical schemes. However, not all of
these contractual relationships apply to differentiated amenities within public
hospitals. Relationships between schemes and provincial governments are presently
contemplated in terms of which the public hospital becomes a designated provider in
terms of the regulations to the Medical Schemes Act'o and scheme beneficiaries are
treated in the same facilities as other patients who are not beneficiaries of medical
schemes. The mere fact that a contractual relationship exists between the medical
scheme and the public provider does not necessarily mean that a contractual
relationship is also created between the

pa~ient

and the provider however. This topic

will be discussed in more detail in the section on contracts with public providers.
However it must be noted at this point that the type of contract is relevant in this
context. These contracts are not necessarily for the benefit of a third party - which
have the potential to make the patient a party to the contract - but more usually
consist of arrangements between the scheme or scheme administrator and the
provincial government in order to clarifY payment methods and arrangements, to
ensure treatment of the patient in accordance with the rules of the medical scheme and
the exchange of information pertaining to the patient between the provider· and the
scheme, to balance the financial risks to which the scheme and the provider are both
exposed between the parties, and to secure patient referrals to the provider by the
medical scheme and its administrators and other contractors in order to ensure bed
occupancy levels. It is submitted that despite what medical schemes and providers
may claim to the contrary, contractual arrangements of this nature, especially where
the scheme is represented by its administrator or a managed care contractor, are rarely
intended for the exclusive or direct benefit of the patient. Although they are both
likely to argue that the patient benefits in that public providers are cheaper and
therefore he or she is less likely to exhaust medical scheme benefits, there are a
69
70

This aspect of the relationship will be discussed in more detail in the section dealing with the law of contract.
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number of fallacies behind this argument and it represents an oversimplification of the
market forces and mechanisms that operate within health funding in the private sector.
Further discussion of the medical schemes industry is not within the scope of this
chapter. However it is worth noting that in terms of the Medical Schemes Act and
Regulations regarding the mandatory package of minimum benefits which all schemes
must provide, schemes are obliged to pay the costs of all of the treatments
contemplated in that package in full regardless of in which sector treatment occurs
and without co-payment unless

th~

beneficiary uses a non-designated provider

without good reason. Furthermore, due to differences in treatment protocols,
operational procedures and sometimes staffing levels between public and private
hospitals and the relative incapacity of the public sector to 'manage' inpatient stays in
public hospitals so as to keep them to the minimum duration that is

absolut~ly

necessary, there is the distinct possibility that the costs of treatment in a public
hospital may not be that much lower than those within a private one. Many medical
schemes are battling for survival as they are too small, do not have significant market
power to bargain effectively with providers, are unable to benefit from the
legislatively mandated principles of community rating, their membership profiles are
unfavourably skewed or they need to increase their reserves to levels mandated by the
registrar without becoming so unaffordable to members that they start to leave for
other more competitive schemes. The result is increasing pressure to keep the costs of
the real, direct benefits to members as low as possible. Consequently arguments that
these contracts between schemes and providers are for the benefit of scheme
beneficiaries are ovecly simplistic. They are more often than not, arrangements of
expedience for the scheme and the public provider. As is evident from the regulations
referred to above, medical scheme members are in any event treated in public
hospitals on the basis of the regulations and in the absence of contractual relationships
between the provincial governments and the medical schemes concerned.

3.6

The Right to Lawful, Reasonable and Fair Administrative Action

In terms of section 33 of the Constitution:
"( 1) Everyone has the right to administrative action that is lawful, reasonable and
procedurally fair.
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(2) Everyone whose rights have been adversely affected by administrative action has the right
to be given written reasons.
(3) National legislation must be enacted to give effect to these rights, and must-

(a) provide for the review of administrative action by a court or, where appropriate, an
independent and impartial tribunal;
(b) impose a duty on the state to give effect to the rights in subsections (1) and (2); and

(c) promote an efficient administration."
The legislation referred to in subsection (3) above is the Promotion of Administrative
Justice Act71 (PAlA). It is against this constitutional and legislative backdrop that one
must examine administrative law in relation to the delivery of health care services. As
with all other areas of law in South Africa, administrative law is informed by and
based upon constitutional principles72•
The implications of this for the state will be canvassed in more detail below. However
it is important to note at this stage that the current status of administrative law as a
branch of constitutional law as opposed to the common law, casts decisions by the
state concerning the delivery of health care services in a whole new light. Decisions
relating to the provision of health services based on administrative law are now
subject to the provisions of the Constitution and the PAlA. The courts are no longer
restricted, as they were when administrative law formed part of the common law, to
trying the case only on the basis of principles of natural justice and rules of procedural
fairness such as whether the official applied his or her mind, whether there was bias,
whether the person affected by the decision was given an opportunity to be heard

71
72

Fn 8,upra
Chaskalson p has observed that: "Whilst there is no bright line between public and private law, administrative law,
which fonna the core of public law, occupies a special place in our jurisprudence. It is an incident of the separation of
powers under which courts regulate and control the exercise of public powers by the other branches of govenunent. It is
built on constitutional principles which define the authority of each branch of government, their inter-relationship and
the boundaries between them. Prior to the coming into force of the interim Constitution, the common law was 'the main
crucible' for the development of these principles of constitutional law. The interim Constitution which came into force in
April 1994 was a legal watershed. It shifted constitutionalism, and with it all aspects of public law, from the rea1m of
common law to the prescripts of a written constitution which is the supreme law. That is not to say that the principles of
common law have ceased to be material to the development of public law. These well-establishecl principles will
continue to infonn the content of administrative law and other aspects of public law, and will contribute to their future
development. But there has been a fundamental change. Courts no longer have to claim space and push boundaries to
fmd means of controlling public power. That control is vested in them under the Constitution, which defmes the role of
the courts, their powers in relation to other anna of government and the constraints subject to which public power has to
be exercised. Whereas previously constitutional law funned part of and waS developed consistently with the common
law, the roles have been reversed. The written Constitution articulates and gives effect to the governing principles of
constitutional law." (pharmaceutical Manufacturera A88ociation of SA and Another: In re Ex parte Pre,;dent of the
Republic ofSouth Africa and Othera 2000 (2) SA 674 (CC»
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etc73 • They can now look into the merits of the case to a much greater extent. For
instance the courts can look as the rationality of the exercise of a public power. It has
bee~

held that administrative action must be justifiable in relation to the reasons given

for it and that value judgements have to be made by the courts in assess whether
administrative action is justifiable in relation to those reasons. This inevitably
involves consideration of the merits in some way or another74 •
Three aspects of the right to administrative justice are identified in section 33 (1) lawfulness, procedural fairness and reasonableness. These three elements are designed
to ensure accountability,' responsiveness and transparency in government. In
Kolbatschenko v King NO and Another7S the court held that as the requirement of
acc~untable,

responsive and transparent government was one of the founding values

of constitutional democracy, it was only in highly exceptional cases that a court would
adopt a hands-off approach where a discretion has been

~xercised

or an executive or

administrative decision made which directly affected the rights or interests of an
individual applicant.

3.6.1 Lawfulness

73

74

75

In Van der Merwe y S/abbert No and Others 1998(3) SA 613 (N), the court observed that the Nles of natural justice
described as the audi principles, came into play whenever a statute empowers a public official or body to perfonn an act
or give a decision prejudicially affecting an individual in his liberty or property or existing rights or whenever such an
individual had a legitimate expectation entitling him to a hearing. However, said the court, the audi principles were but
one facet of the general requirement of natural justice that in the circumstances postulated that the public official or body
concerned had to act fairly. In Commi"ioner ofCu'tom. and £XCi,e y Contained Log/mc; (Pry) Ltd 1999 (3) SA 771
(SCA) the court observed that judicial review under the Constitution and the common law are different concepts. In the
field of administrative law constitutional review is concemed with the constitutional legality of administrative action, the
question in each case being \Wether or not it is consistent with the Constitution and the only criterion being that
Constitution itself While judicial review under the common law is essentially also concemed with the legality of
administrative action, the question in each case is whether the action under consideration is in accordance with the
behests of the empowering statute and the requirements of natural justice. The court noted that grounds for common law
review developed over the yean can never be regarded as a numeTll' claulll' for the simple reason that administrative
law is not static, particularly given the requirement ofs3S (3) of the interim Constitution that any law be interpreted and
that the common law be applied with due regard to the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights. It should be
observed in this context that Chaskalson P rejected the idea that there were two separate systems of law saying that "1
cannot accept this contention, which trea18 the common law as a body of law separate and distinct from the Constitution.
There are not two systems of law, each dealing with the same aubject-matter, each haYing similar requirements, each
operating in ita own field with ita own highest Court. There is only one system of law. It is shaped by the Constitution
which is the supreme law, and all law, including the conunon law, derives its force from the Constitution and is subject
to constitutional control. ,. (Pharmaceutical Ma1lufacturer, A,IIociation of&4 and Another: In Re Ex Parte Pre,ident of
the Republic OfSouth Africa and Other, (fu 72 IIlpra) para 44). It is submitted that with the further advent oftbe PAJA.
any distinctions purists might wish between constitutional law and the common law as far as administrative law
principles are concerned will become even more blumd. Cbaskalson P's assertion that there is only one system of law is
reinforced by this Act. Section 6 of the Act provides for judicial review of administrative action on various grounds that
are there listed including ultra yire" procedural unfairness, error of law, bad faith, bias etc.

Pharmaceutical Manufacturer, ofSA. and Another.' In Re Ex Parte Pre'ident ofthe Republic ofSouth Africa and Other,
fh 7211lpra
.Kolbat,ehenko 2001 (4) SA 336 (C) at 3551 - 3560
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The constitutional court in Fedsure Life Assurance v Greater Johannesburg

Transitional Metropolitan Councif6 held that in relation to legislation and to
executive acts that do not constitute 'administrative action', the principle of legality is
necessarily implicit in the Constitution and that therefore the question whether local
governments act intra vires in imposing rates and levies and paying subsidies remains
a constitutional question. It held that it was fundamental to the principle of rule of law
that local authorities act within the powers lawfully conferred upon them77 • In De Lille

and Another v Speaker of the National Assembly7S the court held that the rule of law
did not countenance the administrative issue of a certificate to shield illegal and
unconstitutional acts from judicial review. In Minister of Correctional Services and
Others v Kwakwa and Another79 the Appellate Division pointed out that the doctrine
of legality, an incident of the rule of law, was an implied provision of the Constitution
and that it was central to the conception of South African constitutional order that the
Legislature and the Executive in every sphere was constrained by the principle that
they could exercise no power and fulfil no function beyond that conferred upon them
by law. In the same manner, said the court, the Commissioner of Correctional
Services, in exercising public power, had to comply with the Constitution and had to
act within the parameters of his statutory powers. In that case the court found that it
,was clear that the Commissioner had fundamentally misconceived his powers in terms
of the Act and that in implementing the new system he had acted beyond his powers.
He had disregarded the provisions of the Constitution and had fashioned a privilege
I

system, in terms of which privileges were granted on a differential basis to prisoners
in specified categories, that was inconsistent with its core values and not
countenanced by the statutory regime from which he assumed his powers. For that
reason the privilege system designed by him could not be allowed to stand.
Devenish et al point out that an administrative act has a specific and recognisable
form. They note by way of example that a licence or permit has a stipulated form and

76
77

78
79

Fedsure fh 13 supra
See also Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association of S4. and Another: In Re Ex Parte President of the Republic of
South Africa and Others (fh 72 supra) where the constitutional court held that the Court had previously held that the
doctrine of legality, an incident of the rule of law, had been an implied provision of the Constitution of the Republic of
South 'Africa Act 200 of 1993 (the interim Constitution) and that that decision was applicable to the exercise of a public
power under the 1996 Constitution which, in 8 l(c), specifically declared that the rule of law was one of the foundational
values ofthe Constitution.
De UllB 1998 (3) SA 430 (C)
Kwakwa 2002 (4) SA 4SS (SCA)
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a letter by the licensing authority in question purporting to constitute a licence or
permit will not constitute a valid certificate or permit because it does not comply with
.

.

the stipulated form. The boundaries and requirements of an administrative act or
decision are usually set out in the relevant statutes, regulations and proclamations8o •
Administrative action which exceeds the limitations imposed by the empowering
legislation or which does not meet the criteria set by that legislation is ultra vires and
therefore unlawful81 •
At common law, lawfulness is determined on the basis of public policy. As such it is
fundamental not only to administrative law and administrative justice as contemplated
in section 33 of the Constitution but also to the law of contract and of delict. The link
between public policy and the values expressed in the Constitution was elucidated by
the court in Ryland v Edror2. IIi this case the court held that if the spirit, purport and
objects of Chapter 3 of the Constitution and the basic values underlying it were in
conflict with the view as to public policy expressed and applied in the Ismail case
then the values underlying chapter 3 had to prevail. The court said that the values of
equality and tolerance of diversity and recognition of the plurality of South African
society were among the values that underlie the Constitution and that those values
"irradiate" the concepts of public policy and boni mores that the courts had to apply.
The court held that courts should only brand a contract as offensive to public policy if
it was offensive to those values which were shared by the community at large and not
only by one section of it.~ In Du Plessis and Others v De Klerk and Anothe~3 Kriegler

J stated that:
80

81

82

83

Thus in National Police Service Union and Others v Minister of Safety and Security 2000 (3) SA 371 (SeA) the court
held that the character of the scheme had not been of the kind which would normally call for promulgation: it had not
amounted to a 'by-law. regulation, nde or order' within the purview of I 16 of the Interpretation Act and the
proclamation itself had provided for the form of notification the administrative decision underlying the directive was to
take, namely that members who might be afl'ected thereby were to be informed, which had been done.
See for example Munimed v Premier, Gauteng, en Andere 1999 (4) SA 3S1 (T) in which the court said that that
inasmuch II no other enabling provision existed in terms of which the Administrator was authorised to establish a
medical aid fund (i.e. apart fi'om I 79bis(l» the result of the Administrator's ultra vire, act was that the applicant was not
a juristic person at all. By establishing a medical aid scheme contrary to the provisions of I 79bis(I) the Administrator
had acted beyond the scope of his powers. II a resuh of which the act of incorporation was a nUllity. The fact that the
applicant had been registered in terms of the Medical Schemes Act did not legitimise the ultra vire, act (from headnote).
See also Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Alloclation of SA and Another: In Re & Parte Pre,ident of the Republic of
South Africa and Others (m 72 supra) in which the constitutional court held that the exercise of all public power had to
comply with the Constitution, which was the IUpreme law. and with the doctrine of legality, which wu part of that law.
The question whether the President had acted ultra vire, or Intra vire, in briDging the 1998 Act into force when he bad
done so was, accordingly. a constitutional matter and the finding that he bad acted ultra vires was a finding that he had
acted in a manner inconsistent with the Constitution.
RyIDnd 1997 (2) SA 690 (e)
Du Plessis 1996 (3) SA 8S0 (ee) at p 906 Mahomed JP stated in the majority judgment that: I I The common law is not
to be trapped within the limitations of its past. It need not to be interpreted in conditions of social and constitutional
ossification. It needs to be revisited and revitalised with the spirit of the constitutional values defined in chapter 3 of the
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"What I am contending is that the law can deal effectively with these challenges through the
very process envisaged by s 35(3), namely the indirect radiating effect of the chapter 3 rights
on the post-constitutional development in the common law and statute law of concepts such
as public policy, the boni mores, unlawfulness, reasonableness, fairness and the like, without
any of the unsatisfactory consequences that direct application must inevitably cause. The
common law of this country has, in the past, proved to be flexible and adaptable, and I am
confident that it can also meet this new constitutional mandate."

Mahomed JP referred with approval to the German legal system in which, he noted,
the jurisprudence of the Federal Constitutional Court is consistently to the effect that
the basic right norms contain not only defensive subjective rights for the individual
but embody at the same time an objective value system which, as a fundamental
constitutional value for all areas of the law, acts as a guiding principle and stimulus
for the legislature, executive and judiciaryB4.
This is reminiscent of the observations of Thirion J in Edouard v Administrator,
NataPS which predated the Constitution.

84
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Constitution and with full regard to the purport and objects of that chapter." See also Brlsley v Drotsky 2002 (4) SA 1
(SCA) in which Cameron AJ points out at para 91 p3S that: ''The jurisprudence of this Court has a1ready established that,
in addition to the hud exception, there may be circumstances in which an agreement, unobjectionable in itself, will not
be enforced because the object it seeks to achieve is contrary to public policy. Public policy in any event nullifies
agreements offensive in themselves - a doctrine of very considerable antiquity. In its modem guise, 'public policy' is
now rooted in our Constitution and the fundamental values it enshrines. These include human dignity, the achievement
of equality and the advancement of human rights and freedoms, non-racialism and non-sexism. " (footnotes omitted)
See also p 902 of Du Plessis fh 83 supra where Mahomed JP observed: ''There are some features, however, which bear
on the construction of our own Constitution. The Federal Constitutional Court refers to the radiating effect
(Ausstrahlungswirkung) of the basic rights on private law. In the LOth case the Federal Constitutional Court held as
follows: 'The influence of the scale of values of the basic rights affects particularly those provisions of private law that
contain mandatory rules of law and thus form part of the ordre public - in the broad sense of the tenD - that is, rules
which for reasons of the general welfare also are binding on private legal relationships and are removed from the
domination of private intent Because of their purpose these provisions are closely related to the public law they
supplement Ccmsequently. they are substantially exposed to the influence of constitutional law. In bringing this
influence to bear, the courta may invoke the general clauses which, like article 826 of the Civil Code, refer to standards
outside private law. '"Good morals" is one such standard. In order to determine what is required by social nonns such as
these, one has to consider first the ensemble of value concepts that a nation hu developed at a certain point in its
intellectual history and laid down in its constitution. That is why the general clauses have rightly been called the points
where basic rights have breached the (domain of) private law..• ,..
Edouard 1989 (2) SA 368 (D). Thirion J stated, despite the fact that the Constitution had not yet been written at that
time, that '"Certain moral values and policy considerations have become generally accepted in the community and some
of these have in their tum hardened into rules of law. By reasoning from settled principles in related fields and by
striking a balance between competing consideration the Court tries to anive at a resuh which will be fair to the
individual and the community. In the process the Court must consider what interests legitimately require to be protected
for the sake of the collective welfare and it must evaluate the probable consequences of adopting a public policy rule.
The Court will only apply community attitudes and values in deciding cases if such attitudes and values have gained
general acceptance in the community and are clear and if their application is necessary in the interests of sound social
policy and the welfare of the community. Certain moral values and policy considerations have become generally
accepted in the community and some of these have in their turn hardened into rules of law. By reasoning from settled
principles in related fields and by striking a balance between competing consideration the Court tries to arrive at a result
which will be fair to the individual and the community. In the process the Court must consider what interests
legitimately require to be protected for the sake of the collective welfare and it must evaluate the probable consequences
of adopting a public policy rule. The Court will only apply community attitudes and values in deciding cases if such
attitudes and values have gained general acceptance in the community and are clear and if their application is necessary
in the interests of sound social policy and the welfare ofthe community."
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There is no better evidence of the general acceptance of a value by a community than
its enshrinement within its Constitution.

Clearly public policy and Constitutional values are inextricably intertwined. A court
will not be able to justify a decision in which public policy as it perceives it, runs
counter to constitutional values. Contracts that are contrary to public policy are
unenforceable and unlawful86• Similarly, it is submitted that administrative action that
is contrary to public policy and therefore the underlying constitutional values is
unlawful and subject to challenge in terms of section 33 of the Constitution and the
PAJA. Lawfulness, in the context of section 33 of the Constitution, means more than
just intra vires. The concept of lawfulness is based in South African law on
constitutional values and considerations of public policy throughout the legal
system87 • It is only the context that varies.

In terms of the law of delict, unlawfulness is also determined with reference to public
policy and therefore to the underlying

v~ues

of the Constitution. In Mpongwana v

Minister of Safety and Security the court held that the test for whether an omission
could be viewed as wrongful related to the existence or otherwise of a duty of care

86

81

For instance in Sasjin v Beu/ce, 1989 (1) SA 1 (A) the court held that agreements which are clearly inimical to the
interests of the cOmmunity. whether they are contrary to law or morality, or run counter to social or economic
expedience will accordingly on grounds of public policy not be enforced. The court held that a further relevant and
important considei-ation is that public policy should properly take into account the doing of 'simple justice between man
and man'. It is submitted that the distinction between natural justice in the public law context and 'simple justice
between man and man' in the private law context is merely contextual. The principle of the balancing of competing or
conflicting interests is the same in both contexts. See the reference by Cameron J at p611-612 in Bolom/,a v Argu,
New'paper, Ltd 1996 (2) SA '88 (W) to balancing offimdarnental rights as follows: "It is not clear, where a balance has
to be struck between two fundamental values, why it should be done at a point which is so generous in its protection of
,the one and so meagre in its protection of the other." In Bolom;sa, the court states that: "The Constitution's structures
and its values necessarily infonn every aspect of legal reasoning and decision-making.H In the same case Cameron J
observes that: "A central consideration in South Africa is that the Constitution plants new vaiues at the roots of our legal
system. These include, as stated earlier, the values of equality. democracy. govermnental openness and accountability."
Traverso J acknowledges this in CoetzeB v Comitis And Others 2001 (1) SA 12S4 (C), stating: "We have moved ftom a
very dark. past into a democracy where the Constitution is the supreme law. and public policy should be considered
against the background of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights." In S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v Solberg 1997 (4) SA
1176 (CCl. the constitutional court notes at para 33 that "Arbitrariness is inconsistent with 'values which underlie an
open and democratic society based on fteedom. and equality'. and arbitrary restrictions would not pass constitutional
scrutiny." The fact that constitutional values underlie the entire legal system should not diminish the importance of
context at a less abstract level. The court in S v Lawrence ,upra explained the need for context in the balancing of rights
and values that: "The reason why context is so important in constitutional matters is well explained by Wilson J in
Edmonton Journal v Alberta AG: '. • . (A) particular right or freedom may have a difl'erent value depending on the
context. It may be, for example, that freedom of expression has greater value in a political context than it does in the
context of disclosure of the details of a matrimonial dispute. The contextual approach attempts to bring into sharp relief
the aspect of the right or freedom which is truly at stake in the case as well as the relevant aspects of any values in
competition with it. It seems to be more sensitive to the reality of the dilemma posed by the particular facts and therefore
more conducive to finding a fair and just compromise between the two competing values..•. '
It stated that "In deciding what is reasonable and necessary in the present case we should accordingly look to the actual
dilemma triggered by its particular facts, and not deal with it in a formulaic way simply because s 14 has been
in1iinged." (footnotes omitted). The golden thread of public policy and constitutional values operates at a broadly
systemic level throughout South African law. This does not exclude the case- by-case approach. One should not make
the mistake ofadopting a 'onwize..fits-all· reasoning because that in itself would be unconstitutional.
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owed to the claimant being part of the enquiry into lawfulness. In deciding whether a
duty of care existed, the court said that, public policy played a role88 • In Motor
Industry Fund Administrators (Ply) ~~d and Another v Janit and Another9 the court

held that not all invasions of privacy or publications of private facts are unlawful. It
said that in demarcating the boundary between the lawfulness and unlawfulness of the
intrusion or .publication the court must have regard to the particular facts of the case
and judge them in the light of contemporary boni mores or the genuine sense of
justice of the community90. Lawfulness is clearly a reflection of public policy and the
latter in tum is underpinned and irradiated by the values of the Constitution. As such
whether the concept occurs in administrative, delictual or contractual law, it is
fundamentally that same golden thread that unifies them.
3.6.2 Reasonableness

An aspect of reasonableness is rationality. In Durbsinvest (Ply) Ltd v Town and
Regional Planning Commission, Kwazulu-Natal, and Other~1 the court observed that

the principles of administrative law (as contemplated by the right to administrative
justice entrenched in s 33 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108
of 1996 which are to be derived from the decision of the Constitutional Court in
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association oj SA and Another: In re Ex parte
President oj the Republic oj South Africa and Other~) are:

(1)

The review of an administrative decision of an organ of the Executive gives rise
to a constitutional enquiry.

88

89
90

91
92

Mpongwana 1999 (2) SA 794 (C). See also Aucamp and Others v University ofStellenbosch 2002 (4) SA S44 (C) in
which Van Zyl J observed that: "It is trite that in order to succeed in a delictual claim for pure economic loss the p1aintift'
has to show, inter aUa, that the conduct causing pure economic loss wu wrongful in the sense that it infiinged upon a
subjective right of the plaintiff or breached a legal duty owed to the plaintiff. The legal duty as such must be directed at
preventing reasonably foreseeable damage being caused to the plaintiff. In considering whether or not the conduct in
question is wrongful the Court is required to make a value judgment. In doing so it must weigh up the interests of the
parties and of the community at large against the background of the relevant facts and circumstances. In addition, it must
strive, impartially and objectively, to apply the values of justice, fairness and reasonableness, while taking into account
considerations of good faith (bona fides) and good morals (boni mores), otherwise known as public policy reflecting the
legal convictions of the community." There is a detailed discussion of the concept of law.fb1ness in Minister of Law and
Order v Kadir 1995 (1) SA303 (A)
Motor IndJwry Fund Administrators 1994(3) SA S6 (W)
The court referred to Financial Mail (Ply) Ltd and Others v Sage Holdings Ltd and Another 1993 (2) SA 451 (A) at 462.
Durbsinvest 2001 (4) SA 103 (N)
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers ASSOCiation ofSA. (m 72 mpra)
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(2)

In any such enquiry the first question to be asked is whether the decision
complained of is, objectively speaking, rationally related to the purpose for
which the power was given.

(3)

If it was, and the decision was arrived at bona fide and within the authority and
jurisdiction of the body whose decision is being enquired into, the Court cannot
interfere with the decision merely because it disagrees with it93 •

In Mafongosi And Others v United Democratic Movement And Other~ the court held
that an administrative decision could be justified only by the reasons underpinning it.

It was those reasons which showed whether decision was rational or not. If it was not,
the decision could not be allowed to stand and had to be set aside even if the decision
was reached in a manner that was bona fides. It said that administrative decisions had
to be rationally related to the purpose for which the power was given, otherwise they
would in effect be arbitrary and that the question of whether a decision was rationally
related to the purpose for which the power was given called for an objective enquiry.
Were this not so, a decision that, viewed objectively, was in fact irrational, may pass
muster simply because the person who took it mistakenly and in good faith believed it
to be rational. Such a conclusion would place form above substance and undermine
the important constitutional principle.

Justifiability is an important criteria in establishing both the lawfulness and
reasonableness of a decision. In Roman v Williams N(J9s the court held that
justifiability as specified is to be objectively tested. It stated that the scope of this
constitutional test is clearly much wider than that of the common-law test and it
overrides the common-law review grounds as set out in Johannesburg Stock

Exchange v Witwatersrand Nigel Ltcf6. The court held in Roman that administrative
action, in order to prove justifiable in relation to the reasons given for it, must be
objectively tested against the three requirements of suitability, necessity and
proportionality which requirements involved a test of reasonableness. It said that
gross unreasonableness is no longer a requirement for review. The constitutional test
embodies the requirement of proportionality between the means and the end. The role
93
94

9S
96

Durbs;nvest fn 91lUpra at p 107F/G - HII
Malongol; 2002 (S) SA S67 (TKH)
Roman 1998 (1) SA 270 (e)
Johannesburg Stock Exchange 1988 (3) SA 132 (A).
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of the Courts in' judicial reviews is no longer confined to the way in which an
administrative decision was reached but extends to its substance and merits as wellsn •
The concept of reasonableness permeates South African law. It is not unique or
specific to administrative or constitutional laWS. The court in S v Manamela and

Another {Director-General ofJustice Intervening)99 pointed out that:
"Reasonableness' is a legal commonplace in the courts which are required to apply it daily in
determining the standard of care exacted of persons in ordinary life."

In Holomisa v Argus Newspapers Ltd 00 the court observed that:
"The reasonableness standard offers a powerful tool for resolving the difficulties inherent in
protecting reputation while at the same time giving recognition to the role the Constitution
accords free speech and expression. It will not be reasonable to publish most untrue
statements of fact. Only due inquiry and the application of reasonable care will mark such
conduct out for protection. A further valuable feature of the reasonableness standard is that, as
97
98

99
100

Roman fh 95 supra at p 284F/G - 285A
In Mafongo" and Others v United Democratic Movement and Others fu 94 ,upra the court pointed out at p 576 that:
liThe reasonableness required for administrative actions taken by such tbnctionaries is the same as the reasonableness
required for decisions by organs of State. In other words there is a single set of standards for administrative justice." In
De Beer NO v North-Central Local Council and South-Central Local Council and Others (Umhlatuzana Civic
A,sociation Intervening) 2002 (1) SA 429 (CC) the court noted: lilt is undesirable if not impossible to try to determine
the requirements of reasonableness in the abstract. The reasonableness of notice provisions in any law must in the case
of each provision be assessed on its own merits." In South African Commercial Catering and AUied Workers Union And
Others v Irvin & Johnson Ltd (Seafoods Division Fish Processing) 2000 (3) SA 70S (CC). a case involving allegations
of bias on the part of labour appeal court judges, the constitutional court observed that: "The legal standard of
reasonableness is that expected of a penon in the circumstances of the individual whose conduct is being judged." With .
regard to the test of reasonableness in the limitation of rights Sachs J noted in Coetzee v GovemmBnt Of The RepubUc Of
South Africa; Matilo And Others v Commanding Officer. Port EUzabeth Prison. And Others 1995 (4) SA 631 (CC) that:
''The requirement that limitation be reasonable presupposes more than the existence of a rational connection between the
purpose to be served and the invasion of the right. Thus a limitation logically connected to its objective could be
unreasonable if it undennined a long-established and DOW entrenched right; imposed a penalty that was arbitrary, unfair
or ilTational~ or, as in this case, used means that were unreasonable." Referring to the judgement of Chaskalson P in
Makwayane where the latter stated inter alia that "The fact that different rights have different implications for
democracy and, in the case of our Constitution, for 'an open and democratic society based on 1i"eedorn and equality',
means that there is no absolute standard which can be laid down for determining reasonableness and necessity.
Principles can be established, but the application of those principles to particular circumstances can only be done on a
case-by-case basis. This is inherent in the requirement of proportionality, which calls for the balancing of different
interests" Sachs J added at P 6SS-656: "If I might put a personal glOBB on these words, the actual manner in which they
were applied in Ma/cwanyane (the Capital Punishment case) shOWl that the two phases are strongly interlinked in several
respects: firstly. by overt proportionality with regard to means, secondly, by underlying philosophy relating to values,
and, thirdly. by a general contextual sensitivity in respect of the circumstances in which the legal issues present
themselves." Sachs J stated in Coetzee supra that ''The notion of an open and democratic society is thus not merely
aspirational or decorative, it is nonnative, furnishing the matrix of ideals within which we work, the source from which
we derive the principles and rules we apply. and the final measure we use for testing the legitimacy of impugned norms
and conduct."
In Govender v Minister of Safety and Security 2000 (1) SA 9S9 (D) the court noted that Sectimi 49(1) of the Criminal
Procedure Act is a law of general application. It said: "Subsection (1) at present deals with the use of force in general
and subjects its legality to the reasonableness test of the common law. In terms of the present authoritative interpretation,
this reasonableness includes both a form of proportionality as well as a subsidiarity principle. The IIIIlOUIIt and method of
force used must therefore be in proportional balance to the aim that is to be achieved and must be the minimum force
that would be reasonably effective and feasible in the circumstances. It furthermore includes the weighing up of the
nature and seriousness of the specific crime in question, as committed, against the amount and method of force used. In
my view. s 49(1) is both necessary and justifiable in an open and democratic society based upon freedom and equality."
Manamela 2000 (3) SA 1 (CC)
Holomlsa fit 86 supra at p 617
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the plurality pointed out in Theophanous' case, 'Reasonableness is a concept with which the
law is familiar. '"

There is a strong link between lawfulness and reasonableness as evidenced by the
observation of the appeal c<:lurt in National Media Ltd and Others v Bogoshil01 that:
"In our law the lawfulness of a harmful act or omission is detennined by the application of a
general criterion of reasonableness based on considerations of fairness, morality, policy and
the Court's perception of the legal convictions of the community."

The case involved a claim for defamation. It is of some significance that the court
further observed in this case that proof of reasonableness will usually (if not
inevitably) be proof of lack of negligence102• It is also much in evidence in the law of
contract especially with regard to covenants in restraint of trade where public policy
plays an important role in determining whether or not the covenant should be
upheldlO3 • Reasonableness is one of the conceptual pillars of the law of delict. In Vogel

v Crewe and Another104 the court held that the test of reasonableness should be applied
taking into account the general norms acceptable to the particular society and that the
test of reasonableness is an objective one and must happen in the light of prevailing
circumstances. The link between values and reasonableness is evident inter alia105
from Botha And Another v Mthiyane And AnotherlO6 in which Claassen J stated that
101
102

103

104
lOS

106

Bogoshi 1998 (4) SA 1196 (SeA)
Bogoshi m101 supra at p 121S
In Roffey y CatteraU. Edwards &- Goudre (Pty) Ltd 1977 (4) SA 494 (N) the court said that the reasonableness or
unreasonableness of the covenant must be assessed with reference to aU of the circumstances, and the essential enquiry is
an objective one. Leon, Jin S.A. Wire Co. (PtyJ Ltd. y Durban Wire &- Plastics (pty.) Ltd 1968 (2) SA 777 (0) said at p.
7870 - H: "I am not .. by any means certain that the South African cases have been right in adopting the English view
relating to onus. If it is correct to say that the doctrine of restraint of trade is applied in our law because of public policy,
then it becomes relevant to enquire what that public policy is. What I think is contrary to public policy is a contract in
unreasonable restraint of tracIe. If such view be correct then, applying the ordinary principles of onus relating to
pleadings, it would seem that the onus would lie upon the party alleging it to show that the contract in question is in
unreasonable restraint of trade." See also National Chemsearch (SA) (pty) Ltd y Borrowman And Another 1979 (3) SA
1092 (A)
Vogel 2003 (4) SAS09 (T)
See also Carmicheie y Minister Of Safety And Security And Another 2003 (2) SA 6S6 (e) in which Chetty J held as
follows at p 671-672: "Reasonableness, on which the legal convictiODS of the community are based, is now to be found
in the Constitution and not in some vague notion of public sentiment or opinion. In Van Duiwmboden " Minister of
Safety and Security [2001] 4 B All SA 127 (e), Davis J adopted this understanding where he stated at 132d: '(I)l would
appear that the requirement of wrongfulness demands of the court that it determine whether society requires that the law
classifY the type of conduct concemecl as impennissible, that is conduct of which a society disapproves. See Van
Aswegen at 192 and Neethling. Potgieter and Visser The Law of Delict (1999) at 39 - 41. In tum the determination of
"impermissibility.. shaped by a society's vision of itself is contained within its legal system. In terms of the ultimate law
in this coun1Jy. the Constitution, South Aftican society predicated upon foundational values of human dignity, liberty
and equality. The newly established constitutional community is to be built upon those "common values and noons" and
the added principle that public authority must be transparent and accountable to the public it serves. ' Consequently. in
the enquiry whether the State owed the public in general, and women in particular, a duty at private law to exercise
reasonable care in the prevention of Violent crime, the proper application of the test requires one to attach primary
,ignificance to these constitutional imperatives. On the application of that test, Klein, Hugo and Louw owed the plaintiff
a legal duty to protect her against the risk of sexual violence perpetrated by Coetzee. The negligent failure to do 80 was,
therefore, unlawful."
Botha 2002 (1) SA 289 (W)
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"In applying the test of reasonableness, the court is exercising a value judgment about
whether a defendant in the circumstances of any particular case should be accorded
legal protection." See also S v Manamela And Another (Director-General of Justice

Intervenint 07) in which the court held that although s 36(1) differs in various respects
from s 33 of the interim Constitution, its application continues to involve the
weighing up of competing values on a case-by-case basis to reach an assessment
founded on proportionality. Each' particular infringement of a right has different
implications in an open and democratic society based on dignity, equality and
freedom.

There can accordingly be no absolute standard for determining

reasonableness. This is inherent in the requirement of proportionality, which calls for
the balancing of different interests. The proportionality of a limitation must be
assessed

~n

the context of its legislative and social setting. Also in S v Makwanyane

and Another10B Chaskalson P noted that 'The limitation of constitutional rights for a
purpose that is reasonable and necessary in a democratic society involves the
weighing up of competing values, and ultimately an assessment based on
proportionality. This is implicit in the provisions of s 33(1) [of the interim
Constitution]. The fact that different rights have different implications for democracy
I

and, in the case of our Constitution, for "an open and democratic society based on
freedom and equality", means that there is no absolute standard which can be laid
down for determining reasonableness and necessity."

3.6.3 Procedural Faimess
The constitutional court has observed with regard to the right to administrative justice
contained in section 33 of the· Constitution that it enumerates four aspects of just
administrative action and that the theme of fairness must be seen as governing the
manner in which the four enumerated sections must be interpreted109• It is thus a
107

lOB
109

S v Manamela fh 99 mpra at p 20
Ma/r:wQnyanB 1995 (3) SA391 (CC)
In the minority judgment in Bel Porto School Governing Body and Other, v Premier, We,tern Cape, and AnothBr 2002
(3) SA 265 (CC). The court commented further at p309-310 that: "The words themselves have no fixed and self-evident
meaning. Unless animated by a broad concept of fairness, their interpretation can result in a reversion to what bas been
criticised as the sterile, symptomatic and artificial classifications which bedevilled much of administrative law until
recently. Undue technicality and artificiality should be kept out of interpretation as far as possible; the quality of
fairness, like the quality of justice, should not be strained. There are at least three respec:ta in which the concept of
fairness should be seen as animating I 33. The first is to provide the link between the four enumerated aspects 10 that
they are not viewed as separate elements to be dealt with mechanically and sequentially, but, rather, as part of a coherent,
principled and interconnected scheme of administrative jUBtice. Secondly, the interpretation of each of the individual
subsections within the framework of tho composite whole must be infooned by the need to ensure basic faimeBB in
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pervading principle of administrative justice rather than a single aspect of it. Conradie
JA notes in Modise and Others v Steve's Spar, BlackheathllO that procedural fairness is
a dominant theme in both administrative and labour law. Fairness is also relevant in
the law of contract111 • Unconscionable contracts or contractual terms are
fundamentally unfair112• Although South African law has not yet progressed to the
point where consumers are guaranteed protection from unfair or unconscionable terms
as is the case in other jurisdictions such as the United States of America, Sweden,
Germany, Israel, the Netherlands, Denmark and England113, South African courts will
not uphold unconscionable terms or support unconscionable behaviour relating to a
contract on the grounds that this would be contra bonos moresl14 •

110
111

112

113
114

dealings between the administration and members of the public. Thirdly, the appropriate remedy for infringement of the
rights must itselfbe based on notions offaimess."
Modise 2001 (2) SA 406 (LAC) at p4'O
In Standard Bank of SA Ltd v Essop 1997 (4) SA '69 (D) Meskin J stated: " In my opinion, the applicant's conduct in
having purported to stipUlate for these rights was, and remains, unconscionable. It has purported to empower itself; in the
event of any relevant defauh by the respondent, to deprive him of his status as a solvent person, and inevitably to subject
him to all the onerous obligations and extensive restrictions which bind an insolvent in terms of the Act, without any
notice to him and without his being able in any event to defend himsel£ This conduct offends my, and in my opinion it
would offend any reasonable person's, sense of what is procedurally fair and it offends my, and in my opinion would
offend any reasonable person's, sense ofjustice.
In Janse Van Rensburg v Grieve Trust CC 2000 (1) SA 31' (C) the court stated that "[I]n applying principles of logic
and fairness in the Wastie decision supra [Wastie v Security Motors (Pty) Ltd 1972 (2) SA 129 (C)], Van Zijl J was, in
my respectful view, doing just what the said Appellate Division decisions have been advocating over a long period of
time. His concept of logic should, I believe, be understood to mean the reasonableness required by public policy to
achieve justice and fairness between contracting parties. Together with the fundamental principle of good faith
underlying the con1ractual relationship between such parties, public policy indeed requires a fine balance to be
established between the relative rights, duties and interests ofthe parties, as held by Van Zijl J in his aforesaidjudgmem.
In First National Bank ofSouthern Africa Ltd v Bophuthatswana Consumer Affairs Council 199' (2) SA 8'3 (BG) the
court observed that: "The word 'unconscionable' has been judicially defined in the category of 'unconscionable
bargain'. 'A bargain so one-sided and inequitable in its terms as to n.ise a presumption of fraud and oppression.' See
Mozley and Whiteley's Law Dictionary 10th ed by Hardy Ivamy E R. In England the subject of unconscionable bargains
is dealt with in Ha1sbury's Laws ofEngla"d 4th eel vol 18 para 344 at 1'7, and I quote: 'Jurisdiction to grant relief: As
part of the jurisdiction to grant relief against constructive fraud, Courts of equity have acted to protect persons in cases in
which it was apparent, from the intrinsic nature and subject of the bargain itself, that it was one which no man in his
senses and not under delusion would make on the one hand, and no honest and fair man would accept on the other, in
fact, an inequitable and unconscionable bargain." It also noted that "The ordinary grammatical meaning of
'unconscionable' is 'Having no conscience, unscrupulous, monstrously extortionate, harsh', etc. See The Shorter Oxford
Dictionary (supra vol II at 2405)."
See Discussion Paper of the South African Law Commission entitled 'Unreasonable Stipulations in Contracts and the
Rectification of Contracts' (Project 47)
In Mackay v Legal Aid Board 2003 (1) SA 271 (SE) the court said; "But taxation does not override an enforceable
contract between the parties, unless the agreed fee is so unreasonable as to be unconscionable and hence contra bonos
mores (in which event the contract is not enforceable)." The Supreme Court of Appea1 in Eerste Nasionais Bank Van
Suidelike Afrika Bpk v Saayman No 1997 (4) SA 302 (SeA) noted that: "Die tendens word voortgesit in 1925 in
We;nerlein v Goch Buildings Ltd 192' AD 282 waar rektifikasie van 'n kontrak op die bona :fide-beginsel gebaseer
word. Wessels AR verldaar op 292: The commentators put it thus: "As a general proposition your claim may be
supported by a strict interpretation of the law, but it cannot be supported in this particular case against your particular
adversary, because to do so would be inequitable and unjust, for it would allow you, under the cloak of the law, to put
forward a fraudulent claim ••. It is therefore clear that under the civil law the Courts refused to allow a person to make
an unconscionable claim even though his claim might be supported by a strict reading of the law. This inherent equitable
jurisdiction of the Roman Courts (and of our Courts) to refuse to allow a particular plaintiff to enforce an unconscionable
claim against a particular defendant where under the special circumstances it would be inequitable. dates back to remote
antiquity and is embodied in the maxim 'summumjus ab aequitate dissidensjus non est'."
Davis J in an obiter dictum in Mort NO v Henry Shields-Chiat 2001 (1) SA 464 (C) op 474J-47SF declared: "Like the
concept of boni mores in our law of delict, the concept of good faith is shaped by the legal convictions of the
community. While Roman-Dutch law may weD supply the conceptual apparatus for our law, the content with which
concepts are filled depends on an examination of the legal conviction of the community. a far more difficuh task. This
task requires that careful account be taken of the existence of our constitutional community, based as it is upon
principles of freedom, equality and dignity. The principle of freedom does, to an extent, support the view that the
contractual autonomy of the parties should be respected and that failure to recognise such autonomy could cause
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The principles of procedural fairness are equally applicable to decisions of organs of
state and other functionaries. In Mafongosi and Others v United Democratic
Movement and Others11S the

cou~

stated that that there were no separate principles

applicable to the exercise of power by functionaries

othe~

than organs of State where

the rights entrenched in s 33 of the Constitution were involved. It held that the
reasonableness required for administrative actions taken by such functionaries was the
same as the reasonableness required for decisions by organs of state and that there
was a single set of standards for administrative justice. It also held that the
requirement for procedural fairness was directed at the manner in which the
administrative decision was concluded. This requirement, said the court, placed a duty
upon the person taking the administrative decision to act fairly. The principles of
natural justice formed the core content of procedural fairness 1l6• The court found that
what was required by procedural fairness differed from one case to the other and that
it was the circumstances of the particular case which gave an indication of the
procedural steps required for a proper decision117 •

11S
116
117

contractual litigation to mushroom and the expectations of contractual parties to be fiustrated. See Olover 0 B ['Good
faith and procedural unfairness in contract'] (1998) 61 71IRHR 328 at p 334. But the principles of equality and dignity
direct attention in another direction. Parties to a contract must adhere to a minimum threshold of mutual respect in which
the "unreasonable and one-sided promotion of one's own interest at the expense of the other infiinges the principle of
good faith to such a degree as to outweigh the public interest in the sanctity of contracts" Zirmnennann (supra at 2S9 60). The task is not to disguise equity or principle but to develop contractual principles in the image of the Constitution.
For an instructive insight into this approach, see van der Merwe D ['The Roman-Dutch law: :ltom virtual reality to
constitutional resource'] 1998 7X4R 1. In short, the constitutional state which was introduced in 1994 mandates that all
law should be congruent with the fundamental values of the Constitution. Oppressive, unreasonable or unconscionable
contracts can fall foul of the values of the Constitution. In accordance with its constitutional mandate the courts of our
constitutional conununity can employ the concept of bonl mores to infuse out law of contract with this concept of bona
fidei. See in this regard Janse van Rensbllrg y Grieve Trust CC 2000 (1) SA 31S (C) at 325 - 6." Quoted with approval
in Brisiey v Drotsky 2002 (4) SA 1 (SCA). The court in this case also notes that: "Ook Hutchison lewer'n sterk pleidooi
dat die bona fides, geskraag deur die Grondwet, groter erkenning in ons kon1raktereg verdien. In 'n hoofstuk getiteld
'Good faith in the South Afiican Law of Contract' in Roger Brownsword, Nonna J Bird and Oeraint Howells Good
Faith In Contract: Concept and Context (1999) 213 op 230 - 1 skryf hy: 'What emerges quite clearly from recent
academic writings, and from some of the leading cases, is that good faith may be regarded as an ethical value or
controlling principle, based on conununity standards of decency and fairness, that underlies and informs the substantive
law of contract. It fmds expression in various technical rules and doctrines, defines their fonn, content and field of
application and provides them with a moral and theoretical foundation. Good faith thus has a creative, a con1rolling and a
legitimating or explanatory function. It is not, however, the only value or principle that underlies the law of contract nor
perhaps, even the most important one. In the words of Lubbe and Mwray: "It does not dominate contract law but
operates in conjunction (and competition) with notions of individual autonomy and responsibility, the protection of
reasonable reliance in commerce, and views of economic efficiency in determining the contours of contract doctrine.
However, it will ensure just results only if Judges are alert to their task of testing existing doctrines and the operation of
particular transactions against the constantly changing mix of values and policies of which bona fides is an expression."
On this view of things, which seems to be correct, the influence of good faith in the law of contract is merely of an
indirect nature, in that the concept is usually if not always mediated by some other, more technical doctrinal device.
Thus, for example, while good faith does not empower a court directly to supplement the terms of a contract, or to limit
their operation, it might in appropriate cases enable the court to achieve these same results indirectly, through the use of
devices such as implied terms and the public policy rule. '"
Mafongosl m94 supra
Mafongosl fh 94 supra paragrapb [17] at S76AIB - BlC
Mafongosl th 94 supra paragraph [18] at 5760.
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In Du Preez and Another v Truth and Reconciliation Commission llB the court

observed that it was vital to consider the context of the inquiry and the fact that it is
not a civil or criminal trial, or inquest, or other judicial proceeding, but a statutory
inquiry. The claim to procedural fairness had to be considered in that context. It noted
that in Administrator, Transvaal v Traub 119, Corbett CJ - following Ridge v Baldwinl20
and subsequent decisions - held that the duty to act fairly 'is simply another, and
preferable, way of saying that the decision-maker must observe the principles of
natural justice' .
The requirement of procedural fairness does not imply the need in every case for
interested parties to be heard before a decision is taken. In Permanent Secretary,

Department of Education and Welfare, Eastern Cape, and Another v Ed-U-College
(PE) (Section 21) [nc121 the court noted as to the nature of the requirements of
procedural fairness and reasonableness that would arise in relation to the exercise of
the particular power concerned, that a right of hearing would not accrue to all affected
perso~s

simply because a decision reducing the annual subsidy was to be taken. It said

that schools and parents could not assume, in the absence of any undertaking by the
Department of Education, that subsidies would always continue to be paid at the rate
previously established or that they should be afforded a hearing should subsidies have
to be reduced because the legislature had reduced

th~

amount allocated for

distribution.
With regard to the audi alteram partem rule, an element of procedural fairness, the
court of appeal in Nortje en 'n Ander v Minister van Korrektiewe Dienste en Andere122
observed that despite the changing constitutional dispensation brought about by the
Constitution, the principles of the common law still afford guidance as to what will be
procedurally fair in a specific case. It said that according to the common-law
principles in this regard the audi alteram partem rule is applicable where an
administrative decision can prejudice

~

person to such extent that, in accordance with

that person's legitimate expectation, the decision ought not to be taken unless he is
llB
119

Du Pre. 1997 (3) SA 204 (~)
7Taub fh ll,upra

120

Ridge [1964] AC 40

121

Ed-U College 2001 (2) SA 1 (CC)
Nortje 2001 (3) SA 472 (SeA)

122
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heard123• The court held that there is no universally applicable set of requirements for
compliance with the audi alteram partem rule and that because of the innumerable
situations in which it may be applied, the rule is so flexible and adaptable that the
requirements for compliance therewith cannot be separated from the context in which
it is applied. The touchstone to be utilised in determining whether the rule was
complied with in a specific case is intimately connected with the fundamental
principle of the rule. The court found that the audi alteram partem principle is but one
facet, albeit an important one, of the general requirement of natural justice that in the
circumstances the public official or body concerned must act fairly. It noted that the
duty to act fairly is concerned only with the manner in which the decisions are taken
and does not relate to whether the decision itself is fair or not.

Accordingly, said the court, the question to be asked in every case in which the audi

alteram partem rule is applicable is whether the person who is adversely affected by
the decision had a just and fair opportunity to state his or her case. A closer definition
of the requirements is neither feasible nor desirable, for the very reason that it would
restrict the flexible application of the rule. It held that as a starting point for
determining what constitutes a fair opportunity of being heard, the following
guideline may be observed: Fairness will often require that a person who may be
adversely affected by a decision should have an opportunity of making
representations on his own behalf either before the decision is taken, with a view to
producing a favourable result, or after it is taken, with a view to procuring its
modification, or both. Since the person affected usually cannot make worthwhile
representations without knowing what factors may weigh against his interests,
fairness will often require that he is informed of the main points of the case which he
has to answer.
The court said that depending on the circumstances, the audi alteram partem rule can
also be complied with by allowing the affected person an opportunity of being heard
after the decision has already been taken. It cautioned, however, that this should be
the exception rather than the rule because a person who is heard only after a decision
has been made is in a considerably weaker position than one who is given a hearing
123
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before the decision is taken. Therefore, as a rule, a hearing after the d~cision will
suffice only if-an earlier hearing was not possible,124

Retroactive administrative decisions are particularly problematic because they tend to
be subversive of the requirement of procedural fairness. In Premier, Mpumalanga,
and Another v Executive Committee, Association of State-Aided Schools, Eastern
TransvaaP25 the constitutional court held that though the courts should not as a rule
impose obligations upon government that would inhibit its ability to make and
implement policy effectively, the principle of procedural fairness was flouted where
retroactive decisions were implemented without affording parties an effective
opportunity to make representations.

3.7 Public Power and Judicial Review
Section 239 of the Constitution defines 'organ of state' as(a)

any department of state or administration in the national, provincial or local
sphere of government; or
any other functionary or institution-

(b)

(i)

exercising a power or performing a function in terms of the
Constitution or a provincial constitution; or

(ii)

exercising a public power or performing a public function in terms of
any legislation. '

The term 'public power' is central to the concept of administrative law as indicated by
the definition of "administrative action" in the P AlA. Administrative law involves the
control of the exercise of public power. The nature of public power is not always easy
to define. However it is clear that the exercise of public power is subject to judicial.
review.
In Korf26 the court provided the following useful summary of jurisprudence

concerning organs of state:
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"It must further be noted that the 'statutory body or functionary' which previously could have
been a component of an organ of State has now been given a much more precise content. In
Directory Advertising Cost Cutters v Minister for Posts, Telecommunications and
Broadcasting and Others 1996 (3) SA 800 (T) it was pointed out that an organ of state is not
an agent of the State, it is part of government (at any of its levels). Section 233(1) of the
interim Constitution included in the term 'organ of state' a statutory body or functionary. In
that case I applied a narrower definition of the concept organ of state than that applied in
Baloro and Others v University ofBophuthatswana and Others 1995 (4) SA 197 (B). The test
laid down was whether the State had control. This approach was followed in Mistry v Interim
National Medical and Dental Council ofSouth Africa and Others 1997 (7) BCLR 933 (D) at
947B - 948C and Wittmann v Deutscher Schulverein, Pretoria and Others 1998 (4) SA 423
(1) at 454B in respect of the interim Constitution. Directory Advertising Costs Cutters
(supra) was also followed in respect of the new Constitution in ABBM Printing and
Publishing (Pty) Ltd v Trarisnet Ltd 1998 (2) SA 109 (W) at 113A - G and Goodman Brothers
(Pty) Ltd v Transnet Ltd 1998 (4) SA 989 (W). In all these cases therefore the test applied in
order to determine whether a body or functionary is an organ of state is whether that body or
functionary is directly or indirectly controlled by the state."

The court then considered whether the control test still applied to the meaning of the
phrase "organ of state". It also consider.ed whether the difference in wording between
the interim Constitution and the final Constitution constituted a material difference
and came to the conclusion that it did not. It asked whether the description set out in
subparagraph (b) had extended the meaning of organ of state. Subparagraph (i) limits
it to a power or function in terms of the national and provincial constitutions and
decided that "this does not bring about a difference", noting that subsection (ii) limits
it to a public power or public function in terms of any legislation but that it does not
bring about a difference insofar as the reference to public power is concerned. It
observed that the remaining question then is whether' the reference to a public
function in terms of legislation takes the concept 'organ of state' out of the control
test and that the answer to this question depended on the meaning given to the words
'public function'. The court came to the conclusion that the control test still applied to
the definition of 'organ of state' even under the final Constitution, noting that the
more precise definition of 'organ of state' in section 239 of the final Constitution was
not intended to differ materially from the definition in the 1993 Constitution.
With regard to the. definition of "public function", the court observed127 that:
''The three pillars of the state, legislative, executive and judicial, are referred to in s 239. The
latter is expressly excluded. The executive ann is expressly mentioned in subpara (a) and the
legislative one falls under subpara (blei) which can also encompass, for example, the auditorgeneral, public protector, etc. They are all part of the machinery of state. So is a functionary
127
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(or institution) exercising a public power. There is no reason to give the word 'public' when
used in conjunction with 'function' in para (b)(ii) a meaning that would take it outside the
context of 'engaged in the affairs or service of the public' and give it the meaning of 'open to
or shared by all the people'. (Both these meanings are given in The Concise Oxford
Dictionary for the word 'public' .)"

The court in Korf decided on this basis that t~e Health Professions Council of South
Africa was not an organ of state since the state did not control its activitiesl28 •

In Pennington v Friedgood and Othersl29 the court noted that judicial review under
the Constitution and under the common law are not different concepts. Prior to the
new constitutional dispensation the control of public power by the Courts by judicial
review was exercised through the application of common-law constitutional
principles. Under the new constitutional dispensation such control is regulated by the
Constitution. The common-law principles that previously provided the grounds for
judicial review of public power have been subsumed under the Constitution and,
insofar as they might continue to be relevant to judicial review, they gain their force
from the Constitution. In the judicial review of public power, the two are intertwined
and do not constitute separate concepts. It is clear that whether such conduct
128
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See by way of contrast, however, Association of Chartered Certified Accountants v Chairman, PubUc Accountant,' and
Auditors' Board 2001 (2) SA 980 (W) in which the court held that the Public Accountants and Auditors Board which
fulfils nmch the same role with regard to public au:countants and auditors as does the Health Professions Council fulfils

with regard to medical practitionen, dentists, psychologists and other health professionals, is an organ of state. The court
then went on to consider whether the decision of the Board within the ambit of section 33 of the Constitution,
constituting administrative action and came to the conclusion that it did and that it was therefore reviewable under the
administrative justice provision in s 33 of the Constitution. In its judgment the court noted that: '"The respondent argues
that constitutional review is limited in its application to the review of legislative administrative acts or the exercise of
legislative functions by public bodies" and then quoted from its heads of argument as· follows: .. It is vital to dift"erentiate
between two concepts - constitutional review and judicial review of administrative action. Judicial review of
administrative action is a control mechanism applied by the High Court in the individual or concretised relationship
between the State and the individual - the sphere of administrative law. For this purpose the validity of the enabling
legislation is assumed. Constitutional review is similarly based on the need to limit and control governmental power, but
challenges primarily legislation - it concerns constitutional. law. Administrative review is exercised by the High Court on
the basis of its inherent jurisdiction. In the sphere of public law it relates to irregularity or illegality in the performance of
a statutory power or duty. Administrative review based upon fonna1legality puts limitations on the Executive, but does
not restrain the Legislature... It is the introduction of constitutional review of legislation which in essence distinguished
the new legal dispensation from the old legal order... It is submitted that the purpose of item 23 is to create criteria to be
complied with by the Legislature and further to enrich the general body of legislation and the common law in terms of
839 of the Constitution. •.. Only if the legislative authority enabling the administrative action is challenged. would it be
. a matter for constitutional review•.. ' The court went on to comment that the respondent's argument was contrary to the
present case law, noting that the law relating to judicial review bad undergone a fundamental change by reason of the
introduction of the Constitution. It said that the· ambit of constitutional· review is now significantly broader than the
narrow confines refemd to in the case of South African Roads Board vJohannesburg City Council 1991 (4) SA 1 (A). It
decided that the Board clearly exercised a public power. that it was a creation of statute and the source of its power was
to be found in the ·Public kcountants' and Auc1itcn' Act. 80 of 1991. The court found that the Board also appeared to
fulfil a public function in terms of the said legislation in that it is a regulatory body entrusted with the task of ensuring
that proper standards are maintained in the accounting and auditing profession. As such, the Board functions in close c0operation with structures of state authority. its members are appointed by the Minister and include persons selected
among the persons holding office as state functionaries, it is also dependent upon the State for infrastructural support.
The court did note that there was a dispute on the authorities as to whether these criteria are sufficient to characterise the
Board as an institution which perfonns a 'public function', referring in this ~gard to Ba/oro and Others" Uniwrsity of
Bophuthatswana and Other8 199' (4) SA 197 (8) and Directory Advertising Cost Cutters v Minister for Posts,
Telecommunications and Broadcasting and Others 1996 (3) SA 800 (1'). It said, however, that as the Board is an
institution which exercises public power, it was unnecessary to decide whether it was an organ of state on the basis that it
also performs a public function. The court does not seem to have referred to Kortat all.

Pennington 2002 (1) SA 2' 1 (C)
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constitutes administrative action falls to be decided by reference to whether the action
amounts to the exercise of public power or the performance of a public function l30•
Whether that is so must be determined by reference, inter alia, to the source of the
power exercised, the nature of such power, its subject-matter, wh~ther it involves the
exercise of a public duty and how closely it is r~lated, on the one hand, to policy
matters, which are not administrative, and, on the other, to the implementation of
legislation, which is.

In Metro Inspection Services (Western Cape) CC and Others v Cape Metropolitan

CounciJl31 the court held that that where the act of the state or organ of state
complained of (in casu the termination of the agreement) was derived from a public
power, it amounted to an administrative act. It found that the respondent had
appointed tlie first applicant to fulfil certain of the respondent's functions and duties in
terms of the Act. Consequently the terms of the agreement were inextricably bound up
with the statute. The decision to terminate the agreement was of the same nature as
that which conferred on the respondent the right to contract with the first applicant.
The respondent, and decision-maker in regard to the decision to terminate the
agreement, was a public authority and, since its authority to appoint the first applicant
derived from a public power, it followed that its authority to terminate the agreement
with the first applicant similarly derived from a public power. The court held that the
principles of administrative law applied to the decision by the respondent to terminate
its agreement with the first applicant and that the agreement was thus an
administrative agreement in law and the first applicant was entitled to procedural
fairness with all that that entailed. The fact that the first applicant had not been given
any notice of the case against it or of the decision-making. process and had not been
afforded any opportunity to be heard was clearly a fatal irregularity and invalidated
the administrative act taken by the respondent.

It is thus of particular significance to the relationship between public providers and
the patient in the health care context is the fact that apparently where the contract is
130
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See also Cronje v United Cricket Board Of South Africa 2001 (4) SA 1361 (T) in which the court observed with regard
to the definition of administrative action in the PAJA that: liAs I read this provision, read with the other provisions of the
Act, a natural or juristic penon will take administrative action only when exercising a public power or performing a
public fi.lnction in tenns of an empowering provision. One may assume that this Ad did not diminish the ambit of
administrative action as it existed prior to its promulgation."
Metro Inlpection Servic" 1999 (4) SA 1184 (C)
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· formulated in the exercise of a public power, it can never be governed solely by the
private law of contract. In such circumstances administrative law will always have a
bearing on the contract in question. The court said in Toerien en 'n Ander v De

Villiers No en 'n Ander132, that it seemed clear that the administrative law principles of
natural justice, including the audi alteram partem rule, should in South African law
be applied in the termination of contracts of employment where the employer is a
public authority whose decision to terminate the contract of employment amounts to
the exercise of public power. Where these powers are conferred on the public
authority by statute, and a decision is taken which affects the liberty, property or
existing rights of another, then the audi alteram partem rule applies, unless the statute
excludes it. A contract of employment which is partly governed by statute cannot
therefore be regarded as merely civil. Similarly in Van Der Merwe v Smith NO en 'n

Ander133 the court held that hat the rules of natural justice were indeed applicable. The
University was a creature of statute and the 'Service Conditions and Rules' were
compiled in terms of s 13 of the Act. A contract of employment partly governed by a
statute could not be treated as a contract governed merely by private law. Decisions of
the employer in terms of such a contract of employment amounted to the exercise of
public power and were necessarily subject to the principles of natural justice and
subject to review by the Court. The decisions in these cases are apparently in keeping
with the definition of administrative action in the PAJA. Sometimes it is as instructive
to look at what is not there as it is to look at what is. In the case of the definition in the
PAJA, the exclusions from what constitutes administrative action do not embrace
section 82(2)(2) of the Constitution which reflects the power of the President to make
any appointments that the Constitution or legislation requires the President to make
other than as head of the national executive

3.8

Value of Administrative Law in Health Service Decisions

In a previous chapter it was observed that administrative law can be of considerable
benefit to the state in taking decisions involving the delivery of health care services.
This is because it is a valuable guide to procedural fairness in many situations

132
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Toerien 1995 (2) SA 879 (C)
'YanDerMerwe 1999 (1) SA 926 (C)
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requiring a decision to be taken134• It is interesting that Baxter observes that the
common law imposes much the same obligations as are imposed upon the state by
administrative law upon private bodies who exercise power over individualsl3s • This
idea will be explored in more detail at a later stage when examining the law relating to
private bodies. This point to note at present is that Baxter's observation is even more
apposite within the context of the new constitutional order due to the fact that the

134

13S

Hoexter C 'The Future of Judicial Review in Administrative Law' SALJ v117 2000 484 notes at p 485 "Administrative
law on the other hand is a much bigger concept that encompasses various non-judicial safeguards against the abuse of
administrative discretion, and is as much concerned with ways of generating good primary decisions as it is with
detecting the abuse of power." She complains that in the South African context, the terms 'administrative law' and
'judicial review' have often been synonymous and that administrative law for many South Africans is and always has
been about the judicial diagnosis of maladministration, about subjecting the actions of governmental bodies to judicial
scrutiny and constraint. She observes that the reason is doubtless that South African law has never had much to offer
except judicial review and that South Africans have never experienced an integrated system of adminis1rative law in
which judicial review is regarded as merely supplementary to the business of making good primary decisions and in
which other forms of control and reconsideration - such as administrative adjudication - are taken seriously.
Baxter, Administrative Law pIOl: "Even'if it is decided that an institution is private and not public the resuh might not
be substantially different. As a general principle, any private institution which exercises powers over individuals is
obliged to observe common law requirements which do not differ in principle &om those applied to public bodies. Thus
the courts have always been prepared to review the decisions of private or 'domestic' bodies such as the disciplinary
tribuual of churches, trade unions or clubs and even the decisions of arbitrators. Although the basis upon which the
powers of these bodies rest is contractual and not statutory, such bodies are often in a position to act just as coercively as
public authorities and their decisions frequently have far reaching effects. Many of the principles of administrative law
are designed to protect individuals from abuse of power. For this reason they are applied in almost identical form to
private bodies and administrative law has itself drawn much from decisions involving 'domestic tribunals'. Cases
involving the exercise of power by both public and private institutions are often cited interchangeably by the courts." In
Transnet Ltd v Goodman Brothers (Pty) Ltd (m 3S supra), the court held that the fact that Transnet, a state owned
company, had recently been privatised and that it was no longer part of the state did not mean that it was not capable of
administrative acts and that in providing a general service to the public it was perfonning a public function and
exercising public powers. The state had ultimate control of the company and it was therefore subject to the law requiring
lawful administrative action with regard to tender processes. See, however, CronJe v United Cricket Board of South
Africa 2001 (4) SA 1361 (T) where Kirk-Cohen J observed at p 1374-137S that: The rules of natural justice are, in the
first place, rules of public law. They are part of the rules of administrative law that regulate the exercise of public power.
That was so at common law and, in my view, remains so under the Constitution. Compare Rose-Innes Judicial Review
of Administrative Tribunals in SA (1963) at I, 89, 90, Bushbuck Ridge Border Committee v Government ofthe Northern
Province 1999 (2) BCLR 193 (T) at 199F and Pharmaceutical Manufacturers ASSOCiation ofSA. and Another: In re Ex
parte President of the RepUblic of South Africa and Others (m 72 supra) in paras [33], [37] - [40] and [45]. The audi
alteram partem rule ordinarily applies only to public bodies in the exercise of their public powen. Thus in South African
Road. Board v Johanne.burg City Council 1991 (4) SA 1 (A) at 100 - I the Appellate Division stated: "(A) rule of
natural justice .•. comes into play whenever a statute empowers a public official or body to do an act or give a decision
prejudicially affecting an individual in his liberty or property or existing rights, or whenever such an individual has a
legitimate expectation entitling him to a hearing. unless the statute expressly or by implication indicates to the contrary. .

..

and : "In exceptional cases private bodies are vested with public powers by statute. They are then subject to the rules of
public law in the exercise of those poWers. Those rules may expressly or by necessary implication prescribe the manner
in which their powers must be exercised. If the repository of the power does not exercise them in the prescribed way, its
conduct is subject to judicial review under public law. But these consequences flow, not &om. the nature of the body or
the impact of its conduct, but &om the underlying statute. In Dawnlaan Belegging8 (Edms) Bpk v Johannesburg Stock
Exchange and Others 1983 (3) SA 344 (W) at P 363 et seq, Goldstone J held that certain conduct of the Johannesburs
Stock Exchange was subject to judicial review under public law, despite the fact that it was a private body. The learned
Judge made it clear that this was so only because its empowering statute required the Johannesburg Stock Exchange to
exercise its power in the public interest" and at p 1376, "'The rules of natural justice are thus in the first place rules of
public law. but they do sometimes apply in the sphere of private law, but then only, when they are incorporated by
contract. Contracts between private individuals and bodies are ordinarily not governed by the rules of natural justice but
they may be incorporated expressly or by necessary implication, depending upon the tenns of the contracl Such a right
may even be granted to an outsider if a private body by contract extends such a right to an outsider. See, for exampl&\
Marlin vDllrban TuifClub and Others 1942 AD 112 at 126 -7,Anschutz v Jockey Club ofSouthA/Hca 1955 (1) SA 77
(W) at p 80, Jockey Club ofSA v Transvaal Racing Club 1959 (1) SA 441 (A) at P 450, Turner v Jockey Club ofSouth
Africa 1974 (3) SA 633 (A) at P 64S - 6, Theron en Andere v Ring WIlt Wellington WIn die NG Sendingkerk In SuidAfrika en Andere 1976 (2) SA 1 (A) at p 210. Ca" v Jockey Club of South Africa 1976 (2) SA 717 (W) at p 721 - 2.
Government ofthe Self-Governing Territory ofKwaZulu v Mahlangu and Another 1994 (1) SA 626 (T) at P 634 - 5 and
Lamprecht and Another v McNeillie 1994 (3) SA 665 (A) at p 668. It is only where the constitution of a voluntary
association incorporates the rules of natural justice that they then apply between the association and its members or those
with whom it has privity of contract. The rules do not apply to a non-member who is not a party to the contract. See the
cases ofAnschutz, Ricardo, Carr andMahlangu (at 6340 - 63SD) supra."
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underlying values of administrativ~ law, as informed by the Constitution, must of
necessity be the same underlying values underpinning the various areas of law that
affect the provider-patient relationship in the private sector. One would expect to find
few fundamental differences between the legal rules governing the transactions
between public and private sector if the underlying values are the samel36 • In the time
at which Baxter wrote, prior to the 1996 Constitution, these underlying values would
have been reflected, possibly to a lesser degree, in public policy - hence the
similarities in the law relating to private bodies and the administrative law governing
public bodies. Under the present dispensation, the PAlA expressly throws the net
wider than just public bodies to include in its ambit those private bodies exercising a
public function. Underpinning even all of this, however, are the fundamental
principles set out in the Constitution generally and the Bill of Rights in particular.

It is clearly necessary to consider health care delivery decisions in the light of
administrative law both because of its Constitutional importance and because there
are certain well established rules in terms of which administrative power must be
exercised. Such an examination is of assistance in understanding the provider-patient
relationship where the provider is the state because administrative law is very much
the law of public administration and public health services are one of the many types
of services that fall within the purview of public administration. 137 Administrative law
is notoriously difficult to define. Baxterl38 writing in 1984 states that the basic format
and principles of administrative law have been centuries in the making, yet its
recognition as a distinct branch of law is a comparatively recent development. He
136
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Arguments about the horizontal application of the Constitution, especially the Bill of Rights, do have a bearing on this
issue and will be canvassed at a later staged when looking at the provider-patient relationship in the private sector.
However it is trite that the values of equality and human dignity. non-racialism and nOIHeXiam upon which the South
Afiican Constitution is based are equally applicable within the public and private seeton.
Stewart C 'Tragic Choices and the Role of Administrative Law' British Medical JOIlmal2000 321 p 105-107 notes that:
"The United Kingdom... is the only country in the Commonwealth where administrative law is having a major impact
on medical decision making. The basic principles of administrative law are, however, shared by all common law
jurisdictions and other countries (particularly Australia and New Zealand) are now seeing similar claims arise [in
administrative law]. There is a pressing need for medical decision makers to familiarise themselves with the basic
principles of administrative law." He comments further that "administrative law is having an increasingly important
impact on medical decision making. There are two reasons for this: firstly the process of medical decision making is now
indistinguishable from other types of bureaucratic administration. Treatments are dispensed according to clinical
guidelines and policies. Decisiomnaking is horizontally organised, ftom macrodecisious made by government
cIepar1ments through to misallocation by health authorities and ending with bedside decision making made collectively
by groups of docton. Secondly the question of whether particular patients should be treated is DO longer solely about
clinical factors specific to individual patients. The scarcity of resources means that treatment decisious concern questions
of allocative efficiency. which include characteristics more properly described as "social". For example medical decision
makers might take into account the sexual preference of a patient to determine whether infertility treatment should be
provided. In such cases administrative law is able to examined the considerations of the decision maker to see if they
have strayed into unlawful areas. Both factors mean that any disputes about treatment decisions are perl"ect1y suited to
administrative law and its focus on the legality ofthe decision making process."
Baxter. m3 supra at p4S
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notes that throughout the world, and especially in Anglo-Saxon countries, the
disciplined study of the subject began late and, until recently, progressed slowly.
Disagreement as to its definition and proper areas of concern still remain. He
comments that a factor retarding the development of administrative law as a
significant discipline has been the lack of agreement as to what 'administrative law'
is139• This dilemma is nowadays possibly easier to resolve in

so~e

respects given the

existence of the PAJA and the various definitions contained thereinl4O• The PAJA
cannot, however, amend the Constitution. To the extent that the provisions of the
Constitution relating to administrative justice are not contemplated or covered by the
PAJA recourse must still be had to the Constitution directly. The right to just
administrative action is only one aspect of the Constitution which involves
administrative law. The right to equality before the law expressed in section nine of
the Constitution is an example of another legal principles which is generally regarded
as highly relevant to administrative law as is the right of access to information
expressed in terms of section 32 of the Constitution.
3.9

Administrative Law Theories

There are a number of administrative law theories that have tended to be ranged along
the spectrum of permutations possible on a traffic light. Thus the "red-light" approach
to administrative law141 advocates a strong role for the courts to review administrative
decisions and holds that the function of this branch of law is to control the excesses of
the state. It has been said of this theory of administrative law:
"Behind the fonnalist tradition, we can often discern a preference for a minimalist state. It is
not surprising, therefore, to find that many authors believing that the PrimarY function of
administrative law should be to control any excess of state power and subject it to legal and

139
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Baxter, fit 3 supra at p 49
In Schoonbee and Other, v MEC for Education, MpumaZanga and Another 2002 (4) SA 877 (T) the court observed at p
882 that: "The Ad contains in great part what one may regard 88 partial codification of administrative law with specific
reference to administrative actions." Hoexter, (fit 134 supra) however, is critical of the PAJA for its focus and emphasis,
both directly and indireetly, OIl judicial revi~ at the expense of other aspects of administrative law. She is of the view
that the PAJA could have been used 88 an opportunity to develop a much more rounded and comprehensive body of
administrative law in South Africa which, 88 a resuh of its history, has had an unfortunate tendency to regard judicial
review 88 the central concept of administrative law.
Devenish, et al (fb I' ,upra) pl3 note that the extant protagonists of the 'red-light' theory are of the opinion that
administrative power should be restricted to a limited range of social functions involving law and order, internal security
and external defence. All the other activities that a community requires should be left to private initiative and the
intrinsic forces of the market. The role, they observe, of administrative law is to provide effective legal COIdrols over the
exercise of state power and to confine it to its proper jurisdiction.
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more especially judicial, control. It is this concept of administrative law that we have called
'red light theory' ." 142

By contrast, the "green light" approach143 holds that the function of administrative law
is to facilitate the operations of the state and is based on the rationale that bureaucrats
will function most efficiently on the absence of intervention. In this regard it has been
observed that:
"Because they see their own function as the resolution of disputes and because they see the
administrative function from the outside, lawyers traditionally emphasise external control
through adjudication. To the lawyer, law is the policeman; it operates as an external control,
often retrospectively. But a main concern of green light writers is to minimalise the influence
of the courts. Courts with their legalistic values were seen as obstacles to progress, and the
control which they exercise as unrepresentative and undemocratic. To emphasise this crucial
point in green light theory, decision-making by an elite judiciary imbued with a legalistic,
rights-based ideology and eccentric vision of the 'public interest' ... was never a plausible
counter to authoritarianism. ,,144

The "amber-light" theory as its name suggests lies between the red-light and greenlight theories. Protagonists of this approach, while they favour the extensive use of
state power for socio-economic purposes are not prepared to permit political
institutions alone to control and monitor the exercise of such power. They maintain
that a system of effective administrative law must be used to complement the political
and parliamentary control of state power and to ensure accountability and
transparency.
Whilst this somewhat linear spectrum of administrative law theory is likely in almost
every instance to be an oversimplification, it would seem that the South African
constitutional court14S and indeed the Constitution itself could generally be said to
142
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Harlow C and Rawlings R Law and Administration as quoted by Parish K "Administrative Law Theories"
http://www.ntu.edu.aulfacultiesllbaischoolslLaw/apllHomeoaee/adruinistrative law theories
Devenish et al ml' supra note that the 'green-light' theory is a far more positive and ambitious approach to state power
and that protagonists of this theory regard state power as a means of giving effect to beneficial social policies. Quoting
from Leyland P, Woods T and Harden J Administrative Law p 6 they observe that this theory introduces a political and
socio-economic context into the law 'which in essence derives from the utilitarian tradition (usually associated with
Bentham and Mill; and the Fabian Society founded in 1884. particularly with the ideas of Sidney Webb), the moral
imperative being to promote the greatest good for t1Je greatest number. in this case by means of ameliorative social
reform.' They comment that this theory favours accountability and greater democratic and public control over the
exercise ofpower. rather than placing faith exclusively in law as a mechanism of control and accountability.
Harlow and Rawlings m142 lupra
Thus the constitutional court in Ex Parte Chairperson of the Constitutional Assembly: In Re Certification of the
Conltitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. 1996 (4) SA 744 (CC) held that the fundamental structures and .
premises of a new constitutional text contemplated by the CPa were the following: (a) a constitutional democracy based
on the supremacy of the Constitution protected by an independent judiciary; (b) a democratic system of government
founded on openness, accountability and equality, with universal aduh auffi'age and regular elections; (c) a separation of
powers between the Legislature, Executive and Judiciary with appropriate checks and balances to ensure accountability.
responsiveness and openness; (d) the need for other appropriate checks on governmental power; (e) enjoyment of all
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favour the amber light approach - particularly with regard to the realisation of the
right of access to health care services. The fact that section 27(2) requires the state to
take reasonable legislative and other

~easures

within its available resources to

progressively achieve the realisation of the right is indicative of an interventionist
approach to socio-economic rights with a view to effecting extensive socio-economic
and other reforms. At the same time there is a significant emphasis on
accountability.146 Rationality is an important aspect of accountability for decisionsl47 •
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universally accepted fundamental rights, freedoms and civil liberties protected by justiciable provisions in the new text;
(I) one sovereign state structured at national, provincial and local levels, each of such levels being allocated appropriate
and adequate powers to fimction effectively; (g) the recognition and protection of tho status, institution and role of
traditional leadership; (h) a legal system which ensured equality of all persons before the law, which included laws,
programmes or activities that had u their objective the amelioration of the conditions of the disadvantaged, including
those disadvantaged on grounds of race, colour or creed; (i) representative government embracing multi-party
democracy, a common voters' roll and, in general, proportional representation; (j) the protection of the new text against
amendment save through special processes; (k) adequate provision for fiscal and financial allocations to the provincial
and local levels of government from revenue collected nationally; (I) the right of employers and employees to engage in
collective bargaining and the right of every person to fair labour practices; (m) a non-partisan public service broadly
representative of the South African community, serving all the members of the public in a fair, unbiued and impartial
manner; and (n) security forces required to perl'orm. their functions in the national interest and prohibited from furthering
or prejudicing party political interests. Also in Ex Parte Chalrper.on o/the Con.titutional As.embly: In Re Certification
of the Amended text o/Con.titution o/the Republic o/South Africa 1996.1997 (2) SA 97 (CC) the court held that section
100, which pennitted intervention by the national executive when a province could not or did not fulfil an executive
obligation in tams of legislation or the Constitution, complied with CP VI (requiring a separation of powers between the
Legislature, Executive and Judiciary, with appropriate checks and balances to ensure accountability, responsiveness and
openness).
Sachs A, "The Constitution is Natural Justice Writ Large", ConfroUing Public Power: Admlni.trative Ju.tice Through
The Law, pS 1 writing before the interim Ccmstitution wu finalised notes: "'The texture of a constitution can in fact be
measured by the richness of its systems of accountability". Mureinik, E "Reconsidering Review: Participation and
Accountability", Controlling Public Power: Admlni.trative Ju.tice Through The Law p31-32 identifies accountability u
a great principle of responsive democracy and states that in administrative law tenDs it means that the govermnent must
be able to justifY its decisions. He says that this will also mean that dedmon-makers will be obliged to consider in
advance, factors relevant to their decisions and that their decisions will u a result have better justifications and points
out that the upiration to better justified decisions translates into a demand for review for unreuonableness: "rationality
review u we most commonly know it".
The Supreme Court of Appeal in Minl.ter 0/ Safety and SeCllrltY y Van Duivenboden 2002 (6) SA 431 (SCA) held that
what is called for when determining whether the law should recognise the existence of a legal duty in any particular
circumstances is a balancing against one another of identifiable nODDS. While private citizens might be entitled to remain
passive when the constitutional rights of other citizens are threatened, the State has a positive constitutional duty,
imposed by s 7 of the Constitution, to act in protection of the rights in the Bill of Rights. The existence of that duty
necessarily implies accountability and s 41(1) expressly demands, inter alia, that all spheres of government and all
organs of State 'provide effective, transparent, accountable .•. govermnent'. Where the State, u represented by the
persons who penonn functi~ on its behalf, acts in conflict with its constitutional duty to protect rights in the Bill of
Rights, the nonn of accountability must of necessity assume an important role in detennining whether a legal duty ought
to be recognised in any particular cue. While the nonn of accountability need not always translate constitutional duties
into private law duties enforceable by an action for damages because there are other remedies available for holding the
State to account, where the State's failure to fulfill its constitutional duties occun in circumstances that offer no effective
remedy other than an action for damages, the nann of accountability will ordinarily demand the recognition of a legal
duty unless there are other considerations affecting the public interest outweighing that norm. (from headnote). The court'
held further that in this instance there wu no effective way of holding the state accountable other than by way of an
action for damages. In the absence of any nonn or consideration of public policy outweighing it, the constitutional norm
of accountability required that a legal duty be recognised.
Similarly in Faircape Property Developer. (Ply) Ltd y Premier, Western Cape 2000 (2) SA S4 (C), the Cape High Court
held that the determination of the legal convictions of the community on which the test for wrongfulness was hued had
to take account of the spirit, purport and objects of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996.
The Constitution, it said, embraced the principle of accountability in that a public authority wu accountable to the public
it served when it acted negligently. Such accountability recognised legal responsibility for the consequences of such
action. It thus held, given the absence of a mechanism for holding an authority accountable in terms of the Act and given
that the principle of accountability wu intrinsic to the legal convictions of the conununity, that it followed that a remedy
should be available to a person wishing to hold an authority accountable for actions which could be shown to have been
negligent, to have caused damage and which satisfied the requirements onegal causation. (from headnote)
In Ng%UZa and Other. y Permanent Secretary;Department o/Welfare, Ealtern Cape, and Another 2001 (2) SA 609 (E)
the court took the view that the Constjtution specifically stated that the public administration had to be governed by
democratic values and the principles of the Constitution and that it had to be accountable (s 19S) and had appointed the
Courts u the final instrument of ensuring the accountability of the exercise of public power. The court in this case
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In Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association of SA and Another: In Re Ex Parte

President of the Republic of South Africa and Othersl48, the constitutional court
pointed out that that the setting of the rationality standard did not mean that the Courts
could or should substitute their opinions as to what was appropriate for the opinions
of those in whom the power had been vested. As long as the purpose sought to be
achieved by the exercise of public power was within the authority of the functionary,
and as long as the functionary's decision, viewed objectively, was rational, a Court
could not interfere with the decision simply because it disagreed with it or considered
the power to have been inappropriately exercised. Thus while there is· a constitutional
mandate for the state to fulfil in terms of measures to be taken to achieve the
realisation of the right of access to health care services, its power to do so will not go
unchecked by the judiciary in the sense that

it" is accountable for its decisions on the

basis of principles such as rationality identified by the judiciary.

A more recent theory of administrative law is known as 'managerialism' and is based
on the notion that administrative authorities should conduct their affairs and take
decisions along such corporate business lines as are commonly encountered within the
private sector. It grew from the increasing emphasis on efficiency, productivity and
market forces which emerged in the late 1970's and eventually lead to the wholesale
privatisation of traditional public sector functions. It has been described as "in many
respects at odds with the traditional approach to administrative law". Managerialism
treats public sector activities as though they we~e business enterpri~es and subjects
them to private sector disciplines. It regards efficiency and productivity as central
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observed that what wu at stake WII the accountability of an unelected administrative bureaucracy and a 1argHcale
unlawful deprivation of social grants by way of administrative stealth and that the Courts bad been appointed by the
Ccmstitution to prevent that from happening. (from headnote).
In Qozelenl v Minister ofLaw and Order and Another 1994 (3) SA 62' (E) which involved the interim Constitution (Act
200 of 1993), the court said that the right of access to State infonnation provided for in I 23 of the Constitution is
something more than a mere constitutional right to discove!y. it is also a necessary adjunct to an open democratic society
committed to the principles of openness and accountability. Its application need therefore not be restricted to the exercise
or protection of rights by way of litigation, but would extend also to non-judicial remedies aimed at the exercise or
protection ofluch rights.
Thus Mureinik (m 146 mpra) notes that rationality review calli for far more specific scrutiny that the mere
identification of gross error. It requires the reviewing body to ask whether:
Ca) the decision-maker &as considered all the serious objections to the decision taken and has answers which plausibly
meettbem;
(b) the decision-maker has considered aU the serioul alternatives to the decision taken and bas discarded them for
plausible reasons; and
(e) there is a rational connection between premises and conclusion: between the infonnation (evidence and argument)
before the decision-maker and the decision that it bas reached.
Pharmaceutical Manufacture" A.ssociatlon ofSA. Cm 72 mpra)
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goals of public administration and assumes that their achievement equates with public
interestl45'
The nature of the health sector in South Africa, as in many other countries, is
problematic when viewed in the context of a 'privatised' or managerialistic approach
to the conduct of its businesslso . The delivery of health care services does not easily
translate into the world of commerce despite the existence of a relatively high profile
private health sector in this country. It is complicated by human rights and
constitutional issues which do not sit comfortably in a profit-driven, business
environment. The main reason for the emphasis in the private sector on efficiency and
productivity is profit and its maximisation. Whilst this approach may be perfectly
legitimate and workable in the nuts and bolts market, the health care services
environment is a different arena. This is evidenced within many forums at both local
and international level. At international level one only has to look as far as the
increasing pressure on the World Trade Organisation, the holders of and the exercise
of intellectual property rights in medicines and other commodities essential to health
service delivery to revise international intellectual property conventions and
interpretations of patent law to take cognisance of internationally recognised rights to
health and health care serviceslSI. At local level there are provisions in the Medicines
149
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lSI

Parish K "Administrative Law Theories" Northern Territory University. But Parish questions the desirability of having
the success of public entities with regard to service delivery measured by notions of efficiency and productivity. He
observes that while many Australians would give an emphatic "No" to this question, the economist's 'balance of costs
and benefits is "certainly not antithetical to traditional administrative laW'. He states that the punuit of desirable ends
ought not to be bought at a cost which exceeds their 1nle benefit.
http://www.ntu.edu.aulfacultiesllbalschooJsIJ...aw/apJlHomepa.ge
Burns Y 'Government Contracts and the PubliclPrivate Law Divide' South African Public Law 1998 13 P 234 notes that
the privatisation or sale of public assets hu become a common occurrence in modern democratic states. She observes
that South Africa is also moving in the direction of privatisation of certain services, notably electricity. transport and
communication services. Bums also notes the increasing familiarity within South Africa of outsourcing and states: "If
one accepts that an outsourcing contract, or service provision contract, is an administrative law agreement (in the sense
that the administrative authority retains a measure of state authority with the result that the relationship between the state
and the other party is one of inequality) it may be argued that the agreement should be subject to the principles of public
law." She refen to the first National Perfonnance Review published in the United States of America in September 1993,
which outlined a plan to reinvent the government so that it might better serve its people and continue to lead the world in
the new era of globalisation and notes that this new rhetoric involves significant changes in United States Administrative
Law including:
•
new blends of public and private sectors at all levels of government;
•
a redefinition ofwhat is public and what is private;
•
greater reliance on bargaining and negotiation in the exercise of discretionary powers;
•
increased reliance on privatisation and the delegation ofpublic functions to private concems;
•
a market discourse which narrows the role of public interest values and replaces them with that of costbenefit analysis.
See for instance Baker, 'The incredible shrinking Doha Declaration' Health GAP www.healthgap.orgIpress releaseslO3/;
Also Tayob R It. Loewenson R 'Health Implications of the WTO Sth Ministerial Trade Talks' EQUINET September
2003 in Cancun, Mexico who explain as follows: "The Doha Ministerial Declaration from the 2001 WTO Ministerial
Conference clarified the inherent rights countries enjoy under the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights, (TRIPs) to grant compulsory licenses that by-pass patents on medicines to secure public health.
Compulsory licenses can be used for parallel importation or domestic production. Countries also enjoy the right under
TRIPs to disregard patents on drugs for government use. As many developing countries have little or no drug production
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and Related Substances Control Act l52 which the allow the Minister of Health, patent
rights notwithstanding, to authorise the parallel importation of medicines into South
Africa in order to promote access to more affordable medicines. Whilst the utilisation
of available resources contemplated in section 27(2) of the Constitution should
undoubtedly not be fruitless, wasteful or irregular (in the sense in which these terms
are used in the Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999), and public officials
should be held accountable for efficient and effective use of those resources, it is
submitted that policy decisions involving health care will always have to take into
account far more than just productivity and efficiency factors. As stated previously,
the private sector is profit-driven. This does not necessarily result in effective or even
cost-effective health care deliverylSl as demonstrated in the examples cited below.
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capacity, they could only secure drugs from other countries producing compulsory li,censed drugs. The catch wu that
TRIPs Paragraph 31(f) requires that a country produce drugs predominantly for domestic consumption and export a
maximum of 49% of its production. This limited the amount of drugs available to developing countries who do not
produce drugs. The WTO general council negotiated options for developing countries who 1acked manufacturing
capacity to access the benefits of the '"TRIPs + Doha Declaration". On 30 August 2003 the general council agreed to
waiver of TRIPs paragraph 31(f) under the following conditions:
1. The "solution" is not to be used for industrial or commercial policy objectives;
2. Drugs (and active ingredients) shall be specially packed, coloured or shaped and that members understand that this
will not have a significant effect on price;
3. Countries shall notifY the TRIPs Council of the basis upon which they have decided that do not have productive
.
capacity and need to use the 'solution';
4. The TRIPs Council will be able to hear dispuies on the implementation ofthe solution and take appropriate action.
Some southern governments ~ NOOs like the Consumer Project on Technology, Third World NetwoJk, Medicines
Sans Frontiers were not happy with this 'solution'. They felt it compromised the ability of poor countries to provide
phannaceutical drugs. However other developing countries urged for its adoption u they feared that if an agreement wu
Ministerial Conference. This strategic course baa given developing countries an agreement that hu unresolved problems
in relation to drug access, mainly in its efforts to avoid compuIsoJy licensed c1rugs being diverted into ID8I'kds where
only patented drugs are available. h excludes "industrial and commercial policy objectives" but does not adequately
define what these are, leaving uncertainty for developing countries u to what actions are illegal. The inclusion of active
ingredients in the texts means that generic manufacturers may have difficulty in obtaining raw materials for production.
It also paces significant burdens on countries using the solution to somehow "objectively" show that they lack
manufacturing capacity, particularly ifthey are challenged."
(bttD:/Iwww.eguilleta1Hca.orglResourcestdownioadslHealthimplicatiOlISCancun0903.pdf)
Act No 101 of1965
In "Market Forces Are Bad For Hospital's Health" lSinchenbaum C and LeBow B note that: "We are told that the
growth of for-profit hospitals will help contribute to the lower costs of health care and that competition is reducing
excess administration. The standard market forces of supply and demand do not apply well to health care unless one gets
sick. But free market advocates have repeatedly assured us that a market economy could reduce the spiralling cost of
health care. Finally we have some strong data that indicate that the market at least u represented by for-profit hospitals
is not so cost-effective u proponents have asserted." Chttp://www.ibiblio.orglprismlAm97Imarket.htmll. They go on to
quote fonn an article in the New England Journal ofMedictne (March 13) entitled"Costs of Care and Administration at
For-Profit and Other Hospitals in the United States" by Woolhandler S and Hinunelstein D in which the authors report
Inter alia that:
•
For -profit hospitals spent 23% more on administration that private not-for-profit hospitals and 34% more than
public hospitals.
•
Administrative costs accounted for an average of 26% of total hospital costs in fiscal 1994 which wu up 1.2
peI'Qelltage points ftom 1990
•
Comparative 1994 administrative costs were 34% for for-profit private hospitals, 24.5% for private, not-for-profit
hospitals and 22.9% for public hospitals
•
There is a pattern ofhigher costs and reduced clinical staffing at f~profit hospitals.
•
The percentage of costs devoted to administration increased between11990 and 1994 for all three ownership
categories resuking in less money for patient care.
South Africans in recent yean have experienced a similar problem with regard to medical schemes administration.
Although medical schemes are themselves not for profit entities they contract with companies who are to for
administration. The Registrar of Medical Schemes hu expressed concern at the increasing costs of administration of
medical schemes since this is invariably at the expense of funding that could be more effectively and efficiently
employed in providing health care services to scheme beneficiaries. The funding cake is limited in size. The bigger the
slice that scheme administraton can secure for themselves, the smaller the remainder that is available for payment for
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Example J
The name of the United States of America is virtually synonymous with the phrase
"free market". It is regarded by many as the free market country of the world. The
World Health Organisation has released an assessment of health systems throughout
the world. Rankings are based on an overall index of performance. The US ranked
37th despite the fact that it ranks as number one in per capita health expenditure at
$2700 on average, per person. Furthermore it ranks 25th in male life expectancy and
19th in female life expectancy compared with 29 other industrialized countries. The
Americans claim nevertheless to have some of the finest doctors and hospitals in the
worldls4 •

Example 2
Singapore, in the period from 1984 to 1993. did all it could to encourage market forces
in health care in the hope of lowering costs including the promotion of medical
savings accounts, catastrophic insurance and competition amongst hospitals. The
government offered inducements to its for-profit hospitals and clinics, which were
given favoured status. After ten years Singapore's health care costs had soared and a
government white paper concluded that "market forces alone will not suffice to hold
medical costs to the minimum. The health care system is an example of market
failure. The government has to intervene to structure and regulate the health
system. "ISS Robert G Evans, Professor of Economics at the University of British
Columbia, writes that "The health status of an individual thus takes on a special
importance to the community beyond that of "her consumption in general, but similar
to political or judicial status ... Such special status derives from a general perception
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health services. From a public health perspective, this is hardly an efficient or effective utilisation of resources for health
care service delivery since it effectively reduces their availability for this purpose. Aooording to a press release by
Council for Medical Schemes dated September 04 2003 (available at http://www.medicalschernes.com) administration
costs for medical schemes increased by 1'.7% between 2003 and 2003 according to the Annual Report of the Council.
This inc:rease, according to the press release shows a "marked slowing" on the year before when the Registrar expressed
Concern over an annual increase of 41.?O,i, in 2001. Even 1'.7% is well above the Consumer Price Index for this period.
Kinchenbaum and LeBow ask whether the market economy is 80 highly valued that for the sab of the "free market"
people will tolerate even more injustice and lack of compassion in the health CI:fe system.
Vermont Health Care For AU http://www.vthca.orglmvths.htm
Hsiao W. "Marketization - The Dlusory Magic Pill" Health EconomiC' Vol.3 3' 1-3S7. 1994 as referred to in Vermont

Health CareForAUfn.1S4 supra
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that life, health and freedom are not ordinary commodities, but are prerequisites to the
enjoyment of all others."lS6

Example 3
In. New Zealand in 1993 the government implemented radical changes to the health
services including splitting the "purchasing" role of the state from the "provision" of
services. Under the new system, public money for health services was divided
between four Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) whose job was to purchase health
services for their populations. Having decided what services they would but they then
entered into negotiations with potential providers. The RHAs were expected to
encourage competition between public and private hospitals and other service
providers. Public hospitals which 'were previously owned by Area Health Boards
became part of new state-owned institutions known as Crown Health Enterprises
(CHEs). These latter were required to act in a business-like manner which included
earning a return on their capital. The reforms created a "quasi-market environment"
which implied that CHEs would have to be efficient and keep costs down in order to
beat off competition from private hospitals and with

~ontracts

with the RHAs. The

reasons for the reforms were perceived weaknesses in the old system such as the
inefficiency of public hospitals. There had been a number of reports suggesting that
private hospitals could provide the same services as public ones for about 30% less.
Another weakness was that waiting lists for public hospital services were growing.
Policy makers hoped that if public hospitals were forced to compete for their funding,
public hospital management and efficiency would improve and savings from such
efficiencies could be ploughed back into the system to shorten waiting lists and treat
more people. After three years under the new system, waiting -lists were higher than
they had been to start with, 23

~f the

CHEs recorded persistent financial deficits and

very few private hospitals won contracts off the RHAs since the latter mostly bought
services from the CREs closest to them with the result that there wasn't even a great
deal of competition between CHEs. The local CHEs ended up having a degree of
monopoly power because the RHAs found that the only real option was to ·buy
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Evans R G Strained Mercy:The Economic, o/Canadian Health Care
http://fiisch.ecn.ulaval.ca.guyfll160lManueVStrained Mercyl
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services from CHEs closest to them. The costs of setting up the new system and
writing and negotiating the purchaser-provider contracts were significant. As a result
in 1996 the "experiment with competition" in the New Zealand health system came to
an end. The word "competition" was replaced with "co-operation" "commercial profit
objectives" became "principles of public service" and CHEs were renamed
"hospitals".

Devlin, an economist specialising in health care at the University of

Otago states that some would argue that this attempt to harness market forces in
health care didn't work because the competition was "too managed". She says that the
trick is to design a health care system with the right "mix" of "private" and "public"
so that the result is a health care system that is both efficient and fair.ls7 This statement
tends to run counter to the managerialist theory of administrative law which
effectively tries to diminish the differences between the way in which services are
rendered in the public and private sector by seeking to encourage a more private
sector type of approach to activities in the public sector.

Administrative law theories are of assistance in identifYing the underlying policy
frameworks or principles as to how "administrative law should work in practice. The
point about the examples given above in relation to administrative law and policymaking is that they illustrate the importance of the underlying assumptions of the
system that is formulated and in particular the many different approaches that are
e~bodied

in that simple phrase "public interest". Policy cannot in terms of South

African law, be made in a vacuum. It has to be done with reference to certain
reasonable and logical assumptions, established facts, and constitutionally recognized
values. To the extent that policy informs legislation, the same applies to

legislati~n

whether of the principal or subordinate variety.

3.9.1 Application in Case Law
From the judgments in the two leading South African cases on the subject of the right
of access to health care, SoobramoneylS8 and Treatment Action CampaignlSfJ, is that
policy decisions that are either unreasonable or that are unreasonably taken can be
IS7
158
159

Source ofthis example: Devlin N "The experiment with competition in health care: how come market forces dido't
work?" Econz@OtagoJuly 1998 http://www.otago.ac.nz
Soobramoney '" Minister ofHealth. Kwazulu-Natal1998 (1) SA 76S (CC)
Minister ofHealth and Others v Treatment Action Campaign and Othe" (No 2) 2002 (S) SA 721 (CC)
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challenged. These cases were not decided on the basis of administrative law no doubt
because they involved policy decisions and policy implementation. The P AlA
exempts development and implementation of national and provincial policy from its
definition of administrative action. However, the reasons why the policy of the
national government in the TAC case was declared unconstitutional and why the
policy of the KwaZulu-Natal provincial government concerning renal dialysis was
not, are remarkably similar to the principles of administrative law. In Soobramoney,
because of the shortage' of resources the hospital followed a set policy in regard to the
use of the dialysis resources. Only patients who suffered from acute renal failure,
which could be treated and remedied by renal dialysis were given automatic access to
renal dialysis at the hospital. A set of guidelines had been drawn up and adopted to
determine which applicants who have chronic renal failure will be given dialysis
treatment. The court noted that due to the shortage of the available resources, notably
dialysis machines, guidelines had to be developed to determine how best to use the
existing ones. It observed that by using the available dialysis machines in accordance
with the guidelines more patients are benefited than would be the case if they were
used to keep alive persons with chronic renal failure, and the outcome of the treatment
is also likely to be more beneficial because it is directed to curing patients, and not
simply to maintaining them in a chronically ill condition. There was no suggestion
that the guidelines were unreasonable or that they were not applied fairly and
rationally when the decision was taken by the Addington Hospital that the appellant
did not qualify for dialysis.

The court stated that the provincial administration which is responsible for health
services in KwaZulu-Natal has to make decisions about the funding that should be
made available for health care and how such funds should be spent. These choices
involve difficult decisions to be taken at the political level in fixing the health budget,
and at the functional level in deciding upon the priorities to be met. A court will be
slow to interfere with rational decisions taken in good faith by the political organs and
medical authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with such matters. The court here
distinguished two different levels of decision making. The budgetary allocation
decisions are not of an administrative nature but rather of a legislative or executive
nature and therefore accountability is to the electorate rather than through a court of
law by way of judicial review. The guidelines decision appears to have been
409

characterized as being at an operational level and therefore more appropriately taken
by operational and other experts at that level. The only proviso appears to have been
that such decisions were 'rational' and taken 'in good faith' by the political organs
and medical authorities 'whose responsibility it is to deal with such matters'. Thus the
language used by the court to adjudicate a sequence of policy decisions which,
technically speaking, fall outside the definition of 'administrative action' is clearly the
language of administrative law. The lesson to be learned is iliat the same principles
that underpin administrative decisions are applicable to other kinds of decisions even if they are not administrative in nature. Put differently, whilst principles of
reasonableness, fairness and good faith may be particular concerns of administrative
law, they are not peculiar to the latter. It is submitted that the reason for this is that the
basic values that underlie one area of a legal system cannot differ materially from
those that support another if the system is to have any coherence and consistency at
the macro-level. The Constitution as the grundnorm of the South African legal
system, together with the values it espouses, is likely, if consistently applied, to lead
to corresponding consistency across the boundaries of public and private law and the
different legal disciplines within the broader legal system. Consequently one must
adopt a system approach to law in which every part is seen as simply an element of
the whole and must be interpreted consistently with it. In this view of law, the
principles of administrative law in relation to the right of access to health care
services must be regarded merely as a facet pf a larger concept rather than as having
an independent and isolated existence of its own.
The Soobramoney case illustrates the importance of seejng a particular decision as
part of a system of decision-making rather than in isolation. Although this point is not
highlighted in the judgment of the constitutional court, there were a number of
different decisions that were taken which led up to the refusal to allow the plaintiff
access to the provincial renal dialysis facilities. The first decision in the chain was a
budgetary allocation decision in terms of which funding was' allocated to KwaZuluNatal province in terms of its equitable share. The second decision was by the
provincial government of KwaZulu-Natal as to how much money should be allocated
to expenditure on health care. The third decision was taken by the provincial health
authorities as to how much of the funding allocated to health should be spent on the
renal dialysis facilities and services provided by the province. The fourth decision to
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be taken by the provincial health authorities was as to how best to use the renal
dialysis facilities, given the available resources, in order to obtain the most benefit
from them in terms of public health service delivery. The fifth decision was the
application of the guidelines to Mr Soobramoney's particular and individual
circumstances. The guidelines that were developed were created on the basis of
current medical and scientific knowledge and practice. The sixth decision was not to
grant him renal dialysis treatment at Addington Hospital. This decision was a
combination of a professional medical decision as to the status of Mr Soobramoney's
health and his prognosis, and a decision as to the applicability of the established
guidelines to his situation (strictly speaking there may be circumstances where
preconceived guidelines, no matter how well conceived, may not be applicable and
the administrative process should take cognizance of this possibility if it is to be
fair). The principles of rationality, good faith and reasonableness must run through all
of them if the judgment of the court in Soobramoney is taken at more than just face
value. The spectrum of the general to the specific, in terms of the impact of the policy
decision taken by the provincial health authorities in Soobramoney was not
specifically considered by the court in its judgment. However, it is implicit in the
judgment that the values of reasonableness, rationality, fairness and good faith are
applicable irrespective of the general or specific impact of the decision. Represented
diagrammatically the decision chain would be as in Figure 1 below.
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Figure1: Sequence Of Decisions Taken In Soobramoney vs The Minister Of Health
(KwaZulu-Natal)
Decision 1
Budget allocation to provinces

&eJiW

&
legislative

acts

Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act 87 of 1887
S9 (1) The Financial and Fiscal Commission must submit to both Houses of Parliament and
the provincial legislatures recommendations for each financial year regarding an equitable
division of revenue raised nationally. among the national. provincial and local spheres of
government; the determination of each province's equitable share In the provincial share of
that revenue; and any other allocations to provinces. local government or municipalities from
the national govemmenfs share of that revenue. and any conditions on which those
allocations should be made.
S10 (1) Each year when the Annual Budget Is introduced. the Minister must Introduce In the
National Assembly a DMsion of Revenue Bill for the financial year to which that Budget
relates.
(2) The Division of Revenue Bill must specify the share of each sphere of government of the
revenue raised nationally for the relevant financial year; each provlnce's share of the provincial
share of that revenue; and any other allocations to the provinces. local government or
municipalities from the national govemmenfs share of that revenue. and any conditions on
which those allocations are or must be made.
Division of Revenue Act (DORA) 83(1) Revenue antiCipated to be raised nationally In respect
of the financial year Is divided. provincial and local spheres of government for their equitable
share as set out in Column among the national A of Schedule 1. Enacted every year In terms
of &214(1) of the Constitution

Decision .2
Budget allocation to health care
Public Finance Managerl!8nt Act No 1 of 1888
S26 Parliament and each provincial legislature must appropriate money for each financial year
for the reauirements of the state and the Drovince resoectivelv

IncreasilU
generalft
Decision 3
Budget allocation to dialysis services

i

operational &
professional
decisions

.taN Department of Health on the basis of Its departmental budget determines the revenue to
be allocated to renal dialYsis services. Provision of services under s16 Health Act 63 of 1977

Decision 5
Guidelines applied to Soobramoney
Clinical examination and testing of Soobramoney In order to determine whether or not In terms
of the established guidelines he Is a suitable candidate for renal dialysis

Decision 6
Refusal to dialyse Soobramoney
Medical decision taken that on the basis of the guidelines Soobramoney Is not a suitable
candidate for renal dialysis
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The court in refraining from interfe~ng in both the political and operational decisions,
and in recognizing the existence of these different levels and the fact that decisions
were best left to persons working within those levels, effectively recognized the
principle of subsidiarity which holds that decisions are best taken and powers best
allocated to those levels of organisation which, by virtue of their nature, are most able
and knowledgeable to take such decisions and exercise such powers and which are
most directly affected by theml60• The principle of subsidiarity is of particular
significance in the field of administrative law since it describes the rationale behind
the doctrine of separation of powers. Like the concept of lawfulness, already
discussed, subsidiarity implies the concept of a single, unified, underlying order for
the distribution of power. Guerin161 describes it as about making sure that decisions
are taken at the most appropriate level, for example by those most directly affected,
by those best informed and those best placed to deal with the any consequences. In the
context of separation of powers and the amber and green . light theories of
administrative law, the judiciary is the worst possible place to locate budgetary
allocation decisions: By its own admission in Soobramoney and TAC, the
constitutional court took the view that sucp decisions were best left to othersl62 • What
would happen in a situation in which a bud~etary allocation decision is challenged as
being unconstitutional? How would the constitutional court achieve or maintain the
160

161

162

Subsidiarity hu been described, but not mentioned by name, in a papal encyclical entitled "Quadragesimo Anno" (QA)
of 1931 as a "weighty principle of social philosophy". The QA reads: "'Just as it is gravely wrong to talco ftom
individuals what they can accompIlsh by their own initiative and industry and give it to the community, so also it is an
injustice and at the same time a grave evil and disturbance of right order to assign to a greater and higher association
what lesser and subordinate organizations can do. For every activity ought, of its very nature to finnish help to the
members of the body social, and never destroy and absorb them." In the context of infonnation systems, described in
The Principia Cybernetlca Web in its 'Dictionary of Cybernetics and Systems' as foUO\'VB: "Problems are best solved in
the subsystem where they arise. This .is similar to the idea of management by exception. Subsystems are encouraged to
resolve their contlictB themselves without referring them to higher authority. Whatever the solution is adopted, the
subsystem will have to carry it out Since their consent is essential, the optimum condition is for them to resolve their
confiictB independently. If a solution is worked out by the subsystem, appeal to authority is not necessary. (Wheeler.
1970 p 133)".
Guerin K 'Subsidiarity: Implications For New Zealand Treasury Working Paper 02103
http://www.treasury.goyt.nziworkingpapers/2002/
In TAC. (fu 1!59 IUpra) the court observed that ..it should be borne in mind that in dealing with such matters the courts
are not institutionally equipped to make the wide-ranging factual and political enquiries necessary for determining what
the maximum care standards called for by the first and second amici should be, nor for deciding how public revenues
should most effectively be spent .•. Courts are ill-suited to adjudicate upon issues where court orders have muhiple social
and economic consequences for the community. 'I'ho Constitution contemplates rather a restrained and focused role for
the courts, namely to require the state to take measures to meet its CODStitutional obligations and to subject the
reasonableness of these measures to evaluation. Such detenninations of reasonableness may in fact have budgetary
implications· but are not in themselves directed at rearranging budgets. In this way the judicial, legislative and executive
:functions achieve appropriate constitutional balance." In Soobramoney (fu 1!58 supra) the court said liThe provincial
administration which is responsible for health services in KwaZulu-Natal has to make decisions about the funding that
should be made available for health care and how such funds should be spent. These choices involve difficult decisions
to be taken at the political level in fixing the health budget, and at the functional level in deciding upon the priorities to
be met. A court will be slow to interl'ere with rational decisions taken in good faith by the political organs and medical
authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with such matters....
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appropriate constitutional balance between the 3 spheres of government - i.e. the
legislature, the executive and the judiciary? It is submitted that the principle of
subsidiary supplied the most workable solution. As the constitutional court itself
points out, the courts are ill-suited to this kind of decision. In keeping with the idea
that the role of the courts is to require the state to take measures to meet its
obligations and to subject the reasonableness of these measures to evaluation, it is
submitted that the judiciary, when faced with a claim that a budgetary allocation
decision is unconstitutional should approach the matter in much the same way as it
did in Soobramoney when faced with a complaint that "essentially involved decisions
taken on the basis of expert knowledge in the field of medicine and public
administration. It did not interfere with the substance of those decisions. In fact it
could not legitimately do so since judges are, by definition, not health economists,
politicians, public health administrators or

~edical

doctors. Instead the court looked

at the circumstances of the decisions taken and the needs they sought to address. It
considered the rationality of the decisions, their reasonableness and fairness and the
purpose for which they were taken. It addressed the framework or substructure of the
decision rather than directly scrutinising and critiquing its substance. An analogy can
be drawn between this situation and one in which a court is required to decide a claim
for medical negligence on the basis of expert medical evidence. In such a situation the
court determinatlon will involve the examination of expert opinions and the analysis
of their essential reasoning preparatory to the court's reaching its own decision on the
issues raisedl63 • Carstensl64 points out that the court is faced with a problem in
assessing conflicting schools of thought in medical practice. It has no idea what the
reasonable, medically qualified person would have done in the circumstances because
on the basis of the expert evidence available, there is not one reasonable medical
practitioner but two or

ev~

more. The court itself lacks the

~ertise

necessary to

decide on the most appropriate medical decision that should have been taken under
the circumstances which is why there is a need for expert medical evidence in the first
place. Carstens postulated that it is conceivable that expert medical opinion based on
logic is not necessarily indicative of reasonableness or unreasonableness within the
realm of accepted medical practice. He points ,?ut that logic refers to a process of
163
164

See for example Michael v Linksjield Park Clinic (Pty) Ltd 2001 (3) SA 1188 (SCA). This case is discussed in detail in
chapter 9 ofthis thesis dealing with cases in delict involving the private sector.
Carstens P 'Setting the boundaries for expert evidence in support or defence ofmedica1 negligence - Michael v
Linksfleld Park Clinic (Pty) Ltd' THRHR 2002 P 430
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reasoning/rationality based on scientific or deductive cause and effect whereas
reasonableness is a value judgement indicative of or based on an accepted standard or
norm. He notes that whilst it is true that logic more often than not is an integral part of
reasonableness, it does not necessarily follow that logic can equate to reasonableness.
Carstens submits that the true test for expert medical opinion is that the opinion
should objectively and clinically reflect the standard or norms of accepted medical
practice in the particular circumstances. In the same way, in the case of a budgetary
allocation decision, it is submitted that the decision should objectively and clinically
reflect constitutional and administrative law standards or norms in the particular
circumstances. Carstens states that in the event of conflicting expert opinion or
different schools of thought even a conflicting and minority school of thought or
opinion will be acceptable provided that such opinion accords with what is reasonable
by that branch of the medical profession. The thrust of the argument is that one cannot
directly question the expertise or the knowledge base used to make a decision but one
can interrogate the conclusions drawn and the actions taken in the light of that
expertise or knowledge base. The decisions taken must be in line with or rationally
connected to the knowledge base. It must be clear from the particular knowledge base
that was used, what the reasons for the decision were. In Michael the court outlined an
approach to expert evidence which includes•

the examination of the opinions and the analysis of their essential reasoning;

•

the evaluation of expert evidence to determine whether and to what extent the
opinions advanced are founded on logical reasoning

•

the fact that the logical basis of the opinion must be evident to the court i.e.
that the expert has considered the comparative risks and benefits and reached a
defensible conclusion.

In much the same way that expert decisions can be meaningfully evaluated by a court
of law unversed in the subject matter of the relevant area of expertise, so too
budgetary allocation decisions can be meaningfully evaluated by a court on the basis
of an examination of the substructure of the decision. Generic evaluation criteria
include internal comparisons whereby one aspect of a decision and the logic behind it
as given by the decisionmaker is tested against another aspect of the same decision to
ascertain whether there is internal consistency, the nature of the logic structures upon
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which the decision is based including the quality of their construction in terms of the
density and spread of the data upon which conclusions have been reached, the reasons
why alternative conclusions or decisions have been rejected, the relationship of the
variables involved in the decision to constitutional values and principles, the
balancing of any conflicting rights and interests and the method or reasoning by
which the perception of balance ~y the decision maker was achieved. The courts have
observed that they may not substitute their own decisions for those of other organs of
state simply because they don't like the decision that was takenl65 • If the primary
object is the preservation of the principle of separation of powers and recognition of
the principle of

subsidi~ty

then this is, with respect, correct. The courts may not

usurp the powers of the legislature or the executive any more than the national,
provincial and municipal spheres of government may encroach upon each other's
jurisdictions. This would be contrary to subsidiarity and the constitutional order upon
which the South African legal system is based. The distinction between the power of
the judiciary and the power of the other branches of government may seem to be a
fine one in principle but it is nonetheless important in practice and must be observed.
The courts cannot and should not take policy decisions reserved for executive
government and the legislature especially in situations involving polycentric spider
websl66 of cause and effect. They can and should pronounce on the constitutionality of
the actions of the other branches of government at a level and in a manner which
preserves and strengthens the credibility of all three branches.
3.9.2 Administrative "Action"
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See the words of Chaskalson P in Pharmaceutical Manufacturer! b,ociatio" Of s.4 A"d A"other: In Re Ex Parte
Pre"de"t Of The RepubUc Of South Africa And Other, (m 72 supra) para 90 "Rationality in this sense is a minimum
threshold requirement applicable to the exercise of all public power by memben of the Executive and other
functionaries. Action that fails to pass this threshold is inconsistent with the requirements of our Constitution and
therefore unlawful. The setting of this standard does not mean that the Courts can or should substitute their opinions as
to what is appropriate for the opinions of those in whom the power has been vested. As long as the purpose sought to be
achieved' by the exercise of public power is within the authority of the functionary, and as long as the functionary's
decision, viewed objectively, is rational, a Court cannot interfere with the decision simply because it disagrees with it or
considen that the power was exercised inappropriately.H
Fuller, L 'The Forms and Limits of Adjudication' (1978-9) 92, Harvard Law &view p 353. The concept of
polycentricity as explained by Fuller has been incorporated into South African jurisprudence by way of the judgments in
Bel Porto School Govenri"g Body and Others y Premier. Western Cape. and A"other 2002 (3) SA 26S (CC); Va" Biljon
a"d Other, y Mi"i,ter ofCorrectional Service, And Other, 1997 (4) SA 441 (C); Koibat,chenko y Ki"g No a"d Another
2001 (4) SA 336 (C).
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It has been said that "at the very least 'administrative action' includes all action of an
administrative nature taken by bodies exercising public powernJ67. This begs the
question: what is action of an administrative nature and is thus not particularly
helpful. According to K1aaren, the exercise of a discretion is administrative action.
The process of a government tender is administrative action and action taken by
bodies such as parastatal corporations with the status of organs of state is
administrative action. He observes that it should be interpreted to cover not only
adjudicative administrative decisions but also delegated and subordinate legislation
because to restrict the clause to adjudications only would be unthinkable, given the
vast bulk of governmental administration undertaken by regulationl68 • In Fedsure Life

Assurance Ltd and Others v Greater Johannesburg Transitional Metropolitan
CounciP69. the constitutional court held that the right to administrative justice
contemplated in section 24 of the Interim Constitution did not apply to by-laws made
by a municipal council. The court said that the proper form of accountability for this
type of governmental action was political to the electorate rather than judicial through
the courts. In Cekeshe &Others v Premier of the Eastern Cape & Others170 the court
held that as a general rule 'legislative action which has its source in the parliamentarY
process in the sense that there is a special opportunity for a motion and debate by a
body with legislative powers will by definition not qualify as "administrative action".

3.9.3

Summary

In summary, it must be noted that the grounds rules that are emerging from court
decisions involving administrative law are167

168

169

170

Devenish et al (m IS mpra) p 126. At footnote 71, they refer to Jeeva y Receiver ofRtlWlllUe. Port Elizabeth 199'(2) SA
433 (SE) 4411in this regard were the court held that "a Commission of inquiry authorized by the Master of the Supremo
Court and held UDder the machinery of the Companies Act is administrative action". They also refer to K1aanm J
1&Administrative Justice" in the Con,tttutional Law ofSouth Africa (original service 1996) (eels) CbaskaIson It al25·2.
See K1aaren J (m 9 mpra). He notes that in Fed,"TtI Life Allllrance Ltd &- Other, y Greater Johanne,bllrg Tran,itional
Metropolitan Council &- Other, (m 13 mpra) the constitutional court clearly supported coverage by the administrative
justice clause beyond administrative adjudicationS. The court, notes K1aaren, was willing to go beyond the bounds of
SOllth African Road, Board y Johannesbllrg City COllncil 1991 (4) SA 1 (A) where Milne JA .elaborated upon a
distinction between those government decisions applying generally (tenned 'legislative') and those applying in a
particular situation. The court in FedlllTtl commented that the cases refemd to by Milne JA in exempting the impact of
natural justice upon legislative decisions were of 'little assistance' in determining the content of administrative action in
terms of the Constitution. K1aaren quotes from the judgment as follows: "Laws are frequently made by functionaries in
whom the power to do so has been vested by a competent legislature. Although the result of the action taken in luch
circumstances may be 'legislation', tho process by which the legislation is made is in substance 'administrative'." (para
27 of the judgment). He notes that the action of making delegated and subordinated legislation is thus administrative
action. He notes further that "not only the decisions or rules promulgated under a statute but also the statutory regulatory
framework itself falls within the substantive reach of section 33 of the Constitution. One does not only have a right to
procedures laid down in legislation. Such procedures themselves will be sautinized under s 33 (and &34)."
Fed'lITt1 Lifo (m 13 '"pra)
Cekelhe 1999 (3) SA 56 (Tk)
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•

The source of the power though not necessarily decisive, is a re~evant factor; 171

•

The nature of the holder of the power does not determine whether a decision is
administrative or otherwise;172

•

The nature of the power is also an important factor;173

•

The subject-matter of the power is significant in determining whether the
exercise of the power constitutes administrative action; 174

•

whether it involves the exercise of a public duty; and

•

how closely it is related on the one hand to policy matters, and on the other to
the implementation of legislation.

In the sequence of decisions that led to Soobramoney, it is clear that not all of them

could be categorised as administrative. The enactment of the Division of Revenue Act
that applied in the year that Mr Soobramoney applied for renal dialysis to the
provincial authorities, for instance, is not administrative action. The decision within
the province to allocate a certain amount of funding to health is not administrative
action and neither is the decision as to how the amount so allocated should be utilised
in order to best deliver all of the health services for which the provincial department
of health is responsiblel7S •

171
172

173

174
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Pre,ident OfThe Republic OfSouth Africa And Other, v South African Rugby Football Union And Other, mS1 supra
The focus of the enquiry as to whether conduct is 'administrative action' is not on the ann of government to which the
relevant actor belongs, but on the nature of the power he or she is exercising (pre,ident of the Republic of South Africa
and Other, v South African Rugby FootbaU Union and Other, 2000 (1) SA 1 (CC». InHaye, and Another v Minl,ter Of
Finance and Development Planning, We,tem Cape, And Other, 2003 (4) SA '98 (C) the court said that what has to be
taken into consideration is, inter alia, the sourco of the power, the nature of the power, its subject-matter, whether it
involves the exercise of a public duty and "how closely it is related on the one hand to policy matters which are not
administrative, and on the other band to the implementation oflegislation, which is."
Detennining whether an action should be characterised as the implementation of legislation or the formulation of policy
may be difficult It will, as we have said above, depend primarily upon the nature of the power. See Pre,ident Of The
Republic Of South Africa And Other, v South African Rugby Football Union And Other, 1h '1 supra. See also
Pennington v Friedgood And Other, (m 129 supra) in which the court stated: "The question relevant to 8 33 of the
Constitution is not whether the action is performed by a member of the executive ann of Government, but whether the
task itself is administrative or not and the answer to this is to be found by an analysis of the nature of the power being
exercised."
"Determining whether an action should be characterised as the implementation of legislation or the fonnulation of
policy may be difficult. It will, as we have said above, depend primarily upon the nature of the power. A series of
considerations may be relevant to decicting on which side of the line a particular action falls ...• While the subject-matter
of a power is not relevant to determine whether constitutional review is appropriate, it is relevant to determine whether
the exercise of the power oonstitutes administrative action for the purposes of. 33." Presiden' Of The Republic Of South
Africa And Other, v South African Rugby Football Union And Other! fit '"pra.
Section 1 of the PAJA exempts from the defmition of administrative action the executive powers or tbnctions of the
Provincial Executive including the powers or functions referred to iii section 12' (2) (d), (e) and (f) of the Constitution.
This section states that the Premier exercises the executive authority together with the other membera of the Executive
Council, by (d) developing and implementing provincial policy; (e) co-ordinating the functions of the provincial
administration and its departments; (f) preparing and initiating provincial legislation.

'1
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Each decision in the Soobramoney sequence, except the final one, has the potential
effect of rendering Mr Soobramoney and others in his position eligible for renal
dialysis. From a practical point of view, the underlying constitutional values and
principles are the same irrespective of the level of the decision - the values of human
dignity, equality, non-racialism and non-sexism and the constitutional rights to
equality, life and access to health care services are relevant to every decision in the

chain.
In Premier, Mpumalanga & Another v Executive Committee of the Association of

Governing Bodies of State-Aided Schools: Eastern TransvaaP76 O'Regan J held as
follows:
"In determining what constitutes procedural fairness in a given case, a court should be slow to
impose obligations upon government which will inhibit its ability to make and implement
policy effectively (a principle well recognised in our common law and that of other
countries). As a young democracy facing immense challenges of transformation, we cannot
deny the importance of the need to ensure the ability of the executive to act efficiently and
promptly. On the other hand, to pennit the implementation of retroactive decisions without,
for example, affording parties an effective opportunity to make representations would flout
another important principle, that of procedural fairness."

The fact that there is in many instances a fine line within the current constitutional
order, between an "administrative" decision and a "policy" decision, makes it
advisable from the perspective of the policymaker for the same considerations of
lawfulness, .rationality, fairness, transparency, reasonableness, and the absence of
arbitrariness and bias to apply in health policy decisions.

3.10 DitTerent Kinds of Power

The question as to when the state is exercising a public power and when it is
exercising some other power, for instance contractual power or political power, is of
considerable importance in a consideration of the nature of the relationship of the
provider of public health care services to the patient. When the state is providing
health care services is it providing those services in terms of a purely constitutional
obligation or does the patient contract with the state for the relevant services? Is the

,176

Premier, MpumaZanga &: Another 1999 (2) SA 91 (CC)
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state providing health services in fulfilment of a statutory obligation or in terms of the
exercise of a function or power of government? If so does this preclude the existence
of a contractual relationship between public provider and patient? Is the fact that in
terms of section 27(1) people have a right of access to health care services rather than
a right to health care services per se of significance in this

cont~?

The state has

many different legal bases for its many and varied transactions and it is important to
ascertain the nature of the legal basis upon which it provides health care servicesl77 •
There is the possibility that the provision of health care services is based upon more
than just one particular area of law for example constitutional law, and that it is a
mixture of constitutional, administrative, contractual and statutory law depending
upon the circumstances of each case. Not every act by the state constitutes an
administrative act178• For instance it has been held that the cancellation of a contract
177

178

See for instance Shoprite Checkers (Pry) Ltd v Ramdaw No And Others 2001 (4) SA 1038 (LAC) where Zondo JP stated
at p 1044 that: "In para [18] of the judgment in Carephone Froneman DJP does not seem to have appreciated that the
administrative justice section could only apply if the action in question was an administrative action and that, because of
this, a court would have no choice but to have to satisfy itself that such action was an administrative action before it
could apply the provisions of the administrative justice section to it. This means that, however regrettable or even
unpalatable it may be to have to classifY actions according to whether they are administrative, judicial or quasi-judicial.
Courts have no choice but to classify actions according to such categories in certain circumstances under the new
constitutional order in order to give effect to certain constitutional provisions."
In Permanent Secretary, Department 01 Education and Welfare, Eastern Cape, and Another v Ed-U-College (PE)
(Section 21) Inc 2001 (2) SA 1 (CC), the constitutional court noted that: "The applicants argued, in the alternative, that
the· exercise of the statutory power by the MEC involved a policy decision which either does not constitute
administrative action or. if it does, was administrative action not subject to administrative review in this case. The
applicants argued that the power conferred by 8 48(2) of the Schools Ad was political in nature and therefore its exercise
does not constitute administrative action as contemplated by s 33 of the Constitution. In this regard, the applicants relied
on the following dictum in the case of Premier, Mpumalanga, and Another v Exscutive Committee, ASSOCiation olStateAided Schools, Eastern Transvaal: 'In my view. the learned ludge did not consider sufficiently the fact that 8 32 of the
Act reserves the decision as to what grants should be made to state-aided schools to the second applicant, a duly elected
politician, who is a member of the executive council of the province. By definition, therefore, the decision to be made by
the second applicant was not a judicial decision but a political decision to be taken in the light of a range of
considerations .•• (A) Court should generally be reluctant to 8S8UIIlO the responsibility of exercising a discretion which
the legislature has ecmferred expressly upon an elected member ofthe executive branch of government.'
To the extent that the applicants relied upon this case to establish that a decision to allocate subsidies is not reviewable as
administrative action in terms of the Constitution, they were mistaken. The case is authority for the contruy proposition.
This dictum is concerned not with the question of the character of the power exercised by the official and whether it was
administrative action or not but with the question of when it is appropriate for a court to substitute its decision for that of
an administrative official." The constitutional court continued at para 18 to observe that: "In President of the Republic
01 South Africa and Others v South African Rugby FootbaU Union and Others this Court held that, in order to determine
whether a particular act constitutes administrative action, the focus of the enquiry should be the nature of the power
exercised, not the identity of the actor. The Court noted that senior elected members of the Executive (such as the
President. Cabinet Ministcn in the national sphere and members of executive councils in the provincial sphere) exercise
di1ferent functions according to the Constitution. For example, they implement legislation, they develop and implement
policy and they prepare and initiate legislation. At times the exercise. of their functions will involve administrative action
and at other times it will not. In particular. the Court held that when such a senior member of the Executive is engaged
upon the implementation of legislation, this will ordinarily constitute administrative action. However. senior members of
the Executive also have constitutional responsibilities to develop policy and initiate legislation and the performance of
these tasks will generally not constitute administrative action. The Court continued as follows: "Detennining whether an
action should be characterised as the implementation of legislation or the fonnulation of policy may be difficult. It will,
as we have said above, depend primarily upon the nature of the power. A series of considerations may be relevant to
deciding on which side of the line a particular action tails. The source of the power. though not necessarily decisive, is a
relevant factor. So. too. is the nature of the power. its subject-matter. whether it involves the exercise of a public duty
and how closely it is related on the one hand to policy matters, which are not administrative, and on the other to the
implementation of legislation, which is. While the subject-matter of a power is not relevant to determine whether
constitutional review is appropriate. it is relevant to detennine whether the exercise of the power constitutes
administrative action for the purposes of s 33. Difficuh boundaries may have to be drawn in deciding what Bhould and
what should not be characterised as administrative action for the purposes of s 33. These will need to be drawn carefully
in the light of the provisions of the Constitution and the overall constitutional purpose of an efficient, equitable and
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by an organ of state was not an administrative act179• Decisions which are made in
fulfilment of statutory obligations have been held not to be administrative acts. IIO A
decision to issue summons for recovery of arrear payments for services rendered was
held as not falling within ambit of administrative action as contemplated in s 33 of
Constitution181 • The Supreme Court of Appeal has observed that:
"It is patently clear that the fundamental right created by s 33(1) and (2) of the Constitution is
that of lawful and procedurally fair administrative action. I emphasise the words
'administrative action', because they emphasise the very first question to be asked and
answered in any review proceeding: what is the administrative act which is sought to be
reviewed and set aside? Absent such an act, the application for review is stillborn. ,,182

179

180

III
182

ethical public administration. This can best be done on a case by case basis. "(Footnotes omitted.) It should be noted that
the distinctiOD drawn in this passage is between the implementatiOD of legislation, OD the one hand, and the formulation
of policy on the other. Policy may be formulated by the Executive outside of a legislative framework. For example, the
Executive may determine a policy OD road and rail transportation or on tertiaJy education. The formulation of such
policy involves a political decision and will generally not constitute administrative action. However, policy may also be
formulated in a narrower sense where a member of the Executive is implementing legis1ation. ~ fonnu1atiOD of policy
in the exercise of such powers may often constitute administrative action." O'Regan J at para 19 pointed out that: "If it is
decided, that the exercise of the statutory power does constitute administrative action, the enquiry is not ended. It is
necessary then to detennine what the Constitution requires. For example, it will be necessary to decide whether the
actiOD has been conducted in a procedurally fair manner, whether it is reasonable and lawful. Detennining what
procedural fairness and reasonableness require in a given case will depend, amongst other things, OD the nature of the
power." (Foo1notes omitted)
Cape Metropolitan ,Council v Metro Inspection Services (Western Cape) CC And Others (m 48 supra). The court noted
at para 18 P 1023 • 1024 that: "'The appellant is a public authority and, a1though it derived its power to enter into the
contract with the lint respondent from statute, it derived its power to cancel the contract from the tenns of the contract
and the common law. Those tenns were not prescribed by statute and could not be dictated by the appellant by virtue of
its position as a public authority. They were agreed to by the first respondent, a very substantial commercial undertaking.
The appellant, when it concluded the contract, was therefore not acting from a position of superiority or authority by
virtue of its being a public authority and, in respect of the cancellation, did Dot, by virtue of its being a public authority,
find itself in a stronger position than the position it would have been in had it been a private institution. When it
purported to cancel the contiact it was not perfonning a public duty or implementing legislation; it was purporting to
exercise a contractual right founded on the consensus of the parties in respect of a conmercial c:ontract. In aU these
circumstances it cannot be said that the appellant was exercising a public power. Section 33 of the Constitution is
concerned with the public administration acting as an administrative authority exercising public powers, not with the
public administration acting as a contracting party :from a position no diff'erem from what it would have been in had it
been a private individual or institution." At para 19 P 1024, it distinguished the situatiOD termination of the contract from
the conclusiOD of a contract on the following basis: ""In support of the contention that the appellant's cancellation of the
contract constituted "administrative action' the first respondent's counsel, in argument before us, referred to the decision
in UmJolozi Transport (Edms) Bpk v Minister van Vervoer en Andere [1997] 2 B All SA '48 (SCA) at "2j • "3&, in
which this Court held that the State Tender Board's handling of tende18 for transport for the government constituted
administrative action. They also referred to the decision in Transnet LId v Goodman Brather, (Ply) Ltd (m 3' supra) at
870D • F, in which this Court held that the actions of Transnet in calling for and adjudicating tenders constituted
administrative action. In those cases the Court reasoned that the conclusiOD of a contnu:t was preceded by purely
administrative actions and decisions by officials in the sphere of the spending of public money by public bodies in the
public interest. Different considerations apply in those circumstances. Section 217(1) of the Constitution specifically
provides that when an organ of state in the national, provincial or local sphere of government, or any other institution
identified in national legislation, contracts for goods or services, it must do so in accordance with a system which is fair,
equitable, transparent, competitive and cost-effective."
In Steele And Others v South PeninsuiD Municipal Council And Another 2001 (3) SA 640 (C) it was held that a decision
of a municipality to remove half of tho speed bumps constructed in certain suburban roads was not a legislative or an
administrative act but rather the'exercise of the municipal council's constitutional authority and right to govern the local
government affairs of its community. The resolution was not an implementation of any law but rat1Jer fUlfilment of
council's statutory obligation to see to 1nI1Iic control and road safety. This decision seems to make a titirly line
distinction between implementation of law venus fuJ1iJment of a statutory obligation. In many circumstances the
distinction may be difficult to draw at all since the distinction between a power and an obligation is not necessarily
always clear-cut
'
Eastern Metropolitan Substructure v Peter Klein Investments (Pty) Ltd 2001 (4) SA 661 (W)
Gamevest (Pty) Ltd v Regional Land CiDims Commi88ioner, Northern Province and MpumaiDnga, and Other, 2003 (1)
SA 373 (SeA) at p 382
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Only administrative action is subject to the Promotion of Administrative Justice Actl83
and the remedies laid down in that Act are only available therefore, in respect of
administrative action as defined therein. In terms of s 1 of the PAJA, the phrase
'administrative action' is defined as meaning"any decision taken, or any failure to take a decision by (a) an organ of state, when(i)

exercising a power in terms of the Constitution or a provincial
constitution; or

(ii)

exercising a public power or performing a public function in terms of
any legislation; or

(b) a natural or juristic person, other than an organ of state, when exercising a

public power or performing a public function in terms of an empowering
provision, which adversely ·affects the rights of any person and which has a
direct, external legal effect, but does not include (aa)

the executive powers or functions of the National Executive, including
the powers or functions referred to in ss 79(1) and (4), 84(2)(a), (h),
(c), (d), (f), (g), (h), (i) and (k), 85(2)(b), (c), (d) and (e), 91(2), (3), (4)
and (5), 92(3), 93, 97, 98, 99, and 100 ofthe'Constitution;,,184

183
184

Fn8IUpra
The intention behind some of these exclusions is not altogether clear. Closer analysis yields some anomalous results. In
some of the sections of the Constitution referred to there are two basic types of powers and fimctions u opposed to just
one. It is not clear whether the PAJA intends both types in every case. For example in terms of section 91(2) the
President ~ppoints the Deputy President and Ministers, assigning their powers and fimctions, and may dismiss them. The
first type of power and function in this provision is the powers and functions that are assigned to the Deputy President
and the Ministers by the President. The second type is the power and fimction of the President in this section to appoint
the Deputy President and the Ministers and dismiss them and to assign to them their powers and iUnctions. Which are the
powers and functions "referred to" in section'91(2)? Is it only the fonner? Only the latter? Or both types? If the act ~the
President in assigning to the Deputy President and the Ministers their powers and functions is an administrative act then
it fiills within the definition of "administrative action" in the PAJA and the same rules apply to it. Section 84(2Xi) which
relates to the appointment of ambassadors, plenipotentiaries, and diplomatic and consular representatives by the
President is excluded &om the definition of "administrative action" in the PAJA but section 84(IXe) refeniDg to the
making of any appointments that the Constitution or legislation requires the President to make, other than u head of the
national executive, is not. In view of the fact that section 91(3) and (4) are included in the PAJA's Jist of exclusions it
would seem that the President's appointment of the Deputy President and the Minister's does .not constitute
administrative action in terms of the PAJA The question then returns the focus to the first type of powers and fimctions
in section 91(2), Le. those assigned to the Deputy President and the MiDisten by the President. Do they also fall outside
of the definition of administrative action given in the PAJA or not? The tact that section 91(3) and (4) of the Constitution
are part of the exclusions to the definition inclines one to the interpretation that they do not fall outside of the definition.
This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the PAJA excludes from the defmition of administrative action those
powers and functions referred to in section 92(2) of the Constitution but not sections 92(1) and 92(3). These subsections
refer respectively to the responsibility of the Deputy President and the Ministers for the powers and functions of the
executive assigned to them by the President and the requirement that members of Cabinet must act in accordance with
the Constitution and provide Parliament with full and regular reports concerning matters under their controL However
an obvious counterargument is that the reason the powers and functions in section 92(1) are not excluded from the
definition of administrative action in the PAJA is simply that it would constitute unnecessary repetition of what wu
a1ready excluded by way of the reference to .ection 91(2). The confbsion is further compounded by the fact that section
93 is excluded from the PAJA'. definition of administrative action. This section confen upon the President the power to
appoint Deputy Ministers from among the members of the National Assembly. If the appointment of Deputy Ministers is
not an administrative action in terms of the PAJA then how can the appointment of Ministers and the Deputy President
be otherwise? Section 99 of the Constitution, also excluded by the PAJA definition of administrative action, is another
section that refen to two kinds of powers and functions. It refen to the power of a Cabinet Minister to assign any power
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(bb)

the executive powers or functions of the Provincial Executive,
including the powers or functions referred to in ss 121(1) and (2),
125(2)(d), (e)

~d

(f), 126, 127(2), 132(2), 133(3)(b), 137, 138, 139

and 145(1) of the Constitution;
(cc)

the executive powers or functions of a municipal council;

(dd)

the legislative functions of Parliament, a provincial legislature or a
municipal council;

or function that is to be exercised or peIformed in terms of an Act of Parliament to a member of a provincial Executive
Council or to a Municipal Council It also refers to the powers and functions assigned. If one looks at section 100
(another exclusion in the PAlA definition of administrative action) the confusion deepens. In terms of subsection (1)(b)
of section 100, when a province cannot or does not fulfil an executive obligation in terms of legislation or the
Constitution, the national executive may intervene by taking any appropriate steps to ensure fulfilment of that obligation
including assuming responsibility for the relevant obligation in that province to the extent necessary to i"ter alia
maintain essential standards or meet established minimum standards for the rendering of a service. Must one come to the
conclusion in the light of the PAlA definition of administrative action and the exclusion of section 100 that all executive
action whether in terms of the Constitution or other legislation is not administrative action? If1hia is indeed the intention
of the PAJA then the question becomes: bow one distinguishes administrative action fi'om executive action? Section 101
of the Constitution is headed 'Executive Decisions'. It refers to decisions taken by the President and requires them to be
in writing if taken in terms of legislation or if they have 'legal consequences'. The section also requires that
proclamations, regulations and other
of subordinate legislation must be accessible to the public. This
discussion may seem overly technical but it is important to establish whether decisions of the state involving the
provision of health care services are executive decisions or administrative ones. The decision of the court in Steele', case
(m 13 supra) suggests that decisions taken in the course of the exercise ofa constitutional or statutory obligation are not
administrative decisions. If decisions involving health care service delivery are not administrative decisions they cannot
be challenged on the grounds of administrative law. Two concrete examples may help to illustrate the point. Cabinet
takes a decision in principle that a programme involving the use of antiretroviral drugs in the treatment of AIDS must be
developed and implemented. The decision is not taken in terms of any specific law except that it is within the parameteR
of the Constitution, more particularly section 27(2). The programme is duly developed by the National Department of
Health, with the· Minister of Health approving the various steps and aspects of the programme proposed by the
Department The provincial departments of health are tasked by Cabinet with implementing the programme in their
respective provinces which means they will have to decide on human resources issues, at which facilities the programme
can begin immediately as opposed to others to whom it must later be extended and how much funding to request from
the central fund established for the purpose of the programme. In tenns of the programme, doctors and medical
superintendents of state hospitals employed by the provincial departmenta of health are empowered to take decisions
concerning the stocks of the drugs they will maintain within their facility, the number of patients they will be able to
treat effectively, whether or not a particular patient is eligible for the antiretrovira1 programme etc. Which of the various
decisions taken at the different levels is executive and which, if any, are administrative? The decision by Cabinet is
likely to be classified as an executive decision due to the nature of Cabinet itself but also due to the fact that Cabinet is
acting in fulfilment of a constitutional obligation to achieve the progressive realisation of the right of ac=JS to health
care services. The decisions by the Minister of Health in approving the various steps and aspects of the programme
developed by the national Department of Health are likely to be executive for the same reason that those of Cabinet are
executive. They are taken in the execution of the constitutional obligation expressed in section 27(2). In terms of section
8'(2) of the Constitution the President exercises executive authority, together with other members of the Cabinet by inter
alia developing and implementing national policy. The Cabinet decision to provide antiretroviral drugs is very much a
national policy decision. What about the decisions taken by various officials of the provincial health departments, for
instance in deciding how much funding to apply for, at which facilities the programme will be offered immediately and
the redeployment of human resources for purposes of the programme? It is clear that at least some of these decisions will
verge on administrative as opposed to executive ones. The decisions of the medical superintendents and medical doctors
at each public health facility may be administrative where they involve questions of logistics but not necessarily where
they are based on professional medical opinions or judgments in relation to individual patients. The irony is that were
Cabinet to have legislated the programme into being rather than left it at the level of a policy decision, the
implementation of the relevant national legislation is included under administrative action in terms of the PAJA
definition since section 8'(2Xa) is not one of the exclusions in the definition of administrative action in that Act. It
would seem that the were the programme itself to be legislated, even though it was developed by the National
Department of Health in exactly the same way, its implementation by the provinces would become administrative action
OIl their part as might even the professional decisions of the medical practitioners attending the AIDS patients depending
upon the level of detail to which the programme is legislated. The fact that the legislation itself is in terms of a
constitutional obligation just as much as is the policy decision taken by Cabinet, does not. apparently, make a difference.
Decisions taken in the implementation of legislation fall under the heading of administrative action while decisions taken
in the implementation of a documented policy directive of Cabinet apparently do not necessarily. In the latter case one
would have to examine the particular decision in question, the level at which it is taken, the nature of the knowledge base
and circumstances infonning it and its legal basis. The importance of the distinction between law and policy will further
emerge in subsequent discussion.

instrum_
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(ee)

the judicial functions of a judicial officer of a court referred to in s 166
of the Constitution or a Special Tribunal established under s 2 of the
Special Investigation Units and Special Tribunals Act18S, and the
judicial functions of a traditional leader under customary law or any
other law;

(ft)

decision to institute or continue a prosecution;

(gg)

a decision relating to any aspect regarding the appointment of a

.

judicial officer, by the Judicial Service Commission;
(hh)

any decision taken, or failure to take a decision, in terms of any
provision of the Promotion of Access to Information Act I8e;; or

(ii)

any decision taken, or failure to take a decision, in terms of s 4( 1)'.

It is clear from this definition that administrative action is not confined to the state but

can also be taken by private bodies181 • It is also clear that not all action by organs of
state constitute administrative action or the exercise of administrative powerl88. The
Constitution gives a very broad definition of the term 'organ of state'lS9. It is
18S

186

187

188

189

Act No 74 of 1996
Act No 2 of'2000 .It is somewhat ironic that decisiODl taken in terms of the Promotion of Access to Infonnation.Agt are
not administrative action as defined in the PAJA given that access to information - especially state held infonnation - is
one of the primary concerns of administrative law. (See for instance Hoexter (m 134 mpra) at p 498 where in criticising
the PAlA she observes that ''the statute contains no duty on administrators to communicate their rules and standards in
an appropriate manner to those likely to be affected by them" It is, however, logical if one takes the view that the
fulfilment of' a statutory obligation does not amount to administrative.action as the court did in Steele (m 180 mpra)
Devenish et al (m IS mpra) observe at p 2S that: .."Administrative action" is the conduct of' public authorities and
indeed private entities when they exercise public powers, perform public fimctioos or are obliged to exercise authority in
the public interest. This means that conunon law review no only applies in a vmy narrow field in relation to private
entities that are required in their dom~c llT8I1pDlents to observe the common law principles of' administrative law.
This applies in relation to voluntary associations, such as sporting clubs and religious organisatiODl."
Devenish et al (m 1S mpra) note that administrative acts are neither legislative nor judicial. They state that an
administrative decision is one made according to administrative policy whereas a judicial one is made according to the
law.
Act 108 of' 1996. section 239 states: "'organ of'state' means(a) any department of'state or administration in the national, p:ovincial or local sphere of' government; or
(b) any other fimctionary or institution.(i) exercising a power or performing a function in terms of'the Constitution or a provincial CODSlitution; or
(ii) exercising a public power or perfonning a public function in tenns of any legislation,
but does not include a court or a judicial officer,". In fact. the vagueness of'this language in the interim Coustitution (Act
200 of' 1993) has been criticised. See Woolman S, Cbaskalson M, Kentridge J, Klaaren, Marws 0, Spitz D and
Woolman S Con,tltutional Law of South Africa pl0·3S who points out that: "The text also fails to make clear when the
state is present in other guises. According to s7(1), the 'Chapter binds all legislative or executive organs of'state'. But
what counts as organs of'state? According to the definition in s 233(IXix), organs of'state are understood to include' any
statutory body of' functionary'. While this definition of' an organ of state prevents too unduly narrow an interpretation of'
those state actors bound by the Chapter, it still begs two questiODl. First, what counts as a statutory body? Is it enough
that the institution has been created by statute for it to be a statutory body? Or must it possess additional specia1
properties to deserve subjection to constitutional scrutiny? Secondly. what counts as a functionary? Is it enough that such
functionary exercise what are generally recognised as state powers and prerogatives without any further imprimatur of'
the state? Or must the state be present in some other tangible waY''' In passing it must be noted that the courts seem to
prefer the secondary view: In Nextcom (Ply) Ltd" Funde No And Other, 2000 (4) SA 491 (T), Bertelsnwm J observed
that: "In Directory Advertising Cost Cutters" Minister ofPosts Telecommunication, and Broadcasting and Other, 1996
(3) SA 800 (T) ([1996] 2 All SA 83) Van Dijkhorst J investigated the circumstances which determine whether a body or
functionary is an organ of'State or not. In holding that Telkom, a statutory body, had to be qualified as such, he stated
that an organ of'State includes an institution which is ' ••• an intrinsic part of government - i.e. part oCthe public service
or consisting of' government appointees at all levels of' government - national, provincial, regional, and local - and those
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important to note that it does not mean only public sector entities but includes other
entities that exercise a public power or perform a public function. Other types of
powers identified in the definition are judicial powers, legislative powers and
executive powers. The decision of the Cape High Court in Steele's casel90 to the effect
that a decision of a municipality to remove speed bumps was not a legislative or an
administrative act but rather the exercise of the municipal council's constitutional
authority and right to govern the local government affairs of its community and that
the resolution was not an implementation of any law but rather fulfilment of council's
statutory obligation to see to traffic control and road safety would appear at first
glance to be at odds with the definition of "administrative action" in the PAJA quoted
above until one refers to paragraph (cc) of the exclusions section of the definition

190

institutions outside the public service which are controlled by the ~te - i.e. where the majority of the memben of the
controlling body are appointed by the State or where the functions of that body and their exercise is prescribed by the
state to such an extent that it is effectively in control. In short, the test is whether the state is in con1rol.' (At 810F - H.)
This test bas been repeatedly applied since, compare Korf v Health Professions Council of South Africa 2000 (1) SA
1171 (T) and authorities there cited, as well as Mistry v Interim National Medical and Dental Council of South Africa
and Others 1999 (7) BCLR 933 (D) andABBM Printing &- PubUshing (Ply) Ltd v Tranmet Ltd 1998 (2) SA 109 (W)."
In Kort. (m 126 supra) the court had to decide whether the Health Professions Council was an organ of state for the
purposes of the Constitution. It is a statutory body created by the Health Professions Ad No 54 of 1973. Van Dijkhont J
made the following important observations at p 1177 to 1178: "Judgment in Directory Advertising Cost Cutters (supra)
was delivered on 29 Febnlary 1996. The Constitution was promulgated on 18 December 1996 after having been adopted
by the Constitutional Assembly on 8 May 1996. It must therefore be accepted that the drafters were aware of the
di1ferent interpretations placed upon the predecessor of item 23(2) of Schedule 6 by the Courts in Directory Advertising
Cost Cutters on the one hand and Baloro on the other. One is therefore enjoined to ascertain whether the Constitutional
Assembly made a choice between the wider test of Baloro and the narrower one of Direct Advertising Cost Cutters.
There is no evidence of such a choice for the interim period pending legislation in the mere re-enactment of item 23 of
Schedule 6 to the interim Constitution. But even item 3(2) of Schedule 6 with its Iimitecllifespan has to be interpreted in
the light of the definition of organ of state in s 239 of the Constitution. It is more precise than the previous one, but is it
wider? The 1993 definition 'statutory body or institution' bas now become 'any other 1bnctionary or institution'. I do not
think that therein lies a material difference. The latter phrase is further limited in the definition, whereas the 1993
definition was limited by the nature of an organ of State as explained in Direct Advertising Cost Cutters. Has the
description set out in subpara (b) now extended the meaning of organ of state? Subparagraph (i) limits it to a power or
1bnction in terms of the national and provincial constitutions. This does not bring about a difference. Subsection (ii)
limits it to a public power or public function in tenns of any legislation. It does not bring about a difference insofar as
the reference to public power is concerned. The remaining question then is whether the reference to a public function in
terms of legislation takes the concept 'organ of state' out of the control test. The answer depends on the meaning given
to the words 'public fbnction'. The three pillars of the state, legislative, executive and judicial, are rd'erred to in • 239.
The latter is expressly excluded. The executive ann is expressly mentioned in subpara (a) and the legislative one falls
under subpara (bXi) which can also encompass, for example, the auditor-general, public protector, etc. They are all part
of the machinery of state. So is a functionary (or institution) exercising a public power. There is no reason to give the
word 'public' when used in conjunction with 'function' in para (bXii) a meaning that would take it outside the context of
'engaged in the affairs or service of the public' and give it the meaning of 'open to or shared by all the people'. (Both
these meanings are given in The Concise Oxford Dictionary for the word 'public'.) It follows that the more precise:
definition of 'organ of state' in s 239 of the Constitution was not intended to differ materially 1iom the 1993 definition.
That definition was interpreted in Direct Advertising Cost Cutten to include the element of control I adhere to that
decision. The Supreme Court of Appeal also appears to favour the control test (in a different context) in the unreported .
judgment in Umfolozi Transport (Edms) Bpk v Die Minl,ter van Vervoer en Andere, case No 231195 in which judgment
was delivered on 13 March 1997 (p 16). As stated, the decision in Direct Advertising Cost Cutterl was followed and the
control test was applied by other Courts in respect ofboth the interim Constitution and item 23(2Xa) ofScheclule 6 to the
Constitution. It was not argued that Direct Advertising Cost Cutters or these other cases are either inapplicable or wrong.
It follows that the control test has to be applied in this case. The issue whether or not the respondent is an organ of state
arose squarely in Mistry v Interim National Medical and Dental Council o/South Africa and Otherl (supra). In that case
both Booysen J, who dismissed the applicant's claim for interim relief: and McLaren J, who dismissed the applicant'.
claim for final relief: applied the control test and concluded that the respondent's predecessor was not an organ of state. It
will serve no purpose to repeat the facts set out at 947 - 8 of the judgment which led the Court to come to this
conclUBion. There has been no material change. The state is not in control of the respondent. The respondent is not an
organ of state."
Korfwas also applied in Van Rooyen and Otherl v the State and Others 2001 (4) SA 396 (T) and Lebowa Mineral Trust
v Lebowa Granite (Ply) Ltd 2002 (3) SA 30 (T).
Steele m180 supra
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which mentions the executive power or functions of a municipal council. The court in
Steele apparently decided that the decision of the municipal council in question was

not an administrative one because it constituted the exercise of the municipal
council's executive powers or functions. Where then does this leave decisions
involving the delivery of health care services? The definition in the PAlA excludes
the executive powers or functions of the National Executive, including the powers or
functions referred to in various sections of the Constitution. Some of the powers and
functions reflected in section 85(2) of the Constitution are excluded from the
definition of "administrative action". These are the exercise of executive authority by
the President together with other members of the Cabinet by (b)

developing and implementing national policy;

(c)

co-ordinating the functions of state departments and administrations;

(d) preparing and initiating legislation; and
(e)

performing any other executive function provided for in the Constitution or in
nationa1legislation.

Subparagraph (a) of section 85(2) refers to the implementation of national legislation
except where the Constitution or an Act of Parliament provides otherwise.
Significantly, the PAJA omits this section from its exclusion of what constitutes
administrative action. This creates something of a problem in legal logic with· regard
to the provision of health care services. In terms of section 27(2) of the Constitution
the state is required to take reasonable legislative and other measures to achieve the
progressive realisation of the right of access to health care services within its available
resources. Implementation of the legislative measures comprises administrative action
whereas implementation of policy and other measures mayor may not constitute
administrative action depending upon the nature of the decision. It is important to note
that it is only decisions taken by organs of state when exercising a power in terms of
the Constitution or exercising a pub~ic power or performing a public function in terms
of any legislation that fall within the definition of administrative action in the PAJA.
Where the decision is taken in fulfilment of a constitutional obligation or in the
fulfilment of an obligation in terms of legislation, it does not apparently constitute
administrative action. The logic behind the fact that the fulfilment of a statutory
obligation does not constitute an admi istrative action where the obligation in
question is so specific that it leaves no room for discretion on the part of the official
concerned is fairly obvious. One cannot subject to judicial review an act by a state
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official which is done in the fulfilment of a clear and unambiguous instruction by the
Legislature expressed in terms of law. Where, however there is room for discretion on
the part of the official, for instance, as to the manner in which the obligation is
fulfilled, it is submitted that there is scope for argument that the decision of the
official in exercising that discretion could and in certain circumstances should be
reviewable administrative action. For example a legislative obligation that a National
Consultative Health Forum consisting of "relevant stakeholders" must be convened
. "at least once a year" in order to

pro~ote

transparency and to involve the private

sector and other interested parties in issues affecting health service delivery leaves a
fair amount of discretion.

Wh~

are the relevant stakeholders? How are they identified

and issued with invitations? When and in what circumstances should the minimum of
one meeting a year be exceeded given the stated purpose of the Forum?
Since there is a constitutional obligation upon the state with regard to access to health
care services in terms of section 27(2), it may well be argued that decisions taken in
fulfilment of this obligation fall outside of the scope of the definition of
administrative action and outside of the. scope of the P AlA. A macroscopic
consideration of the definition of administrative action in the P AlA reveals that it
does not consist of the exercise of all types of power. It excludes certain types of
power notably, executive, legislative and judicial in relation to the activities of the
three spheres of government in exercising these types of power and functions. Thus
the legislative functions and the executive powers or functions of a municipal council
are excluded.

In terms of Part A of Schedule 4 of the Constitution, the national and provincial
governments have concurrent legislative competence in the functional area of health
services. Decisions taken in the exercise of this competence would therefore be
excluded from the definition of administrative action. Since executive power follows
legislative power it is logical that the executive powers of national and provincial
governments are also excluded from the definition of administrative action. It is
nevertheless not a simple matter to determine whether or not a particular action or
decision amounts to an administrative rather than an executive action or decision. In
the health context decisions are taken at many different levels and on many different
bases. The injunction from the courts is not to look at the nature of the decision maker
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but rather at the nature and impact of the decision itself in trying to decide whether or
not it is an administrative decision. There is a further problem with the review of
administrative decisions in the health context especially. Review tends to focus on
irregularities in procedure albeit with a view at times to the substance of the case,
depending on the circumstances. As long as the distinction between review and appeal
remains, there will be an inevitable focus in review proceedings on procedural
fairness. In the context of health care the setting aside of a decision on .grounds of a
procedural regularity can literally be hazardous to health. For example, the Medicines
Control Council has the power to register medicines in South Africa in order for them
to be sold here. The general rule is that unlicensed medicines may not be sold in
South Africa. In deciding whether or not to register a medicine, the Council must look
at the safety, efficacy and quality of the medicine. These criteria are scientific in
nature. Should a decision of the Medicines Control Council not to register a medicine
be set aside because although the Council acted incorrectly with regard to some
procedural rule, the medicine is patently dangerous and it would not be in the public
interest to have it registered here? Usually the .court will refer the matter back to the
decision making body when reviewing a decision of a public body. In this present
example the outcome wiIl inevitably be the same if the medicine is defective with
regard to its safety, efficacy or qUality. The only difference will be the procedural
correctness in taking the decision. A court is not itself competent to decide on the
safety, efficacy or quality of a. medicine. For it to even attempt to interfere with the
substance of a decision of the Medicines Control Council could be harmful to public
health. In the case of a province deciding not to purchase a particular piece of
expensive but highly effective emergency medical equipment for a major provincial
hospital that deals regularly with road accident victims, the power of a court to refer
the matter back to the provincial authorities once the victim has died is of little
assistance to the victim. Is such a decision an administrative decision in any event
given the Constitutional obligation to achieve the progressive realisation of the right
of access to health care services?
A unilateral administrative act is referred to as a disposition. 191 Wiechersl92 defines a
disposition as a unilateral act (other. than a legislative or judicial act) whereby, in
191

Devenish tit al (m 15 supra) p 104.
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given circumstances, an individual legal relationship is created, fixed, varied or
terminated or whereby such creation, determination, variation or termination of a
legal relationship is refused. It takes place by virtue of authoritative power vested in
the administrative body. It is a rule of administrative law that an administrative organ
may not regulate a general relationship by way of a disposition. l93 An example of a
unilateral administrative act is the grant or refusal of a licence. The granting of a
licence does not constitute a contract between the administrative body and the
applicant. A licensing decision must take into account broader issues than just the
benefit of the licence to the applicant. The public interest and the constitutional rights
and obligations of both the applicant and of those who will be affected by the
licensing decision must be taken into account. The relationship between the applicant
for a licence and the licensing body is one founded .upon administrative law and
bounded by the particular statute granting the administrator the power to grant
licences.

Where an administrative body enters into a contractual relationship, the contract is
governed by principles of the private law of contract. However, Devenish et al point
out that apart from a private law contract, the state can contract with private persons
.using an "authoritative contract", the distinction between this type of contract and a
private

~aw

contract being that the former contains an element of authoritative power

whereas the latter is based on the principle of equality between contracting parties.
The consent of the private party determines the extent and scope of the authoritative
power. They observe that a bilateral administrative contract arises in a situation where
the state renders an essential service such as the provision of electricity. A further
example of a bilateral agreemen~ is that of a collective labour agreement concluded by
organised employers and employees organisations and then approved by the
administrative authority and published in the form of subordinate legislation.
According to Devenish et ai, Wiechers is of the view that this type of contract
provides the state with one of the best and most democratic methods of entering into
the trade, labour and social life of the individual and so provides clear evidence of the
fact that the functions performed by the administration are not only regulatory. They
point out that such agreements must not be prohibited whether expressly or by
192
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Wiechers M Administrative Law p 122
Devenish fit al (m 15 supra) p 104
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necessary implication by common law or statute. They must also not amount to an
obstruction of the authoritative function since an administrative authority may not
fetter its powers of discretion or restrict its authoritative function. Such contracts may
also not conflict with general peremptory provisions of the empowering Act or any
other statute and in the absence of statutory authority they may not automatically
impose coercive duties on third parties. They can however, confer rights and
privileges on third parties. Finally they must be concluded in the general interest for a
public purpose. l94
The term "public interest" is commonly found in administrative law but its meaning is
not always easily determined or ascertained195•
3.11 Decisions Involving Rationing

Health care service delivery often requires decisions involving rationing. South
African examples include a decision to implement a clinical protocol that prohibits the
ventilation of neonates weighing less than one kilogram or a decision that mvI AIDS
positive persons are not suitable candidates for organ transplantation.
The case of Child B in the United Kingdom is an example of an administrative
decision involving the rationing of health care. In the United Kingdom the possibility
of a contractual relationship between the patient and the provider of public health care
is excluded196. The National Health Service (NHS) introduced a full and
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See generally Devenish et QI (m IS mprQ) at pl0S.l06
The court in Asko Beleggings v Voorsitter Van Die DrQnkraad No En Andere 1997 (2) SA 51 (NC) held that the
meaning of the term 'public interest' was a wide and uncertain tenD. The tenn 'public interest· in 8 22(2XdXiXee) bad to
be interpreted in this case to mean that the granting of the licence bad to be in the interest of the cormnunity. In Ex PQrte
Nort,. CentrQI And South CentrQI MetropoUtan Substructure Councils Of The DurbQn MetropoUtQn AreQ And Another
1998 (1) SA 78 (LCC) the court held that that in deciding whether the agreement complied with IS (6) of 8 34 it wu
necessary to investigate the concept of 'public intercst'. It found that though the Courts bad never defined the concept it
was clear that in arriving at what was in the public interest they compared the deprivation of some private convenience
with the benefit that was likely to result therefrom for the general public or part thereo£ The constitutional court in
President Of The Republic OfSouth AfricQ And Others v South AfricQn Rugby FootbQU Union And Other, 2000 (1) SA 1
(CC) distinguished between "public concern" and "public interest". It held that a matter of public concern wu, therefore,
not a matter in which the public merely had an interest, it wu a matter about which the public was also concerned.
'Public concern' in this context aid the court was therefore a more restricted notion than that ofpublic interest.
Kennedy I and Grubb A Medical Law p272 state that "The conventional understanding of the doctor-patient relationship
within the NHS is that it is not contractual. However the orthodoxy has been challenged." They note that until the NHS
wu created in 1948. treatment wu either provided privately or on a charitable bais ... ·'Within the NHS today it is
generally accepted that there is no contractual relationship between a doctor (whether general practitioner or hospital
doctor) and the patient (Pfizer Corp v Ministry of HeQlth [196S] AC S12 (HL). Equally. there is no contractual
relationship between the patient and the hospital such u the NHS Trust, where the patient is cared for. Any claim for
damages based upon a breach of duty lies only in tort and, in particular. in action for negligence." They observe that the
bais for the orthodoxy is two-fold. First, medical services within the NHS are provided to the patient pursuant to a
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comprehensive public service of healthcare proVIsion free at the point of
consumption. l97 There is a legal duty upon every Health Authority in the NHS to
arrange with regard ·to their area, personal medical services for all persons wishing to
take advantage of the arrangetitentsl98 • The Health Authority contracts with general
practitioners and other providers of health care services for the provision of services
to patients. In terms of the British National Health Service Act every person is entitled
to have a general practitioner as their doctor. The mechanism by which the
relationship is created between a general practitioner and a patient is through an
individual applying by delivery of his medical card or making an application for
inclusion on the general practitioner's list of patientsl99 • It is largely governed by
statute and the obligations of the general practitioners towards their patients are
themselves defined by statute or subordinate legislation200• This means that the
relationship between the patient and·a public provider of health care services is based
on administrative law as opposed to the law of contract which renders it of particular
interest in the present context.

The case of Child B illustrates the relatively unique issues involving administrative
decisions in this field. Child B was diagnosed with

non-~odgkin's

lymphoma in 1990

for which she was treated at Addenbrooke's Hospital in Cambridge. In 1993 she was
diagnosed with a second cancer, acute myeloid leukaemia. She underwent treatment
at the Royal Marsden Hospital in London. Nine months later she relapsed and the
paediatricians treating her advised that she had a further six to eight weeks to live.
They expressed the view that a child with her medical history was unlikely to benefit
from further intensive treatment and should be placed on palliative care only. Her
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statutory obligation. Such compulsion 10 provide a service is considered 10 be inconsistent with a contractual
arrangement. Secondly, the patient fails 10 provide the necessary consideration in return for the doctor (or other's)
promise 10 1reat which is nece8II8IY if a contract is 10 exiSt. However the statutory context within which a general
practitioner functions is not necessarily inconsistent with a con1ractual amngement. The authors cite the arguments in
favour of a contractual relationship but then go on 10 point out.that there are two factors which teU against them. They
state that there is in truth no real reason for an English court 10 ··divine a contract" between the parties. The structure of
health care provision within the intemaI nuuket of the NHS is antithetical to contractual arrangements. AI an example,
they give the fact that the National Health Service and Connnunity Care Act 1990 specifically states that agreements
between .purchasers' and ·providen' are not legally enforceable contracts. Secondly the statutory and regulatory context
in which health services are provided may lead a court 10 infer tluJt the parties had no intention 10 create legal relations in
the fonn of a contract. The South African law of contract does not subscribe 10 the doctrine of consideration and 80 the
absence of a system of payment in the public sector would not be an obstacle 10 the fonnatlon of a contract. In any event
in SOuth Africa, public sector patients are classified on the basis of a means test and charged a.ccordingJ.y 80 except for
the indigent, there is likely 10 be some fonn of 'consideration'.
Kennedy and Grubb (fb 196 8Ilpra) pS3
British National Health Service Act 1977
Kennedy and Grubb, (fb 184 8Ilpra) p77.
E.g. National Health Service (General Medical Services) Regulations 1992 (SI 1992 No 635) and National Health
Service (Phannaceutical Services) Regulations 1992 (S11992 No 662)
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father was not willing to accept this advice. He found two doctors in California who
were willing to recommend that Child B should receive a second bone marrow
transplant. The advice from the American doctors was far more optimistic than that of
the British paediatricians and the latter were surprised by it. They did not accept the
American view' and reiterated their opinion that only palliative care should be given.
The father then approached a leukaemia specialist at Hammersmith Hospital who also
gave more positive advice than that of the paediatricians. The health authorities, when
approached for permission for Child B to be treated at Hammersmith Hospital
declined, arguing that the paediatricians caring for the child were in the best position
to assess treatment options and that the authorities were not prepared to use resources
on

~xperimental proc~dures

with only limited chances of success. The

fathe~

consulted his solicitors who sought leave for judicial review to challenge the decision
of the health authorities. This was granted. The High Court took the view that

th~

health authority should reconsider its decision because the right to life was precious
even though the chances of success were acknowledged to be low. The judgment was
overturned on appeal. The judges in the Court of Appeals reaffirmed the reluctance of
English courts to challenge health authority decisions on the funding of treatment and
ruled that the authority had weighed the advice it had been 'given and there was no
basis for its decision to be referred back for reconsideration. In response to the media
coverage of the .court case, an anonymous donor offered to provide funds for the
treatment. The offer was accepted and treatment started in the private sector. The
specialist who took over the treatment of the child decided not to undertake a second
transplant but instead used an experimental form of treatment known as donor
lymphocyte infusion. The treatment enabled the child to enjoy a few extra months of
life. She eventually became ill again and died in May 1996201 • In discussing this case
,Ham notes that it demonstrates the tension between a concern to use resources for the
benefit of the population as a whole 'and the urge to respond to the needs of
individuals faced with the prospect of death.
In South African constitutional terms this case would be balancing the right to life of
one individual against that of many others. The constitutional court in Soobramoney v
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Ham C "Tragic Choices in health care: Lessons fonn the Child B Case" British Medical Journal 1999; 319 p12S8-1261
(6 November).
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Minister Of Health. Kwazulu-Nataf02 was faced with a similar issue. It was a question
of allowing one man who was essentially terminally ill due to a number of reasons to
have renal dialysis at the expense of others who were likely to recover. The facts of
this case and the judgement of the court have already been discussed in a previous
chapter and so will not be repeated here. However it is worth considering from an
administrative law point of view the circumstances of Soobramoney's case and that of
Ch#d B since in both cases the administrative authority successfully met the challenge

to its decision. In both cases the ethical challenge was to meet the needs of all
individuals within the available resources. As Ham points out, although health
authorities have a particular responsibility to ensure justice in the allocation of these
resources, they are also expected to respect each individual as a person in his or her
own right. The Cambridge and Huntingdon Health Authority in the case of Child B
was in a .somewhat different position to the provincial health authority in KwaZuluNatal in Soohramoney because in the former, the adult cancer specialists viewed the
balance between the harm and benefit of the treatment differently from the
paediatricians. In other words there was a dispute between the experts as to the
efficacy of the treatment and the benefit Child B would derive from it. In
Soobramoney there was no question that the patient would benefit from the renal
dialysis. It was whether or not to give him preference over other patients who were
undoubtedly likely to benefit more from it in terms of both quality of life and
longevity. Ham makes reference to the "rule of rescue" which effectively states that
when individuals are suffering from life-threatening conditions there is an obligation
to intervene even when this may run counter to the concerns of the community as a
whole203 • This is apparently not in direct alignment with the views of Sachs J in
202
203

Soobramoneym 1'8lUpra
Richardson J and McKie J"The Rule of Rescue" Centre for Health Program Evaluation Working Paper 112 express the
rule of reason concept u follows: "Why do we mount expensive searches - for sailors lost at sea, for example - when
the likelihood of finding those missing is slim? (Creadon, 1997). Why do we offer critically ill patients intensive care,
when the likelihood of it being declive. is negligible? (Osborne and Evans 1994 p779). Why do some patients receive a
second or third heart or liver transplant, when first-time recipients have a higher one-year survival rate? (Ubel ., at, 1998
p 276-9). Is it possible to justifY such practices when there are better uses for our resources? One consequence is that
these practices manifest a psychological imperative that is hard to resist: II8IIlely, the urge to rescue identifiable
individuals facing avoidable death, without giving too much thought to the opportunity cost of doing 10. Jonsen dubbed
this the 'Rule of R.esaJe' (Joosen, 1986. ppI72-4)." They explain that rule of rescue is not consistent with putting
available resources to the best alternative use as follows "Whatever the explanation for the counter-intuitive ordering of
Oregon's initial list, the Rule of Rescue (RR) is clearly at odds with CEA as ordinarily understood, and in particular with
that form of CEA which uses the quality-adjusted life year or QALY u the measure of effectiveness. In its simplest form
the QALY represents a year of life that has been weighted, or discounted, by an index of the quality of life. By
convention, full health has a weighting of 1 ~ death has a weighting of zero. So, for example, if a year of life on
hospital dialysis is considered to be worth only 60 per cent as much as a year of normal health, other things being equal,
then 20 years of life on dialysis would be equivalent to 20· 0.60 - 12 QALYs. In conventional CEA it is only the change
in the length and quality of life that are of importance and QALYs combine these two dimensions of outcome. QALYs
therefore provide a (conceptually) simple method for prioritizing health care: all else equa1, the lower the cost of a
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Soobramoney04 where he stated that health care rights by their very nature have to be
considered not only in a traditional legal context structured around the ideas of human
autonomy but in a new analytical framework based on the notion of human
interdependence. Sachs ] observed that a healthy life depends upon social
interdependence: the quality of air, water and sanitation which the state maintains for
the public good; the quality of one's caring relationships which are highly correlated
to health; as well as the quality of health care and support furnished officially by
medical institutions and provided informally by family, friends and the community.
He pointed out that "When rights by their very nature are shared and inter-dependent,
striking appropriate balances between the equally valid entitlements of expectations of
a multitude of claimants should not be seen as imposing limitations on those rights
(which would then have to be justified in terms of section 36) but as defining the
circumstances in which the rights may most fairly and effectively be enjoyed. The
rule of rescue approach apparently favours the right to life of an individual above the
broader rights and interests of the community but it seems overly simplistic in the
light of Sachs ]' s observations which suggest that one cannot entirely extricate the
rights of an individual from the rights and interests of the community. A single
individual's right to life or health cannot be seen independently of that of others in the
context of limited, shared resources produced by the community as a whole. The rule
of rescue approach, by contrast, states that there comes a point at which the rights and
interests of the individual must be considered in isolation from the community in
which he or she lives and functions. It is unhelpful in situations where the right to life
of one person must be balanced against the

~ame

right to life of another such as was

the case in Soobramoney.

QALY the greater the value for money offered by a programme or treatment, and thus the bigher a priority it should be.
But the RR conflicts with this logic. Decisions influenced by the RR show a strong tendency to disregard eEA when this
is necessary to save an identifiable individual facing avoidable death. A1locative efficiency - maximizing utility per unit
cost - is simply not the only, 01' even the major, factor when someone's life is visibly endangered." This illustrates the
complexity of health rationing decisions and the importance of the sometimes emotionally laden values of the
community (in the case of South Africa community values are reflected to a significant extent in the Constitution) as
well as the more utilitarian approaches of economics theory. They make an important point in observing that: "If the
total social utility gained ftom the Rule of Rescue, including the utility gained ftom having reinforced within the
cormnunity the belief that life is valuable and worth great effort to preserve, outweighs the utility saaificed by not
putting resources to the best alternative use, then the Rule of Rescue would be justifiable ftom a utilitarian point of view.
On the other hand, fairness requires that we do not discriminate between individuals on morally irrelevant rounds, and
being 'identifiable' - being in a context that evokes the 'Rule of Rescue' response in others - does not seem to be a
morally relevant ground for discrimination. We conclude by observing that utilitarians can make their case stronger by
distinguishing between cases where the societal demand for rescue measures is contrived by media coverage, and cases
where it is not. Discrimination against anonymous individuals is more objectionable in the former cases than in the
204

latter."
Soobramo1feyfil l!l8 '"pra
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In language reminiscent of the South African Constitution, Ham observes that
decision-makers have to ensure "accountability for reasonableness" in taking
decisions on healthcare coverage. He notes that Daniels and Sabin20S proposed four
conditions that need to be met in order to ensure accountability for reasonableness:

(1)

Publicity condition: decisions regarding coverage for new technologies (and
other limit setting decisions) and their rationales must be publicly accessible;

(2)

Relevance condition: these rationales must rest on evidence, reasons and
principles that all fair minded parties (managers, clinicians, patients and
consumers in general) caD agree are relevant to deciding how to meet the diverse
needs of a covered population under necessary resource constraints;

(3)

Appeals condition: there is a mechanism for challenge and dispute resolution
\

regarding limit setting decisions, including the opportunity for revising
decisions in light of further evidence or arguments;
(4)

Enforcement condition:

th~e

is either voluntary or public regulation of the

process to ensure that the first three conditions are met.
With reference to the .decision taken by the Cambridge and Huntingdon Health
Authority in the case of Child B, Ham notes that not all of these conditions were met.
For example, the application of a set of values to the Child B case met the relevance
condition but the manner in which the authority's decision was communicated only
partly fulfilled the publicity conditiop.. He points out that more effort could have been
made to explain the basis of the decision not to fund intensive treatment in advance of
media attention. Similarly he points out that the appeals condition was not met in that
there was no mechanism for challenge and dispute resolution other than a request to
the health authority to reconsider its decision. The absence of such a mechanism
meant that legal action was the only formal recourse available to the family of Child
B. The enforcement condition, says Ham, was met through judicial review of the
health authority's decision but the restrictive scope of such reviews in the English
legal system means that only some aspects of the process proposed by Daniels and
Sabin were scrutinised by the courts. In particular, notes Ham, the courts looked only
at the health authority's decision-making process and did not require an explanation
20S

Daniels N and Sabin J. ''The ethics of accountability in managed care reform", Health Affairs 1998; 17 P 50-64
[Medline]
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or justification of the decision or an assessment of the evidence on which it was
based. According to Daniels and Sabin a commitment to transparency that case law
requires improves

th~

quality of decision-making. An organisation whose practice

requires it to articulate explicit reasons for its decisions becomes focused in its
decision-making206 .
Ham goes on to observe that Hadom has drawn parallels between decision making
processes in health care and in the legal system saying that ''the need to make
relatively consistent

case-by-cas~

decisions amidst profound complexity is clearly one

of the forces that has driven the health care system to adopt quasi-judicial features."
He notes that Hadom argues that consistent procedures need to be adopted in health
care, and he contends that these procedures should be centred on the consideration of
economic evidence concerning the outcomes of care and the formulation of
judgements based on this evidence. Hadom maintains that judgements should be
based on a standard of proof that might be more or less stringent depending on the
availability of resources and the views of policy makers. He makes the point that "in
the selection of a

st~dard

of proof... the fundamental balance between individual

claims of need (that is, pursuit of individual good) and the greater public good is
achieved.

Many of the principles and points identified above are inherent in the South African
constitutional order and have been re-enforced and expounded by the constitutional
court and constitutionally mandated legislation.2(11 The PAlA requires reasons for
decisions to be given in writing for instance. It takes a conscious and sustained eifort,
however, on the part of administrative entities such as government departments to
maintain a b9dy of knowledge

rel~vant

to the decisions that must be taken, to keep

record of decisions in order to ensure consistency with previous decisions, to'
formulate rules for the setting of policy and for the taking of decisions in such as
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Daniels N and Sabin J, "Umits 10 health care: fair procedures, democratic deliberation and the legitimacy problem for
insurer&. Philosophy of PubUc Affairs 1997; 26 P 327·328 u quoted in Ham "Tragio Choicea in Health Care: lessons
form the Child B case" fh 201 supra.
.
See for instance the constitutional court's emphasis on relevance (the court held that although the concerns raised on
behalf of the appellants were relevant to the ability of government to make a 'ibll package' available throughout the
public health sector, they were not relevant 10 the question whether Nevirapine should be used to reduce mother-to-child
transmission of HIV at those public hospitals and clinics outside the research sites where facilities in fact existed for
testing and counselling) and transparency in Minister ofHealth and Other, v Treatment Action Campaign and Others fb
159 supra.
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manner as to ensure consistency in the future and to foster a culture in which
decisions are taken on the basis of and in accordance with all of the foregoing.

3.12 The Right to Fair Administrative Action VI the Right to Health
Should a decision by an inspector acting in terms of the Medicines and Related
Substances Act to confiscate a shipment of hair product containing dangerously high
quantities of lead be reversed by a court on the grounds that the decision was not
taken in accordance with the prescribed procedures? This question essentially
juxtaposes the constitutional right to fair administrative action and the constitutional
rights to life, freedom and security of the person, including the right to bodily and
psychological integrity, and to an environment that is not harmful to their health or
well-being and requires a balancing of rights exercise. It

se~s

fairly obvious which

rights should win in this example. The problem arises in that the decision to
confiscate the goods, even if it means that this constitutes a violation of the right to
fair administrative action is not one that is initially made by a court of law the
members of which are well trained and hopefully versed in these delicate balancing
exercises. It must be taken by an administrative official often "on the spot". An
obvious solution to the problem is to give the administrative official sufficient power
in subordinate or even principal legislation, containing the necessary guidelines and
parameters for the exercise of that power, so as to protect the right and interests of
both the public and the importer of the hair products. Unfortunately, even if such
legislative provisions overcame

~l

of the hurdles of lawmaking, it is not always

possible to anticipate in law every permutation of practical life. Legislation is not
necessarily an ideal remedy in every instance. The fact remains that "[C]omplex
policy decisions should be made by accountable decision makers ... Citizens must
accept that the state should have the power to affect their interests, and that it makes
decisions through rational processes."208

Is a decision taken by the provincial government of a province not to supply
antiretroviral drugs to pregnant mothers and their children an administrative or an
executive decision? Is a decision by a medical superintendent to allow a nongovernmental organisation access to the premises of the public hospital he runs in
208

O'Regan C "Rules for Rule-Making" ControUing Public Power: Administrative Justice Through The Law at P 106
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order to assist rape victims an administrative decision or is it a business decision
based on the fact that they are leasing some of the space in the hospital? Is a decision
by a National Blood Transfusion service to screen blood for diseases using a much
more expensive but also much more reliable laboratory test an administrative
decision?
To the extent that the Constitution itself protects and recognises the right to just
administrative action, a legislative classification of certain
of the definition of

admini~trative

decisio~s

as falling outside

action has the power to subvert the right.

Furthermore, the exclusion from the definition of decisions involving the
implementation of policy, while at the same time including in the definition decisions
involving

the

implementation

of legislation,

is

potentially

an undesirable

discouragement of legislative action on the part of government entrenching in law
critical policy initiatives derogation from which should be actionable by affected
persons and possible even criminalized in certain instances. The doctrine

~f legitimate

expectation cannot fill such a gap. It is important to note that the Constitution itself
does not define the term 'administrative action' either in section 33, which declares
that everyone has the right to administrative action that is lawful, reasonable and
procedurally fair, or elsewhere. While it is clearly not feasible that all forms of public
action should be regarded as administrative action, there is inherent within any
legislative attempt at

definitio~

of the term 'administrative action', the potential for

legal challenge to that definition on constitutional grounds.

A decision by the state to give priority to certain health services or to shut down a
particular public health establishment or to provide certain health services at the level
of a rural clinic rather than a regional hospital could be seen as an administrative
decision or exercise of public power. There is however, a significant difference
between an administrative act and other acts on the part of the state.209 Not all acts of
In Cape Metropolitan Council v Metro Inspection Services (Western Cape) CC And Other, (fb 48 IIlpra), Streicher JA
noted at p 1023 to 1024: liThe section [33] is not concerned with every act of administration performed by an organ of
~. It is designed to control the conduct of the public administration when it performs an act of public administration
ie when it exercises public power (see President of the Republic of SOllth Africa and Other, v South African Rugby
FootbaU Union and Othe,., 2000 (1) SA 1 (CC) ('SARFU') at para [136] and Pharmacelltical Manufacturer.
Allociation of SA and Another: In re Ex parte Pre,ident of the Republic oj'SOIlth Africa and Other, [fb 72 IIlpra] at
paras [20], [~3], [38] - [40». In paras [41] and [45] ofthePharmacBIlticalManllfacturer,Alloclation case Chaskal80ll P
said: '[41] Powers that were previously regulated by common law under the prerogative and the principles developed by
the courts to control the exercise of public power are DOW regulated by the Constitution. .•• ' '[45] Whilst there is no
bright line between public and private law. administrative law, which fonns the core of public law. occupies a special
place in our jurisprudence. It is an incident of the separation of powers under which courts regulate and control' the
exercise of public power by the other branches of government It is built on constitutional principles which define the
authority of each branch of government, their interrelationShip and the boundaries between them. .•. Courts no longer
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administration

constitute the exercise of public power.

Consequently the

circumstances of each decision in ~he chain must be carefully considered in order to
establish whether or not the exercise of a public power was involved and also whether
it was taken in the course of the implementation of legislation as opposed to
government policy. A practical example is the legislative provisions with regard to
certificate of need in the National Health Act. The policy objective behind this
licensing system is to achieve a better distribution of health service providers and
facilities throughout the country with a view to improving access to health care
services in underserved areas. As such, is it directly aligned with the state's section
27(2) obligations. The Act requires all providers and would be providers of health
care services to apply to the Director-General for a certificate of need in order to be
able to provide health care services. Persons not in possession of a certificate of need
may not provide health care services. Few would argue that the decision of the
Director-General as to whether or not to grant a certificate of need is an administrative
decision. There is a considerable body of administrative law around the ~ granting of
various kinds of licenses. By contrast, a policy decision of the Minister of Health to
establish a chain of community health clinics in deep rural areas where there are no
other health facilities is unlikely to be a decision of an administrative nature.

It would seem that professionals or experts who are required to give an expert or
professional opinion in terms of a statute may not be engaged in administrative
action210 • If one looks more closely at the activities of a health professional employed

210

have to claim space and push boundaries to find means of controlling public power. That control is vested in them under
the Constitution, which defines the role of the courts, their powers in relation to other anna of govermnent and the
constraints subject to which public power has to be exercised. •.• '
It follows that whether or not conduct is 'administrative aetion' would depend on the nature of the power being exercised
(SARro at para [141]). Other considerations which may be relevant are the IIOUI'OO of the power. the subject-matter.
whether it involves the exercise of a public duty and how closely related it is to the implementation of legislation
(SARFU at para [143]). The appellant is a public authority and. although it derived its power to enter into the contract
with the first respondent from statute, it derived its power to cancel the contract from the terms of the contract and the
common law. Those terms were not prescribed by statute and could not be dictated by the appellant by virtue of its
position as a public authority. They were agreed to by the first respondent. a vmy substantial commercial undertaking.
The appellant. when it concluded the contract. was therefore not acting from a position of superiority or authority by
virtue of its being a public authority and. in respect of the cancellation, did not. by virtue of its being a public authority.
find itself in a stronger position than tbC position it would have been in had it been a private institution. When it
purported to cancel the contract it was not perfonning a public duty or implementing legislation; it was purporting to
exercise a. contractual right founded on the consensus of the parties in respect of a commercial contract. In all these
circumstances it cannot be said that the appellant was exercising a public power. Section 33 of the Constitution is
concerned with the public administration acting as an administrative authority exercising public powers. not with the
public administration acting as a contracting party from a position no different from what it would have been in had it
been a private individual or institution."
S v Dobson f!h 31 supra). This case involved the question of whether the actions of psychiatrists performing an
evaluation in terms of sections 77.78 and 79 of the Criminal Procedure Ad were administrative in nature. Zietsman JP
observed at p61 that: "In this case the psychiatrists in question were not performing an administrative, a judicial or a
quasi-judicial function. They were conducting their own enquiry in their own way to enable them to furnish an opinion
concerning the mental capacity of the accused. They were also not furnishing advice based on infonnation received to an
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by the state, one must ask in what way his or her functions differ from those of a
government official who is qualified as an accountant and must assess the tax payable
by a member of the public or whether someone qualifies for a welfare grant or a
Director-General who must bring his or her expertise in public health administration
to bear on a decision involving the granting of a certificate of need? The state
employs professionals of different kinds to perform its functions. These functions are
generally speaking public functions in terms of legislation as contemplated in the
definition of administrative action in section 1 of the P AlA. Why should health
professionals making treatment decisions in their capacity as public sector employees
be different to accountants, lawyers and public health administrators employed by the
state making decisions based on their professional skill and knowledge? The rationale
for granting a public official an administrative discretion and assigning to such person
the power and responsibility to make the relevant decision is tied up in the fact that
such official has or has access to the requisite expert knowledge and skill.
The rendering of health services by the state is mandated by legislation - not
necessarily the Constitution which only obliges the state to ensure the progressive
realisation of the right rather than to deliver health care services itself - but the Health
Act211 and the soon to be proclaimed National Health Act212 which is to be replace the
former. The question before the court in Dobsorr13 was whether the psychiatrists
performing the evaluation were obliged to observe the audi alteram partem rule and
there seems to be the underlying assumption that if the psychologists were engaged in
administrative action they would have to do so. It is not true, however, that every
administrative act must be subject to the audi alteram partem rule and that someone is
always entitled to a hearing when an administrative power is exercised214 • When a

211

212
213
214

administrative body about to take an administrative decision. To enable them to perfonn their functions it was necessary
that they obtain infonnation from various sources and the infonnation they could obtain from the prosecutor wu
important to them. They did· not then accept the iDfonnation as being correct, and act upon it It was infonnation they put
to the accused to assess his reactions thereto, and they then had to fonn their own opinion regarding hil mental
condition. In luch a case what the psychiatrists are required to do is to form an opinion and to advise the Court of their
opinion and findings and, if their findings are disputed, the Act gives the accused the right to have the psychiatrists
IUbpoenaed and lubmitted to cross-examination. I do not believe that the audl alteram partem principle, to be applied in
the manner submitted by Mr Bursey, is applicable in such a case.
Act No 63 of 1977
.
Act No 61 of2003
Dobson 1h 31 "'pra
In Gardener v East London Transitional Local Cou.ncll and Others 1996 (3) SA 99 (E) the court held that: "Fairness is a
relative concept. The meaning to be attached to 'procedurally fair administrative action' must therefore be detennined
within the particular framework of the act in question viewed in the light of the relevant circumstances. The procedure
must be fair not only to the holder of tho right affected by the administrative ad, but also to the executive or
administration acting in the public interest. I do not understand I 24(b) to mean that the audi-principlo is absolutely
applicable to every administrative act. Such an interpretation would make possible the milUle of the Constitution to hold
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person is exercising professional skill and judgm~nt in taking a decision, it could, in
certain circumstances, be argued that laypersons should not be included in the
decision-making process because by definition they have nothing to add to the debate.
Thus in Dobson21S, it was not for the prisoner to state whether or not he was mentally
unfit for trial a$ his opinion was neither of a professional nature nor objective. This
said, in the case of the provision of health care services by a health professional, the
patient would as a general rule in any event have to be consulted and his or her
consent obtained to treatment that was proposed due to the requirements of informed
consent and the constitutional right to bodily and psychological integrity. Admittedly
in a situation where treatment is withheld, the informed consent requirement may not
necessarily assist the patient unless treatment had already commenced216• It must be
borne in mind, however, that this case pre-dates the Constitution. People now have a
constitutional right of access to health care services. They also have a constitutional
right to administrative justice. A decision not to administer medical treatment of a
particular kind to a particular patient could well constitute a decision 'which adversely
affects the rights of any person and which has a direct, external legal effect' in the
words of the P AlA. In its definition of administrative action the P AlA includes any
decision or failure to take a decision by 'a natural or juristic person, other than an
organ of state, when exercising a public power or performing a public function in
terms of an empowering provision'. Thus even where a health professional was not an
employee by was contracted to the state to provide health care services, a decision to
refuse treatment could constitute administrative action in terms of the PAlA.

2IS
216

up necessary social mann measures, or for that matter any executive or adminiStrative act. In deciding whether ~
principle applies to an administrator acting in terms of B 7(2)(b) of the Act, one must have regard to the objects of the
Ad, u well u to the fact that application of the 8Odi-principle to the administratoJ's acts could delay the proclamation of
the agreement and possibly fiustrate the implementation of the transitional local council." This is atlinnecl by section
3(2Xa) of tile PAJA which states that "A fair administrative procedure depends on the circumstances of each case." The
Appellate Division has observed that: "There is a presumption that the audl alteram partem rule applies to the exercise
of judicial and quai-judicial power to affect prejudicially the interests of the individual. It will be held to have been
implicitly excluded if that implication is 'necessary' or emerges ftom the 'clear intention' of Parliament. Omar and
Othe" " Mi"i,ter ofLaw a"d Order a"d Other,: Fa,,1 a"d Others " MI"i,ter OfLaw a"d Order a"d Other,: State
Pre,ide"t a"d Othe" " Bill 1987 (3) SA 8S9 (A). In Ce/ce,he the court said: "I accept. for present purposes, that in an
appropriate case the audi alteram partem rule may not find application (see Gardener" Ea,t Lo"do" Tra",itio"al Local
Cou"cil a"d Otherl 1996 (3) SA 99 (E) at 116E - F. The fact that in that case Erasmus J wu dealing with the position in
terms of s 24(b) of the interim Constitution (the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa As:t 200 of 1993) does not,
in my view, affect the position: South African Roads Board v Johannesburg City Council (supra at 13D); Van Zyl J's
judgment in the Court a quo)." Premier. Ealtem Cape. and Other!" Cekelhe a"d Otherl 1999 (3) SA S6 (TK)
Dobson (m 31lupra)
Teclmically speaking the patient should, in the course of the process of being infonned with a view to obtaining his or
her consent, also be told of reuonable and treatment alternatives so that he or she is given the opportunity to question of
even challenge the health professional recommendation of a particular method of treatment and opt for an alternative
where this is reuonable and available. In the National Health Act provision is made in Chapter 2 for the user to be
infonned of ..the range of diagnostic procedures and treatment options generally available to the user".
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The . formulation of policy by an official is generally unlikely to constitute
administrative action although the formulation of policy may in the narrower sense
amount to administrative action if the policy is formulated within a legislative
frameworIc217. There is a National Policy for Health Act218 which empowers the
Minister to "determine the national policy to be applied in respect of any matter which
in his opinion will promote the health of the inhabitants of the Republic". It is
unlikely that this type of policymaking could be regarded as an administrative act due
to the broad and general nature of the power that is conferred by the Act. The Act
pro~des

an example of a situation in which the implementation of legislation will not

constitute administrative action under the P AlA because the legislation is in fact
mandating the exercise of executive, rather than administrative, powers. This kind of
legislation is generally speaking not only unnecessary because the executive powers
of the state derive fundamentally from the Constitution and any attempt to further
describe them in legislation could unintentionally but unconstitutionally result in a
fettering of such powers, but also because of the confusion that can result from the
power to set policy in terms .of legislation. A case in point is that of Minister of
Education v Ha"is'-19. In that case the National Education Policy Act220 empowered
the Minister of Education to determine national policy for education, including, in s
3(4)(i), national policy for 'the admission of students to education institutions which

shall include the determination of the age of admission to schools'. Sections 6 and 7
of the Act make it clear that national legislation, as opposed to national policy, can be
introduced only after a process of eXtensive consultation and publication has been
completed. On 18 February 2000 the Minister of Education published a notice 1 under
s 3(4) of the National Education Policy Act (the National Policy Act) stating that a

217
218

219
220

Permanent Secretary, Department ofEducation Qnd W.ifare, Eastern Captl. Qnd Another" Ed-U-CoU.ge (PE) (Section
21) Inc 2001 (2) SA 1 (CC)
Act No 116 of 1990 to be repealed by the National Health Act.. The Act in section 211eb1 out guidelines for the policy to
be made by the Minister in the following terms:
Provided that such policy shall be determined within the framework of the following guidelines:
(i) That an inhabitant of the Republic, if he is capable of doing so, shall primarily be responsible for his own and his
family's physical, menta1 and social well-being. but that the state and local authorities shall share responsibility in
this regard by providing an efficient and comprehensive health service;
(ii) that such inhabitant shall pay the costs incidental to hiB medical treatment, but that the financial circumstances of a
patient shall not take precedence over the necessity for treatment, and that indigent persona aball be
accommodated;
(iii) that the provision of a comprehensive health service by the state and local authorities shall be directed in a
responsible manner at the needs of the individual and those of society. but that the available financing IIOUn:es,
natural resources and manpower of the Republic shall be taken into account;
(iv) that the private sector Bhall be encouraged to provide health services in the Republic, but that the provision of such
services shall be in the public interest.
Minister OfEducation "Harris 2001 (4) SA 1297 (CC)
Act No 27 of 1996
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learner may not be enrolled in grade one in an independent school if he or she does
not reach the age of seven in the

sam~

calendar year. Talya Harris was part of a group

of children who had enrolled at the age of three in the King David pre-primary school,
and had spent three years being prepared for entry to the primary school in the year
2001. Her sixth birthday was due to faIl on 11 January 2001, a short while before the
school year would begin. Challenging the validity of the notice, her parents sought an
order of court permitting her to be enrolled in grade one in the year she turned six.
The constitutional court noted that policy made by the Minister in terms of the
National Policy Act does not create obligations of law that bind provinces, or for that
matter parents or independent schools. It said that the effect of such policy on schools
and teachers within the public sector is a different matter. For the purposes of present
case, the court said it was necessary only to determine the extent to which policy
formulated by the Minister may be binding upon independent schools. It then went on
to point out that there was nothing in the Act which suggested that the power to
determine policy in this regard conferred a power to impose binding obligations. The
court observed that in the light of the division of powers contemplated by the
Constitution and the relationship between the Schools Act and

~he

National Policy

Act, the Minister's powers under s 3(4) are limited to making a policy determination
an~

he has no power to issue an edict enforceable against schools and learners. It held

that in issuing the notice

t~e

Minister exceeded the powers conferred upon him by s

3(4) of the National Policy Act and accordingly infringed the constitutional principle
of legality. The appeal failed.

The distinction between policy and law seems to have escaped the notice of the
Minister and officials of the Department of Education in this instance. It is submitted
that the fact that legislation empowered the Minister to make policy had something to
do with this. There is unfortunately no clear definition of what policy is. In Harris the'
court referred to the dicta of Harms JA in Akani Garden Route (Pty) Ltd v Pinnacle

Point Casino (pty) LttJl21 noting that the word 'policy' is inherently vague and may
221

Akani 2001 (4) SA SOl (SeA). The court stated: liAs Hanna JA pointed out inAkani GardBnRoutB (Pry) Ltd v Pinnac/s
Point Casino (Ply) Ltd. the word "policy' is inherently va,gue and may bear different meanings: "It appears ... to serve
little purpose to quote dictionaries defining the word. To draw the distinction between what is policy and what is not
with reference to specificity is, in my view. not alwa)'l very helpful or necessarily correct.. For example. a decision that
children below the age of six are ineligible for admission to a school can fairly be called a "policy'" and merely because
the age is fixed does not make it less of a policy than • decision that young children are ineligible, even though the word
"'young" has a measure of elasticity in it. Any COWllC or program of action adopted by a government may consist of
general or specific provisions. Because of this I do not consider it prudent to defme the word eithCl' in general or in the
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bear different meanings. One thing is clear, however, and that is that policy is not law
and as such is not applicable within or binding upon the private sector. The court in
Harris did suggest that policy may be 'binding' upon public schools and teachers
within the public sector but held that it could not bind the provinces or independent
schools. If the same operational situation holds for schools as it does for hospitals
however, then this suggestion is something of an illusion because in the health sector
th.e provinces 'own' and run public hospitals and health facilities. The national
Department of Health does not as a rule provide health care services although it does
have the power to do so in terms of the Health Act222 • Any policy decision that was
not binding on the provinces would thus effectively not be implemented unless the
provinces chose to do so. This further diminishes the need for and significance of
legislation empowering a Minister to make policy especially in areas of concurrent
legislative competence on Schedule 4 of the Constitution such as health services and
education.

3.13 Manner of exercise of public power
There have been a number of important judicial pronouncements upon the manner in
which public power must be exercised.223 The emphasis of the constitutional court
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context of the Al:t. I prefer to begin by stating the obvious, namely that laws, regulations and rules are legislative
instruments whereas policy determinations are not. As a matter of BOund government, in order to bind the public, policy
should normally be reflected in such instruments. Policy determinations emmot override, amend or be in conflict with
laws (including subordinate legislation). Otherwise the separation between Legislature and Executive will disappear. In
this case, however, it seems that the provincial legislature intended to elevate policy detenninations to the level of
subordinate legislation, but leaving its position in the hierarchy unclear.... '
Fn211lupra
In Shoprlte CheckeTl (Ply) Ltd v Ramdaw NO and OtheTl 2001 (4) SA 1038 (LAC) at pl04S-1047. Zondo JP made the
following observations: lilt is a requirement of the rule of law that the exercise of public power by the Executive and
other functionaries should not be IUbitrary. Decisions m1llt be rationally related to the purpose for which the power was
given, otherwise they arc in effect arbitrary and inconsistent with this requirement. It follows that in order to pass
constitutional IICIUtiny the exercise of public power by the Executive and other functionaries must, at least, comply with
this requirement. If it does not, it falls short of the standards demanded by our Constitution for such action. The question
whether a decision is rationally related to the purpose for which the power was given calIs for an objective enquiry.
OthmwiBe a decision that, viewed objectively, is in fact irrational. might pass muster simply because the person who
took it mistakenly and in good faith believed it to be rational. Such a conclusion would place fonn above substance and
undermine an important constitutional principle.' In the course of para [89] of his judgment [in Pharmaceutical
ManufactureTl of SA and Another: In re Ex parte Preltdent of the Republic of South Africa and OtheTl [fb 72 ,"pra]
Chaskalson P also said: 'What the Constitution requires is that public power vested in the Executive and other
functionaries be exercised in an objectively rational manner. '
He continued thus in para [90]: '[90] Rationality in this ICIJ1BO is a minimum threshold requirement applicable to the
exercise of all public power by members of the Executive and other functionaries. Action that fails to pass this threshold
is inconsistent with the requirements of our Constitution and therefore unlawful. The setting of this standard does not
mean that the Courts can or should substitute their opinions as to what is appropriate for the opinions of those in whom
the power has been vested. As long as the purpose BOught to be achieved by the exercise of public power is within the
authority of the functionary, and as long as the functionlll)'s decision, viewed objectively. is rational. a Court cannot
interfere with the decision simply because it disagrees with it or considers that the power was exercised inappropriately.
A deciaion that is objectively irrational is likely to be made only rarely but, if this does occur. a Court has the power to
intervene and set aside the irrational decision.' What is clear from the judgment of the Constitutional Court is that:
(1) as long as a particular decision is the resuh of an exercise of public power, 8Uch a decision can be set aside by a
court ifit is irrational~
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referred to in the previous chapter on the reasonableness of decisions taken by the
state is echoed strongly by the emphasis on rationality in the exercise of public power
in cases such as Pharmaceutical Manufacturers of SA and Another: In re Ex parte

President of the Republic of South Africa and Others2'-4.
It has been observed that"[T]he problem with subordinate legislation in a democracy is easy to state, but difficult to
resolve ... To date the key legal mechanism for the control of bureaucracy has been judicial
review, but judical review, even if well-developed, is not all that the law should do to
structure and control bureaucracy."22S

O'Regan distinguishes between rule-making and decision-making by quoting
Schwartz226 who observes that rule-making is normally general and looks only to the
.

.

future; adjudication is particular and looks also to the past. She notes that
administrative rule-making is not comprehensively regulated in South Africa but its
extent cannot be understated and points out that bureaucratic power must not only be
subject to the will of parliament but its exercise must also be fair, efficient and
accountable. According to 0 'Regan, these are the three normative requirements which
should guide the development of administrative law.

(3)
(4)

the bona fide, of the person who made the decision do not by themselves put such. a penon'l decision beyond the
acrutiny of the Court;
the rationality ofa decision made in the exercise of public power must be determined objectively.
a court cannot interfere with a decision limply because it disagrees with it or it conaiden that the power W&I

(5)
(6)

exercised inappropriately;
a decision that is objectively irrational iJ likely to be made only rarely;
decisions (of the Executive and other functionaries) must be rationally related to the purpose for which the power

(2)

W&I

given, otherwise they are in effect arbitrary and inconsistent with (the requirement of the rule of law that the
exerciae ofpublic power by the Executive and other functionaries should not be arbitrary).
[20] Having set out above part of what W&I made clear by the Constitutional Court in the Pharmaceutical
Manufacturer,' case: about the reviewability of decisions made in the exercise of public power on grounds of
irrationality, it seems to me that it would also be useful to have regard to what W&I made clear by this Court in
Carephone about the reviewability of CCMA awards on grounds of unjustifiability. In this regard this Court made it
clear that:
(a) the constitutional provision that administrative action must be justifiable in relation to the I'C88ODII given for it
'introduces a requirement of rationality in the merit or outcome of the administrative decision . . . [which] goes
beyond mere proccduraJ. impropriety u a ground for review, or irrationality only u evidence of proccduraJ.
(b)
(c)

(d)
224

22S
226

impropriety'(atpara [31] at 1434);
'it would be wrong to read into the administrative justice section an attempt to abolish the distinction between
review and appeal' (at para [32] at 1434); .
'whether administrBtive action iJ justifiable in terms of the reuons given for it, value judgments will have to be
made which will, almost inevitably, involve the consideration of the "mcriu- of the matter in some way or another
but, 88 long u the Judge determining this issue iJ aware that he or she enters the "meriu- not in order to substitute
hiI or her own opinion on the corredneu thereot; [but] to determine whether the outcome ia rationally justifiable,
the proce8II will be in order' (at para [36]);
the question to be asked in order to determine whether or not a decision iJ justifiable or rational ia: liJ there a
rational objective buiJ justiJYing the connection made by the administrative decision-maIa:r between the material
properly available to him and the conclusion be or she eventually anived at?'"

PharmaceuticaZManufacturer, fu 72 '"pra
O'Regan C fu 206 '"pra
Administrative Law p 190
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Subsequently, the constitutional court, of which O'Regan was a member, decided in

Dawood and Another v Minister of Home Affairs and Others,· Shalabi and Another v
Minister of Home Affairs and Others; Thomas and Another v Minister of Home
Affairs and Others'-27 that there was a difference between requiring a court or tribunal
in exercising a discretion to interpret legislation in a manner that was consistent with
the Constitution and conferring a broad discretion upon an official, who may have
been quite untrained in law and constitutional interpretation, and expecting that
.official, in the absence of direct guidance, to have exercised the discretion in a manner
consistent with the provisions of the Bill of Rights. It observed that officials were
often extremely busy and had to respond quickly and efficiently to many requests or
applications. The nature of their work did not permit considered reflection on the
scope of constitutional rights or the circumstances in which a limitation of such rights
was justifiable. The court said that it was true that as employees of the state they bore
a constitutional obligation to seek to ·promote the Bill of Rights as well but it was
important to interpret that obligation within the context of the role that administrative
officials played in the framework of government, which was different from that
played by judicial officers. According to the judgment of the court, the fact that the
exercise of a discretionary power might have been challenged subsequently and
successfully on administrative grounds, for example, that it was not reasonable, did
not relieve the Legislature of its constitutional obligation to promote, protect and fulfil
the rights entrenched in the Bill of Rights. The court held that in a constitutional
democracy the responsibility to protect constitutional rights in practice was imposed
both on the Legislature and on the Executive and its officials. It said the Legislature
had to take care when legislation was drafted to limit the risk of an unconstitutional
exercise of the discretionary powers it conferred and that guidance would often he
required to ensure that the Constitution took root in the daily practice of governance.
Where necessary, said the court, such guidance had to be given. Guidance could be
provid~d

either in the legislation itself or, where appropriate, by a legislative

requirement that delegated legislation be enacted properly by a competent authority. It
was for the Legislature, in. the first place, to identify the policy considerations that
would render a refusal of a temporary permit justifiable.

227

Dawood 2000 (3) SA 936 (CC)
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In Schoonbee and Others v MEC for Education, Mpumalanga and Anothems the
court observed that an administrative action should not be taken on account of bias or
a reasonable suspicion of bias. The action has to fall within the parameters of the law,

iIi other words, where there is a material procedure or condition which the law
prescribes, the wielder of power is obliged to have regard to that. Administrative
action has to be procedurally fair and it should not be undermined by an error of law
or, put otherwise, an error of understanding or application of the law. The official who
takes the administrative action should not be persuaded by matters other than those
which are relevant for purposes of the decision before it; he or she should not have
regard to or be persuaded or moved by some ulterior purpose or motive or make
considerations which are irrelevant. He or she must act honestly and rationally and not
arbitrarily, or capriciously.
In President of the Republic of South Africa and Others v South African Rugby

Football Union and OtherSZ'-g the court observed that ''The requirement of procedural fairness, which is an incident of natural justice, though
relevant to hearings before tribunals, is not necessarily relevant to every exercise of public
power. Du Preez's case is no authority for such a proposition, nor is it authority for the
proposition that, whenever prejudice may be anticipated, a functionary exercising public
power must give a hearing to the person or persons likely to be affected by the decision. What
procedural fairness requires depends on the circumstances of each particular case."

3.14 Case Law
In the context of administrative law and access to health care services the case of

Applicant v Administrator, Transvaal, and OtherSJ3° is of relevance although it
predates the Constitution.

3.14.1

Applicant v Administrator, Transvaal, And Others

Facts

The applicant was a patient at a provincial hospital ('the hospital") operated by the
first, second and third respondents. The second respondent was the Director of
228
229
230

Schoonbee2002 (4) SA 877 (T) at 882
President ofthe Republic ofSouth Africa fit .51 supra at para 219 P 97
Applicant "Administrator, Transvaat and Others 1993 (4) SA 733 (W)
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Hospital

Services, Transvaal, and the third respondent the Chief Medical

Superintendent at the hospital. The applicant, who was a non-paying patient at the
hospital's HIV clinic, had been diagnosed as having CMV-retinitis and given a
prescription for a drug called Ganciclovir on 28 January 1992. After having been
fitted with a special catheter to facilitate the administration of the drug, he was
informed that the Provincial Administration had decided not to supply him with it.
Gancic10vir was the only effective treatment for CMV-retinitis which, if untreated,
inevitably results in blindness. Despite its not having been approved by the Medicines'
Control Council and accordingly not registered in terms of the Medicines and Related
Substances Control Act 101 of 1965, five other AIDS patients had been treated with
Ganciclovir at the hospital's

mv

clinic. This treatment had subsequently been

approved by the second respondent inter alia because the drug was at the time being
supplied free of charge by the manufacturer. (An unregistered drug for which ad hoc
approval from the· Medicines' Control Council had been obtained could be
administered at the hospital with the approval of the second or third respondent.) The
free supply of the drug ended in October 1991 and in February 1992 the second
respondent had taken a policy decision that Ganciclovir would no longer be supplied
to AIDS patients. This decision led to the refusal to provide the applicant

~th

the

drug and had been motivated on the grounds, inter alia, that it (1) was not a registered
drug; (2) was toxic and had severe side-effects; and (3) was expensive and the costs of
supplying it to an increasing number of AIDS patients would drain available funds.
The applicant applied for an order (1) setting aside the decision of the respondents not
to supply him with Ganciclovir, a drug used to treat CMV-retinitis, an eye disease
relatively common in AIDS patients; and (2) directing the respondents to make the
drug available to him as soon as reasonably possible.

Judgment
The court made the following observations as to the reasons for the decision taken by
the respondents:

1.

The fact that the drug was not registered was not per se decisive. Firstly, the
drug was the first anti-viral drug to be licensed in the United States of America
for the treatment of the disease caused by CMV infection. Ganciclovir therapy
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has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration in the United States for
the treatment of CMV-retinitis. Secondly, the drug, which was obtainable from
Pharmatex Pharmaceuticals, was in the process of being registered. According
to that company the drug was registered in most countries in the world, where it
was available. Thirdly, the second respondent permitted the use of the drug on
an ad hoc basis.

2.

The fact that the drug was toxic and had severe side-effects was not per se
decisive. The doctors who recommended it, Drs Miller and Spencer, were aware
of the risk of using it, as was the applicant, who had been informect of that risk
and those doctors and the applicant were willing to take the risk. While the drug
was available to the TP A at no cost to the TPA, the second respondent permitted
its use. The drug did not undergo a metamorphosis when a price was attached to
it.

3.

The cost of the drug was relevant, particularly if regard was had to the potential
number of AIDS patients who would have to be treated in the years to come.
The court said that it was proper that the second respondent weigh up that cost

in relation inter alia to a budget, the drug's efficacy and the needs of other
patients. Yet, said the court, the cost of the drug could not be said to be
unacceptable if it was to be administered only to the applicant.

The court considered the question as to whether, when the second respondent took the
policy decision that the drug was not to be administered to AIDS patients, he should
have taken into account factors peculiar to the applicant and the history of the use of
the drug at the

mv clinic at the Johannesburg Hospital.

It identified these factors as

follows:

1.

The applicant was terminaIly ill. He had a few months to live. While the drug
might not prolong or save the life of the applicant, it would improve the
quality of his life by retarding the progression of the CMV-retinitis.

2.

The applicant had an expectation that he would be treated with the drug. Five
other patients were so treated. That treatment was ratified by the second
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respondent. The applicant was not to know that that treatment was administered
at a time when the Transvaal Provincial Administration was not paying for the
drug. It did not lie in the mouth of the respondents to say that the applicant's
expectation was irrelevant. One of the considerations the second respondent
took into account when he decided to ratify the use of the drug on the five
patients was the expectation of the five patients.

3.

The Hickman-line was surgically implanted into the applicant's left sub-clavian
vein by a surgical registrar at the Johannesburg Hospital. The applicant
remained in hospital for a week. The catheter was removed as it had become
infected. Treatment of a particular kind - the administration of the drug - was
commenced at a provincial hospital to a terminally ill patient, creating in his
mind the expectation that the treatment would be continued until completion;

The court gave the order sought by the applicant.

Discussion
Even though this judgment predates the Constitution, it is still of considerable
significance for a number of reasons. Although the court did not expressly say as
much, the applicant seems to have succeeded at least partially on the basis of the
doctrine of legitimate expectation231 • In practice the two forms of expectation may be
interrelated and even tend to merge. Thus, the person concerned may have a
legitimate expectation that the decision by the public authority will be favourable, or
at least that before an adverse decision is taken he will be given a ,fair hearing.'
Corbett CJ went on to explain that the doctrine of legitimate expectation is an offshoot
of the obligation on the part of a decision-maker to 'act fairly'. 232
231

232

This concept of a legitimate expectation is IIUIIlIIlCd up by Corbett CJ at "SD BB follows: "'A. these cases and the quoted
extracts from the judgments indicate. the legitimate expectation doctrine is sometimes expressed in terms of some
substantive benefit or advantage or privilege which the person concerned could reasonably expect to acquire or retain
and which it would be unfair to deny such person without prior consultation or a prior hearing; and at other times in
terms of a legitimate expectation to be accorded a hearing before some decision advCI'BCI to the interests of the person .
concerned is taken. As Prof Riggs' puta it in the article to which I have referred (at 404):'The doctrine of legitimate
expectation is construed broadly to protect both substantive and procedural expectations. ..• Admini&trator. Tran.rvaa~
and Others y Traub and Others fit 11 supra
At "SG-7S9A of Traub (m II supra) Corbett CJ observed that: lOA frequently recurring theme in these English cues
concerning legitimate expectation is the duty on the part of the decision-maker to 'act fairly'. A. hu been pointed out,
this is simply another. and preferable, way of saying that the decision-maker must observe the principles of natural
justice (see O'Reilly'. case supra at I 126j-1127a; Anorney-General of Hong Kong case supra at 3'Og-11; Council of
Civil Service Unions case supra at 9.54a-b). Furthennore, BB Lord Roskill explained in the last quoted case. the phrase. "a
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The fact that the medicine was not registered, the fact that the free supplies ended and
the fact that the drug in question would not save the life of the patient were not
relevant. This case contains a number of important lessons for those involved in
health care delivery and illustrates the caution with which delivery of services should
be approached. Donations of free drugs for a limited period, for instance in the
context of mY/AIDs, by drug companies wishing to establish a foothold in the
market in circumstances where the treatment or. the nature of the drug is such that it is
lifelong and once commenced should not be withdrawn can be problematic for the
public health sector since once it starts using the treatment or drug on patients, it
cannot necessarily use the fact that the free supply has dried up as a basis for
discontinuing the treatment. The creation in the minds of patients of an expectation
that Athey will now receive antiretroviral drugs or other medication for a chronic health
condition, eg asthma, diabetes, cardiovascular disease etc, is likely to preclude the
possibility of suddenly discontinuing the treatment for those particular patients for
funding reasons. The court in the Ganciclovir case233 took the view that for the
particular patient in whose mind the expectation of receiving the drug had been
created, there were different considerations than for other patients in whose minds no
such expectation had been created234 • If one creates an expectation in the minds of a
multitude of patients suffering from a particular condition that they will be treated for
that condition in a certain way or using a particular intervention, for instance by way
of media announcements and publicity campaigns, then from a public health point of
view one could be obliged, on the basis of the doctrine of legitimate expectation, to
put one's money where orie's mouth is and ensure that the treatment is made
available. Health administration is logistically speaking a complex and difficult task
and it is conceivable that in isolated instances a patient. may present at a health facility
where stocks have run out. This kind of administrative glitch need not have legal

233
234

duty to act fairly". must not be misunderstood or misused. It is not for the CourtJ to judge whether a particular decision
is fair. The CourtB are only concerned with the manner in which the decisions were taken and the extent of the duty to
act fairly will vary greatly from case to case. Many features will come into play including the nature of the decision and
the relationship of those involved before the decision was taken (see at 9.54b-c); and a relevant f~ might be the
observance by the decision-maker in the past of some established procedure or practice. It is in this context that the
existence of a legitimate expectation may impose on the decision-maker a duty to hear the person affected by his
decision as part of his obligation to act fairly. (Sec at 9.54e; cf Lloyd and Other:. v McMahon [1987] 1 All ER 1118 (HL)
at 1170f-g.)"
Applicant v Administrator, TranJ\lQa~ And Other:. 230 mpra
The court said at P 741 (m 230 mpra): III must make it clear that I do not say that the policy decision was wrong. nor
must this judgment be read to create a right for all AIDS sufferers with CMV-retinitis to receive the drug. My finding is
that, on the facts of this case: and this case only. the second respondent was obliged to continue with the treatment that
had commenced with the insertion of the Hickman-line and which the applicant was led to believe he would continue to
receive from the Johannesburg Hospital."

m
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consequences if there are adequate referral mechanisms in place to send the patient to
other centres or to ensure that restocking will take place within a short period of time.
However, large-scale failure to make good on public promises, could well have legal
implications for the promisor. It is much easier not to make those promises than to
make them. An example would be free cataract operations for people whose vision is
impaired as a result of cataracts. It is ~ot reasonable for people to expect that they will
all have their cataracts surgically removed immediately. They may have to join long
waiting lists and be prepared to travel to other facilities over which the caseload has
.been spread in order to have their operations. These kind of logistical problems are
unavoidable and cannot be challenged legally unless the delays are unnecessary and
unjustified. However, a decision to stop the free cataract surgery program halfway
through the waiting list may well attract litigation. This is in effect what happened in
microcosm to the lllVI AIDS patient in the Ganciclovir case235.

A further lesson to be learned from this case is that quality of life is as material an
issue to the patient as length of life. The drug Ganciclovir would not have extended
the patient's life or cured his condition. However it was crucial to the quality of the
remaining length of life left to him. The court regarded this factor as significant in its
judgement. One cannot hide behind an argument that states because the treatment or
_medication does not serve a particular narrow purpose such as the preservation or
prolongation of life, a purpose for which it was never in any event designed, that there
is no obligation to provide the treatment. In the case of medication in particular, it is
usually registered for each specific indication for which it may lawfully be used. Even

if a medicine is registered in South Africa this does not mean that it can be used for
the treatment of just any health condition236 . If one starts using the drug in the
treatment of a patient for an indication for which it is registered and creates the
expectation of further treatment with that drug in the mind of the patient health
provider cannot argue that the patient must no longer be treated with the drug because
235
236

Tran.rvaa~ And Others fu 230 supra
For example. Misoprostol (Cytotec) is a synthetic prostaglandin. analogue registered in many countries for the
prevention of peptic ulceration in patients taking non-steroidal anti·inflammatorica. According to Reel, 'Misoprostol •
Benefit or Caution', IPPF Medical Bullettn p!5 www.ippt:org. the medication baa received much attention in recent years
because of ita widespread unregistered use in obstetrics and gynaecology for various conditions and interventions. She
says that while the manufacturer (Searle) is uncomfortable about this aspect of its USC, clinicians all over the world are
researching the drug's potential for revolutionizing the management of scvcral common conditions in women and that it
baa many characteristics that make it an attractive prospect for use in obstetrics and gynaecology, particularly for
developing countries. If it is not registered for terminations of pregnancy then prescribing and dispensing it for such
purpose is illegal.

Applicant v Administrator.
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it does not serve a different purpose for which it was never registered as an indication.
Ganciclovir would never have been registered for the treatment of IllY/AIDS because
it was never developed for that purpose. The indication for which it would have been
registered was CMV-retinitis, an opportunistic infection common in AIDS sufferers.
In the Administrator Transvaal case237 the fact that it had not been registered with the
Medicines Control Council was irrelevant because the law permitted its use upon ad

hoc approval by the Council.

An additional lesson to be learned is that although there is a general rule, in the words
of Denning LJ, "{t)he hospital authorities are under a duty to take reasonable care of
him. Whenever they accept a patient for treatment, they must use reasonable care and
skill to cure him of his ailment."23B. It did not follow, however, that if the court was of
the view that it would be reasonable for the applicant to receive the drug, the
respondents could be compelled to supply it to the applicant. The discretion to allow
the use of a non-registered, non-coded, drug in a provincial hospital, said the court,
rests on the second respondent, not on the court. It is submitted that in each case what
constitutes 'reasonable care' will depend on the particular circumstances but that it is
important to note that where an official has a discretionary power the court may not
simply substitute its own decision for that made by the official in the exercise of that
discretionary power.

3.15

Remedies

The remedy for bilateral administrative acts may be based either on private law or
23g
administrative law depending upon the nature of the act . If the state is given the
power to unilaterally alter the content of an agreement then the remedy becomes an
administrative one rather than one based on contract. The authority or power of the
state cannot be fettered by a contract and so a contractual tenn purporting to do so is
unlikely to be upheld by a court. 240 Administrative action may be challenged on the
237
238
239
240

Administrator Trannaalfh 230 supra
Cassidy yMinister afHealth [19S1] 2 KB 343 (CA) at 360. See too Mtetwa v Minister ofHealth 1989 (3) SA 600 (N) at
606E.

Dcvenish et al (m 1S supra) p S 14
ThUB in Southern Metropolitan Substnlctu,.. y Thompson And Other. 1997 (2) SA 799 (W) the court held that the
Joharmesburg City Council and its SUccessonl in title would not be empowered to bind themselves by contract to the
moratorium alleged as such a contract would clearly be incompatible with the proper exercise of the applicant's statutory
power to allocate housing to those who qualified or had already qualified for it: luch a contract would be an
unreasonable and incompetent fetter on its powers and duties. The constitutional court in President Of The Republic Of
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grounds ofunreasonableness241 • Section 33 of the Constitution states that everyone has
the right to administrative action that is, inter alia, reasonable. An

~ction

for damages

flowing as a consequence of an administrative decision will not, however, always be
permitted by the courts. In Knop v Johannesburg City CounciP42 the court held that
the fact that the legislature had in section 139 of the Town-Planning and Townships
Ordinance 15 of 1986 (T) prescribed a particular form of procedure by which an
aggrieved applicant, in an application under s 92 of the ordinance for the subdivision
of an erf in a township, could obtain relief against the refusal of his application
showed by necessary implication that it did not intend a negligently incorrect refusal
to give rise to an action for damages. As to the broader considerations of policy, it
held that on the one hand an aggrieved applicant did not need an action for damages
to protect his interests since he had readily at hand the appeal procedure provided
within the legislative framework. On the other hand, said the court, considerations of
convenience militated strongly against allowing an action for damages as the threat of
such an action would unduly hamper the expeditious consideration and disposal of
applications by the local authority in the first instance. It cautioned that this was not to
say that the local authority need not exercise due care in dealing with applications. It
had to exercise such care but the point was that it would be contrary to the objective
criterion of reasonableness to hold ,the local authority liable for damages if it should
tum out that it acted negligently in refusing an application, when the applicant had a

convenient remedy at hand to obtain the approval he was seeking. It was the view of
the court that to allow an action for damages in those circumstances would offend the
legal convictions of the community. Consequently, it held that the refusal of an

241

242

South Africa And Otherl v South African RMgby Football Union And Otherl 2000 (1) SA 1 (CC) held that, although
there was some uncertainty u to the precise ambit of the principle that a public authority could fetter, by contrad, the
exerci.lle of its own discretion, there wu liUle doubt that a public authority could not enter into a contract which wu
wholly incompatible with the discretion conferred upon it. More con.cluaively, one member of the Cabinet could not of
her or his own accord enter into a contract with a third party which would have precluded or constrained the President
from exercising powers conferred upon her or him directly by the Constitution.
lnDu.rban Add-Venturel Ltd v Premier, Kwazulu-Nata~ And Otherl (No 2) 2001 (1) SA 389 (N)the court held that that.
if the applicant enjoyed a legitimate expectation, at best this would have afforded it a right to be heard before the
regulations were promulgated. The doctrine of legitimate expectation could not be employed so u to place substantive
constraints on the power of a lawmaker to enact delegated legislation and, in particular, could not operate in the present
circumstances so u to inhibit the formation of government policy. For good reasons the Courts were reluctant to fetter
govermnent from implementing changes to policy. The doctrine of legitimate expectation could not be applied to hinder
the formation of govermnent policy in circuDlBtances where a change of direction wu in the public interest. (from
headnote)
The constitutional court in Mlnllter Of Health And Othtlrl v Treatment Action Campaign And Othul (No 2) (m 1'9
mpra) observed that the Constitution contemplates rather a restrained and focused role for the Courts. namely to require
the State to take measures to meet its constitutional obligations and to subject the reasonableness of these measures to
evaluation. In GoVflnder l'Minilter Of Safety And Security 2001 (4) SA 273 (SCA) the Supreme Court of Appeal held
that it wu the requirement of reasonableness that required interpretation in the light of constitutional values. It held that
conduct unreasonable in the light of the Constitution could never be 'reasonably necessary' to achieve a statutory
purpose.
Knop m33 Illpra
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application for the subdivision of an erf in a township, through an error due to
negligence, was not a wrongful act giving rise to a delictual claim for damages243 •

Judicial review is the most obvious remedy. In terms of section 6(1) of the PAJA any
person may institute proceedings in a court or a tribunal for the judicial review of an
administrative action. In terms of subsection (2) of section 6 A court or tribunal has the power to judicially review an administrative action if(a)

the administrator who took it-

(i)

was not authorised to do so by the empowering provision;

(ii)

acted under· a delegation of power which was not authorised by the
empowering provision; or

(iii)
(b)

was biased or reasonably suspected of bias;

a mandatory and material procedure or condition prescribed by an
empowering provision was not complied with;

(c)

the action was procedurally unfair;

(d)

the action was materially influenced by an error of law;

(e)

the action was taken(i)

for a reason not authorised by the empowering provision;

(ii)

for an ulterior purpose or motive;

(iii)

because irrelevant considerations were taken into account or relevant
considerations were not considered;

(iv)

because of the unauthorised or unwarranted dictates of another person
or body;

(f)

(v)

in bad faith; or

(vi)

arbitrarily or capriciously;

the action itself(i)

243

contravenes a law or is not authorised by the empowering provision; or

See also Ol/tzId Property Holding, v StatB Tender Board and Another 2001 "(3) SA 1247 (SeA) in which the court
observed that where the legal duty to prevent 1081 sought to be invoked by a plaintiff derives from the breach of a
statutory provision, the question whether the statute imposed such a duty must be assessed not on broad or even abstract
questiona of liability, but on a general criterion of reasonableness, based on considerationa of morality and policy, and
taking into account the legal convictiona of the community and constitutional nonna, values and principles. The focal
question, said the court, remains one of statutory interpretation, since the statute may on a proper construction thereof
itself confer a right of action, or alternatively provide the basis for inferring that a legal duty exists at common law. The
process in either case requires the consideration of the statute as a whole. its objects and provisions, the circumstances in
which it was enacted, and the kind of mischief it was designed to prevent. But where a cormnon-Iaw duty is at issue, the
answer depends less on the application of fonnulaic approaches to statutory construction than on a broad l8IIe8IIII1ent of
whether it is 'just and reasonable' that a civil claim for damages should be granted. The determination of reasonableness
here in tum depends on whether affording the plaintiff a remedy is congruent with the Court's appreciation of the sense
ofjustice of the community (from headnote).
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(ii)

is not rationally connected to(aa)

the purpose for which it was taken;

(bb)

the purpose of the empowering provision;

( cc)

the information before the administrator; or

(dd)

the reasons given for it by the administrator;

(g)

the action concerned consists of a failure to take a decision;

(h)

the exercise of the power or the performance of the function authorised by the
empowering provision, in pursuance of which the administrative action was
purportedly taken, is so unreasonable that no reasonable person could have so
exercised the power or performed the function; or

(i)

the action is otherwise unconstitutional or unlawful.

Section 8 of the P AlA describes the remedies that are available under judicial review
proceedings as follows (1)

The court or tribunal, in proceedings for judicial review in terms of section 6
(1), may grant any order that is just and
(a)

equit~ble,

including orders-

directing the administrator(i)

to give reasons; or

(ii)

to act in the manner the court or tribunal requires;

(b)

prohibiting the administrator from acting in a particular manner;

(c)

setting aside the administrative action and(i)

remitting the matter for reconsideration by the administrator,
with or without directions; or

(ii)

in exceptional cases(aa)

substituting or varying the administrative action or
correcting a defect resulting from the administrative
action; or

(bb)

directing the administrator or any other party to the
proceedings to pay compensation;

(d)

declaring the rights of the parties in respect of any matter to which the
administrative action relates;

(e)

granting a temporary interdict or other· temporary relief; or

(f)

as to costs.
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(2)

The court or tribunal, in proceedings for judicial review in terms of section 6
(3), may grant any order that is just and equitable, including orders(a)

directing the taking of the decision;

(b)

declaring the rights of the parties in relation to the taking of the
decision;

(c)

directing any of the parties to do, or to refrain from doing, any act or
thing the doing, or the refraining from the doing, of ·which the court or
tribunal considers necessary to do justice between the parties; or

(d)

as to costs.

It is clear from this section that the remedy is dependent for its appropriateness on the
context of the claim. Only in exceptional cases may the court substitute its own
decision for that of the administrator. In view of the dicta of the courts on this subject
discussed previously it is submitted that the courts will be extremely reluctant to use
section 8(1)(c)(ii). It is questionable whether this provision is even constitutional in
view of the doctrine of separation of powers. Even in TA (;l44 the court acknowledged
that whilst it had the authority to pronounce upon the constit'..!tionality of an executive
decision and even make an order that would have a budgetary implication, the courts
are ill-equipped to make decisions of an executive or

administrati~e

nature. It is also

noteworthy that it is only in exceptit?nal cases that the administrator or any other party
to the proceedings can be ordered to pay compensation. In the context of the provision
of health care services, this may mean that if a plaintiff chooses to base his or her
claim on provider-patient relationship founded in administrative law, he or she should
not· be looking for compensation but rather an order of court instructing the
administrator to revisit its decision, prohibiting the administrator from acting in a
particular manner, eg closing down a hospital etc. In practice a claim is unlikely to be
brought only on the basis of administrative law given the fact that access to health
care services is a constitutional right245 •
244

245

TAC m1.59 mpra
Liebenbcrg. in Chaskalson .t al (cds) Con8titutional Law of South Africa, points out at 41-28 to 41-29 that
"administrative conduct under a statute may amount to the deprivation of a substantive constitutional guarantee and that
legitimate reasons for depriving an individual to a particular aocio-economic right mOlt be juatified under the general
limitations clause. In the absence of justification, administrative action that deprives people of their access to socioeconomic righU is unconstitutional." She notes further that unreasonable administrative action and procedural unfairness
also infiinge the right to jOlt administrative action, and will require independent justification under the limitations
clause. This illustrates the interrelationship between aocio-economic rights and the right to just administrative action. h
She points out, however that not every scaling down or even abolition of a programme of Ifatc support will amount to a
negative infringement of the rights in sections 26(1) and 27(1) of the Constitution and that a violation will not arise if
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There may be remedies provided by statute in specific instances. Apart from this it
seems that the administrative law relationship will in many instances give rise to a
duty of care on the part of the public provider and that failure to observe such duty
will ground a claim on the basis of the law of delict. This aspect will be discussed in
more detail in the section on the law of delict.

3.16 Conclusions
A relationship between public providers of health care services and patients based on
administrative law as opposed to the law of contract would therefore have the
following elements:

At the general level-

It must be borne in mind that although policy decisions are not within the scope of
administrative law, decisions involving the implementation of legislation are and so
the nature of the decision taken would have to be ascertained before it could be
challenged. It is important to remember, however, that in the context of health care
access to health care services is a constitutional right. Even if the relationship between
public provider and patient were only administrative one c,annot see it in isolation
from the Constitution which will always be present in and relevant to such a
relationship. Constitutional principles suffuse every branch of law.

(1)

An administrative decision to close down a public health care establishment, or

to remove health care services from a particular area, especially when there is no
reasonably accessible alternative, would have to be taken on the basis of the
administrative law principles of procedural fairness, reasonableness and legality
or lawfulness. This may mean that there will have to be adequate notice of the
proposal to do so and also that a reasonable opportunity must be given to make
representations. It will be subject to constitutional and administrative law
review.

suitable alternative progranunes exist or if the beneficiary can gain access to the right through his

01'

her private

resources.
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(2)

Reasons for an administrative decision "to remove health care services or close
down a health establishment would have to be given.

(3)

Treatment protocols and guidelines must be developed in a manner that is
lawful, procedurally fair and reasonable and that adequately iakes into account
the rights and interests of all patients.

(4)

Where of necessity the interests of some patients must be preferred over those of
others, the basis for the preference must be fair, rational and reasonable under
the circumstances.

(5)

Cognisance must be taken of any legitimate expectations that may have been
created in the minds of the community when taking an administrative decision
to provide or withdraw health care services.

(6)

Treatment programmes should not be unfairly discriminatory either in terms of
the nature of the treatment administered to patients or groups of patients or in
terms of the procedure in which the treatment is administered

(7)

Where an administrative decision involves the granting of a licence to deliver
health care services or sell health care goods, this must done with regard to the
rules of administrative justice, the applicant must have an opportunity to make
representations, the decision must be unbiased and all applicants must be treated
equally..There may not be undue delays in the communication of the licensing
decision.

At the specific level-

(1)

Where treatment guidelines exist, these must be applied to each patient fairly
and rationally.

(2)

The constitutional rights of the patient to bodily and psychological integrity
must be respected when treating him or her. This implies that the patient's
459

informed consent will be obtained in every instance where this is reasonably
possible.

(3)

Payment may be claimed from the patient in accordance with regulations or
other subordinate legislation determining such fees and their applicability to
various categories of patient.

(4)

Administrative procedures for the delivery of health care services must be
efficient and avoid undue or unnecessary delays246.

(5)

Treatment may not suddenly and without sound medical reasons be withdrawn
or discontinued once it has commenced especially where a legitimate
expectation of continuing treatment has been created in the mind of the patient
or where the treatment or health condition of the patient is itself of an ongoing
or continuous nature.

(6)

Deviation from recognised and accepted treatment guidelines and protocols
must be lawful, procedurally fair and reasonable under the circumstances.
Where a patient has already commenced a different course of treatment and has
come to expect a certain kind of treatment, informed consent considerations
aside, he or she must be informed of any decision to deviate from the accepted
course of treatment and the reasons therefor.

Decisions of health professionals working in the public sector could constitute
administrative action especially in circumstances where treatment standards,
guidelines

and

protocols

are

promulgated

in

subordinate legislation.

The

implementation of legislation is one determining factor for administrative action. To
the extent that the delivery of health services is mandated by legislation and public
sector health professionals are implementing said legislation, their activities are likely
to fall within the definition of administrative action. The fact that fees are determined
by way of regulations, that the nature of the services to be rendered in respect of such
fees is also determined by regulation, that the delivery of various kinds of health
246

Mahambehlala v MEC For Welfare. Eastern Cape. And Another 2002 (1) SA 342 eSE)
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services is mandated by legislation such as the Health Act No 63 of 1977 and that in
the delivery of such services, a discretion is often exercised all strongly suggest that
the relationship between public providers and patients are largely of an administrative
nature. Even if it could be argued that in certain circumstances a contract existed
between the provider

an~

the

~atient,

it is highly unlikely that administrative law

considerations will ever be completely excluded from the relationship.
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B

PRIVATE SECTOR

3.17

Introduction

It has already been pointed out that the traditional divisions between public and
private sector are no longer as well defined as they once were. Private entities in some
cases have more power relative to the individual than do government agencies and
their activities can have an equal or greater impact that those of government agencies
on constitutional rights247.

The Public Finance Management Act and more specifically its regulations make
expression provision for public private partnerships (PPPs) with a view to fulfilling
public functions 248 . Although a private party may be contracted to perform a public
function in terms of a public-private partnership, the regulations249 stipulate that a PPP
agreement involving the performance of an institutional function does not divest the
accounting officer or accounting authority of the institution concerned of the
responsibility for ensuring that such institutional function is effectively and efficiently
performed in the public interest or on behalf of the public service. In terms of the
regulations, PPP agreements have to be approved by the relevant treasury with regard
247

248

249

Freeman· J 'Private Parties, Public Functions and the New Administrative Law' http://s.~.cmn notes: "In fact many
private acton participate in governance in ways that IU'e rarely recognized by the public. acknowledged by politicians or
carefully analysed by legal scholan. The contributions of private individuals. private firms, financial institutions, public
interest organizations, domestic and international Btandard-setting bodies, professional associations, labour unions,
business networks, advisory boards, expert panels, self-regulating organizationa and non-profit groups belie
acbninistrative law'. pre-occupation with agency discretion. Private individuals serve on influential government boards;
"expert" private committees exercise important powers on accreditation; private producer groups may directly negotiate
regulations together with other interested parties and the agency. non-profit and for-profit organizationa contract to
provide a variety of govermnent services and perform public functions ranging from. garbage collection to prison
operation; individuals ... private standard setting organisations generate health and safety standards that agencies
automatically adopt Contemporary governance might best be described as a regime of "mixed acbninistration" in which
private and public actors shIU'e responsibility for both regulation and service provision."
Act No 1 of 1999. The Treasury Rcgulationa For Departments, Trading Entities, Constitutional Institutions And Public
Entities as published in Government Notice R740 in Government Gazette No23463 of 25 May 2002 as amended by
General Notice 37 in Government Gazette No 2'91' of 16 January 2004 define 'public-private par1ner"8hip' as follOWB:
'public-private partnenhip' or 'PPP' means a commercial transaction between an institution and a private party in terms
ofwhich the private party(a) perfOJ'llUl an institutional function on behalf of the institution; and/or
(b) acquires the use of state property for its own commercial purposes; and
(c) assumes substantial financial. technical and operational risks in connection with the performance ofthe
institutional function and/or use of state property, and
(d) receives a benefit for performing the institutional function or from utilising the ltate property. either' by way of:
(i)
consideration to be paid by the institution which derives from a revenue fund or. where the institution is a
national govenunent bUBiness enterprise or a provincial government business enterprise. from the revenues
of such institution; or
(ii)
charges or fees to be collected by the private party from UBeI'8 or customers of a service provided to them;
or
(iii)
a combination of such consideration and such charges or fees;
Treasury Regulations fit 233 lupra. reg 16.7.2
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to value for money, affordability and substantial technical, operational and financial
risk transfer to the private partfSo.

There is· an increasing statutory emphasis on the activities of a particular entity or
person in terms of the nature of their functions i. e. public functions as opposed to
private functions, rather than their identity or the method of their origination. Thus a
statutory body can enter into private contracts as can a government department while
private companies can perform public functions.

In terms of section 28 (3) (a) of the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair
Discrimination Act251 the state, institutions perfonning public functions and all

persons have a duty and responsibility, in particular to(i)
(iii)

eliminate discrimination on the grounds of race, gender and disability;
promote equality in respect of race, gender and disability.

Section 239 of the Constitution defines an organ of state as(a)

any department of state or administration in the national, provincial or local
sphere of government; or

(b)

any other functionary or institution(i)

exercising a power or performing a function In terms of the
Constitution or a provincial constitution; or

(ii)

exercising a public power or performing a public function in terms of
any legislation,

In terms of the Promotion of Access to Information Act2S2 _
'public body' means(a)

any department of state or administration in the national or provincial sphere
of government or any municipality in the local sphere of government; or

(b)

250
2S1

2S2

any other functionary or institution when-

Treasury Regulations m 248 mpra

Prorriotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act No 4 of2000
Promotion of Aa:ess to Information Act No 2 of2000
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(i)

exercising a power or perfonning a duty in terms of the Constitution or
a provincial constitution; or

(ii)

exercising a public power or performing a public junction in terms of
any legislation.

The Public Protector is competent inter alia to investigate, on his or her own initiative
or on receipt of a complaint, any alleged abuse or unjustifiable exercise of .power or unfair, capricious, discourteous or

•

other improper coriduct or undue delay by a person performing a public

junction;
•

improper or unlawful enrichment, or receipt of any improper advantage, or
promise of such enrichment or advantage, by a person as a result of an act or
omission in the public administration or in connection with the affairs of
government at any level or of a person performing a public function;
act or omission by a person in the employ of government at any level, or a

•

person performing a public junction, which results in unlawful or improper.
prejudice to any other person. 253

In tenns of the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 'administrative action'
means any decision taken, or any failure to take a decision, by(a)

an organ of state, when(i)

exerCISIng a power In terms of the Constitution or a provincial
constitution; or

(ii)

exercising a public power or performing a public function in terms of·
any legislation; or

(b)

I

a natural or juristic person, other than an organ of state, when exercising a

public power or performing a public function in terms of an empowering
provision,
which adversely affects the rights of any person and which has a direct, external legal
effect.

253

Section 6 (4) of Act No 23 of1994
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3.18

Private Entities, Public Functions

It is submitted that whilst organs of state perform public functions this does not

necessarily mean that if the function is a public one it. is an organ of state that is
performing it. The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act and the other legislation
referred to above makes it clear that persons other than organs of state can also
perform public functions. It must also be inferred from the Promotion of
Administrative Justice Act that administrative action and public functions are not, at
least for the purposes of this ACt, mutually interchangeable concepts.

There are considerable legal concerns around the performance of public functions by
entities and persons within the private sector not least of which is

th~

problem of

accountability and the threat posed by delegation to the doctrine of the separation of
powers2S4 • There are also problems,

how~er

with the creation of for profit public

entities that have objectives more comparable to those of the private sector than those
the public sector.

The creation of public entities such as the National Health Laboratory Service
(NHLS), the Medical Research Council (MRC) and the Council for Medical

Schem~s

(CFMS) has the effect of removing the areas in which they operate from direct state
control in many instances. For example provided that the MRC remains within the
boundaries of its statutory mandate, it is free to decide which business to take on and
which to reject in terms of research projects. This is problematic for government
because public health research has always been something of a cinderella in the
worlds of academic and, particularly, commercial medical research yet it is vital for
info~g

policy making, health resources planning and the fulfilment of the state's

constitutional mandate to achieve the progressive realisation of the right to health care

within available resources. In the implementation of an
and treatment

p~ogramme

mv and AIDS

management

a large and reliable laboratory facility is required in order to

ensure that essential blood and other tests are conducted, as part of the treatment
regimen. The ~S as an independent body over which the state has no direct control
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Freeman J fi1 247 npra states that: "In legal theory. this degree of private delegation raises concerns about both the
aa:ountability of private groups and the threat delegation poses to separation of powers principles." She refers to Knmt
H J. 'Legal Theory: Fragmenting the Unitary Executive: Congressional Delegations of Administrative Authority OuUide
Nw u. L. Rev. 62
the Federal Government' (1980)
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is essential to the delivery of the programme countrywide yet it is technically free to
take its own business decisions.
In South Africa there are shortages of health research personnel, trained laboratory
technicians and other human resources that are necessary for medical research. Those
resources that are available to the state for these activities should thus be carefully
husbanded rather than given away.
It is submitted that delegations of public functions to private sector entities and the
creation of public entities that are not under the control of the state to perform
essential public functions could in some instances even be unconstitutional given the
fact that section 27(2) of the Constitution requires the state to achieve the progressive.
realisation of socio-economic rights within its available resources. If it alienates its
resources or fragments them to the extent that it has largely abdicated its powers and
responsibilities in terms of section 27(2), it is submitted that this could be seen as a
subversion of its constitutional role. The danger is that this subversion is likely to take
place gradually and in a piecemeal fashion so that a government that is not alert to the
bigger picture could one day find tliat it has castrated itself without realising it. The
private sector is not as stable as the public sector in many

r~spects.

It is income

driven, if not profit driven. It is subject to the whims and fancies of shareholders,
fluctuations in foreign exchange rates, competition and other market forces.
Even certain non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are hungry for power and
control over their area of interest. Whilst the needs of other groupings may be just as
significant, the more powerful NGOs have the resources to make themselves heard
and are thus likely to receive more attention for themselves and the interests they
represent. Individuals within private entities seek personal power, aggrandisement and"
the furtherance of their personal interests and there are no guarantees that in" five years
time they will be answerable to their constituencies in a general election.2ss It is
2SS

Freeman J fh 247 '"pra notes that: "Private actors remain relatively insulated from legislative, executive and judicial
oversight. To the extent that private actors perfonn traditionally public functions unfettered by the scnrtiny that notJDBlly
accompanies the exercise of public power, private participation may indeed raise accountability concerns that cl\V8rl" the
problem of unchecked agency discretion. In this view private actors do not raise a new democracy problem; they simply
make the traditional one even worse because they are considerably more unaccountable than agencies. In addition
private agencies threaten other public law values that are arguably u important u accountability. Their Plll'ticipaUon in
governance may undermine features of decision making that administrative law demands of public actara. sUch u
openness, fairness, participation, consistency, rationality and impartiality."
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submitted that there is a fundamental and inescapable conflict of interest in the
delegation of public functions to private entities. Since funding must follow the
function such delegation means putting public money into private hands that are
seeking to make a profit and to serve, not the public interest, but self interest256 • Health
care services are a public good and access to them, a constitutional right. To place
responsibility for the delivery of health care services solely in the realm of the private
sector would be problematic unless, there was some assurance of funding for those
services. This is often the case in other countries with strong social or national health
insurance systems for example France and Australia. The state retains the financial
and purchasing power which assures access to health services sourced from the
private sector as well as state owned institutions. In South Africa at present no such
powerful state funding mechanism exists to balance the sc.ales of power in a scenario
where health care is provided largely by the private sector.

Ho~ever

if such a scenario

could come into play, it is submitted that the question of whether the delivery of
health care services was a public or a private function would become very real indeed.
Rationing and resource allocation decisions taken by providers in such a scenario
could not be dictated purely by private sector motives. They would either have to be
managed by way of contractual relationships between a state funder and the providers
or by administrative law principles. Health care goods and services are not ordinary
commodities the distribution of which can be adequately ensured and

r~gu1ated

by

commercial law and common market forces.

It would seem that the US' offers significant opportunities for fiuitful study of when
and how not to give away public
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although it is submitted that the South

Merusk K argues in 'Limitations to the transfer of public functions to penons in private law: aspects of constitutional
law and admiDiatrative law' 2000 JurldiCCl vm 499-S07 that on the basis of tho Constitution of Estonia, tho state must
perform iti easentiaI functions itself and tHat the 1I'ansfer of public functions related to the exercise of authority to
perBODI in private law is only possible to a certain extent. However, Merusk states that social functions need not, u a
rule be performed by the state or local governments, who may transfer such functioas to penIOUI in private law although
they must ensure their performance. It is submitted that there are similar arguments that can be raiBed with the regard to
the South African Constitution and the outsourcing of public functions to the private sector in South Africa. The faet of
the matter is that the Constitution unequivoaaIly imposes certain obligations on the state with regard to its powen and
functions and that the statutory assigmnent of such powers and functions to the. private sector in an attempt to transfer the
risk or obligation imposed by the Constitution is likely to be unconstitutional. Furthermore contractua1 atrangements
which outsource public functions, whilst not necessarily unconstitutional, cannot suaaeed in absolving the state of its
ultimate responsibility, for instance in terms of section 27(2) to take reasonable legislative and other mcasuns to
progressively achieve the realisation ofthe rights in section 27(1).
Freeman J, fh 247 IIlprtl observes: "Beyond the familiar literature on agency capture, one struggles to find careful
analyses of how traditional command and aon1rol regulation depends 80 heavily upon private self-reportiDg. negotiation
and industry ao-operation in enforcement••.while my illustrations are mostly federal or state, one can find public-private
arrangements functioning at every level of government. Indeed the blending of public-private acton is likely to be
especially complex at the state and local level." Freeman points out that economists and policy maken usually justifY
privatisation on the theory that private control will provide efficiency gains but that John D. Donahue in The
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African Constitution is much stronger in terms of its potential for curbing this trend
than is the older US

3.19

Con~titution.

Public Private Entities

There are a number of permutations that arise within the public-private interface. At
one end of the spectrum one finds public entities that operate rather more in the
private sector than they do in the public sector - what one might call, public private
companies. These are entities that have usually been converted into private entities
from their previous status as government entities. The State Information Technology
Agency is an example of such an entity. At the other end of the spectrum one finds
essentially private entities that are fulfilling mostly public functions. An example of '
these would be private waste disposal companies that are contracted to various
municipalities to remove waste. The question arises what the position would be of a
private provider of health care services that is contracted by the state to operate a state
owned health establishment that is serving non-paying public sector patients.
Conversely what would be the position of a state owned and operated facility that is
contracted to a medical scheme to service its beneficiaries. Would administrative law
apply to the former? Would it apply to the latter? If the answers are different in each
instance then what is the reason for such difference?
Freeman2s8 observes that the most common example of public-private cooperation in
governance takes the form of agencies contracting 'with private non-profit and for
profit firms to provide social services or perform public functions. She states that in
most cases public agencies engaged in contracting out believe that they are
surrendering only policy implementation while retaining authority over policy making
but that this distinction is tenuous at best. Freeman uses the example of private
management of prisons but it is just as apposite in the context of public health service
delivery by private contractors. She points out that private prison guards exercise
discretion that affects prisoner's most fundamental liberty interests (over meals,
showers, exercise time, cell conditions, transportation, work assignments, visitation).
Privatization Dec/,ion argues that the presence of competition is more important that tho public (]I' private nature of the
decision maker. She notes that privatisation proponents also argue that the capital market and the company meeting
provide more direct accountability than public agencies. She states that privatisation does not guarantee accountability,
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however. It often enables secrecy
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Prison officials judge when infractions occur, impose punishments and make
recommendations. to parole boards. Even where an agency retains the authority to
accept or reject rules by the private provider, the latter interprets and puts those rules
into operation, giving them practical meaning and blurring the line between policy
making and implementing functions. She notes that authority over day to day
operation confers upon the private manager a "governmental" power to both legislate
and adjudicate. Freeman states that a contractual system relies on judicial enforcement
of the private law of contract rather than judicial enforcement of administrative law
principles at the behest of private citizens. There is thus a possibility that a contractual
regime might

unde~e

public participation in decision making and impede public

access to relief for injuries

suff~red

by the intended beneficiaries of the contract. The

private contractor may provide poor service, injure consumers or engage in anticompetitive behaviour, for example, with little fear of reprisal.

In the private health sector, which in South Africa, is largely profit driven, private
contractors to the state may provide health care services that offer the highest returns
rather than those that give the best health outcomes or that address the most urgent
needs of the communities served. They would also have many different kinds of.
perverse incentives which revolve largely around the promotion of self-interest. In the
absence of highly specific service level agreements that are closely managed by the
public sector, public-private arrangements that, in the interests of the promotion of
efficiency, provide for financial rewards that are directly related to under expenditure
by the contractor are likely in the long run to end up short changing patients in terms
of quality of care. Price fixing has been a feature of the private health sector for many.
years. It is a relic of a previous legal dispensation that actively promoted it in the form
of gazetted tariffs for various health services but despite the change in legislation
,Some years ago, the Competition Commissioner ruled as recently as last year that
private hospitals, medical practitioners and medical schemes were guilty of anticompetitive practices and fined them substantial amounts of money. The Supreme
Court has held that a private hospital could freely insert the most exclusionary
indemnity clauses in patient admission documentation which constitutes a record of
the contract between a patient and a hospital in order to avoid claims of even gross
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negligence on the part of its stafPS9• The court expressly upheld and preferred the
principle of freedom of contract over the constitutional right of access to health care
services and despite the obvious imbalance of bargaining power between the
contracting parties. If the private sector is entitled to enter into such contracts why
should a private contractor managing a government owned health establishment not
do the same? If such a contractor refuses to provide a drug in circumstances similar to
those in Applicant v Administrator, Transvaal, And OtherSJ-60 what recourse does the
patient have? Against the state he would be able to invoke the provisions of the
Promotion of Administrative Justice Act. Against the private contractor he would only
be able to do so if the provision of health care services was found to be a public
function. Since the provision of health services within the public and private sectors is
not materially different in terms of the needs served, the nature of the services
provided and the circumstances in which they are provided, it is difficult to find
justifications for distinctions between the one as being a public function and the other
not. One ,could argue that private patients have a choice that public patients do not,
but the realities of the situation of private patients indicate that such choices are often
notional rather than real.
In the health care context patient choices are generally limited whether they are
private or public sector patients. Many medical schemes restrict patient choice in the
private sector when it comes to high cost health interventions such as hospitalisations
and there are some that even indirectly compel their members to use public sector
facilities. Schemes also restrict, directly or indirectly, the number' of visits to medical
and dental practitioners per year and access to medication in terms of benefit ceilings.
The patient can go to a private provider if he or she is able and prepared to pay the
difference in rates. Many medical scheme members cannot afford to do so. Many
medical scheme contributions are based on earnings levels as are the fees payable to
public hospitals by employed patients who have an income. Those who earn more pay
more in both instances. The consumption of health care goods and services entails
very little choice on the part of consumers whether they are public or private sector
patients. They are not experts trained in the relative merits of the

niany different

brands of medication on the market or the effective use of medical devices. They
259
260

Afrox Healthcare Bpk v Strydom 2002 (6) SA 21 (SeA)
Applica"t v Admi"istrator, Tra"WQa' A"d Others & 230 supra
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cannot, in the majority of cases, assess for themselves whether they are being led up
the garden path or whether what they are being told about their health needs and the
management of their health condition is true. They are not in a position to know about
alternative therapies that may be just as effective but less costly unless they are told
by the provider of health care services. These are wlnerabilities of public and private
sector patients alike. Second opinions in the private sector are dependent on the
availability of funding and are not necessarily easily obtained. If one obtains
conflicting medical opinions then a second opinion can yield more questions

~an

answers for the unfortunate, and medi~a1ly illiterate, patient.
A contractual regime in the

he~th

care context tends to the assumption that there is

equal bargaining power between the contracting parties when, particularly in this
context, this is the exception rather than the norm. The distinction between the largely
administrative law relationship between patients in the public sector and public sector
providers on the one 4land, and the contractual relationships between private patients
and private providers on the other, in respect of services that are essentially the same,
throws into stark relief the dilemma created by classifying health services rendered in
the private sector as a private function rather than a public one. It is submitted that
there are useful analogies that can be drawn between waste disposal and health
service delivery. Waste disposal is essentially a public function in the sense that it is
necessary not only for the good of the individual who generates the waste but also for
the broader community that is likely to suffer the hazards that an accumulation of
such waste would create. Health services are also essentially a public function since
they are necessary not only for the good of the individual but also for the society in
which that individual functions. There are a variety of reasons apart from the obvious
ones that relate to contagious diseases. Sick' parents cannot support their children.
Children in poor health cannot be properly educated. Adults in poor health cannot
attend at work or when they do cannot perform to the full capacity. The

mv and

AIDS pandemic has brought these truths to light in a way that few other health
conditions can. Like

wast~

disposal, health care services are in many senses a

'grudge' purchase generated by a need for the opposite of one's current situation. One
has to purchase health services because one is in poor health - an undesirable state of
affairs. In the case of both waste disposal and health care services, people are usually
not in a position to perform these services for themselves. They are dependant upon
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broader societal structures for these arrangements. In short they are public goods. The
idea of health care services as a public good is explored more fully in a subsequent
chapter.
What then are the arguments for not regarding all health services as a public function
regardless of where they are rendered? Why should administrative law, which is after
all preoccupied with procedural fairness not apply equally in the public and private
health sectors? This is a particularly relevant question in the light of the constitutional
values of equality and freedom upon which the legal system must be structured.
Freeman states that an emerging literature in administrative law suggests that the
pressing challenge for the field is to determine when and how to extend legal
requirements to private actors performing public functions 261 • She states that the trend .
away from government shifts the administrative law terrain so much that failure to
constrain

discr~ion

is not

t~e

crucial problem in the field. Instead the challenge is

ensuring that privatisation, contracting out and other measures designed to yield
authority to private parties do not eviscerate the public law norms of accountability,
procedural regularity and substantive rationality that administrative law has laboured
so hard to provide. 262 She states that although laudable for its focus on private actors
and its bold assertion that discretion is no longer the central issue in the field, the
emerging privatisation literature does not go far enough. "According to Freeman the
new privatisation literature in administrative law is marked by debates over whether
judicial review will subside or intensify as the private role in administration increases.
Some scholars argue, she says, that a proliferation of private activity will weaken the
executive and legislative capacity to exert control over public decisions which will
invite greater judicial oversight. 263 Courts may then choose to regulate private actors
either by expanding the state action doctrine or by infusing common law doctrines
with public norms, such as good faith obligations in contract. Indeed, she says, there

261
262

263

Freeman :fu 247 mpra
Freeman observes that viewed in this light, a continued emphasis OIl constraining agency discretion is like shuftling the
deck chairs on the Titanic and notes that it is not surprising that such concerns have arisen tint and most forcefully in the
United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, countries that already impose far fewer legal and procedural constraints
on ministerial discretion, and which have witnessed very significant degrees of public sector re-structuring in the last
two decades.
Freeman, m 247 supra, refers to Mullan D •Administrative Law at the Margins' in The Province ofAdministrative Law,
M Taggart ed in this regard.
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is ample precedent for imposing procedural requirements on private parties
performing public functions when they act in derogation of the public interest.

Freeman points out that the task for

administrativ~

law is more complicated that

delineating a threshold test to determine when a private actor is performing a
sufficiently public function to justify the imposition of public law constraints. Other
questions are -

•

Do private actors have any obligation to be "public-regarding" in setting
standards that are then incorporated by reference by a government agency or is
the agency's stamp of approval an adequate guarantee of accountability?

•

Should courts review the exercise of enforcment discretion to approve volunatyr
self-regulation more carefully than when it is exercised for other purposes?

Significantly she observes that the necessary inquiry will require highly specific
analyses of the dangers (self-dealing, conflicts of interest, secrecy, irrationality, lack
of representation, and procedural irregularity, to name some) posed by different
regulatory

arrangements.

Freeman

states

that

(administrative law) constraints on private actors

on~

before

imposing

traditional

should look at whether other

actors or different' mechanisms might play a role in providing accountability and
ensuring compliance with public law norms. In other words, she says, the impulse to
respond to private activity by constraining private actors, merely shifts the focus to the
private side of the equation rather than re-orienting the administrative law enquiry to
the public-private regime as a new entity. She points out that the public acceptability
or legitimacy of a decision making regime turns in part upon the expectations of how
the actors in that regime ought to behave when they play certain kinds of roles. For
example when they function in an advisory capacity in which they purport to be
neutral, one might rightly expected disinterested decision making. Freeman suggests
that a mixed administrative regime might rely on numerous informal accountability
mechanisms and non-governmental actors to control the dangers posed by publicprivate arrangements and that public-private arrangements can be more accountable
because of the presence of powerful independent professionals within private
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organizations or because the agency's threat of regulation provides the necessary
motivation for effective and credible self-regulation which involves non-government
actors. She says that informal regulatory regimes can emerge in a context where there
is no formal government participation. Freeman proposes a concept of mixed
administration but points out that there some significant obstacles not least of which is
the fact that the public-private distinction is central. to constitutional. law. Whilst this
may be true of the US Constitution it is submitted that it is less true of the South
African Constitution which expressly acknowledges for instance the possibility of the
horizontal application of the rights in the Bill of Rights. However the South African
Constitution does make it clear that certain actions are the exclusive domain of
government whose role, after all is to govern. Freeman does note that in a handful of
cases both American and Commonwealth courts· have imposed procedural
requirements on public actors by reasoning that they are in effect behaving as pri:vate
actors and points out that doctrinal mechanisms like "the source of power" or "public
function" tests enable courts to characterize traditionally private actors as public
whenever they exercise a sufficiently important and traditionally public regulatory
function. She points out that such doctrinal innovations continue to rely heavily on the
formalistic and conceptually dubious characterization of activity as essentially public
or private and that this divide remains resilient in the face of withering attacks from
critical legal studies, feminist legal theory, legal postmodernism and outsider legal
scholarship. Freeman states that no matter how blurred the line between public and
private and no matter how difficult to design an intellectually defensible test to
distinguish them, most scholars agree that there ought to be a meaningful difference
between the two and that constitutional constraints should apply only to the former.
She observes that one finds a similar commitment to the public-private distinction in
administrative law.
Freeman's approach to the extent that it supports regulation by private entities is not
.

.

supported in this thesis not only because of the problems that seem to accompany over
privatisation given the American experience but because of the approach of the South
.

.

African Constitution itse}P64. Moreover, the imposition of specific obligations such as
264

Thus section 43 stipulates thatIn the Republic, the legislative authority<a) of the national sphere ofgovermnent is vested in Parliament, as set out in section 44;
(b) of the provincial sphere of government is vested in the provinclallegislatures, as set out in section 104; and
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is contained in section 27(2) upon the state renders it unconstitutional for the state to
privatise to the point where it is incapable of.fulfilling those obligations -because it has
given away the mechanisms and resources necessary to do so. This is not to suggest
that the state must provide all health care services itself. However, if the state gives
away even the power to regulate health service delivery, the power to set standards for
quality, safety and efficacy and to legislate mechanisms which can counteract the
negative impact on access by market forces and other social factors then it is
submitted that it will effectively have undermined its capacity to fulfil its
constitutional obligations. What is interesting about Freeman's views is that the line
between public and private function is not as clear as might first appear and that she
provides some useful arguments for the application of certain principles of
administrative law in the health care sector. In South Africa, fairness is a
constitutional and legislative preoccupation due to largely to its history. Fairness is
also a preoccupation of administrative law. Equality is a constitutional value that
supports and underlies· fairness. In South Africa there is legislation such as the
Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act265 for instance
which states in section 24 that (1) The State has a duty and responsibility to promote
and achieve equality and (2) All persons have a duty and responsibility to promote
equality. In terms of this Act, limiting women's access to social services or benefits,
such as health, education and social security constitutes unfair discrimination on the
ground of gender. It is submitted that where the activities of the private sector impact
or have the potential to negatively impact upon constitutional values and the capacity
of persons to realise their constitutional rights there are strong arguments in favour of
the principles of administrative law in those situations. In fact this is one of the key
identifiers of administrative action in terms of the Promotion of Administrative
Justice Act266 which states in the definition of this term i~ is any decision taken, or any
failure to take a decision ... which adversely affects the rights of any person and which

265

266

(c) ofthe local sphere ofgovenunent is vested in the Municipal Councils, 88 set out in section IS6.
In terms ofsection 8' (1) The executive authority of the Republic is vested in the President.
(2) The President exercises the executive authority. together with the other memben ofthe Cabinet, by(a) implementing national legislation except where the Constitution or an Act of Parliament provides otherwise;
(b) developing and implementing national policy,
(c) co-ordinating the functions of state departmenta and administrations;
(d) preparing and initiating legislation; and
(e) perfmming any other executive function provided for in the Constitution or in national legislation.
Promotion of Equality Act fh 2S 1 supra
Promotion of Administrative Justice Act fh 8 supra
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has a direct, external legal effect. This section of the Act also introduces the public
function test as discussed previously.

In the Netherlands administrative law, as in South Africa, is applicable to any action
with regard to the execution of public law

pow~r.

Public law power is defined in that

country as authority to decide on the behaviour of another person267 • In the
Netherlands privatised organisations are largely regulated by administrative law and
the process of conversion from a state organisation to a privatised company is
governed by administrative law in all stages.
What is interesting is that van der VUes et al observe with regard to methods of
safeguarding public interest that the latter may be served by competition but only
under specific conditions. They state that even if the competition is real, the public
interest might need more guarantees, noting that if privatisation leads to competition

for the market only and not to competition in an open market, competition is in fact
void. It is widely acknowledged that in the health sector, competition does not work
very well due to the captive nature of the consumer and the high levels of necessary
~egulation

of health professionals and products.

~he

Research Council for

Government Policies (WRR) in the Netherlands developed five main checkpoints for
good governance in privatisation namely democratic legitimisation; equity before the
law; legal certainty; efficiency and efficacy. Democratic legitimisation requires
democratic steering and democratic accountability. The authors note that competition
and equity before the law are not entirely compatible concepts and that competition
may cause companies to infringe the principle of equity before the law. Thus an
insurance company may exclude certain high risk groupings (as happened in the
South African medical schemes industry prior to the introduction of the Medical
Schemes Act in 1998) although such

behavio~r

does not observe the principle of

equity before the law. Legal certainty, they state, is partly connected to predictability
of actions of the administration. However, they say, public law does not have the
monopoly on certainty and is itself limited in this regard in that rules are open to
interpretation and officials are awarded certain discretionary powers.

267

Van del V1ies Ie, Stoter S W and Lubach DA •Application of Administrative Law to Privatization In The Netherlands'
European Journal ofComparative Law http://www.ejcl.org/64/art64.24.html
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Van der Vlies et aP68 comment that whether a public or a private organisation of a
service is effective or efficient depends mainly on the character of the service. Thus
electricity was traditionally traded in a monopoly market because the infrastructure
required to provide it was too technically sophisticated to allow competition.
Nowadays, infrastructure is less complex and allows competition without the risk of
losing the availability of electricity to everyone. This observation is very interesting in
the context of the South African health sector in which the infrastructure is not such
that health care services are available to everyone. It seems that where there is a well
established infrastructure that is readily accessible, competition is feasible but where
the infrastructure is insufficient competition will have the effect of excluding from
access to resources altogether those who are less able to compete for them. This
usually means the poor. In other words, infrastructure needs to reach a certain critical
mass before competition becomes a positive factor.

3.20 Case Law
3.20.1

Pennington v Friedgood And Others'-69

Facts
During 1999 Fedsure Health (Pty) Ltd (Fedsure) became the administrator of the
Erica medical scheme; the board of trustees of the scheme (the board) became
dissatisfied with the service that the scheme .was receiving from Fedsure and in due
course cancelled its administration agreement with Fedsure and transferred. its
administration to Old Mutual Healthcare (Pty) Ltd, the fifth respondent, although no
formal administration agreement was concluded with the fifth respondent. The board
was not satisfied with the manner in which the scheme was being administered under
this arrangement and on 8 May 200 1 it resolved to terminate its administration
agreement with the fifth respondent with effect from 30 June 2001 and to appoint
Bensure Management Services (Pty) Ltd, the sixth respondent, as administrator of the
scheme with effect from 1 July 200 1. The annual general meeting of the scheme was
held on 29 June 200 1; the first respondent chaired the meeting and the second, third
and fourth respondents and representatives of the fifth and sixth respondents were also
268
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Van der VUe, .f al fh 267 ,upra
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present, as was the applicant; the first to fourth respondents were elected as the
trustees of the scheme at the meeting. The applicant was unhappy with the manner in
which the annual general meeting was conducted on 29 June, and on 3 July 2001 he
launched an application as a matter of urgency to be heard the next day, 4 July 2001.
He claimed the following relief:

"2

That a rule nisi be issued calling upon the first through the fourth respondents,

in their capacitY as trustees of the Erica Medical Aid Society (the scheme) and

all interested parties, to appear at 10:00 on Tuesday, 31 July 2001,
alternatively at a date to be determined by the above honourable Court, to
show cause, if any, why the decision set out in para 2.1 through 2.10 herein
below, exercised at the annual general meeting (the AGM) of the scheme, held
on 29 June 2001, should not be reviewed and set aside and why an order .
should not be given in terms of para 2.11 and 2.12 herein below.
2.1

The refusal of the first respondent to stand the meeting down to allow
arrangements to be made to electronically record the minutes of the
meeting.

2.2

The refusal of the first respondent to stand the meeting down pending
an application to the High Court for an order to compel the electronic
recording of the minutes of the meeting.

2.3

The appointing of an agent or servant of the consulting finn Jacques
to take the minutes
of the meeting.
Malan & Associates
.
.

2.4

The refusal of the first respondent to recuse himself as chairperson of
the meeting.

2.5

The refusal of the first respondent to stand the meeting down pending
an application to the High Court for an order to recuse himself from
the meeting.

2.6

The· refusal of the first and second respondents to recuse themselves
from participating 9r voting at the meeting.

2.7

The ruling by the first respondent that the eight motions tabled by the
applicant in tenns of the scheme rules were out of order and therefore
would not be dealt with at the meeting.
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2.8

The stated action by the first respondent that he had disqualified two
nominations for trustees because they had not been completed
properly.

2.9

The refusal of the first respondent to call for a poll of the members
present or by proxy for the election of trustees of the scheme.

2.10

The refusal of the first through fourth respondents to give an
undertaking that the administration of the scheme would not be
transferred from the fifth respondent to the sixth respondent pending
the lodging of this application.

2.11

Why an order should not be given directing that the casts of this
application be paid jointly and severally by the first through the fourth
respondents in their personal capacity and by the fifth and sixth
respondents only in the event that said respondents oppose this
application.

2.12

Declaring that, because of the aforesaid irregularities, the continuation
of the meeting and any decisions made and resolutions passed at the
meeting are invalid.

3.

That pending a decision of this honourable Court for the review and setting
aside of the aforementioned decisions, the respondents be interdicted and
restrained from transferring the administration of the scheme from the fifth
respondent to the sixth respondent.

4.

Ordering that any and all records of the members of the scheme in the
possessi~n

of the sixth respondent be returned to the scheme immediately and

that the sixth respondent be restrained and interdicted from contacting the
members of the scheme or in any way interfering with the business of the
scheme."

The matter came before Van Zyl J on 4 July 2001. He granted no relief, but postponed
the matter for hearing on the semi-urgent roll on 3 September 2001 and gave
directions for the filing of answering and replying affidavits and heads of argument by
all the parties bar the fifth respondent, and ordered that costs would stand over for
later determination. He specifically stated that no order was made in respect of the
fifth respondent. Van Zyl J did not grant the interim interdict sought in para 3 of the
notice of motion.
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The fifth respondent abided the decision of the Court. During the first morning of the
hearing, the applicant and the sixth respondent, represented by Mr Sholto-Douglas,
reached an agreement in terms of which the former withdrew his application against
the sixth respondent and tendered to pay its costs. At a far later stage of the argument,
it was also agreed between the applicant and the first to fourth respondents that the
applicant would withdraw his claim for interdictory relief against the first to fourth
respondents as contained in paragraph 3 of the notice of motion. The following issues
accordingly arose for decision: whether the first respondent's rulings and the other
conduct referred to in pararaph 2 of the notice of motion fell to be reviewed, viz
whether such conduct was indeed reviewable as a matter of law; whether on the facts
a case was made out for the review and the setting aside of the conduct complained
of; a striking out application; and the appropriate relief.
Judgment

The court referred to Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association of SA and Another:

In re Ex parte President of the Republic of South Africa and Others'-70 as being of
great importance. It observed that since the advent of the Constitution and, pursuant
thereto, the PAJA, a requisite jurisdictional fact for success on judicial review is that
the impeached conduct must constitute administrative action and said that from the
dicta from Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and from the PAJA, it was clear that
whether such conduct constitutes administrative action falls to be decided by
reference to whether such action amounts to the exercise of public power or the
performance of a public function. Referring to the decision in Transnet Ltd v
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Pharmaceutical Manufacturer, Allociation of SA. (:fb. 72 IUpra) in which Chaskalson P, speaking for the Full
Constitutional Court, said: "I take a di1ferent view. The control of public power by the Court through judicial review is
and always has been a constitutional matter. Prior to the adoption of the interim Constitution this control was exercisecl
by the Courts through the application of common-law constitutional principles. Since the adoption of the interim
Constitution such control has been regulated by the Constitution which contains express provisions dealing with these
matters. The common-law principles that previously provided the grounds for judicial review of public power have been
subsumed under the Constitution and, insofar as they might continue to be rel~ to judicial review, they gain their
force from the Constitution. In the judicial review of public power, the two are intertwined and do not constitute separate
concepts" and
"The exercise of public power was regulated by the Court through the judicial review of legislative and executive action.
This was done by applying constitutional principles of the common law, including the supremacy of Parliament and tho
rule of law. The latter had a substantive as well as a procedural content that gave rise to what Courts referred to u
fundamental rights" but because of the countervailing constitutional principle of the supremacy of Parliament, tho
, fundamental rights could be, and frequently were, eroded or excluded by legislation. Judicial review served the purpose
of enabling Courts, whilst recognising the supremacy of Parliament, to place constraints upon the exercise of public
power."
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Goodman Brothers (Pty) Ltd 271 Hodes AJ noted that what falls to be considered is,
inter· alia, the source of the power exercised, the nature of such power, its subjectmatter, whether it involves the exercise of a public duty, and how closely it is related
on the one hand to policy matters which are not administrative, and on the other to the
implementation of legislation, which is. The .court also referred to the cases of

Dawnlaan Beleggings (Edms) Bpk v Johannesburg Stock Exchange and OtherSZ72,
Johannesburg Stock Exchange and Another v Witwatersrand Nigel Ltd and
Another273 ,. Herbert Porter & Co Ltd and Another v Johannesburg Stock Exchange274
and Cape Metropolitan Council v Metro Inspection Services (Western Cape) CC and

OtherSZ75 and compared the first two decisions with the last two.
Hodes AJ observed that a medical scheme is a body corporate. In terms of the
Medical Schemes Act it acquires such status upon registration. It is governed by the
Act, the regulations and the scheme rules. Such rules constitute the contract between
the scheme and its members. 276 A meeting of the members of a scheme is thus similar
to a meeting of the members of a company. Both acquire status in terms of an Act of
Parliament. In this case, the Act and, in the case of a company, the Companies Act.
In the instant case, as in Herbert Porter, the relationship between the trustees (the first
to fourth respondents) and the members of the scheme is governed by the Act, the
regulations and, the rules. In the case of a company the relationship between members
and the company is governed by the Companies Act and the articles of association of
that company. The court said that just as a meeting of shareholders of a company is
not subject to the review of the High Court (Dawnlaan Beleggings; ~ v Disciplinary

Committee of the Jockey Club, ex parte Massingberd-MuntJ:jl77), so too the
proceedings of an annual general meeting of a medical scheme are also not subject to
the review of the High Court, for they do not constitute administrative action. The
court stated that judicial review is a remedy to curb improper or inappropriate
exercise of public power.
271
272
273
274
275
276
277

Transnet fh 3.5 supra
Dawnlaan fh 13.5 supra
JohannuburgStockExchangB 1988 (3) SA 132 (A)
HBrbert Porter 1974 (4) SA 781 (1)
Cape Metropolitan fh 48 supra
Meaker NO" Roup. Wackr. Kaminer &- Kriger a"dAnother 1987 (2) SA.54 (C) at 61G· 62C.
Ex parte Massingberd-Mundy [1993] 2 All ER 207 (QB) at 221b· e
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Hodes AI noted that in Transnet Ltd v Goodman Brothers (Ply) Ltd 218in a concurring
judgment, Olivier JA gleaned the following from decisions of the Constitutional
Court:
(a)

Administrative law is an incident of the separation of powers under which
courts regulate and control the exercise of public power by the other branches
of Government.

(b)

The question relevant to section 33 of the Constitution is not whether t~e
action is performed by a member of the executive arm of Government, but
whether the task itself is administrative or not and the answer to this is to be
found by an analysis of the nature of the power being exercised.

(c)

What falls to be considered is, inter

alia~

the source of the power exercised,

the nature of such power, its subject-matter, whether it involves the exercise of
a public duty, and how closely it is related on the one hand to policy matters
which are not administrative, and on the other to the implementation of
legislation, which is.

He quoted the following words ofDevenish, Govender and Hulme279 :
''''Administrative action" is the conduct of public authorities and indeed private entities when
they exercise public powers, perfonn public functions or are obliged ~ exercise authority in
the public interest. This means that common-raw review now only applies in a very narrow
field in relation to private entities that are required in their domestic arrangements to observe
the common-law principles of administrative law. This applies in relation to voluntary
associations, such as sporting clubs and religious organisations~'
and stated that he was in agreement with them.

The court concluded that nothing contained in the Act, the regulations or the scheme
rules imports a requirement by the trustees to observe the common-law principles of
administrative law. Accordingly, it held that the conduct of the first to fourth
respondents which the applicant sought to impeach by way of review was not in law
susceptible to this Court's review jurisdiction and that the application for review falls
to be dismissed.

278
279

Tra",,,el (m 35 mpra) para [34] at 865A - J
Devenish el al m15 at P 25
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Discussion
Although the finding of the court in this particular case is, it is submitted, correct, it
cannot necessarily be used as a precedent to show that medical schemes do not
perform public functions and are thus not subject to considerations of administrative
law. The court did recognise the possibility of the performance of a public function by
a private entity.

With regard to medical schemes and their more day to day activities involving the
funding of medical expenses and the enrolment of members the following should be
bominmind-

(1)

~edical

schemes are creatures of statute in the sense that they have to be

registered in term~ of procedures required by the Medical Schemes Act2BO and
that only when registered are they lawfully able to conduct the business of a
medical scheme as defined.

(2)

The content of the rules of medical schemes are closely regulated. Not only are
they largely dictated by section 29 of the Medical Schemes AcfBl but they are

280
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Medical Schemes kt No 131 of 1998 section 22 and 24
According to section 29: (1) The Registrar shall not register a medical scheme under section 24, and no medical scheme
shall cmy on any business, unless provision is made in its rules for the following matters:
(a) The appointment or eleetion ofa board oftrustees consisting ofpersons who are fit and proper to manage the
business contemplated by the medical scheme.
(b) The appointment of a principal officer by the board oftrustees who is a fit and proper penon to hold such office.
(c) The appointment, removal from office, powers and remuneration of officen of a medical scheme.
(d) The manner in which contracts and other documents binding the medical scheme shall be executed.
(e) The custody oftile securities, books, documents and other e1fects of tile medical scheme.
(1) The appointment oftile auditor of a medical scheme and the duration of such appointment.
(g) The power to invest fUnds.
(h) Subject to the provisions ofthia Act, the manner in which and the circumstances under which a medical scheme
shall be terminated or dissolved.
(i) The appointment of a liquidator in the case of a voluntary dissolution.
(j) The settlement of any complaint or dispute.
(k) The amendment of the rules in accordance with the prOvisions of seetion 31.
(I) The giving of advance written notice to members of any change in contributions, membership fees or subscriptions
and benefits or any other condition aft"eeting their membership.
(m) The manner of calling the annual general meeting and special general meetings of members, the quorum necessary
for the transaction ofbusiness at such meetings and the manner ofvoting thereat.
(n) The terms and conditions applicable to the admission of a penon as a member and his or her dependants, which
terms and conditions shall provide for the determination of contributions on the basis of income or the number of
dependants or both the income and the number of dependants, and shall not provide for any other grounds,
including age, sex, past or present state of health, of the applicant or one or more of the applicant's dependants, the
frequency of rendering of relevant health services to an applicant or one or more of the applicant's dependants other
than for the provisions as prescribed.
(0) The scope and level ofminimum benefits that are to be available to beneficiaries as may be prescribed.
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also subject to the approval of the Registrar of Medical Schemes and may not be
amended without his sanction.
(3)

The choices of a member of a medical scheme are to leave or to continue as a
member under the rules made in accordance with the Act and as approved and
registered by the ~egistrar. There is no scope for the negotiation of benefits on
an individual basis. Members can, in terms of the rules of some schemes apply
for so-called ex gratia benefits but the decision as to whether or not such
benefits are granted or not lies with the trustees of the scheme.

(4)

Generally speaking anyone who subscribes to a particular benefit option is
entitled to exactly the same benefits as other subscribers. The Medical Schemes
Act actively discourages the practice of risk r8:ting individuals according to their
health profiles and other individual risk related characteristics such as gender
and age. The notion that these rules embody the terms of the contractual
arrangement betWeen the member and the scheme does not sit comfortably in
the law of contract. One could almost see an argument here for the concept of an

No limitation shall apply to the reimbursement of any relevant health service obtained by a member from a public
hospital where this service complies with the general scope and level as contemplated in paragraph (0) and may not
be different from the entitlement in tenns of a service available to a public hospital patient.
(q) The payment of any benefits a.ccording to(i) a scale, tariff or recommended guide; or "
(ii) specific directives prescribed in the rules ofthe medical scheme.
(r) The dependants of a member are entitled to participate in the same benefit option as the member.
(s) The continuation, subject to such conditions as may be prescribed, of the membership of a member, who retires
&om the service of his or her employer or whose employment is terminated by his or her employer on account of
age, iII·heaIth or other disability and his or her dependants.
(t) For continued membership of a member's dependants, subject to such conditions as may be prescribed, after tho
death of that member, until such dependant becomes a member of; or is admitted as a dependant of a member of
another medical scheme.
"(u) If the members of a medical scheme who are members of that medical scheme by virtue of their employment by a
particulai employer tenninate their membership of the said medical scheme with the object of obtaining
membership of another medical scheme or of establishing a new medical scheme, such other or new medical
scheme shall admit to membership, without a waiting period or the imposition of new restrictions on account of the
state of his or her health or the health of any of his or her dependants, any member or a dependant of such firBt
mentioned medical scheme who(i) is a penon or persons contemplated in paragraph (s); or
(ii) is a penon or persons contemplated in paragraph (t).
(2) A medical scheme sbaU not cancel or suspend a member's membership or that of any of his "or her' dependants, except
on the grounds of.;
(a) failure to pay, within the tUne allowed in the medical scheme's rules, the membership fees required in such rules;
(b) failure to repay any debt due to the medical scheme;
(e) submission of fraudulent claims;
(d) committing any fraudulent act; or
(e) the non-disclosure ofmaterial infonnation.
(3) A medical scheme sbaU not provide in its rules(a) for the exclUsion of any applicant or a dependant of an applicant, subject to the conditions as may be prescribed,
from membership except for a restricted membership scheme as provided for in this Act;
(b) for the exclusion of any applicant or a dependant of an applicant who would otherwise be eligible for membecsbip
to a restricted membership scheme; and
(e) for the imposition of waiting periods other than as provided for in section 29 (A).
(P)
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administrative contract since the only variable subject to negotiation is whether
or not a person wishes to become a member or resigns from membership.
Membership of a medical scheme is presently voluntary. However social health
insurance legislation in the not too distant future may render it mandatory to
belong either to a private medical scheme or a public fund that serves essentially
the same purpose.

(5)

The Act requires at least 50% of the trustees to be elected from amongst scheme
members. This

~eans

that the remaining 50% can be appointed by someone

else. Power over the scheme is thus not necessarily exclusively in the hands of
its members.

(6)

Membership of closed or restricted membership schemes is often a condition oj
employment. With the current high levels of unemployment one could argue
"that membership of such schemes for employees of the relevant employer is thus
mandatory. This is a further erosion of the contractual nature of the relationship
between scheme and member.

(7)

The duties of the trustees are set out in section 57 of the Act and the Council for
Medical Schemes may, in terms of section 46, by notice in writing, remove from
office a member of the board of trustees of a medical scheme if it has sufficient
reason to believe that the" person concerned is not a fit and proper person to hold
the office concerned. Directors of companies are generally removed by way of a
resolution of the relevant company in terms of section 22 of the Companies
Act. 282

(8)

Provisions very similar to the principles of administrative law are imposed on
trustees of medical schemes. In terms of section 57(6) of the Act the board of
trustees shall(a)

take all reasonable steps to ensure that the interests of beneficiaries in
terms of the rules of the medical scheme and the provisions of this Act are
protected at all times;

282

Companies Act No 61 of1973
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(b)

act with due care, diligence, skill and good faith;

(c)

take all reasonable steps to avoid conflicts of interest; and

(c)

act with impartiality in respect of all beneficiaries.

It is submitted that in view of the foregoing.it may be difficult to argue that a decision
of a board of trustees is not subject to administrative review, especially where the
complaint relates to a failure to act in good faith or with impartiality in respect of a
beneficiary. When one considers the definition of 'administrative action' in the
Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, it is submitted that in

cert~n

circumstances

there may well be scope for argument that the business of a medical scheme as
defined in the Medical Schemes Act is a public function. Medical schemes in South
Africa

ar~

not for profit entities that exist solely for the benefit of their members.

Procedural fairness, equality and reasonableness are extremely important factors in an
environment in which the continued existence of a medical scheme is heavily,
dependent upon its credibility with its members. Access to health care services is a
constitutional right that is very much dependent on the availability of funding. If a
medical scheme unreasonably withholds funding for a health care intervention that is
within the scope of the benefits provided by the scheme, it is unlikely, however that
administrative review will be the weapon of choice for the member since the Act itself
provides for a system for dealing with complaints and disputes which allows for
appeals to the Council for Medical Schemes and an Appeal Board established under
the Act.

The meaning of the expressi9n "public function" will largely determine whether or
not the activities of a private entity fall within the definition of "administrative action"

in terms of the PAJA It is submitted, however, that
(1) where the individual 'affected by the activity concerned is one out of a group
of persons,
(2) the group has been selected or created by some agency external to itself, the
individual in question did not actively or directly choose to be a part of that
particular group and may not even be aware of the extent or nature of the
group in question (in other words membership of the, group was a result of
external circumstances, default or the dictates of law),
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(3) the activity concerned was not directed specifically at that particular
individual but rather more generallt at the group of which he forms a part, and
(4) the circumstances and parameters of the activity in question are defined,
mandated or dictated by legislation
such factors would present a strong argument that the activity in question is a
public function and where the rights are directly affected thereby (i.e. the
definition of 'administrative action' in the PAJA is satisfied) this activity would
also constitute administrative action.

3.21

Summary and Conclusions

Administrative law clearly has an important role to play in the delivery of health
services by the public sector in particular. The delivery

ot health

serviCes is in fact

more likely to take place in terms of a relationship between provider and patient that
is governed by administrative law than one governed by the law of contract. This is
due to a number of reasons not least of which is that the essentiala of what would
ordinarily have been Ii contractual relationship are usually specified in legislation or
regulations. The transaction within the public sector has little or no

commerci~

value

given that many patients are not require to pay for health care services as they are
indigent. Those that do earn an income are charged for serVices on the basis of their
income as opposed to the true cost of rendering those services and there is no profit
motive involved. This position is changing to some degree within the public health
sector with some of the larger hospitals trying to attract medical scheme patients to
differentiated amenities in order to obtain a greater income for the

establishmen~

concerned. However, revenue retention by public health" establishments is still a
problematic area and the motive behind revenue retention is in any event not a profit
one.
The principles of administrative law are in many ways better suited to regulate a
relationship between patients and providers of health care services because of the
emphasis on procedural fairness and the growing view that health services are a
public good. If access to health care services should be based on criteria other than
relative wealth or income and that the right to health should be enjoyed by everyone
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irrespective of their socio-economic status then the provision of health care services
starts to look much less of a commercial transaction as contemplated by the law of
contract and much more of a resource allocation and distribution process the
procedural aspects of which are governed by administrative law. The problem with
the law of contract, as will be explained in a subsequent chapter, is that it is not only
still very commercia.ny oriented, ·an orientation which does not sit comfortably with
the concept of health care services as a public good, but it is also in South Africa at
least, rooted in the Victorian era where multinational corporations and similar legal
entities did not eXist and power rested very much in the hands of governments. The
law of contract in South Africa has not yet absorbed the realities of the imbalances of
power created by current global markets and organisations whose wealth exceeds the
Gross Domestic Product of many countries.
Administrative law and its preoccupation with fairness is uniquely positioned to be of
great assistance and

bene~t

to both patients and providers

~f health

care services in

terms of regulating their relationships. It is therefore unfortunate that it is unlikely that
South African courts will in the near future be prepared to construe the delivery of
health care services as a transaction that should be governed by administrative law
rather than the law of contract. There is too strong a predilection to take into account
the needs of private sector health service providers from a commercial perspective as
will be demonstrated in the discussion of the relevant cases in the chapter of this
thesis that deals with the law of contract. Perhaps as South Africa moves towards a
social health insurance system, more and more of health service delivery transactions,
even in the private sector, will come to be governed by legislation to the point where
administrative law will be able to play a meaningful role in the delivery of health
services in both public and private sectors.
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Introduction

This chapter, together with chapters five and six, deals with the subject of the law of
contract as it relates to health service delivery. The fundamental legal concepts
relating to health service delivery in the law of contract are dealt with in this chapter
four while chapter five deals with the case law involving contracts for health service
delivery in the public sector and chapter six deals with the case law involving such
contracts in the private sector. The material was too voluminous to include it all in a
single chapter and in any even it was felt that it might be useful to structure the case
law in this way so that the cases involving the two different sectors are grouped
together for ease of reference and comparison.
The law of contract as it relates to the delivery of health care services is not very well
informed in South Africa due largely to the fact that, of the few cases that have been
decided with regard to health care services, most of the later ones have been decided
on the basis of the law of delict even where the claim was couched in terms of the law
of contract and only in the alternative, in terms of the law of delict. The public sector
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is capable of entering into contractual relationships for the delivery of health care
services, as evidenced by some of the c~ses discussed in this chapter, but whether or
not it in fact does so as a matter of course is far from clear. Administrator Natal v

Edouard, discu§sed below, a relatively recent case involving a contractual claim for
health services against the state, was decided on the basis of the law of contract
because it was not open to the plaintiffs to claim in delict rather than because the law
of contract was the preferred basis of the claim. Furthermore, the contract was for a
sterilisation - an elective procedure which centres around a highly specific result or
outcome - and is therefore in many ways distinguishable from most other contracts
for the delivery of health care services in terms of which a 'cure' or a particular
outcome is seldom guaranteed. Some of the reasons for the lack of clarity as to
whether health care services are delivered by public sector providers in terms of a
contract as opposed to some other basis are:
•

the fact that payment of fees is often required in terms of regulations which
prescribe the terms and conditions of payment;

•

that the state provides health services to the indigent from whom no payment is
required;

•

that there is a constitutional obligation upon the state to ensure the progressive
realisation of the right of access to health care services that is not shared by
private sector providers; and

•

that the intention of a body such as the state to contract is often very difficult to
establish in the absence of hard evidence to this effect.

The private sector, by contrast generally delivers health care services on a contractual
basis as evidenced by the standard documentation that is used by medical practitioners
and other health professionals and private hospitals. However even in the private
sector, issues can become complicated by the fact that:
•

many patients are funded by medical schemes which themselves may have
entered into contracts with providers for the delivery of health care services to
scheme members;

AdministrQtor Natal v Edouard 1990 (3) SA 581 (A) discussed below
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•

the fees charged by large providers such as private hospitals are usually
negotiated between medical schemes and such hospitals as opposed to the
hospitals and their individual patients;

•

the patient often does not have much of a say in which private hospital he is
treated if he desires to have the services of a particular medical specialist since
the specialists tend to restrict their practices to one or two private hospitals;

•

the medicines prescribed for patients by doctors are usually

pri~ed

in terms of

industry based standards such as Maximum Medical Aid Price (MMAP) which
is the maximum price that medical schemes are generally prepared to pay for a
particular medicine or the 'Blue Book Price' which is the maximum price that
retail pharmacists are prepared to pay for medicines; and
•

the patient generally has no say in the price or the nature of the medicines that
are prescribed for him or her.

From the point of view of the patient in the private sector, the market for health
services is anything but free. It is dominated in the hospital sector by three large
hospital groups, it is dominated in the medical schemes sector by an industry
association called the Board of Healthcare Funders, as well as a few large scheme
administrators, and more and more medical practitioners are joining so-called
independent practitioners .associations
which are
.

collectives designed to even the

balance of power between individual medical practitioners and their suppliers and
also between medical practitioners and medical schemes. Late in 2003 and at the
beginning of 2004, the Competition Commissioner ~onducted an investigation and
found the South African Medical Association, the Hospital Association and the Board
of Healthcare Funders guilty of restrictive horizontal practices. At the time of writing
the former two have paid settlement orders whilst the latter wanted to contest the
matter in the Competition Tribunal.

Historically, the law of contract developed in the context of commerce and trade. In
suc~

an environment, competition for goods and resources is the norm. Parties can

capitalise on superior knowledge, inside information, expertise and skill and use these
attributes to gain a competitive advantage over others with whom they contract and
compete. Suppliers and their customers have competing interests. The former wishes
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to sell tJ:1eir services and products for the highest possible prices whilst the latter
wishes to purchase them at the lowest possible prices. In the course of the bargaining
process, all other things being equal, they tend to meet somewhere in the middle. In
the commercial environment, one party is generally not obliged to place the interests
of the other party before its own. Although there are contracts in which the parties
stand in fiduciary relationships to one another, such as contracts of insurance, these
are the exception rather than the norm. All contracts in South Africa must be in good
faith but this does not mean that the contractants always stand in a fiduciary,
relationship towards one another. The law of contract protects contracting parties
against clauses which are contrary to public policy but it does not expect a party to
give away any advantages he may have in terms of superior or more comprehensive
knowledge about the circumstances or context in

whic~

the contract will operate2.

Business people are allowed to have trade secrets and a competitive edge. They are
permitted to protect and claim exclusive rights to relevant trade and other knowledge
especially to the exclusion of those with whom they contract, and their competitors.
These broad principles, it is submitted, do not sit well in the health care context for a
number of different reasons not least of which is that the market for health care
serVices is widely recognised as economically abnormal in terms of the manner in
which the laws of supply and demand operate!. The health care provider is obliged, in
2

3

Christie RH The Law o/Contract 4111 ed observes at p 321 that in contracts of sale there is a duty on the seller to disclose
latent defects of which he is aware, the extent of the duty having been settled by the Appellate Division in Van der
Merwe "Meades 1991(2) SA I (A) but what little authority there is indicates that a buyer is entitled to remain silent
when he, not the selJer is aware of facts that substantially increase the value of the merx. After re.fening to the eases of
Van Niekerlc and Van der Westhllizen " Weps and Morris 1937 SWA 99 where a seller who knew that water on the fann
was unwholesome but did not inform the buyers that the tests they canied out were insufficient to reveal its
unwholesome nature was held liable and Josephl "Parices 1906 EDC 138 where a buyer of a farm knew there were
diamonds on it wu held entitled to remain silent, Christie states: "The reason for thus distinguishing between buyers and
sellers may perhaps be that the seller's silence in Van Nlelcerk caused the buyers to suffer a loss, whereas the buyer's
'
silence in Josephi merely deprived the seller ofthe opportunity ofmaking a fortuitous profit"
Clement D 'Beyond Supply and Demand: The reasons for increased health care costs go beyond simply supply and
demand and solutions are tougher than they seem' Fedgaze/te May 2002 notes that even the Economist magazine, a fi'ee
.market advocate if ever there was one, conceded that " there remain some genuine problems that limit the ability of
unfettered markets to deal well with health care." These problems, he says, stem from market imperfections or tailures
that result in a less than socially optimal allocation of resources. He noted that the problems fall into several categories:
those inherent to insurance, those resulting from imperfect infonnation, those due to too few players buying or selling
health care services and those caused by unequal access to heaIthcare. It has been observed that: .. Health care is replete
with widespread, systematic market tailure (Plain R, Professor of economics at the University of Alberta quoted by
McMaster G in the article referred to below) and that: liThe crucial distinction between health care and other markets is
that the consumer is not adequately infonned and must rely on professiona1s to diagnose problems and advise treatment,
all the while acting ethically and with the patient's best interests at heart." McMaster G 'Critics Wary of Health Care
Recommendations' ExpressNews January 9 2002. Chttp://www.expressnews.ualberta.ca)
Rice T. Professor of Health Services, University of California, Los Angeles School of Public Health, states in 'Market
Failure in Health Care: Still Conunon After All These Years' that: "Regrettably there is no real solution to market failure
in health care. Consumers would .need to know as mudl as physicians or physicians would have to act as perfect
"agents" for their customers. Neither is likely to happen. Rather. one needs to recognize that these failures are part of
what makes health care different from most other goods and services. Thus, rather than tryins to push government out,
we need use government - perhaps even more than we do now- to obtain efficient and equitable outcomes. Admittedly,
govenunents are subject to failure just u are markets. According to Charles Wolf government faces a number of
challenges. Some of these include: it is often hard to define and measure outputs; by its nature, government is
monopolistic and doesn't face the discipline of having to adhere to a "bottom line" of profits and losses; and it is
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terms of the standards of disclosure for informed consent, to disclose the information
that the reasonable patient would require as opposed to what he or she thinks the
patient should know. This allows very limited scope for the existence of trade secrets
and other competitive information, as would usually be the case between two
contracting parties in the commercial context. Ethically and legally, the healthcare
provider is not permitted to exploit superior knowledge for its own advantage at the
patient's expense. The reason why a patient consults a health care provider in the first
place is to gain access to the expertise of the latter in order to benefit

therefrom~

Secondly in relation to competing health professionals there are limits imposed by
their ethical and professional rules as regards competitive behaviour4. The position is
somewhat different in the case of private hospitals and similar institutions. They do
tend to compete against each other both in terms of the 'hotel' services they provide
and in terms of the technology they use or make available to the medical specialists
operating within their facilities. However, they are still subject to the same standards
\
for informed cop.sent as are medical practitioners and other health professionals. In
the private sector, the professional health services rendered by hospitals centre almost
exclusively around nursing care by nurse employees. In the public sector most if not

4

overseen by politicians who tend to prefer quick fixes rather than long-term solutions.. AB a result, one often sees
government operate inefficiently and, in addition, inequitably since it is often beholden to special interests who
contribute in one way or another to the politicians and political parties. Nevertheless when one looks at outcomes from
health care systems - quality, access and satisfaction weighted against costs - it is difficuh to conclude that the more
market-like system emblematic of the United States is indeed superior. Oovemment and markets can and should work.
together since each is subject to its own particular failures, but there is little evidence to indicate that there should be a
sea-change towards greater reliance on markets. So lema as market failure permeates the health care sector, market-based
solutions will be inadequate." Chttu:/lworldbank.orgJhnp/hsdIViewPoint RiceFebruary2003)
In 'Strained Mercy: The Economics of Canadian Health Care' Evans RG, Professor of Economics at the University of
British Columbia notes that: "The general theme of the story is that the nature of health care as a commodity, its intrinsic
peculiarities discussed above, leads to certain distinctive forms of "market failure." Such "failure" means that the
organization of health care production and distribution through unregulated private markets - purely voluntary exchange
processes - govemed by the price mechanism, leads to unsatisfactory outcomes. Resources are not allocated to or used
in health care production, and/or the care produced is not distributed among users, in a way which most of the members
of society find acceptable. Accordingly various fonns of intervention, institutional responses, arise in both the public and
the private sectors, which either supplement or supplant private market relationships. These interventions - regulation,
public subsidy. insurance, private charity. etc. - are anticipated to lead to patterns of resource allocation and/or output
distribution in the health care sector which are more generally acceptable to the wider society. But these responses have
the problems common to therapy in other fields - they have harmful side e1fects. Furthennore, multiple therapies for
multiple problems resuh in interactions which often accentuate these side e1fecis. Side eifeets give rise, in tum, to further
institutional responses which have their own strengtba and weaknesses, and thus the system evolves through time ••• What
does seem clear, however, is that the market failure problem and the process of institutional evolution are an interactive
totality. Theoretically optimal "solutions" to the specific problems of uncertainty, externalities, ot asymmetIy of
information, analysed in isolation from other sources of market failure whether intrinsic or derivative, provide few useful
guides to policy. There is little point in controlling the patient's arthritis with a therapy which induces a bleeding stomach
ulcer, or even of controlling that by contributing to kidney fiUlure.
Chttu:ltfrisch.ecn.ulaval.calcuvIlI160!ManueIlStrained MerCY/)
The Ethical Rules of the Health Professions Council state for instance that disciplinary steps can be taken for"Supercession
(17) In cases where he or she is or should be aware that a patient is under treatment by another practitioner, superseding
such other practitioner without taking reasonable steps to infonn the practitioner originally in charge ofthe case.
(IS)Jmpeding a patient, or someone acting on behalf of a patient, &om obtaining the opinion of another practitioner or
from being treated by another practitioner.
Professional reputation of colleagues
(19) Uujustifiably casting reflection on the probity or professional reputation or skill of a person registered under the
Act."
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all health professionals are usually employeess. However, the public

se~or

is not

nearly as competitive as the private sector as the former does not have the same profit
motives as the latter and there are many other significant drivers for the delivery of
health care in the public sector not least of which is the state's constitutional
obligation to ensure access to health services - particularly for the indigent. Although
the Supreme Court of Appeal does seem to have allowed a private hospital to exploit
its position of power. relative to that of the patient in the Afrox case6 discussed
elsewhere in this chapter, it will be argued, however, that this decision was
constitutionally, and for other reasons, incorrect. Patients are not ordinary consumers.
They cannot be treated in the same manner, legally speaking, as other consumers.
Health professionals may not use secret remedies'. Treatment methods used by health
professionals must have some level of general acceptance and recognition within their
profession if they are to successfully defend claims of professional negligence.
Furthermore in the health care context, innovation is a highly complex topic that
raises a number of problems for ordinary health professionals and medical researchers
8.Iike. In other sectors, innovative products, methods of doing business and services
often give a supplier a competitive edge. In many cases, secrecy is a critical factor
since not every innovation can be the subject of legally recognised intellectual
property rights. A health professional who is too innovative could fall foul of a
number of legal, ethical and professional rules8 • Medicines have to be registered
before they may be sold in South Africa. They have to be tested in clinical trials that
follow accepted and recognised scientific and ethical methodologies before they can
be registered. There is provision in the National Health Bill, currently awaiting
signature by the President, for the regulation of health technology and equipment and
5

,
6

8

Some health professionals in the private sector do session work in the public sector.
AfroxHealthcartl vStrydom 2002 (6) SA21 (SeA)
See the Ethical Rules made in terms of section 49(2) of the Health Professions Act which state in Rule 2' that
disciplinary steps can be taken against a professional for making use in the conduct of his or her practice of (a) any form
of 1reatment, apparatus or technical process which is secret or is claimed to be secret (b) any apparatus which proves
upon investigation to be incapable offulfilling the claims made in regard to it; and
Rule (33) "Subject to the provisions ofsection'2 ofthe Ad(a> participating in the manufacture for commercial purposes, or the sale, advertising or promotion of any medicine as
defined in the Medicines and Related Substances Control Act, 196' (Act No. 101 of 1965), or any other activity
which amounts to trading in medicines;
.
(b) engaging in or advocating the preferential 1:180 or prescription of any medicine, if any valuable consideration is
derived from such preferential use or prescription: Provided that the provisions of this subparagraph shall not
prohibit a practitioner from owning shares in a listed public company manufacturing or marketing medicines, or,
subject to the provisions of the Phannacy Act, 1974, from being the O\1VIler or part-owner ofa pharmacy, or, whilst
employed by a pharmaceutical concern in any particular capacity, ftom perfonning such duties as are nonnally in
accordance with such employment."
.
(1be rules are available on the Council's website at www.hncsa.co.za) See also the Health Professions Council's Policy
Document on Undesirable Business Practices.
See footnote 7 '"pra
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there is also provision in the Medicines and Related Substances Control Act9 for the
regulation of medical devices. A complete regulatory system for health technology is
likely to be developed consistently with the implementation of the certificate of need
provisions of the National Health ACtl"o. Health professionals can patent medical
devices of their own invention and use them on or in their patients but the regulatory
authorities are taking an increasingly proactive stance against perverse incentives and,
for example an orthopaedic surgeon who sells to colleagues an artificial hip of his
own devising for use in their patients may run the risk of being called to account, if
not legally then in terms of the professional and ethical rules11 •

4.2 Fundamental Concepts

It is necessary to discuss in more detail certain concepts that impact directly on the
.law of contract as it relates to health care services. These concepts are cross cutting
and have relevance in other areas of law such as the law of delict, constitutional law
and administrative law as well as the law of contract. They illustrate the importance of
a synergistic as well as

ari

analytical approach to law and the importance of

underlying commonalities that promote and create consistency and cogency within the
legal system as a whole.

4.2.1 Public Interest
The term 'public interest' takes on a new meaning for the state in the light of the
obligation imposed upon the state by section 7 (2) of the Constitution which requires
that the State must "respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of
Rights". It is submitted that this provision brings within the scope of the phrase
'public interest' the Bill of Rights and its application in all of its diversity and
complexity. In Ex Parte North Central and South Central Metropolitan Substructure

9
10
11

Medicines Control Act No 101 of 196'
National Health Act No 61 of2003
For instance, the professional and ethical rules of the HPCSA referred to in fh 7 '"pra state inter alia that disciplinary
steps can be taken against a health professional for accepting commission fhm a person or another practitioner in return
for the purchase. sale or supply of any goods. substances or materials used by him or her in the conduct of his or her
professioual practice (Rule 6)
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Councils of the Durban Metropolitan Area and Another12 Moloto J canvassed the

meaning of the phrase' public interest' in some depths13 observing that ''this is a very
elusive concept which is used to mean many differing (and

someti~es

conflicting)

things but is rarely the subject of any attempt at clear definition." He said that in
arriving at what is in the public interest, the courts compare the deprivation of some
private convenience with the benefit that is likely to result therefrom for the general
public or part thereof. It is submitted that the public interest is a concept that straddles
the public/private law boundary14 as it is a feature of constitutional, administrative and
12

13

14

Ex parte North Central and South Central Metropolitan Substructure Councils 1998 (1) SA 78 (LCC)
The dicta of Moloto J in Ex Parte North Central (m 12 supra) are quoted here in full as they canvass some of the
jurisprudence on the subject as at that date. "In examining whether the settlement agreement complies with the
requirements of IS (6) of s 34, it is necessary to investigate the concept 'public interest'. This is a very elusive concept
which is used to mean many differing (and sometimes conflicting) things but is rarely the subject of any attempt at clear
definition. It is assumed to be generally undentood and is not defined in the Act. No argument was placed before the
Court on the concept of public interest because the matter was settled. However, the Court conducted independent
research into the meaning of the concept. A number of interpretations have been gleaned from various authorities,
amongst which a few are mentioned hereunder: The New Shorter Orford English Dictionary vol 2 (1993) defines 'public
interest' simply as 'the common welfare', which phrase is itself just as wide and situational as the phrase 'public
interest'. The phrase is used in a number of cases in South African law without being defined. What is clear, however, is
that in arriving at what is in the public interest, the Courts compare the deprivation of some private convenience with the
benefit that is likely to resuh therefrom for the general public or part thereof In this regard the Court said the following
in the Clinical Centre case: 'Looking at the subsection broadly, the intention seems to be that the Court shall consider
the whole matter objectively, deciding in that way whether the requirements of the premises can be said to be
"reasonably necessary in the interest of the public", and then considering whether the private hardship which will be
caused to the lessee is so severe as to outweigh the considerations of public interest.' In a more recent case involving a
review of the refusal by the liquor board to grant a liquor licence in a township of some 1939 inhabitants served by no
other licensed bottle store, on the grounds, inter aUa, that there were three bottle storei in the town centre 2-3
kilometres away, Nicholson J said the following about the meaning of ' public interest';
'(a) It does not mean that the public whose interest is to be served is necessarily to be widely reptesentative ofthe
general public.
(b) It means that the public would be better served if the applicant were granted the licence than that the existing state
of affain was to continue.
.
(c) It is not the national interest that is intended but that ofthe inhabitants in the areas for which the licence is sought
or visitors to that area. '
The learned author W do Plessis also refers to a weighing of uiterests in detennining the public interest, and adds that
there is an objective as well as a subjective side to the test. She then continues: 'Die belange van die een individu word
teenOOl' die van 'n ander afgeweeg om te bepaal of enige regte aangetas is (subjektiewe sy). Hiermee word ogler nie
volstaan nie, want claar moet ook 'n objektiewe oordeel gevel word om te bepaaI of die Bkending van die betrokke
belange met die gemeenskap Be oordeel strook ofnie.'
The leamecl author then proceeds to state that it is not always possible to define the concept. She refers to F1athman's
definition of 'the public interest' which is as follows: 'a general conunendatory concept used in selecting and justifYing
public policy. It has no general or descriptive meaning applicable to aU policy decisions, but can be cletenninecl for
particular cases.' She then mentions some special aspects which she uses to define the concept. These aspects are (i)
State security, (ii) economic interests; (iii) individual interests as collective interests; (iv) legal interests; (v)
administrative interests and (vi) strategic interests. After discussing each of these aspects the learned author offers the
following definition of the 'public· interest': 'Die versam.elnaam vir 'n aantaI histories uitgekristalliseerde,
beskenningswaardige Staatsveiligheids-, ekonomiese, strategiese, administratiewe, _iale and regsbelange wat op 'n
gegewe moment subjektief en objektief bepaalbaar is en in 'n gemeenskap die balans tussen die botsende belange van
individue onderling en individue in verhouding tot die Staat handbaa£' ..•
Finally, I rei~ that the meaning to be given to the concept of the public interest in I 34 was not argued before us.
Whilst I was satisfied that the settlement in this matter was, in the particular circumstances, in the public interest, this
judgment is not intended to be conclusive as to the meaning to be ascribed to the tenD."
For examples in the law of contract see Afrox HealthcaIW Bpk " Strydom (m 6 ,upro). It was held that the elementary and
basic general principle was that it was in the public interest that contracts entered iino fi"eely and seriously by parties
having the necessary capacity should be enforced. The respondent's contention that a contractual term in terms of which
a hospital could exclude liability for the negligent conduct of its nuning staff was not in the public interest could
accordingly not be supported; Shoprite Checke" (pty) Ltd" Bumperl Schwarma, CC And Others 2002 (6) SA 202 (e):
'"An examination of the content of the consensus prompts a consideration of the concept of bona fides which underpins
contractual relationships. The concept of bona fide, has proved to be somewhat elusive with regard to its definition and
scope. See in particular Lubbe OF 'Bona Fi~ Billikheid en die Openbare Belang in die Suid Afiikaanse Kontrakte
Reg' 1990 Stellenbosch Law Review 7. Whatever the uncertainty, the principle ofgood faith must require that the parties
act honestly in their commercial dealings. Where one party promotes its own interests at the expense of another in so
unreasonable a manner as to destroy the very basis of consensus between the two parties, the principle of good faith can
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contract law as well as the law of delict. The public interest is a flexible concept that
changes with changing conditions and circumstances. The question as to who is the
final arbiter of what is in the public interest, e.g. the executive or the judiciary, is a
matter of statutory interpretation and the application of administrative and
constitutional law principles to the particular circumstances under discussion. In the
broad sense, health legislation is public interest legislation. The many different
statutes administered by the national department of health regulate:
•

the manner in which various health professionals are trained and conduct their
professions in order to protect the public interest ;15

•

the manner in which foodstuffs, cosmetics and disinfectants are stored sold,
handled mid processed in order to protect the public interest;16

•

the importation, sale, storage, composition, efficacy and marketing of medicines
in order to protect the public interest;17

•

the location and establishment of hospitals, clinics and other kinds of health
establishment, the manner of their construction and their staffing requirements
in order to protect the public interest18;

be employed to trump the public interest inherent in the principle of the enforcement of a c:ontract. "; OOl·Tranlvaal,e
Bpk "Heyn, 1986 (4) SA 1059 (0): An agreement not to report a crime to the appropriate authorities in
consideration for compensation is contrary to the public interest, irrespeetive of whether or not it is an oft"ence to
conclude such an agreement; Slb£ Engineering Service, (pty) Ltd" Van Wyk and Another 1991 (2) SA 482 (1'): In
general it is contrary to public interest to enforce unreasonable restriction OIl person's &eedom to 1rade; Bailon "
Chilwan and Other, 1993 (3) SA 742 (A): "The public interest must be the touchstone for deciding whether the Courts
will enforce the restraint clause or not .... Where public interest is the touchstone, and where public interest may change
from time to time, there can be DO numeru, Citm.UI of the circumstances in which a Court would consider a·restraint on
the fteedom to trade as being unreasonable."}; See also Magna Alloy, and Releareh (&4) (Pty) Ltd" EUf, 1984 (4) SA
874 (A); Roffey " Canerall. Edward, &- Gaud,.. (Pty) Ltd 1977 (4) SA 494 (N); National Chem,eareh (&4) (Pty) Ltd"
Borrowman and Another 1979 (3) SA 1092 (T); Bamard " Bamard 2000 (3) SA 741 (e); Kleyen,trllber " Barr and
Another 2001 (3) SA 672 (W); Coin Se/cerheldsgroep (Edml) Bpk "Kruger en 'n Ander 1993 (3) SA S64 (T). For
examples in the law of delict see Benlon "Robinson &- Co (Pty) LId and Another 1967 (1) SA 420 (A): The immunity
accorded to the use of defamatory words on so-called privileged occasions, rests on a foundation of public interest;
Neethling "Du P,..ez and Othe,.,: Neethling " The Weekly Mail and Othe,., 1994 (1) SA 708 (A): ..... reference may
usefully be made at this stage to the observations to be found (albeit in a different context) in regard to the concept of
'the public interest' in the recent judgment of this Court in Financial Mall (Pty) Ltd and D.the,., " Sage Holdingl Ltd and
Another 1993 (2) SA 451 (A). In delivering the majority judgment Corbett CJ said (at 464C-D): '(I) There is a wide
difference between what is interesting to the public and what it is in the public interest to make known •••The media have
a private interest of their own in publishing what appeals to the public and may increase their circulation or the numbers
of their viewen or listeners; and they are peculiarly wlnerable to the error of confusing the public interest with their
own interest .... '''i See also Kemp and Another" Republican
(Pty) Ltd 1994 (4) SA 261 (E); Financial Mail (Ply)
Ltd and Others" Sage Holding. Ltd and Another 1993 (2) SA 4' 1 (A). For examples in administrative law see Maharaj
" Chairman, Liquor Board 1997 (1) SA 273 (N); Bulle Deall Six CC and Another" Chairperson, Wat.", Cape Liquor
Board, and Othe,., 2002 (2) SA 99 (C): Reitzel' Pharmaceutlcall (Pty) Ltd" Reg;,trar OJ'Medicina and Another 1998
(4) SA 660 (T): In all these circumstances any alleged hanD the applicant may suffer as a result of the enforcement of the
provisions of the Act is outweighed by the public interest and the interest of the respondents; Financial Service. Board
and Another" De Wet NO and Dthe,., 2002 (3) SA S25 (C): "I have little doubt that it was thought by the Legislature to
be in the public interest that such supervisory powers and duties should be conferrecl on the Registrar. Many members of
the public would belong at some stage or another to pension funds and the security of their pensions would be of vital
importance to most of them. It is in the public interest that the administration of pension funds should ensure that
members are fairly deah with and that the receipt of their pensions is not placed in jeopardy."
Health Professions Act No 56 of 1974, the Allied Health Professions Act No 63 of 1982, the Nursing Act No 50 of 1978.
the Dental Teclmicians Act No 19 of 1979, the Phannacy Act No S3 of 1974
The FoodstuftS, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Ad. No 54 of 1972
The Medicines and Related Substances Control Act fh 9 lupra
K~pera'ie

p,.."

15
16

17
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•

the places in which tobacco products may be used in order to protect the public
interest;19
the handling, storage and disposal of hazardous substances such as radioactive

•

and biological materials in a manner that seeks to ensure the health and
wellbeing of the general public;20
21

the payment of compensation for occupational diseases in mines and works

•

•

It is submitted that acts performed in terms of this legislation must generally be done

in a manner that best serves the public interest since this is the basis for the legislation
itself.
Actions that are contrary to the interests of the community are contrary to public
policy and an agreement is contrary to public policy if it is opposed to the interests of
the state, or of justice, or of the public22• Agreements which are clearly inimical to the
interests of the community, whether they are contrary to law or morality or run
~ounter

to social or economic expedience, will accordingly on the grounds of public

policy not be enforced23 • Christie24 notes that since the Constitution came into
18

19
20

21
22

23

The Health Act No 63 of 1977 soon to be repealed by the National Health Act which is presently not yet operational.
The Tobacco Products Control Act No 83 of 1993
The Hazardous Substances Act No U of 1973
The Occupational Diseases in Mines and Works Act No 78 of 1973
See generally Christie fh 2 su.pra p 398-417
See Magna AlloYI and Research (SA) (Ply) Ltd v Ellis 1984 (4) SA 874; Sasjin v Beukel 1989 (1) SA 1 (At, Aquilius
1941 SAL! p 346 states: "A contract against public policy is one stipulating a perfOl1lJ8DCe which is not per s. illegal or
immoral but which the Coutrs, on grounds of expedience, will not enforce, because perfonnance will detrimentally affect
the interests of the community.' Kerr AJ The Principles of the Law of Contract p 17S. Lubbe OF and Murray C Fariam
&- Hathaway Contract - Cas.s Materials &- Commentary, Van der Merwe S, Van Huyssteen LF, Reinecke MFa, Lubbe
OF and Lotz JO, Contract: General Princlpl.s, state at p 139 that: '"Often agreements will be said to be illegal because
they are contrary to good morals (contra bonol mores in the mct BeDSe) or public interest or policy••• Such an
expression does not introduce an additional criterion which takes the notion of illegality outside the rea1m of the law: the
bonl morel, public interest and public policy are only relevant in this context in so far u they.provicle the buis upon
which a decision on the question of illegality is made In law. The law does not enforce morals simply because they are
morals, but it does to some extent absorb moral content into legal doctrine and even specific rules ••• The distinction
between boni mores, public interest and public policy is not at all clear.' In practice the expression boni mores u it is
employed with regard to illegality is mostly reserved for agreements which relate to the everyday morals or standards of
conduct set by society, such u the norms governing sexual morals and honest and proper conduct. On the other hand,
agreements which are to the detriment of the state, which obstruct or defeat the administration of justice, or which
restrict the fi'eedom to act or to be economically active, are usually said to be contrary to public interest. In the tina1
instance that which is in the public interest would include that which is in accordance with good morals, although an
agreement which is not immoral u such may for reuons of economic or other expedience nevertheless be against the
public interesL An appraisal of the public interest is not limited to the wider interest of society in general but may
include the individual interests of the parties to a particular agreement. So, for instance, a contractual term which
restricts freedom to trade may seem acceptable when only ~e general interest of society is considered but may be so
unreuonable when the relative interests of the contractants are taken into account that it is against the public interest
after all. Determining the public interest is particularly difficult in a heterogeneous society: should one have regard
(only) to the interests and customs of a particular section of that society or (only) to the interests of the society u a
whole? The guiding principle should be that sectional title interests must be evaluated within the context of the wider
interests of the society u a whole: sections of a society have an interest in upholding the general interests of the society
whilst society itself has an interest in maintaining sectional interests. In a given case it may therefore be in the public
interest to place the main emphuis on specific section interests and customs before the interests and customs of the
wider community. By the same token the public interest will often be detennined by individual interests."
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operation it has affected the enforceability of· contracts. He states that the Bill of
Rights defines the constitutional rights and that a contract that infringes any of these
rights will generally be unenforceable. Christie uses the word 'generally' because the
Constitution does not simply order the courts to condemn outright any act such as a
contract which infringes a provision of the Bill of Rights. Instead it requires the courts
to proceed with more care by first investigating whether the constitutional right is
applicable to the situation, taking intc? account the nature of the right and the nature -of
any duty imposed by the right. Christie states that by accepting the Constitution as a
reliable statement of public policy, a court would have no difficulty in declaring a
contract which infringed a provision of the Bill of Rights to be contrary to public
policy and therefore unenforceable2s •

4.1.2 Bona Fides or Good Faith
Good faith is a central principle of the South African law of contract26• In Eerste

Nasionale Bank van Suidelike Afrika Bpk v Saayman N(J27, Olivier JA held in a
24

2S

26

Christie fh 2 IUpra p 402-403
Christie 2 IUpra points out at P 411-412 that the law would be hopelessly self-contradictory if it hated a contract to
commit aD unlawfbl act u enforceable, u it would be approbating and reprobating the same act, blowing hot and cold.
He notes that contacts while not purporting to bind the parties to the commission of an unlawful act, might encourage
them to do 80, may also fall foul of the law on grounds of public policy but here it is very necessary to maintain a sense
of balance. An unadorned rule that a contract tends to encourage the cormnission of an unlawful act is void, or any rule
expressed in similar general terms, would lead to endless trouble because the tendency could not be discerned in many
contracts that have been found in practice to be not only hannlesa but actively beneficial in the business wodel The
courts have therefore tended to look at a number of types of contract in which the tendency to encourage the commission
of an unlawful act can be traced and when the tendency rises to a dangerous level say "Thus far and no further". He
points out that exemption clauses raise the same question of public policy u insurance contrads: knowledge of the
protection given by an exemption clause may encourage the unlawfbl behaviour from liability for which it gives
protection. A limit bu therefore had to be place on the extent of such protection. At p 210-211 he explores the
pennissible limits of exemption clauses with reference to the dicta of the courts in Morrl,o" "A"gelo Deep Gold MI"e,
Ltd 1905 TS 77S, Weill" Alume"lte Co 1927 AD 69; Goodman Brothers (Pty) Ltd" Re""ie, Group Ltd 1997 (4) SA 91
(W) and Republic ofSOIlth Africa" Fibre Spinner, &- Weaver, (Pty) Ltd 1978 (2) SA 794 (A). Christie observes that the
basis on which the cow1s decide what is and is not permissible is public policy (Orotius 3 142; Vael 2 14 16). Innes CJ
stated in Monison IUpra: "Now it is a general principle that a man contraoting without duress, without bud and
undentanding what he does, may fteely waive any of his rights. There are certain exceptiOll8 to that rule and certainly
the law will not recognise any arrangement which is contrary to public policy. II Mason J in the same case ~ at 78478S: "'Now in our law it is a principle that agreements co"tra bono, more, will not be enforced and that is in reality the
same u the English maxim u to con1racts against public policy. It is a wide reading and not well-defined principle, and
the cow1s always recognize the difficulties and dangers of the docIrine. For this argument to succeed on the ground of
public policy, it must be shown that the arrangement necessarily contravenes or tends to induce contravention of some
fundamental principle of justice or of general statutory law, or that it is necessarily to the prejudice of the interests of the
public."
See for instance Shoprite Checker, (Pty) Ltd " Bumps" Schwarma, CC a"d Other" fh 14 IUpra, where Davis J
observed at p 215-216: liThe concept of bo"a fide, has proved to be somewhat elusive with regard to its definition and
scope. See in particular Lubbe G 'Bona Fides, Billikheid en die Openbare Belang in die Suid Afiikaanse Kontrakte Reg'
1990 Stelle"bo,ch Law Rwiew. Whatever the uncertainty, the principle of good faith must require that the parties act
honestly in their commercial dealings. Where one party promotes its own intecests at the expense of another in 80
unreasonable a manner u to destroy the very basis of consensus between the two parties, the principle of good taith can
be employed to trump the public interest inherent in the principle of the enforcement of a contract. This concept of good
faith is congruent with the underlying vision of our Constitution (the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act
108 of 1996) to the extent that our Constitution seeks to transfonn our society from its past, it is self-evident that
apartheid represented the very opposite of good faith. Concepts which were employed during apartheid lacked any Conn
of integrity. Our Constitution seeks to develop a community where each will have respect for the other and in which
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minority judgment for the respondent that bona fides was an aspect of the broader
principle of public interest28 • Christie29 states that there is every reason to hope that
when the opportunity arises the Supreme Court of Appeal will apply Olivier JA's
reasoning, harnessed to the concept of public policy in the context of the .unfair
enforcement of a contract. He notes that the foundation has long since been laid by the
Appellate Division's recognition that in South African law the concept of good faith
is applicable to all contracts and its acceptance of the principle that in deciding
whether public policy forbids the enforcement of a contract the circumstances existing
at the time enforcement is sought must be taken into. account. In Brisley v DrotskYo
Olivier J referred with approval to an article by Hutchison D entitled 'Good faith in
the South African Law of Contract'31 and then went on to lament the fact that the
operation of the principle good faith has for a long time not been completely explored
and given content and ihat it will take much time and many judgments before this is
achieved. Christie expresses the hope that when this task is finally complete a new
framework and thought pattern will exist in the law of contract. Davis J in Mort No v
Henry Shields-ChiaP2 observed that like the concept of boni mores in the South
African law of delict, the concept of good faith is shaped by the legal convictions of
the community. He noted that while Roman-Dutch law· may well supply the
conceptual apparatus for South African law, the content with which concepts are
filled depends on an examination of the legal convictions of the community - a far
more difficult task. He said that this task requires that careful account be taken of the

27
28
29

30

31

32

integrity in government u well u in the exercise of power will be of paramount concern. To rely on the strict written
words of a contract and to ignore an underlying oral agreement which not only shaped the written agreement but which
fonus part of the essential consensus would be to enforce the very antithesis of integrity and good faith in contractual
lITangements. "
Saayman 1997 (4) SA 302 (SCA)
See discussion under public policy below.
Christie fb 2 '"pra at p19
Briliey2002 (4) SA 1 (SCA)
Brownsword R, Hird NJ and Howells 0, Good Faith In Contract: Concept and Context 213 p 230 - 1. The article states:
"What emerges quite clearly from recent academic writings, and from some of the leading cases, is that good faith may'
be regarded u an ethical value or controlling principle, hued on community standards of decency and fairness, that
underlies and infonns the substantive law of contract.. It finds expression in various technical rules and doctrines, defines
their form, content and field of application and provides them with a moral and theoretical foundation. Good faith thus
hu a creative, a controlling and a legitimating or explanatory function. It is not, however, the only value or principle that
underlies the law of contract nor perhaps, even the most important one. In the words of Lubbe and Murray: '''It does not
dominate contract law but operates in conjunction (and competition) with notions of individual autonomy and
responsibility, the protection of reasonable reliance in commerce, and views of economic efficiency in determining the
contourB of contract doctrine. However, it will ensure just results only if Judges are alert to their task of testing existing
doctrines and the operation of particular transactions against the constantly changing mix of values and policies of which
bona fide, is an expression. '" On this view of things, which seems to be correct, the influence of good faith in the law of
contract is merely of an indirect nature, in that the concept is usually if not always mediated by some other, more
technical doctrinal device. Thus, for example, while good faith does not empower a court directly to supplement the
terms of a contract, or to limit their operation, it might in appropriate cases enable the court to achieve these same results
indirectly. through the use of devices such u implied terms and the public policy rule."
Mort 2001 (1) SA 464 (C) atp 474-475
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existence of the constitutional community, based as it is upon principles of freedom,
equality and dignity and that the principle of freedom does, to an extent, support the
view that the contractual autonomy of the parties should be respected and that failure
to recognise such autonomy could cause contractual litigation to mushroom and the
expectations of contractual parties to be frustrated. Davis J comments, however that
the principles of equality and dignity direct attention in another direction. Parties to a
contract must adhere to a minimum threshold of mutual respect in which the
unreasonable and one':sided promotion of one's own interest at the expense of "the
other infringes the principle of good faith to such a degree as to outweigh the public
interest in the sanctity of contracts. He says that the task is not to disguise equity or
principle but to develop contractual principles in the image of the Constitution and
that the constitutional state introduced in 1994 mandates that all law should be
congruent with the fundamental values of the Constitution. Consequently, says Davis
J, oppressive, unreasonable or unconscionable contracts can fall foul of the values of
the Constitution. In accordance with its constitutional mandate the courts of the South
African constitutional community can employ the concept of bon; mores to infuse the
law of contract with this concept of bona fidesl 3 • In terms of the law of delict the
principle of bona fides relates to the state of mind of the person who caused the
harm34 • It is related to the principle of reasonableness3s • A reasonable person does not
act in bad faith.
33

34

Davis J in Mort (m 32 supra) referred in this regard to Jan,e van Ren,bllrg v Grieve Tru,t CC 2000 (1) SA 31S (e) at
32S - 6. Davis J notes at p 47S of the judgment: H It appears that the South African Law Commission, in its report dated
April 1998. sought to solve this difficulty through legislation. Howsoever these developments are implemented it is clear
that our highest Court has given the green light in the direction of the development of a concept of good faith in our law
of contract which would render the body of contract law congruent with the values of our constitutional community.
Nevertheless, an important development of our law must be grounded upon the appropriate factual matrix. To trump the
principle of the enforceability of a contract, the offending clauses require more than a treatment which seeks ambiguity
where none exists. The very content of the contract and the manner in which the parties created their contractual
relationship and hence their legitimate expectati011B viewed within the context of the enforcement of the contractual
provisi011B must be carefully scrutinised. From this inquiry the question of the unreasonable promotion can be evaluated
and hence trumping the principle of enforceability can be appropriately considered."
In Frankel Pollak Ylnderine Inc v Stanton NO 2000 (1) SA 42S (W), Wunsh J referred to the dicta of OgilvieThompson JA in Grant and Another v Stone,net Clnd Othe" 1968 (4) SA 1 (A) in which he stated: "In general. the Act
insists on the holcler's honesty. The measure of a holder's good faith is therefore whether he had a certain subjective state
of mind when he acquired the instrument. The question is not whether he should have had knowledge of a certain fact
but whether he did in fact have such knowledge. The doctrine of constructive knowledge, which attributes knowledge of
certain facts to a holder in circumstances where a reasonable man would have made enquiries, does not apply to
negotiable instruments. This m~ of good faith, it is said, would impair the rapid negotiation of billa and would be
detrimental to commerce. Consequently, it is accepted that a holder who has acquired a bill through carelessness,
negligence or ignorance cannot by reason only of his state of mind be disqualified as a holder in due course. A holder
can be dishonest without having knowledge of specific defects of title. His acquisition might be in bad faith if he merely
suspects that something is wrong. He would also be in bad faith should he suspect lOIIlething untoward about the bill. It
has been said: H'Notice and knowledge' means not merely express notice, but knowledge, or the means of knowledge to
which the party wilfully shuts his eyes - a suspicion in the mind of the party. and the means of knowledge in his power
wilfully disregarded" The word "suspicion'· is not entirely apt, because a suspicion may exist that is not based on
specific facts. The distinction to be made here is between honest ignorance and a dishonest state of mind - a reluctance to
ascertain the true facts. If the holder suspects that lOIIlething is wrong but chooses to remain ignorant of the true state of
affairs. he is not in good faith. To detennine the holder's state of mind one has to consider the facts known to him, and
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Public entities are obliged to act in good faith36 and in some cases the relevant statute
goes so far as to confer immunity upon them for acts done in good faith in the
exercise of their statutory obligations37 •
4.2.3 Public Policy (Doni Mores)
Contracts that are contrary to public policy are generally not

Friedman v

35

36
37

38

Glicksm~9,

enforceabl~8.

In

the facts of whic~ will be more fully canvassed below, the

evaluate those apparently suspicious circumstances that call for enquiry. These facts and circumstances help to
detennine whether the holder did, subjectively, act in good faith."
Wunsh J observed: "A person who is a bona /ide possessor or occupier because he or she believes that he or she is
lawfully entitled to possession or occupation does not lose that status because there are not 'reasonablo or probable
grounds' for his or her belief (Banjo v Sungrown (Pty) Ltd 1969 (I) SA 401 (N) at 406A - G). As pointed out by Milne
JP in that case: 'That an alleged belief is based 011 a mistaken view of the law may possibly, in certain circumstances, be
a reason for doubting the existence of the belief, but that is. I suggest, another matter: and the ~ otherwise, of
reasonable grounds for belief may, indeed, provide cogent evidence that the belief did not exist. Grant and Another"
Stonestreet and Others 1968 (4) SA I (A) at 21H. But the existence or otherwise of an honest beliefremains a question
of fact.' A person who is doubtful as to his or her right to possess because of fear of an advene claim is not a bona fide
possessor or cx:cupier (George v ShimweU Bros 1910 TPD 890 at 894; BC " Commissioner of Taxes 19S8 (1) SA 172
(SR) at 179A - E; Grobler NO v Boi/chutsong Businul Undertaking (Pty) Ltd and Others 1987 (2) SA 547 (B) at S69G H). Scho1tens says in this regard: 'Actual knowledge will also be denied to exist when on the facts known to the
possessor no reasonable man could continue to consider himself to be entitled to the thing.' «1958) 7S SALT 282 at
291)".
Wunsh J noted in Frankel (ih 34 supra): "If it looks to you that advice given to you could possibly be wrong. your
professed belief that you are acting lawfully because it is on the strength thereof will not be bona fide if you rebin from
questioning it (S v Waglines (Ply) Ltd and Another 1986 (4) SA 1135 (N) at 1146F - G). But the question is one of the
accused's state of mind In all the examples I have given, where knowledge is essential, there is a common thread. What
is required is actual knowledge. Where a penon has a real suspicion and deliberately refrains from making inquiries to
determine whether it is groundless, where he or she sees red (or perhaps amber) lights flashing but chooses to igncn
them, it cannot be said that there is an absence of knowledge of what is suspected or warned against. In the absence of
direct evidence, a court has to detennine tho existence of knowledge as an inference from the established facts and
circumstances. If a penon's professed ignorance is so unreasonable that it cannot be accepted that he or she laboured
under it, evidence of the ignorance will not be believed in the absence of some acceptable explanation. But this amounts
to a finding of actuai. subjective knowledge made when a person wilfully precludes himself or herselffrom acquiring it. ..
Premier. Eastern Cape. a"d Others" Ceksshe and Other. 1999 (3) SA 56 (TK); /Jews And Another" Simon'l Town
Municipality 1991 (4) SA 479 (e). See also the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act No 3 of2000.·
Thus section 2S of the Medicines and Related Substances Act, ih 9 supra, states: "The council or a committee appointed
under section 9 (1), 220 (1) or 24 (1) or any member of the council or of any such committee shall not be liable in
respect of anything done in good faith under this·kt." Section 62 of the Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998 states
that: "The Minister, the Council, a member of the Council or of tho Appeal Board, tho Registrar, I>epUty Registrar or
other staff member of tho Council shall not be liable in respect of any bona fide exercise of a discretion in the
performance of any function under this Ad. See also Inkatha Freedom Party and Another v Truth and Reconciliation
CommilSion and Other. 2000 (3) SA 119 (e); In Soobramoney " Minilter ofHealth. Kwazulu-Natal1998 (1) SA 76S
(CC) the court said that "The provincial administration which is responsible for health services in KwaZulu-NataI has to
make decisions about the funding that should be made available for health care and how such funds should be spent.
These choices involve difficuh decisions to be taken at the political level in fixing the health budget. and at the
functional level in deciding upon the priorities to be met. A court will be slow to interfere with rational decisions taken
in good faith by the political organs and medical authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with such matters."
Administrator, Natal" Edouard fh 1 lupra; Ryland" Edros 1997 (2) SA 690 (e); Coetze. "Coinitil And OtherJl 2001
(1) SA 1254 (e); ABSA. Bank HIA Bankjin "Louw en Andere 1997 (3) SA 108S (e): An agreement whereby a party
waives beforehand and in its entirety the protection of the Prescription Act 68 of 1969 is contrary to public policy and
thus invalid; Nuclear Fuels Corporation ofS4 (Ply) Ltd" Orda AG 1996 (4) SA 1190 (A); Miller and Another NNO v
Dannecker 2001 (1) SA 928 (e); De Beer" Keyser and Others 2002 (1) SA 827 (SeA); Citibank NA. South A./rica
Branch" Paul NO and Another 2003 (4) SA 180 (T); In Mal. "Mas. 1992 (3) SA 190 (W) the court held: "While
there is no fraudem creditorum without proof of actual prejudice (see Hockey" Rixom &- Smith 1939 sa 107), it is my
view that an agreement designed to mislead crediton is inunoral and against public policy even if it has not yet served its
purpose (d Schuster" au.ther 1933 SR 19)."; De Klerk " Old Mutual Insurance Co Ltd 1990 (3) SA 34 (E): The fact
that the clause in question sought to limit the plaintiff's entitlement to commission which had fallen due by tho date of
tennination of his employment where the latter was tenninated before the plaintiff had completed five years' continuous
service, did not render the provisions of that clause plainly improper and unconscionable, or inimical to the interests of
the community, and that it was therefore not contrary to public policy; See also Mufamadi and Others v Dorbyl Finance
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court held that an agreement between a pregnant woman and a doctor that he would
advise her whether there was a greater risk than normal that she might have a
potentially abnormal or disabled child so that she might make an informed decision
on whether or not to terminate the pregnancy is not contra bonos mores but sensible,
moral and in accordance with modem medical practice.
The role of public policy and bona fides was canvassed by the court in Eerste

Nasionale Bank van Suidelike Afrika Bpk v Saayman· NO

40.

The case is of particular

relevance to the field of health care services not because it dealt directly with a
contract for health care services but because of the question of the contractual
capacity of one of the parties and the relevance of bona fides and the public interest to
the law of contract. In that case, Mrs Malherbe had been 85 years old, hard of hearing
and almost blind when she was asked to sign the documents in question. At the time
she had often been confused and disoriented41 • The court founds that she had clearly
been persuaded by her son to sign one utterly prejudicial document after the other
while under the impression that she was merely making the shares available to him,
without any prejudice to her rights, and that she needed only to ask for their return in
order to get them back. She had signed the documents .without having their

i~port

explained to her and without having read them. The court referred to the requirements
for contractual capacity'2 and came to the conclusion that Mrs Malherbe did not have

39
40
41

42

(Ply) Ltd 1996 (1) SA 799 (A); Standard Bank ofSA. Ltd y Essop 1997 (4) SA S69 CD); Goodman Brothers (Pry) Ltd y
Rennies Group Ltd 1997 (4) SA 91 (W); Berlesell (Edms) Bpk y Lehae Development Corporation BK en Ande,.. 1998
(3) SA 220 (0); Traco Marketing (Ply) Ltd y Commissioner for the South African Revenue Service: In re Commissioner
for the South African Revenue Service y Traco Marketing (Ply) Ltd 1998 (4) SA 1002 (SE); Theron y Phoenix Marketing
(Ply) Ltd (Heyman Intervening) 1998 (4) SA 287 (W); Venter and Others y Credit Guarantee Insurance Corporation of
Africa Ltd and Another 1996 (3) SA 966 (A)
Friedman 1996 (1) SA 1134 (W)
Saayman fh 27 supra
The court observed at p 313 of the judgment: "Dr Von Delft bet getuig dat, oor die 20 jaar wat by mev Malherbe ken,
daar 'n verswakking in begripsvermoe, oordeel en insig ingetree het. Na BY mening is dit 'hooBS onwaarskynlik dat I'J op
bur hoe ouderdom en met inagneming van bur kroniese serebrale siektetoestand nsioneel opgetree bet toe I'J onder
invloed van ander partye sekere borgskappe en sek.uriteite vir banklenings gegee of gelewer bet' Dr Quail bet met mev
Malherbe gekonsulteer op twee geleenthede, naamlik op 29 Maart en 29 April 1993. Op nie een van die geleenthede kon
by betek.enisvoUe besonderhede van bur bekom ten aansien van die dokumente wat BY geteken bet nie. Hy is van
meoing dat Mev Malherbe un pseudo-clemensie Iy. 'n Penoon wat aan pseudo-demensie ly. toon as gevolg van
depressie die simptome van 'n persoon wat un demensio Iy. Sy mening bet by onder andere gebaseer op die feit dat haar
kognitiewe funksionering wesen1ik verskiI bet op die twee geleenthede wat by baar gesion bet. Hy het getuig dat, met die
inligting tot BY beskikking. dit onmoontlik was om te sa of dit ook die geval was toe If die gewraakte dokumente
onderteken bet. Hy bet wei ook getuig dat BY moontlik reeds in 1989 un demensie gely bet maar het dit betwyfel."
See p 314 oftbe judgment where it stated: "Die regsposisie is 8008 volg uiteengesit deur Innes AR in Pheasant y Warne
1922 AD 481 op 488: '(A)nimus is an essential element in contractual obligations. In ordinary cases the animus is
deduced. and can only be deduced, from the outward manifestation of intention whether spoken or written. But once it is
clear that the necessary intelligence is wanting then there can be no animus or consenting mind. • • • (I) is now
recognised that persona may be of such mentality as to require special protection and control, even though they might
not be accurately clescribed as mente capti in the sense in which that tenn is used in the books. ••• And a court of law
called upon to decide a question of contractual liability depending upon mental capacity must determine whether the
person concerned was or was not at the time capable of managing the particular affair in question - that is to say whether
his mind was such that he could understand and appreciate the transaction into which he purported to enter. ".
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the contractual capacity to enter into the contract at the time. In his minority judgment
Olivier JA stated that he disagreed with the majority of the court that it had been
shown that Mrs Malherbe had not had the ca~acity to contract at the relevant time. He
then went on to consider the role of the public interest and bona fides in the law of
contract and noted that:
"Die funksie van. die bona fide-begrip (ook genoem die goeie trou) was eenvoudig om
gemeenskaps opvattings ten aansien van behoorIikheid, redelikheid en billikheid in die
kontraktereg te verwesen1ik."

Olivier JA then canvassed some of the history of the application of the bona fides
concept43 and stated that the problem with the assertion of the court in McDuff's case
that equitable principles are only of force insofar as they have become authoritatively
incorporated and recognised as rules of positive law was that it apparently originates
from a static, closed system and so if fairness is not already a rule of positive law then

caedit 'questio. Referring to the dictum of Innes J in Blower v Van Noorden44 where he
said:
''There come times in the growth of every living system of law when old practice and ancient
fonnulae must be modified in order to keep in touch with the expansion of legal ideas, and to
keep pace with the requirements of changing conditions"

43

44

At p 319 of the judgment he'noted: "Reeds woeg in hierdie eeu bet juis hierdie Hof die voortou geneem om dio bona
fide-beginsel to erken en to verwesenlik. Neugebauer &- Co Ltd " Hermann 1923 AD S64 is 'II vroee voorbeelcl. Our is
beslis dat 'n afslaer Die verpJig is om 'n bod, wat gemaak is deur eon van 'n groep bie!rs wat ~gespan bet om Die
teen mekaar to bie Die, to aanvaar Die. Volgens die Engelse reg sou die aDlaer die bod moes aanvaar bet; wlgens die
Am.erikaanse reg egter Die. Innes HR verklaar op S73: 'Our law accords, in my opinion, more with the American than
with tho English view. It is not so much a question of public policy as of the requirements of good faith. The principle is
fundamental that bona fides is required &om both parties to a contract of sale.' Net in die volgende jaar bet hierdie Hof
weer van die beginsel gebruik. gemaak om 'II grondslag vir die leerstuk van fiktiewe vervuUing van 'II voorwaarde to
identifiseer en weI in MacDuff & Co Ltd (In Liquidation) " Johanneaburg ConaoUdated Inwatment Co Ltd 1924 AD
S73. Beide Innes HR (op S89) en Kotze AR (op 610) beroep hulle op die bona fide--beginsel. Die tendons word
voortgesit in 1925 in Weinerlein " Goch BUildinga Ltd 1925 AD 282 war rektifikasie van 'n kontrak op die bona fidebeginsel gebaseer word. Wessels AR verklaar op 292: 'no commentators put it thus: As a general proposition your
claim may be supported by a strict interpretation of tho law. but it carmot be supported in this particular case agaiDst your
particular adversary. because to do 80 would be inequitable and unjust, for it would allow you, under the cloak of tho
law. to put forward a fraudulent claim • • • It is therefore clear that under tho civil law tho Courts refused to allow a
person to make an unconscionable claim even though his claim might be supported by a strict reading of the law. This
inherent equitable jurisdiction of the Roman Courts (and of our Courts) to refuse to allow a particular plainti1fto enforce
an unccmscionable claim against a particular defendant where under the special circumstances it would be inequitable,
dates back to remote antiquity and is embodied in the maxim "8Ummum jIla ab aeqUitate dillidena jua non eaf'. Die
eerste k1anke van 'II enger siening tref mens juis in bogenoemde uitspraak. un en wei by K0tz6 AR. Alhoowel by die
'doctrine of equity' in OIlS gemenereg erken, verklaar by op 295: 'Our common law. based to a great extent on the civil
law. contains many an equitable principle; but equity. as distinct &om and opposed to tho law, does not prevail with us.
Equitable principles are only of force insofar as they have become authoritatively incorporated and recognised as rules of
positive law. ".
Blower 1909 TS 890 at P 90S
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Olivier JA noted that it was echoed in the judgment of the court in Bank ofLisbon and

South Africa Ltd v De Ornelas and Another'*s. He also referred to the case of Meskin
NO v Anglo-American Corporation ofSA Ltd and Another 46where it was held that:
"It is now accepted that all contracts are bonae fidei (some are even said to be uberrimae
fidei). This involves good faith (bona fides) as a criterion in interpreting a contract (Wessels
(op cit para 1976» and in evaluating the conduct of the parties both in respect of its
performance (Wessels para 1997)' and its antecedent negotiation. Where a contract is
concluded the law expressly invokes the dictates of good faith, and conduct inconsistent with
those dictates may in appropriate circumstances be considered to be fraud; .... "

and
"It may, perhaps be questioned whether these criteria do not go further in applying ethical
considerations in contrahendo than our authorities recognise. On the other hand there can be
no doubt that in contrahendo our law expressly requires bona fides, a concept of variable
content in the light of changing mores and circumstances. On the assumption (without
deciding) that the ultimate test suggested by Millner correctly reflects the present state of our
law, there is a striking resemblance between that test and eg 'die algemene regsgevoel van die
gemeenskap' mentioned above in regard to delict generally."
After considering a few other cases47, Olivier J went on to hold that in his opinion it
could rightly be said that the bona fides concept is a part of the generally applicable
45

46

47

Bank o/Lisbon 1988 (3) SA '80 (A)
Meskin1968 (4) SA 793 (W)
See page 321-323 of Saa~'1 case (m 2' supra) in which Olivier observed: In ander uitsprake van hierdie Hofis die
grondliggende waardes van die goeie trou, billikheid en openbare belang in die kontraktereg ook beklemtoon; vaal wat
betref die afdwing van kontrakte wanneer dit teen die regsgevoel skrei. So, bv bet Hefer AR in Benson v SA Mutual Life
Assurance Society 1986 (1) SA 776 (A) gek.onstateer dat 'n hof die diskresie bet om nie spesifieko nakoming van 'n
kontrak to gelas nie. Hierdie diskresie, so is verklaar op 783C-E: ' •• is aimed at preventing an injustice - for cases do
arise where justice demands that a plaintiff be denied his right to performance - and the buic principle thus is that the
order which the Court makes should not produce an unjust result which will be the case, es. ~ in the particular
circumstances, the order will operate unduly hanhly on the defendant. Another principle is that tho remedy of specific
performance should always be granted or withheld in accordance with legal and public policy.••• ' In verband met die
afdwing van ooreenkomste wat die handelsvryheid beperlc, bet die Howe self 'n verreikende bevoegdheid om beperkingo
op sodanige ooreenkomste te plaas, ontwikkel en wei op grand van openbare be1ang. In Magna Alloys and Research
(SA) (Pty) Ltd v EUis 1984 (4) SA 874 (A) bet Rabie HR op 891H-I ges6: 'Omdat opvattings oor wat in die openbare
belang is, of wat die openbare belang vereis, nie aItyd dieselfde is nie en van tyd tot tyd kan verander, kan daar ook
numerus clausus wees van soorte ooreenkomste wat as strydig met die openbare belang beskou kan word nie. Dit sou
dus volgens die beginsels van ODS reg moontlik wees om te sa dat 'n ooreenkoms wat iemand se handelsvryheid inkort
teen die openbare belang is indien die omstandighede van die betrokke geval sodanig is dat die Hof daarvan oortuig is
dat die afdwing van die betrokke ooreenk.oms die openbare belang sou skaad. ' En op 8930:
"i.e. opvatting dat 'n
penoon wat n beperldng wi! afdwing nie die las cIra om te bewys dat dit redelik inter partes is nie, bring nie IDee dat
oorwegings van die redelikheid of onredelikheid van "n beperldng nie van belang is of kan wees me.' En op 89SOE:'Die belangrike vraag is dua nie of "n ooreenkoms van 10 'n aard is dat dit ab initio ongeldig is nie, maar of dit 'n
ooreenkoms is wat die Hot; gesien die vereistes van die openbare belang, nie behoort afte dwing nie.'D ie opvatting dat
aile kontrakte in ems reg bonae fidei is, dws deur die pie trou beginsel beheers word, is ook dour hientie Hof erken
onder andere in Paddock Motors (Ply) Ltd v Igesund 1976 (3) SA 16 (A) op 28; Magna Alloys and Research (SA) (Pty)
Ltd v EIUs (supra op 893C ev); Mutual and FederallnsuranCB Co Ltd v Oudtshoom Municipality 1985 (1) SA 419 (A)
op 433B-C; LTA Construction Bpk v Administrateur. Transvaal 1992 (1) SA 473 (A) op 480D-E; Sasjin (Pty) Ltd v
Beulces 1989 (1) SA 1 (A) op 71 ev en weer 8C-D; Botha (now Grlessel) and Another v Finanscredit (Ply) Ltd 1989 (3)
SA 773 (A) op 782J ev. ie bona /idel, wat weer gebaseer is op die redelikheidsopvattinge van die gemeenskap, specl
dus 'n wye en omniskonbare rol in die kontraktereg. Zimmermann in BY bydrae "Good Faith and Equity' in Zinunermann
en Visser (reds) Southern CrolS - Ctvtl Law and Common Law In South AfrIca (1996) op 217-60 toon oortuigend &an
dat gemelde beginseJkompleb onderliggend is un bekende regsinsteUings 8008 estoppel, rektifikasie, onskuldige
wanvoontelling. die konnisleer, onbehoorlike bernvloeding en dat dit 'n belangrike rol specl by die uitleg van kontrakte,
die inIees van sti1swyende en geimpliseerde bedinge, die openbaringsplig by ltontraksluiting, fiktiewe verwlling van 'n
voorwaarde en die erk.enning van repudiering as 'n vorm van kontrakbreuk. Dit blyk ook dat claar 'n innige verband
bestaan tussen die begrippe bona fides, openbare be1ang. openbare beleid en justa causa. Dit blyk uit die analise van
Smalberger AR in Sasjin (Pty) Ltd v Beuku (supra op 71-80); uit die woorde van Hoexter AR in Botha (now Grleasel)
H

geen

C
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public interest principle. The bona fides principle is applied, he said, because the
public interest r~quires it48 and observed at page 326 of the judgment that:
"Ek hou dit as my oortuiging na dat die beginsels van die goeie trou, gegrond op openbare
beleid, steeds in ons kontraktereg Cn belangrike rol speel en moet speel, soos in enige
regstelsel wat gevoelig is vir die opvattinge van die gemeenskap, wat die uiteindelike skepper
en gebruiker van die reg is, met betrekking tot die morele en sedelike waardes van
regverdigheid, billikheid en behoorlikheid."

The interconnections between public interest, bona fides (good faith), public policy,
the boni mores and reasonableness, fairness and propriety or due process, are clear in
this statement.
Despite such enlightened judgments such as those in Sasfin and Saayman in which the
courts were prepared to apply the concepts of public policy and bona fides in such a
way as to achieve a just result, it is unfortUnate that this is not an approach which
South African courts apparently universally adopt. Not all judges appear to be ready
to embrace such a progressive approach, to the development of the common law.
There are still some judges who apparently prefer to compartmentalize the law within
concrete, leadlined pigeonholes that prevent any form of 'contamination' of ,one
branch of law by the other49• A case in point is that of Afrox HealthCare Limited v

48

49

and Another v Ftnanscredit (Ply) Ltd (,upra op 783A-B) dat openbare belang gerig is op die noodsaaklikheid dat
simple justice between man and man gedoen moot word, en uit wat gesi is in Magna ;(lloy, and Re,earch (SA.) (Ply) Ltd
v EDt, (,"pra). (Sien ook Zimmemwm Southern Cross op 259 voetnoot 326.)"
See Saayman lh 27 ,upra at p322. Olivier JA dismissed the idea that the court in Bank ofLI,bon and South Africa Ltd v
De Omela. and Another intended that the bona fide, principle, along with the exceptio doU generaU" no longer played a
role in practical terms although acknowledging that the judgment in Bank of Lisbon could be read this way. He said it
was apparent that the court itself; without always using the term bona fide,. still applied the underlying principle. In
view of this, ,Olivier JA observed: "Ek. wei myself dus vry om die beginsels van openbare helans, wat die bona fidebeginsel insluit op die onderhawige feitestelsel toe te pas net SOO8 wat dit in Sa,ftn (Ply) Ltd v Beulce, (,"pra) en Botha
(now Grie88el) v Finan,credit (Pty) Ltd (,"pra) en die ander genoemde uitsprake gedoen is. Ek hou in gedagte die
vermaning dat daardie beginsel oordeelkundig en venigtig toegepas mod word. Dit is belangrik. om weer die woorde
van. Smalberger AR in Sasfln (Pry) Ltd v Beuku (,"pra op 9B-C) te herhaal: 'No court should therefore shrink from the
duty of declaring a contract contrary to public policy when the occasion so demands. The power to declare contracts
contrary to public policy should, however, be exercised sparingly and only in the clearest of cases, lest uncertainty as to
the validity of contracts result ftom an arbitrary and indiscriminate use of the power. One must be carefbl not to
conclude that a contract is contrary to public policy merely because its tenns (or some of them) offend one's individual
sense of propriety and tairness. In the warda of Lord Atkin in Fender v St John-Miltlmay 1938 AC 1 (HL) at 12 ([1937]
3 All ER 402 at 407B-C), ""the doctrine should only be invoked in clear cases in which the hann to the public is
substantially incontestable, and does not depend upon the idiosyncratic inferences of a few judicial minds" (see also
Olaen v Standalojt 1983 (2) SA 668 (ZS) at 6730). Williston on Contracts 3rd cd para 1630 expresses the position thus:
H Although the power of courts to invalidate bargains of parties on grounds of public policy is unquestioned and is clearly
necessary, the impropriety of the transaction should be convincingly established in order to justifY the exercise of the
power. Dit .a iets van die instinktiewe gevoel van venigtigheid waarmee borgkontrakte beje&l word, dat die uitsprake
wat in die meer moderne 'lye die bona fide-beginsel die sterkste bek.lemtoon en toeSepa8 bet, juis met borgkontrak.te en
die ~ aanspreekIikheid van barge handel."
Pretorius DM 'The Defence of the Realm: Con1ract and Natural Justice' 2002 SAU 119 P 374 notea that " •••it is
surprisinS that it is still asserted in some decisions that the rules of natural justice have no application in the field of
contract. Oblivious to the subtle nuances of the principles set out above, and blinded by their single-minded and
tenacious faith in the idea that pacta sunt servanda, come hell or high water, these decisions seek to defend the realm of
con1ract apinst invasion by principles of judicial review and - heavens forbid!- notions of fairness. It is sratifying to
know that South African law is more sophisticated than these decisions suggest is the case." (footnotes omitted. See
cases and articles cited in footnotes 45 and 46 on p 381)
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Strydom SO, the facts of which are discussed in the section relating to the private sector.
In that case the court refused to allow a patient to escape the consequences of a
disclaimer he had signed absolving the hospital from all liability and indemnifying it
from any claim instituted by any person (including a dependant of the patient) for
damages or loss of whatever nature (including consequential damages or special
damages of any nature) flowing directly or indirectly from any injury (including fatal
injury) suffered by or damage caused to the patient or any illness (including terminal
illness) contracted· by the patient whatever the cause!causes, except only with the
exclusion of intentional omission by the hospital, its employees or agents. The
respondent contended that the relevant clause was contrary to the public interest, that
it was in conflict with the principles of good faith or bona fides and that the admission
clerk had had a legal duty to draw his attention to the relevant clause, which he had
not done. The grounds upon which the respondent based his reliance on the public
interest were the alleged unequal bargaining positions of the parties at the conclusion
of the contract, as well as the nature and ambit of the conduct of the hospital
personnel for which liability on the part of the appellant was excluded and the fact
that the appellant was the provider of medical services. The respondent alleged that,
while it was the appellant's duty as a hospital to provide medical treatment in a
professional and caring manner, the relevant clause went so far as to protect the
appellant from even gross negligence on the part of its nursing staff. He said that this
was contrary to the public interest. The court refused to accept the respondent's
argument that s 39(2) of the Constitution obliged every court, when developing the
common law, to promote the spirit, purport and object of the Bill of Rights and that
the relevant clause conflicted with the spirit, purport and object of section 27(1)(a) of
the Constitution, which guaranteed each person's right to medical care, and as such
was accordingly in conflict with the public interest. As an alternative, the respondent
argued that, even if the clause did not conflict with the public interest, it was still
unenforceable as it was unreasonable, unfair and in conflict with the principle of bona
fides or good faith. The. court nonetheless ruled in favour of the applicant.

so

Afrox fh 6 supra
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In BOE Bank Bpk v Van ZyJSl the court had to consider the question of proper consent
to suretyship agreement concluded between a Bank and the father of a principal party
to the main agreement whose husband, to whom she was married in community .of
<#

property, had entered into the agreement. In giving judgment for the applicant the
court held that an overarching ground of avoidance based on the absence of bona fides
or the improper procurement of consensus was not recognised. It said that there was
no authority for it in the decisions of the Supreme Court of Appeal, and that it was not
for the court to depart from settled rules without proper direction from that source. It
also stated that there was also no authority for the statement that the distinctions
between duress, misrepresentation and undue influence as well as the recognised
requirements for these concepts had to be dispensed with. The court held that, even if
the existence of a single overarching ground for avoidance based on equity were to be
accepted, it was nevertheless clear that the respondent's invocation thereof had to fail.
His pleadings did not leave room for it, and it was in any event not open to him, in
circumstances' in which he had 'nailed an unsuccessfui defence to the mast of duress' ,
,

,

to argue on the same pleadings that the requirements of that defence had to be altered
on grounds of equity.
4.2.4 Reasonableness
The concept of ~easonableness in' South African law is deserving of a thesis of its own
,

"

and, only the basic elements will
be canvassed'
here sufficiently for
the purpose of
. .
.
.
,showing that it is another core element of the legal system that is not confined to a
particuiar 'branch or area of law.
Reasonableness is a key principle in the law of contract. It is used to assess the
legality of

res~aint

of trade

agreementsS~,

the time allowed for performances3 and

evidence of misrepresentations inducing contract 54.

SI

S2

S3

BOE2002 (5) SA 165 (e)
Nurling Serv/ctJs of South Africa (Ply) Ltd v Clarke 19S4 (3) SA 394 (N); Savage and Pugh v KnOJC 1955 (3) SA 149
(N); Hermer v Fisher and Others 1960 (2) SA 650 (T); Super Safes (Ply) Ltd and Others v Voulgar/de, and Other, 1975
(2) SA 783 (W); Roffey v CaneraU, Edwards &- Goud'" (Pty) Ltd 1977 (4) SA 494 (N); National Chem,earch (&4) (Ply)
Ltd v Borrowman And Another 1979 (3) SA 1092 (T); David Wuhl (Pty) Ltd and Others v Badler and Another 1984 (3)
SA 427 (W); Drewto'M (Pty) Ltd v CarUe 1981 (4) SA 30S (e); Bonnet and Another v Schofield 1989 (2) SA 1S6 (D);
Humphrys v La,er Tran,port Holding' Ltd and Another 1994 (4) SA 388 (e); CTP Ltd and Others v Independent
HflWSpapeTl Holding' Ltd 1999 (1) SA 4S2 (W); Kleyen,tri1ber v Ba" and Another 2001 (3) SA 672 (W)
Hel v Cloete 1972 (2) SA 150 (A)
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It is also a concept that is central to the law of delictSs• The standard test for

negligence is that of the reasonable person, what he Qr she would have ~one in the
circumstances in which the defendant found him or herself and how the defendant's
actions measure up against this standards6• The conduct of the reasonable man is in
S4

SS

S6

Orville InveJtment' (Ply) lid v Sandj'ontein Moto" 2000 (2) SA 886 (T). The court held that even though the objective
test need not have been applied in determining materiality where the misrepresentation bad been made fiaudulontly. the
test of reasonableness did not fall away altogether. A further elemmt to be established was induceuumt • bad the
misrepresentation induc:ecl the contract? This was a question of fact. But, in determining whether the plaintiff bad been
so induced to enter into the contraet, a court would, at least to IODU'I extent, base its decision on what a reasonable penon
in the position of the misrepresentee would have done. Thus the reasonableness of the misrepresentee's behaviour in
relying on the misrepresenta1ion was of evidential value.
In ZYllet and Other, v Santam Ltd 1996 (1) SA 273 (e) Scott J ~ld that it was doubtful whether the distinction between
benefits ~ved by a plaintiff from a third party which must be deducted from the plaintifl's damages for patrimonial
loss and those which may not be on the grounds that they are re, inter aliOl acta can be justified on the basis of a single
jurisprudential principle. In the past the distinction has been determined by adopting an essentially casuistic approach.
He noted that whatever the true rationale may be, if indeed there is one, the enquiry must inevitably involve, to some
extent, at least, considerations of public policy. reasonableness and justice. In Van Wyk v Santam Bpk 1998 (4) SA 731
(C) the court held that that the distinction between deductible and non-deductible benefits could not be justified on tho
basis of a single jurisprudential principle. The inquiry inevitably involved considerations of public policy.
reasonableness and justice. In McNaUy vM & GMedia (Ply) Ltd and Other, 1997 (4) SA 267 (W) the court held, with
regard to a second possibility in terms of which the exception sought to place the onus of proving unIawfWnellll on the
plaintift" and that it entailed the acceptanco of a general standard or reasonableness u the test for unlawfblness where the
plaintift" was a public official and the publisbecl matter eonstituted 'ftee and fair political activity', that these propositions
were contrary to what had been held in Neethllng v Du Preez and Other,,· NeethUng " The Week{y Mail and Other, 1994
(1) SA 708 (A), and that the Court was similarly bound by that judgment. In Road Accident Fund v Sau1l2002 (2) SA "
(SeA) the court said that, there is no general 'public policy' limitation to the claim of a plaintiff for damages for the
negligent causation of emotional shock and resultant detectable psychiatric injury. other than a correct and care1b1
application of the well-known requirements of delictual liability and of the onus of proof It is not justifiable to limit
such a claim" u ~ been offered u one solution, to a defined relationship between the primaIy and secondary victims,
such u parent and child, husband and wife, etc. In determining limitations a court will take into consideration the
relationship between the primary and secondary victims. The question is one of legal policy. reasonableness, fairness and
justice, ie was the relationship between the primary and secondary victims such that the clahn should be allowed, taking
all the filets into consideration. As regards the class of perBODI to whom a duty may be owed to take reasonable care to
avoid inflicting psychiatric illness through nervous shock sustained by reason of physical injury or peril to another, it is
sufficient that reasonable foreseeability should be the guide.
See McMumlY v H L & H (Ply) Ltd 2000 (4) SA 887 (N) in which the court canvassed the charaderistics of the
reasonable man u follows: ..What qualities and charaeteristics does the notional reasonable man have? One knows that
the reasonable man generally expects and is entitled to expect reasonableness rather than unreasonableness, legality
rather than illegality, from others. (Solomon and Another v MUllet and Bright lid 1926 AD 427 at 433; MOON v
Mini,ter ofPo,t, and Telegraph, 1949 (1) SA 81S (A) at 826.) The reasonable man,certainly does not in general regard
himself u obliged to take steps to guard against recklessness or the gross negligence of others. (South African Roilway,
and Harbourl v Reed 196' (3) SA 439 (A).) Obviously this also applies to ~ criminal conduct of others. It goes
without saying that this notional reasonable man generally complies with the law and always acts reasonably. We know
that the reasonable man is not a timorous faintheart, always in trepidation 1est he or others suffer some injury; on the
con1rary, he ventures out into the world, engages in aft"airs and takes reasonable chances.- He takes reasonable
precautions to protect his pe1'8OD and property and expects others to do 1ikewise (per Van den Heever JA in HerlCh.1 v
Mrupe 19'4 (3) SA 464 (A) at 490F). A fiuther characteristic of the reasonable man is that he is conservative in his
approach to a situation which Her,ehel v Mrupe 19S4 (3) SA 464 (A) could be described u res nOVL He does not
readily consider that he is in such a situation obliged to prevent hann to others and thus acts wrongfully if he does not.
(Natal Fre,h Produce Grower,' A'lOCiation and Other, v AgrolleJW (Ply) Ltd and Other, 1990 (4) SA 749 (N) at 7S4B
• C.) The reucmable man generally minds bis own business. He does not in general regard it u his duty to behave u the
good Samaritan or to be his brother's keeper. ()Ilntl'er van PoU,i. v Ewell 1915 (3) SA 590 (A) at 596H; HerlChel v
Mrupe (mpra at 490E).) Where the reasonable man owns property he, u a gcneraI rule, considers that be is entitled to
use his property u he sees fit in the process of advancing his own reasonable interest (d Valflton v Fro,t 1930 NPD
121; NeethlingJ. Potgieter JM and Visser PJ Law o/Delict 3rd ed at p 17). The reasonable man does not consider himself
to be under a general duty to prevent loss to others by positive conduct, nor to prevent pure economic 1088. He would
consider that such duties would probably place too heavy a burden on the community. (Law ofDeUct (op cit at SS).) The
reasonable man does, however, recognise that he is sometimes under a duty to prevent loss to others by positive conduct
or to prevent pure economic loss. In deciding when such a duty arises, he is guided by the legal convictions of the
community. Sometimes, for example, where the reasonable man happens to be a policeman who sees a person being
assaulted, he would recognise that according to the legal convictions of the community he is under a legal duty to take
reuonable steps to prevent the usault (Ewel's cue mpra at 597H.) The reasonable man would also realise that he is
according to the legal convictions of the community obliged to regulate bis conduct 80 U to prevent pure economic loss
which he foresees u a likely result of his conduct if he could reasonably do 80. (Compare Coronation Brick (Ply) Ltd v
Strachan Conllrruction Co (Ply) Ltd 1982 (4) SA 371 (N).) Where the reasonable man is a landowner or occupier upon
whose land a source of danger exists which is reuonably f~le could result in hann to his neighbour, he would
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tum informed by the legal convictions of the communityS7. The legal convictions of
the community, the boni nlores, are informed by the ConstitutionS8 and are a partS9 of
public policy. This last is ultimately informed by the Constitution as previously stated.
Reasonableness is also a well-established principle of administrative law. In

Majongosi and Others v United Democratic Movement and Otherf'O the court held
that the reasonableness required for administrative actions taken by such functionaries

S7

recognise that there is a duty upon him to take reasonable steps to avoid the hann. (Regal v African Superslate (Pty) Ltd
1963 (1) SA 102 (A) (slate waste); MOIl bray v Syfret 1935 AD 199 at P 203 (ferocious animal); MI"ister ofForestry v
Quathlamba (Ply) Ltd 1973 (3) SA 69 (A) at 82E· F (rue).) Where the reasonable man has himself, either personally or
through employees, created the danger, for example lit a tire, be would accept that the duty to take reasonable steps to
prevent the fire from spreading to his neigbboun is a high ODe. (Va" Wyk v Hermanus Mu"icipality 1963 (4) SA 21$
(C) at 330D; Stee"berg v De Kaap Timber (Pty) Ltd 1992 (2) SA 169 (A) &t181A) Even where he is not responsible for
lighting the fire, the reasonable landowner would accept that he is obliged to take such steps once he becomes aware of
the fire on his property. (Quathlamba's case supra at 82E • P.); See also Government Of The Republic Of South Africa ,
Basdeo A"d A"other 1996 (1) SA 3SS (A); Kritzi"ger v Steyn E" A"dere 1997 (3) SA 686 (C); Bar"ard v Sa"tam Bank
Bpk 1997 (4) SA 1032 (T); Grootboom v Graaff-ReI"etMu"icipality 2001 (3) SA 373 (E)
In McMurray fh '4 mpra Booysen J observed: liAs I have pointed out, the reasonable man is guided by the legal
convictions of the community. The learned authors of Law of Delict (op cit at 37 and 38) state: "The general nonn or
criterion to be employed in detennining whether a particular infringement of interests is unlawful, is the legal
convictions of the community: the bo,,1 mores. The bo"i mora test is an objective test based on the criterion of
reasonableness. The basic question is whether, according to the legal convictions of the community and in light of aU the
circumstances of the case, the defendant infringed the interests of the plaintiff in a reasonable or an unreasonable
1IlIIUlel'. •

58

S9

60

•

(Authors' emphasis.) This statement is fully supported by the decisions quoted by the learned authors in support of it,
i"ter alia the Ewel's case mpra at 597; U"iversitelt va" Pretoria v Tommy Meyer Films (Edms) Bpk 1977 (4) SA 376
(T) at 387; Coro"atlo" Brick case mpra at 380; Natal Fresh Produce case supra at 753 • 4; Clarke v Hurst NO a"d
Others 1992 (4) SA 630 (D) at 651 ·3; Admi"istrateur, Tra"svaal v Va" der Merwe 1994 (4) SA 347 CA) at 358 and
364. The learned authors of Law of Delict COP cit) state at 46: ".•• (T)he general bo"i mores test is seldom applied
directly to establish wrongfulness because more precise methods have been developed to detennine the legal convictiODl
of the community. In other words, the determination of wrongfulness· the investigation into the legal convictions of the
community • finds practical application or expression in specific legal nonns and doctrines with the result that it is
necessary to investigate the legal convictions of the community directly only in exceptional cases. Two examples of the
practical application of the bo"i mores yardstick are to be found in the view thai wrongtblness amounts to the
infringement of a subjective right or the non-compliance with a legal duty to ad.' (Authors' emphasis.) The learned
authors of Law ofDelict point out fUrther that the bo"i mores test for wrongfulness functions "at most at a supplementary
level, because the convictions of the community concerning what good conduct should be regarded as reasonable or
unreasonable for the purposes of the law of delict, have over time found expression in many common law and statutory
norms, grounds of justification and certain theoretical legal methods whereby wrongfulness may be established.
Consequently it is seldom necessuy to apply the general boni mores test directly.' They state further that there are two
main ways in which the general bo,,1 mores or reasonableness criterion is applied as a lupplementary test for
wrongfulness: 'Firstly, the bonl mores test is applied as a·test for wrongfulness in cases where either the wrongfu1ness of
the defendant's conduct does not appear from the violation of an existing delictual norm, or the lawfulness thereof does
not appear ftom the presence of a recognised ground of justification' (at 47) and, secondly, "recoune to the general
reasonableness test becomes imperative for purposes of refinement, especially in assessing wrongfulness in borderline
cases (at 49). This is a case in which the wrongtblness of the defendant's conduct does not appear from the violation of
an existing norm, nor is it clear that the lawfulness of the conduct appears ftom the presence of a recognised ground of
justification. It is thus a case in which the boni mores criterion represented by the convictions or feelings of the
community has to be applied."
Mi"ister Of Safety a"d Security v Van Duive"bode" 2002 (6) SA 431 (SCA) at p 444 where Nugent JA stated: "In
applying the test that was fonnulated in Mi"ister va" Polisle Y Ewels the "convictions of the community' must
necessarily now be infonned by the nonna and values of our society as they have been embodied in the 1996
Constitution. The Constitution is the supreme law, and no norms or values that are inconsistent with it can have legal
validity. which has the effect ofmaking the Constitution a system of objective, nonnative values for legal purposes."
See Dersley v Mi"lster va" Tleiltgheid E" Sekuriteit 2001 (1) SA 1047 (1') where van Dyk J stated at pIOS.5 "Met die
deurlees van hierdie artikel en latere beslissinga wat ek nagegaan het, het dit my getref dat die basiese toets verander het
en dat dit vandag daarin gelee is dat 'n judisii!le waarde-oordeel uitgespreek moet word of die eiser se betrokke
aangetaste belang in die omstandighede en tipe aituasie wat voor die hof op die feite sou dien. ooreeokomstig die boni
mores edit wil Ie, die regsopvatting van die gemeenskap) beskermingswaardig is aI dan nie; en indien wei, is daar
inderdaad 'n regsplig op sodanige persoon wat by nie mag na1aat nie. Andersins is claar gem regsplig op 'n verweerder
om die regte van die eiser te beskerm Die. In 'n verdere uiteensetting bet mnr Havenga daarop gewys dat wanneer die
bo"i mores maatstaf aanvaar word dit bestaan uit die regsoortuiging van die gemeenskap en nie noodwendig 'n seclelik,
of 'n sOliale, of 'n modeme morele maatstaf is nie. Hy verwys na onder andere die saak van Mi"lster va" Polisie v Eweu
1975 (3) SA S90 (A) op .596 waama mnr Bolt, wat namens die verweerder verskyn bet, inderdaad ook die Hofverwys
bel"
Mafo"gosl 2002 (.5) SA S67 (TKH)
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is the same as the reasonableness required for decisions by organs of state. In other
words there is a single set of standards for administrative justice. In terms of section
33 of the Constitution everyone has the right to administrative action that is lawful,
reasonable and procedurally fair.

4.2.5 Fairness
The concept of fairness, like that of reasonableness, is too complex to explore fully in
this thesis. It is sufficient for present purposes to note that it is a well-recognised
principle of contract law, the law of delict and administrative

la~1

in South Africa.

That fairness is a concern of the law of contract is evidenced by the decisions of the
courts in cases such as Standard Bank of SA Ltd V

EsSOp62

Lubbe v Volkskas Bp/{'l

Thompson v Scholtz64 and Bouygues Offshore and Another v Owner of the MT Tigr
and Anothe~. The courts in the context of the law of contract speak of "simple justice

between man and man". It is submitted that this phrase is just another way to express
the need for fairness in contract66• The phrase was used in Jajbhay v Cassim67 and
61

62

63
64

6S
66

"With regard to the concept of fairness in relation to section 33 of the Constitution Mokgoro J and Sachs J in their
minority judgment commented in Bel Porto School Governing Body And Other, v Premier, We,tern Cape, And Another
2002 (3) SA 265 . (CC): "The theme of fairness must be seen u governing the manner in which the four enumerated
sections must be interpreted. The words themselws have no fixed and self-evident meaning. Unless animated by a broad
concept of fairness, their interpretation can result in a reversion to what has been criticised u the sterile, symptomatic
and artificial classifications which bedevilled much of administrative law until recently. Undue technicality and
artificiality should be kept out of interpretation u far u possible; the quality of fairness, like the quality of justice,
should not be strained. There are at lout three respects in which the concept of fairness should be seen u animating I 33.
The first is to provide the link between the four cnumeratecl aspectIso that they are not viewed u separate elementl to
be dealt with mechanically and sequentially. but, rather, u part of a coherent, principled and intarconnected sdu:me of
administrative justice; Secondly, the interpretation of each of the individual subsectians within the framework. of the
composite whole must be informed by the need to eDSUre basic fairness in dealings between the administration and
members of the public. Thirdly, the appropriate remedy for infringement of the rights must itself be baed on notiOl1l of
fairness. [153] The jurisprudence of transition is not unproblematic. This Court bu emphasised the need to eradicate
patterns of, racial discrimination and to address the consequences of past discrimination which persist in our society. This
relates to substantive fairness, which focuses on the effect or impact of government action on people. This Court bu also
emphuised the obligation upon the government to exhibit procedural f8irness in decision-making. A cbaraderistic of
oUr tnmsition has been the common understanding that both need to be honoured. The present case 'highlights a
particular aspect of that complex process. in which a Court may be called upon to examine both the procedural fairness
of the decision and IQbstantive fairness, or fairness of the effect or impact, and in that examination these two aspects
may to soine extent become intertwined. It is necessary to determine the circumstances in which a Court. looldDg at a
scheme that u a whole passes the test of constitutional fairness, can and should detach a detail which, viewed on its own
would be constitutionally unfair." (footnotes ~
ESlop 1997 (4) SA 569 (D)
Lubbe 1991 (1) SA398 (0)
Thomplon 1999 (1) SA 232 (SCA)
Bouygue, 1995 (4) SA 49 (e)
In Henry v Branjield 1996 (1) SA 244 (D), Levinsohn J observed: "For the purposes of this alternative claim the plaintiif
accepts that the contract in question was illegal and unenforceable and therefore the rule in pari delicto potior elt
condtclo de/endenti, applies. The strict application of this rule prevents a party from recoverins any money or property
delivered punuant to such illegal con1rad. However, the plaintiff contends that the par delictum rule ought to be relaxed
in this case in accordance with the principles set forth in the leading case of Jajbhay v Callim 1939 AD 537. Stratford
CJ at '44 put it u follows: 'Thus I reach my third conclusion, which is that Courts of law are ftee to reject or grant a
prayer for restoration of something given under an illegal contract, being guided in each case by the principle which
underlies and inspired the maxim. And in thillast connection I think a Court should not disregard the various degrees of
turpitude in delictual contracta. And when the delict falls within the category of crimes, a civil court can reasonably
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subsequently in Sasfin (Pty) Ltd v Beuke~ and Botha (Now Griessel) and Another v

Finanscredit (Ply) Lttf9 in which the court stated that, while public policy generally
favours the utmost freedom of contract, it nevertheless properly takes into account the
necessity for doing simple justice between man and man70 • The phrase 'simple justice
between man and man' has also been used in the context of the law ofdelict71 •
The application of the principle of fairness in the law of delict is evidenced in the law
of defamation in particular in which fair comment is a defence. Significantly, what is
fair is in general ascertained by reference to the convictions of the community (boni

mores)72. In Southern Insurance Association Ltd v Bailey No'lthe Appellate Division
noted that it had never attempted to lay down rules as to the way in which the problem

67
68
69

'0

71

72
73

suppose that the criminal law has provided an adequate deterring punishment and therefore, ordinarily speaking. should
not by its order increase the punishment of the one delinquent and lessen it of the other by enriching one to the detriment
of the other. And it follows from what I have said above, in cases where public policy is not foreseeably affected by I
grant or a refusal of the relief claimed, that a Court of law might well decide in favour of doing justice between the
individuals concerned and sO prevent unjust enrichment.' Earlier in this judgment the learned Chief Justice dealt with the
case of Brandt v Bergstedt 1917 CPD 344 and said in relation to that case at '43: 'In the first the reasoning implies that
the learned Judge considered himself bound by the authorities he quoted to refuse relief to the plaintift: whereas I
respectfully suggest that he should have approached the matter from the more fundamental point of view as to whether
public policy was best served by granting or refusing the plaintiffs claim. If the learned Judge had so approached 1he
case and had considered that as an 0 equitable Judge he was free (as I think. he was) to order the restoration of the cow,
I cannot doubt that he would have granted the relief prayed. Indeed the facts of that case afford a typical example which
called for a decision on which side public policy is best served. It may be said that con1racts of that nature are more
discouraged by leaving the bereft plaintiff unhelped and the doubly delinquent defendant in possession of his ill-gotten
gains. I cannot agree with this view, which I think would not so much discourage such transactions but would tend to
promote a more reprehensible fonn of trickery by scoundrels without such honour as even thieves are sometimes
supposed to possess. and public policy should properly take into account the doing of simple justice between man and
man.' In the same case 'Watermeyer JA (as he then was) at "0 said: 'The principle underlying the general rule is that the
Courts will discourage illegal transactions, but the exceptiOllB show that where it is necessary to prevent injustice or to
promote public policy~ it will not rigidly enforce the general rule. The real difficulty lies in clefming with any degree of
certainty the exceptions to the general rule which it will recognise. '"
Jajbhay 1939 AD '37 at '44
Sasjin 1989 (1) SA 1 (A)
Botha 1989 (3) SA 773 CA)
See also Pangbollme Properties Ltd v Nitor Construction (Pry) Ltd And Others 1993 (4) SA 206 (Wt. Muj'amadi A1Id
Others v Dorbyl FinanCfl (Pty) Ltd 1996 (1) SA 799 (A); Brlsley v Drotsky 2002 (4) SA 1 (SeA) and Mccaill Frozen
Foods (Pty) Ltd v Beestepan Boerdery (Pty) Ltd 2003 (3) SA 60' (T) in which the court said: "It seems that, ifthe matter
cannot be sorted out by the parties, which I might add I believe could have been done, simple justice between man and
man and the preservation of the situation in order to cause the least damage is called for.•••if one would have to ~
to the argument as presented by Mr Bergenthuin that allte omnia the principles must apply irrespective of what the .
SUlTOunding circumstances might indicate (as I understand his argument) then I am afraid it would be to sacrifice
substance, common sense and simple justice between man and man on the altar of formalism. I believe I cannot ignore
the surrounding circumstances of the case when considering whether there was a duty to CODIIIlUIIicate acceptance of the
offer to the respondent or not" In Eerste Nasiona'" Bank Van SllideUke Afrika Bpk v Saayman No (m 27 8Ilpra) Olivier J
stated that: "Dit blyk ook dat daar 'n innige verband bestaan tossen die begrippe bona fides, openbare belang. openbare
beleid en justa causa. Dit blyk uit die analise van Smalberger AR in Sasjin (Pty) Ltd v Btmkes (supra op 71-80); uit die
woorde van Hoexter AR in Botha (now Grlellel) and A1Iother v P;nanscredit (Pty) Ltd (supra op 783A-B) dat openbare
belang geng is op die noodsaaklikheid dat simple justice between man and man gedoen moot word, en uit wat gese is in
Magna Alloys and Research (SA) (Pty) Ltd V EIUs (supra). (Sien ook D Zimmermann Southern Croll op 2'9 voetnoot
326.)"
In RoUlltlQU and Others NNO V Viller and Another 1989 (2) SA 289 (C) the court held: "In the present case the parties
are not in pari delicto but, even if they are, the principles enunciated in Jajbhay v Callim 1939 AD S371ead one to the
conclusion that the requirements of justice and the interests of public policy demand that the question as to whether those
who bought activators ftom the company have I valid claim for the refund of the purchase price the matter based on the
colldictio ob IUrpim wi justam causam be answered in their favour."
See Neetbling. Potgieter Visser Law of Delict p 347. Also Yazbek v Seymour 2001 (3) SA 69' (E); N.t1r111lg v TIr,
Weekly Mail alldOther81994 (1) SA 708 (A)
Bailey 1984 (1) SA 98 (A)
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of an award of general damages should be approached. It said that the accepted
approach is the flexible one described in Sandler v Wholesale Coal Suppliers Lttf14,
namely: "The amount to be awarded as compensation can only be determined by the
broadest general considerations and the figure arrived at must necessarily be
uncertain, depending upon the Judge's view of what is fair in all the circumstances of
the case." 7S

Concerning administrative law, in Bel Porto76 the minority judgement held that there
are circumstances where fairness in implementation must· outtop policy and that
fairness in dealings by the government with ordinary citizens is part and parcel of
human dignity. Mokgoro J and Sachs J in their minority judgment observed that the
objective of judicial intervention under section 33 of the Constitution is to secure
compatibility with fundamental notions of fairness in relation to the exercise of
administrative power. They said that in some circumstances fairness may require a
setting aside of a whole scheme so as to enable a significant part to be revisited, in
others the scheme can go ahead in general with a part being re-examined and
necessary adaptations made and noted that if this were not so the interest of minority
groups could always be overridden by invoking the principle that what matters is the
greatest good for the greatest number. Alternatively and conversely, they said, it could
mean that the majority could be made to suffer unfairly in order to accommodate the
interest of the minority. It is particularly important when a proposed measure is likely
to have a disproportionate impact on a certain group that such group be given a
meaningful opportunity to intervene

~d

have its interests considered in a balanced

way. The majority of the court in this case held, however that substantive unfairness
has never been a ground for judicial review. The unfairness has to be of such degree
that an inference can be drawn from it that person who made decision erred in respect
that would provide grounds for review. This inference, said the court, was not easily
drawn.

4.2 Formation of a Contract

74
7S
76

Sandler 1941 AD 194 at 199
Carsten, NO v Southern Insurance Association Ltd 198' (3) SA 1010 (e); ReyneJce v Mutual and Federal Insurance Co
Ltd 1991 (3) SA 412 (W); Van der Berg v Coopers &- Lybrand Trust (Ply) Ltd and Ot~er.J2001 (2) SA 242 (SeA)
Bel Porto School Governing Body and Others fh 61 .JuPTa
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If the relationship between a public provider and a patient is contractual in nature then
it is necessary to establish the manner and grounds upon which such contract is
formed. In the South African public health sector at present, although indigent
patients, or patients who fulfil certain criteria in terms of a means test are treated free
of charge in state owned health facilities, this does not apply to everyone. There are
tariffs in place in terms of which people who do not meet the criteria set by the means
test are obliged to make some payment for the health services they receive77 • Whilst
this tariff may not necessarily cover the cost of the treatment, it constitutes some form
payment for services rendered. In South African law, however, consideration is not in
any event an essential requirement for the existence of a contract as it is in English
law78 • It is the intention of the parties that is paramount. In the context of public health
service delivery it is not easy to establish the nature of the parties' intentions. If there
is a constitutional or other legislative obligation to provide health care services, the
existence of an intention to contract becomes questionable.
The fact that no-one may be refused emergency medical services in terms of section
27(3) of the Constitution by implication tends to suggest that other health care
services may be

r~fused.

The ability to refuse to treat a patient could be evidence of

the fact that the state has a choice as to whether or not to enter into a relationship with
a patient which in its tum suggests that the relationship could be contractual in nature.
However the apparent distinction in the Constitution between emergency health care
services and other types of health cares services seems not to be as broad as the
structuring of section 27 might at first sight suggest. As the Durban High Court
77

78

See for instance Regulations on Fees for Health Services in the Free State, Free State Provincial Gazette No 64 of
010d0ber 2002 Notice No 140 of2002; Regulations on Ambulance Fees in the Free State, Free State Provincial Gazette
No 64 of 01 October 2002, Notice No ·141 of 2002; Regulations Relating To The Administration, Management and
Control of Provincial Hospitals, Services and Institutions, Established in Terms of Section 4 of the Provincial Hospitals
Ordinance, 1961 (0rcUnance No 13 of 1961): Amendment KwaZulu·NataI Provincial Gazette No 6134, Notice No 40S
of 24 October 2002; Hospitals Ordinance No 14 of 19S8 :Amendment Regulations Relating To The Claasification of
And Fees Payable By Patients At Provincial Hospitals, 2003 Gauteng Provincial Gazette No 6S9 Notice No 6S9 of OS
March 2003; Regulations Relating To The Uniform Patient Fee Schedule For Health Care Services Rendered By The
Department of Health: Western Cape For Externally Funded Patients, Western Cape Provincial Gazette No '977 Notice
No 21 of29 January 2003;
In Conradlll "ROIlIIOllW 1919 AD 279 the Appellate Division unanimously rejected the idea that the English dodrine of
consideration forms part of South Afiican law. De Villiers, AJA, concluded at p320 that "According to our law, if two or
more persons, of sound mind and capable of contracting enter into a lawful agreement, a valid contract arises between
them enforceable by action. The agreement may be for the benefit of one of them or both (Orotius 3.6.2). The promise
must have been made with the intention that it should be accepted (Orotius 3.1.48); according to Voet the agreement
must have been entered into IlIrlO ac delibllrato animo. And this is what is meant by saying that the only element that our
law requires for a valid contract is consensus, naturally within proper limits - it should be In or dll ,." lleita ac honelta."
See Christie fh 2 supra, plO tol2 for further discussion. Although the doctrine had subsequently been discussed in South
Afiican cases this position remains unchanged. See for instance AdamI Y SA Motor Indultry Employe" Alloclation
1981(3) SA 1189 (A) where the court stated at p1198 "We are not encumbered by the technicalities of the doctrine of
consideration and in our law a novation is not presumed: the intention of the parties is the decisive factor (cf 8mlt Y
Rondalia Verlekllrlnglkorporalill van SA Bpk (supra at 346H»."
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pointed out in Soobramoney'9 the state cannot be expected to provide even emergency
medical services

bey~nd

its available resources. This would not be reasonable or

feasible and the state, can only be required to do what is reasonable. The section 27(3)
prohibition does not distinguish between the private and public sectors.

Christie states that the most common and normally helpful technique for ascertaining
whether there has been agreement is to look for an offer and an acceptance of that
offerB°. H~wever, he immediately sounds a warning in the words of Caney J in

Godfrey v Parult l that the phrase 'offer and acceptance' is not to be applied as a
talisman revealing by a species of esoteric art, the presence of a contract. Contracts
can be entered into without offer and acceptance. It is submitted that a statutory
requirement, whether express or implied, to enter into a contract does not necessarily
.negate the contractual nature of a transaction or a relationship. It merely restricts or
specifies the legal mechanism in terms of which that relationship arises or the
transaction is effected82. If an express statutory requirement that a contract is entered
int~

does not alter ~e nature of th~ transaction as being contractual despite the fact

that the intentions of the parties to contract are in such situations largely replaced. by a
legal requirement to contract then it is submitted that the absence of full freedom to
contract also does not per se negate the possibility of a contract's arising. Thus even if
a public sector provider is constitutionally obliged to provide health care services to a

'9
80

81
82

Soobramoney v Mlnllter ofHealth, Kwazulu-Natal1998 (1) SA 430 (0)
Christie, :fh 2 supra at p31. He refon to Reid Brol ts4J Ltd v F;Icher Bearlngl Co Ltd 1943 AD 232 whore tho court
stated at P 241 that "a binding contract is u a rule constitutod by tho accoptanco of an offer" and Eltate Breet v PerlUrban Areal Health Board 19" 3 SA '23 (A) at '32E whore it wu stated that: "Conseosus is normally evidencocl by
offao and acceptance. But a contract may be concludod without offer and acceptanco other than pure fictions importod
into tho transaction for doctriDal reasons. Nor does fJYerY accoptecl oft"er CODStitute a COIIlrad." At 88 Christie obsorves,
howovor, that in exceptional cases offer and acceptance can either not be identifiod at all, or only with tho most artificial
reasoning and that the point is that it is not necossarily correct to argue that bocauso then is·DO offO!' and accoptance,
tbero is no contract. He gives a number of examples of circumstances in which a con1ract unquestionably comes into
being without any offer and acceptance except 'sheer fictions'. These include tho imposition of territorial limits on
distributon or 'sole agents'; the restriction of tenant8 in a block of shops fi'om carrying on businesses similar to those of
other tenants; tho imposition of restrictive covenants in a township. He notes that the conunon characteristics of all these
situations are that a scheme is set up and a number of participants enter into contracts with the originator of tho achemo
and although not expressly contracting with each other, they participate in the expectation that kli other participants win
obey the rules of tho scheme. He points out at p90 that another typo of contract without offer and accoptanco that should
not be overlooked is a contract created by statuto and cites section 6'(2) of the Companies Ad 61 of 1973 u an
example.
Godfrey 196' (2) SA 738 (0) at 743C
For example section 20 of the State Infonnation Technology A8ency Ad No 88 of 1998 requires that "A business
agroomont to regulate the relationship between individual participating departments or organs of state and the Agency
must be concluded." Section 42 (1)(b) of the National Heritage Resources Act No 2' of 1999 with reference to heritage
agreements states: "Such a heritage agreement must be in tho fonn of a binding con1ract." National Student Financial
Aid Scheme Act No '6 of 1999 section 19(3) states that: "'A written agreement must be entered into between the NSFAS
and every borrower or bonar." It may also introduce an element of administrative law u stated in section 2 of this
chapter.
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patient, this does not preclude the possibility of a contractual relationship between
them.
If health services are provided by way of a contractual relationship that is not
restricted or specifically addressed by any other law then can a public provider refuse
to treat a patient? If so, in what circumstances? It is submitted that the nature of the
provider is relevant in determining how it must behave in this regard since the state is
obliged in terms of the Constitution to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in
the Bill of Rights. A public provider will not be able to arbitrarily refuse to treat

a

patient. There will have to be a reason for such refusal which is in accordance with
constitutional principles and values. Section 27 gives the answer as to what kinds of
reasons for refusal might be acceptable. They relate largely to the availability of
resources.
The private sector is in a somewhat different position to the public sector in that it
does not share the obligation' imposed upon the state by section 27(2) of the
Constitution. It is, however, important to bear in mind that the right of access to health
care services is specified in section 27(1) and there is no express indication in this
subsection that the right of access to health care services is one that is enforceable
only against the state. The question of the horizontal application of the Bill of Rights
has proven to be a vexed one and is canvassed in more detail elsewhere. However it is
important to note that in terms of sections 8(2) and 8(3) of the Constitution"A provision of the Bill of Rights binds a natural or a juristic person if, and to the
extent that, it is applicable, taking into account the nature of the right and the nature of
any duty imposed by the right.
When applying a provision of the Bill of Rights to a natural or juristic person in terms
of subsection (2), a court(a)

in order to give effect to a right in the Bill, must apply, or if necessary
develop, the common law to the extent that legislation does not give effect to
that right; and

(b)

may develop rules of the common law to limit the right, provided that the
limitation is in accordance with section 36 (1)."
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In Jooste v Bothtt3 van Dijkhorst J stated that in determining whether a horizontal
right is intended, one has to have regard to the nature of the proposed right, its
enforceability, the practicalities of the

hum~

relationships involved and whether

public policy or public mores require such moral obligation to be converted into a
legal obligation. He said that it is important to bear in mind that the proposed
horizontal right will not operate in a void. It will invariably infringe upon and curtail
the rights of others. According to van Dijkhorst J, the horizontal application of the
Bill of Rights is not mechanical or unqualified, but is to be done with circumspection.
It is submitted that if one considers the right of access to health care services applied

horizontally and juxtaposed against the right to refuse to provide those services, one
must ask on what basis the latter should outweigh the fonner in the balancing exercise
which would confront a court should this issue arise in litigation84 • The latter could be
described as the right of free trade but not necessarily the right embodied in terms of
section 22 on its own as this right is in the words of the Constitution: "the right to

choose

~heir

trade, occupation or profession. The practice of a trade, occupation or

profession may be regulated by law"[writer's italics]. Thus the right .is not to practice
a trade, occupation or profession freely, because this can be regulated by law, but to
freely choose such trade occupation or profession. The right to freedom of association
is granted but not elaborated upon in section 18 in the Bill of Rights. The right to
refuse to treat a patient could possibly be based on this right.
It is quite possible that in certain circumstances there is no contractual relationship
between a patient and a provider of health care services because the provider has

83

84

Joolte 2000 (2) SA 199 (T)
Sachs J in Prince "President, Cape Law Society. A.nd Otherl 2002 (2) SA 794 (CC) stated that:" In Chriltian Education
[Chriltian Education South Africa v Minllter ofEducation 2000 (4) SA 7S7 (CC)] and Prince [Prince v Prelident, Cape
Law Society. and Otherl 2000 (3) SA 84S (SeA)] this Court emphasised the importance of contextualising the balancins
exercise required by 8 36 of the Constitution. Such contextuaIisation reminds us that although notional and conceptual in
character, the weighing of the respective interests at stake does not take place on weightless scales of pure logic pivoted
on a friction-free fUlcrum of abstract rationality. The balancing has always to be done in the context of a lived and
experienced historical, sociological and imaginative reality. Even if for purposes of making ita judgment the Court is
obliged to classifY issues in conceptual terms and abstract itself ftom such reality, it functions with materials drawn ftom
that reality and baa to take account of the impact of its judgments on per80DII living within that reality. Moreover. the
Court itael( is part of that reality and must engage in a complex process of simultaneously detaching itself from and
engaging with it. I believe that in the present matter, history, imagination and mind-set play a particularly significant
role, especially with regard to the weight to be given to tho various facton in the scales."
The court in Van Zyl and A.nother v Jonathan BaD Publisher. (Pty) Ltd and Othsrl 1999 (4) SA S71 (W) quoted
Burchell J PerlonaUty Rightl: "The balancing of rights and interests is the essence of the legal process and an
adjudicator cannot avoid making difficult decisions. The appropriate balance between individual reputation, dignity and
privacy and freedom of expression, for instance cannot be sidestepped."
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contracted8S with a medical scheme or managed care organisation to treat the patient.
Health maintenance organisations are not as common in South Africa as they are in
the United States and the model in terms of which a private provider of health care
services employs various kinds of

heal~

professionals to fulfil its contractual

obligation's to render services to the employees o~ a particular employer or some other
collective does not feature significantly in the South African context. There are many
different models of managed health care86 but those that seem to be the most common
in South Africa are essentially an extension of medical schemes administration, often
contracted out to specialised consultants87 who offer services relating to pharmacy
benefit management, management of hospital

servi~es

utilisation etc. Large providers

such as private hospitals appoint their own case managers largely to deal with those
medical schemes that are applying managed care principles to benefit utilisation by
beneficiaries. Depending on the nature of the

contra~

between the hospital and the

scheme there is sometimes a contractual provision which precludes the service
provider from recourse to the patient for payment for treatment rendered in terms of
the contract. Chapter five of the regulations to the Medical Schemes Aet88 deals
expressly with the provision of managed health care. Managed health care tends to
use generally accepted and highly specific treatment protocolsB9 not only so that

8S

86

87

88

89

One kind of agreement that can be entered into is a capitation agreement This term is defined in the regulations to the
Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998 as follows - "'capitation agreement' means an arrangement entered into between a
medical scheme and a person whereby the medical scheme pays to BUch person a pre-negotiated fixed fee in return for
the delivery or arrangement for the delivery ofspecified benefits to aomc or aU ofthe members ofthe medical scheme"
The regulations to the Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998 define managed health care as follows - ''managed health
care" means clinical and financial risk. assessment and management of health care, with a view to facilitating
appropriateness and cost-effectiveness of relevant health services within the constraints of what is affordable, through
the use ofrules-based and clinical management-based programmes;
The regulations to the Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998 define a managed care organisation as follows - '''managed
health care organisation' means a person who has contracted with a medical scheme in terms of regulation ISA to
provide a managed health care service;"
Fn37 IUpra
The regulations to the Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998 define a protocol as follows'''protocol' means a set of guidelines in relation to the optimal sequence of diagnostic testing and treatments for specific
conditions and includes, but is not limited to, clinical practice guidelines, standard treatment guidelines, disease

management guidelines, treatment algorithms and clinical pathways;" Regulation ISD stipulates standards for managed
health care as follows "If any managed health care is undertaken by the medical scheme itself or by a managed health care organisation, the
medical scheme must ensure that:
(a) a written protocol is in place (which fonna part of any contract with a managed health care organisation) that
describes all utilisation review activities, including a description of the following:
(i) procedures to evaluate the clinical necessity, appropriateness, efficiency and affordability of relevant health
services, and to intervene where necessary, as well u the methods to infonn beneficiaries and health care
providers acting on their behalf; as well as the medical scheme trustees, ofthe outcome ofthese procedures;
(ii) data sources and clinical review criteria used in decision-making;
(iii) the process for conducting appeals of any decision which may advenely affect the entitlements of a beneficiary
in tenns ofthe rules ofthe medical scheme concemed;
(iv) mechanisms to ensure consistent application of clinical review criteria and compatible decisions;
(v) data collection processes and analyticaJ methods used in assessing utilisation and price of health care services;
(vi) provisions for ensuring confidentiality of clinical and proprietary information;
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funders can be sure that their beneficiaries are receiving treatment which is recognised
within the health profession as being appropriate for a particular condition but more
specifically so that they can predict the expenses associated with the treatment of that
condition and manage the financial risks accordingly. 'Medical schemes who use a
managed care regime will usually not fund treatment which deviates from the
accepted and preset treatment protocols except in emergency situations.

4.3 Informed Consent in the Context of Contract
The role of informed consent in the formation and conclusion of a contract is of
particular importance in the context of contracts for health care services. Informed
consent can be a precursor to the contract for health care services in the same way as
can a misrepresentation inducing a contract but it can also form a part of the terms of
the contract itself'O. In the contractual context in particular, the role of the concept of
therapeutic privilege, it is submitted, can be problematic. In order for a contract to
arise there must be an intention to contract91 • The intention to contract must in its tum
arise from the exercise of the free will of the parties in the circumstances in which the

91

(vii) the organisational structure (e.g. ethics committee, managed health care review committees, quality assurance or
other committee) that periodically assesses managed health care activities and reports to the medical scheme;
and
(viii) the staff position functionally responsible for day-to-day management of the relevant managed health care
programmes;
(b) the managed health care programmes use documented clinical review criteria that are based upon evidence-based
medicine, taking into account considerations of cost- effectiveness and affordability, and are evaluated periodically
, to ensure relevance for funding decisions;
(c) the managed health care programmes use transparent and verifiable criteria for any other decision-making factor
affecting funding decisions and are evaluated periodically to ensure relevance for funding decisions;
(d) qualified health care professionals administer the managed health care programmes and oversee fbnding decisiODB,
and that the appropriateness ofsuch decisions are evaluated periodically by clinical peen;
(e) health care providers, any beneficiary of the relevant medical scheme or any member of the public are provided on
demand with a document setting out(i) a clear and comprehensive description ofthe managed health care programmes and procedures; and
(ii) the procedures 'and timing limitations for appeal against utilisation review decisions adversely affecting the
rights or entitlements of a beneficiary; and
(iii) any limitations on rights or entitlements of beneficiaries, including but not limited to restrictions on coverage
of disease states; protocol requirements and formulary inclusions or exclusions.
Van der Merwe et al (fil23 lupra) state at P 74 that: HA representation which occun during precontractuaI negotiations
can be made a part of the consensus between the parties and as such becomes a tenn of the ensuing contract. For
example, a representation may be warranted to be 1nIe.. Should the representation then tum out to be false tho contract
will have 'been breached and the nonnal consequences of breach of contract by way of breach of warranty will follow.
Whether a representation amounts to a contractual tenn of whether it merely causes an error in motive without becoming
a part of the contract (although it may influence one party's decision to enter into the contrad) must be decided
according to the intention of the parties."
It is therefore all the more interesting that Claassen Nm and Verschoor Medical Negligence In South Africa at p 69
identify four exceptions to the physician's duty to infonn, only one of which can be seen in a contractual context (in
cases where the patient indicates that he does not wish to be informed of the nature of the proposed treatment, the risks
involved or the probably consequences). The other three are situations in which the patient either specifically lacb
contractua1 capacity - . i.e. where the patient is brought into hospital in a critical, unconscious condition, OJ' where the
patient's state of mind is such that his capacity to contract ( in the sense of being able to take rational decisions for his
own benefit) could potentially be impaired OJ' diminished by the disclosure i.e. where the disclosure of the full extent of
his illness will influence him to such a degree that his recovery will be prejudiced or presents a threat to the patient's
well-being or where the patient specifically does not consent to the treatment - i.e. in the event of an emergency where a
patient's interests are sacrificed in favour of, e.g. the protection of society such as where the patient is suffering from a
contagious disease or is inoculated to prevent its outbreak.
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contract is to be concluded. They must therefore be aware of those circumstances in
order to make a decision to be bound by a contract. Misrepresentations inducing a
contract can vitiate the consent requirement and invalidate the contract. This is a
fundamental and inherent conflict that arises within the law of contract in the context
of health services delivery. It also serves to illustrate one aspect of the uncomfortable
fit of the law of contract within this context. It is no small irony that the fact that nondisclosure of material facts on the basis of therapeutic privilege can be pleaded as a
defence in the context of the law of delict while that same non-disclosure in the
context of the law of the subsequent contract for health care services could vitiate the
agreement between the parties92• Welz93 explores the boundaries of medical
therapeutic privilege by noting that decisions dealing with, the therapeutic privilege
defence are notably absent in South African law. He notes that in SA Medical and

Dental Council v McLoughlirf4 Watermeyer CJ commented that: "It may sometimes
even be advisable for a medical man to keep secret from his patient the fonn of
treatment which he is giving him and for a medical man to disclose to anyone, other
than the patient, the form of treatment which he is carrying out, may amount to a
gross breach of confidence between doctor and patient." Welz observes that this
statement is in no way conclusive, however. It alludes to the issue of confidentiality in
the context of the doctor-patient relationship and hardly even contains the rudiments
of the therapeutic privilege defence. He notes that what Watermeyer J had to say in

Richter & Another v Estate Hamman9S when referring to the problems surrounding the .
so-called therapeutic privilege of the medical profession is more to the point.' He
described the doctor's dilemma in a way that clearly contributed to the wider debate
concerning the existence and the desirability or otherwise of this defence when he

93

94
95

Christie fu 2 supra notes at p 313 that: "In our modem law in which all contracts' are bona fidei, it is not necessary to
prove that a misrepresentation was fraudulent in order to invalidate the contrad and the innocent party is equally entitled
to rescind whether the representation was fraudulent or innocent". The reason is that, once it bas been discovered that the
representation was incorrect it is against good faith for the party who made it to continue to hold the innocent party to a
contract 10 obtained. Parke v Hamman 1907 TH 47 pS2; Lamb v Walter, 1926 AD 358 at p 364; Sampson v Union and
Rhodelia Wholesale Ltd 1929 AD 469 at p 480; Harper v Webster 1956 (2) SA 495 (FC) 501; Pretoriul v Natal South
Sea Investment Tnlst Ltd 1965 (3) SA 410 (W) 415H. It is submitted that in the case of tile patient in the health services
context, the power to rescind the con1ract may be cold comfort indeed.
Welz D 'The Boundaries of Medical-Therapeutic Privilege' (1999) 116 South African Law Journal (SAU) p 299. See
also Van Oosten FFW 'The Doctrine of Infonned Consent in Medical Law' (unpublished docIoral thesis University of
South Africa 1989); Van Ooiten FFW 'Informed consent: patient rights and the doctor's duty of disclosure in South
AfriCL' Paper read at a conference at Sun City in August 1987 (1989 Medical Law, 7(5) p443-56); Van Costen FFW
'The so-called "therapeutic privilege" or "contra-indication": Its nature and role in non-dislcosure cases" 1991 Medicine
and Law 10 (1) P 31; Van Costen FFW 'Castell v De Greer and the doctrine of informed consent: Medical paternalism
ousted in favour of patient autonomy' 1995 De Jure 164; Welz D 'The parameters of medical-therapeutic privilege
(unpub1ished masten dissertation University of South Africa 1998; Coetzee LC 'Medical Therapeutic Privilege'
(unpublished masters dissertation University of South Africa 2001)
McLoughlin 1948 (2) SA 355 (A) at P 366
Richter 1976 (3) SA 226 (C) at 232 G-H
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explained: "If he fails to disclose the risks he may render himself liable to an action
for assault whereas if he discloses them he might well frighten the patient into not
having the operation when the doctor knows full well that it would be in the patient's
best interests to have it. In Castell v De Gree.t.r Ackermann J expressly
acknowledged the therapeutic privilege defence in South Africa law but left open the
question what the 'ambit of the so-called "privilege" may today still be'. Welz notes
that while not rejecting the defence out of hand, Ackermann J appears to hold the
v\ew that it does not fully accord with the present day developments of South African
law which clearly promote patient autonomy and self-determination. He adds that
South African legal opinion, scant as it may be, appears to be unanimous in its
acceptance in principle of the notion that in special circumstances the duty'to disclose
may be suspended97. Welz states, that this is an exception to the general rule that
ordinarily a patient in a non-emergency case must be informed of the nature of the
treatment and the substantial risks it holds for him or her.98 He notes that such a
withholding of information must be in the best interests of the patient him- or herself
but may also be justified where full disclosure may create a substantial danger to a
third partt9. Welz observes that this common sense view is widely supported in
medico-legal literature and may predictably be upheld in suitable cases brought before
South African courts. He then states that in order to explore the

limi~s

of medical-

therapeutic privilege, the wider debate' concerning consent to medical treatment and
whether emphasis should be placed on the autonomy and right of self-determination
of the patient

96

97

~n

the light of all the facts or on the right of the medical profession to

Castell 1994 (4) SA 408 (C) at 426H
Welz , fh 93 supra, refen to Van den Reever P 'The Patient's Right to Know: Informed Consent in South African
Medical Law' 1995DeRebus'3
Welz , m93 supra, refers to Strauss SA Doctor Patient a"d The Law pl0
,
Welz. fh 93 "'pra, refen to Giesen D l"tematio"aIMedical Malpractice Law at p 382. Sec also Claassen and Vench.oor
fh 91 supra at p 69-71 who refer to the English case of Sidawoy v Board ofGovemors of the Bethlehem Royal Hospital
a"d the Maudsley Hospital [1985]1 All ER 643 6'3 F in which the scope of therapeutic privilege is described as: .. This
exception enables a doctor to withhold ftom his patient infonnation as to risk if it can be shown that a reasonable
assessment of the patient would have indicated to the doctor that disclosure would have posed a serious threat of
psychological detriment to the patient." They also refer to the American case of Ca"terbury v Spe"ce 464 F 2d 772 CA
SC 1972 at 789 when the court stated: "The critical enquiry is whether the physician responded to a sound medical
judgment that a communication of the risk information would present a threat to the patient's well-being. The
physician's privilege to withhold information for therapeutic reasons must be carefully circumscribed, however, for
othenvise it might devour the disclosure rule itself The privilege does not accept the paternalistic notion that the
physician may remain silent simply because divulgence might prompt the patient to forego therapy the physicians feels
the patient really needs. That attitude presumes instability or perversity for even the normal patient and runs counter to
the foundation principle that the patient should and ordinarily can make the choice for himself." Claassen and Venhoor
point out that in Hatcher v Blac/c (Thll Times, July 2, 19!54 as cited by Jackson RM and Powell JL 1982 Professio"al
Neglige"ce 1 eel at P 238) it was decided that not only may a practitioner withhold infonnation from a patient, he is even
entitled to tell a lie in connection with the proposed treatment if he is of the opinion that tho patient's chances of
recovery will be improved thereby. It is hardly necessary to point out that the latter situation is anathema to the creation
of a contract between the parties since 'it precludes consensus.
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determine the meaning of reasonable disclosurel()(). It is submitted that in the context
of the traditional, common law of contract in particular, the concept of therapeutic
privilege is a paternalistic and patronising view that gives the power to decide what is
in the best interests of the one contracting party to the other contracting party and
could constitute anathema rather than common-sense101 especially in the private sector
environment in which health professionals and health institutions are out to make a
profit from the delivery of health care services. Christie explores whether a general
test can be propounded for deciding whether in any particular case silence amounts to
.a misrepresentation and notes that a big step in this direction was taken by Vieyra J in

Pretorius v Natal South Sea Investment Trust Ltd 02 Christie observes that the test of
involuntary reliance here .applied is in accordance with the principle underlying the
requirement of disclosure of material facts in contracts of insurance. The insured must
disclose all the material facts in contracts of insurance. The insured must disclose all
such facts because the insurer involuntarily relies on him for information on such
facts: it might theoretically be possible to ascertain these facts by other means but it
100

Welz 1h 93 supra goes on to investigate in his paper the nature and scope of therapeutic privilege with reference to
American, Canadian, Anglo-Australian and German law. He concludes that the duty to disclose is not abs:olute but
relative and that various instances can be identified in 3which the duty of disclosure is restricted or does not exit at alL
He notes that these exceptions to the general disclosure nile have been conveniently categoriZed in the fonn of instances
where the defence oftherapeutic privilege is applicable in certainjurisdidions. These are the following:
(I) Where disclosure would be detrimental to the patient's health (Physical or mental) or endanger his or her life.
(2) Where it might interfere with the patient's rational decisionmaking.
(3) Where it might detrimentally affect the patient's therapy.
(4) Where it would be inhuman.
Where the risks attached to it are u grave u those attached to the treatment or even outweigh them.
(6) Where it will present a threat to a third party.
Christie (m 2 supra) at p 320 notes that silence may amount to a misrepresentation in some cases. There is DO general
rule that all material fact must be disclosed and that non-disclosure therefore amounts to misrepresentation by silence but
in certain circumstances this is undoubtedly the rule. (}JcCann v GoodaH Group Operations (Ply) Ltd 1995 (2) SA 718
(C) 723E-F» He notes that in Iscor Pension Fund v Marine and General Trade Insurance Co Ltd 1961 (I) SA 178 (T),
Roberts AJ at pl8S softened the previous hard line between contracts of insurance and other contracts in these words:
"In some contracts parties are required to place their cards on the table to a greater extent than in others, but the
determination of the extent of the disclosure does not depend on the label we choose to stick on a contract.. The
principles applicable to contracts of insurance do not differ in essence ftom those applicable to other kinds of contraets,
but where one party has means of knowledge not accessible to the other party, and where &om the nature of the contract
the latter (u in the case of insurance) binds himself on the bais that all material facts have been communicated to him,
the non-disclosure of any such fact is fatal ...The contract is void because the risk run is in fact different from the risk
understood and intended to be run at the time of the agreement (Carter v Boehm, 97 ER 1162). These principles apply to
BUJ"etyship though there is no universal obligation to make disclosure but 'very little said which ought not to have been
said, and very littlo not said which ought to have been said would be sufficient to prevent the contract being valid'
(Davies v London Provincial Marine Insurance Co (1878) 8 Ch D 469 at P 415)" Christie notes at p321 that other
circumstances in which there can be no doubt that silence may amount to a misrepresentation are: where part of the truth
hu been told but the omission of the remainder gives a misleading impression (Marais v Edelman 1934 CPD 212);
where a true representation has been made but before the making of tho contract the facts have changed (Vlijoen v HIlli,r
1904 TS 312 P 315-316; Cloete v Smithfield Hotel (Ply) Ltd 1955 (2) SA 622 (0) P 626-(27); where a party, not
necessarily with a dishonest motive, has done something which has had the effect of concealing facts which would
otherwise have been apparent to the other party Dibley v Furter 195 I (4) SA 73{C); Knight v Hemming 1959 (I) SA 288
(FC); where a party presents for signature a standard fonn contract without drawing attention to an unusually onerous
clause, in circumstances where he must have known that the signatory would not read the contrad and discover the
clause {Kempston Hire (Ply) Ltd v Snyman 1988 (4) SA 371 (SE»
Pretorius 1965 (3) SA 410 (W) in which tho court said there wu "an involuntary reliance of the one party on the frank
disclosure of certain facts necessarily lying within the exclusive knowledge of the other such that in fair dealing the
fonner's right to have such infonnation communicated to him would be mutually recognised by honest men in the
circumstances." Vieyra J bued his judgment on an article by MA Millner (19S7) 'Fraudulent Non-Disclosure' 74 SAU
177.
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would not be practical in the business sense. Christie states that it is difficult to
imagine any other basis for the rule that partners and agents must make full disclosure
than that their co-partners and principals are, by the vary nature of their relationship,
in a position of involuntary reliance on them - it would not be practical in the business
sense for them to obtain information on material facts known to their partners or
agents by making inquiries elsewhere. It is submitted that the same is true, if not more
so, for the patient with regard to the information concerning his health and medical
treatment in the possession of the health care provider. The patient is involuntarily
reliant on the health care provider to disclose information which, practically speaking,
it would be impractical to obtain elsewhere. Christie notes that -

" ... we require disclosure of material facts in insurance and other contracts not because they
are contracts uberrimae fidei but because they are contracts in which a situation of
involuntary reliance necessarily exists, and we came to attach the uberrimae fides label to
them as a reminder that, in them, this situation always exists. ,,103
It is submitted that Christie's reasoning is particularly apposite and elucidating in the
context of contracts for health care services since the latter perfectly fit the paradigm
he proposes with regard to duties of disclosure and so-called fiduciary relationships. It
is submitted that much of the tension between the South African government and the
private health sector in South Africa at present, ostensibly in relation to law reforms
contained in the National Health ActlO4 concerning certificate of need and in the
Medicines and Related Substances ActlOS concerning the licensing of doctors to
dispense medicines, essentially stems from the fact that the state perceives health care
providers to have fiduciary responsibilities of an order close to which Birks identifies
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Christie m 2 mpra at p 322. See also Kerr (m 21 supra) who states at P 279 that a non-disclosure is similar in many
respects to a misrepresentation. At p291 he points out that non-disclosure leaves the other party with an incomplete
picture of the situation which leads to a different decision &om that which would have been taken had the situation been
fully understood. Kerr points out at P 29' that if each party to negotiations leading up to a contract bad always to
mention all he knew that might conceivably influence the other party most transactions would 1ake an umeasonably long
time and/or involve an unreasonable amount of paper work. He states: "Further, some fads are considered in law to be
irrelevant to particular transactions. In addition to a certain extent each party is expected to inform himself of available
facts." Kerr notes at p " that classes of misrepresentation are often distinguished by virtue of the presence or absence c(
fault or of a particular type of fault Hence, he says, one cncounten distinctions between misrepresentations which are
accompanied by fault and those which are not 80 accompanied. He states that none of these distinctions is tnJly
fundamental. They simply serve to indicate the presence or absence of (a particular type of) fault as but one of the
elements of misrepresentation. He states that the distinctions do serve a practical purpose inasmuch as they affect the
nature and scope of the applicable remedies and notes that an analysis and systematisation of the requirements of
misrepresentation indicate that in the present context misrepresentation is regarded as nothing more than a particular
delict. Kerr states that neither logic nor policy appean to necessitate such an approach. It is quite possible - and perhaps
even preferable, to focus on the quality of the conduct involved as being improper(whether in the sense of being
wrongful or even having a wider meaning) without resorting to a more technical concept such as delict.
National Health Act 10 supra

m

Medicines Act fb 9 mpra
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as the third degree of obligatory altruism106, whilst the health professionals and
providers themselves have come to perceive the relationship to be at most at the
106

Birks P 'The content of fiduciary obligation'2000 Israel Law Review 34 p 3 explores this subject in some detail and
argues that the word 'fiduciary' fails to identifY either the content or the causative event of the obligation of which we
generally mean to speak. He notes that since Justice Paul Finn published his prize-winning book in 1977 (Firm PO
Fiduciary Obligations) fiduciary obligations have achieved a new prominence in the conmon law world. ''They have
become, as the saying goes, all the rage. Breach of fiduciary duty bids to become a new civil wrong which can be
committed by a wide range of people who find themselves concerned with the welfare of others. Professional advisors,
governmental agencies, even parents, have had to take account of this new kind of liability." Although Birks is not in
favour of overuse of the fiduciary concept which seems to have been created by its rise to fashion, he continues to state
that "Abuse of confidence is one genuine addition to the list. Abuse of confidence is now a well established civil wrong.
despite the reluctance of 'tort' to welcome wrongs with no common law pedigree. Breach of fiduciary duty will tum out
to be another, but much more closely confined than counsel have tried to make it. The name must change. The word
'fiduciary' signally fails to identifY either the content or the causative event of which we generally mean to speak." BUb
notes that: "All primary obligations recognised by law require some degree of altruism. In general it requires in the
interest of others only that we inhibit our own conduct 10 that it does not cause hanD to them. In special circumstances it
requires us to take positive action to improve another's position. In even more special circumstances it requires us to
take positive action to improve another's position disinterestedly - that is, uninfluenced by any competing interest of our
own. These are the three degrees of legally obligatory altruiSllL" With regard to thiS last he states that: "The third degree
requires not only positive action in the interest of another but also disinterestednes the elimination 'ofthe pursuit of any
conflicting interest of the actor himsel£ The difference between the two degrees is easy to illustrate fi'om contract cases.
A con1raCtor, say a builder, who is obliged to use skill and care to implement the client's wishes, is ex hypothesi
constrained to act positively in the interest of the other, the client. He is not thereby obliged to forego diacounts and
commissions which he knows that he can gel ftom particular suppliers. Similarly a shopkeeper who accepts the burden
of advising a buyer as to the suitability of goods for a particular purpose is not bound to exclude from consideration a
brand of his own making or in which he has a material interest. The limit of the obligation in these cases is to advance
the other's interest according to an objective standard. If the contractor's concurrent punuit of its own interest brings the
perfonnance below that standard it will be in breach, as where materials on which he wu able to obtain a discount prove
unsatisfactory. But the mere fact that the contractor takes a secret commission or other collateral economic advantage is
not in itself a wrong. Only the third degree of altruism requires self-denial of that kind. This line between the second and
third degree of obligatory altruism was drawn in Hospital Products Ltd v US Surgical Corporation (1984) 1~6 CLR 41
(HCA). An American company which manufactured surgical equipment had sent a senior executive, Blackman, to
Australia to develop its sales there. In Australia, Blackman, finding that his employers had no patent there, set about
copying their products and marketing them through companies which he himself created, in this way he made huge
profits in competition with his employers. There was no doubt that he had been under a con1ractual obligation to use his
best efforts in their behal£ He was, therefore, in breach of contract and he had to pay massive compensatory damages for
that breach. However, it would have been even better ftom the point of view of his employers if they had been able to
take the profits that he and his companies had made. They failed to establish any secondary obligation to pay over those
profits. The majority of the High Court thought that the only way that the American company could establish an
obligation to pay over the profits was for them to show that Blackman was their fiduciary (Deane J took the view that
this was an unnecessary detour and preferred to ask directly whether this was such a breach of contract u made him
liable for his profits. This is the preferable approach); they thought he was not. Deane J's view is arguably preferable. He
thought that in such a case in which the lining of the defendant's own pocket was achieved through breach ofcon1ract, it
was open to the courts to award by way of damages the profits which he had made, without any need to find that the
defendant was in breach of a fiduciary obligation... For the purpose of the present exercise of diffenmtiation, we only
need to see that, rightly or wrongly, the High Court of Australia thought Mr Blackman was under an obligation to
promote the interests of his employer but not under any obligation to promote those interests disinterestedly. That is, he
was not bound to abstain from the pursuit of any interest of his own that might possibly have led him to sacrifice the
~ of those relying on him. His was, in their view, an obligation of altruism in the second degree. His liability,
whatever its measure should have been, could only be bad for management, not pursuing interests ofhis own."
http://shelbume.butterwortbs.co.uklfruststa.xestateslarticlesl
The lack of recognition of the fiduciary nature of the provider patient relationship is not confined to South Africa. See
Choudhry S, Choudhry NK and Brown AD 'Unregulated private markets for health care in Canada? Rules of
Professional Misconduct, Physician Kickbacb and Physician Self-referral' 2004 CMAJ 170(7) P IllS who observe that
IHF's [privately owned independent health facilities] depend on physiciam referrals for patients. This raises 2 important
issues. Fint, IHF's can compensate physicians for patient referrals (a kickback), a practice that can potentially distort
clinical judgment. Second, physicians can make referrals to IHFs that they themselves own, raising similar concerns.
Both problems have occurred in the United States and have prompted regulation... Financial conflicts of interest
involving physicians are regulated by common law which imposes a fiduciary duty on physicians towards patients.
[McInerny v MacDonald (1992) 93 D.LR (4~ 41~] Canadian courts have stated that physicians fulfill this duty by
disclosing conflicting interests to patients.[Henderson "Johnston (19S6) S D.LR (2d) S24 (Ont HC)] Unfortunately in
most clinical settings disclosure provides inadequate protection for patients." They note that theUS data suggests that
physician ownership of IHFs increases the number of referrals and leads to higher costs. Physicians who owned and
operated diagnostic imaging equiP,lleJlt in their offices were up to 7 times more likely to obtain radiologic examinations
than were physicilUll who always referred patients to radiologists. In addition, the charges per episode of care were
significantly higher for self-referring physicians. Moreover the authors note that the existing data on quality suggest that
the purported benefits of self-refeITal for quality may not exist. For example, licensed physiotherapists spent
significantly less time per visit treating patients in pbysician-owned facilities than in other facilities. Choudhry tit al
point out that some physicians are deftly dodging the body of law that imposes a fiduciary duty on physicians.
http://www.cmaj.caicgiicontentlful1/170nlll1S It is worth noting that in South Afiica, the vast majority of private
hospitals and clinics are IHFs. Litman M 'Self-referra1 and Kickbacks:Fiduciary Law and the Regulation of"trafticking
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second degree of obligatory altruism. Unfortunately, the Supreme Court of Appeal
has recently reinforced this view in Afrox Healthcare v Strydom 107, being unable to see
private hospitals as any different from suppliers of other goods and services. The
former requires a certain level of disinterestedness on the part of health professionals
and other providers of health care services while the latter only recognises primary
duties to act positively for the benefit of another both in contract and, outside of a
contract. Birks points out that under the latter head every tort is the breach of a
primary duty imposed in the absence of contract. Sometimes the primary duty is to
take positive action in the interests of anotherlOS • This could be seen as a point of
fundamental difference between the delivery of health care services in the public
sector and that in the private. secto~. The former is likely to have a higher degree of
personal disinterestedness in the delivery of health

c~e

services than the latter due

largely to the fact that the latter is profit driven unlike the former. It is submitted,
however the public health sector is not entirely disinterested in the sense contemplated
by Birks but rather that its interests are largely different to those of the private sector.
The public health sector although not interested in making profits for

pro~t' s

sake

does have a very real interest in increasing the scope and size of its income given the
enormous financial pressures it faces to meet the ever increasing health care needs of
the popUlation in general. However it is interesting that Birks, comes close to using
the language of the South African constitution in pointing out that the obligation of
disinterestedness cannot be severed from the obligation to promote and preserve. He

107
lOS

in patients'" 2004 CMAJ 170 (7) P 1119 notes: "Fiduciaries are 'obligatory altruists'. They must selflessly, although not
without remuneration, attend to their patients interests with single-minded attention. In law, physicians are fiduciaries
because they undertake to dedicate themselves to their patients, who have a reasonable expectation of such dedication,
and patients rely on it implicitly. FactorB which give rise to the fiduciary duty of physicians include the power and
influence of physicians, the w1nerability and dependence of patients and the solemn pledge of physicians to act only in
their patients' interests. Fiduciary duty mandates exemplary relational behaviour and unlike malpractice law, is not
concemecl with standard-of-care issues. As fiduciaries, physicians must discharge their responsibilities to patients with
loyalty, honesty, candour and good Wth. all the while avoiding conflict of interest. Material interests that compete with
the interests of patients, including benefitB of self-referrals and kickbacla, must be avoided for they give rise to a
·reasonable possibility of mischief'."[footnotes omitted]. Fiduciary law in South Afiica with regard to health
professionals in particular appean to be largely undeveloped compared to the Canadian situation. Given that, despite
this, the Canadians still experience problems with flagrant disregard of these legally imposd duties, it is hardly surprising
that there are problems of this nature in South Africa where the law on this subject is not developed. Given the approach
ofthe South African courts to health care contracts, it is likely to remain so unless the Legislature steps in.
Afrox m(; supra discussed in Chapter (;
Birks fit 106 supra. The first degree of obligatory altruism he identifies is framed in the negative and is illustrated by
Birk. with reference to the case of Donoghue v Stevenson ([1932] AC S62 (HL) S80) in which the plaintiff was made ill
by the remains of a snail in a ginger beer bottle and in which Lord Atkin famously stated: '"The liability for negligence,
whether you style it such or treat it as in other systems as a species of '·culpa" is no doubt based upon a general public
statement of moral wrongdoing for which the offender must pay. But acts or omissiOlJB which any moral code would
censure cannot in a practical world be treated so as to give a right to every person injured by them to demand relief. In
this way that rules of law arise which limit the nnge of complainants and the extent of their remedy. The rule that you
are to love your neighbour becomes in law. you must not injure your neighbour, and the lawyer's question, who is my
neighbour? receives a restricted reply. You must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which you can
reasonably foresee would be likely to injure your neighbour. Who then in law is my neighbour? The answer seems to be
- persons who are so closely and directly affected by my act that I ought reasonably to have them in contemplation as
being so affected when I am directing my mind to the acts or omissions which are called in question".
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notes that an independent obligation to abstain from pursuing interests of one's own is
unintelligible, certainly unworkable and states that the very formulation of the chief
restatement of this obligation shows that it is an obligation of disinterestedness in the
course of doing something: the trustee shall not pursue any interest of his own which
might possibly conflict with his duty to the beneficiary, scilicet his duty to promote
and preserve the interest of the beneficiary. So, says Birks, these two are bound
together. The core obligation of the trustee is a compound obligation and it is
indivisible at least in the sense that while the positive obligation of care can exist on
its own, the obligation of disinterestedness cannot. The trustee, says Birks, must
promote and preserve the interests of the beneficiary with the care and skill of a
prudent person of business and to abstain from the pursuit of all interests which might
conflict with that duty. In the constitutional context in South Africa, the beneficiary
for the public health sector is the person who holds the right of access to health care
services including reproductive health care in terms of section 27(1) of the
Constitution and the state's obligation is to protect, respect, promote and fulfil that
right. It is not too difficult to draw an analogy between the position of a trustee and
that of the state. That there is an added dimension to contractual relationships between
health service providers and patients is widely recognisedlO9• In fact a fiduciary
relationship can even arise between providers of services to health practitioners in
some instances due to the nature of the contractual relationship in terms of which
support services are provided to the practitionerllo •
109
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For instance in Report C: 'Fiduciary Duty of a MSO On Behalf of a Physicians Contractee' it is noted that in Black's
Law Dictionary a contract is defined as an agreement between two or more penons which creates an obligation to do or
not to do a particular thing. Black's defines a fiduciary 81 a person having duty, created by his undertaking. to act
primarily for another's benefit in matters connected with such undertaking. A fiduciary invokes a higher level of 1nIst
that is born out of dependency. The Report notes that a fiduciary duty 81 defined by Black's is "a duty to act for aomeone
else's benefit while subordinating one's personal interests to that of the other person. It is the highest standard of duty
implied by law." The Report points out that patients generally depend upon and trust the knowledge, professionalism and
skill of physicians for their health needs, thus creating a fiduciary responsibility on the part of physicians. Consequently
patients are entitled to certain rights 81 the result of that relationship. AMA Policy 140.9" "Fundamental Elements of
the Patient-Physician Relationship" states that these rights include the following: "From ancient times physicians have·
recognised that the health and well-being of patients depends upon a collaborative effort between physician and patient.
Patients share with physicians the responsibility for their own health care. The patient-physician relationship is of the
greatest benefit to patients when they bring medical problems to the attention of their physicians in a timely fashion and
work with their physicians in a mutually respectful alliance. Physicians can best contribute to this alliance by serving as
their patients' advocate and fostering these rights: (I) The patient has the right to receive information fhxn physicians
and to discuss the benefits, risks and costs of appropriate treatment alternatives. Patients should received guidance fi'om
their physici~ 81 to the optimal course of action. Patients are also entitled to obtain copies of summaries of their
medical records, to have their questions answered, and to be advised of potential conflicts of interest that their physicians
might have, and to receive independent professional opinions.... ''Thus, says the Report. it can be concluded that a
fiduciary duty is more than a contract duty, and also that there are certain rights that of patients that physicians should
respect. (hltp:!lwww.ama-assn.orglamallpubluploadlrmn'2l1reportc i97.docl
In Report C (m 109 npra) it is noted that at the 1997 Annual Meeting. the American Medical Association Organized
Medical Staff Section (AMA-OMSS) adopted Substitute Resolution AI2, "Fiduciary Duty of a MSO on Behalf of a
Physician Contractee". This resolution asked that the AMA-OMSS study the legal duties and responsibilities that flow
from management services contracts with individual physicians and physician groups. Testimony heard during the
OMSS reference committee hearing reflected not only confusion in understanding the legal rights and respoDSibilities of
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Informed consent from a contractual point of view is important to ensure consensus
and that the parties are bound by the terms of their agreement.

4.4 Freedom or Contract
Freedom to contract and freedom of contract have been identified as principles that
are fundamental to the law of contract in South Africa. This freedom is based on
public policylll. Since constitutional values and principles now infuse and info~
public policy, the principle of freedom of contract must similarly acknowledge and be
shaped in accordance with constitutional values and principles. Even before the
Constitution came into being, the freedom of contract and the logically allied
principle of pacta servanda sunt were defined and limited by considerations of public
pOlicyl12.
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a Management Services Organisation (MSO) but also its relationship and fiduciary responsibility to physicians and other
contracting entities.. The Assembly agreed that it would be helpful for the OMSS Governing Council to investigate the
issue to determine if it is simply a contractual matter that can be rectified through review of the contract by appropriate
legal counsel. The focus of Report C was the distinction between a contract relationship that an MSO may have with a
physician and the MSO's possible fiduciary relationship to the physician. The Report notes with regard to MSOs that
while there is no commonly accepted. definition of such an organisation the following description could be used for the
purposes of a study on MSOs: "An entity that is owned by physicians, hospitals, private investors, or a combination
thereof; which provides contract management andIpr practice management services to physicians and medical groups."
The study indicated that in some cases MSOs purchase the hard assets of medical practices (e.g. medical equipment,
office furniture and supplies) and the physicians and other office staff become employees of the MSO (or of a foundation
in states like California that prohibit the corporate practice of medicine). In other cases MSOs offer services to networks
of independent physicians. In most cases MSOs use a combination of these approaches. It is observed in the Report that
in an article by Mark F. Weiss, private attorney specializing in the representation of physicians and physician groups,
published in the September 18, 199' issue of LACMA Physician, he suggests that some MSOs may have created a
fiduciary duty to the physician - the highest duty imposed by law - owed by the MSO to the physician. In the article he
states: "An agent must ad with the utmost good faith in its dealings with.the principal. The relatiqoship obligates the
agent to perform its services in accordance with the highest degree of loyalty, integrity and honesty. The agent's failure
to perform to such standards will result in tort liability (including punitive damages) for breach of fiduciary duty and
fraud as well as liability for breach of contract. Therefore even though the MSO has profit motives dift'erent and apart
&om those of the physician, it is still possible that it is the physician's agent. The existence of an agency relationship is
determined by the terms of the agreement between the parties, interpreted in light of the circumstances in which the
agreement was made.
See Standard Bank ofSA. Ltd v Wilkinson 1993 (3) SA 822 (e) in which the court stated: "Which brings us to the third
aspect that must be borne in mind, viz that public policy favoUl'B the utmost freedom of contract and requires that
commercial transactions should not be unduly trammelled by restrictions on that freedom (see Sasfm at 9E-F). As Innes
CJ said in the Law Union Rock case supra at '98: 'Public policy demands in general full freedom of contrad; the right
ofmen freely to bind themselves in respect of all legitimate subject-matters.'
One is further reminded of the much-q,uoted aphorism of Jessel MR. in Printing and Numerical Registering Co v
Sampson (1875) LR 19 Eq 462 at 46': 'If there is one thing which more thm another public policy requires, it is that
men of full age and competent understanding shall have the utmost liberty of contracting and that their contracts, when
entered into freely and voluntarily, shall be held sacred and shall be enforced by courts ofjustice. '
(See also Wells v South African Alumenite Company 1927 AD 69 at P 73) In SA. Sentra/s Ko-op Graanmaatskoppy Bpk v
Shifren en Andere 1964 (4) SA 760 (A) at 767A, Steyn CJ emphasised 'die elementare en grond1iggende algemene
beginsel dat kontrakte wat vryelik en in aile ems deur bevoegde partye aangegaan is, in die openbare belang afgedwing
word'. It is this freedom of contract and the voluntary acceptance by a surety of the burdens of suretyship that bring us to
the conclusion that it is only when a suretyship agreement 01' some of its terms are clearly inimical to the interests of the
community as a whole that it or they should be declared to be objectionable."
In Bank OfLisbon and South Africa Ltd v De Omela& and Another fh 4' suprs Jansen JA stated: Apart from statutory
innovations, there are in any event a number of well-recognised instances in our law of contract where fteedom of
contract and the principle of pacta servanda sunt and the ideal of certainty give way to other considerations. A few
examples may be mentioned. A creditor has a right to specific perfonnance but a Court may in the exercise of its
discretion refuse to make such an order. The discretion 'is aimed at preventing an injustice - for cases do arise where
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Straussl13 in discussing the doctor-patient relationship in the private sector context
points out that a doctor is, with a few exceptions, at liberty to select or refuse patients
at will. Continuing he observes that "There being no legal duty in general upon a
doctor to accept a patient, it is also true that the doctor has no general right to treat
any person"114. At first glance, this statement does not seem to be true ofa situation in
which the state is constitutionally obliged to provide access to health care services as
discussed in chapter two. If one assumes for the moment that there is an obligation on
the state to provide health care services, this does not necessarily mean that the state
has a general right to treat a person. It is a well-established principle that people
cannot as a general rulells be treated against their will even if there is an obligation to
treat. The patient's rights to bodily and psychological integrity in terms of section 12
of the Constitution cannot be taken lightly. As far as the state's obligation to treat a
patient, if any, is concerned, this must also be qualified by the fact that the
Constitution itself recognises that the realisation of the right to health care services is
limited by available resources and that it requires a series of progressive steps towards
achievement of the right. 116 In view of this there can only be at best a qualified
obligation on a public provider to treat a patient. It is submitted, however that even
so, the matter is not as simple as this for a number of reasons. Firstly, as has been

113
114

liS

116

justice demands that a plaintiff be denied his right to performance - and the basic principle thus is thAt the order which
the Court makes should not produce an unjust result which will be the case, eg if, in the particular circumstances, the
order will operate unduly harshly on the defendant. Another principle is that the remedy of specific performance should
always be granted or withheld in accordance with legal and public policy.... ' (Per Hofer JA in Ben.on " SA Mutual Life
Allura"ce Society 1986 (1) SA 776 (A) at 783D • E.) A restraint of trade is not per Be invalid or unenforceable - but it is
80 if it offends against the public interest (Mag"a Alloy. a"d Research (SA) (Pty) Ltd V Elli. 1984 (4) SA 874 (A». In
delivering the judgment ofthe Court, Rabie CJ points out: 'Omdat opvattings oor wat in die openbare belang is, of WIt
die openbare belang vereis, nie a1tyd dieselfde is nie en van tyd tot tyd ken verander, kIn·cIaar ook pen numerus clausus
wees van soorte ooreenkomste wat u strydig met die openbare belang beskou k.an word nie. Dit sou dus volgens die
beginsels van ons reg moontlik woes om te sa dat 'n ooreenkoms wat iemand Be handelsvryheid inkort teen die openbare
belang is indien die omstandigbede van die betrokke geval sodanig is dat die Hof daarvan oortuig is dat die afdwing van
die betrokke ooreenk.oms die openbare belang sou skaad. '
'Die opvaUing dat 'n persoon wat 'n beperking wil afdwing nie die las dra om te bewys dat dit redelik inter partes is nie,
bring nie moe dat oorwegings van die redelikheid of onredelikheid van 'n beperking nie van belang is of kan wees nie.'
(At 893H.) 'Die belangrike vraag is dus nie of'n ooreenkoma van so 'n aard is dat dit ob i"itio ongeldig is nie, maar of
dit 'n ooreenkoms is wat die Hot; gesien die vereistes van die openbare belang. nie behoort afte dwing nie.' (At 89SD·
E.) The Court may reduce a stipulated penalty \0 such an extent as it may consider equitable in the circumstances' (Act
IS of 1962, s 3 - reinstating the conmon law). Not only contracts against public interest or public policy are subject to
control by the Court, but also those offending the boni mores. In this field reference must' be made to the sense of justice
('regsgevoel') of the community, u is the cue in delict, where it is now recognised that there is no numerus clausus of
actionable wrongs.
Strauss fit 98 '"pra at p3
Strauss fit 98 '"pro
Where there is a serious risk to public health or safety from highly contagious diseases or mental illness the position is
somewhat different but these situations are exceptions to the general rule and are strictly controlled by legislation for
example the Health .Act No 63 of 1977 and Regulations thereto and the Mental Health Act No 18 of 1973 loon to be
replaced by the Mental Health Care Act No 17 of2002.
In reality, if one regards the right of access to health services in its purest form as being unrestricted access to health
services of all types and levels necessary and appropriate for the trea1ment of any health condition then the right of
access to health care is unlikely ever to be realised but will always consist of an endless progression towards it
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stated in chapter two of this thesis, section 27(1)(a) of the Constitution states simply
that everyone has the right of access to health care services including reproductive
health care. It does not suggest that the state alone bears the concomitant obligation of
this right. Section 27(2) imposes an obligation upon the state to take reasonable
legislative and other measures within its available resources to achieve the
progressive realisation of the right. The wording of section 27(2) does not require the

.

state to provide health care services. It imposes a much less direct obligation - to take
reasonable legislative and other measures within its available resources to achieve the
progressive realisation of the right. The obligation that is imposed upon the state by
section 27(2) allows a fair degree of flexibility to the state in achieving the
progressive realis.ation of the right. Furthermore, the right awarded in section 27(~)(a)
is a right of access as has been pointed out in chapter two. It is submitted that the
wording of section 27 of the· Constitution allows sufficient latitude for the state not to
provide health care services at all but rather to contract with private sector providers
for the provision of those services. Such a step would still be fulfilling its
constitutional obligation to take reasonable legislative and other measures to achieve
the progressive realisation of the right within available resources. Strictly speaking
there is thus no explicit constitutional obligation upon the state to provide health care
serviees itself. Whether or not such an obligati?n exists would depend upon the
circumstances governing the availability of health care services in South Africa. In a
situation such as the present, the private sector does not have the capacity to provide
health care services to the general population. As long as such a situation exists, it
could probably· successfully be argued that the state does have a constitutional
obligation to provide health care services itself. However, if the state contracted out
the management of public health care facilities to the private sector - in other words
placed at its disposal the remaining health care facilities in the country - and entered
into contractual arrangeme~ts with the private sector whereby the latter provided
I

health care services. to all residents of South Africa in fulfilment of the state's
constitutional obligations, and the state became essentially a funder of health care
services rather than a provider, it could not be argued that the state was legally
obliged to treat anyone. In a situation in which the state had contracted out the
delivery of health services to the private sector, the constitutional right of access to
health care services would be enforceable against both the state and the private sector
since while the state could never escape its constitutional obligation to achieve the
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realisation of the right of access to health care services, the private sector would be
contractually or even statutorilyl17 obliged to provide those services. The other
qualifier is that even if the state is obliged to provide health care services itself, it does
not necessarily follow that it must provide them to everyone. People who have access
to health care services because they are able to pay for them would not necessarily be
entitled to health care services from the state in the absence of express arrangements
to the contrary.

The privatisation scenario painted above, although it is not, to the knowledge of the
writer, currently contemplated by the South African government, is a useful
illustration of the notion that a private sector provider's right to refuse to treat a
patient may not be much different to that of a public sector provider and of the further
logical step that the freedom to choose with whom to contract is ~ot necessarily proof,
or a sine qua non, of the contractual nature of the provider-patient relationship. Even
in the private sector, it is doubtful whether a private provider would have the right to
refuse, without good reason, to treat anyone who came to him or her for health care
services. Strauss observes that a doctor who arbitrarily and unreasonably refuses to
attend a

s~riously

ill or injured person may be held liable if the patient cannot manage

to get another doctor and suffers harm1l8• He refers to Voet who states that a doctor
who refuses to attend a patient cannot be held liable under the Aquilian law (i.e. for
damages), although, Voet adds that "it would suit the duty of a .good man to come to
help the imperilled fortunes of his neighbour, if he 'can do it without hurt to
himself."u9 He notes that .Voet hastens to add that a doctor who performs a good
operation but then abandons the curative treatment will not escape liability. Strauss
then discusses the question of liability for omissions with reference to the duty to
rescue with reference to the case of Minister van Polisie v Ewelso Whilst this is
straying into the area of the law of delict, which will be the subject of further
discussion in another section of this chapter, it must be noted here, as it was noted in
section 2 of this chapter dealing with administrative law, that questions of public
policy, especially as identified in the' values espoused by the Constitution, are

117
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1151

For instance in terms of a statute creating a social health insurance system in which private providers must provide
certain health services ifthe state enten into a contract with them
Strauss (m 98 supra) is writing primarily in the context of the private sector but does not specUy whether he regards this
statement as applicable to both public and private sectors or only one of them.
Strauss fit 98 supra p 23 quoting at footnote 2. Commentariul ad Pandectal 9.2.3 (Ome's translation).
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common to the law of both delict and contract. Policy considerations in the law of
delict which impose an obligation upon a health services provider to provide such
services to a particular patient may be the same policy considerations that effectively
compel a provider to contract with that patient for the provision of health care
services.

If the power of the state to refuse to treat a patient is different from that of a public
sector provider it is likely to be not so much as a result of the Constitutional
obligations of the state to achieve the progressive realization of the right of access to
health care services in section 27(2) but rather due to the fact that the state as a
provider of health care services is regulated in terms of a number of statutes, for
example the Health Act120• and is bound by administrative law considerations. It could
be that the state contracts with certain categories of patients for ~he rendering of health
services and not others. In this scenario, the' patients with whom the state contracts
would be the so-called 'externally funded' patients, for example patients who are
members of medical schemes or who are covered by the Road Accident Fund and
who have a choice of whether or not to obtain health services in the public sector,
whilst those ·who are not externally funded and who literally have no choice but to
obtain health services in the public sector have a relationship with the state based· on
administrative law. The reasons for this distinction would be based on the different
intentions of the two types of patients and the state with respect to each of them provided that such intentions are in fact different. This might be indicated in different
admission procedures for the two types of patient, procedures for instance in terms of
which the externally funded patients are required to sign forms on admission that
indicate a contractual intent such as an undertaking to pay for the services rendered in
the event of the failure of their medical schemes to pay, the application of different
rates and terms of payment to the externally funded patients, their utilisation of
specific facilities within a health establishment reserved only for externally funded
patients, consent to be bound by the undertaking in their personal capacity etc. In the
case of patients who are not externally funded, the inherent nature of health care
services is such that the intention of such patients in a

~ontractual

context would play

a relatively minor role compared to the intention of the state. Whilst this may seem

120

Health Act m18 mpra
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unpalatable it is the hard truth of the matter. Such patients have no bargaining power.
They have no choice but to accept the services offered by the state or remain ill or
~njured,

and possibly even die. They have no option. but to use state facilities, no

power to demand particular drugs or services in preference to others that achieve the
same result, no real power to refuse to enter into a contractual relationship if the state
decides that this is its preferred legal basis for the public provider relationship. The
situation strikes at the heart of the general, free market contractual assumption that the
parties are on a relatively equal footing. Where public policy recognises that they are
not on an equal footing there is usually significant legislative or judicial 'interference'
in the relationship such as happens, for instance in the case of employment contracts

or restraint of trade agreements. 121 • In the health care sector contracts generally and in
the public health care sector in particular contracts are very often not expressed in
writing and are not even in express terms. If they exist, they are very often implied.
They are inferred from the circumstances. As such they are often conceptual
frameworks retrospectively superimposed upon a particular set of factual
circumstances so as to come to a particular conclusion on the basis of a pre-selected
process of logic. As such they are elegant, often ethereally grey, legal fictions after
the fact as opposed to the present intentions of the parties baldly stated in black and

121

Diemont J observed at p762-763 in Wohlman " Buron 1970 (2) SA 760 (C): "It is trite law that a distinction must be
drawn between contracts entered into between masters and servants IPld contracts for the sale of a goodwill where the
parties contract on an equal footing. This has been stated many times. I need refer only to the oft-cited judgment of
Greenberg. J.A. in Van de Pol v Silbermann and Another, 1952 (2) SA 561 (AD) at p. '71. In that case the learned
Judge said that in agreements in restraint of trade where the parties are contracting on an equal footing the fact that they
have agreed on terms is not conclusive evidence that such tenns are reasonable, nevertheless such agreement is weighty
evidence pointing to the conclusion that the restraint imposed was no more than was necessary to protect the interests of
the parties concerned. n The link. between freedom of trade, sinctity of contract and the power balance between the
parties is evident from Drewton, (Ply) Ltd" Carlie 1981 (4) SA 305 (C) in which Wa1ermeyer JP stated: "In Crimpers
Salon (Ply) Ltd" Thoma,· 1981 CPD unreported I had occasion to say: 'I am also of the fjrm conviction that while there
is, of course, the need for the Court to preserve the right of freedom of trade, it is equally necessary, if not more so, to
maintain the sanctity of contract and the Court should be slow to decline to enforce the tenns of an agRement. including
those of a restraint clause, voluntarily entered into by adults of contractual capacity who contract on an equal footing. ,n
Claassen J observed in Filmer And Another" Van Stroaten 1965 (2) SA 57!5 (W): "In the case of Hepworth Ltd"
Snelling. 1962 (2) P.H. A48, I mentioned the well-known legal principles applicable in a case like the present. For the
sake of convenience I repeat here substantially what was said on that occasion: 'The law appertaining to a matter of this
nature bas been stated in many cases in this country and in England. The law could be considered ftom three aspects:
A The general rule applicable in all trade-restricting contracts.
B. The general rule applicable where parties contract on equal terms • such as where two general dealers or two
auctioneen enter into a trade restricting contract.
C. The rules applicable where parties do not contract on equal terms, as, for example, in the cases of master and servant
or teacher and pupil. ..
As to 'B' it is the general tendency of the Court not to interfere between parties contracting on equal terms, provided the
public interests are not affected detrimentally. The parties are considered the best judges of what is a reasonable contract
between themselves. The doctrine pacta IUnt servanda is applicable, and the Courts look with disfavour OIl a party
attempting to escape from a contract into which he has entered with his eyes open, and then alleging afterwards that it
was unreasonable. See New United Yea,t Distributors (PtyJ Limited" Broo/u, 193' W.L.D. 7!5 at p. 83.
In Shacklock Phillips-Page (Pvt) Ltd "John,on 1977 (3) SA 8' (R), Goldin J commented at p89: The Court will regard
with more favour and abstain ftom interfering in contracts between parties contracting on equal terms than in disputes
between persons of unequal bargaining power, because equal contracting parties may often be regarded as the best
judges as to what protection is reasonable in their own interests (Spa Food Product, Ltd.• IUpra at p. 718; AckermannGiJggingen Aktiengesell,chajt v Mar,hing. 1973 (4) SA 62 (C) at pp. 72 -73; Esso's Case, IUpra at p. 712).
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white122• In a situation where one party has no real choice but to enter into a contract,
no choice in reality as to the terms and conditions thereof and no bargaining power
with which to negotiate contractual terms and conditions with the other party, the
inference of a contractual relationship between them would, it is submitted, be highly
artificial to say the least.

At a constitutional level there is no prohibition on either the public or private sector
either contracting or charging for health care services. The requirement is not 'free'
health services but "access" to health services. As has been pointed out in a previous
chapter, 'access' means different things to different people depending on their
personal means and resources. In the case of the indigent, 'access' may well imply
that health services must be rendered free of charge but in the case of patients who
can afford to pay even it is only a small amount, towards the costs of the health care
services they receive, 'access' does not mean free of charge. The state has the power
to legislate tariffs and fees for services it renders in order to cover the costs or partial
costs thereof. In such circumstances, it has no need of a contractual relationship upon
which to base its right to payment. This state of affairs may mitigate against the
inference of at contractual relationship between provider and patient.

4.5 Emergency Medical Treatment

122

In J De Moor (Edm,) BpIc v BeheerUggaam Van Outenlqua 7S180 1985 (3) SA 997 (T) the court obserwd: "In Robem
Construction Co Ltd v Dominion Earthworlu (Ply) Ltd and A1IOther 1968 (3) SA 2SS (A) bet die Appalhof beslis dat:
"An implied ~ cannot be pleaded baldly and left, as it were, in the air without any indication from what it is to be
infc;rred. It is necessary to plead the circumstances giving rise to the implied contract. " Op 261F in fine- 262A - C sa
Jansen WN AR: 'The general principle would require a statement of the facts or circumstances constituting any implied
contract relied upon. or, put in another way, the facts or circumstances from which such contract is infemd'.
In Spe, Bona Bank v Portau Water Treatment 1981 (1) SA 618 (W) Nestadt J pointed out: Wessels Law ofContract In
South Africa 2nd ed vol 1 para 261, quoting an old English case, says that the only difference between an expreu and an
implied contract is as to the mode of proo£ An express contract is proved by direct evidence, an implied contract by
circumstantial evidence. The nature of such eviclenco was refe!red to by Van Zyl J in Frame y Palmer 19S0 (3) SA 340
(C) at 34S in the following terms: ..... An implied or tacit contract diffen from an express contract only in the manner in
which the offer 01' acceptan.ce is made, namely it is not expressed in words, gesture or writing but is implied from. all the
circumstances and the actions of the parties: Voet 2.14.1S. From these circumstances and actions the Court, in order to
establish such a contract, must come to the conclusion that there was an implied offer and implied acceptance and that
the parties intended to contract with each other; in other words that from the cin:umstanc:es and by their actions the
parties in fact intended that a binding contract should come into being. With the exception that the contract is entered
into tacitly or by implication all the other essentials which must be present when an ordinary express contract is entered
into must also be present in an implied contract. (See too Fiat &4. y Kolbe Motors 1975 (2) SA 129 (0); Wessels vol 2
para H 4426.) The person whom it is proposed to fix with a tacit contract must be fully aware of the circumstances
refemd to and his conduct must be unequivocal. (BlDilcie-Johnatone y Holliman 1971 (4) SA 108 (0) at 119; Big
Dutchman (&4) (Ply) Ltd y Barclaya National Bank Ltd 1979 (3) SA 267 (W) at 281; Wessels paras 2S9, 266) In the
latter regard, Wessels, quoting Maasdorp In,titutes of &4. Law vol 3 4th ed at 64. states (in para 2S6): "In order to
constitute a valid tacit contract, the conduct of the parties must not only be such as to be consistent with consent, but
such as will allow of no other interpretation according to the rule of common sense." This paragraph was referred to with
approval in Briatow y Lycen 1971 (4) SA 223 (RA). The legal effect, therefore, of a person's conduct depends largely
upon what a court of law thinks a reasonable man would consider his intention to have been. It the court has any doubt,
the presumption will be against the penon who asserts that there has been a tacit contract. "
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At the outset a distinction must be made between health care services generally and
emergency medical treatment, given that the Constitution itself draws such a
distinction. However, even the right not to be refused emergency medical treatment is
not without its limitations. These limitations are essentially the available resources of
the statel23 • The KwaZulu-Natal Health Act124 r~fers to 'emergency medical services'
rather than 'emergency medical treatment'. It states at section 29(1) that a health care
user is entitled, "as a matter of right, to emergency medical services for any life
threatening condition at any public health care establishment or private health care
establishment". Subsection (3) of section 29 stipulates that a person employed in a
public health care establishment or private health care establishment. who turns away a
person requiring emergency medical services in terms of subsection (1) commits an
offence. This is an extreme view of the right of not to, be refused emergency medical
treatment since it criminalizes (at least in the province' of KwaZulu-Natal) the act of
turning away a person requiring emergency medical services. The other provinces do
not share this view. The Mpumalanga Hospitals Bill of 1997125 states in section 18
concerning admission and discharge of patients: "The head of clinical services of a
provincial hospital shall, subject to any regulations, determine the order in which
persons shall be admitted to such hospital having regard to the urgency of their need
for treatment: provided that admission to a provincial hospital may not be denied in
the case of an emergency. The Bill does not make this an offence. The Mpuma1anga
Health Facilities and Services Bill of 2000, which seems to have superseded the
Mpumalanga Hospitals Bill of 1997, also makes no menti~n of a refusal of emergency
treatment as being a criminal offence. Section 4 is the same as section 18 of the 1997
Bill. The Eastern Cape Provincial Health Act126 merely stipulates at section 12(b) with
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Thus Cornbrinck J in Soobramoney v Minister OfHealth, Kwazulll-Natal (m 76 supra) observed as follows at 439-440:
"As pointed out by counsel for the respondent s 27(3) does not create a right to emergency medical treatment. It
prohibits anyone from refusing emergency medical1reatment. I consider that the section must be interpreted in such a
way that it is implicit in the words 'emergency medical treatment' that such 1reatment is possible and available. It could
surely not have been the intention of the Legislature that irrespective of the costs and whether or not fUnds were
available and irrespective of whether the treatment was available the persons requiring emergency medical1reatment had
to receive such treatment. So, far instance, if a hospital had an intensive care unit which was full and an emergency
patient anived would it be obliged to move one of its patients out so as to accommodate the emergency patient?
Alternatively. is the State obliged to build additional intensive care units, procure additional dialysis machines,
ventilators, heart-lung machines and other lifCHlllving equipment to enable it to cater for all the patients requiring
emergency medical treatment? It could surely not have been the intention of the Legislature that the right to access to
health care was subject to the constraints of the State's resources and that a patient could be refused treatment but when
his or her condition reached a critical stage and emergency, treatment was required, the State then had to provide it
irrespective ofthe cost."
KwaZulu-Natal Health Act No 4 of2000
Provincial Gazette No 282 of2S October 1997, Notice No 3S6 of 1997. As far as the writer has been able to ascertain,
this Bill has not yet been passed into law in Mpumalanga
Eastern Cape Provincial Health Act No 10 of 1999
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regard to emergency medical treatment for any life threatening condition that users
are entitled to it "through ambulance services and at any public or private health care
establishment." The National Health Act127 does not criminalize a refusal to render
emergency medical treatment. This "discrepancy between the law of KwaZulu-Natal
and the other provinces illustrates the need for framework legislation such as the
National Health Act. The KwaZulu-Natal Health Actl28, in criminalizing the
constitutional prohibition of a refusal to render emergency medical services does not
specifY any exceptions to the rule. No matter how busy or incapable a health facility
may be of attending to a particular patient, no matter how many other emergency
patients it may also have to attend to, no matter how few health professionals may be
physically available to give the patient immediate attention, it is a criminal offence, in
KwaZulu-Natal, to tum away someone requiring emergency medical services. It could
even be argued that the criminalizing of such a provision is counterproductive since
instead of quickly referring a person requiring emergency medical treatment to
another facility where he or she can be attended to immediately, such person may
have to wait for a while at the facility he or she first went to for assistance because the
personnel there might be afraid of committing a criminal offence in sending him or
her to another health care institution. In genuine circumstances of emergency such
delays can be fatal. Whilst it could be argued that emergency medical services could
be seen as including the act of sending a person to another health care facility that is
better equipped to render the emergency services required, this is not at all clear from
't

the definition in the KwaZulu-Natal Health Act129•

If a

p~rson

nec~ssarily

is entitled to emergency medical services 'as of right' this does not

mean that a contractual relationship cannot arise between the patient and

the provider. However, the reasons for inferring such a relationship may be thin on the
ground. The fact that a person is entitled to emergency medical services also does not
preclude the provider from subsequently seeking payment from the patient or other
responsible person for the emergency medical treatment that was rendered.
The terms 'emergen9' medical services' and 'emergency medical treatment' are not
necessarily synonyms. Firstly the term 'emergency medical services' in the health
127

128
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National Health Ad fit 10 8U.pro
KwaZulu-Natal Health Act fb 124 8U.pra
KwaZulu-Natal Health ~ fu 124 supra
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care environment tends to focus attention on health care service infrastructure such as
trauma units and the manner in which such units are equipped, ambulance services
and who may operate them, other specialised forms of transportation of critically ill or
injured persons, and disaster management and containment systems. The term
'emergency medical treatment', on the other hand is rather more indicative of the
direct and immediate application of recognised medical techniques to the person of
one requiring such treatment. It is more personalised and less diffuse than the term
"emergency medical services" and conveys a sense of application of medical skill and
knowledge to an individual who is seriously ill or injured. It is the term used by the
Constitution in section 27(3).
Attempts to define the term 'emergency medical treatment' are problematic from the
point of view of constitutional law since there is no definition of the term in the
Constitution itself. An attempt to define it in other legislation for the purpose of
giving effect to the right embodied in section 27(3) of the Constjtution could be
regarded as an attempt to indirectly amend the Constitution. At the same time, the
Constitution is what might be called framework legislation par excellence in the sense
that the detailed mechanics relating to the Bill of Rights are not contained therein. The
question of what constitutes an emergency has apparently plagued other jurisdictions
to the extent that they have seen fit to define it fairly specifically.13o Although the "
constitutional court has very usefully given an idea of the nature of emergency
medical treatment in Soobramoney131, it too did not give a precise definition but rather
expressed a general sense of what emergency medical treatment does not include notably chronic conditions in respect of which ongoing, long-term medical treatment
is required and designed to indefinitely postpone death rather than to immediately
save a life. This creates something of a certainty problem for people generally "and the
law relating to the delivery of health care services in particular. Whilst the court in

Soobramoney132 seems to have ruled out the possibility of a subjective interpretation
130
131
132

See discussions of emergency medical treatment in Chapter Two - especially with regard to the American Emergency
Medical Treatment and Labor Act.
Soobramoney v Minister ofHealth, KwaZulu-Natal (m 37 IIlpra)
SoobramonBJ' m 79 supra. Combrinck J observed in SoobramonBJ' at p 440: "In any event, the applicant, in my view on
the facts, cannot rely on the provisions of s 27(3). He has been suffering from the diseases mentioned for some years. He
has not contracted a sudden illness or sustained unexpected trauma. It is true that if he does not receive the treatment he
will die. Unfortunately, that is the position with all persons who suffer from long tenn disease. So, for instance, a person
who has cancer may suffer from the disease for a number of years. but will eventually reach the stage where within days
he will die. It is then an emergency lituation for him but it Is not the emergency that, in my view, the Legislature had in
mind in s 27(3)." (writer's italics).
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of.the term 'emergency' so that the patient's perceptions of his or her health status are
not the material factor in ascertaining whether or· not a particular situation does
constitute an emergency, one is still left with the possibility of a large number of grey
areas which will presumably ultimately have to be decided by the courts. For instance
I

is it only situations in which a person's life is materially threatened that are envisaged
by section 27(3) of the Constitution or does it include situations in which a person's
health, as opposed to life, is threatened? Take for instance a situation where a worker
loses a finger in an industrial accident and is rushed to the nearest health facility
where he urgently requires surgery to have the finger re-attached to his hand if he is to
regain full use of it or the situation of a person who sustains a chemical injury to her
eyes which, if treated immediately will save her sight although her life is not in any
danger. What about a woman who is in labour and about to give birth? Does her
situation constitute a medical emergency or does it only become an emergency when
it becomes necessary for her to have a Caesarian section because the child is
positioned incorrectly and becomes stuck in the birth canal? As stated previously the
question- of what constitutes emergency medical treatment as opposed to ordinary
heal~h

care services has considerable financial implications given the Constitutional

prohibition on refusal of. medical treatment. It is logical, given this state of legal
affairs, that the nature of emergency me~ical treatment will have to be determined
with regard to each particular case and possibly, in terms of the principle of
subsidiarity, the decision as to whether or not treatment does constitute emergency
medical treatment is ultimately a medical decision rather than a legal onel33 • This does
not, however, solve the potential problem of variations in practice due to the
subjectivity of the health professionals involved. It is conceivable that one health
. professional may quite reasonably classify certain medical treatment as ordinary
health care services whilst another could justifiably argue that the same treatment
133

In SoobTamoney fh 79 '"pTa Combrinck J observed: "Where there is a conflict such as this, the Court would nonnally
weigh up the interests of the respective parties and based on equity decide which partys right should take precedence
over the other. Insofar as the present case is concerned however, I am of the view that it is not the fUnction of the Court
to decide who shall and who shall not receive the required medical treatment. It is for the medical practitioners to make
these decisions. They are qualified, whereas I am not, to decide on clinical grounds which patient will benefit the most
from the treatment. The Court will only interfere if the doctors involved have exercised their judgment unreasonably,
arbitrarily or have discriminated against a patient. In this regard I am in complete accord with the remarks of Balcombe
U in the case of Rtl J (a minOT) (wardship: medical treatment) a judgment of the Court of Appeal reported in [1992] 4
All ER 614 at 62!5g: 'I would also stress the absolute undesirability of the court making an order which may have the
effect of compelling a doctor or health authority to make available scarce resources (both human and material) to a
particular child, without knowing whether or not there are other patients to whom those resources might more
advantageously be devoted. Lord Donaldson MR has set out in his reasons the condition of J and his very limited future
prospects. The effect of the order of Waite J, had it not been immediately stayed by this court might have been to require
the health authority to put J on a ventilator in an intensive care unit, and thereby possibly to deny the benefit of those
limited resources to a child who is much more likely than J to benefit from them.,n
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constitutes emergency medical treatment. The reason for this is that there is usually an
element of subjectivity in any expert opinion whether of a legal or medical or other
technical nature. As stated previously, attempts to define the term 'emergency
medical treatment' in legislation, are constitutionally problematic because the
Constitution itself does not define the term. There is also a practical difficulty which
runs alongside the legal one. Attempts at definition of this kind of term are
complicated by the fact that a definition is a generic description of a concept

ba~ed

upon an appreciation of most, if not all of the foreseen or anticipated variations that
can occur within such a concept whilst emergency situations are often difficult to
foresee or anticipate (adjectives such as 'sudden' and 'unexpected' are often used in
relation to the word 'emergency,134) and the number of possible permutations is
considerable and unpredictable. What constitutes an emergency with regard to one set
of facts may not constitute and emergency in respect of another. A case in point is that
of a person stung by a bee. The bee sting itself mayor may not be an emergency
depending on whether or not the person stung is allergic to bee stings. An allergy to
bee stings can be life threatening for a person who is allergic since he or she may
suffer from anaphylactic shock brought on by the venom but such a sting would be a
completely minor event for someone who is not allergic.
The question is where does emergency medical treatment begin and end. From the
point of view of the provider patient relationship, this distinction may depend upon
whether the relationship has a basis in contract or not. It may be that emergency
medical treatment is not based upon the law of contract but other health services are.
It could be argued that the rendering of emergency medical treatment is a public
function - because in terms of the Constitution , no-one may be refused emergency
medical treatment - whereas the rendering of other health services mayor may not be
a public function depending upon whether it is a public or private provider that is'
rendering the services. This point will be explored in more detail in the section on the
private sector. In practical terms one must ask for example, whether the emergency
134

~ Soobramoney (m 37 supra) the court noted with regard to the experience of the patient in Pasehim Banga Khet
Mazdoor Samity and Others " State of West Bengal and Another that "the occurrence was sudden, the patient had no
opportunity of making arrangements in advance for the treatment that was required, and there was urgency in securing
the treatment in order to stabilise his condition." See for example also Samson" Winn 1977 (1) SA 761 (e) in which the
court held: "This is, to my mind, almost a classical case of a sudden or unexpected emergency; and the conduct of the
defendant must be judged according to the standards of a reasonable man placed in similar circumstances" and Epol
(Pty) Ltd" Bezuidenhout 1980 (3) SA 624 (T) where the court observed that: "He drove a vehicle in such a manner so as
to place the said Moloi in a position of imminent danger and thereby caused the said Moloi to be faced with a sudden
and unexpected emergency."
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transportation of a patient to· the nearest facility constitute emergency medical
treatment (a) if it is not in an ambulance and (b) if it is? When a patient has been
attended to within a hospital's trauma unit and is then transferred to the intensive care
unit, does the treatment in intensive care remain emergency medical treatment or does
it become a critical health care service? As stated previously, question such as these
are important because of the constitutional distinction between emergency medical
treatment and health services of a more general nature. The obligations of the provider
to the patient may be different depending upon whether or not it is emergency medical
treatment. Whilst a provider may in certain circumstances have no option but to refuse
a patient emergency medical treatment, the provider may be obliged to refer the
patient to another provider who can. The same is not necessarily true in the case of
ordinary health services.
In Soobramoney the question was whether the required treatment constituted
emergency medical treatment at all. The courts have not yet addressed the question of
when medical treatment ceases to be emergency medical treatment for purposes of the
Constitution. In practical terms it is likely that this question will have to be resolved
on a case-by-case basis. However, for operational and financial reasons, there is a
need for health legislation to define the nature of emergency medical care or
emergency medical services.
The draft regulations13s to the KwaZulu-Natal Health Act define "emergency medical
care" as ''the on-site evaluation, treatment and care of an ill or injured public health
care user by an emergency care practitioner in an emergency medical incident and the
continuation of evaluation, treatment and care of the public health care user during the
transportation of the public health care user to or between public health care
establishments". What is meant by "on-site" is not clear. Does it include the treatment
of the· user in a trauma unit by a medical practitioner who specialises in emergency
medical treatment or does it mean only treatment by a paramedic at the site where a
person first succumbs to the illness or sustains the injury or does it include both?

13S

Notice No 23 of2002 in Gazette No 6120 ofl' August 2002 (publisbedforpublic comment)
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The Free State regulations136 define "emergency medical care" as "the evaluation,
treatment and care of an ill or injured person in an emergency care situation and the
continuation of treatment and care during the transportation of such person to or
between medical facilities. The care begins at the site where the emergency occurred,
until the patient is discharged/transferred out of an emergency care facility." These
regulations are for the purpose of controlling and regulating the delivery of
emergency medical services in the Free State rather than fleshing out the rights of
users to emergency medical treatment. However they at least specify when the
emergency situation ends - i.e. when a person is transferred out of the emergency care
facility.
The Gauteng Ambulance Services Billl37 defines "emergency medical care" as "the
rescue, evaluation, treatment and care of an ill or injured person in an emergency care
situation and the continuation of treatment and care during the transportation of such
patients to or between 'medical facilities in order to prevent loss of life aggravation of
illness or injury." This definition envisages only rescue and evacuation type situations
as opposed to treatment once the patient has reached an emergency care facility but
then the Bill is primarily concerned with ambulance services as opposed to health
services of a broader nature.
A finding of a contractual relationship between a patient and a provider in an
emergency situation is likely

t~

be fairly synthetic given the nature of the

circumstances in which emergency medical treatment is usually required. The patient
is sometimes not even conscious and even if he is, he is usually in no fit state to
formulate an intention to contract. The constitutional right to life and the
constitutional prohibition on the refusal of emergency medical treatment are
consistent. The basis of the relationship is more likely to be in constitutional law than
in the law of contract as far
136

137

a~

emergency medical treatment is concerned. The fact

Provincial Notice No. 6S of 2003 'Regulations Governing Emergency Medical Services In The Free State Province'.
Provincial Gazette No 22 of 28 March 2003. The regulations define: "Emergency Medical Care Incident'" u lOan event
threatening or causing acute injury and/or illness, which requires immediate preventative and/or remedial medical
intervention" and "Emergency Medical Service" u "a private or state organization operating on a twenty-four hour
bois, which is solely dedicated, staffed and equipped to offer:
(i) pre-hospital medical treatment and the transport ofthe ill and/or injured;
(ii) inter-hospital emergency medical treatment and transport of referred patients;
(iii) where appropriate, the medical rescue of patients from a medical rescue situation detrimental to the health of an
individual or community"
Gauteng Ambulance Services Bill Notice No 2229 in Provincial Gazette No 124 of 08 May 2002
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that payment may be required of a person who has received emergency medical
treatment does not necessarily render the relationship contractual. South African law
recognises a number of possibilities for the recovery of expenses or fees such as
actions on the basis of unjust enrichment or negotiorum gestioI 38 where a person has
acted for the benefit of another at his own expense. The relationship of in the case of

negotiorum gestio has been described as quasi-contractualI39•
It is submitted that the constitutional stipulation that no one may be refused

emergency m~dical treatment is not confined to the public health sector. It applies to
the private health sector as well. A private provider may charge for services with
respect to emergency medical treatment but this does not detract from the fact that
such treatment may not be refused. In such circumstances, the constitutional basis of
any contract that may arise between the provider and the patient for such services is
138

139

In Maritime Moto" (Ply) Ltd y Von Steiger And Another 2001 (2) SA S84 (SE) the concept of negotiorum gestio was
explained by Jamer J 88 follows: "It appears from the same work that the term negotiorum gestor was originally used to
describe the person who acts on behalf of another and solely for the latter's benefit in circumstances of urgency, knowing
that he had no such authority to acL There was and could be no question of any relationship arising between the parties
by ccmsent. It was further emphuised by the learned authors that the negotiorum gestor plays a constantly shrinking role
in the world of ever-improving communications because it is quite clear that an unauthorised person should not interfere
in another's affairs if it is possible to get in touch with that other. In Standard Bank Financial Services v Taylam 1979 (2)
SA 383 (e) at 387 in fin - 388e Van Zijl JP set out the law in regard to negotiorum gestorum 88 follows: "Our law in
regard to negotiorum gestorum is based finnly, with but minor divergencies, upon the Roman law. In Roman law the
payment of the debt of another without a mandate to do so gives rise to the actio negotiorum gestorum contraria and the
gestor could recover the amount of such payment together with the interest thereon unless the debtor had some interest
in the payment not being made. (See Digest 3.'.43 and 22.1.37.) This quasi-contradual relationship was brought about
where the gestor, acting without a mandate, rendered a service to the dominus - in this instance the debtor - and in doing
so acted reuonably and in the interest of the dominus with the intention not only of administering the affairs of the
dominu8 but also of being compensated for such administration. This action fell away if the gestor did not intend to serve
the dominus, i.e. the gestor mistakenly thought he was administering ~ own affairs or made payment of a debt sui luCri
causa. There is a basic difference between the gestores in these two instances. In the tint the gestor aded bona fide, but
in the mistaken belief that he was serving the dominus. In the latter instance he aeted mala /ide in his own interest. These
two classes of gestor can be described respectively 88 the bona /ide gestor and the mala /ide gestor. Neither of them.
could sue as negotiorum gestorls 88 neither had the intention to serve the dominus. It; however, the dominus had been
enriched at their expense they were each given the right to recover from the dominus on the grounds of unjust
enrichment.' The distinction between negotiorum gestio and unjust enrichment was explored by the court in Couws y
Jester Pools (Ply) Ltd 1968 (3) SA S63 (T) where it noted that ""Rubin, Unauthorised Administration In South Africa, pp.
72 - 73, also emphasises the distinction between the true action based on negotiorum gestio and an action based on
enrichment: "There can be little doubt that in most cases a negotiorum. gestio results in actual enrichment of the dominus.
The destruction of the beneficial service rendered by the gestor before the dominus could enjoy it may safely be regarded
as a rare occurrence. It is clear, also, that in some cases the same resuh would be achieved whether the person rendering
the service claimed 88 a gestor or relied on the principle of unjust emichment; furthennore, that in such cases, the latter
course must be recommended because the intention of the plaintiff would be irrelevant. and to that extent the
proceedings would be simplified. It must be borne in mind, however, that in the one case the claim is for all the useful
and necessary expenses incwTed; in the other, it is based upon an ~Iy different criterion. namely, the extent to which
the dominus bas been enriched. In the fint case the question ii whether they are expenses which the dominus would,
himself; have incurred. whether the amount thereof represents his actual enrichment or not; in the second case all
considerations other than the actual enrichment of the dominus fiill away. It follows, therefore, that there are
circumstances in which a plainti1f who, able to base his claim on negotiorum gestio, nevertheless chose to rely on the
principle of unjust enrichment, would, thereby, deprive himself of the right to recover part of the amount which he bad
expended in the course of the gestio. In fact, such a plaintiff would be ill advised to base his claim on the principle of
unjust emichment, unless he had first satisfied himself that he would be entitled to recover no less on that basis than on
the basis of negotiorum geltio.· See also Absa Bank Ltd TIA Bankjin y Stander TIA Caw Paneelkloppers 1998 (1) SA
939 (e) at p944 where van Zyl J obserYecl: "Hence the buic prerequisite for an action arising from negotiorum gestio,
namely the intention to manage the affain of another (animus negotia aliena gerend;), was absent. I have dealt fully with
this prerequisite in my study on Negotiorum Gestio In South African Law (198') at 31-40, where the relevant authorities
are set forth. n
Standard Bank Financial ServiC68 Ltd y Taylam (Pty) Ltd 1979 (2) SA 383 (e)
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very much apparent. It is submitted that the private provider does not have a choice as
to whether or not to render emergency medical treatment. There may be objectively
ascertainable circumstances in which such provider is unable to render the required
services, for instance because of lack of capacity due to the demands of other patients
in a similar situation, or because the technology required to perform certain
procedures is unavailable etc but these are objective circumstances that exist
irrespective of the inclination, or lack thereot: of the provider to render the emergency
medical treatment. If the relationship between a provider of emergency

medi~al

services and a person requiring them is contractual, then, it is submitted, it is a
contract mandated by the Constitution. The usual rules of freedom to contract do not
apply in the sense of that the provider has the power to choose with whom to contract.

4.6 Damages
The damages payable for breach of contract, unlike those in respect of a delict, are
usually calculated to place the plaintiff in the position in which he or she would have
been but for the breach. A plaintiff who wishes to claim damages must prove (a) Breach of contract committed by the other contractant;

(b) Damage;
(c) A factual causal connection between the breach and the damage;
(d) That for the purposes of the law the damage is close enough to the breach in
that it was reasonably foreseeable or agreed to by the contractants. l40

There are clearly many areas of commonality between the factors listed above and
those required to succeed in a claim in delict.
Christie141 notes that any the investigation of damages for breach of contract must
logically start with an inquiry into whether the damages were caused by breach. It so
happens, he says, that this inquiry has engaged the courts more frequently in the law
of delict than in the law of contract but in both types of case the inquiry is basically
the same and Corbett CJ's restatement of the relevant principles in International

140
141

Van der Merwe. Van Huyssteen, Reinecke, Lubbe Lotz fit 23 mpra p296
Christie fit 2 IUpra at p629
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Shipping Co (Pty) Ltd v Bentley142 is as authoritative in contract as in delict. Christie
points out that these principles call for a two-stage inquiry first into factual causation
and then into legal causation. To establish factual causation it must be shown that the
breach was the causa sine qua non of the loss. This is the same test that is most often
applied to establish factual causation in delict and is discussed in more detail in the
chapter on the law ofdelictl43 •
A contractant who claims damages must prove that he actually suffered damage or
loss as a result of the breach of contract. South African courts are not prepared to
award nominal damages where actual damage cannot be proven. 1M In the health care
context, the harm suffered in respect breach of contract is in effect very similar to ~hat
in terms of the law of delict given the nature of the services that are rendered. There is
often pain and suffering, loss of amenities of life, loss of expectation of life and
disfigurement as well as patrimonial loss. The law of contract, however, only

142
143

144

Bentley 1990 (1) SA 680 (A) 700E-701A
See also Kerr, fh 21 mprQ 648, who states that nonnally a number of factors, each of which is a conditio line qUQ non,
contribute to bringing about the loss. He quotes the dicta of Corbett CJ in Bentley (fh 131 suprQ) to which Christie also
refers. At 700E of the judgment Corbett CJ stated: As has previously been pointed out by this Court, in the law of delict
causation involves two distinct enquiries. The :first is a factual one and relates to the question as to whether the
defendant's wrongful ad was a cause of the plaintiff's loss. This has been referred to as 'factual causation'. The enquiry
as to tactual causation is generally conducted by applying the so-called 'but-for' test, which is designed to determine
whether a postulated cause can be identified as a cauSQ sine quQ non of the loss in question. In order to apply this test
one must make a hypothetical enquiry as to what probably would have happened but for the wrongful conduct of the
defendant. This enquiry may involve the mental elimination of the wrongful conduct and the substitution of a
hypothetical coone of lawfUl conduct and tho posing of the question as to whether upon such an hypothesis plaintiff's
loss would have ensued or not If it would in any event have ensued, then the wrongful conduct was not a cause of the
plaintift's loss; Qliter, if it wouJd not so have ensued. If the wrongful ad is shown in this way not to be a causa sine quQ
non of the Joss suffered, then no legal liability can arise. On the other hand, demonstration that the wronglbl ad was a
causa sine qua non of the loss does not necessarily result in legal liability. The second enquiry then arises, viz whether
the wrongtbl ad is linked sufficiently closely or directly to the loss for legal liability to ensue or whether, as it is said, the
loss is too remote. This is basically a juridical problem in tho solution of which considerations of policy may playa part.
This is sometimes called 'legal causation'. (See generally Minister ofPoUce y Sko'QnQ 1977 (1) SA 31 (A) at 34E - 3SA.
43E - 44B; StQndQrd BQnk ofSouth Africa Ltd y Coet,. 1981 (1) SA 1131 (A) at 1138H - 1139C; S y Danilis en 'n
Ander 1983 (3) SA 275 (A) at 331B - 332A; J SimQn &- Co (Ply) Ltd y BQrclay, NQtionQI BQnk Ltd 1984 (2) SA 888 (A)
at 914F - 91SH; S y Mokgethi en Andere, [1990 (1) SA 32 (A)] a reCent and hitherto unroportedjudgment of this Court,
at pp 18 - 24.) Fleming JO The Law of Tort' 7th ed at 173 sums up this sec:ond enquiry as follows: 'The second problem
involves the question whether, or to what extent, the defendant should have to answer for the consequences which his
conduct has actually helped to produce. As a matter of practical politics, some limitation must be placed upon legal
responsibility, because the consequences of an ad theoretically stretch into infinity. There must be a reasonable
connection between the hanD threatened and the hanD done. This inquiry, unlike the first, presents a much larger area of
choice in which legal policy and accepted value judgments must be the tinaI arbiter of what balance to strike between the
claim to full reparation for the loss suffered by an innocent victim of another's culpable conduct and the excessive
burden that would be imposed on human activity if a wrongdoer were held to answer for all the consequences of his
default' In Mokgethi's case suprQ, Van Heerden JA referred to the various criteria stated in judicial decisions and legal
literature for the determination of legal causation, such as the absence of a nows actus inlervenieus, proximate cause,
direct cause, foreseeability and sufficient causation ('adekwate veroorsaking'). He concluded, however, as follows: 'Wat
die onderskeie kriteria betret; kom dit my ook nie voor dat hulle veel meer eksak is as 'n maatstaf (die soepele maatstaf)
waarvolgeus un die hand van beleidsoorwegings beoordeel word of 'II genoegsame noue verband tussen handeling en
gevolg bestaan nie. Daannee gee ek nie te kenne Die dat een of scl1i meer van die kriteria nie by die toepassing van die
soepele maatstaf op 'n bepaalde soort feitekompleks subsidier nuttig aangewend kan word Die; maar stega dat pen van
die kriteria by alIe soorte feitekomplekse, en vir die doeleindes van die koppeling van enige vorm van
regsaanspreeklikheid, as 'n meer konkrete afgrensingsmaatstaf gebruik lean word nie.·
It must further be home in mind that the delictual wrong of negligent misstatement is relatively novel in our law and that
in the case which in effect brought it into the world, Admlnl,trQteur, NQtQI y Trust Bank van Afrika Bpk 1979 (3) SA 824
(A), Rumpft' CJ emphasised, with reference to the fear of the so-called 'limitless liability'. that this new cause of action
could be kept within reasonable bounds by giving proper attention to, inter alia, the problem of causation (see at 833B).
7 LAWSA 'Damages para 12 and Van dec Merwe et QI fh 21 suprQ
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recognises patrimonial damages. In Edouard v Administrator, NataP4S the court
observed that it may be that the needs of modem society require that damages sl)041d
be recoverable on contract for non-pecuniary loss for injured feelings, pain and
suffering etc but that if there is a need to extend the rules of our law relating to the
recoverability of non-pecuniary loss flowing from breach of contract, such need best
be accommodated in the law of delict where the concepts of wrongfulness and fault
(in the form of culpa and dolus) and the defences germane to delict can be used to
define the limits of the relief. This reluctance of the courts to depart from the
compartmentalisation of law at the expense of justice is unfortunate. The courts use
the same considerations to limit liability for damages in contract as they do in the law
of delict. To say then, that such forms of damages are best confined to delictual
claims is illogical and irrational. Public policy considerations playas strong a role in
the law of contract as they do in the law of delict when questions of the" limitation of
damages arise. The consequences 'wrong' that is done to the plaintiff upon breach of
contract in the health care context is no different in effect to that same wrong when
couched in delictual terms. The pain and suffering is the same, the loss of expectation
of life etc are all the same irrespective of the nature of the cause - i.e. breach of
contract or beach of a duty in" delict. The failure of the courts to appreciate the
difference between contracts for the supply of health care services and those for the
supply of other services leads to decisions in this specific context that are difficult to
justify on rational grounds and without the use of legal sophistries such as the need to
define the limits of relief. Legal causation is used to avoid awards of damages based
on causes that are too remote. Christie points out that damages for breach of certain
types of contract, such as sales, leases and contracts of employment are frequently
assessed according to principles that have been evolved to meet the special
requirements of those contracts146. It is a great pity that they show no inclination to do
the same in respect of contracts for health services when there are so many policy"
reasons for doing so notably that health services" are increasingly being regarded as a
public" rather than a private good, that they are the subject of constitutional rights and
that the provider patient relationship is and should remain, fiduciary in nature despite
the fact that health professionals in this country seem to have lost sight of this fact

145
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Edouard 1989 (2) SA 368 (D)
Christie fh 2 .upra at p 630
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some time ago l47 • It is submitted that these factors present powerful arguments for
regarding contracts for health services differently to those for other goods and
services.

The courts' refusal in South Africa to award non-pecuniary damages for breach of
contract on the ground that such claims should be restricted to the law of delict starts
to encounter logical difficulties when one enters the realm of damages for mental
distress or psychological harm, as opposed to physical harm, for breach of contract
unless one asserts, as did the court in Clinton-Parker v Administrator, Transvaal

Dawkins v Administrator, Transvaa[l48 that the mind and the body do not exist in two
separate dimensions but that both exist in the physical dimension and that the nervous
system is just as much a part of the body as any other physical structure. Even this
argument does not help to justify the failure to recognise the possibility of damages
for non-pecuniary loss in the law of contract - especially in the context of contracts
for health care services. Pain and suffering, like psychological harm, are experienced
through the nervous system - a physical structure. The loss of amenities of life is
experienced through the physical organism. There is no other way to experience the
realities of the physical world including loss, pain and suffering, except via the
physical structures of the body. Mental or psychological stress is accompanied by
well-recognised and documented' physical reactions and strains on the body.
147
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The fierce resistance by dispensing doctors in South Africa to the legislative introduction of a system of li=-ing of
dispensing docton and other health professionals who wish to dispense medicine in a series of litigation against the
government is a case in pOint. Judge President Ngoepe, in the Transvaal Provincial Division. recently accused the
doctors of using their patients as a human shield against the state to assist their attempts to circumvent. the legislation. At
the time of writing. the litigation is still ongoing. The licensing system is designed to ensure that health professionals are
properly qualified to dispense medicine in a manner that is not prejudicial to patients. The dispensing doctors have a
c:onf1ict of interest in the dispensing of medicine that has been internationally recognised Inter alia by the World Health
Organisation since in no other 'marlcet' environment is it possible for a vendor to instruct a customer to purchase an item
with such persuasive force and fi'om such a position of power relative to the customer. The clJanc:es of a patient refusing
to purchase medicine prescribed for him or her by a doctor are very low.
.
Clinton-Parker 1~96 (2) SA 37 (W). In that case at pS4 the court stated that: "The Appellate Division in Bester's case
[Be.rter v Commercial Union Ver.relcerlng.rmaat.rkDppy. WIn SA. Bplc 1973 (I) SA 769 (A)] made it clear that general
principles of delict apply to cases where nervous shoc:k or psyclrlatric damage are the consequence of a negligent act.
The crucial question to be asked, according to Beaten case, is whether the consequence was in all the circumstances of a
specific case reasonably foreseeable. Jonatban Burchell in Princlplu ofDelict at '9 points out that the Courts 'here and
in other c:ountries have been cautious about extending liability for negligently caused nervous shoc:k'. The leamed author
deals with developments in South African law in this regard. He reminds us that in the early cases in South Africa
liability for negligently inflicted DervoUS shook was restricted by two f8ctors, viz the nervous shoc:k had to result in
physical injury and the plaintiff must have feared for his or her own safety. Burchell states: 'The fJrSt of these restrictions
was based on the outdated distinction between mind and matter and based on the view that injury to the physical body
was the subject of Aquilian liability and that damage to the individual's nervous system on its own was not sufficient for
such liability. The second factor was a way of limiting the scope of potential liability to someone who in fact ran the risk
of being physically injured. 'With reference to Bester's case, Burchell correctly concludes that the above approach has
now been regarded as too restrictive. He points out that Bester's case held that the brain and the nervous system is just as
much part of the physical body as an arm or a leg. The learned author states at 60: 'The Appellate Division in this case
looked at certain limiting factors. The nervous shook in order to give rise to a claim for damages under the Aquilian
action must be substantial and not of short duration and sucll shoc:k must be reasonably foreseeable before the defendant
can be held liable for causing such injury....
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Therefore to state that damages for loss of a 'physical' kind are recognised while
damages that are not of a 'physical' kind are not is to make a specious distinction.
Why should a plaintiff suing for breach of contract have to prove that one kind of
loss, (non-pecuniary) was caused through the fault of the defendant whilst there is no
similar restriction with regard to pecuniary loss? In the context of a breach of contract
for health care services why should different legal standards apply to different types
of damages flowing from the same series of events? The argument that non-pecuniary
damages are best decided in terms of the law of delict because this is more likely to
limit claims in damages for non-pecuniary loss is not valid if the observations of
Christie referred to earlier with regard to international Shipping Co (Ply) Ltd v
Bentley are correct. It is submitted

~hat

the problem with contract law in certain

contexts is that it is essentially commerce based and commercially driven. In light of
such a backdrop it is easy to see why damages for non-pecuniary loss do not form part
of this area of the law. The law of contract when seen in this light is about business
transactions between two or more parties in. a situation that involves trade or a bargain
of some sort. It is about the creation of wealth for the parties or the improvement in
some way of their worldly estates and is therefore concerned with issues of
patrimony. The world has changed subtly and in many ways, however, since this view
of the law of contract was first conceivedl49• We have public utilities such as
149

In European contractual law, Article 9:S01: Right to Damages provides that(1) The aggrieved party is entitled to damages for loss caused by the other party's non-perfOl1lllUlCe which is not excused
under Article 8:108.
(2) The loss for which damages are recoverable includes:
(a> non-pecuiUary loss; and
(b) future loss which is reasonably likely to occur.
In terms of Article 9:S02: General Measure of Damages The general measure of damages is such sum as will put the aggrieved party as nearly as possible into the position in
which it would have been if the contract had been duly performed. Such damages cover the loss which the aggrieved
party has suffered and the gain ofwhich it bas been deprived.
Whilst Article 9:S03: Foreseeability provides thatThe non-perfonning party is liable only for 1088 which it foresaw or could n:asonably have foreseen at the time of
conclusion of the contraet as a likely result of its non-performance, unless the non-performance was intentional or
grossly negligent. http://www.cis&law.pace.eduJcisgltextltextef.html#a9S01. The increasing standanlisation of
commercial law due to g1obalisation is a trend which South African courts will not be able to ignore for much longer. In
South Africa, in tho health care context, health tourism is a growing industry and it is only a matter of time before a
foreign national sues a South African health care ·institution for breach' of a contract for health care services. Legal
principles that are more prejudicial to the locals than their foreign counterparts are Jikely to be subjected to considerable
criticism and review as globalisation continues. By way of example of the potential far an area of law to take on
di1ferent contexts and purposes, in accordance with the changing needs of society one need look no further than the law
of delict. It has been observed by GaJlo P 'Punitive Damages in ltaly?', that in ancient Roman Law the main function of
tort law was punishment and deterrence. In the field of tortious liability Roman law was characterised by a plurality of
remedies, .uch as actio furti, rapina, injuries, damnum injuria datum whose main fimdion was punishment and
detarence rather than compensatiOIL The wrongdoer was compelled to pay' up to four times as much ~pensatory
damages. The penalties were paid directJy to the victim of the tort. Roman law also lcnew public penal action especially
in the fieJd of tortuous conduct against the' state, the public order, the king's peace etc. Subsequently law started to
develop and expanded its field of application to that of protection of the person, theft, robbery, injury to the penon etc.
In this way the main function of the penal law became punislunem and deten-ezwe while tho main fbnction of tort law
became .compensation. Gallo observes that in modem times civil lawyen usually say that the only fbnction of tort law is
compensation. Punishment and deterrence can only be achieved by means of penal law. Also in common law countries,
he states, one can notice a similar evolution and a growing tendency to differentiate the main functions of tort law and
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electricity supplies, public transport systems, telecommunication systems and postal
systems that until recently were state run ~d owned and without which it was
difficult if not impossible to conduct business, and water and sewerage systems
penal law. Having said this however it is important to note that in Anglo-American law, the function of punishment and
deterrence has never been completely eliminated ftom the field of tort law. Gallo notes that in England, starting ftom the
13th century, statutes introduced private penalties and subsequently punitive damages were also contemplated by case
law. More recent1y the House of Lords limited the applicability of exemplary damages to three situations:
(1) Where the public administration deprives a citizen ofhis fundamental rights;
(2) Whenever someone aims at obtaining cmicbment u a consequence ofhis wrongful conduet;
(3) When punitive damages are especially provided by statute.
He points out that punitive damages have greatly expanded their field of application in the United States and in the field
of product liability. Gallo states that in Italy and more generally in Europe, there are no applications of private sanctions
comparable to the American ones especially in the field of product liability but that starting ftom the eighties, Italian
case law is showing a growing tendency to rediscover exemplary damages u a consequence of the expansion of tort law
in the field ofthe protection ofthe person, his reputation, honour and privacy.
http://www.j\1s.unitn.itlcardozoIR.eviewrrortslGallo-l9971gallo.htm
It is submitted that the significant point to note here is that rigid compartmenta1ison of principles of common law into
partiwlar areas is not only artificial but can also lead to a situation in which a branch of the common law no longer
meets the needs of the society it is supposed to IICI'Ve and tails to fulfil its pergeptions of justice. Such areas of law are
likely to find themselves in danger of extinction (often by way of legislative intervention) when such a situation prevails.
It is hardly insignificant that the South Afiican law Commission was called upon some time ago to consider the question
of unconscionable contracts and that it 1amentecl the urRemly demise of the fDCCtIptio doli ftom the common law in no
uncertaiIi terms.
In the Netherlands, the main source of the law of damages which goVerns personal injmy cases is to be found in
legislation, mainly the Dutch Civil Code. Articles 6:9.5-6:110 lay down specific provisions on damages. They provide
rules in relation to the beads of loss and the method of assessment of the amount of damages to be awarded.
Significantly the articles apply, in principle, whether the cause of action is in tort or for breach of contract. In aecordance
with articles 6:9.5 and 6:96, all pecuniary losses caused by a tort or breach of contrad must be compensated, irrespective
of whether such 108Be8 for instance arise 1i'om banD to the penon, to goods or to other interests. The right to
compensation for non-pecuniary damage is limited to certain categories. Article 6:9.5 states: "The damage which must be
repaired pursuant to a legal obligation to make reparation consists of patrimonial damage and other harm, the latter to the
extent that the law grants a right to reparation ~'. Dutch law provides a limited right to non-pecuniary damages in
personal injmy cases. Article 6:106 states: "'(1) The victim hu the right to an equitably determined reparation ofharm
other than patrimonial damage: (a) if the person liable had the intention to inflict such hann; (b) if the victim hu
suffered physical injmy, injmy to honour or reputation or if his penon hu been otherwise aftlicted; (e) if the harm
consists of injury to the memory of a deceued penon inflicted upon the non-separated spouse, upon the registered
partner or upon a blood relative up to the second degree, provided that the injmy took. place in a fashion which would
have given the deceased, had he still been alive, the right to reparation of injmy to honour or reputation. (2) The right to

reputation in the preceding paragraph C8DDot be traDsfemd or seized, unless agreed upon by contract or unless an action
for such reparation hu been instituted. For transfer by general title it is sufficient that the title-holder hu notified the
other party that he claims reparation." The phrase in paragraph 1(b) which refers to a penon who hu been otherwise
aftlicted ("of op andere wijze in zijn persoon is aangetast') is open to judicial interpretation, allowing for fiuther
development in this area. The amount of non-pecuniary damages is determined according to equity ('naar billijkheid').
Source: Lindenbergh S D and Verburg R 'PersonaIlqjmy Compensation in the Netherlands'
http://www.peopil.com.downloadsinetherlands-web.doc
In the United Kingdom Lord Bingham stated in Wart, y Mon'OW [1991] 4 All ER 937 CA that: "A contract breaka' is not
in general liable for distress, 1iustration, anxiety, displeasure, vexation, tension or aggravation which his breach of
contract may case to the innocent party. This rule is not, I think, founded on the assumption that such reactions are not
foreseeable, which they surely are or may be, but on considerations of policy. But the rule is not absolute ..•" Lord
Bingham went on to note the exceptions to the 'mental distress' rule: "Where the very object of the contraet is to provide
pleuure, relaxation, peace of mind or freedom from molestation, damages will be awarded if the fiuit of the contract is
not provided or if the contrary result is procured instead" Palfreyman D notes that this exceptional category of cases is
not the product of Victorian contract theory but the result of evolutionary developments in case law ftom the 1970s, and
that in practice in real life in the lower courts non-pecuniary damages are regularly awarded on the buis that the
defendant's breach of contract deprived the plaintiJf of the very object of the contract, viz, pleasure, relaxation and peace
ofmind. http://oxcheps.new.ox.ac.uk.
In Farley y Skinner [2001] 3 WLR 899 the House of Lords allowed an amount of £10 000 for non pecuniary damages
for the diminished enjoyment of a property due to aircraft noise. The house that Mr Farley had bought was not :fiIr from a
navigation beacon and the impact of aircraft noise on the property was marked. Mr Farley had specifically asked about
aircraft noise and told the agent that he did not want a property on a flight path. He was a successful businessman who
wanted to retire to the country. When he moved in to the property he discovered the noise problem but decided not to
sell. He sued Mr Skinner for damages for non-pecuniary loss in the form of diminished enjoyment of the property. See
also Lawlor Rochester of Glaholt and Associates "Cue Comment: Non-Pecuniary Damages for Breach of a Construction
Contract [(1986) 13 C.LR. 63]' and the Canadian cues of Pilon y Peugeot Canada Ltd (1980), 29 O.R. (2d) 711, 114
D.L.R. (3d) 378, 12 B.LR 227; A.G. Onto Y Tiberiu, Production, Inc (1984) 46 O.R. (2d) 1.52, 44 C.P.C. 14, 8
D.L.R.(4~ 479. 2' AC.W.S (2d) 163 (Ont. H. C.); Vorn, y In,. Corp o/B.C. (1984), .53 B.C.LR. 63,4 C.C.E.L 237. 9
D.L.R.(4~ 43, 28 AC.W.S. (2d) 111 (B.c. C. A); Fan,ton. Y F.n,om (1979), 1 AC.W.S. '9 (B.C.S.C.>; Edward, Y
Boulderwood DeY Co. (1983), 1 C.L.R.73 (N.S.T.D.), reversed (1984), 64 N.S.R. (2d) 39.5, 9 C.LR. 2.53, 30 C.C.LT.
223,34 R.P.R. 171, 143 AP.R. 39.5, 21 AC. W.S. (2d) 181 (N.S. C.A) there discussed.
http://www.glasholtcomlArtictesINon-Pecun.iary.htm
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without which urban and suburban life would be intolerable. ISO At the risk of sounding
repetitive, it must be acknowledged that access to health care services is now a
constitutional right and therefore much more than just the subject matter of a
commercial contract. in the ordinary context of trade. The Constitution does not
distinguish between the rights to bodily and psychological integrity. They are, if
anything, interrelated and largely inseparable. A contract for health care services is by
and large not concerned with the patrimony of the patient and any claim that a patient
is patrimonially 'enriched' by health care services is likely to end up in tautologous
and meaningless arguments to the effect that the extent to which he or she is enriched
is measurable in terms the cost of those services. To put it another way, good health is
not something to which a price tag can be readily attached. It is submitted that if
public goods such as health services are to be dealt with in terms of the law of
contract then the backdrop against which the law of contract has traditionally been
consider~d

and construed must take on a richer and more meaningful texture if it is to

remain a credible and rational tool for the resolution of disputes in this area. Contracts
can be useful vehicles for securing a wide variety of goods and services that have
many different social values both for the individual consumer and for society as a
collective. It is clear from the socio-economic rights reflected in the Bill of Rights that
the interests of society in the access of i~dividuals to some kinds of goods and
services is much greater than in the case of others. It is to be hoped in future, at least
with respect to contracts for health care services, that South African courts will use
such considerations to justify a move away from the dicta in cases such as Edouard v

Administrator, NataPSl in which the court observed with regard to Jockie v Meyer1S2
that this case was clear authority that, even where the loss flows from a breach of
contract, damages are only recoverable for non-pecuniary loss suffered as a result of
contumelia, if the pleadings allege and the evidence proves the essentials of the actio

ISO

151
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The Romans, it is true also bad municipal water systems but it is doubtfbl that these were a central focus of their law of
contract and in any event the legal system in South Atiica is not Roman in origin but Roman-Dutch with a strong British
flavour in some areas.
Edouard fit 14S supra
Jockie 1945 AD 3S4. See the discussion of this case in Christie (fu 2 supra) at p 633-634 where he notes that: "'1De nonpatrimonial damages claimed in Edouard could have been refused without going so far as this, and the result is not a
happy one as legislation is unlikely and would be difficult to draft. Our law will therefore remain incapable of awarding
realistic damages against a party who is in breach of a contractual undertaking to provide convenience. comfort,
entertainment or enjoyment unless the Supreme Court of Appeal can be persuaded to step out of the comer into which
the Appellate Division painted itsel£" It is submitted that contracts for health care services are a case in point. Their
objective is generally the alleviation of pain and suffering and loss of amenities. Where the actions or omissions of the
provider effectively cause more of same it is difficult to see why damages for breach of contract should not be awarded.
A rigid logic whose main aim seems to be to promote some notion of legal conceptual elegance and
compartmentalisation of legal principles is cold comfort for the suffering patient.
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injuriarum, i.e. the claim has to be laid in delict and more particularly under the actio
injuriarum and that in South Africa law damages for injured feelings are not as a
general rule recoverable in a claim on contract.

4.7

Statutory Considerations

The Consumer Affairs (Unfair Business Practices) Act1S3 states that'''unfair business practice' means' any business practice which, directly or indirectly,
has or is likely to have the effect of(a)
harming the relations between businesses and consumers;
(b)
unreasonably prejudicing any consumer;
(c)
deceiving any consumer; or
(e)
unfairly affecting any consumer."lS4
It seems that the facts of the Afrox case fall squarely within the unfair business
practice jurisdiction of the Consumer Affairs Act.

The Act provides for the establishment of a Consumer Affairs Committee whose
functions are to(a)

from time to time make known information on current policy in relation to
business practices in general and unfair business practices in particular, to
serve as general guidelines for persons affected thereby;

(b)

receive and dispose of representations in relation to any matter with which it
may deal in terms of the Act;

(c)

receive and dispose of particulars of the result of any investigation made by a
competent authority in relation to any matter with which the committee may
deal in terms of the Act;

(d)

may make such preliminary investigation as it may consider necessary into, or
confer with any interested party in connection with, any unfair business
practice which allegedly exists or may come into existence;
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Consumer Affairs Ad No 71 of 1988
In the Consumer Affain Act, 'business practice includes.
(a)any agreement, accord, arrangement, understanding or undertaking. whether legally enforceable or not, between two
or more persons;
(b) any scheme, practice or method oftrading. including any method ofmarketing or distribution;
(c) any advertising. type of advertising or any other manner of soliciting business;
(d) any ad or omission on the part of any person, whether acting independently or in concert with any other person;
(e) any situation arising out ofthe adivities ofany person or class or group ofpersons,
but does not include a practice regulated by competition law," The .Ad defines a consumer as follows"'consumer' means (a> any natural person to whOJll any commodity is offered, supplied or made available;
(b) any natural person from whom any investment is solicited or who supplies or makes available any investment;
(c) any other person who the Minister with the concurrence of the committee declares to be a consumer by notice in the
Gazette;
(d) any person who is a consumer for the purposes ofthis Ad in tams of any other law,"
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(e)

perform any other function assigned to it by the Act.

(f)

if it chooses assign any preliminary investigation or investigation in terms of
the Act to a competent authority.

Consumers are defined in the Free State legislation as natural persons to whom any
commodity is offered, supplied or made available where that person does not intend to
apply the commodity for the purposes of resale, lease, the provision of services or the
manufacture of goods for gain, any natural person from whom is solicited or who
supplies or makes available any investment and any other person whom the
responsible Member of the Executive Council declares to be a consumer.
Consumer Affairs Courts exist in the various provinceslSS • Their powers are extensive.
Generally speaking, they have the power to hear, consider and make a decision on any
matter before the court, award costs on a prescribed scale against any person found to
have conducted the unfair business practice concerned and who is found to have acted
fraudulently or grossly unreasonably. The Free State legislation makes provision for
the appointment of a consumer protector to receive and investigate complaints of
alleged harmful business practices. They can issue urgent temporary orders including
attachment orders, prohibitory interdicts and authorising an investigating officer to
take any action that may be necessary to prevent the unfair business practice in
question. They can also make orders such as may be necessary to ensure the
discontinuance or prevention of an unfair business practice and may direct the
dissolution of any body or the severance of any connection or form of association
between two or more persons or bodies. They can make orders relating to advertising,
business schemes, practices or methods of trading, marketing and distribution and
business interests. They can appoint curators inter alia to realize the assets of the
person involved in an unfair business practice and distribute them among the
consumers concerned.

ISS

In terms of various provincial statutes. See the Consumer Affairs Act No. 14 of 1998 of the Free State; the Consumer
Affairs (Unfair Business Practices) Act No.8 of 1996 of Limpopo Province; Consumer Affain (Harmful Business
Practices) Amendment Act, 2003 (Act No. 2 of 2003) of Limpopo Province; Western Capo Consumer Affairs (Unfair
Business Practices) Act, No 10 of 2002; Consumer Affairs Unfair Business Practice Act , of 1998 of the Eastern Cape;
Consumer Affairs (Harmful Business Practices), Act 1996 (Act No.4 of 1996) of the North West Province; the Gauteng
Consumer Affairs (Unfair Business Practices) Act 7 of 1996; The Mpumalanga Consumer Affairs Act, 1998 (Act No.6
of 1998); Northern Cape Consumer Affairs (Unfair Business Practices) Act, 1996 (Act No 7 of 1996)
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It is of interest fo note that in European Contract Law1S6, Article 4:110 entitled 'Unfair

Terms not Individually Negotiated' provides that(1)

A party may avoid a term which has not been individu~ly negotiated if,
contrary to. the requirements of good faith and fair dealing, it causes a
significant imbalance in the parties' rights and obligations arising under the
contract to the detriment of that party, taking into account the nature of the
performance to be rendered under the contract, all the other terms of the
contract and the circumstances at the time the contract was concluded.

(2)

This Article does not apply to:
(a)

a term which defines the main subject matter of the contract, provided
the term is in plain and intelligible language; or to

(b)

the adequacy in value of one party's obligations compared to the value
of the obligations of the other party.

Perhaps one solution for patients wishing to claim in terms of the law of contract in
respect of unsatisfactory contracts for health care services is to approach, not the
ordinary courts which seem incapable of moving away from antiquated ideas about
the 'market' for such services, but the Consumer Affairs Courts instead. They may be
more likely to have an understanding of the need to protect consumers and of the
nature and extent of the imbalances in bargaining power between consumers and
suppliers that in reality pervade the health services sector.

4.8 Tacit Contracts
The courts appear to differ on the test to be used in order to determine the existence of
an implied or tacit contract1S7 • The one test has been dubbed the "no other reasonable
IS6

Principles Of European Contract Law Text ofarticles in English: Parts I and n (complete and revised version 1998)
http://www!cis~!edu/cisgltextltextef.htmI#9d

IS7

The Appellate Division in Joel Melamed and Hurwitz v Cleveland Estates (Pty) Ltd; Joel Melamed Qnd Hurwitz v
Vomer Investments (Pty) Ltd 1984 (3) SA ISS (A) observed: liAs to tacit contracts in general, in StandQrd BQnk ofSouth
AfricQ Ltd and Another v OceQn Commodities Inc Qnd Others 1983 (1) SA 276 (A) it was stated (at P 292B - C): "In
order to establish a tacit contract it is necessary to show, by a preponderance of probabilities, unequivocal conduct which
is capable of DO other reasonable interpretation than that the parties intended to, and did in fact, contract on the terms
alleged. It must be proved that there was infoct consensus Qd idem. (See generally Festus" Worcester Municipality 1945
CPD 186 at P 192 - 3,' City ofCaptl Town" Abeuohn's Estate 1947 (3) SA 3., (C) at P 327 - 8; Par,ons v Langemann
and Other, 1948 (4) SA 2S8 (C) at P 263; Bremer Meulen, (Edms) Bpk v Floro, Qnd Another, a decision of this Court

SSt

interpretation test" and the other the" preponderance of probabilities test" .lS8 Christie
points out that on the face of it these two tests are irreconcilable and the courts are in
some difficulty choosing which to employ. He suggests that it is not necessary to
abandon each test entirely as it is possible to synthesise them into a test which
incorporates the best of both and states that the best approach -to a synthesis seems to
be to recognise that in deciding whether a tacit contract or tacit term has been proved
the court IS undertaking an inquiry that involves three stages instead of the usual two.
Christie states that the first stage is to decide on the preponderance of probabilities,
what facts have been established. The second stage is to decide, also on a
preponderance of probabilities, what conclusion consistent with those facts is most
likely to be correct. However, when deciding whether a tacit contract has been proved
a third stage must be interposed. This, says Christie, is to decide how the proved facts,
i.e. the conduct of each party and the surrounding circumstances, must have been
interpreted by the other1s9• He continues to state that his analysis is no more than an
explanation of the words 'unequivocal conduct' tl)at are included in most if not all
formulations of the no other reasonable interpretation test. The one party's conduct
must be unequivocal in the sense that the other party could have no reasonable doubt
of his intention to contract but in deciding whether agreement is the proper inference
to draw from such conduct the court, suggests Christie may be satisfied on the
preponderance of probabilities. He the restates his proposed synthesis of the two tests
as follows:

IS8

159

reported only in Prentice Hall, 1966 (1) A36; Blaikie-John,tone "Holliman 1971 (4) SA 108 (D) at p 119B • E; Big
Dutchman (South Africa) (Ply) Ltd v Barclay, National Bank Ltd 1979 (3) SA 267 (W) at P 281E • F; Muhlmann "
Muhlmann 1981 (4) SA632 (W) Btp 63SB - D.)"
This is the traditional statement of the principle, u is borne out by the cases cited; and it wu accepted u being correct
by appellant's counsel. The correctness of this general formulation has nevertheless been questioned on the ground that
. it would appear to indicate a higher standard of proof than that of preponderance of probability u regards the drawing of
inferences from proven facts (see Christie The Law o/Contract in South Africa at p S8 - 61; cf also Flat SA. v Kolbe
Motor, 1975 (2) SA 129 (0) at P 140; Plum v Mazl,ta Ltd 1981 (3) SA 1'2 (A) at P 163 - 4; Spe' Bona Bank Ltd "
Portau Water Treatment South Africa (Ply) Ltd 1983 (1) SA 978 (A) at P 981A· D). In this connection it is stated that a
court may hold that a tacit contract has been established where, by a process of inference, it concludes that the most
plausible probable conclusion from all the relevant proved facts and circumstances is that a contract came into existence
(see Plum's case "'pra at p 163 - 4). It may be that in the light of this the principle u quoted above ftom. Standard Bank
o! SA Ltd v Ocean Commodities Inc (IIlPro) requires reformulation. In this regard, however, there is this point to be
borne.in mind. While it is perfectly true that in finding facts or making inferences of fact in a civil ease the court may, by
balancing probabilities, select a conclusion which seems to be the more natural or plausible one from several
conceivable ones, even though that conclusion is not the only reuonable one, nevertheless it may be argued that the
inference as to the conclusion of a tacit contrac::t is partly, at any rate, a matter of law, involving questions of legal policy.
It appean to be generally accepted that a term may not be tacitly imported into a contract unless the implication is a
necessary one in the business sense to give efficacy to the contract (see Van den Berg" Tenner 1975 (2) SA 268 (A) at p
276H • 277B and the cases there cited). By analogy it could be said that a tacit contract should not be inferred unless
there was proved unequivocal conduct capable of no other reuonable interpretation than that the parties intended to, and
did in fact, contract on the terms alleged.
Christie fh 2 P 93.
Christie fh 2 IIlpra p 94-9'
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"In order to establish a tacit contract it is necessary to prove, by the preponderance of

probabilities, conduct and circumstances which are so unequivocal that the parties must have
been satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that they were in agreement. If the court is satisfied
on the preponderance of probabilities that the parties reached agreement in that manner it may
find the tacit contract established. "160
Christie's proposed synthesis of the two tests has not met with universal approval. 161

In Edouard62 the plaintiffs did not need to prove a tacit contract because the court a

quo took the written consent form as being part of the contract. Furthermore the
parties had in any event agreed in advance

0r:t the facts, including the existence of the

contract between them, and the matters upon which the court should decide. The
existence of a tacit contract between them was thus not one of them.
In the context of health care services many contracts are not in express terms either
written or verbal. The patient presents at a health facility and is treated. In the case of
a public-provider the patient undergoes a means test in order to establish into which
financial category he or she falls and to determine what if. any fee is payable as
determined by the provincial government by way of fee regulations. The
documentation may at most consist of a consent form but in some cases this is not
even available as consent can be obtained verbally from the patient. If a contractual
relationship is to be found to exist between the public provider and the patient it will
often have to be inferred from the circumstances. It is therefore if importance to
ascertain under what circumstances the courts are likely to infer a contract between
the parties. In Joel Melamed and Hurwitz v Cleveland Estates (Ply) Ltd; Joel

Melamed and Hurwitz v Vomer Investments (Ply) Ltd 63 Corbett JA noted that in the
cases concerning tacit contracts which had previously come before the courts, there
had always been at least two persons involved. He said that in order to decide whether

160
161

162
163

Christie:lh 2 supra p 96. The test proposed by Christie wu apparently cited with approval in lAndmark Real Eltate (Pty)
Ltd v Brand 1992 (3) SA 983 (W)
See MuUer v Pam Snyman Eiendomakonsultante (Pry) Ltd 2001 (1) SA 313 (e) in which the court discussed the tWo
tests and stated a preference for the 'no other reuonable interpretation test'. Comrie J said: "It seems to me, with ~
that proof of the primary facts on a balance of probabilities is required by either test, and that the main difference
between them lies in the strength of the inferences to be drawn from the facts so proven. As Corbett JA observed, that
would at least in part be influenced by considerations of legal policy. My own preference, writing u a single Judge of
tint instance, is for the so-called traditional test, the only reasonable interpretation test, provided that the test is applied
in a common sense and businesslike way. I respectfully disagree with the "synthesis' solution proposed by Christie (Ioe
cit). I fear that to borrow notions from the criminal law will tend to obfuscate rather than claritY the position. The idea of
a compelling inference appeals to me: a compelling inference derived from proof on a balance of probabilities of
unequivocal conduct usually in a business setting. Perhaps it is the word 'plausible' which disturbs me."

Edouard m1 supra
Joel Melamed see fn 1" supra
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a tacit contract arose the courts have had regard to the conduct of both parties and the
circumstances of the case generally and that the general approach was an objective
one. He observed that the subjective views of one or other of the persons involved as
to the effect of his actions would not normally be relevant. Corbett JA said that where
there is only one person involved a tacit contract may be inferred from conduct and
the general circumstances, but in such a case the court should carefully scrutinize the
evidence in order to distinguish between statements of fact capable of objective
assessment and subjective views as to the matter in issue.

4.9 Implied Terms
The doctrine of legitimate expectation is one that is traditionally regarded as
applicable to public entities rather than private persons. Pretoriusl64 notes that the twin
pillars that buttress natural justice are statute and contract and that the statutory pillar
of natural justice has been renovated and fortified as a result of the introduction of the
legitimate expectation. He then asks whether this doctrine also reinforces the
contractual pillar of natural justice in other words whether the doctrine of legitimate
expectation finds application outside of the field of administrative law. This question
will be explored in more detail in the section on the private sector later in this chapter
with regard to private provider-patient relationships but it is also relevant to an
.exploration of the public provider -patient relationship and will be discussed here
from this latter perspective.
It may see~ strange 8:t first to start a discussion of implied terms in contracts with an
consideration of the administrative law doctrine of legitimate expectation but, as will
be seen from what follows, and in support of the central theme of this thesis, the
various branches of law are simply facets of a larger, internally consistent, whole. The
relationship between administrative law and the law of contract in the context of
health services delivery is an important one both from an underlying public policy
perspective and because at least one of the parties to the contractual relationship
presently under consideration cannot escape the dictates of administrative justice as
enshrined in the Constitution. The question to be answered with regard to public
provider-patient contracts must always be whether such contracts must be seen purely
164
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in the light of the law of contract or whether they must always be regarded against a
backdrop of relevant administrative law principles? In other words can the approach
to the public provider-patient relationship ever be based on just one legal 'layer' or
will it always be multi-layered? This question is of considerable significant for courts
of law in considering questions of claims for damages but it is equally relevant for
legal practitioners drawing up the particulars of claim. Traditionally the plaintiff
chooses the battlegroundl6s, casting it as widely as possible so as to include all of the
potential and legally viable bases for relief. Thus in the context of claims relating to
health care services there is often the question of whether one proceeds on the basis of
the law of contract or delict or whether one can use both. Very often the lines between
them are not as distinct as they at first glance appearl66 • In fact one of the more
controversial decisions167 of the Appellate Division in the field of the law of delict was
apparently based upon a desire to preserve the increasing blurring of distinctions
between the law of contract and the law of delictl68 • Where the provider operates
165
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See for instance Martin yMartin 1997 (1) SA 491 (N) in which the court held: "And, in any event, if the respondent had
a choice of remedies she was perfectly entitled to choose the one which she considered the more efficacious, regardless
of any supposed advantages which the other may have had for the appellant'"
See Friedman y Glicksman 1996 (1) SA 1134 (W) and Mukheiber y Raath And Another 1999 (3) SA 106S (SCA) in
which the court observed: IIIn Edouard Van Heerden JA (at '90F), in dealing with the nature of the wrong complained
of, indicated that the wrong ccmsiats of the prior bread! of contract or delict which led to the birth of the child and the
consequent financial loss. I consider this approach of the law to be correct. There can be but one test for wrongfulness,
based as it is ultimately on considerations of public policy, and whether the claim is brought in contract or delict. It is
well recognised today that a contract between a patient and a doctor imposes on the latter a duty to exercise due care and
skill; but even in the absence of a contract between them there is a duty of care on the doctor (see the remarks in
Lillicrap. Wassenaar and Partners y Pilkington Brother. (.upra at 499A-I». The duty of care in either case seems
inevitably to be measurable by the same yardstick and I am of the view that the same policy considerations that underlie
the Edouard judgment are applicable in the appeal now under consideration. These considerations do not stand in the
way of allowing the Ruth's action." See also for examples of a1tematiw causes of action Pln.haw y NfIX:Il. Securities
(Ply) Ltd And Another 2002 (2) SA S10 (C); Ren. y Collman 1996 (1) SA 4;2 (Al; E.terhulzen yAdmlnl8trator.
TranSWIal 19'7 (3) SA 710 (T); Van Der Walt Bu.lness Brokers (Ply) Ltd y Budget Kilometer8 CC And Another 1999
(3) SA 1149 (W) A
·Boberg PQR The Law of Delict Vol I: Aqldlian Liability in his discussion of Lillicrap lists the many criticisms of the
judgment in a footnote.
In LiUicrap. Wassenaar And Partners y Pilkington Brother. (Sa) (Ply) Ltd 1985 (1) SA 47S (A) the court noted: "There
is clear authority that in certain situations negligence in perfonning a contractual obligation may give rise to liability in
both contract and delict. The c8se of the negligent surgeon is the clearest example. Van Wyk y Lewil 1924 AD 443444. But this was a case of physical injury and of a duty which, while co-existent with the contractual duty, was not
dependent on the existence of the contract. There is no general Nle in our law (as there may be in England • see Es.o
Petroleum Co Ltd y Mardon [1976] 1 QB at 820) that a professional man's breach of his contractual duty, causing
economic loss, is per se a delict. On the contrary, the weight of South African authority is against that approach. In the
first place, there is the strong dictum in Hamman y Moolma" 1968 (4) SA at 348E • G which indicates that it is
unnecessary and undesirable to extend delictual liability for negligent statements where well-established contractual
remedies exist. Cf the Admini.trateur, Natal case supra at 834F. The Cape Provincial Division has not followed this
dictum: Kern Tru.t (Edm.) Bpk y Hurter 1981 (3) SA at 607. But it bas, correctly, been adopted in the Transvaal.
Latham v Sher 1974 (4) SA at 69SH - 696A; Du Plessis y Semmelink 1976 (2) SA at '03A - F. More particularly, where
a professional man is negligent in carrying out his contractual duty (absent physical damage), there is much authority
that only an action in contract lies. This was for many yean accepted law in England Stelju y Ingram [1903] 19 TLR
'34 (architect); Groom y Crocker [1939] 1 KB 194 (solicitor). This view of the law survived the decision in Hedley
Byrne &- Co Ltd v Heller &- Partners Ltd 1964 AC 465. See Bagot y Steven. Scanlan &- Co [1966] 1 QB 197 (architect);
Clark y Kirby-Smith 1964 Ch '06 (solicitor); Cook y Swtnfen [1967] 1 WLR 4'7 (solicitor). However, tortuous liability
for negligent statements in England has now been extended holus-bolus into the field of contract. Esso Petroleum Co Ltd
y Mardon [1976] 1 QB 801: Midland Bank Tru.t Co y Hett, Stubbs &- Kemp 1979 Ch 384. Natal has followed suitRampal (Ply) Ltd and Another y Brett, Wills &- Partners 1981 (4) SA at 36'E - 366E. In the Transvaal, however, there is
Full Bench authority that the action lies only in contract. Bruce NO "Berman 1963 (3) SA at 23F - H. See also Honey &Blanckenberg y Law 1966 (2) SA at 46; Mouton y Die Mynwerkersun/e 1977 (1) SA at 142H. (In Tonkwane SawmiU Co
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within the public sector, does this range of options become extended to include
administrative and constitutional law? It is the nature of the parties that complicates
matters when dealing with a private law relationship between two parties where at
least one of them is an organ of statel69• Put another way, the question with regard to
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Ltd v Filmalter 1975 (2) SA at 4.53 and in Broderick Propertiel (Pry) Ltd v Rood 1964 (2) SA at 310 this point wu not
raised.) For the reasons which follow, there is no reason of need, convenience or policy to extend the liability of a
professional into the delictual field, and policy and convenience in fact point the other way. See also Van der Walt (op
cit at 8 para S); McKerron (1973) 90 SALJ at P 1. The recognition of a duty of care (during the period of their contractual
relationship) in the terms alleged by the respondent would impose upon the appellant no substantive obligation which it
did not owe to the respondent under the contract between them. The two seta of obligations, u has been seen, would be
co-extensive. This would constitute an invuion by the law of delict of an area which is already fully and satisfactorily
occupied by other legal rules. There is no ground of legal policy which calla for or justifies such an invuion. Herlchel "
Mrupe (mpra at p 478C). Hamman v Moolman 1968 (4) SA at 348E. If liability in delict were allowed in principJe in
such a situation, the distinction between contract and delict would be unnecessarily undermined where the delictual duty
of care arises exclusively by virtue of the contractual relationship between the parties (u wu the position here) and is
precisely co-extensive with the contractual duty. Further, for the reasons given below, the type of damages sought by the
respondent are appropriate only to a contractual claim and are alien to our prin~ples of delictual liability. It is wrong in
principle to allow a contracting party. whose rights and obligations have been determined by his agreement and that of
the other contracting party, to circumvent the consensual definition of the parties' rights and obligations by proceeding
in delict. This is particularly so in the present case where the appellant's contractual duties have been set out in detail in
the agreement. In such a situation it is implicit that the parties intended :the contractual definition of their rights and
obligations to be exclusive of any other liabilities. See W J Hosten 'Concursus Actionum of Keuse van Aksies' 1960
THRHR at 267 - 269. Bagot " Stevenl. Scanlan & Co [1966] 1 QB 197. Justice and practical convenience do not call for
the additional remedy. In some cues it is resorted to because of more favourable prescription provisions. But this is not
in law or policy a good ground for granting a remedy in delict where a contractual remedy wu previously available. The
ruling that the various contractual considerations and in particular the question of a frustration of the contrad by
allowing a claim in delict are matten for pleading. not exception, is incorrect: they are matten of policy and therefore
relevant to the existence of the duty of care. Other authorities which caution against an undue exteDsion of delictual
liability grounded on negligence into an area covered by contract are Alliance Building Society v Deretich 1941 TPD at
206; Atkinlon Oatel Motor8 Ltd" Trult Bank ofAfrica Ltd 1977 (3) SA at 198. See also the Canadian cases ofJ Nunes
Diamonds Ltd v Dominior, Electric Protection Co (1972) 26 DLR (3d) (Canadian Sup Ct) at 727 - 8. (Cf723); Sealand
of the Pacific y Robert McHaffie Ltd 1974) '1 DLR (3d) 792 (British Columbia CAl. The Judge a quo incorrectly held
that the minority judgment of SPENCE J in the J Nunes Diamonds cue accords with the overwhelming weight of
authority in our law: it is rather the majority judgment of Pigeon J which accords with the weight of South African
authority and in particular the approach to the question of extending delictual liability in the cues cited above. For the
same reason the minority judgment of Wilson JA in Dominion Chain Co Ltd v Eastern Conltruction Co Ltd (1976) 68
DLR (3d) at 394 and 395 is preferable to that ofthe majority."
Viljoen JA observed in East London Weltern Districts Farmer8' A88ociation And Other8 v Mintlter OfEducation A.nd
Development Aid And Other8 1989 (2) SA 63 (A): '"The state may, of course, in appropriate circumstances, also be a
party to a private law dispute pertaining to contract or delict, or one gover.ned by s 1 of Ad 20 of 19.57. but in my view
the present is not such a case. It is purely a matter of administrative law. In this respect Wiechen A.dmin/ltrative Law
(2nd ed) deals at 306 H (see at 34' • 6 of the Afrikaans second edition of Admintltratie,freg) with the relationship
between State and private liability u follows: 'Many of the problems arising in the determination of the ambit of state
liability for administrative acts may be ascribed to the fact that private law is regarded u the bais for such liability. It;
on the other hand, it is accepted that the relationship of State liability is an administrative law relationship which is
governed by the rules of administrative law, the application of private law within this relationship acquires due
significance. According to this approach the relationship of State liability is an unequal relationship insofar u the state is
able to regulate its own liability. primarily in accordance with private law, but sometimes in a manner peculiar to
administrative law. Because the relationship within which the aggrieved individual and the administrative organ find
themselves is in many aspects aualogous to the private law relationship of obligation, it is understandable that the rules
of private law are particularly suited to the governing of this relationship. However, the application of private law should
not obscure the fact that the relationship of state liability is one of inequality.' He proceeds to enumerate the differences
between the relationship of state and private liability, among which the following two are, in my view. apposite: 'I. In
the private law relationship of obligation private law interests and powen are weighed up against one another while in
the state liability relationship powers of Government and the general interest on the one band, and the general interest
and private interests and rights on the other, are weighed up against one another. The detennination of the nature and
scope of Government, or more specifically, administrative powers, is primarily a question of administrative law... 3. In
the state's relationship of liability the state may unilaterally determine the content and ambit of its own liability, but in
the private law relationship one party cannot determine its own powers and duties without the other's consent, whether
express or tacit.' Our law seems to be well settled insofar u statutory authority conferred on lower-tiered public bodies
is concemed. This is so both u regards the onus to be discharged u well u the substantive law. The principles
applicable are set out, inter alia. in the case of Johannelburg Municipality v African Realty Trult Ltd 1927 AD 163, the
headnote of which reads: 'Where the exercise of statutory powers is alleged to have resuhed in an injwy to another the
enquiry in each instance is whether an interference with private rights is justified. If it is not there is an end to the matter.
If it is then the exercise of the statutory power is limited by another consideration, namely that it must be carried out
without negligence - Oeddel " Ban Reservoir 3 AC 430; Tobianlky's case (1907 TS 134); New Heriot Mining Co "
Union Government 1916 AD 421 applied. If the nature of the work authorised is such that it may or may not interfere
with private rights according to circumstances then the person entrusted with statutory authority is entitled to show that
under the circumstances of the case it is impossible to carry out the work without such interference in which case an
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public provider-patient relationships in the contractual setting is whether the state can
ever escape its nature and, like the prince in the fairy-tale, assume the role of a pauper
so as to be able to contract on an equal footing with the patient. If the answer to this
question is in the negative170, then the further question arises as to the applicability of
the doctrine of legitimate expectation to the contractual relationship between the
public provider and the patient. As indeed the question also arises as to whether there
would be certain terms implied by law within this contractual relationship that are
grounded in administrative law. The question of the applicability of the doctrine of
legitimate expectation in a contractual context is not on quite the same footing as
other terms implied in the contract on the basis of administrative law because a
legitimate expectation, in the context of administrative law stands outside of the
concept of a right conferred by law. In administrative law, a legitimate expectation is
an interest as opposed to a right171. The objection to the importation of ~ legitimate
expectation into a contract as an implied or tacit term is that it would confer upon it

170
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inference that an infringement of private rights was sanctioned would be justified. For otherwiso the grant of statutory
authority would be nugatory. As to what amounts to negligence in such circumstances, if by a reasonable exercise of the
powers given by statute or conunon law the damage could be prevented, it is negligence not to make such reasonable
exercise of such powers.' At 172 Innes CJ distinguishes between directory and permissive powers conferred upon a local
authority as follows: "Where express provision is made on the point there is no difficulty: and even where the
contemplation of the Legislature is not expressed it may be very clearly implied. If, for instance, the statutory powers are
directory, then their exercise in the manner authorised cannot create liability at the suit of an injured party. For the doing
of what the Legislature has ordered in the way which it has indicated cannot found an action at the instance of a person
prejudiced thereby. The implication is clear that the lawgiver intended to legalise an infringement of his rights.
(Metropolitan Asylum Dist v HiU 6 AC at 203.) Cases where the statutory powers are permissive and not dimmJy
present greater difficulty. But the test is the same - can an intention to interfere with the common law rights of othen be
implied? Certain ~ considerations may be useful, but are not necessarily decisive.·n
This question of the distinction between private law and public law relationships, which is in essence what is under
discussion here, ties in to an even more complex and yet relevant constitutional debate concerning the vertical as
opposed to horizontal application of the rights in the Bill of Rights in the Constitution. There are four basic permutations
that are relevant within this chapter dealing with. the relationships between provider and patient. They are as follows:
public entity VB private entity under public law; public entity VB private entity under private laW; private entity VB private
entity under public law and private entity VB private entity under private law. The validity of the distinctions between
public and private law lie at the heart of the debate. In Du Plessis A.nd Others v De Klerk And Another 1996 (3) SA 8'0
(CC) Kriegler J observed as follows in this regard: ""My reading of chapter 3 gives to the Constitution a simple integrity.
It says what it means and means what it says. There is no room for the subtleties and nice distinction so dear to the hearts
of medieval theologians and modern constitutional lawyers. The Constitution promises an "open and democratic society
based on freedom and equality'. a radical break with the ·untold suffering and injustice' of the past. It then lists and
judicially safeguards the fundamental rights and fteedoms necessary to render those benefits attainable by all. No one
familiar with the stark reality of South Africa and the power relationships in its society can believe that protection of the
individual only against the State can possibly bring those benefits. The fine line drawn by the Canadian Supreme Court
in the Dolphin Delivery case and by the US Supreme Court in Shelky v Kraemer between private relationships involving
organs of State and those which do not have no place in our constitutional jurisprudence. Nor are we consigned to the
hypocrisy so trenchantly excoriated by the authors of the two Canadian articles quoted in Baloro and Other. v University
of Bophuthatswana and Others. What is more, my reading of the Constitution avoids jurisprudential and practical
conundrums inherent in the vertical-but-indirectly-horizontally-irradiating interpretation. One does not need to ascertain
whether a question is one of public or private law (wherever the boundary may lie in our legal system); one is not
confronted with knotty problems where a private relationship is, wholly or partially, governed by statute; nor where an
organ of State is a party to a manifestly private law dispute, for example flowing from contract or delict. There are no
anomalies where one lUes a policeman and his Minister in delict or when an organ of State and a private person are coplaintifti or co-defendants. Nor is it of any consequence that a rule of the conunon law derives from an ancient statute of
a fonner government or from the writings of a legal sage of old. The law is the laW; where the chapter fits, it is applied;
where it does not, its spirit, purport and objeclB are duly regarded."(footnotes omitted).
The PAJA distinguishes between a right and a legitimate expectation by using them in the alternative in section 3(1)
"Administrative action which materially and adversely aft"eclB the rights or legitimate expectations of any person must be
procedurally fair." Devenish GE, Govender K and Hulme D Administrative Law and Ju.tice in South Africa note at p311
"'Obviously where existing rights are affected there is no need to rely on the doctrine'" [of legitimate expectation].
However a degree of overlapping may occur."
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the status of a right as opposed to an interest. The question is whether in the context of
the law of contract, this objection is a valid one. The answer hinges upon the peculiar
nature of a legitimate

exp~ctation.

In terms of the law of contract a tacit term can be

implied from the facts, from trade usage or by law. Legitimate expectation according
to Devenish et al may arise either from an express promise given on behalf of a public
authority or from the existence of a regular practice which the claimant can
reasonably expect to continuel72• It is submitted that there are significant similarities
between tacit terms in' the law 'of contract, and legitimate expectations in,
administrative law. Like a tacit term in contract law, a legitimate expectation, in its
preliminary form, generally sits outside of the formally recognised boundaries of the
relationship between the p.arties. In the case of contract it sits outside of the written
document in which the parties have described their agreement. In the case of
administrative law it sits outside of the statutorily defined relationship of a public
entity to ordinary citizens. Like a tacit term, a legitimate expectation may arise from
the facts or from 'trade usage' in the sense of a longstanding practice of a public
authority, or by law. In the case of the last mentioned, the existence of a right, could
give rise to a legitimate expectation that a power to take a decision affecting the
ability to freely exercise that right would require that those affected are given an
opportunity to be heardl73 • Devenish et ~[l74 note that the application of the doctrine of
legitimate expectation usually but not necessarily requires a promise or the existence
of a regular practice and that in at least one case the court refused to extend the
doctrine by finding a legitimate expectation in their absence. 17s Although they cite two
cases in which the courts have been prepared to recognise a legitimate expectation in
the absence of a promise or practice they state that it is problematic whether mere
considerations of fairness in the absence of a promise or the existence of a regular
practice should give rise to application of the doctrine of legitimate expectation. The
moral of the story is that there must be an objective, rational basis and legal for a
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Devenish et al fh 171 mpra at p308-309
Thus in Public Servants Association 0/&4 11 Minister ofJustice 1997(3) SA 92S (T) the court found that the applicants
not only had a right to be considered for the pOsts concerned but they had a legitimate expectation to be appointed to
such posts. They therefore had a right to be heard in relation to the formulation of the affirmative action policy. In this
caae the applicants were all white male state attomeys who contended that they had not even been interviewed for
positions for which they were well qualified, on the grounds of their race and gender. The Department of Justice had
introduced an affinnative action policy to the effect that no white males would be considered eligible for certain posts.
Devenish et al fu 171 mpra at p31,S
Ngemal1 Minister ofJustice, KwaZulu 1992(4) SA 349 (N)
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legitimate expectation176• One cannot have a legitimate expectation contrary to a law,
or, it is submitted, public policyl77, which stipulates differentlyl7s. The same is true of
tacit or implied terms in a contract. In order to decide whether a tacit term is to be
imported into a contract one must first examine the express terms of the contract. 179
The express terms, as Christie points out, may deliberately exclude the possibility of
importing tacit terms of a particular type. The same is true for a legitimate
expectation. It may be excluded by the terms of a statute or subordinate legislation.
No tacit term may be imported in contradiction of an express term. ISO A legitimate
expectation may not be entertained in the face of contrary statutory provisions. The
express terms may also exclude the possibility of importing tacit terms even when the
express terms ~o not expressly cover the question but give rise to the inference that
the parties do not wish to include the term in question. It is submitted that the same is
true with regard to statutory interpretation and the doctrine of legitimate expectation.
176

177

178
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The court said in Administrator, Transvaat and Others vTrallb and Others 1989 (4) SA 731 (A): ..It is clear &om these
cases that in this context legitimate expectations' are capable of including expectations which go beyond enforceable
legal rights, provided they have some reasonable basis."
The doctrine of legitimate expectation is recognised on the grounds of public policy. It would not therefore make sense
to permit a legitimate expectation to fly in the face of the basis for its acceptance into law. The court in Trallb (fu 164
sllpra) noted that: "A useful and comprehensive overview and analysis of the relevant decisions is to be found in an
article by Prof Robert E Riggs, published in (1988) 36 American Journal ofComparative Law at 39Sf[ In an epitomica1
first paragraph to his article Prof Riggs Btates:'Since the landmark decision of Ridge v Baldwin, handed down by the
House of Lords in 1963, English Courta have been in the process of imposing upon administrative decision-mak.en a
general duty to act fairly. One resuh of this process is a body of case law holding that private interests of a status less
than legal rights may be accorded procedural protections against administrative abuse and unfairness. AB these cases
teach, a penon whose claim falls short of legal right may nevertheless be entitled to some kind of hearing if the interest
at stake rises to the level of a "legitimate expectation". The emerging doctrine of legitimate expectation is but one aspect
of the "duty to act fairly", but its origin and development reflect many of the concerns and difticultiea accompanying the
broader judicial effort to promote administrative fairness. As such, it provides a useful window through which to view
judicial attempts to mediate between individual interests and collective demands in the modern administrative state.'
Devenish fit al (fu 1'9 supra) state at P 318 that "Legitimate expectation is intrinsically merely a manifestation of the
seminal principle of fairness which is so fundamental to the manner in which the courta must interpret and apply the
norms and principlea of contemporary administrative law".
This appears to be a fair sunDning up ofthe situation."
In University O/The Wutem Cape and Other8 v Member afExecutive Commlnee for Health and Social SflTllice8 and
Other8 1998 (3) SA 124 (C) the court held: "Without dwelling much on the doctrine of legitimate expectation, it should
be pointed out that no one can have a legitimate expectation of doing something contnuy to the law. or of preventing a
functionary &om discharging his statutory duty. See Anomey-General o/Hong Kong vNg rllen Shill, above at 3S1. See
also R v Ministry ofAgriclliture, Fisheries and Food, "parte Hamble (Offshore) FisheriU Ltd [199S] 2 All ER 714
(QB) at 723-4; Union of Teachers' ASSOCiations of South Africa and Another v Mini8ter of Education and Cllltll,..,
HOIlII of Representatives, and Another; IsaQC8 and Others v Minister of Edllcation and Clllturtl, HOlls. of
Reprtlsentatives, and Another 1993 (2) SA 828 (C) at 841H-I. In my view it is in the interests of good administration
that a public body should act fairly and should implement whatever' promise it may have made so long as the
implementation thereof does not interfere with its statutory duty. In casu the first respondent is under a statutory duty in
terms of I 11 of the Ad. to make appointments to the public service. Therefore any promise or undertaking which
conflicts with its statutory duty to make appointments cannot be enforced by the courts. The con1rary is clearly
untenable. It would lead to an absurd situation whereby public bodies could simply ignore their statutory duties by
making promises which conflict with them. Surely it would be unfair to enforce promises which fly in the face of
statutory duties. Thus whatever the source of a 'legitimate expectation' niight have been in casu, I am satisfied that it wu
not legitimate because the applicants knew that the tint respondent waS under a statutory duty to make appointments to
posts which had to be advertised.
See Christie fu 2 supra p 191. He refers to the words of Rumpfi' JA in Pan American World Airways Inc v SA Firtl and
Accident Insurance Co Ltd 1965 3 SA ISO (A) I"C: "When dealing with the problem of an implied term the first
enquiry is, of course, whether, regard being had to the express terms of the agreement, there is any room for importing
the alleged implied term.
Authorities cited by Christie (fu 2 sllpra) in this regard at p 191 are FJ Hawkes &- Co Ltd v Nagel 19S7 (3) SA 126(W)
132 C; Springvale Ltd v Edwards 1969 1 SA 464 (RA) 472C; Nellhoffv York Timbers Ltd 1981(4) SA 666 (T) 679;
Robin vGllaranteeLi/eAssllrance Co Ltd 1984(4) SA SS8 (A) S67A-F
It
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An implied term that is not derived from trade usage or law is derived not only from

the common intention of the parties but also their imputed intentionl81 • In the law of
contract, terms can be implied by trade usage just as a legitimate expectation can arise
from a regular practice on the part of an administrator. 182 With regard to terms
imposed by law Corbett AlA pointed out in Alfred McAlpine 183 that such terms are
imposed by law from withoutl84 • He observes that in a sense 'implied term' is, in this
context a misnomer in that in content it simply represents a legal duty (giving rise to a
correlative right) imposed by law, unless excluded by the parties, in the case of certain
contracts. Christie notes that this observation of Corbett AJA raises 'the vexed
question' of nomenclature. He says that the point is that a contract is an agreement
and one would therefore expect all its terms to be agreed between the parties. Like a
tacit term, somewhat paradoxically, a legitimate expectation in fact takes on the
flavour of a right once it has been recognised by a court of law in the sense that legal
consequences flow from it. The distinction between a tacit term and a legitimate
expectation on the basis that the one effectively confers rights and obligations once it
is recognised and the other does not is thus largely notional rather than practical.
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In Alfred Mcalpine &- Son (Ply) Ltd v Transvaal Provincial Administration 1974 (3) SA '06 (A), Corbett AJA observed:
"In the second place, "implied term" is used to denote an unexpressed provision of the contract which derives ftom the
common intention of the parties, u inferred by the Court from the express terms of the contract and the IIUI'J'OUDding
circumstances. In supplying such an implied term the Court, in 1nIth, declares the whole contract entered into by the
parties. In this connection the concept, con;unon intention of the parties, comprehends, it would seem, not only the actual
intention but also an imputed intention. In other words, the Court implies not only terms which the parties must actually
have bad in mind but did not trouble to express but also terms which the parties, whether or not they actually bad them in
mind, would have expressed if the question, or the situation requiring the tenD, had been drawn to their attention (I.
Dahl v Nellon, Donkin and Co. (1881) 6 App. Cu. 38 at p. 59; Techni-Pak Salel (Ply.) Ltd. v Hall, 1968 (3) SA 231
(W) at pp. 236 - 7; Chitty, Contracts, 23rd ed, p. 313; B Weeramantry, The Law ofContractI, p. 573; but c£ TrollopB
& CollI v N. W. HOlpital Board. (1973) 2 All E.R. 260 at pp. 267 • 8)."
See the discussion in Christie (m 2 supra) from pI84-190. See also Kerr AJ fh 21 '"pra at p 3SS who states IIWhere a
usage is actually known to the contracting parties, and the court can feel confident that they intended to adopt it, it is
probable that the requirement of reasonableness means little more than that the usage must not be so opposed to public
policy that ifthe parties had expressly stated it u part oftheir contract, the law would not have enforced it...
AlfredMcA.lpine fh 181 supra
In legal parlance the expression "implied term" is an ambiguous one in that it is often used, without discrimination, to
denote two. possibly three, distinct concepts. In the first place, it is used to describe an unexpressed provision of the
contract which the law imports therein, generally u a matter of course, without reference to the adual intention of the
parties. The intention of the parties is not totally ignored. Such a term is not nonnally implied if it is in conflict with the
express provisions of the contract. On the other hand, it does not originate in the contractual consensus: it is imposed by
the law ftom withoul Indeed, terms are often implied by law in cases where it is by no means clear that the parties
would have agreed to incorporate them in their contract. Ready examples of such terms implied by law are to be found in
the law of sale, e.g. the seller's implied guarantee or warranty against defects; in the law of lease the similar implied
undertakings by the lessor as to quiet enjoyment and absence of defects; and in the law of negotiable instruments the
engagements of drawer. acceptor and endorser. u imported by sees S2 and'3 of the Bills of Exchange Act, 34 of 1964.
Such implied terms may derive from the common law. trade usage or custom, or from statuto. In a sense lIimplied term"
is, in this context, a misnomer in that in content it simply represents a legal duty (giving rise to a comlative right)
imposed by law. unless excluded by the parties, in the cue of certain classes of contracts. It is a naturaIium of the
contract in question.
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The debates around non-variation clauses in the law of contract highlight the question
of legitimate expectation in the field of administrative lawl8s • In Brisley v Drotsky186
Olivier JA conceded that Hutchison was correct where he said the following
concerning SA Sentrale Ko-op A Graanmaatskappy Bpk v Shifren en Andere 187:
''The principle in Shifren' s case has consistently been reaffirmed, albeit with the rider in a
recent case that non-variation clauses are to be restrictively interpreted since they curtail
freedom of contract. It is therefore still good law, despite the fact that the courts have
frequently felt uncomfortable about applying the principle, and have resorted to all sorts of
ingenious stratagems to avoid doing so. The reason is quite simply that, no matter how logical
its theoretical justification, in practice the principle would be productive of injustice if applied
without a good deal of discretion and qualification. For, on ·the face of it, Shiften appears to
allow a party to go back on his or her word, even when another has in good faith relied
thereon. Take the all too common situation represented by Shifren itself: a contract of lease
containing a non-variation clause requires the written consent of the landlord for any cession
by the tenant of its rights under the contract; the landlord orally consents to such a cession but
later, after the cession has taken place, purports to cancel for breach, averring that the oral
agreement is of no force or effect in view of the non-variation clause. To permit the landlord
to cancel the contract in such circumstances seems not merely unjust but a violation of the
principle that parties to a contract are expected to behave in accordance with the dictates of
good faith."188

In the context of legitimate expectation there is a similar feeling that an administrator
should not be allowed to go back on his or her word when another has in good faith
relied thereon at least without observing some form of procedural fairness l89 • The
debate concerning substantive as opposed to procedural fairness in the context of the
doctrine of legitimate expectation as canvassed in Meyer v Iscor Pension Funtl 90 is
unnecessary for the purposes of this discussion since the intention here is simply to
demonstrate the commonalities between the law of contract and administrative law
without going too far into the complexities of either of them.

It is submitted that the question of whether the state can exclude the principles of
administrative justice by way of contractual terms from its relationship with a patient
18S

186

187
188
189

190

In Randcoal Servicel Ltd And Otherl v Randgold And &ploratlon Co Ltd 1998 (4) SA 825 (SeA) van Heerden DCJ
stated: "However, in my view, a non-variation clause curtails common law :freedom to contnu:t and must hence be
restrictively interpreted.
Brll1ey 2002 (4) SA I (SeA)
Shifren 1964 (4) SA 760 (A)
Hutchison D 'Non variation clauses in contract: any escape from the Shifi"en straitjacket?' (2001) 118 SALJ 720 at 721
Brand JA observed in Meyer v /.eor Penllon Fund 2003 (2) SA 715 (SeA): "Ai the end ofhis argument in this Court,
Meyer relied on the doctrine of legitimate expectation, not only to reinforce his objection based on unfair discrimination
but u the mainstay of his whole case. He was, however, immediately confronted with the fundamental difficulty that, in
administrative law, the doctrine of legitimate expectation bu traditionally been utilised u a vehicle to introduce the
requirements of procedural fairness and not u a basis to compel a substantive result. According to the traditional
approach, it matters not whether the expectation of a procedural benefit is induced by a promise of procedural benefit
itself or by a promise that some substantive benefit will be acquired or retained. The expectation remains a procedural
one."
Meyer 2003 (2) SA 715 (SeA)
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must be answered on a similar basis to the approach of the courts to non-variation
clauses in the law of contract191 • Non-variation clauses are inimical to the concept of'
contract since they effectively restrict the rights or powers of the parties to contract.
They undermine their own foundations in law. As such they represent something of a
legal paradox. In the same way, purported waivers of constitutional rights undermine
the founding principles of the legal system. As such they should not, as a general rule,
be permitted. This view is supported by the judgment in ABBM Printing & Publishing

(Pty) Ltd v Transnet LttffJ2, the applicant had for a number of years published and
printed an in-flight magazine for the respondent which was wholly controlled and
owned by the state. The respondent called for new tenders for the printing and
production of the magazine and awarded the tender to someone else. The applicant
asked for reasons for its decision from the respondent which referred the applicant to
clause 10.1 of the conditions of tender, which provided that the respondent would not
'bind itself to accept the lowest or any tender, nor ... assign any reason for the
rejection of a tender'. The applicant responded that it was nevertheless entitled to
establish that the tender process did not infringe its right to just administrative action
guaranteed by s 33 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of
. 1996. The court found on the facts that there was no evidence of that the applicant had
waived its constitutional right ·to administrative justice and said that it did not
therefore have to look at the 'considerable weight of authority that doubts that a
person can be held to a statutory or constitutional waiver of his constitutional rights'.
The court did say that if it had not been able to find on the facts as it had done,
however, then it would that there was no estoppel and no waiver of the applicant's
191

192

See Miller and Another NNO v Dannecker 2001 (1) SA 928 (e) where the court observed: "Finally, good faith or bona
fidel has deep roots in South Afiica's mixed legal system. In Eerlte Nal/onale Bank van Sllidelike Afrika Bpk " Saayman
NO, m2S '"pra at 321 - 2 ([1997] 3 All SA 391 at 406) Olivier JA held that there is a close link between the concepts of
good faith, public policy and the public interest in contractiDg. This is because the function of good faith bas always
been to give expression in the law of contract to the community's sense of what is fair, just and reasonable. The principle
of good faith is then a wider notion of public policy, the courts invoke and apply the principle because the public interest
10 demands. Good faith accordingly has a dynamic role to play in ensuring that the law remains sensitive to and in tune
with the views of the community. (See generally Dale Hutchison Good Faith in the SOIlth African Law a/Contract SA
Law Commission, Draft 199, of which Judge Olivier JA is chairperson). In calli, we would have to assume that good
faith lay at the root of the oral agreement constituting the pactum. The plaintiffs would thus hardly be heard to seek to
rely on strict" compliance with the provisions of clauses 15.1 and 15.2 of the franchise agreement if; indeed, there had
been a pactum as alleged by the defendant The dictates of public policy and the views of the community would never be
served by a slavish adherence to a non-variation clause in the face of an agreement in the form of the pactum. It is my
view, that if nothing else, the defendant in casu would successfully hold the plaintiffs to the paetum on the grounds that
the agreement must be taken to have been entered into in good faith. The good faith basis of contract, after all, imposes
an obligation on contractors not to exercise powers in ways which run counter to the concept of bona fides. Jansen JA
put it in TIlckerl Land and Development Corporation (Ply) Ltd" HOWl 1980 (1) SA 645 (A) as follows (at 6250 - G): 'It
could be said that it is now, and has been for some time, felt . • . that in all fairness, there should be a duty upon a
promisor, not to commit an anticipatory breach of con1ract, and such a duty has always been enforced by our Courts....
It should therefore be accepted that in our law an anticipatory breach is constituted by the violation of an obligation fIX
lege, flowing from the requirement ofbona fides which underlies our law of contract. ".
ABBM Printing 1998 (2) SA 109 (W)
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constitutional right to reasons for the respondent's decision. l93 In Transnet Ltd

11

Goodman Brothers (Pty) Ltt1 94 the court succinctly held that:
"In my view, the correct approach to the question of waiver of fundamental rights is to adhere
strictly to the provisions of s 36( 1) of the Constitution. It provides that: 'The rights in the Bill
of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of general application to the extent. . . .' A
waiver of a right is a limitation there<:>f. One must be careful not to allow all forms of waiver,
estoppel, acquiescence, etc to undennine the fundamental rights guaranteed in the Bill of
Rights. In my view, a strict interpretation of s 36(1) is indicated. Transnet has not made out a
case that the waiver it relies upon is warranted by a law of general application."

It is submitted that the concerns of administrative law and principles of administrative

justice are not so far removed from the concerns of the law of contract under the
South African constitutional order19s as the conceptual distinctions between them as
193

See pi18 of the ABBM judgment (m 192 lupra) where the court stated: liThe respondent bean the 0IlUI of proving the
applicant's waiver of its constitutional rights. Although para 10.1 of the respondent's invitation to tender records that it
will not assign any reasons for rejecting a tender, there is on the affidavits before me, no evidence on which 1 can find
that at the time it submitted its tender the applicant was aware of its constitutional rights and that it either expressly or
impliedly waived its constitutional rights. On the facts before me 1 can find no basis on which it could be found that
there is an estoppel. By reason of these findings it is unnecessary to deal with the considerable weight of authority which
doubts that a person can be held to a statutory or constitutional waiver of his constitutional rights. In this regard I refer to
Community Development Board v Revision Court, Durban Centrat and Another 1971 (1) SA 'S7 (N) at '6SB; Tellis

and Others v Bombay Municipal Corporation and Others,' Kuppllsami and Others v State ofMaharashtra and Others
1987 LRC (Canst) 3S1 (SC), a decision of the Supreme Court of India at 366E-1; S v Frames (Cape Town) (Pty) Ltd
1995 (8) BCLR 981 (e) at 989E-J; Maharaj v Chairman. Liquor Board 1997 (1) SA 273 (N) at 276J-277B; Hogg
Constitutional Law ofCanada (Canwell. 1991) at 34-1. Had I been unable to decide the issue ofwaiver and estoppel on
the facts I would, on the above authorities have found that there was no estoppel and that there bad been no waiver by
194
19S

the applicant of its constitutional rights and that the respondent cannot rely on clause 10.1 of the conditions of tender to
fiustrate the applicant's constitutional right to reasons for the respondent's decision."
Tranmet 2001 (1) SA 8S3 (SeA)
.
In Brisley v Drotsky m 186 8IIpra the court noted: II()ok Hutchison lewer 'n sterk pleidooi dat die bona fides. geskraag
deur die Grondwet, grater erkenning in ODS kontraktereg verdien. In 'n hoo1ituk getiteld 'Good faith in the South African
Law of Contract" in Roger Brownsword, Norma J Hint and Geraint Howells Good Faith in Contract: Concept and
Context (1999) 213 op 230 • 1 skryfby: 'What emerges quite clearly from recent academic writings, and fi'om some of
the leading cases, is that good faith may be 'regarded u an ethical value or controlling principle, based on community
standards of decency and fairness, that underlies and informs the substantive law of contract. It finds expression in,
various technical rules and doctrines, defines their form, content and field of application and provides them with a moral
and theoretical foundation. Good faith thus bas a creative, a controlling and a legitimating or explanatory function. It is
not, however. the only value or principle that underlies the law of contract nor perhaps, even the most important one. In
the words of Lubbe and MUlTaY: lilt does not dominate contract law but operates in conjunction (and competition) with
notions of individual autonomy and responsibility. the protection of reasonable reliance in commerce, and views of
economic efficiency in determining the contours of contrac:t doctrine. However. it will ensure just results only if Judges
are alert to their task of testing existing doctrines and the operation of particular 1ran8aCtions against the constantly
changing mix of values and policies of which bo"a fides is an expression." On this view of things. which seems to be
correct, the influence of good faith in the law of contract is merely of an indirect nature, in that the concept is usually if
not always mediated by some other. more technical doctrinal device. Thus, for example, while good faith does not
empower a court directly to supplement the terms of a contract, or to limit their operation, it might in appropriate cases
enable the court to achieve these same results indirectly. through the use of devices such u implied terms and the public
policy rule.' Terwyl bogemelde perspektiewe onderslayf moet word, is die moeilike vraag hoe die bona fides op
kontraktuele geskille toegepas moet word. Die werking van die bona fides in ODS kontraktereg is nog lank Die volledig
verken en inhoud gegee nie. Dit sal oor jare en un die hand van baie uitsprake moet geskied. Uiteindelik. sal, hopelik, "n
nuwe raamwerlc. en denkpatroon in OIlS kontaktereg ontstaan. Teen 1988 bet die meerderheid van hierdie Hof by monde
van Joubert AR nie gehuiwer om 'n grafrede oor die exceptio doli generalis uit te spreek nie, 800S blyk uit Bank of
LI,bon and South Africa Ltd v De OmelD, and Another 1988 (3) SA S80 (A). Die exceptio was 'n belangrike regsmiddel
wat un die redelikheid en billikheid 'n sterk derogerende werking verleen bet, dwa c1it is gebruik om die gestren.ge reg in
bepaalde gevalle te versag. Maar slegs 'n jaar later bet hierdie Hof nie tenJggedeins om kontrakteervryheid en
regsekerbeid op te weeg Die teen 'the doing of simple justice between man and man" • (SasJin (Pty) Ltd v Beulcss 1989
(1) SA 1 (A) op 9A· e). Sedertdien, SOOII reeds genoem, het die redelikheid en billikheid in die vonn van die bona fides
a1 hoe meer op, die voorgrond getree. Dit is duidelik. dat ons reg in 'n ontwikkelingsfase is waar kontraktuele
geregtigheid meer u ooit tevore as "n morele en juridiese nonn van groat belang op die voorgrond tree. Hierdie tendens
sal na aile waarsk:ynlikheid, SOOI akademici SOOI Neels tereg aantoon, deur grondwetlike waardes vorsterk word. (Sien
Jan Neels 'Regsekerheid en die Korrigerende Werking van Redelikheid en Billikheid' (deel 3) in (1999) 3 TSAR 477 op
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public and private law at first glance suggest. In Brisley v Drotsky the Supreme Court
of Appeal noted the importance of the constitutional values in the law of contract and
the increased significance of concepts such as hona fides as one expression of the
values and policies underlying the South African legal system. The concept of hona

fides is common to both the law of contract and administrative law. In Eerste
Nasionale Bank Van Suidelike Afrika Bpk v Saayman Nd 96 the court reviewed the
long history of honafides or good faith in the South African law of contract. 197 It is a
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489; Bien ook A van Aswegen 'The Future of South African Contract Law' in Die Toelcoms van die SUid-Afrikaans,
PrlvaatrBg, (1994) 44 op 46 - S 1; A van Aswegen 'The Implications of a BiD of Rights for the Law of Contract·and
Delict' 1995 SAJHR op SO ev.) Our kan vera1 gewys word op hoofstuk 2 van die Grondwet wat waardes 8001 vryheid,
gelykheid en waardigheid beskerm; art 39(2) wat vereis dat die howe die gees, strekking en oogmerko van die handves
moet bevorder wanneer die gemenereg ontwikk.el word, en op art 173 wat bepaal dat die hoer Howe die inherente
bevoegdheid bet om die gemenereg te ontwikkel met inagneming van die belang van geregtigheid. Dit word oak al hoe
meet duidelik dat kontempcrire gemeenskapsbehoeftes, onder andere die beskerming van swakkere kontraktante, van
die howe vereis om meer aldie! op te tree. Ek vereenselwig my dus met Prof C F C van del' Wah se pleidooi in 'Beheer
oor Onbillike Kontraksbedinge - Quo Vadis vanaf IS Mei 1999' 2000 TSAR 33 op 41): 'Bykansjaar na die uitspraak in
Neugebauer &- Co Ltd v Hermann en ten spyte van die "lyn van beslissings" wat daarop gevolg bet, moet gekonkludeer
.word dat die howe waarskynlik nie self die punt sal bereik. waar hulle relevante waardes regstreeks op kontraksbedingo
sal toepas nie. Vir sover die howe un huUeself en die presedentestelsel oorgelaat word om te onderskei tussen beclinge
wat afgedwing sal word of nie, en tossen bedinge wat nietig is of nie, sal bulle nie daarby uitkom nie. Intussen sal die
howe waarskynlik steeds voortpan om "grondliggende waarde" van goeie trou omegstreeks, agter die mom van allerlei
ander regsfigure, remedies en diskresies toe te pas. Laasgenoemde werkswyse moet uit die oogpunt van judisi~le optrede
teen onbillike kontrak.tuele situasies uiteraard nie geringgeskat word nie. Tensy daar egter mel vordering met die
regstreekse benadering kom, sal 'n aanvaarbare ewew.ig van regte en verpligtinge op die kon1rakteregterrein (dit wat as
billik. en regverdig besternpel word) nie dour die howe bereik kan word nie."
Saayman fh 27 supra
The court in Saayman
27 supra) stated: "In Meskin NO v Anglo-American Corporation olSA Ltd and Another 1968
(4) SA 793 (W) bet Jansen R, toe nog 'n Rep van 'n Provinsiale Afdeling van die Hooggeregshof, sterk na vore getree
as kampvegter vir die praktiese verwesenliking van die bona fide-beginsel in ons kontraktereg. Op S02A bet hy verklaar:
'It is now accepted that all contracts are bonae fidei (some are even said to be uberrimae fidei). This involves good faith
(bona fides) as a criterion in inteJpreting a contract (Wessels (op cit para 1976» and in evaluating the conduct of the
parties both in respect of its performance (Wessels para 1997) and its antecedent negotiation. Where a contract is
concluded the law expressly invokes the dictates of good faith, and conduct inconsistent with those dictates may in
appropriate circumstances be considered to ~ fraud; •••• ' En weer, na aanleicling van die pUg om inIigting te openbaar
by die kontraksluiting. bet hy gesi op 804D: 'It may, perhaps be questioned whether these criteria do not go fiuther in
applying ethical considerations in contrahendo than our authorities recognise. On the other hand there can be no doubt
that in contrahendo our law expressly requires bona fides, a concept of variable content in the light of changing mores
and circumstances. On the assumption (without deciding) that the ultimate test suggested by Millner correctly reflects
the present state of our law, there is a striking resemblance between that test and eg "'die algemeno regsgevoel van die
gemeenskap'" mentioned above in regard to delict generally.' Toe Jansen R na hierdie Bank verhef is, het by dieselfde
benadering konsekwent gehandhaaf, vera1 in Tuckers Land and Development Corporation (Ply) Ltd v HoviJ 1980 (1) SA
64' CA) op 6S 1B-6S2G en Bank ofLisbon and South Africa Ltd v De Ornelas and Another (supra op 611G-617H ev),
in 'n minderheidsuitspraak. (Sien oor Jansen AR Be bydrae, Carole Lewis in (1991) 108 SAU op 249-64.) In ander
uitsprake van hierdie Hof is die grondliggende waardes van die goeie trou, billikheid en openbare belang in die
kontraktereg ook beklemtoon; veral wat betref die afdwing van kontrakte wanneer dit teen die regsgevoel skrei. So, bv
bet Hefer AR in Benson v SA Mutual Lifo Assurance Society 1986 (1) SA 776 CA) gekonstateer dat 'n hoC die diskresie
bet om nie spesifieke nakoming van 'n kontrak te gelu nie. Hierdie diskresie, 10 is verklaar op 783C-E: ' ••• is aimed at
preventing an injustice - for cases do arise where justice demands that a plainti1f be denied his right to performance • and
the basic principle thus is that the order which the Court makes should not produce an unjust result which wiD be the
case, eSt it; in the particular circumstances, the order will operate unduly banhly on the defendant. Another principle is
that the remedy of specific performance should always be granted or withheld in accordance with legal and public
policy. • • .' In verband met die afdwing van ooreenk.omste wat die handelsvryheid beperk, bet die Howe self 'n
verreikende bevoegdheid om beperkinge op sodanige ooreenkomste te pIau, ontwik.kel en wei op groncl van openbare
belang. In Magna Alloys and Research (SA) (Ply) Ltd V E1Us 1984 (4) SA 874 (A) het Rabie HR op 891H-I ge&a:
'Omdat opvattings oor wat in die openbare belang is, of wat die openbare belang vereis. nie altyd dieselfde is nie en van
tyd tot tyd kan verander, lean daar ook geen numerus clausus woes van soorte ooreenk.omste wat as strydig met die
openbare belang beskou lean word nie. Dit IOU dus volgens die beginsels van ons reg moontlik. wees om te sa dat 'n
ooreenkoms wat iemand se handelsvryheid inkort teen die openbare belang is indien die omstandighede van die betrokke
geval sodanig is dat die Hof daarvan oortuig is dat die afdwing van die betrokke ooreenkoms die openbare belang sou
skaad.' En op 8930: 'Die opvatting dat 'n persoon wat 'n beperking wil afdwing nie die las dra om te bewys dat dit
redelik. inter partes is nie, bring nie moo dat oorwegings van die redelik.heid of onredelikheid van 'II beperking Die van
belang is of kan wees nie.' En op 89SD-E: 'Die belangrik.e vraas is dus nie of'll oorecnk.oms van 10 'n aard is dat dit ab
initio ongeldig is nie, maar of dit 'n ooreenk.oms is wat die Hot: gesien die vereistes van die openbare belang. nie behoort
af to dwing nie.' Die opvaUing dat aile kontrakte in ons reg bonae fidei is. dws dour die pie trou beginsel beheen
word, is ook deur hierdie Hof erken onder andere in Paddock Motors (pty) Ltd v Igesund 1976 (3) SA 16 (A) op 28;

em
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similarly recurring theme in administrative lawl98 • Unfortunately the courts do not
always express themselves in language that acknowledges the legal reality that the
values and public policy principles underlying different branches of law are
fundamentally the same or where different constitutional principles and values are
applicable, that they are internally consistent with each other. This is due in part to a
persistent distinction drawn by the courts between different branches of law, such as
contract and delict, in a manner that implies that there is no fundamental relationship
between them. Thus for instance in Wagener v Pharmacare Ltd; Cuttings v

Pharmacare LttJ99 the court observed:
"It is nevertheless necessary to say that the submission advanced on the appellants' behalf that
the principle in the Kroonstad case should be extended to encompass strict product liability is
untenable. That matter was concerned with a warranty imposed on a seller by the law of sale
which can be excluded by contract. Contract and delict, being quite separate branches of the
law, have their own prinCiples, remedies and defences. One cannot, because of the absence of
contractual privity between the injured party and the manufacturer, simply graft warranty
liability onto a situation patently governed by the law of delict."(writer's italics).
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Magna AIIoYI and Relearch (&4) (Pry) Ltd v Em, (Illpra op 893C ev); Mutual and Federal lnlllrance Co Ltd v
Out/tlhoorn MuniCipality 198' (1) SA 419 (A) op 433B-C; LTA Conltruction BpIc v Adminlltrateur. TranIVQal1992
(1) SA 473 (A) op 480D-E; Saljin (Pry) Ltd v Beuke, 1989 (1) SA 1 (A) op 7I ev en weer 8C-D; Botha (now Griellel)
and Another v Finanlcredlt (Pty) Ltd 1989 (3) SA 773 (A) op 782J eve Die bona fides, wat weer gebaseer is op die
redelikheidsopvaUinge van die gemeenskap, speel dua 'n wye en omniskenbare ral in die kontraktereg. ZimmeJmann in
BY bydrae 'Good Faith and Equity' in Zimmermann en Visser (reds) Southern Croll - Civil Law and Common Law in
South Africa (1996) op 217-60 toon oortuigend un cIat gemelde beginseJkompleks onderliggend is un bekende
regsinstellings BOOB estoppel, fektiflkasie, onskuldige wanvoorstelling, die kennisleer. onbehoorlike belnvloeding en cIat
dit 'n belangrike ral speel by die uitleg van k.ontrakte, die inIees van sti1swyende en germpliseerde bedinge, die
openbaringsplig by kontraksluiting. fiktiewe vervulling van 'n voorwaarde en die erkenning van repudi&ing u 'n vorm
van kontrakbreuk. Oit blyk ook dat claar 'n innige verband bestaan tussen die begrippe bona fides, openbare belang,
openbare beleid en julIa cQUla. Dit blyk uit die analise van SmaIberger AR in Sasjin (Pty) Ltd v BeukBI (mpra op 71SG); uit die woorde van Hoexter AR in Botha (now Griellel) and Another" Finanlcredit (Pty) Ltd (Illpra op 783A-B)
cIat openbare belang prig is op die noodsaak.likheid dat simple justice between man and man gedoen moet word, en uit
wat gesa is in Magna Alloyl and Relearch (&4) (Pry) Ltd v EUil (,"pra). (Sien oak D Zimmermann Southem Cross op
2'9 voetnoot 326.) Dit kan na my mening weg ges6 word cIat die bona fide-begrip in die kontraktereg 'n onderdeel van
die a1gemeen-geldende openbare belangbeginsel is. Die bona fides word toegepas omcIat die openbare belang dit vereis."
In Simon'I Town Municipality v DeWI And Another 1993 (1) SA 191 (A) the Appellate Division observed that "'Good
faith' here relates to the subjective state of mind of the repository of the power and, broadIy-speaking, requires that in
exercising the power he should have acted bona fide, honestly and without uherior motive. (Cf Dude Melllter Groep Bplc
and Another v SA. BrBWBriel Ltd: SA. BrBWBrie, Ltd and Another v DiltiUerl Corporation (&4) Ltd and Another 1973 (4)
SA 14' (W) at IS0G-1S1D;Bloeml TimberKilnl (Pty)Ltdv Vol/a/cQIBplc 1976 (4) SA 677 (A) at 689A-E.) InPremieY,
Ealtern CapB. And Otherl v Celeelhe And Others 1999 (3) SA '6 (TK) the court noted: "Parliament can never be taken
to have intended to give an official or an administrative body the power to act in bad faith or the power to abuse his or its
powers. Such powers are conferred on an official or administrative body to promote the policy and/or objects of the Act.
When the Court says it will intervene if a particular body acted in bad faith it is but another way of saying that such
power wu not being exercised within the scope of the statutory authority given by Parliament. (See R v Commillion for
Racial Equality. ex' parte HiUingdon London Borough Council [1982] QB 276 ([1981] 3 WLR. '20).) Dealing with the
discretionary powers conferred on an administrative official or body, Wade (op cit) states as follows:'(W)here
Parliament confers power upon some Minister or other authority to be used in discretion, it is obvious that the discretion
ought to be that of the designated authority and not that of the Court. Whether the discretion is exercised prudently or
imprudently, the authority's word is to be law and the remedy is to be political only. On the other hand, Parliament
cannot be supposed to have intended that the power should be open to serious abuse. It must have assumed that the
designated authority would act properly and responsibly ••. with a view to doing what wu best in the public interests
and most consistent with the policy of the statute. It is ftom this presumption that the Courts take their wam.nl to impose
legal bounds on even the most extensive discretion. '" In terms of section 6(2) of the PAJA, a court or tribunal has the
power to judicially review an administrative action if the action was taken in bad faith.
Wagener 2003 (4) SA 28' (SCA)
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It is submitted with respect that it is not so much the decision of the court that is

problematic as it is the manner of its justification. The existence of two' separate
branches of law should not be used in itself as justification for the refusal or granting
of a particular remedy for a number of reasons. The most obvious reason is that the
Constitution requires the courts to develop the common law in accordance with
constitutional values and principles. These are common to all law in South Africa.
One cannot therefore take the view that the one particular branch of law is totally
separate to another and that on this basis alone a particular remedy should not be
extended in the one, because it might constitute an intrusion into the other branch of
law. 2°O A less obvious; but no less important and related, reason is that such an
approach has the potential to lead the courts into the trap of using pre-constitutional
legal reasoning to arrive at post-constitutional decisions without questioning or
examining the basis for such pre-constitutional reasoning to establish whether or not it
is consistent with constitutional principles and values201. This in tum leads to a failure
on the part of the courts to develop the common law as they are constitutionally
mandated to d0202• Another reason not to be too insistent upon drawing clear
distinctions between the different branches of law as an end in itself is exemplified by

200
201

202

The real question is whether the extension of the remedy is constitutionally required or justified.
Thus in Carmichele "Minister OfSafety .And Security .AndAnother (Centre For Applied Legal Studies Intervening) 2001
(4) SA 938 (CC) the constitutional court observed: '"The proceedings in the High Court and the SCA took place after 4
February 1997 when tho Constitution became operative. It follows that both the High Court and the SCA were obliged to
have regard to the provisions of I 39(2) of the Constitution when developing the common law. However, both Courts
8IIumed that the pre-amstitutional test for determining the wrongfulneu of omissions in delictual adions of this kind
should be applied. In our respectful opinion, they overlooked the demands of I 39(2). In the High Court and the SCA the
applicant relied only on the common-law understanding of wrongfulneBs which has been developed by our Courts over
, many years. Save in one respect referred to in the applicant's heads of argument in the SCA, no reliance wu placed OIl
tho provisions of the IC or the Constitution as having in any way affeded the common-law duty to ad owed by police
officers or prosecutors to members of the public. With regard to the 'interests of the community' imposing a legal
liability on the authorities, it was submitted by the applicant's counsel that it would 'encourage the police and
prosecuting authorities to act positively to prevent violent attacks on women'. In support of that submission COUIJ8OI
referred to authorities in this Court and the SCA devoted to patterns of discrimination against women. It does not appear
to have been suggested that there was any obligation on the High Court or the SCA to develop the common law of delict
in terms ofs 39(2) ofthe Constitution." (Footnotes omitted)
Thus in Carmichele (fil 201 8Ilpra)' the court ,noted: lilt needs to be stressed that the obligation of courts to develop the
common law, in the context of the I 39(2) objectives, is not purely discretionary. On the contrary, it is implicit in I 39(2)
read with I 173 that where the common law as it stands is deficient in promoting the s 39(2) objectives, the Courts are
under a general obligation to develop it appropriately. We say a 'general obligation' because we do not mean to suggest
that a court must, in each and every case where the common law il involved, embark on an independent exercise as to
whether the common law is in need of development and, if 10. how it is to be developed under s 39(2), At the same time
there might be circumstanaes where a court is obliged to raise the matter on its own and require fUll argument from the
parties. It wu implicit in the applicant's cue that the common law had to be developed beyond existing precedent. In
IUch a lituation there are two stages to the inquiry a court is obliged to undertake. They cannot be hennetically separated
from one another. The fint stage is to consider whether the existing common law, having regard to the s 39(2)
objec:tives, requires development in ac:cordance with these objectives. This inquiry requires' a reconsideration of the
common law in the light of s 39(2). If this inquiry leads to a positive answer, the second stage concerns itself with how
luch development is to take place in order to meet the s 39(2) objectives. Possibly because of the way the case was
argued before them, neither the High Court nor the SCA embarked on either stage of the above inquiry.
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the words of the Supreme Court of Appeal in Transnet Ltd v Goodman Brothers (Ply)

LttF-°3 :
''The identification of an administrative action, in contrast to an act regulated by private law,
has become more difficult with the increasing use by the State of private law institutions,
notably contract, to perfonn its duties. This takes place by privatisation, delegation,
outsourcing, etc (see A Cockrell 'Can you Paradigm? - Another Perspective on the Public
LawlPrivate Law Divide' 1993 Acta Juridica 227; Yvonne Bums 'Government Contracts and
the PubliclPrivate Law Divide' (1998) 13 SA Public Law at 234 et seq)."

It seems that a number of conclusions can be drawn from the foregoing discussions
with regard to contractual relationships between public providers and patients:

1.

It is unlikely that a contractual term will be interpreted as constituting a waiver
of a constitutional right or as estopping a patient from enforcing his or her
constitutional rights. The right of access to health care services is a
constitutional right as is the right to administrative justice;

2.

A public provider-patient contractual relationship is rarely likely to be one
dimensional due to the fact that the public provider will be subject, in addition to
purely contractual obligations, to the relevant provisions of administrative law.
Since public providers derive their powers largely from legislation and since the
implementation of legislation is regarded as administrative action, to the extent
that the delivery of health care services constitutes the implementation of
legislation, administrative law will be a factor in any contractual public
provider-patient relationship204;

203

204

Transnet fu 194 supra
See in which Cameron JA observed: "Even if the conditions constituted a contract (a finding not in issue before us, and
on which I express no opinion), its provisions did not exhaust the province's duties toward the tenderers. Principles of
administrative justice continued to govern that relationship, and the province in exercising its contractual rights in the
tender process was obliged to act lawfully, procedurally and fairly. In consequence, SOlDO of its contractual rights - such
as the entitlement to give no reasons - would necessarily yield before its public duties under the Constitution and any
applicable legislation. This is not to say that the conditions for which the province stipulated in putting out the tender
were irrelevant to its subsequent powers. As will appear, such stipulations might bear on the exact ambit of the everflexible duty to act fairly that rested on the province. The principles of administrative justice nevertheless framed the
parties' contractual relationship, and continued in particular to govern the province's exercise of the rights it derived from
the contract. Counsel's invocation of the Cape Metropolitan case as authOrity to the contrary is mistaken. There it was
held that a local authority's cancellation of an agreement was not 'administrative action' under the Constitution entitling
the other contractant to procedural fairness before tennination. Although the public authority derived its power to
conclude the contract from statute, it was held that the same could not necessarily be said about its power to cancel. But
the Cape Metropolitan case turned on its own facts, and this Court was careful to delineate them. In the tint place, the
tender cases were expressly distinguished. Second, the employment cases (where a public authority's express statutory
power to dismiss public sector workers was held bound by public duties of fairness notwithstanding that a corresponding
right existed at cormnon law or that such a right might also have been contained in a contract) were also distinguished.
Third and most importantly, the Court in Cape Metropolitan did not purport to provide a general answer to the question
whether a public authority in exercising powers derived from a contract is in all circumstances subject to a public duty to
act fairly. That question was left open. Instead, the Court's judgment makes it plain that the answer depends on all the
circumstances. The critical passage in the reasoning of Streicher JA is this: 'Those terms lie entitling the public authority
to cancel the contract] were not prescribed by statute and could not be dictated by the (public authority] by virtue of its
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3.

The considerations of public policy that underlie the law of contract must be
interpreted as consistent wi~h, if not the same as those that underlie
administrative law since both are founded upon the principles and values
established by the Constitution;

4.

Due to the apparent restriction of the administrative law doctrine of legitimate
expectation by the courts to procedural relief only, the doctrine of legitimate
expectation does not at present provide an alternative remedy for substantive
relief equivalent to that which can potentially be provided by an implied term in
the context of the law of contract. It is thus likely that in practice there will stilI
be separate causes of action cited for procedural relief as opposed to substantive
relief on the basis of administrative law and the law of contract respectively~

5.

The fact that the provider is a public body is likely to impact upon its contractual
relationships in the sense that a number of terms may be implied by law that
would not necessarily be implied had the provider been a private body. Such
implied terms may, depending upon the context, include a duty to act
reasonably, a duty to act fairly in terms of procedures envisaged under the
contract, a duty to give written reasons for decisions and actions taken unde~ the
contract and a duty to give adequate notice of intended actions under the
contract. The implied terms may be by virtue of section 3 of the PAJA which
relates to procedurally fair administrative action affecting any person. 20S

This conclusion may meet with objections on the basis that the incorporation of
implied terms of this nature in contracts with public providers is unnecessary because
such providers cannot in any event escape the provisions of administrative law. The

20S

position as a public authority. They were agreed to by the fll'St respondent, a very substantial commercial undertaking.
The [public authority], when it concluded the contract, was therefore not acting from a position of superiority or
authority by virtue of its being a public authority and, in respect of the cancellation, did not, by virtue of its being a
public authority, find itself in a stronger position than the position would have been had it been a private institution.
When it purported to cancel the contract it was not performing a public duty or implement.ing legislation; it was
purporting to exercise a con1ractual right founded on the consensus of the parties in respect of a conunercial contract. In
all these circumstances it cannot be said that the [public authority] was exercising a public power. '
The case is thus not authority for the general proposition that a public authority empowered by statute to contract may
exercise its contractual rights without regard to public duties of fairness. On the contrary: the case establishes the
proposition that a public authority's invocation of a power of cancellation in a contract concluded on equal tenns with a
major commercial undertaking. without any element of superiority or authority deriving from its public position, does
not amount to an exercise of public power." (footnotes omitted)
"Such implied terms may derive from the common law, trade usage or custom, or from statute." (Alfred McAlpin. &- Son
fh 181 supra)
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purists would argue that there may be separate and specific remedies for violations of
statutory provisions that exclude other remedies and that the provisions of
administrative law and the law of contract are separate branches of law with their own
principles, remedies and defences. It is submitted that it is precisely for this reason
that in certain circumstances it may be appropriate to allow terms implied by
administrative law in a contract. When a person contracts with the government there
is seldom a question as to in whose" favour the power balance usually lies. In the
context of health services, the patient is particularly wlnerable. He or she is in the
majority of cases totally dependent upon the public provider for the services required
and does not have the choice of obtaining them elsewhere. The consequences of a
breach of contract for health services are often irreversible and sometimes fatal in
which case purely procedural remedies may well amount to no remedy at all. The
expectations of a patient contracting with the state may be quite different from those
of a person contracting with a private provider and may even in some circumstances
predispose the patient to being less careful in dealing with the public provider than the
private provider - for example the same levels of self-interest would not be expected
of a public providet as of a private provider, a certain respect and regard for public
policy considerations and the interests of the community would feature higher on a
patient's list of expectations of a public provider than of a private provider, the
accountability of the public provider to the patient is not only in its capacity as
provider of health care services but in its capacity as the state, the executive branch of
gove~ent

of the country, the custodian of the p':lblic interest, the respecter,

protector, promoter, and fulfiller of the rights in the Bill of Rights.

Where the state dishonours such expectations in the context of health care services,
the harm to the patient has the potential to be considerable. Moreover the harm
flowing from a violation of such an implied term is likely to be quantifiable in much
the same way that contractual damages arising from private provider-patient contracts
are quantifiable. It is difficult to see a reason why, in the absence of any statutory
provisions to the contrary and where appropriate in the circumstances, certain terms
based in administrative law should not be implied in the public provider-patient
contract where such a contract is found to exist.
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4.10 Tacit or Implied Terms in Health Care Contracts

If one looks at the case law dealing with the delivery of health care services and those
involving other forms expert skill and advice, it is submitted that there are a number
of terms which may be inferred in a health care contract on the grounds of public
policy, fairness and reasonableness. It is submitted that the following terms are
relevant in the context of contracts for health the public health sector and the courts
should be prepared to read them into contracts for health care services between public
providers and patients in the appropriate circumstances. The terms are derived on the
basis of the .legal principles listed below, not necessarily in order of appearance and
not necessarily only one principle at a time:
1 A term which is sought to be implied in a contract must be capable of clear and
precise formulation;206
2

The terms below would in most instances satisfy the' officious bystander test'207

3

The court in Standard Bank of SA .Ltd v Durban Security Glazing (Pty) Ltd and
AnotherOS identified the following principles and guidelines for tacit terms. It is

submitted that the tacit terms proposed below satisfy these requirements (a) A Court is slow to import a tacit term in a written agreemene09• It is submitted
that the public provider-patient contract is rarely if ever written;
(b) The Court has no power to supplement the bargain between the. parties by

adding a term which they would have been wise to agree upon, although they
did not. The fact that the suggested term would have been a reasonable one for
206
207

20B
209

Rapp and Malster v Aronovs/cy 1943 WID 68 at 75; Desai and Others. v Greyridge Investment, (pty) Ltd 1974 (1) SA
509 (A) at 522H - S23A;Hamilton-Browning v Deni, Barker Tru,t2001 (4) SA 113100 at 1137
Reigate v Union Manufacturing Co (Ram,bonom) [1918] 1 KB 592 ([1918] 118 LT 483) referred to in HamiltonBrowning v Denis Barker Trust 2001 (4) SA 1131 00; In The MV Prosperou,; Aegean Petroleum (UK) Ltd v Pan Bulk
Shipping Ltd Cobam NY Intervening),· Cobam NV v Pacific Northern Oil Corporation And Others 1995 (3) SA 59S (D)
the court observed that: "'The 'officious bystander test' is expressed thus by MacKinnon U in Shlrlaw v Southern
Foundrie, (1926) lJd [1939] 2 KB 206 at 227: "Prima fiwie that which in any contract is left to be implied need nol be
expressed as something so obvious that it goes without saying; so that if, while all the parties were making their bargain,
an officious bystander were to suggest some express provision for it in their agreement, they would testily suppress him
with a CODUnon zeal. At least it is true, I think, that, if a term were never implied by a Judge unless it could pass that test,
he could nol be held to be wrong. '" The court stated that ""That test, to my mind, simply underlines and highlights the
point that the term sought to be implied must be an obvious one."
Standard Bank o/SA Ltd v Durban Security Glazing (pty) Ltd and Another 2000 (1) SA 146 (0)
Sweets from Heaven (pty) Ltd and Another v Ster Klnekor Films (Pry) Ltd and Another 1999 (1) SA 796 (W)
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them to adopt or that its incorporation would avoid an inequity or a hardship to
one of the parties, is not enough. The suggested term must, in the first place,
be one which was necessary as opposed to merely desirable, to give business
efficacy to the contract; and, what is more, the Court must be satisfied that it is
a term which the parties themselves intended to operate if the occasion for
such operation arose, although they did not express it. ... That does not mean,
in my view, that the parties must consciously have visualised the. situation in
which the term would come into operation.... It does not matter, therefore, if
the negotiating parties fail to think of the situation in which the term would be
required, provided that their common intention was such that a reference to
such a possible situation would have evoked from them a prompt and
unanimous assertion of the terms which was to govern it 210.

(c) The question to be asked is based always upon an hypothesis: what would the
parties have done if confronted with the situation that has arisen? The situation
must, of course, be one necessarily and obviously arising out of the contract
which the contract in express terms has not provided forI I.

(d) In order to determine whether a tacit term has been proved on a balance of
probabilities regard must b~ had to the evidence, the conduct of the parties and
the surrounding circumstances212•

(e) The Court is to determine from all the circumstances what a reasonable and
honest person who enters into such a transaction would have done, not what a
crafty person might have done who had an arriere pensee to trick the other
party into an omission of the term. The transaction must be regarded as a
normal business transaction between two parties both acting as reasonable
businessmen213 •

210

211
212
213

Per Colman J in Techni-Pak Salel (Pry) Ltd v Hall 1968 (3) SA 231 (W) at 236E • 237A (emphasis supplied).
Per Stratford JA in Administrator (J'ranlvaal) v Indultrial &- Commercial Timber &- Supply Co Ltd 1932 AD 2' at P 38
(emphasis supplied).
Minilter van Landbou-Tegniue Dienlte v Scholtz 1971 (3) SA 188 (A) at 196H-197A
Per Wessels ACJ in Adminiltrator (J'ranl11Qal) v Industrial &- Commercial Timber &- Supply Co Ltd 1932 AD 2' at p 33
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The tacit terms suggested below are derived as much from the law of delict and
constitutional and administrative law as from the law of contract. Purists may object
to such cross-pollination of the law of contract by these other areas of law. It is
submitted, however, that given that the judgments of the courts are public knowledge
and that public policy does not in principle distinguish between areas of law but is
concerned in the main with constitutional values and principles, the public interest,
fairness and reasonableness, there is no reason why principles from the law of delict,
constitutional and administrative law should not inform the law of contract.
1

The public provider must take all reasonable steps to ensure that the health
professional, eg the nurse, doctor or physiotherapist, in the employ of the public
provider is qualified to perform the services the patient is receiving and such
professional meets with the licensing requirements of any law with respect to his
or her profession214.

2

The patient will be treated with a reasonable degree of professional skill and
care and to a standard required by the professional and ethical rules of the
profession to which the relevant health practitioner belongs21s.

3

Decisions concerning the patient's treatment will be taken by the public provider
in a manner that is lawful, reasonable and procedurally faif l6• In practice this

214

215

216

See Mtetwa v Minilter o/Health 1989 (3) SA 600 (0) in which the court said ""lhe two Transvaal cases, u well u Bu."
and Another v Tlatlarolalcil 1976 (2) SA 891 (T), neither mention nor support the distinction, which is pivotal to the
decision in the Lower Umfolosi cue, between professional work over which the hospital is said to have no control and
for which it is accordingly not liable, and managerial or administrative duties performed by an employee, for which it is
responsible. In the Transvaal cases the issue wu simply whether the particular member of staff was negligent in the
exercise of his duties, regardless of whether he was part of a professional team or not." See also Bu." and Another v
T.at.arolaki. 1976 (2) SA 891 (T); Mini.ter van Polilie en 'n Ander v Gamble en 'n Ander 1979 (4) SA 7S9 (A);
Mini.ter o/Police v Rabie 1986 (1) SA 117 (A).
In Van Wyk v Lewil 1924 AD 438 at P 444 and P 448, it was held that "'in deciding what is reasonable the Court will
have regard to the general level of skill and diligence possessed and" exercised at the time by the members of the branch
of the profession to which the practitioner belongs". See also Blyth v Van Den Heever 1980 (1) SA 191 (A) and Du." v
Ab.a Bank Ltd And Another 1997 (3) SA 448 (SeA) in which the court observed: ''Not only did the Judge below adopt
the 'typical broker' test, but he held that Mn Durr tendered no evidence u to the duties and functions of bankers under
circumstances such u exist in this cue. That is not entirely oorrect. Mr Ooldhawk bad said: 'If a person holds himself
out u an expert and there is support, such u a financial institution confinning that he's an expert, then any person
dealing with him should be entitled to expert advice. There's the analogy of if you get into a taxi and the taxi driver is a
bad driver. does that remove any negligence claim you may have against him?' Mr Ooldhawk is a chartered accountant
and a specialist investigating accountant. He wu appointed u such by the liquidators of 'Supreme' and gained a deep
insight into the group and its penumbra. In Jan.en Van Vu.u.ren and Another NNO v Kruger 1993 (4) SA 842 (A) the
court said "The duty of a physician to respect the confidentiality of his patient is not merely ethical but is also a legal
duty recognised by the conmon law." See also Dube v Admtni.trator. Tra1llWlal1963 (4) SA 260 (W)
Ja1l.e Van Rensbu.rg NO and Another v Mini.ter Of Trade and Industry and Another NNO 2001 (1) SA 29 (CC);
Winckler and Otherl v Mini.ter ofCon"Bctional Service. and Others 2001 (2) SA 747 (e) Section 33(1) guarantees
everyone the right to administrative action that is lawful. reasonable and procedurally fair. See also South African
Veterinary Cou.ncil and A1Iother v Veterinary Defence Al8ociation 2003 (4) SA 546 (SeA)
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means that the patient will be consulted before such decisions are taken and that
he or she will be informed of the decision before it is taken.
4

The patient's consent will be obtained with regard to treatment that is
administered to him or her prior to the administration of such treatment217 .

5

The provider undertakes to render the health services in accordance with the
patient's consent and on the basis of the information supplied to the patient in
order to obtain that consent218 .

6

The patient will be informed of the fact that treatment is of an experimental
nature or is being conducted in the course of research and will be given the
opportunity to refuse such treatment before it is administered219.

7

The patient's health information will be kept confidential and will not be used in
a way that will cause harm to the patient. It will not be disclosed to anyone
without the patient's prior consent220.

8

The patient is· entitled to rely on and act in accordance with the advice of the
health professionals treating him or her in their capacity as experts221.

9

Unless specifically stated otherwise in express and unambiguous terms the
provider does not undertake to cure the patient222•

217

218
219
220
221

222

Lymbery "Jefferles, 1925 AD 236; Ester#ruizen "Administrator, Tranwaal19S7 (3) SA 710 (T); Richter And Another"
Estate Hammann 1976 (3) SA 226 (C); CasteU " De Greej'1994 (4) SA 408 (C); Broude " McintOlh And Othe" 1998
(3) SA 60 (SCA)

Esterhuizen "Administrator, Tranwaal19S7 (3) SA 710 (T)
Section 12(2Xc) ofthe Coastitution

Jansen Yan YuurenAndAnother NNO "Kruger 1993 (4) SA 842 (A)
In Pin,haw" Nexus Securities (Ply) Ltd And Another 2002 (2) SA S10 (C) the court said that "Clients are wont to place
their trust not just in the company, but also in the individuals within the company with whom they deal. Clients tend to
expect, and in my view are entitled to expect, the exercise of skill and care from the individual advi... and managers. A
failure to exercise appropriate skill and care can have devastating consequences, u Durr's case supra illustrated.
Furthennore, financial advisers and managers can vis-a-vis their immediate clients contract out of or limit liability, and
u I see the position, they can for delictual purposes do the same for their employees. To fix Van Zyl with a duty to Mrs
Pinshaw, in the circumstances pleaded, strikes me u being fair and in accord with the legal convictions of the
community. It seems to me, therefore, that policy considerations favour upholding the duty rather than negating it."
In Bull and Another v T,atsarolDkis 1976 (2) SA 891
the court commented: NEvery man has a legal right not to be
banned; but is there, apart &om a contract, a legal right to be healed? It is no doubt the professional duty of a medical
practitioner to treat his patient with due care and skill, but does he, merely by undertaking a case, become subject to a
legal duty, a breach of which founds an action for damages, to take due and proper steps to heal the patient? It is an
interesting question but, because it wu not argued and because it is not necessary for the purposes of the present
decision to answer it, I shall not discuss it further." See Strauss fu 98 supra at p40-41 at which he respectfully submits
that where a patient consults a doctor who undertakes to treat him, the doctor assumes no greater duty than to treat the
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10

The provider will always act in the best interests of the patient and will only
administer treatment that is medically necessarfD.

11

The patient will not be abandoned, by the provider. Alternative health services
will be provided where the provider can no longer provide the health care
services previously supplied to the patient. The provider ensure that where a
course of treatment has commenced it will be completed224 •

12

The provider is entitled to payment for health care services where this is
provided for by law and the patient or other person responsible for the patient is
liable to pay the costs of such services225.

13

In the absence of provisions in law to the contrary, tl:te patient will not be
detained against his or her will by the public provider26 •

14

The provider will take reasonable measures to ensure the health and safety of the
patient while he or she is receiving health services at its premises227 •

15

The goods supplied to the patient in the course of medical treatment are fit for
the purpose for which they were supplied and are free of latent defects228 •

223

224
22S
226

227

228

patient with due care and skill, unless the ~ has expressly guaranteed that the patient will be healed by his'treatment
- something which the prudent doctor will not generally do.
,
See The State" Si/cunyana and Others 1961 (3) SA .549 (E) in which the court stated: "The medical practitioner who
performs a dangerous operation with his patient's consent incurs no criminal responsibility if just cause for the operation
exists, f~ tho law does not regard his conduct 88 improper: but if 'there is no just cause or excuse for an operation, it is
unIawfbl even though the man c:onse.nts to it'· vide Bravery" Bravery, 19.54 (3) AE.R. S9 at p. 67, per DcmniDg. L.1.
Any intentional ad which involves the likelihood of bodily banD to another and which is not recognised by modem
usage as a normal and accepted practice of society is forbidden by law and is in no way dependent upon the absence of
consent on the part ofthe victim."
Applicant" Administrator, TranlWla~ and Others 1993 (4) SA 733 (W)
See the previous discussions ofthe legislation in the different provinces and their fee regulations.
Semon 12(1) ofthe Constitution

Beaven" Lon,down Hotel (Pry), Ltd 1961 (4) SA 8 (N) Regal Y African Superslate (Ply.) Ltd 1963 (1) SA 102 (AD);
Quathlamba (Ply) Ltd y Minister OfForestry 1972 (2) SA 783 (N); Bronte Hotel (Pvt) Ltd y Low 1974 (2) SA 3.53 (R);
Kritzinger" Steyn En Andere 1997 (3) SA 686 (e). See also section 9(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act No
8.5 of 1993 which states that "Every employer shall conduct his undertaking in such a manner as to ensure, as far as is
reasonably practicable, that persons other than those in his employment who may be directly affected by his activities are
not thereby exposed to hazards to their health or safety." The defmition of 'employer' in the Act is wide enough to
include the state.
In Curtaincrajts (Ply) Ltd y Wilson 1969 (4) SA 221 (E), the court said that a purchaser of an article is entitled to expect
is that the article shall be free from such latent defects as are not to be expected in an article of that quality, price and
type, unless he obtains a wam.nty in expressly wider terms. Kroon,tad Westelike Boere-Ko-Operatiewe 'Yereniging Bpk
" Botha and Another 1964 (3) SA 561 (A) Liability for consequential damage caused by latent defect attaches to a
merchant seller, who was unaware of the. defect, where he publicly professes to have attributes of skill and expert
knowledge in relation to the kind of goods sold
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16 The patient's constitutional rights to life, bodily and psychological integrity,
human dignity, privacy, freedom and security of the person, freedom of religion,
belief and opinion, and access to health care services will be respected, protected,
promoted and upheld by the public provide~9.

It is submitted that most of these terms would be the same for private sector providers.

4.11 Issues Involving Contracts for Health Care Services
If the question of whether or not the provision of ordinary ·health care services is
based on the law of contract is rather murky, it is submitted that the same question
when applied to emergency medical treatment is murkier still. Provinces do charge for
emergency medical services, including ambulance services, and they also charge for
various kinds of emergency medical treatment rendered at health establishments. As
stated previously the English law doctrine of consideration forms no part of the South
African law of contract and the fact that a payment for services is required does not
automatically imply the existence of a contact either. The fact of the matter is that
even in the private sector, the inference of a contractual relationship between provider
and patient tends to take place after the event at a time when a. need arises to
scrutinise the nature of the relationship more closely. It is submitted that there is a
different dimension to 'trade' in health services compared to other non-essential or
more commercial commodities, access to which is not so strictly regulated or
I

controlled by law both in terms of who may supply them and the conditions for
See also Crawley v Frank Pepper (Pty) Ltd 1970 (1) SA 29 (N) A seller is obliged to disclose all material latent cIefecta
which unfit or partially unfit the res vendita for the purpose for which it was intended to be used. By operation of the
Aedilitian Edicts, 88 expounded and adopted in our law, into every contract of sale there is imported a wuranty by the
seller against such latent defects. Although a seller may contract out of his obligatiODl to disclose and out of the
statutorily imported warranty against latent defects, the existence of which be does not know at the time of the sale, if be
purports to contract out of his obligation to disclose and of the implied warranty against material latent defects unfitting.
or partially unfitting. the res venclita for the purpose for which it is sold, and those defects are present to his mind at the
time of the sale, but he remains silent about them although he must know that to disclose 'their existence would cause a
prospective buyer either not to purdwIe at all or to insist on a lower price than he otherwise would pay, he will be given
the 'replication offtaud' (de dolo repUcationem).
See also Holmdene Brlckworb (Pry) Ltd v Roberu Conmuction Co Ltd 1977 (3) SA 670 (A) where it was held that a
merchant who sells goods of his own manufacture or goods in relation to which he publicly professes to have attributes
of skill and expert knowledge is liable to the purchaser for consequential damages caused to the latter by reason of any
latent defect in the goods. Ignorance of the defect does not excuse the seller. Once it is established that he f8.lls into one
of the above-mentioned categories, the law irrebuttably attaches this liability to him. unless he bas expressly or impliedly
contracted out of it. The liability is additional to, and different from, the liability to redhibitorian relief which is incurred
by any seller of goods found to contain a latent defect. Broadly speaking. a defect may be described as an abnonnaI
quality or attribute which destroys or substantially impain the utility or effectiveness of the rei wl1Idita for the purpose
for which it has been sold or for which it is amunonIy used. Such a defect is latent when it is one which is not visible or
discoverable upon an inspection ofthe res vendita.
This is an obligation imposed upon the state by section 7(2) ofthe Constitution.
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supply, which are not so immediately necessary for the continued or improved health
or wellbeing of the person requiring them.
In the case or an emergency, it would not usually be feasible to argue a contractual
intention on the part of the patient or the provinces sufficient for the establishment of
a contractual relationship because even the patient is very often incapable of forming
such an intention before the services are rendered. Ex post facto ratification and
consent to a contractual relationship is a possibility but even in the private health
context it is not a comfortable fit. The nature of the services rendered and the goods
supplied230 in health care services are for the most part such that they cannot be
returned should a patient decide after the event, not to accept them or ratify the
relationship with the provider. It could be argued that a contract could arise in a
situation where the patient is not the contracting party but is for instance a child or an
old person for whom the contracting party is responsible, but there is the possibility of
a counterarguments of duress231 or even undue influence, which may have a fair
chance of success in emergency situations. Even in non-emergency situations
providers of health care services are often in a position of considerable power relative
to the consumer. A person who requires surgery for instance usually does feel strong
and well and could in many instances not be in a position to act as rationally or
reasonably as would a healthy person. He or she is quite often literally at the mercy of
th~

health care provider who is attending to them and

may~

depending upon the

circumstances, be mentally and physically incapacitated to a considerable extent232. In
230
231

232

Many of the goods used in the deliveJ}' of healthcare services are consumables such as medicines and disinfectants,
swabs, dressings and bandages, sutures, needles and syringes, X-Ray film etc.
The court in Paragon Bllslnell Forms (Ply) Ltd v Du Preez 1994 (1) SA 434 (SE) noted that "In Arend and AltOther v
Astra Furnishers (Ply) Ltd 1974 (1) SA 298 (e) at 30S In jine-306B Corbett. J (as he then was) dealt with tho
requirements of duress as follows: 'Reverting to the defence raised by tint defendant, it is clear that a contract may be
vitiated by dw-ess (mellls), the raison d'etre of the rule apparently being that intimidation or improper pressure renders
the consent of the parties subject to duress no true consent ••• Duress may take the fonn of inflicting physical violence
upon the penon of a contrading party or of inducing in him a fear by means oftln-eats. Where a person seeks to set aside
a contrad, or resist the enforcement of a contract, on the ground of duress based upon fear, the following elements must
be established:
(i) The fear must be a reasonable ODe.
(ii) It must be caused by the threat ofsome considerable evil to the person concerned or his family.
(iii) It must be the threat of an imminent or inevitable evil.
(iv) The threat or intimidation must be unlawful or contra bonos mores.
(v) The monl pressure used must have caused damage.'
has been pointed out by, amongst others, Christie in his work The Low of Contract 2nd eel at 368, it is impossible to
produce a precise and exact fonnula to be applied to determine when a contract will be set aside or not enforced on
grounds of duress (compare, for example, the requirements of duress set out in Joubert (ed) Law of South Afiica vol S
para 138 with those as laid down in the Arend's case IIlpra and quoted above)."
One of the earliest cases involving undue influence in South African law is Preller And Others v Jordaan 19S6 (1) SA
483 (A) in which an elderly fanner in his declaration against his former medical practitioner and the Iatter's SOIl and
daughter avetTed that at a time when he was old and sick and bodily. spiritually and mentally weak and exhausted, he
had been influenced in an improper and unlawful manner by his doctor, who was also his adviser, to give and transfer to
him four fanus to be administered by him for the benefit of the fanner's wife and the labourers on the farm, and that he
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BOE Bank Bpk v Van Zyf33 the court discussed the difference between duress and

undue influence234 and commented that although there was no absolute boundary
between these concepts, South African law had not yet developed to the extent that a
single overarching defence such as 'misuse of circumstances' was generally
recognised.
Another aspect of contracts for health .services is that the consumer is not in a position
to evaluate the quality of the services he or she receives or the co~ectness or accuracy
of the health advice given. Health economists call it information asymmetry235. By far

233
234

235

would never have done so had he not been so weak and exhausted and totally under the influence of the doctor. The
court held that the grounds of re,titutio In Integrum in the Roman-Dutch Law are wide enough to cover the case where
one person obtains an influence over another which weakens the latters resistance and makes his will pliable, and where
such a person then brings his influence to bear in an unprincipled (gewetelose) manner in order to prevail upon the other
to agree to a prejudicial (skadelike) transaction which he would not normally have entered into of his own he will. It
said that the words 'undue influence', or such words as 'onbehoorlike beinvloeding' ('improper influence'), constitute an
altogether suitable name for the ground of action which exists in these cilwmstances. The court held that the exception
taken by the doctor had rightly been dismissed.
.BOEBan1cBpk" YanZyl1999 (3) SA813 (e)
The court observed at P 824-82S:"Daar bestaan egter geeD waterdigte skeiding tussen die venkillende kontraktuelo
aanvegtingsgronde, en vera1 tussen dwang en onbehoorlike bernvloeding. nie. (Sien bv Sawide, " Sawlde, and Other,
1986 (2) SA 32S (T) op 329F-G; Wessels The Law of Contract in South Africa 2de uitg band 1 II 1209); Van det
Merwe, Van Huyssteen et al Kontraktereg - Algemene Beglnseb (Juta & Kie, 1994) op 72; Lubbe G 'Voidable
Contracts' in Zimmerman en Visser Southern Croll - Civil Law and Common Law In South Africa op 261 ev). Lubbe
(op cit op 293-4) beskryf die situasie treffend as 'the collapse of conceptual barriers between undue influence and
metu,'.
Meerdere skrywen staan dan ook 'n enkele oorkoepelande amvegtingsgrond voor, te wete 'die onbehoorlike vedayging
van wi1sooreenstemm' of'misbruik van omstandighede'. (Sian Van der Merwe, Van Hu)'llteen et al (op cit op 72-3
en 96 ev) en vgl ook Van Hu)'llteen 'Onbehoorlike Belnvloeing en Misbruik van Omstandighede in die Suid-Afiikaanso
VeJbintenisreg' op 127 ev). Ons regsontwikkeling bet egter nog nie die stadium bereik waar 'n enkele oorkoepelende
aanvegtingsgrond algemeen erken word nie. Hierdie is ook nie die geleentheid of die pick om enige verden! stukrag aan
hierdie moontlike ontwikkeling in OIJI reg te verleen nie. Vir doeleindes hiorvan aanvaar ek dat die regsfigure van clwang
en onbehoorlike bernvloeding in die huidige stand van 0111 reg steeds a.fsonderlike en selfstandige amvegtingsgronc:le
daarstel. Wat die fundamentele ondenk.eid tussen die twee gronc:Ie betre( is claar 'n skaante am gesa.g by OIJI. Die
venkillende vereistes vir die ondenkeie aanvegtingsgronde word egler weI gereeld gefonnuleer. (Sian bv Wessels (op
cit 'Is 1167); Broodryk " Smut, NO 1942 TPD 47 op S 1-2; Arend" A.stra Furnl,her, (,upra op 306A-B); Cbristie Law of
Contract In South Africa 3de uitg op 343-4 in verband met dwang; en Patel" Grobbelaar (supra) en Hofer and Otlter, "
Kevitt NO and Other, (,upra) in verband met onbehoorlike bernvloeding.) Die verskil tussen dwang en onbehoorlike
bernvloeding word k.emagtig I0OI volg gestel deur Kerr The Principia of the Law of Contract 4de uitg op 24S: 'Undue
influence differs from metus in that it may be exercised without any threat being issued or menace being present.' Meer
volledig en diepgaande is die bespreking deur H Lubbe (op cit te 289), wat daarop wys dat claar dikwels in OIJI regspraak
op hierdie regsfiguur van onbehoorlike bernvloeding teruggeval is 'where contracIB were concluded in response to
threats and pressure below the level of metus as traditionally understood by the courts'. Die tipe van gevalle waar bierdie
verweer normaalweg aanwending vinci, word dan I0OI volg deur die geleerde skrywer ge1dassifiseer (ibid): 'It has often
been resorted to in cases involving penonI of limited intellectual capacity who, physically and psychologically isolated
from the outside world, fall prey to shady and UIJIC1'Upulous charaeten. The fonner often face evidential difficulties
when seeking relief fiom oppressive tr8IIIactions on grounds such as mental incompetence, misrepresentation, duress, or
other traditicmal defences. As far as both the memory of past events and the ability to communicate these to the court is
concerned, the traditional defences often demand too much of the disadvantaged party. The doctrine of undue influence
was resorted to in a number of cases in order to counter such evidential difficulties. ,n
It has been defined as a "Condition in which at least some relevant information is known to some but not all parties
involved. Infonnation asyrmnetry causes markets to become inefficient, since all the market participants do not have
access to the information they need for their decision making processes. n httn://www.investonvords.comIcgibinlgetwoni.cgi?2461 See also generally Journal of Health Politic" Policy and Law: Speclall'lUc1(enneth Arrow and
the Changing Economic, ofHealth Care
http://www.ihhcpar.rutgm.edu/rwit7downloadslresearch in profiles iss03 apr2002.pdf and Atlas S 'Diagnosis Critical'
http://www-hoover.stanford.edu!publicationsldigest/033/atlas.htmlwho states that the patient-doctor relationship is
uniquely important to medical care because of the extreme nature of the infonnation gap between patient and physician
(i.e. the buyer and the seller. No other industry has such asymmetry of information, and perhaps no other infonnation
asymmetry is so permanent... As medical care becomes even more technologically advanced, highly complex diagnostic
and therapeutic algorithms will become commonplace. This asymmetry of information makes it mucial that physicians
have an established relationship with their patients. This will help ensure that appropriate medical care is oifered and
acc:epted, while minimizing concerns for profit that are standard in other industries." Naci Moc:an H and the National
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the majority of patients are given no choice as to the medication prescribed for them
or the nature of the health services that are rendered to them even in the private sector.
They are in any. event not always in a position to make informed choices in a rational
and objective manner. They are not therefore by any means on an equal footing with
the expert provider of health care services in the negotiation of a· contract. Yet South
African law, unlike many other jurisdictions, is curiously slow to regulate any aspect
of the relationship so as to ensure a better balance between the parties.
It may be argued that contract is not the best legal mechanism for the delivery of
public health services in any event and that particularly in the context of public health
services, contractual relationships shou)d not generally be inferred in the

absen~e

of·

clear evidence to the contra.ry236. A sound reason for this might be that contract is
essentially a mechanism of the free market which promotes competition and

oper~tes

on the principle that suppliers who deliver bad or substandard service will not last
long because consumers will vote with their feet. In the context of health care
services, due to information asymmetry and the wlnerability of consumers of health
care services, the markets do not operate in the same way as they do in respect of
other goods and services. Unfortunately this logic is not in keeping with the case-bycase approach to contracts used in our law. The courts are unlikely to make a general
inference about contracts for health services in the public sector but are more likely to
prefer to consider only the particular facts of the case before them although ~bviously
a similar case in the same province and governed by the same statutory terms and
conditions is likely in practice to yield the same result.
A third issue is that contracts for health services do not generally undertake to cure
the patient or even relieve symptoms except where this is stated expressly in clear and
unambiguous terms but the expectation or belief of the patient in receiving or
consenting to the services is likely to be some kind or relief of even a cure - otherwise

236

Bureau of Economic Research observe in a paper entitled 'Can Consumers Deteot Lemons? Infonnation Asymmetry in
the Market for Child Care': "In his seminal paper, Akerlof (1970).shows that in a market with asymmetric information
between buyers and sellers, adverse selection is likely to result. If it is diflieuh for buyers to IIS&eSII the quality of the
product, and if quality is costly to produce, sellers of high quality products will not be able to command higher prices for
higher quality. Aa a result, high quality products will withdraw from the marlcet, leaving the 'Iemcma' behind. It
http://econ.cucienver.edulmocan/papers!lnfonllationAsymJulv2003.pdf
Courts in any event are unlikely to infer a contractual relationship unless there is some fairly finn evidenee to the
contrary. Furthermore if there is clear evidence to the contrary then contract is by definition not to be implied. It is
express. Implied contracts must therefore exist in the absence of finn evidence of the existence of a contract. They are
apparently creatures of public policy as perceived by the courts in combination with their assessment of the evidence on
a balance of probabilities.
.
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why would he bother?237 The South African law of contract espouses the principle of
the 'reasonable man' in much the same way as does the English law238 • Despite this
237

238

Steyn J 'Contract Law: Fulfilling the Reasonable Expectations of Honest Men' 113 (1997) The Law Quarterly Review p
433 notes that a thread runs through English contract law that effect must be given to the reasonable expectations of
honest men. He observes that while it is a defensible position for a legal system to give predominance to the subjective
intentions of the parties, this is not the English way. English law adopts the extemal standard which is that of the
reasonable man. He notes that the proposition can be restated so as to say that the law must respect the reasonable
expectations of oontracting parties. In considering what these are he observes that the expectations that will be protected
are those that are, in an objective sense common to both parties and that the law of contract is generally not concerned
With the subjective expectations of a party. In the case of a contract for health services it would seem from the case law
that the reasonable expectations of the patient do not usually include the promise of a cure on the part of the provider.
Strauss (m 94 ncpra) discusses this question at P 40 and refers to the English case of Thaks and A"other v MailriCtl
[1986] 1 All ER 497 (CA) in which the English Court of Appea1 refused to come to the conclusion that there bad been a
guarantee of success where a doctor had performed an unsuccessful vasectomy on a married man. It must be noted,
however, that the husband and wife in this case succeeded in contract and in tort because the defendant surgeon had
failed to warn of the slight risk that the husband's vasectomy might not leave him pennanent1y sterile. The facts in this
case were that the first plaintiff signed a form stating that he consent to undergo a vasectomy operation which was duly
curled out The second plaintiff subsequently became pregnant and gave birth to a baby girl. The plaintiffs brought an
action against the defendant claiming that their contract with the defendant was a contract to sterilised the first plaintiff
and that the contract had been breached when he became fertile again, alternatively that they were induced to enter into
the contract by a false warranty or innocent misrepresentation that the operation would render the first plaintiff
permanently sterile or in the further alternative that the defendant had failed to warn them that there was a small risk that
the first plainti1f might become fertile again. There was no suggestion that the defendant bad not performed the operation
properly and at the time of the operation it was known in medical circles that in rare cases the effect of the operation
could be reversed naturally. Neill U gave judgment as follows: "It is common grounds that the defendant contracted to
perform a vasectomy operation on Mr Thake and that in the performance of that contract he was subject to the duty
implied by law to take reasonable skill and care. The question fqr consideration is whether in the circumstances of the
instant case the defendant further undertook that he would render Mr Thab permanently sterile by means of this
operation..• It is not in dispute that the task. of the court is to seek to detennine objectively what conclusion a reasonable
person would have reached having regard to (a) to the words used by the defendant, (b) the demonstration which he gave
and (c) the form which Mr and Mn Tahke were asked to sign. Counsel for the plaintiffs placed particular reliance on the
following matters (1) that on more than one occasion the defendant explained to the plainti1li that the effect of the
operation was 'irreversible', subject to the remote possibility of later surgical intervention, and counsel pointed out that
this explanatien was reinforced by the statement in the form 'I understand that the effect of the operation is
irreversible' ... For my part, however, I remain unper8uadecl .. .It is the common experience of mankind that the results of
medical treatment are to some extent unpredictable and that any treatment may be affected by the special characteristics
of the particular patient. It has been well said that 'the dynamics of the human body of each individual are themselves
indivi~.' I accept that there may be cases where, because of the claims made by a surgeon or physician for his method
of treatment the court is driven to the conclusion that the resuh of the treatment is guaranteed or wan-anted. But in the
present case I do not regard the statements made by the defendant to the effect of his treatment as passing beyond the
rea1m of expectation and assumption. It seems to me that what he said was spoken partly by way of warning and partly
by way of what is sometimes called 'therapeutic reassurance'. (As quoted in Kennedy and Grubb Medical Law 3n1 ed
p1"6.) strauss also refers to the South African case of Behrma"" and A"other v Klugma" 1988 WLD unreported in
which the South African court said it found the reasoning by the English judges 'very persuasive'. This case also
involved an unsuccessfu1 vasectomy. The court held that even if the doctor used the phrase 'end of the road' or 'you will
not have another child', it was not intended in the context as irreversible other than to describe the aature of the
operation and was not intended to give a guarantee as to the permanent success of the operation. The court found that no
breach of contract by the doctor was established. Strauss also cites the English case of Eyre "MeaJday, [1986] 1 All ER
488 (CA) an unsuccessful sterilisation operation in which a court rejected the female patient's claim for damages even if
the doctor had told the woman that the operation ''must be regarded as a permanent procedure". In the case of Gf'fIQWIS &
Co (Co"tractorJ) Ltd" Baynham Mickle a"d Partlrers [1975] 3 All ER 99 CA, Lord Denning stated that "The law does
not usually imply a WBlTanty that he will achieve the desired result, but only a terms that he will use reasonable care and
skill. The surgeon does not wanant that he will cure the patient. Nor does the solicitor warrant that he will win the
case."(Quoted by Strauss at p41)
In Rido" " Va" der Spily a"d Partlrers (WeJ-Kaap) 11'1C 2002 (2) SA 121 (C) the court held as follows at p138-139: .....
even in the absence of subjective consensus, the so-called 'reliance theory' (the theory of quasi-mutual assent) may in
appropriate circumstances· form an alternative basis for contractual liability. In the case of So"ap PetrolBllm (SA) (Pty)
Ltd (formerly /arOWfl as So"arep (SA) (Pty) Ltd) "Pappadogia"is 1992 (3) SA 234 (A), Hanna AJA considered the
leading cases and the opinions of academic writers on the reliance theory (at 2381 - 241D) and came to the following
conclusion (at 2391 - 1): "In my view, therefore, the decisive question in a case like the present is this: did the party
. whose actual intention did not confonn to the common intention ex.pressec:l, lead the other party, as a reasonable man, to
believe that his declared intention represented his actual intention? ... To answer this question, a three-fold enquiry is
usually necessary. namely, fintly. was there a misrepresentation as to one party's intention; secondly, who made that
misrepresentation; and thirdly, was the other party misled tbereby?'
In StflJ'" "LSA Motors Ltd 1994 (1) SA 49 (A), the Appellate Division again confinned ita adherence to the reliance
theory of contractual liability, while at the same time emphasising that, consensus being the essence of contract,
subjective intention cannot be ignored: 'Where it is shown that the offeror's true intention differed from his expressed
intention, the outward appearance of agreement flowing ftom the offeree's acceptance of the offer as it stands does not in
itself or necessarily result in contractual liability. Nor is it in itself decisive that the offeree accepted the offer in reliance
upon the offeron implicit representation that the offer correctly reflected his intention. Remaining for consideration is
the further and crucial question whether a reasonable man in the position of the offeree would have accepted the offer in
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discrepancy between the expectations of the patient and the undertaking of the
provider, the patient usually has little or no choice in seeking the services of the
provider. In the public sector, patients classified as 'public patients' in terms of the
various regulations cited above do not even have a choice as to which particular
provider renders the services. In many instances, their opportunities to 'shop around'

if they are dissatisfied with the advice or treatment they have been given are
significantly restricted if they exist at all. Since the nature of the services rendered at a
public health establishment are predetermined and there are often clinical protocols
and guidelines which are uniformly implemented across all public health
establishments, the power of the patient to 'negotiate' the terms of a contract for
services falling outside of the predetermined services and clinical guidelines and
protocols is virtually non-existent. The position is: these are the services on offer take them or leave them. In reality in most cases involving health care services, the
element of choice reflected iI:! the second half of this statement i~ no choice at all. The
constitutional court in TAcn 9 reflected these sentiments in the following words:
"Here we are concerned with children born in public hospitals and clinics to mothers who are
for the most part indigent and unable to gain access to private medical treatment which is
beyond their means. They and their children are in the main dependent upon the State to make
health care services available to them."

It is submitted that the tendency of the English courts to interpret contracts for health
services as not including guarantees of a cure or the achievement of the object of the
treatment is not always reconcilable with either South African public policy or the law
of contract as it applies to other suppliers of goods and services240• In Edouard v

Administrator Natap,41 Thirion I observed:

239
240

the belief that it represented the true intention or the offeror, in accordance with the objective eriterion formulated long
ago in the classic dictum of Blackbum J in Smith v Hughes (1871) LR 6 QB S97 at 607. Only if this test is satisfied can
the offeror be held contractually liable' (per Botha JA at 61C - E). (See further the discussion orthe Steyn case by Lewis
in 1994 Annual Survey ofSouth African Law at 127 • 9, and of Lewis in 1998 Annual Survey ofSouth African Law at P
176·9.);'" See also Sonap Petroleum (SA) (Ply) Ltd (formerly known al Sonarep (SA) (Ply) Ltd) vPappadoglanll 1992
(3) SA 234 (A); Fourle NO v Hanlen and Another 2001 (2) SA 823 (W); Nallonale Behuilinglkommillie v GreyUng
1986 (4) SA 917 Cf); Multilateral Motor Vehicle Accldentl Fund v Meyerowitz 1995 (1) SA 23 (C); Road Accident Fund
" Mothupl 2000 (4) SA 38 (SCA); Maritime Motorl (Pty) Ltd v Von Steiger and Another 2001 (2) SA S84 (SE); Steyn "
LSA. Motors Ltd 1994 (1) SA 49 (A); Horly Inveltmentl (Pty) Ltd v Interior AcoulttcI (Ply) Ltd 1984 (3) SA S37 (W);
DllttllerlCorpLtd"Modile 2001 (4) SA 1071 (0)
Mlnilter ofHealth and Otherl v Treatment Action Campaign (No 2) 2002 (S) SA 721 (CC) see para 79 page 7S0
Thirion J in Edouard "Adminiltrator, Natal fb 14S lupra observed at p 384-385: "There is every reason why a party,
who. when he enters into a contract, foresees the likelihood that his breach of the contract would resuh in loss of a
particular kind to the other party, should be held liable for such loss when it does eventuate 88 a consequence or his
breach. In this connection the following remarks of Innes CJ In McCuUough &- Whitehead v Whiteaway & Co 1914 AD
S99 at 62S are in point: 'Now, that the document was one-sided and harsh admits of no doubt, but I am not aware of any
principle of our law by which, on that ground alone, an undertaking deliberately and knowingly entered into could be
repudiated.' It is furthermore a principle of general application to contracts that, if the kind or type of loss likely to be
caused by the breach of the contract was within the reasonable contemplation or the parties when the contract was made
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"where sterilisation was sought to prevent the birth of a handicapped child and a normal and
healthy child is bom, the parents' claim for damages in respect of the maintenance of the
child might fail on the ground that such loss was not in contemplation of the contracting
parties. Considering the ease with which doctors would be able to protect themselves against
liability by warning the woman of the danger that the operation might not result in sterility,
there seems to be no reason why the Court should extend to them a special protection against
their own negligence; be it in a delictual or contractual context. Pharmacists or
manufacturers who make extravagant claims as to the effoctiveness of the products they sell
would have only themselves to blame."(writer' s italics).

There seems to be a degree of logical dissonance about the fact that where the
sterilisation operation was not performed the person upon whom it should have been
performed has a legally recognisable claim but where it was performed on the
understanding that it is 'irreversible' only to fail one or two years later there can be no
such claim because in 'rare cases' the sterilisation has "been known to fail. From a
layperson's, i.e. the patient's point of view, the reason for a healthy person seeking to
be sterilised is so that he or she can no longer participate in the conception of a child.
There are, however, other ways of contraception which may be generally regarded as
less reliable than sterilisation. Presumably one of the considerations in the mind of
someone who has opted to be sterilised is not only that he or she no longer wants to be
able to conceive a child but also that he or she no longer wants to have to use other
forms of contraception. A person who has undergone surgery for sterilisation would
not be expecting to have to continue to use other forms of contraception - otherwise
there would be little point in being sterilised. The patient who is under anaesthetic in
an operating theatre is in no position to appreciate what is happening or see to it that a
particular procedure has been done or done correctly. Even when he or she regains
consciousness very often the only evidence available is a surgical, wound and the
information supplied by the surgeon as to what was done.
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and therefore not too remote, it is immaterial that the magnitude or extent of the loss is such that it was not within the
reasonable contemplation of1he partie&. Wroth and Another v C Tyler [1973] 1 All ER 897 (Ch) at 922. Fer the position
in delict see Botes v Van Dewnter 1966 (3) SA 182 (A) ••• The argument that liability in wrongful birth actions might
have an adverse influence on professional standards or might limit the number of practitioners willing to undertake
sterilisation operations is nothing but a make-weight. The sterilisation operation is a fairly simple surgical procedure and
it would be a simple matter for the doctor to explain to the patient that there is, despite the operation, a possibility that
she might still fall pregnant. It would be easy for the doctor to contract out of liability. Fears that recognition of wrongful
birth claims lead to an unmanageable extension of liability or difficulties in the field of 88IIeBIIIIleIlt of damages have not
withheld the Courts in England from recognising such claims. See Tlrake and Another v MQUrice [1986] 2 WLR. 337
(CA) ([1986] I All ER 497); Emeh v KenSington and ChelstIQ and Westminster Health Authority [1984] 3 All ER 1044
(CA).
Edouardfn 14' supra at p382-383
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The question of whether or not a person should be liable for damages whether in
contract or in delict is often a question of public policy as to where the risk should lie.
In the case of a sterilisation operation the question is whether it should lie with the
patient or the surgeon. The English court in Thake in refusing to accept that the
surgeon would have guaranteed a successful outcome effectively concluded that the
risk should lie with the patient. Neill LJ in that case observed that -

"it is the common experience of mankind that the results of medical treatment are to some
extent unpredictable and that any kind of treatment may be affected by the special
characteristics of the particular patient."

Neill LJ

see~ed

to be drawing a very fine distinction in observing that while both

plaintiffs and the defendant expected that sterility would be the result of the operation
and the defendant appreciated that that was the plaintiffs' expectation, this did not
mean that a reasonable person would have understood the defendant to be giving a
binding promise that the operation would achieve its purpose or that the defendant
was going further than to give an assurance that he expected and believed it would
have the desired result. If the nature of the contractual undertaking is sterilisation it is
difficult to see how this differs in principle from a guarantee of sterilisation. The court
seems to be saying that the nature of the undertaking was not sterilisation per se but a
surgical operation designed to effect sterilisation which seems to be splitting hairs in
favour of the surgeon242• Neill LJ did find' for the plaintiffs in the end but the
arguments in his judgment concerning the court's construction of the contractual
relationship between a provider and patient unduly favour the provider. The fact that
in rare cases the effect of a vasectomy could be reversed naturally should not be a
242

The dissenting judgment of Kerr U seems to pick up on this point in the following observations: "On this appeal it wu
conmon ground that the court's task. wu to determine objectively the terms of the contract whereby the defendant
offered and agreed to operate on the male plaintiff. What would a reuonable penon in the position of Mr and Mrs '!bake
have concluded in that regard? Wu it merely that the defendant would perfonn a vasectomy operation subject to the
duty implied by law that would do 10 with reasonable skill and care? Or wu it that tho defendant would perfonn this
operation 10 u to render Mr Thake permanently sterile? Counsel for the defendant submiUed that, even if the latter W8J
the correct objective construction of the terms of the offer made by the defendant, it was nevertheless not 10 understood
by Mr and Mrs Thake. He said that this was merely what they believed would be the resuh of the operation, not what
they believed the defendant bad undertaken to do .•. But in my view no such further question arises here, since it is plain
on the evidence that Mr and Mrs Thake ~ that Mr 1bake should be rendered permanently sterile and believed that
this is what the defendant had agreed to do." (As quoted in Kennedy and Gnlbb Medical Law 3id ed). Kerr U also found
in favour of the pJaintiftS. Kerr 1.J distinguished between different kin~ of medical treatment u follows: "The
considerations whi&:b lead me to this conclusion can be summarised u follows. First, we are here dealing within
something in the nature of an amputation, not 1reatment of an injury or disease with inevitably uncertain results. The
nature of the operation was he removal of parts of the channels through which speno bad to pus to the outside in such a
way that the channels could not reunite... On the evidence in this case the position is quite different, in my view, from
what was in the mind of Lord Denning MR in Greave. &- Co (Contractors) Ltd 11 Baynham Meikls &- Partner. [197S] 3
All ER 99 at 103-104, [197S] 1 WLR 109' when he said: 'The surgeon does not warrant that he will cure the patient.'
That was said in the context of treatment or an operation designed to cure, not in the context of anything in the nature of
an amputation."
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factor which weighs in on the side of the surgeon. It should rather be seen as
supportive of the patient's claim. Such cases are rare. One cannot help but ask why
the patient as the layperson should carry the risk of this rare occurrence when it is the
doctor, the expert, who is in the business of sterilisations and is profiting on the basis
of his alleged expertise and skill? If the fact that such cases are rare counts in favour
of the doctor who is an expert, who has held himself out as an expert to the patient, a
layperson, and who is the only person who is likely to know what he actually did or
failed to do in relation to a sterilisation operation, the chances of the patient's ever
being able to prove that the doctor acted in breach of contract are slim to non-existent.
If the fact that such cases are rare counts in the patient's favour, however, then the
doctor must discharge an onus. He must have adequate records of what he did that
day. He must be able to show that he used a surgical procedure that is generally
accepted as being suitable for its intended purpose. If the doctor has not acted in
breach of contract in such a situation it should not be difficult for him to show this on
a balance, of probabilities. In Thake the court observed that if the defendant had given
his usual warning the objective analysis of what he conveyed would have been quite
different.
In another context, the South African law of contract does not hesitate to impose the
risk upon the person who is skilled or an expert and is trading on or in that skill or
expertise. In Jaffe & Co (Pty) Ltd v Bocchi And Anothe7243 the court observed at p
363:
''The seller who is an artifex: is placed in a special category. See Voet, 21.1.10. He is fully
liable for consequential damages even though ignorant of the latent defects. The South
African ProVincial Divisions have gone further. They have followed Pothier where he says in
his treatise on the contract of sale:
'There is one case in which the seller, even if he is absolutely ignorant of the defect in the
thing sold is nevertheless liable to a reparation of the wrong which the defect causes the buyer
in his other goods; and this is the case where the seller is an artisan or a tradesman who sells
the manufacture of his own trade, or of the kind of dealing of which he makes a business.'
Then he quotes certain examples and proceeds:
'It is the same in regard to a dealer whether he is or is not the maker of the articles which he
sells. By the public profession which he makes of his trade he renders himself responsible for
the goodness of the merchandise which he sells for the use to which it is destined. If he is the
manufacturer he ought to employ in his business none but good workmen for whom he is
responsible. If he is not the manufacturer he ought to expose for sale none but good articles.
He ought to have knowledge of his wares, and ought to sell none but good. '"
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Jaffe &Co 1961 (4) SA3'S (T)
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The basis for this rule of contract law is clearly public policf44. Hiemstra J states at p
364:

"With humble respect I agree with the statement of Schreiner, J.A., in Hackett's case at p. 692
where he said:
'The decisions in the Provincial Divisions . . . broadly speaking recognise the justice of the
generalisation that a· seller who manufactures or deals in a kind of goods should be treated as
having given the buyer of such goods from bini his expert assurance that the goods are free
from latent defects. It seems to me that this recognition accords with the present day needs of
the community.'

In Ciba-Geigy (Pty) Ltd v Lushoj Farms (Pty) Ltd En In Ander4S the court held that a

merchant-dealer who publicly professes to have expert knowledge in respect of the
type of product that he sells is liable to the purchaser under the actio empti if the latter
should suffer consequential damage as a result of a latent defect in the res vendita. It
said that a latent defect is defined as an abnormal quality or attribute which destroys
or substantially impairs the utility or effectiveness of the res vendita for the purpose
for which it has been sold or for which it is commonly used246.
Consequential damages are greater in extent than ordinary damages. Under the
aedilitian remedies it is contrasted with redhibitorian relief which is relief for the
return of the purchase price paid for the defective goods247.
244

245
246

247

In Holmdene Brickworks (Ply) Ltd v RobertI Con,truction Co Ltd 1977 (3) SA 670 (A), Corbett JA observed at p 682:
''The legal foundation of respondent's claim is the principle that a merchant who sells goods of his own manufacture or
goods in relation to which he publicly professes to have attributes of skill and expert knowledge is liable to the purchaser
for consequential damages caused to the latter by reason of any latent defect in the goods. Ignorance of the defect does
not excuse the seller. Once it is established that he falls into one of the above-mentioned categories, the law irrebuuably
attaches this liability to him, unless he has expressly or impliedly contracted out of it (See Voet, 2l.l.10; Pothier,
Contrat de Vente, para. 214; Kroo"stad We,telike Boere Ko-op. Verenlgi"g v Botha, 1964 (3) SA .561 (AD); also Bower
v Sparks, Young a"d Farmerl Meat Indu,tries Ltd., 1936 NPD 1; Ode"daal v Bethlehem Romery Bpk., 19.54 (3) SA 370
(0).) The liability is additional to, and different from, the liability to redhibitorian relief which is incurred by any seller
of goods found to contain a latent defect (see Botha's case, supra at p. 572)."
He then went on to question whether the legal foundation of the claim was in fact the la of contract or the law of delict in
the following words at p686-687: Counsel for both parties argued the matter on the basis that the liability of the
manufacturer/seller for consequential damages arising from a latent defect in the res vendlta is founded upon breach of
contract. It is by'DO means clear that this is so. If the liability be regarded as one flowing from an implied warranty or
undertaking. imported by law. that goods sold by a manufacturer are tree of1atent defects (see Hackett v G. &- G. Radio
and Refrigerator Corporation. 1949 (3) SA 664 (AD) at pp. 691 - 2; Jaffe & Co. (Ply.) Ltd. v Bacchi and A"other, 1961 .
(4) SA 3.58 (T) at pp. 364, 368; cf. Minilter van Landbou-Teg"ie,e Die",te v Scholtz, 1971 (3) SA 188 (AD) at pp. 1967), then the remedy is contractual. If, on the other hand, the manufacturer/seller is held liable on the ground that he is
taken to have knowledge of the defect (see Era,mus v RUllell'l Executor. 1904 T.S. 365 at pp. 373 - 4; Seggie v Philip
Brol., 1915 CPD 292 at p. 306; Marai, v Commercial General Age"cy Ltd., 1922 T.P.D. 440 at pp, 444 - .5) and that the .
sale of defective goods with such imputed knowledge is treated as being a case of implied fraud or something cognate to
fraudulent misrepresentation (see Mackeurtan, Sale oIGood,. 4th ed.• p. 26.5; De Wet and Yeats, Ko"traktereg, 3rd ed..
p. 23'), or if tile ground of liability be the fault, or CUlpa. of the seller in that, being the manufacturer of the goods, he
ought to have knowledge of his wares (Hackett's case, supra, judgment of Court a quo, cited in Kroo",tad We,telike
Boere Ko-op. Vereniging v Botha. supra at p. '70; also Button v Bickford, Smith &- Co.• 1910 W.L.D• .52; Evan, and
Plows v Willi, &- Co.• 1923 CPD 496 at pp. .503 - ·A 5), then the remedy would seem to be delictual rather than
contractual. The question whether it be breach of contract or delict would affect the basis upon which damages are
computed and in practice might lead to different results.
Ciba-Gelgy 2002 (2) SA 447 (SCA)
Paragraph [48] at E 46'0 - J.)
Consol Ltd tla Co",ol Glall v Twee Jonge Gezellen (Pry) Ltd A"d A"other 2002 (6) SA 2'6 (Cl. Blignault J cormnented:
"Mr Dominy (for plaintift) submitted that, in the context of the clause in question, liability for consequential loss or
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The question of the applicability of section 27(1) of the Constitution to the private
health sector seems to be fairly clear in the sense that, if the services are available in
the private health sector anyone should have access thereto. It is not even necessary to
consider the provisions of section 8 of the Constitution in this regard and the vexed
question of the horizontal application of the Bill of Rights. The state does not have the
capacity to provide the health service needs of the entire population and the private
sector is therefore an essential component of the health system in South Africa. The
fact that the private sector can impose conditions upon such access, such as payment,
does not detract from a general right of access and is perfectly acceptable up to a
point. That point, it is submitted, is where the conditions imposed are so onerous upon
the patient, or so biased in favour of the provider, that they effectively deny access
without protecting any legally recognisable interest248 of the provider (or where the
interest of the provider, when weighed against that of the patient does not justify, on
constitutional and public policy terms, the undue preference given in the contract to
the provider's interest) or where the conditions themselves are unconstitutional in the
sense that they unjustifiably infringe or limit other constitutional rights of the patient
such as the right to equality, the right to human dignity, the right to bodily and
psychological integrity or the right to freedom and security of the person.

4.13

Summary and Conclusions

The law of contract, from the point of view of the patient in particular, is not an ideal
vehicle for relationships involving health service delivery as the case discussions that
follow in chapters five (public sector) and 6 (private sector) will demonstrate. The
power of a patient to bargain is gre~tly diminished both as a result of the nature of the
services involved and the patient's physical and mental status as well as the expert
and economic power that health professionals and health establishments respectively
hold to a much greater extent by comparison. It will be seen in the two subsequent

248

damage is anything which goes beyond the replacement of defective goods. As presently framed, he submitted, the entire
counterclaim (as amended) is a claim for consequential loss. This is home out by the fonnulation of the alternative
claim, in para 3.8 of the counterclaim (as amended). where the full amount of the" damages are described as
consequential damages. In my view plainillfs submission on this issue is COITeCt. The meaning of the tenn consequential
loss or damage is unfortunately not precise. In one sense it is contrasted with direct damage. Visser and Potgieter Law of
Damages at SS refen to a view that direct loss means the immediate or direct consequence(s) of a dama~using event,
while consequential loss is damage that flows from such direct loss. In the context of relief under the aedilitian remedies,
however. a claim for consequential damages is contrasted with redhibitorian relid; ie relief for the return of the purcbase
price paid for the defective goods."
As detennined by public policy and the legal convictions ofthe community
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chapters that concepts such as contractual fairness and public policy considerations
with regard to contracts are issues that South African courts flirt with but show less
convincing signs

o~ espousing

in a clear and systematic way especially in the area of

health seryice delivery within the private sector. The Constitution it is submitted adds
a distinct gloss on the law of contract concerning health care services generally and
access to emergency medical treatment in particular. If the law of contract is to be the
legal vehicle by means of which people exercise their rights of access to health care
services, including reproductive health care, and emergency medical treatment, the
courts are going to have to change their tendency to view such contracts as purely
commercial transactions that are no different to contracts for any other kind of
service. The Constitution does not preclude the horizontal application of the rights in
the Bill of Rights and the fact that the language of secti,on 27(1) refers to a right of
access as opposed to a direct right to health care services suggests that private sector

providers of health care services may well find themselves faced with fairly
convincing arguments in the future that this right in particular has a horizontal
application especially in circumstances where the state simply does not have the
capacity ,to accommodate everyone who is in need of health care. The Constitution, it
is submitted, strongly supports the inclusion of certain implied terms in contracts for
the delivery of health care services that relate for instance, to quality of care as a
feature of access and a patient's right to be treated with due respect for his or her
dignity and privacy. These points and others will be highlighted in the following two
chapters as the relevant case law is discussed in more detail.
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Introduction

In the previous chapter the fundamental principles of the law of contract relating to
the delivery of health care services were discussed in some detail. This chapter covers
the relevant case law insofar as it involves public sector providers. In the following
chapter the same exercise will be conducted with regard to private sector providers.

The question of whether a person enters into a contract with the state in seeking
medical services from a public sector health facility is not one that is easily resolved
with regard to both policy and law. The nature of the relationship between the patient
and the state as a provider of health care services is complicated by the constitutional
obligation of the state to achieve the progressive realisation of the right of access to
health care services within the available resources. In South Africa, public health
services are traditionally the safety net into which all patients can fall, including those
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within the private sector who have exhausted their medical scheme benefits or whose
membership of a scheme has been terminated for some reason or another. In recent
years attempts, such as the introduction of a compulsory package of minimum
benefits to be provided by medical schemes, have been made to avoid adverse
selection practices by schemes by means of which the risks posed by high cost, high
risk health problems such as those suffered by the elderly or the chronically ill, are
effectively transferred to public health facilities. Private funders previously were able
to risk rate members and thereby secure for themselves the luxury of dealing only
with the comparatively manageable funding risks presented by the relatively young
and healthy. There is still, however, the problem of the increasing unaffordability of
medical schemes for the significant majority of the population coupled with the hard
fact that most people who retire from employment are unable to pay medical

sch~e

contributions from their retirement income despite the fact that this is when they are
most in need of funding for medical expenses. From a constitutional perspective the
state cannot refuse access to health care services to a person who has no alternatives
available to them. This is a baseline which materially alters the position of public
providers of health care services in relation to their private counterparts. Private
health care providers, unlike the state, are not tasked by the Constitution with the
progressive realisation of the right of access to health care services within available
resources. If there is an obligation upon the state to provide health care services to
those who have nowhere else to go the next policy question is whether it should do so
also for those who have. In other words should the state with its limited resources also
provide medical treatment to medical scheme patients and others who are 'externally
funded' and if so, on what basis? Since it is difficult in practice for the state to
distinguish between medical scheme patients and other externally funded patients
from those who are obliged to use public health services, most provinces have
adopted a means test as a way of identifying different categories of patients according
to their financial status. Many provinces are desirous of attracting externally funded
patients as they see them as generators of much needed income for public health
establishments. Of late. there have been increased moves, including regulations to the
Medical Schemes Actl, to allow medical schemes to designate state facilities as
preferred providers of health care services to members so as to increase the numbers

Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998
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of scheme members that are using state health facilities. The wisdom of ·this remains
to

~e

seen due to certain infrastructural problems of constitutional origin relating to

financial management in government. There is also the problem of limited capacity in
the public sector. If the latter treats private patients in such volumes that access for the
indigent is compromised, then the constitutionality of treating private patients who
can afford to go elsewhere could become questionable. Although there are many
potential problems with the running of public hospitals as businesses the question of
whether public hospitals owned by provincial governments may make a 'profit' and
retain

th~

revenue they generate to improve their services, resources and facilities

rather than paying it into the provincial revenue fund is one of the most obvious at this
stage. Legislation such as the Public Finance Management Act, read in conjunction
with the Constitution, 2 is problematic when it comes to the creation of trading

2

-

Act No 1 ofl999 read with Section 213 ofthe Constitution which stipulates:
(1) There is a National Revenue Fund into which all money received by the national government must be paid, except
money reasonably excluded by an Act of Parliament.
(2) Money may be withdrawn :from the National Revenue Fund only(a) in tenns ofan appropriation by an Act of Parliament; or
(b) as a direct charge against the National Revenue Fund, when it is provided for in the Constitution or an Act of
Parliament.
(3) A province's equitable share ofrevenue raised nationally is a direct charge against the National Revenue Fund.
Section 226 stipulates:
(1) There is a Provincial Revenue Fund for each province into which all money received by the provincial government
must be paid, except money reasonably excluded by an Act of Parliament.
(2) Money may be withdrawn from a Provincial Revenue Fund only(a) in terms ofan appropriation by a provincial Act; or (b) as a direct charge against the Provincial Revenue Fund, when it is provided for in the Constitution or a
provincial Act.
(3) Revenue allocated through a province to local government in that province in terms of seCtion 214 (1). is a direct
charge
against that province's Revenue Fund.
(4) National legislation may determine a &amework within which(a) a provincial Act may in terms ofsubsection (2) (b) authosjse the withdrawal ofmoney as a direct charge against a
Provincial Revenue Fund; and
(b) revenue allocated through a province to local govermnent in that province in terms ofsubsection (3) must be
paid to municipalities in the province.
The Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999 provision for and regulates various kinds of state or stated owned
entities and further elaborates on the principles of govermnent finances laid down in the Constitution. Thus it allows for
the creation of national and provincial government business enterprises. The Act defines 'national government business
enterprise' as an entity which (a) is a juristic person under the ownership control of the national executive; (b) has been
assigned financial and operational authority to cany on a business activity; (c) as its principal business, provides goods
or services in accordance with ordinary business principles; and (d) is financed fully or substantially from sources other
than (i) the National Revenue Fund; or (ii) by way of a tax, levy or other statutory money". The definition of a provincial
government business enterprise is similar. There is also provision for national and provincial public entities. 'Provincial
public entity' is defined in the Act as (a) a provincial government business enterprise; or (b) a board, commission,
company, corporation, fbnd or other entity (other than a provincial government business enterprise) which is (i)
established in terms of legislation- or a provincial constitution; (ii) fully or substantially fbnded either from a Provincial
Revenue Fund or by way of a tax, levy or other money imposed in terms of legislation; and (iii) accountable to a
provincial-legislature. Under section 13 of the Public Finance Management Act, with relatively few exceptions nODe of
which are relevant to the present discuBBion, all money received by the national govermnent must be paid into the
National Revenue Fund. Section 22 of the Act contains a similar stipulation with respect to provincial governments and
Provincial Revenue Funds. Regulation I'.' of the Treasury regulations under the Public Finance Management Act
stipulate that all revenue received by a department must be paid daily into its Paymaster-General account or, for III10Wlts
less than JUOO, as soon as practicable, but at least by the last working day of the month. No provincial deparbnent may
receive a transfer payment from a national department or public entity directly, such funds must be deposited into the
nominated banking account of the province as required by paragraph 1'.2.3.Money collected by a department, which is
not classified as revenue, must be paid into the deparbnent's Paymaster-General account and accowrted for in its ledger.
nus includes money received for agency services provided to another department. Regulation 1'.3.2 stipulates that
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accounts and other mechanisms whereby health departments of provincial
governments can generate and use funds that do not form part of iheir equitable share
raised nationally to fulfil their constitutional obligations3 • Although these obstacles
are not peculiar to a contractual relationship between public provider and patient since
· they would be applicable to funds generated
r~lationship

i~

other ways as well, the contractual

more than any other is associated with the idea of trade and commerce

and what in administrative law might be termed the managerialistic approach to
public health administration. The existence of a contractual relationship between
patient and public provider, more than any other would promote the notion that the
state is 'selling' health care goods and services and patients are 'purchasing' them
creating a wealth of completely different legal and social implications for and
perceptions of the relationship between the public provider and the patient and
possibly even casting the public provider in the same light as the private provider of
health care services to a much greater extent. 4 It must be stated at the outset, however,
that a contractual relationship does not necessarily imply a commercial objective. This
would depend upon the government policy behind the promotion of a specifically
contractual relationship as opposed to any other kind (i.e. the intention of the parties).
There may be many reasons for preferring a contractual relationship as the basis for a
public provider-patient relationship that are not related to revenue generation or profit.
One of these might be to empower consumers to play a more active role in ensuring

3

4

money deposited into the Paymaster-General account must iDmediately be available to the relevant treasury for funding
expenditure or investment according to its central cash management responsibilities.
Agcordjng to seetion 227 ofthe Constitution (1) Local government and each province(a> is entitled to an equitable share of revenue raiaed nationally to enable it to provide basic services and perform the
functions allocated to it; and
(b) may receive other allocations from national government revenue, either conditionally or unconditionally.
(2) Additional revenue raised by provinces or municipalities may not be deducted from their share of revenue raised
nationally. or from other allocations made to them out of national government revenue. Equally, there is no obligation
on the national government to compensate provinces or municipalities that do not raise revenue commensurate with
their fiscal capacity and tax base.
.
(3) A province's equitable share ofrevenue raised nationally must be transferred to the province promptly and without
deduction, except when the transfer has been stopped in terms of seetion 216.
(4) A province must provide for itself any resources that it requires, in terms of a provision of its provincial constitution,
that are additional to its requirements envisaged in the Constitution.
See Bums Y 'Government Contracts and the Public'Private Law Divide' 1998 SA PubUc Law 13 P 234 where she.
observes that one of the significant changes to American administrative law as a resuh of the increasing privatisation of
state functions if a market discourse which narrows the role of public interest values and replaces them with that of costbenefit analysis. She notes that the cumulative effect of a market approach to regulation, regulatory structure and
procedures is to introduce a new mix of public and private power. In South Afiican law this would have considerable
~plications for state operations in ways that are not at obvious at first - for instance in the context of competition law.
The Competition Act No 89 of 1998 applies to all economic activity within, or having an effect within, the Republic
except collective bargaining in the labour relations context and significantly for purposes of the present discussion
··concerted conduct designed to achieve a non-commercial socio-economic objective or similar pwpose." The State is
not per se exempt from the provisions of the Competition Act. The national govermnent and the provincial governments
and municipalities are not a single entity but may well be seen under the Competition Act as 'firms' in their own right.
The defmition of 'finn' in the Competition Act is disturbingly vague In terms of section 1'finn' ·'includes a person,
partnership or a trust. ..
.
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they receive services of an appropriate and acceptable standard, another may be to
foster a culture of competitive service provision between public health establishments
for the benefit of patients. When a public provider provides health care services in its
capacity as part of the executive branch of government as opposed to a capacity which
is much closer to that of an ordinary private sector supplier of the same services, the
dynamic has the potential to change quite considerably as illustrated later on in this
section by experience in New Zealand.

As the dynamics of state operations change so too do the legal considerations
governing them. Bums' points out that if one accepts that an outsourcing contract, or
service provision contract, is an administrative law agreement in the sense that the
administrative authority retains a measure of state authority with the result that the
relationship between the state and the other party is one of inequality), it may be
argued that the agreement should be subject to principles of public law. The same is
true of a contractual relationship in terms of which the state provides services such as
health care. As was noted in the previous section on administrative law, the stage is
already set, at least to some extent, in South African law for the application of
administrative law to contractual relationships even where both parties to the contract
are private entities. In terms of section 3 of the Promotion of Administrative Justice
Act (PAlA)6, "administrative

action'~

means any decision taken, or any failure to take

a decision, by inter alia a natural or j1:lristic person, other than an organ of state, when
exercising a public power or performing a public function in terms of an empowering
provision which adversely affects the rights of any person and which has a direct,
external legal effect. It is submitted that the careful boundaries that were previously
drawn between public and private law, and different areas of law under the previous
legal order are becoming transparently thin'. This is as much the result of changing

S

,
6

Bums m4 supra
Promotion of Administrative Justice A£t No 3 of2000
Cockrell A 'Can you paradigm? - Another perspective on the public/private law divide 1993 Acta JUrldica p 227 points
out that .....the rules of 'private law' are doctrinal artefacts by means of which the state regulates and coerces all civil
society and as such might equally qualifY to be categorized as • matter of 'public law'. That is to say, the conununity as
a whole has a legitimate interest in the matter in which 'private' transactions are regulated, and this interest goes far
beyond the minimalist enforcement of rules to which individuals have given their prior consent. The law of contract
provides (ironically enough), the best example of this shift in emphasis. A long tradition in legal scholarship has sought
to portray the rules of contract as being no more than the natural expression of the wills of the contracting parties. But
this idea was subjected to a process of cortosive critique in the early part of the century by American Realists who sough
to show that the real concern of contract law centred on the circumstances in which the sovereign power of the state
would be put at the disposal of one party in order to coerce another. Seen in this light, the rules governing contractual
liability begin to look remarkably like part of public law" See also Pretorius DM ('The Defence of the Realm: Contract
and Natural Justice' 2002 South African Law Journal 119 p 374). He notes: '"The audt alteram partem principle applies
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views on how governments and the private sector should operate and interact as it is
on the Constitutional legal order. Some of the changes are worldwide. Bums8 notes
that the emphasis on global competition and economic growth coupled with the
general weakness of any single individual state in the face of globalization processes
encourages more negotiation on the part of the state as well as regulatory approaches
more sympathetic to the cost conscious demands of multinational businesses and
government as well. It is not so much the nature of the powerbearer as the nature of
the power that is to determine ·which legal principles applY'. Bums10 observes that
South African law has not as yet fully recognised the administrative agreement,
despite the conclusion of a large number of these agreements. She states that the
question is whether these administrative agreements are ordinary commercial
contracts, which are subject to the principles of private law and the provisions of the
State Liability Act11 or whether they are subject to separate public law rules. The
public sector is increasingly taking on every appearance of private sector style
operations while the degree and nature of power that is being increasingly wielded by

8
5»

10

11

whenever a statute empowers a public body of official to perfonn an act or to give a decision prejudicially affecting a
person in his liberty or property or existing rights, or whenever he has a legitimate expectation that he will be heard
before that act is perfonned or that decision given. It is sometimes asserted that the application of the nales of natural
justice is confined to the field of administrative law and, more specifically that the audi principle is not applicable to the
exercise of 'purely contractual rights'. However this assertion is fallacious: the twin pillan of natural justice, u Sir
William Wade famously declared, are statute and contract" (footnotes omitted). Pretorius observes that: "There is
another difficulty with the public power/contractual rights dichotomy. It fails to draw an adequate jurisprudential
distinction between powers and rights. It has been suggested that public authorities, like natural and juristic persons, may
'acquire' powers by contract. It has also been said that the act of a public body would be subject to judicial review if the
source of the power concerned is statutory but not if the relevant power is derived from contract. Statements of this
nature are dogmatically unsound. Public bodies cannot 'acquire' powen ftom contracts. Public powers are derived fiom
statute, and, in England, also &om the prerogative and, in the case of certain incorporated bodies, &om their charters. A
public body may have a contractual or common-law right to cancel a contract. A distinction must be drawn between a
right and the antecedent powers that inhere in the body concerned by virtue of its constituent statute or charter or, in
some cases, by virtue of the prerogative. If the body concerned were to exercise its contraetuaI or common-law right to
cancel a contract, it would ultimately be acting by virtue of some pre-existing power in much the same way u a
company'. contractua1 or common-law right to cancel a contrad can only be exercised by virtue of the fact that its
incorporation clothed it with juristic personality and conferred upon it the power or capacity to enter into contractI
within the scope of its legal capacity, as determined by its memorandum of association. Thus, in Hohfeldian terms, the
ability or capacity to conclude contracts is a 'power'; the legally enforceable claims that are derived from con1racts are
rights" (footnotes omitted)
Bums m4 mpra
But see Pretorius (m 7 mpra) who observes that: ''There is another difficulty with the public power/con1ractual rights
dichotomy. It fails to draw an adequate jurisprudential distinction between powers and rights. It has been suggested that
public authorities, like natural and juristic persons, may 'acquire' powers by contract. It has also been said that the ad of
a public body would be subject to judicial review if the source of the power concerned is statutory but not if the relevant
power is derived from contract. Statements of this nature are dogmatically unsound Public bodies cannot 'acquire'
~ from contracts. Public powers are derived from statute, and, in England, also from the prerogative and, in the
case of certain incorporated bodies, from their charters. A public body may have a c:ontractual or common-law right to
cancel a contract. A distinction must be drawn between a right and the antecedent powers that inhere in the body
concerned by virtue of its constituent statute or charter or, in some cases, by virtue of the prerogative. If the body
conceau:d were to exercise its contractual or common-law right to cancel a contract, it would ultimately be acting by
virtue of some pre-existing power in much the same way as a company's contractual or conunon-Iaw right to cancel a
contract can only be exercised by virtue of the fact that its incorporation clothed it with juristic personality and conferred
upon it the power or capacity to enter into contracts within the scope of its legal capacity, as determined by its
memorandum of association. Thus, in Hohfeldian tenns, the ability or capacity to conclude contracts is a 'power'; the
legally enforceable claims that are derived from contracts are rights" (footnotes omitted)
Bums m4 supra
State liability Act No 20 of 19'7
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major multinational private sector corporations is in many cases greater than that of
governments. It is submitted that the boundaries between state and private sector are
becoming less distinct in South Africa where there is a comprehensive set of Treasury
regulations governing public private partnershipsl2. There are increasing numbers of
these partnerships in the area of health services deliveryl3. If the rigid split between
public and private law is to be maintained, which branch of law will govern the
relationship between a public-private partnership delivering health care services and
its patients? One could argue that the definition of public-private partnership is such
that the private provider is performing the functions of the public entity - i.e. a public
function - and that therefore public law should apply even when it is a private
provider that is performing it but this argument loses much of its logical impetus
when that same private sector provider, operating outside of the public-private
partnership, is delivering exactly the same health care services in a purely private
capacity. The nature of the function of health care services delivery is not such that it
is a uniquely or even routinely public function 'as opposed to a private one. The
problems that arise with the classification of law into categories of public and private
are demonstrated by the judgment of the court in Cape Metropolitan Council v Metro

Inspection Services (Western Cape) CC 4• The criticism of this judgment by Pretorius
has already been referred to earlier1s• To briefly recap, Pretorius argues that the court
did not take sufficient cognisance of the fact that the contract effected the outsourcing
of a public function to a private entity in terms of a statutory authorisation to do so
12

13

14

IS

See Treasury Regulations For Departments, Trading Entities, Constitutional Institutions And Public Entities Government
Notice R740 in GO 23463 of 2' May 2002 which define 'public-private partnership' as a commercial transaction
between an institution and a private party in terms ofwhichCa) the private party either performs an institutional fbnction on behalf of the institution for a specified or indefinite
period; or acquires the use of state property for its own commercial purposes for a specified or indefinite period;
(b) the private party receives a benefit for perfonning the function or by utilising state property. either by way of:
Ci) compensation ftom a revenue fund;
Cii) charges or fees collected by the private party from users or customen of a service provided to them; or
Ciii) a combination ofsuch compensation and such charges or fees.
A public-private partnership in healthcare, the tint of its kind in South Africa, was launched on November 2002 when
the Free State health department signed an agreement with Network. Hea1thcare Holdings Limited (Netcare) and its
empowerment partner Community Hea1thcare Holdings for the Pelonomi and Univenitas hospitals in Bloemfontein. The
partnership involves the use of spare space between the two inBtitutiOllB. In terms of the agreement the
NetcarelCommunity Hea1thcare Joint Venture consortium manage over 200 private beds and five operating theatres at
the two hospitals. which ,are the largest public hospitals within the Free State. The consortium and its partners win invest
R80-million in the project over the next two yean. In termB of the agreement. Conununity Healthcare holds 40% shares
of the consortium, Netcare holds 2S% and the remaining 3S% is held by black empowerment companies and groups
CODBisting ofhealthcare practitionen, women'. groups and other investon.
http://wYtw.safiica.infoiessinfo/saglance.lhealth/peJonomi.htm. There is aIBo a public-private partnerBhip involving the
Inkosi Albert Lutbuli Hospital. the R3 billion, 846 bed public hospital in KwaZulu-Natai. where a range of non-clinicaJ
functiOllB has been outsourced. The underlying objective is to achieve better service especially in fields where the public
sector has not been particularly effective. These include the provision and maintenance of medical tedmology and
information technology (httn:ilwww.doh.goy.7.a1doc:s1sp12003/sn0610a.html). See also Thomas A and Hensley M
'Public-Private Partnerships in Healthcare' (http://www.ip3.orgIpublicati0n2002_013.htm)
Cape Metropolitan Cou.ncilY Metro Inspection Services (Western Cape)CC and Others 2001 (3) SA 1013 CSCA)
/'retoriu.s fh 7 supra
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and that the purely commercial flavour of the contract was questionable. It is
submitted that if one thinks about the law not in terms of compartments of public and
private but in terms of the underlying constitutional principles and v&ues upon which
it rests then many of these problems can be avoided. Concepts of fairness,
reasonableness, bona fides, public interest and due process are not unique to public
law and the power wielded by some private entities these days exceeds that of the
state so it seems illogical to argue that the principles of natural justice, for instance,
are applicable only in the public sector because the parties on not on an equal footing
and there is a need to recognise this and avoid abuses of power by the state. In many
instances in the private sector the parties are also not on an equal footing and there are
significant power imbalances against consumers. The courts have used exactly the
same arguments when dealing with restraint of trade clauses in employment contr~cts
where the employer and the employee are both private entities. Questions of power
imbalances are not unique to the public sector and should therefore be a concern of
the law in general as opposed to just 'public law'. The distinctions between
administrative action and other kinds· of activity are valuable not so much because
they seek to categorise actions into areas of public law as opposed to private law but
because they identify acts and decisions in a context which significantly weights the
power balance in favour of a particular entity and there is thus the potential for
equally significant prejudice to those affected by its acts. A statutory power to act in a
way that adversely affects the rights of others and which has a 'direct, external legal
effect'16 must therefore be balanced out by considerations of fairness and
reasonableness if it is not to be exercised in a way that is offensive to constitutional
principles and values and detrimental to the public interest. This is why administrative
law has a tendency to be more visible in the public sphere of operation as opposed to
the private sphere. Most of the powers

ex~rcised

in the former are statutory and

peculiar to the entity upon whom they are conferred. There is no equivalent or
balancing power held by those against whom it is exercised or those who are affected
by its exercise. It is submitted that the definition of 'administrative action' in the
PAlA supports this argument.

16

See the defmition of administrative action in section 1 ofthe PAlA referred to previously.
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Significantly, whether they are dealing with public or private sector issues, the
language of the courts and the considerations they apply to public and private sector
relationships are becoming increasingly similar. By way of example, there are a
number of fundamental concepts which are being progressively applied within both
the private and public spheres in keeping, it is submitted, with the South African
constitutional order. They are canvassed briefly below but also come up for
discussion elsewhere in this section.

5.2

Case Law

The relevant cases will be canvassed and discussed in this section in order to ground
further discussion on the subject of the contractual relationship between public
provider and patient in the sections that follow.

The case of Behr v The Minister of Health l7 is of relevance to the question of whether
the state can contract with a patient for the delivery of health care services although it
does not directly deal with the question of the legal basis of the relationship between a
public sector provider of health care services and the patient but rather a husband's
obligation to maintain his wife.

Bthr v Minister of Health

5.2.1

Facts
Behr's wife deserted him after some marital problems. When a reconciliation attempt
went awry he shot her. She was admitted to a government hospital in Bulawayo
suffering from a severe gunshot wound to the abdomen. The question was whether the
husband or wife was responsible for the charges for the medical treatment in view of
the fact that she had deserted him previously. As Murray CJ put it, "The present case
17

Behr 1976 (2) SA 891 (T)
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concerns a husbands obligation to pay for what is conceded to be a necessary services
supplied to his wife."
Judgment

The court remarked that there was a difference between the English law and the
Roman-Dutch law as followed in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia in regard to the
basis on which a husband's liability to pay for such household necessaries as have
been supplied to his wife is founded. It noted that the Du Preez v Cohen Brosll
Wessels J expressed the view that the wife's capacity to bind her husband's credit for
necessaries was not a result of the relationship of principal and agent but was an
incident necessarily flowing from the mere fact of marriage. After considering other
cases the court observed that"this legal obligation appears to be clearly established as existing while there is a common
household and presumably also where the parties are living apart by mutual cOnsent."

At P 631 of the judgment Murray CI said that he shared the view that the plaintiff
must be held to his particulars as pleaded which placed the claim on the restricted
basis that the defendant was liable qua husband for the cost of necessary medical
attention supplied to his wife. In consequence, it would not be proper, he said, to base
the court's decision on various points discussed during the hearing relating to implied
authority from Behr, ratification of the supply of services to the wife, whether it was
obligatory on the defendant in order to escape liability, to have given notice of
desertion prior to the supply of services, to the hospital authorities who had previously
in 1958 rendered her hospital treatment for which he had paid them, and whether
there was any obligati,on on him, not as husband, but as the person who had inflicted a
serious injury upon her to recompense the hospital authorities for the medical
treatment necessary to save her life. The court said rather than the -ground for
upholding the claim of the Minister of Health was based on the fact that though the
wife had been a deserting party until the infliction of the injury upon her, this feature
merely suspended the husband's obligation of maintenance as long as the desertion
continued. Thereafter if by reason of his wrongful action he either made it impossible
18

Du Preez 1904 T.S. 1"
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for her to return to the household, or gave' her ju~t cause for refusing to do so, his
obligation revived. The court said that this was the

~ediate

effect of his infliction

of this serious injury upon her.
In his judgment Young J noted that on the hospital admission form the person

responsible for the fee was given as Behr and $at he at no time disputed liability until
a letter of demand was sent to him, whereupon he referred the plaintiff to the, wife for
payment.

Discussion
As stated previously' this case did not revolve so much around the nature of the

relationship between the government hospital in Bulawayo. and the patient as it did
around the relationship of the husband and wife. J:lowever, a reading of the judgem~t
~at

indicates

there was a general assumption that the relationship, ~as at least quasi

eontractual19 and that the government hospital was, regarded in the same li~t as any
other supplier of -household' n~cessities. There was talk of the wife's being authorised
by her husband to obtain the necessary medical treatment, alternatively, ratification
(of the contract for) the supply of services to the wife. There was also some discussion
as to whether the husband should have placed, 'a notice in the paper warning potential
,

'

contractants of his wife's desertion so that they would know she no longer had the
power to bind his credit. A husband's duty to provide his Wife with the necessaries of
life is usually exercised by contracting with the suppliers of those necess3:ries - 'hence
the debate about the basis of the wife's authority to bind the hus~and contractually to
pay for those necessaries. The fact ,that the court found that the husband was obliged
to pay for the costs of the medical treatment his wife had received, on the basis. of the
duty of maintenance he owed her rather than on the basis of the delictual claim which
19

Murray CJ 'observed at p 630: "'Ibis legal obligation appean to be' clearly established as existing while there is a
commoo household, md ~ly also where the parties are livmg Ip8I1 by mutual co.usent. Where, however. the wife
bas left the home without 1be busband's consent. the right of a third party to recover 1rom the husband the (lOSl of
necessaries supplied to her depeDds OIl whether the wife bad QI' had not just cause for leaving the home. If she had such
cause, the husband's legal ,duty to fJUpport his wife aod provide her with necessaries continues despite the cessatioo of
the joint household, and the tradesman who supplies her with necessaries BUCb. as food or clothing. the Iandlotd who lets
her a lodging, the professional man who renders her necessary senice, are entitled to recover from the husband. As it is
put by Dr. Rubin in his handbook. 011 U1'lQJlthoriled Adminiltration (negoti011lm gll,tio) at p 62, the 1radesman or
landlord or professiooal man is discharging a legal duty resting upon the husband; he is a gllltor who bas administered
the a:Ifa.in of the dom;nlll. i.e.. the husband, and is therefore entitled to oompensation :&om bUn. This is the basis upon
which the judgmeut of Benjamin, J.. in Gammon v McClure. 1925 CPD 137 at 'p. 139. is based, and the ~baDd'l
liability to pay oompensation to the gestor was enforced in Coet%ee v Biggin.. S E.D.C. 3S2. • case which .has
IUbsequeDtly been refmed to with approval (tee e.g.. Excell v DoIlglD., 1924 CPD 472 at p. 481). ..
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she clearly ha~ against him is also of relevance since it indirectly supports the notion
that the 'wife bound the husband c~ntractually in exercising. her right to obtain
necessary medical treatment at his expense. The approach of the government hospital
jtself seemed to be in the usual contractual context. The admission form required the
,

'

wife to state who would.be responsible for payment of the hospital's fe~ and when the
hus~and

subsequently failed tQ make such payment, it sent him a letter ,of demand.

The government had clearly' ,regarded
,

'

it for the fees for

the husband 'as directly 'contractually ob'iged to

his wife's medical treatment.

The case of Shiels v Minister' of He.a1th is also supportive of the notion that the public
'health sector can contract for the delivery of ~ealth care services to patients. In this
case however, the health serVices also in~olved the sale of goods.
Shiels v Minister of Health20

5.2.2

Facts
The respondent had obtained judgement in a magistrate's court f9r the price of an

artificiai leg' w~ch has been ,manufactured for the appellant ,at a government
institution. The

appell~t

denied liability saying that while he admitted that the

respondent had done certain work and manufactured an artificial limb for him it was a
specific term of the contract that the limb to be manufactured by the ,appellant was to
be a cop~ of a limb which had ~een previously manufactured for him in

Gla~gow

and

that ~t had to ~e'double-articulated at 'the hip. He said t~t the limb which ~d been
~ufactured

by the respondeIit was not a copy of the limb that had been made in

Glasgow because it was not doub,le articulated at the hip. The

evid~~

showed'that

the making of an artificial leg is a highly skilled task involVing a lengthy process of
,

,

fitting and adaptation on the patient before it is finally completed. There was no
question, of the patient being able to obtain a ready-made leg to fit him. It emerged
that the leg made by the respondent was in'fact designed to be an improvement on the
leg that had been made in Glasgow. The accounts department of the central hospital
sent the ,appellant an account for the leg once it had been made and adjusted to fit him.

20

Shiell 1974 (3) SA 276 (RAD)
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Judgment
The court found that the contract which had eventuated between the appellant and the
respondent had not been for a leg the same as the one made in Glasgow. It considered

.

.

whether the appellant was entitled to summarily reject the leg after a trial of a day or
two and refuse to pay the account without affording the respondent the opportunity of
adjusting the leg so as to make it fit. The court referred to the case of Theunissen v

Burni'-1 dealing with 'almost identical facts' in which it was held that where a person
had ordered three suits from a tailor and had been fitted by the tailor but had
complained that they did not fit and refused to pay the bill, the tailor was entitled to a
reasonable opportunity to take the suits back and make them fit. As the appellant in
that case failed to afford the tailor that opportunity, he could not escape liability for
the tailor's account and accordingly his appeal was dismissed. The court also referred
to the case of Kruger v Boltmarf-2 involving a contract for the fitting and supply of a
set of artificial teeth. The teeth were finished off and sent to the customer who refused
to pay the bill because they did not fit properly. In its judgment in that case the court
said that unless and until the respondent had been given an opportunity of remodelling
the set, his claim for payment on the contract could not be resisted. The court in

Shiels' case concluded that the principle established in those cases must apply to a
contract such the present one

invol~g

the highly technical task of constructing an

artificial leg and making it fit, particularly in the case of the appellant who, by his
own admission was a difficult customer because he had a very short stump. It held
that a reasonable opportunity must be afforded after the completed article has been
despatched to the customer and that the appellant had not afforded the respondent that
reasonable opportunity and that the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Discussion
The important points to note about this case are that the court made no distinction
between suppliers of goods in the private sector and the government as a supplier of
goods. The same rules applied to both. It did not question the fact that a contractual
21

22

Theunissen 21 S.C 421
Kruger 1933 (1) PH A3
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relationship had arisen between the Minister of Health and Shiels. In fact it enforced
the contract that it found to have arisen between them. The contract could be said to
have been for a combination of sale of goods and for worIc23 because it was not only
for the manufacture of the leg but also for the fitting of the leg to the appellant. It is
therefore not only health care services which may be the subject of a contract between
the state and the patient but also goods. This would embrace not only artificial limbs
but also inter alia medicines, dressings and other consumables, wheelchairs, dentures,
spectacles and other assistive devices.
The most recent case to recognise a contractual relationship between a public provider
and a patient is that of Administrator Natal v Edouart:P4 • It is a South African case as
opposed to the two. that were previously cited which were decided by then Rhodesian
courts with reference to South African legal principles.
Administrator, Natal v Edouard2s

5.2.3
Facts

The respondent's wife was admitted to a provincial hospital for a Caesarian section in
order to give birth to their third child. The respondent and his wife requested that a
tubal ligation be performed on the wife at the same time as they could not afford to
have any more children and the wife wished to be sterilised. The tubal ligation was
not in fact performed and one year later the wife gave birth to a fourth child. The
respondent sued for damages on the basis of breach of contract including the cost of
supporting and maintaining the child born as result of the failure to· perform the
sterilisation operation, and general damages for the discomfort, pain and suffering and
loss of amenities of life suffered by his wife.

24

2S

In Smit v Workmen's Compensation Commissioner 1979 (I) SA 51 (A) the test for the difference between a contract for
services (locatio conduction operarum) and a contract of work (locatio conduction operis) wu discussed at length. For
further discussion of contracts of sale and con1racts of work see Sifris en 'n Ander, NNO v Vermeulen Broers 1974 (2)
SA 218 (T) (in which the court considered the dividing line between a contract of sale and a contract of work); BK
Tooling (Edms) Bpk v Scope Precision Engineering (Edms) Bpk 1979 (1) SA 391 (Al; Wed (Pty) Ltd v Pretoria City
Council And Others 1988 (1) SA 746 (A); Scholtz v Thompson 1996 (2) SA 409 (e); Klapper En Andere NNO v
Engelbrecht En Andere NNO 1998 (4) SA 788 (W). See also Van Oosten FFW 'Medical Law - South Africa'
International Encyclopaedia olLaws Vol 3 Blanpain R (ed)
Administrator Natal v Edouard 1990 (3) SA 581 (A)
Edouard fn 24 supra
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The two issues submitted to the Court for adjudication were whether the
Administration was in law obliged, because of its breach of contract, to pay (i) a sum
representing the cost to the respondent and Andrae of maintaining and supporting
Nicole, and (ii) general damages for the non-patrimonial loss suffered by Andrae. It
was agreed that, should the Court find for the respondent on the first issue, an amount
of R22 500 was to be awarded, and that ail affirmative finding on the second issue
would carry an award ofR2 500.

Judgment
The court noted that the respondent's claim under consideration was unique only in
the sense that it is based upon a complete failure to perform a sterilisation operation. It
said that in the wealth of foreign case law of which the court was aware, the plaintiffs
action was invariably based upon a failed sterilisation procedure (including a
vasectomy), or a failure to warn that the procedure might not be 100% successful or
that its effect might be reversible, and, on occasion, the incorrect dispensing of a
prescription for

birth-c~ntrol

pills. The court stated that in principle the precise nature

of the breach of contract or neglect giving rise to the birth of an unwanted child is
immaterial. Thus it can make no difference whether the breach of contract consists of
a complete failure to carry out the agreed procedure, or of an ineffective surgical
intervention. Van Heerden IA then canvassed in detail the various public policy issues
surrounding claims for wrongful pregnancy in foreign jurisdictions. They are not
canvassed here because they are not relevant in the present context as they are not
peculiar to the law of contract but can also be based on the law of delict. The court
observed that the claim in EdouarcF was based on the law of contract. Van Heerden
JA stated that because of the facts set out in the stated case, as amplified, it was
common cause that:
•

the respondent suffered damages in the form of child-raising expenses as a
result of the breach,

•

that such damages were a direct and natural consequence thereof, and

•

that the loss was contemplated by the parties as a likely consequence of
failure to perform the agreed sterilisation operation, more particularly
Edouard m24 ,upra
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because, to the knowledge of the Administration, the respondent and Andrae
could not afford to support any more children.
He pointed out that the claim therefore satisfied all of the requirements of South
African law for the recovery of damages flowing from breach of contract. Van
Heerden JA noted that in the court a quo it was nonetheless contended that the claim
should be disallowed because of considerations of policy and expediency but that in
the appeal court, counsel for the appellant, correctly, in van Heerden JA's view, did
not rely on considerations of expediency. Van Heerden JA expressed agreement with
the views of Thirion J in the court a quo on this subject saying that there was in any
event in South African law no authority for denying a claim for the recovery of
contractual damages merely because it may be expedient to do

S027.

In the appeal

against the judgment of Thirion J, however, counsel for the appellant did persist with
the contention that the respondent's claim should have been rejected by reason of the
dictates of public policy. Van Heerden JA was not as ready as Thirion J to accept the
idea that in appropriate circumstances public policy may stand in the way of the
recovery of damages for breach of contract where the contract itself is valid. He
assumed for the purposes of the case in question that in South African law public
policy may require the disallowance of a claim for damages founded upon a breach of
a valid and enforceable agreement. The appeal court then proceeded to examine more
closely the public policy objections to a claim for wrongful pregnancy which it
identified as running along two broad themes - i) that the birth of a normal and
healthy child cannot be treated as a wrong against his parents, and (ii) that as a matter
of law the birth of such a child is such a blessed event that the benefits flowing from
parenthood as a matter of law cancel or outweigh the financial burden brought about
by the obligation to maintain the child28. The court observed with regard to damages
that in South African law intangible loss is in principle awarded only in delict and
then, apart from infringements of rights Qf personality, only in the case of a bodily
injury. It said that if patrimonial loss is claimed, the tangible benefits accruing as a
result of a breach of contract or the commission of a delict (other than those excluded
by an application of the maxim res inter alios acta) must be brought into account and
that the monetary value of those benefits must be set off against the gross loss. Van

27
28

EdouardfD 24 supra at p 588
Edouard fb 24 supra at p 589
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Heerden JA noted that it has, however, never been suggested that benefits of a nonpecuniary nature must also be 'subtracted' from a patrimonial loss nor is there any
foundation for such a suggestion in South African law. The court held that the
'wrong' consists not of the unwanted birth as such, but of the prior breach of contract
(or delict) which led to the birth of the child and the consequent financial loss. It
referred with approval to the Bundesgerichtshof which states that although an
unwanted birth

c~ot

as such constitute a 'legal loss' (i.e. a loss recognised by law),

the burden of the parents' obligation to maintain the child is indeed a legal loss for
which damages may be recovered. The court quoted from a number of American
cases in stating its view that public policy did not preclude a claim for contractual
damages for an unwanted pregnancf9. Counsel for the appellant argued that an
inevitable incident of birth is the creation of a legal duty obliging a parent to support
the child and that statute law serves to reinforce the duty, eg s 6 of the Divorce Act30•
He stated that while the pregnancy claim of the respondent was not one by which he
sought to be relieved from his obligation to support the child, he did seek to have the
Court detennine the cost of that support and to obtain an order for recovery of that
amount from the appellant. In the result the judgment of the court a quo served to
transfer from the respondent to the appellant the obligation to maintain the child. He
argued that this runs counter to public policy which demands that there be no
interference with the sanctity accorded by law to the relationship between parent and
child. Van den Heever JA expressed the view that there was a basic fallacy in this
submission in that it in no way relieved the respondent (or his wife) from the

29

30

Edouard fh 24 supra at pS91·S92: In concluding my discussion of the two themes I can do no better than quote the
followingjudicial pronouncements: 'It is not at all that human life or the state of parenthood are inherently injurious;
rather it is an unplanned parenthood and an unwanted birth, the cause of which is directly attributable to a physician'.
negligence, for which the plaintiff' seek compensation. Certainly there are positive aspects to child rearing and enduring
benefits to parenthood, but that does not mean, to me, that parents who take measures to prevent the conception of a
child should be burdened with all of the expenses that go along with nising that child • expenses that they would not
have incurred had it not been for the negligence of another. '[Cockrum v Baumgartner 447 NE 2d 38S (1983) at 392·3
(dissent of Clark J)] And: 'I see no reason for departing from the rule that a negligent person is liable for the foreseeable
consequences of his negligence. There is no justification for holding. as a matter of law, that the birth of an "unwanted"
child is a "blessing". The birth of such a child may be a catastrophe not only for the parents and the child itseIt but also
for previously born siblings. The doctor whose negligence brings about such an undesired birth should not be allowed to
say, "I did you a favour", secure in the knowledge that the Courts will give to this claim the effect of an irrebuttable
presumption.' [TerreU y Garcia 496 SW 2d 124 1973 at 131 (dissent of Cadena J) And: 'We reject the proposition that
as a matter of law and public policy no legally cognisable claim for child rearing damages can ever arise in such cases
where the unplanned child is born normal and healthy. That... public policy... may foster the development and
preservation of the family relationship does not, in our view, compel the adoption of a per Ie rule denying recovery by
parents of child rearing costs &om the physician whose negligence has caused their expenditure. In other words, it is not
to disparage the value of human life and the societal need for hannonious family units to protect the parents' choice not
to have children by recognising child rearing costs as a compensable element of damages in negligent sterilisation cases.
We, therefore, decline to follow the majority rule of those jurisdictions which have held that in all cases, without regard
to the circumstances, the benefits to the parents from the birth of a healthy child always outweigh child rearing costs and
thus result in no injury or damage to the parents. '[Jone, vMalinowlki 473 A 2d 429 at 43S (1984)1
Divorce Act 70 of 1979
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obligation to support the child. He said that at most it enabled the respondent to fulfil
that obligation and that there could thus be no question that the obligation had in law
been transferred from the respondent to the appellant.
The court did not allow the respondent's claim for the discomfort, pain and suffering
and loss of amenities of life suffered by the child's D:lother in consequence of her
pregnancy and the subsequent birth of the child on the basis of an absence of evidence
of any such claim in the old authorities and that South African courts have in later
years consistently indicated that only patrimonial loss may be recovered in contract3] •

Discussion
The court a quo found that the agreement between the respondent and the appellant
was partially in writing in that the respondent and his wife had signed a consent form
which stated:
"I, Andrae Edouard, request and hereby consent to the performance of a surgical operation by
tubal ligation on myself for the purpose of producing incapability of procreation.... I
acknowledge that I am fully aware of and understand the purpose and consequence of the said
operation including the fact that permanent sterility in all cases ptay not result."
It is interesting that the court used the consent form as evidence of the existence of a

contractual relationship between the parties because even in the absence of a
contractual relationship, it would still be necessary in order to show that the operation
had been performed with the informed consent of the patient and in order to preclude
3]

See Edouard fh 24 .upra at p S96. The court noted: "An alternative contention put forward by counsel for the respondent
is that there should be an extension of liability for breach of contract so that the innocent party may recover intangible
damages, and in any event damages for pain and suffering. On the assumption that a Court has the power. in exceptional
cases, to modifY or &her our common law. it is hardly necessary to say that there must be compelling reasons for doing
so."
It appears that since the middle of the present century English Courts have awarded an innocent party damages even in
cases where he did not suffer physical inconvenience u a result of breach of cont.rad. A striking example is to be found
in the so-called holiday cues. In these the plaintiff had booked, through a travel agent, a holiday at a hotel. To his
chagrin he discovered on arrival that the facilities available at the hotel were significantly inferior to the promised
facilities. In consequence he claimed damages from the travel agent. It wu held that he could recover an amount in
respect of inter alia vexation and mental distress. In my view there is no sufficient reason of policy or convenience for
importing into our law such an extension of contractual liability. To do so would be to graft onto a contractual setting
elements of the actio tnJuriarum. Moreover. the party guilty of breach of contract would be liable to compensate the
innocent party for loss which is not even recoverable by the Aquilian action. In any event, in most instances the
principles of our law relating to liability for breach of contract appear to be adequate to afford the innocent party
sufficient satisfaction. Take the holiday cases. The plaintiff would be entitled to claim the difference between the value
of the promised facilities and those actually available to him. It is also conceivable that the latter facilities might have
been virtually worthless, in which case the p~aintiff could recover the full contract price. Holmdene Brickworb (Pty) Ltd
" Robert. Construction Co Ltd 1977 (3) SA 670 (A) at P 687; Novick" Benjamin 1972 (2) SA 842 (A) at p 860; Ranger
" Wykerd and Another 1977 (2) SA 976 (A) at P 987; Dlppenaar "Shield [nlUrance Co Ltd 1979 (2) SA 904 (A) at p
917.
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a claim in delict based on lack of consent. The fact that a person requests treatment
and consents thereto does not necessarily mean that there is a contractual intention.
Written evidence of consent to treatment such as that in a consent form is primarily to
ensure that the patient gives proper consent and to protect the provider from
allegations of violation of the right to bodily and psychological integrity. In Edouard' s
case the plaintiff in the court a quo had no choice but to proceed on the law of
contract because the plaintiff had failed to comply with the requirements of the
Limitation of Legal Proceedings (provincial and Local Authorities) Act32 in that he
failed to give notice of his intention to institute legal proceedings for the recovery of
delictual damages. This demonstrates the advantage to the patient in having both
contract law and the law of delict to choose from when fonnulating a claim. It may be
that in some cases a court for reasons of public policy, especially in circumstances
where a delictual claim was precluded on a technicality such as the one in Edouard,
wou.ld want to infer. the existence of a contractual relationship if possible in order to
afford the patient some relief.

Edouard's case falls into a particular category in that it involved a request that a
particular elective procedure - namely sterilisation of the plaintiff's wife, be carried
out and an undertaking on the part of the provider to do so. The provider failed to
carry out this undertaking. This is a situation which is different in some respects to
others in which health services are rendered for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is the
health professional who usually proposes and recommends a particular course of
treatment to the patient who then either accepts it or rejects it or asks for alternatives.
This is not the case with sterilisation. Secondly, a sterilisation procedure is not a
medical necessity. It falls into the same category as a limited nUmber of other
treatments such as cosmetic surgery. Thirdly, the patient's power to choose to have
the treatment or not is not impaired by physical or mental suffering or threat of death
or disability. The nature of the procedure is such that it implies and indeed
contemplates a particular result or outcome and that the permutations, in terms of
outcome, are much more limited than for other kinds of health services. Fourthly the
procedure and its intended result is not what one would call therapeutic in the

32

Act No 94 of 1970
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dictionary sense of "of or relating to the healing of disease."33 Sterilisation is not a
cure for an abnormal or pathological condition. It is submitted that these differences,
when considered overall distinguish the dynamics of the provider-patient relationship
in this context from the more common therapeutically based relationship. In
Edouard's case, unlike the cases in which sterilisation operations' were performed and
failed, the procedure was not even carried out. The question was not therefore the
guarantee of a cure which the courts are so reluctant to impute to a medical
practitioner, but rather an undertaking to perform a particular procedure which was
never fulfilled.

In the context of run of the mill health care services, one of the ironies of health care
contracts generally is that they are seldom read to guarantee to cure a patient but at the
same time the sole purpose for entering into them is usually the hope, and even the
intention, to be cured on the part of the patient and the hope, and even intention, to
cure the patient on the part of the provider. The fact that this does not always
materialise is irrelevant. The reasons for

fail~re

of medical treatment are many and

varied ranging from the sheer negligence of a provider to the individual manner in
which different patients react to treatment. Why would one undergo the hardships of
chemotherapy or cardiothoracic surgery unless it was in the hope or even belief that
they are likely to be effective? Surely contracts for medical services should not be
considered in quite the same light as the purchase of a lottery ticket? Allopathic'
medical treatment in. particular can sometimes cause more damage than the health
condition from which the patient initially suffers. It is generally not without a price
not only in financial terms but also in terms of physical and mental pain and' stress.
The stakes for the patient are usually much higher than the few rands it costs to
purchase a lottery ticket. The question of whether a provider is in breach of a contract
for health services should depend upon the reasons for treatment failure. If the reasons
are outside of the control of the provider then they should be regarded in the same
light as acts of God in insurance contracts. If the reasons are within the control of the
provider and such control was not adequately or sufficiently exercised so as to ensure
the expected outcome then it is difficult to see why the patient should not succeed in a
claim for breach of contract. The obvious problem with this approach is that it is
33

Concise Oxford Dictionary
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paralleled too closely by the requirements of a claim on the basis of the law of delict.
Those who prefer to compartmentalise the law are likely to oppose such an approach.

5.2.4

Pizani v Minister of Defence34

This case does not involve a contractual relationship between the provider and the
patient but it does explore the relationship between a public provider and a patient
based upon legislation. For this reason it is presented here in counterpoint to the
previous cases referred to in order to more closely examine the alternative to the law
of contract as the basis of a public provider-patient relationship.

Facts
The appellant, had instituted action against the respondent for damages arising out of
alleged negligent medical treatment performed upon him whilst he was a member of
the Defence Force, the treatment having been performed by military doctors in the
Defence Force. The respondent had raised a special plea that the action was barred, in
respect of part of the relief claimed, by the provisions of s 113(1) of the Defence Act

in that the action had been instituted more than six months after the cause of action in
respect of that part of the action covered by the special plea had arisen. The appellant
replicated that it was impossible for him to have become aware of the facts giving rise
to that part of the cause of action referred to in the special plea by reason of the fact
that he was under regulation 11 of chapter XV of the General Regulations for the SA
Defence Force and the Reserve and the Military Discipline Code obliged to accept the
arrangements made by the Surgeon-General of the Defence Force for the provision
and administration of any treatment to him and that he was not in law entitled to seek
any treatment for his injury other than that arranged for him by the Surgeon-General.

It was alleged that the appellant was not aware of the negligence of the military
doctors before a date six months prior to the institution of the action and that it was
therefore impossible for him to comply with the provisions ofs 113(1) of the Defence
Act before that date. It was alleged in the alternative that it would be unconscionable
conduct for the respondent to raise the special plea based on s 113(1) of the Act. A
Provincial Division had upheld the special plea.

34

Pizani 1987 (4) SA 592 (A)
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Judgment
In its judgment the court made the following observations:

Regulation 7 imposes upon the Surgeon-General a general duty to arrange for the
provision to a patient of, inter alia, the medical and hospital treatment which" is
required in respect of an injury from which the patient is suffering in order to effect
his recovery. It provides that the Surgeon-General, or a medical officer designated by
him for the purpose, shall from time to time determine the nature and extent of the
treatment required by the patient and may authorise the provision or administration of
such treatment.

Regulation 11 deals generally with the manner in which the Surgeon-General must
provide treatment for a patient. Subparagraph (1) places on the Surgeon-General a
general duty to provide treat~ent and to exercise control thereover. To this end he is
required, as far as it is professionally and administratively possible, to make use of the
facilities of the military medical service and such other state medical facilities as may
be at his disposal. Treatment may be administered at the patient's residence, a
hospital, a clinic, an outpatients' department of a hospital, the medical officer's
consulting rooms or any other designated place. In certain instances where military
facilities are not available or suitable the Surgeon-General may authorise the
treatment of the patient at any other designated hospital or institution. In addition,
whenever the

Surgeo~-General

considers that the treatment of a patient cannot be

undertaken by a medical officer of the South African Medical Corps or a district
surgeon or where a second opinion is required, he may designate a medical officer not
employed on a full-time basis by the sta~e for the treatment of the patient (subpara
2(g». He may also accept liability on behalf of the state for the cost of any treatment
provided to a patient by any practitioner or hospital in a case of emergency.
Regulation 12 deals with the provision of medical appliances," such as artificial limbs,
dentures etc. In terms of the regulation, the Surgeon-General determines the
specification, type or pattern of medical appliance to be provided for a patient, subject
to the proviso that a patient may at his own request be provided with an article of a
different specification, etc on condition (i) that this is "approved by the Surgeon-
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General or officer acting on his authority and (ii) that any additional expenses arising
from this special provision are recovered from the patient concerned.
Regulation 13 deals with the defrayment of the cost of any authorised treatment or
medical appliance and provides generally that such cost is to be met by the state.
Provision is made for the payment of fees to practitioners not in the full-time service
of the state who treat patients. It is also provided that where a patient is treated at a
non-military hospital or institution he must be accommodated in a general ward,
provided that in certain circumstances a medical officer may authorise at state
expense accommodation in a ward other than a general ward and that

"this regulation shall not be construed "as prohibiting a member from arranging, in
terms of a private agreement between him and the hospital concerned, for the use of
such other ward by him or his dependent on condition that such member shall pay any
additional expenses arising from such agreement directly to the hospital concerned
and that the State shall not be liable therefor."
The court noted that the appellant's argument was that it is implicit in the regulations
referred to above that it would be unlawful and a breach of the MOe for a member of
the Permanent Force who suffered an injury to consult a private medical practitioner
in order to get a second opinion or to check on the correctness of a diagnosis made by
an army doctor.
It stated, however, that it was unable to discern such a necessary implication in the
regulations in question and that the regulations make it obligatory for the SurgeonGeneral to provide at state expense medical treatment for an injured member of the
Permanent Force and prescribe that the treatment shall be given by military doctors at
military hospitals, etc. The court held that it was probably correct to say that it was
implicit in the regulations that the patient concerned is in general obliged to accept
treatment by military doctors and at military institutions. But this does not preclude
him from seeking at his own expense a second opinion from a private medical
practitioner. The court pointed out that the denial of the right of a member of the
Permanent Force to consult a private doctor would constitute a serious derogation
from his ordinary rights as an individual, especially where he suspected that the
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treatment given to him by the army doctor might have been incorrect or even
negligent, and it would require either an express provision in the regulations or a clear
implication to establish the denial of this right. It found that there was no express
provision and no such implication.

Discussion
Where regulations such as those applicable in Pizani impose a specific and detailed
obligation upon the state to provide health care services at its own cost, it is submitted
that this is highly likely preclude an inference of a contractual relationship between
the public provider and the patient where the circumstances and scope of the services
fall within the ambit of the regulations. Any attempt by the parties in such a situation
to allege a contractual

relati~nship

between them would not only be unlikely but also

superfluous since there is no need for such a contractual relationship in light of the
existence of another legal basis for the provision of the health care services. It is
difficult to conceive of a reason why the parties would wish to enter into a contractual
relationship in circumstances where the law already imposes a specific obligation
upon the provider to supply the relevant health care goods and services. The cou-:t was
even prepared to accept a

ge~eral

obligation on the part of the patient to accept

treatment by military doctors at military institutions. In this sense the military doctors
and military institutions could almost be seen as having a right to treat the patient. The
court refused, however, to accept the argument that this right was exclusive.

It is significant that the court refused to read into the regulations an interpretation

which precludes the patient from entering into a contract at his own expense with a
private doctor since such a provision would constitute a serious derogation from his
ordinary rights. The case was decided prior to the advent of the Constitution in terms
of which everyone has a right to have access to health care services. It would have
been interesting to see the view of the court had the Constitution been applicable at
the time. It may nevertheless be argued that the judgment contains the kernel of a
notion that even where someone has access to health care services, he is not precluded
from questioning or rejecting them, especially where there is a reasonable belief that
they may be defective or inadequate, although there may be a general positive legal
obligation upon him to receive such services. In the language of the Constitution one
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might say that the right to bodily and psychological integrity will not easily be taken
to have been restricted by way of a purported narrowing of a person's choices
concerning health services.

5.3 Provincial Health Legislation and the Intention of the State
Since health care services are rendered largely by the provinces, it will be instructive
to .examine more closely some of the provincial legislation that governs the rendering
of health services in order to establish whether or not a contractual relati9nship is
intended. It is not sufficient to assume that if one province excludes the possibility of
a contractual relationship with a patient that they all do. However, as will appear from
the more' detailed consideration below it would seem that even the provinces with the
most comprehensive legislative. provisions on the delivery of health care services have
not consciously contemplated the p~ssibility of a contractual relationship with patients
but seem to base the relationship rather on administrative law and regulatory
provisions.
The Eastern Cape Provincial Health Act3S states that health service users are entitled,
within provincial government, financial and human resources, to right of access to
available comprehensive provincial health care services (section 12(c». Section 13
stipulates that "Except to the extent limited by financial and human resources,

he~th

service users shall be entitled, as health service users, to access to comprehensive
provincial health care services offered by designated provincial and district health
care establishments" and that all health service users entering the comprehensive
provincial health care system

shal~

subject to regulations promulgated in t.erms of the

Act be entitled on the basis of need and subject to available provincial, financial and
human resources to comprehensive provincial health care services including, but not
limited to primary health care and secondary and tertiary health services on the terms
and conditions specified in the regulations.
It would seem that although the possibility of contracting is left open by the use of

terminology such as 'access', a contractual relationship is probably not contemplated

3S

Act No 10 of 1999
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between the public provider and the patient because the access

~s

to be "on the terms

and conditions specified in the regulations';. The regulations are likely, practically
speaking, to preclude the need for cOntractual terms and conditions to govern the
provider patient relationship and their existence would tend to support an inference or
conclusion that a contractual relationship is not intended by the private provider. In
the absence of evidence of an intention to contract, one would not usually infer that a
contract has been entered int036 • The health services in this instance are
comprehensive and include services at primary, secondary and tertiary level. A
restriction is represented by the fact that the services are only available at designated
facilities but this is likely in practice to mean that not every level of service is
available at every facility simple because certain facilities may be designated purely
as tertiary services providers while others are designated as purely primary services
providers for obvious reasons. Not every rural clinic can have a magnetic resonance
imaging scanner or a laminar flow operating theatre.
The KwaZulu-Natal Health Act37 states in section 29(2) that "a health care user is
entitled to the progressive realization, within the Province's available resources, to the
right -

(a)
(b)

of access to available primary health care services."

The Act defines "primary health care services" as "accessible first level health
services included as part of t1:J.e package of basic essential health services as
prescribed by the Minister in regulations." Section 30(1) states that "[E]veryone is
entitled within the Province's available resources and funds allocated to the
Department and as a matter of right, to the progressive realization of access to
primary health care services offered by designated public health care establishments."
To the extent that these provisions seek to narrow the constitutional right of access to
health care services to purely primary health care services they are probably

..

unconstitutional. If only primary health care services were available in the province
due to a lack of resources this might not be the case but the KwaZulu-Natal
Department of Health in fact provides as a matter of course, secondary and tertiary

36
37

Although see the later discussion on tacit contracts.
Ad. No 40 of2000
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level services in many of its hospitals. The manner in which this legislation is worded
could give rise to the understanding that while a contractual relationship is not
intended with regard to primary health care services because these are available as of
right in terms of the legislation, this is not necessarily true for secondary and tertiary
health care services which are not apparently governed by the legislation. In other
words while a contractual relationship is not envisaged with regard to primary healthy
care services it is a possibility with regard to secondary and tertiary services. In terms
of the regulations to the KwaZulu-Natal Health Act, a "free public health care user"
means a public health care user who is deemed a free public health care user in terms
of Departmental guidelines and does not pay for public health care services on the
basis of a means test as determined by the Department. The regulations define a "fullpaying public health care user" as "a public health care user who by virtue of his or
her financial circumstances, is neither a free nor a part paying public health care user
and is treated as a full-paying public health care user in terms of Departmental
policy." There is no mention of the level of health care, i.e. primary, tertiary or
secondary, in this context. Regulation 3 of the regulations to the KwaZulu-Natal
Health Act makes provision for' the classification of public health care users by the
head of the public health care establishment38 • If one examines the provisions of

38

3. (1) The head of the public health care establishment or his or her designee must, at the time of the public health care
user's admission to or treatment in a public health care establishment or as soon thereafter as possible, classifY the public
health care user as a •
(a) free public health care user;
(b) part-paying public health care user,
(c) full-paying public health care user; or
(d) private health care user.
(2) A person is deemed to be a full-paying public health care user until he or she proves that he or she qualifies as a
free or
part-paying public health care user.
(3) A part-paying public health care user, full-paying public health care user or private health care user treated at
public health care establishment must sign an acknowledgement of debt for fees incwTed in the course of receiving
health care services at the public health care establishment.
(4) The head of a public health care establishment or his or her designee may, where necessary, make an assessment of
the financial circumstances of the person responsible for the payment of the fees of the person to be admitted or
treated.
(') For purposes of subregulation (4), the head of the public health care establishment or his or her designee may
require the person responsible for payment of public health care establishment fees to fumish relevant infonnation
or documentation which the head ofthe public health care establislunent may deem necessary.
(6) A person who is required to fumish any infonnation or document contemplated in subregulation (') and a
dependent of that person may not be admitted to or treated in a public health care establislunent unless the
infonnation or documentation has been furnished: Provided that, a person may be treated where, in the opinion of
the head of the public health care establishment or his or her designee, refusal to admit or treat a person could have
dangerous or detrimental consequences to the person seeking admission or treatment.
(7) The head of a public health care establishment or his or her designee may, at any time, reassess the financial
circumstances of a person responsible for fees of a public health care user.
(8) The head of a public health care establishment or his or her designee may, after reassessing the ability of a person
to pay fees as contemplated in subregulation (7), detennine that a public health care user should be treated as a fullpaying public health care user where the public health care user(a) fails to provide the necessary documentation of his or her financial circumstances within the period stipulated
by the

head of the public health care establishment or his or her designee; or
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regulation 3 in detail the following is noteworthy in terms of the question of whether
or not there is an intention to contract (1)

Patients who in terms of the regulations are required to pay fees must sign an
acknowledgement of debt for such fees in respect of health services received;

(2)

The head of a public health establishment can require certain documentation of a
patient's financial circumstances in order to classify the patient as a free public
health care user, a part-paying public health care user, a full paying public health
care user or a private health care user and may reassess such classification at any
time;

(3)

The patient can be refused admission to a public health establishment unless the
financial information required for the purposes of the assessment and
classification of the patient is furnished;

(4)

The head of a public health establishment can determine that the fees must be
paid at a higher rate but not exceeding the prescribed rate;

(b) has been classified or reclassified as a free or part-paying public health care user where the bealth care UBeI' or

(9)

(10)

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(IS)
(16)

person
liable for the payment offees is a member of a medical aid scheme: Provided that (i) the public health care user must be reclassified as a part- paying public health care user when the benefits
enjoyed under the health care user's medical aid scheme are depleted;
(ii) no charge other than that applicable to part-paying public health care users may be charged for any
service, treatment, appliance or prosthesis not covered by the health care user's medical aid scheme; and
(iii) the charge, other than the charge applicable to part-paying public health care users, for any service,
treatment, appliance or prosthesis not fully covered by the health care user's medical aid scheme, must not
exceed the amount covered by the health care user's medical aid.
Subject to subregulation (10), the bead of a public health care establishment or his or her designee may determine
that the fees be paid at a higher rate not exceeding the prescribed rate.
The head of the public health care establishment or his or her designee must satisfY himself or herself that owing to
any change in the financial circumstances of the person responsible for fees, the person is able to pay fees at a rate
higher than the rate previously assessed.
A head of a public bealth care establishment or his or her designee may not reassess fees when the person
responsible for payment is deceased.
A person who is aggrieved by an assessment QI' re-assessment made by a designee of the head of a public health
care establishment may appeal to the bead ofthe public health care establishment.
A person who is aggrieved by an assessment or re-assessment made by the head of a public health care
establishment may appeal to the Head of Department.
An appeal to the Head of Department contemplated in subregulation (13) must be accompanied by the
recommendations of the head of a public health care establishment.
The decision ofthe Head of Department on the appeal contemplated in subregulation (13) is final.
The Head of Department may bring an action against a person for damages incurred by the Department as a result
of the person knowingly or wilfUlly furnishing any infonnation. or documentation which is false, incorrect or
misleading.
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(5) A person who is aggrieved by an assessment or re-assessment made by the
head of the public health establishment may appeal to the Head of the
provincial health Department whose decision is final;

(6) The Head of Department can bring an action against a person for damages
incurred by the Department as a result of the person knowingly or willfully
furnishing any information or documentation which is false, incorrect or
misleading.

It is submitted that the fact that signature of an acknowledgement of debt for fees by

the patient or other person responsible for payment is a regulatory requirement is not
necessarily indicative of an intention to contract with regard to the delivery of health
services on the side of the public provider or the patient since the patient is apparently
bound by law to sign it. It is more likely an attempt to ensure that the patient or other
person responsible for payment is aware .of his or her obligation to pay the fees and to
shift the risk of the costs of the collection of such fees from the province to the person
responsible for payment. This is borne out by the fact that the patient cannot negotiate
the fees payable. They are determined on the basis of objective evidence as assessed
by the head of the health establishment. The head of the health establishment can
unilaterally decide to alter the level of fees payable within the limits of the prescribed
rate and the remedy provided for a decision of the head of the health establishment is
an administrative one as opposed to a contractual one. The legal basis for the debt, in
the absence of a contract,

w~uld

be the regulations themselves since regulation 5 lists

the circumstances in which a person is not required to pay for treatment and services
at a public health care establishment.

The nature of the damages for which the Head of Department can bring an action is
not specified but if one looks at the basis of the damages they tend to suggest civil
wrongdoing rather than breach of contract39• Although deliberate misrepresentation is
a ground for damages in the law of contract, the fact that the regulations do not allow

39

The wording of the regulation suggested that an element of culpability is required. By contrast, in certain circumstances
under the law of contract even an innocent misrepresentation is grounds for a claim fortUmages. See PhamB (Pry) Ltd"
Palze, 1973 (3) SA 397 (A). See also Labuschagne "Fedgen Insurance Ltd 1994 (2) SA 228 (W). This is not true of the
law of delict. In Ericsen y Germie Motor, (Edms) Bpk 1986 (4) SA 67 (A) the court stated: ""There is in our law no basis
for an action for damages in delict founded upon an innocent (ie non-fraudulent or non-negligent) misrepresentation."
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a contractual remedy to a patient who is aggrieved by a decision as to what fees he
should pay suggests that the damages contemplated might be in terms of the law of
delict. It would be administratively unjust to allow a contractual remedy to one party
to the contract - i.e. the provincial government, while denying a remedy of the same
nature to a patient. Of course one would have to consider the circumstances of each
case before ruling out the possibility of a contractual relationship.
The Gauteng District Health Services Act40 defines 'primary health care services' as
"comprehensive health care services that includes preventative, promotitive, curative
and rehabilitative health acre within the context of community participation, intersectoral collaboration and an adequate referral system". The Act seeks to transfer the
responsibility for the delivery of primary health care services to municipalities in
terms of section 19. Such assignments offunctions are contemplated in section 156 of
the Constitution. This raises the question, however, that if a municipality is liable for
the rendering of primary health
, care services, does this mean that a provincial health
facility that offers secondary and tertiary level health care services is lawfully entitled
to refuse to treat a person requiring primary health care services who has not availed
themselves of those services at the local municipal health clinic? If the answer is that·
such a patient may not be refused such primary health care services by the provincial
facility this would render the delivery of appropriate levels of health care by facilities
at a level that can most appropriately, efficiently and effectively deliver those services
highly problematic from the point of view of the practical organization of health
services delivery. Primary health care services delivered at facilities that are designed
for the rendering of more complex secondary and tertiary levels of health care are
much more expensive than those same services rendered at their proper level within
the health care system such as community based clinics and health care facilities.
Gauteng appears not to have enacted any legislation resembling that of KwaZuluNatal that specifically grants a patient a right to a particular level of health service. In
terms of the Hospitals Ordinance Amendment Act41 , Gauteng legislation provides for
a similar system of classification of patients into part paying and private as does the
KwaZulu-Natailegislation. Section 31(2) of Ordinance 14 of 1958 as amended by the

40

41

Act No 8 of2000
Act No 4 of 1999
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1999 Act stipulates that the superintendent, chief executive officer or his or her
designee may call for such information or documents as he or she may deem
necessary or as may be prescribed in any regulation and no person shall be admitted
into any provincial hospital or receive treatment thereat unless such information or
documents have been furnished by or on behalf of such person. The Gauteng
legislation contains the same exception as the KwaZulu-Natallegislation to the effect
that a patient can be admitted wl)ere in the opinion of the superintendent, treatment
cannot be deferred without danger or detrimental consequences to the patient. In
General Notice 7867 of 2000 entitled: "Amendment To The Regulations Relating To
The Classification Of And Fees Payable By Patients At Gauteng Provincial Hospitals,
Mortuary Fees, And Fee Pertaining To Ambulances And The Amendment Of
Hospital Tariffs, Mortuary And Ambulance Tariffs With Effect From 1 November

2000"42 the statement is made with regard to financial principles that:
"All health services rendered by the state are chargeable. However, no emergency service
may be refused if a patient cannot pay for it and no patient, including an externally funded
patient, will be required to meet all costs of essential medical services should such costs place
an excessive financial burden on herlhim. "

The liability of an externally funded patient is stated as follows:
"Externally funded patients will pay the full rate prescribed by the UPFS. In cases where
services are rendered to patients by a private health care practitioner, the patient or herlhis
funder will be liable for the facility fee component of the UPFS tariff to the public health
facility concerned. It is the responsibility of the private practitioner to render an account to the
patient or her/his funder for any professional fee due to the private practitioner."

The proposed regulations also state the following" Administrative Principles":

•

Patients who are not externally funded are eligible to pay reduced fees for
services received. The onus rests on the patient to prove herlhis eligibility to be
categorized as a subsidized patient. If a patient refuses to do this, then he/she
must be regarded as a full paying patient.

42
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•

The eligibility of a patient to pay reduced fees will be based on a standard means
test or the membership of the patient to certain groups exempted from paying for
public health services.

•

Patients paying reduced fees will be encouraged to pay cash. In such cases a
payment receipt but not an invoice will be produced. In cases where the reduced
fee cannot be paid in full and the patient is not reclassified into a group exempt
from payment, a credit agreement must be entered into with the patient or
herlhis guardian.

•

Patients funded by a medical scheme registered in terms of the Medical
Schemes Act43, are governed by the provisions of that Act with regards to the
minimum benefits for which the funder is liable. For the purposes of charging
for services not covered by the funder, the patient will be classified as provided
for in principle 7 and will be liable for the payment of the applicable fees.

•

A facility fee plus a professional fee will be charged for each procedure group.
The professional fee will not be charged where a patient utilizes the services of
his! her private clinician.

It seems in view of these similarities that the position is much the same for Gauteng as

it is for KwaZulu-Natal and that there is apparently no intention to contract with
patients on the part of th~ provincial government of Gauteng. The fact that a credit
agreement, which is undoubtedly a contract, must be entered into where the patient
cannot pay the fee in full and is not reclassified, does not necessarily mean that initial
relationship involving the rendering of health services by the provincial government is
contractual. It could be argued that the requirement of the credit ·agreement is based
upon the need to establish the amount and frequency of the payments that must be
made by the patient over time and also to facilitate debt collection procedures by the
province should the patient fail to pay. The need for the contract in other words arises
not so much in order to facilitate the delivery of and payment for health services but
to ensure payment as required by regulations. The health services themselves may

43
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already have been rendered by the time that the credit agreement becomes necessary.
If the credit, agreement is as a matter of routine practice entered into in advance of the
rendering of the health services, for instance as part of the admission procedures to
the hospital, then it could be argued that the relationship between the patient is of a
contractual, nature. However, in this instance there would still be a strong
administrative law element in the relationship given the imbalance of power between
the contracting parties and the fact that many of the essential terms of the 'contract'
are determined by regulations.
As far as the Western Cape is concerned the Health Act44 still applies. It effected some
minor amendments to the provisions of this Act insofar as they affect the Western
Cape Province in 200245 • The Western Cape has made entitled 'Regulations Relating
To The Uniform Patient Fee Schedule For Health Care Services Rendered By The
Department Of Health: Western Cape For Externally Funded Patients,'46 primarily
concerning public sector patients who are members or beneficiaries of medical
schemes and other

~nds

that pay for health services. The Regulations apply

~nly

to

'externally funded patients' and define this phrase as follows:

"externally funded patient' means a patient whose health services are funded or partly funded
in tenns of(a) the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act, 1993 (Act 130 of 1993), or
(b) by the Road Accident Fund created in terms of the Road Accident Fund Act, 1996 (Act S6
of 1996), or
(c) a medical scheme registered in terms of the Medical Schemes Act,1998 (Act 131 of
1998), or
(d) another state deparbnent, local authority, foreign government or any other employer, or
who exceeds the generally accepted income means test as implemented by the Provincial
Government: Western Cape; "

They set tariffs for various categories of health facilitie$ and health services delivered
by the public health sector in the Western Cape to persons who are extemally funded
patients. Regulation 3 states that an externally funded patient who receives any
medical treatment or any medical service, listed and categorised in Schedule 2, from a
department of health facility, must pay the applicable tariff for such medical treatment

44
45

Act No 63 of 1977
WestemCape Health Act Amendment Act No 6 of June 2002. Notice No 164 in Provincial Gazette No S891 ofl8 June
2002
Provincial Gazette No S977 Notice No 21 of29 January 2003
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or medical service received in accordance with the tariff of fees and charges as set out
in Schedule I of the regulations

The Northern Province Health Services Act47 states in section 34 that subject to the
provisions of section 36 every manager must admit for treatment in or at any health
service or facility in his or her charge so far as adequate and appropriate
accommodation is therein available, persons suffering from or subject to any of the
diseases, injuries or conditions for the treatment of which such health service or
facility is established'. Section 36 deals with classification of patients and contains
similar provisions relating to documentary proof of financial status as the legislation
ofKwaZulu-Natai and Gauteng. In terms of section 35, the remedies for a person who
is aggrieved at the classification are administrative. The Member of the Executive
Council for Health of the province is given the power to prescribe fees for the
treatment of a person in a health service or facility in section 41 of the Act.

The North West Health Bill, which seems not to have been passed into law at the time
of writing simply states in section 24 that the medical administrator or head of c~inical
services of a provincial hospital shall, subject to any regulations, determine the order
in which persons shall be admitted to such hospitals having regard to the urgency of
their need for treatment as far as ad,equate and appropriate accommodation is
available. The Mpumalanga Hospitals Bill48, which also seems not to have been
passed into law, leaves matters such as fees for health services to regulations. It
contains provisions that are similar to the North West Health Bill. The Free State
Provincial Health Act49 provides in section 36 that the MEC shall by notice in the
Provincial Gazette regulate the package of health care to be provided. It stipulates that
the health care package at each level of care shall be accessible, acceptable,
affordable, efficient, comprehensive and integrated with

promoti~e,

preventative,

curative and rehabilitative services. It requires the Department of Health in the
province to ensure progressive implementation of health services at all levels of care

in order to avoid and remove duplication and fragmentation of health services,

47
48

49

Act No' of 1998 Provincial Gazette No 4 of 1999
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improve and maintain the quality of health services within the available resources and
remove all barriers to access to health services where possible. The Department is also
tasked with reviewing and monitoring the efficiency of the respective health packages
on a regular basis. The user is not expressly given any specific rights relating to
access to health services in this Act although there are rights to information, informed
consent, confidentiality and to complain. Section 35 states that health care providers
shall fulfil every duty owed to each patient including the duty inter alia to "provide
the best quality care appropriate". There is no suggestion of a contractual relationship
between the province and the patient for the provision of health care services to the
patient.

In view of the foregoing it seems that whilst provincial governments may be free to
. contract with patients for the provision of health services they generally seem to
prefer the expression the public provider patient relationship in terms of regulations,
thereby bringing it within the scope of administrative law. This said, one must bear in
mind the distinctions made between paying and non-paying patients and between the
different levels of services in some of the provincial legislation and regulations. It
may well be that in particular circumstances the facts may indicate that there is
sufficient evidence of a contractual relationship with the patient and the existence

~f

such a relationship can thus never be completely discounted. The fact that provinces
enter into

c~ntracts

with medical schemes to treat medical scheme patients on certain

terms and conditions may lead to a conclusion that a patient is a party to the contract
because it is a contract for the benefit of the patient. However this would depend on
the nature of the terms of the

particu~ar

contract between the scheme and the

provincial government in question.

Even if provincial governments had indicated more strongly a preference for a
contractual basis for the provider- patient relationship, if one considers the
circumstances, with the Constitution as backdrop, in which a private health care
provider

~y

legitimately refuse to treat a person, they are no different in principle to

the circumstances in which a public health care provider may refuse to treat one. The
freedom of a private provider of health care services to refuse treatment is not as
wide, in legal terms, as it may first appear. The Constitution prohibits unfair
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discrimination in

gene~al

and upon a number of specific bases. A health care provider

who turns away a patient on the grounds of his of her race, age, gender, disability sex,
sexual orientation, culture, religion, language, belief, birth, marital status, ethnic or
social origin or pregnancy is likely to be in violation of that patient's constitutional
right to equality as well as his or her right of acces~ to health care services. If a private
health care provider cannot supply a good reason on legal or ethical grounds for
turning a pat.ient away, such as the provider's own ill health, disability, lack of
competence in a specialised

are~

non-compliance with licensing requirements or lack

of capacity, it is submitted that unfair discrimination is likely to be raised as a
possibility· or even a probabilityS° for the private provider's refusal to treat the patient
on the premise that if there is no good reason why the provider does not wish to treat
the patient and there must be a reason for the provider's refusal, one must start
looking to other kinds of

r~asons

as possibilities. It is submitted that the range of

acceptable reasons, other t~ those based on legal and ethical principles, for a private
provider's turning away a person needing health care services given the foregoing is
likely to be fairly narrow. It is also submitted that the same holds true for public
health care service providers except that, to the extent

t~at

their decision constitutes

an administrative one, they will be obliged to give reasons in terms of the PAJA and
these are open to interrogation in terms of administrative law. It is important to
remember, however,
when exercising a

so

t~at

this Act also applies to private persons, natural and juristic,

pu~lic

power or performing a public function in terms of an

The Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination ADt No 4 of 2000 Cwhich is not yet in operation as at
the time of writing" states in section 13 concerning burden ofproof:
"Cl) Ifthe complainant makes out a prima facie case of discriminationCa) the respondent must prove, on the facts before the court, that the discrimination did not take place as alleged; or
(b) the respondent must prove that the conduct is not based on one or more ofthe prohibited grounds.
(2) lfthe discrimination did take placeCa) on a ground in paragraph Ca) of the definition of 'prohibited grounds'. then it is unfair. unless the respondent proves
that the discrimination is fair,
(b) on a ground in paragraph (b) ofthe definition of 'prohibited grounds'. then it is unfairCi) if one or more of the conditions set out in paragraph (b) of the definition of 'prohibited grounds' is established;
and

Cii) unless the respondent proves that the discrimination is fair. "
The Schedule to this Act stipUlates unfair practices in the health sector in section 3 as follows:
"3 Health care services and benefits
Ca) Subjecting persons to medical experiments without their infonned consent.
(b) Unfairly denying or refusing any person access to health care facilities or failing to make health care facilities
accessible to any person.
Cc) Refusing to provide emergency medical treatment to persons of particular groups identified by one or more of
the prohibited grounds.
Cd) Refusing to provide reasonable health services to the elderly."
Section 8, dealing with discrimination on the grounds of gender states that subject to section 6. no person may unfairly
discriminate against any person on the ground of gender. including limiting women's access to social services or
benefits. such as health, education and social security.
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empowering provision which adversely affects the rights of any person and which has
a direct, external legal effect.

5.4 Arguments in Favour of Contractual Relationship

It is submitted that there are a number of aspects about the public provider-patient
relationship that support the idea that it is contractual. The concept of informed
consent, for instance, tends to strengthen the idea of a contractual relationship rather
than diminish it even though informed consent is traditionally discussed rather more
in the context of the law of delict than of the law of contract. Informed consent
requires that the patient is fully informed of the nature of the proposed treatment, its
co~sequences

and the

~onseque~ces

of not having it, the risks associated with it and

alternatives to it. SI In this sense it is very much akin to the contractual principles of
meeting of mindss2, contractual capacityS3 and of involuntary relianceS4 • The

S1

S2

S3

54

See generally Castell v De Gree/1994 (4) SA 408 (C) A; C v Minister O/Correctlonal Services 1996 (4) SA 292 (1');
Broude v MCintosh and Others 1998 (3) SA 60 (SCA); Minister o/Health And Others v Treatment Action Campaign and
Others (No 2) 2002 (5) SA 721 (CC)
In SeejfCommercial And Industrial Propertiu (Ply) Ltd v Silberman 2001 (3) SA 952 (SCA) at p958 the court notes
that: "A basic rule is that 'an acceptance of an offer made ought to be notified to the person who makes the offer, in order that the two minds may
come together'. (Per Bowen U in Carlill v CarboliC Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 QB 256 (CA) at 268. See also R v Nel1921
AD 339 at 344; Reid Bros (South Africa) Ltd v Fischer Bearings Co Ltd 1943 AD 232 at 241.) If the patient does not
understand what it is that the health care provider is proposing in tenns of treatment then any consent given will not be
properly informed. The health care provider and the patient must be ad Idem as to what it is that the health care provider
is permitted by the patient to do to him or her.
MinOl'l are generally not recognised as being capable of giving infonned consent in much the same way that they are not
recognised as having contractual capacity until they have reached a certain age. Strauss SA, Doctor, Patient and the
Law: A Selection 0/Practical Issues at p , observes that "Obtaining a legally 'safe' consent where the patient is a minor,
i.e. an unmarried persons below the age of 21 years, is a matter of general concern to medical practitioners. Where a
parent or guardian is available to give consent there are no problems". In tenns of section 39(4) of the Child Care Act,
No 74 of 1983 "Notwithstanding any rule oflaw to the contraryCa) any person over the age of 18 years shall be competent to consent, without the assistance of his parent or guardian, to
the perfonnance of any operation upon himself, and
(b) any person over the age of 14 yean shall be competent to consent, without the assistance of his parent or guardian, to
the perfonnance of any medical treatment of himself or his child."
In tenns of the law of contract, "In Roman Dutch law the judgment of a minor is considered immature throughout his
minority and he is consequently not bound by hi. contracts" (Edelstein v Edelstein 1952 (3) SA 1 (A». In Dhanabalcium
v Subramanian 1943 AD p 160 the court stated at P 167 that: "According to the common law a minor cannot bind
himselfby contract without the assistance ofbis guardian subject to certain qualifications."
Christie The Law ofContract 4th ed at P 322, referring to PretOriUI v Natal South Sea Investment Trull Ltd 1965 (3) SA
410 (W) where the court observes that: "There is an 'involuntary reliance of the one party on the frank disclosure of
certain facts necessarily lying within the exclusive knowledge of the other such that, in fair dealing. the former's right to
have such information communicated to him would be mutually recognised by honest men in the circumstances'" states
as follows: liThe test of involuntary reliance here applied is in accordance with the principle underlying the requirement
of disclosure of material facts in contracts of insurance. The insured must disclose all material facts because the insurer
involuntarily relies on him for infonnation on such facts: it might theoretically be possible to ascertain these facts by
other means but it would not be practical in the business sense". It is submitted that the patient is in the same position
more or less as the insurance company. He or she is involuntarily reliant upon the health care professional who knows
his or her unique situation as well as being in possession of expert medical knowledge that may not be readily available
elsewhere, to disclose the material facts. Whilst it may be possible to obtain the relevant information from other sources
or health care providers it is not always practically or financially possible for the patient to do 10. See also Ab,a Bank
Ltd v Fouche 2003 C1) SA 176 (SCA) where the court observes that: "I am prepared to 8SSUl'Ile, though not without some
hesitation, that the information about the alann and the guards can be classed as falling within the exclusive knowledge
of the branch officials. My hesitation sterns from the fact that information which is, if desired, as readily ascertainable as
this was, should not be categorised as exclusive knowledge. 'Exclusive knowledge' in this sense is knowledge which is
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classification of patients into various categories and the requirement that they must
pay a certain amount for such services could be indicative of an intention to contract,
especially where there is a requirement that if the fee cannot be paid in a single cash
amount, the person responsible for the payment must enter into a credit agreement
with the provider. Although it is not necessarily sufficient to ground the inference 'of a
contract on its own since the doctrine ,of consideration is not part of the South African
law of contract, it is submitted that in certain circumstances the requirement of
payment for health services may be an indicator of a contractual intention. Other
circumstances which may be indicative

of a contractual relationship are where the

patient has requested a specific procedure for a particular reason such as those in
Edouartf s. The fact that the procedure is elective as opposed to essential to the health
or wellbeing of the patient may also have a bearing. In practice a court is unlikely to
refuse to acknowledge a contractual relationship between a public provider and a
patient where this can be demonstrated on a balance of probabilities where the
provider itself asserts that there was no intention on its part to contract. Clearly the
inference of a contract between the parties will depend upon the circumstances of
each case and also public policy considerations. The question of the existence of a
contractual relationship between a public provider and a patient is rarely likely to
arise outside of the context of litigation in any event given the nature of the delivery
of health care services in the public sector and the absence of any form of negotiation
between the parties in most instances. It is, however, of some significance that in the
South African cases many of the parties seem to have chosen to base their claims on
the law of delict as opposed to that of contract. Of the four cases discussed in this
section only one South African case, that of Edouartf6, is based squarely upon the law
of contract. If a court should find that there is a constitutional obligation upon the
state specifically to deliver health care services, especially if this obligation is
reinforced by national health legislation, then the likelihood in the abstract, of the
existence of a contractual relationship between the patient and the public provider is
diminished since there may be no logical need for it - particularly in circumstances
where the patient has no choice but to use the public health system and is not obliged
to pay for health care services in terms of a means test.

55
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inaccessible to the point where its inaccessibility produces an involuntary reliance on the party possessing the
information (Christie RH The Law oj'Contract 4th eel at 322).I t
Edouard fh 24 supra
Edouard fh 24 supra
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5.5 Arguments Against Contractual Relationship

Since the existence of a contract is fundamentally dependent upon the intention of the
parties to enter into a contract, however, it does not necessarily follow that a contract
arises in every instance in which a public provider of health care services renders such
services to a patient. In Magware 's caseS7 the Minister of Health when faced with a
claim for damages arising from the negligent application of a plaster cast by hospital
staff, in his plea denied the existence of a contractual relationship between the parties.
The court decided the case in the absence of a contractual relationship on the basis of
the law of delict.
In Dube v Administrator, TransvaaP8 (W) Trollip J noted that the plaintiff's action
was founded on negligence and not on contract. This does not necessarily mean,
however, that a contract did not exist between them. The fact is that a plaintiff can
choose the legal basis of an action for damages when the circumstances support both a
claim in terms of the law of contract and one in terms of the law of delict. Similarly
the Administrator Transvaal may have chosen to deny the existence of a contract with
the patient for strategic reasons in order to make it more difficult for the plaintiff to
prove his claim, placing upon him the onus of proving the existence of a contract if
this was the route that he chose to go. The plaintiff's claim in Mtetwa v Minister of

Health S9 was based upon three alternative causes of action, namely:
(a)

an implied contractual agreement between the parties, with a breach of a
material term of that agreement by one of the defendant's employees and the
resultant liability of the defendant on the basis of the actions of a servant
conducted within the course and scope of his employment with· his principal;
alternatively

S7
58
59

Magware v Minister ofHealth NNO 1981 (4) SA 472 (Z) (see later for detailed discussion ofthe facts and the
judgement).
Dube 1963 (4) SA 260 (W)
Mletwa 1989 (3) SA 600 (D) at p601-602
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(b)

a claim in delict arising from the failure by the defendant's employees to
employ reasonable skill and care in their treatment of the plaintiff, by treating
her negligently, with the resultant liability of the defendant being based upon
the actions of a servant acting wJthin the course and scope of his employment
with his principal; alternatively

(c)

a wrongful, unlawful and intentional assault on the plaintiff by one or more
servants of the defendant, the liability of the defendant being based upon the
actions of an employee-servant acting within the course and scope of his
employment with his principal.

The case is discussed in more detail under the section on the law of delict due to the
fact that it essentially revolved around the question of vicarious liability. It is clear
from this, however, that the basis of a claim for damages in the health care context
can range from contractual to delictual and even criminal law. The fact that a contract
arises between 8: provider and a patient does not by any means preclude a delictually
based duty of care. Neither does it preclude the possibility of a criminal action for
assault, in the absence of the informed consent of the patient although this point will
be discussed in more detail at a later stage. As stated previously the existence of
obligations on the basis of constitutional and administrative la, to render health care
services to a patient

m~y

preclude an inference that a contractual relationship arose

between them. The question of the administrative contract, which is something of a
hybrid straddling administrative law and the law of contract, appears not to have
found total recognition in South African law at present judging from the statements of
the writers referred to previously. It is submitted that this, is a prime example of the
reluctance of some South African courts to allow cross-pollination of one area of law
by another. In fact it is even more than that since it constitutes a failure to recognised
that constitutional principles and values are fundamental to all areas of law and that
there is a positive constitutional obligation upon the courts to develop the common
law in accordance with these. There may be circumstances in which a contract is
implicitly precluded as the basis of the relationship between a public provider and a
patient. The case of Pizani v Minister Of Defence60 offers an example of this.

60

Pizan; fit 34 supra
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5.6 Conclusions Regarding Health Care Relationships
In the context of health services delivery~ one must consider the law holistically whilst
at the same time retaining an awareness of its different facets. It would be a mistake to
think only in terms of the law of contract or only in terms of the law of delict or
administrative law when considering the provider-patient relationship. This is
demonstrated by a series of cases in which relationships which began essentially by
way of a contract between the parties gave rise to obligations based upon the law of
delict61 • The boundaries between these different areas of law are permeable because

61

Beginning with Van Wyk v Lew;1I 1924 AD 438 and ending most recently with Pinllhaw v NeDlI Securltiell (Pty) Ltd and
Another 2002 (2) SA S10 (e). In Van Wyk v Lewill the defendant performed an emergency operation on the p1ain1iff but
accidentally left a swab in her body. Some twelve months later, the plaiDtift' evacuated the swab through her bowel into
which it had found its way. The plaintiff alleged that the defendant bad acted negligently and unskilfully in failing to
remove the swab and sued him for two thousand pounds. The Appellate Division confirmed the judgment for the
defendant of the trial court and held that the action was based on tort, the defendant had been obliged to act with
reasonable skill, having regard to the general level of skill and diligence possessed and exercised at the time by members
of the branch of his profession to which he belonged. It held fiuther that the onus of establishing negligence lay with the
plaintiff' and that the latter could not, in the circumstances of the case, rely on the maxim rtllI tp'Ia loquitur. The Appellate
Division found that the defendant had acted reasonably and had therefore not been negligent, in relying upon the theatre
sister to count the swabs used in the surgery and that if the theatre sister had been negligent, her negligence could not be
attributed to the defendant in any way. IlUleB CJ in discussing the basis of the plaintiff's claim observed that the line of
division where negligence is alleged is not always easy to draw, "for negligence underlies the filed both of contract and
of tort. Cases are conceivable where it may be important to decide on which side of that line the cause of action lies. But
the present is not such a case ..... Wessels JA stated in his judgement at 45' that ..... The case ..• is one of those ... where
the relationship between the parties arises out of a contract but where the act complained of is an injury or delict done in
consequence of carrying out the con1ract. The delict grows out of a breach of duty which the law implies from the
contract between the parties - the duty ofthe surgeon who contracts to operate not to do so negligently.•• n
In P;nllhaw, the plaintiff was an elderly widow who had taken up pennanent residence with her family in AustraliL
Exchange control regulations did not permit her to remit sufficient funds and assets to that country and Bhe therefore
entered into a contract with the first defendant, dealing in this context with the second defendant, who signed on behalf
of the first defendant. In terms of the contract the plaintiff agreed to invest Rl million in stock. market equities to be
managed and controlled by the tint respondent. Tho funds were placed under the control of the second defendant, who
was the director of the first defendant in charge of private client portfolio management. The contract included a clause
which indemnified the first defendant or any of its directon or employees against any losses and liability or damage for
claims brought by the client by reason of the operation of his or her account unless the claims were attributable to bud,
bad faith, dishonesty or gross negligence on the part of the first defendant, its clirecton or its employees. The plaintifl's
entire portfolio was invested in one stock (C Ltd), of which the second defendant was the senior manager. The portfolio
dropped in value to approximately R343 000 as a result of the investment. The plaintiff instituted action for pure
economic loss and alleged that the trading in such a high-risk investment had been to her detriment and not in
furtherance of her interest. She proceeded against the first defendant based on contract, alleging breach of fiduciuy duty
and grossly negligent action. She also claimed against the first and second defendant in delict, avening that, in dealing
with the portfolio on behalf of the first defendant, the second defendant had acted fraudulently or recklessly or grossly
negligently in the course of the first defendant's business and within the scope of his authority, and heJd the first
defendant liable for the conduct of the second defendant The second defendant took exception to the pJaintift's
particulars of claim insofar as they related to the alternative cause of action based on alleged recklessness or snnegligence, cJaiming them to be vague and embamssing. lacking avennents necessmy to sustain the cause of action. The
basis of the exception was that the second defendant alleged that he did not owe the plaintiff a legal duty to act with care
and, without this duty of care being established, the cause of action could not succeed. The second defendant alleged that
it was the first defendant, not himself, which was con1ractually bound and obligated to the plaintiff and that she should
seek redress there. The court stated that it was apparent that the pleading has been so framed in order to meet the
exclusionary clause, clause 16, of the contract. This clause excluded the liability of Nexus and its clirecton and
employees (of whom Van Zyl was one) 'unless the claims are attributable to uaud, dishonesty or gross negligence' or
unless the losses are attributable to 'bud, bad faith, or gross negligence'. The existence of clause 16, said the court, may
have an impact on the substantive question of unlawfulness. In deciding whether Van Zyl owed Mn Pinshawa legal
duty, the court said that it must have regard to all the circumstances, including the existence and terms of the contract
with Nexus and including clause 16 itsel£ If in all the circumstances Van Zyl owed Mrs Pinshaw some duty, there were
two ways of looking at the position. The duty might be a duty qualified by clause 16. Alternatively. it might be a wider
duty to exercise reasonable care in the management of the portfolio. In that case it would be for Van Zyl, who was not a
party to the contract, to show that he was entitled to the benefit of clause 16. Mrs Pinshaw, however, had impliedly
conceded the entitlement and so the court did not take this aspect further. Comrie J then went on to discuss the case of
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they are based upon the same grundnorm - the Constitution. There should be general
recognition by the courts of the substantive and fundamental objects and purposes
behind the legal principles to be found in the various areas of South African la~ so as
to facilitate the development of the common law by the courts in a manner which will
ensure a single totally internally consistent and

~oherent

system of. law. Whilst the

division of the law into different branches and legal disciplines facilitates complex
analyses of legal principles within those branches. and disciplines it does not further
the

developm~nt

of the common law by the courts as envisaged by the Constitution

and does not promote consistency, justice, reasonableness or fairness within the South
African legal system as a whole. A certain level of legal synthesis, as opposed to
analysis, is necessary in order to achieve this. In the real world, people do not operate
businesses or fulfil public functions in terms of only one particular area of law. Health

LiUicrap, WalSenaar and Partner, v Pilkington Brotherl (SA) (Ply) Ltd 198' (I) SA 47' (A) as follows at p 518·519:
"Lawyers will know that this case was preceded by Admini,trator, Natal v Tru,t Bank van Afrika Bplc 1979 (3) SA 824
(A) which held that in our law Aquilian liability could in principle arise from negligent misstatements which caused pure
financial loss, but cautioned against an extension which was either too wide or too rapid. In 198' Lillicrap's case came
before the same Court on exception. It was a claim for pure economic loss arising out of a contract by a finn of
consulting and structural engineers to render professional services to Pilkington Brothers. There were two complications:
rust, at some stage Salanc had been interposed as the contracting party, and the engineers had become in effect subcontractors to Salanc~ second, any claim against the engineers in contract had apparently become prescribed. So
Pilkington Brothers sued the engineers in delict for damages for alleged negligent performance of their duties undertaken
initially in tenns of the direct contract and later in tenns of the sub-contract. Two principal questions arose for decision.
The first was the question of conCWTellCY. Given the antecedent contract, could the claim for pure economic loss be
brought in delict? The Court answered aftinnatively at 496F: 'In modern South African law we are of course no longer
bound by the formal actiones of Roman law, but our law also acknowledges that the same facts may give rise to a claim
for damages ex delicto as
as one fI% contractu, and allows the plaintitfto choose which he wishes to pursue. See Yan
Wyk v Lewis 1924 AD 438; Hosten (op cit at 262); R 0 McKerronLaw o/Delict 7th ed at 3; J C Van der Walt in Joubert
The Law 01 South Africa vol 8 para 5 at 7 - 11. The mere fact that the respondent might have framed his action in
contract therefore does not per se debar him from claiming in delict. All that he need show is that the facts pleaded
establish a cause of action in delict. '
That this conclusion applied also to a claim for pure economic loss appears from the very next sentence of the judgment
of Grosskopf AlA:. 'In the present case we are concerned with a delictual claim for pecuniary loss .... ' Given that
concummcy was in principle pennissible, the second question which arose was whether in the circumstances of
Lillicrap's case (as alleged, the case having been decided on exception) the engineers owed Pilkington Brothers a legal
duty of care in delict over and above their contractual duties. This depended on whether the engineers had acted
wrongfully, as distinct from culpably. The Court of Appeal, by a majority, held against Pilkington Brothers for what
were essentially reasons of policy. The Court was being invited to extend Aquilian liability, and should read cautiously;
there was no need for delictual liability as the position was governed by the con1ractual IlTangements; the parties
reasonably expected that such IlTangemenU would apply, and not be circumvented by action in delict; and
(distinguishing Van Wyk v Lew/, 1924 AD 438) there was no infiingement of rights of property or person. Grosskopf
AlA said at '010: 'To sum up, I do not consider that policy considerations, require that delictua11iability be imposed for
the negligent breach of a contract of professional employment of the sort with which we are here concerned. n. Comrie J
then went on to make a statement which it is 8ubmitted is of considerable significance in the context f the delivery of
health care services. He said at '19-520: "It may be noted that Lillicrap was, by the tenns of the majority judgment,
confined to the case of the negligent perfonnance of a contract to render professional services. It was not put so widely
as to refer to persons professing skill in a calling. While many persons financial services have exceIJent qualifications, I
am not aware that they are required to undergo graduate study and rigorous training of the kind which are a sine qua non
of the right to practise as a professional engineer. It seems to me that on this ground too, Ullicrap'8 case is technicaJly
distinguishable &om the present matter."
It must be borne in mind that the judicial debate embodied in these cases centred around Aquilian liability for pure
economic loss flowing from a con1ractual relationship. However, as Comrie] pointed out at the.start ofbia review of the
cases that had been decided on this subject since Lillicrap: "As far as possible I shall confine the review to cases of pure
economic loss, actual or inferred, though it will be seen that luch a neat compartmentaIisation is not readily achievable."
For the sake of convenience, further discussion of the judgment in Ptnshaw is to be found later on in this chapter in the
context of the law of delict. It must be noted however, that the decision in LlUicrap came in for significant criticism (See
Boberg, The Law 01 Delict Vol I: Aquilian Liability p IS·16 and the critics there listed) much of it for precisely the
reason that the approach of the court assumed that compartmentalisation of the law at any level is not only possible but
also necessary for reasons which, in distillation, seem to amount to little more than a predilection for purism.
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services delivery is a good example of this because it contains elements of
constitutional, statutory and common law - this last most notably in the areas of
contract and delict. When a public provider is considering its obligations and options
in any given situation it needs to know what these are across all of the relevant legal
disciplines. The same applies for the patient. Since one particular area of law impacts
upon another and may even modify a particular conclusion drawn on the basis of only
one

le~al

discipline it is logical to view the issue from a global perspective. Before

one can identify the point of law upon which a particular unique situation hinges, one
has to examine all of the possibilities. The law of contract is particularly versatile and
flexible in terms of relationships inter partes. They can .exclude the operation of
certain legislative provisions by agreement, they can also expressly include them by
agreement, they can exclude or include .certain legal consequences arising not only
from the law of contract but the law of delict and other areas of the common law, the
nature of the relationship in contractual terms is very much dependent on the power
balance between them and the dynamics of the situation in which they come together
which raises all kinds of public policy issues. They may agree on things that are
impermissible in terms of public policy or the Constitution or contrary to certain
overriding statutory provisions. It would be overly simplistic to consider their
relationship only in terms of the law of contract - especially in the context of health
services delivery which is so essential to the wellbeing of both the individual and the
collective.

5.7 Summary and Conclusions

It seems that while the state undoubtedly as the capacity to enter into contracts with
patients for the delivery of health care services it is not often that it does so and
indeed, it is likely, as for instance in the case of Edouarfl2, that conscious thought
was only given to the existence of a contractual relationship once it became apparent
that there was a need to litigate against the state in this matter. The intention to
contract is central to the question of whether or not a contract in fact came into being
and whilst it may be relatively simple to establish that intention on the part of the
patient it is not nearly as simple to do so in respect of the state. Generally speaking,
62

Edouard
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from the point of view of the state, only officials having a sufficient degree of
seniority and who have been delegated the power to do so can bind the state
contractually.

Medical officers and nurses employed within public hospitals to render health
services to patients generally do not occupy sufficiently high ranks within the public
service to have the delegated authority to bind the state

contractuall~.

They would

have no need, as employees of the state, to enter into contracts with

patient~

themselves and it is unlikely that in the normal course of their daily activities that they
would apply their minds to entering into contracts with patients on behalf of the state.
Hospital superintendents, who may well have the power to enter into contracts on
behalf of the state in terms of delegations from the head of the relevant provincial
department of health, do not consult with patients for this purpose and indeed do not
have much direct dealings with patients except possibly where there is a problem.

In terms of the Public Finance Management Act63 the head of department is the
accounting officer of a government department and his or her responsibilities are set
out in
settle

sectio~

all

36 of this Act. One of the obligations of an accounting officer is to must

contractual

obligations

and

pay

all

money

owing,

including

intergovernmental claims, within the prescribed or agreed period. In terms of the Act,
an accounting

offic~r

may not commit a department, trading entity or constitutional

institution to any liability for which money has not been appropriated.

There are strict rules with regard to contracts entered into by the state. For instance in
terms of section 86(3) of the Public Finance Management Act:
"any person, other than a person mentioned in section 66 (2) or (3), who purports to borrow
money or to issue a guarantee, indemnity or security for or on behalf of a depatbnent, public
entity or constitutional institution, or who enters into any other contract which purports to
bind a department, public entity or constitutional institution to any fUture financial
commitment, is guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to a fine or to imprisonment for a
period not exceeding five years". [writer's italics].
.

.

The nature of the responsibilities of an accounting officer in terms of the Public
Finance Management Act are such that the accounting officer is unlikely to want to

63

Fn2 supra
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delegate the power to bind the state contractually to a large number of much lower
ranking officials such as those who are employed at the 'coal face' in the delivery of
health care services. For this reason it is submitted that it is largely a legal fiction to
say that a patient contracts with the state for health care services.

The most likely legal scenario is that there is no contractual relationship at all and that
patients receive health care services from the state in terms of empowering statutes
such as the Health Act64 and the National Health Act6S read in conjunction with
legislation such as the PAlA. There is legally speaking no need for a contract to
govern the relationship between provider and patient since there is sufficient
legislation governing the situation already. For instance patients are obliged to pay
fees to public hospitals in terms of regulations and they are entitled to health care
services in terms· of the Constitution and other relevant national and provincial
legislation. They would have a claim in delict for damages suffered in consequence of
medical malpractice by the state. This said, it is submitted that to the extent that the
contractual fiction within the public health sector serves its purpose, as it did in the
case of Edouard, it is a useful one whose demise is not likely in the foreseeable
future.
The position with regard to the private sector is very different as will be shown in the
following chapter. The law of contract is alive and well, although flourishing in
somewhat Victorian fashion, with regard to health service

deliv~ry

~

in the private

sector. Contractual relationships are perhaps more necessary in a milieu in which, in
contrast to the public sector, few if any functions and powers regarding health service
delivery are derived directly from specific empowering legislation. There is no law
that requires private entities to provide health care services. They do so of their own
volition. Similarly there is no law which states the nature of the services they must
provide. It is largely only the 'how' that is regulated within the private sector as
opposed to the 'what' and the 'why'.

64
6S

Act No 63 of1977
Act No 61 of2003. It is not yet effective.
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In the preceding two chapters the fundamental principles of the law of contract as it

related to health service delivery were discussed and the case law on this subject
involving the private sector. This chapter deals with the case law relating to health
service delivery in the private sector.

Contract is generally regarded in the private health care sector as the usual legal basis
on which a patient obtains services from a provider. This is despite the fact that in the
context of the relationship between a medical practitioner and a patient,
documentation reflecting the agreement is seldom created and there is usually no
negotiation of the terms between the contracting parties. The contract between
provider and patient are therefore often verbal. This obviously does not detract from
the validity of such contracts but it does make their terms harder to prove. Where the
pr~vider

is a health care institution such as a private hospital, the agreement is more

likely than not to be reduced to writing, but again there is precious little negotiation
between the patient and the provider concerning its terms, even the essential terms.
The question of how the constitutional rights of access to health care services and the
right not to be refused emergency medical services apply in the context of the law of
contract and to private sector providers of health care services has so far not been
canvassed in much significance except in the case of Strydom v Afrox Healthcare 1 in
which the arguments of the court in finding for the plaintiff were, with respect, not
particularly well constructed although its finding, it is submitted, was just and
effectively correct. The law of contract in South Afiica seems still to be premised on
business concepts, perceptions of the manner in which markets operate and the kinds
of goods and services within those markets that were relevant a hundred years or more
ago. At that time, people could afford to enter into litigation at the level of the High
Court for non-payment of an account for dentures2• There are few dentists in the
present day who would litigate at High Court level for non-payment for a set of false
teeth since the cost of the litigation exponentially exceeds that of the teeth. One
hundred years ago, the primitive ancestors of~hat we know as medical schemes were
just beginning to take shape. One hundred years ago, organ transplants were a dream
of the future and there was no such thing as renal dialysis. X-ray machines were a
1

2

Strydom (2001) 4 All SA 618 (1')
Whether this implies that the cost of dentures has decreased phenomenally relative to the costs of litigation or whether it
means that the cost of litigation bas risen pbenomenally relative to the cost of a set of dentures is left to the reader to
decide.
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radical new technology and some people still believed that the brain was made up of
thirty-~even

organs, each controlling a different part of the personality3. One hundred

years ago aspirin was formulated from salicylic and acetic acids. It was the first drug
to be synthesised and its formulation is regarded as the foundation of the modem
pharmaceutical industry4. One hundred years ago, patent medicine men roamed the
countryside selling all kinds of concoctions that were supposed to cure nearly any
ailment. The claims made were fantastic and the sales pitch excellent; so, naturally,
people bought the concoctions. The medicine man was careful to tell people that the
effect was not immediate so as not to arouse suspicion while he was still in town'.
Faughnan and Lagace write that it is easy to forget that we have had scientific
medicine only for ashort time. Biomedical sciences began their great surge only sixty
years ago, and the clinical sciences have gained strength only in the past twenty or
thirty years. Those who would tum away from science now should first review a
medical textbook from only one hundred years ago. It is filled with as many worthless
remedies as any medieval text, or modem herbal 6• One hundred years ago it was
thought that a physiological basis for female insanity existed in the reproductive
organs and that the obvious solution was surgery. For example, women underwent
hysterectomies for "calming" purposes; the word "hysteria" is derived from the Greek
word for uterus'. The medical world has changed considerably in the last hundred
years and so, it is submitted, has the nature of health care services, their capacity to
prolong or sustain life and the central role they play in our society. Diseases that were
fatal to one's ancestors one hundred years ago are now little more than
inconveniences thanks to the enormous advances in medical technology, skill and
knowledge over the last centuryB.
The law of contract in South Africa, however, seems not to have

m~ved

with the

times. It does not take into account the significant sociological, economic and cultural
3

4

S
6

,
8

Medic;", in America http://library.tbinkquest.or.g
Elwood PC' Aspirin: Past, Present and Future' CltnicalMedicineJOIlrnal JRCPL 2001; 1: p 132-137
http://wwwrcplondon.ac.uk/pubs/ClinicalMedicinel02marlectl.htm
Stump II RC 'Magnetic Water Treatment Attracts Gullible' Newsplash bttp:!lwwwh2otest coIlYllew!g.llashlmagnet.htmI
Faughnan J G and Lagace EA' Alternative Medicine by Family Physicians: A Contrary Perspective'
bttp'jt'www faug1man.comipapers,ialtllledfb.htnd
Fugh-8erman A 'Alternative Healing' Reader's companion to women', history
http://co!legc.hmco C9tJlIbistory/readerscomplwomenlhtml!wb 001200 alternativehhtm
Engel C notes in 'Healthy Intentions' that one hundred years ago, the leading causes of death in the industrial world
were infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, influenza, and pneumonia. Since then, the emergence of antibiotiCS;
vaccines, and public health controls has reduced the impact of infectious disease.
http://www.flJ.St.c;cience.com.lSITE/ARTICLESlhealthy.8.sg
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changes and challenges brought about by these advances. It does not take into account
that the milieu in which health care services are nowadays delivered has changed
dramatically. So far, the Supreme Court has failed to take into account even the
express legal changes surrounding the delivery of health care services contained in the
Constitution.

It is submitted that health care services these days are about a lot more than just a
private bargain between a purveyor of medical goods or services and a consumer of
those goods or services. There is a very real public interest in the manner in which
health care services are delivered, in the nature of those services and in the extent to
which they are available to those who cannot afford to pay for them. Notions of social
responsibility are central to the philosophies of many large corporates including the
need to uplift the poor, protect the environment and promote the health of the
communities within which they operate. In legal philosophical terms it is no longer
'every man for himself' but the need to balance the interests of the individual (which
includes not only men, but also women and children in these enlightened times)
against those of society as a whole that is important. It is not so much 'bargains' that
.should be the concern of contracts between provider and patient in the health care
context but quality, safety and efficacy and a fair price to the consumer for something
that is starting to be regarded by economists and other disciplines as a public good§).
9

Merson M in 'SARS Proved Health is Global Public Good' YaleGlobal Online states that globalization facilitated both
the spread and the containment of SARS causing coronavirus. He points out that modem travel and labour migration
patterns helped spread the disease. and global links amplified its political and economic impact. Simultaneously. modem
communication and science alerted the world to the disease and facilitated a strong public health response. SARS thus
imparted a fbndameJJtaI reality: health is a global public good. It demonstrated that domestic and global beal~ policy
can no longer be divided because local health problems can have global repercussions.
The IHPN in 'Health - a Global Public Good' Bulletin Number 10: January 2002 notes that 1hD World Health
Organization is calling for a massive invatmenl by 1hD rich governments of 1hD world into the bealth of 1hD world'.
poor. This wu 1hD conclusion of a report by the Commission on Macroeconomics and Health launcbcd in London on 20
December 2001. It observes that this argument has strong similarities with calls from the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) for health to be considered a public good. The Commission itself refers to global public goods and
defines them IS "goods whose characteristics of publicness (nomivalry in consumption and nonexcludability of benefits)
extend to more than one set of countries or more than one geographic region". The article considers the nature of public
goods IS follows ''The concept of dividing goods into 'public' and 'private' goods arises from classical economics and can be dated back
to the 18* century. According to this concept, characteristics ofpublic goods include:
• Non-rivalry in consumption which means that one person's use of a goQd does not prevent anotber person from using
it...This is termed by some IS non-divisibility'
• Non-excludability, i.e. use of item is available to all people/groups of people ..•
• Non-rejectability. individuals are unable to choose to forego consumption...
How~ this distinction between private and public goods is not always that clear cut. Although some goods might be
purely private or purely public, there will be some that are mixed/impure. Goods which are non-rival 8IllOI1&'t a certain
group of people can be tenned 'club goods' and those which are available to all but are rival can be tennecl 'common
pool resources'. These impure goods are more cormnon than the pure type. Consequently the term public good is often
used to include both pure and impure public goods ... Commonly five secton of public goods can be identified, namely
environment, health, governance. security and knowledge ... According to neo-classical economic theory. attempting to
provide pure public goods through competitive markets will lead ~ sub-optimal quality. quantity and price ... Two
reasons for this can be identified... First, individuals motivated by self-interest only will tend to 'free ride' concerning
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Research and development of medicines that is purely profit driven leads to the
marginalization of diseases and conditions that, should they break out on a global
scale, could seriously impact upon the world economy. The comparatively recent
SARS scare is a good example of how a

rela~vely

obscure disease can suddenly

become of global significance lO• Taking all this into account it is submitted that one
cannot justifiably conclude that health care goods and services are no different to any
other goods and services. This in tum carries the implication that contracts in the
private health sector should be regulated to reflect these differences as should those .
who provide health care services and goods within this sector. The South African
government has in recent years started to give legislative recognition to these same

10

the provision of these goods. Secondly, individuals will tend to make sub-optimal decisions on these issues if those
decisions are made in isolation from others. Effective provision of public gods requires co-operation and measures which
promote communication and trust." The article concludes that- lilt seems lIlControversiai that certain aspects of health
can be considered a global public good, particularly the control of infectious diseases which can spread across national
boundaries. However, in an increasingly g10balised world it can be argued that more and more the cause and effects of
disease are transnational. Finally it can be argued that all of health should be considered a global public good because it
is a key component of another global public good, poverty reduction, and because the global comnuJity bas determined
that it should be so considered." http://www.iplm.orgIbulletinIO.htm
Pablos Mendez A, of the Rockefeller Foundation Centre for the Management of Intellectual Property in Health Research
and Development bas pointed out that globally from 1975 to 1997 although 1233 new chemical entities were registered
only 11 were products for tropical diseases of poverty and half of these were for veterinary purposes.
http://www·mrc.ac.7.a/conferellCel1P/pablosmelldez·pdf
Vandersmissen W of Government " Public Affairs, SmithKline Beecham Biologicals stated some of the dynamics of
the problem in a presentation during Session 46, Global Public Goods in Health: Developing AIDS, Malaria " Other
Priority Vaccines Washington, February 28 - Marcb 1, 2000 World Bank Human Development Week that: "'The
fiduciary responsibility towards shareholders must guide all investmem decisions in a vaccine company. This includes
finding ways to reconcile the contradictory requirements posed by the development of vaccines that are public goods
with high social value but little or insufficient return on investment. Good corporate citizenship requires seeking
solutions that do not deny the benefits of a company's know-how and expertise to the less well-to-do people and
countries of the world. These solutions require publi~private partnerships that help the development, distribution and
use of such vaccines. The introduction and expanding use of a new vaccine will follow a typical pattern: during a period
of early demand, the vaccine will be launched in the private market of industrialised countries; later, it will be integrated
into public health policy of industrialised markets. Finally, the vaccine gets to be generally used, with massive purchases
in the public markets of developing countries. During this evolution, that may take 15-20 years, the average selling price
and profit margin per dose decreases. This has lead to the expectation that all vaccines will end up becoming very cheap,
and that efforts must be deployed to basten the evolution However, this reduces the timespan over which a manufacturer
can recoup his investment. Under this traditional market evolution pattern, vaccines with little or no private market will
not be attractive. The advantages and disadvalltages of the various market segments through which a vaccine IIlOWS can
·be easily summarized: the more a market segment is characterised by reasonable margins and by a high degree of
predictability (or a predictability that can be influenced by a dedicated marketing and distribution effort), the more
attractive that market segment is. Financial analysis will show the net present value of expected gross profit in private
and public markets of industrialized countries to be a manifold of the modest contribution that can be expected from
even very large volumes of sales at low prices in developing nations. Support from public sources is required to power
the development of public good vaccines for which the market is deemed unattractive. The discovery effort is generally
funded by public monies, and has yielded over the past decade a very high number of potential vaccine candidates
through existing and well-performing academic research. Preclinical and clinical development needed for the eventual
registration nut however associate industry's expertise and contribution with public support: the so-called "push"
mechanisms that are available from public sources. .Simultaneously, steps nwst be taken to ensure an industrial
production process is developed and a production unit of appropriate capacity is comtructed. Finally the vaccine will not
reach its end-users if there is 110 financial support fonn rich countries to help poor nations to purchase the vaccine. The
latter "pull" mechanisms would allow UN procurement agencies such as UNICEF to continue playing their role as
buyers and distributors of the vaccine. Push mechanisms are therefore a way to solve the dilemma posed by public good
vaccines that do not have attractive market temJs. They are also a desirable mechanism to share the risks inherent to the
development of a vaccine for which ~ scientific odds are, in the present state of OlD" knowledge, highly uncertain. A
particular case where push mechanisms would be· desirable is the need for the establishment of a vaccine plant of
adequate capacity. As the output of a plant of e.g. a malaria vaccine will be directed almost exclusively to the less
attractive markets, the financing of such a capital investment would obviously benefit from specific push mechanisms. It
must be noted that the decision to invest for any given global capacity, nmst be taken several years before the vaccine
eventually is registered. ..
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perspectives on health service delivery. The amendmentll to the Medicines and
Related Substances Act l2, made express provision in section 22G for a transparent
system for the pricing -of medicines including a single exit price which is the only
price at which medicines may be sold to persons other than the state. The intention
behind the section is evidenced by other sections of the Act as amended notably
sections 18B and section 18A. The regulations envisaged by this section have been
written relatively recently and it is clear that the idea of trading in medicines is no
longer s':lpported by government policy or legislation. Those who supply medicines
are entitled to a professional fee for services rather than a mark-up on the cost price of
the medicine. In legal terms this means that the provider-patient contract where the
former is a dispensing doctor or retail pharmacist will be a mixed one - for goods and
services in the majority of cases - in which both elements are clearly visible to the
consumer in terms of what he is paying for. Systems of bonusing, rebates and volume
or bul~ discounts and sampling that are common trade practices in other sectors have
been outlawed by the Medicines and Related Substances Act, emphasising the idea
that medicines are no ordinary commodity. Over and above this, however, provision
is made for the prescription by the Minister of Health of the fees that wholesalers,
distributors, retail pharmacists and dispensing doctors may charge with regard to the '
activities that surround the supply of medicines, once again making 'the point that
health services are also different to services in other sectors.

The National Health Act provides for a system of licensing of-all providers of health
care services taking into account inter alia the need to ensure consistency of health
services development in terms of national, provincial and municipal planning; the
need to promote an equitable distribution and rationalisation of health services and
health care resources, and the need to correct inequities based on racial, gender,
economic and geographical factors; the need to promote an appropriate mix of public
and private health services; the demographics and epidemiological characteristics of
the population to be served; and the need to ensure the availability and appropriate
utilisation of human resources and health technology.

11
12

Act No 90 of 1997
Act No 101 of 1965
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It is submitted that it is against these legislative and policy backdrops that one must

construe the delivery of health care services within the private sector. Socio-economic
pghts have been recognized by the constitutional court as being justiciable

l3

•

The

subj ect matter of these rights in South Afiica can never again be seen as mere
commodities in trade.

6.2

Case Law

6.2.1

Argus Printing and Publishing Co v Dr Van Niekerk 14

Facts
The appellant, the Argus company, the owner of a printing establishment in
Johannesburg, had in its employment a youth, Richard Eagleson, who was very
seriously injured while at work in the appellant's printing room. The father of the
youth sued the appellant in his son's name for damages for the bodily injury suffered
by him through the negligence of two engine drivers in the company's employ and
obtained judgment for £500 on the boy's behalf. Immediately after the accident Dr
van Niekerk was called in on the instructions of a director of the company to render
medical assistance to the youth. He found him in a very dangerous condition and
caused him to be conveyed immediately to the Johannesburg hospital where he was
treated by the respondent during December 1894 and January and February 1895. The
respondent claimed payment from the company for his services to its young employee
on the ground that he had acted on the request of one of the directors. Shortly after the
accident~ a director had sent one of the workmen to fetch the doctor and that the

managing director of the company had given the respondent the assurance that he
would place his memorandum of fees before the Board of the company and that he
need not worry as far as his fees were concerned as payment would be made after
completion of certain negotiations with a view to settlement between the company
and the father of the injured youth in which they were then engaged. The father,
however, refused to accept the company's proposal and obtained judgment in his

13
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Soobramoney v Minister Of Health, Kwazulu-Natal 1998 (1) SA 76' (CC); Government Of The Republic Of South
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favour against the company. After the judgment, the managing director, Darmer,
denied that the company was responsible for the respondent's fees because the
company had been discharged by the judgment of the court awarding damages to the
father of the boy from all further liability arising out of the accident. The respondent
then sued for the recovery of his fees of £52 lOs due to him for medical services and
the Judicial Commissioner gave judgment in his favour on the ground ~at Danner, as
the managing director of the company had confirmed the action of the director in
calling the doctor out and had undertaken to pay the respondent's fees.

Judgment
Kotze C] stated that the question whether the appellant was liable for the respondent's
fees depended on the special circumstances of the case. He ruled that the court could
not accept the contention that the company was not liable for the respondent's fees
because Sheffield, the director on whose instructions that youth had been taken to
hospital, must have supposed that the doctor would continue to treat him at the
hospital and it could not be argued that the doctor had only been called in to give on
the scene medical treatment. The court noted that it is the custom in the hospital for a
private doctor to ~isit the patients ~ho are admitte~ there and that when a director of a
company causes a doctor to be called in to render professional assistance to an
employee of the company who has been injured in its service, there are reasonable
grounds for the doctor to suppose that the company makes itself responsible for his
fees. Admitting that the assurance given by Danner to the respondent that he would
be paid does not either directly or indirectly make the appellant company liable, said
the court, its liability can still be deduced from the fact that Danner agreed to lay the
respondent's bill before the Board of the company and also £rpm his letter to
Eagleson's father in which he expressed his willingness to pay the expenses caused by
Eagleson's illness. The appeal was dismissed.

Discussion
It is interesting to note that in this very old case the court did not once make reference
to a contract between the doctor and the company although, technically speaking, it
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could be argued that one did arise. There is no mention made as to whether the court
in awarding judgement in favour of Eagleson, the injured youth, including in its
award the costs of medical expenses incurred as a result of the accident. It may be that
it was on this basis that the company adopted the view that it had already paid its debt
in respect of the boy's injuries and may even have felt that the doctor should claim his
fee from the boy's father. Unfortunately there is no reference to the relevant facts in
the judgment and so the foregoing comments are mere speculation. In contractual
terms it could be argued that the liability of the company to the doctor existed
independently of its Iiabil~ty to the youth for his injuries and that the judgment of the
court in favour of Eagleson in the allied action did not exterminate the liability of the
company to the doctor on the basis of their contractual arrangements because even if
the company did consider that its debt to the boy had been discharged by the other
judgment the fact remained that it was still indebted to the doctor for his fees. It
would not be fair or reasonable to expect the doctor to require payment of his fees
from the boy or his father, in view of the agreement that had arisen between the
doctor and the company, even if it was for the benefit of a third party. Even in the
absence ofa contract between the doctor and the company, it is submitted that on the
basis of the actions of the director and the managing director, it would be estopped
from denying liability for the doctor's fees since he was entitled to rely on the
representations (or misrepresentations) that were made to him by two senior officials
in charge of the company's affairs. The undertaking to lay his bill before the Board of
directors could not be seen .as diminishing the undertaking that the doctor was given
because he was told not to worry about his fees as payment would be made after the
settlement had been negotiated with the boy's father.

Tulloch v Marsh 1s

6.2.2
Facts

In this case a dentist supplied and fitted a set of artificial teeth made from his own
material for an inclusive charge to the defe~dant' s wife. He sued the defendant for the
amount of £ 10 lOs. The defence was that the claim, being for professional services
was prescribed by virtue of the Placaat of Charles V. The plaintiff after taking an

IS
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impression of the mouth, made a wlcanite plate, to which he fixed suitable teeth
purchased by him. The material costs were in all about £1.

"Judgment
Innes CJ stated that the question to be decided is whether an account rendered by a
dental surgeon in respect of a plate and artificial teeth supplied in 1905 is prescribed
by the Placaat of Charles V. The Placaat was repealed by an Act of 1908 but its
provisions were still in force in cases where prescription had run before the passing of
the Act. In this case it had run before

th~t

date. According to the Placaat, the fees of

advocates, doctors and 'other workers' prescribed after two years and the magistrate
used the ca,se ofLowle v Johnstone l6 to support the interpretation that' other workers'
meant those who did similar work to the professional and clerical work done by the
persons enumerated in the Placaat. The question was thus whether the contract was
one for sale of the finished teeth, manufactured by the skill of the dentist employed, or
whether it was a hiring by the client of the skilled labour of the dentist. Innes CJ
stated that contracts of sale and of letting and hiring resemble one another and
referred to a rule in the Digest (19,12,3 and 18,1,20) and also a passage from the

Institutes referred to in argument and stated that it was a very simple one. When the
client supplies the material and the other party the work then it is letting and hiring.
When the workman produces an article manufactured by himself out of his own
material which he supplies to the customer then the contract is one not of letting and
hiring but of sale. He observed that this rule was approved by Pothier and was simple
and easy of application. It was founded, said Innes CJ, upon a real distinction of legal
principle and he could not see that there was any weight of Roman-Dutch authority
against it. He said he did not think that the passage quoted from Grotius rightly
interpreted, is the other way and the only writer that adopts a contrary view is Huber.
Innes CJ stated that it did not differ from the rule followed by the English courts in

Lee v Griffin 17• There ~e principle was stated in this way: Does the contract result in
the sale of a chattel? If so, it is a contract of purchase and sale. It can only so result,
said Innes CI, when the material is supplied by the person who does the work. That is
exactly the same principle as is laid down in the Digest. That principle, he said, was
16

17

Lowle (1907) 1'81069
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far more satisfactoty than the rule that the contract should be included in the one
category or the other, according as the value of the labour, or the material, happens to
preponderate. Because that rule is not founded upon any principle at all whereas the
other is. The passage in the Digest, 19.2.22, deals with the building of a house. That,
said Innes CJ appeared to be a contract standing very much by itself. It could be a
contract of sale, because the contractor does not sell the bricks and mortar and stone
which he puts into the house; nor does he sell the completed house, because it never
belonged to him. It approximates to a contract of letting and hiring, and was therefore,
held Innes CJ, rightly included by the Digest in that class of contracts. He stated that it
does not, however, affect the general rule laid down in the other passages of the
Digest to which he referred. Innes CJ did not agree that a distinction should be drawn
between cases where articles are bought ready made and prepared for the general
market and those where they are ordered specially by the customer at his own special
direction and according to his own special measurement or choice. He said he could
see no distinction in principle in that rule either. Innes CJ conceded that there may be
difficult cases on the borderline - as for instance where both the customer and the
person w~o does the work supply a portion of the material. It would be difficult, he
said, to getermine in such a case within which categoty the contract fell. That would
be a case where one would have to take into account the difference between the value
of the material and the value of the work. Innes CJ decided that the contract in the
present case was one of sale and that although the dentist applied a great deal of skill
in the making of the false teeth, ~e supplied the material, he made the plate and it was
bought by the client. The appeal therefore succeeded,

In his judgment Solomon J concurred that the appeal should be allowed. He stated
that contracts of sale and locatio conducti are very near akin to one another and that it
is sometimes difficult to distinguish whether a contract is one of sale or of.1etting and
hiring. Each case, 'he said, must depend on its own circumstances. He agreed that the
principle in the English case of Lee v Griffin 18 was substantially the same as that laid
down by the Digest. Where the material is supplied by the person making the finished
article by his skill, and he supplies it when it is finished, then the contract is one of
sale. When the material is supplied by the person for whom the article is made and the

18

'
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other party to the contract employs his skill upon the material of another, then the
contract is one ofletting and hiring.

Discussion
The decision in Tulloch v Marsh was subsequently applied in SA Wood Turning Mills
(Pty) Ltd v Price Bros (Pty) Ltd'9; S v Progress Dental Laboratory (Pty) Ltd And

Anotherm; Carpet Contracts (Pty) Ltd v Groblerl : ForSyth And Others v JosiZl. and in
Polpark Dispensary (Pty) Ltd v SA Pharmacy BoarcF.
Strauss24 comments with regard to Tulloch that legally speaking the contract between
a doctor and a patient would be for the letting and hiring of work (locatio conductio

operis) but that the court decided that with regard to dental services in this case that
the transaction legally amounts to a sale and not one of letting and hiring of services.
He notes that one of the interesting implications of this ruling is that the equitable
relief of the dentist claiming a reduced amount for the work done by him, irrespective
of its shortcomings, does not apply in respect of dentures and points out that the
patient who complains of a patently defective denture would be entitled to reject it,
cancel the contract with the dentist and claim damages for breach. In the case of latent
defect,. says Strauss, the patient would be able either to claim recission of the contract
or retain the denture and claim a reduction on its price. He states that these legal
remedies are available to the patient even if the dentist did not expressly guarantee
satisfaction. Contracts for the· sale of goods therefore have somewhat different
implications to contracts for the letting and hiring of services in the health care
context. Whilst generally speaking contracts for the letting and hiring of services in
relation to health care come with no guarantee of a cure or undertaking as to the end
result of those services, contracts for goods must meet the reasonable expectations of
the purchaser and the seller can be held liable for latent defects. It has previously been
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observed that where the seller professes expertise in the good sold he can also be held
liable for consequential damages2S.
In modem dental practice it is rarely the dentist who makes up the dentures but more

commonly the dental technici.an. The dental technician currently has no direct contact
with members of the public as customers. His customers are the dentists who extract
the teeth of the patient, take the moulds for the dentures and subsequently fit them
into the patient's mouth once the dental technician has constructed them. The dentist
in effect therefor sub-contracts the work of constructing the dentures to the dental
technician. Strauss comments that the Tulloch decision was interpreted by dentists as
meaning that a fee cannot be recovered unless the patient is satisfied with the denture.
He makes the point, however, that whether or not the denture is suitable must be
obj ectively ascertained and the patient's view on the subj ect is but one factor. Where
a dentist supplies a denture to a patient that has been constructed by a dental
technician it is submitted that the contract is a mixed one for both the letting and
hiring of services and the sale of the denture. The dentist himself only provides the
services while the dental technician supplies the dentures through the dentist. He
offers the view that where a crown or a bridge is supplied to a patient the contract is
unlikely to be one of sale but is rather one of the letting and hiring of services on the
basis that the crown or bridge is fixed into the patient's mouth. It is

s~bmitted,

however, that it -might be more realistic to regard such a contract as a mixed one since
the ownership of the crown or bridge, which is a physical object, hopefully passes to
the patient upon payment of the dentists fee.
2S

See Kroonstad Westelike Boere-KoIJperatiewe Vereniging BpIc v Botha and Another 1964 (3) SA S61 (A); Jqffe & Co
(Pty) Ltd v Bacchi and Another 1961 (4) SA 3S8 (T); Holmdene Brickworks (Ply) Ltd v Roberts Construction Co Ltd
1977 (3) SA 670 (A). In the latter case it was held that broadly speaking. a defect may be described as an abnonnaI
quality or attribute which destroys or substantially impairs the utility or effectiveness of the res vendita for the purpose
for which it has been sold or for which it is commonly used. Such a defect is latent when it is one which is nOt visible or
discoverable upon an inspection of the res vendita. See also Langeberg Voedsel BpIc v Sarculllm BpIc 1996 (2) SA S6S
(A); Sentrachem Ltd v Prinsloo 1997 (2) SA 1 (A); Ciba-Geigy (Pty) Ltd v LwhofFarms (Ply) Ltd en 'n Ander 2002 (2)
SA 447 (SeA) in which it was held that a merchant-dealer who publicly professes to have expert knowledge in respect
of the type of product that he sells is liable to the purchaser under the actio empti if the latter should suffer consequential
damage as a result of a latent defect in the res vendita. A latent defect is defmed as an abnormal quality or attribute
which destroys or substantially impairs the utility or effectiveness of the res vendita for the purpose for which it has been
sold or for which it is commonly used. f a l118JUIfacturer produces and markets a product without conclusive prior tests,
when the utilisation thereof in the recommended manner is potentially hazardous to the consumer, such negligence on
the part of the manufacturer may expose him to delictual liability to the consumer. Where the consumer does not acquire
the product directly fonn the manufacturer, and the manufilcturer is thus a third party, such liability amounts to what is
sometimes termed 'product liability'. A contractual nexus between the manufacturer and the consumer is not required.
Although the historical origin of the manufacturer's liability is an agreement between the manufacturer and the
distributor, the liability, which arises from the manufacture and distribution of the product, extends via the other
contracting party to any third party who utilises the product in the prescribed manner and suffers damage as a resu1t
thereof. It follows as a matter of CO\l"Se that a mamd'acturer who distributes a product commercially, which. in the CO\l"Se
of its intended use, and as the result of a defect, causes damage to the consumer thereof. acts wrongly and thus
unlawfully according to the legal convictions of the community.
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In Polpark Dispensary (pty) Ltd v ~A Pharmacy Boarf1l6 the crisp question was
whether the business that the appellant, a body corporate, wanted to conduct on
certain premises in Springs was that of "a retail pharmacist" within the meaning ofs
22 (1) (e) of the Pharmacy Acr7 ("the Act"). !fit was, it could not be carried on, for
appellant would then not be entitled to be registered as a pharmacist under the Act and
hence could not practise as such. It then followed too that the respondent, the South
African Pharmacy Board ("the Board"), would have correctly declined appellant's
application for registration under the Act; that the Transvaal Provincial Division
rightly dismissed the appellant's appeal to it u,nder section 24 and that appellant's
present appeal must be dismissed. The converse would apply if the answer to the

.

above question was in the negative: appellant's present appeal must then succeed and
its registration as a pharmacist be ordered.

Trollip JA held that the essence of "retail" in its less wide sense is the selling of
commodities in small quantities to the ultimate consumers, whether directly or
through agents of either the seller or the consumers, and whether to the public at large
or to an exclusive or limited body of consumers. The court stated that a dispensary to
a nursing home located inside its administrative section and conducted solely and
exclusively for the nursing home and its patients, all medicines to be dispensed and
supplied by it on prescriptions for patients in the home and sold and supplied to the
nursing home and not to the patients, the nursing home paying the dispensary for
them but thereafter receiving its disbursements from the patients is a "retail
pharmacist" within the meaning of s 22 (1) (e) of the Pharmacy Act which provides
that no corporate body shall be registered as a retail pharmacist unless it "shall have
been canying on business as such immediately prior to the commencement of this
Act". It was argued that, according to the above dictionary definitions, the essence of
"retail" is trading, i.e. the selling of commodities; that, by merely supplying medicines
to or~er on prescriptions a pharmacist, a professional man, does not sell and thus trade
in them; that a "retail pharmacist" therefore can only connote one who, in addition to
compounding andlor supplying prescribed medicines, trades by selling the other
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miscellaneous goods previously mentioned; and that, as appellant will not trade in
such goods, it will not be a retail pharmacist. In support of that argument counsel
relied on In re Medicaments'l, a decision in the English Restrictive Practices Court.
There the learned president (Buckley J) said at 1344H:

"The business of retail chemist consists of: (a) dispensing in response to prescriptions from
doctors or dentists, (b) the sale of proprietary medicines, and (c) the sale over the counter of a
large number of miscellaneous goods, such as cosmetics, photographic material, toiletries and
so forth, which have become traditionally connected with the trade of a chemist."
The argument, said Trollip JA is untenable. To start with its major premises are
fallacious. Where a phannacist uses his own chemical substances in compounding a

.

prescribed medicine and supplies the finished product for a price to the consumer, he
undoubtedly, according to the law, sells it. .. That also applies, of course, where he
supplies the pre,scribed medicine from his stock. He thus trades in all such medicines.
That he also trades or does not trade in the other miscellaneous goods mentioned
above is irrelevant to the question whether or not he is a retail phannacist in terms of
the Act. For the Act is concerned with the phannacy profession, not with the extrapharmaceutical or general dealer activities of phannacists. Hence the question under
consideration is to be answered by reference to a phannacist's activities with
medicines and not with the other miscellaneous goods. The fact therefore that
appellant will not trade in the other miscellaneous goods is of no significance. The
court held that the above-quoted dictum in the Medicaments case did not further
counsel's argument at all. It said that the learned president there was not construing
the phrase "the business of retail chemist" as a matter of law; he was merely stating
the kind of business that retail chemists in fact ordinarily carry on in the United
Kingdom, as revealed by the evidence before the Court.

The element of selling to the public mentioned in the definitions of "retail" in the
Afrikaans dictionaries, and the aspect of such selling usually occurring from a shop or
a place otherwise accessible to the public, as mentioned above in the HAT definition
of "retail", were also relied on. Counsel argued that the appellant, in selling the
prescribed medicines only to the patients in the clinic, would not be trading with the
public; and that the appellant's dispensary is not a shop or similar premises, but, on
28
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the contrary, they are private premises and not accessible to the public at all. Counsel
also relied on Turpin v Middlesborough Assessment Committee29 and other similar
cases that all deal with the expression "a retail shop" in an English rating statute. This
argument said the court, is also untenable for these reasons. Selling to the public is not
an essential ingredient of a retail trade. In any event, the patients in the clinic, to
whom the appellant sells the medicines prescribed for them all come from the public;
while in the clinic they can thus be regarded as members of the public, albeit only an
exclusive or limited section thereof; so this particular point made by the appellant's
counsel, said the court, loses its force. Moreover while retail trade is usually
conducted from a shop on a street or in a place open to the public, that too is not
essential in respect of a retail pharmacist" or pharmacy. According to s 1 of the Act,
"pharmacy" means "any place where is performed any act specially pertaining to the
profession of a pharmacist". A retail pharmacist can therefore cany on his business at
any place or premises and not necessarily in a shop. Turpin's and the other cases
referred to supra were therefore all inapplicable to the problem in hand. In Turpin's
case the question was whether for rating purposes under the English Rating and
Valuation (Apportionment) Act30, certain premises were primarily occupied and used
for the purposes of a "retail shop". That expression was defined as including "any
premises of a similar character" (i.e. similar to the character of a retail shop) "where
retail trade or business ... is carried on". The premises in question were held to be "a
retail shop", inter alia,

bec~use

"the public can resort (to them) for the purpose of

having - particular wants supplied therein". The court noted that on the other hand in

Toogood and Sons Ltd v Green31 , the premises were held not to be "a retail shop"
because the premises were not such that the public could resort to them for that
purpose if they wanted to. It observed that in Dolton Bournes and Dolton Ltd v

OsmontP2 a similar conclusion was reached. But, said the court, in these and other like
cases that were quoted, an entirely different statutory provision was being construed
and applied. There the inquiry wits into both the character of th~ premises and the
nature of the trade or business conducted on it. It referred especially to Ritz Cleaners

29
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Ltd v West Middlesex Assessment COTI1mittee 33 where this nature of the inquiry was
emphasised. The basic consideration was whether or not the premises were those ofa
shop, which ordinarily means a place to which the public resort for their wants. In the
present case the court found that the premises were of no materiality. It was the nature
of the business to be conducted in them that was decisive. For these reasons, said the
court, those cases were inapplicable and the argument was untenable. It noted that
whilst the appellant would also supply the clinic direct with its own medical
requirements, referred to above as ward stock, some would be supplied on, and others
without prescriptions. The clinic would keep them and would in tum supply them to
its patients in terms ofs 29 (3) (e) of the Act. The court assumed, without deciding in
favour of appellant, that the clinic could not be regarded as the ultimate consumer of
these commodities, that this part of appellant's activities would not be negligible and
that it would not constitute retail trading. Nevertheless, it said, that did not assist the
appellant. It was clear that a substantial, if not the main, part of its activities would be
the selling of prescribed medicines to

the patients in the clinic. So long as this

situation prevailed, said the court, it would be a retail pharmacist. This was the part of
its proposed activities that offended against s 22 (1) of the Act and precluded its being
registered as a pharmacist. The court found that that flaw in its application for
registration was not remedied merely because it would also carry on other activities
that were non-retail. The final conclusion therefore was that the appellant would be a
retail pharmacist within the meaning of s 22 (1) (e) of the Act, that the Board
correctly so decided and correctly refused its application for registration, and that the
TPD rightly dismissed its appeal.
The intention of the government as evidence from the provisions of section 22G ofthe
Medicines and Related Substances Act34 as amended is to change the emphasis within
pharmacies and wholesalers from of trade in medicines to professional services in
respect of which fees are payable. In such an environment the pharmacist will be in
much the same position as the dentist selling dentures constructed by a dental
technician and, it is submitted, the contract will be a mixed one for the sale of goods
and the letting and hiring of services.

33
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6.2.3

Sutherland v White 3S

Facts
The plaintiff, a dentist, extracted the teeth of the defendant and agreed to supply him
with a set of false teeth for an amount found by the magistrate to be £22 lOs. A
temporary set was supplied at the beginning of August 1909. In September 1910 the
plaintiff supplied the defendant with a permanent set. On October 17tJa 1910, the
plaintiff wrote demanding payment. The defendant replied by letter to say: "Then
again 1 only got my teeth on 28tJa September, which unfortunately are not correct yet.
Independent of that 1 shall carry out my part and will let you have what 1 can this
month ... " In F ebroary or March 1911 the defendant wrote to the plaintiff s assistance,
Nisbet, and complained of the fit of the lower case of the set supplied by the plaintiff.
Nisbet took a fresh cast and remade the lower case. Two or three weeks later the
defendant returned and Nisbet adjusted the 'bite' of the back teeth and lower jaw. In
June 1911 the upper case was remodelled by Nisbet who stated that the defendant at
the time seemed satisfied. In August 1911 the defendant again told Nisbet that the
teeth were not comfortable. During that month an account was sent by the plaintiff to
the defendant who wrote on 8th August: 'I am in receipt of your account today. Please
send me a correct statement and 1 shall remit an instalment as per our agreement." Tl:1e
defendant paid £ 15 on account. The plaintiff sued for the balance which he alleged to
be £ 12 lOs. The defendant counterclaimed that, if the plaintiff had failed to supply
him with a properly fitting set of false teeth, he should be ordered to repay the
defendant the amount already paid by the latter to the plaintiff, the defendant
tendering to return the set of false teeth. Judgement was given in the court a quo in
favour for the plaintiff because the defendant made no complaint as to the teeth after
July 1911 and did not .return th~m or take steps to have them altered by the plaintiff
after that date. He was therefore taken to have accepted them in spite

o~ their

being

unsatisfactory and was therefore liable for an amount of £7 lOs.

Judgment

35
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Kotze JP stated that it was necessary to look at the nature of the contract and the
conduct of the parties. He observed that it may be quite true on the authority of Le

Roux v Visse,-'36 and Thurston & Co v JudZin & C0 37 and many other cases decided by
the courts that if a person keeps an article after has become aware of a defect or that
the quality of the article is not according to sample, or according to contract in some
other respect and does not with reasonable promptness return the article, then the
inferenc~ m~y

fairly be drawn that he has waived whatever objection he could

otherwise have raised by way of a legal defence and that he can no longer resist a
claim for payment ifhe is sued for the value of the goods. The circumstances of the
present case, were, he

sai~,

peculiar and that the nature of the work and of the

undertaking which had to be performed by the dentist should be looked at. He noted
that it appeared that he himself considered that the teeth n~t fitting in the first instance
it was his duty, as he had undertaken to supply a proper and usable set of teeth, from
time to time so to adjust them that they might fit the mouth of the defendant and
answer the purpose for which they were originally ordered. This went on up to June
and when in August, the account for the teeth was sent in, Sutherland met Nisbet in
the street

~d

told him that the teeth were not yet comfortable. The judge president

stated that it seemed to him that when a man undertakes to do such a delicate matter
as to supply a full set offalse teeth, that it is his duty to supply such teeth as to answer
the purpose intended. That is his contract which he has to perform. The court found
that it could not fairly be said from the evidence that the defendant when he wrote the
two letters had in mind the fact that the plaintiff had not performed adequately in
terms of the contract. It found that he was in fact saying that he accepted that he owed
the money and that the dentist would adjust the teeth so that they fitted properly. The
court said, however that it was not clear that the defendant intended to convey by the
letters that he intended at all events, whether the teeth fitted or not, to pay the dentist
the full amount agreed upon. Consequently it was held that the magistrate erred in
ruling that, as the teeth had not been promptly returned the defendant must pay in full.
It ruled that the plaintiff could not recover on a contract which he had not properly
carried out unless he could show clearly that, notwithstanding that, the defendant
undertook to pay for the defective set of teeth. The expert evidence showed that the
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false teeth were in fact worthless to the defendant. Consequently the appeal was
allowed with costs and the judgment in the court below altered to one of absolution
from the instance.

Discussion
This case, it seems, was also decided largely on the basis ofa contract of purchase and
sale. However the court also acknowledged the need of the services of the dentist in
a~justing

the dentures until they fitted properly. The remedy granted was, however,

based on the unsuitability of the teeth for their intended purpose and the court
effectively permitted the recission of the contract of sale between the patient and the
dentist.. It is submitted that in reality there is no difference between the nature of the
relationship between a dentist and a patient and a doctor and a patient in the sense that
the dentist provides mainly services to patients in the form of cleaning, filling and
repairing teeth, not to mention the infamous root canal treatment and the treatment of
abscesses and similar infections within the mouth and gums. It sometimes happens
that due to the nature of the treatment, a product or good is also included in the
transaction. The cases involving the sale of dentures clearly do not mean that every
contract between a dentist and a patient involves a contract of sale. Dispensing
doctors sell medicines to their patients but they also, hopefully, provide diagnostic
and other services such as advice to the patient on his or her health condition, the
taking of blood pressure and pulse rates etc which means that the contract is a mixed
one for goods and services. In situations where a medicine is not suitable for the
purpose for which it was sold, the patient should similarly be able to return it to the
doctor (provided of course that it has not been opened or substantially consumed) in
much the same way as the patient of a dentist can return a set of dentures.
Unfortunately in the case of medicines the proof of the pudding is often in the eating
and it is only once the medicine has been partially or completely consumed that it
becomes apparent that it is not effective or suitable for its intended purpose. However,
it is submitted that where a doctor sells a patient a medicine that has expired for
example and the patient happens to notice the expiry date on the container prior to
using it, he or she is perfectly entitled to return it to the doctor with a request for one
that has not expired or a refund for the fee paid for the medicine.
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The court in Sn7it 11 Worknlen's Conlpensation Con7nlissioner38 set out the distinction
between a locatio conductio operis and a locatio conductio operarum as follows.
Joubert JA noted that in Roman law the letting and hiring of the labour or services of
free men (liberi) could be regulated by two species of locatio conductio, viz locatio

conductio operarum and locatio condu~tio operis (faciendi).

Si~ce a slave was

a mere

thing (res) he himselfwas incapable of letting his labour or services but ifhis owner
did so then such a contract was construed as a letting of the slave as a thing (res), i.e.

locatio conductio rei. He stated that locatio conductio operis (faciendi), involved the
letting and hiring of a particular piece of work or job to be done as a whole (opus

faCiendum). This was a consensual contract whereby the workman as employee or
hirer (conductor or redemptor operis) undertook to perform or execute a particular
piece of work or job as a whole (opusfaciendum) for the employer as lessor (locator

operis) in consideration for a fixed money payment (merces). The workman who
undertook to perform or execute the work was deemed to be the hirer of the work

(conductor or redemptor operis) whereas the employer who undertook to pay the
merces for the execution of the work was considered to be the lessor of the work
(locator operis). What the parties to the contract contemplated was not the supply of
services or a certain amount of labour but the execution or performance of a certain
specified work as a whole. Here the subject-matter of the contract was not the supply
of services or labour as such but the product or result of lab our. The conductor operis,
as it were, hired the execution or performance of the work (opus) from the locator
operis. The contract was principally utilized in the following ways, viz:
(i)

in the building industry where the conductor operis undertook to erect a house or
building with his own materials on a building site provided by the locator
operas;

(ii)

i the manufacturing industry where the conductor operis undertook to

manufacture or construct some obj ect from material supplied to him for the
purpose by the locator operis, eg the building of a ship; the commissioning of a
goldsmith to fashion rings from gold delivered to him for the purpose;
(iii) where articles were handed to craftsmen to work on, or to repair or to clean, eg

jewels sent to a jeweller to be set or engraved, clothes handed to a fuller to be
cleaned;
38
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(iv) in the transportation of goods or passengers;
(v)

in the training of slaves.

In all these instances the conductor operis undertook to produce a certain result on a
person or physical thing which was handed to him by the locator operis. The

conductor operis was bound to complete the work properly according to the
specifications and terms of the contract. Inasmuch as he undertook to produce the
promised result or product he was not bound to obey the orders or instructions of the

locator operis in regard to the manner of canying out the work. It was moreover not
incumbent on the conductor operis to perform the work himself unless otherwise
agreed upon. The nature of the work often necessitated the employment of assistants
by him, eg to man a cargo or passenger ship, to erect a building, to construct an
irrigation canal. There was in principle nothing to prevent him from subcontracting
(subject to contrary agreement) since he remained contractually responsible for the
finished product. He was liable for all defects in the work (opus vitiosum), whether
due to his own lack of skill (imperitia) or carelessness (culPa), or to that of his
assistants. It was often agreed that the work had to be performed to the satisfaction or
approval (adprobatio) of the locator operis or a third party who had to judge the
quality of the work according to an objective standard (arbitrium viri boni). The

locator operis had to pay the merces agreed upon provided the work was satisfactorily
executed. The merces could be fixed as a lump sum (per aversionem) payable upon
completion of the work, or could be calculated according to the measure of work done
or by time (per diem).

Locatio conductio operarum. is known in Dutch as
verhuur van diensten". In

R~man-Dutch

'~dienstcontract"

or "huur en

law it covers all contracts of letting and

hiring of personal services in respect of domestic servants (dienstboden, jamuli

domestici),

workmen

(werklieden),

labourers

(arbeyders,

arbeidsmannen),

apprentices, (ambagtsjongen), sailors (bootgesellen, schipsgesellen, schiplieden,

schiplien, matrozen) and other types of employees. The contract of service was not
restricted to unskilled services as in Roman law but extended to include skilled
services. It should be noted, however, that liberal services (operae liberales) rendered
by professional men, such as advocates and doctors, fall outside the ambit of locatio

conductio operarum owing to historical reasons stemming from Roman law. The legal
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relationship between such professional men and their clients is construed and treated
as a contract of mandate.
In most cases the contract between a health professional and a patient would be a
locatio conductio operis. It is unlikely that the relationship between health

professional and the patient would ever be a locatio conductio operaTUm which is
essentially a contract of employment. It is possible that a nurse might be employed to
take care of an elderly person by that person or his or her family in which case the
nurse might be seen as an employee of a patient. However in many instances such
nurses tend to the employees of agencies that supply nurses to persons requiring their
services in which case the contractual relationship of employment would be between
the nurse and the agency rather than the nurse and the patient.
Oates v Niland 39

6.2.4

Facts

The plaintiff was a dentist who lived at Somerset East but who made periodic visits to
Adelaide in which district the defendant lived. In lune 1911 the defendant consulted
the plaintiff who made for him a plate containing a certain number of teeth. The
defendant was informed that there was generally

s.om~

difficulty in getting

accustomed to the plates and that he must persevere in wearing his. From this time
until August 1912 the plaintiff heard nothing further until apparently by accident, the
parties met in the town of Adelaide. Between lune 1911 and August 1912 the
defendant had had a tooth extracted and this had been followed by shrinkage of the
gum. During that period of over a year n~ complaint whatever had been received that
the teeth were not fitting and no notice of any dissatisfaction with the plate was given
to the plaintiff. The defendant knew where the plaintiff was living yet sent no letter to
him. Even in August 1912, he did not repudiate the contract and the teeth showed
signed of having been considerably used. He further acquiesced in the plaintitrs
suggestions that another tooth should be added to the plate to fill the vacancy caused
by the extraction of the tooth referred to.
39
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Judgment
Under all these circumstances said Juta JP, it would be going very far to say that the
defendant had not accepted the teeth. The additional tooth was subsequently added to
the plate which was then sent to the defendant and another year passed ·with not a
word communicated by the defendant to the plaintiff to the effect that the plate did not

fit. The court said that he could not wait until 1914 when he was sued for payment to
complain that he never accepted the plate and that it did not fit. The appeal was
allowed with costs and the judgment of the court below altered to one ofjudgment for
the plaintiffwith costs.

Kotze J agreed with the judgment of Juta JP saying that it was the duty of the
defendant to notify the plaintiff that the teeth were not suitable and did not fit. Instead
he says that he waited for the plaintiff to visit Adelaide. He said it was too late to say
that the teeth were unsuitable and· distinguished the present case from that of

Sutherland v White stating that the circumstances in. that case were very different to
those of the present case.

Discussion
In this case the contract was also essentially one of sale. The patient was, however,
using the teeth and made no effort to pay the dentist despite the fact that they were
clearly serviceable. If the patient accepts the goods and uses them, it does not lie
within his mouth to say that he should not be obliged to pay for them. This case is
clearly different from that of Sutherland v White due to the fact that the teeth in the
latter case were unsuitable. Where the product is of such a nature that it is required to
be fitted or adjusted to suit the patient, a proper opportunity to do so must be given to
the supplierw.

Hewatt v Rendel 41

6.2.5

40
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Facts
A surgeon undertook to remove a growth from the patient for the main purpose of
obtaining a bacteriological report from the South African Institute of Medical
Research. She had been suffering from an affection of the nose and throat and had
consulted several specialists. When it became clear that she was not making progress
she was, referred to the plaintiff for an operation to remove a specimen from her nose
for the purpose of obtaining the report. The operation was done at the Kensington
Sanatorium and during the procedure, some of the growth was removed and placed in
a bottle which was in tum handed to the theatre sister in attendance. She was
instructed to send it immediately to the Institute for testing. When the operation had
been completed the plaintiff asked the sister if the specimen had been sent away and
she confirmed that it had. That was the last that was seen of the bottle containing the
specimen. It never reached the Institute. At the same time Dr Hewat had taken a slide
for private examination at his rooms and upon which he based his opinion at the trial
as to the plaintiff's condition. After waiting for several days for the report to arrive
from the Institute, the defendant's husband was eventually informed that the specimen
had been lost. The defendant stated that on hearing of the loss, her condition became
worse. She was very ill from the shock of hearing that the specimen was lost and
could not sleep. A further operation was undertaken to remove yet another specimen
and this was sent to the Institute for examination. The reports were duly obtained. The
second operation would not have been necessary if the specimen taken at the first had
not been lost.

Judgment
De Waal J observed that the question to be determined was whether the loss of the
specimen taken at the first operation was attributable to the plaintiff and whether it is
such proof of negligence that justifies a verdict for the defendant on the claim in '
reconvention. On the one hand the plaintiff contended that he had complied with the
terms of the agreement as soon as he had removed the specimen, placed it in the bottle
and handed it over to the theatre sister with instructions. He argued that the practice of
doing so was reasonable and universally adopted by the profession and that all that
was required of him, after having in attendance a duly qualified theatre sister, was to
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comply with the procedure not unreasonable in itself and usually adopted at the
sanatorium where the operation was performed, which was that the operating surgeon
hands the specimen in a bottle to the theatre sister, that she in tum hands it to the
nurse in attendance who gives it to the porter for transmission to the Institute by a
carrier: On the other hand, observed the judge, it was contended for the defendant that
the contract which the doctor had undertaken was specifically for the purpose of
ensuring that the specimen reached the Institute and not merely for the purpose

o~

removing it and that the sanatorium through its nurses and porter, never became her
agent for that purpose. It was argued that they were intermediaries or agents employed
by the plaintiff and that the plaintiff was responsible in law for any loss or damage
cause through their negligence. The court stated that if there was an absolute contract
undertaken by the plaintiff to transmit or deliver, and ifin law the sanatorium became
his agent for that delivery, it would seem that his reliance on the practice universally
obtaining at the sanatorium, and the fact that the practice was reasonable, was no
defence to a counterclaim. The court found that there was no evidence that the
practice was universal. A witness from the Institute testified that it did business with
doctors only and that a specimen from a layperson would not be accepted. When a
specimen was received from a nursing institution the doctor's name had to accompany
it and the report was directed to the doctor. As far as the Institute was concerned it
was the doctor who sent the specimen. Doctors also daily handed the witness
specimens by hand and the Institute also received specimens by post. De Waal J
stated that it was not in his opinion the usual concern of either the sanatorium or its
theatre sister to see to the despatch of specimens to the Institute.
The court observed that reliance was placed on Perionows/cy v Freeman 42 • In that case
a patient was scalded after having been placed in a bath heated to an excessively high
temperature and by being kept therein for an improper length of time. The defendant
who had given the instructions to the nurses to give the patient a hot bath pleaded the
negligence of the nurses over whom they had no control and it was moreover the
usual practice to leave the baths to the nurses. In charging the jury Cockburn CJ said
"The defendants cannot be held liable for the negligence of the nurses unless they
were near enough to be aware of it and to prevent it". He also relied on Van Wyk v

42
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Lewis43 • In that case the plaintiff sought to claim damages on the following grounds:

the defendant, a surgeon, performed a difficult abdominal operation on the defendant.
The operation took place at the hospital at night, defendant being duly assisted by a
qualified theatre sister. At the conclusion of the operation one of the swabs used by
the defendant was overlooked and remained in the patient's body for a period of
twelve months. It appeared that at the conclusion of the operation the defendant on
being satisfied upon the nurse's assurance that she had duly accounted for all the
swabs used, proceeded to stitch up the patient. It also appeared that the system
adopted at the hospital at the operation for checking and counting the swabs used was
one usually adopted and reasonable. It was held that the surgeon was not liable even if
it could be proved, a point not decided, that the sister had beeD: guilty of negligence.

But, said De Waal I, to his mind'the principles underlying the decisions in those cases
did not apply in the present case for these reasons: Where a difficult operation has to
be perfonned, a patient who employs a surgeon to perform the operation must be
deemed to have consented to the employment of the services of a theatre sister as it is
manifestly impossible for a surgeon, concerned as he is mainly with the success of his
•

operation and the safety of his patient, to attend to the many details, some of them
merely mechanical, which are ordinarily relegated to the sister. Supposing therefore,
Dr Heat had, after removing the specimen from the respondent's nose, handed it to the
theatre sister and she had negligently dropped it on the floor so as to render it useless
for examination by the Institute, he would not be liable. The negligence would be that
of the theatre sister for which the operating surgeon could not be held liable as at that
stage, i.e. during the operation, she would not be the agent of the surgeon but rather of
the patient, who must be deemed to have consented to her present and employment. If
therefore the operation is such as to necessitate the presence of a theatre sister, the
surgeon would not be accountable for the negligence during the operation. But where
the main object of the operation is to remove a specimen from the body of the patient
for subsequent analysis, the theatre sister ceases to be the agent of the patient at the
conclusion of the operation in so far as the specimen is concerned. Thereafter it
becomes his duty, and his alone, to ensure that the specimen reaches its proper
destination. That duty he cannot delegate nor has he discharged it until the specimen
43
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has been delivered to the Institute. In any failure in that regard, therefore, he is
responsible to the patient. If he, instead of making sure that the specimen reaches the
Institute, hands it over to another and through the failure of that other it becomes lost,
he is answerable to the patient for that loss. It is he who elects to employ an agent for
the purpose of transmitting the specimen to the Institute and not the patient, and for
the negligence of his agent ~e is liable to the patient. The theatre sister, the nurse, the
porter or the carrier at the Kensington Sanatorium were none of them at any time the
agent of the respondent. On the other hand, the appellant cited them as his agents and
relied on them to deliver the specimen at the Institute. It was, however, argued that in
adopting this means of delivering the specimen the surgeon was not. acting
unreasonably ,and that as a. reasonable man, he was entitled to assume that the
specimen would reach its destination in due course: But, said De WaaI J, it is not a
question of reasonableness at all. The appellant contracted with the respondent to
remove a specimen from her nose and to deliver it at the Institute and he failed to
perform one important obligation imposed upon him by the 'terms of the contract. Had
he, for instance, handed the specimen to his own trusted servant who lost it in
transmission, he would be allowed legally to plead the reasonableness of this act in
employing that 'servant as a defence to an action by the respondent based on breach of
contract. Consequently, said De Waal J, he had come to the conclusion that the
appellant was liable to the respondent in damages for the loss of the specimen and that
the appeal must be dismissed with costs. Tindall J gave a concurring judgment.

Discussion
This case is a useful illustration of the difference between the law of contract and the
law of delict. Failure to perform a legal duty imposed by the law of delict can be
defended on the grounds that the tortfeasor was reasonable in his or her actions.
Failure to perform a contractual duty cannot since the parties had undertaken. the
contract with a view to achieving a specific result and the failure of one of the parties
to perform a particular act which was a sine qua non for that result would constitute
breach of the contract. It is quite common these days for the private hospital or other
institution to ensure that tissue samples removed in theatre are sent to pathology
laboratories or are collected by pathology laboratories were these are remote from the
hospital premises. The position of the doctor in such cases would have to be
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ascertained from the circumstances of the agreement with the patient since it is
unusual these days for doctors to go driving off to pathology laboratories to deliver
their tissue samples for testing. If a doctor specifically undertook to remove tissue for
the purpose of a biopsy and it was not explained to the patient that the division of
work between the doctor and the hospital meant that the latter would be responsible
for ensuring that the specimen reached its destination then it is quite likely that the
doctor could still be held responsible by the patient for breach of contract in the event
of the failure of the specimen to reach its intended destination. Where the object ofthe
treatment was not specifically the removal of a specimen for testing and this was
rather an incident of a surgical procedure undertaken for other, albeit related purposes,
the loss of the specimen may not necessarily be regarded as a breach of contract on .
the part of the medical practitioner who removed it for testing. It is likely that in
practice in the private sector, litigation due to the loss of a specimen would include
both the hospital and the medical practitioner as defendants. The division of labour
between doctor and hospital may not be clear to the patient and indeed certain
functions might even constitute ajoint responsibility. The terms of the contract with
the doctor and the circumstances of the treatment in each case would be the
determinants of whether or not the doctor was in breach. The decision in this case
does not contradict that of Van Wyk v Lewis since the court in that case came to the
conclusion that it was the responsibility of the nursing sister and not that of the
surgeon to count the swabs. The court in that case almost stated in so many words that
the patient had sued the wrong person but refused to comment further on the actions
or omissions of the theatre sister because they were not before the court. In Van Wyk v
Lewis there was no express or even implied term in the contract that the surgeon was

responsible for the removal of the swabs and it was normal practice for the surgeon
and the nursing staff employed by the hospital to work as a team. The removal of
swabs from the patient's body in the operating theatre was not the focal point of any
contract that the patient and the doctor in Van Wyk v Lewis may have entered into. In
Hewatt, on the other hand, the dispatch of the specimen to the testingJacility was part

of the raison d'etre of the contract. The patient would not have agreed to undergo the
surgery if she had known that the specimen would not reach its intended destination.
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6.2.6

Reesei's Estate v Meine 44

Facts
The plaintiff, a doctor, performed an operation on the father on the defendant, without
obtaining what he knew to be the necessary authority of the defendant and in defiance
of the express instructions of the defendant that the operation should be performed by
two other doctors, Z and P. The defendant's father subsequently died. The defendant
was not informed of the time and place of the operation but on visiting the hospital
found that his father was in the

~perating

theatre and the plaintiff was dressing in

preparation to operate. The defendant asked where Z and P were and the plaintiff told
him that they could not be obtained. The defendant told the plaintiff that he should
have canied out his instructions. The plaintiff replied that nothing could be done
about it and that Dr A was administering the anaesthetic. The defendant was angry
and the plaintiff was evasive and embarrassed. In an action against the defendant, as
executor of the deceased's estate, for fees in connection with the operation, the
magistrate, though he fo~nd that the plaintiff knowingly operated upon the deceased
against the defendant's necessary and express instructions, found for the plaintiff on
the ground of acquiescence, based on the defendant's failure to stop the operation and
on the fact that he allowed the plaintiff to attend the patient for six weeks after the
operation.

Judgment
The plaintiff argued that he had operated on the deceased with the full consent of the
latter and that no further consent or authority from anyone was necessary to entitle
him to payment.

Lewis A1 noted that with regard to the question as to whether the deceased had
himself consented to and authorised the plaintiff's operating personally upon him,
reliance was placed upon two facts - the "form of consent to operation" signed by the
deceased and the direct evidence of the plaintiff. The plaintiff attached great

44
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importance to the form and contended that the object of obtaining the signature of the
patient to this form was not only to cover the doctor performing the operation but to
bind the patient to the doctor whose name appears on the case sheet i.e. in this case
the plaintiff. The evidence of Drs Ziervogel and Phillips, however, disposed of this
contention. Their evidence was to the effect that the signature of the patient on the
consent form does not bind the patient to any particular doctor whose name appears
on the case sheet and that the primary purpose of obtaining the signature ofthe patient
to such a form is to protect the hospital authorities by procuring in advance the
consent of the patient to submit to an operation; the very wording of the form shows
that the patient agrees "to leave the nature and extent of the operation to the discretion
of the surgeons." Lewis AJ stated that in his reply to the request for particulars the
plaintiff had relied on the "form of consent to operation" in so far only as the date
thereof enabled him to fix the date when the deceased had given his express consent
to the plaintiff operating upon him; that express consent was there stated to be a
verbal consent only. It was alleged that the deceased made no stipulation as to who
. should consent to the operation when it was discussed with him and that when the
plaintiff advised him that he would perform the operation the deceased raised no
objection. Lewis AJ said that it did not necessarily follow that because the evidence of
the plaintiff on this point was uncontradicted, it should necessarily be accepted. There
was only the plaintiffs evidence in support of his allegations. The plaintiffs evidence
stood alone and though there was no rule of law that a claim against a deceased estate
must be corroborated, it is a ,sound rule ofpractice that when such a claim depends on
the oral and uncorroborated testimony of the claimant is should be very strictly
scrutinised45• It was not necessary, said Lewis AJ to decide where this evidence
should be accepted because even assuming that it was accepted, this did not conclude
the case in his favour. Lewis AJ said it was true that ordinarily the consent of an adult
in full possession of his mental faculties (as was admitted to be the case of the
deceased) would be sufficient authority for the performance of a

s~rgical

operation

upon him. But there were some very special features of this case which took it out of
the ordinary run of cases and a perusal of the evidence of the plaintiff as a whole
satisfied the court that on his own admission he was well aware that in order to perfect
his mandate to operate upon the deceased, he required not only the consent of the
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deceased but also the consent and authority of the defendant. The evidence of the
defendant was that the deceased was an elderly man of 68 years of age and in bad
health. The defendant says he managed his father's affairs generally on account of his
father's insufficient knowledge of English and Afrikaans and he said further that he
. had undertaken financial responsibility for the expenses of his father's illness. The
court said that it did not seem unlikely in these circumstances that the defendant
should have been consulted in regard to the proposed operation upon the deceased and
.that the consent and authority of the defendant should have been regarded as being as
essential~

ifnot more essential, than that of the deceased himself. There was also vel)'

strong evidence on the part of the plaintiff that he too regarded the proposed operation
in this light. The plaintiff admitted that he debited his fees to the defendant and that
there was no account against the deceased in his books. He also admitted to
discussing the treatment of the deceased with the defendant and that the

deceas~d

usually consulted with his son before treatment was carried out. Lewis AJ observed
that the fact that there was no account in the name of the deceased in the books of the
plaintiff coupled with the defendant's statement that he had undertaken financial
responsibility for his father's illness afforded some ground for the view that the action
should have been brought against the defendant personally and not against the estate
of the deceased. He stated that it at all events lent strong support to the case set up by
the defendant that he had a vel)' material, as well as a moral, interest in the proposed
operation on his father, that his consent to the operation was in the circumstances
necessary and that the plaintiff was fully aware and recognised this. Indeed, said
Lewis AJ, the case for the defendant on this point was conceded in the most express
terms by the plaintiff himself when he said "the instructions for the operation came
from the defendant and his father. I would not have operated without their consent."

In the face of these admissions the court found that it was quite impossible to hold
otherwise than that the plaintiff was well aware of and fully accepted the fact that
before operating personally on the deceased he required the consent and authority, not
only of the deceased but of the defendant as well. In giving judgment the magistrate
stated that "it seems to me that plaintiff acted precipitately and without due
consideration for the patient and his relatives. His haste was not justified. The
probability is therefore that he intended to operate himself against the wishes of the
defendant." Lewis AJ said that the only criticism of the court of this remark of the
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magistrate is that what the magistrate stated to be a probability appeared on the
evidence to be a practical certainty. Lewis AJ stated that on the evidence the plaintiff
petfonned the operation on the deceased without having obtained what was to his
knowledge the necessary consent and authority of the defendant and in defiance of the
express instructions of the defendant that the operation should be performed by Drs
Ziervogel and Phillips.
On the question ofwhether the defendant acquiesced to the operation Lewis AJ noted
that Halsbury Laws of England said of acquiescence that: "in its proper legal sense, it
implies that a person abstains from intetfering while a violation ofhis legal rights is in
progress and that "acquiescence operates by way of estoppel. It is quiescence in such
circumstances that assent may reasonably inferred and is an instance of estoppel by
words or conduct". Lewis JA stated that bearing this in mind it was difficult to hold
that the conduct of the defendant in the circumstances to which the magistrate referred
could be called acquiescence even in the popular sense of the word. The defendant
was in no position to stop the operation because steps had already been taken and the
patient was already under anaesthetic and had undergone a certain amount ofnsk. Dr
Meine said that nothing further could be done about it and, he took the view that if
there was a possibility of stopping the .operation without danger to his father it was up
to Dr Meine on his (the defendant's representations, to stop the operation. The
defendant said that he did not consent while in the changing room to the plaintiff's
perfonnance of the operation. On the contrary he made it clear that he had no
authority. Lewis AJ held that if acquiescence operates by way of estoppel it is
impossible to see how or what the events which took place at the hospital could or
should estop the defendant from resisting the plaintifP s claim on the ground that th~
plaintiff had no authority to operate on the deceased. He said that the magistrate erred
in regarding the fact that the defendant allowed the plaintiff to continue to care for the
patient for a period of six wees after the operation and to perfonn a post-mortem
examination on his body as evidence of acquiescence. The defendant gave two
reasons for this. The first was that after an operation, post-operative treatment is
necessary and he did not think any other doctor would have taken on the post..
operative treatment. The second was that once he had operated on the deceased
without the patient's consent, his confidence was shaken. He allowed the plaintiff to
continue to treat the deceased because he was in a bad way after the operation and he
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was afraid that a change of doctors would shock the deceased in his weak condition.
The court said this last reason did not appear at all to be an unreasonable one because
the plaintiff had been in attendance on the deceased for several months and the reason
why he had originally been called in to attend to the deceased was that he was able to
converse with him in German. In any event, said the court, the acquiescence had to be
proved in relation to the operation and the fact 'that the defendant acquiesced in the
plaintiff continuing with the care of the deceased after the operation was no evidence
of acquiescence to the operation itself. 'Consequently the court held that the plaintiff
was not entitled to any fee for the operation which he performed without the
necessary authority of the defendant. It also held that he could not successfully claim
the fee of the anaesthetist or tlie consultant employed in connection with the
unauthorised operation assuming that the consultation did in fact, take place. The
appeal was allowed with costs and the judgment of the magistrate altered to one in
favour of the defendant with costs.

Discussion

IiJ. this case the contract was not between the patient and the medical practitioner. If it
had been then the court should have found that the patient's deceased estate was liable
for the costs of the surgery to the patient. It was if anything between the patient's son
and the medical practitioner since the former had taken financial responsibility for his
father's medical expenses. The case illustrates the importance of the need to
distinguish between informed consent to treatment and the acceptance of contractual
liability for payment for that treatment. The patient informed consent of the patient in
this case to the surgery performed upon him did not save the medical practitioner
from the repudiation of his claim in contract for the expenses incurred. In fact the
court in this case suggested that it was not the patient's deceased estate that should
have been the defendant in this case but the patient's son in his personal capacity
since the medical practitioner knew full well that it was in his personal capacity that
he was contracting for his father's medical expenses., The contract between the
medical practitioner and the patient's son could have been seen as a stipulatio alter;
but for the fact that it was apparently never the intention of either the patient or his
son that the former should become a party to the contract with the medical
practitioner. In fact it was the intention of the son that no contract at all between the
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plaintiff and himself or the patient should arise in respect of the surgery to be
conducted on his father since the son had expressly stated that he wanted two other
medical practitioners to cany out the surgery. There was thus no intention on the part
of the son ever to contract with Dr Meine for the surgery on his father. Dr Meine's
legal counsel no doubt knew this and it was probably one of the reasons why the
action was launched against the deceased estate of the patient rather than against the
son in his personal capacity. Technically Dr Meine may have had a claim for unjust
enrichment against the patient in the absence of a contractual relationship between
them but it seems that this was never pleaded and in any event it would probably have
been quite difficult to prove enrichment given the fact that the patient appears to have
died not long after the operation was perfonned. The case is interesting because no
legal relationship seems to have arisen between the medical practitioner and the
patient despite that fact that the former performed surgery upon the latter.
In any event the decision of the court seems to have been a just one since it appears

that Dr Meine deliberately and unethically prevailed upon a weak and ailing old man,
in the absence of his son's protective presence and in the full knowledge that the son
had requested other doctors to perform the operation, to allow him to perform it
instead. Ordinarily, in the absence of a duty of support owed by a child to its aged
parent46, there would be no liability on the part of the child for the medical expenses
of the parent due to the legal requirements of privity of contract and the fact that one
adult person cannot in the absence of a legal duty of support be held liable for the
debts of another47• However, in this particular case the son had clearly taken it upon
himself to contract for his father's medical treatment as evidenced by the fact that
invoices had previously been sent to the son in respect of such treatment of the father
by Dr Meine.
The Medical Schemes Act48 defines a dependant as follows:

47

In Smith v Mutual & Federal Insurance Co Ltd 1998 (4) SA 626 (e) the court noted that: "The question whether the
parent is 80 indigent that a child becomes liable to support his parent depends on all the circumstances of each case.
Furthmnore, the parent must show that he or she is in want of what should, considering his or her station in life, be
regarded u necessities. It must also be mentioned that a parent is not entitled to claim support from a child if the parent
is able to maintain himsel£" See also Oosthuizen v Stanley 1938 AD 322
See for instance Atlas Organic Fertilizers (Pry) Ltd v Pikkewyn Ghwano (Pry) Ltd and Othen 1981 (2) SA 173 (1');
Manousakis and Another v Renpal Entertainment CC 1997 (4) SA "2 (e); Aussenkehr Farms (Pty) Ltd v Trio
Transport CC 2002 (4) SA 483 (SeA)
Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998
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'dependant'means-

(a)

the spouse or partner, dependent children or other members of the member's
immediate family in respect of whom the member is liable for family care and
support; or

(b)

any other person who, under the rules of a medical scheme, is recognised as a
dependant of a member;

The question as to whether a memb~r of a ~edical scheme can be held liable for the
costs of medical

e~penses

incurred by an adult ~family member who is a registered

dependent of the member i~ a situation in which the medical expenses in question fall
outside the scope of the benefits payable by the scheme is worthy of further
examination. Assume that a son has registered his ,mother, the recipient of a modest
pension, as a dependent with the medical scheme of which he is a member. The
mother is admitted to hospital for treatment and the medical scheme pays only part of
the bill. Can the hospital, in the absence of an expres~ undertaking by the son to stand
surety or on some other basis pay his mother's hospital fees, be held liable for the
balance of the account? Paragraph (a) of the definition of dependent seems to suggest
that in order for a person to be registered as a dependent of a member of a medical
scheme there must be some pre-existing legal liability in terms 'of a duty of support.
Where there is a duty of support the argument that the son in the example under
discussion is liable for his mother's medical expenses becomes stronger. However,
the duty of support, including the legal obligation to pay for medical expenses, lies
between mother and son and not necessarily between the son and the hospital. If the
son did not consent to his mother's admission to hospital because he knew that the
medical scheme would not pay for certain procedure~ and instead stipulated that she
should be admitted to a government hospital were the costs would be fully covered by
the medical scheme, it is difficult to see how he could be held liable for the balance of
the private hospital account. His mother, as an adult of sound mind and full
contractual capacity had the power to enter into a contract with the hospital in her
own right. The son would

~ot

be a party to that contract and there can thus be no
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claim against him by the hospital merely because his mother is registered as his
dependant with his medical scheme. The duty of support ofa child to a parent is very
much dependent both for its nature and content on the circumstances of each case and
is generally quite different to the duty of support owed by a parent to a child.
Furthermore, paragraph (b) of the definition of a dependant in the Medical Schemes
Act tends to suggest that a person can be registered as a dependant ofa member in the
absence of a legal duty of support owed by the member to that dependant. Thus the
registration of a person as a dependant of a member of a medical scheme is not
necessarily proof of a legal duty of support owed by the member to the dependant. A
hospital or health professional who tries to hold an adult child liable for medical costs
incurred by his mentally competent parent would have to show in the circumstances
of the particular case that there was a legal duty of support owed to the parent by that
child49.lfthere is more than one child, as is often the case, then technically the duty of
support may have to be proven against all of the children and not necessarily just the
member of the medical scheme who had registered his mother as a dependant since
the duty to support a parent cannot rest on the shoulders of only one child and not
those of other sib li ngsso. There is a reciprocal duty of support between spouses. Sl In
certain circumstances there may even be a duty of support owed by a grandchild to a
49

so

51

In Smith v Mutual & Federal1nsurant:e Co Ltd 1998 (4) SA 626 (C) Gihwala AJ observed that: "If parents are indigent,
their children, even if minors, are liable to support them in whole or in part, according to their ability: see Oosthuizen v
Stanley 1938 AD 322, in which Tindall JA said at 327 in tine--328: 'The liability of children to support their parents, if
these are indigent (inopes), is beyond question; see, Voet 25.3.8; Van Leeuwen Censura Forensis 1.10.4. The fact that a
child is a minor does not absolve him from his duty, if he is able to provide or contribute to the required support; see In
,. Knoop 10 SC 198. Support (alimenta) includes not only food and clothing in accordance with the quality and
condition of the person to be supported, but also lodging and care in sickness; see Voet 2.5.3.4; Van Leeuwen Censura
Forensil 1.10.S; Bnmemann in Codicum S.2.S. Whether a parent is in such a state of comparative indigency or
destitution that a court of law can' compel a child to supplement 'the parent's income is a question of fact depending on
the circumstances of each cue'.
Voet, 25.3.11 states: "But in a crowd of a number of persons under obligation for rnainlenanc:e who ought to be forced to
provide it? Are grandsons to be forced to maintain a grandfather if the inlennediate father can maintain him, or some
wealthy son besides is still in existence?... Can the whole burden of maintenance be imposed upon a single one of a
number of children or brothers? It appears that these questions and many others of the same kind cannot so much be
settled by definite rules as that they ought rather to be detennined in accord with the manifold variety of circumstances,
and 80 ought to be entrusted with the discretion of a cautious and fair minded judge. Those who have avowedly written
about maintenance should be consulted on these questions." (Quoted in BamBI v Union And South Wat Africa
Insurance Co Ltd 1977 (3) SA SOl (E»
Preiss J observed in Fourle v Santam Insurance Ltd 1996 (1) SA 63 (T): "The authorities in 0\1' law, stemming from
Voet 2'.3.6 and 8 and nuinerous decisions confmning these duties, are conveniently collected in Jodailcen v Jodaiken
1978 (1) SA 784 (W) by Joubert J at 788H-789B. As to the fonner, the learned Judge states: "One of the legal
consequences of maniage, whether in or out of community of property, is that the spouses owe each other a reciprocal
duty of mainlenance according to their means.' •.. ' Another legal consequence of maniage, whether in or out of
conununity of property, and whether stante matrimonio or after dissolution by divorce, is that the duty of maintaining
their minor children is conunon to the parents and nwst be borne by them according to their means. '
The two duties are consistent with one another. They do not conflict, even potentially. This means, in my view, that
they exist alongside each other and must be accorded equal status. I shall have occasion at a later stage in this judgment
to refer to decided cases in which this co-existence is affinned. I have found no authority (and none has been cited to
me) which suggests that one or the other is to predonlinate." See also Dawood and Another v Minister of Home Ajfai"
and Others; Shalabi and Another v Minister of Home Affairs and OtherI: Thomas and Another v Minister of Home
Affai" and Others 2000 (1) SA 997 (C) and Dawood and Another v Minister ofHome Affairs and Dthe,,: Shalabi and
Another v Minister of Home Affairs and Others; Thomas and Another v Minister of Home Affairl and Others 2000 (3)
SA936(CC)
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grandparent.52 If a private hospital or a medical practitioner contracts with a person
without seeking surety from the member of the scheme who has registered that person
as his or her dependant in terms of the Medical Schemes Act then it takes the risk of
the patient's inability to pay any amounts for which the scheme is not liable. There
can be no presumption of a duty of support owed to a parent by a child simply
because the latter has registered the former as a dependant.

Friedman v GlicksmanS3

6.2.7
Facts

The allegations made by the plaintiffwere:
1.

That when pregnant, she consulted the defendant, a specialist gynaecologist, to
advise her apropos of the risk that she might have been pregnant with a
potentially abnormal andlor disabled infant.

2.

It was understood between the plaintiff and the defendant that the plaintiff

wished to terminate her pregnancy if there was any risk greater than the normal
risks of the infant being born in an abnormal andlor disabled condition.
3.

An agreement was concluded in terms of which the defendant would provide
such advice in order that the plaintiff might make an informed decision on her

52

53

In Barnes y Union and South West Africa Insurance Co Ltd 1977 (3) SA S02 ~ Solomon AJ stated: ''That our law
recognises reciprocal duties of support between grandparents and grandchildren is clear. Ford y AU. and Others, 1925
T.P.D. S at p. 7. In that case Curlewis, J.P., said: "Our law is clear with regard to the obligations of parents to support
their children, and the reciprocal obligation of children to support their parents, and this mutual obligation extends to
grandparents and grandchildren both on the mother's and father's side; the obligation and measure of support depends on
the necessity for such support, and the ability to render such support and maintenance when required. This is based on
the Civil Law as laid down in Digest, 25.3.S." There is apparently, however, a hierarchy in tenns of which family
members related to one a1lother in various degrees of consanguinity can be held liable to support one another. Solomon
AJ observed: "It seems clear that there is an order of priority under the common law. See Voet, 25.3.7, Gane's trans.,
vol. IV, p. 363: 'If father and mother are lacking or are needy the burden of maintaining grandchildren and other further
descendants bas been laid by the civil law on the paternal and matema1 grandfather and· the rest of the ascendants.. It
must be pointed out that voet suggests that there is a reservation that much is left to the discretion of the Judge, but I do
not read this as meaning a discretion to awid the order of priority mentioned" The court noted that in Oosthuizen y
Stanley, 1938 AD 322 at p. 331, Tindall, JA, said: 'The weight of Roman-Dutch authority is in favour of the view that an
indigent brother or sister is entitled to claim support from a brother if the parents are unable to provide it. •
In Miller v Miller, 1940 CPO 466 at P 469, Jones, J, said: "In my view the duty to support which falls upon parents,
grandparents, children and brothers and sisters only becomes operative so as to give rise to a claim at law when it is
proved that the husband is dead or unable to afford support. Primarily the duty falls upon the husband, and it is only
when he is dead or unable to provide support that a right to claim support from a parent or child or brother or sister
arises. The whole trend of the treatment of the matter by Voet and Huber indicates that a legal right to claim support
from a grandparent or brother or sister does not exist unless the parents fail."
Friedman v Glicksman 1996 (1) SA 1134(W);Ma1'/OUsaki~andAnotherYRenpaIEntertainmentCC 1997(4) SA SS2
(C)
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own behalf and on behalf of Alexandra whether to terminate the pregnancy or
not.
4.

In the alternative the defendant, by virtue of his professional status, was under a

duty to provide the advice to the plaintiff both in her personal capacity and on
behalf of Alexandra for the purpose set out in 3 above. In this regard he had to
act with the skill, knowledge and diligence normally exercised by other
members of his profession.
5.

The defendant, having carried out certain tests, advised the plaintiff that there
was no greater risk than the normal risk ofh~ving an abnormal andlor disabled
child and that it was quite safe for her to proceed to full term to give birth.

6.

The defendant's advice was erroneous and Alexandra was born disabled on 5
March 1991.

7.

The defendant in giving his advice had acted negligently in a number of
respects. Had he not acted in this negligent manner he would have concluded
that there was a greater than normal risk of the child being born disabled and
would have advised the plaintiff of this fact.

8.

Had she received the correct advice the plaintiff would have terminated her
pregnancy forthwith.

9.

The defendant's negligence was a breach of his duty of care as well as a breach
of the agreement concluded.

Based on these facts plaintiffbrought two claims:
(a)

A claim in her personal capacity for the expenses of maintmning and rearing
Alexandra as well as all future medical and hospital treatment and other
special expenses.
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(b)

A claim in her representative capacity on behalf of Alexandra for general
damages as well as a claim for future loss of earnings.

The defendant excepted to the claims which were made against him by the plaintiffin
her personal capacity and in her capacity as mother and natural guardian of her minor
child, Alexandra. He contended that the allegations made by the plaintiff did not
disclose a cause of action cognisable in South Afiican law.

The defendant excepted to the cl~m on the following independent grounds:
1.

In so far as the plaintiff's claim was based on a breach of contract, Alexandra
was not a party to such contract and cannot be affected by any such breach.

2.

The defendant did not owe Alexandra a duty of care which would lead to the
termination of her existence.

3.

The defendant did not in law act wrongfully against Alexandra.

4.

There was no legal basis in South African law for the damages claimed on
behalf of Alexandra. A Court i~ not able to evaluate damages by comparing the
value of non-existence and the value of existence in a disabled state.

5.

The action was contra bonos mores and against publi~ policy.

Judgment
Goldblatt J referred to the numerous legal articles on the subj ect that had been made
available to him

~y

counsel and observed that originating in America and used by

most writers and jurists the terminology set out hereunder is useful shorthand for the
issues raised. He stated that the phrases however do contain certain emotional and
apparent value judgments which can detract from a proper judicial approach to the
issues raised.
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'Wrongful pregnancy' refers to those cases where the parents of a healthy child bring
a claim on their own behalf for damages they themselves have suffered as a result of
giving birth to an unwanted child.
'Wrongful birth' are those claims brought by parents who claim they would have
avoided conception or terminated the pregnancy had they been properly advised ofthe
risk of birth defects to the potential child.
'Wrongful life' actions are those brought by the child on the basis that the doctor's
negligence - his failure to adequately inform the parents of the risk - has caused the
birth of the disabled child. The child argues that, but for the inadequate advice, it
would not have been born to experience the pain and suffering attributable to the
disability .
Thus, said Goldblatt J, different considerations apply to the claims instituted by the
plaintiff in that the one claim is a 'wrongful birth' claim and the other a 'wrongful
life' claim. The defendant argued that it would be against public policy to enforce the
contract entered into between the plaintiff and the defendant because it would
encourage abortion and thus be inimical to the right to life enshrined in section 9 of
the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa ActS4 as well as to the generally
recognised sanctity accorded by society to life and the process by which it is brought
about.
Goldblatt J stated that in his view there was no ·substance in this submission, which
flew directly in the fac~ of the Abortion and Sterilisation Acf5• In tenns of s 3(c) an
abortion may be procured 'where there exists a serious risk that the child to be born
'will suffer from a physical or mental defect of such a nature that he will be irreparably

seriously handicapped'. Thus, he said, the Legislature has recognised, as do most
reasonable people, that cases exist where it is in the interests of the parents, family
and possibly society that it is better not to allow a foetus to develop into a seriously
defective person causing serious financial and emotional problems to those who are
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responsible for such person's maintenance and well being. However, said Goldblatt J,
it must be stressed that the election to proceed with or terminate the pregnancy in
these circumstances rests solely with the mother, who bears the moral and emotional
burden of making such election.
Referring to the decision of the Appellate Division in Administrator, Natal v
Edouart:f6, in upholding a 'wrongful pregnancy' claim and its finding that such claim

was not contrary to public policy, Goldblatt J noted that in his view the contract
entered into between the plaintiff and the defendant was sensible, moral and in
accordance with modem medical practice. The plaintiff was seeking to enforce a
right, which she had, to terminate her pregnancy if there was a serious risk that her
child might be seriously disabled. Goldblatt J observed that the defendant submitted,
inter alia, that the plaintiff had no cause of action in that Alexandra's condition was

not caused by any act or omission on his part but was a congenital defect arising at the
time of conception. He stated that this submission misconstrues the nature of a
'wrongful birth' claim. The claim is based upon the fact that, but for the defendant's
negligent advice, the plaintiff would have had her pregnancy terminated. Thus, said
.

.

Goldblatt J, the defendant was responsible and caused the child, with her disabilities,
to be born. He stated that the plaintiff's contention was analogous to a would-be
defence in a 'wrongful pregnancy' case that the doctor did not inseminate the patient,
ie did not cause the pregnancy. In these cases the defendants were employed to
sterilise the patient and thereby prevent the birth of a child. The negligent failure to
implement medical procedures properly was causative of the birth of the child - the
very event that the defendants were called upon to prevent.

.

Goldblatt J held that in the present case the defendant was employed to prevent - by
way of giving proper medical advice - the birth of a disabled child. Because of his
negligence that event had taken place, causing the plaintiff to incur considerable
expenses which she would not otherwise have had to incur. He quoted the words of
Van Heerden JA in Edouard as follows -

56
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"(T)he "wrong" consists not of the unwanted birth as such, but of the prior breach of contract
(or delict) which led to the birth of the child and the consequent financial loss. Put somewhat
differently, ... although an unwanted birth as such cannot constitute a "legal loss" (ie a loss
recognised by law), the burden of a parents' obligation to maintain the child is indeed a legal
loss for which damages may be recovered."

Goldblatt J noted that in America a claim for 'wrongful birth' is commonly
recognised. This claim was first recognised by the Supreme Court of New Jersey in

Berman v Allans7 • At p 14 Pashman J said the following:
"The Supreme Court's ruling in Roe v Wade clearly establishes that a woman possesses a
constitutional right to decide whether her fetus (sic) should be aborted, at least during the first
trimester of pregnancy. Pub~ic policy now supports, rather than militates against the
proposition that she not be impennissibly denied a meaningful opportunity to make that
decision. As in all other cases of tortious injury, a physician whose negligence has deprived a
mother of this opportunity should be required to make amends for the damage he has
proximately caused. Any other ruling would in effect immunize from liability those in the
medical field providing inadequate guidance to persons who would choose to exercise their
constitutional right to abort fetuses (sic) which, if born, would suffer from genetic
defects.(Notes omitted) Accordingly, ~e hold that a cause of action founded upon a wrongful
birth is a legally cognizable claim."

In his view, the reasoning of the American Courts was sound and fitted comfortably

within the Aquilian action. The requirements for such an action are a wrongful act
committed with the fault (either negligent or intentional) of the defendant which
causes the plaintiff to suffer some harm. Goldblatt J held that a doctor acts wrongly if
he either fails to inform his patient or incorrectly informs his patient of such
information she should reasonably have in order to make an informed choice of
whether or not .to proceed with her pregnancy or to legally terminate such pregnancy.
He said that the fault element of the delict is to be found in the foreseeability of harm
which the doctor-patient relationship gives to the doctor. Once proper disclosure is
not made and the patient is deprived of her option, the damages she has suffered by
giving birth to a disabled child are clearly caused by the fault of the doctor, provided
she would have terminated fPe pregnancy if the information had been made available

.

to her. Goldblatt J found that in regard to her claims in her personal capacity the
plaintiff's particulars of claim contained averments sufficient to sustain an action. He
stated that this cause of action was a logical extension of the principle enunciated by
the Appellate Division in EdouartP.
S7
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Goldblatt J agreed with the defendant that the plaintiff could neither enter into a
contract on behalf of Alexandra prior to Alexandra's birth or at such time make any
election on Alexandra's behalf. He said it was trite law that an agent cannot act on
behalf of a non-existent principal and that it was similarly trite that legal personality
only commences at birth. In these circumstances the allegation that the plaintiff acted
on Alexandra's behalfwhilst she was still in utero was legally untenable. Further, he
said, it could not be argued that tl.tis was a contract for the benefit of a third party as
such party could only

a~cept

the benefit, if it be one, at a time when the alleged

benefit, ie termination of pregnancy, was no longer possible. Thus it was necessary to
consider whether Alexandra had a delictual claim against the defendant for allowing
her to be born with her disabilities instead of giving the plaintiff such advice as would
have caused her to terminate her pregnancy and cause Alexandra never to have
existed in the legal sense.

Goldblatt J refening with approval to Pinch in and Another NO v Santam Insurance

Co Lttf'9 noted that the first question to be answered in relation to the delictual claim
was whether a person has an action in respect of injuty inflicted on him while he was
still a foetus in his mother's womb. This,question was posed by Hiemstra J in that case
and answered in' the affirmative. Goldblatt J was of the opinion that in the instant
case, at

l~ast,

it is not necessary to invoke the so-called nasciturus rule because

Alexandra's action did not arise when the pregnancy was not terminated, but when
she was born. The plaintiff argued that, once the mother is entitled to sue, on the basis
that fault and causation are proved, there is no reason in law or logic why a child
should not equally be able to sue for its damages, including general damages ~or pain
and ,suffering, disability, loss of amenities and loss of earnings since these
consequence flow directly and foreseeably from ~e initial delict. Further, the plaintiff
submitted that the proper measure of damages is the amount necessary to compensate
the child for having to live in a disabled state and not the difference between nonexistence and existence in a disabled state. Goldblatt J observed that the action for
'wrongful life' has been considered in a number of American cases and has in the
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main failed. He referred to the judgment of Cercone I in Speck v FinegolrP where he
said:
"In the instant case, we deny Francine's claim to be made whole. When we examine
Francine's claim, we fmd regardless of whether her claim is based on "wrongful life" or
otherwise, there is a failure to state a legally cognizable cause of action even though,
admittedly, the defendants' actions of negligence were the proximate cause of her defective
birth. Her claims to be whole have two fatal weaknesses. First, in appellate judicial
pronouncements that hold a child has no fundamental right to be born as a whole, functional
human being. Whether it is better to have never been born at all rather than to have been born
with serious mental defects is a mystery more properly left to the philosophers and
theologians, a mystery which would lead us into the realm of metaphysics, beyond the realm
of our understanding or ability to solve. The law cannot assert a knowledge which can resolve
this inscrutable and enigmatic issue. Second, it is not a matter of taking into consideration the
various and convoluted degrees of the imperfection of life. It is rather the improbability of
placing the child in a position she would have occupied if the defendants had not been
negligent when to do so would make her non-existent. The remedy afforded an injured party
in negligence is intended to place the injured party in the position he would have occupied but
for the negligence of the defendant. Thus, a cause of action brought on behalf of an infant
seeking recovery for a "wrongful life" on grounds she should not have been born demands
calculation of damages dependent on a comparison between Hobson's choice of life in an
impaired state ~d non-existence. This the law is incapable of doing:"

Goldblatt I noted that in Philips v United States61 the District Court of South Carolina
dismissed a "wrongful life" claim after considering all the then reported American
cases on the basis of the fundamental policy of the preciousness and sanctity of
human life. They accepted it as basic to the beliefs of society that life, with or without
a major physical handicap, is more precious than non-life.
In California in Curlender v Bio-Science Laboratorie~ the Court of Appeal allowed a
wrongful life claim for damages on the basis that there should be a remedy for every
wrong committed. This approach, said Goldblatt I, was in his view illogical and
contrary to legal principles in that it ignores the central question of whether a wrong
had in fact been committed. He observed that in England the question of whether or
not a claim for 'wrongful life' existed was dealt with by the Court of Appeal in
McKay and Another v Essex Area Health Authority and Anothe~and that the court

found that no cause of action existed for a number of reasons.

60
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Firstly, the court held that the defendant was under no duty to the child to give the
child's mother an opportunity to terminate the child's life. Whilst such a duty may be
owed to the mother it could not be owed to the child.
"To impose such a duty towards the child would, in my opinion, make a further inroad on the
sanctity of human life which would be contrary to public policy. It would mean regarding the
life of a handicapped child as not only less valuable than the life of a normal child, but so
much less valuable that it was not worth preserving ...."64

The court further held, as had many American courts, that it was impossible to
calculate damages being the difference between an impaired life and no life.
"But how can a court begin to evaluate non-existence, 'The undiscover'd country from whose
bourn no traveller returns'? No comparison is possible and therefore no damage can be
established which a court could recognise. This goes to the root of the whole cause of
action"6S

Goldblatt J said that i~ his view the reas,oning of the American courts holding that no
cause of action exists in regard to a 'wrongful life' claim and the very cogent
reasoning of the English Court of Appeal along the same lines was correct and agreed
both with the conclusions reached and the reasons therefor. He stated that South
African law similarly cannot recognise that the facts alleged by the plaintiff on behalf
of Alexandra are sufficient to sustain a cau&e of action. It would be contrary to public"
policy, said

Goldbla~

J, for courts to have to hold that it would be ~etter for a party

not to have the unquantifiable blessing of life rather than to have such life albeit in a
marred way. Further, he said, to allow such a cause of action would open the door to a
disabled child being entitled to sue its parents because they may have for a variety of
reasons allowed such child to be born knowing of the risks inherent in such decision.
Merely to state this proposition is to indicate the unacceptable burden that would be
placed on such unfortunate parents. Finally, he said, to allow damages to be claimed
on the basis alleged by the plaintiff was completely contrary to the measure of
damage allowed for in the law of delict. The defendant was in no way responsible for
the child's

disabili~es

and yet he was being asked to compensate the child for such

disabilities. This proposition was, in his view, illogical and contrary to the South
African legal system. The only measure of damages could be the difference in value
between non-existence and existence in a disabled state. No criteria, in law, could
64
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exist, said Goldblatt J, in establishing such difference or even in establishing whether
any damage had been sustained. Accordingly the exception to the plaintiff's claims in
her personal capacity was dismissed and the exception to plaintiff' ~ claims in her
capacity as mother and natural guardian of her minor child, Alexandra,. was upheld
and such claims were dismissed.

Discussion
This case illustrates, inter alia, the thinness of the barriers between the law of contract
and that of delict. The court did not distinguish between issues of public policy with
regard to these two branches of law. It considered the question ofwhether the contract
between the plaintiff and the defendant was contra bonos mores and found,
interestingly with reference to statutory law, that it was not. The court's reference to
the provisions of a relevant statute in order to establish public policy is commendable
and makes for consistency within the legal system as a whole. If it had found that the
contract was contra bonos mores then there would have been an inexplicable and
logically unacceptable divide between statutory and common law. In its judgment the
court effectively upheld the contractual claim of the mother but denied the delictual
claim of the child. The claim of the mother was, however, equally at home in the law
of delict and the court did not specifically decide this claim on the basis of the law of
contract or of delict but rather simply dismissed the exceptions to the claim of the
mother raised by the defendant. It allowed the claim in contract in that it found that
the contract was not contra bonos mores but it also did not preclude the claim based
in delict. The question arises whether a claim in delict would have been viable had the
contractual claim been found to be contra bonos mores. It is an interesting question
because it addresses the relationship between these two areas of law. If the court had
found that the defendant could not enter into an agreement in terms of which a
pregnancy would be terminated should the foetus be found to be defective, then could
it still have been said that there existed a duty of care, in terms of the law of delict, to
inform the mother that the foetus was defective so that she could terminate the
pregnancy? It is submitted that the answer is no. How can the exact same duty in
terms of the law of delict be upheld when the contractual one is denied on the basis of
public policy? Public policy does not change from one branch of the law to the other
in these circumstances. Either the teIlIlination of pregnancy is wrongful or it is not. If
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it is not, then a contract contemplating such termination is lawful and there is a
concomitant legal duty in delict to provide medical advice with a view to detennining
the necessity of the termination. It is submitted that in the context of health care
service in particular, this kind ofindivisibility between the law of contract and the law
of delict is particularly evident due to the nature of the services provided. The court
used the limitation of liability argument to preclude a claim for wrongful life in terms
of the law of delict. Strauss66 writing in 1991 observes that it is still an open question
whether South African courts will uphold a claim for wrongful life and that different
policy considerations may apply in respect of such a claim. He notes that liability for
wrongful life is a completely different story to claims for wrongful conception and
refers to Giesen67 who has pointed out that claims by the infants themselves have been
regarded almost universally with disfavour. Giesen comments that the child is not
claiming that the physician's negligence caused its defects but that had he informed
its parents properly, it would never have seen the light of day at all. And the courts
have refused on policy grounds to hold that life, even if experienced with severe
handicaps, is or can be preferable to non-existence. The unarticulated conundrum in
these cases, it is submitted, rests in the fact that the purpose of a contractual award of
damages is to place the'victim in the position in which he or she would have been but
for the breach. In the present context, taken to its logical conclusion it means to
compensate a person for the fact that he or she did not die. Effectively, therefore, it
means awarding damages for a death that did not occur and is rather more an attempt
to quantify the value of death, or non-existence, that it is to quantify .the 'loss' arising
from a disabled life. Similarly, in tenns of the law of delict, the object is to place the
plaintiff in the position in which she would have been but for the wrongful act or
omission of the defendant. In this instance, it would mean killing the plaintiff. This
goes contrary to public values and the legal convictions of the community with regard
to life. It is mirrored in the attitude of the South African law to euthanasia. A plaintiff
would not be able to bring an action in delict against a doctor who failed to euthanase
him as requested, either on the basis of a contract or in terms of the law of delict,
since to cause or hasten the death of another, even ifhe or she is in any event dying, is
wrongful in terms of the legal convictions of the community. Any legal developments
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strauss1h 24 supra at P 175, 179 ·180 andp 197·198
Giesen D,lnlernatfonal Medical Malpractice Law
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in favour of euthanasia would of logical necessity have to give rise to a review of the
legal position in the case of wrongful life claims since in principle there is no
difference between the two except that they usually occur at two different ends of the
human lifespan. Strauss68 comments that judging by the views expressed by South
Afiican jurists, it is highly unlikely that 'wrongful life' claims will be upheld by
South African courts as a cause of action. It turns out that this view was validated by
the judgment in Friedman's case. Claassen and

Verschoo~,

also writing prior to

Friedman, note that in Gleitman v Cosgrove 70 the first wrongful life claim was

instituted by a disabled child. The mother contracted rubella during the first three
months of pregnancy and she was assured by the defendant paediatrician that the
illness would have no prejudicial effect on her unborn child. On the strength of this
advice she decided not to have an abortion. The child was subsequently born with
brain damage and seriously defective sight, speech and hearing. Both the parents' and
the child's unlawful life claims were rej ected by the court. The court contended that
no parallel could be drawn between human life and a state of non-existence and
further that any life in any fonn whatsoever, was to be preferred to non-life. They also
refer to Stewart v Long Island College Hospitaf 1 and to the case referred to by
Goldblatt J in Friedman, Berman v Allen72. Claassen and Verschoor canvass the
reasons for rejecting a claim for damages on the basis ofwrongfullife73 and note that
Brownlie74disagreed with Strauss that South African courts were likely to rej ect a
claim for wrongful life.
Although, as the court pointed out with reference to Pinchin, injuries done to a foetus
while in the womb do attract liability in terms of the law of delict, the point in this
case seems to be that if the doctor did not cause the disability in the first place, he or
she should not be held liable for the birth of a child with that disability. It was not
68
69

70
71

72
73
74

Strauss fu 24 supra at p 197
Claassen NJB and Verschoor T, Medical Negligence I" South Africa at P 8'
Gleilma" 227 A 2d 689, NJ 1967
Stewart 58 Mise 2d 432, 296 NYS 2d 41 (NY Sup CT 1968) in which Mrs Stewart, on the advice of her physician
decided to have an abortion after having contracted rubella during the early stages of her pregnancy. The hospital panel
which had to authorize the abortion decided against it and com;equently the child was born with certain handicaps. ~
child and the parents sued for negligence and the child's clai,m was rejected because "... there is no remedy for having
been born under a handicap, whether physical or psychological, when the alternative to being born in a handicapped
condition is not to have been born at all. To put it another way, a plaintiff bas no remedy against a defendart whose
offense is that he failed to consign the plaintiff to oblivion"
Berman fh "supra
Claassen and Verschoor fi169 supra at p91 to 93
Brownlie S 1985 'Wrongul Life: Is it a Viable Cause of Action in South Afiica?' ResponsaMeridiaTIQ S(l): 18-3S
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something he could have prevented except by killing the foetus and there is
insufficient evidence that this last is any kind of solution in any event. There is a
certain symmetry between the wrongful birth situation and the situation in S v

Williams'S where the accused tried to argue that the act of taking the patient off the
life-support system was a novus actus interveniens that caused her death and as
opposed to the assault on the deceased by the accused. In the wrongful life situation
the birth was inevitable according to the natural course of events just as the death in S

v Williams'6 was inevitable due to the natural course of events. In both situations the
medical intervention that was required was supposed to avoid the anticipated outcome
and divert the natural course of events from its logical conclusion. The difference is
that in wrongful birth cases that logical conclusion is birth whereas in S v Williams" it
was death. The two cases are consistent in terms of their logical symmetry in that the
courts in both cases rejected the idea 'that the failure to divert the natural course of
events from its logical conclusion was unlawful. However these two cases are at the
two extreme ends ofa health care spectrum. In the middle of the spectrum and, in all
likelihood to the majority of cases involving health care delivery, the opposite rule
applies as illustrated by the Volkmann's contracture ~ases78 and the sterilisation
cases'9. In these cases the judgments of the court went against medical practitioners
who failed to reasonably avert the consequences of the natural course of events. This
apparent logical inconsistency need not necessarily be a problem since there are other
examples of logical systems in

~hich

the rules that apply generally start to break

down or have a different effect at extreme ends ofa spec~m.80 It can also be argued
that at the extreme ends of the spectrum the rights of the health professionals
themselves and boundaries of reasonableness are more prominent features of the
logical system. For example in cases involving the termination of pregnancy, the
constitutional right of the health professional to freedom of conscience, religion,
thought, belief and opinion starts to weigh in against the right to have a pregnancy
7S

S v William, 1986 (4) SA 1188 (A). It was held that where 8 person is wounded so seriously that it would, in the absence
of prompt medical intervention, very soon lead to his death, and such person is kept alive artificially by means of 8
breathing apparatus (8 respirator), the eventual disconnecting of the respirator cannot be seen as the act causing death It
, is merely the tennination of 8 fruitless attempt to save the life, ie 8 fruitless attempt to avert the consequences of the
wounding. The causal connection between the wounding of the deceased and his eventual death exists from beginning to
end and is not interrupted and eliminated by the disconnecting of the respirator.
'6
William, fh 75 IUp1YJ
77
William, fh 75 IUpro
78
Dube vAdminlltratorTranlVClal1963 (4) SA 260 (W) and Blyth v van derHeever 1980 (1) SA 191 (A)
79
Mukheiber v Raath And Another 1999 (3) SA 1065 (SeA) andAdmin;,trator, Natal v Edouardfh 56IUprtl
SO'
An obvious example that springs to mild is the field of physics in which there are a m.mber of examples most notably in
the field of quantum physics but also at temperatures approaching absolute zero.
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terminated. Similarly the reasonableness of the expectation to be snatched from the
jaws of death or to be consigned to oblivion before consciousness takes hold sits at
the outer limits of human capacity to decide what is in fact reasonable.

In the case of S v Williamt 1 the court took the view that it is sometimes just not
possible, despite every eifort, to divert the natural course of events and that it does not
lie within the mouth of the person who set that course of events in motion to say,
when it reaches its logical conclusion, that someone else must be held liable for it.

In the health care context, the right of the a newborn dependant of a member of a
medical scheme to benefit from that medical scheme is a more common example of
similar boundary issues in the law of contract as it applies to health care services. A
person is a member of a medical scheme and as such is entitled to certain benefits not
only for him- or herselfbut also her registered dependants. The basis of the member's
relationship with the medical scheme lies in the law of contracf2. Maternity benefits
in respect of confinement costs for the pregnant mother and any medical treatment
that may be necessitated by the birth process and attendant complications are usually
offered by medical schemes. The baby is not yet born. It is not yet a dependent in its
own right independent of its mother. -Nonetheless, while the unborn child is in the
mother's womb, it can be given medical treatment that is specifically intended to
address the health problems of the child and not the mother. An extreme example of
such treatment is in utero surgery on the unborn child to correct conditions such as
spina bifida, congenital diaphragmatic hernia and heart defects83• Since in South
African law a foetus is not a person84 and only persons have contractual capacity, any
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WiIUams fu 75 supra
It may be a highly regulated contract in terms of the Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998, but it is still a contract.
Johnson K 'Fetal Surgery and Option for a Range of Diagnoses' OBIGYN News August 1, 2000 notes that as prenatal
diagnostic techniques become increasingly sophisticated, options for fetoscopic as well as open fetal surgery are rapidly
evolving as well accordillg to Dr T Crombleho1me in a meeting of the Society for Obstetric Anaesthesia and
Perinatology. Dr Crombleho1me stated that: .. We see a whole range of fetal problems, from choroids plexus cysts, to
agenesis of the corpus callosum, complicated by eNS problems, sacrococcygeal teratoma, obstructive uropathy and even
myelomeningocele, which is somewhat controversial because for the fU"St time we are. trying to treat a nonlethal
condition." According to Dr Cromblehome about l00A. of patients need to have a procedure done in utero but the vast
majority of conditions can be managed postnatally. Amollg the procedures perfonncd at the Center for Fetal Diagnosis
and Treatment at Children's Hospital of Philadelphia and the University of Pemsylvania is in utero treatment of
congenital diaphragmatic hernia and congenital cystic adenomatoid malformation.
Christian Lawyers Association of S4 and Others v Minister ofHealth and Others 1998 (4) SA 1113 (T). In this case the
court held that he answer to the question of whether a foetus has a right to life did not depend on medical or scientific
evidence 8S to when the life of a human being commenced and the subsequent development of the foetus up to the date
of birth, nor was it the fUnction of the eOlat to decide the issue on religious or philosophical gromds. The issue was a
legal one to be decided on the proper legal interpretation of s 11 of the ConstitutiOlL The court noted that, as "pointed out
by Professor Glanville Williams in an article entitled 'The Foetus and the Right to Ufe' (1994) 33 Cambridge Law
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contracts relating to such treatment cannot be with the foetus itself or even, as a

stipulatio alteri. for the benefit of the foetus while still in its mother's womb.
, Similarly the obligation of a medical scheme to provide benefits to a foetus in respect
of such treatment cannot be with the foetus itself.8s In the context of medical scheme

as

Journal 71 at 78 'the question is not whether the conceptus is human but whether it should be given the same legal
protection as you and me· ... McCreath J continued as follows: "In Van Heerden and Another v Joubert NO and Others
1994 (4) SA 793 (A) the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court (as it then was) considered various dictionary
meanings of the word 'person' ( _ alia 'an individual human being') and concluded (at 796F) that there is no suggestion
in any of these meanings that the word 'person' can also comote a stillborn child, an unborn child, a viable unborn child,
an unbom human being or a living foetus. The Court went on, however (at 797H-798B) to point out that there are a
growing number of jlD'ists who hold the view that the application of the nasciturus pro iam nato habetur quotiens de
commodo mus agitur nile of the Roman law amounts to predating'the legal subjectivity of the foetus. Thus, P J J Olivier
Legal Fictions: An ADa1ysis and Evaluation (Doctoral Thesis, Leiden) and L M du Plessis 'Jurisprudential reflections on
the status of unborn life' 1990 TSAR 44 maintain that the foetus is recognised as a legal persona and is protected as such.
As pointed out by Professor Do Plessis, the decision in Pinchin and Another NO " Santam Insurance Co Ltd 1963 (2)
SA 254 (W), in which. person's right to claim, after birth, compensation for injuries sustaiDed in ventre matris, was
recognised, makes sense only if it is assumed that that person was indeed in law a persona at the time when the injuries
were sustained. The status of the foetus under our common law was left open in Van Heerden's case supra. The
Appellate Division decided that, even if it is to be assumed that • stage has been reached in our legal development where
the law recognises the foetus as a legal persona. the Legislature had no such legal persona in mind when it used the word
'person' in the legislation there under consideration, nanJely the Inquests Act 58 of 1959. 'Ibere are South African
decisions denying the foetus legal personality - see Christian League of Southern Africa v Rail 1981 (2) SA 821 (0) at
829 in fin; Friedman" Gliclaman 1996 (1) SA 1134 (W) at 11400. It is not necessary for me to make any finn decision
as to whether an unborn child is a legal persona under the common law. What is important for ptI'pOIIeII of interpreting s
11 of the Constitution is that, at best for the plaintiffs, the status of the foetus under the common law may. as at present,
be BOJneWhat uncertain..
In Ex Parle Oppel And Another 2002 (5) SA 125 (C) the court referring to Wolman and Others v Wolman 1963 (2) SA
452 (A), observed that generally. a minor cannot conclude legally binding contracts massisted. Likewise, the minor
cannot institute legal proceedings without the assistance of his guardian. A parent can contract on behalf of a minor child
in certain circumstances. Cluistie The Law of Contract at p 264-265 notes that a person is a minor, in terms of the Age of
Majority Act No 57 of 1972, until he or she reaches the age of 21 or marries or is emancipated either under the 1972 Act
or tacitly. A child under the age of 7 )lears has no contractual capacity at all so the only contracts that can be binding on
him are those made by bis guardian on his behalf. (See Voet 26 8 9). The court in Ten BrinIc No and Another v M ota/Q
and Others 2001 (1) SA 1011 (D) the court stated that: "Counsel for the applicants contends, however, that where a
person such as the second respondent signs in a representative capacity, that fact nmst appear ex: facie the document
itsel£ The contention cannot be sustained because in Coole v Aldred 1909 1'8 150. Innes CJ had said (at lSI): 'Though a
contract purport to be entered into in the name of the agent, parol evidence may be led to show that it was entered into on
the principal's behal£ Such evidence does not in trotli vary the written contract, because the liability of the other party to
the contract remains. It simply infonns the Court that some other person is enlitIed to sue upon it, and that the principal
desires to enforce his rights under it •
If such evidence is permissible in the Case of an agent, then the same must' a fortiori apply to the case of a father and
natural guardian signing on behalf of his minor child. Counsel's contention is in any event in conflict with the decision
in Van der Merwe v Kenlces (Edms) Bpk 1983 (3) SA 909 (1'). where a woman married out of community of property had
sued on a contract for the purchase of fixed property. Her husband had signed the contract on her behalf without
qualifying his signature, and it was held that extrinsic evidence would be admissible to prove that in signing the contract
her husband had acted on her behalf. Counsel submits that the matter is otherwise in the case of a father signing on
behalf ofbis minor child, but in my judgment there is no difference in principle."
In Visser v Van Tonder 1986 (2) SA 500 (1') the court observed that a contract with a minor is an example of a limping
contract with reference to Edelstein v Edelstein NO and Others 1952 (3) SA 1 (A». However, Christie RH The Law of
Contract at p270 points out that minor's unassisted contracts which call for performance only &om the other party and
not &om the minor are also enforceable. Christie quotes the dicta of Van den Heever JA in Edelstein as follows: lilt will
be observed that Grotius does not say that in the exceptional cases mentioned by him the contract of a minor is valid. He
approaches the matter &om the point of view of obligations. In general, he states, a minor camot IL!ISUIJJe an obligation;
if he purports to do so. the obligation is not enforceable. Orotius mentions two relevant exa:ptions: (1) a minor may
validly stipulate for an advantage and (2) ... What is meant by the fanner is perfectly clear &om our authorities: an
unassisted minor cannot validly make a promise to perfonn; he may. however, stipulate for • performance by the other
party to the transaction The type of stipulation appears from van del Keessel (Dictata ad Grot. 1.1.8): an unassisted
minor may validly accept a donation or stipulate that a valid claim against himself be not enforced." Christie says that
that only quibble one can have with that passage is that it makes Grotius state the general nile in the form ". minor
cannot 8SIIlIIJe an obligation; if he purports to do so the contract is DOt. enforceable." Why then, one might well ~ is
Grotius' first exception an exception since- it does not involve the assumption of an obligation by the minor? The answer
is that that is not how Grotius states the general rule. so his first exception is a true exa:ption to the nile as stated by him.
What Grotius says (1 8 5) according to Christie is: ""any contract entered into by minors unassisted, even though
confnmed by oath, has no binding force (buiteJ'l rechts-dwanck) as unknown to the civil law: except that they may
stipulate for something to their advantage". A contract in tenns of which a medical scheme is obliged to fund within the
scope of its registered niles, the health care expenses of a minor child could arguably be seen as creating a' contractual
obligation between the scheme and that minor child because it is not the minor child that is obliged to pay the
contributions but the principal member. There is no obligation on the minor child as such but there is an obligation upon
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membership it may be argued that the relationship between a scheme and its members
is not contractual but it is submitted that this argument is likely to succeed only in the
most limited of circumstances86• A member is entitled to register dependants with his
medical scheme so that they too may receive benefits in terms of the scheme rules.
A number of questions arise in relation to the law of contract as applicable in this
context. What, if any, is the obligation of a medical scheme to pay for in utero
surgery? Is it on the basis that the foetus is still technically a part of the body of the
mother since it has no separate and independent existence of its own? Assuming that a
diligent father as principal member ensures that his newborn child is registered as a
dependant on his medical a scheme on the day of its birth, what is the relationship in
law, if any, between the medical scheme and the infant? What is the legal relationship
between the health professional and the foetus upon which he or she operates while
the latter is in utero? From a legal perspective, is the foetus simply a part of the
mother's own body until it is born? !fit is simply a part of the mother's body until it
is born, does the father have any say over whether or not in utero surgery should be
conducted despite the fact that if a disabled child is born it will be as much his
responsibility to maintain and care for the child as it will be that of the mother? !fit is
not regarded simply as a part of the mother's body until it is born then on what legal
basis is its independent existence justified given that, in terms of South Afiican law, it
is not a person until it is born? Because surgery in utero is at the forefront of medical
science, the law relating to this issue is also largely undeveloped. It has been observed
that one of the features ofbioethics in the late 1900s was a rolling debate over surgery
on foetuses still in the womb, a procedure conducted at only three institutions in the
United States. When a programme chose to

~evelop

a surgical intervention for

foetuses whose spina bifida defects were not lethal, much attention was focused on
,

the difficulty of developing fetal surgery and on its ethical implications. Specifically,
many wondered who the patient of foetal surgery should be, the foetus or the mother,
since the foetus has no standing under US abortion law. Some argued that there is no

86

the scheme to pay the medical expenses of that child. This argument in the context of a medical scheme weakens in the
face of the alternative Brglunent that the contract is with the principal member alone since this person has a legal
obligation to ensure the provision of health care services to his or her minor children and so it is a function of the
parent'. duty of support.
Where for instance membership of a medical scheme is not dependent upon the will or intention of the member to
become a member and to be contractually bound to pay contributions to the scheme in return for funding of health care
e~
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room for this kind of surgery on foetuses as they cannot give consent. Development of
fetal surgery promises to be a major source of new therapy and to increase pressure on
policymakers and ethicists to define the difference between responsibilities to women
and to future children87 • American courts have encountered some problems with the
question of the legal basis on which to protect a foetus both from its own mother and
from third parties. Prosecutors and judges in numerous states have begun to apply
child abuse, neglect, support, endangerment anti homicide statutes in an attempt to
deter, punish or remedy maternal conduct during pregnancy deemed" harmful to the
unborn child. Many prosecutors and judges have relied on statutory authority when
requiring pregnant women to undergo medical procedures thought "necessary to
preserve fetal life or health"88. It is clear that the closer the law comes to attributing a
duty upon a mother, or to other persons, to act in a certain way towards an unborn
child, the more significant become the contractual obligations between a parent and a
third party for the benefit of that unborn child89• From there it is a small logical step to
recognising certain obligations to an unborn child directly. This chain of legal
development however, is on a collision course with the notion that the unborn child is
not a person. In South African law, the nasciturus rule at this stage applies only in the
law of delict and the law of succession. It has not been extended to other areas of law.
The question is whether, in the context of the law of contract, there is any substantial
logical reason not to. The court in Friedman v Glicksmann90 used the possibility of a
child's suing its parents as one argument in favour of precluding a claim for wrongful
87

88

McGee 0 'Bioethics At The End Of Yhe 19005' MSNBC Breaking Bioethics Bioethics .net
http·/Iwww.bioethics. netilPD1bc
See Cook M 'From Conception Until Birth: Exploring the Maternal Duty to Protect Fetal Health' Washington University
Law Quanerly vol 80 p 1307 at P 1309 and the authorities there cited. See also Rauscher K 'Fetal Surgery: A
Developing Legal Dilemma', 31 Sf Louis UnlversityLawJoumal p 77'.
Cook til 88 supra uses two case examples at the beginning of his article that dramatically illustrate the problems the law
runs into in the context of balancing the interests of the mother against those of her unborn child. "Kawana was in her
third trimester of pregnancy when someone show her in the abdomen in an attempt to kill the child developing within
her womb. Shortly thereafter, paramedics I1ISbed Kawana to the hospital where an emmgellCY surgery saved her life.
However, the bullet managed to obliterate the tiny child's wrist, and, as" a result, the doctors were required to perfonn an
emergency delivery, Kawana'c child grasped on to life for fdleen days before dying, its immature life extinguished as a
result of the premature birth. Likewise Rena was pregnancy when an attacker kicked and stabbed her in the abdomen in
an attempt to kill her unborn child. After the assault, paramedics transported Rena to a local hospital where docton
successfully treated her life-threatening iqjuries. However, the fetal monitor indicated trouble for the unbopJ. child.
Doctors quickly perfonned an emergency caesarian section in an attempt to save the dying child's life. Unfortunately,
Rena received too great a trauma for the child to withstand. A medical examiner found that her child lived for only ten
minutes. Although the facts of these two scenarios were similar, the legal outcomes were not. In the first example, the
child'. mother fired the 8lIl into her own abdomen, attempting to kill her unborn child. In State v Ashley [701 So. 2d at
338 (FIL 1997)] the Florida Supreme Court upheld the conunon law rule that provided immunity to a pregnant woman
for causing the death of her foetus. However in United States v Spencer 839 F. 2d at 1341, because the attacker was not
the mother, the court reached a different result. Although the child survived for only ten minutes, it was considered, as
the Spencer court articulated, the "killing of a human being". Despite the fact that each child was born alive in both of
these examples, the two cases illustrate a discrepancy fO\Dld in both the United States' federal and state judicial systems
regarding the woman and her foetus. Namely even though a third person may be held criminally liable for causing injury
or death to a foetus, the whorn child's mother may not."
Friedma1l fu S3 supra
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life. Whilst the writer is not arguing in favour of claims for wrongful life, whether
based in delict or on a contract, the question is whether a child's capacity to sue its
parents is problematic in tenns of the legal convictions of the community? Child
abuse is a delict as much as it is a crime. In South Africa in particular, children
unfortunately need all the legal protection against abuse that they can get. COOk91
notes that courts have increasingly grappled with the subject of whether a woman has
a maternal duty to guarantee the health of her foetus. As a result of these decisions
prenatal tort liability has not developed primarily during the last few decades to the
point where children may now bring personal injury actions against their mothers for
harmful prenatal conduct. Cook points out that at the core of these personal injury
actions is the belief that a child has "a legal right to begin life unimpaired by physical
or mental defects caused by another's negligence. From the cold logical perspective,
an unborn child that is dead as the result of an abortion cannot bring a delictual claim
for harmful prenatal conduct because it is dead and it never became a person in the
eyes of the law. The conundrum is that if the abortion fails and the child is born
injured, it can. The writer has already pointed out the thinness of the boundaries
between contractual and delictual obligations in the context of health care. It is
submitted that in the context of the law of contract, to state that a foetus is not entitled
to benefit from contractual obligatioQs in its favour imposed upon a third party by its
parents is no different to saying th~t a neonate is not entitled so to benefit. A contract
for health care services is not enforceable on behalf of a foetus but it is enforceable on
behalf of the neonate. The American system also recognises a rule similar to the
nasciturus rule in South Africa. In general when an injured foetus is born alive, the
child or those acting on ~ehalfofthe child may maintain an action to recover damages
for negligently inflicted prenatal injuries caused by third parties92. There seems to be
no major differences in principle on this subject between the American legal system
and our own. The writer has already pointed out that South African courts tend not to
be' too pedantic when faced with claims in delict and in contract in situations
involving health care services where the cause of action is fundamentally the same.
They have a tendency to end up resolving the case on the basis of the law of delict

Cook fu 88 supra
Cook fu 88 supra at p 1313. He points out at p 1314 that: "In the legal realm, allowing for recovery for prenatal injury to
a foetus later born alive has become the "universal rule". For instance, during the last fifty years, virtually all
jurisdictions have recognized tort actions against third parties for the infliction of prenatal injuries when the child is
subsequently born alive."
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rather than the law of contract but seem not to be unduly concerned with the finer
distinctions between the law of contract and the law of delict. It is submitted that these
finer distinctions are in any event becoming increasingly still finer over time. The
question of contractual capacity when one is dealing with health service delivery to
minors is no big hook upon which an analytical lawyer should get hung up when
considering health services to children in view of the provisions of section 28(1)(c)
section 28(2) and section 27(1) of the Constitution. The law of contract holds an
agreement with an unassisted minor binding when it is purely to the advantage of that
minor and when no reciprocal obligations are imposed on the minor him- or herself.
Similarly a parent can assist a child to enter in to a contract which is then also binding
upon both the minor and the third party. In other words, contracts with minors are
legally, technically possiple despite the fact that they ~ave no contractual capacity. In
this sense, therefore, it is difficult to distinguish between a minor and a foetus. When
it comes to the legal position of the unborn child, despite the fact that is not yet a
person in the eyes of the law, the position is not as clear cut as it would first appear.
The law does recognise, albeit in roundabout ways, the need to protect an· unborn
child. The application of the nasciturus rule in the law of delict and the law of
succession is an example of this. Cook notes that the question of whether courts may
convict the slayer of a foetus under
homicide statutes has been the subject of
..
controversy for many ye!lfS. He' states that at common law and in the absence of a
statute, there is no crime . ~f a child dies before bix:th. However, under many state
statutes today, if the child is born alive and later dies, the culpability is the same as
that incurred in the killing of any other human being. The rationale is that a child who
has an "independent existence" separate from his or her mother is a human being.
C~Ok93 observes that recently courts have provided that damage inflicted in

a foetus in

utero is sufficient to support a homicide charge even without a live birth. At the

federal level, feticide statutes are receiving growing attention. Under the Unborn
Victims of Vi 01 ence94, United States attorneys can charge individuals who commit an
already defined federal crime of violence against a pregnant woman with a second
offence on behalf of the second victim, the unborn child. Currently the majority of
states already have "unborn viptim laws". It would seem that of late the American

93
94

See Cook fit 88 supra at p1320 to 1322.
Unborn Victims of Violence Act of2001
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legal position with regard to an unborn child, to which Grosskopff JA referred in Van

Heerden and Another v Joubert No and Others95 has changed and continues to do S096
without necessarily conferring personhood on a foetus. In the context of health care
services to a foetus Cook notes that the federal government has calculated that the
average healthcare costs of a drug-exposed foetus total about one million dollars.

9S
96

VanHeerden 1994 (4) SA 793 (A)
Grosskopff JA noted: "In the case of Roe v Wade 410 US 1i3 (1973) the Supreme Court was called upon to decide on
the constitutionality of the Texas criminal abortion laws. In the course of the argument it was submitted that a foetus was
a 'person' within the language and meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment, but the majority of the Court (at 1.56-8) was
not persuaded that the word 'person' also included the unborn. In R v Tait [1990] 1 QB 290 (CA) the Court of Appeal
held that a threat to a pregnant womal1 to kill her foetus was not a threat to kill a 'person' under the Offences against the
Person Act 1861. I am likewise of the view that the word 'perSon' in the context of the present Act does not include an
unbom child. Cook (fu 88 supra) notes that subsequent to the Roe decision, state courts have upheld convictions under
general homicide statutes for the death of an unborn, viable foetus. In other jurisdictions, however, the courts have held
that prosecuton may maintain a conviction under general homicide statutes only if the legislature defmes a foetus as a
'"person" or "human being" lDtder the tern. of the statute. Not surprisingly, says Cook, courts continue to debate over a
parent's legal obligation to protect fetal health. In 1931 the court in People v Yates [298 P. 961 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App.
1931) resolved the issue of whether prosecutors could successfully charge a father with neglect of his unborn child. The
father in Yates failed to furnish food, clothing. shelter and other medical attendance to his unborn child's mother. The
court held that the father bad a duty lo provide these necessary things to enmre the health of his unborn child by
providing them for the mother. Almost seventy Years later, the South Carolina Supreme Court in Whitner" South
Carolina [492 S.E. 2d at 777] addressed whether the state could prosecute a mother for neglecting her unborn child. The
unborn child's mother ingested crack cocaine during her pregnancy and the state brought criminal neglect charges
against her for her conduct. The Whitner court became the first high court of any state to hold that a viable foetus is a
person within the meaning of its state child abuse laws. As a result of this decision, some conmertaton have argued that
health and social services professionals must guess whether a pregnant woman's failure to obtain prenatal care, to quit
smoking or drinking. to stop taking over-the-colmter medicine, or to refrain from playing rigorous sports constitutes
unlawful behaviour.
There is a clearly a contrary view to the subject of 'foetal rights' that largely favours the interests of the mother over the
unborn child. Martin S and Coleman M in 'Judicial Intervention in Pregnancy' McGill Law Journal Vol 40 p 947 for
imtance postulate that judicial intervention in pregnancy is one of the means by which control is legally exercised on
women's bodies and lives. They note that despite the recolmllendations of the Royal Commission on New Reproductive
Teclmologies which rejected proposals for intervention, and the fact that the movement to recognize foetal 'rights' has
b~n stronger ill tlx United Slals:s thall ill Canada, the&: proposals nevertheless pose a subsisting threat to women and
that women's right to equality in particular. is compromised. They observe that in the United States there have been
many cases of women forced to und«go Caesarian sections or subjected to criminal sanctions or civil liability for their
conduct during pregnancy. They also caution against being overconfident that this is purely an American problem since
judicial intervention, legislation, mental l\ealth considerations '8I1d academic literature in Canada all mirror the American
position albeit to a lesser extent. The recommendations of the Commission with regard to judicial intervention in
pregnancy and birth are interesting. They read: "273. Judicial intervention in pregnancy and birth not be permissible.
Specifically, the Conunission recommendi that (a) medical treatment never be imposed upon a pregnant woman against
her wishes; (b) the criminal law, or any other law, never be used to confme or imprison a woman in the interests of her
foetus; (c) the conduct of a pregnant woman in relation to her foetus not be criminalized; (d) child welfare or other
legislation never be used to control a woman's behaviour during pregnancy or birth; and (e) civil liability never be
imposed upon a woman for hann done to her foetus during pregnancy. 274. Unwanted medical treatment and other
interferences, or" threatened interferences with the physical autonomy of pregnant women be recognized explicitly under
the Criminal Code as criminal assault. The authors point out that the majority of the Commissioners expressly rejected
claims to assimilate the position of an unborn foetus to that of a born child and refused to create and impose special legal
obligations on pregnam women. They stated that medical treatment should '"never" be imposed upon a pregnant woman
against her wishes and that child welfare or other legislation should "never" be used to control a woman's behaviour
during pregnancy or birth. It is submitted that in South Africa, in constitutional tenDs, there is no such thing as a fetal
right. Although the constitutional rights of a pregnart woman to bodily and psychological integrity are unquestionable
and would in the majority of cases take precedence over the interests of h« foetus, they are also not absolute and can be
limited in tenns of section 36 of the Constitution by a law of general application. It is submitted that there are instances
where the law should protect the foetus in the interests of the constitutional values of human dignity, equality and
freedom These instances may be narrowly restricted for instance to acts and omissions which, were they in relation to a
child, would be W1Iawful in the criminal sense. For example it may be argued a pregnant woman who seeks to tenninate
her pregnancy outside of the provisiollS of the Choice 011 Tenllination of Pregnmcy Act, her actio.. should be subjected
to some fonn of legal sanction if there are no good growtds for her failure to make use of the ,acilities provided for in
the Act and as a result of her actions, a disabled child is bom subsequently. It is further submitted that a pregnart woman
stands in unique relation to her unborn child and that it is reasonable to justifY on this basis, a distinction between the
manner in which the law treats her acts and omissions in relation to her unborn child and how it treats those of third
parties in relation to that lDmom child. In other words the 'rights' of a foetus, if such they be, should not be regarded as
the same in relation to its mother as tile)' are in relation to others. This is because the foetus and its mother effectively
share the S8Ille physical body and their interests are thus lmiqueJy and inseparably intertwined.
II
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When a woman exposes her foetus to drugs, hospital charges for the infant are almost
four times greater than they are for drug-free infants. Commentators have therefore
urged that the state should provide adequate medical care for foetuses that will be
brought to tenn. Accordingly, President George Bush announced a plan that would
allow states to provide pre-natal care to low-income women thus recognizing the right
of a foetus to receive adequate medical care. It has been argued that after a foetus
reaches viability the state should be pennitted to prohibit a woman from engaging in
certain types of maternal conduct, such as the use of tobacco, alcohol and illicit drugs,
when such use presents a serious risk of harm to her unborn child. Advocates of state
intervention argue that the child has

an interest not to be injured and this outweighs

the woman's interest in using· both illegal and legal drugs during pregnancy.
Moreover, says Cook, the state has a compelling interest in protecting potential
human life throughout the woman's pregnancy. Thus the state has a compelling
interest in protecting potential human life just as it has a compelling interest in
preserving the life itself. If the public policy position in South Africa is the same, and
there is no reason to believe that it is not, and it is the same public policy that infonns
both the law of contract and that ef delict then it is not difficult to see the direction in
which South Afiican law is head~d. The Constitution has highlighted the importance
of public policy in South African law and, it is submitted, even elevated it to a
position of cardinal importance over more mundanely technical considerations such as
contractual capacity, questions of the appropriate barriers to be drawn between the
various branches of law suc.h as public and private and between different areas of law
such as delict and contract, and indeed even the legal concept of personhood. It
promotes a preoccupation with justice as much, 'if not more than, law itself. Whilst a
South African court has held that the Constitution does not regard the foetus as a
person, this does not mean that it is not human and that the underlying values of the
Constitution, notably human dignity, equality and freedom do not have relevance in

...

the context offoetal medicine. It would defeat the ends ofjustice to hold that although
what happens to a foetus has the capacity to profoundly affect its capacity to exercise
and enjoy fundamental human rights once it is born; acts and omissions affecting it
whilst still in its mother's womb cannot be subjected to legal sanction and there is no
compelling interest on the part of soCiety, in the protection of the unborn.
Consequently a medical scheme should not be permitted to argue in terms of the law
of contract, that simply because a foetus is not yet a person, and therefore cannot be
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registered by a member as his or her dependant, its contractual obligations do not
extend to payment of the costs of foetal surgery or other medical treatment of the
foetus where such surgery or other medical treatment does not directly benefit the
mother herself. Similarly a medical doctor who contracts to perform a certain
procedure upon a foetus in utero for the benefit of that foetus should not be able to
argue, in the absence of a claim in delict, that he or she had no contractual obligation
to the foetus because it was not a person and that the child once born, cannot take
legal action for breach of a contractual obligation that occurred while it was still in its
mother's womb. If needs be the nasciturus rule should in certain circumstances be
applied within the law of contract, to ensure that society's interests in the protection
of potential human life are upheld. In the context of the law of succession a stipulation
in a will in favour of an unborn child is enforceable by that child once he is born
alive. It could be argued that the only reason that a will is not a contract is because it
comes into operation upon the death of the testator and not beforehand. Whilst
technically speaking, the dead cannot contract with the living, practically speaking
they can, provided that there is someone in the land of the living who is able and
willing to enforce that contract for the benefit of the living. The point is that
practically speaking, there is not much difference in practical terms between a
stipulation in a will for ~e benefit of an unborn child and a stipulation in a contract
for the benefit of an unborn child.
Contracts for the benefit of a third person are possible in law but they generally have
the result that when the third person accepts the benefit, he or she becomes a party to
the contract97 • Thus the court in Friedman 98 held that a mother cannot claim, as mother
and natural guardian of her abnormal or disabled child, general damages and loss of
future earnings from the doctor who agreed to advise the mother, when pregnant,
whether she was at greater risk than normal of having an abnormal or disabled child,
so that she could make an informed decision whether or not to terminate her
97

The court in Wimbledon Lodge (Ply) Ltd v Gore No And O'her~ 2003 (!S) SA 31S (SCA) noted that in Joel Melamed and
Hurwitz v Cleveland E~tate~ (Ply) Ltd; Joel Melamed and Hurwitz v Vomer Investment~ (Ply) Ltd 1984 (3) SA US (A)
at 172B - D Corbett JA quoted the following passage in Crookes NO and Another" Watson and Other~ 19S6 (I) SA 271
(A) at 291E - F with approval: '(T)he typical contract for the benefit of a third person is one where A and B make a
contract in order that C may be enabled, by notifYing A, to become a party to a contract between himself and A What
contractual rights exist between A and B pending acceptance by C and how far after such acceptance it is still possible
for contractual relations between A and B to persist are matten on which differences of opinion are possible; but broadly
speaking the idea of such transactions is that B drops out when C accepts and thenceforward it is A and C who are bound
to each other.'
Friedman 1b S3 supra
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pregnancy, and who incorrectly infonned her that she was at no greater risk than
normal. There can be no claim in contract because the child's legal personality only
commences at birth and a principal cannot claim on behalf of a non-existent principal
and also because the agreement cannot be a contract for the benefit of a third party
since the third party could only accept the alleged benefit, i.e. the tennination of
pregnancy, when it was no longer possible99• Similarly there could be no claim in
delict because the doctor owed no duty to the child to give the child's mother an
opportunity to terminate the pregnancy, and it was impossible to calculate damages,
being the difference between an impaired life and no life.

Afrox Healthcare Bpk v Strydom 1oo

6.2.8
Facts

The appellant was the owner of a private hospital. The respondent had been admitted
to the hospital for an operation and post-operative medical treatment. Upon
admission, an agreement was concluded between the parties. An indemnity clause
foniled part of the agreement. It read:

"2.2

Ek onthef die hospitaal en/of sy werknemers en/of agente van aIle aanspreeklikheid
en ek vrywaar hulle hiennee teen enige eis wat ingestel word deur enige persoon
(insluitende 'n afhanklike van die pasient) weens skade of verlies van watter aard
ookal (insluitende gevolgskade of spesiale skade van enige aard) wat direk of indirek
spruit iIit enige besering (insluitende noodlottige besering) opgedoen deur of skade
berokken aan die pasient of enige siekte (insluitende tenninale siekte) opgedoen deur
die pasient wat ook al die oorsaakloorsake is, net met die uitsluiting van opsetlike
versuim deur die hospitaal, werknemers of agente."

According to the respondent, it was
a tacit tenn of
.
. this agreement that the appellant's
nursing staffwould· treat him in a professional manner and with reasonable care. After
the operation, certain negligent 'Conduct by a nurse led to complications setting in,
which caused the respondent to suffer damages. The respondent argued that the
negligent conduct of the nurse had constituted a breach of contract by the appellant

100

A person also cannot act as an agent for a non-existent principal. In Commissioner For Inlllnd Revenue v Friedman And
Others NNO 1993 (1) SA 3'3 (A) the court stated that: lIlt is common, for example. to speak. of someone who is
'representing' a company yet to be fonned, or of a curator who is 'representing' unborn heirs under a will. As a matter of
law we know, of course, that it is impossible for someone to enter into a valid COJ1lract as agent for anon-existent
person.....
Afrox. 2002 (6) SA 21 (SeA)
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and instituted an action holding appellant responsible for the damages suffered. The
admission document signed by the respondent during his admission to the hospital
contained an exemption clause, providing that the respondent 'absolved the hospital
and/or its employees and/or agents from all

m1:~

indemnified them from any claim

instituted by any person (including a dependant of the patient) for damages or loss of
whatever nature (including consequential damages or special damages of any nature)
flowing directly or indirectly from any injury (including fatal injury) suffered by or
damage caused to the patient or any illness (incl.uding terminal illness) contracted by
the patient ~hatever the causes are, except only with the exclusion of intentional
omission by the hospital, its employees or agents'. The appellant relied on such clause
to avoid liability. The respondent advanced several reasons why the provisions of the
exclusion clause could not operate against him. The respondent contended that the
relevant clause was contrary to the public interest, that it was in contlict with the
principles of good faith or bona fides and that the admission clerk had had a legal duty
to draw his attention to the relevant clause, which he had not done. The grounds upon
which the respondent based his reliance on the public interest were the alleged
unequal bargaining positions of the parties at the conclusion of the contract, as well as
the nature and ambit of the conduct of the hospital personnel for which liability on the
part of the appellant was excluded and the fact that the appellant was the provider of
medical services. The respondent alleged that, while it was the appellant's duty as a
hospital to

prov~de

medical treatment in a professional and caring manner, the

relevant clause went so far as to protect the appellant from even gross negl~gence on
the part of its nursing staff. This was contrary to the public interest.
The respondent argued further that. s 39(2) of the Constitution obliged every court,
when developing the common law, to promote the spirit, purport and object ofthe Bill
of Rights. The effect of s 39(2) was therefore that, in considering the question of
whether a particular contractual term conflicted with the public interest, account had
to be taken of the fundamental rights contained in the. Constitution. It was argued that
the relevant clause conflicted with the spirit, purport and object of s 27(1)(a) of the
Constitution, which guaranteed each person's right to medical care, and as such was
accordingly in conflict with the public interest.
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As an alternative, the respondent argued that, even if the clause did not conflict with
the public interest, it was still unenforceable as it was unreasonable, unfair and in
conflict with the principle of bona fides or good faith. As a further alternative it was
argued that the respondent had, when signing the admission document, been unaware
of the provisions of the clause. The evidence was that the respondent had signed the
document without reading it, even though he had had an opportunity to do so. The
respondent contended that the admission clerk had had a legal duty to inform him of
the content of the clause and that he had failed

to do so. The respondent's reason for

contending that such a legal duty existed was that he d,id not expect a provision such
as the one contained in the relevant clause in an agreement with a hospital. The
provincial division had found for the respondent

Judgment
The court a quo took as its point of departure that the onus was on the appellant to
show that the

provis~ons

of clause 2.2 were enforceable against the respondent. As

authority for this position it cited Durban's Water Wonderland (Pty) Ltd v Botha and
Anotherlol • The Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) in Strydom stated that this case was,
however, authority for the complete opposite as appeared from the dictum of Scott JA
at 991 C..0 102

The respondent argued that the grounds on which clause 2.2 was not enforceable
against him were -

(a)

The clause was contrary to the public interest;

(b)

The clause was in conflict with the principles of good faith;

(c)

The admissions clerk had a legal duty to draw his attention to clause 2.2 at the
time of the conclusion of the contract and he failed to do so

WI
102

Durban', Water Wonderland 1999 (1) SA 982 (SCA).
Scott JA stated: ''The respondents' claims were founded in delict. The appellll11l: relied on a contract in tenns of which
liability for negligence was excluded. It accordingly bore the onus of establishing the terms of the contract. (The position
would haw been otherwise bad the respondents sued in contract. See Stoela &- Stocks (Pty) Ltd v T J Daly &- Sons (Pty)
Ltd 1979 (3) SA 754 (A) at 762E· 767C.)"
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With regard to the public interest Brand JA stated that a contractual provision which
is unfair on the basis that it is in conflict with the public interest is legally
unenforceable and that this principle was acceflted and applied in Sasfin (Pty) Ltd v

Beukes103 and Botha (llOW Griessel) and Another v Finanscredit (Pty) Lttf04. Brand JA
quoted the dictum ofSmalberger JA in the former where he stated:
"The power to declare contracts contrary to public policy should, however, be exercised
sparingly and only in the clearest of cases, lest uncertainty as to the validity of contracts result
from an arbitrary and indiscriminate use of the power. One must be careful not to conclude
that a contract is contrary to public policy merely because its tenns (or some of them) offend
one's individual sense of propriety and fairness. In the words of Lord Atkin in Fender v 8t
John-Mildmay 1938 AC 1 (HL) at 12: ...
'the doctrine should only be invoked in clear cases in which the hann to the public is
substantially incontestable, and does not depend upon the idiosyncratic inferences of a few
judicial minds ... '
In grappling with this often dimcu·lt problem it must be borne in mind that public policy
generally favours the utmost freedom of contract, and requires that commercial transactions
should not be unduly trammelled by restrictions on that freedom."

Brand JA pointed out that these cautionary words were emphasised more recently in

Brummer v Gorftl Brothers Investn1ents (Pty) Ltd en Andere 1OS; De Beer v Keyser and
Others1OO; Bris/ey v Drotsky1(11. He said that concerning exclusionary or indemnity
clauses in South African law the position is that such clauses although valid and
enforceable, must be restrictively interpreted. 101 He observes that these types of
clauses have become the rule rather than the exception in standard contracts and that
the limits of such clauses are apparently determined largely by business
considerations such as savings in insurance premiums, competitiveness and the
possibility of scaring off prospective clients. Brand JA stated that the fact that
exclusionary clauses as a category are enforced does not mean that a specific
exclusionary clause cannot be declares by the court as being contrary to the public
interest and therefore unenforceable. The standard used with regard to exclusionary
clauses does not differ from that applicable to other clauses which are alleged, due to

103
104

lOS
100
1(11
101

Sosfin 1989 (1) SA 1 (A)
Botha (now Griessel) 1989 (3) SA m (A)
Brummer 1999 (3) SA 389 (SCA) at 420F
De Beer 2002 (1) SA 827 (SCA) op 837C • E
Brisley 2002 (4) SA (1)
Government of the Republic of South Africa v Fibre Spinners & Weavers (Ply) Ltd 1978 (2) SA 794 (A) at 804C • 8060
and Durban's Water Wonderland (Ply) Ltd v Botha and Another (supra op 9890 ~ I).)
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considerations of public interest, to be unenforceable109• The three grounds upon
which the respondent based his arguments concerning the public interest were:

(a)

the uneven bargaining position between the parties. with respect to the
agreement;

(b)' the nature and circumstances of the actions of the hospital staff against which

the appellant is being indemnified;
(c)

the fact that the appellant was the provider of medical services.

With regard to (a) above Brand JA stated that it was not obvious on the face of it that
an inequality in bargaining power between the parties does not in itself justify a
conclusion that a contractual provision which is to the advantage of the stronger party
will be in conflict with the public interest. At the same, time, he said, it must be
accepted that unequal bargaining power is indeed a factor which, together with other
factors, can play a role in considerations of the public interest. Nevertheless the
answer to the respondent's invocation of this factor in the present case, is that there is
absolutely no evidence to show that the respondent during the conclusion oftne
contract was in a weaker bargaining position than that of~e appellant.

Brand JA stated that the respondent's second ground ofobjection which has relevance
to the potential scope of clause 2.2, links to some degree to his third ground.
According to this ground t~e respondent's obj ection was that while the appellant's
duty as a hospital is to provide medical treatment in a professional and careful
manner, clause 2.2 goes so far as to indemnify the appellant against even the gross
negligence of its nursing staff. The respondent submitted that this is in conflict with
the public interest. The court said that although there is direct support to be found in
Strauss, Doctor, Patient and the

Lawll

O

for the view that the indemnification of a

hospital against gross negligence of its nursing staff would be in conflict with the
109

110

At P 3S of the judgement: "Die feit dat uitsluitillgskJolisules as 'n spesie in beginsel afgedwing word, beteken uiteraard
nie dat 'n bepaalde uitsluitingsklollSUle nie deur die Hof II{! strydig met die openbare belang en derhalwe as
onafdwingbaar verldaar kan word nie. Die bekendste voorbeeld van 'n gevaI waar dit wei gebeur bet, is waarskynlik die
beslissing in WeU, v South African Alumenite Company 1927 AD 69 op 72 waarwlgens 'n kontraksbeding wat
aanspreeklikheid vir bedrog uitsluit, as strydig met die openbarc belang en derhalwe ongeldig wrldaar is. Die maatstaf
wat aangewend word met betrekking tot uitsluitingsklousules verskil ef!J,er nie van die wat geld vir ander
kontraksbedinge wat, na bewering. weens oorwegings van openbare belmg ongeldig is nie. Die vraag is teJkens of die
handhawing van die betrokke uitsluitingsk)ollsule of ander kontraksbeding. betsy weens uiterste onbillikheid, betsy
weens ander beJeidsoorwegings, met die ~Jange van die gemeenskap strydig sal Wee&."
Strauss third edition at p30S
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public interest, it must be born in mind in the adjudication of the subjective ground of
objection that the respondent did 'not in his pleadings rely upon gross negligence on
the part of the appellant's nursing staff. He alleged nothing more than negligence. The
question whether the contractual exclusion of a hospital's liability for damages. caused
by the gross negligence of its nursing staff wOilld be contrary to the public interest,
said Brand JA, was thus not the issue in the present case. Brand JA stated that even if
one accepted the submission that it is indeed ~e case, this would not automatically
invalidate clause 2.2. Apparently the provisions ~fthe clause in this case would rather
be interpreted so as to exclude gross negligence. Brand JA quoted the dictum of Innes
CJ in Wells v South African Alun7enite Company' (supra) where he stated 111 :
"Hence contractual conditions by which one of the parties engages to verify ail
representations for himself, and not to rely upon them as inducing the contract, must be
confined to honest mistake or honest representations. However wide the language, the Court
will cut down and confine its operations within those limits."

Brand JA noted with respect to the third ground upon which the respondent relied that
it was related to the fact that the appellant was a provider of medical

rices.

According to this ground it is generally impermissible for providers of medical
services to add an exclusionary clause such as clause 2.2 to a standard contract. In this
regard the respondent relied on section 27(1 )(a) of the Constitution in terms of which
everyone has a right to medical care. Brand JA stated that, as he understood the
judgment of the court a quo this was the main ground upon which the decision in
favour of the respondent was founded. He noted that the respondent did not rely on
the fact that clause 2.2 directly violates the constitutional values which are entrenched
in section 27(1 )(a). Brand J held that even. accepting that section 27(1 )(a) is
horizontally applicable in terms of section 8(2) of the Constitution and therefore
binding on a private hospital - which question did not pertinently arise for decision in
this case - clause 2.2 does not prohibit the access of any person to medical care. Even
from the point of view that section 27(1) binds a private hospital, this section does not
app~ent1y

prevent private hospitals from asking, for payment for medical services or

imposing legally enforceable

III

Wells fu 109 supra at p72-73
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Conditions on the provision of such services. The question said Brand J, still remains
whether clause 2.2. is such a legally enforceable provision or not. According to the
respondent's submission, the role of section 27(1)(a) is implied by the provisions of
section 39(2) of the Constitution according to which each court is obliged in the
development of the common law, to promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill
of Rights. The effect of section 39(2), it was argued for the respondent, is that in the
consideration of the question of whether a particular contractual provision is in
conflict with the public interest, regard must be had to the fundamental rights which
are set out in the Constitution. It was submitted with regard to the argument that
clause 2.2 was enforceable prior to the Constitution, that it is now in conflict with the
spirit, purport and object of section 2791)(a) and is consequently contrary to the
public interest. Brand JA stated that seeing that the CQnstitution first came into effect
on 04 FebruaI)' 1997 while the agreement between the parties arose on 15 August
1995, the first question in considering this argument is whether section 39(2)
empowers and obliges the court to rely on constitutional provisions which were not in
operation when the contractual relationship betWeen the parties existed. Concerning
direct breach, said Brand JA, the constitutional has no retrospective power.
Transactions which were valid when it commenced are thus not rendered invalid
retrospectively with regard to the direct application of the Constitution l12 • Brand JA
noted that the question concerning the possible retrospective influence of the
Constitution in an indirect manner as envisaged in section 39(2) had not yet been
expressly decided. He noted that the fact that tliis is not a simple question is evident
from Ryland v Edrosl 13 and Amod v MultilQt~ral Motor Vehicle Accidents Fund

(Commission for Gender Equality Intervening) 114. Brand JA said he found it
unnecessary to give attempt to Rrovide a conclusive answer to this question. In the
light of his opinion concerning the effect of section 27(I)(a) on the validity of clause
2.2, he was prepared to accept in favour of the respondent that the provisions of
section 27(1 lea) should be taken into account although the relevant agreement was
concluded on 15 August 1995 and there was also no matching provision in the interim
Constitution. He noted that in Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security and
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Du PlesSIS and Olh';"s v De Klel'k and AnotheJ' 1996 (3) SA 8S0 (CC) (1996 (S) BCLR 6S8) para [14]; Gardener
Whitaker 1996 (4) SA 337 (CC) (1996 (6) BCLR 77S) para [13].)
Ry/Qnd 1997 (2) SA 690 (K) at 7090 • 710C
Amod 1999 (4) SA 1319 (SCA) at 1329A· E para [22]
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Another (Centre for Applied Legal Studies /l1tervel1ing)l1S it was decided that, on the
application of section 39(2) of the Constitution the determination of what comprises
the convictions of the community for the purposes of the law of delict could not take
place without taking into account the values to which the Constitution subscribes.
Brand JA stated that he had no doubt that the same principle also applied to a
consideration of whether a particular contractual provision was contraty to the public
interest. In this regard he quoted the dictum of Cameron JA Brisley v Drotsky

(supra)116. On the application, said Brand JA, of this principle the only constitutional
value upon which the respondent relies is

t~at

contained in section 27(I)(a). This

leads immediately to the question: why is clause-.2.2 in conflict with section 27(1)(a)?
He observed that it was indeed correctly conceded by the respondent that clause 2.2
does not stand in the way of the provision of medical services to anyone and that a
hospital's reliance on legally acceptable conditions for the provision of medical
services is also not in conflict with section 27(1)(a). The respondent's answer to the
question posed was based on the point of departure while that the constitutional value
embodied in section 27(1 lea) does not envisage the mere provision of medical
services but includes the provision of such services in a professional and careful - in
other words non negligent - manner, clause 2.2 is in c.onflict with the values
embodied in section 27(1 lea) and is thus in conflict with the public interest. The
answer to this argument, said Brand JA, is that it is constructed entirely upon a non

sequitur. Firstly, the appellant's nursing personnel are already bound by their
professional code an4 they are already subj ect to the statutoty authority of their
professional body. Secondly, negligent acts by the appellant's nursing staffwould not
be in the interests of ~he appellant's reputation and competitiveness as a private
hospital. Thirdly, the respondent's argument comes down in effect to that fact that the
appellant's nursing staff due to the existence of clause 2.2 will be purposefully (or
otherwise intentionally) negligent - something·which by definition amounts to self
contradiction. The court pointed out that article 27(1)(a) was not the only
constitutional

v~ue

which was relevant to the present case. It quoted again from

Cameron JA in Brisley v Drotsky (supra) where it was stated:

lIS
116

Carmichele 2001 (4) SA 938 (CC) at para [35]
Bris/ey fh 107 supra. According to Qpneron JA, '~Public policy . • • nullifies agreements offensive in tbmJelves • a
doctrine of considerable antiquity. III its modem guise "public policy" is now rooted in our Constitution and the
1UndamentaI values it enshrines."
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"(T)he constitutional values of dignity and equality and freedom require that .the Courts
approach their task of striking down contracts or declining to enforce them with perceptive
restraint . . . contractual autonomy is part of freedom. Shorn of its obscene excesses,
contractual autonomy infonns also the constitutional value of dignity."

Brand JA stated that the constitutional nature of contractual freedom embraces in its

tum the principle pacta sunt servanda. He noted that this principle was expressed by
Steyn CJ ~n SA Sentrale Ko-op Graanmaatskappy Bpk

11

Shifren en Andere 1l7 as

follows:
"die elemenrere en grondliggende a1gemene beginsel dat kontrakte wat vryelik en in alle ems
deur bevoegde partye aangegaan is, in die openbare belang afgedwing word".

In the light of these considerations, said Brand JA, the respondent's position that a
contractual provision in terms of which a hospital is indemnifie~ against the negligent
actions of its nursing staff is in principle contrary to the public interest cannot be
accepted. Brandt JA noted the statement of the court a quo that "Section 39 of the Constitution implicitly enjoins evel)' court to develop common law or customary
law. In my mind the tendency of lower courts blindly following the path chartered many years ago until
altered by the higher Court (stare decisis) is not consonant with the provisions of section 39 of the
Constitution"

and said that if the trial court intended by this that the principles of stare decisis as a
general rule are not to be used in the application of section 39(2) this was, at least
concerning post-constitutional decisions, c1eariy wrong. He referred to the dicta of
Kriegler J in Ex parte Minister of Safety and Security and Others. In re S 11 Walters

and Another11B where stated:
"(T)he Constitution enjoins all courts to interpret legislation and to develop the common law
in accordance with the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights. In doing so, courts are
bound to accept the authority and the binding force of applicable decisions of higher
tribunals"

and in para' [61]
"High Courts are obliged to follow legal interpretations of the SeA, whether they relate to
constitutional issues or to other issues, and remain so obliged unless and until the SCA itself
decides otherwise or this Court does so in respect of a constitutional issue. It should be made
plain, however, that this part of the judgment does not deal with the binding effect of
decisions of higher tribunals given before the constitutional era."
117
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Shi.fren 1964 (4) SA 760 (A)
In re S" Walters 2002 (4) SA 613 (CC)
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Brand JA stated that concerning preconstitutional decisions of the SCA with regard to
the common law, in his view a distinction should be drawn between three situations
that exist in the constitutional context:
1.

The situation in which the High Court is convinced that the relevant rule of the
common law is in conflict with the constitutional provision. In this instance the
High Court is obliged to depart from the common law. The fact that the relevant
rule of the common law was laid down pre-constitutionally by the SeA makes
no difference. The Constitution is the supreme law and where a rule of common
law is in conflict with it, the latter must give way.

2.

The situation in which the pre-constitutional decision of the SCA was based on
considerations such as boni mores or public interest. If the High Court is of the
opinion that such decision, with regard to constitutional values, no longer
reflects that boni mores or considerations of public interest, then the High Court
is obliged to depart therefrom. Such a departure said Brand JA is not in conflict
with stare decisis because in any event it is accepted that the boni mores and
considerations of public interest do not remain static.

3.

A situation in which a rule of common law which was laid down in a pre
constitutional decision of the SCA, is not directly in conflict with any specific
provision of the Constitution and is also not dependent on changing
considerations such as boni mores or public interest. Nevertheless the High
Court is convinced that the relevant rule, upon the application of section 39(2),
should be changed in order to promote the spirit, ·purport and objects of the
Constitution. Is the High Court in such a situation empowered to give effect to
its convictions or is it still obliged to apply the common law as it was
preconstitutionally in terms of the principles of stare decisis? The answer, said
Brand JA is that the principles of stare decisis still apply and that the High Court
is not empowered by section 39(2) to depart from the decisions of the SeA
whether they are pre- or post- constitutional. He noted that section 39(2) of the
Constitution must be read in conjunction with section 173. According to the
latter recognition is given to the inherent competence of the High Court -
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together with the SCA and the constitutional court - to develop the common
law. In exercising this inherent competence, said Brand JA, the provisions of
section 39(2) are of relevance. Before the Constitution, said Brand JA, the High
Court just like the SCA, had the inherent competence to develop the common
law. This inherent competence was, however, dependent upon the rules which
found expression in the doctrine of stare decisis. In the opinion of Brand JA, this
rule was neither expressly nor impliedly set aside by the Constitution. Section
39(2), he said, contains the underlying implication that the relevant court has the
power to amend the common law. The question of whether the relevant court
has that capacity is deterrr}ined by inter alia the stare 'decisis rule. Brand J
pointed out that the

pr~visions

of the Constitutipn are not just a set of rules but

an entire value system. Brand JA observed that there is sometimes mutual
tension between the values of the system which can only be resolved by careful
consideration and reconciliation. In implementing this value system, individual
judges will differ from each other. In such circumstances the granting to every
judge of the capacity on the grounds of his individual perspective in accordance
with the application of this value system the power to deviate from the decisions
of the SCA would necessarily lead to a lack of uniformity and certainty.

On the subject of good faith as an alternative basis of the respondent's case, Brand JA
observed that this principle finds its origin in a minority judgement by Olivier JA in
Eerste Nasionale Bank van Suidelike Afrika Bpk v Saayman N01l9. He observed that
~e

SCA in its majority decision in Brisley v Drotsky (supra) put the judgement of

Olivier JA in perspective. With regard to the place and role of abstract ideas such as
good faith, reasonableness, fairness and justice, the majority of the court in Brisley
held that although these considerations underlie the South African law of contract,
this does not make them an independent, or 'free-floating', foundation for the setting
aside of contractual provisions. Put differently, said Brand JA, these abstract
considerations represent the foundation and raison d'etre for the present legal rules
and can also lead to the formulation and alteration of rules of law but that are not
themselves rules of law. When it comes to the enforcement of contractual provisions,
the court has ,no discretion and does not deal in abstract ideas but rather on the basis

119

&layman 1997 (4) SA 302 (SeA) at 318
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of crystallised and established rules of law. Thus, said Brand JA, the alternative basis
upon which the respondent relies is in reality not an independent basis for his case.
With regard to misrepresentation and mistake Brand JA stated that consideration of
this alternative required that the factual background be set out in more detail. He
noted that the respondent's evidence was that he signed the admission document
without reading it in the place indicated with a cross. The respondent's attention was
not drawn to clause 2.2. In the

~bsence

of any evidence to the contrary it must be

accepted, said the court, that the respondent was not aware of the contents of clause
2.2 when he entered into the agreement. Nonetheless the respondent conceded that he
knew that the admission document contained the terms of the contract between
himself and the appellant and he did not dispute that he had full opportunity to read
the document. In these circumstances the fact that the respondent signed the document
without reading it does not lead, as a rule to the result that he is not bound by its
contents. Brand JA then referred to the case of Burger v Central South African
Railwaysl1JJ in which it was held that a person who signs an agreement without reading

it does so at his own risk and is consequently bound thereby as though he were aware

of its provisions and expressly consented thereto l21 • Brand JA conceded that there
were certain exceptions to this general rule and referred in this regard to Christiel22•
The exception relied upon by the respondent was that the admissions clerk had a duty
to inform him of the contents of clause 2.2 and that he failed to do so. The respondent
conceded that as a general principles there is no legal duty upon a contracting party to
inform the other of the contents of their agreement. The reason why the respondent
alleged that such a duty existed on the admissions clerk was that he, the respondent,
did not expect such a clause in an agreement with a hospital. Seeing that a hospital is
supposed to supply medical and professional services in a professional manner, the
respondent argued that he did

~ot

expect that the applicant would try to indemnify ,

itself against the negligence of its own nursing personnel. The answer to this, said
Brand JA, is that the respondent's subjective expectations concerning the contract
between himself and the appellant play no role in the question of whether there was a
duty on the admissions clerk to point out clause 2.2. to h,im. What is of relevance to
120
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Burger 1903 1'8 "1
Brand JA also referred to George " Fail7lJead (Ply) Ltd 1958 (2) SA 46S (A)
Christie RH The Law ofContract 4th edition at p 202
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this question said Brand JA, is whether a provision such as clause 2.2 could
reasonably be expected or, ifit was objectively speaking, unexpected. He stated that
indemnity clauses such as clause 2.2 are presently the rule rather than the exception in
standard contracts these days. Notwithstanding the respondent's submission to the
contrary, the court said that it could see no reason in principle to distinguish between
private hospitals and

~uppliers

of other services. Thus it cannot be said that a

provision such as clause 2.2 was, objectively speaking unexpected. There was thus no
duty, said Brand JA, upon the admissions clerk to bring the clause to the attention of
the respondent. T~erefore the respondent was bound to the terms of the clause as ifhe
had read it and expressly agreed to it. The court concluded that the appeal must
succeed with costs and that the d~cision of the court a quo should be reversed.

Discussion
It is submitted, with respect, that the decision of the Supreme Court of Appeal in this

case is both unfortunate and regrettable for the reasons set out below - not least of
which is the fact that the court saw fit not to distinguish between suppliers of health
care services and any other kin~ of supplier. The most obvious way to demonstrate
the problems with this decision is to apply it within the public sector. On this basis of
this decision would and should an exclusion clause of the nature used by Afrox
Healthcare be applicable by government hospitals in respect of the people to whom
they deliver health care services? If suppliers of health care services are the same as
any other, then the government, as a supplier of health care services, ~hould be able to
include such a clause in its admission documentation. The fact that patients, as nonlawyers, may not understand the nature or import of such a clause, clearly does not
make a difference to the Supreme Court of Appeal. The fact that health care
professionals are ethically obliged by their professional rules to take due and proper
care and exercise their professions with diligence was used by the Supreme Court of
Appeal to justify the presence of such a clause, when it is submitted, it should haye
been used to strike it down. The professional rules and standards which are applied to
health professionals are an indication of what it means to be a professional in the first
place. Members of the public expect to be treated in a professional manner and up to a
certain standard when they seek out the services of a registered professional because
if they did not, they might as well go to Joe Public for those same services. What
702

would be the reason for seeking out professional help if it meant that the professional
in question was not bound to follow certain ethical rules and standards of practice
associated with his profession? The Medical Protection Society has different rates for
different types of indeinnity cover depending on whether a health professional is self
employed or employed by a third party. The rates for the latter are much lower on the
assumption that the employer either self insures (in the case of the state) or takes out
some form of public liability insurance l23 • If a nurse's professional

123

indemni~

cover

In fact some years ago Dr John Hickey of the M~ic~ Protection Society and actuary Tony Mason wrote a paper entitled
'Funding of Clinical Negligence Liabilities in the Public Sector' (obtained from Dr John Hickey, Medical Protection
Society 33 Cavendish Square, London WIG OPS, UK) in they argue why doctors in public sector employment should not
be required to purchase professional indemnity protection Insurance in the public sector is particularly problematic due
to the fact that government self insures. A munlx1 of provincial governments in South Africa were considering
legislation to compel publicly employed doctors to. 'purchase professional indenmity cover against claims of clinical
negligence. The current position is that other than :i,n cases of gross negligence, the hospital will assume vicarious
liability for 1M acts or omissions of its elllplo~es ana will indemnitY those employees against such claims. The paper
was prepared at the request of the South African Medical Association and sets out to show that by implementing such a
change the costs to the public purse of clinical negligenCe would be greater than is currently the case. It fiu1ber seeks to
show that there is also a significant risk that the cost at professional indemnity protection for individuals employed in the
public sector will be prohibitive, particularly for high risk specialities and is likely to reduce the recruitmelt of those
specialities. In fact, it is submitted, the same arguments are applicable to professionals in the private sector althougb in
the case of medical practitioners, these are generally self-employed The authors slated that medical negligaa probably
has one of the longest 'tails' of all types of insurance (another contemw difference of which Brand JA was clearly
1D1aWare) and most insurance companies refuse to mderwrite this type of business or will only offer the more limited
claims made coverage. The 'tail' refers to the delays that occur between the occurrence of an adverse incident (that will
probably give rise to a claim) and the time it is first reported and the further delay until that claim is eventually settled,
The average delay between incident and settlement may be as long as 6 or 7 years and increases for the larger more
complex claims which, in some cases, take decades. When it i$ appreciated that the rate of claims inflation (particularly
in the cost of settling large claims) may be 1-2% higher than earnings inflation, it is perhaps not surprising that so few
insurers are inlerested in this business and that the cost to purchasing cover is so high. Apart from claims intlation, the
other noticeable trend over the lost 1S years has been the steep increase in the number of claims and it is clear that the
general public has become more consumerist and litigious. BeCause of the average delay of several years between an
incident and the time it is reported as a claim, the underlying claims frequency can often be masked so that the
experience appears more favoll'able than it actually is. The authors point out that there are many disadvantages to
compelling publicly employed staff to purchase their own indemnity protection and these have been recognised in recent
years by governrnents around the world. State indemnity schemes are now in place in England, Wales, Scotland,
Australia, Malaysia, Hong Kong and inman), European and American States. The reasons they give are:
Cost of cover: This can be substantial, particularly for high-risk. specialities such as obstetrics, gynaecology, orthopaedic
surgery, neurosurgery and plastic surgery. The authors give the example of a submission by the MPS to the Irish
Department of Health in which it was reflected that specialist obstetricians in Ireland comprised ~% of MPS
membenhip, contributed 9% of income and were responsible for 200Al if reported claims by number and 33.3% of
liabilities. They state that sil11ilar rations' are likely to exist in South Africa. Claims experience in South Africa is
deteriorating i.e. increasing although not as dramatically as elsewhere in the world. Therefore in all likelihood rates will
rise year on year.
Demands by staff for reimbursement of subscriptions: Staff tend to demand reimbursement from the employers for
subscriptions. Reimbursement, say the authors, means that effectively the public hospitals move from a pay as you go
basis (as is currently the case) to clailllS made or occurrence based funding. diverting public fUnds from the provision of
care to the indemnifYing company.
Affordability in certain specialities: If there is no reimbursement of subscriptions, then the paradox occurs that doctors in
different specialities who are paid the SIU11e will have to pay significantly different subscription rates, leading to demands
for differing salary levels for different specialities. For junior staff in the very high-risk specialities their subscription
rates may be higher than their salaries.
Adverse effect on recruitmert into specialities: If the cost of protection so very much higher in certain specialities and
there is no reimbursement, it will be increasingly difficult to recruit those specialities.
Risk of no cover and complexity: If staff choose to purchase cover on a claims made basis. there is a very real risk of
gaps in cover if they change indenmifien or choose for any reason not to plU'Chase run off cover when the leave the
hospital's employ. This leads to elq)osure of the hospital to clinical negligence liability and the possibility of
uncompensated patients.
Administration and claims I11IU18geIllent costs: In the !-,xperience of the MPS claims arise from a sequence of systems
failures or errors some of which are the responsibility of the employing hospitals rather than the individual staff member,
for example equipment failures. In circumstances such as these the hospital feels compelled to instruct its own lawyers
leading to arguments over apportiolmllmt of responsibility. The increased expenditure on legal fees is one of the reasons
cited by the Irish govermnent for introducing a State indenmity scheme.
It is submitted that for present purposes there is likely to be no difference between the public and private health sectors
in South Africa with regard to nurses since in both sectors they tend to be employees rather than self-employed
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takes into account the vicarious liability of her employer and is lower than would have
been the case had she been self-employed, then this judgment of the Supreme Court
of Appeal may effectively have left patients who are the victims of negligence of
nurses without recourse

~

compensation. A disciplinary hearing by a professional

council even assuming any sanction is imposed, is cold comfort to a patient that has
lost the ability to work or to function in society or that has experienced considerable
pain and suffering and become liable for extra medical expenses as a result of
professional negligence ..It is submitted with respe~t that the confidence of, the
Supreme Court of Appeal- .. that the existence of professional bodies to discipline
professionals who do not practise their professions according to acceptable standards
is a sufficient deterrent of professional negligence and adequately reduces the
,attendant risks to patients is naive to say the least. It is tantamount to saying that the
criminal law sufficiently addresses the risks of crime for the man in the street and that
one ~hould not expect, or take measures to protect oneself against, criminal behaviour
because a system exists for the prosecution of crime. The court as long ago as 1957
refused'to accept the view 'that the delicts of health professionals who are employed
by a hospital should not attract vicarious liability for their employer124. It is not being

124

Furthermore on the salaries paid to nurses, relative to those received by medical practitioners, it is quite likely that nurses
would not be able to afford professional indemnity cover at all on the basis ofthe argmnems above.
See Esterhuizen v Administrator, 'Tra1lSVQQI 1957 (3) SA 710 (1') and Dube v Administrator, Transvaal fit 78 supra. See
also the discussion of this subjept in MtetwD v Minister of Health 1989 (3) SA 600 (D) and the discussion there of Lower
Umfolosi District Wor MemoriQI HoSpifQI v Lawe 1937 NPD 31 and $I Augustine's HospitQI (Ply) Ltd v Le Breton 1975
(2) SA 530 (D). In Mtetwa the court expressly refused to follow the approach of Feetham J in Lower Umfolosi that: "I
accept the proposition that in the perfonnance of their professional duties nurses are not under the control of the hospital
authority so as to become its servants, and that the obligation of the hospital authority in regard to the professional work
of its nurses is limited to taking reasonable care to assure itself of the professional competence of the nurses whom it
employs. No question as to tht oompdence of the nurses employed arises in this case, because there is an admission on
the record to the following effect: 'Mr Lowe, attorney for plaintiff, admits that there was no negligence on the part of the
Board in the appointment ofthe mll'SeS. and that he is satisfied that the nurses are all duly qualified. '"
And again, at P 42: 'Now I differ from the conclusion at which he amves. It seems to me that, on his own showing. it is
perfectly clear that the placing of this hot bottle in the patient's bed, and the subsequent supervision of the patient while
recovering from the anaesthetic with the hot water bottle in his bed, were professional duties on the part of the mne or
nurses concerned. It is irrelevant to say that, when the patient is in a nonnaI condition aild not disabled, he can place the
hot water bottle where he likes. TIte dominating fact in regard to this case is that the patient was recovering from an
anaesthetic after an operation For that purpose he required a hot water bottle in his bed in order to provide conditions
necessary for his proper recovery. He was not in a condition to protect himself from the hot water bottle, or to judge the
heat. of the hot water bottle; he was entirely in the hands of the nurse or nurses, and they were in charge of him, not as
domestic servanls, but as nurses responsible for seeing that proper conditions were provided in which he could recover
from the effects of the anaesthetic; and in regard to the whole of this business in connection with the placing of the bottle
in the bed, the heating of the bottle, the wrapping of the bottle and the supervision of the patient, they were bound to use
their professional skill; their professional training taught them that it was necessary for the patiem to have a hot water
bottle, that he was incapable of protecting himself from the bottle, and that, owing to possible movements on the part of
the patient in the condition in which he was, supervision was necessary. They were acting. therefore, in a professional
manner and not as domestic servants insofar as they dealt with the hot water bottle, and, that being so, they failed in the
carrying out of professional duties for the discharge of which the hosJ.?ital authority was not resPonsible. •
Nienaber J noted in MtetwD that because Lower Umfolosi was ajudgment of two Judges. Famin J, in a later Natal case,
St Augustine's HospitQl (Ply) Ltd v Le B,.eton 1975 (2) SA 530 (D), regarded himself as bound by it, notwithstanding
some strong misgivinp he expressed abo\lt its correctness. That case also involved negligence on the part of the nursing
stat[ A 92-year-old patient fractured her leg when, in the middle of the night, she fell out of a hospital cot. The Court
stated, apropos of the earlier judgment and tlte English cases cited in it, at 536H - 537A: 'The effect of these cases is to
render liable a hospital authority for lite negligence of doctors, surgeons and nurses, employed by them on a full- or parttime basis, in the perfonnance
the professional duties they are employed to perform. The later view now adopted in

or
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argued here that the court in Afrox was even suggesting that a hospital employer
cannot be held vicariously liable for the· delicts of its employees. The point being
made is rather that the statement of Brand AJ to the effect that the entire argument
that clause 2.2 would promote negligent and unprofessional conduct on the part ofthe
nursing staffis built on a non sequitur, firstly because the nursing staffare still bound
to observe their professional code of conduct and secondly because action against an
employee of the applicant for negligent acts would adversely impact on its reputation
and competitiveness, does not take into account the practical realities of the situation.
Real life, it is submitted, is .far more complicated than this. Brand JA has seized only
upon those factual elements within a larger factual matrix, which suit his particular
viewpoint irrespective of how they impact in reality upon the other elements of the
matrix to produce a result which Brand JA could not anticipate without more in-depth
knowledge of the business of health service delivery than he apparently has l 2.S. The

12S

England seems to me to be the more correct one, ind McKerron The Law of Delict 7th ed at 92, expresses the view that
"'there can be no doubt as to the correctnestI pfthese decisions'·.
It seems probable thai, had lhis COlat in 1937 had befo~ it the 1942 and later English decisions, the result of the Lower
Umfolosi case might well have gone the other way. '
And again, at S37H - S38:'That being so, I must apply the law as stated in the Lower Um/olosi case and hold that as in
that case, so in the present case, in lhe absence of any special tenn in the contract between the hospital and the patient,
the ordinary contract between patient and hospital does not cast upon the hospital an obligation to do more than take
reasonable steps to assure itself of the professional competence of the mnes it employs to attend to the patient. '
And, finally, at S38D: 'I think I should add that. had I been free to do so, I would have been disposed to accept as more
in accordallce with our law t1~ flll« English decisions, and to have applied the law as there applied and as applied in
Esterhuizen v Administrator, Transvaal 19S7 (3) SA 710 (T), and Dubs v Administrator, Tra1fSl1(JQ1 1963 (4) SA 260 (T),
in neither of which, incidentally, do I find any reference to the Lower Um/alosi case. '
Nienaber J observed that the two Transvaal cases, as well as Buls and Another v Tsatsarolakis 1976 (2) SA 891 (T),
neither mention nor support the distinction, which is pivotal' to the decision in the Lower Umfolosi case, between
professional work over which the hospital is said to have no control and for which it is acoordingly not liable, and
managerial or administrative duties perfonned by an empl~ for which it is responsible. In the Transvaal cases b
issue was simply whether the particular member of staff was negligent in the exercise of his duties, regardless of whether
be was part of a professional team or not. As long as the decision in the Lower Umfolosi case stands, that is not,
however, the prevailing view in Natal. It was that consideration that prompted the defendant's exception.
Nienaber J found in Mtetwa that: "TIte point on which the decisions in the Lower Um/olosi case hinged was that a
member of the professional staff of a hospital was not a servant proper for whose misdeeds the hospital was according1y
responsible. At the time that was perceived to be a principle of law. Nowadays, I venture to suggest, the question is
purely one of fact. The degree of supervision and control which is exercised by the person in auIhority over him is no
longer regarded as the sole criterion to determine whether someone is a servant or something else. The deciding factor is
the intention of the parties to the contract, which is to be gathered from a variety of facts and factors. Ccmlrol is merely
one of the indicia to detennine whether or not a person is a servanl or an indepen4enl worker." He held that: liTo the
emenl that the judgment in the Lower Un~rolosi case purported to emmciate a universal principle of law, namely that a
hospital assumes no responsibility for the negligence of any member of its staff engaged in professional work, it has thus
been overtaken by more recent authority. not only by the South African cases referred to but indeed by English ones as
wen. (See, for instance: Gold v.Essex County Council [1942] 2 KB 293; Collins v Hertfordshire County CoulfCl1 [1947]
KB S98; Cassidy v Ministry of Health [1951] 2 KB 343 (CA); Roe v Minister ofHealth [19S4] 2 QB 66.) Professor J C
van der Walt suggests (1976 THRHR 399 at 405) that the later English cases have undennined the foundation on which
the judgment in the Lower Um/olosi case was based. I agree. The ratio decidendi of that judgment, in my respectful
view, is oUlmoded and accordingly no longer authoritative."
In a sense, Brand JA's 8SSlIllption that providers of health care services are no different from any other supplier is the
central pillar of error in his judgment because it closes off to his mind the possibility that the delivery of health care
services bas its own unique angles which should be tabu. into account when deciding cases such as Afrox. It is
submitted that the days when general legal principles could be successfully applied across vast expanses of different
practical contexts are largely gone. In the practice and development of law these days, cognisance of context is critical if
law is to remain rational and consistent within the larger legal system and relevant to society. In the context of
infonnation teclmology, for instance, the public policy principles around privacy and confidel1tiality of information as
opposed to accessibility of information have been brought into focus in ways our forefathers would not have dreamt
possible. Similarly in the context of the media in these days of satellite based comnmnications and other high-speed
telecommunication systems, the law has to take into 8CCOmlt the value of such systems to businesses at both global and
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local levels. They have changed the way that business transactions take place and the thinking of judges and other
practical laW)'el'S nrust keep pace with the implications of these developments in order to ensure that legal principles
remain relevant. In the health care field there are similar tedmological developments and advances which require a
willingness to understand the legal issues within a particular context rather than approach which holds that a contract is a
contract is a contract no matter what the services it contemplates. However tectlnology is qn1y one consideration. There
are others such as the existence of intervening third parties - in the health care context examples would be medical
schemes, medical scheme administrators, brokers, managed care service providers, independent practitioners
associations, and other provider networks. - systemic itnbalances between supplier and purchaser that are knowledge
based and context driven, trade practices within a particular industry, accepted methods of doing business, the dictates of
the particular product or service itself - examples in the health care environmcnl would be sterilisation of equipment,
adequate storage conditions for dangerous substances, the importance of uninterrupted power supplies the lewIs of skill
and length of training required to perfonn certain procedures etc.
.
In the context of the present discussion it is significant to riote that !n 1996 Rob Knowles, the Australian Minister for
Health, stated the tenns of reference for an inquiry into the liability of the State of Victoria and Health Service Providers
of the Law Reronn Conunittee as follows:
1.

The Governmm1t is concerned that the increasing cost of professional indemnity insurance could affect
access to medical services.
2.
The Parliamentary Law Reform Conunittee is requested to investigate options with respect to the
following-..:
3.
the need to ensure medical services provided are of a high standard and that where standards are not
maintained people have suitable redress;
4.
the reduction of any disincentives to the provision of health services by fears of inappropriate liability,
the use of structured ~Iements to maximise the benefit to an injured person. of any fmancial
~on ordered by a court; and alternatives to the CUITeJ1l system of court-based compensation for
people iqjured in the use of health services.
Dated 121un= 1996 Victoria Government Gazette. 024,20 1une 1996, pages IS68 " IS69
The extent of the complexities of professional indemnity cover in the health care context is touched upon in the
introduction to the report of the Law Refonn Conunittee which reads as follows: "In September 1995, the Law Refonn
Committee was given a reference by the Governor-in-Council to inquire into, consider and report to the Parliament on
issues arising out of court-based compensation for people who have suffered quries as a result of services provided by a
health service provider. The terms of reference for the Inquiry were amended in November, 199'. FOlD' specific issues
were identified as matters to which the ConuniUee should direct its attention: the need to ensure that medical services
provided are of a high standard and that where standards are not maintained people have suitable redress; the reduction
of any disincentives to the provision of health services by fears of inappropriate liability, the use of structured
settlements to maximise the benefit to an injured person of any fUlIlI1Cial compensation ordered by a court; and
alternatives to the current S)'Stem of court-based compensation for people injured in the use of health services. Following
receipt of the reference, the Committee heard oral evidence from a number of individuals and considered some written
submissions prior to undertaking research for the preparation of its Issues Paper No. 1 which was published in 1armary
1996. Over thirty submissiol1s were re~jwd prior to the initial closing date for receipt of submissions on the 18 March
1996. On , March 1996 the Parliament was dissolved for the state election and the Committee'. reference lapsed.
Following the election a new Conunittee was appointed on 14 May 1996 consisting of two fonner members and seven
new members, including a new Chainnan. Terms of reference. for the current inquiry were published in the Victoria
Government Gazene on 20 JlN 1996. They were in identical fonn to those as amended in November 1995. The Law
Refonn Committee is a joint investigatory Conuuittee of the Victorian Parliament with a statutory power to conduct
investigations into matters concerned with legal. constitutional apd parliamentary refonn or the administration of justice.
The issues embodied in the tenus of reference are extremely wide in scope and raise fundamental questions as to the role
which court-based compensation should play in ensuring that people who suffer injuries through medical misadventure
are adequately and properly compensated. A number of other inquiries have considered and are considering similar
issues. The most recent of these are the Conunonwealth Department of Human Services and Health's Professional
Indemnity Review and the New South Wales Departments of Health and the Attorney-General, Joint Working Party on
Medical liability. The Victorian Teferellc~ arose out of a number of specific concerns which were identified concerning
the manner in which people receive compel1S8tion for medical misadventure in Victoria. First, was the widespread
perception that the amounts of· money paid by health service providers to obtain professional iniiemnity cover had
increased to such an extent for practitioners in some specialities, such as obstetrics and gynaecology, that practice in
these specialities is becoming financially unviable. The situation of nnl general practitioners who undertab obstetric
services infrequently was cited as the area of major concern. Secondly, extremely large awards of damages which have
occasionally reached over five million dollars, were said to have exceeded the II1IlXimum amount. payable by the mutual
funds in respect of professional indenmity cover, thus leaving health service providers at risk of personal liability and
those who haw suffered il~uries at risk of going uncompensated. Thirdly, concern had been expressed that the basi.
upon which liability in negligence was detennined by courts in AusIralia was inappropriate in situations where an
adverse outcome is an expected, if unfortunate and rare, consequence of a procedure carried out in good faith and in a
professional manner. The situation which arises in cervical screening is given as an example of this. Fourthly, there is
the problem of defensive medicine; namely. that doctors may be providing services in such a way as to ensure that the
risk of professional liability is minimised, even if this entails the provision of services which may not be clinically
necessary for patient care. Finally. there is a view that it is inappropriate for· a health user iqured through medical
misadventure to receive a substantial award of damages .on the basis of an estimated life e~ectancy, where the
individual in question may die earlier than expected, thus providing his or her estate with a financial windfall. Similarly,
it was considered to be \mfair for illdividuals to be required to shoulder the financial burden of caring for a person
injured through medical misadventure where their circumstances have altered trom those predicted to occur at the time
damages were assessed. nlC issues raised during this inquiry are particularly importanl given the findings of a recent
study into the incidence of adverse events (tbat is, \lne~ected injuries) arising out of the use of health services in
Victorian hospitals. The study which was publicly released on the day before the Committee adopted its report, found
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judgment almost gives the impression that nurses and other professional staff
employed by a private hospital operate fairly independently, almost as contractors, of
their employer and that the hospital itselfhas no authority to supervise them nor does
it have any responsibility to control them in the same way that other employers

control their employees. The impression is created that the fact that these employees
are professionals and therefore subject to the disciplinary powers of their professional
body somehow reduces the weight of the public policy considerations that the
employer should be held vicariously liable. The employer should be permitted to
reduce its insurance burden by shifting the risk onto the professional in question - an
individual employee. From a professional indemnity cover perspective this idea has
been rejected by many different countries around the world l26•
With regard to the former argument, it is submitted that the frequency with which
nurses are .disciplined by the S!luth African nursing council and even the relatively
lower frequency with which they are found guilty and struck off the roll or their
names removed from the register, is such that it gives the lie to this argument.
Furthermore, an employer who is not vicariously liable for the negligence of its
employees may be less concerned about taking preventive action to preclude
professional negligence - even ifit takes action to discipline the nurse as an employee
after the event. Once a nurse is subject to a disciplinary proceeding by her
professional body it is too late. The negligent act has already harmed a patient. Given
the nature of the services rendered by nurses, such harm can include death and
permanent disablement. As to the latter argument, when the nursing council
disciplines a nurse and removes his or her name from the roll the name of his or her
employer is not mentioned when the relevant notice is published in the Government
Gazette l27 • It is submitted that this argument, whilst it may have some attraction in the
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that 62,949 patients experienced adverse events. [9] This represents a five percent error rate. The total number of adverse
events was 67,260.[11] Most of these events consisted of complications arising out of surgical or medical procedures.
Additionally, the study revealed that the death rate for persons experiencing an adverse event was 0.14 percent. Ross
Wilson, the Director of Quality Assurance at the Royal North Shore Hospital in Sydney, described the rate of adverse
events identified by the Victorian study as being 'of sufficient magnitude to demand action'. The Committee notes this is
consistent with the fmdiDIP of a study conducted in 19902.1n light of this recent study, the Committee believes that the
recommendations in this report will be significant not only to those who suffer an adverse outcome while using health
services, and to health service providers, but also to the general community."
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.BU'lawreformiheallist.html
Hickey J and Mason A 'Funding of Clinical Liabilities in the Public Sector' fh 123 supra
The fonnat of the notices is: "Notice is hereby given that in tent. of section 29(IXc) of the Nursing Act, 1978 (Act No
'Oof 1978), the name of [name of prof.:ssionalJ has been removed from the register of registered rwrses and midwives
following on a disciplinary inquiry by the South African Interim Nursing COlDlCii into her conduct on [date]" The most
recent notices found by the writer in the Government Gazette were placed by the South African Interim Nursing Council
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abstract, does not reflect reality or the way in which disciplinary procedures and
sanctions are in fact publicised. It is argued that even if the name of the employer had
to be published in such a notice, the notices are usually issued singly, i.e. in respect of
one nurse at a time. l28 It would take a very diligent lawyer indeed, let alone a
layperson, to search through the Government Gazettes to identify a trend in terms of
which the nurses employed at one particular hospital are found being guilty of
negligence more frequently than. at any

oth~r

hospital. Given that not every court

decision is reported and that not many cases of this nature ge'to court to begin with,
not least due to the high cost of litigation in South Africa, such a trend is unlikely to
become public knowledge through even the law reports. Consequently, it is submitted
with respect, that the argument of the Supreme Court of Appeal that there is adequate
protection for the patient against the risks of professional negligence of the applicant's
employees because the applicant had a reputation and a competitive edge to maintain
is based on a fallacy. Health services such as those provided by hospitals, are not in
quite the same category as other services when

i~

comes to .word of mouth either.

Most people do not regularly 'shop' at hospitals. They might be able to relate a good
or bad experience whilst hospitalised at some stage' of their lives but such anecdotal
evidence is seldom if ever more influential upon a prospective patient than the advice
of a medical specialist to the effect that they are seriously ill and must admitted to the
hospital at which he practices even assuming 'that it relates to the same hospital to
which the patient must be admi~d. It may be that in some wards acceptable standards
of nursing care are offered while "in other wards in the same hospital, the same does
not hold true simply due to the manner in which the particular-ward in question is run
by the person in charge. It is submitted that the court failed to take into account the
fact that Afrox Healthcare as a publicly listed company is highly likely to be engaged
in costly marketing campaigns in terms of which it trades on the levels of
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on the authority of the previous Acting Registrar in Gazette No 16949 dated 02 February 1996 Board Notice No 9 of
1996 dated 11 January 1996; Gazette No 17517 dated 01 November 1996 Board Notice 103 of 1996; Gazette No 17797
dated 21 02 ]997 Board Notice 18 of 1997 dated 7 Febn18l')' 1997; Gazette No 17823 dated 07 March 1997 Board
Notice No 23 of 1997 dated 24 Febn18l)' 1997. TIle Nursing Council has not published any such notices in the last few
years and when enquiry was made to the Registrar of the Nursing Comcil as to the reason for this, it would seem that it
simply has not been done by the relevant administrative unit within the South African Nursing Comcil. The Registrar
did say that a public register was planned for the Council's website but it is not clear when such a facility will be made
available. The Council in any eveJ1t does not usually remove the names of more than 3 professionals from the register
each year following upon disciplinary proceedings which could be an indication that the comcil is not itself effectively
and efficiently dealing with recalcitrant professionals. There has been public complaint about the efficacy of most of the
health professional comcils in South Africa and the Department of Health is in the process of substantially amending the
relevant legislation to deal with some of these problems. A Forum has also been created in tenns of the National Health
Act to act as ombudsman and to call the professional councils publicly to account for their performance of their
functions.
1be notices referred to in the footnote ilmnediately supra are each in respect of only one nurse.
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professionalism of its staff when touting for business l29• This kind of infonnation is
very much publicly available. The company even boasts about its college of
nursing13O, It is submitted that the publication of this kind of information by private
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Presently on the website (http://www.afroxhealthco.zaI)is a document entitled ''Core Values", It reads:
Core values
Organisational values are principles or qualities considered worthwhile by an organisation. At Aftox Healthcare there is
a fundamental commitmer4 to these values throughout the entire organisation - merely posting them on a bulletin board
and paying them lip service is not tolerated! 'Living' these values in 0\1" day-to-day business activities provides us with
the foundation of what is important to us - namely. providing world-class patient care.
AccQuntability
'We ensure employees know what they are responsible for and are empowered to deliver.
Collaboration
We maximise 0\1" achievements as a groUP. not as individuals.
Transparency
We believe that visible problems can be solved and that infonned people make better decisions.
~
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We continuously push the bomdaries ofperfoml8l1Ce."
Another entIy on the website reads:
~
Afrox Healthcare's quest is to maintain world-class quality standards at all its hospital facilities - to the benefit of its
patients, employees, supporting medical practitioners and funders. A world-class quality managemenl process
We believe that 0\1" unique process of managing quality standards in 0\1" hospitals matches and probably exceeds the
best to be found anywhere in the world today.
The Afrox total quality management (1'QM) process was launched throughout the company in 1993, exposing each aM
every employee to the company's vision for quality management. ne Healtbcare division then adapted thD pro!F~
to satist)' the unique demands of the healtbcare industry,
The progranune incorporates a vision, policies and procedures, critical success facton with supporting key performlllU
indicators and specified activities. It is reviewed and upgraded on an ongoing basis. Continued adherence to these
standards has been maintained by encouraging each and every employee to participate fully in the process and contribute
to the decision-making processes. All new employees are exposed to tbe process as part of their induction training.
Today, Aftox Healthcare and its member hospitals are reaping the rewards of this visionary approach to quality
management A culture of service excellence, a spirit of teamwork ~ all levels of staff and a contilDlOus quest for
improvement are now finnly entrenched. This, in tum, means that patients, funders and supporting medical practitioners
can rely on oLir consistently high standards in nil disciplines associated with hospital management, particularly nursing
care. We also embarked on a scientific quality improvement programme at the Eugene Marais Hospital during 1997.
This ward reso\l"ce management program has now been implemented in most Afi"ox Healthcare hospitals with both inpI4
and output measures based OIl ql.l8lity improvement. This program ensures quality care through resource and standards
management"
'
An article from the website (see fi\ above) Slates: "The Aftox College of Nursing has invested millions in the training of
world-class nurses and the establislnnent "of learner centres countrywide. After fO\l" yean of offering accredited diploma
coursea and supplying Afi'ox Healthcare's hospitals with bighly skilled nurses. the college has now opened its doors to
external students.
"Undoubtedly, the most serious challenge to the healthcare industry is the drain on specialized and experienced nursing
skills. As a member of the private healthcare sector, we accept responsibility to implement initiatives to develop and
train nurses, which will contrib\\t.e to the skins development and empowerment of 0\1" people, and to create an
environmerA in our hospitals wbich will attract, support and retain quality nunes," said Michael Flemming. managing
director of Afrox Hea1thcare Limited.
One such initiative is the Afrox College of Nursing. which entered into a groundbreaking partnership with the Univemty
of Port Elizabeth fO\l" years ago to ensure that tbe high lUning standards, which are a hallmark within the Afrox
Healthcare grouP, are continued into the new millennium Outcomes-based learning and training and the development of
skills and competencies is a priority within the group's hospitals.
"The college has gone from strength to strength and we have taken up the challenge to ensure the ongoing provision of
highly qualified IU"Sing staff to the more than sixty Afrox Hea1thcare hospitals across the country. We wam to pay
tribute to 0lW' rnnes for their exceptional level of professionalism and 1D1Wavering commitment towards quality patient
care," said Sharon Vasuthevan, training manager, at a nursing diploma ceremony held in Johannesburg.
..Student rrumben have increased dramatically. More than 1 000 nurses have graduated from. the college by 2002, and
488 are emolled at present. In the last week, ISO students graduated from the college, and for the first time, 30 eXlemal
!ltudents have enrolled thilil year for the four-year diploma in mning. We are now the largest private nursing training
inSlitUlion in Soulh Aliica with Ilin~ leamer centres in JohalutesburS Pretoria, Bloemfontein, Durban,. Witbank,
Klerksdorp, East London, Port Elizabeth and Cape Town All practical nursing training takes place in the Afrox
Hea1thcare hospitals, which ensures that leanterS are eA1'osed to new teclulOlogies and the highest standards of quality
care."
"Our numerous successes last year include training more than double the rmmber of critiCal care and theatre nurses thaD
the previous year. We; offer basic and post-basic diploma courses in areas such as critical care, operating theatre,
emergency, orthopaedic and general mll'Sins" Sharon said. "Community involvement is very importalll for us, and the
group's community involvement projects will be eld.ended to all nine learner centres this year. This fits in with Afrox
Hea1tbcare's philosophy of building sincere and meaningful partnerships with the communities in which we operate,"
Sharon said. Students at the learher centres are also actively involved with local organisations and regional initiatives.
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hospitals in South Africa the norm and that they have been doing it for many years certainly at the time when the case under discussion was decided. From a policy
perspective and given this kind of advertising why should a layperson entering such a
hospital as a patient expect a clause such as 2.2 to be contained in the admission
documentation? It is submitted with respect to the Supreme Court of Appeal that
entering a hospital for medical treatment and enlisting the services of a plumber to
address a household plumbing problem are two extremely different activities on the
basis of risk. One cannot thus say that all suppliers of services are the same and that
what is good for one is good for all. The nature of the service they render directly
affects the nature and extent of the personal risk to the custo~er represented by that
service. The South African courts have distinguished between different levels of risk
even within the health care environment for instance with regard to the mode of
delivety of a medicine - intravenously or per mouth. The effect of this judgment of
the Supreme Court of Appeal is that every single private hospital in South Africa will
include such a clause in its admission documentation with the result that, even
assuming a patient did have some degree of bargaining power, the chances patients
ever having recourse in South Mrica against a private hospital for the negligent acts
of its

employe~s

are now - negligible. The salary levels of nurses in South Africa are

likely to mean that a lawsuit against an individual nurse would not effectively assist
any patient in the recovery of

compensatio~

for his loss. Most nurses are not

millionaires whilst the damages arising from medical negligence can run into
hundreds of thousands ofr~ds, ifnot millions, in some cases.

The court's failure to recognise the importance of the fact that private hospitals can be
distinguished from other suppliers on the basis that the former provide services which
are the subject of a

constitutio~al

right - a right moreover:- which seeks to ensure

access to those services- is also regrettable. The court chose to take a very narrow
view of the issue of access holding that the clause did not interfere with access to
health care services in that it did not have the effect ofharring anyone from obtaining
health care services. It is submitted with respect that this view of access is. overly
simplistic given the nature of the services one is dealing with. Health care services are
generally required to promote,

m~intain

or improve the health of a patient. When the

Last year, leameI1 at the Bloemfontein centre took part in a mock disaster exercise staged by the SANDF. emergency.
fire and ambulance services and stafffrom provincial and private hospitals.
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courts consider claims in delict on the basis of medical negligence they do not adopt
an approach which says that if the patient would in any event have ended up in his
final state if there had been no medical intervention then one cannot hold a health
professional liable for his negligence in preventing this from happening. In other
words the law expects a health professional to act in such a way as to improve the
patient's situation. Admittedly the improvement is not guaranteed but that is not the
point. The point is that the health professional must act in the way in which any other
reasonable health professional in the position of the health professional would act.
Since such action is invariably geared towards and aimed at improving the patient's
condition, as opposed to aggravating it, the reasonable expectation of the person
receiving health services is that they will be beneficial in some way - even if only to
alleviate symptoms. Access to health care services is not access in the constitutional
sense, where that access is not of such a nature that it is intended to, and administered
in such a way as to, benefit the patient. It is submitted that a narrow construction of
the meaning of access to health services, so as to pennit them to be rendered in
conditions which in themselves put the life or health of the patient at risk, defeats the
object of the constitutional right contained in section 27(1) ofthe Constitution. Access
to health care services requires access to skilled and diligent health professionals
using tried and generally accepted or recognized techniques - not charlatans and
mountebanks or even well meaning laypersons. It is submitted with respect, that to
accept otherwise is to contradict the long established principles of the common law of
delict as well as the Constitution. The courts do not uphold contracts which are
contrary to public policy or to the legal convictions of the community as expressed in
the boni mores. There are certain obligations which it should be inescapable and
\yhich should certainly not be applied in situations where the bargaining power of the
contracting parties is so unequal as to be non-existent on the side of the one. The boni
mores do not alter depending upon whether one is dealing with the law of contract or
the law of delict. The public policy considerations are the same in both areas of law. It
is extremely difficult to see why the broader community, as opposed to the business
community with which the Supreme Court of appeal seemed primarily concerned in
this case, would prefer the right to freedom of contract to the right of access to
effective and properly delivered health care services. It is submitted that the Supreme
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Court of Appeal demonstrates not only in this case but also in others such as

Carmichele 131 a surprising and unfortunate reluctance to take opportunities to align the
more traditional common law principles with the Constitution 132 and that within this
court, judicial inertia is the order of the day.
Section 9 of the Occupational Health and Safety ActI33 provides for general duties of
employers and self-employed persons to persons other than their employees as
follows"( 1) Every employer shall conduct his undertaking in such a manner as to ensure, as far as is
reasonably practicable, that persons other than' those in his employment who may be
directly affected by his activities are not thereby exposed to hazards to their health or
safeiy.
(2) Every self-employed person shall conduct his undertaking in such a manner as to ensure,
as far as is reasonably practicable, that he and other persons who may be directly affected
by his activities are not thereby exposed to hazards to their health or safety."

It is therefore a statutory as well as a common law liability that one is dealing with
when considering the liability of private hospitals and other health care institutions for
the professional negligence of their staff. It is submitted that the wording of section 9
is wide enough to include a responsibility of an employer of health care professionals
to ensure that they are not negligent in the delivery of health care services to patients.
131

132

133

Carmlchele v Minister Of Safety And Security And Another 2001 (1) SA 489 (SCA). See the criticism of the
Constitutional Court in Carmichele v Minister Of Safety And Security And Another (Centre For Applied Legal Studies
Intervening) fu 11' supra in which it was held that since all Courts were constitutionally obliged to promote the spirit,
purport and objects of the Bill of Rights when developing the conmon law, they were compelled to eliminate any
COIJJIJlODoiaw deviation from these aims. The proceedings in the High Court and SCA took place after the new
Constitution bad come into operation and both Courts bad, in assuming that the pre-constitutional test for wrongfWness
of omissions in delictual actions should be applied, overlooked the demands of s 39(2) of the Constitution. See also
Bannatyne v BannatynB (Commission For Gender Equality, As Amicus Curiae) 2003 (2) SA 363 (CC)
Brand D in 'Disclaimers in Hospital Admission Contracts and Constitutional Health Rights: Afrox Healthcare v
Strydom" ESR Review Vol 3 No 2 September 2002 published by the Socio-Economic Rights Project, University of the
Western Cape states that: "The COla1'S judgment puzzles. The Court's finding that there was equality of bargaining
power ignores the self-evident inequality. inherent in the conIractual relationship. It is submitted that the nature of the
service at stake created an unequal bargaining position. One camot do without health care services, which are a
fundamental constitutional right. Since all private and public hospitals in South Africa use indemnity clauses, it is clear
that the respondent had no bargaining power regarding the indemnity clause - if he objected to it he had nowhere else to
go and would not have gained access to health care services. The Court's reasoning on the clash between the indenmity
clause and constitutional values is equally suspect. The Court concluded that, in the absence of the threat of action for
damages, disciplinary action by professional bodies and concern for a hospital's reputation ensure that hospitals avoid
negligent conduct. The Court's reasoning ignores the fact that the respondent litigated precisely because of negligence
that occurred despite these 'sanctions' and that caused the respondent damage, for which he cannot now be compensated.
In addition, the case seemed significal1t because it concerned the indirect horizontal application of a socio-economic
right. It allowed the Court an opportunity to demonstrate its regard for constitutional values. However, the judgement
raises doubt as to the extent to which the Court considers these values. This observation is most evident in the
consideration of whether the indemnity clause offends public policy. This consideration comes down to a balancing of
the individual inl:erests of the contracting parties and the general, constitutional inl:erests of the public. The Co1.D1 opted
for the protection of individual (conunercial) interests while ignoring almost completely the fact that the service the
parties bargained about was a constitutional right. With regard to the scope of the limits engendered by an indenmity
clause, the Court held that tbose limits should be defined by business considerations such as saving in insurance
premiums and competitiveness... The Court missed an opportunity: it again insulated that cmmnon law from
constitutional infusion."
Act No 8' of 1993
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Every employer must conduct his undertaking in a particular manner. That manner is
to ensure as far as is reasonably practicable that persons other than employees who
may be directly affected by his activities are protected. The protection in question
relates expressly to hazards to their health or safety. This Act provides expressly for
the vicarious liability of employers for acts of their employees in certain
circumstances in section 37 134• It is submitted that to the extent that legislation can be
regarded as indicative of public policy concerns and the legal convictions of the
community, the Supreme Court of Appeal erred in taking the opposite view that the
employer could contract out of liability in these particular circumstances, relating as
they did to the health and safety of persons directly affect by the employer's activity
of running a private hospital and offering health care services to the general public
therein. In terms of section 38(1) of this Act any person who contravenes or fails to
comply with inter alia a provision of section 9 is guilty of an offence and on
conviction is liable to a fine not exceeding R50 000 or to imprisonment for a period
not exceeding one year or to both such fine and such imprisonment13s• It is pointed out
in the chapter on the law of delict that the test for wrongfulness is the same for both
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"37 Acts or omissions by employees or mandataries
.
Whenever an employee does or omits to do any act which it would be an offence in terms of this Act for the
emplO)'el' of such employee or a user to do or omit to do, then, unless it is proved that(a) in doing or omitting to do that act the employee was acting without the connivance or permission of the
employer or any such user,
(b) it was not under any condition or in any circumstance within the scope of the authority of the employee to do or
omit to do an act, whetll« lawfta1 or unlawful, of the character of the act or omission charged; and
(c) all reasonable steps were taken by the employer or any such user to prevent any act or omission of the kind in
question,
the emplO)'el' or any such US« hillRlf shall be presumed to have done or omitted to do that act, and shall be liable to
be convicted and sentenced in respect thereof; and the fact that he issued instructions forbidding any act or omission
of the kind in question shall not, in itself, be accepted as sufficient proof that he took all reasonable steps to prevent
the act or omission
(2) The provisions of subsection (1) shall mutatis mutandis apply in the case of a mandatary of any emplO)'el' or user,
except if the parties have agreed in writing to the arrangements and procedures between them to ensure compliance
by the mandatary with the provisions of this Act.
(3) Whenever any employee or mandatary of any employer or user does or omits to do an act which it would be an
offence in terms of this Act for the .employer or any such user to do or omit to do, he shall be liable to be convicted
and sentenced in respect thereof as if he were the employer or user.
(4) Whenever any employee or malldatary of the State commits or omits to do an act which would be an offence in
terms of this Act, had he been the employee or mandatary of an employer other than the State and had such
employer committed or omitted to do that act. he shall be liable to be convicted and sentenced in respect thereof as
if he were such an employer.
(S) Any employee or mandatary referred to in subsection (3) may be so convicted and sentenced in addition to the
emplO)'el' or user.
(6) Whenever the employee or mandatary of an employer is convicted of an offence consisting of a contravention of
section 23, the court shall, when making an order UIlder section 38 (4), make such an order against the employer
and not against such enlployee or mandatary."
Section 39(2) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act stipulates that: Any employer who does or omits to do an act,
thereby causing any person to be il~\lred at a workplace, or, in the case of a person employed by him, to be injured at any
place in the course of his employment, or any user who does or omits to do an act in connection with the use of plant or
machinery, thereby causing any person to be il~lIred. shall be guilty of an offence if that employer or user, as the case
may be, would in respect of tllat act or omission have been guilty of the offence of culpable homicide had that act or
omission caused the death of the said person. irrespective of whether or not the injury could have led to the death of such
person, and on conviction be liable to a fine not exceeding RIOO 000 or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding two
yean or to both such fine and slIch imprisonment.
(1)
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criminal law and the law of delict. It is ironic that a patient in the position of Strydom
who can show a violation of section 9 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act
would not, in the presence of an indemnity clause such as that in Afrox Healtheare v

Strydom be able to obtain damages in delict but the public prosecutor might be able ~o
secure a criminal conviction in terms of occupational health legislation.

Oldwage v Louwrensl36

6.2.9

Facts
The plaintiff was admitted at Panorama Medi-Clinic (panorama) 7 June 2000, a day
preceding the date of the operation. On that day the defendant performed an
angiogram on him. The operation was performed the 'rollowing day. The plaintiffwas
discharged from Panorama on Sunday, 11 June 2000. On discharge from hospital, the
plaintiff was not relieved of pain he experienced prior to the operation. On
Wednesday, 14 June 2000' the plaintiff consulted a Dr Kieck, a neuro-surgeon, in his
rooms at Vincent Pallotti Hospital, Pinelands. Dr Kieck examined the plaintiff and
diagnosed a prolapsed disc as the source of the pain that the plaintiff experienced at
the time. On 21 June 2000 and at Vincent Pallotti, Dr Kieck performed a laminectomy
on the plaintiff. The plaintiffremained in Vincent Pallotti until Sunday, 24 June 2000,
on which latter date he was discharged and

re~ieved

of pain. A few days after his

discharge from Vincent Pallotti and in an attempt to do some physical exercise, as he
was accustomed to do prior to undergoing the vascular operation, the plaintiff went
for a walk with his wife when he discovered that, after walking "a short distance of
about 30m, he experienced cramps and pain in his left leg. This obliged the plaintiffto
rest, but the pain would recur as soon as he resumed walking. The plaintiff
subsequently saw Dr Kieck for a follow-up operation on Monday, 3 July 2000. On
this occasion Dr Kieck noted that the plaintiff 'claudicates'. Dr Kieck further noted
that the plaintiff's left foot was cold to touch; that the pulses in the left leg were
negative and that, according to the plaintiff, this symptom manifested after the
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Oldwage: As yet unreported case no 10253/01 in the Cape Provincial Division of the High Court judgment handed down
on 19 February 2004
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vascular operation. In the course of trial it became apparent that when the plaintiff
consulted the defendant and was subsequently operated on, the plaintiff presented
with extensive vascular disease. When pain persisted after this operation, he consulted
Dr Kieck who diagnosed a prolapsed disc in the .L4/S lumbar region as a source of
pain necessitating a laminectomy which Dr Kieck performed on 21 June 2000. The
plaintiff thus not having been relieved of the pain he experienced after the vascular
operation, the primary issue the court had to determine, amongst other ancillary
issues, is what medical intervention, if any, was reasonably required to address the
pain the plaintiff experienced prior to the perfonnance of the two operations on him.

The plaintiff's health history was such that except for a laminectomy which was
performed on him at Dundee, in the Province ofKwazulu Natal

d~ring

1972, he was

otherwise fit and healthy up until 27 April 2000 when he sustained an injury to his
back in Cedarberg, Clanwilliam, Cape. At that stage the plaintiff and his wife
occupied a flat in Milnerton. The flat was situated on the fourth floor of a block of
flats and could only be accessed by four flights of stairs. The plaintiffutilized a flat on
the second floor of the same building as an office. During December 1999 the
plaintiff purchased two mountain bicycles - one for himself and one for his wife.
This, so the plaintiff testified in evidence, was at the suggestion of his wife in order
that they could exercise regularly. At regular intervals, the plaintiff and his wife
would visit the Clanwilliam Dam area where they would either stay with the
plaintiff's brother, George, or would stay at a house referred to in evidence as "The
Thatch Roof House". During such visits, the plaintiff would undertake regular
exercise activities such

a~

walks and bicycle rides. On one such visit on the long

weekend commencing 27 April 2000 the plaintiff and his wife went for a walk next to
the Clanwilliam

pam when, during such a walk, the plaintiff slipped landing on his

buttocks and hurting his lower back in the process. The plaintiff was laid up for the
rest of that long weekend with significant backache. As a result of this incident, the
plaintiffand his wife returned to Cape Town earlier than anticipated due to discomfort
and inconvenience the plaintiff experienced subsequent to the slipping incident. On
his return to Cape Town, the back injury was treated conservatively by way of bed
rest and after a few days the plaintiff resumed work as before. Towards the end of
May 2000 the plaintiff experienced increasing and later intense pain in his right leg.
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On 5 June 2000 he visited Dr Simons, a general practitioner, for the first time. While
waiting in the reception room prior to seeing Dr Simons, the plaintiff did not sit down,
but leaned against the wall or a table. This was because of severe pain he experienced
at the time. When the plaintiff subsequently consulted Dr Simons he complained of
five days of pain in the lower aspect of the right leg which was preceded by numbness
especially when getting out of bed; the pain was aggravated by movement and
radiated up to the right buttock. Dr Simons performed a single leg raise test on the
plaintiff. Dr Simons neither made notes regarding any complaint of claudication on
the part of the plaintiff, any pain in the right foot, discolouration of the right foot,
abnormal temperature in the right foot nor the precise nature of any neurological tests
he ·may have performed. Dr Simons referred the plaintiff to the defendant for an
appointment at the latter's rooms at Panorama on Tuesday, 6 June 2000. The plaintiff
duly visited the defendant as arranged. He took a taxi becaus~ it would have been too
uncomfortable to drive because of pain. The plaintiff handed to the defendant a note
sealed in an envelope given to him by Dr Simons. The contents of this note were not
known as it was neither discovered nor produced in evidence. The defendant had in
the meantime departed for a conference in America and had left Plaintiffin the care of
Dr Michaelowsky. On discharge from Panorama, the plaintiff was seen by Dr
Michaelowsky. Shortly before his discharge the plaintiff told Dr Michaelowsky that
he continued to experience a similar pain in his right leg to that which he had
experienced before the operation.

Accordi~g

to the plaintiff Dr Michaelowsky's

respon·se was that the plaintiff should give it time. The plaintiff's wife, who had gone
to the hospital to collect him, overheard this discussion. The discussion took place
whilst Dr Michaelowsky examined the plaintiff prior to his discharge. On his
discharge, the· plaintiff was unable to walk very far and had to make use of a
wheelchair when leaving the hospital. Upon returning to his flat that Sunday morning,
the plaintiff ascended the flight of stairs with great difficulty. He had to be supported
throughout by his wife. It was necessary for them to rest on a chair at each landing
along the way. The plaintiff continued to complain about pain in his right leg until
Monday, 12 June 2000. He directed various telephone calls to Dr Simons in an
endeavour to discuss the ongoing discomfort with him. Dr Simons eventually spoke to
the plaintiff late in the afternoon on Monday, 12 June 2000. The following day Dr
Simons attended to the plaintiff who was then in his office on the second floor and
examined him on a makeshift couch. The plaintiff's wife testified that the plaintiff
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complained to Dr Simons that the pain in the right leg was now worse than before and
that, on this occasion, his left foot was cold. Dr Simons corroborated the plaintiff's
wife's evidence in this regard. He prescribed certain analgesic drops and told the
plaintiff to give the leg time to recover. In a state of frustration, the plaiI\tiff then
proceeded to telephone a n~mber of medical specialists in an attempt to obtain advice
regarding his pain. He eventually made contact with Dr Freddie Kieck's rooms
whereafter an appointment was set up for the following day. The plaintiff saw Dr
Kieck in his rooms at the VJncent Pallotti Hospital in Pinelands on Wednesday, 14
June 2000. After a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scan, Dr Kieck diagnosed a
large rupture of the L4/5 disc with root compression. Dr Kieck advised that the
plaintiff undergo surgery within the next week to alleviate the pain. Dr Kieck's
.handwritten notes taken in that consultation recorded a slight pain of approximately a
week in the plaintiff's right lateral calfwhich got worse after three days; an "on/of'
back problem which manifested for three to four weeks every few years; acute
backache for two weeks in April 2000 when the back was out; the plaintiff's general
practitioner thought he was suffering from peripheral vascular disease; the plaintiff
had undergone iliac femoral by-pass the previous week; the original pain was still
there; that it was terrible and presented in the buttock/thigh/calf and that the plaintiff
was more comfortable at rest while bending was worse. Upon examination Dr Kieck
noted that the plaintiff experienced pain; the leg-raise examination on the right leg
was limited to 30 degrees and. the plaintiff s pulses on the right were recorded as
positive while those on the left were recorded as negative. On the same day, Dr Kieck
addressed a letter to Dr Simons in which he set out full details of his observations and
proposed management of the problem. Although the letter was addressed to Dr
Simons at his fax number at his rooms, Dr Simons denied receiving the fax. The
plaintiff continued to experience pain in his right leg for the following week. On
Wednesday, 21 June 2000, Dr Kieck operated on the plaintiff's back and performed a
right L4laminotomy. Dr Simons assisted in that operation but did not see the plaintiff
at any stage between 15 and 21 June 2000, nor did he inform the plaintiff that he was
aware of the intended operation or of the fact that he had been invited by Dr Kieck to
assist therein. The plaintiff was immediately pain free after the lumbar 'operation and
was discharged from Vincent Pallotti on Saturday, 24 June 2000. When returning
home on that occasion the plaintiffwas able to ascend the four flights of stairs to his
flat with much greater ease than after the first operation. A few days after the plaintiff
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had been discharged from Vincent Pallotti he attempted to recommence exercising
and went for a walk with his wife. The plaintiff would have proceeded very gingerly
due to the operation wounds. During his first walk the plaintiff immediately showed
signs of claudication in his

le~

leg. After taking an oral history the defendant

examined the plaintiff on his examination couch. The plaintiff did not remove his
trousers as it was too painful to do so. The defendant examined the p,1aintiff in the
groin by loosening the plaintiff's trousers. The defendant examined the plaintiff's
right foot. In the consultation preceding the examination, the defendant did not ask the
plaintiff whether he had experienced any symptoms of claudication nor did he take
any record of the plaintiff's exercise regime or eating habits. The defendant did not
perfonn a Doppler test on the plaintiff. The plaintiff did not mention the fall in
Cedarberg to the defendant, nor did the defendant direct any enquiry to the plaintiff
which would have elicited that inforin~tion. After examining the plaintiff, the
d~fendant

held the view. that the plaintiff was suffering from a problem with his

vascular circulation resulting in blockages in his arteries, that the problem could be
addressed by the insertion of a balloon into the plaintiff's arteries or a graft to replace
certain of the blocked veins in the body with a plastic prosthesis and that further tests
were required before the defendant could detennine which surgical procedure would
be appropriate. The plaintiff went home and returned the following day when an
electrocardiogram (ECG) was perfonned and after he was given a sedative later in the
day, the defendant perfonned an angiogram on him. The angiogram confinned an
occlusion of various arteries in plaintiff s right iliac system, the internal iliac artery
and the superficial femoral artery in the left leg. He was subsequently admitted to the
ward. plaintiff was infonned that a by-pass operation was necessary to relieve him of
his pain. An operation was performed on the plaintiff by the defendant some time
between 08h45 and I2h45 on the morning of Thursday, 8 June 2000. As has already
been pointed out, the plaintiff was discharged on Sunday, 11 June 2002 still not
relieved of pain he experienced prior to the performance of the operation. The
plaintiff saw Dr Kieck for a follow-up consultation on Monday, 3 July 2000. During
that consultation Dr Kieck noted that Plaintiff claudicated in the left leg after walking
a distance of 30 metres; that the left foot was cold to touch; the pulses in the left leg
were negative and that the claudication had manifested after the vascular operation. In
the meantime the defendant had returned from his trip abroad and was back at work
on Monday, 19 June 2000. His appointment book for Tuesday, 20 June 2000 indicates
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that an appointment he had with the plaintiffat 14h30 on that day had been cancelled.
The defendant was to have telephoned Dr Kieck on that day. The defendant's
appointment book for Thursday, 22 June 2000, reflects that the defendant was to have
telephoned Dr Kieck. Dr Kieck would have performed the laminectomy a day before.
Judging by the tick next to Dr Kieck's name and telephone number, it would appear
that the call was indeed made. On Monday, 26 June 2000 the defendant wrote a letter
to Dr Simons in which letter the defendant sets out details of the consultation he had

with the plaintiff on Tuesday, 6 June 2000. An analysis of the angiogram performed
on Wednesday, 7 June 2000 and the particulars of the by-pass operation performed on
Thursday, 8 June 2000. The letter concluded that the defendant was aware of the
lumbar surgery performed on the plaintiff by Dr Kieck and concluded with the
following sentence: .

"This may be a case ofdouble pathology but I hope that he will now be able to return
to work."
On Tuesday, 4 July 2000 the plaintiff saw the defendant in the reception area of his
rooms. The plaintiff stated in his evidence that the defendant did not examine him
whilst the defendant, was adamant that he examined the plaintiffon this last occasion.
According to the plaintiff no examination was conducted but merely a discussion
relating to the plaintiff's then current complaint of claudication. The plaintiff, by all
accounts, had lost confidence in the defendant by this time. According to the plaintiff
the defendant informed the plaintiff that the claudication problem could not have been
foreseen during the vascular operation and that there was nothing that could be done
to remedy the problem. Instead the defendant advised the plaintiff to lead a healthier
Iifestyle~

The plaintiff also informed the defendant of the back operation he had

undergone and of the subsequent pain reliefin his right leg. On the same day that the
plaintiff saw the defendant, the latter wrote a further letter to Dr Simons in which
letter he (the defendant), for the first time, mentioned the complaint of claudication.
The letter further records that on examination all pulses were present in the right leg;
only a femoral pulse was apparertt in the left leg and that a total occlusion of the
superficial femoral artery was the likely cause of the plaintiff's symptoms of
claudication.
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The plaintiff claimed that in breach of the agreement between the parties the
defendant failed to exercise the degree of care and skill required of a specialist
vascular surgeon in that defendant:
1.

failed to take a full and proper medical history, inter alia, regarding the "pinched
nerve" complaint;

2.

failed to examine Plaintiff adequately;

3.

failed to diagnose Plaintiff's symptoms correctly;

4.

failed to appreciate that the Plaintiff's symptoms were indicative of nerve
compression in the lumbar region with referred pain down the leg;

5.

failed to appreciate that the co-existence of vascular and neuropathic pathology
is perfectly. possible and not uncommon and that his symptoms at that stage
were not related to vascular insufficiency;

6.

failed to refer Plaintiff to an appropriate speciality for further treatment;

7.

failed to procure Plaintiff s informed consent by inter alia failing to advise,
warn and inform Plaintiff that:

8.

The proposed femoro-femoral by-pass operation had a well known complication
of possible claudication of the left leg;

9.

The status of the left leg (vascular occlusion) presented a high probability that
the aforesaid complication would ensue;

10.

The alternative procedure of an aorto bifemoral plus femero-popliteal by-pass
was available and much more appropriate under the circumstances;

11.

Failed to perform the correct procedure in respect of the presenting complaint;

12.

Failed to perform the more appropriate procedure to remedy the underlying
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vascular occlusion;

Alternatively, and in any event Defendant, in breach of his aforesaid duty of care,
unlawfully and negligently acted as set out in the preceding paragraphs.

Alternatively the plaintiff averred that:
1.

The plaintiff agreed to undergo the aforesaid femoro-femoral by-pass operation
as a result of the defendant presenting to the plaintiff that such operation was
essential and that, if the plaintiff did not undergo such operation, the plaintiff
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would not recover from certain medical complications that the plaintiff was at
the time experiencing.

2.

The said representation was false in that the aforesaid procedure was not
essential and in that the plaintiff did not require the said procedure in order to
recover from the medical complaints that the plaintiffwas suffering from;

3.

The said representation was material and made with the intention of inducing
the Plaintiff to agree to the aforesaid procedure. Relying on the truth thereof, the
plaintiff did so agree;

4.

The said representation was negligently made by the defendant, having regard to
the defendant's professional skill and expertise and the information which could,
upon a reasonable enquiry, have been obtained by the defendant which would
have shown that the said representation was untrue;

Alternatively to the foregoing, and in any event, by reason of the fact that the plaintiff
was not infonned .of the aspects set out in paragraph 6.7.1 to 6.7.3 above, it was
alleged that the plaintiff's alleged infonned consent to the operation perfonned on the
8th of June 2000 was not procured and such operation accordingly constituted an
assault on the plaintiff.

Judgment
The court siated that the issues which, in the final analysis, call for detennination are
whether the defendant acted in breach of his obligation arising from the agreement
entered into between plaintiff and the defendant, whether the defendant
misrepresented to plaintiff that the vascular procedure perfonned would relieve
plaintiff of the severe pain; whether the plaintiff consented to such procedure and if
no consent was given or proved whether, in that event, the defendant's conduct
constitutes assault rendering him liable for whatever damages the plaintiff might
prove. A finding on these latter issues, said the court, has to be preceded by a finding
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as regards what medical intervention, if any, was reasonably required to address the
plaintiff's complaint regarding pain during the period Monday, 5 June 2000 to
Thursday, 8 June 2000.

Yekiso J canvassed the disputes of fact and referred in this regard to the decision of
the Supreme Court of Appeal in Sf'W Group Ltd and Another v Martell et Cie &

Others137 • He noted that as an alternative cause of action the

pl~ntiff averred

that he

agreed to undergo the surgical procedure perfonned as a result of a false or negligent
misrepresentation by the defendant, such misrepresentation having been made with
the intention to induce the plaintiff to agree to the procedure performed, and, relying
on the truth thereof, the plaintiff did agree to undergo the operation. The plaintiff thus
averred that because of such false or negligent misrepresentation he acted to his
de~ment

and consented to the vascular surgery performed and that such consent,

because of such misrepresentation, was not properly informed. Yekiso J then made
some observations about the general principles applicable to the question ofbreach of
duty or otherwise negligence on the part of a medical practitioner both in his or her
pre-operative advice, performance of surgery and in th:e post-operative treatment of a
patient. He observed that Innes, ACJ, as he then was, held as far back as 1914 "that a medical practitioner is not expected to bring to bear upon the case entrusted to him the
highest degree of professional skill, but he is bound to employ reasonable skill and care; and
he is liable for the consequences if he does not. The burden of proving that the injury of
which he complains was caused by the Defendant's negligence, rested throughout upon the
Plaintiff. The mere fact that the accident occurred was not itself prima facie proof of
negligence." (See Mitchell v DixonU8)

and" that at p526, the learned judge further observed 137

138

Martell 2003 (1) SA l1(SCA) at P 141 par 5:"The technique generally employed by courts in resolving factual disputes
of this nature may conveniently be sllnllnari~d as follows. To come to a conclusion on the disputed issues a court must
make findings on (a) the credibility of the various factual witnesses; (b) their reliability and (c) the probabilities. As to
(a) the court's finding on the credibility of a particular witness will depend on its impression about the "Wl"acity of the
witness. That in tmn will depend on a variety of subsidiary factors, not necessarily in order of importance, such as (i) the
witness' candour and demeanour in the witness-box, (ii) his bias, latent and blatant, (iii) inlemaI contradictions in his
evidence, (iv) extemal contradictions with what was pleaded or put on his behalf; or with established fact or with his
own extraaucial statements or actions, (v) the probability or improbability of "particular aspects of his version, (vi) the
calibre and cogency of his perfonnance compared to that of other witnesses testifying about the same incident or eveots.
As to (b), a witness' reliability will depend, apart from the facton mentioned under (aXii), (iv) mel (v) above, on (i) the
opportunities he had to eAJ)erience or ob&mre the event in question and, (ii) the quality, integrity and independence of his
recall thereof. As to (e), this necessitates all analysis and evaluation of tile probability or improbability of each party's
version on each of the disputed issues. In tl~ light of its assessment of (a), (b) and ec) the court will then, as a final step,
determine whether the party burden.ro with the onus of proof has succeeded in discharging it The hard case, which will
doubtless be the real one, occurs when a court's CNdibility findings compel it in one direction and its evaluation of the
general probabilities in another. TIle more convincing the fonner, the less convincing will be the latter. But when all
factors are equipoised probabilities prevail. "
Mitchell 1914 AD 519 at S2S
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" ... a medical practitioner is not necessarily liable for wrong diagnosis. No human being is
infallible: and in the present state of science, even the most eminent specialist may be at fault
in detecting the true nature of a diseased condition. A practitioner can only be held liable in
this respect, if his diagnosis is so palpably wrong as to prove negligence, that is to say, if his
mistake is of such a nature as to imply an absence of reasonable skill and care on his part,
regard being had to the ordinary level of skill in the profession."

Yekiso J observed that as Strauss correctly points out, this dictum still holds good
today although medical science has made tremendous strides since 1914 and today's
technological aids being vastly superior to those in 1914, that despite such
technological advances of our century, medicine still is not - and probably never will
be - an exact science comparable to mathematics. Much depends on the skill and
experience of the individual practitioner139•
He noted that the principle enunciated in Mitchell v Dixon supra was followed in a
number of subsequent decisions, notably Buls and Another v Tsatsarolakis11fJ;

Correira v Berwind'.,n,. Castell v De Gree.f!42 amongst others. Foreign case law, in
particular judgments of the English courts, although generally do not constitute a
binding pr~cedent to our courts, have always had considerable persuade force and are
often referred to by our courts 143 • In Whitehouse v Jordan the English Appeal Court
held that a "mere error of judgment" on the part of a medical practitioner does not
constitute negligence. In this regard Ackerman J in Castell v De GreeJl44 said the
following:
"It has on occasions been suggested that a 'mere error of judgment' on the part of a medical
practitioner does not constitute negligence. In Whitehouse v Jordan and Another (1981) I All
ER' 267~) the House of Lords, inter alia, considered the correctness of the' statement by
Denning MR in the Court of Appeal that:
'We must say, and say finnly, that, in a professional man an error of judgment is not
negligence. '
The House of Lords held this to be an inaccurate statement of the law. At 281 a Lord Fraser of ,
Tullybelton expressed the view that: "j think Lord Denning MR must have meant to say that
an error judgment 'is not necessarily negligent'. "

139

140
141
142
143

144

Strauss SA Doctor Patient and the Law 3n1 ~itjon 1999 at P 252
Brdr 1976 (2) SA 891(T)
Correira 1986 (4) SA 6O(ZHC);
Castell 1994 (1) SA 408(C)
See CaJteilllDe GreeJffll 142 su.pra at p 416 and a reference therein to the judgment ofthe English Appeal COlDt and
the House of Lords ill Whitehollse "Jordan and Another (1981) 1 All ER 267(HL)
Castell fn 142 supra at p416 E-H
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Lord Fraser further observed as follows (at 281 b): '"Merely to describe something as an error
of judgment tells us nothing about whether it is negligent or not. The true position is that an
error of judgment may, or may not, be negligent; it depends on the nature of the error. If it is
one that would not have been made by a reasonably competent professional man professing to
have the standard and type of skill that the defendant held himself out as having, and acting
with ordinary care, then it is negligent. If, on the other hand, it is an error that a man, acting
with ordinary care, might have made, then it is not negligent."

With these principles in mind, Yekiso J proceeded in the determination and the
resolution of the areas of dispute adopting the approach as stated by the Supreme
Court of Appeal in SFW Group & Another supra, and to determine whether the
defendant's conduct in his pre-operative advice, performance of surgery and

post-

operative treatment of the plaintiff, if any, was culpable, and if so, whether such
culpability attracted any form of liability. There was conflicting evidence from the
expert witnesses in this case. Yekiso J observed that the approach to follow in the
evaluation of conflicting expert evidence pertaining to the alleged professional
negligence of a medical practitioner was recently restated by the Supreme Court of
Appeal in Michael & Another v Linksfield Park Clinic (pty) Ltd & Another145 • On a
question of how one establishes the conduct and views of the notional reasonableness
of a medical practitioner without a collective or representative opinion, the Court held
as follows:
"That being so, what is required in the evaluation of such evidence is to detennine whether
and to what extent their opinions advanced are founded on logical reasoning. That is the
thrust of the decision of the House of Lords in the medical negligence case of Bolitho v City
and Hackney Health Authority [1998 JAC 232 (HL (E). With the relevant dicta in the speech
of Lord Browne-Wilkinson we respect:(ully agree. Summarised, they are to the following
effect. The court is not bound to absolve a defendant from liability for allegedly negligent
medical treatment or diagnosis just because of evidence of expert opinion, albeit genuinely
held, is that the treatment or diagnosis in issue accorded with sound medical practice. The
court must be satisfied that such opinion has a logical basis, in other words that the expert has
considered comparative risks and benefits and has reached 'a defensible conclusion' 9at 241 G
- 242B).A defendant can properly be held liable, despite the support ofa body of professional
opinion sanctioning the conduct in issue,· if that body of opinion is not capable of
withstanding logical analysis and is therefore not reasonable. However, it will very seldom be
right to conclude that views genuinely held by a competent expert are unreasonable. The
assessment of medical risks and benefits is. a matter of clinical judgment which the court
would not nonnally be able to make without expert evidence and it would be wrong to decide
a case by simple preference where there are conflicting views on either side, both capable of
logical support. Only where expert opinion cannot be logically supported at all will it fail to
provide 'the benchmark by reference to which the defendant's conduct falls to be assessed'
(at 243A-E)."

145

Michae1200 1(3) SAI188 (SeA) at p 1200 par 36
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Yekiso J analysed the expert evidence and came to the conclusion that, based on these
views and the probabilities based on evidence, the nature of pain the plaintiff
experienced both pre and post the vascular operation was of a neuralgic nature and not
of a vascular origin. On discharge from Panorama the plaintiff was not relieved of
pain. The relief only came about after the plaintiff had undergone laminectomy at
Vincent Pallotti. The pain was ongoing before and after the vascular operation and the
relief only came about after the laminectomy was performed. Yekiso J observed that
the plaintiffs complaints, in his view, ought to have excited a suspicion that all was
not well and that the source of the plaintiff's pain could not have been from the source
originally anticipated and, accordingly," would have justified a further investigation
which probably would have involved referral of the plaintiff to a neurosurgeon. He
noted that Professor De Villiers' (one of the expert witnesses) evidence was that if the
defendant had diagnosed. the neuralgic pain, the defendant in all probability would
have referred the plaintiff to a neurosurgeon, and if that had been done, the
neurological problem would have been addressed first. He was thus of the view that
when the plaintiff consulted the defendant on Tuesday, 6 June 2000, he presented two
conditions, namely, that of an extensive vascular disease and a neurological problem
arising from the nerve entrapment in the lumbar region, that it was the neurological
problem which was the source of pain the plaintiff experienced at the time and that it
was this condition which had to be treated for the relief of that pain.

Yekiso J stated that in the determination of whether the defendant took all reasonable
steps in his examination of the plaintiff, it was appropriate to cite the remarks made in
the introduction to the Medical Law Student Guide presented by Professors S A
Strauss and M C Mare of the University of South Africa. Those remarks are to the
following effect:
" . .. Of all the professions, none is more intimately involved with the law than the medical
profession. Protecting man, his life, personality, physical integrity, health, honour and dignity
is one of the fundamental objects of the law. Medical Science depends in no small degree on
the. law to create an atmosphere conducive to practice, research, and advancement, and calls
on the law to detennine the permissible limits within which it may operate."

He said if one were to look at the number of guidelines regulating every facet of
medical practice, from the initial consultation, medical examination, ethical and
professional rules, guidelines for good practice, seeking patients' consent, one's
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immediate reaction would be that the medical profession is one of the most over
regulated professions in the world. But it is specifically because the medical
profession deals with protecting man's life, personality, physical integrity, health and
dignity that the medical profession appears to be the focus of constant search light. It
is for reasons cited in those introductory remarks that the Health Profession's Council
of South Africa, a statutory body r~gulating the medical profession, has issued various
guidelines regulating good practice, ethical rules and professional self-development,
which the medical profession is expected to, adhere to. There is no certainty as to the
legal status of these guidelines except to say they constitute general practice accepted
in the medical profession.

The court observed that the plaintifffirst consulted the defendant on Tuesday, 6 June
2000. The

con~ultatio:n

could have taken place after 13h30 as the plaintiff had

arranged to see the defendant at that time. According to the plaintiff, this was after he
had handed over to the defendant a referral note given to him by Dr Simons a day
before, being Monday, 5 June 2000. The defendant recalled having been handed Dr
Simons's referral note by the plaintiff. He could not recall what the contents of the
letter were except to specifically recall that there was reference in it to a "vascular"
problem. Furthermore, the defendant could not recall what was said or discussed
during such consultation except to say he would have followed a normal pattern
during such a consultation. He would have made notes of such a consultation at the
back of the admission form and, at a later stage, would have gone through the notes,
dictated a formal letter containing all the information gathered during such a
consultation to the referring general practitioner and keep such a letter as his notes.
He would then keep the handwritten notes for a period of time and, according to his
evidence, once the load of paper has built up, he would then dispose of such notes by
destroying them for purposes of recycling. Whatever notes he may have made in his
consultation with the Plaintiff, so did the defendant say in his evidence, he may either
have destroyed or disposed of for recycling.

Yekiso J noted that the guidelines applicable to medical practitioners and dentists on
keeping of patients' -records, define a "medical record" as follows:
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"A medical record is constituted by allY record made by a medical practitioner at the time
of or subsequent to a consultation with, an examination of, or the application of a medical
or surgical procedure to his or her patient and which is relevant to thereto."

The notes referred to by the defendant fell squarely within the definition of a medical
record in tenns of this definition. Yekiso J observed that paragraph 4 of the guidelines
under the heading "Compulsory Keeping of Records" provides that a medical
practitioner shall, amongst other things, enter and maintain records relating to the
assessment of the patient's condition and the proposed clinical management of the
patient. Paragraph 6 of the guidelines provides that such records shall be stored for a
period of not less than 6 years from the date they became dormant. The guidelines
further provide that other personal records should be kept for a period of eight years
after the conclusion of the treatment. The defendant did not have any record relating
to the consultation he had with the plaintiff other than a reference to such a
consultation in a letter addressed to Dr Simons dated 26 June 2000. He did not have a
copy of Dr Simons's referral letter nor did Dr Simons have it in his file.

The defendant did recall, based on a letter addressed to Dr Simons dated 26 June

2000, that the plaintiff complained of pain on the outer part of the lower leg, just
above the ankle; that his foot was painful; that the pain was severe for the past five
days; that. stepping on the foot made the pain worse. He recalled that the plaintiff
infonned him that he smokes 30 to 40 cigarettes a day. He suspected that the plaintiff
had a vascular problem as he could not feel any pulses in the right leg, which,
according to him, was abnormal. He did feel pulses in the left. leg; he could not feel
the right pulse at all so that he could not compare the two pulses. He recalled that the
plaintiff was limping as he walked into the examination room and that he clearly was
in pain.

According to the defendant's evidence, both as regaras the initial consultation and the
physical examination of the plaintiff, the enquiry during such consultation seems to
have focussed on the plaintiff's professed vascular disease as the prox'imal cause of
the pain the plaintiff experienced at the time. The court observed that this was not
surprising in view of what the defendant did recall of a reference to a "vascular"
problem in a referral letter addressed to him by Dr Simons. It noted that the defendant
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directed no enquiry to the plaintiff as regards his ability to exercise, or his ability to
perfonn the ordinary daily physical functions which would be expected of a normal
healthy person. No enquiry was made as regards whether the plaintiffhad a history of
claudication or whether there was a particular incident linked to the cause of the
plaintiff's complaint. When the defendant suggested to the plaintiff that the
angiogram be perfonned it was with a view to establishing what the defendant
referred to in his evidence as the "geography" of the plaintiff's arteries in the iliac
system so as to obtain the appropriate sites for the location of the bypass prosthesis
and not for purposes of diagnosing the extent of the plaintiff's blood flow in the right
lower leg. After the angiogram had been performed the defendant performed surgery
on the plaintiff the following day, Thursday, 8 June 2000.

Yekiso J noted that the defendant did not make contemporaneous handwritten notes
when he consulted and physically examined the plaintiff and, ifhe did, as he claims to
have done in his evidence, he had.these destroyed shortly after he had despatched his
letter dated 26 June 2000 to Dr Simons or such notes may have been disposed offor
recycling. The only indication of the symptoms the plaintiff manifested shortly before
the operation by the defendant was the handwritten notes by Dr Simons made during
the consultation he had with the plaintiffon Monday, 5 June 2000. It was accepted by
all the parties concerned that when the plaintiff consulted with the defendant on
Tuesday, 6 June 2000, he manifested an extensive vascular disease which required
-

,

surgical intervention. The issue to be determined, said Yekiso J was whether, on the
probabilities, the vascular disease the plaintiff manifested at the time was the source
of pain and discomfort the plaintiff experienced at the time and if so, whether it
required urgent surgical intervention. The court observed that under crossexamination the defendant initially testified that after he had physically examined the
plaintiff he had determined that the plaintiff's vascular disease needed urgent
attention. This he said in an. explanation as to why he had booked the theatre for an
operation the following

d~y,

8 June 2000. Asked why he was of the view that the·

disease needed urgent intervention he responded that his earlier reference to urgency
was a mistake and all that he had meant to convey was that an attempt had to be made
to assist the plaintiff as expediently as possible. In his letter to Dr Simons dated 26
June 2000 the defendant stated that the plaintiff's right foot was clearly "ischaemic"
with blue discolouration and decreased temperature. He diagnosed a severe peripheral
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"ischaemia ". The defendant held this view despite the presence of sufficient collateral
blood supply as is clearly evident in the angiographic images. Yekiso J said, in the
absence of clear indication of lack of blood supply to the body extremities such as the
right foot in the instance of this matter, he could not see how the defendant could
determine that the source of pain and discomfort that the plaintiff experienced at the
time of his examination could be of severe peripheral ischaemic origin requiring
urgent surgical intervention. Yekiso J observed that the defendant omitted to enquire
into the plaintiff's ability to exercise. He failed to establish if the plaintiff's complaint
was linked to any particular incident; the symptoms the plaintiff manifested at the
time were suggestive of.a neuralgic disease; he failed to diagnose the neuralgic
disease when symptoms suggestive of "sciatica" were glaring; he failed to infonn the
plaintiff that the vascular operation was not urgent; that the plaintiff could undergo
vascular surgery at a later stage probably when he could afford the procedure of his
preference; he failed to keep contemporaneous notes when consulting and examining
the plaintiff. The cumulative effect, said Yekiso J, of all these factors justified no
other conclusion other than that the standard adopted by the defendant did not
measure to the reasonable standard expected of a man of his calling.
Whether the plaintiff consented to the procedure performed, was the next issue to be
determined. In this regard Yekiso J made the following observations. For a medical
practitioner to be abie to invoke a patient's consent as a ground of justification, it
must be shown that the patient 110t only consented to the injury and the medical
intervention proposed, but that the patient also consented to the risks and
consequenc~s consequent upon

such medical intervention. Consent will therefore only

be valid where it is ~ased 011: essential knowledge regarding the nature and the effect
of the proposed treatment. This entails that consent must be informed. Consent to
treatment will only be "informed" if it is based on substantial knowledge concerning
the nature and the effect of the act consented to. Thus a medical practitioner is obliged
to warn a patient of the material risks and consequences ~hich may ensue during and
consequent to the proposed treatment. In Castell v De Greef, Ackennan J formulated
the following test in the determination of whether or not consent has been given in
any set of circumstances and whether such consent is informed:
"For consent to operate as a defence, the following requirements must, inter alia, be satisfied:
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a)
b)
c)
d)

the consenting party must have had knowledge and been aware of the nature
of the harm or risk;
the consenting party must have appreciated and understood the nature and
extent of the hann and risk;
the consenting party must have consented to the hann and assumed risk;
the consent must be comprehensive, that it extend to the entire transaction,
inclusive of its consequences."

There is a duty on the medical practitioner properly to inform the patient of the risks
attendant on his or her treatment and its dangers. The object is to enable the patient to
decide whether or not to run the risk of consenting to the treatment or procedure
proposed (see Chester v Afshanl46). In Richter and Another v Estate Hamman 147 the
court held that a doctor's conduct in informing a patient of the material risks attendant
to the proposed treatment or procedure should be adjudged by the standard of the
reasonable medical practitioner faced with a problem concerned. The court postulated
this approach as follows"In reaching a conclusion (as regards the disclosure of a risk by the doctor) a court should be
guided by medical opinion as to what a reasonable doctor, having regard to all, the
circumstances of the particular case, should or should not do. The court must, of course,
make up its own mind, but it will be assisted in doing ~o by medical evidence,~'

Yekiso I noted that the full bench in Castell v De Greejdid not follow the approach in

Richter. It held that a medical practitioner is obliged to warn the patient consenting to
a medical treatment of a material risk inherent in the proposed treatment holding that
"a risk is material if, in the circumstances ofa particular case:
a)
b)

a reasonable person, in the patient's position, if warned of the risk, would be
likely to attach significance to it or
the medical practitioner is or should reasonably be aware that the particular
patient, if warned of the risk, would be likely to attach significance to it."

This standard which, in the view ofYekiso I, and as was indeed held in Castell v De

Greej, focuses on patient autonomy rather than the view~ of the medical profession, is
in conformity with the fundamental right of individual autonomy and. selfdetermination. He found that he was thus bound to follow this approach unless
satisfied it is clearly wrong, which it is not. The question, said Yekiso I, as to whether
or not consent was given in any set of circumstances is one offact. The law does not,

146

147

Chuter (2002) 3 All ER '52 at S71E
Richter 1976(3) SA l26(C)
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save in certain specific instances, prescribe how the required consent should be
procured. Based on this approacQ he proceeded to determine, on basis of evidence, i~
the consent purportedly procured from the plaintiffwas an informed one.
It appeared from the evidence that arising from a consultation and the subsequent

examination of the plaintiff, the latter was offered the aorta-bifemoral procedure to
address his problem. This offer, was subject to an angiogram being performed on the
plaintiff which was done on Wednesday, 7 June 2000. Shortly after the angiogram
was performed, the plaintiff was admitted to the ward. According to the plaintiff's
evidence no further discussion took place after the angiogram was performed until the
early evening when the defendant was called into the ward and the discussion of the
cost implications of the proposed treatment ensued. It also appears that a Mrs eloete,
who was in the employ of Panorama at the time, was present when the discussion took
place. The plaintiff stated in his evidence that it was not clear to him what was being
discussed in this discussion except to say only one procedure was suggested to him.
Nothing was said to him, according to his evidence, about the precise nature of the
procedure suggested or any material risks attendant on the procedure proposed.
When the defendant was asked when the plaintiff's informed consent was obtained to
the procedure performed the defendant replied that as far as he could recall, the
required consent was obtained in the evening of Wednesday, 7 June 2000 after a
lengthy discussion about the cost implications. When further asked ifthe consent was
obtained on Wednesday evening in the ward, the defendant's response was that he
was not certain, that it could have been in the evening or it could have been the next
morning, that is the morning before the operation. It either could have been late in the
evening of Wednesday, 7 June 2000 or the following morning, so the defendant said.
The defendant stated further that the required consent was discussed with the plaintiff
verbally and once consent was given the patient would sign a form. The defendant
was then referred to the form the plaintiff signed in the morning of 8 June 2000 and
asked if that is the consent form relied on and the defendant replied in the affirmative.
The defendant stated in evidence that the procedure performed on· the plaintiffwas
ilia-femoral by-pass operation but, on basis of the consent form, the plaintiff
consented to a femoro-femoral by-pass operation. Yekiso J noted that the defendant
further. stated in his evidence that the procedure required to be performed on the
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plaintiff was not urgent despite the fact that the plaintiff experienced severe pain at
the time. There was no evidence to suggest that the defendant did discuss this lack of
urgency or that the procedure could be performed at a later stage in order for the
plaintiff to decide when it would be appropriate and convenient for him to undergo
the proposed operation.

The plaintiff's version was that in the discussion he had with the defendant, in the
presence of Mrs eloete, only one procedure was suggested to him and no other
\

I

procedure was .discussed with him other than the one the defendant offered. Yekiso J
observed that if consent to the alternative procedure was offered and accepted in this
discussion, it would have been accepted and, therefore, procured in the presence of
Mrs Cloete. Mrs Cloete who could have corroborated the defendant's version was not
called to testify nor was she amenable to be subpoenaed by the plaintiff. The judge
said that the inference was thU$ irresistible that either her evidence would have
8upp.orted the plaintiff's version or would not have supported the defendant's version.
But if she would have supported the defendant's version it was inconceivable why she
was not called. Yekiso J found that on the evidence he could not find that the plaintiff
was properly counselled before the vascular operation was perfonned, that other
options, other than the procedure perfonned, were properly discussed with him, in
particular that he did not need to undergo the vascular operation immediately, that he
was advised of the material risks attendant to such operation and that he had given an
informed· consent to such operation. He then turned to the question of whether the
defendant's failure to obtain the infonned consent of the plaintiff amounted to an
ass~ult.

In this regard Yekiso J noted that in a

n~mber

of decisions the courts have

always held that in instances where a medical practitioner administers treatment to a
,.

patient without the patient's informed consent, such conduct constitutes assaultl48• The
judge then noted that there is a school of thought that such conduct on the part of a
medical practitioner, if it falls short of assault, it nonetheless could amount to a
violation of a right to privacy. The court noted that in Broude v McIntosh & Othersl49
Marais JA considered it a strange notion that this type of conduct should be
juristically characterised as an ~ssault. He made the following remarks:

148

149

He referred specifically to Esterhuisen vAdminiltrator, TranI1Kllll1957(3) SA 710(T), LampBTt v Hefer N.D. 1955 (2)
SA S07(A) and StofJberg v Elliot 1923 CPD 148
Broude 1998(3) SA 60 (SeA)
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"Pleading a cause of action such as this as an assault to which the plaintiff did not give
infonned consent is of course a familiar and time-honoured method of doing so. However, I
venture to suggest with respect that its conceptual soundness is open to serious question and
merits re-consideration by this Court when an appropriate case arises."
It was the view ofYekiso J that these remarks were no more than an obiter dictum so

that, bound as he was by the ratio of the Full Bench of the Cape High Court in Castell

v De Greej he therefore found that the defendant's conduct, to the extent that
whatever consent which may have been given was not properly informed, constituted
assault.
Yekiso J observed that Prof De Villiers ascribed the plaintiff's current state of
claudication to a "steal syndrome" caused by the diversion of blood flow from the
donor limb to the diseased limb, that this "steal phenomenon" is an inherent risk to the
typ~

of operation the defendant performed on the plaintiff and that this complication

should have been anticipated irrespective of whether there is a proximal or distal
stenosis. The view held by the defendant and his experts was simply that if the takeoff site of the graft was located on or below a proximal stenosis, it would have no
effect on the donor limb, and in view thereof, no diversion of blood flow will ensue.
This contention caused the court great difficulty. In the first instance, the very
procedure which the defendant claimed to have performed was in itselfin dispute.
The consent form signed by the plaintiff indicated that the plaintiff consented to a

jemoro-femoral by-pass operation. The defendant, on the other hand, contended he
had performed an ilio-femoral by-pass operation. No operation

no~es

were either

produced or discovered to verify the kind of procedure the defendant performed on
the plaintiff. The court observed that there was a significant difference between the
two operations although both were classified or fell into the category of so-called
"cross-over" operations, the point of departure being that the graft was at differing
places, with the ilia-femoral being performed higher up than the femoro-femoral
procedure. It was therefore difficult, said Yekiso J, to uphold the defendant's
contention without, in the

fir~t

instance, being in the position to determine which

procedure was performed. The defendant was assiste~ by Dr CharI Dreyer. According
to the defendant Dr Dreyer would have been in a position to testify as to the take-off
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site of the graft on the left leg and also confirm the type of operation performed. But
Dr Dreyer was not called to give evidence on behalf of the defendant. Yekiso J noted
that claudication, according to The World Book Medical Encyclopaedia: Your Guide

to Good Health, is limping that is usually caused by pain. Intermittent claudication,
which was the symptom the plaintiff was experiencing, is pain or cramp in the calf
muscle after exercise. It is relieved by rest, but the pain recurs when the muscle is
again exercised. The cramp like pain is the result of inadequate blood supply with the
. resultant inadequate amount of oxygen to the calfmuscle. The plaintiff contended that
he did not experience this symptom prior to an operation and that this symptom only
manifested immediately he had undergone vascular surgery.
There was a further difference· of opinion amongst experts 'as regards the cause of the
plaintiff's current symptoms, Prof De Villiers holding the view that the plaintiff's
current symptoms were as a direct result of the vascular surgery perfonned on the
plaintiff by the defendant. Prof de Villiers postulated the position as follows in his
evidence:
" ... there is less blood supply to the left leg and therefore you get claudication. So in that
respect, in respect of the operation done by Dr Louwrens, in that respect he is responsible for
it."

In support of this view Prof de Villiers relied on the view expressed in a recent
publication Vascular SurgerylSO. The passage relied upon read as follows:
"It is' possible to produce steal in the donor extremity after femoro femoral bypass if there is
outflow occlusive disease (eg. Superficial femoral artery occlusion) on the donor side. Even if
this is not likely to become clinically manifest, however, unless there is greater flow demand
(eg. with exercise), donor iliac artery stenosis or poor cardiac function."

Dr de Kock,

~hose

view was supported by the defendant and as well as the

defendant's other experts said the following in his expert summary:
"When after femoro-femoral bypass procedure, the blood supply to his right leg was
significantly improved, he became more mobile as a result of which he developed
claudication in the left leg·and possibly exerted himself to the extent where he suffered a disc
prolapse. "

ISO

Rutherford RB (s" ed) at P 983
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Dr de Kock was further of the view that, because the plaintiff had an occlusion of the
left superficial femoral artery and relying on the angiographic images of the plaintiffs
blood supply, there is no way that the plaintiff could have been active enough prior to
undergoing surgery to precipitate symptoms of claudication.

Prof De Villiers stated in his evidence that the risk of steal arising following an ilio-

femoral or femoro-femoral by-pass operation is in the order of 15%. In support of this
contention he referred to a clinical study of war veterans, the Veterans Administrative
Co-operative Study and the Veterans Administration Hospitals. In this study, so P(of
de Villiers testified, three hundred and seventeen patients who had femoro-femoral
by-pass surgery were examined for post-operative vascular changes that developed in
the donor limb. Unmasked claudication developed in 7%; new claudication related to
steal developed in 3,5%; prognosis of pre-operative claudication developed in 1,7%
and concluded that the donor limb pressure measurements post-operatively is in the
order of 15%. Yekiso J stated that in his view the opinion expressed by Professor de
Villiers was based on logical reasoning, had a "logical basis, accorded with the
objective evidence and was capable of logical support. He was further of the view that
the symptoms of claudication the plaintiff was experiencing were as a consequence of
the vascular operation performed by the defendant, that the plaintiff's current
symptoms were an inherent risk of a significant nature and that the defendant failed to
infonn the plaintiff of this risk adequately or at all.

Yekiso J concluded that the defendant, in his consultation and pre-operative advice to
the plaintiff, acted in breach of his contractual obligations in the respects set out in
paragraph 6 ofplaintiff's particulars of claim and, in particular, the defendant failed to
procure the plaintiff's informed consent in respect of the operation performed on the
plaintiff and, in absence of consent which is properly informed, the defendant's
conduct constituted assault. In the light of this finding, he said, it was not necessary to
determine the issue of misrepresentation alleged in paragraph 7 of the plaintiff's
particulars of claim.

He found that as a result of the defendant's breach of his contractual obligations, the
plaintiff suffered damages as more fully set out in paragraph 9 of the plaintiff's
particulars of claim the extent and quantum of which, per agreement between the
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parties, was still to be determined and which damages were as a result of failure by
the defendant to discharge his contractual obligations. Consequently Yekiso J ruled
that the defendant acted in breach of his contractual obligations arising from the oral
agreement entered into between the plaintiff and the defendant on 6 June 2000 and
ordered the defendant to pay the plaintiff's costs on a party and party scale, such costs
to include the qualifying expenses of the expert witnesses.

Discussion

It is submitted that the decision in this case is an exemplary one that clearly illustrates
a number of the points that have been made earlier in this chapter. Unlike the decision
in Afrox Healthcare v Strydam, the court in this case had no difficulty in recognising
the contextual differences between contracts involving provider and patient and those
involving providers and users of other kinds of services. Yekiso J expressly referred
to the fact that the medical profession deals with protecting man's life, personality,
physical integrity, health and dignity that it is precisely for this reason the medical
profession is the focus of a constant search light and appears to be one of the most
over regulated professions in the world. The facts of the case indicate the lack of
regard in which medical practitioners in South Africa hold their patients, their
inattention to the complaints of patients and their failure to adequately monitor and
evaluate the patient's condition before and after treatment. One might not
unreasonably describe the attitude manifested by the medical practitioner on the facts
of the present case as a lack of regard for the human dignity of the patient. He
apparently did not inform him of the true nature of the operation to be performed on
him, he did not take sufficiently seriously the patient's complaints of continued pain
despite the treatment administered, treatment alternatives where not discussed with
him, the circumstances in which the patient's consent was sought were clearly
unimportant to the medical practitioner treating him and the risks attendant upon the
proposed surgical procedure were not explained. It is submitted with respect that
Yekiso J's view that such handling of a patient could in certain circumstances

-

.

.

constitute assault and his refusal, whether for reasons ()f precedent or not, to take up
the suggestion which the court seemed to have raised in Braude v McIntosh &
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Others lSI that failure to obtain informed consent should not be regarded as assault is
laudable and entirely consistent with the importance of the constitutional right to
human dignity and the fact that

~ignity

is a fundamental value upon which the

Constitution is based. It is submitted that it is necessary and appropriate both in light
of the current climate of health services delivery in South Africa, as evidenced by the
manner in which the plaintiff in the present case was handled by the defendant, and in
view of the manner in which the medical profession in South Africa has in the not so
distant past condoned or overlooked violations of the right to bodily and
psychological integrity, to continue to label medical treatment in the absence of
informed consent as assault. Such a label aptly conveys the gravity of the failure to
obtain such consent and the level of public disapproval of such failure in terms of the
legal convictions of the community.

The court's censure of the defendant for his failure to keep proper medical records is
also worth noting. Failure to keep proper medical records not only acts to the
detriment of a health professional when he or she has to defend claims of breach of
contract or medical negligence but also impairs his or her ability to adequately treat a
patient since there is no record of the patierit's complaints, what was or was not done
to address them and the extent to which treatment was effective. When coupled with
the health practitioner's obvious inability in this case to remember even important
details such as the nature of the operation that was in fact performed and whether or
not the informed consent of the patient to that particular operation was obtained, this
suggests a potentially irrational and piecemeal basis for the treatment of a patient that
falls far below the standard of care required of a person holding himself out as an
expert and a professional. If a medical doctor cannot remember from visit to the next
the nature of the treatment administered to a patient, and does not record such details
how can he possibly claim to be treating the patient with due care and skill? Many
health conditions are ongoing as for instance in the case of chronic conditions.
Patients develop immunity or become resistant to certain treatments over time so that
they become ineffectual necessitating a variation in the treatment regime. Some
treatments are unsuccessful for certain patients whilst successful for others which
means there may be a treatment list that one has to work through to establish what

lSI
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works for a particular by process of elimination. Other treatments are only effective in
the absence or presence of certain medication, certain allergies, certain socioeconomic factors etc while still others preclude the possibility of subsequent
administration of alternatives. Ifa provider of health care services does not recall the
nature and extent of previous treatments he has administered to a patient, this can
have potentially serious consequences for that patient which is no doubt why proper
record keeping is an ethical and professional requirement. The failure to keep a proper
patient record could, in its oWn right constitute professional negligence in certain
circumstances. In the present case the defendant could not apparently even prove
conclusively the exact nature of the operation that he had performed on the patient. In
the context of a claim for medical negligence it would be extremely difficult to show
that he acted reasonably in doing the operation that he in fact perfonned.

6.3

Summary and Conclusions

The law of contract as it is currently interpreted "and applied by the courts does not
take cognisance of certain practical realities in the context of health services delivery.

It is most unfortunate that the Supreme Court of Appeal has persisted in regarding
health care services in the same light as any other service and suppliers of health care
services the same as suppliers of any other service. The writer has made the point
elsewhere, but it bears repeating here, that the law is only relevant in context. !flaw is
to be meaningful the context in which it is applied must infonn and if needs be
modify the broad general principles in order to ensure that justice is done. To elevate
legal principles above the need for justice and above the precepts of public polic;:y as
evidence within the Constitution is to diminish the value of law to society. The law of
contract should not be construed or applied in the same way that it was one hundred
years ago because although legal precedents evolve slowly, the context in which they
must be applied has changed drastically. New developments in the funding and
delivery of health care services, different ways in which relationships between
provider and patient have come to be structured, the profound changes to the South
African legal system wrought by the Constitution, and more specifically in the present
context the fact that access to health care services is now a constitutional right have
all contributed significantly to a very different 'commercial' context for the delivery
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of health care services. There is widespread international recognition of the need to
protect consumers from unconscionable, unfair clauses in contracts. There is also
considerable international debate and discussion concerning contract theol)' and the
directions in which the law of contract, and indeed the concept of contract, needs to
evolve in order to remain meaningful to society

152.

It is fairly obvious to anyone

prepared to devote even a little thought to the subject of contracts and the
environment in which they operate to appreciate that the world has changed
152

See generally Harker, 'The role of contract and the object of remedies for breach of COIIlract in contemporary western
society' 1984 SAlJ 121; Hillman, R A 'The Crisis in Modem Contract Theory' 67 Temll Low Review (1998) p 103;
Macneil I, "Contracts: Adjustmcnl of Long-Term Economic Relations Under Classical, Neoclassical and Relational
Contract Law'72 Northwestern University Law Review 1 p 19.
Hetrey P, Paler80n J and Robertson A PrincipIa of Contract Law point out that recent research on contracts "shows tha1
parties to commercial contracts arc not the hard-bargaining individuals engaged in discrete, one-otr transactions that
classical conlract theory and nco- classical economics would have us believe. Parties to ccmlracts arc often engaged in
long-term relationships with one another, or IS part of a cloac-knit industry, and that has a significant impact on the way
in which they deal with one another. These empirical insights have given rise to a whole new way of looking at
contracts. Rather then. viewing conlraCts IS discrete exchanges between utility-maximising individuala, relational
contract theory views contract as a more complex social interaction Macaulay identified the need to view coolnIcts in a
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a contract from a relational perspective." They observe that Mcneil's analysis of contracts is based on recognition of the
fact that contractual relations arc conducted within a social matrix. Exchange ia only possible within a society that
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are, however, more relational than othenI in the sense that they m:e more deeply embedded in social relations. Mcneil has
suggested that there exists a spectrum of conlractuaI behaviow with highly relational contracts at one end and diacrete
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because the performance of the contract is so closely integrated with the parties' other activities, because parties are
relying heavily on social conventions or because the parties are involved in a long-term relationship. In a highly
relational contract the parties arc less likely to be able to predict and deal with future contingencies. The more relational
the exchange, the less the parties will plan and allocate risks. Thus more flexibility will be required during the course of
the relationship ... Social relations may play a signified role in an exchange because the parties expect each other to
behave in accordance with social customs and conventions which define their respective roles. The role of a medical
doctor for example, is defined by social convention A patient consulting a doctor about a particular medical problem
would find it very difficult to spell out in advance the doctor'. obligations in respect of diagnosis, treatmcnl and referral.
. Instead of attempting to define the doctor's obligations in advance, the patient relies on the doctor to operate within and
fulfil the doctor's socially understood role."
It is submitted that where the role of the doctor as socially understood, has in" fact departed from that social
understanding, for example with regard to the fiduciary relationship of a doctor to a patient where the doctor bim!lelf no
longer considers the relationship to be fiduciary, this is evidence of a need for the legislative, judicial or regulatory
protection of the patient. The argumentB of the patient in Afrox (m 100 "mpra) in tenns of his perceptions of the manner
in which a private hospital is supposed to behave towards its patients as opposed to the approach oflhe hospital itself to
its patients ia a case in point. The patient had a relational perception of his contract with the hospital whereas the hospital
itself perceived the transaction as discrete and structtD"ed it that way. It is submitted that to pennit contracts structured on
the basis of discrete transactions that more appropriately belong in the relational setting, as the court did in Afrox, can
lead to the unfair application of the rules of the law of contract and an unacceptable disregard for clear principles of
public policy.
Heffey et al note that: "At the discrete end of the contractua1 spectrum arc transactions that arc more isolated from the
social context in which they are made. A relatively discrete transaction does nat involve any significant co-ordination
between performance of the contract and the parties' other activities, requires less flexibility and co-operation between
the parties and does not draw so heavily on social conventions and understandings. A one-off exchange will usually be
relatively discrete, but this will not always be the case. A Bingle visit to a doctor is likely to be highly relational, for the
reasons discussed above, even if the patient has not seen the doctor before and never does again Mcneil's example of a
highly discrete transaction is a motorist making a cash purchase of petrol at a service station on a highway on which the
motoz:ist rarely travelL This transaction involves the simultaneous (or almost simultaneous) exchange of goods and
money, and does nat involve any ongoing obligations. Even this transaction is deeply embedded in a broad, complex
social web consisting of such things as social conventions regarding behaviour, brand loyalty (possibly involving loyalty
reward schemes) and credit card or electronic pa)'lDenl mechanisms." The authors point out that the relational
perspective identifies a deficiency in classical and economic approaches to contract law because the discrete exx:hange is
at the heart of both understandings of a conb"act. They note that Gudel (,Relational Contract Theory and the Concept of
Exchange') (1998) 46 Buffalo Law Review p 763) has observed: "Contract law was and is relatively well adapted to
dealing with discrete transactions. However, it was and is ill-cquipped to deal with problems arising 0\4 of contract
relatiOl1L To put it another way, contract law has had a powerful bias in favour of dicretenest. and discrete legal
doctrirJes applied to relational conlracts often produced results that were intuitively unfair."
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considerably since Roman times and that contracts are instruments used to regulate
highly complex, socio-economic, as opposed to purely economic, relationships
between parties. The interests of broader society in contracts between two parties
have intensified in many instances to the point where legislation governs the standard
terms and dictates whether or not terms introduced by the parties themselves are
socially and legally acceptable. Fuller and Perdue 1s3 observe that the proposition that
legal rules can be understood only with reference to the purposes they serve would
today scarcely be regarded as an exciting truth: The notion that law exists as a means
to an end has been commonplace for at least haifa century. They point out, however,
that there is no justification for assuming that because this attitude has now achieved
respectability, and even triteness, that it enjoys a pervasive application in practice. We
"are still all too willing, they say, to embrace the conceit that it is possible to
manipulate legal concepts without the orientation which comes from the simple
inquiry: toward what end is this activity directed? It is submitted that nowhere in
South Afiican law is the truth of this statement more evident than in the judgment of
the Supreme Court of Appeal in Ajrox Healthcare v StrydomlS4. Relational contract
theory

c~ntests

the idea that promise is at the heart of contract. In more relational

exchanges, since the parties do not plan in a comprehensive way, their promises are
likely to be incomplete (which is exactly the case in most health care settings) and so
their association will be governed by relational norms lSS •

In the context of health care services in particular, the contractual relationship, as

opposed to the delictual one is problematic in South African law. The law of contract
does not recognise damages for non-patrimonial loss and yet does not satisfactorily
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Fuller L L and Perdue W R (]r) 'The Reliance Interest in Contract DIIl11IlgC8' Yale lAwJoumal,
http·/IYfVlW.bepress.comIilslissll
Afrax fu 100 IUpra
Hillman, 'The Crisis in Modem Contract Theory' 199867 Texru lAw Review 103 as referred to by He1fcy, Paterson and
Robertson (fit 1~2 supra). See also Kraus ] 'The Methodological Commitmenls of Comemporary Contract Theory'
University of Virginia School of Law. Law and Economic Research Paper Series Working Paper No. 01-2 May 2001
http'lipapersmLcomI ; Schwartz A and Scott RE 'Contract Theory III'ld The Limits of Contract Law'. These two
authors observe that contract law has neither a complete descriptive theory. explaining the law that is, nor a complete
normative theory, explaining the law that should be. They say that these gaps are unsurprising given the traditional
defInition of contract as embracing all promises that the law will enforce. "Even a theory of contract law that focuses
only on the enforcement of bargain! must still consider the entire continuum from standard from contracts between firms
and consumers to commercial contracts between business finDs. No descriptive theory has yet explained a law of
contract tha1 comprehends such a broad domain Nonnative theories that are grounded in a single nann - IUCh as
autonomy or efficiency - al90 have foundered over the heterogeneity of conlractuaI ccmleXls to which the theory is
toapply. Pluralist theories attempt to respond to the difficulty that unitary normative theories pOlie by urging courts to
pursue efficiency, fairness, good faith and the protection of individual autonomy. Such theories need, but 80 far lack a
meta principle that tells which ofthcse goaIa should be decisiw when they conflict."
http'/lWVII'W.ute:<a.~cdullaw/newWcollguimn/paperslSchwatrmgper·pdf
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address the question of why exactly the risk of these damages should, in the case ofa
contract for health care services, lie with the patient rather than the provider of such
services. The risk of pain and suffering is integral, rather than incidental, to the
services contemplated in a health care contract. It has been noted that the South
African courts seem to have a preference for dealing with claims' involving health care
services on delictual rather than contractual grounds where both are an option. It is
submitted that one of the reasons why the delictual relationship possibly lends itself
more readily to resolution of a case is because it is more expressly contextualised
within the society in which it operates with concepts such as unlawfulness being
overtly decided with reference to public policy and the legal convictions of the
community and with no possibility of the exclusion of these factors by m~ans of a
condition agreed between the parties as would be the case in the

contr~ctual

setting.

The 'commercial' flavour of the law of contract in South Africa does not sit
comfortably in the context of health services delivery since considerations involving
bargains and bargaining power, the relative autonomy of the contracting parties to
dictate the terms of the contract and the importance of freedom of contract are not
central issues when it comes to access to health service delivery.

In the context of the public health sector, the 'notion of a contractual relationship

between provider and patient is seldom if ever essential to the delivery of health care
services. Regulations determine the fees payable by the patient and public policy and
public health planning determine the range of health services available to the patient
and the circumstances in which they may be accessed. Within the private sector, the
notion of a contract between provider and patient seems to be relatively more
important in the sense that it gives the provider a legal right to claim payment from
the patient but in reality, the majority of patients cannot afford the costs of medical
treatment, especially in private hospitals, in the absence of funding by a third party
such as a medical scheme. The promise of recovery of payment from a patient
through the enforcement of contractual ob~igations in the event of the failure of a
medical scheme to pay is often hollow and for the provider, represents the risk of a
bad debt. Then there is the other socio-economic aspect which involves the
attachment by a provider of maj or assets of the patient such as a house or a car in
order to recover payment on the debt owed by a patient who, often through no fault of
his own, is left in the lurch by a medical scheme or insurance company when both he
741

and the hospital were under the impression at the time of treatment, that the funds
therefor were available. Is it really in accordance with constitutional principles, rights
and values that a person must sacrifice one socio-economic right (such as the right to
housing or shelter) in order to be able to exercise another (the right of access to health
care services)?

It is clear that unless South Afiican

~o~rts

are prepared to depart from antiquated

views of the contexts in which the law of contract operates and to accept modem
socio-economic and relational realities, the law of contract in the health sector at least,
has a very limited future as between provider and patient. Contracts between
corporate funders of health care services and providers of those services may serve to
largely replace the need for contracts between the individual patient and the provider
in many instances as the South African government is presently considering a system
of Social Health Insurance which will operate as much within the private sector as in
the public sector. Legislation tends increasingly to govern relationships between
providers and patients in such environments. The beginnings of such legislation, in
the form of the provisions of the Medicines and Related Substances Act1S6 concerning
the licensing of dispensing doctors and the pricing of medicines are concrete
examples of such a trend. More advanced approaches to the law of contract clearly
indicate that contracts still have much to offer in the regulation of relationships
between private individuals and entities even in the context of health service delivery.

If the South Afiican law of contract was capable of embracing such advanced
approaches and developing in a way that effectively and realistically meets the needs
of South Afiican society there is no doubt that it could still be a useful way of
understanding and upholding various kinds of relationships in civil law. Unfortunately
there seems to be little promise of such developments locally.

1S6

Fn 12 supra
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Introduction

Civil wrongdoing in the context of the law relating to health services delivery
introduces the question of the balance of power between provider and patient
and whether the fact that the· provider usually has a considerable advantage over
the latter should have any bearing on the manner in which the law addresses
claims in deljct. The patient is often in a position of vulnerability in relation to
the health care provider similar to very few consumers of other goods and
services. It is obvious that health services are of such a nature that they are
extremely personal to the consumer. The vulnerability of the patient as
consumer of health care goods and services manifests on a number of fronts -

•

The knowledge of the service provider usually far exceeds that of the
patient. The latter is, most of the time, in no position to disagree with the
service provider on technical points such as the likelihood of success of a
particular form of treatment vis-a-vis other treatment options and the
relative levels of risk involved;
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•

The quality and efficacy of service provided is often dependent as much
upon the level of personal skill and expertise of the service provider,
which the patient is usually incapable of assessing in any meaningful way,
as it is upon the selected treatment modality;

•

In the case of surgical procedures, services are delivered while the patient
is unconscious and therefore completely oblivious of what is happening to
him or her;

•

The services are usually rendered in circumstances where the patient is
already weakened either physically or psychologically, or both, by a health
condition;

•

The service provider is often party to the most intimate details of the
patient's life and may know more about him than even his spouse;

•

The patient often has no option but to trust the service provider, especially
in the public sector where choice of providers is usually extremely limited,
if it exists at all.

•

The consequences of failure by the service provider to perform in
accordance with acceptable and recognised standards can be extremely
costly to the patient in the sense that no amount of money can compensate
for what is lost.l In some instances, the negligence of the service provider
can command the highest price of all - the life of a patient.

There are a number of rights in the constitutional Bill of Rights that are
impacted by this relationship. They are the rights to life2 and human dignityl, the

Collins 11 Administrator Cape 1995 (4) SA 73 (C)
2

3

Constitution section 11
Constitution section 10
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right to privacy4, the right to freedom and security of the persons, the right to
bodily and psychological integritt, the right of access to health care services7
and the right to equality8 - to name those rights most directly involved.

The manner in which the provider relates to the patient is itself a part of the
services the former is rendering and can influence the outcome of the treatment.
Patients are therefore uniquely vulnerable in the provider-patient relationship. In
an obvious example, that of psychiatry, the manner in which the psychiatrist
relates to her patients could literally mean the difference between whether they
commit suicide or commit to long term therapy for depression9 • In a less
obvious example, a doctor may have to convince a patient that it is in the
patient's best interests to undergo an HIV test. The patient is unlikely to consent
to this if the doctor comes across as Qeing critical of HIV positive people as
immoral or inferior to others or more concerned for his own safety in treating
the patient than in the patient's wellbeing. In other provider-purchaser
relationships, the relationship itself is not necessarily a material factor
influencing the quality and efficacy of the services. An evil tempered plumber is
capable of fixing a broken pipe as· well as an even tempered one and apart from
some extra unpleasantness for the customer in the case of the former, the

4

S
6
7

8
9

Constitution section 14
Constitution section 12
Constitution section 12 (2)
Constitution section 27(1) and section 27(3)
Constitution section 9
The Royal College of Psychiatrists in 'Vulnerable Patients, Vulnerable Doctors: Good Practice in Our Clinical
Relationships' http://www rcpsych ac.ukJpublications/cr/counciVcrl01/pdf dated April 2001 recommends that
the clinician should develop self awareness - the ability to monitor and understand his or her own feelings and
actions within the therapeutic relationship. They state that the clinician is in a particularly powerful position in
any relationship with a patient and that the patient trusts the clinician to handle that power with sensitivity. It
notes that in certain circumstances the clinician is charged with taking over responsibility for deciding what is
in the patient's best interests, sometimes against the will of the patient. Such action should be taken only when
there is no alternative, in the least restrictive manner possible with reciprocal benefit to the patient, strictly
within the law and with due consultation. It observes that it is not in the patient's best interest for the clinician to
hold on to knowledge about the patient's condition or to 'invent' certainty where there is none, for the
clinician's own comfort. The Society states that the ability to decide how to impart difficult information
sensitively - both the certainty and uncertainty of diagnosis and prognosis - is a skill that the clinician must
acquire and observes that therapeutic relationships are founded on mutual respect and that respect breaks down
when the expectations of the patient exceed the capabilities of the therapist and "Vice "Verso. In the document it is
recognized that all patients are vulnerable by virtue of being patients needing help. See also Strauss
SA 'Geneesheer Pasient en Reg: 'n Delikate Driehoek' 1987 TSAR 1
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outcome is still the same and the pipe is fixed. The area of clinical trials is
another one in which patient vulnerability has been recognised lo •

In other contexts the law does take cognisance of such imbalances between
suppliers and purchasers and attempts to redress them. For instance in Consol

Ltd TIA Consol Glass v Twee Jonge Gezellen (Ply) Ltd And Anotherll the court
had the following to say on the subject of consequential damages:
"In my view plainti~s submission on this issue is correct. The meaning of the term
consequential loss or damage is unfortunately not precise. In one sense it is contrasted
with direct damage. Visser and Potgieter Law of Damages at 55 refers to a view that
direct loss means the immediate or direct consequence(s) of a damage-causing event,
while consequential loss is damage that flows from such direct loss. In the context of
relief under the aedilitian remedies, however, a claim for consequential damages is
contrasted with redhibitorian relief, ie relief for the return of the purchase price paid for
the defective goods. See Holmdene Brickworks (Pty) Ltd v Roberts Construction Co
Ltd 1977 (3) SA 670 (A) at 682in fine - 683C: 'The legal foundation of respondent's
claim is the principle that a merchant who sells goods of his own manufacture or goods

10

II

See for example Perkins H S 'Balancing Self and Patient in the Physician-Patient Relationship' Chesl April
2002 (httppwww.findarticles com) in which he observes that: "Certain sensitive relationships involving
unequal parties demand a higher motivation than self-interest. The stronger party has a special duty to ignore
self-interest and serve the interests of the weaker party. Such relationships are called fiduciary because the
weaker party must trust the stronger. Physician power and patient vulnerability make the physician-patient
relationship necessarily a fiduciary one. The physician must promote the patient's legitimate medical interests,
sometimes at a cost to the physician's own interests. The rational for such a fiduciary duty is clear: a patient will
not come for care without trusting the physician to promote the patient's interests." Perkins refers to the issue of
. clinical trials funded by pharmaceutical companies and performed by practising physicians and a specific trial
comparing a new inhaled corticosteroid, a proven inhaled corticosteroid and a placebo for treating moderate
persistent asthma. He notes that there is convincing argument that by withdrawing patients with stable asthma
from proven treatment and randomi~ing some to the placebo, the trial risks patients' serious clinical
deterioration. In response to the question as to why the trial was approved he notes the speculation that selfinterest was the driving force - that the sponsoring company may have expected marketing advantages from the
results and the participating physicians their fees for subject recruitment. Perkins makes the point that if
physicians received bounties for recruiting patients to the study then this creates a serious conflict of interest
since the profit motive may have tempted physicians to recruit their patients despite the medical risks involved.
He also points out that there were consistent references in the trial report to subjects as 'patients' and to research
interventions as 'treatments'. He says that this blurred the critical distinction between research and therapy.
Research subjects should expect no benefit and possibly some harm from research interventions. Furthermore,
he says, research physicians owe subjects only the few services detailed in consent forms. In contrast, patients
can expect benefit from therapy and treating physicians owe them extensive, often unwritten, fiduciary services.
Not grasping this distiAction, says Perkins, many patients mistakenly expect therapeutic benefit from research
and physicians often do not think to correct the misunderstanding.
See also Puttagunta PS, Caulfield, TA, Griener G, 'Conflict of Interest in Clinical Research: Direct Payment to
the Investigators for finding Human Subjects and Health Information' Health Law Review Vol 10 no 2 p30
(www law ualberta.za) who note that the recent death of a teenager in a drug therapy trial has drawn attention to
how financial conflicts of interest may compromise patient protection. They state that while research
institutions throughout the world have instituted a variety of conflict of interest guidelines, the potential
conflicts associated with investigators receiving direct payment from private companies for both recruitment of
patients and the running of clinical trials in pharmaceutical research remains a relatively unexplored area. They
note that more and more doctors in private practice are being recruited to run industry sponsored trials and that
this trend arose in the last twenty years when government funding for clinical drug trials declined and industry
funding increased. They note that the conflicts include erosion of informed consent, compromise of patient
confidentiality and enrolment of ineligible subjects in clinical trials.
Consol Ltd 2002 (6) SA 256 (C)
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in relation to which he publicly professes to have attributes of skill and expert
knowledge is liable to the purchaser for consequential damages caused to the latter by
reason of any latent defect in the goods. Ignorance of the defect does not excuse the
seller. Once it is established that he falls into one of the abovementioned categories, the
law irrebuttably attaches this liability to him, unless he has expressly or impliedly
contracted out of it. (See Voet 21.1.10; Pothier Contrat de Vente, para 214; Kroonstad
Westelike Boere Ko-op Vereniging v Botha 1964 (3) SA 561 (A); also Bower v Sparks,
Young and Farmers Meat Industries Ltd 1936 NPD 1; Odendaal v Bethlehem Romery
Bpk 1954 (3) SA 370 (0).) The liability is additional to, and different from the liability
to redhibitorian relief which is incurred by any seller of goods found to contain a latent
defect.'"
Whether the law of delict takes sufficient cognisance of the peculiarities of the
health services context is a matter for discussion in the pages that follow.

Another question that arises with regard to the law of delict, especially in the
context of health services delivery, is whether the scope and ambit of the
obligations of the provider in terms of the law of delict are similar to those
imposed in terms of the law of contract or whether they are different and if so,
in what way. Contracts for health services are in some respects different from
contracts for other goods and services. Medicines, for example, often come with
no guarantees of efficacy and no promises of a cure despite the fact that one of
the criteria for the registration of a medicine in South Africa in terms of the
Medicines and Related Substances Control Act 12 is efficacy. Consequently
damages for

breac~

of a contract for health services tend in many instances to

resemble quite closely those that are payable in terms of the law of delict in the
same context. It has been argued elsewhere in this thesis that one of the most
obvious tacit or implied terms of a health care services contract is that the
provider will take due and proper care not to harm or injure the patient's person
since this is one of the usual risks of medical treatment. If such a term is
breached then the 'nature of the damages should it is submitted, be very similar

to those for a delict in the same circumstances. This issue is discussed in more
detail below.

12

Medicines Control Act No 101 of 1965
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From a public sector perspective one must ask about the delictual liability of the
Medicines Control Council if it negligently approves the registration of a
medicine

whic~

subsequently proves to be ineffective, unsafe or of low quality.

What also would be the liability of the retailer of the medicine or the prescriber
of the medicine in these circumstances? Would they be protected by the
argument that because the medicine is registered with the .Medicines Control
Council they are entitled to assume that it is safe, effective and of a suitable
quality for the purpose or indication for which it was registered? If one
medicine is prescribed in the public sector in preference to another because the
former medicine has been donated and is therefore supplied at no cost to the
state, what is the liability of the state in a situation in which the donated
medicine turns out to be defective or where it is effective but less so than the
other medicine? Where logistics in the public health sector break down to the
point where persons requiring chronic, life-sustaining medication, such as
insulin for diabetes, are unable to obtain their medication would such a failure
constitute a delict on the part of the state? In a factual situation such as that in

Minister of Health and Others v Treatment Action Campaign and Others (No
2/ 3 could the state be held liable in delict for the infection with HIV of a
neonate who together with her HIV positive mother was not given Nevirapine
as prophylaxis for mother to child transmission of the disease? Could the state
be held liable in delict for its refusal in principle to supply a certain drug to
patients in the public

~ealth

sector or to allow the transplantation of organs into

HIV positive patients? In other words, does the law of delict extend to policy
decisions that are taken by the government in the public health care context?
Organs of state are explicitly bound by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights
whilst this is not necessarily the case for private persons. If the state's actions in
violating a constitutional right fit the legal framework for the law of delict then
technically speaking, a violation of constitutional rights can constitute a delict in
certain circumstances.

13

TAe 2002 (5) SA 721 (eC)
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From a private sector perspective, is the right of access to health care services in
the Bill of Rights horizontally applicable and if so, would a violation of that
right by a service provider in that sector give rise to a claim in the law of delict?
Is there a different duty of care implied in this right for the public provider as
opposed to the private provider or is it the same for both? If defective health
care services are rendered by a private provider can this constitute a violation of
the patient's right of access to health care services? This question relates to the
meaning of the term 'access' in that context of section 27(1) of the Constitution.

Section 38 of the Constitution recognises the. possibility of class actions l4 • The
d~cisions

and actions of organs of state can affect large numbers of people

whereas those of private entities tend, on the whole to affect smaller numbers.
There are, of course, exceptions to this general feature in that the decision of a
pharmaceutical company to discontinue the production of a medicine can have a
significant effect on millions of people but on the whole individual transactions
within the private sector tend to be limited in the risk they pose for the
participants. For example a decision by the state to use a particular medicine for
a particular health condition will impact on large numbers of patients treated by
the state for that condition whereas in the private sector, whilst the use of drug
formularies is on the increase, health professionals, and to a lesser degree their
patients, still have· a fair degree of choice in the medicines that are used and
prescribed.

In Carmichele

"V

Minister of Safety and Securityls, the constitutional court said

that where the common law is deficient, courts have an obligation, not a
discretion, to develop the common law and that while this does not mean that

14

IS

The section provides: Anyone listed in this section has the right to approach a competent court. alleging that a right
in the Bill of Rights has been infringed or threatened, and the court may grant appropriate relief. including a
declaration of rights. The persons who may approach a court arc(a) anyone acting in their own interes~
(b) anyone acting on behalf of another person who cannot act in their own name;
(c) e.nyone acting as a member of, or in the interest of, a group or class of persons;
(d) anyone acting in the public interes~ and
(e) an association acting in the interest of its members.
Carmichele 2001 (4) SA 938 (eq
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courts must in each and every case embark on an independent exercise as to
whether the common law is in need of development, instances may arise where
a court is obliged to raise the matter on its own and require full argument from
the parties l6 •

In this chapter the fundamental aspects of the law of delict are discussed in
relation to health service delivery. These aspects are conduct, causation,
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Leinius and Midgley JR 'The Impact of the Constitution on the Law of Delict' (2002) 119 SAU p 17 point out that
the obligation imposed upon the courts is the following: first they have to consider whether the common law is
deficient when measured against the constitutional objectives~ if it is then courts have to determine what ought to
be done to ensure that the common law reflects the proper values. They argue that while agreeing that the courts
have an obligation to develop the law, the rationale therefore does not lie in either of the sections 3~(2) or 173 of
the Constitution -that section 39(2) obliges all courts (including magistrate's courts), tribunals or forums to
promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights when they develop the common law, but under the
section, there is no directive as to when any development should be undertaken. Similarly, they say, section 173
confirms that the constitutional court, the Supreme Court of Appeal and the High CourtS have inherent power to
develop the common law, but there is no indication that they must do so. They question whether, in the light of the
fact that magistrate's courts, tribunals and forums do not have such inherent power, the constitutional court
considers them to have an obligation similar to that of the higher courts and then go on to suggest that the
obligation to develop the common law can be found in section 8 of the Constitution which states that the Bill of
Rights applies to all law and binds the judiciary (section 8(1» and in order to give effect to the Bill, courts must
develop the common law (section 8(3».They state that in their view, this section contains the implicit obligation
on courts to ensure that the common law reflects constitutional values. The writer submits that whilst there is merit
in the views of Leinius and Midgley on this point, the obligation of the courts to amend the common law should be
drawn from a holistic view of the Constitution rather than piecemeal debates about which particular section
contains this obligation. For instance section 2 of the Constitution states that it is the supreme law of the Republic
and that law or conduct inconsistent with it is invalid and the obligations imposed by it must be fulfilled. It is
submitted that the inconsistencies to which it refers are not necessarily only positive contradictions, express or
implied, of the Constitution but also negative contradictions in terms of which the common law does not recognise
or affords insufficient recognition to constitutional principles and values. If a negative inconsistency is just as
invalid as a positive one, the obvious solution in the former case is to develop the common law in such a manner
as to eliminate the inconsistency. The injunction at the end of section 2 that obligations imposed by the
Constitution must be fulfilled reinforces this argument particularly with regard to negative inconsistencies. To the
extent that the judiciary can be regarded as being a part of 'the state' and it is submitted that there is no reason why
it should not, section 7 (2) which requires the state to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of
Rights also carries a clear implication of an obligation upon the judiciary to develop the common law where it is
not in keeping with constitutional values and principles. If this section had stopped at respect and protect this
argument might not have been as strong but it is submitted that the obligation to promote and fulfil in the context
of the judiciary can only mean that the courts may not sit back and wait for the legislature and the executive to
introduce statutory reforms but must themselves play and active, creative and positive role in ensuring that the
rights in the Bill of Rights are realised. Given the context in which they operate this means, inter alia, developing
the common law. Similarly, there is a rationale for this obligation of the courts, and indeed forums and tribunals, in
section 9 which deals with the right to equality. Section 9(2) states that equality includes the full and equal
enjoyment of all rights and freedoms - ''to promote the achievement of equality, legislative and other measures
designed to protect or advance persons, or categories of persons disadvantages by unfair discrimination may be
taken"(writer's italics). It is submitted that these 'other measures' in the context of the judiciary. can mean the
development of the common law. Feminists in particular may say that, with respect to Carmichele (fn 15 supra)
this argument is of particular significance given that rape is presently a crime against women in the South African
legal system and that in the past the rights of women, a group disadvantaged by unfair discrimination, have not
been high on society's list of priorities. Feminist arguments aside, however, section 9(1) is the real weight behind
this particular point since it states that everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and
benefit of the law. In Carmichele, the common law of delict was not offering that 'equal protection and benefit'. It
favoured the authorities who had not taken sufficient steps in the circumstances to ensure that the appellant's rights
to bodily and psychological integrity would be protected. 'Equal' does not, it is submitted, mean that' all cats are
grey in the dark' and that a 'one size fits all' approach is appropriate but rather that there must be balance in the
law such that one party is not unduly favoured over another. The appellant in Carm;chele, because of her
circumstances, did not have 'equal enjoyment' of all rights and freedoms and the common law of delict failed to
recognise this.
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unlawfulness, fault and loss. Other relevant concepts such as vicarious liability,
the maxims imperitia culpae adnumeratur and res ipsa loquitur and necessity
are also covered. Specific attention is given to delicts involving medicines and
the prospect of class actions is considered.

7.2

Fundamental Concepts

The State Liability Act l7 recognises the liability of the state for delictual acts
including its vicarious liability for the wrongful acts of state employees.

In terms of section 1 of the Act, any claim against the state which would, if that
claim had arisen against a person, be the ground of an action in any competent
court, shall be cognizable by such court, whether the claim arises out of any
contract lawfully entered into on behalf of the state or out of any wrong
committed by any servant of the state acting in his capacity and within the scope
of his authority as such servant.

Unlike the private health sector in South Africa, the state employs not only
nurses, physiotherapists, and pharmacists but also gene!al practitioners and
medical specialists. The private sector employs nurses but physiotherapists,
pharmacists, general 'practitioners and medical specialists tend to be in
independent practice in the private sector. Consequently the scope of the risk of
vicarious liability to which a private hospital is exposed could be significantly
smaller than the scope of the same risk for a public hospital owned by a
provincial government. It might be possible, however, to hold a private provider
liable for its own negligence in allowing an incompetent surgeon to continue to
operate within its premises since. such provider has the power to refuse
admission privileges or other forms of access to its facilities. In this instance, it
would he not so much a question of vicarious liability for the delicts of an
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independent third party as much as direct liability for the provider's own
negligence.

The fundamental elements to establish a claim in delict in South African law are
causation, wrongfulness, fault (consisting of negiligence [culpa] and intention

[dolus] but more commonly negligence), voluntariness (conduct)18 and lossl9.
Both acts and omissions may found a claim in delict. Delictual actions are
generally regarded as private law actions. The principal difference between
private law and public law is that private law is directed at the protection of the
individual or private interest, whilst public law aims to preserve the public
interest. Delictual remedies are compensatory in nature, compensating the
prejudiced person for the harm the wrongdoer has caused 20 •

7.2.1 Conduct
Only an act of a human being, in contrast to that of an animal or· a force of
nature, is accepted as conduct. A juristic person may act through its organs
(humans) and may thus be held delictually liable for its actions. Conduct only
qualifies as such for the purposes of the law of delict if it is voluntary i.e.
subject to the control of the will of the person engaged in the conduct. The
person concerned must not be acting under some form of compulsion and must
be able to exercise his or her own will in acting or refraining from action.
18

The term 'conduct' includes both a positive act and an omission. See Neethling. Potgieter and Visser, The Law

0/ Delict 3n1 ed p 2 who state that for the purposes of the law of delict, conduct may be defined as a voluntary
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human act or omission. See also the discussion on the subject in Boberg PQR The Law 0/ Delict: Aqui/ian
Liability Yol J~ Burchell J Principles 0/ Delict", Mckerron RG The Law 0/ DeliCt", Van der Walt JC and Midgley
JR Delict: Principles and Cases.
These are expressea in different ways. For instance the South African law Commission (Discussion Paper 97,
Project 82, 'A Compensation System for Victims of Crime in South Africa') has observed that: "There are five
elements of a delict: namely an act, wrongfulness, fault, harm and causation. If one of these elements is missing,
no delict exists and. accordingly, no liability. In South African law, a distinction is made between delicts that
cause patrimonial financial damage and th~e of an intentional nature, which cause injury to personality. The
South African law of delict allows a third action for pain and suffering in terms of which compensation for
injury of personality is allowed as a result of the wrongful and negligent (or intentional) impairment of the
bodily or physical-mental integrity (Neethling et al., 1990, p. 5)." See also Geldenhuys " Minister o/Safety and
Security and Another 2002 (4) SA 719 (C) in which the Davis J said "It is perhaps trite to set out the wellknown elements of the modem Aquilian action, but for the purposes of analysis, a recapitulation assists to
promote the internal coherence of this judgment. The six elements are (i) voluntary conduct; (ii) unlawful or
wrongful~ (iii) capacity~ (iv) fault either in the form of dolus or culpa~ (v) causation~ (vi) loss." [Footnotes
omitted]
SA Law Commission Discussion Paper 97. Footnote 427 at fn 9 supra
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Although an act may be separate in time and space from its consequences, this
does not mean that one can say that a delict arises in the absence of vol untary
conduce l • In the healthcare context the thalidomide disaster is a good example
of conduct, in this case the release of the drug into the market, remote in time
and space from the damage it caused. Thalidomide is a drug with antiinflammatory and antiangiogenic properties that was sold mainly in 1962. Its
use by pregnant women resulted in thousands of cases of serious birth defects
and it was withdrawn from the market. In S v Shivute 22 , the court had to consider
the issue of voluntariness in relation to a charge of culpable homicide against a
nurse who administered an intramuscular injection of chloroquine into a four
year old child as opposed to the prescribed chloroquine syrup which was to be
administered orally. The child died. The nurse who worked in a busy camp
under apparently stressful conditions that dealt with returnees to Namibia, said
that she knew that the administration of an injection of chloroquine would kill a
child and that she was not consciously aware that she was administering the
wrong prescription. She never raised the def~nce of mental illness or defect in
her defence. The court noted that the law presumes that an accused is of sound
mental health and is criminally responsible. It held that when the issue is
whether the accused was not criminally responsible because of a mental illness
or defect, the onus of proof rests on the accused and such onus must. be
discharged on a balance of probabilities. It stated that when the issue is raised in
the absence of criminal responsibility which is not the result of mental illness or
defect and if a proper basis is laid in the evidence for the absence of criminal
responsibility, then the accused must be given the benefit of the doubt on the
issue of criminal responsibility if a reasonable doubt exists at the close of the
case for the defence in regard to the cause of the absence of criminal
responsibility. The court· said with regard to negligence that the requirement is
that the accused ought reasonably to have foreseen the possibility of death
resulting from his or her conduct and failed to take reasonable steps to avoid

21
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See Neethling. Potgieter and Visser fn 18 supra at p 27-34 for a detailed discussion of the element of conduct
S" Shivule 1991 (1) SACR 656 (Nm)
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this eventuality. It found that in view of the fact that the accused was a qualified
and experienced nurse taken together with the fact that she said she knew that to
administer that quantity of chloroquine to that child would have been fatal the
only reasonable inference to draw was that any reasonable person with the
qualifications and experience of the accused and in the position of the accused
would have known at the time of the injection at least that such a course could
have been fatal and therefore would have taken reasonable care to pursue a
course of conduct which would have prevented such a result. The accused, it
found, had failed to act like a reasonable person and was thus either reckless or
negligent. O'Linn J observed that at the end of the day the only defence raised
on behalf of the accused was whether or not the accused was criminally
responsible at the time of the alleged crime based on the possibility that she
suffered some form of non-pathological mental aberration or defect at the time
of the commission of the crime. There was expert evidence to the effect that the
appellant suffered from a 'non-pathological mental disintegration of a
temporary nature'. It was submitted by counsel for the appellant that she was
'momentarily impaired'. It was not expresSly suggested that the accused acted
in a state of automatism which would have eliminated the element of
voluntariness from her action. The court considered all of the evidence and
came to the conclusion that the decision of the court a quo in convicting the
accused of culpable homicide was

co~ect

and that there was insufficient

evidence that she had not acted out of her own volition in administering the

.

lethal dose to the child. It would seem from some aspects of the judgment, that
the nurse may have made an error due to stress and tiredness. At one stage, 400
returnees a day entered the camp where she was working and the day of the
child's death had been busy. She said that she did not know what happened to
her at the stage that she administered the drug to the child incorrectly. However,
the court noted that the excuse was nowhere made that she could not cope with
the pressure of her work or that she was too tired to give proper attention to the
patients or that she was suffering from some illness or defect affecting her
physical and mental resources.
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People may act involuntarily for a number of reasons. Those that have been
recognised by the courts in the past include sleep, unconsciousness, a fainting
fit, an epileptic fit, serious intoxication, a blackout, compulsion by human
agency (vis absoluta), mental illness, hypnosis, strong emotional pressure, low
blood sugar and heart attack23 • Automatism, i.e. that fact that a person acts
mechanically and not of his or her own free will is recognised as a defence but it
will not succeed if the defendant intentionally created the state of automatism in
which he or she acted involuntarily in order to harm another24 • In the health care
context the defence of compulsion can become fairly complex. It is closely
related to the defence of necessity sometimes referred to as 'duress of
circumstance' 25.

7.2.1.2 Assa olt

Medical treatment without consent can attract a criminal charge of assault26• The
court in The State v Marx noted that the definition of assault is as follows:

23

24
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Cases of relevance in this regard are S \I Goliath 1972 (3) SA I (A); S \I Johnson 1969 (1) SA 204 (A); R \I
Dhlamini 1955 (I) SA 120 (T), R " Du Plessis 1950 (I) SA 297 (0); R \I Rossouw 1960 (3), SA 326 (T); R \I
Victor 1943 TPD 77; R \I Schoonwinkef 1953 (3) SA 136 (e); S" Ramagaga 1965 (4) SA 254 (0); S \I
Bezuidenhout 1964 (2) SA 651 (A); S \I \Ian Rensburg 1987 (3) SA 35 (T) and S" Stellmacher 1983 (2) SA 181
(SW A). They are discussed in more detail in Neethling, Potgieter and Visser (m 18 supra)
Neethling, Potgieter and Visser (fn 18 supra). Burchell, m 18 supra, notes at p 75 that for an act to be justified
on the ground of necessity, (a) a legal interest of the defendant must have been endangered (b) by a threat which
had commenced or was imminent but which was (c) not caused by the defendant's fault, and, in addition, it
must have been necessary for the defendant to avert the danger, and (e) the means used for this purpose must
have been reasonable in the circumstances.
Compulsion or duress is a form of necessity and is recognized as a general defence. S" Goliath (fn 23 supra); S
\I Mtetwa 1977 (3) SA 628; S" K,bi 1978 (4) SA 173; S \I A(feus 1979 (3) SA 145; S" Petersen 1980 (I) SA
938.
This seems to be the situation in other jurisdictions as well. In Canada, for instance (Somerville MA 'Medical
Interventions and the Criminal Law: Lawful or Excusable Wounding' (1980) McGill Law Journal vol 26 p8296) section 45 of the Criminal Code specifically exempts surgical operations from criminal sanction stating that
everyone is protected from criminal responsibility for performing a surgical operation upon any person for the
benefit of that person if(a) the operation is performed with reasonable care and skill and (b) it is reasonable to
perform the operation having regard to the state of health of the person at the time the operation is performed
and to all the circumstances of the case. The Canadian Criminal Code is based on the common law which
enforced a prohibition against maiming oneself or another. The word 'maim' was defined in Stephen's Digest as
follows: U.A maim is a bodily harm whereby a man is deprived of the use of any member of his body, or ofany
sense in which he can use in fighting, or by the loss of which he is generally and permanently weakened; but a
bodily injury is not a maim merely because it is a disfigurement". Therefore any more than de minimis
wounding was prima!acie illegal, but some woundings could be justified. Section 198 of the Canadian Criminal
Code provides that "Everyone who undertakes to administer surgical or medical treatment to another person or
to do any other lawful acts that may endanger the life of another person or to do any other lawful acts that may
endanger the life of another person, is except in cases of necessity, under a legal duty to have and to use
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reasonable knowledge, skill and care in so doing." Somerville points out that in the Criminal Code if the phrase
'surgical or medical treatment' is intended to be qualified by the phrase 'lawful act' i.e. that medical or surgical
treatment is just one example of lawful acts dangerous to life. the prima facie assumption would be one of
legality. She notes, however. that the difficulty with such an interpretation is that the forerunners of section 198
were first Stephen 's Digest and then section 212 in the first Canadian Criminal Code and there is no indication
that these provisions were meant to alter the substantive law as it then stood. Rather. in all probability. they
merely formulated the standard of care required in order to avoid criminal liability where persons undertook
acts requiring special skill or knowledge which were of a dangerous character. Thus. she says. it may be argued
that the prima tacie legality or illegality of any such act was not contemplated by these provisions and remained
to be determined by a separate enquiry. She discusses the section in more detail and in doing so mentions the
case of Re "Eve" P.E.I Family Court No FOS-37, June 14. 1979 (The Supreme Court of Canada made a later
decision on this matter in E (Mrs) v Eve 2 S.C.R. 388 (1986» in which Justice McQuaid held that: lithe benefit
referred to in section 4S was thereby extended to include not only the health of the patient but as well the socioeconomic and other considerations with the result that the surgery might be employed not only to preserve and
protect health. but as well to preserve the quality of life in a broader medical sense." Despite the use of the wide
criterion, however, the judge refused to authorize the particular sterilisation procedure. There are similar issues
that impact on questions of sterilisation in South African law and the National Department of Health is busy at
the time of writing processing an amendment to the South African Sterilisation Act No 44 of 1998. Section 2 (3)
(a) provides that: 'Sterilisation may not be performed on a person who is under the age of 18 years except where
failure to do so would jeopardize the person's life or seriously impair his or her physical health: No mention is
made of the person's mental health or human dignity. both of which are protected by the Constitution, the
former in section 12(2) of the Constitution in the fonn of psychological integrity and the latter in section 10 of
the Constitution. The amendment of this section of the Act is therefore necessary to align it with the recognition
by the Constitution of these rights.
Somerville goes on to explore the practical realities and the question of whether non-therapeutic medical
interventions are lawful. She says it has become a matter of increasing importance as such procedures have been
more frequently undertaken and are even regarded as commonplace. She notes that the question of their legality
first arose with the increasing availability and effectiveness of cosmetic surgery. The courts, she says. stretched
the law a little by asserting that these operations ~re within the traditional concept of therapeutic benefit
because there was psychological benefit present. The problem became even more acute, however, with live
donor organ transplants and after initial use of the psychological benefit test, most courts faced the reality that
in many cases there was no therapeutic benefit to the donors. She says that even before the enactment of
legislation authorising such donation, the operation was not in practice considered illegal, at least when
performed on a competent consenting adult. Similarly non-therapeutic sterilization of consenting adults and
non-therapeutic medical experimentation are frequent events in society that do not foment court actions by the
mere fact of their performance. With respect to the latter practice Somerville says it is worth noting that in
Hlushlca v University of Saskatchewan (1996) S3 D.L.R (2d) 436 (Sask. C. A), one of the earliest cases
involving non-therapeutic medical research., the question of the illegality of the intervention itself was not
raised. She asks how this de facto legalisation of non-therapeutic interventions can be reconciled with the legal
precedents which have been outlined? She states that a solution depends on determining how public policy and
section 4S act and interact to legitimise medical interventions.
In the United Kingdom the starting point is also that intentionally touching a person is unlawful - the civil
wrong of battery or even the crime of assault - unless that person has consented or there is other lawful
authority (Oates L, 'The court's role in decisions about medical treatment" British Medical Journal Nov 18
2000). Oates states that each year there are about 20 cases in the family division of the High Court in England
and Wales concerning whether medical procedures should be carried out on people who arc unable. Dr refuse. to
consent to such treatment. Oates acts as a state funded lawyer brought in to represent those who need a guardian
ad litem or litigation friend (primarily children and mentally incapacitated people) or as an amicus at the request
of the court. He notes that there is a legal doctrine of necessity that provides lawful authority for emergency
medical treatment that is both necessary and reasonable and designed to save life, assist recovery or ease
suffering. Accord ing to Oates, the House of Lords in the case of R v Bournewood [1999] I AC 4S8 extended the
doctrine of necessity to cover treatment for mental disorder when there has been an infonnal admission to
hospital. Oates states that most instances where medical treatment is given to save life or to enhance the quality
of life take place without the need for any reference to the court and that there is in fact a duty of care upon
medical practitioners to treat the patient according to a judgment of his or her best interests. Once lack of
capacity is shown. the test is one of best interests. This has been judicially defined, says Oates, to encompass
medical, emotional. and all other welfare issues. He says that a court should draw up a checklist of the actual
benefits and disadvantages and potential gains and losses. including physical and psychological risks and
consequences, and should reach a balanced conclusion as to what is right from the point of view of the
individual who is the subject of the proceedings.
It is submitted that the difficulties in the Canadian experience in even attempting (under one interpretation) to
exclude medical interventions from the definition of assault and render themprimafacie lawful demonstrate the
value of the current approach of South African law that they are prima facie unlawful violations of well
established and long recognised rights. If one starts from the premise that they are lawful it starts to become
extremely difficult to define just what it is that is lawful and where that lawfulness begins and ends. In South
African law this problem does not arise because the intervention. is prima facie unlawful. The maxim volenli
nonfit injuria provides a key element of this system oflegal principle in that it both recognises and supports the
fundamental importance of such 'absolute' human rights as the rights to life, to human dignity. to freedom and
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"an assault is the act of intentionally and unlawfully applying force to another directly
or indirectly or attempting or threatening by any act or gesture to apply such force to
the person of another if the person making the threat has, or causes the other to believe
upon reasonable grounds that he has, the present abil ity to effect his purpose". 27
In Stojjberg v Elliof8 Watermeyer J observed that a man by entering a hospital
does not submit himself to such surgical treatment as the doctors in attendance
upon him might think necessary. He said that by going into hospital a person
does not 'waive or give up his right of absolute security of the person'. He still
has the right to say what operation he will submit to, and unless his consent to
an operation is expressly obtained, any operation performed upon him without
his consent is an unlawful interference with his right of security and control of
his own body.
In Esterhuizen v Administrator Transva(Jf 9 the question of medical assauJt and
the difference between South African and English law in this regard was
canvassed by counsel for the plaintiffo. Bekker J held in Esterhuizen that:

27

28
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security of the person and to bodily and psychological integrity. It also places squarely in the hands of the
individual the right to self-determination. The pivotal importance of the principle of consent in the South
African system can therefore not be overstated and should be bolstered rather than undermined. If one adopts
this approach that medical interventions are prima facie lawful then the importance of consent becomes greatly
diminished since the consent of the individual is presently the primary legalising factor in South African law.
To the extent that the obiter dictum of Marais JA in Braude" McIntosh and Others 1998 (3) SA 60 (SCA) that
it is not appropriate for a doctor to be accused of assault, with all its perjorative connotations. for mere lack of
patient consent can be interpreted as meaning that South African law should convert to the idea that medical
interventions are prima facie lawful. the writer submits that it this is not supported by constitutional principles.
Given the history of the South African people and the past disregard for the rights of human dignity. bodily and
psychological integrity and freedom and security of the person it is submitted that to diminish the value of
consent in this context would be wholly inappropriate and could potentially undermine the realisation of the
fundamental rights in the Bill of Rights for South Africans. The current system of dealing with medical
interventions on an exception or justification basis and on the circumstances of each individual case is far
preferable - especially in view of the imbalance of power in favour of the health professional as discussed
elsewhere in this thesis. It is submitted that the evidentiary difficulties and challenges to patients in discharging
the burden of proof which are currently at undesirable levels due to the courts' persistent unwillingness to apply
the maxim of res ipsa loquitur to medical negligence cases can only be exacerbated by a shift in legal thinking
to the effect that medical interventions of prima facie lawful - despite the best intentions of health
professionals. The application of public policy considerations to determine the outer limits of wrongfulness are
a sufficient safeguard to ensure adequate protection of health professionals in South Africa at this stage given
the fact that litigation in South Africa is far from accessible to the person in the street.
Marx 1962 (I) SA 848 (N). The definition was taken from Gardiner and Lansdown. S.A. Criminal Law and
Procedure. 6th. ed. vol. 11 at p 1570. Williamson JP observed that ''This definition, as pointed out by Innes,
C.J. in Rex v Jolly and Others, 1923 AD 176 at p. 179. is substantially taken from the Transkeian Penal Code.
'This definition.' said Sir James Rose-Innes. 'would appear to be satisfactory for all practical purposes. It
recognises that the application of force may be indirect as well as direct - a conclusion which is logically
unassailable. for it is evident that a person may cause force to be applied to the body of another without himself
touching that other.· ..
StoJlberg 1923 CPO 148
Esterhuizen 1957 (3) SA 710 (T)
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"a therapist, not called upon to act in an emergency involving a matter of life or death,
who decides to administer a dosage of such an order and to employ a particular
technique for that purpose, which he knows beforehand will cause disfigurement,
cosmetic changes and result in severe irradiation of the tissues to an extent that the
possibility of necrosis and a risk of amputation of the limbs cannot be excluded, must
explain the situation
resultant dangers to the patient - no matter how laudable his

and
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Counsel's argument contains a useful survey of the case law and relevant authorities and is thus reflected below
for the sake of convenience. "Plaintiff's claim for assault is based on the actio injuriarum. Any aggression upon
the person of another is prima facie an injuria. By an injuria is meant an act committed in contempt of another's
personality. See bricKerron Law of Delict, 4th ed. pp. 66 and 67. See also Stoffberg v. Elliot, (fn 28 supra). All
the plaintiff needs show in order to establish the existence of animus injuriandi is that the act complained of
constituted an aggression upon his person, his dignity or his reputation and that the act was intentional. See
Whittaker '\I Roos, 1912 AD 131. See also the aspect of defamation. McKerron, supra at p 203. Defendant may,
however, rebut the presumption by proving that he was unaware that his act would constitute an impairment of
the plaintifi's personality. English Law with its categories of torts is no guide. In English law assault is dealt
with under the broad heading of the trespass to the person. In SA law assault is dealt with under the actio
injuriarum. In this case the onus is on the defendant to prove that the act complained of was not wrongful. There
is a distinction between South African law and English law in regard to assault. As far as South African law is
concerned the definition of assault in Criminal Law contains no reference to the words without consent'. See
the definition of assault in Gardiner & Lansdown Criminal Law & Procedure, vol. II, p. 1432. In English law
the words 'without consent' are introduced. Therefore, in English law there can only be an assault if there is no
consent, whereas in South African law 'the act of intentionally and unlawfully applying force to the person of
another' constitutes an assault. The word 'unlawful' presents no difficulty as it is always unlawful to invade the
right of bodily safety of another. In South African law assault is an 'injuria' together with a large number of
other acts which infringe the personal rights of safety, dignity, privacy or reputation. See Gardiner & Lansdown,
supra, secs. I and 2: 'English law in this respect differs greatly from South African law. In South African law
there is no onus on the plaintiff to prove that the assault was committed without the plaintiff's consent. The onus
is on the defendant to prove that the plaintiff consented to the assault. See de Villiers Roman &: Roman Dutch
Law of Injuries pp. 24, 25, 27, 144, 145 and 146. See also Manfred Nathan Common Law ofSouth Africa, vol.
III, p. 1662 and vol. IV, p. 2584. See also Cohen Lazar &: Co '\I Gibbs, 1922 T.P.D. 145. The defendant may
rebut the presumption of injuria by establishing the defence of '\Iolenti non fit injuria. Consent to a surgical
operation is treated on the basis oho/enti nonfit injuria. See McKerron, supra pp. 95, 96. See also Stoffberg '\I
Elliot, supra; Ex parte Dixie 1950 (4) SA 748. English and American authorities also treat consent to an injury
on the basis of '\Io/enti nonfit injuria. See Halsbury Laws of England, 2nd ed. vol. 23 pp. 715 to 719. See also
Re-statement of the Law of Torts American Law Institute. vol. I, p. 96, sec. 49. There cannot be consent by a
person to a surgical operation unless the risks are explained. See Botha '\I Rompel. 1955 T.P.D. case 50111953,
unreported. When one speaks of consent to an intentional harm it is on the basis of '\Iolenti nonfit injuria. See
Lampert '\I Hefer, N.D., 1955 (2) SA 507. In order to establish the defence of '\Iolenli non fit Injuria the
defendant must establish knowledge of the danger, appreciation thereof, and consent thereto. See Waring &
Gil/ow Ltd '\I Sherborne, 1904 T.S. 340. See also Union GO'\lernment" Mallhee. 1917 AD 703. The Courts will
not find the existence of an implied agreement unless the person who is alleged to have made it had full
knowledge of the nature and extent of the risk to be run. See McKerron, supra pp. 96,97. See Stern II Podfrey,
1947 (I) SA 350; Osborn '\I L & N. W. Railway, 1888 (2) Q.B.D. 220. See also Canadian Pacific Railway Co "
Frlchelle, 1915 A.C. 871."
In The State '\I Marx fn 27 supra, counsel for the state observed that according to the definition of assault in
Gardiner &: Lansdown, vol. 11 at p. 1570, the application of direct or indirect force is a requisite. He submitted
that the administration of a noxious substance amounts to the applying of indirect force to the victims. He
argued that if it were held that the present case was not an assault then injuria is a competent verdict noting that
where the offence charged includes the commission of any other offence, the accused may be convicted of any
offence so included although the whole offence charged is not proved. Assault is frequently a constituent part of
a more serious crime. Assault is also a constituent part of any indictment alleging the unlawful infliction of
bodily harm. The unlawful infliction of bodily harm is in itself a common law offence namely that of injuria
(Gardiner & Lansdown, vol. 11 pp. 1579 - 81). Counsel for the state argued that although the crime of injuria in
South African law has popularly been applied to injury to dignity and .reputation, it has also in instances been
applied to cases of physical injuries; Rex '\I Jack, 1908 T.S. 131; Rex '\I Ke/amon, 14 S.C. 329 at p. 333. He noted
that the present indictment alleges injuries to the children and it would therefore be competent in the
circumstances of this case to substitute the verdict of guilty of injuria. This case is interesting because it
involved a charge of assault for the administration of alcohol to children. Alcohol is a toxic substance as are
most medicines. The court held that the deliberate administration of alcohol to children is an assault on them. It
is submitted that the administration of a medicine to a child under circumstances in which there has been no
proper consent obtained could therefore also constitute assault in certain circumstances. See further the
discussion of R '\I Van Schoor 1948 (4) SA 349 (C). S '\I Mlcwetshana 1965 (2) SA 493 (N) and S'\IShi'\lule 1991
(1) SACR 656 (Nm) below which involved charges of culpable homicide as a result of the incorrect
administration of medicines.
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motives might be - and should he act without having done so and without having
secured the patient's consent, he does so at his own peril".
In Broude v McIntosh and Others3l' Marais JA questioned whether cases
involving medical negligence and lack of patient consent should be pleaded as
assaule 2 • His view is that it is a strange notion to suggest that the actions of a
medical practitioner whose intention is to heal a patient should be labelled
perjoratively in this way simply because he or she omitted to explain one or
other material fact to a patient concerning the proposed treatment. It is
submitted with respect that while the arguments of Marais JA have merit, they
are based on somewhat emotional grounds rather than the importance of the
right to bodily and psychological integrity. In South African law the term
'assault' includes a wide variety of activities that do not all suggest criminal
violence. Whilst it may well have taken on such a connotation in the minds of
laymen, to a lawyer, 'assault' is a technical term in law which for sound reason
covers a range of activities which on the violence scale range from zero to
infinity. The point is that the criminal law upholds what the court in Stoffberg v
Elliot called 'absolute security of the person'. It is a right that is fundamental to

the state of being human and is akin to the right to life itself. Any suggestion
31
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Braude fh 26 supra
At pages 67-68 of the judgment in Braude supra Marais JA stated: "Pleading a cause ofaction such as this aSBn
assault to which the patient did not give informed consent is of course a familiar and time-honoured method of
doing so. However, I venture to suggest with respect that its conceptual soundness is open to serious question
and merits reconsideration by this Court when an appropriate case arises. To the average person, and I suspect
to many a lawyer, it is a strange notion that the surgical intervention of a medical practitioner whose sole object
is to alleviate the pain or discomfort of the patient, and who has explained to the patient what is intended to be
done and obtained the patient's consent to it being done, should be pejoratively described and juristically
characterised as an assault simply because the practitioner omitted to mention the existence of a risk considered
to be material enough to have warranted disclosure and which, if disclosed, might have resulted in the patient
withholding consent. It seems to me to be inherent in the notion that, even if the risk does not eventuate and the
surgical intervention is successful, the practitioner's conduct would nonetheless have constituted an assault.
That strikes me as a bizarre result which suggests -that there is something about the approach which is unsound.
There is no principle of law of which I am aware by which the characterisation as lawful or unlawful of an
intentional act objectively involving the doing of bodily harm to another can be postponed until its
consequences are known. Either it was an assault at the time of its commission or it was not. Events occurring
ex post facto can logically have no bearing on the question. It is no answer to say that if the undisclosed risk
does not eventuate, no damage will have been caused. That has nothing to do with the characterisation of the
medical practitioner's act in intervening surgically as lawful or unlawful. I mention this merely by way of
example to explain why I consider that the validity of causes of action framed in this manner in circumstances
similar to those which are said to exist in this case requires re~xamination. (I emphasise the latter qualification;
I leave aside cases in which mala fides is involved such as cases of deliberate fraud and deliberate
misrepresentation of what is entailed in order to obtain consent which would otherwise not be forthcoming.)
However, re-examination would be inappropriate in the present case. The matter was not argued and even if it
be assumed in favour of appellant that the cause of action based upon an allegation of assault is conceptually
sound in law, I agree with the trial Judge's conclusion that the evidence does not bear it out" See also Strauss
SA "Bodily Injury and the Defence of Consent' 1964 SALJ 179; Strauss SA "Toestemming tot 8cnadeling As
Verweer In Die Strafreg en Die Deliktereg' (doctoral thesis) (1961)
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that an unjustified interference with such a right is something less than criminal
needs extremely careful consideration. In South Africa it is well known to
anyone who works in the health sector that health professionals do not take the
question of informed consent seriously in their daily practice. Health
professionals still tend to have a highly paternalistic approach to their patients,
especially, but not solely, to those who may be illiterate or have a low level of
education. In the public sector they raise arguments about spending
'unnecessary' time talking to patients about their condition while in the private
sector, informed consent if any, is relegated to the signature of a form on
admission to a hospital which the· patient

~ay

feel he or she has little or no

choice in signing, or in the case of a private medical practice, a blanket consent
which is signed when a person first visits the doctor's rooms with the intention
of becoming his patient. None of this is legally acceptable but it happens every
day. All of this is with the threat of criminal assault in the event of failure to
obtain consent hanging over the heads of providers. South African society,
unlike American society, is largely non-litigious - a fact which is undoubtedly
attributable to the fact that litigation is still an extremely expensive business and
mostly beyond the means of the ordinary person and justice is a commodity that
has to be purchased. The National Health Ace3 specific provision for informed
consent on the part of patients largely because of the failure by the health
professions to adequately address this issue. It is noteworthy that the Bill
contains an express requirement that the patient must be informed that he or she
can refuse the proposed treatmenf4. Strauss states that in the absence of an
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National Health Act No 61 of2003
Strauss SA Doclor Patient and the lAw: A Selection of Practical Issues notes that to perform a medical
operation upon or to administer treatment to a person against his will or even without his consent amounts to
assault, for which the doctor may be held liable in a civil a«tion for damages and be criminally prosecuted. He
states that as far as a claim for damages is concerned a South African court will probably not award more than a
nominal amount where it appears that the doctor has in fact saved the patient's life. Where there has been
injuria associated with the unauthorised treatment, damages may well be awarded in respect of such injuria.
Strauss does state that if, however, a patient has suffered harm, for instance in consequence of a blood
transfusion such as an infection with a serious disease on account of the blood having been contaminated,
substantial damages may conceivably be awarded. The writer submits that where no damages can be proved,
none will be awarded since damages in terms of the law of delict are not generally punitive but compensatory in
nature. This subject was canvassed in detail by the constitutional court in Fose v Minister Of Safety And
Security 1997 (3) SA 786 (CC).
.
In G Q v Yedwa And Others 1996 (2) SA 437 (TK) the plaintiff claimed damages for shock, pain and suffering.
as well as injuria, arising out of his wrongful assault and circumcision by the defendants. The plaintiff was a
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captain in the Defence Force. He had already gone through the Xhosa initiation rites, including circumcision,
several years before the attack by the defendants, who were also members of the Defence Force. White J stated
that OJ] have therefore turned to those cases in which the plaintiffs were assaulted, but did not suffer serious
injury, for guidance in determining the quantum of damages. When doing so, it once again struck me how
small, and often insignificant, are the awards made by our courts for damages arising from personal injury and
contumelia arising from an assault. ] can only add my voice to the suggestion, which has been made from time
to time, that such awards be increased substantially." ]n this case the plaintiff did not suffer serious or lasting
physical injuries. He did not require hospitalisation and the only medical treatment he received was the cleaning
of the wound to his foreskin, and the application of ointment thereto. The pain he suffered was also not
excessive. The removal of the remainder of his foreskin was undoubtedly painful and, as stated above, he
thereafter suffered pain, which appeared to the court to be no more than discomfort, for a period of two weeks.
]n all the circumstances an equitable award for shock, pain and suffering. which will be fair to both the plaintiff
and the defendants, will be an amount of R5 000. White J observed that: "By far the most serious aspect of the
assault, vis-a-vis damages, is the contumelia (inSUlt) suffered by the plaintiff. Three aspects of the case
exacerbated his humiliation. They were the nature of the assault, the imputation against his manhood, and the
effect of that imputation on his subordinates. The first aggravating feature was the very nature of the assault. To
have his trousers removed, his legs forced open and then to be circumcised, was manifestly an extremely
degrading experience. The second aggravating feature was the symbolic imputation of the' assault. Circumcision
has great significance in Xhosa culture - it signifies the passing from boyhood to manhood, and the conferring
on the recipient of the rights and privileges, and more particularly responsibilities, of manhood. A man who has
not been circumcised has no standing in, and is denigrated by, their society. Circumcision is therefore a very
emotive issue, especially when an uncircumcised man professes to have been circumcised and to be entitled to
the privileges of manhood, and from time to time uncircumcised men, who act in this manner, are forcibly
circumcised. Against this background it is clear that when the defendants assaulted the plaintiff they implied
that he was not a man, but a charlatan and impostor who had not been circumcised. It is therefore not surprising
that the plaintiff testified that he found this imputation against his manhood extremely offensive, degrading and
humiliating. The third aggravating circumstance was that the imputation that the plaintiff had not been
circumcised resulted in his being held in contempt by his subordinates, which caused him further degradation
and humiliation. For the reasons set out above the Court must award a substantial amount as damages for
contumelia, and] am of opinion that the amount claimed by the plaintiff under this heading is not excessive."
The Court granted damages in the amount of R 15 000. Of this amount RIO 000 was for contumelia and RSOOO
was for shock, pain and suffering.
]n Minister Of Justice 11 Hofmeyr 1993 (3) SA 131 (A), Hoexter JA held that: "One of an individual's absolute
rights of personality is his right to bodily integrity, The interest concerned is sometimes described as being one
in corpus, but it has several facets. ]t embraces not merely the right of protection against direct or indirect
physical aggression or the right against false imprisonment. It comprehends also a mental element."
]t is submitted that this is consistent with the manner in which the right to bodily and psychological integrity has
subsequently been framed in section 12(2) of the Constitution.
Hoexter J stated that: "The general principles of the modern South African law of delict are essentially derived
from Roman law. See Joubert (ed) Law of South Africa vol 8 at II para 6. Injuria is the wrongful and
intentional infringement of an interest of personality. In an action for damages based on injuria the plaintiff
must prove intent (dolus, animus injuriandi) on the part of the defendant. Intent and motive, however, are
discrete concepts. As pointed out by Stratford JA in Gluckman 11 Schneider 1936 AD 151 at 159: 'Motive ... is
the actuating impulse preceding intention.' Intention is a reflection of the will rather than desire. The pertinent
difference between the two concepts was stressed in the Whittaker case supra. At 131 of his judgment Solomon
J stated: 'It is not necessary in order to find that there was an animus injuriandl to prove any ill-will or spite on
the part of the defendants towards the plaintiffs .... '... It is clear that without dolus the action for an injuria
would lie neither in Roman law nor in Roman-Dutch law. See the remarks of Davis J in Wade &: Co v Union
GOllernment 1938 CPO 84 at 86. It is equally clear, however, that in a limited class of injuriae the current of
precedent has in modern times flowed strongly in a different direction. In this limited class of delicts dolus
remains an ingredient of the cause of action, but in a somewhat attenuated form, in the sense that it is no longer
necessary for the plaintiff to establish consciousness on the part of the wrongdoer of the wrongful character of
his act. Included in this limited class are cases involving false imprisonment and the wrongful attachment of
goods. The possibility that in the case of certain forms of injuriae involving constraints on personal liberty the
wrongdoer's legal liability might exist even in the absence of his appreciation of the wrongful nature of his
injurious act, has been explicitly recognised by this Court In Ramsay 11 Minister lIan Polisie en Andere 1981 (4)
SA 802 (A) Boths AJA (with whom the remaining members of the Court concurred) agreed with the order
appearing at the end of the judgment of Jansen JA but was at pains to dissociate himself from certain
observations in regard to animus injuriandi in the judgment of Jansen JA. At 818E-H Botha AlA said the
following:'Hy aanvaar, na aanleiding van die posisie by laster, dat animus injuriDndi, wat
onregmatigheidsbeWussyn vers, in die aigemeen 'n element is van aIle inbreuke op die persoonlikheid wat as
injuriae aangemerk word. Ek aanvaar dit nie. Ek laat die moontlikheid oop dat daar by bepaalde vorme van
injuria na die eise van regsbeleid aanspreeklikheid kan bestaan in die afwesigheid van
onregmatigheidsbewussyn by die dader. In der waarheid word my benadering onderskraag deur die huidige
stand van die regspraak. Oit val nie te betwyfel nie dat daar in die regspraak, veral in die Transvaal, oor 'n
tydperk van jare met betrekking tot sekere vorms van injuria 'n stand punt ingeburger is wat beteken dat by
sekere injuriae onregmatigheidsbewussyn by die dader geen voorvereiste vir aanspreeklikheid is nie. Ek hoef
nie daaroor op besonderhede in te gsan nie. By wyse van enkele voorbeelde verwys ek slegs na Birch v Ring
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1914 TPD 106~ Cohen Lazar & Co 1I Gibbs 1922 TPD 142~ Smit 1I Meyerton Outfitters 1971 (I) SA 137 (T).' In
the Cohen Lazar case supra-a court messenger. on the instructions of a creditor who had no judgment. seized
property of the debtor. A Full Court (Wessels IP and Gregorowski 1) held that the seizure was an i'!iuria. In the
course of his judgment Wessels IP said at 144: 'The mere illegal and intentional interference with the liberty of
a free man by seizing him or his property is a delict which will support an action for damages.' and later in his
judgment at 145: 'It is revolting to one's common sense to think that a person unsupported by any judgment
could induce a clerk to issue to him a writ, seize a person's property. and escape liability merely because he
acted without malice and under the impression that no judgment was required. If a person by his own
unauthorised act intentionally injures an innocent person in his property, the latter is prima facie entitled to
damages for loss caused to him. ' .,. I have cited the majority judgment in the Ramsay case supra as an example
of recognition by this Court of the fact that in cases involving the liberty of the citizen there may be liability for
an injuria despite the wrongdoer's unawareness of the wrongful character of his act. No less significant,
however, is the line of reasoning adopted by this Court more than 80 years ago in the Whittaker case supra. The
same recognition, although not roundly expressed, is, I think, implied in the decision in the Whittaker case. It is
clear from the judgments delivered therein that dolus was predicated as an essential element of the l'!iur;a with
which the Court was concerned. Innes 1 in the course of his judgment (at 122) put the matter thus: 'I agree with
Wessels 1 (who delivered the judgment of the Court below) in holding that the illegal treabnent to which the
plaintiffs were subjected amounted to a delict on the part of those responsible for it. And I think the delict was
of the _class dependent upon intent (dolus); in other words, that it constituted an injuria. The action of the
Governor was a wrongful and intentional interference with those absolute natural rights relating to personality.
to which every man is entitled.' And again at 124: '( have already pointed out that the infringement of the rights
of these persons amounted to an injuria; a necessary feature of which is the existence of dolus, or intent. But
when an unlawful a~sion of this nature has been proved, the law presumes that the aggressor had in view
the necessary consequence of his conduct; that is, that he had the intention to injure, the animus injuriandi (De
Villiers Injuries 145). That does not mean that he was actuated by malice or ill-will, but that he deliberately
intended that the operation of this unlawful act should have effect upon the plaintiff.'
Turning to the judgment of Solomon 1 one finds the following remarks at 130-1: 'It seems to me that we have
present here all the requisites which are necessary to found an action of injuria. Those requisites are well laid
down by De Villiers in his work on the law of injuries as follows: First: "An intention on the part of the
offender to produce the effect of his act"; in other words. the animus injuriandi. It is not necessary in order to
find that there was an animus injuriandi to prove any ill-will or spite on the part of the defendants towards the
plaintiffs; and it is quite immaterial what the motive was or that the object which the defendants had in view
was a laudable one. It is sufficient that the injuries suffered by the plaintiffs were inflicted by the defendants,
not accidentally or negligently, but with deliberate intention.' Neethling Persoonliksheidsreg 2nd ed (1985)
says at 116: 'Alhoewel onregmatige vryheidsberowing 'n injuria is waarvoor animus injuriandi 'n
aanspreeklikheidsvereiste behoort te wees, het die regspraak onder invloed van die Engelse reg hierdie vereiste
feitlik geheel en al negeer.' In amplification of the above statement the learned author in footnote lion the
same page points out that in the Whittaker case supra at 122 and 130-1 ' ... dolus of animus injuriandi
onomwonde as vereiste vir onregmatige vryheidsberowing gestel word. Nietemin is die verweerders
aanspreeklik gehou nieteenstaande die feit dat hulle bona fide geglo het dat hulle optrede geregverdig was (vgl
op 129) en opset weens gebrek aan onregmatigheidsbewussyn bygevolg by hulle ontbreek het . . . .' Having
referred to the decision in Smit " Meyerton Outfitters (supra) Prof Neethling comments: 'Die opsetselement,
onregmatigheidsbewussyn, en by gevolg dwaling as 'n verweer word dus uitdruklik verwerp. Mens kan
gevolglik konkludeer dat aanspreeklikheid op grond van onregmatige vryheidsberowing skuldloos is.' To which
he adds {by way of footnote no 16 on the same page):'Agesien daarvan dat hierdie negering van die
skuldvereiste aan die invloed van die Engelse reg toe te skryf is, kom spesiale oorwegings wat sodanige
afwyking regverdig nietemin hier te pas .... ' In my opinion the succinct dictum in Smit 1I Meyerton Outfitters
(supra) quoted earlier in this judgment embodies a correct statement of our modern law. The application of the
principle therein stated furthermore entails practical consequences which seem to me to be both sensible and
just. The principles of our law of delict which govern the legal liability of a wrongdoer for the infliction of
unlawful bodily restraint, touching as they do the liberty of the subject, are principles of vital importance. I do
not think that this Court should try to reverse the direction along which our law has developed as reflected in the
line of judicial precedents examined in this judgment. To upset an established and satisfactory principle because
it is not in accordance with the Roman or Roman-Dutch law would be to deny development to our law. Law is
not a static thing. It is forever changing and being adapted to novel conditions." In Peter 1I Peter And Others
1958 (4) SA 361 (N) Caney J observed that "The word 'injury' or 'injuries' can be used in a wide sense, as
meaning any infraction of right or wrongful act. But the ordinary meaning is injury to property or to person (R 1I
Hutcheons and Another, 1912 T.P.D. 705 at p. 710), although it seems that, in relation to property, the more
appropriate tenn is 'damage to property', whilst 'injury' is employed in relation to persons, whether as to bodily
or physical injury (embraced in the Aquilian action) or injury to 'absolute rights of personality', as to dignity or
reputation. For this the actio injuriarum is given. De Villiers on Injuries, pp. 21,22; Wille's.principles, p. 465
(3rd ed.) .... In our country, also, damages or compensation for 'personal injuries' has an established meaning,
that is to say relief in consequence of bodily hurt obtainable primarily under the aequilian action, though there
rnay also be an element of contumelia."
It is submitted that the in the health services context this line of legal precedent is consistent with and
SUpPortive of the idea that damages for unauthorised medical treatment can and should be awarded in
appropriate circumstances not only in respect of physical or bodily injury in the Aquilian sense, but also in
respect of injuria. The nature of medical treatment is such that it affects the patient's 'personhood'. It affects
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overriding social interest, or an interests such as that of a minor child who is
dependent upon the person concerned, the mentally competent individual's right
to control his own destiny in accordance with his own value system must be
rated higher than even his health and life. He says that if there is a conflict
between the desire of a person to go hi~ own way, forego medical treatment and
to expire in his own manner, on the one hand, and the desire of the doctor to
cure him of his disease or to secure his health on the other, the former should be
accorded preference. There is neither a general right nor a general duty on the
part of a person to protect another against himself'S.
7.2.1.3 Liability for Omissions

Generally speaking liability for omissions is more restricted than liability for
commissions due to the fact that the courts are reluctant to make individuals
within society responsible for the welfare of others to whom they have no
relationship.36 One is generally speaking entitled in law to mind one's ,?wn
business. 37 In the context of health care the Constitution has to some extent

3S

36
37

much more than just his life or physical wellbeing. Strauss (fn 34 supra) comments that if the treatment saves
the patient's life then the award of damages is likely to be minimal but this should not be the case in all
circumstances. Ifa patient who is suffering from an incurabJe disease is forcibly treated against his will in order
to save his life and this objective is achieved but in the process his suffering is prolonged and his rights to
human dignity and to bodily and psychological integrity have been violated it is submitted that there may well
be arguments on the basis of public policy that clearly favour the wrongfulness of such an act and that would
support a significant award of damages. Life is not everything. It is rather the lowest common denominator in
being human as the matrix: of other rights in the constitutional Bill of Rights indicates.
Strauss fn 28 supra at p31
Neethling, Potgieter and Visser (fu 18 supra)
In Sea Harvest Corporation (Ply) Ltd and Another" Duncan Dock Cold Siorage (Ply) Ltd and Another 2000 (I)
SA 827 (SCA), Scott JA observed that "In the course of the past 20 years or more this Court has repeatedly
emphasised that wrongfulness is a requirement of the modern Aquilian action which is distinct from the
requirement of fault and that the inquiry into the .ex:istence of the one is discrete from the inquiry into the
ex:istence of the other. Nonetheless, in many if not most delicts the issue of wrongfulness is uncontentious as the
action is founded upon conduct which, if held to be culpable, would be prima facie wrongful. (Compare
Lil/icrap, Wassenaar and Partners" Pillcington Brolhers (SA) (Ply) Lid 1985 (1) SA 475 (A) at 497B - C.) It is
essentially in relation to liability for omissions and pure economic loss that the element of wrongfulness gains
importance. Liability for omissions has been a source of judicial uncertainty since Roman times. The underlying
difficulty arises from the notion that, while one must not cause harm to another, one is generally speaking
entitled in law to mind one's own business. Since the decision in Minister VQn Polisie "Ewels 1975 (3) SA 590
(A) the Courts have employed the element of wrongfulness as a means of regulating liability in the case of
omissions. If the omission which causes the damage or harm is without fault, that is the end of the matter. If
there is fault, whether in the form of dolus or cillpa, the question that has to be answered is whether in all the
circumstances the omission can be said to have been wrongful or, as it is sometimes stated, whether there
ex:isted a legal duty to act. (The ex:pression "duty of care'" derived from English law can be ambiguous and is
less appropriate in this contex:t. See Knop "Johannesburg Cily Council 1995 (2) SA 1 (A) at 270 - E.) To find
the answer the Court is obliged to make what in effect is a value judgment based, Inler alia on its perceptions of
the legal convictions of the community and on considerations of policy. The nature of the enquiry has been
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introduced an exception to this rule in the form of the right in section 27(3) not
to be refused emergency medical treatment. This right has been discussed
elsewhere in this thesis in greater detail. The point to note is that it, like the
other constitutional rights is not absolute, but it nonetheless comes closer so far
than any other legal principle in compelling certain persons to act in certain
circumstances. A health professional or health establishment that refuses to
provide emergency medical treatment, whether in the private or public sectors,
without solid grounds for doing so i·s likely to be faced with a claim for
violation of this constitutional right. The claim will in all likelihood be based in
delict since the harm caused by the refusal to give emergency medical treatment
is likely to be construed as a civil wrongdoing involving dolus rather than culpa.
Obviously the claim would have to be considered in the light of the relevant
circumstances. It is noteworthy that although the language of the Constitution
seems to be couched in terms of a positive act, i.e. a refusal to provide medical
treatment, rather than an omission, the wrongful 'act' in question is likely to be
an omission - the failure to provide medical treatment - rather than a positive
act.

7.2.2

Causation

In Muller v Mutual And Federal Insurance Co Ltd And Anothe~8 the court
observed that " ... the problem of causation in delict involves two distinct
enquiries. The first is whether the defendant's wrongful act was a cause of the
plaintiffs loss (,factual causation'); the second is whether the wrongful act is

38

fonnulated in various ways. See, for instance, Minister van Polisie v Ewels (supra at 597A - B); Minister of
Law and Order v Kadir 1995 (1) SA 303 (A) at 318 E - H and the recent fonnulation, albeit in a different
context, in National Media Ltd and Others v Bogoshi 1998 (4) SA 1196 (A) at 12040. It is clear that the same
facts may give rise to a claim for damages both ex delicto and ex contractu so that the plaintiff may choose
which to pursue. But a breach ofa contractual duty is not per se wrongful for the purposes of Aquilian liability.
(See the Lillicrap case supra at 4960 - I and 4990 - G.) Whether the requirement of wrongfulness has been
fulfilled or not will be determined in each case by the proper application of the test referred to above." This
passage was quoted with approval by Comrie J in Pinshaw " NexWl Securities (Ply) Ltd And Another 2002 (2)
SA 510 (C)
Muller 1994 (2) SA 425 (C)
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linked sufficiently closely to the loss for legal liability to ensue ('legal
causation' or remoteness).,,39

In Minister of Police v SkosanrfO, the court observed that causation in the law of
delict gives rise to two distinct problems. The first is a factual one and relates to
the question as to whether the ~eg~igent act or omission in question caused or
materially contributed to see the harm giving rise to the claim41 • If it did not,
then no legal liability can arise and coedit quaestio. If it did, then the second
problem becomes relevant, viz whether the negligent act or omission is linked to
the harm sufficiently closely or directly for legal liability to ensue or whether, as
it is said, the harm is too remote. This is basically a juridical problem in which
considerations of legal policy may play a parr'2. Therefore the test for factual
causation is, except in the most unusual of circumstances, the causa (conditio)

sine qua non. The plaintiff must show that the harm would not have arisen but
for the actions or omissions of the defendant. The courts decide the question of
legal causation on the basis of a number of factors that relate essentially to
public policy. The importance of public policy in the constitutional legal order
that prevails in South Africa has already been discussed in some detail
elsewhere. Public policy is informed by the values and principles of the
Constitution. Thus decisions as to legal causation must also be informed by
constitutional values and principles.

39
40

41

42

See also Minister 0/Police v Skosana 1977 (I) SA 31 (A) at p 34E-350 and Siman &: Co (Ply) Ltd v Barc/ays
National Bank Ltd 1984 (2) SA 888 (A) at p 914F·91 SA; International Shipping Co (Ply) Ltd v Bentley 1990
(1) SA 680 CA) at p 700E·701F and Sv Mokgethi en Andere 1990 (1) SA 32 (A)
Skosana 1977 (1) SA 31 (A) at 34E-35D
Silva's Fishing Corporation (Ply) Ltd v Maweza 1957 (2) SA 256 (A) at 264; KakDmas Bestuursraad" Louw
1960 (2) SA 202 (A) at 222
Farlam AJ in this case quoted Prosser Law o/Torts 4th ed at p 237. where it is stated: "A cause is a necessary
antecedent: in a very real and practical sense. the term embraces all things which have so far contributed to the
result that without them it would not have occurred. It covers not only positive acts and active physical forces.
but also pre-existing passive conditions which have played a material part in bringing about the event. In
particular it covers the defendant's omissions as well as his acts." And then observed that: "The test is thus
whether but for the negligent act or omission of the defendant the event giving rise to the harm in question
would have occurred. This test is otherwise known as that of the cauSa (conditio) sine qua non and J agree with
my Brother Viljoen that generally speaking there may be exceptions- (see Portwood v Svamvur 1970 (4) SA 8
(RA) at 14) no act, condition or omission can be regarded as a cause in fact unless it passes this test (see Da
Silva and Another y Coutinho 1971 (3) SA 123 (A) at 147)."
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Questions of legal causation involve the limits of legal liability.43 The
appropriate test for legal causation has been a matter for some debate both in
foreign jurisdictions and in South African laW"'. In 8mit v Abraham~5 the court
identified two tests from the literature: the direct consequences test and the
reasonable foresight test. The former has been explained as follows:
"The presence or absence of reasonable anticipation of damage determines the legal
quality of the act as negligent or innocent. If it be thus determined to be negligent, then
the question whether particular damages are recoverable depends only on the answer to
the question whether they are the direct consequence of the act.,,46
The second test is derived from the judgment of Lord Simonds in Overseas
Tankship (UK) Ltd v Morts Dock & Engineering Co Lttf7where he stated:

"... (I)t does not seem consonant with current ideas of justice or morality that for an
act of negligence, however slight or venial, which results in some trivial foreseeable
damage, the actor should be liable for all consequences however unforeseeable and
however grave, so long as they can be said to be "direct". It is a principle of civil
liability, subject only to qualifications which have no present relevance, that a man
must be considered to be responsible for the probable consequences of his act. To
demand more of him is too harsh a rule, to demand less is to ignore that civilised order
requires the observance ofa minin:tum standard of behaviour."
In, Farlam AJ points out that the principle upheld in Overseas Tankship is
subject to at least two qualifications: (a) as long as the 'kind of damage' is
foreseeable the extent need not be and (b) the precise manner of occurrence
need not be foreseeable.
Farlam AJ states in 8mit that it is his view that the direct consequence test is not
really a rival which ousts the test of reasonable foresight observing that where it
applied it operated as an extension to the reasonable foresight test so that, in
43

44
45
46

47

"·The use of the expression 'legal causation' to describe the concept underlying the second enquiry. namely the
enquiry as to the remoteness of damage. may be a convenient label. but it must not be allowed to distract one's
attention from the important consideration that the second enquiry does not really raise a question of causation
b~t relates to the fixing of the outward limit of legal liability."
. See the discussion in Smit 11 Abrahams (m 45 infra) at pi 62-174
Smit 1992 (3) SA 158 (e)
In re Polemis and Furness. Withy &: Co [1921] 3 KB S60 (CA)

Overseas Tankship [1961] AC 388 (PC) ([ 1961] 1 All ER 404)
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effect, the two were combined with the result that a defendant will be held liable
for (i) the reasonably foreseeable consequences of his culpable conduct, plus (ii)
any direct consequences thereof, even if they were not foreseeable.

This view was subsequently accepted in Gibson v Berkowitz48 along with the
dicta in S v Mokgethi an Andere49 •
In Silver v Premier, Gauteng Provincial Governmenfo, the court quoted from
the minority judgment of Corbett JA (as he then was) in Siman & Co (Pty) Ltd v

Barclays National Bank Lttf l and especially at 915E where he said:
"In many instances, however, the enquiry requires the substitution of a hypothetical
course of lawful conduct for the unlawful conduct of the defendant and the posing of
the question as to whether in such case the event causing harm to the plaintiff would
have occurred or not; a positive answer to this question establishing that the defendant's
unlawful conduct was not a factual cause and a negative one that it was a factual cause.
This is so in particular where the unlawful conduct of the defendant takes the fonn of a
negligent omission. In The Law of South Africa (ibid para 48) it is suggested that the
elimination process must be applied in the case of a positive act and the substitution
process in the case of an omission. This should not be regarded as an inflexible rule. It
is not always easy to draw the line between a positive act and an omission, but in any
event there are cases involving a positive act where the application of the but-for rule
requires the hypothetical substitution of a lawful course of conduct (cf Prof A M
Honore in International Encyclopaedia of Comparative Law c 7 at 74--6). A
straightforward example of this would be where the driver of a vehicle is alleged to
have negligently driven at an excessive speed and thereby caused a collision. In order
to determine whether there was factually a causal connection between the"driving of the
vehicle at an excessive speed and the collision it would be necessary to ask the question
whether the collision would have been avoided if the driver had been driving at a speed
which was reasonable in the circumstances. 'In other words, in order to apply the but-for
test one would have to substitute a hypothetical positive course of conduct for the
actual positive course of conduct."

48

49

SO
SI

Gibson " Berkowitz And Another 1996 (4) SA 1029 (W). The court noted as follows: "In South Africa the
matter has become settled in that the Appellate Division has now laid down a &t1exible norm' ('soepele
maatstar) whereby considerations of policy. reasonableness. equity and justice are applied to the facts of the
case. Van Heerden JA in S" Mokgethi en Andere 1990 (1) SA 32 (A) at 401-41 B described the test for legal
causation thus: "Wat die onderskeie kriteria betref, kom dit my ook nie voor dat hulle veel meer eksak is as 'n
maatstaf (die soepeJe maatstat) waarvolgens aan die hand van beJeid500rwegings beoordeel word of 'n
genoegsame noue verband tussen handeling en gevolg bestaan nie. Daarmee gee ek nie te kenne nie dat een of
selfs meer van die kriteria nie by die toepassing van die soepele maatstaf op 'n bepaalde 500rt feitekompleks
subsidier nuttig aangewend kan word nie~ maar slegs dat geen van die kriteria by aile soorte feitekomplekse. en
vir die doeleindes van die koppeling van enige vorm van regsaanspreeklikheid, as 'n meer konkrete
afgrensingsmaatstaf gebruik kan word nie. n
Mokgethi 1990 (I) SA 32 (A). See also Carmichele " Minister o/Sa/ety and Security and Another 2003 (2) SA
6S6(C)
Silver 1998 (4) SA 569 (W). See chapter 8 for a discussion of the facts and judgment of this case.
Siman fu 39 supra at p 914C-918A
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The potential for convergence of the principles of the law

ot contract and

of

delict is evident from the judgement in Silver where the court refused to
distinguish between the test for

caus~tion

in considering the contractual as

opposed to the delictual claim of the patie~f2. It is submitted that this is
particularly relevarit in the context of claims involving health care services since
the facts upon which the claim is based, whether in contract or in delict, are
likely to be the same in many instances. In other contexts where contractual
claims are based rather more on the anticipated outcome or results of
performance than on a failure to perform to some reasonably required minimum
standard, there may be argum.ent for a different test of causation to that
contemplated in the law of delict. The latter attempts to put the plaintiff in the
position in which he would have been but for the wrong that was done him
whereas the law of contract attempts to put the plaintiff into the position in
which he would have been had the obligations of the defendant under the
contract been fulfilled. In the context of the law relating to health services
delivery in particular, it has already been pointed out that it is very seldom that
results of treatment are contractually guaranteed by those rendering it and the
courts are unlikely to infer any kind of assurance of an outcome in a health
services contract due to the unpredictability in many instances of health
outcomes following treatment. The conflation of delictual and contractual
52

Silver v Premier, Gauteng Provincial Government fit 50 supra. On the subject of the sine qua non test the court
observed at p 574-575 of the judgement that: "I am aware that the plaintiffs claim is founded in contract and. in
the alternative. in delict. But 1 see no reason why the sine qua non test should not apply equally to the
contractual claim in casu. The loss sustained by the plaintiff is said to have been caused by the breach of an
implied term of an agreement that the hospital through its staff and employees would exercise due care, skill
and diligence in providing nursing care. Precisely the same facts are relied upon as constituting a breach of the
implied term as are relied upon as constituting a breach of the duty of care owed to the plaintiff. It would be
anomalous if the same result did not follow irrespective of the cause of action. Furthennore. although the
question of remoteness of damage for breach of contract is approached (in the absence of a contractual
stipulation as to the basis on which compensation is to be made) by detennining whether the damage flowed
naturally and directly from the defendant's breach or is such a loss as the parties contemplated might occur as a
result of such breach (Victoria Falls &: Transvaal Power Co Ltd v Consolidated Lang/aagte Mines Ltd 1915 AD
I at 22 and 54). it must. in my view. follow as a matter of logic that as a general rule, the test for factual
causation would first have to be satisfied. There will. of course. be exceptions. such as that cited by Visser and
Potgieter in Law olDamages (1993) para 6.3.2 at 80-1: '(W)here a building contractor X is not able to build
because Y. who has to deliver cement. and Z. who has to supply bricks. both fail to honour their contractual
obligations on the same day and thus cause damage to X (eg he loses profit). According to the conditio sine qua
non ..'test.... neither Y nor Z has caused damage since. if the breach of contract of each is notionally eliminated.
the damage does not fall awayl' The learned authors express the view that common sense must be employed in
such cases - an approach emphasised by Corbett JA in Siman's case at p 917 in fine-918A and employed by
Lord Wright in Yorkshire Dale Steamship Co Ltd v Minister 01 War Transport [1942] AC 691 (HL) at 706
([ 1942] 2 All ER 6) and by Beadle CJ in Portwood v Sva1lMlr 1970 (4) SA 8 (RA) at 15F-G."
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principles in this context is thus logical and justifiable because it is the harm
that fs done to the patient in the 'delictual' sense, that grounds the claim in
contract on the basis of a breach of an implied or express term to take
reasonable care. Put another way, the law of contract tends to presuppose that
the basis for the contract is an intended positive change in the circumstances of
the contracting parties - an arrangement for their mutual benefit that
contemplates an improvement in both their situations. To the extent that
contracts for health care services do not tend towards such legally recognised
presuppositions, the obligations of the parties to the contract are not squarely
within the contractual paradigm but lean to some extent towards the delictual
paradigm.

The spirit of contractual arrangements from the patient's perspective in the
health services context could generally be summed up as: "If you won't say that
you can cure me, at least promise to take due

~are

not to harm me in the process

of trying". This is a 'contractualisation' of the principles of the law of delict
which is why it is entirely apposite to treat the two kinds of claims similarly.
There is technically speaking no need to incorporate such a term in the contract
except, possibly, for the purpose of mitigating the burden of proof for the
patient which he or she would carry in terms of the law of delict. However, the
balance of power between patient and provider is such that there is unlikely to
be an express term in the contract between them which renders the provider
strictly liable for any harm the patient may suffer as a result of the former's
ministrations. Consequently the parties are most likely to contemplate an
element of fault in their contract as being the reasonable 'trigger' for the
liability of the provider. As far as

i~plied

terms are concerned, a court is

unlikely to accept argument that an implied term of such a contract disposed of
the requirement of fault on the part of the provider as a trigger for a claim by the
patient. This is likely to be contrary to the norms of society in the majority of
cases. Fault is a prominent feature of the law of delict which is why there is in
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some respects no practical difference between the contractual and delictual
claims in such a situation.
Lines of cause and effect are a preoccupation of the sine qua non test for
causations3 • It is important to distinguish, however, between factual causation
and legal causation. Even if the conditio sine qua non test is satisfied on the
basis of the facts there is still the question of whether, legally speaking, the
causal link should be recognised s4 • The' question of causation, viewed
holistically, is therefore as much one of policy as it is one of factss • In S v
S3

54

S5

The court quoted from an unreported case in discussing the applicability of the 'but for' test for causation as
follows: "In conclusion. on the applicability of the 'but for' test for causation. I would refer to the following
passage in the unreported judgment (which I feel obliged to say I gave but in which Labuschagne J concurred)
in Aalwyn J Bezuidenhout and Another v Willie J Jacobus RossolIW h/a Riviera Eiendomme (WLD. case No
A3010197. delivered on 15 May 1997): 'Gewoonlik waar dBBr bepaal moet word of'n sekere gevolg deur die
optrede of versuim van een van die partye regtens veroorsuk is. moet daar gekyk word na 'n verskeidenheid
van faktore wat 'n waardebepaling deur die Hof verg. Die vraag of die eerste bekendstelling van die eiendom
die eintlike verkooptransaksie veroorsaak het. is geen uitsondering nie. In Aida Real Estate Ltd v Lipschitz 1971
(3) SA 871 (W) te 873H-8740 het Marais R die volgende gese: "'The law with regard to a matter of this kind is
usually stated in the following form: The duty of the estate agent. if he is to earn remuneration by way of
commission for selling property. is to introduce to his principal (the seller) a purchaser who is willing and
financially able to buy the property. and he earns the commission if a sale is concluded with that purchaser at
the stipulated price or a price ultimately proved to have been acceptable to the seller. A proviso has been added
to the effect that the introduction of the able and willing buyer must have been the effective cause or causa
causans of the sale. If a new factor intervenes causing or contributing to the conclusion of the sale and the new
factor is not of the making of the agent. the final decision depends on the result of a further enquiry - viz, did
the new factor outweigh the effect of the introduction by being more than or equally conducive to the bringing
about of the sale as the introduction was. or was the introduction still overridingly operative? Only in the latter
instance is commission said to have been earned. This enquiry is not a metaphysical speCUlation in the result of
cause and effect. It requires. as is said in Webranchek v L K Jacobs and Co Ltd 1948 (4) SA 671 (A). a
commonsense approach to the question of what really caused the sale to be concluded. or. to put it differently.
as it is said in a restatement of the law in America. whether it is ~ust' that the agent should receive credit and
compensation for the work he has done for the seller. In regard to this latter version. it may be said in passing
that this question has nothing to do with the amount of work the agent put into it. The mere furnishing to the
prospective buyer of the principal's address or the location of the property offered may be sufficient to entitle
him to claim commission from the seller. provided a line of cause and effect can reasonably be traced from the
introduction to the conclusion of the sale." Die woorde wat ek gekursiveer het, is belangrik. Oit moet nooit uit
die oog verloor word nie dat voordat die gewone waag (soos in Aida Real Estate v Lipschitz (supra) uiteengesit)
ontstaan. daar hier - soos in enige ander situasie waar oorsBBklikheid bepaal moet word - eers un die sine qua
non (ofte wei "but for") toets voldoen moet word. Met ander woorde. as daar nie gese kan word dati was dit nie
vir die agent se optrede nie. die gevolg (verkoop van die eiendom) nie sou ingetree het nie. kan die optrede van
die agent nooit as oorsaak van die verkooptransaksie bestempel word nie. Andersom sestel. as die
verkooptransaksie sou plaasgevind het afgesien van enigiets wat die agent gedoen het, is die agent nie
(ingevolge die gewone kontrak tussen 'n agent en die eienaar) op kommissie geregtig nie.·
Thus in Standard Chartered Bank o/Canada v Nedperm Btlnk Ltd 1994 (4) SA 747 (A) the court stated: "My
conclusion is that the untrue report issued by Nedbank was a factual cause of Stanchart's loss. In other words. it
was a conditio sine qua non of such loss. That, however. does not conclude the enquiry. It is still necessary to
detennine legal causation. i.e. whether the furnishing of the untrue report was linked sufficiently closely or
directly to the loss for legal liability to ensue. or whether the loss is too remote. The principles applied in such
an inquiry have recently been expounded by this Court in the cases of S v Mo/cgethi en Andere 1990 (1) SA 32
(A) at 390-41 B; International Shipping Co (Ply) Ltd v Bentley (supra at 700E-70 1G); and Smit v Abrahams. as
yet unreported. dated 16 May 1994, at pp 22-5. 32-3. 36-7. 39-40 of the typescript. As appears from these
judgments. the test to be applied is a flexible one in which factors such as reasonable foreseeability. directness.
the absence or presence of a novus actus interveniens. legal policy. reasonability. fairness and justice all play
their part."
In Smit "Abrahams 1994 (4) SA 1 (A) the court held that there can be no doubt that in South African law the
ratio of Owners o/Dredger Liesbosch v Owners o/Steamship Edison: The Edison [1933] AC 449 (HL) ([1933]
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Williamr6 the court was faced with a situation in which a person was wounded
so seriously that the injuries, in the absence of prompt medical intervention,
would very soon lead to death. The victim of the crime was kept alive
artificially by means of a respirator. She was subsequently taken off the
respirator once it had been

establish~d

that her brainstem was no longer

functioning. Her heart and lungs ceased functioning some ten minutes after the
ventilator was disconnected. The appellant was sentenced to death for her
murder. He appealed on the grounds that the real cause of the victim's death
was the disconnection of the respirator. In other words a novus actus

interveniens had occurred to cause her death. The court held that it was not
necessary to· decide the case on the basis of whether the medical definition of
death as being brainstem death must be accepted in law since it was possible to
deal with the

matt~r

occurred when there

on the more traditional view of the community that death
w~

no longer a heartbeat or respiration. It held that the

appellant's allegation of a novus actus interveniens was unreasonable and
unacceptable in that he had given the deceased a wound which, had she not
received medical assistance, would have lead rapidly to her

d~ath.

Medical

practitioners had done their best to save her. In the process her life was
artificially maintained. When the ventilator was finally disconnected this action

56

All ER Rep 144), i.e. that damages consisting of expenses incurred as a result of the plaintiffs impecuniosity,
has no right of existence. The rigidity of the rule is inconsistent with the flexible approach followed in South
African law. as explained in S" Mokgethi en Andere 1990 (1) SA 32 (A) at 39J-4IB. in particular the flexible
criterion whereby the Court considers on the basis of policy considerations whether there is a sufficiently close
connection between act and consequence (at 4011-J). There is no room for the employment of the ratio of The
&/ison in a system where legal causality is determined by asking the question whether there is a sufficiently
close connection between act and consequence, and that question has to be answered on the basis of policy
considerations and the limits of reasonableness, fairness and justice. The impecuniosity of the plaintiff as a joint
cause of the damage is merely one of the facts which, together with all the other facts of each particular case,
has to be taken into consideration in the application of the predominating flexible criterion (the 'oorheersende
elastiese maatstaf) (Mokgethi's case at 400) in terms of which the Court determines whether the defendant
should be held liable for the damages in question. (At 14E-F. ISE-G.) The court took the view that the
importance and efficacy of the predominating criterion in resolving questions of legal causality lies in its
flexibility. Any attempt to detract from its flexibility should be resisted. Comparisons between the facts of the
case which has to be resolved and the facts of other cases in which a solution has already been found. or which
might hypothetically arise. can obviously be useful and of value. and sometimes even decisive, but one should
be careful not to attempt to distil fixed or generally applicable rules or principles from the process of
comparison. The argument that the plaintiffs claim should ',n principle' be rejected is misplaced. There is only
one principle: in order to determine whether the plaintiffs damages are too remote from the defendant's act to
hold the defendant liable therefor. considerations of policy, reasonableness. fairness and justice should be
applied to the particular facts of the case. (at p 18E-H). (From headnote)
S " Williams 1986 (4) 'SA 1188 (A)
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was not the cause of her death but rather the termination of a fruitless attempt to
save her life.S7

Medical treatment does not necessarily have the effect of breaking the line of
causation between the original injury and the death of a person. Even from the
point of view of factual causation the withdrawal of medical treatment from a
person who has suffered mortal injury cannot be said to constitute a new
intervening cause of the ultimate result. From the point of view of legal
causation the argument of a novus actus interveniens in these circumstances is
clearly wrong since it would be contrary to the legal convictions of the
community and the values of the Constitution to allow a wrongdoer to escape
the consequences of such a heinous crime on the basis that medical practitioners
tried to save the victim's life but failed. The argument of a novus actus
interveniens in the context of medical treatment could only succeed if there was
convincing evidence that the medical treatment itself precipitated the person's
death and that the initial injury would not have had the same result.

With specific regard to the health care context, it has been observed that the
general causation requirement in

toxi~

torts encourages both corporate self-

deception and disregard for the public interest. It encourages industry not to
investigate harm resulting from its product. By predicating liability on the
plaintiff's proof of causation, the tort system builds in disincentives for
corporations to know and disclose information about harm. Legal scholar
Margaret Berger argues that it is time to create a new toxic tort that would
condition culpability on the 'failure to develop and disseminate significant

S7

The court in Williams (fn 56 supra) referred to the observations of the English court in the case of R "
Malcherek: R" Steel [1981]2 All ER 422 in which Lord Lane stated as follows: "There is no evidence in the
present case here that at the time of conventional death, after the life support machinery was disconnected, the
original wound or injury was other than a continuing, operating and indeed substantial cause of the death of the
victim. although it need hardly be added that it need not be substantial to render the assailant guilty ..... and
"Where a medical practitioner adopting methods which are generally accepted comes bona fide and
conscientiously to the conclusion that the patient is for practical purposes dead. and that such vital functions as
exist (for example, circulation) are being maintained solely by mechanical means, and therefore discontinues
treatment, that does not prevent the person who inflicted the initial injury from being responsible for the
victim's death. Putting it in another way, the discontinuance of treatment in those circumstances does not break
the chain of causation between the initial injury and the death."
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data'58. She says that agent orange, asbestos, the Dalkon Shield, thalidomide and
tobacco are all instances where companies failed to test their products initially,
failed to report problems as they emerged and failed to do research to
investigate those problems. A system

~at

encourages a 'don't ask, don't tell'
.
policy decouples liability from moral responsibility and thus threatens the basic
.

underpinning of corrective justice. It has been observed that some might argue
that current regulations which require premarket testing for drugs and chemicals
deemed to be potential hazards are sufficient. However, the regulations have
loopholes that the

~ort

system, in placing the burden of proof on the plaintiff,

fails to close.

7.2.3 Wrongfulness (Unlawfulness)

Wrongfulness is a question of public policy as informed by the values and
principles of the Constitution. 59 It is remarkable that both the Cape High Court
and the Supreme Court of Appeal had to be reminded of this fact by the
Constitutional Court in a judgment handed down in 2001 60 despite the fact that
in other judgments, in some cases in the same division of the High Court, the
courts were taking express cognizance of this centrallegai principle.61

58
59

60

61

She is quoted by Raffensberger C in 'Toxic Tort System Fails the Basic Test' Science lor lAwyers The
Environmental Forum, May 2002 www sehn orglpdf/may-june 02 pdf
In Van Duiwmboden v Minister o/Sa/ety and Security [2001] 4 B All SA 127 (C). Davis J stated at 132d: "(I)t
would appear that the requirement of wrongfulness demands of the court that it determine whether society
requires that the law classify the type of conduct concerned as impermissible. that is conduct of which a society
disapproves. See Van Aswegen at 192 and Neethling. Potgieter and Visser The Low o/Delict (1999) at 39 - 41.
In tum the determination of -impermissibility" shaped by a society's vision of itself is contained within its legal
system. In terms of the ultimate law in this country. the Constitution. South African society is predicated upon
foundational values of human dignity. liberty and equality. The newly established constitutional community is
to be built upon those "common values and norms" and the added principle that public authority must be
transparent and accountable to the public it serves."
Carmichele v Minister o/Safety and Security and Another (Centre/or Applied Legal Studies Intervening) fit IS
supra.
See Faireape Property Developers (Pty) Ltd v Premier, Western Cape 2000 (2) SA 54 (C) where Davis J stated:
"In my view. the determination of the legal convictions of the community on which the test for wrongfulness is
based must take account of the spirit. purport and object of the Constitution. As Prof Mureinik wrote, the new
Constitution 'must lead to a culture of justification-- a culture in which every exercise of power is expected to
be justified· «1994) 10 SAJHR 31 at 32). This principle of justification includes the concept of accountability.
namely that a public authority is accountable to the public it serves when it acts negligently and without due
care. Accountability includes the recognition of legal responsibility for the consequences of such action."
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The case of Carmichele v Minister Of Safety And Security And Anothef'2 is a
classic example of the importance of the role of the Constitution in the decisions
of the courts and of the need to take into account the values and principles
contained in the Constitution when considering matters that were previously
solely the domain of the common iaw. In an earlier judgment granting
absolution, the Cape High Colirt held that the pleaded omissions, on which the
plaintiff relied, were not wrongful in that the defendants did not owe the
plaintiff a legal duty to take positive steps to prevent the harm occasioned to the
plaintiff. The court's finding was based on the application of the common-law
position as expounded in the decisions of the then Appellate Division in
Minister van Polisie v Ewels63 ; Minister of Law and Order v Kadif'4; Knop v
Johannesburg City CounciF. The matter then went to the Supreme Court of

Appeal and from there to the Constitutional Court.
On appeal, the Constitutional Court (Carmichele v Minister of Safety. and
Security and Another (Centre for Applied Legal Studies Intervening)66 referred

to the aforementioned common-law test, and, with particular reference to the
dictum of Hefer JA (in Minister of Law and Order v Kadir), concluded that in
the exercise of determining whether a legal duty exists, the weighing and
striking of a balance between the interests gf the parties and the conflicting
interests of the community amount to

"~

proportionality exercise with liability

dependant upon the interplay of various factors". It held further that
"proportionality is consistent with the Bill of Rights, but that exercise must now
be carried out in accordance with the "spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of
Rights" and the relevant factors must be weighed in the· context of a
constitutional state founded on dignity, equality and freedom and in which
government has positive duties to promote and uphold such values".

62
63
64

6S
66

Carmichele th 49 supra
Ewels 1975 (3) SA 590 (A)
Kadir 1995 (1) SA 303 (A)
Knop 1995 (2) SA 1 (A)
Carmichele fn 15 supra
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In upholding the appeal, the Constitutional Court refrained from itself deciding
whether the law of delict should be developed on the basis contended for on
behalf of the plaintiff. What it,did hold was that where the common law deviates
from the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights, the courts have an
obligation to develop it by removing that deviation. It furthermore held that
under the Constitution, courts are obliged to develop the common law under
section 39(2) of the Constitution and that both the Cape High Court and the
Supreme Court of Appeal assumed that the pre-constitutional test for
determining the wrongfulness of omissions in delictual actions of this kind
should be applied and in so doing "overlooked the demands of s 39(2)" of the
Constitution. The Cape High Court in its reconsideration of the matter admitted
that in handing down its initial judgment it did not have regard to the provisions
of section 39(2). It noted that counsel for the applicant submitted that in the
light of this constitutional duty imposed on the state, and in particular the duty
on the State to protect women against violent crime in general, it is necessary to
revisit the conventional test for wrongfulness to determine whether the state
owed the plaintiff a legal duty to protect her against attacks of the sort
perpetrated against her by the rapist Reasonableness, on which the legal
convictions of the community are based, is now to be found in the Constitution
and not in some vague notion of public sentiment or opinion. In agreeing with
him, Chetty J referred to the words of Davis J in van Duivenboden to the effect
that the requirement of wrongfulness demands of the court that it determine
whether society requires that the law classify the type of conduct concerned as
impermissible, that is conduct of which a society disapproves and that in terms
of the ultimate law in South Africa, the' Constitution, South African society is
predicated upon foundational values of human dignity, liberty and equaIit)li7.
Leinius and Midgely68 note that the criterion for assessing wrongfulness or
unlawfulness is said to be one of objective reasonableness, requiring careful

67
68

Van Duivenboden th S9 supra
Leinius and Midgley th 16 supra
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balancing, amongst

others~

of the parties' interests and the circumstances of the

particular case. Public policy plays an important role: courts are required to
render value judgments as to what society's notions of justice demand and such
judgments should reflect the community's perception of justice, equity, good
faith and reasonableness69 • They note further that the constitutional court
suggested in Carmichele70 that in applying section 39(2), concepts such as
'policy decisions and value judgments' might have to be replaced,
supplemented or enriched by constitutional norms (paragraph 56). Noting that
they agree with this view, they observe that the Constitution sets out criteria for
determining society's notions of justice and equity and articulates values and
norms which must underpin society's rules and their application. They state that
if the common law does not reflect these notions and values, some development
will be necessary to ensure that it does so from now on. Leinius and Midgley
caution, however, that the view of the constitutional court that development
should take place within the common law's paradigm should be heeded so that
whilst the Bill of Rights is now an important factor in assessing wrongfulness, it
is not the exclusive embodiment of public policy in delictual matters. They
point out that the boni mores, the legal convictions of the community, reflect
wider concerns and encompass additional policy considerations - particular
factors relevant to omissions, or pure economic loss (for example indeterminate
liability), being some ofthem71 • It is submitted that whilst Leinius and Midgely

69

70
71

Leinius and Midgley, fu 16 supra at p 19. They cite Minister ofLaw and Order v Kadir 1995(1) SA 303 (A) at
318F-G; J C van der Walt & R Midgley Delict: Principles and Cases vol J 'Principles' 2ed (1997) para 56; J
Neethling. JM Potgieter & PJ Visser Law o/Delict 3 ed (1999) at p 38 and p 43.
Carmichele til 15 supra
Leinius and Midgley, fit 16 supra. note that according to the constitutional court, it remains unclear as to how
constitutional obligations on the state translate into private-law duties towards individuals. On the one hand it
might be easier, they say, to accentuate the objective nature of unlawfulness and 'to cast the net of unlawfulness
wider because constitutional obligations are now placed on the state to respect protect promote and fulfil the
rights in the Bill of Rights and, in particular. the right of women to have their safety and security protected.' On
the other hand the elements of fault and remoteness (legal causation) might playa greater role. They do
acknowledge that in some instances constitutional values might point to more restricted liability. In their view,
while there are instances where constitutional imperatives must be taken into account in assessing fault or legal
causation, the wrongfulness criterion is the correct locus for enquiring whether constitutional obligations have
delictual equivalents. They note that an infringement of a fundamental right or breach of a constitutional duty
will not necessarily entitle one to sue in delict. To do so, fundamental rights and obligations which flow
therefrom must establish a subjective right or a corresponding legal duty, or at least fit into one of the
established categories. The duty upon the state to ensure that one can freely exercise the right to vote, they say,
is an example of a constitutional duty which does not have a delictual equivalent, whereas the right to dignity
clearly has. They state that at another level, the more common one, the Constitution will have an 'indirect
radiating effect' on existing concepts, as suggested in Du Plessis v De Klerk 1996 (3) SA 850 (CC) at paragraph
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may be correct in saying that constitutional values and principles are a subset of
those to be found at common law, where the latter are inconsistent' with the
former, section 2 of the Constitution is relevant and applicable and the latter
must be discarded. In this sense therefore, only to the extent that common law
policy considerations can be regarded as logically and legally consistent
extensions of the constitutional values and principles, can they legitimately be
applied in deciding claims in the law of delict. It is further submitted that
lawyers should guard against being overly legalistic, in the sense of looking at
the letter of the Constitution, rather than its spirit, when engaging in legal
analysis of public policy principles since policy in itself is not a legal concept
that fits easily into moulds of black and white or this and that. Policy is
polycentric. Values' are relative. The focus in policy consideration is not so
much upon the words which express it as the spirit behind it. For this reason,
legal thinking from a previous era which tends to focus more or less exclusively
on an analytical, almost scientific, approach to legal interpretation and argument
is likely to sit uncomfortably in policy debates, constitutional or otherwise.

In Dersley v Minister Van Veiligheid En Sekuriteit'2 the court held that the test
for wrongfulness required that a judicial value judgment had to be pronounced
upon whether

OT

not the infringement pf the particular interest of the plaintiff

was, in the circumstances, in accordance with the boni mores (i.e. the legal
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110 but that it seems to them that in these instances courts are not concerned with establishing principles or
legal norms which apply across the board to all similar instances. Rather, as the Supreme Court of Appeal
pointed out in Cape Tow" Municipality" Balclcerud2000 (3) SA 1049 (SCA) paragraph 27 "In applying the test
of what the legal convictions of the community demand and reaching a particular conclusion the courts ... are
making value judgments ad hoc'. They note that in the Bakkerud case it was noted that the imposition of a duty
on one municipality to repair pavements would not lead to a blanket duty on all mun icipalities to do so and in
the context ofCarmichele (fn IS supra) the imposition ofa duty on either the police or the prosecutor would not
create a legal principle that liability would exist in all similar cases. Each case depends on its own facts. Thus
when the Constitution is used in this way - to penneate and enrich the common law, Leinius and Midgely,
argue that it is not the common law rule that is tested but the result of its application in the circumstances of the
case. A court's conclusion as to whether or not a legal duty exists in the circumstances must be compatible with
the constitutional norms and values. They state that in both instances thus filr the enquiry focuses on whether or
not the defendant's conduct adhered to constitutional standards. According to Leinius and Midgley, a third way
in which the Constitution could be used is in determining whether or not the law applicable to the parties is
constitutional. They note that in Carmichele the constitutional court did exactly that when it noted that the issue
of wrongfulness involves 'weighing and the striking of a balance between the interests of the parties and the
conflicting interests of the community' and commented that such a proportionality exercise is consistent with
the Bill of Rights. In saying so, they maintain that the court in fact declared the standard test for detennining
wrongfulness to be constitutional.
Dersley 200 I (I) SA 1047 (T)
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convictions of the community). If so, there was a legal duty upon a defendant to
protect the rights of the plaintiff, which he could not neglect. If not, there was
no such legal duty upon a defendant. It stated that the boni mores standard
consisted of the legal convictions of the community and was not necessarily an
ethical, social or contemporary moral standard. Rather it was directed at
weighing, in the light of the particular circumstances, the reasonableness or
otherwise of the defendant's conduct against the infringement of the plaintiff's
interests. If reasonableness lay on the side of the defendant, he was not
burdened by any legal duty. If, on ~e other hand, reasonableness lay on the side
of the plaintiff, the defendant was indeed subject to a legal dUty73.
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At 10541/J - 10SSFJF. Scott J in '~liktuele Aanspreeklikheid Vir Veroorsaking Van Suiwer Ekonomiese
Verlies: Die Deur Word Wyer Oopgemaak'.2001 Tydskrifvir Hedendaagse Romeins-Hollandse Reg 64 p681689 critically examines the judgment in Dersley. He says that van Dyk J did not once in this case expressly refer
to the fact that he was dealing with the question of delictual liability for pure economic loss. Van Dyk J. he
says, found the core of the problem that stared him in the face in the process of the application of the relevant
legal principles to the facts before him in the legal rules of delict applicable to omissions as a manifestation of
human behaviour. Accordingly he devoted his attention exclusively to capturing the modem South African
dispensation concerning the test for unlawfulness in the case of an omission, He observes with regard to the
aspect of unlawfuln~s as dealt with in this case that Van Dyk J attached great value to the contribution of J C
van. der Walt who points to the basis of unlawfulness as being located in either a violation of the claimant's
subjective·right or the non-compJiance with a lept duty owed to the claimant He notes that these sentiments
have been shared since the sixties through the writings of academic heavyweights such as WA Joubert and NJ
van.cJer MeJ1Ve and further notes that the acceptance ofvan der Walt's opinion regarding the more sophisticated
present day nature of the boni mores test does not ~xactly indicate something which wou1d be regarded in .
academic circles as revolutionary. In fact, says Scott, it should rather be disturbing for .academics working in the
field of delic.t that ~ncepts such as those expressed by Van der Walt are accepted as noteworthy by the bench.
Van Dyk J carne to the conclusion that: "'Dit het my getref dat die basiese toets verander het en dat dit vandag
daarin. gele! is dat ~n judisiele waarde-oordeel uitgespreek moet word of die eiser se betrokke aangetaste belang
in die omstandighede en tipe situasie wat voor die hof op die feite sou dien, ooreenkomstig die boni mores (dit
will
die regsopvatting van die gemeenskap) beskermingswaardig is al dan nie~ en indien weI_ is darr
inderdaad 'n regsplig op sodanige persoon wat hy nie mag nalaat nie. Andersins is daar geen regsplig op 'n
verweerder om die regte van die eiser te beskerm nie." Scott states that the court's conclusion unfortunately
paints a skewed picture of the bani mores, test. Firstly; he says, it is .clear that .van Dyk J was setting out the
application of the test for unlawfulness in the adjudication of an omission as the cause of pure economic loss
while he gave the impression that he was defining the test for unlawfulness in general. Unlawfulness as the
violation of a legal duty, the existence and scope of which is determined by the boni mores. is the model of
choice for the adjudication of ~missions. Secondly, says Scott, it should be noted that it is simplistic to hint that
the boni mores are only relevant in the determination of the worthiness of protection, or not, of an interest. It is
obvious that a legally protected interest may in other circumstances be violated, such as in the case of
justification. Scott says that van Dyk J's formulation does not allow the 'function of the boni mores to be
fulfilled in the process of the demarcation of the $COlX' of the Jegally protected interest. He observes that there is
a great difference between a case such as that of Dersley and that of Ewels which revolved around the fact that
policemen had failed to intervene in the plaintiff's cause. In Dersley the employee of the defendant had gone
out of his way to be helpful to the plaintiff. He engaged in positive action which led to harm to the plaintiff.
The mere fact that this conduct was a failure to fulfil his role as a police official in conflict with specific and
general legislation ought not to magically transform his act into lIn omission says Scott He refers to Van der
Walt and Midgley Delict: Principles and Cases who issue a warning with regard to this type of sitution in the
following words: "The failure (omission) to stop at a stop street indicates negligent or deficient positive conduct
- culpa in /aciendo. The mere fact that linguistic alternatives enable us to describe the positive occurrence in a
negative way (for example, 'the driver failed or omitted to stop at the stop street') is legally irrelevant in the
determination of the nature of the conduct n

sa.
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In Aucamp And Others v University OJ Stellenbosch74 it was held that in
considering whether or not the conduct in question is wrongful, the Court is
required to make a value judgment. In doing so it must weigh up the interests of
the parties and of the community at large against the background of the relevant
facts and circumstances. In addition, it must strive, impartially and objectively,
to apply the values of justice, fairness and reasonableness, while taking into
account considerations of good faith (bona fides) and good morals (boni mores),
otherwise known as public policy reflecting the legal convictions of the
community7s. The court in this case set out the factors that should be taken into
account in considerations of wrongfulness, i.e. whether the defendant was able
to avoid reasonably foreseeable harm by taking reasonable steps to do so, as
follows:
(a)

whether the defendant had known or had subjectively foreseen that his
or her negligent conduct would cause harm to the plaintiff;

(b)

whether the defendant could have taken reasonably practical steps to
prevent such harm;

(c)

whether the defendant possessed or had professed to possess special
skill, competence or knowledge;

(d)

whether special protection against economic loss had been required;

(e)

whether a finding in favour of the plaintiff would lead to a multiplicity
of actions or indeterminate liability which would have severe social
consequences;

(f)

whether a statutory provision required the prevention of economic loss;

(g)

whether the plaintiff had been able to protect him- or herself against
potential economic loss; and

(h)

whether the defendant had been able to protect him- or herself against
such loss, for example by arranging adequate insurance cover'6.

74
7S

76

Aucamp 2002 (4) SA 544 (C)
Aucamp fi1 74 supra paragraph [68] at 5671- 568B/C.
Auca,!,p fi1 75 supra paragraph [69] at 568F - UJ.
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The court stressed, however, that there was no numerus clausus of such factors.
It stated that in the case of negligent misrepresentation, wrongfulness is
determined by establishing whether or not the defendant had breached a legal
duty to furnish correct information to the person entitled to such information.
Similar principles to those applicable with regard to wrongfulness in a general
delictual context apply, as do similar guidelines as to whether or not the
defendant had a legal duty in a particular case. It listed the factors to be taken
into consideration in considering a claim for negligent misrepresentation as
follows:
(a)

whether the parties had a contractual or fiduciary relationship requiring
that correct information conc~ming any matter arising from such
relationship be supplied

(b)

whether the defendant had certain exclusive information which was not
readily accessible to the plaintiff or other parties;

(c)

whether the defendant had furnished information by virtue of his or her
professional knowledge and competence;

(d)

whether the defendant had been aware, or ought by the exercise of
reasonable care to have been

awar~,

of the existence and identity of

persons who would rely on his or her negligent misrepresentation; and
(e)

whether the defendant had

be~n

aware, or ought by the exercise of

reasonable care to have been aware, of the existence and identity of
persons who would suffer damage should the misrepresentation not be
corrected, and would benefit should it be corrected77 •

In Geldenhuys v Minister OfSafety And Security And Another 78 Davis J referred
to an article by Francois du Bois79 which sets put four themes that are illustrative
of the key considerations taken into account by courts in investigating
wrongfulness. Davis J notes that briefly stated, these themes can be set out thus:

77
78
79

Aucamp fn 74 supra at paragraph [70] at 568J - 569E
Geldenhuys2002 (4) SA 719 (C)
Du Bois F "Getting wrongfulness right: A Ciceronian attempt" 2000 Acta Juridica I at p 33fT
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1.

Courts are reluctant to impose delictual liability in cases where the
enforcement of a duty in delict may disrupt a contractual allocation of
rights and duties.

2.

A finding of wrongfulness may be excluded where the law of delict
lacks jurisdiction because the event complained of is of such a nature
that the legal determination of the defendant's duty to the plaintiff, being
the application of the element of fault, cannot be expected to reflect that
person's obligations correctly. Of particular relevance to this issue is the
recognition by the law of a sphere of decision-making autonomy, which
makes the context of the dispute unsuitable for a judicial determination.

3.

The extension of wrongfulness will not be easily undertaken where the
rights and duties that are at issue have economic and the market provides
a mechanism for distributing these in circumstances that could function
as an alternative to adjudication.

4.

The consideration that an extension of wrongfulness would open the
"floodgates" of litigation; a point made by Toon van deri Heever as
follows: "If every individual were liable for failure to protect others
against loss, each would be compelled in order to avoid liability, to run
around and busy himself with the affairs of his neighbours, to the neglect
of his own, which would lead to chaos." (Aquilian Damages in South
African Law (1944) at 37.)

Questions of wrongfulness in the context of health care can become particularly
complicated. Reference has already been made to the thalidomide disaster in the
1960s and the fact that the drug was withdrawn from the market. In 1987 the
Hansen's Disease Centre contracted with .the manufacturer of the drug to
manufacture clinical grade thalidomide for the treatment of erythema nodosum
leprosum. Over 50 kilograms of 99.5%-plus pure drug was delivered and used.
Thalidomide clinical trial planning commenced in 1989 with the submission of
the drug master file, inspection by FDA and planned orphan drug designation
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submissions. The first pilot clinical trial against Crohn's disease was begun in
1991. In 1992, working with the Divis!ory of AIDS of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases and an AIDS Clinical Trials Group principal
investigator, planning began for a trial against recurrent aphthous ulcers in HIVpositive patients, a previously untreatable and incurable condition that severely
degraded the quality of life. Study interim analysis in October of 1995 showed
that 61 percent of treated patients had complete healing of all their ulcers versus
the 5 percent of placebo patients and 91 'percent of treated patients had partial or
complete healing of all of their ulcers as compared to 18% of placebo patients.
From 1993 to 1997 pilot trials were

~tarted

against three AIDS-related

conditions ~ Kaposi's sarcoma, prurigo nodularis, a severe dermatological
condition and immuno deficiency in, AIDS patients. The drug clearly has
benefits in the treatment of otherwise untreatable

con~itions.

The problem is

how to maximise the availability of thalidomide to patients for whom nothing
else works while inhibiting its routine availability so as to ensure a pregnant
woman can protect her foetus. Thalidomide must therefore be safe and effective
not only in the regulatory sense, but safe and effective for everyday use. It was
noted in 1997 that the political pendulum in the US was swinging from a
paradigm of government as protector and as agent of its citizens to one of less
regulation and more consumer and independent citizen decision making. The
point was made that if there are fewer government resources to provide
comprehensive knowledge and regulatory balancing of risk and reward as they
pertain to thalidomide, the patient's ability to make a fully informed and
objective use decision can only be adversely affected. When cost-effectiveness
constraints and time constraint pressures on providers are added, risk to the
patient can only increase further. The

res~lt

of all this increases the chance of

accidents and therefore the threat of litigation. Such a series of events would be
nothing short of catastrophic, not only to the victim, but to all others then
benefiting from thalidomide and all who might benefit from it. Investment and
development initiatives would be chilled or halted, probably irrevocably.80
80

Andrulis Corporation "Thalidomide: Potential Benefits and Risks" transcript Open Public Scientific Workshop
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Wrongfulness in the health care context can be a question of balancing the
interests of various groupings in society. It can be a question of calculated risks.
The question is who takes these decisions and on what basis? These are
important questions because if the risk is demonstrably worth it, and the courts
sanction those who take it on the basis of a single case that goes wrong, what
are the consequences for the many who benefit from the risk? The courts do not

necessarily have the means to make policy decisions at these levels. The logical
tools at their disposal do not necessarily allow for consideration of all of the
public interest issues. Cases that are argued before them are most likely to be
about the interests of individuals and not the interests of society as a whole.

The South African Law Commission has observed that professionals
traditionally operate in spheres in which success is not always feasible and that
even where important factors are within the professional's control, he cannot
always guarantee success. 81 The Commission notes that the courts face a
particular difficulty in establishing a rational approach to professional liability.
On the one hand provision has to be made for adequate protection of the
consumer, client or patient and on the other hand human fallibility has to be
taken into account. The Commission noted that South African medical
practitioners have

tr~ditionally

received

'~soft

treatment" from the courts and

that there have been several cases in which medical practitioners have been held
liable for malpractices but in the majority of cases they have been absolved of
blame. It also noted that an interesting phenomenon in the USA is that the
greatest increase in litigation is experienced in those fields of medicine where
the most progress has been made with the development of methods of treatment.
The development of sophisticated technology has apparently created higher
expectations among patients.

81

sponsored by National Institutes of Health. Food and Drug Administration and Centres for Disease Control and
Prevention 10 September 1997 http://wwwfda.goy/oashilpanWnih91Ohtml
Working Paper 51 "Limitation of Professional Liability' Project 70 1989
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7.2.4 Fault

Negligence (culpa) is the most commonly encountered form of fault in the
context of health service delivery. Although intention (dolus) is another
recognized form of fault, it tends to playa more significant role in the criminal
law than in the law of delict. For this reason, the discussion that follows will
focus on fault in the. form of negligence. The test for negligence in the South
African law of delict has for a long time been accepted as the one enunciated by
Holmes JA in Kruger v Coetzee 82 : "For the purpose.s of liability culpa arises if -

(a)

a diligens paterfamilias in the position of the defendant(i)

would foresee the reasonable possibility of his conduct injuring
another in his person or property and causing him patrimonial
loss; and

(ii)

would take reasonable steps to guard against such occurrence;
and

(b)

the defendant failed to take such steps. "83

In Mulcheiber v Raath and Anothe~ the Supreme Court of Appeal apparently
seems to have favoured the relative theory of negligence posed by BobergBs and
stated as follows:
"For the purposes of liability culpa arises if (a)

82
83

84
8S

a reasonable person in the position of the defendant-

Kruger 1966 (2) SA 428 (A) at p 430E - F.
Holmes J states in Kruger, fh 82 supra, that: ''This has been constantly stated for the last 50 years. Requirement
(a)(ii) is sometimes overlooked. Whether a diligens paterfamilias in the position of the person concerned would
take any guarding steps at all and, if so, what steps would be reasonable, must always depend on the particular
circumstances of each case. No hard and fast rules can be laid down. Neethling J and Potgieter JM in 'Die Toets
vir Nalatigheid Onder Die Soeklig: Sea Harvest Corporation (Pty) Ltd" Duncan Dock Cold Storage (Pty) Ltd
2000 (1) SA 827 (SCA)~ MkDlshwa " Minister of Defence 2000 (1) SA 1004 (SCA)' note that in Mukheiber "
Roath 1999 (3) SA 1065 (SCA) Ion Olivier JA choSe to follow Boberg's reformulation of the test. They
criticise this departure from precedent as being without explanation and as supportive of the legal impossibility
that even a completely lawful act could be construed as negligent. They say that these decisions create a climate
of uncertainty and are thus regrettable. See further the discussion under Mukheiber " Raath in chapter nine of
this thesis
Mukheber fh 83 supra
Boberg PQR, The Law ofDelict :Aqui/ian Liability.Yol J at p 390
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(i)

would have foreseen harm of the general kind that actually
occurred;

(ii)

would have foreseen the general kind of causal sequence by
which that harm occurred';

(iii)
(b)

would have taken steps to guard against it, and

the defendant failed to take those steps."

Scott JA comments in his judgement in Sea Harvest Corporation (Ply) Ltd And
Another v Duncan Dock Cold Storage (Ply) Ltd And Anothe~6 that, broadly
speaking, the former involves a narrower test for foreseeability, relating it to the
consequences which the conduct in question produces, and serves in effect to
conflate the test for negligence and what has been called "legal causation" (cf
Siman & Co (Pty)-Ltd v Barclays National Bank Ltt1' so as, it is contended, to
eliminate the problems associated with remoteness.

Scott JA does not read the judgment in Mukheiber to have unequivocally
embraced the relative theory of negligence. He points out that elsewhere

~n

the

judgment and when dealing with the issue of causation the court appears to have
applied the test of "legal causation" which the strict application of the relative
theory would have rendered unnecessary. He then goes on to state that, having
said this, it should not be overlooked that. in the ultimate analysis the true
criterion for determining negligence is wheth:er in the particular circumstances
the conduct complained of faIls short of the standard of the reasonable personss •
In Mkhatswa v Minister of Defences9 the court emphasised that what is required
to satisfy any test for negligence is foresight of the rea,sonable possibility of
harm. Foresight of a mere possibility of harm will not suffice. The Supreme
Court of Appeal in this case refused to follow the judgement in Mukheiber on
86
87
88
89

Sea Harvest 2000 (1) SA 827 (SeA)
Siman til 39 supra at p 914F - H
Sea Harvest Corporation (Ply) Ltd And Another" Duncan Dock Cold Storage (Ply) Ltd And Another fit 86
supra at p 839
Mkatshwa " Minister 0/Defence 2000 (I) SA 1104 (SeA)
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the ground that it "might give rise to some uncertainty as to what was sought to
be conveyed"go.

In Van Duivenboden91 the court observed that negligence is not inherently
unlawful. It is unljiwful, and thus actionable, only if it occurs in circumstances
that the law recognises as making it unlawful. Unlike the case of a positive act
causing physical harm, which is presumed to be unlawful, a negligent omission
is unlawful only if it occurs in circumstances that the law regards as sufficient to
give rise to a legal duty to avoid negligently causing harm. The value of
synthesis as opposed to analysis is clear from this statement. Although it is
useful to identify the various elements of a delict in order to contemplate them
in greater detail, there is a danger in considering them in isolation since they
must be considered in a systemic context in terms of which each has a bearing
on or relationship to the other. In the same vein, where a legal duty is
recognised by the law, an omission will attract liability only if the omission was
also culpable according to the test of whether a reasonable person in the position
of the defendant would not only have foreseen the harm but would also have
then acted to avert it92. The academic debate that "was provoked by Mukheiber v
Raath is cancassed in more detail in the discussion of that case below.

7.2.5 Loss

As stated previously, loss in the law of delict is calculated differently to loss in
the "law of contract. Under the law of contract the loss is calculated with regard
to the position in which the plaintiff would have been but for the breach of
contract. Generally speaking this position is a positive improvement on the
position of the plaintiff prior to the contract. In terms of the law of delict, loss is
calculated with regard to the position that.the wronged party would have been in

go
91

92

Mulcheiber fh 83 supra at p 1111
Van Duivenboden fh S9 supra
Van Duivenboden 2002 (6) SA431 (SeA) paragraph [12] atp44IE-442A.
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but for the wrongdoing. It therefore attempts to restore the plaintiff as far as
possible to the position he was in before the wrong occurred. In delict, both
non-pecuniary and pecuniary loss is recognised whereas in the law of contract,
only pecuniary loss is recognised93 • With regard to non-pecuniary loss, however,
South African courts have apparently decided that it must be viewed·
subjectively94 as opposed to objectively in that, the victim of the delict must be
in a position to be able to appreciate and experience the wrong that has been
done in order for it to be compensable. In Collins v Administrator, Cape9S, the
facts of which are given in more detail below, the court held that ~here a
defendant's negligence has resulted in the plaintiff becoming permanently
unconscious for the remainder of her life, there is no basis in South African law
for awarding her non-pecuniary damages in respect of pain and suffering, shock,
discomfort, loss of amenities or shortened expectation of life because the
delictual action for damages is compensatory, not punitive. In other words
where the non-pecuniary loss is so great that the plaintiff is unable to
comprehend it, no damages will be awarded. Where the degree of nonpecuniary loss is not such that the loss itself has robbed the plaintiff of the
capacity to experience the' loss, however, non-pecuniary damages will be
awarded. The court in Collins said that where the plaintiff is unconscious and all
her physical needs have been taken care of, it is not possible to compensate her
93

94

95

Administrator Nallll" Edouard 1990 (3) SA 581 (A)
Although in Collins" Administrator. Cape fn I supra the Cape court held that there is no basis for accepting in

South African law the distinction drawn in English law between a subjective and an objective element in the
loss of amenities of life, a distinction which owes its existence to the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act of 1934 which made a claim for loss of expectation of life transmissible to a deceased's estate. As such a
claim is not transmissible in South Africa the occasion for such distinction does not arise and, without such
need, there is no logical basis for the drawing of such a distinction, it is submitted that in essence this is what
the 'functional' approach of the court amountS to.
.
Neethling. Potgieter and Visser (fn 18 supra) at p 249 that in Gerke" Parity Insurance Co Ltd 1966 3 SA 484
(W) the court researched the English law and came to the conclusion that in that system a predominantly
abstract (objective) approach is followed but that subjective considerations do playa role in determining the
quantum of damages. They quote the observations of Ludorf J to the effect that the test is (a) objective in that
something falls to be awarded for what has been called loss of happiness even in a case where the victim has
been reduced to a state in which he has never realised and will never realise that he has suffered this loss~ (b) is,
however, subjective, in the sense that the court in fixing quantum, will have regard to any relevant data about
the individual characteristics and circumstances of the plaintiff which tend to show the extent and degree of the
deprivation~ (c) is subjective, also, in the sense that any realisation which the plaintiff has, or did have or will
have, of what he has lost, is most material and important. The authors observe that although the case has been
strongly criticised and correctly so in some instances, it has generally been followed in other cases such as
Reyneke" Mutual and Federal Insurance Co Ltd 1991 3 SA 412 (W) and in Southern Insurance Association
Ltd" Bailey 1984 (I) SA 98 (A). They point out that the Appellate Division did not condemn the approach in
the Gerke case in 'Bailey.
Collins fh 1 supra
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for her loss. It would be like paying a dead person money in order to
compensate him for the loss of his life. In Collins, the court held that the socalled 'functional' approach is consistent with the principles of South African
law and involves the award of non-pecuniary damages only to the extent that
such damages can fulfil a useful function in making up for what has been lost in
...

the sense of providing for physical arrangements which can make the victim's
life more endurable. It cited Southern llls.urance Association Ltd v Bailey N(J96
in support of the principle that the function to be served by an award of damages
is a relevant consideration in determining what damages should be awarded.
The effect of the judgment is that where an award of non-pecuniary damages to
the unconscious plaintiff will not serve any purpose' for the plaintiff at all, there
is no basis for making any award.

The decision in Collins has been criticised as a failure on the part of the court to
take into account the high value accorded to human life and dignity by the Bill
of Rights97 • Neethlirig et arB argue that in analysing the problem under
discussion it is important

t~

note that. the existence of injury to personality

should not be confused with its compensability. They state that there is clear
agreement that injury to the personality of a person whose consciousness has
been reduced to such a level that he has little or no insight into his own
condition cannot be compensated by an

~ward

of damages and point out that the

solution under German law in such a case is to make an award of objective
satisfaction which signifies a symbolic redress of the harm by effecting
retribution for the wrong done to the plaintifr9. Neethling et al observe that
96

97
98
99

Bailey fit 94 supra

Visser PJ 'Geen Vergoeding vire Bewustelose Eiseres' 1996 THRHR P 179
Neethling et al fit 18 supra
Neethling et al (fit 18 supra) note that Boberg Delict p 570 also seems to favour the German approach. Boberg
states that "It is believed that our courts will and should COntinue to award a nucleus of damages for loss of
amenities of life to the unconscious plaintiff a la Gerke. though any actual evidence of awareness should greatly
increase the award. Compromise this solution may be, but if offers the necessary flex.ibility to deal justly with
individual circumstances, and enables the law to express society's sympathy with the victim and its sense of
outrage at this grievous loss". See the criticism by Neethling et al in fit 338 on p 250 of the views of van der
Merwe and Olivier (Die Onregmalige Daad in die Suid-AfrikDanse Reg) p 192 fit 5 I on this subject and also
their exploration of the opinions of Luntz H 'Damages In Cases of Brain Injury' 1965 SAL.! p 10 and Erasmus
HJ 'Genoegdoening vir Verlies aan Lewensgenietinge' 1976 TSAR P 238. The court in Reyneke (fit 94 supra)
stated as follows with regard to the criticism of Luntz H in an article entitled 'Damages in cases of brain injury-
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injury to personality in cases' of interests which are directly related to
consciousness consists only of an injury to feelings. The operation of .the
conscious mind is thus a prerequisite, they say, for the existence of harm such as
pain and physical suffering. They note that other forms of personal loss are only
Some developments' SAU 1967 at 6 (Luntz disagreed with the conclusion reached by Ludorf J in the Gerke
case. He seemed to favour the functional approach. i.e. the subjective approach and relied heavily on the
Australian case ofSkelton" Collins (1966) 39 AUR P 480 wherein the High Court of Australia dissented from
the views expressed in the Wise" Kaye and West" Shephard cases.): "His criticism seems to have lost much
force in view of the House of.Lords decision in the Lim Poh Choo case [Lim Poh Choo " Camden and Islington
Health Authority [1979] 2 All ER 910 (HL)] .. .It seems to me that the criticism of Luntz is also rendered
ineffective by the judgment of Nicholas JA in the Bailey case [Southem Insurance Association Ltd" Bailey NO
1984 (1) SA 98 (A)] ... when the learned Judge referred to Lord Scarman'sjudgment aforesaid with apparent
approval and then continued at 119F as follows: 'As I read the judgment in the Katz case. however. it did not
lay down that the "functional" approach was the one to' be followed: all that was said was that on the facts of the
Katz case, an approach of that kind would not call for an interference with the damages awarded by the trial
Court.' Classen J said: "I respectfully read the judgment of Nicholas JA as expressly refraining from laying
down a principle of law that the Court is obliged to apply the functional approach where the patient is
unconscious of any loss suffered or where the award would most probably not be employed to alleviate his lot.
As I understood his judgment the Courts, when making an assessment for general damages. may take into
account as one of the factors influencing the amount of the award the fact that such an award cannot be utilised
by the patient to alleviate any loss of amenities of life. He did not prohibit the award of general damages for loss
of amenities oflife or reduced expectation o(life to a patient in a 'cabbage' case." With regard to the criticism
of Gerke by Erasmus, ('Genoegdoening vir verlies van lewensgenietinge' (1976) 2 TSAR 238) th~ court in
Reyneke ·observed that: "The learned author argues that damages for pain and suffering and loss of amenities of
life are in the nature of a solatium analogous to that awarded under the actio injuriarum. He cites Government of
The Republic ofSouth Africa" Ngubane 1972 (2) SA 60 I (A) at 607B - C where Holmes JA held as follows:
'Third. claims for bodily injury involving pain and suffering and the ·Iike have this in common with claims
under the actio injuriarum - namely that both relate to non-pecuniary loss and the amount awarded is regarded
in the nature of a solatium. As Van Winsen J observed in Hoffa'S case supra at 9SSA: "(T)he damages awarded
therefore bear a direct relationship to the personal suffering of the injured party and are intended for his
personal benefit. The damages awarded to him are in a certain sense analogous to the solatium which is
awarded under the actio injll1'iarum to someone as a salve for his wounded feelings ...•
Professor Erasmus then proceeds to conclude that the Gerke decision [Gerke NO " Parity Insurance Co Ltd en
94 supra] is wrong and in contlict with the NgubQ1le decision: "Die huidige posisie is dus det by die enigste
geleentheid waarop die vraag pertinent ter sprake gekom het, vergoeding vir verlies van lewensgenietinge
toegestBan is aan 'n persoon wat sodanig breinbeskadig was dat hy nie bewus was van sy eie toestand nie.
lntussen het die Appelhof, in navolging van verskeie Provinsiale Afdelings. 'n uitleg gegee van die aard van die
aksie wat onversoenbaar is met enige toekenning onder hierdie hoof aan die breinbeskadigde slagoffer. Daar
word derhalwe met eerbied san die hand gedoeri .ciat in die Iig van die beslissing van die Ap~lhof van die
Ngubane -saak, daar nou sonder twyfel aanvaar moet word dat die Gerke -saak verkeerd beslis is. As die
vergoeding vir verlies van lewensgenietinge die vorm aanneem ~ 'n troosgeld. ~ solatium, dan is dit
genoegdoening vir die leed wat die slagoffer persoonlik etvaar. As die benadeelde persoon as gevolg van die
aard van sy beserings geen leed ervaar nie. is hy a fortiori nie seregtig op genoegdoening vir dit wat hy nie
ervaarnie...•
Classen J then states: "With respect to the learned author. I cimnot agree with his conclusions. The Ngubane
case decided that a claim for damages for pain and suffering and loss of amenities of life is incapable of cession
prior to litis contestatio. The Court did not decide,:nor was it called upon to decide. whether a patient in a
vegetative state. and thus still alive, is entitled to general damages for pain and suffering and loss of amenities
of life. As indicated in the Sandler " Wholesale Coal Suppliers limited case supra. completely different
considerations apply as to whether damages are claimable of not These were described as 'the broadest general
considerations' and 'what is fair in all the circumstances'. These considerations do not apply when considering
the question whether or not a claim for pain and suffering and loss of amenities of life is cedable or not. It goes
without saying that a solatium is not capable of cession. However that is not the enquiry I am concerned with. I
have to decide whether a solatium is payable to a person in a vegetative state. The question which is relevant
here is whether an objective or subjective standard is·tO be applied in assessing such damages. The merits or
demerits of these tests were never considered nor relevant in either the Ngubtme case or the case of Hoffa NO"
SA. Mutual Fire & General Insurance Co Ltd 1965 (2) SA 944 (C). As such the criticism of Prof Erasmus seemS
unjustified. Furthermore. in awarding damages for Ibss of amenities of life to a person in a vegetative state. one
is not awarding such damages to anyone else but the patient. It is not an award to the heirs. The fact that it may
eventually redound to tile benefit of the heirs because the patient cannot utilize it for his own benefit, does not
make the award any less an award of damages to the patient. In any event it seems to me that the criticism of
Prof Erasmus falls by the wayside in view of the stamp of approval given by the House of Lords and the South
African Appellate Division in the Lim Poh Choo and Bailey cases respectively."
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indirectly related to consciousness. Thus where there is an impairment of
reputation or a loss of the amenities of life, the loss is not only to be found in the
.feelings or consciousness of the plaintiff. In cases of defamation and loss of
amenities, it is possible to ascertain objectively without reference to the feelings
of the plaintiff whether his esteem in society has been lowered or to what extent
his capacity to enjoy a normal life has been negatively influenced. They state
that the connection with consciousness is only created through affective
(sentimental) loss, that is the reaction of the injured person to his loss, or in
other words, his personal unhappiness. In such case an injury to personality has
both a subjective and an objective element. According to Neethling et al
unconsciousness excludes only the sUbjective element. They observe that an
unconscious person with brain injuries does not have a normal life and does not
take part in normal activities and ask how it can then be correct to say that there
is no loss? They take the view that the fact that the loss cannot be compensated
does not mean that it is non-existent or that the law should ignore it and point
out that in such cases the objective function of satisfaction becomes relevant in
German, Australian and South African law. They state that the common mistake
which is made in the evaluation of personal loss where the plaintiff is
unconscious is to equate the existence of loss with its compensability.

In Reyneke v Mutual and Federal Insurance Co Lttl OO the court stated that in
making an award the courts adopt an objective approach in determining the
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Reyneke til 94 supra. The facts of the case were that the plaintiff. the father of a minor daughter. Suzette
Analine Reyneke, who was born on 8 July 1970 sued the defendant company both in his personal capacity and
in his capacity as father and natural guardian of Suzette. The claim arose out of a collision which occurred on 9
October 1986. Suzette was on roller skates in Lombard Street, Klerksdorp when the vehicle. which was insured
by the defendant company. collided with her. Since the injury. Suzette lay in the surgical ward No 6 at the
Klerksdorp hospital. She sustained various minor injuries. viz a fractured jaw. a fracture of the metacarpal of
her hand. multiple rib fractures and fractures of both knees. For all practical purposes these minor injuries were
not relevant to the dispute. However. as a result of a major head injury. Suzette was in a pennanen.t vegetative
state. i.e. she fell into the class of cases known as 'cabbage' cases. She was unaware of all bodily functions.
blind. mute, deaf and there was no prognosis of recovery of any of these faculties. The brain injury caused
prolonged loss of consciousness and haemorrhage in the deep seated ganglial areas of the brain. As a result of
this head injury she was 100% disabled. She was fed by a naso-gastric tube and her urine was drained by an
indwelling catheter. She responded to pain only by decerebration posturing. There was a weU-marked cough
reflex on tracheal pressure. Her pupils were large and did not respond to light. She was blind. Her primary
reflexes were still present but she had no spontaneous movement. She could not speak but breathed
spontaneously. Her bowels were evacuated either spontaneously or with digital help two or three times a week
in bed. There had been episodic chest and bladder infections but these usually clear up within two to three days
and in a few instances after approximately nine days. Suzette was emaciated and had lost approximately 16
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amount of damages, that is, it awards damages for loss whether the victim is
aware of such loss or not. In awarding damages for loss in this category, the
court may, but is not obliged to, take into as one of the factors influencing the
award, the so-called 'functional approach' whereby the amount of damages may
be increased or decreased depending on (a) the extent to which the money so

kilograms in weight since the date of the coUision. At that time she weighed approximately 55 kilograms,
whereas her weight had reduced to 39 kilograms. At the time of the coJlision she was 16 years of age and she
was 20 years when case was heard. She would be bedridden for the rest of her life. In medical terms her
condition is described as being a Persistent Vegetative State or PVS after a definition by Jennett and Plum made
in 1972. A brain scan showed extensive loss of cortex and diffuse atrophy. She had been in a coma since the
collision. The Persistent Vegetative State described patients with irreversible brain damage who, on recovery
from a deep coma, pass into a state of seeming wakefulness and reflex responses but never return to a cognitive
sapient state. It is the result of destruction of the cerebral cortex of the brain but with sufficient preservation of
the brainstem to sustain the vegetative functions - respiration, circulation, gag-reflex etc. The PVS is
distinguishable from brainstem death where the patient is kept alive by mechanical respiratory support which, if
withdrawn, will result in death. The claim was for (1) Suzette's remaining life expectation; (2) general damages;
(3) past and future loss of earnings. With regard to the claim for general damages, Classen J stated at p419
onwards as follows: I now tum to the difficult task of making an award under the heading of 'general damages'.
Normally this head of claim will include items such as pain and suffering, loss of expectation of life, loss of
amenities of life, disfigurement etc. I may just in passing mention that 'loss of amenities of life' has been
defined as 'a diminution in the full pleasure ofliving'. See H West & Son Ltd and Another" ShephtJrd [1963] 2
All ER 625 (HL) at 6360 - H. The amenities of life flow from the blessings of an unclouded mind, a healthy
body. sound limbs and the ability to conduct unaided the basic functions of life such as runnin& eatin& readin&
dressing and controlling one's bladder and bowels. Per Hoexter JA in Administrator-General, South West Africa
and Others y Kriel 1988 (3) SA 275 (A) at 28SE - O. It is common cause that Suzette has lost all these
amenities oflife. The problem with which I am faced is the difficult question of whether Suzette is aware of the
fact that she has suffered any loss of this nature. Suzette's case is to be distinguished from other cases known as
the 'twilight' cases where some communication with the patient is sometimes possible. Examples of the socalled 'twilight cases' are Roberts NO" Northern Assurance Co Ltd 1964 (4) SA 531 (D); Lim Poh Choo"
Camden and Islington Health Aulhority [1979] 2 All ER 910 (HL); Marine & Trade Insurance Co Ltd" F Kall
NO 1979 (4) SA 961 (A) at 983A; and Southern Insurance Association Ltdy Bailey NO 1984 (I) SA 98 (A) at
120A. The 'cabbage' cases which are on all fours to the present instance are Wise v Kaye and Another [1962] I
All ER 257 (CA) and Gerke NO y Parity Insurance Co Ltd 1966 (3) SA 484 (W). e problem which arises in the
'cabbage' cases is whether a Court should award any general damages in circumstances where the patient is not
aware of any suffered loss and where any awarded amount will only redound to the benefit of the patient's heirs.
i.e. the patient will Dot be able to make use of the money to alleviate hislher condition. In dealing with this
vexed question the Courts in England and in South Africa have developed a twofold approach, namely 8
subjective and an objective approach: (i) A subjective approach is adopted in the sense of recognising that
certain losses can only be compensated if they are consciously experienced by the patient. Conjoined to this
subjective approach is the additional consideration·that the money should be employable to alleviate the victim's
condition in some manner. This approach has sometimes been called the 'functional' approach, according to
which damages for non-pecuniary loss may be awarded only to the extent that they ~an be employed to provide
the patient with reasonable solace ('solatium') for his misfortunes. See Bailey's case supra at 118A where
Nicholas JA indicates that the Supreme Court of Canada has favoured the functional approach. In South Africa
the functional approach was adopted by Roberts AJ in Steenkamp " Minister 01Justice 1961 (I) PH J9. This
case was approved by Rosenow J in Geldenhuys " SAR & H 1964 (2) SA 230 (C) but dissented from by Burne J
in Roberts NO" Northern Assurance Co Ltd 1964 (4) SA S31 (D) at 540D - O. (ii) An objective approach is
adopted in the sense that certain losses are experienced by a patient whether he is conscious thereof or not. The
aforesaid divided approach has been applied in GerlCe's case supra at 494F - H. Wise v Kaye (supra at 263C - F
and 265C - E) and in T Marsden" National Employers General Insurance Company Limited. an unreported
decision by Swart J in case No 7992188. delivered in the WLO on 24 September 1990 where Swart J held:
"And, as to the distinction to be drawn between damages for pain and suffering and damages for loss of
amenities: -The former depend on the plaintiff's personal awareness of pain. her capacity for suffering. But the
latter are awarded for the fact of deprivation - a substantial loss, whether the plaintiff is aware of it or not
The effect of this divided approach is that the head of claim 'loss of amenities' is divided into two categories of
loss, viz
(I)
pain and suffering. shQCk. mental anguish, anxiety, distress or fear etc; and
(2)
loss of amenities of life, loss of expectation of life. disfigurement etc.
It is then said that category I requires a subjective approach, i.e. if the patient does not consciously experience
pain, distress, fear etc. there can be no compensation. As for category 2. it is said that these amenities are
objectively lost whether the patient is aware of such loss or not."
II
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awarded can be utilised to benefit the victim in alleviating hislher lot in life;
and/or (b) the extent to which such money will exclusively benefit the victim's
. heirs. The court in Reyneke followed the decision in Gerke while the court in
Collins refused to follow these two decisions and the precedent on which they

were based. Since the Reyneke and Gerke decisions are those of Witwatersrand
Provincial Division of the then Supreme: Court and the decision in Collins is that
of the Cape Provincial Division of the then Supreme Court, one is in effect
faced with a bifurcated approach to a single question of law by South African
courts who on a par in terms of the. authoritative levels of their respective
judgments. (See Neethling et al)

One of the arguments used by the court in Collins to justify its decision is that
the object of an award of damages under the law of delict is compensatory and
not punitive. Potentially there is another basis for damages which lies between
these two polarities arid which falls within the realm of constitutional law rather
than common law. This possibility is, however, dependent upon the view that
the Constitution creates rights that are over and above those recognised by the
common law of delict. If one takes for example the Constitutional right to
bodily and psychological integrity as. expressed in section 12 (2) of the
Constitution, one must ask, in order to justify an award of constitutional
damages for violation of this right, whether the parameters of this right are
wider than those traditionally recognised by the law of delict in respect of
bodily and mental injury. Even if the answer is in the affirmative, one is then
faced with the question of the extent to which the common law right and the
constitutional right overlap. It is only to the extent that the common law right is
a subset of the constitutional right, i.e. that the constitutional right is broader
than the common law right, that there is scope for the recognition of purely
'constitutional damages' Le. those falling outside of the scope of the lavy of
delict. Where the two rights' overlap, there is no logic in awarding what
effectiyely could aqlount to double damages as this would place the plaintiff in
a better position than that in which he found himself prior to the wrong done to
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him. Furthermore, one must bear in mind the constitutional injunction to the
courts to develop the common law. According to section 8(3) of the
Constitution 101, when applying a provision of the Bill of Rights to a natural or
juristic person in t~rms of subsection (2), a court-

(a)

in order to give effect to a right in the Bill, must apply, or if necessary
develop, the common law to the extent that legislation does not give
effect to that right; and

(b)

may develop rules of the common law to limit the right, provided that
the limitation is in accordance willi section 36 (1)102.

Traditionally, damages are awarded in terms of the common law of delict to
compensate the plaintiff. The court in Collins did not refer to the Constitution.

Would the Constitution require one to take a different view to the judgments in
Reyneke or Collins or is it supportive of the judgments in either of these cases?

Due to the fact that the court in Collins saw fit to depart from the decision in
Reyneke, one is now faced with a choice as to how similar matters should in

101
102

Act No 108 of 1996
The constitutional court in Carmichele ., Minister Of Safety And Security And Another (Centre For Applied
Legal Studies Intenening)(fn IS supra) was critical of both the High Court and the Supreme Court in their
failure to take into consideration the provisions of section 39(2) of the Constitution holding that where, as in the
present case, it was clear that the common law had to be developed beyond existing precedent, there were two
stages to the enquiry the Court was obliged to undertake: it had to consider. first, whether the existing common
law required development in accordance with the objectives of s 39(2) and, if so. how this development was to
take place in order to meet the objectives of s 39(2). It said that in the present case neither the High Court nor
the SCA had embarked on either stage of this enquiry, with the result that the CC did not have the benefit of any
assistance from either Court on either stage of the above enquiry. Ackermann and Goldstone JJ commented at p
961-962 that: "The influence of the fundamental constitutional values on the common law is mandated by s
39(2) of the Constitution. It is within the matrix oflhis objective normative value system that the common law
must be developed. This requires not only a proper~ppreciation of the Constitution and its objective. normative
value system, but also a proper understanding of the common law. We have previously cautioned against
overzealous judicial reform. The proper development of the common law under s 39(2) requires close and
sensitive interaction between, on the one hand. the High Courts and the Supreme Court of Appeal which have
particular expertise and experience in this area of the law and, on the other hand, this Court. Not only must the
common law be developed in a way which meets the s 39(2) objectives, but it must be done in a way most
appropriate for the development of the common law within its own paradigm. There are notionally different
ways to develop the common law under s 39(2) of the Constitution. all of which might be consistent with its
provisions. Not all would necessarily be equally beneficial for the common law. Before the advent of the IC, the
refashioning of the common law in this area entailed 'policy decisions and value judgments· which had to
'reflect the wishes, often unspoken, and the perceptions, often but dimly discerned. of the people'. A balance
had to be struck between the interests of the parties and the conflicting interests of the community according to
what 'the (c)ourt conceives to be society's notions of what justice demands', Under s 39(2) of the Constitution
concepts such as 'policy decisions and value judgments' reflecting 'the wishes ... and the perceptions. , , of
the people' and 'society's notions of what justice demands' might well have to be replaced, or supplemented
and enriched by the appropriate norms of the objective value system embodied in the Constitution."
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future be decided. There is furthermore the public policy concern that in
situations such as those in Reyneke and Collins, how does one give recognition
to the· weight of the harm that has been done in the light of constitutional rights

to human dignity, the right to life and the right to bodily and psychological
integrity?

Assu~ing

that wrongfulness has been clearly established in terms of

the law of delict and in view of the extreme nature of the plaintifr s loss, how
does one recognize or admit such a gross violation of these cOnstitutional
rights? Is the compensation that is and was traditionally available under the
common law of delict sufficient for this purpose or is something more required?
While compensation is the main object of the law of delict it is not necessarily
the main object of the Bill of Rights. The objects of the latter embrace the
possibly broader concerns of the protection of human dignity and freedom, the
enforcement of respect for the human condition and for human life and the
recognition of the individual worth of every member of society as a human
being. The Constitut.ion is expressly concerned with fundamental values. The
question is, if society has recognised the innate worth of an individual human
being, then surely it has as much of an

i~terest

in the observation of the

constitutional rights of individuals as do the individuals themselves?I03 This is
one sense in which the Constitution may be said to be broader in scope than the
law of delict which, falling as it does within the scope of private law, is more
concerned with the rights and interests of individuals rather than the collective.
The vital interests of society in the 'observation of the provisions of. the
Constitution generally and the Bill or Rights in particular could be said to be
more prominently recognised in constitutional law than in the· law of delict.
However, a powerful counterargument to this is that the Bill of Rights in the
particular context of the right to bodily and psychological integrity is merely a
103

This is clearly expressed in the minority judgment of Didcott J in Fose " Minister ofSafety and Security (1996
(2) BCLR 232 (W» where he stated: "Deterrence speaks for itself as an object. But the idea of vindication, used
in the sense that it conveys at present, calls for some elaboration. One of the ordinary meanings which 'to
vindicate' bears, the aptest now so it seems to me. is'to defend against encroachment or interference'. Society
has an interest in the defence that is required here. Violations. of constitutionally protected rights harm not only
their particular victims, but it as a whole too. That is so because, unless they are adequately remedied, they will
impair public confidence and diminish public faith in the efficacy of the protection. and for a good reason too
since one invasion discounted may well lead to another. The importance of the two goals is obvious and does
not need to be laboured. How they are best attained is the question."
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codification of the common law right and the fact that the law of delict
recognises the importance of public policy in the concept of wrongfulness is
comparable to, and in fact no different from, the constitutional expression of the
interests of society in the observation of the right in question. The Constitution
merely spells out the values of society in a more definite way so that there is
now no doubt as to the nature of the public policy that must be taken into
consideration in questions of wrongfulness for the purposes of the law of delict.

It has been argued that the objectives of the law of delict differ fundamentally
from those of constitutional law. The primary purpose of the former is to
regulate relationships between private parties whereas the latter, to a large
extent, aims at protecting the chapter 3 rights of individuals from state intrusion.
Similarly, the purpose of a delictual remedy differs fundamentally from that of a
constitutional remedy. The former seeks to provide cOqlpensation for harm
caused to one private party by the wrongful action of another private party
whereas the latter has as its objective (a) the vindication of the fundamental
right itself so as to promote the values of an 'open and democratic society based
on freedom and equality and respect for human rights; (b) the de~errence and
prevention of future infringements of fundamental rights by the legislative and
executive organs of state at all levels of government; (c) the punishment of
those organs of state whose officials have infringed

fund~ental

rights in a

particularly egregious fashion; and (d) compensation for harm caused to the
plaintiff in consequence of the infringement of one or more of the plaintiffs
rights entrenched in chapter 3 of the Constitution. The common-law remedies
are not directed to the achievement of the first three of these objectives and the
common law should not be distorted by requiring it to perform these functions
and fulfil the purposes of constitutional law. Hence the necessity for a specific
and separate public-law constitutional damages remedyl04.
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These were the arguments of counsel for the plaintiff in Fose " Minister 01Safety And Security, fi1 34 supra. as
summarised by Ackermann J at p 798.
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The court in Collins was of the opinion that the concepts of loss and damages
are two distinct elements which should not be confused. They are separate
concepts. This sharp distinction, although logical when considered with regard
to the idea of compensation for personal injury as subjectively experienced, is
somewhat counter-intuitive and paradoxical from an holistic and more value
based approach. It creates a certain unease, possibly because the message seems
to be that if one is going injure someone, it may be cheaper to do it to such a
degree that he is unable to appreciate certain elements of his loss. In fact, as the
courts have pointed out, it could be argued that it is cheaper to kill a person than
to maim him. Although the degree of loss in the Collins case was possibly the
greatest that could be sustained by a .human being, damages could not be
awarded because the loss was so great that nothing would compensate for it.
There is also the argument that the criminal law exists to express society's·
displeasure at wrongful actions causing such loss at that such displeasure should
not be expressed through the law of delict in the private sphere I os • It is argued
that the defendant must be entitled to the full protection of the higher standard
of proof that is placed upon the state in a criminal case in which he runs the risk
of punishment. It could be argued that this sense of u~ease arises only from the
point of view of the compensation payable in terms of the law of delict and
I

because it does not take into account the possible criminal penalties that may
also be involved. A counter to this is that not all delicts are crimes but this does
not diminish the wrongfulness of the delictual action in the public mind. The
courts have indeed observed with regard to the concept of wrongfulness in
criminal law that it is the same as the concept of wrongfulness in terms of the

lOS

Van der Walt, Delict: Principles and Cases states: "The historical anomaly of awarding additional sentimental
damages as a penalty for outrageous conduct on the part of the defendant is not justifiable in a modem system
of law. The basic purpose of a civil action in delict is to compensate the victim for the actual harm done. In the
case of impainnent of personality by wrongful conduct it may be difficult to detennine the amount of the
solatium which will confer personal satisfaction or compensation for the injury. but in principle all factors and
circumstances tending to introduce penal features should be rigorously excluded from such an assessment The
aim of discouraging evil and high-handed conduct is foreign to the basic purposes of the law of delict It is for
criminal law to punish and thereby discourage such conduct. The policy of awarding punitive damages unduly
enriches the plaintiff who is entitled only to compensation for loss suffered. This policy has the added
disadvantage of putting a wrongdoer in jeopardy of being punished twice· in the civil proceedings and in the
criminal proceedings which could conceivably follow or which have preceded the civil action. n
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law of delict. 106 There seems to be a view that the only distinguishing factor
between a delict and a .crime is that the one is compensatory and the other,
punitive and that consequently this distinction should not be blurred because it
would be prejudicial to defendants in delictual claims and would obviate the
compensatory principle of the law of delict by rewarding the plaintiff for
claiminglo7. It is submitted that this view requires considerable legal

106
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In Clarke" Hurst No And Others 1992 (4) SA 630 CD) at p 652, Thirion J said: "Wrongfulness is tested
according to society's legal, as opposed to its moral, convictions but at the same time morality plays a role in
shaping society's legal convictions. If it is accepted, as I think it should, that law is but a translation of society's
fundamental values into policies and prescripts for regulating its members' conduct, then the Court, when it
determines the limits of such a basic legal concept as wrongfulness, has to have regard to the prevailing values
of society. I can see no reason why the concept of wrongfulness in criminal law should have a content different
from what it has in delict. For the purposes of this case I accept the following formulation of wrongfulness in
criminal law by Snyman Strafreg 2nd ed at 100: 'Om vas te stel of 'n handeling wederregtelik is, moet dus
gekyk word of dit in suyd is met die goeie sedes of die regsoortuiging van die gemeenskap. Die
regverdigingsgronde moet gesien word as praktiese hulpmiddels om die wederregtelikheid vas te ste!. Hulle
verteenwoordig maar net die situasies wat meestal in die praktyk voorkom en wat daarom aI uitgekristalliseer
het as maklik herkenbare gronde vir die uitsluiting van wederregtelikheid. Hulle dek egter nie die hele terrein
van die onderwerp waaroor dit hier gaan nie, te wete die atbakening van wederregtelike en regmatige gedrag.'
However, see the statement of the constitutional court in Khumalo And Others" Holomisa 2002 (5) SA 401
(CC) that: "It should be emphasised that the Court's perception of the legal convictions of the community as a
test for determining wrongfulness in delict might well have to be reconsidered in the context of our new
constitutional order. See Carmichele 11 Minister ofSafety and Security and Another (Centre for Applied Legal
Studies Intervening) 2001 (4) SA 839 ce". It is submitted that this observation of the court in Khllmalo
concerning the dicta of the court in Carmichele should not be seen as an expression of the need to do away with
the test of the legal convictions of the community so much as it is the need to see the values expressed in the
Constitution as the basis for the legal convictions of the community. This is borne out by the emphasis of the
court in Carmichele of the need for sensitivity to the common law at p 961 to 962 of the judgment and its
statement that: "Under s 39(2) of the Constitution concepts such as "policy decisions and value judgments
'reflecting 'the wishes ... and the perceptions ... of the people' and 'society's notions of what justice demands'
might well have to be replaced, or supplemented and enriched by the appropriate norms of the objective value
system embodied in the Constitution." [writer's ita~ics]
The court in Fose (m 34 supra) stated that: "Serious judicial doubts have been expressed concerning, and
considerable academic criticism levelled against, the award of punitive damages in delictual claims ... Professor
Van der Walt, whose views are broadly representative of academic criticism generally. expresses his misgivings
succinctly as follows: 'The historical anomaly of awarding additional sentimental damages as a penalty for
outrageous conduct on the part of the defendant is not justifiable in a modem system of law. The basic purpose
of a civil action in delict is to compensate the victim for the actual harm done. In the case of impairment of
personality by wrongful conduct it may be difficult to determine the amount of the solatium which will confer
personal satisfaction or compensation for the injury, but in principle all factors and circumstances tending to
introduce penal features should be rigorously excluded from such an assessment The aim of discouraging evil
and high-handed conduct is foreign to the basic purposes of the law ofdelicl It is for criminal liw to punish and
thereby discourage such conduct. The policy of awarding punitive damages unduly enriches the plaintiff who is
entitled only to compensation for loss suffered. This policy has the added disadvantage of putting a wrongdoer
in jeopardy of being punished twice - in the civil proceedings and in the criminal proceedings which could
conceivably follow or which have preceded the civil action.'" [Footnotes omitted] Ackermann J did state
however that: HThe question whether. in addition to compensatory damages. 'penal' or 'punitive' or
'exemplary' damages (expressions often used interchangeably and confusingly) are (or ought to be) awarded in
delictual claims is a matter of some debate in South Africa. It appears to be accepted that in the Aquilian action
and in the action for pain and suffering an award of punitive damages has no place. The Appellate Division has.
however, recognised that in the case of defamation 'punitive damages may in appropriate cases be awarded. In
the case of damages for adultery it has been accepted that a penal component is still appropriate. It must of
course be borne in mind that it is not always easy.to draw the line between an award of aggravated but still
basically compensatory damages, where the particular circumstances of or surrounding the infliction of the
injuria have justified a substantial award, and the award of punitive damages in the strict and narrow sense of
the word. There appears to be scant authority for the award of punitive damages in the case of assault, over and
above the damages awarded for patrimonial loss, pain and suffering and for the contumelia suffered, which can
itself be aggravated by the circumstances of and surrounding the assault."
See Dippenaar" Shield Insurance Co Lid 1979 (2)·SA 904 CA) at p 908 where the court stated: When damage
for personal injuries has to be assessed, a person's patrimony includes, inter alia, the capacity to earn money
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philosophical debate and discussion which is beyond the scope of this thesis. It
is however, worth noting that in his minority judgment in Fose 10B Kriegler J
makes the following cautionary comments on the judgments of the majority of
the court and the minority judgment of Di~cott J in that case:

"On one point, I respectfully suggest, Ackermann J is uncharacteristically ambivalent.
As I understand t~e reasoning in paras" [69]-[73] of his judgment, my learned
Colleague in prinCiple condemns punitive damages as a potential remedy for
infringements of constitutional rights but at the same time seeks to found the current
rejection on the particular facts of this' case. For reasons that I hope to make plain
shortly, I agree that we should unequivocally reject punitive damages as a remedy in
this case, I do believe, however, that we should refrain from any broad rejection of any
particular remedies in other circumstances, On that same point my Colleague Didcott J
holds that pUnitive or exemplary damages are not claimable from the State, the
defendant in the present case, for breaches of constitutional rights. He, however, leaves
open the case of other infringers of such rights. Notwithstanding the circumscribed
ambit of the rejection 0/ punitive/exemplary damages, I believe that we need not and
should not go as/ar as Didcott J in rejecting/or all time the possibility that a case may
arise where punitive 'or exemplary damages are 'appropriate' redress for infringement
ofconstitutionally protected rights.[writer's italics]
It is important to note that in the context of the law relating to the delivery of
health care services, violations of the constitutional rights to bodily and
psychological integrity and other aspects of the right to freedom and security of
the person will almost inevitably underlie claims in delict. Whether the converse
is true is arguable 109,
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through his work and skill, i.e. his mental and physical efforts. The loss or impairment of this capacity is
therefore also and element of Aquilian damages, (fit has in fact led to a diminution of the plaintiffs patrimony.
Reinecke (op cit at 29,34); Byleveldt's case supra at 1SOC. In dealing with this particular head of damage, it is
therefore more correct to talk of loss or impairment of earning capacity than of loss of income (whether of past
income or future income). Equally, there is in principle no distinction between "Ioss of past income" and "Ioss
of future income"; the lapse of time between the injury and the trial is purely incidental. In theory the loss was
caused immediately when the personal injury was sustained and in theory (perhaps also in practice) the claim
for damages could be heard on the day after the accident In theory there is only one, indivisible cause of action
for Aquilian damages and the passage of time only helps to bring grater clarity about the facts regarding the
sequelae of the injury. Byleveldt's case at 1740. There has been discussion in the common law whether the
correct concept in "loss of earnings" or "Ioss of earning capacity", the underlying notion being that in the latter
event there should be an award of damages for this item of loss even if it has not in fact led to any actual
patrimonial loss at all (i.e. the test is then what could the led to any actual patrimonial loss at all (i.e. the test is
then what could the plaintiff have earned, not what would he have earned); Luntz Assessment ofDamages for
Personal Injury and Death (1974) at 131 ·6; Winfield & Jolowicz on Tort lOth ed (1975) at 572 note 55.
Fleming (op cit at 218). Whilst such an approach would be quite wrong for our law, it appears to have found
some adherents in the Australian Courts; however, it appears from the dictum in the leading Australian case of
Graham v Baker (quoted by Luntz (op cit at 134» th_t the correct approach has now also been adopted there."
Fose fh 103 supra
See for instance the judgment of Cameron JA in Ojitzki Property Holdings" State Tender Board And Another
2001 (3) SA 1247 (SCA) in which he observes that: H It is well established that in general terms the question
whether there is a legal duty to prevent loss depends on a value judgment by the court as to whether the
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plaintiff's invaded interest is worthy of protection against interference by culpable conduct of the kind
perpetrated by the defendant. The imposition of delictual liability (as Prof Honore has pointed out) thus requires
the court to assess not broad or even abstract questions of responsibility, but the defendant's liability for
conduct 'described in categories fixed by the law'. This process involves the court applying a general criterion
of reasonableness, based on considerations of morality and policy. and taking into account its assessment of the
legal convictions of the community and now also taking into account the norms, values and principles contained
in the Constitution. Overall, the existence of the legal duty to prevent loss 'is a conclusion of law depending on
a consideration of all the circumstances of the case'.
Where the legal duty to the plaintiff invokes derives from breach of a statutory provision, the jurisprudence of
this Court has developed a supple test. The focal question remains one of statutory interpretation. since the
statute may on a proper construction by implication itself confer a right of action. or alternatively provide the
basis for inferring that a legal duty exists at common law. The process in either case requires a consideration of
the statute as a whole, its objects and provisions, the circumstances in which it was enacted, and the kind of
mischief it was designed to prevent. But where a common-law duty is at issue. the answer now depends less on
the application of formulaic approaches to statutory construction than on a broad assessment by the court
whether it is ~ust and reasonable' that a civil claim for damages should be accorded. "The conduct is wrongfu~
not because of the breach of the statutory duty per set but because it is reasonable in the circumstances to
compensate the plaintiff for the infringement of his legal right' The determination of reasonableness here in
tum depends on whether affording the plaintiff a remedy is congruent with the court's appreciation of the sense
of justice of the community. This appreciation must unavoidably include the application of broad considerations
of public policy determined also in the light of the Constitution and the impact upon them that the grant or
refusal of the remedy the plaintiff seeks will entail.
Though this Court's broad-based approach to determining whether in such circumstances a legal duty exists has
attracted criticism. it seems generally to accord with trends in other jurisdictions grappling with related issues.
More importantly. it seems to me to be especial1y apposite to constitutional interpretation. which involves the
application of just such standards of public principle and policy. Section 187 does not appear in an ordinary
statute. It is part of a Constitution. and within the limits of linguistic meaning 16 constitutional principles must
infuse our understanding of its effect. The enacbnent of the interim Constitution marked the transition from the
old order to a new society - one avowedly open and democratic and based on freedom and equality, in which
courts were not only enjoined in interpreting fundamental rights provisions to promote th~ values underlying
such a ~ociety (s 35(1». but in interpreting 'any law' to have due regard to the spirit. purport and objects of the
fundamental rights chapter (s 35(3». Though the provisions of the interim Constitution do indeed deal with
many mundane questions of governmental structure and organisation not requiring the application of lofty
principle, 'any' law' in s 35(3) in my view includes where appropriate the other provisions of the interim
Constitution itself. 18 Specifically, therefore. in interpreting such provisions s 35(3) applies. and ' ... when a
court is confronted with a problem of unenumerated rights it should seek to answer the question as to whether
the development [scil: recognition] of a right which is unenumerated in the Constitution would foster or
promote those values which underlie an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality'.
To these considerations may be added that in determining whether a delictual claim arises from breach of a
statute the fact that the provision is embodied in the Constitution may (depending on the nature of the provision)
attract a duty more readily than ifit had been in an ardinarystatute."
In this case the plaintiff pleaded its claim on two alternative bases. Claim A alleged that its entitlement to
damages arose from the defendants' breach of the plaintiffs right to a fair. public and competitive system of
tendering embodied in s 187(2) of the interim Constitution. Claim B alleged in the alternative that the
defendants' conduct constituted an infringement, entitling the plaintiff to damages, of the fundamental right to
administrative justice enshrined in s 24(a), (b) and (d) of the interim Constitution. In 1995, the provincial
government of Gauteng began to make arrangements to relocate from Pretoria to Johannesburg. It invited
tenders for office accommodation to house various departments in an inner-city precinct. The appellant ('the
plaintiff') obtained an option to purchase a building in the precinct, and tendered to provide office space in it to
the provincial government. Its tender was not accepted. Thereafter it instituted a claim for damages against the
first and second respondents, respectively the State Tender Board which awarded the tender. and the Province
of Gauteng which the plaintiff alleged had misconducted itself during the tender process in specified ways with
which the Tender Board has associated itself. The damages the plaintiff claimed allegedly arose from the
defendants' unlawful conduct in managing the tender process and in awarding the tender. They consisted in the
profit the plaintiff asserted it would have made from rentals if it had been awarded the tender. The claim failed.
Cameron J observed that: ''The plaintiff, which seeks to evoke a delictual remedy from the interstices of the
interim Constitution, aspires to recover through it a loss measured not in delictual but in contractual terms. That
is a tar-reaching assertion. While it is not impossible that a statutory provision. constitutional or otherwise.
could be held to accord such recompense for its breach.· it seems to me quite inappropriate for this to occur by
judicial interpretation of a provision whose primary injunction is for legislative action to occur in that very area.
Certainly the contention that it is just and reasonable. or in accord with the community's sense of justice, or
assertive of the interim Constitution's fundamental values, to award an unsuccessful tenderer who can prove
misfeasance in the actual award its lost profit does not strike me in this context as persuasive.. .1 agree with the
observations of Davis J in Faircape Property Developers (Ply) Ltd" Premier, Western Cape that in deciding
whether a statutory provision grounds a claim in damages the determination of the legal convictions of the
community must take account of the spirit, purport and objects of the Constitution. and that the constitutional
principle of justification embraces the concept of accountability. This in tum must of course weigh in the
balance when determining legal responsibility for the consequences ofpublic malfeasance." [Footnotes omitted]
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The conflation of the concept of constitutional damages with that of punitive
damages may not necessarily be theoretically correct. Punishment in the
criminal law is expressed as much in terms of imprisonment as it is expressed in
money. Indeed, in the case of more serious criminal actions, punishment
sounding in money is not an option. The idea in delict that money is adequate
compensation for the violation of the rights of personality is illusoryllo. This is
nowhere more clearly demonstrated than in the law of defamation. A reputation,
once lost, can seldom if ever be recovered III in the same way that the capacity to
enjoy life, or to be happy, can in certain circumstances never be recovered irrespective of the amount of damages awarded. Damages sounding in money
are, nonetheless awarded in the case of the former l12 .
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In Chetcuti" Van Del' Wilt 1993 (4) SA 397 (TK) the court observed that: "Assessment of such damages is

always a difficult matter, involving as it does 'the.placing ofa money value upon abstractions' (Amerasinghe
'Defamation and Aspects of Actio Injuriarum in Roman Dutch Law' at 178) and the damages cannot be gauged
with precision or nicety. In dealing with the difficulty of assessing such damages Lord Atkin in Ley " Hamilton
[1935] TLR 384 stated at 386: 'They are not arrived at as the Lord Justice seems to assume by determining the
"real" damage and adding to that a sum by way of vindictive or punitive damages. It is precisely because the
"real" damage cannot be ascertained and established that the damages are at large. It is impossible to track the
scandal. to know what quarten the poison may reach; it is impossible to weigh at all closely the compensation
which will recompense a man or a woman for the insult offered or the pain of a false accusation . . . The
''punitive" element is not something which is or can be added to some unknown factor which is non-punitive.'
In Muller" South African Associated Newspapers Ltd and Others 1972 (2) SA 589 (C) Watermeyer J stated as
follows at 595A: "In estimating the amout:lt of damages to be awarded the Court must have regard to all the
circumstances of the case. It must, inter alia, have regard to the character and the status of the plaintiff, the
nature of the words used, the effect that they are calculated to have upon him, the extent of the publication. the
subsequent conduct of the defendant and. in particular. his attempts. and the effectiveness thereof, to rectity the
harm done."
.
.
In Buthelezi " Poorter and Others 1975 (4) SA 608 (W) at 613H-I Williamson AJ added the rider that the
Court "is also entitled to take into account the conduct of the defamer fi"om the time the libel was published
until judgment to the extent that such conduct is di.rectly connected with the wrong sued on". See also Khan"
Khtm 1971 (2) SA 499 (RAD) at 500C where Lewis AlP stated that: "In English law and in South African law,
it is well recognised that the Court is justified in awarding exemplary damages in an appropriate case. The
circumstances which have been held to justity such an award of exemplary damages are the wantonness of the
allegation and the conduct of the defendant in regard to the allegations right up to the time ofjudgment ...."
In Afrika y Metzler And Another] 997 (4) SA 531 (NM) the Namibian court put it graphically thus: "It is. in my
view, humanly speaking virtually impossible for one to restore another's good name and reputation to its former
glory by a mere, at times invariably predestinated. reqction and/or apology. Similarly no one who empties an
eiderdown quilt in the wind is able again to gather the eiderdown and restuff the quilt to its previous format with
same." The court stated that: "With the new democratic dispensation heralded by the Namibian Constitution
entrenching fundamental human rights and fundametltal freedoms and the premium to be attached to one's good
name and reputation in instances of flagrant violation there.of, the time has come to have a liberal approach in
the determination of the quantum and award much higher damages, especially instances where aggravating
circumstances are present as in the present case. Only then will persons. especially newspaper editorslreporten,
publishenlprinters and/or ownen. be more on their qui vive and be mindful of the strict/absolute liability
applicable to members of the press and hopefully act in accordance with the special duty of care that rests upon
their shoulders and subject to law punuant to the reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the fundamental
freedoms imposed by art 21(2) of the Namibian Constitution. if they know that substantive exemplary/punitive
damages could be visited upon them if they defame another animus iniuriandi."
In SA Associated Newspapers Ltd en 'n Ander" Samuels 1980 (]) SA 24 (A) the Appellate Divi:;ion observed
that: "The elements to be taken into account in estimating the amount to be awarded are thus the contumelia
suffered, the loss of reputation and the penalty. See Gelb " Hawkins 1960 (3) SA at 693H; Salzmann" Holmes
]914 AD at 480." See also with regard to punitive damages Pont" Geyser en 'n Ander 1968 (2) SA 545; SA
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It is conceivable, especially in circumstances where the defendant health care
provider is guilty of persistent and repeated violations of such constitutional
rights, that exemplary damages, or at least vindicatory damages in the form of a
.

.

heavier award of damages than would normally be the case, would be justified
in terms of the law of delict on constitutional grounds.

In Fose v Minister

OJ Safety And Securityl13 the court canvassed the subject of

constitutional damages in other jurisdictions in some detail. It summarised the
position in foreign jurisdictions as follows:

"The foregoing survey of the remedies granted in other jurisdictions for the breach .of a
constitutional right indicates that in most cases they are 'public law' remedies (to
employ for the moment the nomenclature used in certain of the foreign jurisdictions).
My understanding of the United States jurisprudence is that both the s 1983 relief as
well as the award of constitutional damages based directly on the Constitution should
be seen as legislative and judicial responses to the perceived inadequacy of the
common-law tort remedies. This inadequacy arises from the limitations placed on relief
in tort by various manifestations of the principle of sovereign immunity and vicarious
liability and by the vagaries and inconsistencies of tort law, which falls within the
jurisdiction of state courts. The responses differ, however. The s 1983 response is
basically a statutory extension ·of a remedy which still is fundamentally a common-law
tort remedy. On the other hand the remedy developed in the Bivens and similar cases
discussed above appears to have a marked 'public law' character. The plaintiff is not
limited to a remedy under ordinary tort law. The remedy is a completely independent
remedy. It differs from that granted between two private citizens and it is one
particularly intended to 'vindicate the interests. of the individual in the face of the
popular will as expressed in legislative majorities'. The 'public law' nature of the
remedy under the Canadian Charter is clearly, albeit perhaps implicitly, recognised and
express recognition of the 'public law' nature of similar remedies has been given under
the New Zealand Bill of Rights and the Constitutions of Trinidad and Tobago, India
and Sri Lanka."
The court in Fose was asked to award constitutional damages in order to
vindicate the constitutional rights of the plaintiff and was asked for punitive
damages for violation of the plaintiff'S constitutional rights in order to deter
similar future violations of such rights. The interim Constitution was in force at

Associated Newspapers Ltd and Another 11 Ylitar 1969 (2) SA 442; BllIhelezi 11 Poorter and Others 1975 (4) SA
tl3

608.

Fose fu 34 supra
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the time of this case. The only requirement of the interim Constitution was that
the relief given by a competent court in any particular case should be
'appropriate relier (in terms of section 7(4)(a)). It was left to the courts to
decide what would be appropriate relief in any particular case. There was much
discussion on the subject of a 'public law' remedy as opposed to the 'private
law' remedy that was available to the plaintiff in terms of the law of delict.
Significantly, Ackermann J refused to deal with the issue on the basis of the
divisions between public and private law recognising that the validity of such
artificial distinctions is becoming increasingly questionable and that it could be
dangerous to infer solutions in terms of such an analytical framework l14 •

7.3

Necessity

This defence l1s is often raised in controversial contexts such as the need to
smoke cannabis for medical reasons, euthanasia, abortion, sterilisation of
mentally disabled persons and surgical removal of organs from donors l16 •
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In this regard Ackerman J observed at pS18-819 tlult: "While the foreign jurisprudence reterred to emphasises
that the proper protection of entrenched fundamental rights requires a 'public law' remedy, it is preferable, for
the present, to refer to the 'appropriate relief envisaged by s 7(4) merely as a 'constitutional remedy'. It is both
undesirable and unnecessary, for purposes of this case, to attempt to do that which has seemingly eluded
scholars in the past and given rise to wide differences of opinion among them, namely the drawing of a clear
and permanent line between the domains of private law and public law and the utility of any such efforts. Much
of this interesting debate is concerned with an analysis of power relations in society; the shift which has taken
place in the demarcations between 'private law' and 'public law'; how functions traditionally associated with
the state are increasingly exercised by institutions with tenuous or no links with the state; how remedies such as
judicial review are being applied in an ever widening field and how legal principles previously only associated
with private legal relations are being applied to State institutions. Suffice it to say that it could be dangerous to
attach consequences to or infer solutions from concepts such as 'public law' and 'private law' when the validity
ofsuch concepts and the distinctions which they imply are being seriously questioned."
Necessity is in fact one of a number of grounds of justification. See for instance the discussion of grounds of
justification in Neethling el QI th 18 supra at p73-111. Burchell, fu 18 supra, comments at p 70 that if a medical
practitioner performs an operation upon or treatment of a patient without informed consent being given by the
patient (or legally approved representative) the medical procedure will be unlawful (i.e. an assault). However in
an emergency situation (where for instance the patient is unconscious, cannot give the required consent and
there is no time to contact relatives) then the doctor may be justified by necessity in performing an operation to
save the patient's life.
In an English case in September 2000 the Court of Appeal gave judgment in the case of Re: A (Children) 2000
(www courtservice goy uk) on the question of whether the proposed surgical separation of ischiopagus twins
(joined at the pelvis), which would result in the death of one of them, would constitute murder. At the heart of
the legal debate in this case was the question of whether decisions about the relative worth of the life of
individuals could be legally made when those decisions result in the loss of the life considered less worthy. The
twins, Jodie and Mary were born to parents who were devout Catholics. Mary was the weaker of the two and
had she been born alone, would not have survived. She was kept alive by virtue of Jody's circulatory system.
Although Jodie was considered capable of surviving a separation procedure, Mary was not. If no separation
took place, both would die in a matter of months due to the added strain on Jodie's circulatory system. The
medical team looking after the twins wished to separate them but the parents would not sanction the'operation.
The latter could not sanction the shortening of Mary's life in order to extend Jodie's. They felt that if it was
God's will that both should die then so be it. The medical team at St Mary's Hospital, Manchester sought a
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ruling from the High Court that surgery to separate tile twins, knowing that such a procedure would kill Mary,
would not be unlawful. Johnson J ruled that the operation would not be unlawful because in his view the
proposed operation represented a withdrawal of blood "- a situation analogous to the withdrawal of feeding and
hydration in Airedale NHS Trust " Bland (1993). The parents appealed on the grounds that Johnson J was
wrong in finding that the proposed operation was in either Mary's or Jodie's best interests and that it should
have been held that the operation was not legal. Ward U, Brook U and Walker U of the Court of Appeal
considered submissions from all interested parties and came to the same conclusion - that Johnson J was correct
and that the operation to separate the twins was not unlawful. However, they came this decision via differing
routes. The Court of Appeal held that:
(1) The clinical judgment is that Jodie and Mary are both alive and therefore separate human beings for the
purposes of civil and criminallaw~
(2) It is fundamental that every person's body is inviolate and that every person's life is of equal inherent
value and the judge in the court a quo had therefore been wrong to conclude that Mary's life would be
worth nothing to her. It said that life was of value in itself whatever the diminution in one's capacity to
enjoy it. Furthermore, apart from the fact that the distinction between an act and an omission was of
doubtful ethical or legal importance in the context of a doctor's duty to preserve life, it was utterly fanciful
to characterise the contemplated operation as an omission rather than an act. The operation would involve
a substantial invasion of Mary's bodily integrity and would, in the absence of justification, involve an
unlawful assault upon her. The correct question is whether it was in Mary's best interests that an operation
which would cause Mary to die, should be carried out It followed that, looking at Mary's position in
isolation and ignoring the equally clear benefit to Jodie, the court would not be able to sanction the
operation.
(3) The question was whether the court could balance Jodie's and Mary's conflicting interests where the right
to life is at stake. Ordinarily in family law the interests of the child are paramount but this must be
qualified where the interests of two children, each with an entitlement to have their interest treated as
'paramount' were in conflict. It would be an abdication of the court's duty to refuse to undertake such a
balancing act and the least detrimental alternative must be found.
(4) Whilst the parents have the right to make a decision on the future of the twins and their wishes command
the greatest respect such rights are subservient to the paramount duty of the court to consider the welfilre
of the child. Where its view of the child's welfare was inconsistent with the view of the parents, it must
give effect to its own judgment. The matter should be decided afresh, albeit with due weight attached to
the wishes of the parents rather than reviewing the reasonableness of the parental decision ..
(5) The interests of the two children must be balanced, weighing the advantages and disadvantages to each of
the proposed course of action rather than comparing the worth of one life against another. As such it was
legitimate to consider the actual quality of life that each may experience. The prospect of a full life for
Jodie was counterbalanced by the acceleration of certain death for Mary but the fact that Mary's capacity
to live was in any event fatally compromised meant that the balance of interest was heavily in Jodie's
favour. Furthermore, it was relevant that Mary was only alive at all because she was supported by her
stronger sibling and that she was constitutionally incapable of being self-supporting. It followed that,
subject to the question of the lawfulness of the proposed operation in tenns of the criminal law,
permission should be granted.
(6) The proposed operation would unquestionably and foreseeably cause Mary's death so that the doctors
have the required murderous intent. The lawfulness of the operation therefore tums on the availability ofa
defence to murder. Two important principles could be discerned. The doctors have a duty to Mary not to
operate because it Would kill her and a duty to Jodie to operate because it would save her life. The doctors
cannot be denied a right of choice where they were under a duty to choose. In the face of such a conflict of
duty, the law must allow an escape route by allowing the doctors to choose the lesser of two evils and they
should be placed in exactly the same position as that in which the court found itself and allowed to make
the decision along the same lines as the court has done.
(7) The proposed operation does not offend against the sanctity of life principles. The reality of the situation
was that Mary was killing Jodie by draining her lifeblood, albeit such an action on her part could not be
described as unlawful. The doctors would therefore be justified in coming to Jodie's aid in legitimate
defence of her life. The plea of quasi self-defence is applicable in the unique circumstances of this case~
(8) The three requirements for the application of the defence of necessity, that the act was needed to avoid the
inevitable and irreparable evil, that no more should be done than was reasonably necessary for the purpose
to be achieved and that the evil inflicted was not disproportionate to the evil avoided, were satisfied in this
case.
(9) The Human Rights Act, 1998, incorporating the European Convention on Human Rights into domestic
law, is due to come into force before any operation could be carried out and is therefore applicable. Article
2 of the Convention provides that no one should be deprived of their life intentionally save in
circumstance,s not relevant to this appeal. However, the ECHR does not import any prohibition on the
proposed operation not already found in pre-existing domestic law.
(http://www.worldlii.org/int/casesllCHRLI2000/67 html)
The case sparked quite 8 bit of controveny and as one writer put it 'brought into focus so many difficult and
far-reaching issues in family and criminal law that the debate is likely to go on for years'. (Fitzpatrick J 'Jodie
and Mary: whose choice was it anyway?' Spiked Liberties 19 June 2001 (http://www spiked-online com ).
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Fitzpatrick. a director at the Kent Law Clinic and co-author of Criminal Justice and the Human Rights Act
/998, 2ad edition 2001. observes that the law protects human life in different ways at different stages. The law
protects the embryo from experimentation once the primitive streak has appeared or 14 days have passed, but
not before. The law protects the foetus from a termination but not during the first 24 weeks of pregnancy if
medical opinion considers there to be a health risk (very broadly defined) to the mother or any of her children.
Furthermore, he says, the law allows a mother to hav.e a termination at any time before birth if medical opinion
confirms a substantial risk of a seriously handicapped child being born. A mother suffering from post-natal
depression who kills her child in its first year will face an infanticide rather than a murder charge and be treated
as if she had committed manslaughter. Beyond that, the laws of assault, homicide etc, protect aU legal persons,
adult and child alike. Fitzpatrick points out that one situation that raises similar principles to the conjoined twins
case is that of the pregnant woman who can seek a termination right up to tetm in cases where serious handicap
is expected. The interests of the woman, as future parent with the extra burdens of caring for a seriously
handicapped child, are simply given priority over those of the foetus - either because the foetus (handicapped or
not) is not recognised as a person who can be wronged by a termination. or because a greater value is placed
upon the self-determination of an adult than on the life of a seriously handicapped unborn baby. In either case,
he says, it is not clear what the difference is between a seriously handicapped foetus a few days before birth and
a seriously handicapped neonate a few days after birth. Nor is it clear how the physical event of birth transforms
a foetus into a person or confers a value on the handicapped neonate equal to that of a healthy adult human
being. He points out that the law, however, confers personhood at birth, drawing a crucial line at this point for
understandable reasons. not least the fact of separation and entry into the world. He notes that it is necessary to
draw a line as to when life begins at some point and it may be necessary to apply it rigidly for the purpose of
upholding its integrity and says that once the law recognised Jodie and Mary as legal persons who were
children, there was only one decision to which the courts could come. Under British law if the jurisdiction of
the court is invoked to protect a legal person who is a child, then the court must give 'first and paramount
consideration' to the interests of that child. There is little flexibility. the interests of the parents must come
second. Fitzpatrick states that there is a limited analogy between the position of these parents and that of the
pregnany woman seeking a very late termination of the pregnancy on account of the risk of a seriously
handicapped child. In both cases the parents are prepared to sanction the death of their severely handicapped
babies. one by termination, the other by refusing to consent to an operation that could save one of the twins.
One difference. however, is that the respect and mercy shown by the law to the pregnant mother is not available
to the twins' parents because their children have actually been born. He says that whilst human beings must
have the protection of the law, the question as to whether that protection has to be both full and immediate is
less clear as the law on infanticide indirectly indicates. Fitzpatrick refers to a case in 1997 in which the Court of
Appeal had reversed a High Court order that the transplant operation take place on a child a few weeks old
against the mother's wishes. Medical opinion was that the child would die within two and a half years without
the surgery. the prospects ofa successful transplant were good and in the patient's best interests. In determining
the interests of the child the court gave special weight to the strong and reasoned parental objections - based on
risk of failure, knowledge of pain and suffering involved and the effect on the mother's future care of the child
were she made to bring him up against her wishes. He says that this case was mentioned in the case of Jodie and
Mary but not followed and notes that the law can be a blunt instrument and that it is foolish to make use of it at
every opportunity. The parents were faced with the gross abnormalities of conjoined children, the prospect of
certain early death of one and the survival of the other with a risk she was seriously handicapped. Worse still.
the survival of that child depended upon their sanctioning the immediate death of the other. Fitzpatrick states
that the striking feature of the case is that the hospital authorities insisted on invoking the law. They were not
prepared to let the parents have their way but sought to impose their own view as to what should happen to the
children. He says their action bespeaks boldness among healthcare professionals about the propriety of
interfering in the private lives of their patients and a readiness to resort to law rather than to accommodate the
judgment of others. Fitzpatrick notes that in his judgment Lord Justice Ward said that the hospital authorities
were entitled to seek the court's ruling. He went out of his way. however, not to endorse the view that the
hospital authorities were under a duty to refer the matter to the court and he also said that other medical teams
may well have accepted the parent's decision. Had 8t Mary's done so, there could not have been the slightest
criticism of the hospital for letting nature take its course in accordance with the parents' wishes. Later in his
judgment he said, however, that if the court were to give permission for the operation to take place, then a legal
duty would be imposed on the doctors to treat their patient in her best interests. i.e. to operate upon her.
Fitzpatrick reflects that this is an interesting position: it would have been lawful for the doctors to have accepted
the parent's decision and let the twins die; the doctors were entitled, but not bound. to seek a court ruling;
having done so they were bound in law to accept the court's decision - which was contrary to that of the
parents. He notes that the judge seemed to be saying that not everything has to be referred to the courts, even
those matters of life and death that the court would be constrained to decide differently. Fitzpatrick states that
something of the judge's own diffidence on this topic is contained in his opening comment: 'There has been
some public concern as to why the court is involved at an. We do not ask for work but we have a duty to decide
what parties with a proper interest ask us to decide.'
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Necessity i~ a defence against unlawfulness or wrongfulness. In S v Adams I 17 the
court considered the doctrine of necessity in the context of the criminal law and
noted that for an act to be justified on the grounds of necessity:
(a)

a legal interest of the accused must have been endangered;

(b)

by a threat which had commenced and was imminent;

(c)

which was not caused by the accased's fault and

(d)

in addition it must have been necessary for the accused to avert the
danger; and

(e)

the means used for this purpose must have been reasonable in the
circumstances.

In Adams//8 King J referred to R v Bourne 119 where a surgeon carried out an
operative procedure on a girl of 15 in order to procure an abortion. She had
conceived in consequence of a rape. It was held that the

defenc~

of necessity

had succeeded - apparently because it was held that the operation was necessary
to preserve the life of the girl which the' accused genuinely believed to be in
danger. There was considerable argument .in Bourne as to the distinction
between danger to life and danger to health. The statements by McNaghten J are
contained in his direction to the jury and, said King J, it appeared therefrom that
if the danger had been to health alone the accused would have been convicted. '20
King J stated that there was no reason why threats to the interests of a third
party, particularly one under the protection of an accused, should not justify an
act in necessity to the same extent as threats in respect of an accused himself.
The principle nemo tenetur ad impossibilia can only be applied to a prohibitory
provision by holding that an accused coald not help doing the act prohibited by
. law, in the sense of impossibility of performance. King J said he did not intend,
117

118
119

120

Adams 1979 (4) SA 793 (T)
Adams fu 117 supra
R v Bourne (1938) 3 All ER 61 S (CCC)
In R " Bourne (m 119 supra) at p 617 and 618, in dealing with the distinction between danger to life and danger
to health, McNaghten J said: ..... As I say, you have heard a great deal of discussion as to the difference between
danger to life and danger to health... but is there a perfectly clear line of distinction between danger to life and
danger to health? I should have thought not I should have thought that impairment of health might reach a stage
where it was a danger to life... it may be that you will accept the view that Mr Oliver put forward when he
invited you to give to the words 'for the purpose ofprcserving the life of the mother' a wide and liberal view of
their meaning. I would prefer the word 'reasonable' to the words 'wide and liberal' ... He is not only entitled, but
it is his duty to perform the operati.on with a view to s~ving her life..."
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in saying this, to confuse the defence of necessity with the defence of
impossibility, the two being distinguishable legal concepts.
He said he agreed with the statement by Glanville Williams l21 that a criminal
statute need make no mention of the doctri'ne of necessity as a statute can be
regarded as being impliedly subject to the doctrine, just as a statute is impliedly
subject to the defence of infancy, insanity or self-defence. This, in tum, would,
of course, be subject to an express provision in the statute excluding the
doctrine of necessity or an implied exclusion because of some express language
in the statute. In regard to the legal interest, there is no clear statement of law as
to what can be embraced by a legal interest to justify a defence of necessity. An
interest connotes objective concern in something. The difficulty arises in
endeavouring to define a legal objective concerning something. It was submitted
on behalf of the appellant that the legal interest need only be a legitimate one,
which the ordinary man has in our society, to protect the life or good health of
himself and the persons to whom he stands in a protective relationship. King J
held that a legal interest must involve a fear of injury to person or damage to
property saying he found it unnecessary to decide whether the legal interest
must be one which is capable of protection in law· or need only be legitimate,
but not necessarily one capable of protection in law l22 •
Rumpff J held in S " Adams; S" Werner l23 that "Wanneer '0 toestand regteos as
ooodtoestand beskou moet word, sal afhang van die feite van elke geval. Of die
optrede van 'n persoon wat in noodtoestand handel as redelik beskou kan word
of nie, hang ook van die feite van elke geval af.,,124 South African law

121
122
123
124

Glanville Williams 1965 Current Law Problems at p 224
King J in Adams fn 117 supra also referred to the American Penal Code, Tentative Draft No 853, which stated:
"Conduct which an actor believes to be necessary to avoid an evil to himself or to another is justifiable,
provided that: (a) The evil sought to be avoided by such conduct is greater than that $Ought to be prevented by
the law defining the offence charged .....
SyAdams; S, Werner 1981 (1) SA 187 (A)
Du Toit, one of the Counsel for the state set out the principles and precedents as follows: "In die SuidAftikaanse reg is die volgende vereistes vir die verweer van noodtoestand aangestip: (1) daar moe!, objektief
gesien, 'n reeds begonne toestand van nood wees, of, ook objektief gesien, 'n onmiddellik dreigende
noodtoestand; (2) die persoon in beweerde nood moes nie regtens verplig gewees het om die nood te verduur
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recognizes a general defence of necessity. In Roman law there was no
systematic discussion of the defence of necessity but there are isolated instances
in which such a defence was recognized l2s • Several Roman-Dutch writers
considered necessity as a general defence l26 • Necessity has been recognized as a
general defence in modern South African law l27 • The legally protected interest
may be threatened by force of surrounding circumstances l28 •
Strauss l29 submits that there ~e only three possible grounds of justification for a
medical intervention namely •

The patient's consent (or the consent of someone legally capable of
consenting on his behalf);

•

Negotiorum gestio which entitles a doctor to administer emergency
medical treatment in those cases where on account of the patient's
condition he is unable to consent;

•

Necessity, i.e. where the interests of society are at stake (which would
entitled a doctor to treat the

pati~nt

even against his will) for

~xample

where medical intervention is necessary to prevent the spreading of a
contagious disease l3o •

nie~

12S
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(3) die persoon moes nie self die toestand van nood geskep het nie; (4) sy gewraakte optrede moet die
enigste Manier van redding uit die nood wees; en (5) die belange wat hy opoffer moet nie grater wees as die
bedreigde belange nie. Kyk De Wet en Swanepoel Strafreg 3de uitg te 87 - 89; Burchell en Hunt South African
Criminal Low and Procedure band 1 te 283 et seq~ R ".Vermaak (1900) 21 NLR te 211; R" Garnsworthy 1923
WLD te 21; R" Mahomed (supra te 34, 36); R " Werner 1947 (2) SA 823; R" Baxter 1929 EDL 189~ R"
Damascus 1965 (4) SA te 600 - 60 I, 603; S " BradbllT)' 1967 (1) SA te 393, 394, 399 - 400, 404: R " Mneke
1961 (2) SA te 243; R" Canestra (1951 (2) SA te 324); R" Van der Merwe 1950 (4) SA te 126; R" Samuel
1960 (4) SA te 703; United States v Holmes 1 Wall Jr 1,26 Fed Cas 360~ R" Chipesa 1964 (4) SA te 474; S"
Mtewtwa 1977 (3) SA te 631; S" Pretorius 1975 (2) SA te 90; S" Goliath 1972 (3) SA 1; S"AVBus 1979 (3)
SA 145."
D 47.9.3.7; D 9.2.49.1; D43.24.7.4; D 9.2.29.3; D 19.5.14
Grotius De Jure Bell; ac Pacis 2.2.6 - 9; Puffendorf De Jure Naturae et Gentium 2.6.4 and 5; Van der Keessel
Praelectiones 47.2.8.
S " Mahomed and Another 1938 AD at 34 - 35~ S l' Rabodila 1974 (3) SA 324; S " Pretorius 1975 (2) SA 85;
Chetty " Minister of Police 1976 (2) SA at 452 - 3; Minister of Police" Chetty 1977 (2) SA 885; S " Adams
1979 (4) SA at 796A - C; Burchell and Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure vol 1 General
Principles at 283 et seq; De Wet and Swanepoel Strafreg 3rd ed at 87 - 88; J V van der Westhuizen
Noodtoestand as Regverdigingsgrond in die Strafreg (1979) LLD dissertation (Pretoria) 730.
S v Pretorius 1975 (2) SA 8S at 89 - 90; StoJlberg" Ellioll 1923 CPD 148 at p 150.
Strauss fn 34 sUpra
Strauss (fu 34 supra) at pll. In "Murder, The Defence of 'Necessity' and Medical Practice after the case of the
conjoined twins Jodie and Mary" Chttp·/lwww.forensicmed·couk/siamesetwins.htm) Jones R examines the
legal basis for the type of decision that was made in this case and considers whether this decision will have any
impact on other areas of medical practice where 'value of tire' decisions are made. He notes that Ward U made
the point in his judgment that the prohibition of intentional killing was recognised as the cornerstone oflaw and
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He points out that in Stojjberg v Elliot)3) it was held that in the eyes of the law
every person has certain absolute rights which the law protects. They are not
dependent on statute or upon contract but they are rights to be respected and one
of the rights is absolute security to the person. Any bodily interference with or
restraint of a man's person which is not justified, or excused or consented to is
wrong. A man by entering a hospital does not submit himself to such surgical
treatment as the doctors in attendance upon him may think necessary. He
remains a human being and retains his rights of control and disposal of his own
body. He still has the right to say what operation he will submit to and any
operation performed upon him without his consent is an unlawful interference
with his right of security and control of his own body and is a wrong entitling
him to damages if he suffers any. More recently, in Minister of Safety and

Security and Another v Xaba l32 , Southwood J in the Durban and Coast Local
Division of the High Court refused to fo.1low a decision of the Cape High Court
in Minister of Safety and Security and Another v Gaqa l33 in which an order was
granted to allow police officials to use neces~ary violence to obtain the surgical
removal of a bullet from an accused in circumstances where it was required as
evidence in the criminal prosecution of the accused. In Xaba the applicants
applied for the confirmation of a rule' nisi which would declare the second

131
132
133

social relationships and is of supreme moral value. It reflects the sanctity of life doctri'ne which is essentially a
religious concept. He points out, however, that Ward U noted that the principle does not represent an absolute
rule - life must be protected frqm unjust attack, and the deliberate taking of life is prohibited except in self·
defence or in the legitimate defence of others. All of the judges considered the possibility of the proposed
operation on Jodie and Mary as falling within the realm of the doctrine of necessity although it was Brook U
who provided a detailed examination of the application of this 'obscure aspect of the common law' as Jones
puts it. He notes that in essence the defence of the doctrine of necessity is of a similar species to that of duress
and has been tenned "duress of circumstances" and that it embodies the concept of utilitarianism. He quotes Sir
James Stephens who stated in the Digest of Criminal Law (1887) that the doctrine of necessity could be
described as follows: "An act which would otherwise be a crime may in some cases be excused if the person
accused can show that it was done only in order to avoid consequences which could not otherwise be avoided,
and which, if they had followed, would have inflicted upon him or others whom he was bound to protect
inevitable and irreparable evil, that no more was done that was reasonably necessary for that purpose and that
the evil inflicted by it was not disproportionate to the evil avoided."
Jones notes the defence of duress itself has been disapproved where the charge is murder (Abbott '" R (1976»
and historically, the case of R v Dudley & Stephens (1884) suggested that necessity was not a defence that
would be successful either. It was reaffirmed in the more recent cases of R v Howe (1987) and R v Pommell
(1995) but Brook U considered the facts of these cases to be very different to the case of Jodie and Mary.
Brook U found that the component parts of necessity had been fulfilled in Re: A (Children). Ward U agreed
and stated that the doctors were in an impossible position.
Stoftberg th 28 supra
Xaba 2003 (2) SA 703
Gaqa 2002 (I) SACR 654 (C)
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applicant, a police officer, to be entitled to 'use reasonable force, including any
necessary surgical procedure performed by ... medical doctors' to remove a
bullet lodged in the respondent's thigh, and directing the respondent to subject
himself to the procedure, failing which the Sheriff was to furnish the necessary
consent on his behalf. The respondent was a suspect in a motor-vehicle
hijacking case and the police believed the bullet would connect him with the
crime. Not surprisingly, the respondent refused to undergo the procedure. The
applicants relied on section 27 of the Criminal Procedure Act134 which deals
with legitimate use of force by police in ~e event of resistance against search or
seizure, and section 37, which deals with police powers in respect of prints and
bodily features of the accused. Section 27" of the Criminal Procedure Act
authorises a 'police official' to 'use such force as may be reasonably necessary
to overcome any resistance' against a lawful search of any person or premises.
Section 37(1)(c) authorises a 'police ~~cial' to 'take such steps as he may
deem necessary in order to ascertain whether the, body of a person ... has any
mark, characteristic or distinguishing~ feature or shows any condition or
appearance; provided that no police official shall take any blood sample'.
Section 37(2)(a) allows 'any medical officer of any prison or any district
surgeon or, if requested thereto by any police official, any registered medical
practitioner or registered nurse to 'take such steps, including the taking of a
blood sample, as may be deemed necessary to ascertain whether the body of any
person ... has any mark, characteristic, or distinguishing feature or shows any
condition or 'appearance'.. The applicable section of the Constitution, section 12,
guarantees the right to f~eedom and security of the person, including the right
'to be free from all forms of violence from either public or private sources', and
the right to bodily and psychological

~ntegrity,

including the right to 'security

and control [one's] body'. Section 36 of the Constitution provides that
fundamental rights such as those in section 12 may be limited by a law of
general application in certain circumstances.

134

Criminal Procedure Act No S I of 1977
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In the cases of Xaba and Gaqa the court had to balance the rights of the suspects
to bodily and psycholgical integrity against ,the rights of society as a whole to
safety and security. It is interesting that in the one the court came down in
favour of the individual and in the othe.r in favour of the collective. Generally
speaking the courts seem to favour the riglits of the individual over those of the
collective. The obvious question in these two cases is why, if the suspects were
innocent, they would object to having the bullets removed since this would have
proved their innocence if it in fact exi~ted. In the context of the doctrine of
necessity it is possible that the decision of the court in Xaba was correct
provided that the court could draw an adverse inference from the suspect's
unwillingness to have the buller removed. In' other words there may be less
drastic ways of proving the suspect's guilt than the forced removal of the bullet.
However, it could be argued that in South Africa the rights of society to safety
and security are under siege and that the interests of the collective should weigh
more heavily in these circumstances than those of the individual since the harm
to the individual, should he be guilty or. inno~ent, of minor surgery is not nearly
as significant as the potential harm to society, should he be guilty, of releasing
him to continue his hijacking activities which cost people their lives.

7.4

Vicarious Liability

The liability of public providers of health care services is likely to be vicarious
in most if not all instances. As noted previously the State Liability Act
specifically recognizes the possibility of such liability. According to Neethling

et aI, vicarious liability may in general terms be described as the strict liability
of one person for the delict of another. In other words it the delict of the
tortfeasor is imputed to another person who has a particular relationship of
authority over the tortfeasor in the absence of fault on the part of that other
person. The important relationships in this .regard are employer and employee
and principal and agent. Neethling et al observe that the rationale for the
vicarious liability of an employer for the delicts, of an employee is controversial.
They state that the best-known explan~tion is that the employer's liability is
809

founded on his own fault (culpa in eligendo). However, fault in the choice of
employee has been referred to in

Feldm~n (Pty)

Ltd v Mall'3s as a "hoary

explanation" and Neethling et al agree. They point out that this explanation is
based on a fiction since according to this theory there is an irrebuttable
presumption that the master has been negligent if he servant commits a delict. It
is not open to him to prove the oppo&ite. Other theories put forward are the
interest or profit theory, the identification theory, the solvency theory and the
risk or danger theoryl36 Neethling et al observe that Scottl37 argues convincingly
that the risk or danger theory furnishes the true rationale for the employer's
liability. The theory assumes that the \:York entrusted to the employee creates a
certain risk of harm for which the employer should be held liable on the grounds
of fairness and justice as against injured third parties138• Scottl39 maintains that
the employer should only be held liable if the conduct of the employee was
reasonably foreseeable '40•
In Masuku and Another v Mdlalose and Others '41 the Supreme Court of Appeal
observed that despite various nuances in expression, the common-law test of
vicarious liability, i e whether the employee in question was acting in the course
and scope of his employment or, put differently, whether he was engaged in the
affairs or business of the employer, had ·.been applied consistently since 1958 to
the liability of the state for the wrongful acts of police officers.142 It stated that
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Feldman 1945 AD 733
See Neethling et al tit 18 supra at p 373 for a more detail as to the substance of these theories.
Scott WE, Middellike Aanspreek/ilcheid in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg p 30
In Minister OfLaw And Order" Ngobo 1992 (4) SA 822 (A) the court held. however. that in the circumstances
of that case, there could be no doubt that, on the basis of the standard test, the appellant ought not to have been

held vicariously liable for the employee's wrongful act because the constables had not been on duty; they had at
no stage purported to be carrying out any police function, they had unnecessarily resorted to the use of firearms
in the course of an equally unnecessary altercation with strangers; and they had in no sense been engaged in the
affilirs of the appellant (despite the fact that they had used the revolvers they had been authorised to retain,
which factor, though relevant, was not in itself enough to satisfY the standard test).
Scott til 137 supra

This conclusion was not supported by the minority judgment of Viljoen JA il'l'Minister ofPolice" Mbilini J983
(3) SA 70S (A)
Masuku 1998 (I) SA I (SeA)
See African Guarantee &. Indemnity Co Ltd" Minister ofJustice 1959 (2) SA 437 (A) at p 44S~ Mhlongo and
Another NO" Minister of Police 1978 (2) SA 551 (A) especially at 567 para (3); Macala" Maokeng Town
Council 1993 (I) SA 434 (A); Minister of Law and Order" Ngobo 1992 (4) SA 822 (A) at 826F-828A;
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the previous cases, on analysis, all confirmed that, in order to establish the
vicarious liability of the state, the plaintiff must prove that the person who did
the wrong was (a) an employee of the state acting in that capacity, and (b) that
he or she performed the wrongful act in the course or scope of his or her
employment. It said that the tests for state liability for the wrongful acts of
police officers and the test for an employer's vicarious liability were stated
explicitly to be the same in Mhlongo and Another NO v Minister ofPolice I43 •·

The terms 'within the scope of his autl}ority' and 'within the scope of
employment', said the court, were treat~d as' being synonymous. Reference was
made to the notional difference between the two last-mentioned concepts that
were mentioned, but not explained or used, in Feldman (Pty) Ltd 11 Mall but
doubt was expressed as to the tenability of this difference when Corbett JA
stated at 5670:
"Nevertheless, it has never been suggested that the state escapes liability for a wrongful
act committed by a servant in his capacity as such simply because the act fell outside
the 'scope of his authority', when it was clearly within the 'scope of his employment'."

In Minister ofSafety and Security 11 Jordaan TIA Andre Jordaan Transportl44 it
was noted that the standard test for vicarious liability is whether the delict in
question was committed by an employee' while acting in the course and scope of
his employment. The inquiry is frequently said to be whether at the time the
employee was about the affairs or business, or doing the work, of the employer.
The court said that while this was no doubt true, it should not be overlooked that
the affairs or business or work of the employer in question must relate to what
the. employee was generally or specifically instructed to do. It held that provided
the employee was engaged in activity reasonably' necessary to achieve either
objective, the employer would be liable: The court observed that the difficulty is
that, while the general approach to be adopted may be easy enough to formulate,

143
144

Tshabalala " Lekoa City Council 1992 (3) SA 21 (A) at 288-29B; Minister ofPolice" Rabie 1986 (1) SA 117
(A) at 132G-H. 134D-13SC; MinisterolPolice" Mbilini 1983 (3) SA 70S (A) especially at p 710B-712B.
Mhlongo til 142 supra
Jordaan 2000 (4) SA 21 (SeA)
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its lack of exactitude is such that problems inevitably arise in its application.
This is particularly so in the so-called deviation cases. Not every act of an
employee committed during the time of his employment which is in the
advancement of his personal interests or for the achievement of his own goals,
necessarily falls outside the course and scope of his employment. In each case,
whether the employer is held to be liable or not must depend on the nature and
extent of the deviation. Once the deviation is such that it cannot reasonably be
held that the employee is still exercising the functions to which he was
appointed, or still carrying out some instruction of his employer, the latter will
cease to be liable. The court found that whether that stage has been reached is
essentially a question of degree and said that answer to each case will depend
upon a close consideration of the facts. The same is true of the inquiry as to
whether the deviation has ceased and the employee has resumed the business of
his employer.

In Minister van Veiligheid vn Sekuriteit v Phoebus Apollo Aviation Bk145 it was
held that the actions of three dishonest policemen who were involved in a
robbery had not, considered objectively or subjectively, fallen within the course
and scope of their duties and that they had emb.arked on an unauthorised jaunt
for their own benefit with the intention of stealing from their own employer. It
was held, further, that the three policemen had, by their theft and fraudulent
conduct, not cal:lsed vicarious liability to devolve upon their employer.
In Minister van Veiligheid en Sekuriteit v Japmoco Bk BfA Status Motors 146 the
respondent claimed that members of the vehicle theft uilit of the South African
Police Service, in the service of the State, had intentionally and for private gain,
co-operated with a syndicate of car thie,!,es and made it possible for the latter to
sell cars stolen by its members. The relevant policemen prepared and issued
motor vehicle clearance certificates, without which the vehicles could not be B

145
146

Phoebus Apollo 2002 (5) SA 475 (SCA)
Japmoco 2002 (5) SA 649 (SCA)
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registered and resold. Eight of the vehicles for which false documentation was
provided were sold to a second-hand motor vehicle dealer, Pro-fit, which in tum
sold the vehicles to the respondent. The .respondent sold seven of the vehicles at
a profit to various memb~rs of the public~ All eight vehicles were later .seized by
the police. Six of the seven purchasers held the respondent liable in terms of his
common-law implied warranty against e.viction and the respondent was forced
to compensate each of them by repaying the purchase price or value of the
motor vehicle. The respondent lost the eighth vehicle. The respondent based his
claim in delict. It was argued that the r~levant policemen, acting within the
course and scope of their employment as employees of the state, had made

i~

possible for the thieves to trick unsuspecting purchasers with false
documentation. Without the relevant

do~uments,

the respondent alleged that he

would never have purchased the relevant vehicles and would therefore have
suffered no

d~ages.

During the trial it was admitted that the relevant clearance

certificates were issued while the relevant policemen were aware of the fact that
the clearance certificates were being issued in respect of stolen vehicles. The
Court had to answer three questions: (1) Ha4 the respondent proved a causal
link between the actions of the relevant policemen and the purchase of the eight
vehicles by the respondent; (2) had the policemen been acting within the course
and scope of their duties; and (3) had the respondent proved the fact that he had
suffered damages as well as the quantum· thereof. Nienaber JA held that an
employer was legally liable for the damage caused to third parties by the
unlawful actions of his employee within the course of his duty. He said that
whether the unlawful action occurred within the course of the employee's duty
was a factual enquiry and that sometimes it was a question of degree whether
the relevant action fell just within or without the scope of the employment. It
could fall within the scope of employment even where it conflicted with an
emphatic ban from the employer and even where the employee acted
intentionally and not negligently. The employee's purpose had to be examined
and in this respect, the test was subjective:Where there was, however, a close
connection between the employee's action for his own interests and purposes
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Augustine's Hospital (Ply) Ltd v Le Bre"ton lS3 a 92-year-old palient fractured her
leg when, in the middle of the night, she fell out of a hospital cot due to the
negligence of the nursing staff in failing to erect the sides of the cot at night.
The single judge was constrained to hold that in the absence of any special term
in the

c~ntract

between the hospital and that patient, the ordinary contract

between patient and hospital does not cast upon the hospital an obligation to do
more than take reasonable steps to assure itself of the professional competence
of the nurses it e~ploys to attend to the pati~nt. The patient could thus not hold
the hospital liable for the negligence of its nursing staff. The court in this case
made the point that it was obliged by the principle of stare decisis and the fact
that the decision of the Natal court in the. Lower Um/olosi Memorial Hospital
case had been one of a Full Bench to make the judgment that it had but that it
would have preferred to come to a different finding had it been free to do so. In
Mtetwa v Minister 0/ Health 'S4 the

plain~iff was

a patient at the King George V

Hospital. She was being treated for suspected tuberculosis. The physician
treating her was a certain Dr Pala, an" employee of the defendant. The plaintiff
alleged that Dr Pala acted carelessly in prescribing and administering a
particular medication for her, in consequence of which she suffered a series of
unpleasant and harmful after- and side-"effects. She accordingly claimed R7 000
for pain, suffering, discomfort and inponvenience and R3 000 for loss of
amenities. The respondent excepted to the plaintiff's claim on the basis of the
decision of the court in Lower Umfolosi District War Memorial Hospital v
Lowe. The court in Mtetwa observed that in the Transvaal the cases of
Esterhuizen v Administrator Transvaal'ss ; Dube v Administrator Transvaal ,s6
and Buls and Another v

Tsatsarolakisls~

do not mention nor support the

distinction, which is pivotal to the decision in the Lower Um/olos; case, between
professional work over which the hospital is said to have no control and for

IS3
IS4
ISS
156
157

St A Ilgustine 's 1975 (2) SA 188 (D); 1975 (2) SA 530 (D)
Mtetwa 1989 (3) SA 600 (D)
Esterhllizen fn 29 supra
Dllbe 1963 (4) SA 260 (T)
Bills 1976 (2) SA 891 (T)
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which it is accordingly not liable, and· managerial or administrative duties
performed by an employee, for which i~ is responsible. In the Transvaal cases
the issue was simply whether the particular member of staff was negligent in the
exercise of his duties, regardless of whether he was part of a professional team
or not. However, said the court, as long as the decision in the Lower Um/olosi
case stands, that is not the prevailing view in Natal. Because of the divergence
<?f judicial views, and because the plaintiff was anxious to avoid the
predicament which compelled Fannin J in the St Augustine's Hospital (Ply) Ltd

case to follow the one view while preferring the other, the plaintiff, as the
respondent to the exception, initiated an application in terms of s 13(1)(b) of the
Supreme Court Act lSS to have the hearing of the exception referred to the Full
Court of the Natal Provincial Division. That application, which was not
opposed, was duly granted. The court observed that the point on which the
decision in the Lower Um/olosi case hinged was that a member of the
professional staff of a hospital was not a servant proper for whose misdeeds the
hospital was accordingly responsible. At the time that was perceived to be a
principle of law. Nowadays, the question is purely one of fact. The degree of
supervision and control which is exercised by the person in authority over him
is no longer regarded as the sole criteripn to determine whether someone is a
servant or something else. The deciding factor is the intention of the parties to
the contract, which is to be gathered frem a variety of facts and factors. Control
is merely one of the indicia to determine whether or not a person is a servant or
an independent worker. Nienaber J state~ that just as the Minister of Law and
Order can be held accountable for the peccadilloes of a policeman even when
the latter exercised a discretion of his own IS9 and indeed, even when he was not
on dutyl60, so too, it might be argued by analogy, the Minister of Health is at risk
if a member of the staff of a hospital under his comm~d is negligent in the
exercise of any of his duties, be they professional and not subject to dictation

ISS
IS9
160

Supreme Court Act No 59 of 1959
Minister Wln Polisie en In Ander" Gamble en In Anrler 1979 (4) SA 759 (A)
Minister 0/Po/ice" Rabie 1986 (1) SA 117 (A)
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from others. The court held that to the extent that the judgment in the Lower

Um/olosi case purported to enunciate a universal principle of law, namely that a
hospital assumes no responsibility for the negligence of any member of its staff
engaged in professional work, it has been overtaken by more recent authority,
not only by the South African cases referred to but by English ones as well. 161

7.S

Medicines

Medicines are of particular interest in the delictual sphere because they are the
product or goods aspect of health services delivery. Consequently issues such as
product liability and the liability of the manufacturer as opposed to that of the
health services provider who supplies the medicine are of relevance. Whilst
issues of the administration of medicines by health care providers are also
important, the context in which medicines are marketed, developed and supplied
by manufacturers adds a new dimension .to the discussion. The efficacy of a
medicine is a quality that can only be generally, as opposed to specifically,
established in the sense that different individuals react and respond differently
to the same medicine l62 • They may experience different side-effects, they may

161

162

See, for instance: Gold" Essex County Council [1942] 2 KB 293; Collins" Herrfordshire County Council
[1947] KB 598; Cassidy" Ministryo/Health [1951] 2 KB 343 (CA); Roe "MinisterolHealth [1954] 2 QB66
The Nuffield Council on "Bioethics Pharmacogenetics: Ethical Issues' has stated that: "People V8IY in their
response to the same medicine. Few medicines are effective for everyone; all may cause adverse reactions or
occasionally death. Some of the variation between individuals in response to medicines is due to differences in
their genetic make-up. There are many different reasons why medicines may be dangerous or ineffective. such
as inaccurate prescribing. poor compliance by the patient and interaction between a particular medicine and
other substances. including other medication. However, advances in genetic knowledge may enable us to take
better account of differences between individuals. Pharmacogenetics is the study of genetic variation that affects
response to medicines. It has the potential to play an important role in improving safety and efficacy. Adverse
reactions to medicines have significant costs, in both human and monetary terms. In addition. considerable
resources are wasted on prescribing medicines that have little or no effect in particular patients."
http·/Iwww.nuffieldbjoethics orglfilelibrarv/pdflpharmacogenetics report pdf . They proceed to point out that
the most common reason for medicines to be withdrawn from the market once they have been licensed is the
subsequent occurrence in patients of serious advell,C reactions which were either unsuspected at the time of
marketing authorisatiuon or occur more frequently than was expected at the time of the grant of marketing
authorisation. They also make the point that both public and private providers of healthcare operate on limited
budgets. In addition to the traditional requirements of quality, efficacy and safety for the reglliatory approval of
new medicines. public policy in many countries is developing the requirement to assess medicines for their
cost-effectiveness.
Abraham J Sheppard J and Reed T "Rethinking Transparency and Accountability in Medicines Regulation in
the United Kingdom" British Medical Journal Jan 2' 1999 observe that: "The marketing of a number of drugs
that would have been withdrawn because their risks outweighed their benefit would probably have been
challenged earlier ifthere had been greater transparency and public accountability... In the case of Opren, the
lack of experimental testing for photosensitivity before approval in the United Kingdom and the omission of
clear estimates of risks of photosensitivity from the United Kingdom product data sheet might well have been
questioned. Hundreds of patients who had taken Opren subsequently complained of persistent photosensitivity.
Similarly, Zomax was approved in the United Kingdom for the chronic treatment of arthritis without any
7
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experience widely varying levels of efficacy, in some cases they may even
experience an allegoric reaction to the medicine. Furthermore, the efficacy of a
medicine from the point of view of the patient is dependent upon a number of
external factors such as the accuracy of the diagnosis, the manner and the
environment in which it is administered or taken, the overall state of health of
the patient, whether the patient has an allergy. to the medicine l63 , whether it is
taken in combination with other drugs or an appropriate dietary regimen etc.

Laypersons are sometimes of the view, in relation to medicines, that even if the
medicine is not effective surely there can be rio harm in taking it. This can be a
dangerous misperception. Many medicines are toxic substances, some more so
than others l64 • They can themselves induce. illness if used incorrectly. There can'

163
164

warning on the product data sheet, despite positive carcinogenicity findings in animal tests before marketing.
After the drug had been withdrawn, the Medicines Commission described the findings on carcinogenicity as a
cause for concern when justifying its recommendation that lomax should be returned to the market. Had those
findings been public before the drug had been approved fewer patients would probably have been prescribed
Zomax. More recently. Halcion was finally banned in the United Kingdom in 1993. It had been approved in
1978 but suspended since 1991. On banning Halcion the British regulatory authorities said that if they had
known in 1978 what they knew in 1991. they would never have approved the drug in the first place. II
Brazell C, Freeman A and Mosteller, M "Maximizing the value of medicines by including pharmacogenetic
research in drug development and surveillance" British Journal o/Clinical Pharmacology March 2002 state that
"Genetics provides significant opportunities to maximize the safety and efficacy of medicines... The ability to
develop drugs with a predictable response will allow clinicians to provide targeted treatment for patients with
greater confidence of safety and efficacy. Patients will therefore receive more efficacious. timely and welltolerated medicines."
Penicillin for example is an effective antibiotic in many instances but some individuals are allergic to it and
therefore cannot use it
Anti-retroviral drugs are highly toxic substances that can in some cases result in death. By way of example the
drug profile of Abacavir (ABC): Ziagen (GlaxoSmithKline); related: TrlzMr (TZV) CLASS: reads as followsNRTI INDICATIONS: Most potent NRTI. FORMS AND PRICE: Tabs: 300 mg at $6.41. As TZV: AZT 300
mgl3TC 150 mgI ABC 300 mg at 516.75 PATIENT ASSISTANCE: 800-722-9294
REGIMEN: 300 mg bid. Renal failure: Standard. PATIENT INSTRUCTIONS: No food restrictions. Warn
about hypersensitivity reactions expressed as fever (usually 39° to 40OC), rash (maculopapular, often subtle),
fatigue, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain, muscle/joint pain, paresthesias, cough andlor dyspnoea.
The highest risk is in the first 6 weeks but can occur at any time. A common concern is that every cold or side
effect from a drug taken concurrently is interpreted as a side effect of ABC. Fever is nearly always present with
ABC hypersensitivity. Patients should be advised to contact provider with questions prior to dlc. Warn of
lipodystrophy and fat redistribution. WARNINGS: HSR, may be severe, resulting in hypotension and possible
death. Warning card is available from pharmacists. Next dose will illicit same or worse Sx, may wish to
administer next dose under observation. Remember that once this drug is stopped for suspected hypersensitivity
it is often lost forever. SIDE EFFECTS: HSR with above Sx.; complications include anaphylaxis, renal failure.
hepatic failure, hypotension and death. Rechallenge has resulted in 3 deaths. GI intolerance. Class ADR: Lactic
acidosis and hepatic steatosis .... DRUG INTERACTIONS: ETOH increases ABC AUC 41% (clinical
significance unkn'own); ABC may .methadone CI; .methadone dose may be required. PREGNANCY:
CategoryC.
Efavirenz, EFV: SlI3tiva (Bristol-Myers Squibb)
CLASS: NNRTI
INDICATIONS: Potent anti-HI V agent; one of few triple agent regimens with comparable antiviral activity with baseline VL
above or below 100,000 clmL in treatment naive patients.

FORMS AND PRICE: Caps: SO mg, 100 mg, 200 mg at $4.39
REGIMENS: 600 mg (three 100 mg tabs) hs. Renal failure or hepatic failure: StandardPATIENT
INSTRUCTIONS: Take without regard to meals except that high fat meals should be avoided because they
increase absorption. If switching from PI to EFV. some experts suggest an overlap of 1 week to achieve
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also be significant consequences for general public health if they are used
inappropriately. Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB)16S is a real
example of the dangers for patients of widespread resistance to antibiotics.

MDR-TB can only be treated with a limited number of extremely expensive
antibiotics. If resistance to these antibiotics develops, there is no other effective
treatment for the disease. Malaria is another example of a disease that has
beaten what was once its standard treatment. 166 The World Health Organisation
has warned that many infectious diseases which can be controlled now may be
untreatable within 10 years 167. The same principles are applicable to

16S

166

167

therapeutic EFV levels. Avoid in pregnancy and in women contemplating pregnancy. Warn of potential side
effects of bad dreams and "disconnected" feeling, with the anticipation that if these occur, they will occur with
the first dose and will usually resolve in 2 to 4 weeks. Women cannot depend on oral contraceptives when
taking EFV. Warn of lipodystrophy, fat redistribution, and rash. WARNINGS: Avoid in 1st trimester of
pregnancy and in women contemplating pregnancy; birth control pills may be unreliable due to interaction with
EFV. CNS side effects in >50010 in first 2 to 3 weeks and may be profound with confusion, vivid dreams,
depersonalization, etc. Impact of ETOH, prior mental illness, or psychoactive drugs not well characterized. May
need to avoid driving and other potentially dangerous activities during first 2 to 4 weeks. May cause false
positive cannabinoid test (confirmatory tests are negative). Drug interactions, see below. SIDE EFFECI'S:
Rash-I 5% to 27%, sufficiently serious to dlc drug in 1% to 2%; dlc ifrash is associated with fever, blistering.
desquamation, mucous membrane involvement, arthritis or Stevens-Johnson syndrome (rare). CNS effects, see
above. Hepatitis with ALT >5 x ULN in 2% to 3%. Class ADRs: Rash,lipodystrophy (not well characterized).
cholesterol and HDL increase. DRUG INTERACfIONS: Contraindicated: Astemizole, terfenadine,
midazolam, triazolam, cisapride, clarithromycin and ergot. EFV reduces levels of RBT, increase RFB dose to
450-600 mglday or 600 mg 2x1week. Minimal RlF interaction, use standard doses of each. EFV reduces
methadone levels, monitor for withdrawal Sx. Possibly significant interactions: EthinyJ estradiol (use alternative
method of birth control) and warfarin (monitor pro-time). Pis: see Table 6-10, p. 34.
Source: http://www.hopkins-aids.edulpublicationslabbrevgdlabbrevgd.pdf.
Biotec Tuberculosis http://www.biQtec comlfptbrapid html. "Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) refers
to drug resistance to at least two key TB drugs, isoniazid and rifampicin ... Treatment of MDR-TB requires use
of less effective, more toxic and expensive drugs for longer periods. Patients with MDR-TB are less likely to be
cured, giving the potential opportunity of spreading MRD-TB to the community:'
Radio Netherlands 'Drug Resistance' htnrllwww.rnw n)/healthlhtmVdrug-resistance html reports that
chloroquine as frontline treatment for malaria is now nearly useless. Since its synthesis in 1934, chloroquine as
been used all over the world as a cheap and effective front-line treatment for malaria. In the later 1950's the first
cases of chloroquine resistance were detected and today, chloroquine is no longer an effective anti-malarial drug
in many countries of South America and Asia and Africa where 90% of malaria cases occur. Drug Information
- News http·llpbarmnetco.za!druginfolnewslnews02.htro informs travellers that current malaria prophylaxis is
being recognised globally as becoming less effective due to parasitic resistance. Chloroquine has been the
mainstay of antimalarial drugs treatment for the past 40 years but resistance is now widespread and few
countries are unaffected. Resistance to mefloquine is also developing rapidly, particularly in areas of South East
Asia.
BBC News 'Antibiotics could soon be useless' 13 June 2000 htUrllnews bOO co uklllbilbealth089591 stm .
According to the report. new strains of 'old' diseases, such as tuberculosis (m), which are immune to existing
treatments have been reported across the world in recent years. In Russia and China. 10% of m patients have
strains resistant to the two most powerful treatments. Last year, New York City spent almost US$1 bn to control
an outbreak of multi-drug resistant m. In Thailand, drug resistance has meant the doctors can no longer
prescribe the three most common drugs to treat malaria. Dr David Heymann, executive director of the WHO's
communicable diseases programme said there was an urgent need to reduce infection levels before the diseases
wear the drugs down. He is quoted as saying. "The world may only have a decade or two to make optimal use
of many of the medicines presently available to stop infectious diseases. We are literally in a race against time
to bring levels of infectious disease down world-wide. The WHO says that drug resistance has occurred as a
result of haphazard use of drugs. In wealthy countries resistance has occurred because of unnecessary demand
and overuse of drugs. In poorer countries drug resistance is often blamed on underuse of drugs because many
people fail, often because oflack of money, to finish drug treatment courses.
II
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antiretroviral drugs (ARVs). The dangers of resistance are reaP68. Apart from
mutation of the virus within individuals which can lead to individual resistance
to ARV s,

th~re

is the danger of global resistance to ARVs as the ARV resistant

strains spread and become dominant. The HI virus mutates periodically to a
point at which the prevailing recommended drug regimens have to be changed
or new drugs, where possible, introducedl69. Given that there is only a limited
number (approximately 20) different ARVs available worldwide and most of
them are currently used in 3 or 4 drug combinations170, mass resistance to ARVs
168

169

170

According to the Rutger Hauer Starfish Foundation. a global surveillance system for tracking HIV drug
resistance has been launched by the World Health Organization and the International AIDS Society. They
believe that the programme will be crucial to prevent important mv drugs. called antiretrovirals. from being
"wasted" as they start to be used in the developing world. Their use has been made possible as a result of price
cuts by drug companies. cheaper generic versions of the drugs and foreign aid funding. The surveillance
network
will
also. help
western
countries
use
antiretrovirals
more
intelligendy.
(www rutherhauer orglrutgerhauerstarfish infol2infolnewstories) See also WHO Global Strategy for
Containment of Antimicrobial Resistance (WHO/CDSICSRIDRSI2001.2) in which it is stated that deaths from
acute respiratory infections. diarrhoeals diseases, measles. AIDS. malaria and tuberculosis account for more
than 85% of the mortality from infection worldwide. Resistance to first-line drugs in most of the pathogens
causing these diseases ranges from zero to almost 100%. In some instances resistance to second- and third- line
agents is seriously compromising treatment outcome. Added to this is the significant global burden of resistance
hospital-acquired infections. the emerging problems of antiviral resistance and the increasing problems of drug
resistance in the neglected parasitic diseases of poor and marginalized populations. According to the WHO.
resistance has recently been described as a threat to global stability and national security. In 1998 the World
Health Assembly urged member states to develop measures to encourage appropriate and cost-effective use of
antimicrobials, to prohibit the dispensing of antimicrobials without the prescription of a qualified health
professional. to improve practices to prevent the spread of infection and thereby the spread of resistant
pathogens. to strengthen legislation to prevent the manufacture. sale and distribution of counterfeit
antimicrobials and the sale of antimicrobials on the informal market and to reduce the use of antimicrobials in
food-animal production.
http'/lwww who int/csrlresources/publjcations/drugresist/EGlobal St[8t pdf. In another publication in 2000.
entitled 'Overcoming Antimicrobial Resistance' the World Health Organisation stated that recent studies it had
undertaken indicated that for every 100 respiratory infections, only 20% required antibiotic treatment. This
meant that 80% of patients are treated with unnecessary medications thereby leading drugs directly into the
sight lines of resistance. It commented that while bacterial infections can kill, treating viral illness with
antibiotics is not only ineffective but contributes to the development of resistance.
(http:Uwww who intiinfectious-disease-reportl'lOOO/ch4.htm).
Gi1Iim L. Gusella GL, Vargas J Jr. Marras D. Klotman ME and Cara A 'Development ofa Novel Screen for
Protease Inhibitors' Clinical and Diagnostic Laboratory Immunology
http'/Icdli asm.orglcgi/contentlfull/8121437 note that "Since the onset of the AIDS epidemic. a number of
antiretroviral drugs have been developed for the treatment of human immunodeficiency virus type I(HIV-I)
infection. While the initial target for therapy was reverse viral transcriptase, inhibitors targeting the viral
protease (PR) enzyme have become a mainstay of antiretroviral therapy. Although use of these compounds in
multidrug regimens has dramatically reduced viral load as weall as morbidity and mortality, their long term
benefit in H1V-l infected patients has dramatically reduced viral load as well as morbidity and mortality. their
long-tem:t benefit in H1V-1 infected patients has been limited by the emergence of drug-resistant viral strains.
The high rate of mutation ofHIV-1 coupled with incomplete viral suppression and widespread use of this class
of drugs will continue to contribute to this problem. For this reason it is essential that new drugs targeting PRo
as well as new viral targets be developed."
See 'Quadruple Therapy With A Protease Inhibitor and NNRTI Achieves Highest Rate of Viral Suppression in
Nucleoside Analogue Experienced Patients' (MontanerlMellors. NElM 819) HIVdent Drug &: Medications
News Update. It has now been observed. for example. that quadruple therapy consisting of two nucleoside
reverse transcriptase inhibitors (one of which is new). a protease inhibitor and a non-nucleoside reverse
transcriptase inhibitor achieves a higher rate of viral suppression in patients who have already been treated ~ith
NRTls (antiretroviral drugs) than treatment regimens consisting of NRTls and either a NNRTI or a protease
inhibitor. according to a study published in the August 9 (2001) edition of the New England Journal of
Medicine. The study was conducted by Dr Mary Albrecht and colleagues of the AIDS Clinical Trials Group.
The findings indicated that quadruple therapy offers "significantly more durable suppression" than either
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can rapidly become a serious and global public health problem. Negligent or
irresponsible prescription and use of certain drugs can therefore in itself be
harmful not only to individual patients but to society as a whole. What has all
this to do with the law of delict, one might ask. It is submitted that there is
potential for claims in delict, based on the circumstances discussed above, at a
number of different levels within the health system. Take for example the case
of a family doctor who negligently, unnecessarily and repeatedly prescribes a
drug for a particular patient. The drug is a lifesaver for a particular condition (eg
myocardial infarct) when taken appropriately but if used too frequently results
in a rapid build up of resistance within the patient which nullifies its efficacy for
the life threatening condition. In certain circumstances the doctor could be held
liable for a claim in delict if the patient's capacity to benefit from the drug was
nullified by the doctor's unnecessary prescription of it and it was reasonably
foreseeable that the patient could suffer from the life threatening condition at
some stage. Obviously much would depend on the facts of the particular case
but delictual liability within these circumstances is not impossible. Within the
public sector, overuse or misuse of certain medicines on the prescription of
doctors who are employees of the state and who create a public health risk
because of an increase in drug resistance due to the overuse or misuse of the
medic'ine, could conceivably lead to claims in delict in certain circumstances. At
a constitutional level the irresponsible and irrational prescription of a drug
within the public health sector could result in reduced access to health care
services for large numbers of patients - especially if any alternative therapies
were considerably more expensive and therefore unaffordable for the majority
of patients that previously had access to the now defunct drug. Class actions
could cO{lceivably arise against drug manufacturers in consequence of
marketing practices which actively encourage health professionals to 'push'

version of triple therapy. Extensive previous treatment with NRTIs that has lead to zidowdine resistance may
result in hypersusceptibility to NRTIs. They stated that although conserving some classes of treatment for later
use is an important consideration, the benefits of using additional classes of potent agents with the goal of
suppressing viral replication must be weighed against the potential risks of incurring new or long term toxic
effects and limiting future treatment options.
(http://www.hivdent orgldrugsldrugs t IdrugglW!!p08200 1 htm)
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their products when treating patients in terms of prescriptions and medical
advice if it can be shown that such marketing is irresponsible and does not warn
doctors and other prescribers of the dangers of resistance with the result that the
drug becomes useless to those who need it. There has of late been a major shift
in advertising with more and more funds being spent on direct to consumer
promotion of drugs.

One of the major problems with responsible use of pharmaceutical products in
order to avoid mass resistance and one that does not seem to be linked very
often in the literature to problems of resistance are the commercial practices
surrounding the sale and marketing of medicines. Pharmaceutical manufacturers
and others in the medicines supply chain incentivise healthcare professionals to
prescribe and administer their particular products and also specific volumes of
those products. The primary motivation is commercial - to 'move' as much
product as possible. The results of unethical marketing of medicines are inter

alia unethical, unnecessary and irresponsible prescription of medicines. 171
Furthermore, at the extreme end of the spectrum, it could even be said that drug
resistance is a beneficial aspect of the system from the point of view of the
manufacturer since as long as it can continue, by means of research and
development to stay ahead of the resistance game it is guaranteed of a market
for new drugs as the older ones become obsolete. Drug companies are likely to
argue that drug resistance is not beneficial for them because they would like to
continue to sell both old and new products. However the maximum duration of
,a patent is usually twenty years in principle and less in practice. Once the drug
goes off patent, the fact is that its price drops dramatically as generic
manufacturers

171

climb

onto

the

bandwagon.

The

theory

of planned

Fresle DA and Wolfheim C 'Public Education in Rational Drug Use: A Global Survey' WHO Geneva March
1997 Pharmaceutical marketing to prescribers, dispensers and consumers may contribute to irrational use.
Unethical marketing of drugs is widespread in developing countries and although standards have improved in
developed countries, recent studies have found continuing problems, such as false and misleading claims.
switch campaigns and commercial promotion disguised as scientific trials.
www who.intirnedicines/librarv/dap/who-dap-97-SlWHODAP97S pdf
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obsolescence l72 describes a way of maintaining control of a particular market in
other industries 173 • Manufacturers who make drugs for the communicable
diseases market do not have to worry about planned obsolescence - nature has
built it into the system for them in the form of drug resistance. However, this
does not mean to say that they cannot profit significantly from drug resistance
and that there is no inherent perverse incentive sufficiently present within the
system for them to focus on and actively promote widespread, high-volume use
of a drug without being overly concerned about the appropriacy of ~at use.
Furthermore, all drugs have expiry dates beyond which they may not lawfully
be sold. It is clear that just around medicines alone, which are only one aspect of
health services delivery, there are a number of complex issues upon which the
law of delict has relevance.
The question of the liability of a medicines regulatory authority to cancel or
suspend the registration of a medicine on receipt of information subsequent to
its registration that its efficacy is dubious is also of interest in the context of
delicts committed by the state 174. Section 16 of the Medicines and Related
Substances Control Act l75 sta~es that:
1) If the council-

172

173

174
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The New Dictionary a/Cultural Literacy, Third Edition 2002, defines 'planned obsolescence' as "Incorporating
into a product features that will almost certainly go out of favour in a short time, thereby inducing the consumer
to purchase a new model of the product. Placing sweeping tail fins on an automobile was an example of planned
obsolescence." bttp·/lwww.bartleby coml59118/l2lannedobsol.hbnl
Bulow J •An Economic Theory Of Planned Obsolescence' states that "Except under unusual conditions, a
monopolist will produce goods with inefficiently short useful lives. The result is closely linked to the
observation that a durable goods monopolist will prefer to rent. rather than sell, its output. An oligopolist, or
equivalently a monopolist facing certain entry in a subsequent period, also has a countervailing incentive to
extend durability. As a corollary. such firms have an incentive to steer customers to purchase rather than rental
contracts. This same result also holds if future competition is to be over a related but not identical substitute
product. Therefore. while monopolists will opt for inefficiently short useful lives. oligopolists may choose
either uneconomically short or long lives. depending on their technologies and market conditions. There is also
an incentive to increase durability to deter entry."
https:llfacultyish stanfQrd edulbulow/articleslAno/020Economjco/020Theory%20ofU/020planned%20Qbsolescence pdf
In terms of section (3)(a) of the Medicines and Related Substances Act No 101 of 1965: If after consideration
of any such application and after any investigation or enquiry which it may consider necessary the council is
satisfied that the medicine in question is suitable for the purpose for which it is intended and complies with the
prescribed requirements and that registration of that medicine is in the public interest. it shall approve of the
registration thereof. In terms of section 1(3) of the Act: In determining whether or not the registration or
availability of a medicine is in the public interest, regard shall be had only to the safety, quality and therapeutic
efficacy thereof in relation to its effect on the health of man or any animal, as the case may be.
Medicines Act fn 12 supra
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(a)

is of the opinion that any person has failed to comply with any
condition subject to which any medicine has been registered; or

(b)

is of the opinion that any medicine does not comply with any
prescribed requirement; or

(c)

is of the opinion that it is not in the public interest that any
medicine shall be available to the public,

the council shall cause notice in writing to be given accordingly by the registrar
to the holder of the certificate of registration issued in respect of that medicine.

(2) Any such notice shall specify the grounds on which the council's opinion is
based, and shall indicate that the person to whom it is directed may within one
month after receipt thereof submit to the registrar any comments he may wish to
put forward in connection with the matter.

(3) If no such comments are so submitted, or if after consideration of any
comments so submitted the council is of the opinion that the registration of the
medicine in question should be cancelled, the council may direct the registrar to
cancel the registration thereof.

The Act does not state what happens if the council fails to comply with section
16. Furthermore subsection (3) states that the council

may direct the registrar to

cancel the registration of the medicine if it is of the opinion that the registration
of the medicine in question should be cancelled. Since for the purposes of the
Act, registration of a medicine is based upon its quality, efficacy and safety, it is
difficult to envisage a situation in which the Council' would .be justified in
failing to cancel the registration of a medicine where it is of the opinion that
such registration should be cancelled.

7.6

Constitutional Delicts?

To some extent this topic has already been touched upon in the earlier
discussion under the section on loss. However, it is important to explore this
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issue specifically from the constitutional perspective of the State's obligation to
achieve the progressive realisation of the right of access to health care services.
If the State, or some organ of state, fails in some obvious respect to do so, does
this constitute a delict against the affected persons? A pertinent example of this
is the present state of affairs concerning municipal health services. Section 84 of
the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act l76 assigns certain functions to
district municipalities including municipal health services. l77 There are two
problems associated with this. The first is that health services being rendered by
municipalities are for the most part fu~ded and rendered by metropolitan
municipalities and local municipalities. These latter levy rates and taxes within
their areas of jurisdiction and fund such services from these rates and taxes.
District municipalities do not have the power to raise money in this way.
Essentially, therefore, the Municipal Structures: Loca~ Government Act has
created an unfunded mandate for district municipalities. This in itself is not
problematic in view of the fact that the Minister of Provincial and Local
Government can authorise a local municipality to render municipal health
services in its area. 178 The Minister .did issue such authorisations to most, if not
all, local municipalities by way of a series of notices issued in November 2000.
Subsequently, in 2003, the Minister deCided to revoke the authorisation to the
extent that it covered municipal health services with effect from 01 July 2004
and did so by way of a series of notices published in the Gazette. Since the
funding issues for district municipalities will not have been resolved at that
time, since estimates are that the. current value of municipal health services
rendered by local municipalities is close to one billion rands and since the
provincial governments do not

hav~

this kind of funding available to enable

them to step into the breach, the Minister's actions in revoking the
authorisations are highly problematic and quite possibly unconstitutional.

176
177
178

Municipal Strutures Act No 117 of 1998
Fn 176 supra Section 84(1 Xi)
Fn 176 supra Section 84(3)(a)
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It is conceivable that a situation could arise in which a person seeking health
care services, especially emergency medical treatment, suffers loss due to the
fact that the required health care services were not available or were not
available within a specific time. Reference has already been made to the case of

Olitzki .and the concurrence of the

Supre~e

Court of Appeal in that case with

the observations of Davis J in Faircape Property Developers (Ply) Ltd v

Premier, Western Cape l79 that in deciding whether a statutory provision grounds
a claim in damages the determination of the legal convictions of the community
must take account of the spirit, purport and objects of the Constitution, and that
the

constitutional

principle of justification embraces the concept of

·accountability. What is the position when the statute in question is the
Constitution itself? In NAPTOSA and Others v Minister of Education, Western

Cape, and Others l80 the court observed that:

"The complexities of remedies for a violation of a fundamental right were, in the
context of a claim for 'constitutional damages', discussed in Fose v Minister of Safety
and Security 1997 (3) SA 786 (CC) (1997 (7) BCLR 851). It is clear from this decision
of the Constitutional Court that there may be circumstances where a litig~t against the
state would be entitled to rely directly on a breach of a fundamental right. Whether this
would be permissible would depend, however, on th~ availability of 'appropriate
relief'. The majority judgment written by Ackermann J explains that 'appropriate
relief' will in essence be relief that is required to protect and enforce the Constitution.
In deciding what is appropriate relief, the interests not only of the complainant but of
society as a whole, he holds, ought to be served.
In Gerber v Voorsitter: Komitee Oor Amnestie van Die Kommissie vir Waarheid

en Versoening l81 it was held that it. was of paramount importance that the rights
set out in the Bill of Rights had to be protected and accordingly the Court had to
be prepared to determine whether the constitutional rights of the applicant had
been infringed or threatened and to apply the appropriate legal remedy and that
neither the procedure nor the investigation nor the legal remedy should be
hamstrung if the Constitution and the Bill of Rights were to be given their
fullest meaning. The court held further that in appJying section 38 of the
179
180
181

Faircape fit 61 supra
NAPTOSA 2001 (2) SA 112 (e)
Gerber 1998 (2) SA 559 (T)
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Constitution, the nature of the remedy or what it was called was not important.
Where the rights set out in the Bill of Rights were infringed by the conduct or
decision of a lower court or a tribunal, council or official which exercised
judicial, quasi-judicial or administrative functions, the person affected thereby
could seek relief in terms of Rule 53 of the Uniform Rules of Court. In the event
that the Court found that the applicant's rights in terms of the Constitution had
been infringed, it could grant the appropriate relief.
Clearly the courts construe their power to grant appropriate relief as being wide
and flexible. In Bel Porto School Governing Body and Others v Premier,

Western Cape, and Anotherl12 the c~nstitutional ,court observed that:
"There are several provisions in the Constitution which are important to bear in mind
when considering constitutional remedies, in particular ss ~, 172(1), 8(3), and 39(2).
Section 172 provides that if a court finds law or conduct inconsistent with the
Constitution, it must declare that law or conduct to be invalid to the extent of its
inconsistency. In addition to the declaration, the court may proceed to provide
additional appropriate relief. Sometimes a declaration of invalidity may not be
sufficient, or appropriate on its own. The constitutional defect might lie in the
incapacity of the common law or legislation to respond to the demands of the Bill of
Rights. Section 8(3) then requires that the Court should develop a suitable remedy. No
particular remedy, apart from the declaration of invalidity, is dictated for any particular
violation of a fundamental right. Because the provision of remedies is open-ended and
therefore inherently flexible, Courts may come up with a variety of remedies in
addition to a declaration of constitutional invalidity. An 'all-or-nothing' decision is
therefore not the only option... The flexibility in the provision of constitutional
remedies means that there is no constitutional straightjacket such as suggested in the
High Court or in argument in this Court. The appropriateness of the remedy would be
determined by the facts of the particular case. In a constitutional state with a
comprehensive Bill of Rights protected by a Judiciary with the power and duty to do
what is just, equitable and appropriate to enforce its provisions, it is not hard cases that
make bad law, but bad cases that make hard ~aw."

It is submitted that probably the most likely situation in which a constitutional
delict will be recognised in future is that described by the court in Soobramoney
v Minister of Health, Kwazulu-Natal l13 in reviewing the facts of the Indian case
of Paschim Banga Khet Mazdoor Samity and Others v State o/West Bengal and

112
113

Bel Porto 2002 (3) SA 265 (CC)
Soobramoney 1998 (I) SA 765 (CC)
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Anothe,.184. It was a case in which constitutional damages were claimed. The
claimant had suffered serious head injuries and brain haemorrhage as a result of
having fallen off a train. He was taken to various hospitals and turned away,
either because the hospital did not have the necessary facilities for treatment, or
on the grounds that it did not have room to accommodate him. As a result he
had been obliged to secure the necessary treatment at a private hospital. It
appeared from the judgment that the claimant could in fact have been
accommodated in more than one of the hospitals which turned him away and
that the persons responsible for that decision had been guilty of misconduct.
This is precisely the sort of case which would fall within s 27(3). It is one in
which emergency treatment was clearly necessary. The occurrence was sudden,
the patient had no opportunity of making arrangements in advance for the
treatment that was required, and there was urgency in securing the treatment in
order to stabilise his condition. The treatment was available but denied. In the
South African context, however, it is most likely to occur in the context of the
refusal by a private sector hospital of emergency medical treatment if the patient
is unable to pay the exorbitant deposit which such hospitals tend to require in
advance of treatment. The public sector is likely to tum away a patient requiring
medical treatment only in circumstances where the particular facility is not
equipped to give adequate assistance

o~

where it is already at running at full

capacity with regard to emergency medicaJ services. In this latter scenario it will
be a question of whether the facts sufficiently justify the

~fusal

to provide

emergency medical treatment, i.e. whether the resources where being
adequately utilised, whether there were attempts to refer the patient to an
alternative facility where treatment could be obtained, the availability of such
alternatives etc, whereas in the former scenario the refusal is likely to be
unconstitutional in the absence of arguments of lack of capacity.

The constitutional obligation to provide emergency medical treatment is a
particularly good example because in terms of the common law of delict as it
184

Paschim 1996 (AIR) SC 2426.
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stands currently, there is no generally recognised obligation to render
emergency medical treatment l8S •

A further question of some importance in tlie context of health services delivery
is whether a provider can contract out of delictual liability, whether this is in
accordance with public policy and how this issue is dealt with by the courts. The
Appellate Division, in the case of Afrox Healthcare Bpk v Strydom 186 answered
this question in the affirmative for the private sector at least. The facts of this
case are canvassed in detail in the section of the thesis that covers contracts
within the private sector. The question "is whether, in the light of the
constitutional obligations of the state to provide access to health care services,
the state could also contract out of delictual liability to patients in its care. In the
Afrox case, the High Court tried, in what is, with respect, an ineptly reasoned
judgment, to bring the matter within constitutional values and decided in favour
of the plaintiff. The Supreme Court of Appeal, in what is with respect, a highly
regressive judgment, chose to reverse the decision of the High Court and notwithstanding the constitutional rights of the patient to bodily and
psychological integrity, and human dignity - followed the well worn argument
of the sanctity of contract under just about all circumstances except those that
are essentially criminal. It is a great pity that this case never got as far as the
constitutional court. The High Court and the Supreme Court of Appeal have
been criticised by the Constitutional court on at least one occasion l87 for failing

18S

186
187

In the common law of delict the existence of a duty to rescue is a question of fact as much as it is of law since
the duty to rescue can be inferred in certain circumstances. See Minister of Police" Ewels (fit 43 supra) The
relevant passages (in translation) from the interpretation in Ewels' case at p 684 which provide assistance are
the following (at p 597E): 'Just as a duty to rescue can sometimes be a legal duty. so a duty to protect may be a
legal duty, and it would depend on all the facts whether such duty is a legal duty or not. Clearly it is impossible
to determine in general when such a legal duly would arise. '[Writer's italics] The Constitution. it is submitted.
imposes that general duty at least upon health care providers, to 'rescue' persons in need of emergency medical
treatment See also Silva's Fishing Corporation (Ply) Ltd " Maweza 1957 (2) SA 256 (A). Strauss. Doctor.
Patient and the Law p 24 points out that the traditional view that no liability will lie for mere omission came
under attack in our law in the middle of this century (the 20* century). He states that a court may now well hold
a doctor liable for hann suffered by an injured or ailing person where the doctor. aware of his condition.
unreasonably refused or failed to attend. It is quite possible that even in the absence of the Constitution, the
courts would infer on a case by case basis, a duty upon a health care provider to attend to a patient but. it is
submitted that the Constitution still goes further in that it actively prohibits a refusal of emergency medical
treatment.
Afrox 2002 (6) SA 21 (SCA)
Carm;chele fu 15 supra
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to take into account the provisions of section 39(2) of the Constitution and it is
submitted that Afrox is another case in point. In Afrox, the admission document
signed by the respondent during his admission to the hospital contained an
exemption clause, providing that the respondent 'absolved the hospital and/or its
employees and/or agents from all liability and indemnified them from any claim
instituted by any person (including a dependant of the patient) for damages or
loss of whatever nature (including consequential damages or special damages of
any nature) flowing directly or indirectly from any injury (including fatal injury)
suffered by or damage caused to the patient or any illness (inclJlding termioal
illness) contracted by the patient whatever the cause/causes are, except only
with the exclusion of intentional omission by the hospital, its employees or
agents'. The appellant relied on such clause to avoid liability. The clause was
extremely wide in its scope,188 the applicant even apparently foregoing his
constitutional right to life and waives a claim based on negligence and even, it
would seem, intentional commission since the only exception is intentional
omission. The judgment is discussed in detail elsewhere in this thesis. A study
of the indemnity clause in Afrox reveals that the constitutional rights that the
patient waived were those to life, bodily ~d psychological integrity and human
dignity. As stated previously, it is not pnly the individual who has an interest in
the observation of, and respect for, his constitutional rights but society as a
whole. Individuals can find themselves in desperate circumstances, and in the
health services context in particular their judgment is likely to be impaired in
many instances. Their ability to resist inroads into their fundamental rights is
not what it usually is due to physical and mental stress, they may believe that
they have no choice but to sign the indemnity clauses if they want to receive
treatment. It is submitted that the arguments of the Supreme Court of Appeal in
its judgment in this case took none of the bargaining equalities between patient

188

Afrox th 186 supra. "Ek onthef die hospitaal enlof BY werknemers enlofagente van al1e aanspreeklikheid en ek
vrywaar hul1e hiermee teen enige eis wat ingestel word deur enige persoon (insluitende 'n afbanklike van die

pasient) weens skade ofverlies van watter Bard ookal (insluitende gevolgskade ofspesiaJe skade van enige aard)
wat direk of indirek spruit uit enige besering (insfuitende noodJottige besering) opgedoen deur of skade
berokken aan die pasient ofenige siekte (insJuitende terminale siekte) opgedoen deur die pasient wat ook al die
oorsaak/oorsake is. net met die uitsJuiting van opsetlike versuim deur die hospitaal. werknemers ofagente."
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and provider into account in Afrox. It saw a contract for health services as no
different to any other contract for goods and services - despite the fact that it has
been widely and repeatedly recognised that such contracts are not just like any
other: 89 If the values and the rights recognized by the Constitution are a
reflection of public policy then it would surely be contrary to public policy to
allow a waiver of those rights since such walver would in effect. be an attempt to
sanction behaviour that is contrary to public policy. In the delictual context,
behaviour that is contrary to public policy is wrongful or unlawful and, as has
already been observed in the contractual context, provisions that are contrary to
public policy are unlawful and therefore

unenforc~able.

Agreements contrary to

statutory provisions or purporting to exclude such provisions from the
relationship are unlawful as they are contrary to public policyl90. It is important
to point out in this context that

a decision

not to exercise a particular

constitutional right on the part of the right holder sho:uld not be equated with a
waiver of that right. It is part of the concept of a right that the holder is free to
choose whether or not to exercise it in certain circumstances. Thus in the health
care context, a patient who has been the victim of the negligence of a doctor in
treating him or her has the power to decide whether or not to claim damages, i.e.
to exercise the right to go to court to enforce the right to bodily and
psychological integrity. A waiver is a contractual undertaking not to exercise a
189

•
•
•
•
190

For the latest expression of this issue see Redefinition 0/ Neg/igence/Liability A Summary Paper prepared by
the Australian Medical Association Queensland 20 August 2002 in which it is stated: "The doctor-patient
relationship cannot be seen as a normal commercial interaction even though a fee is paid. The service provided
by a doctor has a readily visible and assessable componc::nt and a less tangible but nevertheless essential second
component. The obvious first component consists of the basic facts of the patient's disorder conveyed in the
consultation and the treatment parameters proscribed including measurable factors such as a discussion of
potential adverse effects and compilations of the treatment recommended. Similarly a procedure or surgical
operation falls into this first component and likewise is readily assessable and open to outside scrutiny.
However. there is a second less measurable component to the doctor patient interaction that is just as important
to the therapeutic outcome for the patient. In a consultation this consists of the ability of the medical practitioner
to achieve a beneficial outcome for the patient and always involves several less measurable components such as
persuading the patient to follow a prescribed course of treatment;
persuading the patient to desist from other self-prescribed remedies which interfere with recovery;
altering behaviour patterns which. although not immediately obvious to the present specific complaint will
nevertheless significantly benefit that person in the longer term (losing weight. lifestyle changes)
with medical procedures or surgical operations the" preparation and post-operative management is often as
important to the eventual outcome as the technical exactitude of the surgery itself."
See for instance ABSA Bank HIA Bankjin v Louw En Andere 1997 (3) SA 1085 (e) in which it was held that an
agreement whereby a party waives beforehand and in its entirety the protection of the Prescription Act 68 of
1969 is contrary to public policy and thus invalid. In Sa~n (Ply) Ltd v Beukes 1989 (1) SA 1 (A) the court said
that "'Agreements which are clearly inimical to the interests of the community. whether they are contrary to law
or morality. or run counter to social or economic expedience. will accordingly. on the grounds of public policy.
not be enforced."[writer's italics]
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right in the event that it is contravened by someone else. In this sense it is
almost a license to someone to contravene the right since in the event that he
does so, no action will be taken against him l91 • In Goodman Bros (Pty) Ltd v
Transnet Lttf 92 the court stated that it is'contrary to the spirit of the Constitution

for the respondent to require anyone with whom it deals to waive his
constitutional rights. It is submitted with respect that this is logically correct
because in terms of section 2 of the Constitution it is the supreme law of the
Republic, law or conduct inconsistent with it is invalid and the obligations
imposed by it

~ust

be fulfilled. If ordinary legislation 'cannot lawfully

contradict or restrict the rights in the Constitution l93 , even indirectly, then it is
difficult to see why contractual provisions, at least as between the contracting
parties, should be able to achieve this l94 • A waiver of a constitutional right in a
191

The cases of Community Development Board v Revision Court, Durban Central, And Another 1971 (1) SA 557
(N) Frames (Cape Town) (Ply) Ltd 1995 (8) BCLR 981 (C) Maharaj v Chairman, Liquor Board 1997 (1) SA
273 (N); ABBM Printing & Publishing (Ply) Ltd v Transnet Lid 1998 (2) SA 109 (W) are authority for the
argument that waivers of constitutional rights are themselves unconstitutional and thus contrary to public
~~
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Transnet 1998 (4) SA 989 (W) at p 997
In terms of section 8 of the Constitution the Bill of Rights applies to all law and binds the legislature, the
executive, the judiciary and all organs of state. It alsO binds a natural or juristic person if and to the extent that it
is applicable taking into account the nature of the right and the nature of any duty imposed by the right. In terms
of section 36( 1) of the Constitution the rights in the Bill of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of
general application to the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic
society based on human dignity, equality and freedom ... Except as provided in subsection (1) or any other
constitutional provision no law may limit any right entrenched in the Bill of Rights.
See however. Hopkins K Constitutional Rights and Waiver (2001) 16 SAPR 122 who comments that the view of
Olivier JA that the correct approach to the question of waiver of fundamental rights is to adhere strictly to the
provisions of section 36( 1) of the Constitution is an 'oversimplification of what is in reality an extremely
complicated issue'. Hopkins says that Olivier JA has seemingly attached equal importance to all of the
fundamental rights. He says that he finds this reasoning untenable because it implied that all rights in the bill of
rights are destined to receive the same treatment in issues of waiver. He argues that a more careful analysis
reveals that a hierarchy of rights is prevalent within the Bill of Rights and that for this reason each right needs to
be assessed on its own before assigning a weight of significance to it. Hopkins says that it makes no sense to
attach the same weight of significance to all rights. He notes that Olivier JA states that a waiver is a limitation
ofa right and that, for this reason, strict adherence to the provisions of section 36(1) is warranted. Surely, says
Hopkins, this cannot be correct because a waiver cannot be a limitation in the section 36 sense of the term
because it is not a law of general application. A waiver is simply the operation of the law of contract that
agreements must be upheld. Having said this it is true that enforcement of a waiver might constitute an
infringement of a constitutional right in which case the courts ought not to be entitled to uphold them unlesS
there is good reason to do so. With respect to Hopkins he is oversimplifying both the context in which
constitutional rights operate and the law of contract since he does not pursue the logic further to state the
essential principle of the law of contract that where a provision is contrary to public policy or the moral values
of the community, .it will not be enforced. Since the Constitution is the embodiment of these values it follows
that a contractual provision that is contrary to the Constitution cannot be enforced. Hopkins also fails to
appreciate that one cannot sit in the abstract and assign a hierarchy to the rights in the Bill of Rights since they
only have real meaning in the various contexts in which they are played out in society. Their relative weights
and significance, it is submitted, are dependent upon the context in which they are exercised and any attempt to
state that one right has more weight thBR another ignores the polycentric structure of the Bill of Rights itself.
Hopkins observes that Currie in the 1999 Annual Survey 0/ South African Low p 54 -55. commenting on the
case of Garden Cities Incorporated Association Not For Gain 11 Northpine Islamic Society 1999 (2) SA 268 (C)
suggests that freedom rights such as the right to freedom of religion can be waived by a contractual undertaking.
He explains this by saying: "This is because freedom rights can be positively or negatively exercised. Just as
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one can exercise the right to freedom of expression by choosing to remain silent, one is free to practise one's
religion and equally free to choose not to. A waiver therefore amounts as it were to an undertaking to exercise
the right negatively. The undertaking in clause 20(b) [of the contract of sale] not to make calls to prayer would
be similar to a contractual undertaking not to disclose certain information, or not to work in one's chosen
profession, or to perform nude on stage or to attend religious instruction in a private school. These are
respectively waivers of rights to freedom of expression, to occupational freedom, to privacy and to freedom of
religion. There should in principle be no objection to enforcing contractual undertakings such as these since
they are not violations of a constitutional right." Hopkins notes that in addition to the distinction that Curr,ie
makes, it seems that there are also other factors that make it necesSBl}' to consider the content of the right in the
debate as to whether or not such right is capable of being waived. He says that whenever one speaks ofa waiver
of fundamental rights, one is in effect referring to two concepts - 'waiver' and 'fundamental rights capable of
being waived'. This complex issue is best understood, says Hopkins, in the context of an appreciation for both
of these concepts. He goes on to define 'waiver' as 'i.. essence a unilateral decision made by one of the parties
to a contract not to avail oneself of a right or power or benefit or opportunity'. This definition, he says, seems to
be compatible with the Supreme Court of Appeal's consistent tendency to equate waiver with election - in other
words when one waives then one is in effect electing not to enforce a remedy. for example. or not to claim a
right. But a distinction needs to be maintained between two 'categories' of waiver argues Hopkins. He says that
the first is a waiver of contractual rights and the second is a waiver of rights conferred by law. Hopkins notes
that it may at first seem that waiver of constitutional rights is concerned with the second category of waiver
only. However. he says, this is not necessarily the case. The second category applies to situations where the
rightholder may for example choose not to rescind a contract for misrepresentation or elect not to cancel a
contract for breach. In these examples the right being waived is one conferred by law and the waiver is by
choice - the consent of the other party is not required in order to waive these rights. But, says Hopkins, where
the waiver is of a constitutional right in terms of a contract then there is no longer a choice. There is no
possibility of election to resort to a right that is ordinarily conferred by law. There is an agreement with the
other contracting party that the constitutional right wilt not be claimed and the constitutional remedy will not be
enforced. For this reason, says Hopkins, it seems that one is concerned with more than simply the second
category of waiver identified earlier. However, he says, one is not strictly speaking dealing only with the first
category either because the first category involves the waiver of a right conferred by a term in the contract. He
gives as an example the landlord who despite the fact that the lease requires payment of the rent on the tirst day
of every month, waives the right to be promptly paid by accepting late payment. He says that it seems as though
the waiving of a constitutional right does not fall squarely into this category unless the provisions of the bill of
rights are implied into all contracts as terms. The problem with this, notes Hopkins, is that terms can only be
implied into contracts where they do not conflict with express terms that already exist. He says that this is
problematic because aU contracts that seek to waive the constitutional rights of one party do so with an express
term. It is the inclusion of this express term that effectively disqualifies one from later trying to include, by
implication, the very term expressly excluded. Thus it is difficult to slot constitutional waiver into the first
category identified above.
It is submitted that this reasoning of Hopkins is guilty of a number of errors in logic. The first is that he
conflates the concept of contractual waiver of a contractual or other right with the concept of waiver of a
contractual or other right. Thus he says waiver of constitutional rights is not concerned with the second category
of waiver only - i.e. the waiver of rights conferred by law. because even in the law of contract it is possible to
waive the right to rescind a contract for misrepresentation, a right conferred not by the contract, but by law. This
is a non sequitur. He is contlating the origin of the: right with the 'origin' or basis of the waiver. It is submitted
that there are four possible elements in this logical system. These are (a) a non-contractual waiver of a right
conferred by law - whether by the common law. a statute or the Constitution (b) a non-contractual waiver of a
right conferred by contract eg a unilateral decision, despite provision for breach in the contract itself, not to act
upon that contractual provision and invoke the remedies for breach (c) a contractual waiver ofa right conferred
by contract for example an undertaking in the contract that if a certain event transpires, the party will waive a
right conferred by that same contract (d) a contractual waiver ofa right conferred by law i.e. the common law, a
statute or the Constitution. It is category (d) with which one is most concerned in the question of contractual
waivers of constitutional rights since contractual waivers of constitutional rights are binding. The person who
waives the right is bound by that waiver. depending on the nature and terms of the contract either indefinitely or
for a specific and identifiable period of time eg the term of the contract or a period identified by a term within
the contract. It is submitted that even in terms of the two categories imposed by Hopkins upon himself, the
waiver of a constitutional right falls clearly into the second category, whether it is contractual or noncontractual. The first and second categories are defined with reference to the source of the right and not with
reference to the source or basis of the waiver. A constitutional right, logically speaking, should not be regarded
as a contractual right because it is not a right conferred by the contract. Any attempt to include a constitutional
right as a contractual right would be largely superfluous. At most, it may give the rightholder in question a
platform from which to launch a claim for contractual (as opposed to delictual) damages for violation of a
constitutional right However it may be that, depending upon the nature of the contract in question. a particular
constitutional right could be regarded as an implied term of the contract in any event. The second is that he is
crossing the thread of a waiver of a contractual right, with the thread of an act of waiver of a right external to a
contract Thus he says. in speaking of a waiver of constitutional rights one is not dealing only with the first
category - i.e. waiver of contractual rights because not every constitutional right is an implied term of the
contract. There is in any event a tautology, which Hopkins himself points out, since potential implied terms are
ousted by express terms to the contrary. It is submitted that this latter argument is not useful in that it simply
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begs the question and ignores the fact that the Constitution is the substratum or grundnorm of all law in South
Africa, including th~ law that upholds contractual arrangements. A contractual term could only oust an implied
constitutional right if the law recognises that a contractual arrangement can oust or exclude a constitutional right
from the relationship. If the law did so it would be conceding that contracts can be structured such that they are
not subject to the Constitution which is a legal impossibility since all law (and a contract constitutes law
between its parti.es) is subject to the Constitution and to the extent that it is inconsistent with it - invalid.
Hopkins then draws another distinction which, it is submitted, is on firmer ground. There is a distinction he
notes between the waiver of a fundamental right and a mere decision not to exercise it. Waivers are
undertakings given to another person not to exercise a right at a future time. He notes further that if waivers are
simply undertakings then waivers are themselves contracts and that it thus stands to reason that the
enforceability of a waiver must be determined in the same way as it would be for any other type of contract.
Considerations of public policy, says Hopkins, thuS" playa crucial role. He states that there can be no general
rule on the validity of a contractual waiver of constitutional rights per se since each must be scrutinised to
determine whether or not the waiver is contrary to public policy. He goes on to point out that public policy is
not informed by the Constitution generally and the Bill of Rights in particular. This means, says Hopkins that
the resourceful body of public policy doctrine will play a crucial role in determining the validity and
enforceability of contracts. He observes that prior to the Constitution, the sanctity of contract was regarded as
the pillar of public policy stating that it nevertheless remains to be discussed how public policy will treat
agreements that expressly seek to waive the fundamental rights of one of the parties thereto. Hopkins states that
this is an interesting question because of the apparent tension between the traditional pre-constitutional idea that
sanctity of contract is public policy epitomised on the one hand and the new post-constitutional idea that the Bill
of Rights represents a reliable statement of what public policy is on the other.
The writer submits that there is no question as to which is the correct view since the Constitution ushered in a
new legal order for South Africa and to the extent that the common law, within which the notion of sanctity of
contract is rooted, is in contlict or inconsistent witH the Constitution, or constitutional values, it must be
modified or adapted to the extent necessary to remedy that conflict or inconsistency. To suggest otherwise is to
undermine the rule of law and the concept of the Con~titution as the supreme law. The writer further submits
that one must decide carefully what is meant by waiver and whether it is a concept that is grounded only in the
law of contract and must therefore always be regarded as a contractual undertaking or whether it is wider than
the law of contract and includes for instance a unilateral, non-binding decision of a person with no intention to
contract, not to act upon or exercise a particular right. Hopkins seems not to appreciate the importance of this
distinction consistently throughout the course of his article. Hopkins states that it is easily conceived that some
of the fundamental rights can be waived without too much controversy and gives the example of an accused
person in a criminal action waiving her right to silence. It is to be noted in passing that, in contradistinction to
what Hopkins said earlier, such waiver is not contractual. (In fact it may not even be waiver in the technical
sense at all, merely a choice to exercise a constitutional right in a particular way.) He then goes on to ask which
rights are inalienable and by implication incapable of being waived and second, under what circumstances can
the other (lesser) rights provided for in the Bill of Rights, not be identified as inalienable, be waived by the
right-holder? As an observation in passing, it is submitted that the question of the waiver of constitutional rights
is much more complicated an issue than even Hopkins suggests. It impacts upon the fact that the Constitution
contains a list of non-derogable rights in section 37 dealing with states of emergency and that the Constitution is
at pains to stipulate that no Act of Parliament that authorises the declaration of a state of emergency and no
legislation enacted or other action taken in consequence of a declaration may permit or authorise (a)
indemnifying the state or any person in respect of any unlawful act, (b) any derogation from section 37 of the
Constitution or (c) any derogation from a section mentioned in column I of the Table ofNon-Derogable Rights
to the extent indicated opposite that section in column 3 of the Table. It is worth noting that section 37(4) of the
Constitution stipulates that any legislation enacted in consequence of a declaration of a state of emergency may
derogate from the Bill of Rights only to the extent that - Ca) the derogation is strictly required by the emergency
and that legislation is consistent with the Republic's obligations under international law applicable to states of
emergency. The question of waiver of constitutional rights also impacts upon the interests of South African
society in the observation and fulfilment of constitutional rights, upon questions of balancing of rights faced by
the constitutional and other courts when dealing with disputes involving constitutional rights, upon questions of
equity in contracting and imbalances of power between contracting parties and upon the fact that the
Constitution represents a fundamental and irreversible break with the past, which included a system of common
law used to enforce and uphold inequality between persons at many different levels and in many different ways
and which often did not recognise the rights now enshrined in the Bill of Rights at the fundamental levels of
human dignity and equality. Hopkins then goes ~n to categorise certain rights as inalienable such as the rights to
life and human dignity and that any waiver which either directly or indirectly impairs the right-holder's right to
life and lor dignity must be invalid and consequently unenforceable. It is submitted that it is unfortunate that
these kinds of discussions take place only in the abstract and only in the light of extremes. They are thus
fruitlessly simplistic. It is submitted that more often than not, constitutional rights are not wholly alienated or
'waived' but more usually,limited to varying degrees by circumstances and by the consent of the rightholder.lt
is further submitted that such limitation and consent thereto does not constitute waiver at all, whether
contractual or otherwise, but is more often a balancing exercise in which an individual weighs up the relative
importance to him or herself of the various rights in play in a particular situation. The tragic case of the surgical
separation in July 2003 of 29 year old Iranian conjoined twins Laden and Laleh Bijani is one of the more
dramatic examples of the polarisation of two 'inalienable' rights- the right to life and the right to human dignity
requiring a choice between the two. The women said ~at they wanted to be able to see each other face to face
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and to pursue independent careers, one as a lawyer, the other as a journalist. They had ditTerent interests,
different hobbies, different personalities. Due to the fact that they were conjoined at the head one of them was
always forced to choose between her interests, career aspirations and hobbies and those of the other. For
example although Ladan wanted to be a lawyer, Laleh wanted to be a journalist. They could not go to different
classes at university and so Laleh chose to study law with her sister. They decided to undergo dangerous
surgery, quite literally putting their lives at risk, for the sake of their human dignity and freedom. If they had
signed an indemnity clause in the contract in terms of which the surgery was undertaken, acknowledging the
risks and the chances of their survival of the operation were poor but saying that they were adamant that the
operation should proceed would this have been unconstitutional in the South African context? A different
question is whether in undergoing the surgery they waived their right to life. It is submitted that there was no
waiver of any rights. There was only an exercise of. choice - a balancing of rights and a decision to prefer a
particular right over the other. According to news reports this is pretty much what happened. According to the
reports the critical component of the surgery was how to deal with the thick vein that drained blood from their
brain to their hearts. Several teams of experts had previously declined to operate on the Bijani sisters because
they shared this important vein, which meant that the chances of both sisters surviving the separation surgery
was "almost nil," according to Madjid Samii, president of the International Neuroscience Institute in Hanover,
Germany. Samii had evaluated possibilities for separating the Bijani sisters in as early as 1988, but had decided
against the procedure because it was "virtually impossible." In 1997, another team of doctors in Germany also
decided against surgery because they "thought one of the twins would die and the other would be at risk" since
there was only one vein. The team that actually operated on Laleh and Ladan attempted to solve the vein
problem by using the vein grafted from Ladan's inner thigh in her brain, and "reroute" the shared vein inside
Laleh's head. But soon, Ladan's grafted vein congested, signalling failure for this plan. Associated Press
reports: ... surgeons Monday night considered whether to call otT the rest of the operation and leave the twins
joined or ·continue with final stage of the surgery, which we knew would be very, very risky," [Dr.] Loosaid.
''The team wanted to know once again what were the wishes of Ladan and Laleh," Loo said. "We were told that
Ladan and Laleh's wishes were to be separated under all circumstances."
http://www.ipdx.org/newslOOOO31.htmIThere was sdme debate concerning the ethics of carrying out the
operation. Jonathan Glover, profession of medical law and ethics at Kings College London was quoted as
saying that every operation carries risks and unless the odds against success are overwhelming it is right to
present patients with the choice. He said: The risks were high in this case. I would want to know a lot about
what they were told, whether they understood it and what their quality of life was like. Were they both in
agreement or was one dominant and hustling the other into the operation? ... Normally it would Dot be desirable
to operate where the risks were so high. But these were exceptional circumstances. Ifthey both wanted it over a
long period of time and were unwavering then I feel it was their life and they had the right to make that
decision." Michael Wilks, chairman of the British Medical Association's ethics committee said, "You cannot
take the view that doctors should not do things because they are risky. Otherwise there would be no heart
transplants. On the other hand, it is fair for doctors to say they won't do something because they do not believe
it is in the patient's best interests. It was a pretty stark choice these sisters faced." (Laurance J, 'Questions raised
about risks of operation to separate twins'(http'/Iwww nzherald cQ.nz/) See also the report in Guardian
Unlimited entitled 'Doctors Reject Claims they Acted Unethically'
(http'lIwww guardian co.uk/intemationallstorvD by Aglionby J in which Dr Benjamin Carson, a surgeon from
Johns Hopkins University is reported to have said he was struck by the determination of the twins to lead
separate lives come what may. He apparently said that "even recognising that the odds were not good, 1think it
was a worthy humanitarian effort". He said that it became clear in his early deliberations about the situation that
they were going to seek separation and continue to do so until it occurred. He said he felt compelled to become
involved because he wanted to make sure they had the best chance. Dr Carson is reported to have rated the
chances of success at only 500.10.
In his article on waiver of constitutional rights, Hopkins does not take into account decisions iaken every day by
patients dying of terminal illnesses to take painkilling medication in the certain knowledge that it will shorten
their lives. This does not constitute a waiver or partial waiver of the right to life. It is simply the exercise of an
inescapable choice between rights. Hopkins states that it is not his submission that all the rights in the Bill or
Rights areJought to be inalienable and incapable of waiver but, he says, taken in context any right may become
inalienable if, by losing the right the right-holder simultaneously loses the right to have his or her dignity
respected and protected. See further his discussion of 'the essential substance level' and ' the process of loss
level'. He argues in closing that the validity of waivers is determined by the ordinary rules of contract law. He
states that to summarise the position of the waiver of a constitutional right (other than an inalienable right) is to
reiterate his argument that contracts are enforceable. unless contrary to public policy. Contracts whose
enforcement would entail the violation of a right in the Bill of Rights says Hopkins. are unenforceable because
they are contrary to public policy. Bewilderingly, he then goes on to contradict himself by saying immediately
thereafter that enforcement of such a waiver would mean in effect the limitation of a contractant's constitutional
right - this can only be done if the requirements for the valid limitation of a constitutional right in the
limitations analysis are met. This totally ignores the fact that the limitations analysis referred to in section 36 of
the Constitution is conducted only with regard to law of general application since it is only in terms of law of
general application that the rights in the Bill of Rights may be limited. He argues that only 'alienable rights' are
capable of being justifiably limited. It is submitted that the categorisation of the rights in the Bill of Rights is
not only unconstitutional but inadvisable due to the fact that they are complex, interdependent and interrelated
concepts that do not lend themselves. like the Bijani twins, to separation. Indeed, without straining the metaphor
unduly, one could safely say that attempts to regard the individual rights in the Bill of Rights as separate and
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contract essentially purports to authorise the person in favour of whom the
waiver is made to act in a manner that is contrary to constitutional values and
principles. Can such an action (the waiver on the part of the one party to the
contract) ever have the effect of justifying ~hat is basically an unconstitutional
act on the part of the other party to the contract? Waiver of rights conferred by a
statute or by a court order, as opposed to those conferred· by a contract, has been
recognised as legally possiblel 9s • The problem with waiver is that as soon as a
waiver of a right has been communicated to the opposite party it is irrevocable;
the right has perished l96 • How can a constitutional right be allowed to perish?
How can it be revived once it has perished based as it is on a statute which is the
foundation for all other law in South Africa and in which it is recognised as
fundamental?

7.7

Res Ipsa Loquitur and Strict Product Liability

The res ipsa loquitur rule can be of considerable value in the context of the law
relating to the delivery of health services in the sense that it can contribute to the
evening out to some degree of the imbalance in the provider patient relationship.
The effect of the rule is that the mere fact of a particular occurrence warrants an
inference of negligence where the occurrence is due to a thing or means within
the exclusive control of the defendant. It is described in Hoffmann and
Zeffertt's The South African Law of Evidence l97 as follows: "If an accident
happens in a manner which is unexplained but which does not ordinarily occur
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independent concepts could wen be ultimately fatal to the Bill of Rights as a whole. See further the discussion
on page 352 with regard to the maxim 1IOienti nonfit injuria.
See Wright v Wright 1978 (3) SA 47 eE) in which the court stated: "Where there is no prohibition against
waiver the general rule is that any person can enter into a binding contract to waive benefits conferred upon him
by law for his sole benefit: McDonald" Enslin 1960 (2) SA 314 (0) at p 17. This applies also to a benefit or
right conferred by statute: Tompkins" Gola 1978 (I) SA 88 (W) at p 90H. I see no difference in principle
between waiver of a right conferred by statute and waiver of one which is derived from a Court order. To my
mind both waivers are competent and valid. The only complication in the case where the right is conferred by a
Court order is that, as far as the party who must pay maintenance is concerned. the order must be obeyed until it
is discharged: Hodkinson" Hadkinson (1952) 2 All ER 567. However. that is a matter between the Court and
the party owing the obligation and it is for the latter to liberate himself from the terms of the order by obtaining
its discharge."
Mutual Life Insurance Co o/New York v Ingle 1910 TPD 540 at p 550; Glaser" Millward 1950 (4) SA p 587
(W); Moult" Minister ofAgriculture and Forestry. rranslcei 1992 (1) SA 688 (Tk)
Hoffinan and Zeffert 4th ed at p 551
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unless there has been negligence, the court is entitled to infer that it was caused
by negligence." Unfortunately, although South African courts have been
applying the rule for more than a century to various other delictual claims, they
have not applied it to claims for medical 'negligence on the basis of the majority
judgment in Van Wyk v Lewis l98 in which it was held that the doctrine was not
applicable to such claims l99 • It seems. that they have declined to apply the
doctrine to medical negligence cases only because in the medical context, the
requirement that the occurrence must fall within the scope of the ordinary
knowledge and experience of the reasonable man cannot be met. Van den
Heever observes that until the 1924 judgment is successfully challenged and
overturned, lower courts are bound to follow its approach because of the
principle of stare decisiroo followed by tbe South African legal system20I • Van

198
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200

¥an Wykll Lewis 1924 AD438
Van den Heever P 'Should res ipsa loquitur 'speak for itself in medical accidents?' De Rebus November 2002
hltp:llwww.derebus.org.zaIarchivesl2002INov/articleslmedical.htm The article is an extract from van den
Heever's unpublished doctoral thesis: "The Application of the Doctrine of Res Ipsa Loquitur to Medical
Negligence Actions: A Comparative Survey" 2002 University of Pretoria
It is submitted that the matter is not quite as simple as this. In Shabalala "Allomey-General. Transvaal. And
Another Gumede A.nd Others" Attorney-General. Transvaal 1995 (1) SA 608 (T) Cloete J noted thai: "All
counsel appearing before me submitted that where a Court is called upon to interpret the Constitution, that
Court can depart from other decisions on the same point in the same Division if it disagrees with such other
decisions. I cannot agree with this submission. It is settled law that a Court can only depart from the previous
decisions of a Court of equivalent status in the same area of jurisdiction where it is satisfied that the previous
decision is 'clearly wrong': S" Tarajka Estates (Edms) Bpk en A.ndere 1963 (4) SA 467 (T) at 470A; and cf R"
JaTl3en 1937 CPD 294 at 297 and Duminij" PriTl3I00 1916 OPD 83 at 84 and 85." Cloete J held that: "I see no
reason to depart from this salutary principle simply because the point at issue involves an interpretation of the
Constitution. I appreciate that s 4( 1) of the Constitution provides that 'This Constitution shall be the supreme
law of the Republic ... ' and that s 4(2) provides that 'This Constitution shall bind all ... judicial organs of
State at all levels of government'; but those provisions do not in my view mean that the established principles of
stare decisis no longer apply. Such an approach would justifY a single Judge departing from a decision of a Full
Bench in the same Division because he considered the 'interpretation given to the Constitution by the Full Bench
to be in conflict with the Constitution, with resultant . lack of uniformity and certainty until the Constitutional
Court. whose decisions in terms of s 98(4) bind, inter alia. 'all judicial organs of State', had pronounced upon
the question."
This said. however. he went on to state that: "On the other hand. the interpretation given to s 241(8) in this
Division cannot be said to have established a long-standing practice. The general difficulty which I have. with
respect. with the decisions in the Transvaal which have hitherto interpreted s 241 (8) is that the learned Judges
who gave those decisions appear to have applied ordinary principles of statutory interpretation and not to have
given sufficient weight to 'the spirit and tenor of the Constitution' (Acheson's case supra loc cit). I also believe
that I amjustitied in departing from those decisions for the following additional reasons."
In Ex parte Minister ofSafety and Security and Others: In re S" Walters and Another 2002 (4) SA 613 (CC)
the Constitutional Court held that neither the fact that under the interim Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa Act 200 of 1993 the Supreme Court of ApPeltl had no constitutional jurisdiction nor that under the (tinal)
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996 it did not enjoy ultimate jurisdiction in
constitutional matters warranted a finding that its decisions on constitutional matters were not binding on High
Courts. It stated that it did not matter that the Constitution enjoined all courts to interpret legislation and to
develop the common law in accordance with the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights. In doing so.
courts were bound to accept the authority and the binding force of applicable decisions of higher tribunals.
Kriegler J held that High Courts were obliged to follow legal interpretations of the Supreme Court of Appeal.
whether they related to constitutional issues or to other issues. and remained so obliged unless and until the
Supreme Court of Appeal itself decided otherwise or the Constitutional Court did so in respect of a
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den Heeverl02 submits that there are· reasonable grounds for advancing a
persuasive argument that the judgment in Van Wyk v Lewi;03 should be
overruled. He states that although support for applying the doctrine to medical
negligence actions can also be found with reference to constitutional and other
considerations,. he attacks the judgment in Van Wyk on the basis of the
following principles.

Van den Heever points out that from the record of the court proceedings, the
evidence of Dr Lewis was that he had never been made aware that a swab had
been retained and he

so~ght

to exculpate himself further by inter alia testifying

that it was a difficult operation, that time was of the essence and it was in the

201
202
203

constitutional issue. However, the question of the binding effect of decisions of higher tribunals given before
the constitutional era was a different issue, was not under consideration in the present case.
In Mcnally" M &: G Media (Ply) Ltd And Others 1997 (4) SA 267 (W) Du Plessis J observed that there is
nothing in s 35(3) to suggest that the High Court is not, as it has always been, bound by precedent. On the
contrary, both 'application' and 'development' imply that what must be applied and developed must be left
intact at the outset. He noted that the decision in Rivell-Carnac " Wiggins 1997 (3) SA 80 (C) held that 'the
Constitution could never have envisaged such a fundamental rejection of precedent so as to empower an
individual Judge to overturn decades of precedent developed by the Appellate Division' but that 'the
Constitution mandates each Court to examine the common-law rules afresh and if necessary to ensure that the
content thereof accords with the principles thereof, an examination which has to be done 'cautiously after a
careful examination of the existing principles which underpin the common-law rules and a comparison thereof
with the key principles of Constitution'. With these dicta there can be agreement, but with the addition that
authorities ordinarily binding may only be deviated from if it can truly be said that they no longer constitute
precedent. In order to determine whether a particular judgment is a precedent, it is necessary carefully to
examine the full ratio of that judgment.
In Bookworb (Ply) Ltd v Greater Johannesburg Transitional Metropolitan Council and Another 1999 (4) SA
799 (W) Cloete J made the point that while the Constitution required that its provisions and values be given
primacy over the rules of the common law, even when those rules had been invested with the highest stature of
pre-constitutionai judicial authority, where a superior Court had decided what the effect of the Constitution on
established Jaw was, whether substantive or procedural, a lower court had to follow that decision,
notwithstanding the supremacy of the Constitution.
In Afrox Healthcare 8pk " Strydom til 186 supra, the Supreme Court of Appeal held that as far as preconstitutional decisions of the Supreme Court of Appeal regarding the common law were concerned. a
distinction had to be drawn between three situations which could develop in the constitutional context. First, the
situation where the High Court was convinced that the relevant rule of the common law was in contlict with a
constitutional provision. In that instance the Court was obliged to depart from the common law as the
Constitution was the supreme law. Secondly, the situation where the pre-constitutional decision of the Supreme
Court of Appeal was based on considerations such as boni mores or public interest. If the High Court was of the
opinion that such decision, taking constitutional values into account, no longer reflected the boni mores or
public interest, the High Court was obliged to depart from the decision. Such a departure would not be in
conflict with the principles of stare deciSiS as it had to be accepted that boni mores and considerations of public
policy were not static concepts. Thirdly, the 'situation where a rule of the common law determined by the
Supreme Court of Appeal in a pre-constitutional decision was not in direct conflict with any specific provision
of the Constitution; the decision was also not reliant on any changing considerations such as boni mores; but the
High Court was nevertheless convinced that the relevant common-law rule, upon the application of s 39(2) of
the Constitution. had to be changed to promote the spirit, purport and object of the Constitution. In this
situation, the principles of stare decisis still applied and the High Court was not empowered by the provisions
of s 39(2) of the Constitution to depart from the decisions of the Supreme Court of Appeal. whether such
decisions were pre- or post-constitutional.
Van den Heever m199 supra
Van den Heever th 199 supra
Van Wyk til 198 supra
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patient's interest to be stitched up and removed from the operating table as soon
as possible. He did not conduct his defence on the basis that he had to terminate
the operation before finding the missing swab because of the plaintiff's critical
condition. He was not even aware that there was a swab missing and if there
w~

he averred that it was the responsibility of the theatre sister employed by

the hospital and for whom he was not vicariously liable. Van den Heever argues
that a balanced, objective consideration and evaluation of the evidence should
have led the court to conclude that the swab was retained post operatively by the
patient established a prima facie case of negligence (correctly acknowledged by
minority judgment of Kotze JA). He observes that the defendant was able to
escape liability by tendering acceptable eXCUlpatory evidence and that the facts
of the case provide a valuable example of circumstances where the plaintiff
should have been permitted to rely on the doctrine of proving only that the swab
was post-operatively retained. The prima face inference of negligence based on
the retention of the swab would merely have required Dr Lewis to provide an
exculpatory explanation of why it had been retained and that it had not been his
responsibility to count the swabs and

m~e

sure that none were missing. Thus

while the outcome of the case may have been no different for Dr Lewis, the
court could have avoided setting an undesirable and unfortunate precedent
concerning res ipsa loquitur that unduly sways the balance of power even more
in favour of the provider in the provider-patient relationship. He notes that the
finding that res ipsa loquitur could not find application in Van Wyk on the fact
that the court would - in view of the notion that the medical layman knows very
little, if anything about complex abdominal surgery - have had also to consider
the surrounding circumstances provided by expert medical opinion and submits
that the court made two fundamental errors in this regard. The first is that the
retention of the swab clearly bespoke negligence, even

fro~

the medical

layman's point of view. It cannot be argued with any confidence that the court
would have had to consider expert medical evidence to be persuaded that the
swab should not have been left behind in the patient's body. The court
considered the surrounding circumstances only at that stage when the defendant
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provided his exculpatory evidence. The majority of the court compounded this
material misdirection by elevating a speculative defence to accentuate the
complexities of abdominal surgery which had the effect of placing the

.

occurrence outside the .realm of the ordinary experience and common
knowledge of the medical layman. Secondly the court misconstrued the expert
medical evidence in disregarding the evidence that a swab cannot be 'left in a
patient ev~n if it is left behind in a life-threatening intra-operative situation. The
evidence was that as soon as the patient was up to a further operation the swab
would in any event have to be removed. It is submitted that the judgment in Van

Wyk

11

Lewis was possibly partially a consequence of the mystique that

surrounded surgeons and other memberS of the medical profession at that time204
and that the court incorrectly focused on the complexities of abdominal surgery
rather than on the much more simple

fa~t

that a swab which could logically not

have entered the patient's body in any other way, except though surgery,
coupled with a history of recent surgery, had evidently been retained in the
patient's body consequent upon such surgery. It does not take a medically
qualified person to draw the obvious conclusions. Van den Heever submits that
the approach of the court conflated a question of law (whether an inference of
negligence can be drawn from the occurrence itself) and a question of fact
(whether the facts, including the evidence of the defendant, or the absence of
such evidence, support the inference of negligence.) He notes that it cannot
seriously be contended that the leaving behind of a surgical instrument in the

204

In more modem times medical practitioners are seen rather more as ordinary human beings capable of ordinary
human error and rather less as the demigods they were perceived to be in times past. See for instance 'The
Practice of Autonomy: Patients, doctors, and medical decisions' NEJMVoI340: 821-822 No 10 March 1999 in
which it is stated: "The process of making medical decisions in the United States today is, in theory, a neat and
well-defined affair. Authority and responsibility ant shared, as mentally and emotionally capable adults choose
voluntarily and intelligently from among various :options whose relative risks and benefits their personal
physicians have fully explained to them. Gone are the days of medical paternalism, when arrogant health care
professionals misused their power to force particular treabnents on dependent patients who blindly trusted
them. See also Patterson J and ConroY B 'New Breed of Informed Patients Put Pressure on Healthcare
providers' Cap Gemini Ernst &. Young http://www.uscgev.comlnews/current news asp in which it is noted that
research by Cape Gemini Ernst &. Young has found that informed patients are increasing pressure on
physicians. Almost one third of doctors surveyed had been asked by patients to prescribe drugs about which
they themselves had insufficient knowledge. Boudreau D 'Patient Power' The Novartis Journal notes that there
is a new breed of healthcare consumers who are no longer content to rely solely on their doctor's word. Van den
Heever P, 'Res Ipsa Loquitur and Medical Accidents: Quo Vadis?' De Rebus June 1998 makes the point that
recognition of the application of res ipsa loquitur in respect of medical accidents would promote equity between
parties by accentuating patient interest instead of medical paternalism and serve to combat the so-called
~nspiracy of silence among doctors. http·Uwww derebus.org.zalarchives/1998Junlarticles/accident.hbn
II
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body of a patient after the completion of an operation does not create a prima

facie inference of negligence.
Van den Reever argues that in terms of section 9 of the Constitution everyone is
equal before the law and h~ the right to equal protection and benefit of the law.
In this regard, he says it could be argued that the victim of a medical accident is
at a procedural disadvantage because of the fact that patients are usually
anaesthetised or under the influence of

an anaesthetic agent when the accident

occurs as a result of which they are completely in the dark as to what actually
happened. He says that to permit the plaintiff to rely on res ipsa loquitur in
these circumstances would level the playing fields between the plaintiff and the
defendant to a certain extent by promoting procedural equality. He points out
that section 34 of the Constitution also recognises the right to fairness in civil
litigation which provides further constitutional motivation for the application of
the doctrine to medical negligence actions20s •

Vanden Reever states that the approach of South African courts to the doctrine
of res ipsa loquitur with regard to medical negligence actions is out of touch
with modem trends and that the more patient-oriented approach in Castell v De

Greef06 is in line with developments in other common law countries with regard
to health care law in general and creates an environment where further
traditional and outdated approaches such the approach adopted in Van Wyk v

Lewis'-°7 can be challenged successfully.
In the spirit of optimism it is thus appropriate to exami.ne in further detail the
manner in which the doctrine has been applied in other contexts by South
African courts and to explore the central principles. In Stacey v KenfoB the court

20S
206
207
20B

He refers to Carstens P 'Die toepassing van res ipsa loquitur in gevalle van mediese nalatigheid' 1999 De Jure
19 in this regard.
Castell 1994 (4) SA 408 (C). Discussed in chapter nine dealing with the private sector.
Van Wykjh 198 supra
.
SlQcey 1995 (3) SA 344 (E) at p 352
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stated the principle as follows: the rule gives rise to an inference, not a
presumption, ·of negligence. The court is not compelled to draw the inference.
At the end of the case the enquiry is where, on all the evidence, the balance of
probabilities lies. If it is substantially in favour of the party bearing the onus on
the pleadings, he succeeds; if not, he fails. Once the plaintiff proves the
occurrence giving rise to the inference of negligence on the part of the
defendant, the latter must adduce evidence to the contrary; he must tell the
remainder of the story, or take the risk of judgment being given against him.
How far the defendant's evidence need go to displace the inference of
negligence arising from proof of the occurrence depends upon the facts of the
particular case. Mere theories or hypothetical suggestions will not avail the
defendant; his explanation must have some substantial foundation in fact and
the evidence produced must be sufficient to destroy the probability of
negligence inferred to be present prior to the testimony adduced by him. There
is, however, no onus on the defendant to establish the correctness of his
explanation on a balance of probabilities. The enquiry at the conclusion of the
case remains whether the plaintiff has, on a balance of probabilities, discharged
the onus of establishing that the collisi<?n was caused by negligence attributable
to the defendant. In that enquiry the explanation tendered by the defendant will
be tested by considerations such as probability and credibility.

In Macleod v Rens the court expressed some reservations about the rule209 and in

Madyosi and Another v SA Eagle Insurance Co Ltd 210 the Appellate Division

209

210

McLeod 1997 (3) SA 1039 (E) at P 1048 where it stated: As a particular form of inferential reasoning, res ipsa
loquitur requires careful handling. It is not a doctrine, as it is sometimes referred to. It propounds no principle
and is therefore strictly speaking not even a maxim. What it does do is pithily state a method of reasoning for
the particular circumstance where the only available evidence is that of the accident. It boils down to the notion
that in a proper case it can be self-evident that the accident was caused by the negligence of the person in
control of the object involved in the accident. As such it is not a magic formula. It does not permit the Court to
side-step or gloss over a deficiency in the plaintiffs evidence;·it is no short cut to a finding of negligence: these
are real dangers in the application of the expression. It seems to tempt Courts into speculation. Expressions such
as 'in ordinary human experience', 'common sense dictates', and 'obviously', which are regularly employed in
reasoning along the lines of the maxim, sometimes only serve to disguise conjecture. Moreover, there is a risk
of false syllogism inherent in reasoning that, as the accident would ordinarily not have occurred without
negligence on the part of the driver of the vehicle, the defendant, having been the driver, was therefore
negligent. Finally, reasoning along the lines of res ipsa loquitur leads to the somewhat unsatisfactory finding
that the defendant was negligent in some general or unspeci~c manner."
Madyosi 1990 (3) SA 442 (A)
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stated that: In our law the maxim res ipsa loquitur has no bearing on the
incidence of proof on the pleadings, and it is invoked where the only known
facts, relating to negligence, are· those

~f the

occurrence itself. It quoted from

Sardi and Others v Standard and General Insurance Co Lttf ll where the court
stated that:
"At the end of the case the court has to decide whether, on all of the evidence and the
·probabilities and the inferences, the plaintiff has discharged the onus of proof on the
pleadings on a preponderance of probabilities, just as the court would do in any other
case concerning negligence. In this final analysis, the court does not adopt the
piecemeal approach of (a) first drawing the inference of negligence from the
occurrence itself, and regarding this as a prima facie case; and then (b) deciding
whether this has been rebutted by the defendant's explanation."
The ·case of W~gener v Pharmacare Ltd; Cuttings v Pharmacare Ltff l2 involved
the extent to which a manufacturer can be strictly liable in delict for unintended
harm caused by defective manufacture of a product where there is no
contractual privity between the manufacturer and the injured person. The
appellant in the first appeal underwent shoulder surgery at a private hospital
conducted by a trust. The surgical procedure involved administration of a local
anaesthetic called Regibloc Injection ('Regibloc) which was manufactured and
marketed by the respondent company. As an aftermath of the surgery the
appellant was left with necrosis of the tissues and nerves underlying the site of
the operation, and paralysis of the

rig~t

arm. In an action for damages for

personal injury which the appellant instituted in the Cape Town High Court, she
sued the respondent and the trustees of the trust. She alleged, among other
things, that her injury and its sequelae were caused by Regibloc. A virtually
identica~

suit was brought by the appellant in the second appeal, another alleged

victim of Regibloc. The two actions were consolidated. One of the causes of
action the appellant relied on was that

th~

Regibloc administered to her was

defective as a result of negligent manufacture by the respondent. However, that
was pleaded only in the alternative. Her main claim was based simply on the
allegation that, contrary to the respondent's duty as manufacturer (obviously
211
212

Sordl 1977 (3) SA 776 (A)atp 7800- E and G-H
Wagener 2003 (4) SA 285 (SeA)
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meaning legal duty in the delictual sense) the Regibloc administered was unsafe
for use as a local anaesthetic because it resulted in the necrosis and paralysis.
The court said that in deciding the issues raised by the appeal it must be
accepted, as regards the facts, that the Regibloc in question was manufactured
by the respondent, that it was defective when it left the respondent's control, that
it was admil?-istered in accordance with the respondent's accompanying
instructions," that it was its defective condition which caused the alleged harm
and that such harm was reasonably foreseeable. It must also be accepted, as far
as the law is concerned, indeed it was not disputed, first, that the respondent, as
manufacturer, although under no contractual obligation to the appellant, was
under a legal duty in delictual law to avoid reasonably foreseeable harm
resulting from defectively manufactured Regibloc being administered to the first
appellant and, secondly, that that duty was breached. In the situation pleaded
there would therefore clearly have been unlawful conduct on the part of the
respondent. The essential enquiry was whether liability attaches even if the
breach occurred without fault on the respondent's part.

The court observed that if there were strict liability, it would not be open to a
manufacturer to rely on proof that it had"taken all reasonable care, but then one
must ask what real difference that is likely to make. It stated that once there is
prima facie proof, direct or circumstantial, that the product was defective at the
various times material to the action, it is virtually inevita"le that res ipsa

loquitur will apply and require an answer from the manufacturer. It said that
whilst the maxim comes into play only if the plaintifi's evidence is such that it
can be said that the event (in this case, for example, the necrosis) would not
ordinarily occur without there having been neglige~t manufacture (involving,
perhaps, some scientific explanation" in addition to the mere fact of the injury) it

.

is perfectly conceivable that the Courts may develop reasons for being readier" in
some cases of alleged defective manufacture to draw the necessary prima facie
inference of negligence where expert evidence is ettremely difficult for the
plaintiff to acquire, and perhaps even more so where administration of a
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substance made to be applied tQ the human body has apparently had an effect
quite contrary to· the manufacturer's stated aim. If the law requires development
to cater for this particular type of suit, then there would be the need for what is
but an incremental shift and not a complete rejection of long-standing principle.
The court pointed out that the question of that type and degree of development
did not arise in the present case but said that it may arise if, and when, the
litigation proceeded on the alternative claim. It stated that the saine
considerations pertain to the possibility that it might well be thought right in
future for reasons of policy, practice and fairness between the parties to place
the onus on the manufacturer to disprove negligence but noted that this was
something for another day. The court ultimately expressed the view that it was
the applicability of res ipsa loquitur, perhaps even in an extended way, and the
possibility of a reverse onus, which militated against the conclusion that the
Aquilian remedy was insufficient to achieve protection of the claimant's right in
this kind of litigation.

The Supreme Court of Appeal refused to allow strict product liability in this
case. It was of the view that the subject was more suited to legislation213 • Some
of the objections it raised to the imposition of such liability were•

It is difficult to understand how the Courts could logically, fairly or in
principle confine the imposition in this way,· whether one looks at the
matter from the standpoint of the claimant or that of the manufacturer.
Why should only the victims of defectively made medicines have the
remedy or, conversely, why should their producers be the only
manufacturers strictly liable?

213

Waegener fo 212 supra at p 298 Howie P stated that: "What I find significant about all the arguments in favour
of strict liability is that, virtually without exception. they would hold good were imposition to be by the
Legislature. They do not begin to get to grips with the question which forum it should be. One finds in
Neethling. Potgieter and Visser the statement that "(u)ltimately. products liability ought to be based on liability
without fault·. The authors then. in support. quote from the article by J C van der Walt ("Die deliktuele
aanspreeklikheid van die vervaardiger vir skade berokken deur middel van sy defekte' 1972 THRHR 224 at P
247 - 8. p 249] who in tum provides reasons why there should be strict liability but does not say why its
imposition should be judicially achieved." [footnotes omitted]
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•

One of the difficulties which could arise were the Courts to impose strict
liability is this. A decision in favour of the appellants would not merely
have prospective effect. A finding that strict liability attaches to the
respondent would, in effect, declare what the law on this point has
always been even if it has never before been so stated. Accordingly, a
manufacturer could now, by reason of such declaration, become strictly
liable for a product defectively made some years ago in respect of
which, absent proof of negligence, it stood in no jeopardy of an adverse
judgment. There is no procedural mechanism available by which to
avoid that unjust result if the imposition of strict liability were to be by
judgment. Were" that impositi9n to be "legislative, the relevant statute
would not operate retrospectively on a matter of s.ubstantive law.

•

Howie P pointed out that it was not without significance that in other
parts of the world, the imposition had been by way of legislation. The
court said that it was no doubt recognised in the countries concerned that
the subject of product liability is boundless as regards the possible
structures and codes that can be put in place, that the investigation and
debate which is part and parcel of the democratic process are the best
measures by which to canvass the opinions of all interested parties and
to produce a comprehensive set of principles, rules and procedures, all in
force from one and the sam"e date. By contrast, said the court, the result
sought by the appellants would merely pertain \0 one type of product
and only to manufacturers of such

produ~ts.

The fate of manufacturers

of other products or of other articles, the fate of manufacturers of
ingredients (as opposed to the manufacturers of entire medicines) and of
components, would have to "depend on the uncertain and unpredictable
frequency with which future disputes spawned cases and those cases
spawned judgments.
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In the context of health service delivery in the public sector the court in Pringle
'V

Administrator, TransvaaFI4 refused to apply the principle of res ipsa loquitur,

stating that it was clear on the authorities that the onus of proving that the doctor
was negligent in one or more of the resp.ects alleged in the particulars of claim
rests throughout on the plaintiff. Blum AJ held that the maxim could only be
invoked where the negligence alleged depends on absolutes. In the instant case
the initial problem was caused by the perforation of the superior vena cava. If
the evidence showed that by the mere fact of such perforation, negligence had to
be present, then the maxim would have application. He noted that no such
evidence had emerged and that since the question of whether negligence was
present or not depends upon all the surrounding circumstances, this made the
maxim totally inapplicable in cases such as Pringle.

In the context of health service delivery in the private sector Marais JA
observed in Broude v McIntosh and Otherr- Is that the trial Judge concluded that
the evidence did not establish on a balance of probabilities that the facial nerve
was severed during operation. That conclusion, said Marais JA, rested upon a
number of subsidiary findings and considerations which, if correct,. amply
justified it. It was clear that the facial nerve must have sustained some injury
during the operation but severance could not be deduced solely by invoking the

res ipsa loquitur

do~trine

because there were other potential causes of damage

Van Den Heever l6

to the nerve which did not entail severance. In Blyth

'V

counsel for the respondent argued that it is trite law that

apractitioner may be

negligent in making a wrong diagnosis, but a wrong diagnosis is not necessarily
a negligent diagnosis. It may be due to a reasonable error of judgmenfl7. He
said that triers of fact may tend, albeit unconsciously, to apply the maxim res

ipsa loquitur to a situation such as the present case where plaintiff has suffered
a major vascular catastrophe after being treated by defendant but that such an
214

21S
216
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Pringle 1990 (2) SA 379 (W)
Braude fu 26 supra
Blyth 1980 (1) SA 191 (A)
See Mitchell y Dixon 1914 AD at p 526; Dube "Administrator. TranstlQal m156 supra at p 268A.
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approach would not be warranted and should be guarded against. The court did
not apply the maxim in this case. It also refused to apply the maxim in Mitchell
v DixortlB stating that that the mere fact that the accident occurred was not in

itselfprima facie proof of negligence.
Strauss219 observes that by a slender majority of two to one the Appeal Court in

Van Wykv Lewis'-20 held in effect that the rule of res ipsa loquitur does not apply
to medical situations. He observes that generally speaking in the law of
negligence ''this rule is a great boon to the plaintiff but that even where a swab
is post-operatively sewn up inside a patient, there is no presumption of
negligence on the part of the doctor". Strauss himself appears to have strongly
criticised the judgmenf21 but observes that it has nevertheless stood ever since
and that in Pring/e222 the court once again held that there was no room for the
application of res ipsa loquitur in medical negligence cases. He notes that in the
USA the maxim has gained a strong foothold and has become a powerful tool in
the hands of lawyers acting for dissatisfied patients. It has developed into a 'rule
of sympathy' for the patient and been used to combat the 'conspiracy of silence'
among doctors.
On the subject of strict liability in respect of products, Strauss223 comments that
proof of negligence may be facilitated by the principle of res ipsa loquitur. He
notes that the principle has been applied in South Africa for negligent services224
involving an exploding boiler in a power station and where a woman's hair was
scorched during a "perm" and that the liability of the person in control of the
defective object was at issue in these two cases rather than the manufacturer.
21B
219
220
221
222
223

224

Mitchell fu 217 supra
Strauss fn 34 supra at p24S. See also Strauss SA 'The Physician's Liability For Malpractice: A Fair Solution to
the Problem of Proof 1967 SALl419
Van Wykfu 198 supra
Strauss SA and Strydom MJ Die Suid-Ajri/rQanse Geneeskundige Reg (1967) 279. See also Birrer C The
Medical Cop-out (1976) p 118-119 to whom Strauss ~ 34 supra) refers in footnote lOon p 245
Pringle fit 214 supra
Strauss fn 34 supra at p 264
Clair" Port Elizabeth Harbour Board, Kennedy" The Same S EDC 311 (1887) and Mitchell" Maison Libson
1937TPD 13.
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Strauss points out that other systems of law have moved away from the notion
of fault liability for defective products and have introduced the concept of strict
liability as regards the manufacturer. He notes that this is a form of consumer
protection since the manufacturer in marketing his product assumes the role of
insurer of consumers who are harmed by the product. Strauss observes that it
may be extremely difficult for a patient who alleges that a prescribed drug was
defective to prove that his damage is attributable to the negligence of the
manufacturer and that the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur may perhaps to a certain
extent alleviate the burden of proof for the patient. He states that the apparently
simply issue of proving a causal connection between the use of the drug and the
patient's injury in itself may, however, still present the patient with an
insurmountable obstacle.
Neethling et af2S observe that in Bayer South Africa (Ply) Ltd v Viljoerr26 the
Appellate Division was not in principle opposed to the application or res ipsa

loquitur where policy considerations justify it. They state, however, that Milne
JA, unlike Anglo-American law, wanted to restrict the doctrine to its "normal"
application, that is, that it is only applicable in instances where the facts of the
case give rise to an inference of negligence. They suggest that the res ipsa

loquitur influence of negligence should at least be made where a consumer
process that he was prejudiced by a defective (unreasonably dangerous) product
and that the product was in this state when the manufacturer abandoned his
control over it. Ultimately, they say, product liability ought to be based on
liability without fault 227• They refer to the statements of van der Walt228 to the
.

.

effect that the acceptance of strict liability (non-fault based) in the case of
product liability can be justified on the basis of various factors: the public
interest in bodily and psychological integrity of a person requires the highest

22S

226
227
228

Neethling el al fit 18 supra at p 224
Bayer 1990 (2) SA 647 (A) 661-662
Neethling et al fh 18 supra at p32S

Van der Walt JC 'Die Deliktuele Aanspreeklikheid van die Vervaardiger vir Skade Berokken deur Middel van
sy Defekte Produk' 1972 THRHR 224 at p242- 243
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degree of protection against defective consumer goods; the manufacturer creates
through marketing and advertising the belief in the 'public mind that his product
is safe; strict liability serves as an incentive to ensure the utmost degree of care;
the manufacturer is from an economic perspective, best able to absorb the risk
of damages and to distribute it through price increases and insurance.229

Strauss refers to a point made by de Jager that the mere fact of registration of a
medicine under the Medicines and Related Substances Act will probably be
regarded by South African courts as a strong indication that the manufacturer
has not been negligent in the design of his product. "After. all extreme caution
was built into the statutory machinery to ensure appropriate warnings and
directions regarding their ultimate use". He notes that de Jage~O has indicated
that manufacturers' liability for injuries to patients caused by defective
medicines will probably be limited to the following types of cases:
•

Where there has been negligent deviation from the formula submitted for
official registration;

•

When the manufacturer has failed to warn against adverse side-effects, or
to give directions for use as prescribed by the Medicines Control Council;

•

When registration of a medicine was cancelled and the manufacturer has
failed to withdraw his product from the market within a reasonable time.

It is submitted that de Jager's suggestions are overly simplistic for a number of
reasons. Firstly, product liability need not necessarily arise only from the design
of the drug. This would involve largely patented drugs since generic drugs are
not 'designed' to the same degree as much of the development work has already
been done by the erstwhile patent holder. The generic drug market is a highly

229

230

Loosely translated from Afrikaans by the writer. The original reads as follows: 'Die aanvaarding van "n
skuldlose aanspreeklikheid in geval van produkteaanspreeklikheid kan deur verskeie faktore geregverdig word:
die openbare belang in die fisies-psigiese welsyn van die mens vereis die hoogste mate van beskerming teen
defektiewe verbruiksgoed; die vervaardiger skep deur sy bemarking en advertensie die vertroue by die publiek
dat sy prod uk veilig is; die streng aanspreeklikheid dien as aansporing om die uiterste mate van sorg aan die dag
te Ie; die vervaardiger is, vanuit ekonomiese oogpunt gesien, die beste in staat om die skadelas to absorbeer en
te versprei deur prysverhogirig en versekering."
De Jager FJ "Defective Pharmaceutical Products" 1980 BUSinessman .... Law 234
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significant sector within the wider pharmaceutical manufacturing environment.
There may not be negligent deviation from the formula of the drug so much as
negligence in the manufacturing process itself so that certain active ingredients
are for instance inadvertently rendered inactive, or that specific storage
conditions for the drug, such as refrigeration at a specific temperature, are not
followed.

Secondly, no matter how well designed the drug is, manufacturing processes
can and do go wrong. Accidents happen on the production line. Contamination
of raw materials can occur. The raw materials can be obtained from an inferior
source. Insufficient quality guarantees may be obtained by the manufacturer
from the supplier of the active pharmaceutical ingredients. It is in recognition of
these dangers that the medicines control legislation in South Africa requires
manufacturers to comply with what is commonly referred to as GMP or "Good
Manufacturing Practice". This comprises a set of fundamental rules that are
essential for the manufacture of safe

an~

effective medicines. The system of

licensing of manufacturers of medicines ·'in South Africa requires them to
undergo inspections to ensure that they observe GMP. It may happen though
that an inspection does not take place at the required time for some reason or
that although GMP is generally followed in the manufacturing process there is a
lapse on the part of the manufacturer. The GMP inspectors do not maintain a
constant watch on the activities of every manufacturer in South Africa.
Logistically speaking this is not feasible.

Thirdly there is the question of the indication for which the drug is registered in
South Africa. It often happens that drugs are registered for more than one
indication in

o~her

parts of the world or that new indications. for existing drugs

are subsequently discovered. The registration process requires approval of
registration for specific indications of the drug and not just blanket registration
for every possible indication. ,For example Nevirapine was a registered drug in
South Africa for a while before it was registered in respect of the prevention of
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mother to child transmission of HIV. It had been registered earlier in respect of
other indications but not the prevention of mother to child transmission of HIV
because conclusive clinical trial results with regard to this particular indication
were still

~waited.

If a drug is marketed by.a manufacturer as being suitable for

use for an indication for which it was not registered it will not help the
manufacturer to argue that it was registered for another indication and that it is
therefore safe for the unregistered indication. Product liability could and, it is
submitted, should arise in such a situation.

Fourthly, manufacturers often themselves conduct clinical trials on drugs they
have researched and developed. There is clearly potential for a conflict of
interests in such circumstances and there may be significant pressures to
demonstrate that the drug does what it has been designed to do rather than to
conduct objective and scientifically unbiased tests as to what the drug in fact
does. There are of course rigorous standards that are set worldwide for clinical
trials but it is not impossible for things to go wrong in a clinical trial~ negating
the results or findings of the trial. Clinical trials are themselves extremely
expensive exercises. If an expensive clinical trial fails to meet the strict
standards required for clinical trials it is worthless and there is the distinct
possibility that some corporate executive's or senior researcher's head will roll.
It does not take a psychologist intimately acquainted with human nature to
appreciate the possibilities in such a situation. Liability on the part of a
manufacturer could arise as a result of defective information obtained from a
clinical trial that was presented to the medicines control authority when
application was made for the drug to be registered. Facts can be concealed from
the medicines registration authority and if is not always possible, despite all
reasonable attempts, for that authority to detect defects in clinical trials that in
most instances have been conducted on the other side of the world.
Consequently the mere fact that a drug has been registered as safe and effective
;

by the Medicines Control Council would not and it is submitted, should not
necessarily preclude a claim on the basis of product liability against the
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manufacturer. The extreme caution that was built into the medicines registration
process is no guarantee of the same extreme caution in the manufacturing
process occurring subsequent to registration.

It is submitted that the extreme reluctance of South African courts to apply the
principle of res ipsa loquitur is based partly on an apparently fairly widespread
misunderstanding of its effect in a delictual action and partly on a reluctance to
even appear to be moving away from fault based liability. In Wagener v

Pharmacare Ltd; Cuttings v Pharmacare Ltd the court seemed to prefer the
application and even extension of the res ipsa loquitur principle to the
imposition of strict liability on the manufacturer of a product as being the lesser
of two evils.231 With due respect to the learned judge, the real questions in the
context of health services delivery appear to be-

(a)

the likelihood of there ever being factual circumstances in which the
maxim could be applied in the light of the view of the court in Van Wyk v

Lewis232 and more recently in Pringle233 that the maxim could 'only be
invoked where the negligence alleged depends on absolutes; and

(b)

the chances of the courts being able to bring themselves to apply it in this
specific context;

let alone the question of the further development of the maxim so as to resolve
broader issues of product liability.

231

232
233

Wagener 2003 (4) SA 285 (SeA). Howie P stated at p294 : "As regards the problem of proving fault, counsel
for the respondent pointed out that even if strict liability were imposed a plaintiff would still have to prove that
the product concerned was defective when it left the manufacturer. If that were indeed established, then
application of res ipsa loquitur would suffice to place the manufacturer on its defence and. in effect, compel an
exculpatory explanation, if one existed. In the circumstances it was submitted that proving fault was really no
more difficult than proving defectiveness.
Van Wyk fit 198 supra
Pringle fn 214 supra
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Thus far, South African courts seem to be oblivious to the obvious234 imbalance
in the provider-patient relationship and there is not yet even any certainty, when
these relatively rare cases do come up for decision as to whether they will apply
themselves to the process of judicial reasoning required by the Constitution

~o

as to take into account the possibility of the development of the law in such a
way as to lend weight, as van der Walt suggests, to the constitutional rights to
bodily and psychological integrity. The predilection of the court in Pringle to
apply the doctrine only where the alleged negligence depends on absolutes does
not take into account that where the alleged negligence is so dependent upon
absolutes it is probably a lot easier for the defendant to produce evidence of
negligence in the normal way and the application of the doctrine in such
circumstances is Iikely to be unnecessary in many instances. Part of the reason
234

Russell Levy, Joint Head of Leigh Day &: Co's Clinical Negligence Deparbnent, addressed a seminar in the
House of Commons on the 6th November 2002 on the subject of how proposed reforms to clinical negligence
compensation will impact on patients. He expressed the obvious as follows: "Lord Woolf in his final report to
the Lord Chancellor on the civil justice system in England and Wales had the following to say in the chapter
concerning medical negligence: 'It would be difficult to exaggerate the effect on potential claimants of the
problems that they encounter in obtaining information, coupled with the knowledge that defendants have easy
access to medical information and opinion. '
This reflects the fact that the relationship between a doctor and a patient is not an equal one. It is natural for any
patient to feel apprehensive about dealings with healthcare professionals in relation to his or her health. It is also
natural that patients will place a great deal of trust in the skill and ability of the healthcare professionals treating
him or her. The new Civil Procedure Rules start with the overriding objective of enabling the Court to deal with
cases justly. In defining such justice the first principle laid down is ensuring that the parties are on an equal
footing. The question of who bears the burden of proof was not considered by Lord Woolf. Presumably this was
because the burden of proof has traditionally been borne by a claimant and, without thinking further about it,
lawyers regard it as axiomatic that this should be so. This blind acceptance that it is somehow right that a
claimant should bear the burden of proof means that the resulting inequality in clinical negligence cases passed
unnoticed. A modem society demands a modem approach to dispute resolution. It is high time that we
examined critically what we currently take for granted and challenge orthodox assumptions where they entrench
inequality. A good place to start would be by considering why it is that although o-:te party has the vast bulk, if
not all, of the knowledge and information relating to a clinical negligence case as well as the specialist expertise
required to interpret that knowledge and information. the burden of proving the case is on the other party. This
is on top of the fact that the party without the information and expertise is by definition an individual patient
who has been injured or the family of a dead patient. The other party is by contrast an institution or (for general
practitioners and in cases of private medicine) is represented by an experienced defence organisation or
insurer." He proposes as an alternative a formula for the shifting of the burden of proof along the following
lines .. An injury to or unexpected death of a patient that occurs in the context of a duty of care relationship with
a healthcare provider gives rise to an entitlement to compensation unless the healthcare provider can prove that
the injury or·death was not caused by a breach or that duty" It is of interest to note that he states that even the·
benefit of the long-established legal maxim of res ipsa loquitur is at present effectively denied to patients in
clinical negligence cases. He refers to the case of Ratcliffe" Plymouth &: Torbay Health Authority &: Another
(1998) 4 Lloyds Rep Med 162 where the Court of Appeal held that despite the judge finding that a spinal
anaesthetic was the cause of a patient's neurological damage, he was entitled to conclude that he simply did not
know what had happened, that res Ipsa loqUitur was not a principle of law and did not relate to or raise a
presumption, and that the courts would be doing the practice of medicine a considerable disservice if, in such a
case, because a patient has suffered a grievous and unexpected out-tum from a visit to hospital, a careful doctor
was ordered to pay him compensation as it he ~ad been negligent. Levy makes the point that this presumably
well intentioned statement highlights the inequity of the position: because the patient was unable to discharge
the burden of proof, even though he was asleep at the time the injury occurred, the Court of Appeal felt it right
to assume that the doctor was careful rather than to compensate the patient despite the finding of fact that the
spinal anaesthetic was the cause of the wholly unexpected adverse outcome.
http·llwww.leighday.co.uklup\oadlpublic/attachmentslreversingtheburdenofproof.doc
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for the transfer of the evidentiary burden to the defendant by res ipsa loquitur is
precisely that the plaintiff does not necessarily know what exactly happened and
is not necessarily even in a position to identify such 'absolutes'. If the object of
the maxim is to give the patient the benefit of the doubt then how can one tum
around and say that it should only be applied in circumstances where there can
be little doubt to begin with? It is submitted that such an extremely narrow
approach defeats the object of the maxim to a large degree since one is
effectively saying that the circumstances of the case must be such that there is
no .significant doubt that there was negligence due to the presence of the
'absolutes' in question.

Given the fact that the maxim only shifts an evidentiary burden, as opposed to
the plaintiff s entire burden of proof, such a narrow approach in circumstances
such as the provider-patient relationship in which there is a clear imbalance in
favour of the provider is hardly justifiable. It is furthermore of some concern to
note that the court in Wagener implied that an extended res ipsa loquitur
application could be a viable substitute for strict liability. Res ipsa loquitur does
not exclude the element of fauIt from a delictual claim. It simply translates the
evidentiary burden of proving fault from the plaintiff into an evidentiary burden
of proving an absence of fault onto the defendant. It creates a rebuttable
presumption of negligence, regarding a specific fact or circumstance, on the part
of the defendant23s• Since the defendant, unlike the plaintiff, is ~n full possession
of all of the facts, if he was not negligent this should not be difficult to prove. It
235

Richmond and Quinn a law firm in Alaska, poirn- out in their Litigation OYerview. that the doctrine of res ipsa
loquitur is "a bridge dispensing with the requirement that a plaintiff specifically prove breach of duty, once that
duty and proximate cause have been established" and applies only when an accident ordinarily does not occur
in the absence of negligence. State Farm Fire Cas. CO" Municipality 0/Anchorage 788 P.2d 726, 730 (Alaska
1990); Widmyer" Southeast Skyways, Inc 584 P 2d I, 10 (Alaska 1978); Falconer" Adams, 974 P 2d 406. 414
(Alaska 1999). They observe that the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur permits but does not compel an inference of
negligence from the circumstances of an injury and that the doctrine should be applied when (I) the accident is
one which does not ordinarily occur in the absence of someone's negligence; (2) the agency or instrumentality .
is within the exclusive control of the defendant; and (3) the injurious condition or occurrence was not due to any
voluntary action or contribution on the part of the plaintiff. They state that by shifting the burden of the
production of evidence to the defendant without relieving the plaintiff of the burden of proof: the doctrine
makes recovery possible where circumstances render proof of the defendant's specific act of negligence
impracticable and the defendant is the party in the superior if not the only position to determine the cause of an
accident. Ferrell" Baxter 484 P 2d 250, 258 (Alaska 971). They make the point that uncontradicted proofof
specific acts of negligence which completely explain the circumstances and cause of the accident renders the
doctrine superfluous and inapplicable. (http://wwwrichmondquinn.com )
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by no means relieves the plaintiff of the ultimate burden of proving his case
including the presence of fault on the part of the defendant. Strict liability, on
the other hand, does exactly that. It is based on a public policy point of view
that favours the consumer for the reasons mentioned by van der Walf36. There is
a real danger, given the apparent lack of understanding in judicial circles of the
import and application of res ipsa loquitur, that the two concepts will be
become conflated and ultimately, once they have been pared down to mere
shadows <;>f their

f~rmer

selves, excised from the South African legal system

with the razor of conservatism that presently seems to be a favourite logical tool
of the Supreme Court and some of the divisions of the High Court in South
Africa.

The maxim of res ipsa loquitur is not even remotely in the same league as strict
(no-fault) liability tn favouring 'the plaintiff. The one operates squarely within a
fault-based framework whereas the other is completely outside of it. Judgments
that suggest that the one, even in an extended form, could become a substitute

tot the· other are problematic and unfortunate. It is submitted that the fixation of
South African courts on fault, their· too frequent ·lack of cognisance of
.constitutional values' and . principles and their. failure to· take, seriously the
constitutional injunction. to develop the common law in accordance. with the
rights in the Bill ~{. Rights is nowhere mor~·clear37 than

in the reasoning of

Howie P in Wagener.

The circumstances of the case could not have been simpler. The Supreme Court
of Appeal at the outset of its judgment stated that it must be accepted, as regards
the facts,· that the Regibloc in question was manufactured by the respondent,
that it was ·defective· when it left the respondent's control, that it was
administered in accordance with the respondent's accompanying instructions,
that it was its defective condition which caused. the alleged harm and that such
236
237

Van der Walt fu 228 supra
Except possibly the judgments in the cases of Carmichele " MinislBr 0/Saftty and Security and Another 200 1
(1) SA 489 (SeA) and AfrO% Healthcare Bpk" Strydom fit 186 supra
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harm was reasonably foreseeable. It must also be accepted, said the court, as far
as the law is concerned, indeed it was not disputed, first, that the respondent, as
manufacturer, although under no contractual obligation to the appellant, was
under a legal duty in delictual law to avoid reasonably foreseeable harm
resulting from defectively manufactured Regibloc being administered to the first
appellant and, secondly, that that duty was breached238 • The court opted for the
view that the existence of instances of strict liability in the law of delict was
attributable to special policy considerations obtaining in those cases. Their
existence did not advance appellants'

cas~.

This conclusion appears to have

been reached without any examination of public policy as reflected in the
Constitution, ·specifically with regard to the right to freedom and security of the
person including the right to bodily and psychological integrity and the right to
human dignity and the provisions of section 39(2) of the Constitution. The court
rejected the case of Kroonstat:f39 as precedent using the compartmentalization
argument240 and demonstrating once again the objection that this argument

238
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This was on the strength of the judgment in Ciba-Geigy (Ply) Ltd v LlI3ho/ Farms (Ply) Ltd en In Ander 2002
(2) SA 447 (SCA) which was hailed as opening the way for strict product liability in South African law by
Neethling J and Potgieter JM 'Die Hoogste Hof van Appel laa~ die deur oop vir strikte
vervaardigersaanspreeklikheid' 2002 TSAR 582. Unfortunately it is a door that the same court in Wagener,
effectively shut firmly at the first available opportunity.
Kroonstad Westeli/ce Boere Ko-operatiewe Vereeniging Bpk v Botha and Another 1964 (3) SA 56 t (A)
The predilection of the courts for the argument that one cannot allow elements or aspects of one area of law to
'contaminate' another is a purist based approach that takes insufficient cognisance of underlying policy
considerations that are common to the legal system as a whole. It is submitted that particularly under South
Africa's constitutional legal dispensation this argument is even less valid than it may have been in earlier times
since it elevates form over substance often without offering any rational explanation for doing so. Whilst legal
certainty is important and the value of stare decisis is not disputed, the courts themselves have acknowledged
that a system which relies totally on precedent has its problems. It is submitted that when there is scant legal
precedent upon a particular point the courts are finally forced to return to the wellspring of law in any society public values and public policy. The building blocks of the law that has gone before or in another related area
are taken into consideration and their logic is used to forge solutions to unprecedented cases. This is as it should
be if the legal system as a whole is to be a credible and internally consistent framework. However the question
in terms of the South African constitutional order is whether the courts should not be more actively considering
past precedents in the light of constitutional values and principles in order to ascertain whether or not the former
should still hold. After all, law that is inconsistent with the Constitution is invalid. It is not advisable for a court
to superficially and without detailed analysis arrive at a conclusion that a right reflected in the Bill of Rights is
the same as a similar right that is reflected in the common law - for example the right to bodily and
psychological integrity. Whilst it is likely that in most if not all cases there will be some overlap it is not
advisable or desirable for the future development of the South African law in a manner that is consistent with
the Constitution to assume the extent of that overlap without explicitly exploring the possibility of potential
differences. A more thoughtful and enquiring judiciary could greatly benefit and facilitate the constitutional
development of the legal system in South Africa at present.
It is of some significance that even prior to the Constitution, in Government of the Republic ofSouth Africa v
Ngubane 1972 (2) SA 601 (A) the Appellate Division observed that: "Neither the Roman-Dutch law nor any
other binding source of law deals specifically with this point What approach then must this Court adopt? As to
that, I agree with the following passage in The South African Legal System and its Background, by H. R. Hahlo
and Ellison Kahn, p 304: "If there is no Roman-Dutch rule which appears to the court to be applicable to the
case... how is the court, bereft of binding legislation, precedent and modem custom, to give a reasoned
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values legal form over substance. Howie P stated that "contract and delict, being
quite separate branches of the law, have their own principles, remedies and
defences. One cannot, because of the absence of contractual privity between the
injured party and the manufacturer, simply graft warranty liability onto a
situation patently governed by the law of delict." The court emphasised the
binding force of precedent instead of conducting a detailed and comprehensive
analysis of public policy and the relevant constitutional rights and values241 . It
chose rather to accept that the right as embodied in the Constitution was the
same as that recognised at common law and that since the common law had
always required fault as an essential element of a successful claim, the position
could be no different at this stage242 •

Howie P unconvincingly dismissed the judgement in Loriza Brahman en 'n

Ander v Dippenaar43 with the sweeping statement that: "As regards the

241

242

243

judgment? Dealing with this problem, van der Keessel in his Dictata approvingly quotes Grotius' statement to
the effect that 'wanneer daar in bepaalde sake geen wetteregtelike bepalings, privilegies, keure (oftewel
stedelike regsreels) of gebruikregsreels aangetref word nie, is die Regters reeds van die vroegste tye af onder
eed verrnaan om in sodanige saak die beste rede te vo\g soos deur hulle pligsgetrouheid en verstand aan die
hand gedoen'. adding that judgment will have to be given in accordance with natural law and equity 'secundum ius et aequitatem naturalem'. See van der Keessel, Praelectiones, 1.2.22, (Gonin's translation, vol. I,
p. 29).This does not mean that a Judge is at large to make new law. The learned authors rightly point out at p.
306 that he 'fashions it as far as possible out of materials at hand ... though in the process he may within the
fabric of the law fashion a new rule'. The foregoing seems to me consistent with what was said by Schreiner.
I.A .• in Crookes, N.O., andAnothery WatsonandOthers.19S6 (I) SA 277 (AD) atp. 290H. namely'It is natural. when one is considering a branch of the law on which there is relatively little direct authority. to
seek assistance from other portions of the law that seem to present useful analogies; but analogies are only
useful if they provide. not merely some solution of the problem under enquiry. but a solution which is
satisfactory... Care must be exercised not to force a legal instrument of great potential efficiency and usefulness
into a mould that is not properly shaped for it. ..•
lt noted at p294 that: "Most of the cases pre-date the Constitution but that of Ciba-Geigy was decided after the
Constitution came into operation. The position is, therefore. that the right concerned enjoys the same
importance now as it always did and because of the operation of stare decisis its enforcement must, subject to
the consideration to which I next come, be governed by the same principles as applied before. The binding force
of precedent is as effective now as it always was."
Howie P stated: "In evaluating the parties' competing submissions one's starting point is that the right which
the appellants seek to protect and enforce is constitutionally entrenched. This is therefore one of the factors to
be borne in mind when having regard to the injunction to shape the common law in accordance with the
Constitution's spirit, purport and objects. The next consideration is that this same right has also always existed
at common law. In that law, its unintended infringement, where (among other consequences) bodily harm
results. gives rise to a specific remedy, namely the Aquilian action. To succeed in the action. proof of fault in
the form of negligence has always been necessary."
Loriza 2002 (2) SA 477 (SCA). In that case the facts were that the respondent, while attending a cattle auction.
was knocked over and injured by a Brahman heifer-calf named Alicia, the property of the first appellant. a stud
farm. The respondent brought an action in a Provincial Division against the first appellant based on the actio de
pauperie for the damages allegedly sustained by him as a result of Alicia's conduct. The Court a quo made a
declaratory order in the respondent's favour. It appeared from the evidence that the respondent had entered the
auction pen in which Alicia and about 2S other heifers were being kept pending auction. The respondent, who
was busy studying a catalogue. did not see the heifers and was totally unaware of their presence in the pen.
None of the other heifers followed Alicia's example. On appeal to the Supreme Court of Appeal it was argued
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appellants' reliance on other instances of strict liability, it was pointed out that
these have either a long history or a policy-based reason for existence, in both
cases peculiar to themselves, and not free from jurisprudential controversy in
any event. Any analogy based on them would therefore be false." This is not, it
is submitted, a singularly praetorian approach to the South African common
law. It would seem that the court felt itself incapable of deducing any policy
based approach for the remedy sought in Wagener and the fact that the actio de
pauperie was a policy based remedy for some reason disqualified it as a valid

precedent in Wagener. It is submitted that the complete opposite view should
have prevailed i.e. that where there were significant policy -considerations in
favour of a particular remedy, the provisions of section 39(2) of the Constitution

on behalf of the appellant that the actio de pauperie was an anachronism that should no longer be recognised in
our law, inter alia because it involved a primitive form of absolute liability; the contra naturam aui generis
requirement was confusing and inconsistent; the actio was not logically justified; and it often led to unfair
results. The second defence put up by the appellant was that Alicia had not acted contra naturam because her
conduct had to be compared not with that of all other heifers, but specifically with that of the average Brahman
heifer, a more highly-strung breed than average. The SeA held that the fact that the actio, which was more than
24 centuries old and still formed part of South African law. involved absolute liability was no reason to banish
it: the phenomenon of risk-liability was becoming more prevalent and had a useful role to fulfil in areas such as
the liability of owners for damages caused by domesticated animals. It held further that that the Court would not
be astute to abolish a controversial cause of action that was not unconstitutional or contra bonos mores or fallen
into desuetude: rather, it was the duty of the Court where necessary to adapt it and, depending on the
circumstances, to either expand or curtail it. The court said that if, instead of the dogmatic view that all
'delictual liability' had to be based on fault, a broad view was adopted that encompassed risk-liability in
deserving cases, the only remaining question was whether the actio had a useful role to play from a practical
point of view. It pointed out that no practical reason relevant to the facts of the present case for the denial of the
actio was raised and that the time for burying the actio had thus not yet arrived. Olivier JA quoted from
O'Callaghan NO" Chap/in in which the court stated: 'It is satisfactory to find that the action de pauperie still
forms part of our law.... I think the conclusion is a sound and just one, for if a man chooses to keep an animal,
and injury or damage is caused by it to an innocent person, he must make adequate compensation. The owner of
the animal and not the person injured must bear the loss.... After all, the result arrived at is but the natural
development of a doctrine which. as we learn from eminent jurists, such as Wesenbeck, Vinnius, Matthaeus,
Huber and others, had already been accepted in most places, notwithstanding the reception of the Roman law.
These masters and expounders of the law rightly saw nothing unjuristic in the view that, as the Roman law
regarded nome deditio as merely an alternative mode of solution at the election of an owner, that is of
discharging his liability for pauperles, the fact of its disappearance did not deprive an injured plaintiff of his
right to full compensation to be paid him by the defendant. The doctrine, therefore, which they state was
observed in actual practice in their time. has since been accepted by the more modem and maturer
jurisprudence, and still prevails as existing law in several civilised European countries as well as in our own.'
Howie P's emphasis on legal precedent and the principle of stare decisis is thus somewhat selective and once
again focuses on form over substance. It is submitted that the rationale behind the actio de pauperle is not as
peculiar as Howie P would have one believe. It runs like this: If one chooses to have in one's possession
something which represents a potential danger to others, then one is liable in the event that the danger in
question materialises. The same argument can quite easily be applied in the modem context to the manufacture
of pharmaceuticals. If one chooses to be in the business of the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, many of which
are essentially potentially dangerous substances, then, in the absence of any contributory negligence on the part
of the defendant one should be liable in the event of the materialization of the risk. To put it another way, the
fault, it could be said, lies in the choice of business activity. The word 'fault' is not used here in the moral or
emotional sense but in the legal. public policy sense. In the policy context it is difficult to understand why the
unsuspecting patient should sustain the loss caused by a defective drug especially when that patient's
constitutional right to bodily and psychological integrity takes precedence over any right at common law.
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should be invoked to develop the common law in keeping with those policy
considerations.

If one studies the arguments of Howie P against an award based on strict
liability they amount to the

•

foll~wing:

Even if one accepted that a case for strict liability could be made out, it is
not for the courts to impose that liability but the Legislature despite the
admission that: "One is sensitive to the criticism expresseq by Prosser that
to say that only the Legislature should make changes is to echo 'the cry
invariably raised against anything new whatever in the law'. Nevertheless,
what needs to be done is to assess what the new development entails and
ho:w best to implement it." It is submitted that this view is totally contrary
to sections 8(3) and 39(2) of the Constitution which require the courts, not
the legislature, to develop the common law.

•

The court could impose strict liability only if it considered that this was
what, in developing the common law, s 8(3) of the Constitution
compelled. But, if the Court did so hold, the Legislature would be
hamstrung by such conclusion even if the democratic parliamentary
process in due course delivered up the conclusion that only' certain
manufacturers or certain instances of manufacture should be subject to
strict liability. This is illustrative of the sort of problem that could indeed
arise if the Courts' were to alter the law in the respect proposed by the
appellants rather than to leave it to Parliament. It is submitted that this
argument demonstrates a lamentable lack of understanding of the role and
power of legislation. The common law can never 'hamstring' the
Legislature since it is free to legislate inter alia in order to alter the
common law. Indeed one of the checks and balances within the doctrine of
separation of powers is that in a situation where the Legislature does not
approve of a. court decision it may.legislate to the contrary - provided of
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course that such legislation is consistent with the provisions of the
Constitution.

•

The court's observation that it is not without significance that in the other
parts of the world of which mention has already been made, the imposition
has been by way of legislation, failed to take into account the imposition
of strict liability at its own backdoor such as that in the actio de pauperie
by courts removed in time rather more than geographical space.244
However, Neethling et aP4S in fact observe that in Constinental systems,
liability without fault originated

prim~ly

from legislation (it is submitted

that this is largely due to the preference by Continental systems for
codification of law) while in Anglo-American law, case law played the
dominant role. They state that in South Africa both the legislature and the
courts contributed to the development of liability without fault. It is thus
submitted that the court's reference is to mainly Continental systems of
law as opposed to Anglo-American ones such as the South African system·
and that it has therefore draw.n a false and thus invalid comparison.
Continental systems are codified whereas the Anglo-American legal
systems are common law based.

•

There was extensive regulation of the manufacture of medicines without
the imposition of strict liability by the Legislature. It could not therefore
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Vicarious liability is another example of the imposition of strict liability for reasons of public policy. In
Amalgamated Beverage Industries Natal (Pty) Ltd" Durban City COll1lcil 1994 (3) SA 110 (A), Botha JA
stated: "It is necessary in this context to revert to the question of vicarious liability. It is seen in the majority
judgment as a lesser evil than strict liability. Again, with respect, I am unable to agree. As I have indicated, I
regard vicarious liability as but one form of strict liability. Notionally it may be possible to separate strict
liability in the form of vicarious liability from the remaining field of strict liability (i.e. where the acts of
employees are not involved). but I can perceive no practical profit in doing so. It does not appear from the
majority judgment whether vicarious liability is postulated on the premise that th~ must be mens rea on the
part of the servant.lfit is. the same difficulties of proving negligence on the part of the servant will certainly be
encountered as in the case of the employer. Yet another example is the Praetor's edict de naIIlis CtlIIpOnibus 141
stabularis which imposes strict liability on innkeepers in respect of goods brought onto their property by guests
and which was found to be still part of South African law by the court in Gabriel And Another" Enchanled Bed
And Brealifast CC 2002 (6) SA 591 (e). See further the discussion in Neethling.et al (fit 18 supra) p362-380
regarding the aclio de pastil, actio de feris, actio de ejJilsis vel deiectis, actio positi vel suspensl and the
discussions of the law of vicarious liability and agency all of which are common law concepts involving strict
liability.
Neethling el al fu 18 supra at p363
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have intended strict liability to apply. It is submitted that the existence of
extensive regulation of the manufacture of medicines without the
imposition of strict liability by the Legislature does not prove anything in
terms of individual cases. By its nature, legislation is generic rather than
specific. The possibility of the imposition of strict liability by a court
cannot be said to have been excluded simply due to a failure on the part of
the Legislature to include it in legislation.

•

The court posed a series of questions in the judgment to demonstrate the
complexities of trying to legislate judicially in the area of product liability.
With respect, it is submitted that even if the court had decided in favour of
strict liability in the present case, this would not necessarily have meant
that every other manufacturer of every other product was also subject to
strict liability neither would it have meant necessarily that only,
manufacturers of medicines were strictly liable.

It is submitted with respect that the court lost sight of the fact that it was only
being asked to 'legislate' upon one extremely limited set of facts and that whilst
the essence of its reasoning could be extracted and applied to other cases246,
those other cases would not necessarily be decided in the same way if the facts
differed. For example, it could be argued that product liability for medicines in
the same category as Regibloc should be strict for the following reasons:

•

Such medicines are administered to. the patient by a trained health
professional as opposed to being .self-administered. There is thus small
chance of the medicines being admInistered contrary to the manufacturer's
instructions;

246

In National Direcior o/Public Prosecutions And Another" Mohamed NO and Others 2003 (4) SA I (CC) it
was observed that "Whatever the case may be, the Court is obliged at all stages of the inquiry to give proper
reasons for its conclusion. Such reasons will not only be binding on the litigants but will constitute an objective
precedent, with such binding force on other courts as the prinCiples of stare decisis and the status of the Court
delivering the judgment dictate." It is the reasons for the decision which are binding. Since the reasons are
heavily dependent upon the facts of the individual case. the facts of other cases would have to be on all fours
before the reasons in the particular precedent could be applied to those other cases:
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•

The patient had no choice as to the kind of local anaesthetic administered
and even if consulted as to her preference, would not have been in any
position to give a meaningful response unless by some quirk of fate, she
was herself a health professional with extensive knowledge of local
anaesthetics. The patient's role in the situation is therefore one of extreme
passivity;

•

The patient is not in a position to ascertain the merits of various local
anaesthetics or to determine the chemical components of the medicine and
whether it is defective or not;

•

The patient is not in a position to read the labelling or other information or
warnings on the packaging of the medicine. She is highly unlikely to have
handled or inspected the medicine ,prior to its administration;

•

The route of administration (by way of injection) represents a potentially
greater danger to the patient than by some other less rapid and invasive
route eg oral ingestion. If she decided that the medicine tasted 'bad'; for
instance she could have spat it out. Once a medicine has been injected into
the bloodstream, however it is impossible for the patient to reverse this
process;

•

The harm caused was severely disabling and constituted a violation of the
patient's right to bodily and psychological integrity;

•

It was established that the medicine was defective when it had left the

manufacturer's premises;

•

It was not disputed that the medicine had caused the injury in question;
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•

The harm caused was reasonably forese~able.

This set of circumstances is highly specific to (a) medicines (b) medicines
administered by injection (c) local anaesthetics (c) medicines that are not selfadministered (d) medicines that are clearly defective upon leaving the control of
the manufacturer. It is quite justifiably argued that in such circumstances the
imposition of strict liability upon the manufacturer is entirely in aCcordance
with public policy whereas with resp~t' to other types of medicine, taken in
different circumstances and with different potential for harm this argument may
not apply. Thus the arguments of the court about the need to take into account
different kinds of manufacturers of different products and the

co~sequences

for

them if the court had to impose strict liability in the present case are largely, it is
respectfully submitted, specious. The impact of the judgment would have been
very much contained by the highly specific nature of the circumstances
involved.

7.8

Imperitia Culpae Admumeratur

This maxim means that ignorance or .lack of skill is deemed to be negligence.
Neethlin'g et afA7 observe that the maxim is mi~leading because South African
law does not accept that mere ignorance constitutes negligerice248 • They note that
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Neethling et al fit 18 supra at p136
See also Boberg 1h 18 supra p346 where he states that the maxim imperitia culpae adnumeratur is misleading.
Lack of skill can never amount to negligence for no one can be skilful at everything. But it may be negligent to
undertake work requiring a certain expertise without possession the necessary degree of competence. Van der
Walt observes that the mtDCim Imperitia culpae adnumeratur can apply only if the task or the engagement in an
activity is itself blameworthy. He says that a layman who renders medical assistance in an emergency is not
judged by the standard of a doctor. As long as he exercises the care of an ordinary layman in the same situation
he is not negligent. Scott TJ in 'Die Reel Imperitia Culpae Adnumeratur As Grondslag Vir Die
Nalatigheidstoets Vir Deskundiges' in Die Deliklereg Petere Fontes: L C Stein Gedenkbunde/124-162 deals
with the question of whether the maxim is consistent with the reasonable man test of negligence or whether it
introduces a subjective standard of negligence in taking into account the qualifications and skill of the
professional person. Scott points out that it is not unreasonable for professionals to undertake tasks for which
they are qualified and.so the explanation that the negligence consists in the undertaking of a task without the
necessary skill as opposed to the lack of skill itself does not apply to professionals. Scott says that the
negligence ofan expert should be determined by appiying the test of the reasonable expert to the actual conduct
of the expert. Although this introduces a subjective element to the usually objective reasonable man test for
negligence. it will only have the effect of raising the Standard - never lowering it. The personal characteristics
of the expert remain irrelevant. The ultimate objectivity of the test for negligence is thus not compromised. The
question of the layperson who renders emergency medical assistance is an interesting one. From a constitutional
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the principle embodied in the maxim applies where a person undertakes an
activity for which expert knowledge is required while such person knows or
should reasonably know that he lacks the requisite expert knowledge and should
therefore not undertake the activity in question. In Du" V Absa Bank Ltd and

Another'-49 the court made reference to the maxim with regard to the expert
activities of investment brokers2so• The court said that the question as to whether
the standard must be that of the specific subset of experts to which the
defendant belonged or should it be the lower standard of the general set of
experts to which the defendant belonged had to be resolved with regard to the
standard implied in the defendant's public professions of skill and expertise in
relation the nature of the services they were offering. The court said that those
who undertake to advise clients on matters including an important legal
component do so at their peril if they have not informed themselves sufficiently

249
2S0

perspective, the view has been discussed elsewhere in this thesis that the right contemplated in section 27(3) of
the Constitution not to be refused emergency medical treatment is limited to such treatment from suitably
qualified persons. A health professional cannot be expected or required to exceed his or her scope of practice in
rendering emergency medical treatment in terms of section 27(3) and neither can a layperson be required to give
emergency medical treatment since he is not qualified to do so. What would be the legal position where a
layperson steps in to give emergency medical assistance of some kind and aggravates the situation for the
victim? What would be the legal position of the health professional, such as a nurse, who exceeds her scope of
practice in an emergency situation where she is the only person who can render any assistance? Where she
handles such situations adequately it is unlikely that the question will ever be put before the courts or the South
African Nursing Council but where she does not the maxim of Imper;l;a culpae adnumeratur is likely to be
raised. The situation of a medical specialist in an emergency medical situation in South Amca is just as .
interesting. General practitioners can perform a wide range of professional activities due to the extremely wide
nature of their scope of practice. However medical specialists despite having greater levels of expertise in some
areas and despite having been trained as general practitioners before specialising. have a far narrower scope of
practice. What would be the position of a cardiologist faced with an emergency situation in which a· woman is
giving birth on board an aeroplane upon which he is the only medically trained passenger? If he refused to help
could legal action subsequently be taken against him in terms of section 27(3) of the Constitution? Would it
make a difference ifhe was employed by the State or ifhe was a private practitioner?
Durr 1997 (3) SA 448 (SCA)
Schutz JA observed that: "Imperitia culpae adnumeratur, says 0 50.17.132 • lack of skill is regarded as
culpable. That much is accepted by the respondents. But how much skill. they say. We have shown all the skill
that an 'ordinary' or 'average' broker, or a bank employing such a one, need show. What more can be asked of
us? Two questions arise in this case. (1) In general, wttat is the level of skill and knowledge required? (2) Is the
standard required in judging that level that of the ordinary or average broker at large. or is it that of the regional
manager of the broking division of a bank professing investment skills and offering expert investment advice?
The answer to the first question is found in the judgment of Innes CJ in Yan Wyk " Lewis (fit 198 supra) at 444
with reference. as it happens, to medical practitioners: 'It was pointed out by this Court, in Milchell " Dixon
(1914 AD at 525), that "a medical practitioner is not expected to bring to bear upon the case entrusted to him
the highest possible degree of professional skill, but he is bound to employ reasonable skill and care". And in
deciding what is reasonable the Court will have regaril to the general level of skill and diligence possessed and
exercised at the time by the members of the branch of the profession to which the practitioner belongs. The
evidence of qualified surgeons or physicians is of the greatest assistance in estimating that level.
'But the decision of what is reasonable under the circumstances is for the Court; it will pay high regard to the
views of the profession, but it is not bound to adopt them.'
For the purposes of this case I do not think that anything need be added to this statement. (Scott U in Mahon"
Osborne [1939] 1 All ER S3S (CA) at 549D-E was to say of Innes CJ's judgment that it was one 'of which I
should like humbly to express my admiration'.)
I
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on the law. Schutz JA stated that in real life negligence is not a mere legal
abstraction, but must be related to particular facts. However, as a matter of law
set in the present factual context, he said he was of the opinion that the relevant
standard was not that of the 'average or typical broker' as he has been defined.
Schutz JA said that to accept that standard would be to allow a definition chosen
by a witness for his own purposes to dictate the result, making the enquiry as to
what is required of a particular kind of broker pointless. What is actually needed
is first to determine what skills the particular kind of broker needs to exhibit,
which must depend in large part on what skills he is held out to possess. If tbis
were not so, then the reasoning advanced by the respondents would justify the
neurosurgeon being judged by the standards of the general practitioner. That
would be contrary to the reference by Innes CJ in Van Wyk v Lewis to 'the
branch of the profession to which the practitioner belongs'. He concluded that
the appropriate standard is that of the regional manager of the broking division
of a bank professing investment skills and offering expert investment advice. 2s1
The court quoted with approval the basic rule stated by Joubert (ed)2S2, as
follows:
"The reasonable person has no special skills and la~k of skill or knowledge is not per se
negligence. It is, however, negligent to engage voluntarily in any potentially dangerous
activity unless one has the skill and knowledge usually associated with the proper
discharge of the duties connected with such an activity."

The court held that given the rule of law concerning the
requiring skill, Stuart (the broker) was

i~

unde~ing

of activity

a constant dilemma. Either he had to

forewarn the Durrs where his skills ended, so .as to enable them to appreciate the
dangers of accepting his advice without more ado, or he should not have
2S1

252

Schutz JA would not accept as a defence the fact that the broker (Stuart) was entitled to rely on regulatory
authorities and officials to ensure that all of the risks had been eliminated. He stated at p467 of the judgment: "I
would say something about reliance on the various regulatory bodies and officials. They do perform valuable
functions in protecting the public against fraud. But for an investment advisor to assume that they have shot out
all the predators is ingenuous. New ones always creep in under the wire. Those responsible for lending other
people's money must be ever alert to this and, sometimes helped by the regulatory powers, make their own
investigations to the extent reasonably necessary. These powers are not there. after all. to give individual and
daily attention to particular lenders, and the grindings of their mills are sometimes slow. Individual attention
falls to be given by individual advisors. And then there are also other aids to the investor and his advisor which
the State has made available. To what extent did Stuart avail himself ofthem?"
The Law o/South Africa First Reissue vol 8.1 para 94
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recommended the investment. What he was not entitled to do was to venture
into a field in which

h~

professed skills which he did not have and to give them

assurances about the soundness of the investments which he was not properly
qualified to give. Before he recommended the investment in question he should
first have sought help which was readily available to him. The court found in
favour of the appellant (the plaintiff).

In the public health sector in particular the maxim of imperitia culpae

adnumeratur is of importance given the constant shortages of health care
professionals experienced by this sector. The state is under great pressure,
especially in deep rural areas in which it is· sometimes almost impossible to
recruit health professionals, to provide 'services with the barest minimum of
human resources, and in the worst cases, in the complete absence of suitably
qualified and adequately trained personnel. A number of questions arise in this
regard which need to be explored in more detail. Health professionals are
generally registered with regard to particular scopes of practice. A health
professional who exceeds that scope of practice would almost certainly as a
general rule fall foul of the law on the basis of the maxim as well as any other
professional rules that may be involved. 2s3 Are there any circumstances,
2S3

In terms of section 27 of the Nursing Act No 50 of ]978·
(]) A person who is not registered or enrolled in a particular capacity(a) who makes use of a title which only a person who is registered or enrolled in that capacity may use,
whether he makes use of such title alone or in combination with any word or letter~
(b) who holds himself out or permits himself to be held out. directly or indirectly. as being registered or
enrolled in that capacity~ or
(c) who wears a uniform. badge or other distinguishing device. or any misleading imitation thereof.
prescribed in respect ofa person registered or enrolled in that capacity.
shall be guilty of an offence.
.
(2) Subject to the provisions of subsection (4) and the Medical, Dental and Supplementary Health Service
Professions Act, 1974 (Act 56 of] 974). a person- •
(a) who is not registered as a nurse or enrolled as a nurse or a nursing auxiliary and who for gain performs
any act pertaining to the profession of nursing~
(b) who is not registered or enrolled as a midwife and who for gain performs any act pertaining to the
profession of midwifery; or
(c) who is not registered or enrolled as a midwife and who makes any internal examination of the genitals ofa
woman while attending to the woman in relation to a condition arising out of or in connection with
pregnancy.
shall be guilty of an offence.
(3) A person who. knowing that another person is not registered or enrolled in a particular capacity(a) describes such person as the holder ofa title which only a person who is registered or enrolled in that
capacity may use. whether he describes such other person by making use of such title alone or in
combination with any word or letter; or
(b) holds such other person out, directly or indirectly. as being registered or enrolled in that capacity.
shall be guilty of an offence.
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however, in which there could be lawful defences to such prima facie illegal
acts? With regard to nurses in particular, there is also the matter of section 38A
of the Nursing Act254 which is quoted in full in the footnote for the sake of
convenience25s • A further question

i~

whether the right to emergency medical

treatment contemplated in section 27(3) of the Constitution limited by the
qualifications of the health professional at the scene or would the health
professional who in an emergency medicai situation exceeds the bounds of his
or her scope of service in coming to the rescue of a patient be able to use section
27(3) as grounds for justification of what would otherwise be an unlawful act?

Necessity or compulsion has been recognised as a defence in criminal law for
some time2S6. It has not apparently arisen ill the context of a health professional

254
255

256

Nursing Act No SO of 1978
Notwithstanding the other provisions of this Act and the provisions of the Medicines and Related Substances
Act fu 12 supra of the Pharmacy Act, 1974 (Act 53 of 1974). and of the Medical. Dental and Supplementary
Hea}th Service Professions Act, 1974 (Act 56 of 1974), any registered nurse who is in the service of the
Department of Health, Welfare and Pensions, a provincial administration, a local authority or an organization
performing any health service and designated by the Director-General: Health, Welfare and Pensions after
consultation with the South African Pharmacy Board referred to in section 2 of the Pharmacy Act, 1974. and
who has been authorized thereto by the said Director-General, the Director of Hospital Services of such
provincial administration, the medical officer of health of such local authority or the medical practitioner in
charge of such organization, as the case may be, may in the course of such service perform with reference lo(a) the physical examination of any person;
(b) the diagnosing of any physical defect, illness or deficiency in any person;
(c) the keeping of prescribed medicines and the supply, administering or prescribing thereof on the prescribed
conditions; or
(d) the promotion offamily planning.
any act which the said Director-General. Director of Hospital Services. medical officer of health or medical
practitioner. as the case may be, may after consultation with the council determine in general or in a particular
case or in cases of a particular nature: Provided that such nurse may perform such act only whenever the
services of a medical practitioner or pharmacist, as the circumstances may require, are not available.
In S v Adams S v Wemer 1981 (I) SA 187 (A), Counsel CJM Dugard and J M Burchell acting for the appellant,
Werner, observed the following with regard to necessity: "In Roman law there was no systematic discussion of
the defence of necessity but there are isolated instances in which such a defence was recognized. See D
47.9.3.7; D 9.2.49.1; D 43.24.7.4; D 9.2.29.3; D 19.5.14 pro Several Roman-Dutch writers consider:ed necessity
as a general defence. See Grotius De Jure Belli ac Pacts 2.2.6 - 9; Puffendorf De Jure Naturae el Gentium 2.6.4
and 5; Van der Keessel Praelectiones 47.2.8. Necessity has been recognized as a general defence in modern
South African law. See S v Mahomed and Another 1938 AD at 34 - 35; S v Rabodila 1974 (3) SA 324; S v
Pretorius 1975 (2) SA 85; Chetty v Minister of Police 1976 (2) SA at 452 - 3; Minister 0/Police v Chetly 1977
(2) SA 885; S v Adams 1979 (4) SA at 796A - C; Burchell and Hunt South African Criminal Law and
Procedure 1'011 General Principles at 283 et seq; De Wet and Swanepoel Slra/reg 3rd ed at 87 - 88; J V van der
Westhuizen Noodtoesland as Regverdigingsgrond in die Strafreg (1979) LLD dissertation (Pretoria) 730.
Compulsion or duress is a form of necessity and .is recognized as a general defence. See S " Goliath 1973 (3)
SA 1; S" Mtewlwa 1977 (3) SA 628; S" Kibi 1978 (4) SA 173; SvAlfeus 1979 (3) SA 145;SvPetersen 1980
(1) SA 938. Necessity is prima facie available as a defence to common law crimes and statutory offences. It is,
therefore, available to a contravention of the Group Areas Act 36 of 1966 unless the Legislature expressly or
impliedly provides otherwise. See S" Adams (supra at 798F - H); Burchell and Hunt (op cit at 284); Glanville
Williams Text Book o/Criminal Law (1978) at 55S. There is no express exclusion of the defence of necessity
and the provision for permits (s 26 (1) of the Group Areas Act 36 of 1966) does not impliedly exclude the
defence. See Steyn Uitleg van Welle 4th ed at 102 - 106 (and cases cited by. the learned author). As to the
requirements of the defence of necessity, see Burchell and Hunt (op cit at 285), approved in S v Pretorius (supra
at 89); SvAlfeus (supra at 152H); S"Adams 1979 (4) SA at 796A - C. The appellant does not rely on economic
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rendering health care services in an emergency situation or otherwise. In a
society which still tends to be non-litigious, whether due to the prohibitive costs
of legal action or for other reasons, it is unlikely that a health professional who
assists someone in a medical emergency in a way that goes beyond his or her
scope of practice will be sued on this basis unless the harm caused by the
intervention is serious relative to that ·initially anticipated as a consequence of
the emergency itself. Strauss discusses necessity with regard to a situation in
which the treatment is against the will of the patient but where the interests of
society are at stake for example ~here medical intervention is necessary to
prevent the spreading of a contagious disease. He does not raise the defence in
the context of a violation of the provisions of the Health Professions Act or the
Nursing Act with regard to scope of practice in circumstances where there was
patient consent and for instance the patient's life was at stake. It is submitted
that this is the context in" which the applicability of the defence of necessity is
more likely to arise in practice, especially in the public sector in which there is a
severe shortage of suitably qualified personnel in some areas. There is a
constitutional right to life which, it could be argued, a health professional was
seeking to uphold in acting outside of his or her scope of practice in an
emergency situation. Even, however, where·the risk was not to life but to limb
there is the constitutional right to

bodiI~

and psychological integrity. The

question is how far these rights would go as justification for the actions of a
health care provider in exceeding his scope of practice when assisting a patient.
Even if the patient is begging for assistance, there is no-one else to help and the

necessity which "is not a form of necessity that the law recognizes". See R" Caneslra 1951 (2) SA at 324. The
list of legally protected interests is not closed. See JV van der Westhuizen Noodtoestand as Regverdisingsgrond
in die Strafreg at 553; Burchell and Hunt (op cit at 285 - 8); Glanville Williams Criminal Law - The General
Part 2nd cd at 756 • 7. Health is a legally protected interest. See S " Pretorlau (supra at 89 - 90); R " Bourne
(1939) 1 KB at 692; S" Johnson 53 A 1021 (1902) dealt with in Jerome Hall General Principles of Criminal
Law 2nd ed 426. Family life is a legally protected interest. See Levy NO and Another " Schwartz NO and
Others 1948 (4) SA at 933; art 6 of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany. The family life of the
appellant and his wife was threatened. Privacy is a legally protected interest. See J Neethling Die Reg op
Priwatheid at 380; 0 J McQuoid-Mason The Law of Priwcy in South Africa at 98; O'Keejfo " Argus Printing
and Publiming Co Ltd 1954 (3) SA 244; Kidson v SA Associated Newspapers Ltd 1957 (3) SA 461; S v A
1971 (2) SA 293~ Rhodesian Printing and Publishing Co Ltd" Duggan 1975 (1) SA 590~ S v 11976 (1) SA at
783G; Unillersiteit wn Pretoria" Tommie Meyer Films (Edms) Bpk 1977 (4) SA at 383 - 4. The legally
protected interest may be threatened by force of surrounding circumstances. See S" Pretoriau (supra at p 89 90); StoJfberg" Elliott (m 27 supra) at p150. As to the threat having commenced or being imminent. see S"
Mtewtwa 1977 (3) SA at 63 IA-B.
II
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health professional knows what must be done to assist the patient, must he
refuse treatment on the grounds that he is not qualified to administer it? What
constitutes necessity in such a situation? In this regard there is also the difficult
distinction between situations of emergency and urgency. A balancing exercise
is required with the constitutional rights of Jhe patient being weighed against the
transgression by a health professional of the law or at the least, the rules of his
or her professional body for which he or she can be disciplined. In the context
of the public sector this is most likely to arise where there is no doctor available
and the nurses are the only health profes~ionals around who can help the patient.
Would the situation be any different if the patient was unable to consent because
he or she

was unconscious? If so would it be worse or better, for the health

professional

concemed~

than a situation in Which there is patient consent in the

clear knowledge that the nurse is not qualified to perform a particular procedure
but there are no alternatives? Generally speaking the law sanctions actions and
omissions in an emergency situation which it would not otherwise. An example
is the doctrine of negotiorum gestio which allows the interference of one person
in the affairs of another (the dominus) in the interests of the latter. What is the
position then of a health professional who exceeds his

o~

her scope of practice

in such a situation. It is submitted that, if the circumstances were such that there
was no alternative, that the patient cortsented to the risks of the treatment and
that the health professional in question exercised the same degree of care and
skill in administering the treatment as would have been exercised by a
reasonable person in the circumstances, a subsequent delictual action against the
health professional is not only unlikely but also should not succeed if his or her
actions were in accordance with public policy and constitutional values. The
maxim imperitia culpae adnumeratur should be defeated by the maxim volenti
non fit injuria. In similar circumstances, where the patient is unable to give

consent for some reason, a subsequent action in delict against the health
professional could obviously not be defeated by the maxim volenti non fit
injuria and the health professional runs a greater risk of having the claim against

him or her succeed on the basis of the maxim imperitia culpae adnumeratur.
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However, it remains to be seen how the court will interpret the right not to be
refused emergency medical treatment in practice.

.

Strauss2S7 observes that medical treatment against the will of the patient is
legally permissible within very narrow limitations only. The legal ground of
justification upon which the doctor or. other person may rely in these cases is
necessity. He states that a feature of the typical situation to which the doctrine
of necessity generally applies is that the interest of a person (the so-called
innocent third person) is sacrificed to protect or rescue the lawful interest of
another who is endangered either by a natural force ("inevitable evil") or by
human agency. Therefore, says Strauss, where a doctor - in order to protect the
social interest - administers medical treatment to a person against the Jatter's
will, he (the doctor) may raise the

d~~ence

of necessity against a charge of

assault. Thus a doctor may treat a patient suffering from a dangerous infectious
disease against the patient's will, to prevent the disease from spreading. So too,
a doctor may vaccinate healthy persons to prevent the outbreak of a dangerous
disease in the community. Strauss notes that although the defence of necessity
may be relied upon even where the act· intended to ward off the danger is
directed not against the interest of an innocent third person but against other
interests of the person threatened with

~e

danger, such action, if undertaken

against the will of the latter, can in his opinion only in exceptional
circumstances be justified on the basis of the doctrine ofnecessity.2s8

In the case of negotiorum gestio the courts have observed that the gestor is only
entitled to reimbursement of expenses and not to remuneration, the underlying
principle being that negotiorum gestio arises from an act of generosity and
friendship and is not aimed at allowing the gestor to make a profit out of his

257
258

Strauss fn 34 supra
Strauss (m 34 supra) refers to Van der Westhuizen JV Noodtoestand as Regverdigingsgrond In die StTf1,freg
(LLD thesis. University of Pretoria 1979) p 585. P 609 in thi$ regard
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administration.2s9 The gestor must have a clear int~ntion to serve the dominus

260

•

The actions of the gestor were usually understood to be in situations of urgency
in which there was no time or opportunity to contact the dominus. 261 The
negotiorum gestor has a right to be compensated for necessary and useful

expenses262 • This principle is clearly support for the proposition that where a
person renders emergency medical treatment in term of section 27(3) of the
Constitution, such person is subsequently entitled at least to compensation for
necessary and useful expenses. .Indeed it is submitted that the concept of
negotiorum gestio takes on a certain constitutional significance in the light of

section 27(3) of the Constitution. Negotiorum gestio is informed by the morals
or values of society. Thus Hablo observes that in negotiorum gestio, it is
generally a good defence to the gestor's claim that the principal had forbidden
him to act, but this defence will not avail if the action was morally demanded263 •
The values of South African society are reflected in the Constitution. The right

259

260

261

262
263

Mt Argun,· SheriffOICape Town And Another" Mt Argun, Her Owners And All Persons Interested In Her And
Another 2000 (4) SA 857 (C) William.!' Estate" Molenschoot and Schep (Ply) Ltd 1939 CPD 360 at 370 - 2;
Blomrnaert 1981 Tydskrifvir Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 123 at 134
.
In Standard Bank Financial Senices " Taylam 1979 (2) SA 383 (C) at 387 in Van Zijl JP set out the law in
regard to negotiorum gestorum as follows: "Our law in regard to negotiorum gestorum is based firmly. with but
minor divergencies. upon the Roman law. In Roman law the payment of the debt of another without a mandate
to do so gives rise to the actio negotiorum gestorum contraria and the gestor could recover the amount of such
payment together with the interest thereon unless the debtor had some interest in the payment not being made.
(See Digest 3.5.43 and 22.1.37.) This quasi-contractual relationship was brought about where the gestor. acting
without a mandate, rendered a service to the dominus - in this instance the debtor - and in doing so acted
reasonably and in the interest of the dominus with the intention not only of administering the affairs of the
dominus but also of being compensated for such administration. This action fell away if the gestor did not
intend to serve the dominus. i.e. the gestor mistakenly thought he was administering his own affairs or made
payment of a debt sui lucri causa. There is a basic difference between the gestores in these two instances. In the
first the gestor acted bona fide, but in the mistaken belief that he was serving the dominus. In the latter instance
he acted mala fide in his own interest. These two classes of gestor can be described respectively as the bona fide
gestor and the mala fide gestor. Neither of them could sue as negotiorum gestoris as neither had the intention to
serve the dominus. If, however. the dominus had been enriched at their expense they were each given the right
to recover from the dominus on the grounds of unjust enrichment."
In Maritime Motors (Ply) Ltd" Von Steiger And Another 2001 (2) SA 584 (SE) the court observed at p 599 that
:"He [the counsel for the plaintift] referred to the following passage in Silke De Villiers and Macintosh The
Law of Agency in South Africa 3rd ed at 274: 'Not only can a person (gestor) recover expenses on the ground of
unjust enrichment when he has paid another's debt (that of his dominus) for his own benefit (sui lucri causa),
but also when he has done so against the express wishes of the debtor (dominus). The circumstances in which
the payment was made contrary to the wishes of the dominus are always an important factor in determining
whether the payment was or was not justly done. •
It appears from the same work that the term negotiorum gestor was originally used to describe the person who
acts on behalf of another and solely for the latter's benefit in circumstances of urgency. knowing that he had no
such authority to act. There was and could be no question of any relationship arising between the parties by
consent. It was further emphasised by the learned authors that the negotiorum gestor plays a constantly
shrinking role in the world of ever-improving communications because it is quite clear that an unauthorised
person should not interfere in another's affairs ifit is possible to get in touch with that other.
See Van Zyl D H Negotiorum Gestio In South African Law (1985) at p 67 - 71.
Hahlo HR 1960 AnnUQI SUrlley o/South African Law at p 66 - 7
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to life, the right to human dignity and the right not to be refused emergency
medical treatment are all suggestive of a greater duty to rescue than previously
existed at common law. Whilst it is not suggested that the values in the
Constitution require members of society to go about poking their noses into
other people's business, they may well expect positive intervening action in
circumstances where public mores require if64.

Negotiorum gestio is often associated with actions for unjust enrichment26s• It
was referred to in the context of health care services in Behr v Minister of

Health 266•

264

26S

266

They would in other words, inform situations such as that in Minister van Po/isie " Ewe/s (tit 63811pf'tl) in

which Rumpff JA observed that: "Oit wil voorkom of the vraagstuk van 'n late, as deliktuele onregmatige
gedrag, tot 'n mate van klaarheid ontwikkel het, vgl. Silva's Fishing Corporation (Ply.) Ltd. v Maweza, 1957 (2)
SA 256 (AA); Regal v African Superslate (Ply.) Ltd, 1963 (I) SA 102 (AA); Minister of Fore8try ,
Quoth/ambo (Ply.) Ltd., 1973 (3) SA 69 (A). As uitgangspunt word aanvaar dat daar in die algerneen geen
regsplig op 'n persoon rus om te verhinder dat iemand anders skade Iy nie, al sou 50 'n persoon maklik kon
verhinder dat die skade gely word en al sou van so 'n persoon verwag kon word, op 5uiwer morele gronde, dat
hy daadwerklik optree om die skade te verhinder. Ook word egter aanvaar dat in sekere omstandighede daar 'n
regsplig op 'n persoon rus om te verhinder dat iemand anders skade Iy. Versuim hy om daardie plig uit te voer,
ontstaan daar 'n onregmatige late wat aanleiding kan gee tot 'n eis om skadevergoeding. Hierdie gevalle is nie
beperk tot 'n eienaar van grand wat deur sy late veroorsaak dat iemand anders deur iets wat in verband staan
met sy grand skade Iy nie of, in die algemeen, tot gevalle waar daar 'n sekere voorafgaande gedrag ("prior
. conduct") was nie. 'n Sekere voorafgaande gedrag of die beheer oor eiendom mag 'n faktor wees in die totaal
van omstandighede van 'n bepaalde geval waarvan onregmatigheid afgelei word, maar is nie 'n noodwendige
onregmatigheidsvereiste nie. Oit skyn of die stadium van ontwikkeling bereik is waarin 'n late as onregmatige
gedrag beskou word ook wanneer die omstandighede van die geval van so 'n aard is dat die late nie aileen
morele verontwaardiging ontlok nie maar ook dat die regsoortuiging van die gemeenskap verlang dat die late as
onregmatig beskou behoort te word en dat die gelede skade vergoed behoort te word deur die persoon wat
nagelaat het om daadwerklik op te tree. Om te bepaal of daar onregmatigheid is. gaan dit, in 'n gegewe geval
van late, dus nie oor die gebruiklike ·nalatigheid" van die bonus paterfamilias nie. maar oor die vraag of, na
aanleiding van al die feite. daar 'n regsplig was om redelik op te tree.
Rubin L, Unauthorised Administration in South Africa, pp. 72 - 73, emphasises the distinction between the true
action based on negotiorum gestiO and an action based on enrichment: "There can be little doubt that in most
cases a negotiorum gestio results in actual enrichment of the dominus. The destruction of the beneficial service
rendered by the gestor before the dominus could enjoy it may safely be regarded as a rare occurrence. It is clear.
also, that in some cases the same result would be achieved whether the person rendering the service claimed as
a gestor or relied on the principle of unjust enrichment; furthermore, that in such cases, the latter course must be
recommended because the intention of the plaintiff would be irrelevant, and to that extent the proceedings
would be simplified. It must be borne in mind. however. that in the one case the claim is for all the useful and
necessary expenses incurred; in the other, it is based upon an entirely different criterion, namely, the extent to
which the dominus has been enriched. In the first case the question is whether they are expenses which the
dominus would. himself. have incurred. whether the amount thereof represents his actual enrichment or not; in
the second case all considerations other than the actual enrichment of the dominus fall away. It follows,
therefore, that there are circumstances in which a plaintiff who. able to base his claim on negotiorum gestio,
nevertheless chose to rely on the principle of unjust enrichment, would, thereby, deprive himself of the right to
recover part of the amount which he had expended in the course of the gestio. In fact, such a plaintift'would be
ill advised to base his claim on the· principle of unjust enrichment, unless he had first satisfied himself that he
would be entitled to recover no less on that basis than on the basis of negotiorum gestiO. "
Behr 1961 (1) SA 629 (SR). The court said with regard to a husband's duty to pay for his wife's medical
treatment: "Ifshe had such cause. the husband's legal duty to support his wife and provide her with necessaries
continues despite the cessation of the joint household, and the tradesman who supplies her with necessaries such
as food or clothing, the landlord who lets her a lodging, the professional man who renders her necessary service,
are entitled to recover from the husband. As it is put by Dr. Rubin in his handbook on Unauthorised
Administration (negotiorum gestio) at p. 62. the tradesman or landlord or professional man is discharging a
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7.9

Class Actions

In Permanent Secretary, Department of Welfare, Eastern Cape, and Another v

Ngxuza and Otherjl67 the applicants decided to proceed with a class action under
section 38(c) of the Constitution. This case is currentl.y the. leading case on class
actions in South Africa. In previous cases, to which Cameron J refers in his
judgm~nt

in Nguxa, the courts had been reticent or reluctant to recognise the

possibility of a class action despite the provisions of section 38(c) of the
Constitution. Ngxuza is interesting because it is a case which demonstrates the
risks run by the public sector in terms of class actions for logistical systems
failure and for ill advised policy decisions. The court did not consider the merits
of the case since the application was for leave to institute representative, class
action and public interest proceedings against the provinc~al authorities, ~ith the
assistance of the Legal Resources Centre in terms of s 38(b), (c) and (d) of the
Constitution on behalf of everyone else in the province who had also had their
grants unfairly and unlawfully terminated. The respondents were among tens of
thousands of recipients of social disability grants whose grants had unilaterally
and without notice been terminated by the Eastern Cape provincial authorities.

The order the applicants in Ngxuza applied for had three essential features. First,
it permitted the applicants, assisted by the Legal Resources Centre, to litigate as

.

representatives on behalf of anyone in the whole of the Eastern Province whose
disability grants were between specified dates cancelled or suspended by or on
behalf of the Eastern Cape government ('the class definition'). Associated with
this was an order requiring the Eastern Cape government to provide the Legal
Resources Centre with the details of the members of the class kept on computer
or physical file in governmental records

267

('~e

disclosure order'). The order

legal duty resting upon the husband; he is a gestor who has administered the affairs of the dominus, i.e., the
husband, and is therefore entitled to compensation from him. This is the basis upon which the judgment of
Benjamin J. in Gammon v McClure, 1925 CPO 137 at p 139. is based. and the husband's liability to pay
compensation to the gestor was enforced in Coelzee v Higgins, 5 E.O.C. 352, a case which has subsequently
been referred to with approval {see e.g., &cell" Douglas; 1924 CPO 472 at p 481)."
Ngwca 2001 (4) SA 1184 (SCA)
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lastly required the applicants to disseminate through various print and radio
media in the Eastern Cape and (with the assistance of the provincial
government) by notices at pension pay points information about the class action
('the publication order'). The object of publication was to give members of the
class the opportunity, if they wished, to opt out of the proceedings envisaged on
their behalf.

Cameron JA observed that in the type of class action at issue in this case, one or
more claimants litigate against 8: defendant not only on their own behalf but on
behalf of all other similar claimants. He said that the most important feature of
the class action is that other members of the class, although not formally and
individually joined, benefit from, and are bound by, the outcome of the
litigation unless they invoke prescribed procedures to opt out of it.268 Cameron
JA pointed out that although the Constitutional Court had not dealt with the
class action specifically, it had pronounced pertinently on the ambit to be
accorded all the standing provisions of the interim Constitution, which in
material respects are identical to those of the Constitution. He noted that in

Ferreira v Levin NO and Others; Vryenhoek and Others v Powell NO and

268

Cameron JA observed at p 1192 in Ngxuza (m 267 supra) that: ""The class action was until 1994 unknown to
our law, 6 where the individual litigant's personal and direct interest in litigation defined the boundaries of the
court's powers in it If a claimant wished to participate in existing court proceedings, he or she had to become
formally associated with them by compliance with the formalities of joinder. The difficulties the traditional
approach to participation in legal process create are well described in an analysis that appeared after the class
action was nationally regularised in the United States through a Federal R,..le of Court 8 more than 60 years ago:
"The cardinal difficulty with joinder ... is that it presupposes the prospective plaintiffs' advancing en masse on
the courts. In most situations such spontaneity cannot arise either because the various parties who have the
common interest are isolated, scattered and utter strangers to each other. Thus while the necessity for group
action through joinder clearly exists, the conditions for it do not. It may not be enough for society simply to set
up courts and wait for litigants to bring their complaints • they may never come. What is needed, then, is
something over and above the possibility of joinder. There must be some affirmative technique for bringing
everyone into the case and for making recovery available to all. It is not so much a matter of permitting joinder
as of ensuring it.'
The clasS action cuts through these complexities. The issue between the members of the class and the defendant
is tried once. The judgment binds all and the benefits of its ruling accrue to all. The procedure has particular
utility where a large group of plaintiffs each has a small claim that may be difficult or impossible to pursue
individually. The mechanism is employed not only in its country of origin. the United States of America, where
detailed rules governing its use have developed, but in other countries as well. The reason the procedure is
invoked so frequently lies in the complexity of modem social structures and the attendant cost of legal
proceedings:
"Modern society seems increasingly to expose men to such group injuries for which individually they are in a
poor position to seek legal redress, either because they do not know enough or because such redress is
disproportionately expensive. If each is left to assert his rights alone if and when he can, there will at best be a
random and fragmentary enforcement, if there is any at all.' [footnotes omitted]
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Others269, the majority of the court held that these provisions must be interpreted
generously and expansively, consistently with the mandate given to the courts to
uphold the Constitution, thus ensuring that the rights in the Constitution enjoy
the full measure of protection to which they are entitled. Cameron JA stated that
the circumstances of this particular case - unlawful conduct by a party against a
disparate body of claimants lacking access to individualised legal services, with
small claims unsuitable for if not incapable of enforcement in isolation - should
have led to the conclusion, in short order, that the applicants' assertion of
authority to institute class-action proceedings was unassailable. He said that the
applicants' averments about the predicament of other members of the class to
some extent rest on hearsay evidence was obvious but that few class actions
could be maintained without some element of hearsay. Indeed, he said, if firsthand evidence could be obtained from all those sought to be included, they
could as readily be joined, and the need for class proceedings would fall away.
He observed that hearsay evidence in any event varies in its import and quality.
That produced in this case - from district surgeons, advice offices, civic and
political organisations and public authorities - left little doubt that the province'S
methods were causing widespread misery ~d injustice. He pointed out that it is
precisely because so many people in South Africa are in a 'poor position to seek
legal redress' and because the technicalities of legal procedure, including.
joinder, may unduly complicate the attainment of justice that both the interim
Constitution and the Constitution created the express entitlement that 'anyone'
asserting a right in the Bill of Rights could litigate 'as a member of, or in the
interest of, a group or class of persons'. Cameron JA held that insofar as the
judgments in Lifestyle Amusement Centre (Pty) Ltd and Others

11

Minister of

Justice and Otherjl70 and Maluleke 11 MEC, Health and Welfare, Northern
Pro11ince271 questioned the availability of the class action in South African law,
or suggested different criteria for constituting and defining a class for the
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Maluleke 1999 (4) SA 367 (T)
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purposes of a class action, he was unable to agree with them, and to the extent
that they are inconsistent with his judgment in Nguxti72 they must be regarded
as overruled. He observed that there could be no doubt that the Constitution
requires that, once an applicant has established a jurisdictional basis for his or
her own suit, the fact that extra-jurisdictional applicants are sought to be
included in the class cannot impede the progress of the action. He noted that this
is the position also in the United States of America, to the laws of which,
together with other foreign countries, the Constitution permits the courts to look
when interpreting the Bill of Rights and pointed out that in the USA a plaintiff
class· action (which is materially different from a defendant class action), the
presence of a large preponderance of out~of-state plaintiffs does not impede the
proceedings once the original litigants have e·stablished jurisdiction in the forum
court. It was held that it was clear that the order of the Court a quo encompassed
only those whose social benefits had unlawfully been discontinued in the same
manner as those of the respondents. Cameron JA also held that the appellants'
objections had no substance. He said the matter in issue was no ordinary
litigation- it was a class action expressly mandated by the Constitution and that
the Courts were enjoined by section 39(l)(a) of the Constitution to interpret the
Bill of Rights, including those provisions relating to standing, so as to 'promote
the values that underl~e an open and democratic society based on human dignity,
equality and freedom'. He stated that the Courts were also enjoined by section
39(2) to develop the common law, which included the common law of
jurisdiction, so as to 'promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of
Rights' .

From this case it is clear therefore that class actions are permissible and must be
recognised in South Africa and also that the problem of provincial boundaries
and the jurisdiction of the different divisions of the High Court could be
addressed and need not be an obstacle to class actions.
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Introduction

The principles of the law of delict do not differ between the public and the
private sectors. However because the private sector and the public sector tend to
have certain operational differences with regard to the manner in which they
render health care services, in practice there will be different emphases placed
on different aspects of the law of delict discussed above within the different
sectors. Vicarious liability, for example, is of much greater interest to the public
sector than the private sector in terms of the risks it poses simply because the
public sector employs more kinds of health professionals than does the private
sector. The public sector is concerned· with the public demand for health care
services in a quite different way to the private sector and legal issues involving
the rationing of health care services, for instance, are much more likely to be an
issue in the public sector than in the private sector. In the public sector, by
contrast, competitive issues are not nearly as significant as they are in the
private sector although the sharp divide that once existed between these two
sectors in terms of their respective 'turr is becoming less distinct in that
changes to medical schemes legislation allow for the designation by medical
schemes of public health facilities as preferred providers and some public
hospitals are actively targeting as patients medical scheme members who in the
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not too distance past would have been the preserve of the private provider sector
until they ran out of medical scheme benefits.

These features and other operational differences between the public and private
health sectors will become evident from closer examination of the case law
involving the two different sectors. This chapter focuses on the case law
involving the public sector whilst chapter nine focuses on the case law
involving the private sector. For a general discussion of fundamental principles
of the law of delict as they relate to health service delivery, see chapter .seven of
this thesis. An examination of the relevant case law is important because it gives
a sense of the manner in which the fundamental principles of the law of delict,
discussed in chapter seven, are applied in practice. Since the law does not
operate in a vacuum, a comprehensive consideration of the case law is essential
to an understanding of t~e law of delict as it relates to health service delivery.
Such a consideration also serves to highlight the extent of the progress that has
been made by the courts in 'constitutionalising' the law of delict in this field.

8.2

Case Law

8.2.1

Rex v Van Schoor I

Facts
The accused was charged on two counts of culpable homicide, in that on the 9th
February, 1948, he Wrongfully, unlawfully and negligently administered a lethal
dose of a certain arsenical preparation known as Neo-Halarsine to each of two
patients, Simon Mtoa and Trollie Mandunda. They died from the effects of the
preparation. The defence set up on his behalf was that in the circumstances
under which the lethal doses were administered there was not that degree of

VanSchoor 1948 (4) SA 349 (e)
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negligence requisite to justify a finding that he had committed the crime of
culpable homicide.

In the present case a young doctor was required to administer a dangerous
poisonous drug to syphilitic patients. He had no experience in connection with
the drug, so that he had to act with caution. He had arrived at Upington on the
2nd February to be Dr. Reitz's assistant, and on the 9th February, having had no'
experience in the administration of Neo-Halarsine, he treated a number of
syphilitic patients, including the two deceased. When he was at the surgery
where Dr. Eksteen, another

a~sistant

of Dr. Reitz, was dealing with other

patients a number of syphilitic patients arrived and were awaiting attention at
the clinic, thirty yards away. The time came for their treatment and Dr. Eksteen,
who had intended to deal with them, was still busy. He therefore delegated the
duty to the accused. The accused admitted that he had never in the past
administered Neo-Halarsine, and though he stated that he had read a certain
amount about the drug, it was clear from his evidence that his knowledge was
scanty. When called upon by Dr. Eksteen to proceed with the treatment of the
patients he apparently asked him how he should set about it. Dr. Eksteen, not
realising the limited knowledge of the accused about the use of this drug, simply
pointed to a shelfw~ere this drug and other compounds were kept and said:

"Take an ampoule and mix it with 9 c.c. of water, and that would be the
maximum dose".

Neo-Halarsine was kept in ampoules in carton boxes each box containing on the
outside in a number of places a description of the compound and the dosage in
the ampoule. Inside there were instructions as to how the compound had to be
administered. The accused took from the shelf a number of cartons and
proceeded to the clinic to administer the doses as contained in each ampoule to
each of the patients, the administration being by way of intravenous injections.
When Dr. Eksteen gave the instructions in the manner that he did, he was under
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the impression that these ampoules contained .09 grams, but without his
knowledge other cartons had been placed on that shelf containing ten times the
quantity in each ampoule. When the accused took the cartons of compound out
he could have seen, just by an ordinary glance, that they were multi-doses. He
did not take the precaution to look and see that they were multi-dose. He also
failed to read the instructions inside and he admitted that all these drugs were
always accompanied by instructions as to the manner of use. In this manner the
patients received doses ten times stronger than they should have received. The
doses were administered with two fatal results. He apparently noticed that the
ampoules contained 0.9 grammes of the compound, and when he was asked by
the Court why he accepted that 0.9 gramme doses were the proper doses he
merely stated that all the other preparations he had used in the treatment of
syphilitic patients were of 0.9 dosage and he assumed that in the administration
of Neo-Halarsine it would be the same. In the opinion of the court the accused
was not justified in such assumption. The court said that he should not have
relied on the very scanty knowledge that he possessed of such a dangerous drug
without satisfying himself that he could safely administer a dosage of 0.9
gramme strength. It noted that if he had r~ad the instructions he would have
seen what was required of him. If, furthermore, he had been in doubt, he could
have taken the ampoule, walked to Dr. Eksteen and consulted him further as the
latter was only thirty yards away. The accused failed to do this. Under the
circumstances, held the court, the accused did not exercise that degree of care in
administering a poisonous drug as was required of a reasonable man, and in the
circumstances found the accused guilty of the crime with which he' had been
charged.

Judgment

Both counsel for the Crown and counsel for the defence submitted that the test
of what conduct constitutes negligence is the same in a criminal as it is in a civil
case. With this the court agreed, but added that in a criminal case the Crown
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must discharge the onus of proving the averred negligence beyond a reasonable
doubt, whereas in a civil case a plaintiff discharges such onus if he succeeds on
the balance of probabilities as to the facts of the case. The court added that it
must not be forgotten that as to liability there are no degrees of negligence,
whether the case is criminal or civil.

It stated that a person is either negligent or he is not, and that negligence is the
failure to exercise the requisite care required of a reasonable man in all
circumstances of each particular case. In the case of a person required to do the
work on an expert, for example, a doctor dealing with the life or death of his
patient, the court said that he too must conform to the acts of a reasonable man,
but the reasonable man as viewed in the light of an expert.

The court made the point that even an expert doctor, in the treatment of his
patients, would be required to exercise in certain circumstances a greater degree
of care and

c~ution

than in other circumstances. For instance, in the treatment of

patients, where he is dealing with a dangerous drug or medicine, as in the
present case, administering a compound containing arsenic, he would be
req~ired

to exercise far greater care than in the adm inistration of a drug not

containing such a poisonous or dangerous ingredient, and not only the
administration of the drug but also the manner in which that administration is
made may necessitate a different degree. of care. Thus, if a poisonous compound
is administered through the moutJ:t to go straight into the stomach, its expulsion
from the patient's stomach if discovered to be harmful would be relatively
simple as compared with the difficulty attendant upon cleansing or purifying the
patient's system if the harmful compound had been injected into the patient's
veins. fu the latter case, therefore, greater care must be exercised against the
administration of an overdose. The court observed that it is thus very difficult to
further particularise a standard of care. Each case depends on its own particular
circumstances.
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The court commented that the question of sentence was a difficult matter as the
accu,sed was a young man on the threshold of his career. It said that in imposing
a punishment it was taking into consideration all the mitigating factors which
the counsel for the accused placed before the Court. The court was impressed by
the candid manner in which the accused gave his evidence and also by the
argument that in this particular case the accused was to some extent the victim
of circumstances. It noted that as' soon as he discovered his mistake he did what
he could for the patients and he withheld nothing from his principals. If it had
not been that on this particular day Dr. Eksteen had been so busy; accused
would not have been required to deal with these patients. The court also took
into consideration the mental anxieties which the accused endured and the
prejudice that he would suffer in his profession. It noted that the conviction
might count against him in obtaining particular posts where the conviction by
itself would be very damaging. It observed that there was also a possibility that
the Medical Council may take steps against him and expressed the hope that the
conviction and the sentence which it intended to impose would be regarded by
the Medical Council as sufficient punishment. The lightest sentence the court
felt it could impose was a fine of £ lOon each count, or an alternative of
fourteen days' imprisonment with hard labour on each count.

Discussion
This case although not expressly so is an illustration of the rationale behind the
maxim imperitia culpae adnumeratur. The court refused to take into account the
fact that the defendant doctor was newly qualified and not acquainted with the
drug. He should at least have been able to comprehend the risks posed by his
lack of knowledge of which he was clearly conscious at the time when he
administered the drug since he had made enquiries from the more experienced
doctor working nearby. Furthermore he made no attempt to read the labelling on
the medicine which was there for the very purpose of informing users of the
correct dosage and other important information. If one professes a skill then one
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is judged by the standard of the reasonable person who also professes that skill.
The standard is an objective and not subjective. It does not takes into account
the lack of knowledge and experience of the particular practitioner concerned
but looks rather at the knowledge and standard of care that one could reasonably
expect from a person in the practitioner's position. This case also supports that
point made earlier about the different levels of risk associated with the different
ways in which medicine is administered for example, orally as opposed to
intravenously. The more poisonous the medicine the more care one must
exercise since the degree of risk to the patient is increased. In this case the
young doctor, no doubt stressed by his new environment and the lack of
supervision to which he had become accustomed as part of his training simply
failed to think. The information he needed to avoid the risk was apparently on
the labelling of the containers of the medicine. All he had to do was read. The
difference between being a qualified and registered medical practitioner and a
student doctor is that there is no longer anyone else to take responsibility for
what goes wrong. This case also demonstrates that if one chooses to engage in
an occupation that represents a greater risk to peoples' life and health than many
others, the minimum degree of care and skill that is required is concomitantly
higher. The lack of adequate instructions from the more experienced doctor in
this case could not save the defendant. Although a failure to give adequate
instructions to employees dealing with a dangerous substance has been held to
amount to negligence on the part of the employer, the court held in this case

2

See Ooslhuizen " Homegas (Ply) Ltd 1992 (3) SA 463 (0). The plaintiff had instituted action in a Provincial
Division for damages arising out of injuries which he had sustained in an explosion on the defendant's premises
in Bloemfontein. It was alleged that the explosion had been caused by the defendant's negligence. The plaintiff
had, at the relevant time, been the manager of the defendant' Bloemfontein branch. The defendant's business
had been the selling of liquid petroleum gas in cylinders which it had purchased from a supplier and resold to
the public. Members of the public also brought smaller gas cylinders to defendant's premises for filling with gas
and defendant would decant gas into their cylinders. It appeared that. in so doing. the defendant acted illegally
as it was in conflict with the licence granted to the defendant by the Bloemfontein Municipality. The plaintiff
continued to decant gas illegally on the premises in order to meet his sales targets set by the defendant. It has
been made clear to the plaintiff and others by the defendant that it would become necessary to close the
Bloemfontein branch should the turnover required by the defendant's head office not be achieved. At the time
of the explosion, the process of decanting gas into small cylinders was carried out in a strong-room on the
defendant's premises by means of a machine which had been sent to the defendant's Bloemfontein branch by its
head office. There were no windows or other means of proper ventilation in the strong-room, such proper
ventilation being necessary to enable free-flowing air to clear the strong-room of gas and thus prevent the
accumulation of gas therein. The evidence revealed that the persons whose responsibility it was to decant the
gas had a very rudimentary knowledge of the dangers involved in their work and that none of them, including
the plaintiff, had received any training in working with gas. On the day of the explosion, the plaintiff had gone
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that the defendant had failed to exercise the minimum level of care and skill that
was expected of him.

8.2.2

R v van der Merwel

Facts
The accused was a medical practitioner charged with culpable homicide arising
from his treatment of the deceased with dicumarol. Evidence showed that the
deceased had died of dicumaro1 poisoning as the result of an overdose.

Judgment
Roper J after defining negligence told the jury that this is a definition which
applies to all forms of negligence and that the definition has a special
application in the case of a member of a skilled profession such as a doctor
because such a person holds himself out as possessing the necessary skill and he
undertakes to perform the services required of him with reasonable skill and
ability. He is thus expected to possess a degree of skill which corresponds to the
ordinary level of skill in the profession to which he belongs. In deciding
whether such a person is negligent or not the question is whether, applying the
definition of negligence, he has exercised the degree of care and skill which a
reasonable man, who is also skilled in the profession, would employ. He pointed
out that although a medical practitioner is not required to bring to bear the
highest possible degree of professional skill, he is bound to employ reasonable
skill and care - not the highest, not the specialist's skill, but reasonable skill and

3

into the strong-room to ascertain why the decanting of the gas was taking a long time. While he was in the
strong-room the explosion occurred. The defendant relied, inter alill, on the defence of1lOienli nonfit injuria,
the defence based on the maxim nemo ex suo delicto meliorem suam condilionem facere potest (no one can
improve his condition by his own misdeed) and the defence of contributory negligence justifYing an
apportionment of damages. It was held that it had been proved that the defendant had been negligent in not
instructing the plaintiff sufficiently in regard to the danger in doing the work which he either had to do or had to
supervise and in not providing reasonably safe premises for the performance of those functions.
Van der Merwe 1953 (2) PH H 124 (W)
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care. He said that in deciding what is reasonable, regard must be had to the
general level of skill and diligence possessed and exercised by members of the
branch of the profession to which the practitioner belongs. The standard is the
reasonable care and skill which is ordinarily exercised in the profession
generally. Roper J said that this means that a practitioner cannot hide behind the
defence that he did not know enough or was not sufficiently skilled. He said that
before a medical practitioner uses a dangerous drug with which he is unfamiliar
he must satisfy himself as to the properties of the drug and he cannot defend
himself if he is called to account afterwards, by saying that he did not know
because it is his duty to know. The court observed that in South African law the
test for negligence is exactly the same in civil as in criminal cases and that it
makes no difference whether a medical practitioner is sued in the civil courts for
damages or is prosecuted in the criminal courts by the state. He also stated that
in South African law a man is liable criminally for negligence whether his
negligence is gross or slight. The jury returned a verdict of guilty.

Discussion
The point to note about this case is that, as in van SchoorA, the court stated that
the test for negligence is exactly the same in civil law as it is in the criminal law
- it makes no difference whether a medical practitioner is sued civilly for
damages or by a patient who alleges that he has been negligently treated or is
prosecuted by the state. The burden of proof in criminal cases though, is heavier
than in civil cases since in the latter the plaintiff must only prove his case on a
balance of probability, whereas in the latter negligence must be proven beyond
reasonable doubt. The other point to note is that the same standard of care is not
required of a general practitioner as of a specialist. A specialist is required to
employ a higher degree of care and skill concerning matters within the field of
his speciality that a general practitioner. In fact one of the current problems
within the system of registration of medical practitioners in SQuth Africa is that
4

Van Schoor til I supra
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whilst specialists have defined scopes of practice and may not operate outside of
those, a general practitioner's scope of practice is not defined. There is no
regulation that prohibits a general practitioner from performing the work of a
specialist. In effect this means that a general practitioner can do anything that a
specialist may do if he so chooses and not be taken to task for it by the Health
Professions Council whilst a specialist may only operate within a relatively
narrowly defined scope of practice. Legal principles such as imperitia culpae

adnumeratur thus come into their own in situations where a general practitioner
attempts to do something that should only be undertaken by a medical specialist
although for the poor patient this may be cold comfort indeed. Claassen and
Verschoor state that if a practitioner presents himself as a specialist in the sense
that he handles a case from a specialist's point or view; or he insists on
specialist tariffs or he professes to treat a patient with a special degree of
knowledge, care, skill and e?,-perience, the law will hold him to this pretext. His
performance will then have to comply with the standard of conduct of a
reasonable specialist belonging to the same speciality the practitioner professes
to be a member of. They point out that Potgieter6 submits that the opposite is
also true, namely that when a professional person" indicates that he possesses a
lower degree of skill than the required minimum standard, and the client
knowingly still accepts his services then the professipnal person need only
comply with the expressed lower standard of conduct. The current writer
submits that a medical specialist registered as such with the Medical and Dental
Board of the Health Professions Council of South Africa will in practice have a
very hard time convincing a court or anyone else that the patient accepted a
lower degree of skill in treatment falling within the scope of the specialty for
which he is registered since a person can only in terms of the Health Professions
Act' be registered as a specialist once he has satisfied the regulatory body that

S
6

7

Claassen NJB and Verschoor T Medical Negligence in South Africa p t 5
Potgieter JM 1985 Professionele Aanspreeklikheid Research Report, Department of Private Law. University of
Pretoria .
Health Professions Act No S6 of 1974. Section 35(3) states that: "No registered person shall take. use or
publish in any way whatsoever any name, title. description or symbol indicating or calculated to lead persons to
infer that he holds any professional qualification which is not shown in the register in connection with his name,
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he has the necessary skill and experience. The Health Professions Act defines a
'speciality', in relation to a medical practitioner, dentist or psychologist, as
including any particular subdivision of a speciality in which such medical
practitioner, dentist or psychologist specializes or intends to specialize. Section
18 of the Act requires the registrar to keep registers in respect of medical
practitioners, dentists, interns, student interns, medical students, dental students,
psychologists, intern-psychologists and psychology students or any other health
professionals as determined by the council and persons doing community
service in terms of section 24A and, on the instructions of the professional
board, to enter in the appropriate register the name, physical address,
qualifications, date of initial registration and such other particulars (including,
in the case of medical practitioners, dentists and psychologists, the name oftheir
speciality or category, if any) as the professional board may determine, of every

person whose application for registration in terms of section 17 (2) has been
granted. In June 2001 the Minister of Health made regulations 8 in terms of
section 35 of the Health Professions Act read together with section 61 (l) (f) of
that Act concerning specialities and SUbspecialities in Medicine and Dentistry.
In those regulations a general practitioner is defined as

"~

medical practitioner

or a dentist not registered as a specialist", a "medical specialist" is defined as a
"medical practitioner who has been registered as a specialist in a speciality or
related specialties and a subspeciality (if any) in medicine in terms of these
regulations and a "specialist" is defined as a "medical practitioner or a dentist
who has been registered as a specialist in a speciality or relation specialities and
subspeciality (if any) recognised in terms of these regulations and who confines
his or her practice to such speciality or related specialities and subspeciality (if

any)" (writer's italics). In these regulations the requirements for registration of a

8

nor shall any registered person practise as a specialist or hold himself out to be a specialist unless his speciality
has been registered as prescribed." Section 35 lA states that:" (IA) Where a person fails in respect of any
provision of a regulation made under section 61 (I) (I) and applies to have a speciality registered in terms of this
section. the council may require him or her to pass to the satisfaction of the council. on a date and at a place
determined by the council. an examination prescribed under subsection (18) before examiners appointed by the
council. for the purpose of determining whether his or her professional knowledge and skill in the professional
field of his or her speciality is ·sufficiently adequate to enable him or her to practise as a specialist"
Regulations Relating to the Specialities and Subspecialities in Medicine and Dentistry Gazette No 22420 Notice
No 590 Regulation Gazette No 7098 of29 June 2001
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medical practitioner in the category independent practice (specialist) are set out
and include inter alia proof of specialist qualifications, "the prescribed period of
internship training, and further 12 months experience in anyone of more of the
disciplines of medicine, including research. In terms of section 14 of the
regulations, a medical practitioner or a dentist who holds a registration as a
specialist in terms of the Act is required in the case of a speciality to confine his
or her practice to the speciality or related subspecialities in which he or she is
registered and in the case of a subspeciality confine his or her practice mainly to
the subspeciality in which he or she is registered and the retention of his or her
registration as a specialist in the relevant speciality, related subspecialities or
subspeciality is contingent on whether he or she so confines his or her practice.

These regulations further

pro~ide

that a specialist may charge fees for

examinations or procedures which usually pertain to some other speciality only
if such examination or procedures are also recognised in his or her speciality,
related SUbspecialities or subspeciality as generally accepted practice

~d

provided that such fees are not higher than those charged by general
practitioners for the same examinations or procedures and that such
examinations or procedures are, carried out only for his or her bona fide patients.

In terms of regulation 16(2) a specialist may treat any person who comes to him
or her direct for consultation but may not in terms of regulation 15 take over a
patient from any other practitioner, whether he or she is a specialist or a general
practitioner, except with the consent of the practitioner concerned, which
consent may not be unreasonably withheld.

Regulation 18 requires a specialist who is consulted by a patient or who, treats a ,
patient to take all reasonable steps to ensure collaboration with the patient's
general practitioner.
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From the foregoing the differences between general practitioners and specialists
are very clear. This said, in South Africa it is not unusual to find a doctor
retaining his registration as a general practitioner whilst practising some
speciality which interests her and in which she has received further academic
and practical training largely because of the requirement that to be registered as
a specialist, one must confine one's practice to the speciality. This is because
general practice is just that - general. One can do anything as a general
practitioner - even specialised work.

There may well be those who feel that this situation is far from ideal, while
others may argue that there is sufficient control in not allowing such a general
practitioner to charge the fees that a specialist would in respect of his specialist
work. In response to the latter it is noted that there is no legal restriction!) on
what a practitioner can charge in terms of fees provided that he is reasonable1o,
that many patients do not belong to medical schemes and would not necessarily
know whether the rate was that of a specialist or a general practitioner and that
where a patient's medical scheme refuses. to pay the doctor the higher,
specialist, rate, he or she is legally entitled to claim the balance from the patient
or to require the patient to pay cash up front and then submit the claim to the
medical scheme. It certainly seems that in a legal environment in which a
general practitioner may do pretty much as he pleases in terms of work
requiring specialised skill and experience, there is much to be said for a more
rigorous system of ongoing monitoring and evaluation of general practitioners
than presently exists in South Africa. Alternately, there should be attempts to
define the scope of practice of a general practitioner to areas and levels within
those areas with reference to the scopes of practice of specialists. The problem
with this latter solution is that it will not necessarily promote quality of health

9

10

In fact the Competition Commissioner recently ruled that the practice of publishing tariffs by both the South
African Medical Association and the Board of Healthcare Funders which related inter alia to fees that general
practitioners and specialists may charge amounts to restrictive horizontal practices in terms of the Competition
Act are therefore illegal.
The charging of fees that are excessive or unreasonable could constitute unprofessional conduct which is
subject to disciplinary action by the relevant Board.
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care services amongst general practitioners as would the first suggestion and
also, from the point of view of the currently significantly under serviced need of
the South African population to be able to access health care services and the
severe shortage of medical specialists in the country, it is likely to reduce rather
than promote general access to health care services, particularly specialised
. ones.

It is to be noted that in addition to the legal penalties and sanction that may be
imposed upon a health professional for acting negligently, it is also likely that
the professional body that has registered him or her will be able to take
disciplinary measures in respect of unprofessional conduct. In terms of the
Health Professions Act "unprofessional conduct" means improper or disgraceful
or dishonourable or unworthy conduct or conduct which, when regard is had to
the profession of a person who is registered in terms of this Act, is improper or
disgraceful or dishonourable or unworthy. There is a similar definition in the
Pharmacy Act ll and the Allied Health Professions Act I2 (AHPA). Although the
term is not defined in the Nursing Act l3 , section 28(1) states that the South
African Nursing Council may institute an inquiry into any complaint, charge or
allegation of improper or disgraceful conduct against any person registered or
.

.

enrolled under the Act and, on finding such person guilty of such conduct, may
impose any of the penalties referred to in section 29 (1): Provided that in the
case of a complaint, charge or al1egation which forms or is likely to form the
subject of a criminal case in a court of law, the council may postpone the
holding of an inquiry until such case has been disposed of. The question as to
the level of care required to be exercised by a general practitioner who practices
a certain speciality without being registered as a specialist in that field must, it is
submitted, logically be that of a reasonable general practitioner who is also
II

12

13

Pharmacy Act No 53 of 1974. In terms of this Act: 'unprofessional conduct' means improper. disgraceful or
dishonourable or unworthy conduct or conduct which. when regard is had to the profession of a person who is
registered in terms of this Act, is improper or disgraceful or dishonourable or unworthy;
Allied Health Professions Act No 63 of 1982. In terms of the AHPA: 'unprofessional conduct' means improper.
disgraceful. dishonourable or unworthy conduct or conduct which. when regard is had to the profession of a
person who is registered in terms of this Act, is improper or disgraceful or dishonourable or unworthy;
Nursing Act No SO of 1978
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practising that speciality. It cannot be that of the reasonable specialist in that
speciality and who' is registered as such and who practices exclusively in that
field. If, however, the general practitioner holds himself out to be a specialist
then he is publicly professing a certain degree of skill and, as Claassen and
Verschoor l4 then rightly state, he should be judged by the same standard as a
specialist would be judged. In the context of the Cuban doctors that are sent by
Cuba to work in South Africa in the public sector in terms of a government-togovernment agreement with Cuba, these doctors are registered in a special
category by the Health Professions Council of South Africa as general
practitioners in the public sector but usually in connection only with a particular
field of practice such as obstetrics and gynaecology for example. Such
practitioners thus have a special registration as general practitioners which
allows them to practice only in the field designated on their registration
certificate. This does not mean that they are medical specialists in the sense
~eferred

to in the Health Professions Act and regulations. They have not done

the extra periods of practical training and engaged in the further studies required
of specialists. They are general practitioners confined to a particular practice
area and should therefore also be judged by the standard of the reasonable
general practitioner rather than that of the reasonable specialist.
Claassen and Verschoor ls point out that where a practitioner treats a patient
without prior consent, and in the absence of a legally recognized ground of
justification, he

~ommits

assault. However, where the practitioner negligently

injures the patient the wrongdoing will not be classified as assault because
assault requires fault in the form of intention. They state that even where
consent is obtained by a physician, he may still be guilty of contravening a
statutory prescription or assault if his conduct is in conflict with· the' law. It is .
submitted that informed consent only protects the health professional or health
institution where the act or omission complained of falls within the ambit of the

14
15

Claassen and Verschoor til S supra
See Claassen and Verschoor (fu S supra) p 127 and the footnotes
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consent16. Those acts and omissions falling outside of the ambit of the consent
are obviously not covered by it and since medical interventions in South Africa
are prima facie unlawful, the absence of consent or a legally recognised
justification will mean that they are unlawful. Thus when a patient submits
herself to treatment by a doctor it cannot be said that an implied or tacit term of
the contract or an element of the relationship is the understanding that the doctor
can act carelessly or negligently in writing out a prescription or administering
an overdose of a drug.

Strauss l7 observes that there have been several cases in South Africa in which a
doctor was held legally liable for drug damage but these cases invariably
involved over-prescribing or over-administration, on account of ignorance or
carelessness on the part of the doctor, of drugs that are quite safe when used in
accordance with the manufacturer's directions. He states that in a case of a drug
which was properly designed, developed, tested, registered and distributed and
which was prescribed in conformity with the statutory standards, and which is
now alleged to be potentially hazardous to patients, proof of negligence on the
part of a doctor may be well-nigh impossible. If there is a strong indication that
there was no negligence on the part of the manufacturer, this factor, he submits
will weigh even more heavily in the favour of the doctor. Strauss does say that it
is not inconceivable that in exceptional circumstances a doctor may be held
liable for a defective drug. He notes that there is the possibility that a drug
despite all the precauti.ons taken to ensure its safety turns out to be unsafe. The
thalidomide disaster immediately springs to mind, he says, but other examples
in recent pharmaceutical history may also ·be cited. Without a doubt there is a
duty upon the doctor to keep himself adequately informed on developments in
the pharmaceutical field in so far as his profession is affected. Strauss points out
that, for example, a doctor were to prescribe or administer a drug despite the

16

17

See Strauss SA and Strydom MJ Die Suid-Afri/cQal'lSe Geneeskundige Reg p 9 and p 330 who point out that a
patient who consents to an operation must also consent to the accompanying procedures, eg the administration
of anaesthesia
Strauss SA Doctor, Patient and the Law: A Selection ojPractical Issues
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fact that its newly discovered risks have been fully described in a medical
journal circulating in his area of practice, an inference of negligence can clearly
be drawn. This will also be the case when a manufacturer has withdrawn a drug,
the safety of which has become suspect and has given wide notice of its
decision. Strauss also gives the example in the case of doctors who do their own
dispensing or a doctor who gratuitously hands over pharmaceutical samples to a
patient, that where the particular medicine has become unsafe or ineffective due
to contamination or a chemical reaction, the doctor could be held liable in delict
for any harm suffered by the patient as a result l8 • The present writer respectfully
concurs with these views.

8.2.3

Esterhuizen v Administrator ofTransvaaJl9

Facts
In 1945, when plaintiff, was ten years old, a small nodule showed itself
immediately below the ankle of her right leg which she then injured. As a result
she experienced some discomfort and her father took her to a medical
practitioner. He treated the injury, but, also excised the nodule which he
submitted for analysis to the South African Institute for Medical Research. It
was identified by Dr. Murray, a witness for plaintiff, as a manifestation of a
disease known as Kaposi's haemangiosarcoma. This is a malignant tumour
occurring mainly on the extremities from there spreading centrally towards the
trunk and other parts of the body. It originates in more than one centre at the
same time. As the nodules of the 'disease grow, they eventually coalesce to form
larger tumours which are destructive to the neighbouring tissues and lead to
ulceration of the skin, destruction of the underlying tissues, infection and
ultimately, if not checked in its progress, to death of the patient either by
infection, some other incidental disease, haemorrhage or spreading of the
disease to vital organs. It is a disease which is very intimately related to the
18
19

Strauss (m 17 supra) at p 294
Esterhuizen 1957 (3) SA 710 (T)
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blood vessels and the cells of which it is composed. It is a slowly but
relentlessly progressive disease and the general consensus of opinion at that
time

~as

that the average life expectancy of a patient is five to ten years.

However cases of death occurring in a shorter period than a year had been
recorded and others were on record in which the patient survived for as long as
forty years.

The plaintiff's mother was at the time advised that it was necessary for the .
plaintiff to proceed to the Johannesburg General Hospital for treatment. She was
informed that the site where the nodule had been excised would receive X-ray
treatment. The plaintiff was taken by her father to the Johannesburg General.
Hospital and there received superficial X-ray treatment over the site of the
. excision. She was then sent home. The X-ray machine used for that purpose was
referred to as the Chaoul Unit. Plaintiff experienced no pain or discomfort; a
week or two later the skin peeled off over the site which had been treated and
the wound healed completely. Some three months later, however, further
nodules appeared on her right leg, foot and toes, under the left foot, and on the
dorsum of the right hand. Once more, accompanied by her father, she was taken
to the same institution and there received superficial therapy treatment from the
8th to the 13th October, again by means of the Chaoul Unit, whereafter she was
sent ·home without any ill effects. She was given instructions, however, to report
back from time to time, but in any event to do so immediately on new or fresh
nodules making their appearance.

During the period 1945 to 1949 she reported back on about ten occasions - but
received no treatment. By October 1949, however, fresh nodules once more
appeared on all of the plaintiffs extremities. Her father and natural guardian had
died previously. Her mother was then living with a second husband in
Swaziland, whilst plaintiff resi~ed with her grandfather at Volksrust in order to
enable her to attend school there. When the plaintiff's mother was advised of
the reappearance of these nodules, she instructed the grandfather to take
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plaintiff to the Johannesburg General Hospital for treatment - and in so far as
plaintifr s mother was concerned once more to receive such treatment as might
be deemed best by the institution's medical authorities. The mother expected
that the treatment on this occasion would be the same as on the two previous
occasions, and never thought 'or entertained any idea that it might carry any risk
or danger to plaintiff. In October 1949, the plaintiff was admitted as a patient. in
the Johannesburg General Hospital. Shortly thereafter one of the nodules was
surgically excised after an aunt of plaintiff had duly signed and completed a
document consenting to operative treatment being carried out on the plaintiff.
At the hospital Dr. Cohen took charge of the plaintiff for purposes of
administering X-ray treatment to her. At the time he had held a Diploma in
Medical Radiotherapy (London University) for some six months, having
qualified in April of that year. He had graduated as a doctor at the University of
the Witwatersrand in 1942, and after doing further medical and surgical practice
in various hospitals in South Africa, proceeded to America in 1946, where he
gained some therapy experience - without graduating or obtaining any degree at the Bellevue Hospital. He then attended the London University, where he
studied for the Diploma, which he obtained after some sixteen months.

He stated in evidence that, having examined the plaintiff, he concluded that she
required 'radical' treatment. Although aware of the fact that she had received
superficial therapy treatment from a certain Dr. Krige on two previous
occasions, he decided - as, in his opinion, the disease was rapidly progressing,
leaving the plaintiff with an estimated expectation of life of one year - that she
required not only deep therapy treatment, but of a dosage measured in 'r'
(roentgen) units which, could only be described as 'radical.' Dr Cohen admitted
that the dosage and manner of treatment which he worked out and decided to
apply to plaintiff was of such a nature or order that he knew beforehand that
plaintiff would:
i.

Suffer severe irradiation of the tissues in the treated areas and could possibly
sustain ulceration of these tissues.
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ii. Become disfigured or deformed in the sense that permanent harm would be
done to her epiphyses (growing bone ends) in the treated areas, causing a
shortening of the limbs and furthermore that cosmetic changes would set ina feature described by Dr. Cohen as 'permanent visible damage to the skina change in pigmentation - causing the skin to become lighter

o~

darker or

blotchy with light and dark patches; the skin might become drier and
thinner, stopping sweating in the affected area.'
iii. Run a risk and be subjected to a possibility of having to suffer amputation of
the treated limbs. These consequences and risks arising from the treatment
and dosage worked out by Dr. Cohen were known only to himself and noone else. The plaintiff's mother had

~o

knowledge of any danger and

anticipated none. The plaintiff, who had been admitted to a ward under the
charge of a certain Dr. Adno, enquired from him - before treatment was
administered - what was going to happen to her, and was told not to worry
about it. As a child of fourteen years, she had no reason to anticipate any
danger. The danger, if any, accompanying superficial therapy treatment such
as the plaintiff received on the two earlier occasions by means of the Chaoul
Unit was infinitely less than that attendant on the proposed or contemplated
treatment and dosage for which purpose the Maximar Unit was to be used.

There was ample time and opportunity on hand to have procured the consent of
plaintiff's guardian to the proposed treatment. Dr. Cohen, the only person with
knowledge of the danger and consequences which might or would ensue, was
asked in cross-examination whether he did not think that he should have
afforded the parents an opportunity to consider the situation and he replied:
'It was my function to cure the disease if it was possible ... I was fully aware that there
would be cosmetic changes ... after radiotherapy. I did not consider it necessary to
discuss these details with the patient and I had never met the patient's parents .... It is
not the usual procedure ill the radiotherapy department to ask the parents to come.'

During the period of the I st up to and including the 5th November, 1949, the
plaintiff received deep therapy treatment under the Maximar Unit, in accordance
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with the technique and the dosage evolved by Dr. Cohen. Her two feet and legs
were treated up to approximately the knees whilst both ·hands were treated up to
the wrists. Ten days after the end of the treatment plaintiff noticed blisters
forming on the treated areas and experienced a burning sensation. Her condition
became worse and according to her mother, who had in the meantime been
summoned by plaintiffs aunt, a foul stench hung about the plaintiffs bed. On
the 31 st December, 1949, the plaintiff, at the request of her mother was
transferred to the Volksrust Hospital and later to the Piet Retief Hospital. She
was finally readmitted to the Johannesburg General Hospital, where on the 17th
May 1950, her right leg was amputated just below the knee. This was followed
by a similar amputation of the left leg, necessitated by post-radiation malignant
ulcers, and an additional amputation of portion of the stump of the right leg. In
1954 two fingers of her left hand were amputated for the same reason, and the
evidence was clear that it would be necessary to amputate the whole of the left
hand. In August, 1955, the right hand was amputated at the wrist, resulting in
plaintiff now being minus legs, a right hand and faced with the certain prospect
of having to lose her left hand - which in any event had been rendered useless
by the treatment.

The court observed that even with the treatment the plaintiff was not 'cured' in
the ordinary sense of the word. The evidence showed that as the disease was
multi-centric in origin and that it could re-occur at any moment in the plaintiff,
notwithstanding the fact that she had lost her limbs. A medical expert, Dr.
Murray, stated that whilst there was a reasonable prospect that the disease
would not re-occur, he could not say, nor was he prepared to say, that the
plaintiff has been permanently cured of the disease. The court accepted his
opinion. The plaintiff claimed damages against defendant in his capacity as the
Administrator of the Transvaal Province, representing the Provincial
Administration, under whose jurisdiction public hospitals in the Province were
vested by the provisions of Ordinance No 19 of 1946, of which the
Johannesburg General Hospital happened to be one.
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Judgment

The court, referring to Stoffberg v Elliopo, noted that:
'In the eyes of the law every person has certain absolute rights which the law protects.
They are not dependent on statute or -upon contract, but they are rights to be respected,
and one of the rights is absolute security to the person.... Any bodily interference with
or restraint of a man's person which is not justified in law, or excused in law or
consented to, is a wrong and for that wrong the person whose body has' been interfered
with has a right to claim such damages as he can prove he has suffered owing to that
interference. '
It also observed that in Ex parte Dixie21 , Millin J held with reference to a

surgical operation, that, as a matter of law,
"such an operation cannot lawfully be performed without the consent of the patient, or,
if he is not competent to give it, that of some person in authority over his person. The
fact that he is a patient in this hospital does not entitle those in charge of it to perform
any surgical operation upon him which they may consider beneficial. They would only
be justified in performing a major operation without consent where the operation is
urgently necessary and cannot with due regard to the patient's interests be delayed."
The court observed that the sole question to be answered was whether it had
been shown that the treatment to which the plaintiff was subjected in November,
1949, took place without lawful consent - a matter which gave rise in itself to
yet a further question, viz., what constitutes consent. It was contended for the
defendant that Dr Gouws of Volksrust informed the parents that 'X-ray
treatment' at the Johannesburg General Hospital was essential. It was proved
that the mother at the time thought that unless the plaintiff received such
treatment, death would ensue within a short length of time; and it was
reasonable to accept that the father of the plaintiff must have shared in that state
of mind. The mother, originally and also in 1949 at a time when she was the
plaintiff's legal guardian, was content to leave the choice and manner of
treatment to the medical authorities at the hospital - and although there was no

20
21

StoJlberg v Elliot 1923 CPO 148
Dixie 1950 (4) SA 748 (W) at p 751
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express consent to the treatment, these circumstances coupled with the fact that
the father originally, and the grandfather in October, 1949, at the request of the
mother, brought the plaintiff to the institution for the very purpose of receiving
X-ray treatment, constituted proof of lawful consent to the treatment which the
plaintiff in fact received in November, 1949. It was conceded that neither the
guardian nor the patient was aware of any possible danger or risk attaching to
the treatment - a feature so the argument proceeded, entirely irrelevant and of no
consequence to the determination of the defendant's liability. It was contended,
that the facts showed that the plaintiff's guardian, if not originally, then
certainly in 1949, in effect .stated to the defendants servants: 'Do what you think
best - preserve life regardless of consequences,.' which was consent wide
enough to cover the treatment meted out to the plaintiff and which negatived
any idea of an unlawful assault on her.

The court was not prepared to uphold this contention. Quoting Lampert v Hefer,

N. 0.,22 it said that generally speaking, all the numerous authorities without
exception, indicate that, to establish the defence of volenti non fit injuria the
plaintiff must be shown not only to have perceived the danger, for this alone
would not be sufficient, but also that he fully appreciated it and consented to
incur it. Bekker J referred to Rompel v Bothti 3 in which Neser J, held:
"There is no doubt that a surgeon who intends operating on a patient must obtain the
consent of the patient. In such cases where it is frequently a matter of life and death I
do not intend to express any opinion as to whether it is the surgeon's duty to point out
to the patient all the possible injuries which might result from the operation, but in a
case of this nature which may have serious results to which I have referred, in order to
effect a possible cure for a neurotic condition, I have no doubt that a patient should be
informed of the serious risks he does run. If such dang~rs are not pointed out to him
then, in my opinion, the consent to the treatment is not in reality consent - it is consent
without knowledge of the possible injuries. On the evidence defendant did not notify
plaintiff of the possible dangers, and even if plaintiff did consent to shock treatment he
consented without knowledge of injuries which might be caused to him. I find
accordingly that plaintiff did not consent to the shock treatment."
22

23

Lampert 1955 (2) SA 507 (AD) at p 508 where Schreiner JA stated: "it is usual to include in the defence valenti
nonfit injuria, or, as I call it for convenience, consent, cases of voluntary acceptance of risk as well as cases of
permission to inflict intentional assaults upon oneself, as in the case ofsurgicaJ operations."
Rompel T.P.D., 15th April, 1953, unreported. Also referred to in Strauss fn 17 supra at p 10
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Bekker J held that a therapist, not called upon to act in an emergency involving
a matter of life or death, who decides to administer a dosage of such an order
and to employ a particular technique for that purpose, which he knows
beforehand will cause disfigurement, cosmetic changes and result in severe
irradiation of the tissues to an extent that the possibility of necrosis and a risk of
amputation of the limbs cannot be excluded, must explain the situation and
resultant dangers to the patient - no matter how laudable his motives might be and should he act without having done so and without having secured the
patient's consent, he does so at his own peril. When it was suggested that the
plaintiff only had one year to live, according to Dr Cohen and that consequently
the treatment was a matter of life and death, the court stated that it was common
cause that there was sufficient time to have obtained the consent of plaintiff's
guardian if that had been thought desirable or necessary. The court said that the
test to be applied in the determination of the question whether a doctor acted
negligently or unskilfully in any given case emerged clearly from the decision
of Wessels, J .A., in van Wyk v Lewis 24 who held that:
''the surgeon (must perform) the operation with such technical skill as the average
medical practitioner in South Africa possesses and (must) apply that skill with
reasonable care and judgment ... (he) is not expected to bring to bear on a case
entrusted to him the highest possible professional skill but is bound to employ
reasonable skill and care and is liable for the consequences if he does not."
Counsel for the defendant referred the court to the remarks of Van Den Heever,

J .A., in Herschel v Mrupe 2S who stated:
"The concept of the bonus paterfamilias is not that of a timorous faintheart always in
trepidation lest he or others suffer some injury; on the contrary, he ventures out into the
world, engages in affairs and takes reasonable chances."
Counsel contended on behalf of defendant that the facts show, not only that Dr.
Cohen was not negligent, but at most, that he took 'a reasonable chance' which

24

25

Van Wyk v Lewis 1924 AD 438 at p 456
Herschel 1954 (3) SA 464 (AD) at p 490
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he was obliged to have done in the circumstances of this case, and that if any
error was committed, it was an error of judgment is a matter of opinion.

The court nonetheless found as a fact that the dosage and technique employed in
the plaintiff s case resulted in the administration to her of X-rays of too high an
order, and which exceeded the limits of skin or tissue tolerance, so in the end
causing the necrosis and leading to the amputation of these limbs and that he·
acted without ordinary or reasonable care in a number of respects, which as a
matter of probability, either individually or conjunctively, contributed towards
the dosage which exceeded the limits of skin or tissue tolerance. It came to the
conclusion that the plaintiff's misfortune was not occasioned by chance, or by
an error of judgment in a matter of opinion, but by actions on the part of the
therapist which fell short of ordinary care and diligence and that the defendant
was liable to the plaintiff on both the main and the alternative cause of action.
The court awarded damages in respect of artificial limbs, future medical
expenses, procuring the services of an assistant and in respect of loss of
amenities, disfigurement, pain and suffering.

Discussion
The argument in Esterhuizert6 revolved around whether or not the specific
consent of the patient or her guardian was necessary and what constituted such
consent. The court emphasised the fact that the consent had to be specific and
that it was necessary on the basis of the common law right of absolute security
of the person. Blanket consent to the general nature or circumstances of the
treatment is not sufficient to save the health care provider from a claim in
delict27 • This is due to the manner in which the courts apply the doctrine of.

26

27

Esterhuizen fn 18 supra
See National Media Ltd And Another 11 Jooste 1996 (3) SA 262 (A) in which the court held that: "Consent is
only a valid defence for an action for invasion of privacy provided that the invasion takes the fann consented
to ... This principle finds expression in, for example, O'Keeffe " Argus Printing & Publishing Co Ltd 1954 (3)
SA 244 (C), where the plaintiff had consented to her photograph being used to illustrate a news item, but not as
an advertisement. Similarly in Kidson 11 SA Associated Newspapers Ltd 1957 (3) SA 461 (W) the plaintiffs
consented to their photographs being used to illustrate a nursing journal, but not in a nationwide appeal for
funds in a popular Sunday newspaper. Accordingly. where the consent is based on an express agreement
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volenti nonfit injurid8 • The doctrine includes both consent to injury and consent
to the risk of injury. Neethling et al point out that the expression 'voluntary

28

between the parties, the tenns and conditions of such agreement must be strictly observed ... In order to rely
successfully upon consent as a defence excluding unlawfulness, the appellants must bring themselves within the
ambit of such consent."
Neethling J, Potgieter JM and Visser Pl, The Law olDelict 3rd ed at p 99 -103 (see also the references there
cited and discussed) list the requirements for valid consent as follows stating that the law sets specific
requirements for valid consent and that this indicates that it applies this particular ground of justification, i.e.
consent, with circumspection (a) consent must be given freely or voluntarily (R v McCoy 1953 (2) SA 4 (SR» compUlsion invalidates the
·consent'. Compulsion does not have to be extreme to invalidate the consent. It can take the form of
economic, social or moral coercion.
(b) The person giving the consent must be capable of volition. This does not mean that he must have full legal
capacity to act but that he is 'verstandelik ryp genoeg ... om die implikasies van sy handelinge to besef en
hy nie geesteskrank is of onder die invloed van verdowingsmiddels wat belemmmerend op sy brein
inwerk, verkeer nie' [quoting from Van Der Merwe and Olivier p 91 Die Onregmatige Daad in die SuidAfrikaanse Reg]
(c) The consenting person must have full knowledge of the extent to of the (possible) prejudice. It is
important that the prerequisite knowledge is present especially where consent to the risk of harm is
concerned. In such cases the consenting person must have full knowledge of the nature and extent of the
risk in order to consent to such risk.
(d) The consenting party must realise or appreciate fully what the nature and extent of the harm will be. Mere
knowledge of the risk or hann concerned is therefore no sufficient; the plaintiff must also comprehend and
understand the nature of the hann or risk.
(e) The person consenting must in fact subjectively consent to the prejudicial act. In this regard they refer to
the dictum of Innes CJ in Waring and Gillow Ltd v Sherborne 1904 TS 340 at p 344: "It must be clearly
shown that the risk (of injury) was known, that it was realized, and that it was voluntarily undertaken.
Knowledge, appreciation, consent - these are the essential elements; but knowledge does not invariably
imply appreciation, and both together are not necessarily equivalent to consent."
(f) The consent must be permitted by the legal order; in other words, the consent must not be contra bonos
mores. Consent to bodily injury or consent to the risk of such injury is nonnally contra bonos mores
unless the contrary is evident. Examples of the latter are cases of participation in lawful sport, medical
treatment or cases where the injury is of a very minor nature.
(g) Finally the impainnent must fall within the limits of the consent.
See also Burchell J PrinCiples 01 Delict at p68-73; Strauss at p 90 and p 149 and Strauss 'Bodily Injury and the
Defence of Consent' 1965 SAL.} 179; Van der Walt JC and Midgely Delict Principles and Cases p112; Boberg
PQR Delict: Principles and Cases vol I: Aquilian Liability p 724 onwards.
The concept of coercion vitiating consent is cross-cutting in that it applies to consent irrespective of the context
in which it is debated. It is submitted that there is little or no difference, in the requirements for consent within
the law of delict and other areas of law such as that of contract in which the concept of consent plays a major
role. This should be the case for constitutional reasons as much as any other kind because freedom from
coercion is implicit in the right to freedom.
The court in Van Den Berg & Kie Rekenkundige Beamptes v Boomprops 1028 BK 1999 (I) SA 780 (T)
observed that: "Die Engelse reg het egter in die onlangse verlede 'n uitbreiding ondergaan in hierdie verband.
Cheshire, Fifoot en Funnston Law a/Contract (supra) stel dit socs volg op 314: 'It is now clear that in his
judgments in D & C Builders Ltd v Rees and Lloyd's Bank Ltd v Bundy Lord Denning was suggesting the
introduction into English law of not one but two new doctrines, economic duress and inequality of bargaining
power. So far the former suggestion has fallen on much more fertile ground than the latter. In delivering the
advice of the Privy Council in Pao On v Lau Yill Long Lord Scarman observed that ''there is nothing contrary to
principle in recognising economic duress as a factor which may render a contract voidable, provided always that
the basis of such recognition is that it must always amount to a coercion of will, which vitiates consent".'
In Atlas Express Ltd" Kafco (Importers and Distributors) LId [1989] 1 All ER 641 (QB) op 645 verwys Tucker
R met goedkeuring na die volgende uitlating van Lord Scannan in Pao On and Others" Lau Yiu and Another
[1979] 3 All ER 65 (PC) op 78-9: 'Duress, whatever fonn it takes, is 8 coercion of the will so as to vitiate
consent. Their Lordships agree with the observation of Kerr J in The Siboen and The Sibotre [1976] 1 Lloyd's
Rep 293 at 336 that in a contractual situation commercial pressure is not enough. There must be present some
factor ''which could in law be regarded as a coercion of his will so as to vitiate his consent". This conception is
in line with what was said in this Board's ~ecision in Barton v Arm.ltrong [1975] 2 All ER 465 at 476-7, [1976]
AC 104 at 121 by Lord Wilberforce and Lord Simon of Glaisdale, observations with which the majority
judgment appears to be in agreement In detennining whether there was a coercion of will such that there was
no true consent, it is material to enquire whether the person alleged to have been coerced did or did not protest;
whether, at the time he was allegedly coerced into making the contract, he did or did not have an alternative
course open to him such as an adequate legal remedy; whether he was independently advised; and whether after
entering the contract he took steps to avoid it. All these matters are, as was recognised in Maskell v Horner
[1915] 3 KB 106, [1914-15] All ER Rep 595, relevant in determining whether he acted voluntarily or not. ...
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At common law money paid under economic compulsion could be recovered in an action for money had and
received .... The compulsion had to be such that the party was deprived of "his freedom of exercising his will" .
. . . It is doubtful, however, whether at common law any duress other than duress to the person sufficed to
render a contract voidable; ... American law ... now recognises that a contract may be avoided on the ground
of economic duress. The commercial pressure alleged to constitute such duress must, however, be such that the
victim must have entered the contract against his will, must have had no alternative course open to him, and
must have been confronted with coercive acts by the party exerting the pressure.... Recently two English
Judges have recognised that commercial pressure may constitute duress the presence of which can render a
contract voidable .... Both stressed that the pressure must be such that the victim's consent to the contract was
not a voluntary act on his part. In their Lordship's view, there is nothing contrary to principle in recognising
economic duress as a factor which may render a contract voidable, provided always that the basis of such
recognition is that it must amount to a coercion of will, which vitiates consent. It must be shown that the
payment made or the contract entered into was not a voluntary act.'
In Mali/ang and Others" MY Houda Pearl 1986 (2) SA 714 (A), Corbett JA commented as follows at p 730: ")
tum now to the defence of duress. The form of duress here under consideration is what has been termed
'economic duress'. A number of recent decisions in England appear to have established that in English law
commercial pressure exerted on one party to a contract in order to induce him to enter into the contract may
amount to economic duress entitling that party to avoid the contract, provided that the pressure amounts to a
coercion of the will which vitiates consent. (See Occidental Worldwide in'Vestment Corporation" Skibs AIS
A'Vant; (I'he Siboen and the Sibotre) [1976] 1 L10yds Rep 293 at 335; North Ocean Shipping Co Ltd v Hyundai
Construction Co Ltd and Another (The AI/antic Baron) (supra at 1182); Pao On and Others v Lou Y;u Long and
Others (supra at 635-6); Universe Tankships inc of Monrovia v international Transport Workers' Federation
(I'he Universe Sentinel) [1980] 2 L10yds Rep 523 (CA) at 530-1, 541, [1982] 2 All ER 67 (HL) at 75--6, 88-9;
Alec Lobb (Garages) Ltd and Others v Total Oil GB Ltd [1983] 1 All ER 944 (Ch) at 960.)''' The court in
Mali lang accepted the concept of economic duress as being applicable within the context of the South African
law of contract.
The court in Van den Berg & Kie Rekenkund;ge Beamptes" Boomprops supra distinguished Malilang's case,
however, on the basis that it was designed in terms of English marine law under the Colonial Courts of
Admiralty Act 1890 (32 and 54 Viet Ch 27) and that the Appellate Division had been obliged to apply it in the
circumstances. It said that: "Soos reeds gemeld is die uitspraak van Corbett AR in Malilang se saak geen gesag
vir die stand punt dat 'economic duress', soos dit in die Engelse reg erken word, deel van ons reg vorm nie."
The court in Van Den Berg & Kie Rekenkundige Beamples " Boomprops went on to hold that the concept of
economic duress does not form part of South African law. It observed that "Dat daar interessante ontwikkelinge
op hierdie gebied tans in die Engelse reg plaasvind en wei oj, 'n baie bree front is waar. Sien onder andere
Chitty (op cit op 537) oor 'unconscionable bargains and inequality of bargaining power' en die opinie van
Denning MR in Lloyd.! Bank Ltd " Bundy [1975] QB 339 (CA) ([ 1974] 3 All ER 757). Oit is blykbaar dan ook
so dat hierdie ontwikkeling in die Engelse reg mag meebring dat die onderskeid tussen 'duress' en 'undue
influence' kan vervaag en moontlik mettertyd lean verdwyn. Oit is egter nog nie te s! dat ons eie
regsontwikkeling hand aan hand daarmee saamloop nie en dit beteken ook nie omdat ons die Engelsregtelike
begrip van 'duress of goods' (in die enger sin) soos hierbo bespreek as in ooreenstemming met ons reg aanvaar
het, ons die Engelsregtelike regsbeginsels oor 'duress' oorgeneem het en dat dit sander meer ook die
ontwikkelingsgang in ons eie regswetenskap moet bepaal nie. Sien Preller and Others" Jordaan 1956 (I) SA
483 (A) op 493 B-C~ Regal" African Superslate (Ply) Ltd 1963 (1) SA 102 (A) op 106; Farlam en Hathaway
(op cit op 369 para 4). Daarbenewens moet in gedagte gehou word dat die Engelsregtelike ontwikkeling in
hierdie verband grootliks beYnvloed word deur die 'equity' van die Engelse reg en dat ons eie Appelhof in Bank
of Lisbon and South Africa Ltd 'V De Ornelas and Another 1988 (3) SA 580 (A) beslis het dat ons reg nie 'n
algemene substantiewe verweer gebaseer op billikheid in die kontraktereg erken nie. Per Joubert AR op 605J6060. Wat die presiese effek van hierdie saak mag wees op die ontwikkeling van ons reg tot die erkenning van
'n sogenaamde 'economic duress' as grond vir vemietiging van 'n kontrak is nie voor my geargumenteer nie. Ek
is nie oortuig dat die beginse\s van 'economic duress' in die Engelse reg deel is van ons reg nie. Ek is na geen
gesag verwys waarin dit pertinent beslis is nie en ek kon in my eie navorsing oak geen sodanige gesag opspoor
nie. Dat ons reg moantlik nog in daardie rigting kan ontwikkel en of in ons gemeenregtelike bronne die nodige
aanknopingspunte daarvoor te vind is hoef ek nie oor te besin nie. Ek sien dit nie as my task waar ek sit as
Regter in 'n Hofvan eerste instansie nie."
In a different context the court in KOlZe 'V Kotze 2003 (3) SA 628 (T) observed that: "Dickson CJ in the Supreme
Court of Canada (R " Big M Drug Mart Ltd (1985) 13 CRR 64 (SCC) « 1985) 18 DLR (4th) 32; [1985] 1 SCR
295; 18 CCC (3d) 385; [1986] LRC (Const) 322»: 'A truly free society is one which can accommodate a wide
variety of beliefs, diversity of tastes and pursuits, customs and codes of conducts. A free society is one which
aims at equality with respect to the enjoyment offundamental freedoms and I say this without any reliance upon
s 15 of the Charter. Freedom must surely be founded in respect of the inherent dignity and the inviolable rights
of the human person. The essence of the concept of freedom of religion is a right to entertain such religious
beliefs as a person chooses, the right to declare religious beliefs openly and without fear and hindrance or
reprisal, and the right to manifest religious belief by worship and practice or by teaching and assimilation. But
the concept means more than that. Freedom can primarily be exercised by the absence of coercion or constraint.
If a person is compelled by the state or the will of another to a cause of action or inaction which he would not
otherwise have chosen, he is not acting of his own volition and he cannot be said to be truly free. One of the
major purposes of the Charter is to protect, within reason. from compulsion or restraint. Coercion includes not
only such blatant forms of compulsion as direct commands to act or refrain from acting on pain of sanction,
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assumption of risk' by contrast, is sometimes used to imply consent to the risk

of injury, a ground of justification, and sometimes to refer to contributory intent
(a ground for excluding fault or cUlpability). The recommend that one should
ascertain precisely what happened in a particular situation - whether the
wrongfulness was excluded because of the consent of the injured, or whether the
negligence of a defendant was cancelled by the plaintiff's intention
(contributory intent) or whether, although the plaintiff neither consented not had
contributory intent, he was in fact contributorily negligent in respect of his
damage because he acted in a manner different from that of the reasonable

It is submitted that from a certain perspective the application of the principle of

volenti non fit injuria in the law of delict may be seen as the recognition of a
contract between the relevant parties to the effect that the one agrees to the
contemplated harm and will not 'hold it against' the other who is inflicting the
harm. However, it is not necessarily the case that the maxim represents a
contract in every instance. It can be applied in circumstances where no contract
exists. A contract only arises where there is an intention between the parties to

29

coercion includes indirect forms of control which detennine or limit alternative courses of conduct available to
others. Freedom in a broad sense embraces both the absence of coercion and constraint, and the right to
manifest beliefs and practices. What may appear good and true to a majoritarian religious group, or to the state
acting at their behest, may not, for religious reasons, be imposed upon citizens who take a contrary view. 'n
In Ex Parte Coetzee et Uxor 1984 (2) SA 363 (W) the applicants had married out of community of property on
5 March 1982. An antenuptial contract was executed on the same day and registered on 17 March 1982. In an
application for cancellation of the contract, the applicants contended that they had concluded the contract
reluctantly and purely as a consequence of the pressure exerted by a parent, who had threatened to exclude them
from access to his home should they marry in community of property. The parties were young and
inexperienced, and the parental pressure, coupled with the advice ofa minister to preserve the family peace, had
led to a decision which subsequently, because of dissatisfaction and self-reproach, threatened the happiness of
their marriage. It was held that, while the pressure exerted by the father did not constitute undue influence,
coercion or melW, the parties had, on the facts, shown good cause for cancellation. The contract accordingly
cancelled as from the date of the order to that effect. See also BOE Bank Bpk" Van Zy/1999 (3) SA 813 (C). In
BOE Bank Bpk " Van Zyl2002 (5) SA 165 (C) it was held that an overarching ground of avoidance based on the
absence of bona fides or the improper procurement of consensus was not recognised in South African law. The
court said that was no authority for it in the decisions of the Supreme Court of Appeal, and it was not for the
Court to depart from settled rules without proper direction from that source. There was also no authority for the
statement that the distinctions between duress, misrepresentation and undue influence as well as the recognised
requirements for these concepts had to be dispensed with. The court emphasised that for avoidance ofa contract
on the ground of duress, the threat must be one of imminent or inevitable harm. It said that the threat that a
family member would be prosecuted if the suretyship agreement was not signed did not satisty this requirement
and that the feared hann, viz incarceration of family member, had to be considered in the light of the relevant
facts and legalities. The decision in BOE Bank Bpk" Van Zy/1999 (3) SA 813 (C) to the effect that a suretyship
agreement had been entered into under duress was consequently reversed.
See Neethling et al fn 28 supra p 97 and footnote 346
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create one. Consent in the sense of the maxim 30 can be a precursor to a contract
but it is not proof in itself that a contract came into existence between the
parties3 !. Contracts can be verbal or written, tacit, implied or express. The law of
delict may be seen as saying in the context of health service delivery that bodily
injury is harmful but if a patient consents (or agrees) to such injury and its
consequences then this justifies the harm in that it does away with the element
of wrongfulness required for a successful delictual claim. In the context of
private health services delivery at least, consent is likely to be as much a
contractual concept as it is delictual due to the fact that the patient is usually in
terms of the same transaction contracting for health services and undertaking to
pay therefor. However, the consent could also be precontractual and may be one
of the conditions that induced the contract rather than a term of the contract
itself.

In light of the foregoing discussion, an interesting question arises in the context
of the contractual or non-statutory limitation of constitutional rights as to
whether the application of the principle in delict of volenti non fit injuria in the

30

The maxim requires more than just 'mere' consent. It was stated by the court in Van Wyk v Thrills Incorporated
(Ply) Lid 1978 (2) SA 614 (A) that: "To sustain this defence [ofvolenti non fit injuria] respondent must show
not merely that the deceased had knowledge of the danger, but also that with thefull appreciation o/its nature
and extent he voluntarily elected to encounter it, or, as it is usually put, consented to take the risk upon himself.
See Waring & Gil/ow Ltd 11 Sherborne 1904 TS 340. Although Santam Insurance Co Ltd v Vorster 1973 (4) SA
764 may be distinguished from the instant case on the basis that the latter deals with the assumption ofa known
risk, the following dictum at 777B is highly relevant: ..... it is I think fair to say that the general tenor of the
judgments is to decide against the applicant on the valenti ground. Again in Waring & Gil/ow 11 Sherborne
(supra at 344) Innes CJ said that this type of defence must be applied 'cautiously and with circumspection'. No
warning specifically referred to the date or dealt in any way with the additional danger to be encountered there.
The warnings themselves were silent as regards possible acts of negligence on the part of the
respondent."[writer's italics]
With regard specifically to warnings that would obviate liability and effectively activate the acceptance of the
risk by the customer, the court stated that: "An exemption of liability as set out in the above mentioned
warnings must be held to exclude liability for negligence. South African Railways & Harbours 11 Lyle Shipping
Co 1958 (3) SA 416; Essa " Dillaris 1947 (1) SA at 767. As respondent did not endeavour to exclude
negligence in its warnings or exemption clauses on its tickets, the warnings themselves were insufficient to
exempt respondent from liability."
Volenti non fit injuria is usually raised in the form of a defence rather than the term of an agreement Thus
Harms JA observed in National Media Ltd And Another v Jooste fh 27 supra that: "This does not mean that the
delictual nature of the claim is thereby compromised. The breach of the agreement is relevant to the claim in the
sense that it may be a determinant of the scope of the complainant's ·privaathoudingswil'. Also, the general
sense of justice of the community requires, in my judgment, due compliance with the tenns of such an
agreement. If, as here, it is breached intentionally, the breach may be a relevant fact to consider in assessing the
wrongfulness (in a delictual context) of the publisher's action. On the other ttand, had publication taken place
according to the tenns of the agreement, the publication of the erstwhfle private facts could not have been
wrongful for several reasons, such as lack of 'privaathoudingswil', consent and vo/enti nonfit iniuria. (Where
the one defence begins or the other ends is, from a practical point of view, difficult to discern and probably
often of no consequence.)"
II

3!
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context of health services delivery constitutes a waiver of the patient's
constitutional rights to bodily and psychological integrity especially in the
context of an indemnity clause in hospital admission form. Is consent to medical
treatment a form of waiver, i.e. contract, or is it something else? If constitutional
rights cannot be limited except in terms of the provisions of section 36 of the
Constitution and the consent or volenti non fit injuria principle constitutes
waiver then this puts providers of health care services in a legally untenable
position. It has been observed previously that there is a considerable weight of
authority to the effect that constitutional rights cannot be contractually waived32 •
Christie33 makes the point that when the parties to an existing contract come
together in an agreeing frame of mind and formally or informally agree to vary
or discharge their contract, there is no difficulty about describing what has
happened as a variation or discharge by agreement, or a cancellation by
agreement. But when one of the parties by his words or actions or inaction has
evinced an intention not to enforce one or more or all of his rights conferred by
the contract, whichever word seems most appropriate is selected from a list
which includes abandonment, acquiescence, release, renunciation, surrender,
election, relinquishing of a right and waiver. Christie observes that of these
words by far the most commonly used is 'waiver' which is regarded in many of
the cases as interchangeable with any of the other words. He notes that waiver
of a right conferred by the terms of a contract being itself a contract, it can be
established without the necessity to establish the requirements of estoppel. A
party relying on waiver need only show that he has accepted, usually tacitly, the
other party's express or tacit offer to release him from his obligations, but a
party relying on estoppel must go further and show that he has acted to his
detriment in reliance on the other party's words or conduct. Christie notes that it
follows from the contractual nature of waiver of a right conferred by the terms
32

33

ABBM Printing & Publishing (Pty) Ltd" Transnet Ltd 1998 (2) SA 109 (W)~ Community Development Board v
Revision Court, Durban Central, and Another 1971 (1) SA 557 (N) at S65B~ Tellis and Others v Bombay
Municipal Corporation and Others: Kuppwami and Others " Slate 0/ Maharashua and Others 1987 LRC
(Const) 351 (SC), a decision of the Supreme Court ofIndia at 366E-I,' S." Frames (Cape Town) (Ply) Ltd 1995
(8) BCLR 981 (C) at 989E-J~ Maharaj v Chairman, Liquor Board 1997 (1) SA 273 (N) at 276J-277B~ Hogg
Constitutional Law o/Canada (Carswell, 1991) at 34-1
Christie RHThe Law o/Contract p 507
.
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of a contract that the intention to waive must be communicated to the other
party. Until then the party who has decided to waive may change his mind as
pointed out by Innes CJ in Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York v

Ingle 34• Christie observes further that a further result of the contractual nature of
a waiver is that as soon as the contract to waive a right conferred by the terms of
a contract is concluded, that right is irrevocably destroyed. It may be replaced
by a new right by agreement between the parties but a waived right cannot be
resuscitated by a purported withdrawal of the waiver. Christie points out that

dicta in the Appellate Division have equated waiver with election and says that
the equation may be accepted up to a point but it must not be allowed to blur the
distinction between waiver of a right conferred by the terms of a contract and
waiver of a right conferred by law. He notes that waiver of a right conferred by
the terms of a contract is itself a contract but waiver of a right conferred by law,
even in a contractual context, is nofs.

Despite this observation on the part of Christie, for which he cites no authority,
the requirements of pr09f of waiver are remarkably simi lar to the requirements

34

35

Ingle 1910 TPD 540 at p550
In Girdwood" Girdwood 1995 (4) SA 698 (e) the respondent, relying on Schutte " Schutte 1986 (1) SA 872
(A), argued that it was not incompetent, unlawful or contra bonos mores for parties to contract out of the
statutory right to apply for the variation of a maintenance order in terms of s 8( I) of the Divorce Act 70 of 1979,
and that clause 10 of the agreement constituted an unequivocal waiver by the parties of their right to claim
further relief pertaining to matters such as maintenance payable by the one to the other. It was held although it
had to be accepted that a waiver by a spouse of his or her statutory right to apply for a variation of a
maintenance provision was not in conflict with public policy, there had to be a clear and unequivocal indication
in the agreement that such statutory right had been waived. It was further held that the Court, as upper guardian
of all dependent and minor children, had an inalienable right and authority to establish what was in the best
interests of the children, and to make corresponding orders to ensure that such interests were effectively served
and safeguarded, and that no agreement between the parties could encroach on this authority. The court said that
clause 10, the umbrella clause excluding further claims between the parties, could not be regarded as a waiver
of rights relating to aspects such as custody of, access to, and maintenance for minor children, which matters
had been provided for in the agreement in the present case because such waiver would inevitably be contra
bonos mores. It held that before the appellant could be deprived of her statutory right to apply for variation of
the maintenance provision, there would have had to be some clear indication in the agreement that she had been
fully aware of such statutory right at the relevant time and had expressly, or by conduct, waived or abandoned
it, and that no such indication appeared from the cited clauses or from any other part of the agreement.
In Claassens" Claassens 1981 (1) SA 360 (N), Didcott J held (at 3738) that the waiver ofa right to claim an
increase in maintenance does not infringe public policy. In Schutte" Schulte supra van Heerden JA took
cognisance of English law, which does regard a waiver of this nature as contra bonos mores. The court held,
however, (at 884A), that other considerations apply in England from those applicable in South Africa, including
the fact that, in England, a divorcee has a statutory right to claim maintenance even if she was not granted
maintenance at the time of dissolution of the marriage.
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for proof of an implied term of a

contrac~6.

It is submitted that in the context of

health care services the situation is complicated by the fact that there is often a
contractual overlay in the situation that gave rise to the delict. Christie observes
that a waiver of a right derived from a contract is itself contractual in nature but
this is not necessarily true of the waiver of a statutory right. In the context of
health care services, however, the patient usually agrees to 'waive' his or her
constitutional rights on the basis of a contract which he enters into with the
health care provider. In the private sector in particular, the patient's consent to
the contemplated treatment is obtained on a hospital admission form in the case
of inpatient treatment. In the case of non-institutional providers such as general
practitioners and dentists, written consent is ofte'n not obtained at all or only at
the beginning of the relationship when the patient fills in a patient registration
form in which case, as a 'blanket' consent', it is not worth the paper it is written
on most of the time37 • In the case of the public sector, the argument for the
existence of a contractual relationship between patient and provider is possibly a
36

37

In Road Accident Fund" Mothupi 2000 (4) SA 38 (SCA) the Supreme Court held that: Waiver is first and
foremost a matter of intention. Whether it was the waiver of a right or a remedy, a privilege or power, an
interest or benefit, and whether in unilateral or bilateral form, the starting point invariably was the will of the
party said to have waived it. The test to determine intention to waive has been said to be objective. Palmer"
Poulter 1983 (4) SA 11 (T) at 20C - 21 A; Multilateral Motor Vehicle Accidents Fund" Meyerowitz 1995 (1)
SA 23 (C) at 26H - 27G; Bekazalcu Properties (Ply) Ltd" Pam Go/ding Properties (Ply) Ltd 1996 (2) SA 537
(C) at 543A - 5440). That said the court, meant, firstly, that the intention to waive, like intention generally, was
adjudged by its outward manifestations (Traub" Barclays National Bank Ltd; Kalk " Barclays National Bank
Ltd 1983 (3) SA 619 (A) at 634H - 6350; Botha (now Griessel) and Another" Finanscredit (Ply) Ltd 1989 (3)
SA 773 (A) at 792B - E); secondly, that mental reservations, not communicated, were of no legal consequence
(Mutual Life Insurance Co of New York" Ingle fn 30 supra at 550); and, thirdly, that the outward
manifestations of intention were adjudged from the perspective of the other party concerned, i.e. from the
perspective of the latter's notional alter ego, the reasonable person standing in his shoes. The outward
manifestations of intention could consist of words (i.e. express waiver) or of some other form of conduct from
which the intention to waive was inferred, or even of inaction or silence where a duty to act or speak existed
(i.e. tacit or inferred waiver). Because no one was presumed to waive his rights, the onus was on the party
alleging it and clear proof was required of an intention to do so. The conduct from which waiver was inferred
had to be unequivocal, that is to say. consistent with no other hypothesis. (Ellis and Others" Laubscher 1956
(4) SA 692 (A) at 702E - F), (Hepner" Roodepoort-Maraisburg Town Council 1962 (4) SA 772 (A) at 7780 779A; Borstlap " Spangenberg en Andere 1974 (3) SA 695 (A) at 704F - H). The conduct from which waiver is
inferred, so it has frequently been stated, must be unequivocal. that is to say, consistent with no other
hypothesis. The court observed that 'It is a well-established principle of our law that a statutory provision
enacted for the special benefit of any individual or body may be waived by that individual or body. provided
that no public interests are involved. It makes no difference that the provision is couched in peremptory
tenns. '(SA Eagle Insurance Co Ltd" Bavuma 1985 (3) SA 42 (A) at 49G - H.) In Transnet Ltd" Goodman
Brothers (Ply) Ltd 2001 (1) SA 853 (SCA) the court held that: "A waiver ofa right is a limitation thereof. One
must be careful not to allow all forms of waiver, estoppel, acquiescence, etc to undermine the fundamental
rights guaranteed in the Bill of Rights. In my view, a strict interpretation ofs 36(1) is indicated." The dictum in
SA Eagle is clearly not consistent with the view that constitutional rights cannot be waived if one regards the
Constitution as a simply another statute. Obviously this case was decided before the Constitution and so the
court was not obliged to consider the matter in this context.
Consent to treatment, and a Waiver of a right must be specific and in the full knowledge of the particular risks
and potential consequences involved. 'Blanket consents' such as those under discussion cannot possibly be
argued as sufficient to address these requirements.
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bit weaker than in the case of the private sector but there are certain instances in
which one could definitely show contractual relationship between public sector
providers and their patients. One could argue that waiver or consent to medical
treatment can be by conduct as well as expressly and in writing. However there
are fairly strict requirements for tacit or implied waiver of a right38 • It is
submitted that even if the possibility of waiver of a constitutional right is
recognised, the courts should be extremely reluctant to recognise an implied or
tacit waiver of such a right because of the dangers of undermining these rights
that were so hard won in the process of drafting the Bill of Rights in the
Constitution and because of the very real imbalances of power that still exist
between consumers and suppliers of goods and services in many contexts in
South Africa, not least of which is health care context. In comparison with the

38

In Modise and Others '\I Ste'\le's Spar, Blackheath 2001 (2) SA 406 (LAC) the court observed that: "In Laws '\I
Rutherfurd 1924 AD 261 at 263 Innes CJ said in effect that, where conduct is relied upon to found a waiver of a
right, such conduct must be 'plainly inconsistent with an intention to enforce such right'. (See also Hepner v
Roodepoort-Maraisburg Town Council 1962 (4) SA 772 (A) at 778F - G.)" In Xenopoulos And Another '\I
Standard BanJc O/SA Ltd And Another 2001 (3) SA 498 (W) at 511D - F, the court held that what has to be
established is an unequivocal act indicating a waiver of a right or remedy. In this regard the onus lies on the
party alleging that a decision or act of the other party precludes the latter from exercising the remedy which the
latter party seeks to enforce. (At 511 D - F.) In Bikitsha '\I Eastern Cape De'\lelopment Board And Another 1988
(3) SA 522 (E) the court stated: "There can be no waiver of a right without an intention to do so. As stated in
Pretorius '\I Greyling 1947 (1) SA 17 I (W) at 177: 'Waiver is not to be presumed, it must be proved; and not
only must the acts which constitute waiver be shown to have occurred, but it must appear from these acts or
otherwise that there was an intention to waive. "' In Harlc.sen '\I Attorney-General. Cape, And Others 1999 (1) SA
7 18 (C) Friedman JP and Brandt J noted that: "The requirements for an implied waiver of legal professional
privilege are, firstly, that the privilege holder must have full knowledge of his rights and, secondly, that he must
have so conducted himself that, objectively speaking, it can be inferred that he intended to abandon those rights.
(See, for example, Laws '\I Rutherford 1924 AD 261 at 263; Borstlap "Spangenberg en Andere 1974 (3) SA 695
(A) at 704F-H.) There is also authority to the effect that legal professional privilege may be imputedly waived
where the privilege-holder so conducts himself that, whatever his subjective intention might be, the inference
must in fairness be drawn that he no longer relies on his privilege. (See, for example. Attorney General,
Northern Territory '\I Maurice and Others (1986) 16 I CLR 475 (HCA) at 481 « 1987) 6 I AUR 92); Goldberg
and Another" Ng [1996] 185 CLR 83 (HCA); Peacock '\I SA Eagle Insurance Co Ltd 1991 (1) SA 589 (C) 5912.) Wigmore On Evidence 3rd ed vol 8 in the oft-quoted passage in para 2327 does not 'appear to draw a
distinction between an implied waiver and an imputed waiver. Having posed the question: 'What constitutes a
waiver by implication?'. the author supplies the following answer: 'Judicial decision gives no clear answer to
this question. In deciding it, regard must be had to the double elements that are predicated in every waiver, i.e,
not only the element of implied intention, but also the element of fairness and consistency. A privileged person
would seldom be found to waive, if his intention not to abandon could alone control the situation. There is
always also the objective consideration that when his conduct touches a certain point of disclosure, fairness
requires that his immunity shall cease, whether he intended that result or not. He cannot be allowed, after
disclosing as much as he pleases, to withhold the remainder. He may elect to withhold or to disclose, but after a
certain point h is election must remain final.' .. The court in Peacock '\I SA Eagle Insurance Co Ltd 1991 (I) SA
S89 (C) refused to recognise an argument of implied waiver whether there was no clear intention to waive the
right or privilege, stating that: "It would seem preferable. therefore. to speak rather of imputed waiver, where, as
here, an actual intention to waive cannot be inferred on the facts." It went on to state that it is necessary to
consider whether in the circumstances of the present case it is fair that the privilege in respect of the statement
be lost.
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rest of the world South Africa is still fairly backward in terms of laws for the
protection of consumers against unreasonable or unfair contractual terms 39 •

This issue of waiver of constitutional rights has been discussed in more detail
previously and will not be further considered here. The question is whether this
purported waiver of the constitutional right to bodily and psychological integrity
is valid, whether it is valid in tenns of the law of contract or upon some other
legal basis and whether it is in fact a waiver at all.

As stated previously, waiver does not necessarily equate with the exercise of a
choice not to exercise a righr*o. A person's decision not to vote does not mean

39

40

The South African Law Commission noted in its Report in 1998 on Project 47: Unreasonable Stipulations In
Contracts And The Rectification 0/ ConlTacts that: "It happens daily that individuals voluntarily enter into
contracts with one another, or with banks, building societies, financial institutions, wholesalers or retailers, in
the expectation that the contracts will satisfy their needs and aspirations, only to find subsequently that, in
practical application, the contracts as a whole or some of their terms are unjust or unconscionable." It noted
with regard to the judgment in Bank o/Lisbon and South Africa (Ltd) "De Ornelas and Another that: "For those
hoping that our courts would develop a doctrine of relief in cases of unconscionability, the judgment was a great
disappointment. Only legislative intervention can now correct its implications. The research team thllt worked
on the project found that: Courts in Germany, England, the USA, Sweden, Israel, the Netherlands and Denmark
may take judicial action against unfair terms, in addition to which preventative control may also be used against
unfair tenns.
De Waal J, Currie I, and Erasmus G, The Bill o/Rights Handbook (Fourth edition) state at p 42 that "Although
the distinction may be difficult to make in some cases, the waiver of fundamental rights should be distinguished
from a decision to exercise a fundamental right. Where a person chooses not to take part in an assembly or not
to join an association they cannot later complain about a violation of their freedoms of assembly or association.
The same applies when an arrested person makes an informed choice to co-operate with the police by making a
statement or a confession, or when a person allows the police to search their home. Such a person may not
object at their trial that the introduction of the evidence violates their right to remain silent or their right to
privacy of their home. In principle, the accused may nevertheless object to the use of the evidence if it would
render the trial unfair. But in the absence of other circumstances (such as that the accused was improperly
persuaded to co-operate) it is difficult to see why the use of the evidence would result in an unfair trial. Waiver
is quite different. One is dealing with waiver when someone undertakes not to exercise a fundamental right in
future. For example. a contractual restraint of trade is an undertaking to waive the 512 right to occupational
freedom for a certain period of time. Or a person may undertake not to disclosure sensitive information, or to
vote for a certain political party on election day, or to perform nude on stage or to attend religious instruction in
a private school. These are. respectively, attempts to waive the rights to freedom of expression. to vote, to
privacy and to freedom of religion. The question is then whether someone may be obliged to honour such an
undertaking even if they subsequently change their minds. A few general observations must be made at the
outset. A waiver cannot make otherwise unconstitutional laws or conduct constitutional and valid. Section 2 of
the Constitution provides that laws or conduct inconsistent with the Constitution is invalid."
It is submitted that this statement has to be qualified to allow for situations in which the Constitution itself
envisages that consent can render an otherwise unconstitutional action constitutional. An example is to be found
in section 12(2) in which a person may not be subjected to medical or scientific experiments without their
informed consent. It is also submitted that consent as a legitimating factor is implicit in the section 12(2) right to
make decisions concerning reproduction so that a person can decide to be sterilised and that with the informed
consent of the patient such sterilisation will be constitutional whereas without it, the operation would clearly be
a violation of the patient's constitutional rights.
They continue to state that: "The actions of the beneficiary of the right can have no influence on the invalidity
of unconstitutional law or conduct. That is why a person cannot undertake to behave unconstitutionally. Such an
undertaking will have no force and effect. Similarly a person cannot waive the indirect application of the Bill of
Rights. Two persons cannot undertake for example, that the law of defamation must be applied in future
disputes between them without any reference to the Bill of Rights ... What individuals may do is waive the right
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that he or she waives his or her right to vote, for instance, just as a person's
decision not to pursue a delictual claim does not amount to a waiver of his or
her right to bodily integrity. The court in Cape Town Municipality and Another
v Belletuin (Pty) Ltff! observed that a waiver amounts to a voluntary

a

relinquishment or abandonment of right. Is it correct to regard the principle of

volenti non fit injuria as a form of waiver especially in the case of the
constitutional rights to bodily and psychological integrity? Another manner in
which this concept is sometimes expressed is 'voluntary assumption of risk' . De
Waal et al in their discussion on the question of waiver of constitutional rights42
making a promising start but then seem to get hopelessly tangled up in the
question of freedom rights as opposed to other kinds of rights, the question of
whether in fact constitutional rights can be waived or whether the 'right to
exercise a fundamental right' may be waived and the problem of the
compartmentalisation of constitutional rights. It is the view of the author that
there is very little if any practical distinction between a waiver of a
constitutional right itself and the waiver of the right to exercise a fundamental
right. The thinness of this, 'd'istinction' it is submitted is likely to precipitate the
very danger envisaged by Olivier J in the Transnet case43 that a waiver of a right
is a limitation thereof and that all forms of waiver, estoppel, acquiescence, etc
could undermine the fundamental rights guaranteed in the Bill of Rights. He

41

42
43

to exercise a fundamental right. The individual may undertake not to invoke the' constitutional invalidity of state
or private conduct. However, from a constitutional point of view such a waiver is hardly even decisive of an
issue. But it is also seldom irrelevant. While we deals with waiver here as an issue of application, we do not
mean to suggest that it must be answered by simply asking whether the individual may exclude him or herself
from the benefits ofa particular fundamental right in the circumstances of the vase. Waiver and, more generally,
victim responsibility, may also influence the limitation stage and the remedy that a court will award for breach
of that fundamental right. The effect of waiver firstly depends on the nature and purpose of the fundamental
right in question. In principle many of the freedom rights may be waived as long as the subject does so clearly
and freely without being played under duress or misapprehension. For example the right to occupational
freedom is often waived by employees when concluding a contract of employment. There is also not reason
why one cannot waive the s14(d) right not to have the privacy of your communications infringed ... In contrast
to the freedom rights, the nature of the rights to human dignity (sIO) to life (sll) and the right not to be
discriminated against (s 9(3) and (4» or the right to a fair trial, does not permit them to be waived. Unlike the
freedom rights these rights do not have a positive and negative dimension. The right to freedom of expression
for example can be exercised while keeping quiet but the right to dignity cannot be exercised by being abused.
One cannot therefore assume that the right is exercised when it is waived as one does subject to some of the
other considerations we have mentioned above, with the freedom rights. Althou'gh some rights may be waived,
it does not mean that the fact of the waiver then becomes legally irrelevant. As stated above, waiver may also be
relevant when considering the remedy to be awarded for the violatio!1 of a fundamental right.
Bel/em;n 1979 (2) SA 861 (A)
De Waal el at see fh 34 supra
Transnet Lid v Goodman Brothers (Pty) Lid fh 36 supra
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points out that section 36(1) of the Constitution stipulates that 'the rights in the
Bill of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of general application. '... '. It
is submitted that compartmentalisation of constitutional rights into freedom
rights and other kinds of rights is also a dangerous argument since it does not
take into account the fact that the Bill of Rights is a synchronous and internally
consistent whole. One cannot separate out the right of freedom from the right to
human dignity. One cannot separate the right to freedom and security of the
person from the right to human dignity or the right to equality. The rights are a
matrix of interrelated and interdependent concepts and to use methods of
analysis which avoid this truth will ultimately lead to the reduction of the Bill of
Rights to the sum of its parts rather than something more. This reduction will
inevitably reduce the scope and significance of the underlying values of the Bill
of Rights44 and ultimately those upon which the Constitution itself rests. It is too
mechanistic. Furthermore there is no need to rely on the dissection of the rights
out of the Bill of Rights to this extent. The problem should be regarded rather in
the light of a balancing exercise that is inevitably required not only of the
judiciary in considering the rights of one party versus another or the executive
in making policy decisions which may favour some rights over others but also
of the individual in exercising his or her own rights in the infinite number of
possible circumstances in which individuals in society find themselves. It is a
matter of fundamental choices. This is nowhere more clearly illustrated than in
the context of health services delivery. A patient who is in agony on his
deathbed can exercise his right of access to health care services and to human
dignity by requesting powerful painkillers that will inevitably shorten the
duration of what life he has left to him. He is preferring his right to human
dignity and access to health care services to his right to life. He would rather die

44

Section 7( I ) of the Constitution states that the Bill of Rights enshrines the rights of all people in our country and
affirms the democratic values of human dignity, equality and freedom. Section 1 of the Constitution states that
the Republic of South Africa is founded on the following values:
(a) Human dignity. the achievement of equality and the advancement of human rights and freedoms;
(b) Non-racialism and non-sexism
(e) Supremacy of the Constitution and the rule oflaw;
(d) Universal adult suffrage, a national common voters roll. regular elections and a multi-party system of
democratic government, to ensure accountability, responsiveness and openness.
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knowing and feeling that state of being human than to have a few more days of
life as something less than human. "He cannot have both under the
circumstances. When a person gives consent to a surgical operation that he
knows will violate his right to bodily and psychological integrity, he is choosing
the right of access to health care services and possibly even the right to life and
human dignity, depending on the reasons for the surgery, over the right to
bodily and psychological integrity since under the circumstances, he cannot
exercise these rights simultaneously. Even in dealing with the same right there
are choices to be made. When a person asks to be sterilised he or she is
exercising the section 12(2) right to make decisions concerning reproduction as
much as when such person decides to have a child. This does not constitute a
waiver of the constitutional right to make decisions concerning reproduction, it
is an exercise of that right. When a person gives informed consent to be
subjected to medical or scientific experiments he or she is exercising his or her
right to bodily and psychological integrity, not waiving it. A person who
chooses not to access health care services when they are freely available may be
preferring his or her right to privacy and bodily and psychological integrity over
the right of access to health care services. He is not waiving the latter. He may
at any time change his mind. If for some reason he signs an agreement not to
access external health services; because for instance he is participating in a
clinical trial for which he is being paid and to which he has given informed
consent, he has not necessarily waived his constitutional right of access to
health care services. Indeed, the research organisation in question may in certain
circumstances find that such a contractual provision means that it is completely
responsible for the provision of all his health service requirements for the
duration of the clinical trial. He may run the risk of being sued for contractual
damages in seeking assistance for an urgent health care problem in breach of the
contract but it is doubtful whether a court would uphold such a contractual term
in most circumstances in which case the purported 'waiver' is likely to be
nothing of the sort.
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Outside of the health services context, it is submitted that even in the case of the
more absolute rights in which the existence of choice is not primajacie evident,
the element of choice is implicit in the enforcement of the right. Thus section 13
of the Constitution states that no one may be subjected to slavery, servitude or
forced labour. If a person allows himself to be subjected to such and then takes
the matter up in the Constitutional court, he or she is exercising his or her
constitutional right in terms of section 13. It is extremely difficult to envisage
any court allowing an argument that the person 'waived' his section 13 right by
being subjected to slavery because the right reinforces the fundamental
constitutional value of freedom. Even if the defendant successfully presents the
argument that the plaintiff agreed to waive the right to exercise this
constitutional right it is submitted that it is likely to meet with an unfavourable
reception in a court of law. To allow such waiver would be to undermine a
fundamental constitutional right and the underlying constitutional value of
freedom. However, if a person subjects himself to slavery and does nothing
about it, what external agency is going to take action on his behalf and in the
absence of a request from him for assistance? Assuming that he is fully aware of
his rights under section 13 and assuming that his decision to subject himself to
what might be considered slavery is fully informed, he is in effect making a
choice not to exercise his section 13 rights. In real life such a practical example
is likely to be encountered in the context of certain forms of extreme religious
beliefs which lead people undertake for instance join some form or religious
order which requires them to devote their lives to working without payor any
other form of compensation. In such circumstances they would be preferring
their right to religious freedom in terms of sections 15 and 31 of the
Constitution over their section 13 rights. The criminal law is the vehicle through
which society expresses its disapproval of certain actions and sanctions them
but even at this level, someone has to take some positive action such as laying a
charge or reporting the matter. Obviously the subject of religious cults is one of
the more sensitive and controversial examples of the extent to which people
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may exercise their constitutional rights but it serves as a useful illustration of the
paradox of freedom.

An employee who is able to choose from a number of different posts but who
decides on one in terms of which the employer requires a restraint of trade
agreement because the employer feels the need to protect his own rights in the
circumstances because it is much better paid than the others is exercising his
right to freely choose his trade, occupation or profession, not waiving it. Such
employee is also recognising his employer's right t~ protect his trade secrets

i.~.

his right to privacy. It is submitted that contracts involving constitutional rights
and provisions which suggest that such rights are being waived are on the whole
to be more soundly and sensibly construed as being attempts between private
parties to regulate their relationship in terms of the same balancing exercise that
the courts are often called upon to perform when disputes as to the validity of
such contracts arise. Whether or not the balance such private parties eventually
achieve is constitutionally acceptable remains for the courts to decide when the
contractual relationship breaks down or when one of the parties changes her
mind about the fairness of that balance.

The Bill of Rights is an indivisible web of concepts that cannot be construed or
understood in isolation from each other. It is submitted that, the recognition of
the need for consent in our law speaks to the constitutional value and right of
freedom. Freedom in its turn is based upon the greater and more pervasive right
to human dignity4s. The nature of the right to freedom is not confined to
physical freedom. Section 12( 1)(a) of the Constitution refers to the right to

4S

Thus in S \I Malcwanyane And Another 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) the constitutional court stated that "Implicit in the
provisions and tone of the Constitution are values of a more mature society, which relies on moral persuasion
rather than force; on example rather than coercion. In this new context. then, the role of the State becomes clear.
For good or for worse, the State is a role model for our society. A culture of respect for human life and dignity,
based on the values reflected in the Constitution, has to be engendered, and the State must take the lead.
See also words of Mureinik E ['A Bridge to Where? Introducing the Interim Bill of Rights'] (1994) 10 SAJHR
31 at p 32: "If the new Constitution is a bridge away from a culture of authority it is clear what it must be a
bridge to. It must lead to a culture of justification - a culture in which every exercise of power is expected to be
justified; in which the leadership given by government rests on the cogency of the case offered in defence of its
decisions, not the fear inspired by the force at its command. The new order must be a community built on
persuasion, not coercion."
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freedom and security of th~ person. ~his could be read in one of two ways.
Firstly it could be read as meaning freedom of the person and security of the
person. Secondly it could be read as meaning freedom generally and security of
the person. The list that follows suggests that the former reading should be
followed. However freedom is not only a right in the Constitution. It is a value
as well. Consequently a broad interpretation of the concept of freedom must be
followed when considering it in the context of the Constitution. Freedom cannot
be seen in isolation from the other rights since the Bill of Rights is not merely a
list of separate and independent rights but a complex web of interrelated and
interdependent rights and freedoms in which the whole is more than the sum of
its parts46. The constitutional court has said with regard to the apartheid regime
and the mUltiple denials of freedom that occurred thereunder that:
"A feature common to all or many of these denials of freedom was a denial of the
freedom to choose or develop one's own identity, a denial of the freedom to be fully
human. One of the main objects of the Constitution is to eradicate such denial or
restriction of freedom, not in a casuistic way but as a profound constitutional
commitment.,,47

Significantly, the court emphasised the importance of not conflating freedom
and the conditions of its exercise since in the process one could grant all the

46

47

Thus in Ferreira" win No and Others: Vryenhoek and Others 11 Powell No and Others 1996 (I) SA 984 (CC)
Ackermann J held that: HAn individual's human dignity cannot be fully respected or valued unless the individual
is permitted to develop his or her unique talents optimally. Human dignity has little value without freedom; for
without freedom personal development and fulfilment are not possible. Without freedom, human dignity is little
more than an abstraction. Freedom and dignity are inseparably linked. To deny people their freedom is to deny
them their dignity. Although freedom is indispensable for the protection of dignity, it has an intrinsic
constitutional value of its own. It is likewise the foundation of many of the other rights that are specifically
entrenched. Viewed from this perspective, the starting point must be that an individual's right to freedom must
be defined as widely as possible, consonant with a similar breadth of freedom for others. There are other and
more specific indications in the Constitution that the right to freedom is to be extensively interpreted. Section
35( I) embodies an injunction that, generally, in interpreting the chap 3 provisions, a Court of law must promote
the values which underlie an 'open' and democratic society 'based on freedom and equality'. An 'open society'
most certainly enhances the argument that individual freedom must be generously defined. It is a society in
which persons are free to develop their personalities and skills, to seek out their own ultimate fulfilment, to
fulfil their own humanness and to question all received wisdom without limitations placed on them by the State.
The 'open society' suggests that individuals are free, individually and in association with others, to pursue
broadly their own personal development and fulfilment and their own conception of the 'good life'. [Footnotes
omitted] A teleological approach also requires that the right to freedom be construed generously and
'ex.tensively." In footnote 34 of the judgment the court referred to the words of Isaiah Berlin's Introduction in
Four Essays on Liberty :"Those who have ever valued liberty for its own sake believed that to be free to choose,
and not to be chosen for, is an inalienable ingredient in what makes human beings human." Thus in
constitutional terms the right of the patient in Esterhuizen (fn 19 supra) to freedom in the wide and general
sense had been violated as much as had her rights to freedom and security of the person and to bodily and
psychological integrity.
Ferreira fn 46 supra
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freedoms in the world in the certain knowledge that the capacity or power to
exercise them does not exist and that they are therefore meaningless48 •

For the purist, the doctrine of informed consent on the basis of Esterhuizen49
may have a slightly different, or possibly less differentiated, basis than at
constitutional law where, it is submitted, it would be based more appropriately
on the right to bodily and psychological integrity in subsection (2) of section 12
as opposed the right to freedom and security of the person as contemplated in
subsection (1) of that subsection. It is of interest that consent to the commission
of a wrong is a unilateral juristic act which may be withdrawn by the consenting
party at any timeso •

It has already been observed that in section 12 of the Constitution, the rights to
freedom and security of the person are linked with those of bodily and
psychological integrity. It is submitted that one of the reasons for this is that the
personality must be construed as a whole. A violation of the right to freedom or
security of the person will very often involve the violation of the rights to bodily
or psychological integrity as well. This is supported by the fact that consent, in
order to legitimate an action that would otherwise be wrongful in terms of the

48

49

!SO

In the words of Ackennann J in Ferreira fn 46 supra: "[t is essential to distinguish between freedom (liberty)
and the conditions of its exercise. It could be dangerous to conflate the two concepts. [and then quoting from
Berlin 'Introduction' Four Essays on Liberty] - 'If a man is too poor or too ignorant or too feeble to make use of
his legal rights, the liberty that these rights confer upon him is nothing to him, but it is not thereby annihilated.
The obligation to promote education, health, justice, to raise standards of living, to provide opportunity for the
growth of the arts and the sciences, to prevent reactionary political or social or legal policies or arbitrary
inequalities, is not made less stringent because it is not necessarily directed to the promotion ofliberty itself, but
to conditions in which alone its possession is of value, or to values which may be independent of it. And still,
liberty is one thing, and the conditions for it another ... Useless freedoms should be made usable, but they are
not identical with the conditions indispensable for their utility. This is not a merely pedantic distinction, for if it
is ignored, the meaning and value of freedom of choice is apt to be downgraded. In their zeal to create social
and economic conditions in which alone freedom is of genuine value, men tend to forget freedom itself; and if it
is remembered, it is liable to be pushed aside to make room for these other values with which the refonners or
revolutionaries have become preoccupied. . .. To provide for material needs, for education, for such equality
and security as, say, children have at school or laymen in a theocracy, is not to expand liberty. We live in a·
world characterized by regimes (both right- and left-wing) which have done, or are seeking to do, precisely this;
and when they call it freedom, this can be as great a fraud as the freedom of the pauper who has a legal right to
purchase luxuries. Indeed, one of the things that Dostoevsky's celebrated fable of the Grand Inquisitor in The
Brothers Karamazov is designed to show is precisely that paternalism can provide the conditions of freedom,
yet withhold freedom itself."
Esterhuizen fu 19 supra
See National Media Ltd And Another" Jooste fit 27 supra in which the court referred to Strauss SA
'Toestemming tot Benadeling as Verweer in die Strafreg en die Deliktereg' (LLD thesis (1961» at 199 and
following and Neethling, Potgieter and Visser Low ofDelict at p 90-1.
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law of delict, must be freely and voluntarily given. Otherwise it does not qualify
as consent for this purpose. Freedom implies an absence of coercion or
constraintSI • Despite some court decisions to the contrary,52 until relatively
recently there was some debate around awards of damages purely for mental
sufferingS]. The court in Clinton-Parker v Administrator, Transvaal Dawkins v

Administrator, TransvaaZS 4 noted that with reference to Bester's case, Burchell s5
correctly concluded that the previous approach had been regarded as too
restrictive pointing out that Bester's case held that the brain and the nervous
system isjust as much part of the physical body as an arm or a leg. He stated:
'The Appellate Division in this case looked at certain limiting factors. The nervous
shock in ·order to give rise to a claim for damages under the Aquilian action must be
substantial and not of short duration and such shock must be reasonably foreseeable
before the defendant can be held liable for causing such injury.'
The court commented 56 that as can be seen from Bester's case and subsequent
developments, the erstwhile distinction between a psychological and physical
injury has been rejected. In this sense mental injury has come to be regarded as
much of a physical injury as more obvious bodily injuries.

The close link between the rights to dignity, freedom and security of the person
and bodily and psychological integrity are demonstrated by the dictum of

51

52
. S]

54
55

S6

S'V Lawrence;5 l' Negal; S 1'Solberg 1997 (4) SA 1176 (CC)
Waring & Gil/ow LId l' Sherborne fn 20 supra and Hauman 'V Malmesbury Divisional Council 1916 CPO 216
Burchell J in Principles of Delict at p S9 (as quoted by the court in Bester (see below) points out that the Courts
'here and in other countries have been cautious about extending liability for negligently caused nervous shock',
He points out that in the early cases in South Africa liability for negligently inflicted nervous shock was
restricted by two factors, viz the nervous shock had to result in physical injury and the plaintiff must have
feared for his or her own safety, Burchell states: "The first of these restrictions was based on the outdated
distinction between mind and matter and based on the view that injury to the physical body was the subject of
Aquilian liability and that damage to the individual's nervous system on its own was not sufficient for such
liability, The second factor was a way of limiting the scope of potential liability to someone who in fact ran the
risk of being physically injured,'
In Bester 'V Commercial Union YerseleeringsmaQtskapp)lMn SA Bpk 1973 (I) SA 769 (A), the court stated that
the reasonable foreseeability test was the test for liability for negligence and that this has repeatedly been set out
in numerous authorities, He also pointed out that damages were regularly awarded for shock, pain and
suffering, incapacity, loss of amenities of life and shortened life expectation, 'ten minste waar dit met 'n suiwer
fisiese besering gepaard gaan', He concluded that to deny a victim compensation purely on the basis that the
shock and consequential harm were not allied to a physical injury cannot be defended logically,
Clinton-Parker 1996 (2) SA 37 (W)
Burchell fn 28 supra at p 60

Clinton-Parleer fn S4 supra at p 68
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Bosshof AJ in Brenner

'V

Botha57 where he stated that: "The specific interests

that are detrimentally affected by the acts of aggression that are comprised
under the name of injuries are those which every man has, as a matter of natural
right, in the possession of an unimpaired person, dignity and reputation". They
are all rights of personality under the common laws.

In Maisel v Van Naeren 59 the court observed that:
"The foundations of the English and Roman-Dutch legal systems as to liability for
delictual acts differ substantially. Speaking generally, all liability for delict in our
common law derives from the application of the principles of the actio injuriarum and
the actio legis Aquiliae, as they have developed through the centuries: and in terms of
these principles blameworthiness on the part of the defendant, in the form of dolus or
culpa as the case might be, is an essential in each case."

The concept of digni/as links the concepts of bodily and psychological integrity,
dignity and freedom and security of the person 6O • There is also a strong link with

57

!S8

59
60

Brenner 1956 (3) SA 257 (1)
See also Gardiner, J.P., in Rex" Holliday 1927 CPO 395 at p. 400: "Dignitas is not simply the esteem in which
a person is held by others - this is his 'Iama'- but it includes, it seems to me, his self-respect. Thus we find that
writers on Roman Law include under injuria something more than violence to a man's person or his reputation.
Moyle in his Institutes (I. p. 535) says: 'The delict of injury here treated may be defined as 8 wilful violation of
what writers on jurisprudence term the 'primordial' rights ofa free man - the rights to personal freedom, safety
and reputation.' ... de Villiers on Injuries (pp. 24 - 25) says: 'The specific interests that are detrimentally
affected by the acts of aggression that are comprised under the name.ofinjuries are those which every man has,
as a matter of material right, in the possession of an unimpaired person, dignity and reputation. By a person's
reputation is here meant that character for moral or social Worth to which he is entitled among his fellow-men;
by dignity that valued and serene condition in his social or individual life which is violated when he is, either
publicly or privately, subjected by another to offensive and degrading treatment, or when he is exposed to ilIwill, ridicule, disesteem or contempt. The rights here referred to are absolute or primordial rights; they are not
created by, nor dependent for their being upon, any contract; every person is bound to respect them; and they
are capable of being enforced by external compulsion. Every person has an inborn right to tranquil enjoyment of
his peace of mind, secure against aggression upon his person, against the impairment of that character for moral
and social worth to which he may rightly lay claim and of that respect and esteem of his fellow-men of which
he is deserving, and against degrading and humiliating treatment; and there is a corresponding obligation
incumbent on all others to refrain from assailing that to which he has such right.' The latter portion of this
passage was referred to with approval by Innes, C.J., in Rex" Um/aan, 1908 T.S. at p. 67. It was because of this
right to tranquil enjoyment, this primordial right of every man, that 'forcible and wrongful intrusion, into the
house ofanother was looked upon as an injuria, not because it was a trespass on the property, but because it was
a violation of family sanctity' (per Innes, C.J., loco cillo It is the violation of a man's rights of personality, his
primordial rights of "son etat civile', which gives rise to an action of injury."
Maisel 1960 (4) SA 836 (C)
In Jackson" SA National/nstilute/or Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation OfOffimders 1976 (3) SA I (A) the
court noted that: "Oignitas embraces concepts of 'self-respect', "peace of mind'. "mental tranqUillity' and
"privacy~. Hunt, S.A. Criminal Law and Procedure, vol. II, p. 496, in considering the ambit of dignila3 in
relation to crimen injuria (which in this respect is similar to that in the actia injuriarum), specifies certain
concepts falling under it, and then continues: '"The concepts of self-respect, mental tranquill ity and privacy are
judged both objectively and subjectively. Objectively in that the law accepts that each person is entitled to them.
Subjectively in that it depends upon the particular person and the circumstances whether it can be said that his
dignitas has in fact been impaired. In a sense the quantum ofdignitas varies from one person to another. An act
which would not impair the dignitas of an ordinary person may conceivably impair the dignitas of a highly
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the right to privacy61 which it is submitted is inherent in the right to bodily and
psychological integrity despite the fact that it also recognised as a separate right
in the Bill of Rights. On the subject of damages for pain and suffering the courts
have said in the past that such damages do not fall under the auspices of the
actio injuriarum but under the actio legis Aquilia62 • It is· important to note,

61

62

sensitive person with whose known sensitivities the accused has deliberately trifled. Conversely, an act which
would impair the dignitas of an ordinary person may in fact fail to disturb ·the complainant one iota; for
instance, because she has expressly or impliedly consented to such conduct or because she is particularly broad
minded and tolerant."
In Hunt P, South A/rican Criminal Law and Procedure, vol. II, p 495, the author, after referring to attempts at
definition and description of the word "dignitas" by the text-writers and the Courts, submits that it "is a
somewhat vague and elusive concept which can, however, be broadly described positively in terms ofa person's
right to 'self-respect, mental tranquillity, and privacy.' These are the elements which have been constantly
stressed by the courts. It can be described negatively in terms of his right to freedom from insulting, degrading,
offensive or humiliating treatment and to freedom from invasions of his privacy".
In S II A and Another 1971 (2) SA 293 (T) the court held: "It seems to me that there can be no doubt that a
person's right to privacy is one of, and 1 quote from Umfaan's case, "those real rights, those rights in rem,
related to personality, which every free man is entitled to enjoy". Accordingly it appears to me that an
infringement of a person's privacy prima facie constitutes an impairment of his dignitas. There have been many
attempts in the authorities to define "dignitas". In Umfaan's case, on which Mr. Rosenzweig has relied, Innes,
C.J. quoted the following passage: 'Every person has an inborn right to the tranqUil enjoyment of his peace of
mind, secure against aggression upon his person, against the impairment of that character for moral and social
worth to which he may rightly lay claim, and of that respect and esteem of his fellow-men of which he is
deserving, and against degrading·and humiliating treatment; and there is a corresponding obligation incumbent
on all others to refrain from assailing that to which he has such right. '
Further on he says: 'As affecting dignity, there are many illustrations. Insults to chastity, for instance, such as
indecent proposals to a woman; forcible and wrongful intrusion into the house of another was looked upon as an
injuria, not because it was a trespass on the property, but because it was a violation of family sanctity - of that
peace and dignity which a free man was entitled to enjoy.'
Various other definitions are to be found collected in South African Criminal Law and Procedure, formerly
Gardiner and Lansdown, in vol. 2, which is by Hunt, at p 495. I do not think it necessary to refer to the various
definitions of this concept as set out in this work. Suffice it to say that I have no doubt that the right to privacy
is included in the concept ofdignitas, and that there is no dearth of authority for this proposition."
Thus the court in Hoffa, No II SA Mutual Fire &: General Insurance Co Ltd 1965 (2) SA 944 (C) held that it
would be wrong, both historically and in principle, to classifY a claim for damages for pain and suffering, etc.,
under the actio injur;arum; (a) The actio injuriarum requires an animus injuriandi, whereas this claim (like any
other Aquilian relief) can be based on mere culpa. See Matthews" Young, supra; de Villiers, loc cit. (b) This
claim can be ceded, whereas a claim under the actio injuriarum is incapable of cession. De Villiers, loc cit;
Sande De. Act. Cess. 5.11 (Anders' translation, p. 58), and see Botes " Hartogh, 1946 W.L.D. 157; Walker"
Malterson, 1936 NPD 495. (c) The actio injuriarum always incorporates an element of contumelia. See
Stoffberg " Elliott, (fn 18 supra) 148; Matthews II Young, supra, whereas this is not included under 'pain and
suffering', see Radebe " Hough, 1949 (I) SA 380. Mental shock is not actionable under the Lex Aquilia. See
Hamman II MIllmesbury D.C., 1916 CPD 216; Layten &: Layten II Willcox & Hissinson. 1944 S.R. 48. (d) The
actio legis Aqui!iae was extended - even in Roman law - to cases of bodily injury. See Matthews II Young,
supra; Union Governmentll Warneke, supra; Voet, 9.2.11, 47.10.18~ van den Heever, op. cit. (e) The actio
injuriarum constituted an exception to the rule as to transmissibility. See McKerron on Delict, 6th cd. p 131;
Buckland, pp. 313, 586, 685 - 6; de Villiers, p. 235. (f) Claims for pain and suffering,.etc., are merely factors in
the assessment of the quantum of the damnum. See Coetzee II S.A.R. &: H, supra. See also Sandler II Wholesale
Coal Supplies, 1941 AD at pp 194, 199. As to what this damnum can comprise, see the authorities collected in
Gordon & Suzman Law o/Compulsory Motor Vehicle Insurance, p. 99. In our law the actio legis Aquiliae is no
longer penal, but reipersecutory, whereas the actio injuriarum is purely penal. McKerron, op. cit, pp. 7 - 9. (g)
The actio injuriarum is not associated with bodily injury, but with injured feelings where no physical hurt has
been done. See Pauw II African Guarantee, 1950 (2) SA 132. (h) It would be anomalous in a case of bodily
injury to allow certain claims - such as for loss of support, see Union Government II Lee. supra, and loss of
earnings, see Lockhat's case, supra - to survive the death of the injured person, and others not."
In GOllernment O/The Republic O/South A/rica II Ngubane 1972 (2) SA 601 (A), counsel for the respondent
pointed out that "The claim for pain and suffering in respect of an injury to a freeman was unknown to the
Roman civil law or to the actio legis Aqui/iae: Hoffa, supra at pp. 950F, 9S 1E; D. 9.1.3~ D. 9.3.7. The RomanDutch law allowed an action for pain and suffering but this did not have its roots in the Aquilian action although
it was often brought at the same time. It could not form part of the Aquilian action because the Aquilian action
lay only for patrimonial loss. Hoffa, supra at pp. 950H to 952F; Union Governmentll Warneke, 1911 AD at p.
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however, that this is a historical legal anomaly since in Roman Law, only
patrimonial damages were recoverable under the Lex Aquilid'3. Damages for
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662; Van den Heever, Aquilian Damages in South African Law at p. 35; Gillespie v Toplis, 1951 (I) SA at p.
296; Matthews and Others v Young, 1922 AD at pp. 503 - 5. In contrast to the Aquilian action, the actio
injuriarum was incapable of active or passive transmission or cession before litis contestatio, it being regarded
as purely personal to the victim. Hoffa, supra at p 9500; Executors a/Meyer v Gericke. 1880 Foord 14; Pienaar
and Marais v Pretoria Printing Works, 1906 T.S. 654. Since the claim for pain and suffering is sui generis and
not an Aquilian action, the Aquilian rules do not apply to the cedability of such a claim and we have to look
elsewhere for guidance. (a) The general rule of our law is that, if a claim is based on lex Aquilia, it is actively
transmissible and may be freely ceded, but if it is based on or analogous to the actio injuriarum, it is not actively
or passively transmissible or capable of being ceded, certainly up to the stage of litis contestatio. Regering van
S.A. v Santam Verselcerlngsmaatslcappy Bpk., 1970 (2) SA 41.Damages for pain and suffering are claimable
under the lex Aquilia, this being a recognised exception to the rule that in a claim under the lex Aquilia the
plaintiff has to show actual patrimonial loss. Union Government v. Warneke, 1911 AD at pp. 665 - 666; Coetzee
"S.A.R. & H., 1934 CPO at p. 226; Schnellen " Randalia Assurance Corporation 01South Africa, 1969 (1) SA
at p. 5200 - H; Voet, 9.2.11 (Gane's trans. vol. 2, pp. 561, 564) (and cf. Grotius, 3.34.2; Vinnius, ad 1nst.,
4.3.13; Groenewegen, de Leg. Ab. ad Dig., 9.3.7); Lee and Honore, S.A. Law o/Obligations, para. 763 (ii)."
The lines between an injury to dignitas under the actio injuriarum and a personal injury under the lex Aquilia
are not, however, as clear cut as the previous dicta might suggest. It is of some significance that even at a time
when the compartmentalisation of legal concepts was the order of the day, the court also stated that: liThe
damages for pain and suffering are analogous to the solatium allowed by the actio injuriarum for injured
feelings and the claim for pain and suffering has the same personal and non-patrimonial basis as the actio
injuriarum. Regering van S.A. " Santam Versekeringsmaatslcappy Beperk. supra at p. 43A; Hoffa, supra at pp.
954E, 955C; Sande, chap. 5, para. 12 (Sande'S trans., p. 63); Stewart's Executrix 11 L.MS., 1944 S.L.T. 13. The
Roman-Dutch authorities were against granting compensation for pain and suffering to those who did not suffer
the injury. Voet, 9.2.11,27. See also Melius de Villiers. Roman-Dutch Law a/Injuries, pp. 235,238."
The court seems to have concurred with this exposition of the law on behalf of the respondent since at p606 of
the judgment it observes that as to the Roman and the Roman-Dutch law, the position is in my view
appropriately summarised at p. 33 of the typescript of a lecture delivered to the University of Edinburgh by
Professor J. C. de Wet, of Stellenbosch University. Tracing the history of liability for wrongful conduct, the
learned author says - 'In Roman law. as we have seen, a free man, who had been wounded, could claim medical
expenses and loss of earnings from the male-factor, but no claim was allowed for scars and disfigurement, the
reason being that the body of a free man had no monetary value. This rule was retained in mediaeval secular
law and also in the Canon law. Our Roman-Dutch institutional writers are, however, unanimous in allowing the
victim of bodily injuries not Qnly his medical expenses and loss of earnings but also a claim for pain and
suffering (dolor) and disfigurement (cicatrix, defonnitas). See Grotius, Inl., 3.34.2; Vinnius, Ad. Inst., 4.3.13;
Groenewegen, De legibus abrogatis, ad D., 9.3.7 ... Voet, 9.2.11. That a claim for pain and disfigurement was an
anomaly in a system which was supposed to know only 'actiones reipersecutoriae' cannot be contradicted.
Grotius realised this and admits that (Inl. 3.34.2)... pain and disfigurement (are) really not capable of
compensation. This claim was undoubtedly bound up with the composition payable in terms of local customary
laws, based on Teutonic tribal laws, by the person who had caused bodily injuries to another... ' It follows from
the foregoing that it is inappropriate to try to bring such a claim under the umbrella of either the actio legis
Aquiliae or the actio injuriarum. 1 agree, with respect, with the view to this effect expressed by Van Winsen J.,
in Hoffa. N.O. v S.A. Mutual Fire & General Insurance Co. LId., 1965 (2) SA 944 (C) at p. 952F, and the
penultimate sentence. And the learned author, just referred to, correctly adds thereanent: 'Regter Van Winsen
het dus heeltemal gelyk wear hy in Hoffa se saak se dat mens by aanspreeklikheid vir pyn en leed nog met
injuria nog met damnum injuria datum te doen het.' Continuing the examination of analogous material within
the fabric of our law, I cite the fact that in the Hoffa case Van Winsen J., in a considered and convincing
judgment, comes to the conclusion, at p. 9530, that 'in general, the Roman-Dutch law only recognised as being
transmissible to a deceased's heirs those claims in respect of wrongs causing a diminution in the patrimony of
the deceased's estate, which would of course exclude claims in respect of pain and suffering and loss of
amenities' ."
See Southern Insurance Association Ltd y Bailey No 1984 (I) SA 98 (A) in which the Appellate Division noted
that: "Our Courts have awarded damages for pain and suffering, disability and loss of amenities on one of two
bases. In one line of decisions, in which the sui generis nature of the action for pain and suffering from its
Germanic roots are noted, damages awarded thereunder are treated as in a certain sense analogous to the
solatium claimed under an actio iniuriarum. Hoffa 11 SA Mutual & Fire General Insurance Co Ltd fu 57 supra at
955A; Patgieter v Rondalia 1970 (1) SA at 712G - H; Regering van RSA "Santam Versekeringsmaatslcappy
1970 (2) SA at 43B; Government 0/ RSA " Ngubane 1972 (2) SA at 606E - G 607B. In other decisions,
emphasis has been placed on a functional approach to the assessment of damages for non-pecuniary loss.
Geldenhuys" SAR &: H 1964 (2) SA at 235C: Steenmmp" Minister 01 Justice 1961 (1) PH J9; Pretorius"
Geldenhuys (Corbett and Buchanan (op cit at 805»; Gonya" Randalia Assurance Corporation (Corbett and
Buchanan (op cit vol 2 at 311»; Marine & Trade Insurance 11 Katz 1979 (4) SA at 983E - G." The court seemed
to prefer the latter approach because it "leads to fewer anomalies and has been successfully applied in four
cogent recent judgments of the Supreme Court of Canada."
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pain and suffering were equally not recoverable under the actio injuriarum.
They were recoverable under a separate action altogether but have since been
grafted on to the Aquilian action.

8.2.4

Duhe v Administrator Transvaaf4

Facts

The plaintiff attended on 26th June 1961, at a provincial hospital after he had
been assaulted the night before and sustained two blows to his left forearm. An
X-ray revealed a comminuted fracture of the ulnar bone of the upper forearm
near the elbow. The arm was set in plaster. He attended again on 28th June and
at that time the hospital's medical practitioner had considered the cast
satisfactory. On 3rd July he again saw the medical practitioner at the hospital.
The hand was grossly swollen and septic with loss of movement in the fingers.
He was then admitted to hospital and treated for sepsis of the hand until 13th
July. In January 1962, his arm had to be amputated. According to the medical
evidence the plaintiff had sustained a Volkmann's contracture. A Volkmann's
contracture is liable to occur with a fracture at or near, especially just above, the
elbow joint, and particularly where it requires manipulation for setting or setting
the arm in plaster or splints at an acute angle. It is a rare occurrence. Statistics
were quoted from an article in vol. 103 (1956 (2)) of the Journal of Surgery,
Gynaecology & Obstetrics, showing that the incidence amongst arm fractures
treated at the Mayo Clinic in America prior to 1935 was .18, and between 1935
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It continued by saying that: "A strict functional approach should have been adopted. See Lindal'\l Lindal (supra
at 29 - 30). On this approach, the child's lost faculties are priceless (cf Sandler '\I Wholesale Coal Suppliers
1941 AD at 199). The focus does not fall on an evaluation of her loss, but on her distress and the uses to which
money might be put to alleviate that distress and misery. The present case is palpably not an instance where a
large award would serve to assist the child by the purchase of special equipment, entertainments or physical
facilities. Compare Marine & Trade Insurance Co LId '\I Katz NO 1979 (4) SA at 9838 - G. In view of the s 21
(1 C) (a ) undertaking given, there is in any event the danger of overlapping in this regard too. Even if damages
for pain and suffering and loss of amenities are to be awarded in the present case as a solatium, then the Court is
to be concerned with "a fair social value" which is ''the dispassionate and neutral value which society at large,
on the basis of prevailing money values in that society, would give to it". Munkman (op cit at 18,21). In making
such assessments, our Courts have emphasised the application of the principles of conservatism and fairness,
and the importance of comparable awards in this regard."
Dube 1963 (4) SA 260 (W)
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and 1954, .08 per 1,000. Within the knowledge of the medical specialist who
gave evidence for the defendant, the plaintiff's was the first case that had
occurred at the Hospital in 2,000 cases of arm fractures. Notwithstanding that,
Volkmann's contracture is a well-known condition. The possibility of its
occurring and developing is stressed in the ordinary course of teaching surgery
and it should therefore be known to all practitioners. The signs of such a
condition usually manifest within 48 hours of the originating cause but often
within a lesser time. The court found on the evidence that the Volkmann's
contracture began before 28th June and had become irreversible by the 3rd July.
It held that the probable cause was that the plaster was applied too tightly, but
that arterial thrombosis or damage could not b~ ruled out as an additional cause.

The court held that the hospital was liable in the law of delict for damages. It
said that the plaintiff's failure to return when the swelling started was
attributable to the hospital's failure to warn the plaintiff clearly and
unambiguously to return immediately any abnormat' symptom was manifested.
The plaintiff thus reasonably assumed that the persistence of the. pain and the
swelling he noticed were occurring in the ordinary course of healing and were
not danger signs that he might lose the use of his arm if not attended to
immediately. Consequently, said the court, the plaintiff had not been guilty of
any contributory negligence in not returning until the 3rd July and that no
apportionment of damages need be made.

Judgment
The plaintiff's action was founded in delict and not on contract. The court noted
that because the hospital accepted the plaintiff on the 26th June as a patient its
staff owed him a duty to attend to and treat him with due and proper care and
skill. The court stated that it was immaterial whether he was a paying or nonpaying patient. The duty that was owed was to exercise that degree of care and
skill which the reasonable plasterman and general medical practitioner
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respectively would ordinarily have exercised in South Africa under similar
circumstances. Any breach of that duty would constitute negligence. It held that
the doctors treating the plaintiff were negligent in one or more of the following
respects:
(1)

applying the plaster initially too tightly;

(2)

failing to diagnose the possible onset of a Volkmann's contracture on the
28th June, and to take other measures to arrest the development of the
Volkmann's contracture;

(3)

failing to give the plaintiff on the 28th June a clear and unambiguous
instruction and warning to return immediately if the pain persisted
and/or swelling developed in the hand and fingers.

The court pointed out that a mistaken diagnosis is not· necessarily a negligent
diagnosis. It may·be due to a reasonable error of judgment but said that it did
not think that Dr. Wolfs failure to react in the proper manner to the plaintitrs
complaint of pain in the hand and fingers on the 28th June was a mere error of
judgment, even having regard to the pressure under which she had

~o

work.

According to the expert medical evidence on such a complaint of pain being
made the reasonable general practitioner exercising ordinary skill and care,
would have removed the plaster and taken other precautionary measures. If thathad been done on the 28th June the plaintiffs limb would have been saved. The
court held that Dr Wolf was therefore negligent in that respect. The court,
quoting from Nathan Medical Jurisprudence 6s and saying that his observations
are so apposite that they were worth quoting in full, acknowledged that the
6S

Nathan B Medical Jurisprudence who states at p 46: "In many cases it is reasonable or even necessary for the
medical man to make the patient himself responsible for the performance of some part of the treatment which
the medical man has undertaken to give. Where, as often happens, the medical man's course of action depends
upon a report by the patient as to his condition or symptoms or as to the progress of the treatment, the medical
man has no choice in the matter; he must rely upon the patient for the necessary information by which to
determine what action should be taken, and must therefore, in a sense, delegate to the patient part of his own
duties. Frequently also it would be quite unreasonable to expect the medical man to be in constant attendance
upon the patient or to exercise supervision over every detail of the treatment; he is compelled therefore to
delegate to the patient the performance of some part of the treatment or cure... In all these cases where the
medical man justifiably delegates to the patient the performance of some part of the treatment. there is a special
duty towards the patient to give clear and unambiguous instructions, to explain to the patient in intelligible
terms what is required of him and to give him any warning which may be necessary in the circumstances; and a
failure in any of these respects may amount to a breach of duty and expose the medical man to liability for any
injury which occurs."
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patient can reasonably be required to take care of himself or take responsibility
for some aspects of his treatment in certain instances since the medical
practitioner cannot be expected to do everything that is necessary for the
patient's care. The court also referred with approval to a dictum in a Canadian
case66 which suggested that the failure ofa medical practitioner to warn a patient
could in certain circumstances constitute negligence on the part of the
practitioner. It observed that there was a special duty owed by the hospital,
through its servants, to the plaintiff to give him clear and unambiguous
instructions as to what he was to do. The plaintiff should have been carefully
instructed to watch out for any swelling, pain, blueness or numbness of the hand
and fingers and to return (and the need to do so should have been stressed)
immediately any such symptoms manifested itself because each would have
been a danger sign. The court held that he should also have been warned of the
possible consequence of not obeying such an instruction implicitly, namely, of
losing the use of his forearm and hand. Trollip J stated that a plaintiff is
generally not gUilty of contributory negligence if his ostensible lack of care for
his own health or safety was caused by the conduct of the defendant which
induced or misled him to believe or assume reasonably that his action or
inaction would not endanger his health or safety ~

Discussion
It is submitted that this case does not support medical paternalism in regarding
as negligent the failure of the health services provider to warn the patient
concerning certain danger signs

and symptoms. The court expressly

acknowledged in fact that a health care provider cannot take responsibility for
every aspect of a patient's care and that the patient himself must take some
66

Murrin v Janes, (1949) D.L.R. 403 in which the court held: "I am prepared to believe that in some kinds of
cases. particularly in this domain of medicine and surgery, the failure by a doctor or a surgeon to warn a patient
as to the meaning of certain symptoms, the significance of which might not be apparent to a layman, might
properly expose a practitioner to a charge of negligence. The physician cannot always be in constant attendance
upon his patient, who may have to be left to his own devices; and if the fonner knows of some specific danger
and the possibility of its occurring, it may well be part of his duty to his patient to advise him of the proper
action in such emergency."
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responsibility for certain aspects. It is noteworthy that Trollip J also pointed out
that not every mistake in diagnosis amounts to negligence. The nub of this case
revolves around the fact that the health care provider, a person with expert skill
and knowledge, applied a plaster cast to the patient's arm after he sustained a
serious injury and failed to tell him of the dangers posed by such a cast when
used in conjunction with an injury such as the one he had sustained. The patient
was not in a position to have this knowledge as it is not generally known outside
of the medical profession and

t~e

health care provider in assuming the risk of

treating the patient put itself in such a relationship to the patient that it was
obliged to exercise a certain degree of care and skill as was required of a
reasonable person in the defendant's position67 • A reasonable medical
practitioner would not only have warned the patient about certain danger signs
and told him to come back if he noticed them but also would have explained
what would happen if he did not immediately seek medical attention. There was
a duty upon the provider to ensure that the patient understood the risks to which
he had been exposed not only by the injury itself but also the subsequent
treatment of it. It is submitted that· this is due to the superior position of the
provider in terms of knowledge and expertise in relation to that of the patient.
The patient, with insufficient medical knowledge, would be likely to assume
that now that he has been treated by the experts, the situation is under control
and he is on his way to ,recovery. He is unconsciously relying on the fact that the
people who treated him are experts and that they know what is necessary for his
recovery. It is submitted that this is reasonable behaviour upon the part of the
patient since the people who treated him publicly professed to have the
necessary knowledge and skill. They were registered health professionals who
had been

fou~d

by a council of their peers to be suitably qualified and skilled to

pursue their professions. This is the reason why in order to transfer the risk for
certain aspects of his treatment back to the patient, they had to share with him

67

Trollip J cited van Wyk" LewiS, (fn 24 supra) at p 444, p 456 and Esterhuizen " Administrator a/Transvaal, (fn
19 supra) at p 723 C to E, P 726 A to C as authority.
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the knowledge they had concerning his condition in such as way that he could
himself appreciate the risks involved.

The court held that whether or not the patient was a paying patient or a nonpaying patient was of no relevance. The implication to be drawn from this is
that even if there is a contractual overlay to the relationship, the duty of care,
from a delictual perspective remains unchanged. Dube's case68 involved a
negligent omission and vicarious liability since the doctor in question was an
employee of the state.

The court did not expressly address the question of vicarious liability69 although
it is clear from its finding that it regarded the employer as vicariously liable as
much for the negligent omissions of its employees as for their negligence in
applying the plaster cast

~oo

tightly. With regard to liability for negligent

omissions the court simply referred to the dicta in the Canadian case referred to
by Lord Nathan - Murrin v Janes70 •
The court also referred to the case of Clarke v Adams71 with regard to the need
to warn the patient not only that he must take care to watch out for certain
danger signs and signals but also of what will happen ifhe does not. In that case
a physiotherapist, about to give. a patient diathermy treatment, gave him the
following warning: 'When I turn on the machine I want you to experience a
comfortable warmth and nothing more; if you do, I want you to tell me.' The
patient did not report that the heat was excessive and was badly burned
necessitating the amputation of his leg. It was proved that such a warning was
the usual one according to ordinary practice, but Slade J., held that it was not
sufficiently clear and unambiguous in its terms to warn the patient of the danger

68
69

70
71

Dube th 64 supra
Except to observe that it was not disputed that the Hospital was liable for any negligence by those of its servants
who treated and attended to the plaintiff.
Murrin th 66 supra
Clark (1950) 94 S. Jo. 599
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and consequences of excessive heat, and that the physiotherapist had therefore
been negligent in not giving an adequate warning. Similarly, said Trollip J, the
plaintiff should also have been warned of the possible consequence of ~ot
obeying an instruction implicitly, namely, of losing the use of his forearm and
hand. He said that the very fact that in the hospital's experience so many
patients with fractures do ignore instructions to return, indicated the need, in
cases of fractures at or near the elbow with their concomitant risk of a
Volkmann's contracture, to give not only the instruction to return if abnormal
symptoms are observed but also to impress upon each patient the risk he runs of
failing to do so.

A further point to note about the judgment in Dube is that the court held that a
plaintiff is generally not guilty of contributory negligence if his ostensible lack
of care for his own health or safety was caused by the conduct of the defendant
which induced or misled him to believe or assume reasonably that his action or
inaction would not endanger his health or safety. It is submitted that the public
policy principle behind this line of reasoning is that the imbalance between the
provider and the patient in terms of knowledge and skill, needs to be recognised.
The greater the disparity in knowledge between the patient and the provider, the
greater the responsibility of the provider to ensure that the patient is sufficiently
and correctly informed. In other words there is a duty on the provider to reduce
the knowledge gap between himself and the patient sufficiently to discharge his
(the provider's) duty of care. If one follows this line of reasoning through to
what seems to be its logical conclusion one might be tempted to conclude that
the more informed a patient is the less risk the provider carries so that ultimately
a patient who is as informed as the provider, carries the risk for his treatment
himself and the provider bears none. A factual example of such a case would be
where an orthopaedic surgeon requires orthopaedic surgery. Obviously he .
cannot conduct the surgery himself and must seek the aid of another orthopaedic
surgeon. It is submitted, however, that whilst they may discuss in greater detail
the specifics of the operation and even the best surgical methods, pins and
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screws etc to use, the responsibility for the operation still rests on the
orthopaedic surgeon performing it. The reason for this is that the patient,
although an orthopaedic surgeon himself, is under anaesthetic at the time of the
operation and so is not in a position to actually see the true state of the injury or
to know exactly what was done to repair it. If one assumes that the nature of the
injury in this example is such that it could lead to a Volkmann's contracture,
one might be tempted to say that the extent of the duty of the orthopaedic
surgeon who did the operation to warn the patient of the danger of a
Volkmann's contracture developing is reduced by the patient's own expertise in
this field.

The question, however, is to what extent a provider of health care services
would be entitled in the context of the law of delict to assume knowledge on the
part of the patient. Patients are people who are usually in pain, who are often not
operating optimally mentally due to stress, medication and physical discomfort.
They may be suffering from post traumatic stress syndrome or other
psychological fallout from their injury which makes them forgetful. Even if they
do have knowledge beyond that of the average layperson when it comes to their
condition, it is submitted that it would be dangerous for the provider to assume
that they are in a position to retrieve and apply that knowledge to their own
situation. It would also be dangerous for the provider to assume the extent of
that knowledge. It is submitted that to the extent that the provider fails to inform
even an expert patient of the risks and dangers associated with his condition and
the treatment thereof, he runs the risk of delictual liability. A court may more
readily find that there was contributory negligence in such a situation but there
is still a measure of risk for the provider and it is quite possible that even though
the patient does have a certain amount of expertise in a particular area, he may
not know everything there is to know about it.

The court held that the plaintiff in Dube was not guilty of any contributory
negligence and decided the case in his favour.
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8.2.5

S v Mkwetshana 72

Facts
The appellant, a medical practitioner, was convicted by a regional magistrate of
culpable homicide. At the time of the incident in question he was serving his
internship for the 12 months succeeding his qualifying in his profession. He was
serving his internship at Edendale Hospital. Previously he had been a student at
the medical school of the University of Natal, and had attended King Edward
VIII Hospital in Durban during the course of his studentship. In March, 1964, a
woman named Alice Nduli who suffered from bronchial asthma was a patient in
Edendale Hospital for a short time. At first, she was an out-patient and then
became an in-patient for a few days. When her condition improved she was
discharged. There were difficulties in returning to her home immediately,
because she lived some distance from the hospital, and so she remained a
patient over Good Friday, 27th March. On the morning of that day, a staff nurse,
Florence Kunene, noticed that the patient was in a distressed condition and that
her breathing was bad. The appellant was called. He was apparently the only
medical officer available in the vicinity at the time although it was not clear
whether he was the only medical officer in the whole hospital, or the only one in
that part of the hospital. According to the appellant, when he came to the patient
he found her restless, lying on her back, kicking her feet and throwing her arms
about. On closer examination he found her lips and tongue were bluish and she
was also frothing at the mouth. He diagnosed a severe acute form of asthma and
ordered 20 cc's of aminophylline - a recognised drug for treatment of asthma.
He said that he administered this intravenously and waited for some five to
seven minutes, but that, contrary to what one would expect, it did not relieve her
condition. The medical evidence called for the prosecution showed that
aminophylline does function quickly, it may be that even during the course of
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its administration signs of improvement will be seen in the patient. The
appellant said that five to seven minutes elapsed and there was no improvement.
He then thought that this might be epileptic convulsions which were not
previously diagnosed and he consequently decided to treat her with
paraldehyde. The appellant ordered and administered 20 cc's of this drug
intravenously. He watched the patient and said that her condition improved.
However the patient died shortly afterwards. The staff nurse said she died about
15 minutes after the administration of the ,parald,ehyde. The appellant was
prosecuted and convicted of culpable homicide, and sentenced to a fine of R50
or 25 days' imprisonment.

Judgment
The court noted that a dose of 20 cc's of paraldehyde intravenously was an
excessive dose. The evidence showed that there were four routes for the
administration of the drug, namely, orally, by intramuscular injection,
intravenously and per rectum, and that the dose varied according to the route. It
observed that the particular feature of intravenous administration of the drug is
that it operates with considerable rapidity because it is injected into the
bloodstream, and the recognised dose is no more than 5 cc's, and even so,
diluted in the proportions one to ten with saline - a sodium chloride solution.

The appellant administered the drug in a dose of 20 cc's without any dilution,
and counsel for the defendant conceded that that was a fatal dose and that it
would have caused the death of the deceased.

It was contended on appeal that the state failed to prove that the death of the
deceased was due to the administration of paraldehyde. Counsel for the accused
argued that the state had the burden of proving the cause of death beyond all
reasonable doubt - of proving that this, on the evidence, was the administration
of paraldehyde, to the exclusion of any other possibility, beyond all reasonable
doubt. Counsel emphasised that the appellant himself diagnosed the case to be
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one of epilepsy and that this was after he had found that the aminophylline had
not done what was expected of it. During the course of the deceased's presence
in hospital she had been put through various tests and it had been found that her
serum sodium level was low which suggest~d the possibility of her having some
condition other than bronchial asthma, but it was at no time ascertained that she
had any such disease. Nothing further was done to follow up that line during the
course of the time that she was in the hospital, and nothing found in the postmortem examination, conducted a week after her death, disclosed any condition
likely to have caused her death other than paraldehyde poisoning.

Counsel for the accused argued that the district· surgeon who conducted the
post-mortem examination commenced that examination with a predilection in
favour of finding paraldehyde poisoning to be the cause of death. He said in
evidence that this was given as a suspected paraldehyde poisoning because of
the signs pointing to it. Counsel emphasised, however, that the district surgeon
had his mind specifically directed to that as the possible, if not probable, cause
of death and that consequently, his mind was not directed, as otherwise it might
have been, to finding some other cause of death. It was argued that the
reasonable possibility that death was due to

convuls~ons

or epilepsy' has not

been excluded. The court noted that the district surgeon did say in clear terms
that no findings pointed to the patient having died of a convulsion, and that was
a strong piece of evidence negating the possibility raised by counsel for the
accused. The court noted that the appellant made a statement on oath on the
same day as the post-mortem examination was made. It was a short and abrupt
statement that did not elaborate upon what he found and was to the effect that he
found the patient restless and dyspnoeic. The accused mentioned the bronchial.
condition in both lungs and stated that he diagnosed acute bronchial asthma and
proceeded to treat the patient as follows, as he then sets out: "(a) 20 cc.
aminophylline statim intravenously, plus (b) 20 cc. paraldehyde statim
intravenously" as having been given by him.
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The court stated that it was significant that he made no mention there of any
convulsions or of epilepsy. It acknowledged that he did speak of the patient
being restless, but commented that he did not seem to have regarded it as so
significant when he made the statement as to suggest t~at the cause of death was
epilepsy, convulsions, or anything other than paraldehyde poisoning. The
accused made no statement as to the case of death. The court said that whilst
epilepsy can attack at any time, and that there was a possibility that the deceased
had epilepsy, there was no evidence from which to draw the conclusion that
there was a reasonable possibility of this. It noted that the fact that he
administered paraldehyde suggested that he considered the situation to be an
emergency and that some remedy of that nature was required for a condition
which must have seemed to him to have involved something other than
bronchial asthma, because the evidence disclosed that paraldehyde would not be
administered for that condition. The court was unable to accept the possibility
that epilepsy was the cause of death. It concluded that the magistrate was
correct in his finding that this was a case of paraldehyde poisoning, due to the
administration of the excessive dose by the appellant.

Counsel for the appellant contended that the administration of paraldehyde by
the appellant was not negligent in the circumstances. He relied on the fact that
the appellant was an intern, comparatively inexperienced and alone on duty at
the time when he was confronted with an emergency. It was argued that he did
the best that he could in that emergency, bearing in mind his own limited
experience. Counsel referred to the decision in R v van der Merwe 73 and the
summing up of Roper J, to a jury relating to the tests for negligence on the part
of a general practitioner in comparison with the test for a specialist.

The court commented that either the appellant knew insufficient about the drug
and, nevertheless, took the risk - and imposed on his patient the risks involved
in it - or he was aware of the risks and that it was a dangerous drug to use in the
73
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manner in which he was using it, in which case, equally, he would be guilty of
negligence. It noted that counsel for the accused would have the court say that
because of his inexperience it should not be held against him that he
administered a potentially dangerous drug, in a manner which made it
dangerous, but said that it was clear that for the accused to have done that, in the
light of his inexperience, and particularly his inexperience of this drug and its
uses, marks him as having been

neglige~t.

The court stated that it was clear

from the evidence that the information as to the proper uses of the drug was
freely available. Several text-books were referred to in evidence, including textbooks which are in use by students during the course of their medical courses,
and there was no excuse for a medical man, even though just setting out on his
career, that he neither knew those doses and uses, nor troubled to have them
available to him. The court observed that although the appellant was alone, at
any rate in that part of the hospital, it was not impossible for him, in

~he

circumstances, to have made communication with someone senior to himself.
He waited some five to seven minutes while he was watching the patient and in
that time, seeing that she was not improving, it was possible, for him either to
have telephoned or to have sent a staff nurse for assistance. However, he did
none of those things, nor did he refer to any text-book. Knowing nothing from
his experience, and recollecting nothing from his training, he administered the
drug in a quantity and in a manner which was dangerous for the patient, and
indeed caused her death. Consequently said the court, in those circumstances,
the appeal failed.

Discussion
This case is consistent with the decision of the court in R v van Schoor74 • It
reinforces the legal

preceden~

created by the latter. If one attempts a task for

which one does not have the requisite knowledge, training or skill, one assumes
the risk of adverse consequences arising from such lack of training, knowledge

74
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or skill. It is submitted that it is based upon the same public policy rationale that
imposes liability for consequential damages for latent defect under the law of
contract i1J. a situation in which the seller sells goods of his own manufacture or
goods in relation to which he publicly professes to have attributes of skill and
expert knowledge. The patient cannot assess the level of skill or experience of
the health professional. The latter by definition publicly professions to have
attributes of skill and knowledge in the delivery of health care services. It is
therefore fitting in terms of public policy that the patient or the consumer should
be given the benefit of the doubt in such circumstances. Although these cases
predate the Constitution it is submitted that their findings are consistent with
constitutional values and principles. The constitutional right to bodily and
psychological integrity is closely related to the right to freedom and security of
the person. The former is expressed in subsection (1) of section 12 of the
Constitution while the latter is expressed in subsection (2). In both subsections
the list

~f rights

in these categories is not exhaustive due to the use of the word

"includes" which precedes the lists. It is submitted that in the context of health
care services in particular the potential for infringement of these rights is the
norm rather than the exception due to the nature of health services.
Consequently people professing to be experts in the rendering of those services
walk a fine line every day in terms of the risks of violating one or more of the
section 12 rights. Health professionals who make mistakes, do so in this context.
Their profession by its nature takes them 'close to the bone' and therefore their
r~sponsibilities

are and should be accordingly weighted. These rights, combined

with that of human dignity, it is submitted are supportive of patient autonomy as
opposed to medical paternalism. Security in and control over one's body implies
that the person who lives in the relevant body has the power to decide what
happens to it. Section 12 (2) specifically mentions the right not to be subjected
to medical or scientific experiments without informed consent. This is not, it is
submitted, a detraction from the general requirement of informed consent but
rather the emphasis on medical research in which people have in the past been
used as 'guinea pigs' without their full understanding or, in some cases, even
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their knowledge. In a situation where the provider has a clear advantage over
the patient in terms of expert skill and knowledge, more should be required of
the possessor or professor of that expert skill and knowledge in terms of the
distribution of risk between patient and provider. It is interesting that both cases
involved the injection of lethal doses of medicine into. the patients. This
situation is one in which the patient is particularly vulnerable because ampoules
of medicine used in injections are not usually first given to the patient in order
that he may inspect the label, with one or two exceptions such as certain forms
of diabetes, patients to not usually inject ~emselves, neither are they at liberty
to eject or remove the medicine from their bodies once it has been administered.
The emphasis of the ·court in Mkwetshana 75 on the need to take into account the
route of administration is not without significance.

Clear evidence of the risks to the patient in medical paternalism is visible in the
,

next case. Although it too predates the Constitution, it nonetheless recognises
the right to bodily and psychological integrity at common law and to the extent
that the common law concept of the right overlaps with the constitutional" law
concept, this case is a reflection of the position at constitutional law as well.

8.2.6

Buls v Tsatsarolakis76

Facts

The facts appear from the judgment of Nicholas J as follows: The plaintiffwas a
bricklayer. On 7 April 1972 he tried to start the engine of a concrete mixer. The
engine backfired and the starting handle struck the plaintiff on his right wrist.
He experienced severe pain and went to the Krugersdorp Hospital. There he saw
Dr. Buls who attempted to examine the hand, but this was so painful that the
plaintiff jerked it away, and Dr. Buls had to abandon his attempt to examine it.
75
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He then injected the hand and suspecting a fracture of the right wrist referred
the plaintiff to the radiological department for X-rays. Two X-ray views were
taken, but Dr. Buls found no evidence of a fracture. The plaintiff's hand was
strapped with an elastoplast bandage by the sister in the casualty department. He
was given tablets to reduce the swelling and other tablets to relieve the pain, and
Dr. Buls told him to return after a week, by which time the part-time radiologist
employed by the hospital would have reported on the X-rays.The plaintiff
returned to the hospital on 14 April. He was still suffering from pain but it was
not as severe. The swelling had almost gone. The radiologist had reported that
no fracture was seen on the X-rays, and Dr. Buls communicated this to the
plaintiff. He gave him ointment with which to massage the hand, and more
tablets for the pain. According to the plaintiff, Dr. Buls told him that he was not
to worry and that it was not necessary for him to come back. Dr. Buls, however,
said in his evidence that he told the plaintiff that he should come back if he
continued to experience pain. The magistrate found that while the plaintiff gave
untruthful evidence in certain respects there was no reason to disbelieve Dr.
Buls, whose evidence on this point he accepted. This finding was not challenged
on appeal. The plaintiff did not return to the hospital. As he continued to
experience pain, he consulted Mr. Bryer, a specialist orthopaedic surgeon, on 29
April. Mr. Bryer carried out a clinical examination which led him to suspect a
fracture of the scaphoid bone of the right wrist. He referred the plaintiff for Xrays, and these revealed that there was such a fracture. Mr. Bryer then
immobilised the plaintiffs wrist in plaster, which remained in position for a
period. The plaintiff subsequently instituted the present action against the
defendants, alleging that, as a result of Dr. Buls' negligence and lack of skill,
the proper treatment of his wrist was delayed for three weeks until 29 April. He
claimed damages made up as follows:

Pain and suffering for three weeks .................. .

R150.00

Loss of earnings for three weeks .................... .

R525.00

Fee - orthopaedic surgeon ........................ .

R 80.00
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Fee - radiologist - three examinations @ R8, 10 each .......... R 24.30
R779.30

Dr. Buls was alleged to have been negligent as follows in the plaintiff's
particulars of claim:
"The first defendant treated plaintiff for the said ailment negligently and
unskilfully in that he:
(a) caused two X-ray pictures only of plaintiffs right wrist be taken by a
radiologist in the employ of the Krugersdorp Hospital;
(b) failed to examine plaintiff's right wrist properly and failed to find that the
scaphoid bone of this wrist was broken;
(c) failed to put plaintiffs wrist in plaster and thus to immobilise it, which is the
correct and accepted medical practice;
(d) failed to cause further X-ray pictures to be taken when plaintiff consulted
him again on 14 April and complained that he was still suffering much pain;
(e) failed again to immobilise plaintiffs wrist but advised him to massage it
with an ointment;

(f) advised plaintiff wrongly on 14 April that a further consultation and
examination of his wrist was not necessary;
(g) undertook the examination of plaintiff's right wrist and his treatment
without possessing the required knowledge and skill."

Judgment
Nicholas J noted that during the hearing of the appeal a question arose whether
the plaintiff's summons disclosed a cause of action. He observed that the cases
of medical negligence in the South African law reports had all arisen out of
physical injury or harm sustained by the plaintiff and that the present plaintiff
alleged, not that he suffered personal injury or harm as a result of the negligence
of Dr. Buls, but that he suffered pecuniary loss as a result of the delay in the
treatment of the injury which he had sustained. Nicholas J stated that generally
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speaking every man has a right that others shall not injure him in his person and
that involves a duty ,to exercise proper care. He said that every man has a legal
right not to be harmed and then asked whether, apart from a' contract, there is a
legal right to be healed? Observing that it is the professional duty of a medical
practitioner to treat his patient with due, care and skill, Nicholas J questioned
whether, merely by undertaking a case, a medical practitioner becomes subject
to a legal duty, a breach of which founds an action for damages, to take due and
proper steps to heal the patient? He noted that this is an interesting question but,
because it was not argued and because it is not necessary for the purposes of the
present decision to answer it, he did not discuss it further.

The court observed that the standard of care required of a medical practitioner
who undertakes the treatment of a patient is not the highest possible degree of
professional skill, but reasonable skill and care 77 • It stated that in deciding what
is reasonable, the evidence of qualified physicians is of the greatest assistance
but that the decision of what is reasonable under the circumstances is, however,
for the Court. It will pay high regard to the views of the profession, but it is not
bound to adopt them The question in Buls' case was thus not how a specialist
orthopaedic surgeon would have acted in the treatment of the plaintiff, but how
an average general practitioner, carrying on his duties as a casualty officer in a
public hospital, would have acted. Two orthopaedic surgeons gave expert
evidence at the trial: one, Mr. Bryer, was called by the plaintiff; the other, Mr.
Du Toit, by the defendant. Mr. Bryer's evidence was that Dr. Buls' conduct on
7 April was not subject to criticism. The clinical signs at that stage, so far as
they were observable by Dr. Buls in the circumstances, did not clearly 'point to a
77
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fracture of the scaphoid, the diagnosis of which is often missed. There would be
similar symptoms where there was a soft-tissue injury of the area, and a number
of other bones in the wrist could have been injured and which would have given
rise to the same symptoms. Suspecting a fracture of one of the bones, Dr. Buls
referred the case to the radiological section where

th~

to be taken would be determined by the person in

procedure and the views
charge~

In this case the

radiological section did 'the usual thing in these hospitals' and took 'two
standard views of the wrist'. Those views did not reveal a fracture, although Mr.
Bryer said that to him, as an orthopaedic surgeon, there were suspicious features
which would have persuaded him to call for additional X-ray views. Mr. Bryer
said that he felt that the general practitioner was perfectly justified in the first
instance in doing nothing more than he did but that when the plaintiff came
back again a week later still complaining of pain, something more should have
been done. So far therefore, the plaintiff had failed to establish a case. In regard
to the second visit on 14 April it was Mr. Bryer's opinion that the plaintiff
should then have been re-examined because, at that stage the possibility of a
fracture of the scaphoid or of one or other of the bones in the wrist, should have
been realised. But, he said, even if it was reasonably certain on clinical
examination that the patient had a fracture it is essential that one takes X-rays to
confirm the diagnosis. He agreed that it is possible to miss a fracture of the
scaphoid even if a number of X-rays are taken. It was the view of Mr. Du Toit
that the average time at which a crack-fracture of this bone tends to show up on
an X-ray is three weeks after the original fracture. Mr. Bryer considered that the
period was ten to fourteen days, but conceded that it could be three weeks. He
agreed that some orthopaedic surgeons would request further X-rays in a case
where the original X.-rays had not revealed the fracture in two weeks, and others
in three weeks and that an orthopaedic surgeon was not to be criticised who
allowed three weeks to elapse. He did not therefore criticise Dr. Buls for failing
to diagnose the

fra~ture

of the scaphoid bone on 14 April. He did say, however,

that a clinical examination would have revealed this as a strong probability and
that, if the doctor feels certain there is a fracture, he should immobilise the wrist
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and have further films taken in about 14 days. He agreed that from the plain
point of view of diagnosis, there is no criticism ifhe has missed the fracture the
first time, to come back in 14 days for the second X-ray but he should do
something to relieve the pain, namely, by 'immobilising the wrist in a plaster
cast.

In the view of Mr. Bryer, therefore, Dr. Buls was not negligent in the respect
alleged in para (d) of para. 6, but was negligent in the respect alleged in
paragraph (e). In this regard, Mr. Du Toit disagreed. He considered that there
was no neglect of duty by Dr. Buls on 14 April. His conduct was that which he
would have expected from an ordinary casualty officer. Dr. Buls was not an
expert in problems of the type which arose, and he gave to it the attention of a
general practitioner. The fracture of the scaphoid bone is a very difficult one to
diagnose. At the interview on 14 April Dr. Buls was reassured clinically by the
fact that the swelling had gone, if not completely, then at any rate substantially,
and that the pain was reduced. He had been informed by the hospital's
radiologist that there was no fracture visible on the X-rays, and the average
doctor would have accepted that opinion. He told the plaintiff that if the wrist
continued to trouble him, he should come back. n the light of this evidence, and
having regard to the onus, it is impossible, said Nicholas J to hold that the
plaintiff established the negligence referred to in paragraph (e). So far as
paragraph (g) was concerned, he held that there was nothing in the evidence to
suggest that Dr. Buls lacked the requisite knowledge and skill to undertake the
examination and treatment of the plaintiff in the initial stages, and after 14 April
1972, the plaintiff did not return to the hospital. The plaintiff failed, therefore, to
establish any of the particulars of negligence alleged by him. The appeal was
upheld with costs.

Discussion
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In relation to the question of the legal right to be healed raised by Nicholas J in
this case, Strauss78 submits that the answer is as follows: where a patient
consults a doctor who undertakes to treat him, the doctor assumes no greater
duty than to treat the patient with due care and skill, unless the doctor has
expressly guaranteed that the patient will be healed by his treatment something which the prudent doctor will not generally do. He notes that this is
also the view of the English courts and refers to the case of Greaves & Co
(Contractors) Ltd v Baynham Mickle and Partners79 in which Lord Denning
states concerning the 'employment of a professional man' that "The law does
not usually imply a warranty that he will achieve the desired result, but only a
term that he will use reasonable care and skill. The surgeon does not warrant
that he will cure the patient. Nor does the solicitor warrant that he will win the
case". However, Strauss points out in another chapterB" that a wrong diagnosis
may result in a doctor be held liable for damages if the diagnosis is causally
responsible for wrong treatment being given to a patient or the patient suffering
injury in another manner. It is respectfully submitted that the correct answer to
the question in a contractual setting as to whether or not the patient has a right
to be healed or cured is dependent upon the terms of the contract, whether
express or implied, in each situation. A contract for cosmetic surgery for
instance, in which the surgery is carried out for the express purpose of reducing
the size of the patient's breasts by stated measurements gives a right to very
specific performance indeed as does a contract for the carrying out of a
hysterectomy in order to remove a diseased uterus. Similarly contracts for the
removal of an inflamed appendix, for the supply of eyeglasses to correct a
visual defect, for a test for a particular genetic defect in a foetus, or for the
termination of a pregnancy, or the insertion of an artificial hip are all quite
specific in terms of the expected outcome. Failure to do what is minimally

78
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necessary to achieve the anticipated or expected outcome is likely to give rise to
legitimate claims for breach of contract.

The question is whether, in the delictual context, the const,itutional right of
access to health care services including reproductive health care introduces any
new, or strengthens any existing, obligation on the part of a provider of health
care services to ensure that the envisaged service is properly, correctly or
adequately rendered. In the case of a disabled patient who is admitted to
hospital for the treatment of pressure sores, for instance, could the failure of the'
nursing staff to tum the patient regularly so as to ensure his recovery from
pressure sores and to prevent the development of new ones be seen as a
violation of that patient's constitutional right of access to health care services?
If constitutional rights are to be enforced not through the creation of new legal
actions but using the existing actions available at common law, then in order to
succeed in an allegation that this constituted a violation of his constitutional
rights, the patient would have to satisfy all of the requirements of the law of
delict with regard to proof of negligence etc. The patient could also, technically
speaking, while he is still an inpatient apply to court for an urgent order
compelling the hospital to give him proper nursing care on the basis that their
neglect of him is violating his constitutional right of access to health care
services but this is unlikely to happen in practice. It is submitted firstly that the
in the delictual context, the constitutional right of access to health care services,
strengthens rather than adds to, the obligations of a health provider to give
proper care and treatment to a patient since the right impacts on the question of
the wrongfulness or unlawfulness of the provider in not doing so. It is submitted
secondly that the constitution also strengthens the idea that even in the absence
of a contract there is a legally recognised relationship between a provider and a
patient under his care although this has already been recognised in cases such as
that of Dube v Administrator Transvaafl discussed previously. It is submitted
thirdly that the word 'access' must be interpreted broadly to be meaningful and
81
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effective access, i.e. access to services that are likely to effect a cure, alleviate
symptoms or otherwise improve the patient's health status or condition since a
narrower interpretation would amount effectively to a denial of the right. To put
it differently, access to treatment that does not meet standards of general
efficacy, safety and quality" is not access for constitutional purposes. It is
submitted fourthly that the constitution could in certain circumstances create an
obligation on the part of a provider to treat a person in a situation in which the
law previously did not recognise such an obligation since the existence of a
right of access ~o health care services, it could be argued, shifts the onus from
the person seeking the services to show reasons why a particular provider
should have treated him or her, to the provider refusing those services to show
reasons why the access was denied. It is submitted fifthly that, due to the fourth
submission above, the possibility of a claim in delict involving denial of access,
in both obvious and subtle ways, to health care services is greatly enhanced by
the existence in constitutional law of a right of access to health care services
since previously no such right existed and the question of an obligation to treat a
person was thus unlikely to rise except in the narrowest of circumstances82 •

Claassen and VerschoorB3 point out that in Buis, the patient for the first time in
South African legal history based his action on pure economic loss suffered by
him as a result of the alleged negligence of the defendant-practitioner. They
note that in previo~s cases such claims were usually based on the personal
injuries or prejudice suffered by the plaintiff. They point out that only two
actionable wrongs are known in South African law, namely damnum injuria

datum (damage wrongfully caused) and injuria (injury to personal dignity) and
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that the commission of every delict constitutes, between the perpetrator and the
injured person, an obligation implying a legal claim in favour of the injured
party and aimed at the obliteration of the injury. They further note that in South
African law there are mainly three actions which are ex delicto aimed at the
recovery of damages, to wit, the actio legis Aquiliae for the recovery of
damages, the actio injuriarum for the redress of moral damages where a
personality right has been injured intentionally and the action for pain and
suffering flowing from negligent impairment of (sic) physical injury. They point
out that Neethling et ar'+ refer to these actions as the three pillars of the South
African law of delict.

8.2.7

Magware v Minister Of Health NO 8S

Facts

As the result of an accident on 3 April 1978 plaintiff sustained an unstable
bimalleolar fracture dislocation of his right ankle. Plaintiff attended at the
casualty department of Harari Hospital on diverse occasions during the period
between 3 April 1978 and 27 June 1978 and upon each such occasion he paid
the prescribed fee and was treated by the casualty medical staff for his said
injury. The aforesaid casualty medical staff were at all times relevant to these
proceedings acting in the course and within the scope of their employment with
the Ministry of Health, of which Ministry the defendant is the responsible
Minister. In the premises, the parties concluded an implied agreement in terms
of which defendant undertook through his duly appointed employees to treat
plaintiff on each such occasion for his said injury. It was a material term of the
said implied agreement that defendant's employees would conscientiously
employ reasonable care and skill in their treatment of plaintiff. In breach of the
said term of the parties' agreement defendant's employees failed to apply due

84
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care and skill in their treatment of plaintiff's injury in one or more of the
following respects:
(a) . they applied a plaster of Paris cast to plaintiffs ankle without ensuring that
it was moulded appropriately to stabilise and prevent slippage of the said
fracture dislocation to the ankle;
(b)

after they had applied the said plaster of Paris cast they failed to check the
said fracture dislocation by means of X-rays on 3 or 4 April 1978 as they
should have done, and only made such a check on 17 April 1978;

(c)

despite the fact that the X-ray taken on 17 April 1978 revealed that the
fracture was in an unacceptable position and required immediate
correction~

they failed to take the appropriate action necessary to correct it.

Alternatively he alleged that the defendant's employees, in breach of their duty
to employ reasonable care and skill in their treatment of plaintiff, were negligent
in their treatment of him.
In his plea the defendant denied any contractual relationship between the
parties. However, paras 4 and 5 of his plea read as follows:
4. Defendant admits the negligence alleged in para 7, as particularised in para
6, but avers that such negligence consisted only of acts of omission, not
giving rise to delictual liability on the part of defendant
5. Save that it is admitted that plaintiffs injury did not heal as it would have
done with the correct treatment, and save that defendant has no knowledge
of the quantum of damage alleged, does not admit it and puts plaintiff to the
proof thereof, defendant denies the allegations in para 8.

The plaintiff excepted to para 4 of the plea on the basis that the negligence
which defendant admitted, as particularised in para 6 of plaintiff's declaration,
was such as can give rise in law to delictual liability on the part of defendant
towards plaintiff and in the premises, the defendant's defence to the alternative
basis upon which plaintiff's claim was founded, namely that his servants'
admitted negligence did not give rise to liability in delict, was bad in law. In the
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judgment the plaintiff is referred to as the excipient and the respondent as the
defendant.

Judgment

Counsel for the defendant, submitted that the negligence alleged by the plaintiff
consisted only of acts of omission and that where there were acts of mere
omission there was no liability86. Counsel argued that the instant case was one
of ineffective treatment and that liability in medical matters depends on a prior
act of commission which is something more than the mere acceptance of the
patient or the application of ineffective treatment. .

Counsel for the excipient referred to two English cases. In England the position
appeared to be that doctors and hospital authorities, whenever they accept a
patient for treatment, are under a duty to use reasonable care and skill to cure
him. of his ailment87 . Reference was also made by counsel for the excipient to

Barnett v Chelsea & Kensington Hospital" Management Committee 88 in which
the deceased had, with two other watchmen, reported to the hospital. They told
the nurse in the casualty department that they had been vomiting continuously
after drinking tea and wished to see a doctor. The nurse telephoned the doctor
and informed him of this. He instructed the nurse to tell the watchmen fo see
their own doctors. Later the deceased died of arsenical poisoning. It was held
that, in failing to see and examine the deceased and in failing to admit him to
hospital and treat him, the hospital's casualty officer was negligent and did not
discharge the duty of care which in the circumstances was owed to the
deceased by the defendant as hospital authority. Smith J noted that Donoghue v

Stevenson and Le Lievre v Gold were referred to in relation to close and direct
relations between persons giving rise to a duty to take care, and that Nield J
86
87
88

Reliance was placed on Halliwell" Johannesburg Municipal Council 1912 AD 659, Van Wyk "Lewis (til 24
supra); Blore "Standard Genera/Insurance Co Ltd en In Ander 1972 (2) SA 89 (0).
Cassidy" Ministryo/Heallh (1951) 1 All ER 574 at p 585 per Denning U.
Barnell (1968) 1 All ER 1068
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stated that in his judgment there was here such a close and direct relationship
between the hospital and the watchmen that there was imposed on the hospital
a duty of care which they owed to the watchmen.

Smith J in Magware observed with regard to South African law that it had been
decided by the Appellate Division in South Africa that prior conduct or the
control of property are not essential to the creation of a duty to act for the safety
of others, although they may be factors in the totality of circumstances from
which such a duty is inferred89 • He noted that Steyn JA in a minority judgment
in Silva's Fishing Corporation (Pty) Ltd v Mawezdo said:
"The Roman law, as also the Roman-Dutch law, recognises the principle that,
generally speaking, no one is bound to mind the business of another, even where he
can, with no danger or expense to himself, avert serious harm from the other, and that
no liability is incurred by refraining from doing so, even if the omission should violate
a moral duty. Indeed, Cujacius Opera Omnia 8 C329, points out that in general it is
culpable to meddle with the affairs of another which do not affect you and are none of
your business. But there is a variety of circumstances, some of them unconnected with
prior conduct, which impose the duty to act in order to avoid reasonably foreseeable
loss to another. The circumstances which will give rise to such a duty may differ
according to the conceptions prevailing in a particular community at a given time."
Smith J observed that MacDonald ACJ cited with approval the last sentence of
this statement in King v Dykes91 and went on to stated that so far as he was
concerned the law to be applied was stated by MacDonald in King v Dykes92.
Smith J stated that in deciding whether a legal duty of care exists, one must

89

Minister van Polisie 11 Ewels 1975 (3) SA 590 (A). In this case it was held that members of the police force had
been under a duty to stop another policeman from assaulting a man in a police station. See, particularly, at 596
- 597 (English translation). At 597 Rumpff CJ having stated that prior conduct or the control of property are
not essential requirements for unlawfulness, goes on to say:
"It appears a stage has been reached where an omission is regarded as unlawful conduct when the circumstances
of the case are such that the omission not only occasions moral indignation but where the legal convictions of
the community require that the omission be regarded as unlawful and that the loss suffered be compensated by
the person who failed to act positively. When determining unlawfulness, one is not concerned, in any given
case of an omission, with the customary 'negligence' of the bonus paterfamilias, but with the question whether,
all facts considered, there was a legal duty to act reasonably." See, also, 1975 South African Law Journal at 361
and 1975 Annual Survey of South African Law at 170.
Silva '.1 Fishing Corp 1957 (2) SA 256 CA) at p265
King 1971 (3) SA 540 (RA)
I

90
91

92

MacDonald ACJ in King v Dykes (m 91 supra) at p543 criticised any attempt to categorize events preceding an
omission as '"prior conduct", among others. He said that the Court must apply the universal and basic test of
deciding whether or not a legal duty exists in the particular circumstances of the case.
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have regard to all the facts of the case -and the conceptions prevailing in the
particular community at a given time.93

Counsel for the excipient submitted that the present case was similar to Dube v

Administrator, Transvaaf4 and Blyth v Van den Heever s• Both of these cases
related to the treatment of a fractured arm. Smith J noted that in Dube Trollip J
said that the plaintiff's action was founded on delict and not on contract.·
Because the hospital accepted the plaintiff as a patient, its staff owed him a
duty to attend to and treat him with due and proper care and skill. Blyth was
based on negligent omissions. Counsel for the defendant submitted that in each
of these cases there was a prior act of commission. Smith J said he thought that
this latter submission is correct, but that it was noteworthy that in neither case
was there any mention of a prior act of commission as such.

Smith J observed that on the instant case the plaintiff attended at the casualty
department of Harari Hospital on diverse occasions and was treated by the
casualty medical staff for his injury. They applied a plaster of Paris cast to his
ankle. They were negligent in the way they applied the plaster of Paris cast and
were thereafter guilty of negligent omissions. This means that they ought as
reasonable men to have foreseen that their inaction might entail harm for the
plaintiff and that they had the means to avert such harm and that they failed by
reasonable action to prevent it. He said that it was clear that there was a moral
and professional duty to act reasonably towards the plaintiff and that, on the
facts, once the defendant's employees had undertaken treatment· and had
engaged in applying the plaster of Paris cast, there was set up a special
relationship between defendant's employees, the casualty medical staff, and the

93

94
9S

At p 545 of King v Dy~s (fit 91 supra) MacDonald ACJ said that in general it is the legal duty of an occupier of
land to take steps to prevent a hazard on his land causing harm to persons who, by reason of their proximity,
may be harmed if the hazard is not dealt with. He went on to say whether in a particular case such a legal duty
exists is to be decided in the main by factors such as those mentioned in Goldman" Hargrave (1967) lAC 645:
..... a balanced consideration of what could be expected of the particular occupier as compared with the
consequences of inaction."
Dube fh 64 supra
Blyth 1980 (1) SA 191 (A)
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plaintiff, different from the relationship between the plaintiff and a
disinterested stranger. The plaintiff was in the care of the defendant's medical
staff. Smith J held, on a consideration of the facts and what could be expected
of the casualty medical staff as compared with the consequences of inaction,
and having regard to the conceptions prevailing in the country, there was a
legal duty to act reasonably. The exception was upheld with costs. Thedefendant was given leave to amend his plea within 12 days from the date of
judgment.

Discussion

This case is another one in which the court found that there was an obligation
between the provider and the patient on the basis of the law of delict and that a
contractual relationship was not a sine qua non of that relationship. This case
and the South African cases cited by the court in its judgment contain
persuasive justification for the broad interpretation of the term 'access'
suggested by the writer in the discussion under Buls v Tsatsarolakis96 • Health
care services rendered to patients must be of a standard of quality, efficacy and
safety that can reasonably be expected of persons who are qualified and duly
licensed to render the services in question. There is a duty on providers of
health care services to act reasonably in the rendering of those services. In this
case the actions of the defendants amounted to negligent omissions. Strauss
refers to the US case of Hurley v Eddingfieltf7 in discussing the right of a
doctor to refuse to treat a patient. In this case the Indiana Supreme Court held
expressly that 'the state does not require and the doctor does not engage that he
will practice at all or on other terms than he may choose to accept.' In this case,
reports Strauss, a doctor refused to attend an ailing man, although there were no
other patients demanding his services at the time. He failed to give any reasons
for his refusal. Strauss notes that the right of a doctor to arbitrarily refuse to

96
97

Buls fn 76 supra
Hurley 156 Ind 416,59 NE 1058 (1901)
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accept any person as a patient - even in a dire emergency - has subsequently
been reaffirmed by numerous American authorities. These authorities, he says,
also emphasise that the mere fact that a doctor on previous occasions rendered
a patient services does not affect the right of the doctor to subsequently refuse
to attend that patient. In South African law, says Strauss, the doctor's right of
refusal was traditionally justified on the ground that no one could be held liable
for a so-called "mere omission". Strauss points out that according to the
customary view, liability for an omission could only be incurred in special
circumstances such as the following:
•

Where the defendant has by a 'positive' act created a potentially
dangerous situation and refrains from taking steps to

av~id

the danger. In

the medical situation an example would be where a doctor spontaneously
commences treatment of the victim of a traffic accident and then, when the
patient is still in need of continued treatment, 'abandons' hi,m;
•

Where the defendant has assumed control over a dangerous object and
then neglect to exercise proper care over it. A possible medical example
would perhaps be where Dr A has commenced a blood transfusion; his
attendance elsewhere is required urgently and he requests his colleague,
Dr B, to carry on with the transfusion; B fails to exercise proper care over
the apparatus or the procedure.

•

Where the defendant is under a statutory duty to act and neglects to do so
e.g. a district surgeon or medical officer of health fails to vaccinate
patients who present for compulsory vaccination.

•

Where the defendant has by contract assumed certain duties and fails to
carry these out, e.g. a casualty officer in the employ of a hospital authority
fails to attend an injured patient brought into his ward.

Strauss notes that in all these cases the plaintiff would have to prove that the
doctor's omission was either intention or accompanied by negligence.

It is submitted with regard to the situation in Hurley that in South Africa it is
highly unlikely, in view of the constitutional right of access to health care
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services, that a provider would be able to get away with behaving in such a
manner. A provider approached for treatment by a person would have to have
substantial reasons for not doing so in order to swing the balance in his favour.
Furthermore the rigid distinction in South African law previously between
wrongful acts and omissions h~s become increasingly blurred since Minister

van Polisie v Ewels98 and, it is submitted, that in view of the test for
wrongfulness currently used by the courts based as it is on the legal convictions
of the community or the boni mores, there is no sound reason for artificially
maintaining such a distinction or seeking to find prior conduct on the part of the
defendant such as the examples given by. Strauss above indicate. To suggest
otherwise would be to suggest different tests for wrongfulness depending on
whether it was an act or omission that caused the harm. This is not only
logically unnecessary but, it is submitted, legally incorrect if the test of
wrongfulness is based on public policy informed by the values and principles of
the Constitution since the latter do not vary in their substance depending on
whether there was an act or an omission. In fact in constitutional ternls, the
denial of a right, eg the right of access to health care services, can be seen as an
omission to act in the required manner as much if not more than as a positive
action (a refusal) to act in the required manner.

SvKramer9

8.2.8
Facts

On the morning of 4 December 1981 the deceased, a 10 year old girl was
admitted to the Rydal Clinic in Boksburg where she was to undergo a
tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy. She was a healthy, happy child with no other
physical problems. The deceased was treated by accused No '1 who inter alia
gave her tablets in preparation for the operation. On arriving at the clinic the

98
99

Ewels fh 89 supra
Kramer 1987 (1) SA (N)
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deceased was weighed, prepared for' the operation and taken to the theatre. In
the theatre, accused No 1 was to perform the duties of a surgeon and accused
No 2 the duties of an anaesthetist. Accused No 2 examined the deceased in the
theatre. Thereafter he administered atropine, prabanthol and scolene. Pure
oxygen was thereafter administered through a face mask for a few minutes.
Accused No 2 then chose an endotracheal tube which he inserted through the
nose into the trachea with the aid of a laryngoscope and McGil forceps. Sister
Lansdown then connected the tube to the Boyles machine and secured the
connections. The deceased was ventilated manually for some time. Accused No
1 then asked accused No 2 for permission to proceed with the operation, which
permission was given. A mouth gag was put in and accused No 1 started
curretting the adenoids. That having been completed, accused No I started to
remove the left tonsil. As he was doing that he noticed an excess of bleeding.
The blood was dark in colour and the deceased was also showing signs of
waking up. It was then also obvious that the deceased was cyanosed. Accused
No 1 removed the left tonsil, sucked the blood in the throat away and, with the
aid of a laryngoscope, came to the conclusion that the tube was not in the
trachea. He immediately ordered further doses of phabanthol and scolene to be
administered, removed the tube and re-intubated the deceased with another
tube. The deceased was ventilated. Her colour improved. She suddenly became
cyanosed again and as no pulse was palpable, cardiac massage was started.
Attempts were made to stimulate the deceased's heart with a defibrillator but to
no avail. The deceased died in theatre. In convicting accused No 1 of culpable
homicide the court a quo found that he was negligent in the following respects:
(a)

Accused No 1 should have ensured that the endotracheal tube had been
correctly inserted by accused No 2. The court a quo found that this duty
on accused No 1 Arose as a result of the following:
(1) Accused No I knew that accused No 2 was a relatively inexperienced

anaesthetist.
(2) Accused No 1 knew that each and every anaesthetist can place an
endotracheal tube wrongly.
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(3) Accused No 1 admitted at the inquest that had he checked if the tube
had been correctly placed the deceased's death could have been
avoided.

(b)

Accused No 1 should not have removed the left tonsil after he had
. seen the dark blood. In doing so he delayed commencing the
resuscitative measures.

(c)

Accused No 1 should not have ordered accused No 2 to inject more
scolene, a drug that would paralyse the lungs of the patient and prevent
her from breathing normally.

Accused No 1 appealed against his conviction on the following grounds:
1.

The court erred in convicting accused No 1 of culp~ble homicide.

2.

The court should have found that the state failed to prove beyond
reasonable doubt that:
(a) accused No 1 was negligent, either as alleged in the further particulars
to the charge sheet or at all;
(b) accused No 1's negligence, if any, was causally connected to the death
of the deceased.

3.1

The court erred in finding that accused No 1 delayed in taking steps to
ensure that the intratracheal tube was correctly placed andlor to take
resuscitative measures.

3.2

The court should have found that once accused No 1 saw that the deceased
was bleeding excessively in the throat and that the blood was dark in
colour, he:
. (a) acted immediately in order to ascertain precisely what the cause was of
these two phenomena; and/or

(b) immediately took steps to establish an airway.
3.3

The court should have found that, on Professor Cooper's evidence, the
state failed to prove 'that accused No 1 had not acted properly in the
emergency situation in which he, as surgeon, found himself.
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4.1

The trial court erred in finding that accused No 1 should not have told
accused No 2 to use Scoline on the second occasion.

4.2

The trial court should have found that it was essential for an intratracheal
tube to be reintroduced and that in order to do so a muscle relaxant, such
as Scoline, had to be used.

5.1

The .trial court erred in finding that, before commencing the operation,
accused No 1 should have checked to see that the intratracheal tube had .
been correctly placed by accused No 2.

5.2

This finding was in direct conflict with the evidence of Professor Cooper,
whose evidence it was that it was not the surgeon's function to ensure that
the intratracheal tube had been correctly placed by the anaesthetist.

5.3

The trial court furthermore erred in finding that accused No 1 should have
foreseen that accused No 2 might insert the intratracheal tube incorrectly.

5.4

The trial court should have found that accused No 1, as surgeon, was
entitled to assume that accused No 2, who was qualified to act as
anaesthetist, would insert the intratracheal tube correctly.

In convicting accused No 2 of culpable homicide the court a quo found that he
was negligent in the following respects:
(a) he should not

~ave

relied on Sister Lansdown to choose an appropriate

length of endotracheal tube as it was possible that the tube which was
inserted was too short or that it was not inserted deep enough into the
trachea;
(b) he did not insert the tube into the trachea at all;
(c) he did not monitor the patient's condition adequately and therefore did not
timeously detect that the supply of oxygen to the patient's lungs was
inadequate. In coming to this conclusion the court a quo found that
accused No 2 should have made use of a blood pressure cuff and an ECG
machine;
(d) he should not have frozen at the first signs of a crisis as he was busy with
a dangerous undertaking and the patient's life was in his hands.
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Accused No 2 appealed against his conviction and sentence. The grounds on
which the appeal was based were as follows:

1.

The learned magistrate erred in· finding that appellant was negligent;
alternatively that his negligence caused the death.

2.

. Regarding the finding that appellant was negligent in relying on an
experienced nurse to check the anaesthetic drugs for him, there was no
evidence that this conduct constituted negligence or that any mistake was
made connected with the drugs or that any such mistake caused the death.

3. Regarding the finding that he was negligent in relying on an experienced
nurse to choose an appropriate length of endotracheal tube, there was no
evidence that this conduct constituted negligence or that any mistake was made
connected with the length of the tube or that any such mistake caused the death.

4. Regarding the finding that he was negligent in failing to check that the
endotracheal tube was inserted deeply enough into the trachea, there was no
evidence of any such failure or that any such failure caused the death.

5. Regarding the finding that he was negligent in failing to insert the endotracheal
tube into the trachea at all:
5.1

the learned magistrate erred in that he relied entirely on appellant's
admission at the inquest that it was possible that he had inserted the
tube incorrectly;

5.2

there was evidence that the time from oxygenation" to the time when
the blood went dark, i.e. over 6 minutes, indicated that the tube had
been inserted correctly.
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6. Regarding the finding that he was negligent in not putting a blood pressure
cuff on the child, there was no evidence that this constituted negligence or
that the child's life would beyond a reasonable doubt have been saved had
the blood pressure cuff been put on.

7. Regarding the finding that he was negligent in not using an ECG, there was
no evidence that this constituted negligence or that the child's life would
beyond a reasonable doubt have been saved had he used one.

8. The learned magistrate should therefore have held that it had not been
proved beyond a reasonable doubt that appellant was negligent in any
manner which caused the death and should have acquitted him.

Judgment

Vander Merwe J referred to the authorities, stating that before dealing further
with the facts of this appeal, the findings of the court a quo and the grounds of
appeal it was necessary to refer briefly to the test to be applied in concluding
that a medical practitioner was negligent in the performance of his duties. loo He

100

He noted that: In Mitchell v Dixon 1914 AD 519 at 525 it was stated that •A medical practitioner is not expected
to bring to bear upon the case entrusted to him the highest possible degree of professional skill. but he is bound
to employ reasonable skill and care; and he is liable for the consequences if he does not. •
In Van Wyk " Lewis (fn 24 supra) at p 444 Innes CJ again dealt with the degree of skill and care expected from
a medical practitioner where he explained the principle laid down in the Mitchell case supra as follows: 'It was
pointed out by this Court. in Mitchell" Dixon 1914 AD at 525. that "a medical practitioner is not expected to
bring to bear upon the case entrusted to him the highest possible degree of professional skill. but he is bound to
employ reasonable skill and care." And in deciding what is reasonable the Court will have regard to the general
level of skill and diligence possessed and exercised at the time by the members of the branch of the profession
to which the practitioner belongs. The evidence of qualified surgeons or physicians is of the greatest assistance
in estimating that general level. And their evidence may well be influenced by local experience; but I desire to
guard myself from assenting to the principle approved in some American decisions that the standard of skill
which should be exacted is that which prevails in a particular locality where the practitioner happens to reside.
The ordinary medical practitioner should. as it seems to me, exercise the same degree of skill and care. whether
he carries on his work in the town or the country. in one place or another. The fact that several incompetent or
careless practitioners happen to settle at the same place cannot affect the standard of diligence and skill which
local patients have a right to expect. •
In Webb v Isaac 191 S EDL 273 at 276 where Graham JP was reported to have said:' The law upon the duties of
a medical practitioner and the amount of skill which is expected of him has been discussed in the case of
Mitchell v Dixon which was decided by the Appellate Court quite recently. In that case. the Chief justice in
giving judgment said that the plaintiff's case was based upon negligence. that is, upon the want of reasonable
skill which the law requires under the circumstances. and he pointed out that a medical practitioner is not
expected to bring to bear upon a case the highest possible degree of professional skill. but that, if he did not
employ reasonable skill. he was liable for the consequences. The learned Chief justice went on to point out that
the burden of proof that the injury, of which the plaintiff complained was caused by defendant's negligence.
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observed that these principles are applicable to a medical practitioner in the
performance of any task he has undertaken, whether it is general diagnosis and
treatment or whether he is performing a task in the operating theatre. Problems
that may arise as a result of an operation are complicated by the fact that in an
operation a number of different people take part, each with his own important
duties to perform in the course of the operation. The court stated that if a mishap
should occur during the operation, it is of importance to ascertain who was
responsible for the mishap and to what extent any other member of the
operating team can be held liable for the actions of that person.

In the present case it was never suggested that anyone of the two nurses was
responsible for the mishap or that the accused were liable as a result of
negligence on the part of anyone of the nurses. The court was of the opinion

rested throughout upon the plaintiff: that the mere fact that the accident occurred was not in itself prima facie
proof of negligence, and that the maxim res ipsa loquitur did not apply. There are excellent reasons for this rule
of law, because it seems to me that, if the law required in every case that a practitioner should have the highest
degree of skill, it would lead to this result - that in remote country districts, and even in country districts at no
very great distance from the large centres, it would be impossible to find a country practitioner who would take
the risk of attending a patient, ifhe was always expected to exercise the highest degree of skill obtainable in the
medical profession. The law requires of a doctor a reasonable degree of skill, which is dependent upon the
particular circumstances of the case which he has under treatment.'
See also Coppen " Impey 1916 CPO 309 at 314 where Kotze J was reported to have said: 'But taking it that the
probability is that these ulcers and the consequent condition of the plaintiffs right-hand, are attributable to such
a bum, I have next to consider whether this bum is due to negligence or unskillfulness on the part of Dr Impey
or his assistant, as alleged in the declaration. Before doing so it will be advisable to state succinctly the law
applicable to the responsibility of a medical man in the treatment of his patient. While, on the one hand, he does
not undertake to perfonn a cure, or to treat his patient with the utmost skill and competence, he will, on the
other hand, be liable for negligence or unskilfulness in his treatment; for, holding himself out as a professional
man, he undertakes to perform the service required of him with reasonable skill and ability.' See further Buls
and Another" Tsatsarolakis [fn 76 supra] at p 893 infine - 8940. See also Boberg, The Law 0/ Delict [fn 28
mpra] at p 346: 'Obviously the ordinary reasonable man test of negligence cannot be applied to an activity
calling for expertise that the ordinary man does not possess. One cannot judge a surgeon's conduct by asking
how a diligens paterfamilias would have operated, for either he would not have operated at all (which is most
likely) or, if he would have operated (in some rare emergency), he would no doubt have done worse than even
the most barbarous surgeon. And so there emerges the reasonable expert - a practitioner like the actor, both
possessing no especial flare or frai1ty~ the reasonable doctor, the reasonable auditor, the reasonable mechanic. It
is he who looks over the actor's shoulder to see if he attains the standard of his peers, for if he does not, he is
negligent. That standard, it has been held, is not the highest level of competence: it is a degree of skill that is
reasonable having regard to "the general level of skill and diligence possessed and exercised at the time by the
members of the branch of the profession to which the practitioner belongs" (per Innes CJ in Van Wyk \I Lewis fu
22 supra at 444). Thus it was held in Buts \I Tsatsarolalcis [m 69 mpra] that a general medical practitioner is not
expected to display the knowledge and skill ofa specialist orthopaedic surgeon.'
The court noted that the same principles are applied in English law. See, inter alia, Mahong \I Osborne [1939] 1
All ER 535 at S48A - C: 'Before I discuss the Judge's summing up, it is desirable to recall the well-established
legal measure of a professional man's duty. If he professes an art he must be reasonably skilled in it. There is no
doubt that the defendant surgeon was that. He must also be careful, but the standard of care which the law
requires is not insurance against accidental slips. It is such a degree of care as a normally skilful member of the
profession may reasonably be expected to exercise in the actual circumstances of the case in question. It is not
every slip or mistake which imports negligence, and. in applying the duty of care to the case of a surgeon, it is
peculiarly necessary to have regard to the different kinds of circumstances that may present themselves for
urgent attention.' See also Medical Negligence by Nathan [fn 6S supra] at p 22.
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that, in general, neither the surgeon nor the anaesthetist was liable for the
other's negligence. It held that this general rule would, however, be subject to
exceptions, for example, where the .surgeon knew that the anaesthetist was
incompetent or not in a fit condition to perform his duties. Vander Merwe J
said that there may also be other exceptions. 101 He referred to the dicta of
Wessels JA in Van Wyk v Lewis l02 and said that the same principles hold true for
the surgeon and the anaesthetist. They are not agents of one another. They are
not employed and controlled by one another. Each one performs a specific
specialised function as part of a team consisting of surgeon, anaesthetist and
nursing staff. The court agreed with the submission on behalf of accused No I
that there was no evidence produced that there was a duty on accused No 1 to
check that accused No 2 had correctly placed the tube. It said that on the
evidence there was nothing which occurred prior to the operation on the day in
question which should have alerted accused No 1 to the danger that the
deceased was not receiving an adequate supply of oxygen. There was no
evidenc~

to justify the court a quo's finding that because of accused No 2's

relative inexperience as an anaesthetist and the fact that any

anaest~etjst

can

make a mistake, accused No 1 should have checked that the tube had been
correctly placed. Van der Merwe J was therefore of the opinion that there was
no duty in law on accused No 1 to have looked down the trachea of the
deceased to check the position of the tube before commencing the operation.

101

He referred to Helgesen" SA Medical and Dental Council 1962 (I) SA 800 (N). Meredith Malpractice Liability
M J Strydom Die SUid-Afri!alanse Geneeslr.undige Reg, th
16 supra at 281.
Van Wyk fn 24 supra at p 460: "In detennining whether a surgeon conducting an abdominal operation in a
hospital is entitled to place reliance on the counting of the swabs by a qualified and competent hospital sister
and whether by so doing he has exercised a reasonable degree of skill. care and judgment, we must consider the
prevailing practice of the profession and all the circumstances surrounding the operation. The Court can only
refuse to admit such a universal practice if in its opinion it is so unreasonable and so dangerous that it would be
contrary to public policy to admit it. In detennining whether such a practice is reasonable Dr not, the Court must
take into consideration the advance of medical science and modem practice. Thus in the present aseptic
treatment of patients. it is difficult for the surgeon to do all the work alone: all possible germs must be destroyed
which may be deleterious to the patient: the rooms, the instruments and all the other appliances must be
rendered aseptic as far as possible. If the doctor were required to do all these things personally it would not be
for the benefit of patients generally but to their detriment. Important and necessary work preliminary to an
operation and upon which the success or failure of the operation may depend. must necessarily be left to the
hospital sister and her nurses. We must therefore admit that in operations some team-work, as it has been called
by several witnesses, is essential. The work has become specialised so as to enable the surgeon to devote all his
energy and attention to the highly skilled and difficult work of isolation, dissection and purification. To what
extent a doctor should or should not rely upon the team-work of the hospital assistants depends entirely on the
nature of the particular case.'

0/ Doctors in Hospitals at p 102 and SA Strauss &
102
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The concession made by accused No

.1

at the inquest that had he looked down

the trachea the death of the deceased could have been avoided, is to state the
obvious. In making the concession accused No 1 did not say that it was his duty
to check the position of the tube.

Van der Merwe J held that the court a quo was wrt5ng in finding that accused
No 1 was at fault to have ordered accused No 2 to inject more scolene, a drug
that would relax muscles and therefore also paralyse the lungs of the patient.
He said that accused No 1 was faced with two problems, namely, a patient who
was obviously not receiving a sufficient supply of oxygen and who 'was 'too
light' .. that is, waking up. Accused No 1 had to establish an airway. He also
had to prevent blood going into the lungs. He furthermore had to administer,
anaesthetic gasses which were at that stage supposed to be administered into
the lungs. He therefore decided to intubate again. In order to insert a new tube a
muscle relaxant was necessary. It was common cause that accused No 1
succeeded in

inse~ing

the second tube very quickly. The court found that

accused No 1, when faced with the emergency acted swiftly. Accused No 2 at
that stage 'froze' and accused No 1 had to take emergency measures to try and
save the patient's life. It held that accused No 1 acted reasonably in trying to
create an airway in the way in which he did and that even if it could be said that
some other measure could have been taken to establish an airway without
administering a further doze of scolene, accused No 1 could not be found to
have been at fault for the way in which he acted in the situation of extreme
emergency. Accused No 1 took all reasonable measures to resuscitate the
deceased under the prevailing circumstances.

The court found that the state failed to prove that accused No 1 was negligent
as alleged in the further particulars to the charge sheet or at all. In his opinion
accused No 1 was therefore wrongly convicted. On behalf of accused No 2 it
was submitted that the evidence was to a large extent uncertain and conflicting.
It was, however, submitted that a certain period of time had elapsed from the
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moment the oxygen mask was removed (which was used to oxygenate the
patient with pure oxygen) until the time the first dark blood was observed. This
lapse of time, it was argued, proved that the tube was initially correctly
inserted. Therefore it was submitted that the fact that the tube was later found
to be displaced, was not due to any fault on the part of accused No 2. It was
further submitted that the tube must have been displaced by accused No 1. It
was also submitted that everything which happened after it was discovered that
the tube

wa~

displaced was irrelevant as nothing could have saved the

deceased's life. According to the expert witness, Professor Cooper, if a tube of
the correct length had been used and if it had been properly placed, it would not
have slipped out of the trachea. Sister Lansdown was a person with long
experience in nursing. From what she observed she was of the opinion that
accused No 2 did not insert the tube correctly. Sister Lansdown testified as to
the time lapse from the time that accused No 1 had begun operating on the
patient until the dark blood was observed. According to her there was an
insufficient lapse of time for the patient to have reached such an advanced state
of deoxygenation that a darkening of the blood could have been caused.
Accused No 2 also elected, as did accused No I, not to testify. He therefore did
not place on record the relevant time lapse. The estimates referred to on behalf
of accused No 2 were derived from estimates given by Professor Cooper under
cross-examination. The court observed that from the direct evidence of Sister
Lansdown, who the court on the record as a reliable witness, the estimates of
time relied on behalf of accused No 2 appeared to be incorrect. It held that the
evidence for the state proved beyond reasonable doubt that the length of time
from intubation till the blood turned dark is consistent with the tube not having
been inserted properly and that the court a quo correctly found that accused No
2 failed to insert the tube correctly.

The court observed that from Professor Cooper's

evi~ence

it was clear that it

was accused No 2's duty to monitor the deceased continuously and that it was
possible for an anaesthetist to monitor a patient adequately using his senses and
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simple apparatus such as a stethoscope

~d

a blood pressure apparatus. The

anaesthetist is therefore the person who will and must be able to detect an
incorrectly placed or displaced tube. It found that accused No 2 did not at any
stage whatsoever detect an incorrectly placed or misplaced tube. From the
evidence it was clear that the condition of incorrect placement or displacement
must have continued for a couple of minutes during which it should have been
detected had accused No 2 performed his duties properly. The court stated that
it was clear that the reason for monitoring a, patient is to detect an insufficient
supply of oxygen timeously and that early signs of an insufficient supply of
oxygen can be detected by an increase of heartbeat, an irregular pulse rate and
an increase of blood pressure. It held that there was therefore no merit in the
argument that there was no evidence as to what symptoms should have been
observed and that there was also no merit in the argument that there was no
evidence as to when the symptoms would ,have been observed. Van der Merwe
J held that even if it was wrong to find that the tube was initially incorrectly

placed, accused No 2 could still be faulted for his failure to monitor the
deceased properly and thereby detecting the misplacement of the tube
timeously. This failure by a~cused No 2 led to the crisis which arose. On

~eing

told about the crisis accused No 2 'froze' and accused No 1 had to undertake
resuscitation of the patient. He said that although accused No 2's failure to act
promptly in the emergency might be frowned upon, it did not cause the death of
the deceased as accused No 1 did whatever was possible. The court ruled that
accused No l's conviction and sentence must be set aside while accused No 2's
appeal must be dismissed.

Discussion
The judgment in this case indicates what one would have thought is a fairly
obvious principle in law - that one person cannot be held liable for another's
wrongdoing in circumstances where there i'S no relationship of control or
accountability between them. There is furthermore no duty upon one health
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professional to assess the competence of another in a situation in which they
are operating as a team and to act in a way that minimises the risk of any
deficits in the skill or knowledge of the other professional. The court did say
that there may be exceptions for instance in a situation in which the one doctor
knows that the other is not tit to perform his duties or is incompetent lOJ • It is
submitted, however that this is a far cry from a duty to ensure that the other
health professionals in the team are competent and sufficiently skilled since this
is the duty of the relevant statutory professional body which is required to
register them as such on sufficient proof of such professional skill and
knowledge. The rule imperitia culpae adnumeratur cannot be applied to the
team as such, i.e. to a group of individuals collectively. Each must stand on his
own two feet in terms of his competence and skill to perform the work he has
undertaken. Each member of the team is entitled to rely on the others to
perform their roles correctly and effectively and they cannot be held jointly and
severally liable for each other's mistakes.
Strauss makes

~he

interesting point that depending upon the severity of the

injury and the availability of better qualitied professionals, a doctor, nurse or
paramedic may in a case of dire emergency - where the patient is at death's
door - attempt measures which go far beyond his or her train ing, competency
or experience. He uses the actions of the surgeon in trying to save the patient in
this case and assuming the role of the anaesthetist when the latter 'froze' as
support for this conclusion. He points out that in

cas~~

of extreme emergency

even unqualified laymen may render aid to the injured although it would be
held unreasonable for a layman to treat a critically injured person if expert
medical aid is immediately available.

10J

Claassen and Verschoor (rn 5 supra) observe at p 109 that a physician can also be held liable where he knew,
or by exercising reasonable care should have known, that one or the other practitioners commined an unlawful
act and where he has allowed him to proceed without any objection. They note, however, that Strauss and
Strydom (rn 16 supra) point out that in this case the practitioner's liability is based on his own negligence rather
than that of his colleague. They also note at p 108 that where a practitioner is absent from his practice for B
period of time and he has arranged for his patients to be treated by an independent locum tenens he will not
normally be held liable for the negligent conduct of the locum tenens unless the relationship between them is
one ofemployer/employec. Reasonable care must, however, be exercise in the selection ofa locum tenens.
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The concept of scope of practice is a very important element of the lawful
delivery of health care services in South Africa In terms of section 34 of the
Health Professions Act 104, registration is a prerequisite for practising a
profession in respect of which a professional board has been instituted IO.5.

Section 36 provides for penalties for practising as 'a medical practitioner or as
an intern, or for performing certain other acts, while unregistered lO6 • Penalties

104
105

106

Health Professions Act fn 7 supra
Section 34 provides that:
(1) Subject to the provisions of sections 33 (2) (c) and 39. no person shall practise for gain within the Republic
any other health profession the scope of which has been defined by th~ Minister in terms of section 33 (1).
unless he or she is registered in terms of this Act in respect of such profession.
(2) Any person who contravenes the provisions of subsection (I) shall be guilty of an offence and on
conviction liable to the penalties mentioned in section 39.
Section 36 provides that:
(1) Subject to the provisions of subsections (2) and (3) and section 37 any person. not registered as a medical
practitioner or as an intern. who(a) for gain practises as a medical practitioner (whether or not purporting to be registered)~
(b) for gain(i) physically examines any person~
(ii) performs any act of diagnosing. treating or preventing any physical defect, illness or deficiency in
respect of any person~
.
(iii) advises any person on his physical state~
(iv) on the ground of information provided by any person or obtained from him in any manner
whatsoever(~) diagnoses such person's physical state~
(bb) advises such person on his physical state~
(cc) supplies or sells to or prescribes for such person any medicine or treatment~
(v) prescribes or provides any medicine, substance or thing~. or
(vi) performs any other act specially pertaining to the profession ofa medical practitioner~
(c) except in accordance with the provisions of the Medicines and Related Substances Act, 1965 (Act 10 1 of
1965). the Pharmacy Act, 1974 (Act 53 of 1974). the Health Act, 1977 (Act 63 of 1977). the Nursing Act,
1978 (Act 50 of 1978). the Chiropractors, Homeopaths and Allied Health Service Professions Act, 1982
(Act 63 of 1982), and sections 33, 34 and 39 of this Act, performs any act whatsoever having as its object(i) the diagnosing. treating or preventing of any physical defect, illness or deficiency in any person; and
(ii) by virtue of the performance of such act, the obtaining. either for himself or for any other person. of
any benefit by way of any profit from the sale or disposal of any medicine. foodstuff or substance or
by way of any donation or gift or by way of the provision of accommodation. or the obtaining of,
either for himself or for any other person. any other gain whatsoever;
(d) pretends. or by any means whatsoever holds himself out, to be a medical practitioner or intern (whether or
not purporting to be registered) or a healer. of whatever description, of physical defects, illnesses or
deficiencies in man;
(e) uses the name of medical practitioner. intern. healer or doctor or any name, title, description or symbol
indicating. or calculated to lead persons to infer, that he is the holder of any qualification as a medical
practitioner. physician or surgeon. or as an obstetrician or intern or ofany other qualification enabling him
to diagnose, treat or prevent physical defects. illnesses or deficiencies in man in any manner whatsoever.
or that he is registered under this Act as a medical practitioner or an intem~
ef} except in accordance with the provisions of the Medicines and Related Substances Act, 1965, the
Pharmacy Act. 1974. the Health Act, 1977. the Nursing Act, 1978. the [Associated] Chiropractors,
Homeopaths and Allied Health Service Professions Act, 1982, and sections 33, 34 and 39 of this Act, by
words, conduct or demeanour holds himself or herself out to be able, qualified or competent to diagnose,
treat or prevent physical defects. illnesses or deficiencies in man or to prescribe or supply any medicine,
substance or thing in respect of such defects. illnesses or deficiencies~ or
(g) (i) diagnoses, treats or offers to treat, or prescribes treatment or any cure for. cancer;
(ii) holds himself out to be able to treat or cure cancer or to prescribe treatment therefor; or
(iii) holds out that any article. compound, medicine or apparatus is or may be of value for the alleviation,
curing or treatment of cancer. shall be guilty of an offence and on conviction liable to a fine or to
imprisonment for a period not exceeding twelve months or to both such fine and such imprisonment
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for practising as a psychologist or as an intern-psychologist, or for performing
certain other acts, while unregistered are provided for in section 37 while
section 38 provides for penalties for practising as a dentist, or for performing
certain other acts, while unregistered. Section 39 prohibits the performance for
gain of certain acts deemed to pertain to other health professions by
unregistered persons registrable in terms of the Health Professions Act 107 •

The Rules Specifying the Acts or Omissions In Respect of Which Disciplinary
Steps May Be Taken By and Professional Board and the Council lOB state that
one of the acts by a practitioner in respect of which such steps can be taken is
the performance, except in an emergency, of professi,onal acts for which the
practitioner is inadequately trained and/or insufficiently experienced, and/or'
under improper conditions and/or in improper Surroundings.

Section 27 of the Nursing Act l09 contains similar provisions

In

respect of

persons practising as registered nurse, midwife, enrolled nurse or nursing
auxiliary or for performing certain other acts while not registered or enrolled. I 10

107

108

109
110

Section 39 provides that:
(I) No person shall perfann for gain any act deemed under section 33 to be an act pertaining to any other health
profession unless he or she(a)
is registered in tenns of this Act in respect of such profession~
(bXi) is registered in tenns of this Act in respect of any other profession to which also such act is under
section 33 deemed to pertain; or
(ii) practises another health profession iI:! respect of which the registrar in terms of this Act keeps a
register and such act is deemed to be an act which pertains to such professions registered under
section 32 in respect of any other profession to which also such act is under section 33 deemed to
pertain; or
(c)
is a medical practitioner and such act is an act which also pertains to the profession of a medical
practitioner;
is a dentist and such act is an act which also pertains to the profession ofa dentist~ or
(d)
(e)
is registered or enrolled as a nurse under the Nursing Act, 1978 (Act 50 of 1978), and such act is an
act which also pertains to the profession of a nurse.
(2) Any person contravening the provisions of subsection (1) shall be guilty of an offence and on conviction liable
to a tine not exceeding R500 or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding 12 months, or to both such tine
and such imprisonment
Government Notice No R.1329 dated 12 August 1994 in Government Gazette No 15907. Rule 29 also includes
as an act subject to disciplinary action "the performance, except in an emergency, of professional acts where
conditions calling for medical attention are observed or suspected, except in close collaboration with a medical
practitioner."
Nursing Act fu 13 supra
Section 27 specified that:
(I ) A person who is not registered or enrolled in a particular capacity(a) who makes use of a title which only a person who is registered or enrolled in that capacity may use,
whether he makes use of such title alone or in combination with any word or letter;
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In terms of section 41 (1) of the Nursing Act, no remuneration shall be
recoverable in respect of any act specially pertaining to the profession of a
registered or enrolled person when performed by a person who is not
authorized under this Act to perform such act for gain.

It is clear from the foregoing that-

•

a layperson who acts as a health professional except in emergency
situations where no health professional is present is breaking the law and
runs the risk of criminal prosecution;

•

a health professional who, except in emergency circumstances, exceeds
the scope of practice for which he or she is registered is breaking the law
and runs the risk not only of criminal prosecution but also disciplinary.
action by the relevant professional body (the Nursing Act states expressly
in section 27(4) that the provisions of subsection 2(a) and (b) which render
it an offence to perform for gain an act pertaining to the profession of
nursing or midwifery, do not apply with reference to a person rendering
assistance in a case of emergency. Similarly section 38(3) of the Health
Professions Act provides that nothing in section 38 shall be construed as
prohibiting a medical practitioner, not registered also as a dentist, from
(b)

who holds himself out or permits himself to be held out. directly or indirectly, as being registered or
enrolled in that capacity; or
(c) who wears Ii uniform. badge or other distinguishing device, or any misleading imitation thereof,
prescribed in respect ofa person registered or enrolled in that capacity,
shall be guilty ofan offence.
(2) Subject to the provisions of subsection (4) and the Medical, Dental and Supplementary Health Service
.
Professions Act, 1974 (Act 56 of 1974). a person(a) who is not registered as a nurse or enrolled as a nurse or a nursing auxiliary and who for gain perfonns
•
any act pertaining to the profession ofnursing~
(b) who is not registered or enrolled as a midwife and who for gain performs any act pertaining to the
profession ofmidwifery~ or
(c) who is not registered or enrolled as a midwife and who makes any internal examination of the genitals ofa
woman while attending to the woman in relation to a condition arising oUl of or in connection with
pregnancy,
shall be gUilty of an offence.
(3) A person who, knowing that another person is not registered or enrolled in a particular capacity(a) describes such person as the holder of a title which only a person who is registered or enrolled in that
capacity may use, whether he describes such other person by making use of such title alone or in
combination with any word or letter~ or
(b) holds such other person out. directly or indirectly, as being registered or enrolled in that capacity, shall
be gUilty of an offence.
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performing in the course of his practice acts pertaining to the practice of
dentistry in cases of emergency or where no dentist is readily available.)

Generally speaking the law allows acts and omissions in an emergency that it
would not otherwise allow and it is submitted that generally speaking, health
professionals would be relatively safe from legal threat in acting outside of the
scope of their practice in an emergency situation provided that they act
reasonably and only to the extent necessary to remedy the situation. It should
be borne in mind, however, that whether or not the situation involved an
emergency can in itself be a tricky question to answer. The problems with the
definition of an emergency situation in the context of health services delivery
have been discussed in more detail elsewhere in this thesis. It is sufficient for
present purposes to note that if the health professional in question reasonably
believed the situation to be an emergency and acted in order to address the
perceived threat, he or she should not be penalised for that reasonable belief if
the situation was subsequently found not to be an emergency. It is easy to be
wise after the event in the relative calm of a cou~oom but a tendency to judge
too harshly someone who has acted with the best of intentions in the genuine
and reasonable belief that a situation was an emergency is likely to result in an
undesirable reluctance or unwillingness on the part of health professionals to
act except in the most obvious emergency situations. This would not be
consistent with the spirit of the constitutional provision that no one should be
refused emergency medical treatment.

The question of when, if ever, a health professional may exceed his or her
scope of practice in non-emergency situations in the course of routine activities
in the health sector is another matter. The public sector in South Africa is
critically short of many different kinds of health professionals including nurses,
pharmacists, general medical practitioners and specialists and especially in the
rural areas. What is the position of a single nursing sister operating a clinic in
the middle of nowhere who is faced with a situation in which a person comes to
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the clinic seeking medical assistance and the assistance that is required falls
outside of her scope of practice as a

nurs~?

The situation is not an emergency

but could become one if she does not render the required assistance and there is
no transport available to the nearest facility where there is a practitioner
available within whose scope of practice the required treatment falls.

Section 38A of the Nursing Act anticipates this situation to a significant extent.
It states that:
''Notwithstanding the other provisions of this Act and the provisions of the Medicines
and Related Substances Control Act, 1965 (Act 101 of 1965), of the Pharmacy Act,
1974 (Act 53 of 1974), and of the Medical, Dental and Supplementary Health Service
Professions Act, 1974 (Act 56 of 1974), any registered nurse who is in the service of
the Department of Health, Welfare and Pensions, a provincial administration, a local
authority or an organization performing any health service and designated by the
Director-General: Health, Welfare and Pensions after consultation with the South
African Pharmacy Board referred to in section 2 of the Pharmacy Act, 1974, and who
has been authorized thereto by the said Director-General, the Director of Hospital
Services of such provincial administration, the medical officer of health of such local
authority or the medical practitioner in charge of such organization, as the case may be,
may in the course of such service perform with reference to(a) the physical examination of any person;
(b) the diagnosing of any physical defect, illness or deficiency in any person;
(c) the keeping of prescribed medicines and the supply, administering or prescribing
thereof on the prescribed conditions; or
(d) the promotion of family planning,
any act which the said Director-General, Director of Hospital Services, medical officer
of health or medical practitioner, as the case may be, may after consultation with the
council determine in general or in a particular case or in cases of a particular nature:
Provided that such nurse may perform such act only whenever the services of a
medical practitioner or pharmacist, as the circumstances may require, are not
available. "

The proviso is important. It is only in the absence of the services of a medical
practitioner or pharmacist that the activities listed in section 38A may be
performed by a nurse. The authority can be specific or general and the section
can apply in respect of the public sector or the private sector. In practice it is
submitted that it is unlikely to be applied in the case of the private sector unless
there are no nearby public sector facilities available to deliver the required
service either. This section certainly is not a license to nurses to act as they see
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fit in circumstances where there is no medical practitioner or pharmacist since
it requires the authorisation of the Director General, a director of hospital
services a medical officer or medical practitioner and that authorisation is only
given after consultation with the relevant council.

Generally speaking, however, it is submitted that except in cases of emergency,
section 27 of the Constitution does not sanction the provision of medical
treatment by persons who are unqualified to do so and who do not have the
necessary skills and experience. The shortage of health care professionals in the
public sector is a problem that needs to be addressed by the South African
government under the auspices of section 27(2) of the Constitution which
require it to take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available
resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of the right of access to health
care services. As stated previously access in this context cannot be interpreted
to mean access to health care services that do not meet with certain minimum
standards of quality, safety and efficacy.
Claassen and Verschoorlll observe that the question often arises whether a
practitioner can be held liable for the conduct of physicians nurses and
professional assistants employed by a" hospital authority but who are assisting
the independent practitioner in the treatment of his patients on the hospital
premises. Are the said staff members in such an even still regarded as
employees of the hospital or are they regarded as servants of the independent
practitioner pro hac vice? They note that according to Holder, a surgeon is not
liable for the negligent routine conduct performed by the hospital staff in
preparing a patient for an operation. They same goes for the conduct of hospital
staff after the completion of an operation because the surgeon can reasonably
accept that they are competent to perform their duties. A surgeon can however,
be held directly responsible where he leaves negligent instructions regarding
the post-operative care of a patient to the hospital staff. Claassen and
111

Claassen and Verschoor fn 5 supra
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Verschoor112 note that some American courts have applied the so-called captain

of the ship doctrine in order to resolve some of the issues raised above.
According to this doctrine, the surgeon is responsible for everyone who assists
him during an operation. It was argued that the surgeon, as captain of the ship,
exercised absolute control over every aspect of a particular procedure. They
note that the captain of the ship doctrine was finally sunk in Sparger v Worley

Hospital Inc 113 when the court remarked:

"We disapprove if the captain of the ship doctrine and hold that it a false special rule
of agency. Operating surgeons and hospitals are subject to the principles of agency law
which apply to others."
It is the view of the writer that this is a doctrine well sunk and that it has no
place in South African law. Claassen and Verschoor also discuss the borrowed
servant doctrine which acknowledges the fact that a particular employee can be
borrowed by one employer from another to perform a certain task which is in
the interests of both employers and influences their common objectives. They
note that Strauss and Strydom point out that the idea of borrowed servants was
introduced to South African law in the decision of Hartl v pretoria Hospital

Committee II 4 but that it was rejected unambiguously in Van Wyk v Lewisll5 by
ruling that a visiting surgeon was not liable for the failure of a hospital nurse to
perform an independent duty. They note that according to Burchell and
Schafferl16 the relationship between a surgeon and a nurse cannot be equated to
that existing between an employer and employee and it is not even analogous
thereto even if the nurse may have been under the control of the surgeon during
the operation. These authors contend that although .the nurse is under the
control of the physician during the performance of the operation, the hospital
never turns over its full right to exercise control over its employees to

an

independent practitioner. The nurse remains in the hospital's employment and
112

113
114
115
116

Claassen and Verschoor fh 5 supra
Sparger" Worley HospillJl Inc 547 SW 2d 582 Tex 1977
Hartl 1915 TPD 336
Van Wyk fh 24 supra
Burchell JM and Shaffer RP 1977 'Liability of Hospitals for Negligence' Businessman's Law 6(4): 109-111
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any loss suffered by a patient as a result of the former's negligent conduct
should be placed on the broad shoulders of the hospital authority. It is
submitted with respect that this is the correct view since it accords with the
South African case law on ·the subjec~ notably the decision in Van Wyk v

Lewis.
It must be noted that in the public sector doctors are usually employees of the
state just like the nurses and other health professionals they work with.
Questions of this nature are therefore more likely to arise in the private sector
context where, although nurses and professional assistants may well be
employed by the hospital, medical practitioners tend to be self-employed.

8.2.9

Pringle v Administrator, Transvaal 117

Facts

The plaintiff instituted a claim for damages against the Administrator of the
Transvaal, being the representative of the Transvaal Provincial Administration,
under whose jurisdiction the J G Strijdom Hospital fell. On 5 October 1984 an
operation was performed upon the plaintiff at the J G Strijdom Hospital by Dr
Schewitz duly assisted by Drs Scoccianti, Reidy and Lever. These medical
practitioners were acting within the course and scope of their employment with
the J G Strijdom Hospital and/or the Transvaal Provincial Administration.

The plaintiff alleged that the medical practitioners had a duty of care to perform
the operation with the requisite degree of skill and expertise, but in breach
thereof one or more or all of the medical practitioners performed the operation
negligently in that:

117

Pringle 1990 (2) SA 379 (W)
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(i)

the plaintiffs superior vena cava was tom during the course of the
operation;

(ii)

the medical practitioners failed to detect the tear in the plaintiffs superior
vena cava at a time when they could and should have done so;

(iii) they failed to appreciate that the tumour being removed was attached to
the superior vena cava and that its removal could result in the severing of
the vena cava unless special precautions were taken;
(iv)

they failed to test whether the removal of the tumour would result in
excessive loss of. blood under circumstances in which they could and
should have done so;

(v)

they failed to detect that the plaintiff was losing an excessive amount of
blood at a time when they could and should have done so;

(vi)

they failed to avoid the consequences which resulted when, by the
exercise of reasonable care and skill, they could and should have done
so;

(vii)

that, once haemorrhaging occurred during the operation, they failed to
proceed immediately with sternotomy or right thoracotomy in order to
stabilise and prevent further or recurrent bleeding.

In the alternative to the aforegoing it was pleaded that the medical practitioners
owed a duty of care to the plaintiff to

perfo~

the correct and/or appropriate

surgical procedure, but in breach of that duty the medical practitioners
performed a surgical procedure called 'mediastinoscopy', which was neither
correct nor appropriate.

It was alleged that one or more or all of the medical practitioners were negligent
in that they failed to warn the plaintiff that the operation in question had a high
morbidity rate.

The plaintiff claimed that as a consequence of their negligence she suffered
brain damage which has resulted in permanent damage to her eyesight and her
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permanent inability to work. She claimed damages in the sum of R97 228 made
up as follows:
(a)

Loss of earnings at R950 per month for a period of seven years -R77228

(b)

General damages for pain and suffering, shock, loss of amenities of life
and disablement - R20000
Total- R97 228

At a pre-trial conference held on 29 July 1988 certain admissions were made
and certain agreements arrived at:
(a)

Dr Schewitz performed the bronchoscopy and mediastinoscopy by
himself in the presence of two anaesthetists.

(b)

Dr Scoccianti and Dr Sishy were present at the second operation and Dr
Conlan came into the theatre when the mediastinum was packed.

(c)

The defendant admitted the operation report prepared by Dr Schewitz
dated 5 October 1984 without formal proof, as also the operation record.

(d)

It was admitted by the defendant that the plaintiffs superior ·vena cava
was torn during the initial operative procedure, i.e. the mediastinoscopy.

(e)

It was also admitted that the plaintiff suffered brain damage as a result of
the operation.

(f)

It was admitted that the thoracotomy was commenced at approximately
12:30 and was concluded at approximately 13:30.

(g)

The defendant was prepared to admit the correctness of the actuarial
calculations done by Mr G W Jacobson but was not prepared to admit
the correctness of the assumptions on which such calculations were
based.

(h)

The defendant admitted that the X-rays were taken in the resuscitation
room at some time between 12: 10 and 12:30.

The medical expert witnesses who were to be called' by each side met for a
medical pre-trial conference as a result of which a minute was handed in, the
salient points of which are as follows:
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(i)

The patient had a previous history of carcinoma.

(ii)

The patient presented with opacity of the right lung.

(iii)

An investigation of the mass of the right lung was necessary.

, (iv)

There was no unanimity amongst the medical experts in regard to which
procedure should have been followed. The type of operation to be
performed is a matter of personal choice for the surgeon performing the
operation.

(v)

During the course of the mediastinoscopy procedure performed by Dr
Schewitz, the patient's superior vena cava was tom as a result of which
torrential bleeding occurred.

(vi)

The mediastinum was packed. The plaintiff lost approximately two Htres
of blood, and a right thoracotomy was performed to repair the damaged
vena cava.

(vii)

After the mediastinum was packed there was a time-lag before the
thoracotomy was performed. There was a dispute between the medical
experts on ,the reasonableness of the delay which occurred between the
first and second operative procedures.

(viii)

The plaintiff went into renal failure and suffered localised brain damage
which has resulted in a permanent visual disability.

The plaintiff testified that she was not told what was involved in the operation,
but if she had been told that the operation was serious, she would have thought
about it and possibly even obtained a third opinion. She testified that before the
operation she had lived a very full and busy life, baking, icing

cakes~

knitting

clothes, sewing and gardening. She drove a car and was completely
independent. After the operation she was unable to work and could also no
longer drive a car. A number of witnesses testified to the change' in the
,

,

personality and character of the plaintiff post-operatively as compared to the
, person she was prior thereto.
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Judgment
The court held that there was no room for the application of the maxim res ipsa

loquitur on the strength of the decision in Van Wyk v Lewislll saying that the
maxim could only be invoked where the negligence alleged depends on
absolutes. In Pringle the initial problem was caused by the perforation of the
superior vena cava. The court said that if the evidence showed that by the mere
fact of such perforation negligence had to be present,

~en

the maxim would

have application. It found that no such evidence, however, had emerged and that
since the question of whether negligence was present or not depends upon all
the surrounding circumstances, this makes the application of the maxim 'totally
inapplicable in cases such as the present.'
The court observed that in determining what standard of diligence it was the
surgeon's duty to observe, the law in South Africa was clearly stated in Van Wyk
v Lewis - a medical practitioner is not expected to bring to bear upon the case
entrusted to him the highest possible degree of professional skill, but his is
bound to employ reasonable skill and care. Blum AJ noted that in deciding what
is reasonable the court will have regard to the general level of skill and
diligence possessed and exercised at the time by the members of the branch of
the profession to which the practitioner belongs. He referred to the English case
of Whitehouse v Jordan l19 in which Lord Edmund Davies referred to McNair J
in Bolam v Friern Hospital Management Committee l20, where the latter said:
"Where you get a situation which involves the use of some special skill or competence
then the test as to whether there has been negligence or not is not the test of the man on
the top of the Clapham omnibus because he has not got this special skill. The test is the
standard of the ordinary skilled man exercising and professing to have that special
skill."

III
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Also with regard to the standard of diligence and skill to be applied, Blum AJ
referred to S v Kramer and Anothe,.121

Dr Schewitz noted that the p~aintiff had had a mastectomy for carcinoma of the
breast 29 years previously. Following an incidental chest X-ray a small nodule
was noted in the right chest. The first procedure which was performed was a
bronchoscopy which was normal in all respects. However, while· the
mediastinoscopy was being performed torrential venous bleeding occurred
when the right paratracheal node was biopsied. As a result of this bleeding the
mediastinum was packed for ten minutes, following which the bleeding had
stopped. The plaintiff at this stage had lost approximately 200cc of blood. The
mediastinum was packed with surgical and the wound closed. A chest X-ray
taken following the procedure while the plaintiff was still in theatre showed that
the plaintiff had bled into the right chest. The plaintiffs blood pressure had also
dropped, and she was immediately brought back to the theatre where a right
thoracotomy over the fifth rib was performed. During this procedure it was
found that the superior vena cava had been tom 1 cm above the azygos vein.
There were also two litres of blood in the chest. The rupt~te of the superior vena
cava was repaired. The phrenic nerve, which was right next to the tear, had been
damaged. Subsequently Dr Schewitz testified that in fact this nerve was not
damaged. The nodule was found in the upper lobe and was typical of a benign
lesion. A wedge resection on the nodule itself was performed with the nodule
being sent for histology and which was indeed confirmed to be benign. Two
chest drains were inserted and the wound was closed in layers. Post-operatively
the plaintiff was returned to the intensive care unit for observation, although she
did not need ventilation. From the hospital records it appears that the plaintiff
went into acute renal failure the following day and required haemodialysis.

121
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The plaintiff alleged that the procedure adopted, namely the mediastinoscopy,
was neither correct nor appropriate. There was no unanimity amongst the
experts with regard to which procedure should have bee~ followed. The doctors
agreed that the type of operatiot:l to be performed is a matter of personal choice
for the surgeon performing the operation. Blum AJ posed the question whether
in this light of this it could possibly be said that the procedure selected by Dr
Schewitz was either incorrect or inappropriate? After discussing the various
expert evidence that was placed before it, the court decided that the plaintiff had
not discharged the onus of proving that the procedure was neither correct nor
~ppropriate.

It said that the procedure adopted was clearly a matter of personal

choice.
It was common cause that the cerebral defect was caused by some loss of blood
to the vital organs at some time after the superior vena cava was tom and until it
was sutured. In other words, plaintiff suffered an occipital lobe thrombosis.
After considering the evidence the court held that in the final

an~lysis

it was not

satisfied that the plaintiff had shown on a balance of probabilities that if the
medical practitioners had proceeded to do a thoracotomy immediately the
damage would not have been done, and that consequently any delay which
occurred through waiting for X-rays before making a diagnosis was
unreasonable and therefore negligent. With regard to the allegation that the
medical practitioners failed to appreciate that the tumour being removed was
attached to the superior vena cava and that its removal could result in the
severing of the vena cava unless special precautions were taken the court noted
that Dr Schewitz stated quite categorically that in this regard the mass was in
the lung. The gland in the mediastinum which was to be excised was not
attached to the superior vena cava. Accordingly Blum AJ held that this ground
of negligence must fail.
Another allegation of negligence was that the medical practitioners failed to
warn the plaintiff that the operation in question has a high morbidity rate. The
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court stated that from the evidence it was clear that the procedure preferred by
Dr Meintjes had a higher morbidity

~te,

and that in mediastinoscopy the

morbidity rate is recognised as being low. Consequently it held that there was
therefore no substance in this allegation.

The very vexed and difficult question, however, which remains to be decided, is
whether the fact that the plaintiff's superior vena cava was tom during the
course of the said operation, and that the plaintiff lost an excessive amount of
blood into the pleural cavity as a result of the tearing, not only of the superior
vena cava but of the mediastinal pleura, amounts to negligence.

Blum AJ, apparently oblivious of the fact that he had stated earlier in the
judgment that the maxim of res ipsa loquitur was not applicable, observed with
reference to the minority ju~ginent of Kotze JA in Van Wyk v Lewisl22 that it has
been stated that, where a plaintiff has proved certain

f~ts

from which, if not

satisfactorily rebutted or explained, the conclusion may reasonably be drawn
that there has been an absence of the necessary care and skill on the part of the
medical man, a case of negligenc'e against the defendant has been established,
rendering him liable in damages. He noted the difficulty of the case and then
commented that as to the crucial issue as to exactly what happened there was
only the direct evidence of Dr Schewitz. Blum AJ noted that in crossexamination it was put to Dr Schewitz that the tearing of the vena cava was
negligent. He replied that an event such as this had happened in the hands of the
most experienced surgeon, and he did not think that one could call a
complication a mistake or negligence. Blum AJ also noted that Dr Kinsley said,
in his view, there was no question of negligence in the management of the case.
He also did not agree with the proposition put to him that there was simple
negligence by the surgeon. It is, however, said Blum AJ a matter for the Court
and not the expert witnesses to determine whether there has been negligence or
not. He then asked whether it could be said that the surgeon committed an error
122
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of clinical judgment? Referring to the Whitehouse case l23 supra, Blum AJ noted
that Lord Edmund Davies said:
'To say that a surgeon committed an error of clinical judgment is wholly ambiguous,
for while some such errors may be completely consistent with the due exercise of
professional skill, other acts or omissions in the course of exercising clinical judgment
may be so glaringly below proper standards as to make the finding of negligence
inevitable. '
He observed that there was no suggestion that any act or omission by Dr
Schewitz was so glaringly below proper standards as to make a finding of
negligence inevitable. But, said Blum AJ in considering the statement by Lord
Edmund Davies previously quoted that if a surgeon fails to measure up to that
standard in any respect ("clinical judgment" or otherwise), he has been
negligent and should be so adjudged and in attempting to determine whether in
fact Dr Schewitz failed that test or not, the only evidence which is of assistance
is the evidence of Dr Schewitz himself. Dr Schewitz stated that the biopsy did
not bite cleanly and that he tugged at it, bleeding occurred and he immediately
let go of the tissue to decrease the bleeding. The court noted that in crossexamination it was put to him that he 'tugged' at the lymph-node and pulled the
vena cava. His answer to this was: 'In retrospect I would have to say that I
tugged too hard.' He agreed furthermore with the proposition that once the
bleeding had occurred he appreciated that he had tom a major vessel and that it
could conceivably be the superior vena cava with possible dire consequences.
He agreed further that the paratracheal gland which was to be excised, where it
was situated was adjacent to the superior vena

c~va

but not attached to it, and

that its texture is different from the vein itself and possible to distinguish. Once
again he stated: 'There must have been excessive force because the event
occurred. I am more experienced and it makes a similar event unlikely.' Blum
AJ stated that in deciding whether Dr Schewitz, in attempting to excise the
nodule in the manner in which he did, employed reasonable skill and care, and
applying the test as set out by Innes CJ in Van Wyk's case supra, he took into
123
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consideration the fact that the mediastinum is a confined area in which there are
certain major vessels, the superior vena cava being one of them. He said that it
may be described as a surgical minefield. The gland in which the excision was
to take place was adjacent to the superior vena cava. Had the forceps excised the
nodule cleanly, no doubt the claim" would not have arisen. He observed that
there was no explanation as to how or why the forceps did not 'bite cleanly', in
Dr Schewitz's words. He then tugged at the gland in order to make the nodUle
come away, and the bleeding occurred immediately. Not only was the superior
vena cava perforated, but the blood found its way through the mediastinal
pleura, which was also tom, into the pleural cavity.
Dr Kinsley testified in regard to the tearing of the superior vena cava that this
could only have happened in two ways. It was either biopsied directly or tom
indirectly through traction on the gland. Either eventuality, said Blum AJ,
caused him concern. He observed that the biopsy forceps is a cutting instrument,
but since it did not cut through the gland it would appear that the tissues were
more leathery or fibrous. Dr Kinsley explained that in elderly persons, and
females particularly, the superior vena cava is usually more friable than in other
persons. He postulated the possibility that because "of radiotherapy in earlier
years when the plaintiff had the mastectomy, the superior vena cava may have
become more friable while the tissues became more leathery.
Blum AJ referred to Bochris Investments '24 in which the court cautioned against
the insidious subconscious influence of ex post facto knowledge. He stated that
negligence is not established by showing merely that the occurrence happened
(unless the case is one where res ipsa loquitur), or by showing after it happened
how it could have been prevented. He observed that the diligens paterfamilias
does not have "prophetic foresight" and noted that in Overseas Tankship (UK)
Ltd v Morts Dock and Engineering Co Ltd (l'he Wagon Mound) 125 Viscount
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Simonds said: "After the event, even a fool is wise. But it is not the hindsight of
a fool; it is the foresight of the reasonable man which alone can determine
responsibility. "

Blum AJ said that he was mindful of the test of foreseeability which had to be
applied, namely: ought Dr Schewitz to have reasonably foreseen that if
excessive force was used to excise the lymph-node, damage could be caused,
more particularly to the superior vena cava? He noted that the evidence was that
the perforation of the superior vena cava is one of the recognised complications
of mediastinoscopy, albeit, in pr Kinsley's view, of rare occurrence. He said he
was also mindful .of all the pressures and the tensions which operate on a
surgeon during his worK. However, in the light of all the evidence and the only
possible explanations as

~o

how the perforation of the superior vena cava and

the mediastinal pleura occurred, he said he was driven to find that on this
particular aspect, and by using the 'excessive force' which he conceded, Dr
Schewitz did not apply that skill and diligence possessed and exercised at the
time by the members of the branch o(the profession to which he belonged. He
held that in tearing the superior vena cava, while attempting to biopsy the
lymph-node in the gland adjacent thereto, Dr Schewitz was negligent. .

In considering the quantum of damages, Blum ·AJ took into account the fact that
the plaintiff was sixty three at the time of the operation and had reached the age
of sixty seven and a half at the time of trial, without further incident. He said
that her life expectancy has not been reduced as a result of the incident. Judging
from the plaintifi's general work record and her health up to the time of the
present incident, even having regard to the fact that she had a mastectomy in
1955, and having further regard to the various factors which courts take into
account in assessing accrued loss, Blum AJ was of the opinion that a 5%
contingency deduction was fair and reasonable, and accordingly found that the
plaintiffs accrued loss of income amounted to R43 178. Insofar as prospective
loss is concerned, again having regard to unforeseen contingencies for the next
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three years it was Blum AJ's
f~ir

opini~n

that a contingency deduction of 15% was

and reasonable, and thus the amount of the plaintiff's prospective loss was

R34 305.Accordingly he awarded judgment in favour of the plaintiff in the sum
of R93 482 and costs, including the qualifying fees of Dr Meintjes and Mr G W
Jacobson.

Discussion
Pringle's case illustrates rather well the

diffic~lties

faced by a patient who is

trying to prove medical negligence. It was abundantly clear that Blum AJ
experienced intense difficulty in coming to a decision in this case and that the
fact that res ipsa loquitur could not be applied only added to this difficulty. He
pointed out several times in the course of the judgment that the only significant
evidence as to what happened during the surgery was that of the surgeon
himself. He clearly went through the evidence with a fine toothcomb hoping to
find some indication as to which way his decision should go. At one point,
when he referred to the judgment of Kotze JA in Van Wyk v Lewis it almost
seemed as though he was wishing subconsciously or even consciously that he
. could apply the res ipsa loquitur maxim. The basis upon which Blum AJ came
to the conclusion that the doctor in Pringle had been negligent was scant indeed.
On the evidence available from the judgment, it seems quite clear that the
court's decision .could just as easily have gone the other way. Whilst the
surgeon may have made a mistake or an error of judgment in pulling too hard,
this in and of itself does not signify negligence. He could not necessarily have
foreseen that this would tear the vena cava. How hard is too hard? In layman's
terms it may be the coarse difference between a gentle tug and a ripping motion
but in a surgeon's terms it may be the very fine difference between a gentle tug
and a gentler tug. In fact, the tear in the vena cava was small by all accounts.
According to the judgment, the bleeding was controlled by one prolene suture,
which, the court observed, is 'fairly small'. There was much evidence that even
an experienced surgeon could have made the same mistake. The surgeon was
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not even in a position to know that he had tom the vena cava after the event.
Blum AJ observ((d that it seemed clear from the evidence that, because of the
blood that welled up in the mediastinum and the apparent subsidence thereof
once it was plugged by surgical, the medical practitioners, and more particularly
Dr Schewitz, ,were not in a position at that stage to detect that there had been a
tear in the plaintiff's superior vena cava. The fact that the harm even once it had
been done was far from obvious tends to suggest that the force used by the
surgeon to tug on the tissue he was trying to remove may also not foreseeably
have led to a tear in the vena cava. It is submitted that the statements of the
surgeon upon which the court relied in deciding for the defendant 'are indicative
of causation rather more than negligence. Dr Schewitz said 'In retrospect I
would have to say that I tugged too hard' and 'There must have been excessive
force because the event occurred. I am more experienced and it maKes a similar
event unlikely.' If one analyses'these statements more closely it is obvious (a) that they are conclusions drawn after the event by the doctor and are not
reflections on his actions at the time of the surgery;
(b) that they are conclusions based upon the fact that the vena cava tore;
(c) that they are conclusions as to the cause of the tear in the vena cava
rather than negligence with regard to his actions that led to the tear.
Indeed in cross-examination it was put to Dr Schewitz that the tearing of the
vena cava was negligent. He replied that an event such as this had happened in
the hands of the most experienced surgeons, and he did not think that one could
call a complication a mistake or negligence. It is submitted that, at least from
the evidence supplied in the judgment itself, there was no proof of negligence
on a balance of probabilities. Blum AJ himself admitted in the judgment 'that
there is no suggestion that any act or omission by Dr Schewitz

~as

so glaringly

below proper standards as to make a finding of negligence inevitable.' It is
submitted, albeit on the strength of the judgment alone, that it would seem that
in Pringle's case there was proof only of a medical accident. One must of course
heed the warnings of Blum AJ about being wise in retrospect and obviously all
of the evidence is not available ,in the judgment.
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The point is simply that Pringle's case seems to be a very good example of a
borderline situation in which the court essentially had to make a 'judgment call'
in the colloquial sense. It had to come down on either one side' of the fence or
the other and in Pringle's case it came down on the side of the plaintiff. Given
the difficulty experienced by the court, how much more difficult, one might ask,
is the position of the plaintiff who may only have access .to all of the relevant
information for the first time in the course of litigation in seeking to prove all of
the elements of a delict that occurred at a time when she was unconscious. How
wrong is it to allow a plaintiff in such circumstances the small concession
permitted by the res ipsa loquitur principle?' In Pringle's case she went into
hospital without a tom superior vena cava, she went into the operating theatre
without a tom vena cava, and she came out of the operating theatre with a tom
vena caya. The operation she had did not involve her vena cava directly. The
perforation of her vena cava was not a normal event in the course of the
operation. Indeed, according to the evidence from the judgment, it was quite a
rare complication. The small shift of the evidentiary burden that would have
been permitted in terms of the res ipsa loquitur in this case should not have
worked any grave injustice to the defendant who was in possession of all the
facts and in the case of Dr Schweitzer witnessed the whole sequence of events
first hand. One has to wonder whether the fact that the defendant was an
institution, and a large one at that, may have had any bearing on the court's
decision and whether if it had been a private practitioner this would have had
any bearing on the outcome. Put another way and in a slightly different context,
one also has to wonder whether the court felt that the balance of power in terms
of knowing exactly what had happened was in favour of the defendant and that
for this reason, it favoured the plaintiff. There does not seem to have been
sufficient evidence on a balance of probabilities that there was negligence on
the part of the doctors involved. Indeed one has to wonder whether the
judgment in Pringle's case was not due to the indirect application by the court
of the maxim of res ipsa l~quitur in nebulous form and subconscious fashion.
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In light of the fact that the test for medical negligence is the general principal
that the highest degree of professional skill and knowledge is not required of a
medical practitioner but only a reasonable

leve~

of knowledge and skill,

Carstens l26 poses the question whether a medical practitioner who entertains a
different school of thought concerning the medical treatment that should be
applied would be negligent if he deviates from the generally accepted technique
used by other medical practitioners in operations or treatment. He says it can
also be asked what the position would be if there is more than one school of
thought in respect of the type of treatment that a patient ought to receive.
Carstens notes that in South African positive law direct authority could not be
found concerning the concept of different schools of thought within medical
practice and its influence on medical negligence. Carstens asks whether, if there
is more than one school of thought concerning the nature of the treatment a
patient ought to receive, is the doctor bound to that standard of practice which is
applied by practitioners of that school of thought to which he subscribes? He
refers to Kovalsky v Krige l27 in which a doctor tried to stop the bleeding
following on from a circumcision by using ferrous chloride and other doctors
gave evidence that they would have used other methods - specifically the use of
arterial clamping and tying off. The defendant doctor was not held liable in this
case. With regard to the decision in Pringle, he notes that the choices between
different diagnostic techniques came into the debate. The court in this case had
to rely heavily on expert medical testimony and in the pretrial conference there
was no agreement between the medical experts as to the process or method that
should have been used. It was agreed that the surgeon who had to do the
operation could exercise his own personal preference concerning the execution
of the operation. The court came to the conclusion that the plaintiff had not
discharged the onus of proving that the surgical method or technique used by
the surgeon was an incorrect or unsuitable procedure. In Carstens' opinion the
126
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general guidelines in respect of the recognition of different schools of thought
within the practice of medicine should not be rigidly applied in the adjudication
of professional liability where a procedure or technique is used that is not in
accordance with the usual medical practice. He says that the application of a
deviating practice by a doctor does not necessarily indicate negligence and
points out that each case has to be considered with regard to its particular
circumstances. He points out that the practice of medical science is inherently
risky and that rigid application of the general guidelines could

h~ve

an

inhibitory effect on the effective development or application of new medical
procedures which are necessarily experimental in nature and which carry the
risk of possible harmful consequences for the patient. He states that the general
guidelines should not be applied in a manner that places a damper on the
renewal and improvement of medical procedures provided that such procedures
are medically responsible and reasonable. The present writer respectfully
concurs with these views. Where a number of different but equally legitimate
and acceptable or recognized options are open to the reasonable provider, he or
she cannot be blamed for using one that is less commonly used than the other. It
is submitted that the reasonable doctor does not necessarily follow the most
wellwom paths of medical science but uses instead those techniques and
procedures which in his or her professional judgment carry the highest
likelihood of success.

8.2.10

Collins v Administrator, Cape 128

Facts
The plaintiff sued for damages both in his personal capacity and in his capacity
as father and natural guardian of his minor daughter, Lee-Ann. The action was a
sequel to a tragic incident which occurred at the Tygerberg Hospital on 21
October 1991, when Lee-Ann suffered severe cerebral hypoxia following the
128
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displacement of a tracheostomy tube on which she was dependent for
ventilation. At the time she was barely 16 weeks old. As a result of irreversible
brain damage she was in what is described as a permanent vegetative state.
Although her brainstem function was sufficient to maintain adequate ventilation
and circulation she had no intellectual function. She had no awareness of
environmental stimuli and no apparent awareness of herself. There was no hope
of recovery and she would in all probability die within the next few years. Two
questions required determination. The first was whether the mishap was
attributable to the negligence of any of the members of the hospital staff who
were involved in the care of Lee-Ann at the relevant time. The second, which
arose only if the answer to the first was in the affirmative, was the quantum of
damages to which the plaintiff was entitled. It was common cause that at all
relevant times the members of the hospital staff were acting in the course and
scope of their employment with the defendant.

Lee-Ann was born on 26 Ju!,e 1991. Shortly after her birth she was observed to
have a respiratory problem and she was immediately intubated with an
endotracheal tube. Subsequent and more detailed examination revealed swelling
of the vocal chords and the supraglottis. After 16 days there was no
improvement and on 12 July 1991 a tracheostomy was performed. It was
common cause that the procedure was mandatory at that stage. It involved
establishing a portal in the trachea with the insertion of a neonatal tracheostomy
tube. The object was to create an airway below the larynx and so bypass the
obstruction in the larynx.

~e

tube was made of a plastic material. The portion

which actually enters the trachea was 30 mm in

le~gth,

slightly curved and

flexible. The external part of the tube had a flange with islets on either side,
through which a tape was passed and tied around the patient's neck. The tension
of the tape around the patient's neck is of vital importance to ensure that the
tube remains in position. One of the grounds of negligence relied upon by the
plaintiff was that the tension of the tape was inadequate.
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Following the tracheostomy, Lee-Ann was first placed in the neonatal intensive
care unit for a few days and thereafter~ on 16 July 1991, moved to the paediatric
tracheostomy unit which was a high care unit as opposed to an intensive care
unit. Upon examination on 20 August 1991 it was found that the swelling had
subsided but that she had an infantile, omega-shaped, epiglottis which at that
stage remained non-functional. She was, therefore, still wholly dependent upon
the tracheostomy tube for ventilation, but the prognosis was a good one. A
number of nurses attached to the paediatric tracheostomy unit gave evidence.
They all said that it was standard practice to check the tension of the tape
holding the tracheostomy tube in place whenever anything was done to the
patient, whether it be the clearing of the" trachea, the cleaning of the
tracheostomy site or anything else. This, they said, was effected, first by
ensuring that nothing larger than a little finger could be inserted between the
tape and the back of the patient's neck and, secondly, by drawing the flange of
the tube away from the neck anteriorly to ensure that there was not too much
'play' . Many of the nurses were unable to explain why it should be necessary to
constantly check the tension of the tapes, but they were all very conscious of the
need for the tension to be correct. Dr Gie explained that provided the knot tying
the two ends together does not slip, the tension would not vary. He said that
every Thursday the tracheostomy tube of every patient in the unit was changed
and unless the knot came undone the tension of the tape would accordingly
remain constant. He" explained that the unit was run in such a way that, as a
matter of procedure, the nurses were required constantly to monitor the tension
of the tapes.

On Thursday, 17 October 1991, Lee-Ann' s tracheostomy tube was

c~anged

by

Dr Heyns, a medical officer attached to the unit. He was assisted by staff nurse
Humphries and nursing assistant Jansen. All three gave evidence and testified
that they were satisfied that the tension of the tape was correct. Other nurses
who cared for Lee-Ann between Thursday and Monday morning also testified
that on various occasions they had monitored the tension of the tape and found
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it to be adequate. The two nurses on d~ty in room 13 on Sunday night, that is to
say from 7 pm on Sunday, 20 October, to 7 am on Monday, 21 October, were
nurse Pieterse and nurse Manel. Neither observed anything untoward in the
condition of Lee-Ann. The nurses' Continuous Report records that at 5.20 am
nurse Pieterse cleared Lee-Ann' s trachea by means of the suctioning process
and also cleaned the tracheostomy site. It records also that at 6 am the
suctioning procedure was repeated. This was confirmed by nurse Pieterse who
said that she had found all to be well with the patient. At about 6.45 am nurse
Pieterse went to see one of the matrons in the hospital about study leave she
wished to take, leaving nurse Manel alone in Room 13. She testified that LeeAnn was at that stage peaceful and clearly nothing was amiss. This was
confirmed by nurse Manel. The latter testified that when the day nurses had not
arrived by approximately 6.55 am she did a ward round on her own, checking
the tension of each patient's tracheostomy tape.

The usual procedure was to do the round with the new nurse, but as the latter
had not yet arrived, she did the round on her own. At about the same iime, staff
nurse Bezuidenhout and senior nursing assistant Jansen arrived at the unit. Both
were scheduled to do the day shift in room 13 but because the day nurses
scheduled for room 14 had not yet

arrive~

and were late, nurse Bezuidenhout

took over in room 14 and nurse Jansen took over in room 13. Nurse
Bezuidenhout explained that it was not unusual for both night nurses on duty in
any of the rooms to leave as soon as the first of two day nurses arrived and that
it was not considered unacceptable for one nurse to hold the fort in a room until
her colleague arrived shortly thereafter. Nurse Manel testified that when nurse
Jansen arrived she reported to the latter that all was well and then left. Before
doing so, she observed, she said, that all the patients were awake and that there
were no problems. This was confirmed by nurse Jansen. She testified that she
stood in the middle of the room and observed all the patients. It was then shortly
before 7 am. The children were clamouring for her attention. One child in
particular, Charlton, who was in the cot diagonally opposite Lee-Ann, attempted
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to climb out of his cot. Nurse Jansen said she walked to the cot and lifted him
up. The room was relatively small, being 7.5 by 6.5 meters and she had to take
only a few steps to get to the cot. After picking up Charlton she turned around
and looked back in the direction ofLee-Ann's cot. It was then that she observed
that Lee-Ann' s tracheostomy tube was displaced and to the left of the opening
in the child's neck. She immediately put Charlton down on the floor and rushed
to Lee-Ann. The latter was already limp and her colour was pale with
indications of cyanosis. Nurse Jansen said she had observed no earlier signs of
restlessness or distress. She said she immediately attempted to replace the
tracheostomy tube.

In the meantime, and while she was crossing the floor on her

way to Lee-Ann's cot, she had screamed to nurse Bezuidenhout next door. This
was confirmed by nurse Bezuidenhout, who testified that on hearing the scream
she had immediately run into room. 13. There, she observed nurse Jansen
attempting to replace the tracheostomy tube. When saw Lee-Ann's colour,
which she described as grey, she realised at once the gravity of the situation.
Without pausing she pushed the emergency trolley towards nurse Jansen and
rushed off down the corridor to summon the doctor on call. She returned with
Dr Ravenscroft who took over from nurse Jansen. By this time other nurses had
arrived or were arriving at the ward. Nurse Bezuidenhout estimated that it took
her a minute, or even less, to return with Dr Ravenscroft. In the meantime, nurse
Jansen had been unsuccessful in reinserting the tracheostomy tube. She had at
first attempted to put back. the tube without cutting the tape. When this proved
impossible she cut the tape and tried again but still without success. She was
unable to explain why she had been unable to replace the tube. Because of the
mobile nature of the tissue around the neck, recannulation may involve more
than simply putting the tracheostomy tube back into the surgical opening in the
skin. It may also be necessary to move the tube around to find the opening in the
muscle of the trachea. Where decannulation occurs within a week of the
tracheostomy, recannulation can be very difficult to "achieve. Once, however,
the tube has been in place for a longer period, the formation of epithelial tissue
results in the establishment of something in the nature of a permanent cannula
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or tube so that replacement of the tracheostomy tube ought to present no
difficulty. In the present case, of course, the tracheostomy had been .performed
more than three months previously. When Dr Ravenscroft arrived in the ward
she took over from· nurse Jansen and immediately, without any difficulty,
replaced the tracheostomy tube and commenced the standard resuscitation
procedure. At that stage there was no spontaneous breathing, no heartbeat and
the patient's pupils were dilated. Something like 15-20 minutes elapsed before a
spontaneous heartbeat was obtained and about 30 minutes elapsed before the
patient began spontaneous breathing, that is to say without being artificially
ventilated. The duration of the cerebral hypoxia was, however, such as to result
in irreversible brain damage. After an initial prolonged coma, Lee-Ann passed
into a permanent vegetative state from which she would never recover.

Judgment
The question was whether the failure on the part of the hospital staff promptly
to replace the tracheostomy tube amounted to negligence in the circumstances.
It is trite law, said Scott J, that a patient in a hospital is entitled to be ~ated
with due and proper care and skill.

The degree of care and skill that is required

is that which a reasonable practitioner would ordinarily have c;xercised in South
Africa under similar circumstances l29 • The court observed that the need for
particular care and vigilance in the case of paediatric tr~cheostomy patients was
obvious. Not only was the possibility of accidental decannulation readily
foreseeable, but unless immediately remedied the consequences would be fatal.

..

This need for care and vigilance was reflected in the staff allocated to the
tracheostomy unit. The court noted that there were undoubtedly other similar
units elsewhere in the world where the staff to patient ratio is higher but that a
standard of excellence cannot be expected which is beyond the financial
resources of the hospital authority. It accepted as reasonable a staff allocation of
two nurses to each room of the unit with an overseeing sister during the day and
129
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an overseeing sister shared with other wards at night. The court also said that it
must be accepted that one of the two nurses in each room will from time to time
be absent in some circumstances. Scott J observed that at the time of the
accident there were only two nurses on duty in the unit, nurse Bezuidenhout in
room 14 and nurse Jansen, in room'13. The day sister had not yet arrived and
the night sister who covered the tracheostomy unit as well as the medical ward
had by that time already left, after handing over to the sister in charge of "the"
medical ward on the same floor. He pointed out that such a state of affairs was
acknowledged by Dr Gie in evidence as being undesirable. The younger and
higher risk patients were accommodated in room 13.

O~ these

the youngest and

the most vulnerable was Lee-Ann, hence her prime position in the room close to
the nurses' desk. Scott J noted that nurse Jansen, who was left alone in room 13,
was well aware of the risk of accidental decannulation and the need for
vigilance and that so were the other members of staff who were prepared to
walk off leaving her to hold the fort single-handed. He commented that it was
also probably a bad time of day to be left alone as the patients had all recently
woken up and were clamouring for attention. But this, he said, was all the more
reason to keep them under careful observation. In other words, in the
circumstances in which she found herself, nurse Jansen was obliged to ensure
that she did not devote her attention solely to one child for too long a period. It
was her duty, said Scott J, constantly to be aware of how each child was faring.
Having regard to the relatively small size of the room all that would have been
required was a regular glance at each child.

He observed that the impression given by nurse Jansen in her evidence was that
her attention was devoted to the child attempting to climb out of its cot only for
a few seconds. She said that while standing near the middle of the room where
she could keep an eye on all five patients she saw the one child climbing out of
its cot. She hurried to him and picked him up. She then looked back in the
direction of Lee-Ann and saw that the tracheostomy tube was not in place. By
that time, however, Lee-Ann was already limp. In other words, she was
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unconscious. The doctors who gave evidence were agreed that on losing "her
tracheostomy tube Lee-Ann would in all probability "have thrashed around in
obvious distress or, as Dr Thomson, the paediatric neurologist, put it, she would
have been fighting for her life. On the assumption that her oxygen supply was
totally cut off, which would appear to have been the case, it would have taken in

-

the region of about a minute for Lee-Ann to lose consciousness. All this,
however, was missed by nurse Jansen. By the time she became aware of the
problem Lee-Ann was already unconscious. She clearly devoted her sole
attention to the child climbing out of his cot for a longer period than she
subsequently thought. In doing so she failed, said Scott J, to exercise the care
towards Lee-Ann which in all the circumstances was required of her.

The court observed that inexplicably, she was unable to replace the
tracheostomy tube. She could offer no explanation for this, nor did any reason
present itself. Dr Ravenscroft, when she arrived, had no difficulty. In her words,
she just put the tube in. But this meant that another valuable minute was lost
before ventilation could be recommenced. There can be no doubt, said the court,
that the skill required of a nurse in the position of nurse Jansen, that is to say
one of only two nurses present in the unit, must include the ability, in the
absence of some particular problem, to replace a tracheostomy tube in an
emergency. There was nothing to suggest that there was any particular problem
with regard to the replacing of the tube, and in failing successfully to do so,
nurse Jansen, in" the judgment of the court, failed to exercise the skill expected
of a reasonable nurse in her position. The court noted that situation was
exacerbated by the absence in the unit of a sister or even a third nurse. It said
that had the sister or another nurse been present, she could have taken over from
nurse Jansen when the latter found that she could not replace the tracheostomy
tube. The court held hat nurse Bezuidenhout could not be blamed. When she
came into room 13 she observed nurse Jansen attending to the matter of
replacing the tracheostomy tube. Lee-Ann's colour told her all. In running down
the passage for help she probably did the right thing. The fact that she had to
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leave the patients in room 14 unattended served, however, merely to highlight
the insufficiency of the staff on duty at the time. In the view of the court, the
hospital staff were negligent in failing to exercise proper care and skill in
relation to Lee-Ann.

Scott J then turned to the question of damages and specifically, general
damages. In this regard the plaintiff claimed in his representative capacity the
sum of R200 000 for pain, suffering, shock, discomfort and loss of amenities of
life. In this context, the court observed that Lee-Ann lay in what Dr Thomson
described as a decerebrate posture. Her neck was extended. Her arms are
extended and internally rotated with her fists clenched. She developed
tremulous movements of her limbs when stimulated during examination. There
was no cortical function. Her eyes were open but she was cortically blind. Her
gaze was dysconjugate, i.e., her eyes were in a sq~inting position. She was
unable to swallow and she was fed by means of a naso-gastric tube. She had no
awareness of environmental stimuli, nor any

apparen~

awareness of herself. She

had no awareness of pain. She was ventilated adequately with a tracheostomy
tube. She was in every respect, said the court, a 'cabbage' case.

There was some difference of opinion as to her present life expectancy. Dr
Thomson thought she could live for another seven years. This view was based
on his general experience and in particular on the fact that Lee-Ann had already
survived for three years. Dr Gie, on the other hand, was of the view that even if
Lee-Ann were to continue to receive antibiotic and other active treatment she
would not survive for more than approximately another two years. In support of
this view he emphasised that subsequent

t~

the accident Lee-Ann had already

experienced something in excess of 10 bouts of pneumonia and on one occasion
had had to be artificially ventilated for as long a pe~iod as 14 days. He explained
that all this resulted in progressive lung damage which rendered her body less
able to cope with the following bout of pneumonia and that it was inevitable
that she would die of pulmonary disease. The court preferred Dr Gie' s opinion
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due to his having a special interest in paediatric pulrnonology, and his being the
person with particular knowledge of Lee-Ann' s clinical history. Both doctors
agreed that Lee-Ann would remain in a permanent vegetative state until she
died and that the latter event would probably occur within a matter of a few
years.

It followed, said the court that it was of no consequence to Lee-Ann what
amount, if any, was awarded to her in respect of non-pecuniary damages. Not
only would she never know of ~e award, she would receive no benefit from it
whether knowingly or unknowingly. As counsel for the defendant poignantly
put it, 'one cannot even buy her a teddy bear'. Scott J stated that there was
something unreal in attempting to compensate her. He said it was like trying to
compensate a dead person with money. He observed that had she not been
resuscitated and had she died, her claim for non-pecuniary damages would have
die,d with her. It would not have passed to her estate l30 • In truth, said Scott J, she
was more dead than alive. Her body continued to function, but her mind was
gone. Her parents seldom visited her. Their failure to do otherwise, he said, was
understandable. There was nothing to visit. He noted that Lee-Ann merely
existed, lying in hospital waiting for her tenuous link with this world to be
finally severed. Counsel for the defendant,

s~bmitted

that as no award of non-

pecuniary damages, would serve any purpose, it would be proper in all the
circumstances for no award to be made under this head.

Scott J observed that the problem of how to compensate persons in such a
condition, frequently referred to in the cases as the 'unconscious' plaintiff, has
been the subject of much debate and difference, of ju4icial opinion. The question
was considered in England by the Court of Appeal in Wise v Kaye and

Anotherl31 and by the House of Lords in the two subsequent decisions of West &
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Son Ltd and Another 11 Shephartf 32and Lim Poh Choo

11

Camden and Islington

Area Health Authorityll3. Scott J summed up as follows the position in England
as reflected in these cases as far as non-pecuniary damages are concerned, i.e.
damages for pain and suffering and loss of amenities of life. Since an
unconscious person is spared pain and suffer~ng, he or she will not qualify for
damages under this head. Similarly, because he or she is spared the anguish
which may result from the knowledge of what in life has been lost or from' the
knowledge that life has been shortened, he or she will also not be entitled to
damages in respect of this subjective element of the loss of amenities of life. But
the fact of unconsciousness does not eliminate the actuality of the deprivation of
the ordinary'amenities of life and for this objective element of the loss, he or she
is entitled to substantive damages. Scott J stated that the approach to the
question of pain and suffering and the subjective element of the loss of
amenities of life presented no difficulty. Since an unconscious plaintiff suffers
no pain and has no feelings there is ipso facto no 'loss' to be compensated. He
pointed out that this approach is consistent with that adopted in Sigournay

11

Gillbanks l34 •
The difficulty, said Scott J, lies with the so-called objective element of the loss.
He noted that it is inherent in the s,peech of Lord

Sc~an

in the Lim",Poh Chao

case and in the majority speeches in the H West & Son case that the award of
non-pecuniary damages in respect of the actuality of the loss is to be determined
without regard to the fact of the plaintiffs unconsciousness and without regard
to the use to which the money so awarded may thereafter be put. It was,
furthermore, fundamental to the approach adopted in the majority speeches that
it was the objective element of the loss which was the greater, and not the
subjective element, so that the award for the actuality of the deprivation of
amenities of life must be substantial, notwithstanding the unconsciousness of
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the plaintiff. The court observed that the conclusion in the three English cases
has not been without dissent and that Lord Scarman in the Lim Poh Choo case
spoke of the 'formidable logic and good sense of the minority opinions
expressed in Wise v Kaye and H West & Son Ltd v Shephard', and of Lord
Denning's 'powerful dissent' in the Court of Appeal in the Lim ~oh Choo case.

Scott J noted that a complicating factor has been the position in England with
regard to the claim for loss of expectation of life. Such a claim is by statute
transmissible to the deceased's estate so that it is possible for damages to be
awarded against a tortfeasor where the victim could not enjoy the proceeds of
the judgment. Prior to 1941 the measure of damages to be awarded in such cases
was so vague that in practice this head of damage got out of hand. In that year
the House of Lords in Benham v Gambiingl3S decided that the damages in such
cases had to be diminished and that only very moderate amounts would be
allowable. Viscount Simon LC referred to the extreme difficulty in putting a
money value on a prospective balance of future happiness and ultimately
awarded a nominal sum of £400. In the H West & Son case both Lord Reid and
Lord Devlin in their dissenting speeches referred to Benham v Gambling and
relied on this case, at least partly, to justify their conclusion that far greater
weight should be attached to the subjective element of the loss rather than the
objective element, so that in the case of an unconscious plaintiff only a
moderate figure should be awarded in respect of his objective loss of amenities
of life. A similar approach was adopted by Diplock LJ in his dissenting
judgment in Wise v Kaye and by at least three Judges in the Australian High
Court case of Skelton v Collins l36 • A fact which was also of concern to Lord
Reid and to Lord Devlin was the inability of the plaintiff to derive any benefit
from the award, although neither considered this to be a decisive consideration.

13S
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The court observed that there were only two reported cases involving the
compensation of an unconscious plaintiff in South African law. The first, Gerke

NO v Parity Insurance Co Lu/ 37 , was a case ofa 21-year-old man who had been
rendered permanently unconscious in a motor accident. His condition was
described as 'vegetative' and he was expected to live for only another six
months. In his judgment, Ludorf J referred to Wise v Kaye and Another (supra)
and quoted at length from H E West & Son Ltd and Another v Shephard (supra).
After confessing that he had been influenced by the reasoning of the Law Lords
in the latter case, the Judge disposed of the problem of the plaintiff's
unconsciousness on the simple basis that, as unawareness was not a
disqualification for a claim for loss of earnings, it should not be a
disqualification for a claim for loss of amenities of life as the latter claim 'has
been classified with a claim for patrimonial loss' . Scott J stated that he did not
think that it followed at all that, simply because awareness is not a requirement
for a claim for loss of earnings, it should also not be required for a claim for loss
of amenities of life. He said that although the former has its own peculiar
problems in relation to an unconscious plaintiff, the. claim is one which is of a
pecuniary nature and is accordingly very different from the latter which is nonpecuniary. He stated that the fact that the latter may have been 'classified' in a
particular way can surely not change its true nature. This aspect of the case has
been severely criticised. 138
With regard to the award in respect of loss of expectation of life, Scott J
observed that the suffering and anguish experienced by a conscious plaintiffwill
ordinarily be increased by the prospect of a premature death. Where, however,
the plaintiff is unconscious, he is unaware of this. He is spared both pain and the
anguish of knowing that his life has been cut short and therefore has no claim
for this subjective element of the loss. He notes that this is self-evident and is
the position both in England and Australia. In the Gerke case the plaintiff was
unconscious and the award must therefore, said Scott J, have been founded upon
137
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the objective fact of the loss of expectation of life. He pointed out that the award
on this basis has its roots in the English statutory provision in terms of which a
claim for loss of expectation of life is transmissible. In South Africa, a claim for
loss of expectation of life, like the claim for. pain and suffering, is not
transmissible to the claimant's heirs. Scott J was of the view that there appears
to be no justification for the importation from England of this 'rather special
head of damages' .

In support of the award under this head, Ludorf J in Gerke also referred to

Goldie

11

City Council of Johannesburgl39 and Dickinson

11

Galante 140. Scott J

said that it appears from the passages quoted that in- the former case counsel for
the plaintiff disavo~ed any specific claim for shortened expectation of life
along the lines of that accepted in Benham 11 Gambling (supra), and in the latter
case Thomas J rejected the notion of a claim for diminished expectation of life

per see In the third case cited, Roberts NO

11

Northern Assurance Co Ltcf 41 ,

Scott J notes that Burne J appears to have accepted the existence of a claim for
the objective loss of life expectation on the basis of what was said by Lord
Morris in the H West & Son case without further ado l42 • The other aspect of the
award in Gerke upon which Scott J commented was that Ludorf J appears to
have accepted the minority view in the H West & Son without alluding to that
fact.

Scott J stated that the majority view in the H West & Son case was that it is the
objective element of the loss which is the greater and not the subjective element.
The other reported case to which the court was referred involving the claim of
an unconscious plaintiff for non-pecuniary damages was IJ..eyneke v Mutual &

Federal Insurance Co Ltd'43. This case concerned a 16-year-old girl who was
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left in a persistent vegetative state after being knocked down by a motor car. At
the time of the trial her life expectancy was estimated at 7.S years and it was
accepted that she would not recover consciousness. On the strength of the
English cases, Claasen AI drew a distinction betwe~n the subj ective element of
the loss, that is to say, pain, suffering, mental anguish, fear, anxiety, etc, on the
one hand, and on the other, the objective element of the loss, that is to say, loss
of amenities of life, reduce4 expectation of life, disfigurement etc. As far as the
latter element is concerned, he felt that in view of the decision in Southern
Insurance Association Ltd v Bailey NO '44 some allowance had to be made for
the unlikelihood of the claimant being able to make use of any amount so
awarded and to this extent departed from the decision in H West & Son v
Shephard in which it was held by the majority that the use to which any award
could be put was irrelevant. Claasen AI concluded that subject to such an
allowance an award had to be made in respect of the objective element of the
loss (and also the subjective element, notwithstanding the claimant's
unconsciousness) and awarded an amount of no less than RSO 000 for the
objective element of the loss. He then disposed of the problem of compensating
an unconscious patient with an award of non-pecuniary damages in a single
paragraph stating that:
'The principal criticism levelled at awarding damages to a "cabbage" for pain and
suffering and loss of amenities of life is that money is paid for enjoyment of life to a
person who does not know that he had suffered such loss of enjoyment. It is said one is
consoling someone with money who does not know that he needs consolation and it is
said that consolation presupposes consciousness and some capacity of intellectual
appreciation. In my view the fallacy in this argument is that it equates a dead man with
an unconscious man. It also implies that it is "cheaper to kill a man than to maim
him". '

Scott J said he had difficulty in appreciating the fallacy to which he refers and
argued as follows. An unconscious person is as inconsolable as a dead person
and to this extent there is a similarity between the two. Indeed this is the
objection to awarding non-pecuniary damages to a permanently unconscious
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person. It is no different from awarding damages to a dead person. As far as it
being cheaper to kill a man than to maim him, this is undoubtedly so in the
absence of a dependant's claim. But the reason is that the action is
compensatory and not punitive. Scott J noted that a further justification for the
award relied upon by Claasen AJ was that the unconscious plaintiff 'has a right
to be visited by her family while still alive' and that an award of general
damages could be used to pay the transport costs of her family and friends.
Claasen AJ considered that 'in such instances the money is in fact employed to
console her and to alleviate her lot in life, however small'. He felt, accordingly,
that 'the defendant could not be heard to say "Suzette is not aware of the
presence of her family and friends and therefore I should not be forced to pay
any contribution towards the costs of having them at her bedside".' Scott J
agreed that an award of non-pecuniary damages could be used by a conscious
plaintiff to have her family and friends visit her and in this way the award would
provide some consolation for her loss. The use of the award in this manner
could therefore be a factor to which a court may have regard when considering
the quantum of non-pecuniary damages to be awarded: 4s But, said Scott J,
where the plaintiff is unconscious, neither the award nor the visit can provide
any consolation and Ute award accordhlgly serves no purpose. He thus refused

to agree with the reasoning of Claasen AJ. He said that there may be a
pecuniary claim for such transport costs, but no such claim was t:nade in the
.present case and it is unnecessary to consider the matter. Scott J noted that
Claasen AJ awarded the sum of RIO 000 in respect of reduced life expectancy
and stated that for the reasons given when considering the Gerke case, he
considered this award to have been unjustified.
Scott J identified two principal objections to what is essentially the English
approach, involving a notional distinction between a subjective and objective
element of the loss of amenities of life and the award of non-pecuniary damages
in respect of the objective loss or the actuality of the loss. He stated that there
145
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would appear to be unanimity that an unconscious person is not entitled to
damages for pain and suffering or anguish, that is to say the subjective element
of the loss of amenities, since he or she suffers no pain arid experiences no
anguish and that the objections to the English approach are the following •

First, the award of non-pecuniary damages in respect of the actuality of
the loss serves no purpose as the money awarded cannot be used for the
benefit of the unconscious plaintiff.

•

Second, it can provide no consolation to an unconscious plaintiff, as
consolation presupposes consciousness and some capacity of intellectual
appreciation. A conscious person who, by reason of his injuries, is
incapable of deriving any advantage from a monetary award can
notionally obtain some consolation from the receipt of money and from
being able, if he pleases, to give it away. An unconscious person cannot
even have this consolation.

Scott J noted that the so-called 'functional' approach involves the award of nonpecuniary damages only to the extent that such damages can fulfil a useful
function in making up for what has been lost in the sense of providing for
physical arrangements which can make the victim's life more endurable. He
'observed that in Southern Insurance Association Ltd v Bailey NO it was argued
on behalf of the appellant (the defendant) that the functional approach should be
adopted in South Africa. Nicholas JA, who delivered the judgment of the Court,
referred to the Lim Poh Choo case and noted that in England the functional
approach had been rejected by the highest Court, but, after a brief review of
various dicta in South African cases, stated:
'This Court has never attempted to lay down rules as to the way in which the problem
of an award of general damages should be approached. The accepted approach is the
flexible one described in the often quoted statement of Watermeyer JA in Sandler v
Wholesale Coal Suppliers Ltd 1941 AD 194 at 199: "The amount to be awarded as
compensation can only be determined by the broadest general considerations and the
figure arrived at must necessarily be uncertain, depending upon the Judge's view of
what is fair in all the circumstances of the case."
I do not think that we should now adopt a different approach. To do so might result in
injustice of the kind referred to in Lord Scarman's speech in the Lim Poh Choo case.
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This does not mean, of course, that the function to be served by an award of damages
should be excluded from consideration. That is something which may be taken into
account together with all the other circumstances. '
Scott J said that it was apparent from the ultimate paragraph of this passage that
the Appellate Division has taken a view which is different from that adopted in
the Lim Poh Choo case. The approach in England to the question of the
unconscious plaintiff as confirmed in the Lim Poh Choo case involves
disregarding entirely the use to which non-pecuniary damages may be put.
Once, however, it is accepted that the function to be served by an award of
damages is a relevant consideration it is difficult to see how the English
approach can be followed, even in a modified form. The objection to the
English approach to compensating an unconscious plaintiff is not merely that
the amount awarded will not serve a useful purpose in ameliorating the loss,
which is the aim of the functional approach. The objection is that it will not
serve any purpose at all, whether useful or otherwise. In the Reyneke case
Claasen AJ thought the solution was a 'paring down' of the damages to take
into account the fact that the plaintiff is unable to derive any benefit from the
award.
But the problem, said Scott J, is a paring down to what? Whatever the amount
aw~rded,

it will have no relevance whatsoeyer to the person whom it is sought

to compensate. Where, as a result of injury, a plaintiff is mentally retarded even
to the extent that he may have no insight into his loss, provided only that he has
awareness, an award of non-pecuniary damages can ,be utilised for his benefit
even if the expenditure is frivolous and does no more than amuse him. Where
the plaintiff is unconscious and all his physical needs have been taken care of,
the truth of the matter is that it is not possible to compensate him for his loss.
He said it is like paying a dead person money in order to compensate him for
the loss of his life. It is true that, if no award of non-pecuniary damages were to
be made on account of the unconsciousness of the victim, it would mean that the
wrongdoer would benefit. But the simple answer is, of course, that the action is
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not punitive, it is compensatory. There is accordingly no basis in our law for an
approach such as that adopted in Germany where a nominal award, it would
seem, is made to reflect society's demand that some retribution be made for the
injustice done to the plaintiff. The same is true of Professor Boberg's suggestion
that the courts continue to award a 'nucleus of damages for loss of amenities of
life to the unconscious plaintiff a la Gerke' so as to enable 'the law to express
society's sympathy with the victim and its sense of outrage at his grievous loss'
or the solution offered by Visser and Potgieter Law of Damages at 96, that the
award serve as a 'symbolic reparation of the damage' and 'to effect retribution
for the injustice, and to soothe the community'. To adopt such a 'solution'
would be to import into our modem delictual action a penal element for which,
in the view of Scott J there is no justification 146.

In asking whether a departure from the English approach is justified, Scott J
stated thai it is difficult in the first place to resist the conclusion that the English
approach and, indeed, the distinction between the subjective and the objective
element of the loss of amenities of life owes its e?,istence to the Law Reform
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1934, in terms of which a claim for loss of
expectation of life was rendered transmissible. He states that because of this the
need arose to place a value on the loss viewed objectively and it would seem
that the distinction between the subjective and objective element of the loss was
then simply applied to the case of the unconscious plaintiff. But in South Africa
a claim for loss of expectation of life is not transmissible and the need for the
distinction does not arise. Nor, says Scott J, is there any logic to it unless the
claim in respect of the objective element is, or ought to be, transmissible,
because in the end it is only the heirs of the unconscious plaintiff who get the
benefit. He noted that the position in England is hardly satisfactory, that there
has been a remarkable difference of judicial opinion on the subject and that the
need for review would seem to be acknowledged. Scott J stated that he saw no
146

The court also referred to Van der Merwe and Olivier Die Onregmalige Daad in die SUid-Afri/caaTlSe Reg 6th ed
at 195 where the learned authors point out that in our modem law of delict there is no room for penal damages.
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reason to blindly follow the English law approach. He said that the persons who
will really be prejudiced if an award of non-pecuniary damages is not made are
Lee-Ann's parents, the plaintiff and his wife. He said that he had much
sympathy for them. The accident and its consequences must have caused them
much grief and sorrow but they do not claim damages for their grief and
inevitable bereavement. Nor, said Scott J, as a matter of policy, could such a
claim ever be entertained because the social burden would be too great. He
observed that free medical treatment had recently been afforded in South Africa
to all children under the age of six years and that all this costs money. The same
is true, said Scott J, in the case of other public bodies which are defendants in
actions arising out of bodily injuries.

Scott J acknowledged that his decision would constitute a radical departure from
the decisions in Gerke and Reyneke. He said that there are also, no doubt, other
unreported

cases

in

which

damages

have

been

awarded

in

similar

circumstances. Nonetheless, said Scott J, there was no great body of precedent
which, in his view, would justify the perpetuation of an award of damages
. which he regarded as

b~ing

contrary to principle and the law. Finally, he

considered the question of whether the decision in Bailey's case not to embrace
the functional approach obliged him to make an award of non-pecuniary
damages in the pr~sent case. He concluded that it did not saying that the
functional approach involves limiting an award to an amount which can serve a
useful purpose. In the circumstances of the present case, Scott J argued that an
award would not only serve no useful purpose, it would serve no purpose at all,
whether useful or otherwise. The claimant, by reason of her condition, is in
truth, incapable of being compensated by a monetary award. In the Bailey case,
said Scott J, the court was not concerned with the case of an unconscious
plaintiff and was accordingly dealing with a very different situation.

Discussion
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This decision is

controv~rsial

in the sense that there is a feeling that the award in

damages does not sufficiently recognise or acknowledge the extent of the loss
sustained. Whilst the logic that damages awarded in terms of the law of delict
are compensatory and that therefore the extent to which the plaintiff is able to
experience the loss must be taken into account is perfectly understandable there
is somehow an absence of satisfaction that justice has been done. Possibly the
problem is that this approach is too utilitarian l47 • Its basis in cold hard logic does
not accord with the general sense of the value of human life and the fact that if
one cannot exercise the right to life none of the other rights have any meaning.
Although it could be argued that biologically those in a persistent vegetative
state are still alive in medical and legal terms, the court in Clarke v Hurst148
argued convincingly that for all other purposes they are not. The question then

147

148

Hurley S 'Distributive Justice and Health' Fairness and Goodness: Ethical Dimensions 01 Health Resolll'Ce
Allocation expresses the matter in a slightly different context thus: "We begin with the 'what' question. One
view is that distributive justice is ultimately concerned with welfare. It's ~n attractive thought that each person's
welfare matters just as much as any other's, the peasant's as much as the aristocrat's. There should be no
favoritism: we should not treat a given benefit to one person as more important than an equal or greater benefit
to another. This thought is one of the motivations for utilitarianism. According to utilitarianism, you should
allocate each unit of resource to the person who will get the most welfare from it. To allocate a unit of resource
to someone who will get less additional welfare from it than someone else would have got from it is to treat the
former's welfare as more important than the latter's. The etTect of allocating each unit of resource to the person
who gets the most welfare from it is to maximize total welfare. In this way the no-favoritism ideal can motivate
the position that aims to maximize welfare. However, this way of thinking has unattractive implications
concerning some unhealthy or disabled persons. Consider someone who is blind and, in order to be mobile,
maintains a seeing-eye dog. Or someone who needs regular dialysis. It seems that many such persons would get
less welfare from any given allocation of income than would someone bursting with health. A substantial part of
a resource allocation to an unwell or disabled person may have to be spent just raising her to a minimal level of
welfare, one which healthy persons take for granted: in paying for food for the seeing-eye dog or for dialysis for
example. There are of course many other possible answers to both the 'what' and the 'how' questions, and other
possible views about justice, such as libertarian views and views that urge the maximization of welfare or of
resources, which are not included in this schema.... It seems that, in most cases at least, health generates
welfare out" of resources more efficiently than lack of health. But utilitarianism treats health conditions, along
with other: conditions, as merely the means to more or less welfare. This means that the utilitarian, who aims to
allocate each unit of resource where it will produce the most welfare, will direct resources away from the
unhealthy and disabled in favor of the healthy, to the extent the healthy are more efficient generators of welfare.
As a result, the unhealthy and disabled will be left with lower total levels of resources, and lower total levels
of welfare, than the healthy. This result conflicts with the intuitions many people have about just
resource allocations. If the welfare benefits in question are very small, or if a much greater welfare benefit
could be provided to the healthy than to the unwell, many people do favor allocations that benefit the healthy
and maximize welfare. However. where substantial benefits are in question and equal welfare benefits could be
provided to healthy and the unwell. many think we should allocate resOurces to the unwell. Moreover, they
would favor the unwell even if a somewhat greater welfare benefit could be provided to the better otT (Daniels
and Sabin 1997. 320). Allocations that increase the welfare of the unwell or disabled are in some cases regarded
as more important or more urgent than allocations that increase the welfare of the healthy, even if the former do
not maximize welfare."
Acocella N in 'Theories of Justice: Social Conditioning and Personal Responsibility in Roemer's Contribution'
(htur//bost uniroma3 it/progettilcsei/communjcazioni/justice pdO points out that: "Theories of justice differ
essentially because of different visions. i.e., the intertwining of value judgments and analytic elements
concerning the way human 'systems' work (from and economic. social, psychological and biological point of
view). Differences in the system of value judgments are thus one of the two causes ofdivergences in theories of
justice."
Clarke" Hursl1992 (4) SA 630 (D)
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is whether the approach of Scott J in Collins

s~ying

that attempting to

compensate a person in a persistent vegetative state is like trying to compensate
a dead person, accords with public policy ·and perceptions of justice. The
problem seems to be that if one extends the. logic in the abstract, one is faced
with a situation in which damages or compensation should be commensurate
with the capacity of the plaintiff to experience loss, the subjective awareness of
the plaintiff of exterit of that loss, as opposed to the value placed by society as a
whole on that which is lost. In the context of the law of delict, one runs into
problems here with the fact that the concept of wrongfulness is based on the
legal convictions of the community and that once an act or omission has been
found to be wrongful, there should be a measure of compensation which
satisfies society's rather than the plaintiff's sense of justice. Of course
wrongfulness is only one element of the law of delict and the other elements are
not all necessarily dependent on the legal convictions of society for their
content.

One gets into all kinds of ethically and legally tricky situati9ns in entering a
logical arena in which compensation is dependent upon the ability of the
plaintiff to comprehend and experience the loss. Take the example of a l'I1:an
who has injured his hand in an industrial accident. Assume that such claims are
still settled in terms of the law of delict and not under workmen's compensation
law. The hand had to be partially amputated with the result that he is now left
with a very unsightly, badly scarred, but still relatively functional 'claw' in
which he still has the use of a thumb and two fingers. This man is inordinately
conscious of his personal appearance and is profoundly psychologically affected
by the partial loss of his hand. He feels he would rather have it amputated and
replaced by a prosthesis which although it may be less functional than what he
has now, would be more aesthetically pleasing to him and easier to live with
psychologically. He approaches a doctor with the request that the remainder of
his hand is amputated. How should the doctor respond? Should his decision be
based on the view of society that it would be wrong to amputate the hand
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because it is more functional than a prosthesis would be and that the amputation
is technically medically unnecessary or should he accede to the patient's wishes
on the basis that the latter values a prosthesis more highly than his semiamputated hand? If one uses the logic that this man's awareness of the partial
loss of his hand is more acute than that of most men, must he then receive a
greater award in

d~ages

than would ordinarily be granted or does this

principle of subjective consciousness of loss operate in only one direction":'" to
decrease the quantum of damages that should be awarded to the patient?

Take another example of two people, both final year medical students with
similar future prospects, who consent to a clinical trial for a new drug. One of
them was once blind for a number of years when he was younger before an
operation restored his sight. The other has enjoyed normal sight throughout his
life. In the course of the trial they both go blind as a result of the negligent and
wrongful actions of the researchers. Could it be argued that (a) Because the one knew what it was like to blind some years ago, and is better
adapted to living without his sight, the extent of ~is loss is not as great as
that of the other who has to adapt to a totally new set of circumstances?
(b) Because one did not know what it was like to be blind, his consent to the

trial was less meaningful and not as informed as that of the one who knew
what it was to be blind even though the consent procedure that was followed
was the same for both of them?
(c) Because the one had already been blind previously and subsequently had it
restored, his sight was more valuable to him than that of the one who had
never been blind and so his loss was greater?
(d) The extent of the damages payable to them should be the same based on the
value that is generally placed by society on the ability of a medical doctor to
see?
Scott J's approach to distributive justice in the case of Collins is ,distinctly
utilitarian in the sense that the resources must remain where they are most
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useful. There is no point in transferring resources to a person who has no need
of or use for, them. In the context of Col/ins, it is a highly persuasive argument
in a country where health care services in the public sector are significantly
under-resourced. In terms of traditional legal -reasoning, it is not the calculation
of damages that is influenced by public policy - only the element of
wrongfulness '49• Even in cases where wrongfulness is proven, this on its own is
149

In fact the argument that there are no public policy considerations applicable in assessing the quantum of
damages is not correct. The element of legal causation for the purpose of limiting the extent of the damages for
which a defendant is liable is also very much dependent on public policy considerations. With regard to the
purely compensatory nature of damages in delict, see the dicta of Scott J in Zysset and Others 11 Santam 1996
(I) SA 213 (C) where he states: ''The modem South African delictual action for damages arising from bodily
injury negligently caused is compensatory and not penal. As far as the plaintiffs patrimonial loss is concerned,
the liability of the defendant is no more than to make good the difference between the value of the plaintiffs
estate after the commission of the delict and the value it would have had if the delict had not been committed.
See Dippenaar 11 Shield Insurance Co Ltd 1919 (2) SA 904 (A) at 911B. Similarly, and notwithstanding the
problem of placing a monetary value on a non-patrimonial loss, the object in awarding general damages for pain
and suffering and loss of amenities of life is to compensate the plaintiff for his loss. It is not uncommon,
however. for a plaintiff by reason of his injuries to receive from a third party some monetary or compensatory
benefit to which he would not otherwise have been entitled. Logically and because of the compensatory nature
of the action, any advantage or benefit by which the plaintiffs loss is reduced should result in a corresponding
reduction in the damages awarded to him. Failure to deduct such a benefit would result in the plaintiff
recovering double compensation which, of course, is inconsistent with the fundamental nature of the action.
Notwithstanding the aforegoing, it is well established in our law that certain benefits which a plaintiff may
receive are to be left out of account as being completely collateral. The classic examples are (a) benefits
received by the plaintiff under ordinary contracts of insurance for which he has paid the premiums and (b)
moneys and other benefits received by a plaintiff from the benevolence of third parties motivated by sympathy.
It is said that the law baulks at allowing the wrongdoer to benefit from the plaintiff's own prudence in insuring
himself or from a third party's benevolence or compassion in coming to the assistance of the plaintiff. Nor, it
would seem. are these the only benefits which are to be treated as res inter alios actae. In Mutual and Federal
Insurance Co Ltd 11 Swanepoel 1988 (2) SA I (A) it was held. for example. that a military pension which was in
the nature of a solatium for the plaintiffs non-patrimonial loss was not to be deducted. Nonetheless, as pointed
out by Lord Bridge in Hodgson 11 Trapp and Another [1988] 3 All ER 810 (HL) at 814a. the benefits which
have to be left out of account, 'though not always precisely defined and delineated', are exceptions to the
fundamental rule and 'are only to be admitted on grounds which clearly justify their treatment as such'. It is
submitted this baulking of the law to which Scoitt J refers is based on none other than consideration of public
policy. In fact Scott confirms this subsequently in the judgment when he goes on to observe: "It is doubtful
whether the distinction between a benefit which is deductible and one which is not can be justified on the basis
of a single jurisprudential principle. In the past the distinction has been determined by adopting essentially a
casuistic approach and it is this that has resulted in a number of apparently conflicting decisions. Professor
Boberg in his Law of Delict vol I at 419 explains the difficulty thus: &CW)here the rule itself is without logical
foundation, it cannot be J expected of logic to circumscribe its ambit. •
But, whatever the true rationale may be, if indeed there is one. it would seem clear that the inquiry must
inevitably involve to some extent, at least, considerations of public policy. reasonableness and justice (see
Santam Versekeringsmaatskappy Bpk 11 Byleveldt 1913 (2) SA 146 (A) at ISOE-F and 153B-C; see also
Neethling, Potgieter and Visser The Law of Delict 2nd ed at 221-2). This in tum must necessarily involve, I
think. a weighing up of mainly two conflicting considerations in the light of what is considered to be fair and
just in all the circumstances of the case. The one is that a plaintiff should not receive double compensation.
The other is that the wrongdoer or his insurer ought not to be relieved of liability on account of some fortuitous
event such as the generosity ofa third party.
Another case which clearly demonstrates the relevance of public policy considerations to the quantum of
damages is Jones 11 Krok 1996 (I) SA 504 (T). In that case Kirk-Cohen J stated obiter that: It is the policy of
South African law and practice that for breach of contract the injured party is entitled to no more than
compensation for the damages actually suffered by him. The quantum is not in any way dependent upon; or
influenced by. the reprehensible behaviour of the defendant or the flagrancy of the breach (Administrator, Natal
" Edouard 1990 (3) SA 581 (A) ). The same applies to the assessment of the quantum of damages under the lex
Aquilia: see Santam Verselceringsmaatskappy Bpk 11 Byleveldt 1973 (2) SA 146 (A) 152H. It is thus trite that the
award of punitive damages in such instances. in which category falls the award in this case. is alien to our legal
system The mere fact that awards are made on a basis not recognised in this country does not entail that they
are necessarily contrary to public policy. Whether a judgment is contrary to public policy depends largely upon
the facts of each case.... In principle it would be wrong to refuse to enforce a foreign order of punitive damages
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insufficient to succeed in a' claim in delict. The object of pursuing such a claim
is compensation for the loss suffered. Therefore the nature and extent of that
loss, i.e. damages must be proven. Where the loss is so great that no amount in
,

d~ages

I

will constitute satisfactory compensation, the utilitarian approach is

that no award of compensation can be made.

In discussing the concept of justice in relation to health Kolrn ISO notes fairness
about health gives rise to innumerable considerations in the field of health care.
At a more global level, he says, there is a tradition of concern about fairness and
health induced by the correlations between health and socioooeconomic status.
He notes that the field of conceptual justice' is neither the application of a
simplistic universal principle (or bundle of a few principles), nor an amorphous
heap of ad hoc criteria found and applied according to intuition. It is a
structured, rational, deductive construct starting from necessary concepts,
properties and distinctions and unfolding to applications. A basic issue is
whether justice about a particular good, such as health, makes sense, or whether
justice should be considered globally. Kolm makes the point that concerning
health, the answer is both ambivalent and special because of the particular
importance it can have.

If one applies utilitarianism to one aspect of justice as applicable within the
ambit of the law of delict then this same principle .should be extent to other

ISO

merely because it is unknown in this country. In my view it cannot be said that the principle involved is
necessarily unconscionable or excessive or exorbitant." Provisional sentence was refused on the grounds that (a)
while the appeal was still pending in the US Court of Appeal, the jud~ent of the us Court was not a final one~
(b) the award of punitive damages was contrary to public policy and a' foreign order for such damages would
not be enforced by South African Courts; and (c) the award of compensatory damages rested 'upon the same
foundation' as the award of punitive damages and would thus not be enfotced. In Jones" Krok 1995 (1) SA 677
(A) the Appellate Division reversed the decision of Kirk-Cohen J holding inler alia with regard to the Court a
quo's refusal of provisional sentence on the grounds that the award of 'compensatory' damages by the foreign
Court had been 'arbitrary' and that it would be contrary to public policy to enforce it.. the Court held that there
had been no valid basis for such findings and, in any event, that such finsJings seemed to have involved entering
into the merits of the case adjudicated upon by the US Court, which was not permissible. It concluded that
public policy afforded no ground for denying the appellant relief in respect of the amount ofUSSl3 610 981.
Although Kirk-Cohen J concluded that the punitive award of damages would not be enforced the obiter dicta in
this judgment indicate that there may be circumstances in which damages that at'e not purely compensatory
could be recognised. This view seems to have been supported by the Appellate Division in reversing the
decision of Kirk -Cohen J. See also in this regard the discussion of Mulcheiber" RiJalh in chapter 9.
Kolm SC 'On Health and Justice' Institute for Advanced Studies in the Social Sciences, Paris
ftp:1/194 167.1 S6.192lEElkolm4.pdf
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practical mechanisms for the achievement of justice in other areas of law. In
health care the utilitarian approach is particularly problematic and is not
generally supportive of constitutional values lSI. Why should one not allow poor
people to sell their organs if it this will improve their lives? Why should they
not be able to sell blood and gametes? After all these things are a resource
which they possess and upon which others place value. Why should
unemployed peQple who contribute nothing to the economy who have AIDS be
treated with expensive antiretroviral drugs if it is cheaper simply to let them
die? Of what value to society are their lives? By prolonging their lives one is
simply giving them greater opportunity to create

~IDS

orphans who will

become a growing and unnecessary burden on already overstretched state
resources. Are such lives of any greater value to society than the life of the baby
in Collins?
On the other hand, the argument that the criminal law exists to punish people is
a valid one. The argument that the standard of proof in criminal law should not
be undermined by allowing punitive measures to be imposed via the back door
of the law of delict which imposes a lower standard of proof is also valid.
1St

Hurley S. fn 141 supra points out that utilitarianism requires the allocation of each unit of resources to the
person who will get the most welfare from it but that this way of thinking has unattractive implications for
unhealthy or disabled persons. Utilitarianism, she says. treats health conditions. along with other conditions as
the means to more or less welfare. She states that one prominent answer draws a fundamental distinction
between welfare and resources and claims that what justice requires us to equalize is resources. not welfare.
Welfare is a matter of the satisfaction of an individual's preferences and ambitions. These are down to the
person herself and do not make a call on justice. The difference between someone whose preferences and
ambitions are well adapted to his disability and someone whose preferences and ambitions are not so adapted to
hIS similar disability does not make it just to compensate only the poorly adapted person. Each person should be
treated as responsible for his preferences and ambitions as free to make what he will from his circumstances
against a background of fair equality and resources. Resources. by contrast, are a matter if someone's
endowments and the circumstances she finds herself in. Someone born into a rich and prominent family or
highly gifted has to that extent valuable endowments which someone born into poor and obscure circumstances.
or without special gifts. lacks: The former person has on this account greater resources than the latter. Similarly
someone born with normal vision and good health has a valuable endowment and to that extent has greater
resources than someone born blind or susceptible to major health problems. Such endowments are like different
internal circumstances people find themselves in. They are not down to the people themselves in the way their
different preferences and ambitions are. Ronald Dworkin, she says. distinguishes inequalities of welfare that
result from people's different preferences or tastes or ambitions from inequalities in resources. differences in
circumstances or endowments. He conceives justice as requiring equality of resources but not equality of
welfare. For example. to have expensive tastes is to have a welfare deficit relative to someone with less
expensive tastes. other things equal Nevertheless, someone's expensive tastes are down to him and do not in
themselves make a call on justice. Similarly if people who have the same endowments have different
preferences and ambitions and accordingly make different choices in life that lead to their being better or worse
off, the Dworkian aim to equalise resources will leave such inequalities alone. Some people may choose to
work hard and get rich whole others take lots of leisure and don't get rich. Some may assiduously avoid risks
and insure heavily against risk. while others may blithely run risks and fail to insure. To the extent the resulting
differences reflect differing preferences and ambitions. they are not unjust
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However, not every wrongdoing is prosecuted for any number of reasons, not
every criminal is convicted, and not every victim receives justice in the criminal
justice system. In fact in terms of constructive justice the criminal legal system
seems to offer relatively little. It takes people out of circulation and
marginalizes them in the eyes of society and in their own eyes. With regard to
deterrent value, it can be argued that there is no deterrent value in claims
pursued in terms of the law of delict - that this dete.rrent value is located rather
within the criminal law. In response, it is submitted that it is not the role only of
the criminal law to uphold, maintain and enliven the values and principles of the
Constitution and that justice in the form of 'reparation' rather than mere
compensation is an avenue that is worth exploring in the particular context of
the civil law and the situation in Collins. There are those who would observe
that in South Africa the criminal law serves only as a deterrent to those who are
not criminally inclined to begin with since there seems to be little or no
deterrent value for the criminally inclined in the threat of criminal prosecution
and sanction given the high levels of extremely violent and brutal crime that
plague this country.

It is submitted that the foregoing discussion indicates that mere logic is not
always sufficient to arrive at legal answers which are acceptable to the
community served by a particular legal system. Law is a combination of
interwoven values and logical constructs that does not constitute an end in itself
but is rather a vehicle for realizing the social, humanitarian, economic, political
and other goals of the society that effects it. Where many people feel a deep
sense of unease with a judgment such as that in Collins v Administrator Cape, it
is important to

ex~lore

and understand the reasons why.. At the end of such

exploration, one might concede that the conclusion was correct although it
seems counter-intuitive until a closer examination is made of the issues
involved. It may be that public policy dictates that the decision of the court in

]0]4

Reyneke lS2 , is preferable to that in Collins on grounds similar to those that do not
allow a wrongdoer to benefit from the fact that a plaintiff had the foresight to
take 9ut an insurance policy that covers him in the event of the materialization
of the risk that was precipitated by the defendant. It may be that if justice is ot
be done - as opposed to cold legal mathematics - then there should in cases
such as that of Collins, be some· kind of recognition in damages ·of the
magnitude of the loss from the perspective of society and not only the plaintiff.
Health in particular is a concept that cannot be reduced to sums of money. In a
sense it is very much akin to concepts such as reputation or dignitas. It is not
coincidental that in actions relating to health there is always likely to be a claim
not only for patrimonial loss but also for non-patrimonial 'loss' described in
terms of pain and suffering, loss of amenities of life, etc. The law recognizes
this form of 'loss' and award damages sounding in money in respect thereof.
Like a reputation, once lost,' health may be difficult, if not impossible, to
recover. Even more than a reputation, however, it is essential to the ability to
enjoy life and it is central to the capacity to be human in the fullest sense. Why
should a wrongdoer whose wrong is so profound that it destroys the capacity to
appreciate the extent of that loss it had caused, not itself suffer loss as a result of
its wrongdoing? If justice can be described in terms of the old adage, an eye for
an eye, then this can to some extent explain why the decision in Collins offends
a sense of justice even though mathematically and logically, it may be correct.

8.2.11

C v Minister 0/ Correctional Services l53

Facts
The facts as they appear from the headnote are as follows. During September
1993, while the plaintiff was a prisoner in the custody of the defendant at the
Johannesburg Prison, a blood sample was taken from him which was later
subjected to a test for the HIV virus. On the day in question the plaintiff was a
152
153

Reyneke fit 143 supra
C.., Minister 1996 (4) SA 292 (T)
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member of a group of prisoners standing in a row in a passage in a hospital
when he had been informed, together with the other prisoners, by K, a sergeant
in the Department of Correctional Services employed as a medical health aid
and as a nurse, that the blood test was for HIV and other transmissible sexual
illness'es and that he had the right to refuse to undergo the test. This information
was subsequently repeated to the plaintiff by K in tli.e closed consulting room
where the blood was taken, and in the presence of W, a prisoner assisting K
with the drawing of blood. The plaintiff was accordingly fully aware that the
test was, inter alia, for the HI virus and that he had the right to refuse to be
tested when he consented to undergo the test. The Department of Correctional
Services had adopted the concept that informed consent was a prerequisite for
testing prisoners and had specified what norms were applicable. The informed
consent policy as ,determined by the department had already been in operation
by March 1993. In terms of these norms prisoners who had been involved in
high-risk behaviour (prior to imprisonment the plaintiff had been involved in
homosexual relationships which placed him in the high-risk category) had to
receive pre- and post-test counselling by a competent member and the prisoner's,
informed consent had to be obtained prior to the HIV test being administered.
Pretest counselling entailed informing the prisoner of the meaning of HIV
infection; the manner of transmission of the disease; the n'ature of the test and
that consent was required; the social, psychological and legal implications of the
test; what was expected if the result of the test proved positive; and the prisoner
had to be granted time to consider the information before consenting to the test
being administered. In the event of a positive blood test, post-test counselling
required that psychologists, social workers and nursing staff be at hand to
support the prisoner and to provide advice so that the result could be accepted.
At the time that K took the blood sample' of the plaintiff for the HIV test he had
been unaware of the norm of informed consent adopted by his department. The
plaintiff, who was subsequently advised that he had tested positive for HIV,
instituted an action for damages in a Provincial Division against the defendant
on the grounds of alleged wrongful invasion of his right to privacy.

1016

Judgment
Kirk-Cohen J observed that consent is "a defence to many acts which would
otherwise be a delict. An obvious example is consent to surgery and that in
recent years the concept that consent must be 'informed consent' has found
favour with South African courts. In regard to surgery, he noted that informed
consent postulates full knowledge of the risks involved and, after being made
aware thereof by the surgeon, the patient is then entitled to exercise his
fundamental right to self-determination. He referred to Seetal v Pravitha and
Another N01S4 where it was stated in the headnote that a blood test on an adult
without his consent is unquestionably an invasion of his privacy. On the other
hand, the privacy of the individual is not in law absolutely inviolable. The
debate about compulsory blood tests amounts to a showdown between the idea
that the truth should be discovered whenever possible and the idea that personal
privacy should be respected. Both ideas are important but neither is sacrosanct.
The resolution of that debate will depend largely upon the store the Court sets
by each idea, on its own sense of priority in that regard. Kirk-Cohen J noted that
since the decision in Seetal, and with the ever growing scourge of the HIV virus
and Aids, much thought has been given to what the minimum requirements of
consent, with particular reference to blood'tests for the HIV virus, should be.
This too has been referred to almost universally as informed consent. He
observed that speaking generally, it is axiomatic that there can only be consent
if the person appreciates and understands what the object and purpose of the test
is, what an HIV positive result entails and what the probability of AIDS
occurring thereafter is. Evidence was led in this case on the need for informed
consent before the HIV test is performed. Members of the medical profession
and others who have studied and worked with people who have tested HIV
positive and with Aids sufferers have developed a norm or recommended
minimum requirement necessary for informed consent in respect of a person
154
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who may undergo such a blood test. Because of the devastation which a positive
result entails, the norm so developed contains as a requirement counselling both
pre- and post-testing, the latter in the event of a positive result. These
requirements have become almost universal in the Republic of South Africa.
The judge quoted from the manual prepared by the Department of Correctional
Services as to the protocol to be follows before testing a prisoner for HIV 1ss• It
was admitted that this was the standard in all prisons. He observed that he was
not called upon to adjudge what the requirements of consent or informed
ISS

The manual was entitled "Management Strategy: AIDS in Prisons." The parts quoted by the court are
reproduced below for the sake of convenience and to indicate the procedures that should be followed in order
for consent to be informed in the case of HIV tests. The court noted that the Department of Correctional
Services had itself adopted the concept that informed consent is a prerequisite for testing prisoners and had
specified what the norms are. It noted that they were in accord with the views and suggestions of all major
contributors in the country.
Paragraph 2.2 reads as follows: "Possible HIV infected persons: Once a person has been exposed to HIV (by
high-risk behaviour) he/she can contract the HIV infection. For a period of three weeks to six months, blood
tests can be negative and this person will show no signs or symptoms of the disease. This is known as the
window period. During this period an infected person can pass on the virus to another person. For this reason
the person is considered to be HIV infected and must be treated in the same manner as a positive HIV infected
person."
Paragraph 5 provides: "Pre- and post-test counselling to prisoners who are/were involved in high-risk behaviour
prior to admission: All individuals who are identified as being involved in high-risk behaviour should be
counselled. Pre- and post-test counselling is of the utmost importance and should be done by a competent
member (see Counselling to Prisoners point 14). Informed consent must be obtained from a prisoner prior to an
HIV antibody test being administered. If the prisoner refuses permission for the tests to be done. it must be
brought under (sic) the attention of the medical officer."
The relevant paragraph, or as it is here called 'point 14'. reads as follows:
"14.
Counselling to Prisoners
14.1
Pretest: potentially HIV infected persons. A prisoner may experience anxiety if he believes he
may be HIV infected. The purpose of pretest counselling is to ensure that the prisoner is aware of: what HIV
infection means. and is prepared for the progress of the infection; the manner of transmission of the disease and
that high-risk behaviour must be avoided; the nature of the test and that hislher consent is required before the
test can be administered; the social, psychological and legal implications of the test; and what is to be expected
should the result of the test prove positive. The prisoner must be persuaded to avoid high-risk behaviour should
the test be negative. The prisoner must also receive information to avoid the spreading of the disease if he is
HIV infected. With the above information the prisoner could more readily give his permission for the test to be
administered. However. the prisoner must be granted time to consider the information before he gives his
permission for the test to be administered. Should the blood tests return a positive result the prisoner may be
less shocked ifhe received pretest counselling.
14.2 Post-test counsel1ing: negative blood test result Should the blood test return a negative result, the prisoner
will "most likely feel relieved and happy. This is a crucial time during which to inform the prisoner: that he
must understand that prior to the test he was engaged in high-risk behaviour. and that his behaviour has to
change; that a second test will have to be administered after three months to ensure that the result remains
negative. The virus can be inactive for three months while tests are negative. This is known as the window
period. During this time spreading of the infection can take pl~ while the infected person is not aware of
his infection. That he may need the help of a psychologist or social worker to help himlher to change his
behaviour.
14.3 Post-test counselling: positive blood test results. Comprehensive counselling to prisoners who are
informed that their blood tests have proved positive is vitally important Whereas some prisoners will be
relieved to know that they are HIV-infected. others will be shocked to realise that they are infected.
Psychologists, social workers and nursing staff should be at hand to support the prisoner and to provide
advice so that the result can be accepted. Counselling must therefore be geared towards: helping the
prisoner to accept the result; giving the prisoner guidance as regards breaking the news to relatives; giving
advice as to the persons to whom the prisoner should disclose his condition; conveying the implications of
any further pregnancies; convincing the prisoner that he/she can carry on with a normal life. as they are
only HIV-infected and do not as yet have AIDS; signs and symptoms can take up to 10 years to manifest
themselves; and convincing the prisoner to avoid high-risk behaviour. thus preventing the further
spreading of the disease."
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consent should be and to what extent personal privacy should, or should not, be
respected as referred to in Seetal' s case. The norm laid down by the department
and, as a prisoner, the plaintiff was entitled to the right of informed consent as
determined by the department which controlled his incarceration in prison. It
was not granted to him and it is obvious to what extent the consent obtained fell
short of the informed consent laid down by the department itself. Counsel for
the defendant submitted that the. deviation from the norm laid down by the
department was minimal and not wrongful. That, said the court, depended on
the circumstances. It referred to the following facts:
1.

The first information about the test, its object and the right to refuse to
submit to the test was communicated to the plaintiff as a member of a
group of prisoners standing in a row in a passage. There was no privacy
and little time to reflect.

2.

. No information on the right to refuse was communicated to each
prisoner individually prior to his entering the consulting room.

3.

What was repeated to each one of them in the consulting room was not
said by anyone trained in counselling. It was also not said to each of
them privately but in the presence of a co-prisoner, De Waa1.

4.

No reasonable time for consideration and reflection was accorded to
each prisoner in the consulting room before he was asked whether he
consented to the test.

In these circumstances, said the court, the deviation from the accepted norm of
informed consent, including the fact that there was no precounselling, was of
such a degree that the deviation was material and wrongful.
Kirk-Cohen J then turned to the question of whether the plaintiff had proved the
necessary animus iniurandi required for the actio iniuria. He referred to
Whittaker v Roos and Bateman lS6 in which Solomon J stated that:

1S6

Whittaker t 912 AD 92.
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"It seems to me that we have present here all the requisites which are necessary to
found an action of injuria. Those requisites are well laid down by De Villiers in his
work on ·the law of injuries as follows: First: "An intention on the part of the offender
to produce the effect of his act"; in other words, the animus injuriandi. It is not
necessary in order to find that there was an animus injuriandi to prove any ill-will or
spite on the part of the defendants towards the plaintiffs; and it is q1l:ite immaterial what
the motive was or that the object which the defendants had in view was a laudable one.
It is sufficient that the injuries suffered by the plaintiffs were inflicted by the
defendants, not accidentally or negligently, but with deliberate intention."
and noted that the Appellate Division in Minister of Justice v Hojmey,.1S7
reaffirmed the principles laid down in Whittaker's case. Kirk-Cohen J found
that the principles enunciated by the Appellate Division in Whittaker's and
Hofineyr's cases in regard to the definition of animus iniuriandi applied to the
present case. In his opinion the fact that those cases dealt with imprisonment
and the present ~ase dealt with informed consent to undergo· a· blood test was of
~o

consequence. JOey b~th· deal with an invasion of ~rivacy. III will, spite and

motive are ·irrelevant. Despite Sergeant Kinnear's bonafides, the defendant was
in the same situatioQ as were the defendants in the two Appeal Court cases.
Consequently, he ruled 'that the requirements of animus iniuriandi in the present
case were the same as those laid down in the two cases supra and those
requirements had been proved. In the result the plaintiff had proved the
requirements of the actio iniuriarum. With regard to damages the court held that
had the plaintiff received the pretest counselling postulated for informed
consent, the emotional

biow. ·would, on the probabilities~
have been dimInished.
.

It said that this must be weighed against .the fact that, as an intelligent person, he
did de facto consent when he was told what the test was for and that he had a
choice whether to subject
the circumstances under

~imself to

~hi~h

that test or not. Also to be weighed were

the plaintiff w~ asked to consent. The court

observed that counsel for the plaintiff in. its view correctly conceded that the
plaintiff was entitled to

~ot

much more than nominal damages if the defence

version of the facts was true. It held that the present case was distinguishable,

IS7

Hoftneyr 1993 (3) SA 131 (A). The court also referred to Neethling Persoonlilcheidsreg 3rd eel at p 260 and
Burchell Principles o/Delict [fit 28 supra] at p 191-2 in this regard.
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on the facts, from that of Jansen van Vuuren and Another NNO v Kruge,.IS8 since
the plaintiff's case is not based on publication and, in addition, he did COnsent to
the test being done.

In all the circumstances it considered an award of R 1 000 adequate. Concerning
costs Kirk-Cohen J observed that the plaintiff was entitled to test his right to
informed consent. The submission was made that he was entitled to do so in the
Supreme Court. For the defendant it was submitted that the plaintiff's case was
based on false evidence, that there was no merit in it and he was not entitled to
any costs, let alone Supreme Court costs. The trial lasted four and a half days.
Much of the time was taken up on the disputed facts. The fact that the plaintiff
was untruthful and his damages small, had to be balanced against the stance of
the defendant. The defendant did not concede that the plaintiff could rely upon
the policy of informed consent introduced by his department. Nor was there any
explanation tendered why the policy, then already adopted and in practice, was
not applied in September 1993 in the Johannesburg Prison. Weighing all factors,
the court held that the plaintiff was entitled to establish that his right to privacy
was breached and he was entitled to do so in the Supreme Court because the
issue at stake was important. In the end, despite his own false evidence, he had
been successful. On balance there were insufficient reasons to deviate from the
norm that costs should follow the event.

Discussion
The issue of informed consent around which this case revolves has been
discussed in some detail in the Castell v de GreefS9 the facts and judgment of
which are given in the section on the private sector. The present case is of
importance because it emphasises the weight of the right to privacy and the fact
that it belongs to everyone. It also indicates the importance of the manner in

IS8
1S9

Jansen 'WIn Vuuren 1993 (4) SA 842 (A)
Caslell1993 (3) SA 501 (C)~ 1994 (4) SA 408 (e)
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which proper consent, i.e." informed consent, is obtained. It is submitted that
there is no difference in legal principle between informed consent for the
purpose of testing for HIV and AIDS and any other life threatening disease. The
fact that HIV and AIDS are a major problem in South Africa has thrown the
spotlight on this disease but any temptation to assume that there are legal
principles that are unique to the disease would be wrong. The same pre and post
test considerations would apply to tests for other dangerous illnesses namely,
the impact of a positive result on the patient's psychological and emotional
wellbeing, the need to ensure that the patient understands the disease and how it
should be managed, any lifestyle changes that may be necessitated in order to
effect its management and the importance of observing drug regimens and the
signs

an~

symptoms to look out for in order to identify the need for immediate

further medical attention. HIV and AIDS has merely thrown the spotlight on the
importance of informed consent in a way that few other diseases probably could
have done, largely due to the social stigma that is attached to it and the fact that
it is presently incurable. It is submitted that the principle in the South African
law of delict that recognises the possibility of damages for emotional shock will
ensure that future cases in these circumstances are similarly decided whether the
disease is HIVIAIDS or some other incurable, life threatening disease.

In the broader medical context this case has firmly established that ill-will or
spite is not a prerequisite to establish the animus injuriandi necessary to ground
an action for injuria in cases involving a lack of informed consent. It is
important to distinguish the question of the invasion of privacy from that of the
failure to obtain informed consent. It was, it is· submitted, rather more the
circumstances in which the consent was purportedly obtained160, than the failure
to obtain adequate informed consent that grounded the claim for injuria. Indeed
the court found that the plaintiff had known of the purpose of the test, that he
did de facto consent when he was told what the test was for and that he had a

160

At p3 07 of the judgment, Kirk-Cohen stated: "Also to be weighed are the circumstances under which the
plaintiff was asked to consent, to which I have referred."
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choice whether to subject himself to that test or not. If anything, the damages
were awarded for emotional shock that he experienced when he was informed
of the HIV positive test result. The court observed that the plaintiff's evidence
was that the major upset occurred when he heard of the result of the test. As he
said, when he heard of the result of the test, 'was dit vir my soos 'n
doodvonnis'. It said that had he received the pretest counselling postulated for
informed consent, the emotional blow would, on the probabilities, have been
diminished. The question in this case, it could be argued, was not so much a
lack of informed consent (since the plaintiff had consented to the test, knowing
what it was for and also apparently knew the implications of being HIV positive
- otherwise he would no have been as upset as he was on being told of the test
result) as the lack of privacy in which it was obtained and the failure to take
reasonable precautions to prepare the plaintiff for the possibility of a positive
test result. The court found that on the probabilities he had not been "upset
about the manner of the test to which he consented. Had he really been upset
about the test itself, one would have expected him to have asked to see his
confidante, Lieutenant Warren, at that stage. Equally, he did not ask to see her
after the second test." The court had assessed the plaintiff as an intelligent
person. Post-test counselling was successfully conducted. Although only the
court was privy to every small factual detail of this case, it does seem that, by
the standard for informed consent given by Kirk-Cohen J that "speaking
generally, it is axiomatic that there can only be consent if the person appreciates
and understands what the object and purpose of the test is, what an HIV positive
result entails and what the probability of AIDS occurring thereafter is", there is
a possibility that the plaintiff may in fact have given informed consent to the
test. It is submitted that the failure to follow a specified protocol for the
obtaining of informed consent does not necessarily mean that the consent is not
informed (although the judgment in this case seems unfortunately to give the
opposite impression) just as the rigid observation of a particular protocol fur
informed consent does not mean that it was necessarily informed. This is
undesirable as it could have the effect of entrenching in law a protocol or policy
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that should be subject to change with changing conditions and improved
knowledge about the disease. A protocol simply increases the chances that the
patient's consent is informed and serves as valuable evidence to this effect if it
has been followed. Failure to follow the steps it outlines makes it more difficult
to show that informed consent was obtained. Since medical interventions are
prima facie unlawful, the onus of proving that informed consent has been

obtained is likely to rest on the defendant.

It is submitted that there are many intelligent people who, knowing the
implications of HIV infection and having received pre-test counselling, may
well still be shocked at the news that they themselves have tested positive for
the disease. With respect, it is unfortunate that the judgment in C v Minister of
Correctional Services did not deal more precisely with the issues of informed

consent in the light of the maxim volenti non fit injuria (and the principles
discussed by Ackermann J in Castell v de GreefJ in relation to the question of
damages for emotional shock claimed under the actio injuriarum. Whilst it is
clear that in principle informed consent to a test for HIV should be as capable of
vitiating liability for emotional shock under the actio injuriarum as it should of
vitiating liability for patrimonial loss in an action based on the lex Aquilia, the
question as to whether consent was informed or not, should not be confused
with the question of liability for emotional shock. Whilst the presence of
informed consent would undoubtedly have a bearing on the cause of emotional
shock and even the wrongfulness of the emotional shock, it is submitted that
emotional shock is not a necessary consequence of failure to obtain properly
informed consent and can still occur even though informed consent has been
obtained. A reading of C v Minister Correctional Services tends almost to
suggest that there was adequate consent to the test itself but that the plaintiff
was not sufficiently prepared to receive a positive test result. In other words,
although he knew what the test entailed, had consented to it and understood the
nature of HIV and its consequences, he had not entertained the idea that he
might be HIV positive. This may have been due to the fact that he was not given
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sufficient time to consider whether or not he wanted to have the test and was not
given sufficient privacy to raise any questions or concerns he might have had
when the possibility of being tested was put to him. He was possibly expecting a
negative test result. Such expectation mayor may not have been precluded by
the pre-test counselling. Although there was a requirement in the protocol of the
Deparbnent of Correctional Services that pre-test counselling should include the
social, psychological and legal implications of the test and what is to be
expected should the result of the test prove positive, this does not necessarily
mean that the plaintiff would have revised any belief he had that he was not
HIV positive. It is respectfully submitted that whilst the conclusion in this case
was ultimately the correct one, the analysis of the legal principles involved
could have been clearer, especially given the fact that Ackermann J did such a
clear legal analysis in the case of Castell

11

de Greef which was decided

previously.

The failure to obtain informed consent will not necessarily amount in every case
to an invasion of privacy. The problem in the present case was that the
circumstances in which the informed consent was sought did not sufficiently
recognise or protect the right of the plaintiff to privacy. It is submitted that in
circumstances where the patient is unable to ensure that her surroundings are
suitably private and that intimate conversations "cannot be overheard by others,
for example because she is confined to a hospital bed in an open ward, there is a
responsibility upon those who can control the patient's environment to ensure
that there is sufficient protection and respect for the patient's right to privacy.
For example, it would be inadvisable to adopt the view that because a patient is
not in a private ward, he or she has given up the right to privacyl61. A patient's
right to privacy in a health institution can be invaded in many ways. Allowing a
patient to be questioned by a the press as to his or her condition or giving
161

In National Media Ltd and Another" Jooste (fn 27 supra) the Appellate Division observed that: -A right to
privacy encompasses the competence to detennine the destiny of private facts .•• The individual concerned is
entitled to dictate the ambit of disclosure. for example to a circle of friends. a professional adviser or the public
(cf Jansen van Vuuren and Another NNO" Kruger 1993 (4) SA 842 (A); Neethling Persoonli/cheidsreg 3rd eel
at 238-9)."
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information to the press about a patient without his or her consent162 or allowing
a patient to be photographed 163 when he or she is not in a position to take steps

162

163

In National Media Ltd and Another" Jooste (fn 27 supra) Harms JA quoted the following words by Warren and
Brandeis 'The Right to Privacy' (1890) 4 Harvard Law Review 193: and noted that they were well said: "The
press is overstepping in every direction the obvious bounds of propriety and of decency. Gossip is no longer the
resource of the idle and of the vicious. but has become a trade, which is pursued with industry as well as
effrontery. To satisfy a prurient taste the details of sexual relations are spread broadcast in the columns of the
daily papers. To occupy the indolent, column upon column is filled with idle gossip, which can only be
procured by intrusion upon the domestic circle. The intensity and complexity of life, attending upon advancing
civilisation. have rendered necessary some retreat from the world, and man, under the refining influence of
culture. has become more sensitive to publicity, so that solitude and privacy have become more essential to the
individual; but modem enterprise and invention have, through invasions upon his privacy, subjected him to
mental pain and distress, far greater than could be inflicted by mere bodily injury. Nor is the harm wrought by
such invasions confined to the suffering of those who may be made the subjects of journalistic or other
enterprise. In this, as in other branches of commerce, the supply creates the demand. Each crop of unseemly
gossip, thus harvested. becomes the seed of more. and. in direct proportion to its circulation. results in a
lowering of social standards and of morality. Even gossip apparently harmless, when widely and persistently
circulated, is potent for evil. It both belittles and perverts. It belittles by inverting the relative importance of
things, thus dwarfing the thoughts and aspirations ofa people. When personal gossip attains the dignity of print,
and crowds the space available for matters of real interest to the community. what wonder that the ignorant and
thoughtless mistake its relative importance. Easy of comprehension. appealing to that weak side of human
nature which is never wholly cast down by the misfortunes and frailties of our neighbours, no one can be
surprised that it usurps the place of interest in brains capable of other things. Triviality destroys at once
robustness of thought and delicacy of feeling. No enthusiasm can flourish, no generous impulse can survive
under the blighting influence."
In that case the issue was whether the appellants (the publisher of two weekly magazines, the Huisgenoot and
You, and the news editor of the former) had wrongly breached the respondent's right to privacy by publishing
details of private affairs for 'public delectation' (Melius de Villiers The Romt1n and Roman-Dutch Law of
Injuries (1899) at 138 n 32). These magazines have the identical content, the one in Afrikaans and the other in
English. The court in its judgment observed that: "The respondent had decided to make the private facts
concerning her relationship with Botha public. This decision contracted her right to privacy because she no
longer had the wish to keep these facts secret. The publication of the article could therefore not impinge on her
right to privacy. This submission is unsound because it attaches no value to the agreement .between the parties.
As indicated, her willingness to reduce the compass of her privacy was subject to specific conditions or terms
and they have not been complied with. That, according to Mr Burger, is beside the point because the cause of
action is not one based upon a breach of contract. The response, I fear. is too simplistic. A right to privacy
encompasses the competence to determine the destiny of private facts (see Neethling's comment on the
judgment of the Court a quo: (1994) 57 THRHR 703 at 706). The individual concerned is entitled to dictate the
ambit of disclosure, for example to a circle of mends. a professional adviser or the public (cf Jansen van
Vuuren and Another NNO" Kruger 1993 (4) SA 842 (A)~ Neethling Persoonlilcheidsreg 3rd ed at 238-9). He
may prescribe the purpose and method of the disclosure (cf the facts in O'Keeffe " Argus Printing and
Publishing Co Ltd and Another 1954 (3) SA 244 (C) ... ). Similarly, I am of the view that a person is entitled to
decide when and under what conditions private facts may be made pUblic. A contrary view will place undue
constraints upon the individual's so-called 'absolute rights of personality' (Minister ofJustice" Hofmeyr 1993
(3) SA 131 (A) at 1451). It will also mean that rights of personality are ofa lower order than real or personal
rights. These can be limited conditionally or unconditionally and irrespective of motive. The appeal was
dismissed with costs.
In Bernstein And Othe~ " Bester and Others NNO t 996 (2) SA 75 I (CC) the constitutional court noted that: "In
Financial Mail (Ply) Ltd and Others" Sage Holdings Ltd and Another [1993(2) SA 451 (A)] it was held that
breach of privacy could occur either by way of an unlawful intrusion upon the personal privacy of another. or
by way of unlawful disclosure of private facts about a person. The unlawfulness of a (factual) infringement of
privacy is adjudged 'in the light of contemporary boni mores and the general sense of justice of the community
as perceived by the Court'. Examples of wrongful intrusion and disclosure which have been acknowledged at
common law are entry into a private residence, [S " I and Another 1976 (I) SA78 t (RA)~ S " Boshoff and
Others 1981 (1) SA 393 (n] the reading of private documents [Reid-Daly" Hickman and Others 1981 (2) SA
315 (ZA)], listening in to private conversations [S "A and Another 1971 (2) SA 293 (T)]. the shadowing of a
person [Epstein" Epstein 1906 TH 87], the disclosure of private facts which have been acquired by a wrongful
act of intrusion, [eg Financial Mail (Ply) Ltd and Others" Sage Holdings Ltd and Another supra] and the
disclosure of private facts contrary to the existence ofa confidential relationship. [Neethling Persoonlilcheit!sreg
at 234 -8; Neethling, Potgieter and Visser Law 01Delict at 334] (Footnotes omitted)
In La Grange" Schoeman And Others 1980 (1) SA 885 (E) for instance it was held that there is a difference
between the publication of reports of judicial proceedings in which averments injurious to someone are made
and the publication of the photograph of the person concerning whom the injurious remarks are made.
Acceptjng without reservation the right of the public to be informed of what takes place in courts of justice and
the desirability tIlat they should be so informed. the question remains whether the public has the right to be
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to avoid such intrusions could lead to a claim for invasion of privacy as much
against the institution as against the primary offender. Allowing a patient's chart
to hang at the foot of his bed so that all who pass by are able to peruse it at 'their
leisure or posting diagnoses and treatments for patients in a particular ward up
on a notice board in or outside of the ward in places where they are visible to
any member of the public that passes by are other examples of a lack of respect
for patient privacy and could give rise to legal action against the institution that
allows such practices.

8.2.12

Silver v Premier, Gauteng Provincial Governmentl64

Facts
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informed, by means of a photograph in a newspaper, what the person, concerning whom injurious statements
are made in court, looks like. Our law does not give publishers a privileged right 'to satisfY the curiosity of the
public' by the publication of photographs of such persons. Kannemeyer J held in this case that while it might be
that to publish a photograph' of a person taken against his will would not, were that person not one concerning
whom injurious allegations had been made in court, ground an action for injuria if that person had been
'catapulted into the public eye' against his will, this did not mean that the photographer could compel such a
person to submit to being photographed or require him not to take steps to prevent such a photograph being
taken and that that the applicant had no right to photograph the third respondent, if he did not wish to be
photographed, and no right to claim to be entitled to do so at any time, even if third respondent did not object to
being photographed. Kannemeyer J stated that he was unpersuaded that in ,our law, 'community custom' - to
adopt the words used in the American Restatement - gives publishers a privileged right 'to satisfY the curiosity
of the public' as to the appearance of the first and second respondents in the instant case. De Villiers, in his
work on Injuries, at 24 and 25 says: "The specific interests that are detrimentally affected by the acts of
aggression that are comprised under the name of injuries are those which every man has as a matter of natural
right, in the possession ofan unimpaired person, dignity and reputation. By a person's reputation is here meant
that character for moral or social worth to which he is entitled amongst his fellow-men~ by dignity that valued
and serene condition in his social or individual life which is violated when he is either publicly or privately
subjected by another to offensive and degrading treatment, or when he is exposed to ill-will, ridicule, disesteem
or contempt. The rights here referred to are absolute or primordial rights... every person is bound to respect
them~ and they are' capable of being enforced by external compulsion. Every person has the inborn right to the
tranquil enjoyment of his ~ace of mind, secure against aggression upon his person, against the impairment of
that character for moral and social worth to which he may rightly lay claim and of that respect and esteem of his
fellow-men of which he is deserving and against degrading and humiliating treatment; and there is a
corresponding obligation incumbent on all others to refrain from assailing that to which he has a right.' While
the first and second respondents cannot object to the publication of a report of the legal proceedings during
which they were alleged to have been Mr Mohapi's assailants there is no justification in law which requires
them to suffer the added indignity and inconvenience of having their photographs published in the press to
satisfY curiosity and to make it possible for the public at large to identifY them, as they go about their lawful
avocations, as the people referred to in the press reports of the Mohapi case. If they are able to be so identified
their right to 'tranquil enjoyment of peace of mind' will be assailed for their privacy will be invaded and they
will be open to possible ill-will and disesteem. Further they will not be secure against aggression upon their
persons. In this regard the fears mentioned by these two respondents for their personal safety and that of their
families cannot be brushed aside,
Silver 1998 (4) SA 569 (W)
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The plaintiff was admitted to the Johannesburg General Hospital on 20 April
1994 suffering from pancreatitis. By the time that the plaintiff was discharged,
his ability to walk properly had been

p~rmanently

impaired. The essence of the

plaintiff's case was that his disability resulted from infection which entered and
spread from a sacral bedsore, which he alleged he sustained in consequence of
the negligent omission on the part of the nursing staff to apply proper pressure
part care whilst he was in the general surgical ward of the hospital. The
defen~ant

argued that the plaintifrs disability was occasioned by complications

which resulted from the pancreatitis from which the plaintiff was suffering on
his admission. The negligence relied upon is that the nurses 'failed to take
proper precautions in preventing the development of a pressure sore' and the
plaintiff alleged that 'in consequence of the negligent conduct the plaintiff
developed a pressure sore which resulted in necrotising fasciitis and ultimately
resulted in paralysis of the lower limbs'.

It was common cause that after admission to the general surgical ward, the
plaintiff's condition deteriorated rapidly; that he could not be admitted to the
Intensive Care Unit ('ICU') immediately and that he was nursed in the general
surgical ward; that when he was admitted to the ICU, the following observation
was recorded: 'Both buttocks grey in colour? Bedsores'and that whilst the
plaintiff was in the ICU, the 'bedsores' degenerated into an open wound about
11 cm square over the sacrum and extending to the buttocks on both sides. It
was also common cause that the plaintiff was at risk for the development of
pressure sores because of the following factors:
(a)

The plaintiff is and was a diabetic. His circulation and the perfusion
(movement of blood through the tissues) in his skin would be impaired
as a result.

(b)

The plaintiff had to be dialysed, which was done peritoneally (i.e.
catheters were inserted into the abdominal cavity to circulate fluid). This
gave rise to the risk that there would be a fluid leak and that the skin on
which the plaintiffwas lying would become wet.
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(c)

The plaintiff had a temperature. This would result in the plaintiff
sweating and the skin on which he was lying would become moist.

(d)

The plaintiff had to be intubated (Le. 'a tube had to be inserted down his
throat) so that he could be coupled to a respirator. To enable this to be
done, the plaintiff had to be sedated - with the consequence that he was
unable to move himself naturally.

(e)

The plaintiff weighed, on his own evidence, approximately 87
kilograms.

(f)

The plaintiff was treated with inotropic drugs and he was hypotensive.
Each of these factors would in itself reduce the perfusion of blood in,

inter' alia, the skin.
Judgment
eloete J observed that if the submissions made by the defendant's counsel were
correct, then, accepting the plaintifrs hypothesis that the infection causing his
disability could spread from a sacral bedsore, and if, in addition" such a bedsore
is likely to have become a source of such an infection despite proper nursing
care, the plaintiff cannot succeed in his claim based in delict as the factual test
for causation would not have been satisfied 16S. The court said that it was aware

16S

The court referred to Siman & Co (Ply) Ltd" Barclays National Bank Ltd 1984 (2) SA 888 (A) at 914C-918A
and especially at 9lSE-lnjine, where Corbett JA (as he then was) said the following about the application of
the test for factual causation: "In many instances, however, the enquiry requires the substitution of a
hypothetical course of lawful conduct for the unlawful conduct of the defendant and the posing of the question
as to whether in such case the event causing harm to the plaintiff would have occurred or not; a positive answer
to this question establishing that the defendant's unlawful conduct was not a factual 'cause and a negative one
that it was a factual cause. This is so in particular where the unlawful conduct of the defendant takes the fonn of
a negligent omission. In The Law o/South Africa (ibid para 48) it is suggested that the elimination process must
be applied in the case of a positive act and the substitution process in the case of an omission. This should not
be regarded as an inflexible rule. It is not always easy to draw the line between a positive act and an omission,
but in any event there are cases involving a positive act where the application of the but-for rule requires the
hypothetical substitution of a lawful course of conduct (cf Prof A M Honore in II International Encyclopaedia
o/Comparalille Law c 7 at p 74-6). A straightforWard example of this would be where the driver ofa vehicle is
alleged to have negligently driven at an excessive speed and thereby caused a collision. In order to detennine
whether there was factually a causal connection between the driving of the vehicle at an excessive speed and the
collision it would be necessary to ask the question whether the collision would have been avoided if the driver
had been driving at a speed which was reasonable in the circumstances. In other words, in order to apply the
but-for test one would have to substitute a hypothetical positive course of conduct for the actual positive course
of conduct" Cloete J said that although the judgment of Corbett JA was a minority judgment, it did, in his view
correctly state the law and was an example of the detailed application of the broader test stated by the learned
Judge of Appeal at 914F-91SB, a passage referred to with approval in Tuck" Commissioner lor Inland
Rnenlle 1988 (3) SA 819 (A) at 832F-G.
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that the plaintiff's claim was founded in contract and, in the alternative, in delict
but said that it saw no reason why the sine qua non test should not apply equally
to the contractual claim. The loss sustained by the plaintiff was said to have
been caused by the breach of an implied term of an agreement that the hospital
through its staff and employees would exercise due care, skill and diligence in
providing nursing care. Precisely the same facts were relied upon as constituting
a breach of the implied term as are relied upon as constituting a breach of the
duty of care owed to the plaintiff. Thus said the court, it would be anomalous if
the same result did not follow irrespective of the cause of action. Furthermore,
the court held that although the question of remoteness of damage for breach of
contract was approached (in the absence of a contractual stipulation as to the
basis on which compensation is to be made) by determining whether the
damage flowed naturally and directly from the defendant's breach or was such a
loss as the parties contemplated might occur as a result of such breach 166, it must
follow as a matter of logic that as a general rule, the test for factual causation
,

.

would first have to be satisfied. Cloete J held that on the evidence, it seemed
that if the plaintiff developed pressure sores where the skin was breached, as he
did on his occiput and heels, despite adequate care in the ICU, he would, on the
probabilities, have developed a bedsore' at least as serious in the area which was
at greatest risk and where bedsores occur most frequently, namely, the sacrum.
Cloete J said he found it probable that the sacral bedsore which the plaintiff was
likely to have developed anyway, would not have remained very superficial and
that it would not have been fairly easy to manage and recoup the situation. He
said that on the probabilities, the polymicrobial invasion would have taken
place. The fact that other bedsores (those to the head and ankle) healed without
complications, did not derogate from this conclusion, as those other bedsores,
because of their location, were much less susceptible to contamination by fecal
flora. The court held that assuming that the pressure sore on the plaintiff's
sacrum was caused by the negligent omission of the nursing staff in the general
surgical ward to give proper pressure part care (a question which it found
166

Victoria Falls & TranSWla/ Power Co Ltd" Consolidated Langlaagte Mines Ltd 1915 AD 1 at p22 and p 54
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unnecessary to decide), and assuming further that the plaintiffs disability
resulted from a polymicrobial invasion which spread from that bedsore (a
question which the court also found it unnecessary to decide), the plaintiff was
not entitled to the damages which he claimed - as, on the probabilities, and
given that the plaintiff's hypothesis as to how his disabilities occurred was
correct, he would have suffered such damages irrespective of any negligence on
the part of the nursing staff in the general surgical ward and, for all practical
purposes, at the same time.

Discussion
This case involved the question of causation and whether the harm complained
of would have arisen whether or not the nursing staff were negligent in caring
for the patient. The court said that if the answer to this question was in the
affirmative then there was no need even to consider whether or not the nursing
staff had in fact been negligent in caring for the patient since the defendant
could not be held liable for harm which would have occurred in the absence of
his negligent and wrongful acts or omissions. The reason behind this approach
is evident from the debates concerning alternative causes and the approach of
the South African

l~w

of delict to the effect that the defendant is not liable

unless his conduct in fact caused the plaintiff's harm 167 • If there is another factor
present which would independently of the defendant have in any event caused
the harm then causation cannpt be attributed to the acts or omissions of the
defendant. It is of significance that the court observed that it saw no reason why
the sine qua non test

f~r

causation should not be applied to the contractual

claims as well. The sine qua non test is a test for factual as opposed to legal
causation 168. In Silver the court made mention of the problem of alternative
causes but was of the opinion that Silver's case was not so exceptional that the

167
168

See Boberg tit 28 supra p 380, Neethling, Potgieter and Visser, (m 28 supra) p 174 fn 6; van der Walt and
Midgley, Delict: Principles and Casu 28 at p 164
See also Gibson v Berlcowitz And Another 1996 (4) SA 1029 (W)

m
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sine qua non tests for factual causation could not be applied l69 . The court did not
go into the question of negligence of the nurses in that case because it found an
alternative cause for the patient's" injuries that would have ousted the alternative
cause of any negligence acts or omissions on the part of the nurses. Had the
nurses in fact been negligent, the sine qua non test would in any event not have
been satisfied and the defendant could not have been held liable.
Delictual liability for alternative causes is a subject that occupied the minds of
Roman jurists and continues to occupy the minds of South African j uristsl 70. The
169

170

At P 575 - 576 of the judgment the court observed as follows with regard to the sine qua non test: "There will.
of course. be exceptions. such as that cited by Visser and Potgieter in Law ofDamages (1993) para 6.3.2 at 80I: '(W)here a building contractor X is not able to build because Y. who has to deliver cement. and Z, who has to
supply bricks. both fail to honour their contractual obligations on the same day and thus cause damage to X (eg
he loses profit). According to the conditio sine qua non "test". neither Y nor Z has caused damage since, ifthe
breach of contract of each is notionally eliminated, the damage does not fall awayl'
The learned authors express the view that common sense must be employed in such cases - an approach
emphasised by Corbett JA in Siman's case at 917 infine-918A and employed by Lord Wright in Yor/c.rhire
Dale Steamship Co Lid 11 Minister of War Transport [1942] AC 691 (HL) at 706 ([1942] 2 All ER 6) and by
Beadle CJ in Portwood 11 Svam1lur 1970 (4) SA 8 (RA) at 1SF-G. The present is not, however, an exceptional
case. In conclusion, on the applicability of the 'but for' test for causation, I would refer to the following passage
in the unreported judgment (which I feel obliged to say I gave but in which Labuschagne J concurred) in
Aalwyn J Bezuidenhout and Another" Willie J Jacobus Rossouw hla Ri"ieTfl Eiendomme (WLD, case No
A3010197, delivered on 15 May 1997): 'Gewoonlik waar·daar bepaal moet word of 'n sekere gevolg deur die
optrede of versuim van een van die partye regtens veroorsaak is, moet daar gekyk word na 'n verskeidenheid
van faktore wat 'n waardebepaling deur die Hof verg. Die vraag of die eersle bekendstelling van die eiendom
die eintlike verkooptransaksie veroorsaak het, is geen uitsondering nie. In Aida Real Eslllte Lid" Lipschitz 1971
(3) SA 871 (W) te 873H-874D het Marais R die volgende ges!: "The law ~ith regard to a matter of this kind is
usually stated in the following form: The duty of the estate agent, if be is to earn remuneration by way of
commission for selling property, is to introduce to his principal (the seller) a purchaser who is willing and
financially able to buy the property, and he earns the commission if a sale is concluded with that purchaser at
the stipulated price or a price ultimately proved to have been acceptable to the seller. A proviso has been added
to the effect that the introduction of the able and willing buyer must have been the effective cause or causa
causans of the sale. If a new factor intervenes causing or contributing to the conclusion of the sale and the new
factor is not of the making of the agent, the tinal decision depends on the -result of a further enquiry - viz, did
the new factor outweigh the effect of the introduction by being more than or equally conducive to the bringing
about of the sale as the introduction was, or was the introduction still overridingly operative? Only in the latter
instance is commission said to have been earned. This enquiry is "not a metaphysical speculation in the result of
cause and effect. It requires, as is said in Webranchek 11 L K Jacobs and Co LId 1948 (4) SA 671 (A), a
cOq)monsense approach to the question of what really caused the sale to be concluded, or, to put it differently.
as it is said in a restatement of the law in America, whether it is 'just' that the agent should receive credit and
compensation for the work he has done for the seller. In regard to this latter version, it may be said in passing
that this question has nothing to do with the amount of work the agent put into it. The mere furnishing to the
prospective buyer of the principal's address or the location of the property offered may be sufficient to entitle
him to claim commission from the seller, provided a line of cause and effect can reasonably be traced from the
introduction to the conclusion of the sale.'
Die woorde wat ek gekursiveer het, is belangrik. Dit moet nooit uit die oog verloor word nie clat voordat die
gewone vraag (soos in Aida Real Eslllte " Lipschitz (supra) uiteengesit) ontstaan, daar hier - SODS in enige ander
situasie waar oorsaaklikheid bepaal moet word - eers aan die sine qua non (ofte wei "but for") toets voldoen
moet word. Met ander woorde, as daar nie gea! kan word dat, was dit nie vir die agent se optrede nie, die gevolg
(verkoop van die eiendom) nie sou ingetree het nie. kan die optrede van die agent nooit as oorsaak van die
verkooptransaksie bestempel word nie. Andersom gestel, as die verkooptransaksie sou plaasgevind het afgesien
van enigiets wat die agent gedoen het, is die agent nie (ingevolge die gewone kontrak tussen 'n agent en die
eienaar) op kommissie geregtig nie. ,n
Neethling J. 'The Case of the Three Hunters, or Delictual Liability For Alternative Causes' 2003 SALlI20 at p
263 points out that in Fairchild" Glenha1len Funeral Services Ltd: Fox " Spousal (Midlands) Lid: Matthews"
ASSOCiated Portland Cement Manufacturers (/978) Lid [2002] 3 All ER 305 (HL) (paras 157-60), Lord Rodger
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problem of the three hunters is as follows: X, Y and Z are hunters in a forest
frequently visited by P. All. three of them fire a shot to bring down a bird. One
bullet kills P. While there is no doubt that all three acted negligently, it is
unknown whether the fatal shot was fired by X, Y or Z. Thus there exists a
situation of mUltiple activities in which each on its own would be sufficient to
cause the harm but where it is not know which one in fact cause it. Neethling
notes that modem legal systems proffer various solutions to the problem of the
three hunters. He observes that South African law will deny delictual liability
where the plaintiff cannot, on a balance of probabilities, prove who of X, Y or Z
factually caused the harm. According to Neethling the Greek and Italian
systems provide a more or less similar solution while German law, on the other
and, holds each hunter liable in full as a joint wrongdoer since persons are
regarded as joint wrongdoers even where it is unclear who caused the harm. It is
also irrelevant, says Neethling, whether the hunters acted in concert or
independently. He states that a similar result is reached in some jurisdictions
such as the USA and the Netherlands, by reversing the burden of proof. The via
media approach is also followed by quite a few countries according to
of Earlsfeny notes that: "D 9 2 51 Julian 86 digesta contains a substantial extract from one of the most
important works on Roman law. written in the second century AD. the high classical period of Roman law. In
the principium Julian is discussing chap 1 of the Lex Aqui/ia. which gives the owner of a slave the right to claim
damages if someone wrongfully 'kills' a slave. Julian considers whether someone "kills" a slave for these
purposes if he mortally wounds him and later someone else attacks the slave who dies more quickly as a result.
Julian takes the view, which was probably not shared by all jurists that both persons who attacked the slave
should be liable for "killing" him. In support of that view he says in D 9 2 5 51 1 that it follows from the
authoritative rulings of the old Republican jurists who held that where a slave was wounded by a number of
people in such a way that it was impossible to say whose blow had caused his death. then all of them were liable
under the lex Aquilia: " ... idque est consequens auctoritati veterum qui. cum a pluribus idem servus ita
wlneratus esset ut non appareret cuius ictu perissel, omnes lege Aquilia teneri iudicaverunt... "
This passage in Julian's digesta is referred to by the later writer Ulpian in D 92 11 2 Ulpian 18 ad edictum:
"sed si plures serwm percusserint, utrum omnes quasi occiderint teneantur. videamus. Et si quidem apparel,
cuius ictu perierit, ilIe quasi occiderit tenetur: quod si non apparel, omnes quasi occiderit teneri Iulianus ait, et si
cum uno agitur, ceteri non liberantur: nam ex lege Aquilia quod alius praestitit, alium non relevant, cum sit
poena ... "

Ulpian considers whether ifseveral people strike a slave, all of them are liable for killing him. He says that ifit
is clear who struck the blow from which the slave died, that person is liable for killing him. But he reports
Julian's view that, if this is not clear. then all of them are liable for killing him. Again the precise factual
situation is not spelled out, but it looks as if Ulpian is considering the case of an attack on the slave by several
people at once. Since only the actual person whose blow killed the slave is liable ifhis identity is known. Ulpian
must, however, be thinking primarily in tenns of the individual liability of the person who does the killing: it is
only if you cannot tell whose blow proved fatal that Julian holds that all are liable for killing the slave. A
separate rule is adopted for that situation.
I would like to take from these passages the clear implication that classical Roman jurists of the greatest
distinction saw the need for the law to deal specifically with the situation where it was impossible to ascertain
the identity of the actual killer among the number of wrongdoers. If strict proof of causation were required. the
plaintiff would be deprived of his remedy in damages for the death of his slave. In that situation. some jurists at
least were prepared, exceptionally, to hold all of the wrongdoers liable and so afford a remedy to the owner
whose slave had been killed."
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Neethling. Thus under Austrian law, the hunters will be held liable as joint
wrongdoers only if the negligent shooting of each was highly dangerous. It does
not matter whether they acted in concert. In Belgium the plaintiff will be
compensated where every member of the hunting group negligently in concert
participates in the damage-causing activity, and thus had collective fault in
relation to the damage. In such circuD:tstances, a hunter will be liable even if he
can prove that his shot did not kill. Neethling observes that the position is
similar in the French system where the theory of 'Jaule commune' normally
applies. But, he says, if the hunters were hunting separately, the theory cannot
be resorted to and, the hunters will not be liable because of the lack of factual
causation. All these, different solutions, says Neethling, were considered 'by the
European Group on Tort Law. In its Principles ofEuropean Tort Law the group
proposed the following solution to the conundrum of the three hunters:

"In case of multiple activities, where each of them alone would have been sufficient to
cause the damage, but it remains uncertain which one in fact caused it, each activity is
regarded as a cause to the extent corresponding to the likelihood that it may have
caused the victim's damage.'~

Neethling states

~hat

in the case of the three hunters this means that each of

them would, in principle be liable for one third of the plaintifrs loss of support
since the likelihood that any of the three shots killed P, is similar. He submits
that this solution can be justified on grounds of fairness, reasonableness and
justice because although only one hunter caused the harm, it is impossible to
prove who he or she was. It could thus have been any of them. Neethling notes
that the solution is clearly based on policy considerations and not on traditional
principles of delictual liability. He points out that the only delictual element that
may perhaps be applicable is legal causation where the basic question is
whether there is a close enough relationship between a person's conduct and ~e
victim's loss that the loss can be imputed or attributed to such person in view of
policy considerations based on fairness, reasonableness and justice. He notes
further that the solution clearly introduces another form of delictual liability,
notably, partial delictual liability for the delict of another person but that this
1034

concept is not new because vicarious liability does more or less the same thing.
Neethling emphasises the importance of the decision of the House of Lords in
Fairchild 71 in which the court came to the conclusion that either A or B was

liable for the plaintiff's damage and that the one who had paid had a right to
claim a contribution from the other (in other words they we~e joint wrongdoers).
The English law has thus started the process of departing from the requirement
of factual causation (conditio sine qua non) for delictual liabi Iity in cases such
as that of the three hunters. Neethling notes that this development is, for policy
reasons, based on fairness, equity and reasonableness, more satisfying to one's
sense of justice and therefore commendable. He submits, however that it is
more honest and dogmatically preferable, to declare outright that liability is
based on policy considerations and not on traditional principles of

d~lictual

liability. The preference, he states is for partial liability rather than the joint
wrongdoer approach adopted by the court in Fairchild In consequence he
suggests that the partial liability approach should be accepted and implemented
in South African law.

Van Rensburgl72 criticises the sine qua non test. His criticism is inter alia that it
is based on a clumsy, indirect process of thought that results in circular logic. It
requires the elimination of the alleged causal factor from' a sequence of events to
ascertain whether the end result would have been the same. However, he says, if
one has to apply the same test in asking whether the remaining causative factors
led to the end result then one ends up eliminating these as well which means
that one ends up with a thought experiment in which there are no causative
factors at all. It is submitted that this is a perfect example of the dangers of
abstraction in law leading to a logical fallacy. The law cannot be divorced from
its factual context. The only causal factor that is subject to the sine qua non test
is the action or omission of the wrongdoer. The sine qua non test does not apply
to all causal factors of an event - only to those which are attributable to the
171
172

Fairchild, fn 170 supra
Van Rensburg JUTldiese Kousaliteit p 28-30. See Neethling et al (fn 28 supra) at p 174 -178 where they
summarize all of the criticisms of the sine qua non test by Van Rensburg,
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actions or omissions of the wrongdoer. The sine qua non test is not a test for
causation in the abstract. It is seeking to answer the question as to whether
factually speaking the actions or omissions of the wrongdoer caused the
eventual harm. Since such actions or omissions are unlikely in real life to be the
only causative factors of the harm, Van Rensburg's atta~k on the test fails.

8.2.13

Korfv Health Professions Council ofSouth Africa173

Facts
On 19 April 1990 when she was approximately five months pregnant, the
applicant consulted a Dr A C Harmse at a clinic in Witbank. He performed a
sonar investigation and told her that everything was in order. That same evening
she realised that something was wrong and on instructions .of Dr Harmse she
was admitted to Witbank Hospital, which is a state hospital. After a few minutes
Dr Harmse arrived, looked at the sonar report of that morning and again told her
that there were no problems as the sonar showed that everything was in order.
The next moment he told her that the child would not live and that the foetus
had to be removed. This he proceeded to do. He put the foetus on a trolley and,
without ascertaining whether it was alive, he then left the room. The applicant's
friend, Anita, after a few minutes noticed movement and told Dr Harmse that
the child was alive. He responded by saying that these were merely the final
spasms. Thereupon Dr Harmse went to the baby, ascertained that there was life
and ordered an incubator. At this stage the baby was already blue. It was alleged
that this constituted medical neglect which resulted in the baby becoming a
quadriplegic.

J73

KorflOOO (1) SA 1171 (T)
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The applicant lodged a complaint with the South African Medical and Dental
Council against Dr Harmse on the basis of medical negligence and a committee
of that council, after a preliminary inquiry on 18 March 1997, informed her that
the explanation by Dr Harmse was noted and that no steps would be taken. The
applicant was dissatisfied. The applicant never received any accounts or
correspondence from the Witbank Hospital or Dr Harmse in respect 'of the birth.
Despite numerous requests and personal visits to Witbank Hospital, the
applicant could not succeed in obtaining the records of her confinement and
treatment. She was informed that all relevant records were in the possession of
the respondent (who was the S1:lccessor in title to the previous South African
Medical and Dental Council).

The applicant wanted to institute an action on behalf of her child against Dr
Harmse and the Witbank Hospital on the grounds of medical negligence. She
alleged that she needed copies of the contents of the file of the respondent on
the complaint which she lodged against Dr Harmse for this purpose. The court
observed that the application was preceded by 'a strange tug of war' between
the applicant's attorneys and the respondent. The attorneys requested copies of
the contents of the entire file, whereas the respondent required the attorneys to
provide. a list of items which they sought in order that this request could
properly be considered. This list was not forthcoming

as the attorneys' attitude

was that they did not know what was in the file. The hospital records were not
specifically requested but, on the other hand, the respondent never denied that it
was in possession of the originals or copies .of the hospital records which had
.

"

allegedly gone missing from Witbank Hospital. On the probabilities said the
court, the respondent was in possession of the hospital records as no proper
inquiry could have been conducted without at least obtaining them. The court
further observed that the respondent, strangely enough, was throughout very
cagey about the contents of its file. It even refused to furnish the applicant with
a copy of Dr "Harmse's explanation or with its own reasons for not taking any
steps against him.
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The reasons why the respondent refused to give access to the file were as
follows:

1. The applicant could not, it averred, engage in a fishing expedition without
showing the relevance of the documents sought to the civil proceedings
contemplated by her against Dr Harmse and Witbank Hospital. In the
absence of such relevant and rational connection the applicant was not
entitled to indiscriminate access to the contents of the file.

2. It said that it was obliged to protect the confidentiality of documents or facts
which came before it whenever it conducts or has conducted an
investigation in respect of a medical practitioner against whom a complaint
of misconduct has been lodged.

3. The applicant was told by the respondent as long ago as 26 June 1995 that
the documents sought by her were in the possession of Witbank Hospital
over whom the respondent had no jurisdiction or control. This statement was
incorrect as the annexure to the respondent's answering affidavit, the
document referred to, contained no reference to these documents at all.

Judgment
The court observed that the second point relating to the confidentiality of
documents or facts was without merit. It said that in as much as the alleged
confidentiality was based upon the privilege of a doctor/patient relationship, the
applicant herself was the patient. Van Dijkhorst J said he could not understand
why the respondent was so evasive. It could have offered insight into all the
hospital records, medical reports, sonars and X-rays, etc pertaining to the birth.
It could have sent the applicant a copy of Dr Harmse's explanation and of the
statement of the applicant's friend Anita. It could have concisely stated the
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nature of other documentation it had and the reasons for its refusal to disclose
the contents thereof. He stated that it is not the duty of the respondent to shield
doctors from complainants, just as it is not the duty of the respondent. to
persecute them on behalf of complainants; but at least it should not create the
impression that it is shielding medical practitioners from the 'laser beam of ,the
truth' .

The respondent had contended that the applicant had not shown on the facts of
the case a basis to procure access to the entire contents of the file. It argued that
s 32 of the Constitution should be read together with item 23(2)(a) of Schedule
6 of the Constitution and that the applicant had not shown that the respondent is
an organ of state or that the information sought by her was required for the
exercise or protection of any of her rights. Van Dijkhorst J noted that section 23
of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act (Act 200 of 1993, the
interim Constitution) read:
'Every person shall have the right of access to all information held by the state or any
of its organs at any level of government in so far as such information is required for the
exercise or protection of any of his or her rights. '
He observed that in terms of s 233(1) of the interim Constitution, unless the
context otherwise indicated, 'organ of state includes any statutory

b~dy

or

functionary'. The new Constitution of 1996, he noted, contains a different
provision. Item 23(2)(a) of Schedule 6 thereof, pending national legislation,
preserved the application of section 23 of the interim Constitution with a
slightly amended wording:
'Every person has the right of access to all information held by the state or any of its
organs in any sphere of government in so far as that information is required for the
exercise or protection of any of their rights.
Van Dijkhorst J observed that there is an extended definition of organ of state.
In terms of section 239 of the Constitution an 'organ of state' means-
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'(a)

any department of state or administration in the national, provincial or
local sphere of government; or

(b)

any other functionary or institution (i)

exercising a power or performing a function in terms of the
Constitution or a provincial constitution; or

(ii)

exercising a public power or performing a public function in
terms of any legislation,

but does not include a court or judicial officer; ... '

The court said that it should be noted that the previous 'level of government'
had become a 'sphere of government' but that this did not create a material
difference. In Ex parte Chairperson of the Constitutional Assembly: In re

Certification of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa J99(j174, the
constitutional court apparently held the same view. Van Dijkhorst J said that it
must further be noted that the 'statutory body or functionary' which previously
could have been a component of an organ of state had been given a much more
precise content. In Directory Advertising Cost Cutters v Minister for Posts,

Telecommunications and Broadcasting and Others!7S it was pointed out that an
organ of state is not an agent of the state, it is part of government (at any of its
levels). Section 233(1) of the interim Constitution included in the term 'organ of
state' a statutory body or functionary. In that case van Dijkhorst J had applied a
narrower definition of the concept organ of state than was appl ied in Baloro and

Others v University of Bophuthatswana and Others!76. The test laid down was
whether the state had control. This approach was followed in Mistry v Interim
National Medical and Dental Council of South Africa and Others l77 and

Wittmann v Deutscher Schu/verein, Pretoria and Others l7s in respect of the

174

175
176

177

178

Ex parte Chairperson o/the Constitutional Assembly 1996 (4) SA 744 (CC) (1996 (10) BCLR 1253) at 802E 803A (SA)
Directory Advertising Cost Cutters 1996 (3) SA 800 (T)
Baloro 1995 (4) SA 197 (B)
Mistry 1997 (7) BCLR 933 (D) at p 947B - 948C
Willmann 1998 (4) SA 423 (T) at p 454B
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interim Constitution l79 • In all these cases, the test applied in order to determine
whether a body or functionary was an organ of state was whether that body or
functionary was directly or indirectly controlled by the state.

Van Dijkhorst J noted that the 1993 definition of 'statutory body or institution'
had become 'any other functionary or institution'. He said he did not think that
this was a material difference. He observed that the latter phrase was further
limited in the definition, whereas the 1993 definition was limited by the nature
of an organ of state. He asked whether the description set out in subpara (b) now
extended the meaning of organ of state and noted that subparagraph (i) limits it
to a power

or function in terms of the national and provincial constitutions. He

said that this did not bring about a difference as subsection (ii) limits it to a
public power or public function in terms of any legislation. It does not bring
about

adifference insofar as the reference to public power is concerned. The

remaining question for the court to decide was whether the reference to a public
function in terms of legislation took the concept of 'organ ·of state' ·out of the
control test. Van Dijkhorst J said that the answer depended on the meaning
given to the words 'public function'. He noted that the three pillars of the state,
legislative, executive and judicial, are referred to in section 239 and that the
latter is expressly excluded. The executive ann is expressly mentioned in
subpara (a) and the legislative one falls under subpara (b)(i) which can also
encompass, the auditor-general, public protector, etc. They are all, said van
Dijkhorst J, part of the machinery of state as is a functionary (or institution)
exercising a public power. He said there is no reason to give the word 'public'
when used in conjunction with 'function' in para (b)(ii) a meaning that would
take it outside the context of 'engaged in the affairs or service of the public' and
give it the meaning of 'open to or shared by all the people'. (Both these
meanings were found in The Concise Oxford Dictionary for the word 'public'.)
Van Dijkhorst J
179

foun~ tha~

it followed that the more precise definition of the

Directory Advertising Costs Cullers (supra) was also followed in respect of the new Constitution in ABBM
Printing and PUblishing (Ply) Ltd " Transnet Ltd 1998 (2) SA 109 (W) at 113A • G and Goodman Brothers
(Ply) Ltd" Transnet Ltd 1998 (4) SA 989 (W) at p 9930 • 994H.
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term 'organ of state' in section 239 of the Constitution was not intended to
differ materially from the 1993 definition.

The court observed that the issue whether or not the respondent was an organ of
state arose in Mistry v Interim National Medical and Dental Council of South
Africa and Others and that in that case both Booysen J, who dismissed the
applicant's claim for interim relief, and McLaren J, who dismissed .the
applicant's claim for.final relief,

appli~

the control test and concluded that the

respondent's predecessor was not an organ of state. Van Dijkhorst J observed
that the state is not in control of the respondent and that the respondent was thus
not an organ of state. He noted that there were three requisites

fo~

the applicant

to succeed in terms of item 23(2) of Schedule 6 to the Constitution to gain
access to the documents. Th~y were:
(1)

the information must be held by the state or an organ of state in a sphere
of government;
informati~n

must be required by the applicant;

(2)

the

(3)

for the exercise or protection of any of her rights.

The applicant failed on the first requisite to prove that the respondent was an
organ of state. There was, said the court, a further dimension. Witbank Hospital
is a provincial hospital and therefore an organ of state. The court found on the
probabilities that the respondent held the hospital records and" other
documentation (or copies thereof), whereas Witbank Hospital denied that it had
them. It said that the respondent was not entitled to those records in its own
right and could only hold them on behalf of Witbank Hospital. In these
circumstances the first requisite would be met in respect of these particular
documents. The court held that there was no debate about the second requisite.
The applicant had a need for the documentation in order to proceed with the
claim on behalf of her child against the doctor and the hospital.
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As far as the third requisite was concerned the court noted that the stance taken
"

.

by the respondent that the applicant was on a fishing expedition in an attempt to
create a claim was invalid. The court said that prima facie she had a claim on
behalf of her child and that the claim had to be bolstered by expert opinion
based on the correct acts. These

~ad

to be ascertained from the hospital records

and reports. Seen in this light, said van Dijkhorst J there could be no doubt that
the information was required for the exercise of the rights of the child. He noted
that in terms of the Bill of Rights contained in chapter 2 of the Constitution
there were a number of rights some or all of which would have been affected by
the alleged negligent conduct of the medical personnel at the birth of the child.
There was a shortened life expectation (section 11); the right not to be treated in
an inhuman way (section 12(l)(e»; the right to bodily integrity (section 12(2»;
the right to health care services and emergency medical treatment (section 27 "
(i)(a) and (3»; and in particular, as a child, the right to basic health care services
and to be protected from maltreatment or neglect (section 28(l)(c) and (d».
Furthermore, said the court, it would be borne in mind that the child's interests
are of paramount importance in every matter concerning the child (section
28(2». Consequently, the third requisite had been complied with.

The court held that the applicant was partially successful. She was not entitled
to the entire contents of the "respondent's file but only to that part thereof which
emanated from Witbank Hospital. "It said that she had therefore gained
substantial success and should be awarded her costs. In as much as the
respondent argued that the claim was for the entire file and that she failed to
specify these documents, that argument could be countered with the answer that
it lay within the power of the respondent to offer to the applicant those
documents to which she was entitled and of which the respondent had the full
details. The applicant's complaint was throughout that she could not furnish the
respondent with the details thereof.
The court ordered that:
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1.

The registrar of the respondent must allow the applicant to inspect and
make copies of all documentation directly or indirectly emanating from
the records of Witbank Hospital pertaining to the birth of the applicant's
child and its sequelae. These included but were not limited to bed
records, medical records and reports, sonar investigations and X-ray
investigations.

2.

The respondent must'pay the cost of the application.

Discussion
This case is of interest in a number of respects, the medical negligence of the
doctor in question being possibly the least of themIlO. However it is included in
this section because it illustrates a number of points which have been
emphasised in this chapter not least of which is the balance of power between
the doctor and the patient in terms of accessibility to information and the
tendency of medical professionals to protect one another. The court
reprimanded the Health Professions Council for apparently interpreting its role
as protecting members of the medical profession rather than protecting members
of the general public from the medical profession where there is a professional
relationship between them III.

The case also indicates the existence of legal entities which sit somewhere
between the purely private sector and the public sector. In this instance, the
Health Professions Council is the relevant entity but there are many other such
councils established by legislation which falls into the health care

110
181

~ena.

The

Although the apparent callousness with which he treated the applicant and her baby is shocking.
In Veriava and Others" President. SA Medical and Dental Council. and Others 1985 (2) SA 293 (T) it was
. held that having regard to the provisions ofthe Medical, Dental and Supplementary Health Service Professions
Act 56 of 1974 and the rules published by the South African Medical and Dental Council in Government Notice
R2278 in Government Gazette 5349 of 3 December 1976. the SA Medical Council is truly a statutory custos
morum of the medical profession, the guardian of the prestige. status and dignity of the profession and the
public interest in so far as members of the public are affected by the conduct of members of the profession to
whom they stand in a professional relationship.
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Medical Research Council, the Medical Schemes Council, the Medicines
Control Council, the Allied Health Professions Council, the Dental Technicians
Council, the South African Nursing Council and the Pharmacy Council are
examples of such bodies.

In the context of the Constitution as it reads presently, there are essentially two
questions in principle that are involved in the situation posed by Korf. The first
is whether the courts would still be correct in applying the control test to
ascertain whether or not councils such as the Health Professions Council are in
organs of state. The second question is whether the fact that they are organs of
state or not is material. This question is posed without a consideration of the
provisions of the Promotion Of Access to Information Actl82 for the present.
This is firstly because although the Constitution itself mandates this legislation,
it has to be consistent with the Constitution in terms of section 2 of the latterl83 •
Secondly, the nature of these councils is important because there is
differentiation between the manner in which both the Constitution and the
Promotion of Access to Information Act approach the right of access to records
of public as opposed to private bodies.
In terms of section 32 of the Constitution,

(1) Everyone has the right of access to(a)

any information held by the state; and

(b)

any information that is held by another person and that is required for
the exercise or protection of any rights.

The definition of "organ of state" in the Constitution reads "organ of state" means(a)

any department of state or administration in the national, provincial or
local sphere of government; or

182
183

Act No 20 of2000
Section states: "This Constitution is the supreme law of the Republic; law or conduct inconsistent with it is
invalid. and the obligations imposed by it must be fulfilled."
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(b)

any other functionary or institution(i)

exercising a power or performing a function in terms of the
Constitution or a provincial constitution; or

(ii)

exercising a public power or performing a public function in terms of
any legislation."

It is submitted that the Health Professions Council of South Africa and the other
statutory professional health councils l84 fall squarely into part (b)(ii) of the
definition of "organ of state" in the Constitution.

Furthermore, if one considers other legislation governing organs of state e.g. the
Public Finance Management Act l8S and the question of whether or not they are
public entities in terms of such legislation, this submission is further reinforced.
Although the statutory professional health councils are currently not listed in
Schedules 2 or 3 of the Public Finance Management Act, this is due rather more
to a legal technicality than any intention on the part of the Legislature since the
Act provides in

se~tion

47 (2) that the accounting authority for a public entity

that is not listed in either Schedule 2 or 3 must, without delay, notify the
National Treasury, in writing, that the public entity is not listed. Section 47 (4)
of the Act states that the Minister may not list in Schedule 3 inter alia any
public institution which functions outside the sphere of national or provincial
government. Schedule 2 of the Act lists "Major Public Entities" while Schedule
3 lists "Other Public Entities" including ''National Public Entities", ''National
Government Business Enterprises" "Provincial Public Entities and "Provincial
Government Business Enterprises" If one considers the definition of "national
public entity" in the Act186, it is very clear that the Health Professions Council of

184

18S
186

Others are the Nursing Council. the Denta] Technicians Council. the Allied Health Professions Council. the
Pharmacy Council and the soon to exist Interim Traditional Health Practitioners Council (in terms of the
Traditional Health Practitioners Act that is presently a Bill before Parliament),
Public Finance Management Act No I of 1999 (PFMA)
In the PFMA 'national public entity' means(a) a national government business enterprise~ or
(b) a board. commission, company. corporation. fund or other entity (other than a national government business
enterprise) which is-
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South Africa and the other statutory health professional councils potentially fall
within the purview of this Act although they are not listed in Schedule 3. The
objects of the Public Finance Management Act are to regulate the financial
affairs and provide for appropriate corporate and financial governance of certain
entities which can broadly be described as being of a public nature and so the
question of whether or not an entity is an organ of state for this purpose should
not necessarily be conflated with the question of whether or not an entity is an
organ of state for other purposes. However, it is submitted that if an entity can
or does fall within the purview of the Public Finance Management Act, this
strengthens the force of the argument that that entity could be an organ of state.
It also demonstrates the public nature of that entity which is an important
consideration, it is submitted, when deciding questions such as those raised in

Korf.
If one looks at the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act l87 "administrative
action" means any decision taken, or any failure to take a decision, by(a)

an organ of state, when(i)

exercising a power in terms of the Constitution or a provincial
constitution; or

(ii)

exercising a public power or performing a public function in
terms ofany legislation;

[writer's italics]
Whilst it is not suggested that only organs of state act in terms of legislation,
indeed the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act clearly acknowledges that
private entities can also do so, it is submitted that if one looks at the functions of
the statutory health professional councils, if one considers

th~t

they act only in

terms of their founding legislation and that they owe their very existence to such
legislation, that their incoll1:e is based almost entirely upon fees provided for in

187

(i) established in terms of national legislation ;
(ii) fully or substantially funded either from the National Revenue Fund, or by way ofa tax, levy or other
money imposed in terms of national legislation; and
(iii) accountable to Parliament.
Act No 3 of2000
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legislation and the nature of the functions ascribed to them by that legislation,
and the fact that they are very much regulatory bodies188, the argument in favour
of their being organs of state is strong. There is a significant difference between
such councils and other statutory bodies falling under the auspices of the
Minister of Health such as the Medical Research Council and the National
Health Laboratory Services which are not regulatory bodies, whose central
functions revolve around commercial transactions with both the public and
private sectors and which do not fulfil a regulatory role. In fact these bodies
perform functions which can be and are performed by private entities for profit
every day. Medical research is not a public function and neither is the provision
of laboratory services. The fees charged by these entities are fees for services
whereas those charged by the statutory health

prof~ssional

councils are fees

dictated by regulation and are designed to cover the costs of their administrative
and operation~1 functions - a totally different scenario. ·The incomes of the
Medical Research Council l89 and the National Health Laboratory Services are
dependent upon contracts for services concluded with various clients and have a
distinctly commercial aspect. The contractual relationships entered into by the
statutory health professional councils by contrast, are for services rendered to
the councils by third parties in support of the work of those councils eg
contracts for auditing, archiving and cleaning

serv~ces,

rental agreements, and

employment contracts with staff.
188

189

For instance in terms of the Health Professions Act No 56 of 1974 one of the objectives of the Health
Professions Council in terms of section 3 (f) is·
"subject to the provisions of section 15 of this Act, the Nursing Act, 1978 (Act 50 of 1978). the Chiropractors,
Homeopaths and Allied Health Service Professions Act, 1982 (Act 63 of 1982), and the Pharmacy Act, 1974
(Act 53 of 1974). to control and to exercise authority in respect of all matters affecting the training of persons
in. and the manner of the exercise of the practices pursued in connection with. the diagnosis, treatment or
prevention of physical or mental defects, illnesses or deficiencies in human kind;"
For instance in terms of section 4 ofthe Medical Research Council Act No 58 of 1991 the functions powers and
duties of the Council include•

undertaking research of its own accord; or .

•

undertaking research on behalf of the state or any other authority, or on behalf of any person or institution.
or support such research financially;

•

developing and utilizing the technological expertise in its possession or making it available to any person
or institution in the Republic or elsewhere;

•

entering into agreements with any person or, subject to the provisions of section S. with any government
or administration, upon such conditions as the MRC and that person, government or administration may
agree;

•

hiring or letting services and immovable property.
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Since the decision in Korf, the Promotion of Access to Information Act l90 was
passed and has come into operation. Many would argue that since the Act
applies not only to organs of state but to private bodies 191 as well the arguments
raised in Korf are now largely academic. However, what was demonstrated in

Korf was a disturbing attitude on the part of the statutory council involved in
obstructing a member of the public in enforcing the constitutional rights of
herself and her child. The Department of Health is currently busy with
~endments

to the Health Professions Act to improve the accountability of the

council and

th~

professional boards in certain areas. Furthermore, as stated

earlier the Promotion of Access to Information Act itself differentiates between
rights of access to public and private bodies.

In the case of the former it simply gives a ri.ght of access provided that there
exists no ground for refusal as provided for in the Act. It gives a right of access
to records of the latter where this is required to exercise or protect a right
provided that a request for access is made in the prescribed manner and there
-exists no ground for refusal contemplated in Chapter 4 of Part 3 of that Act 192•
There is thus a primary obstacle to any request for access to the records of a
private body in th~t one must first show that the access is required to exercise or
protect a right. The definitions in

~is

Act of ''public body" and "private body"

are illuminating in the context of the present discussion.
In terms of the Promotion of Access to Information Act-

"public body" means-

190
191

192

Promotion of Access to Information Act No 2 of20oo
Section I of the Act defines 'private body' as•• (a) a natural person who carries or has carried on any trade. business or profession, but only in such capacity;
(b)
a partnership which carries or has carried on any trade. business or profession; or
any former or existing juristic person.
(c)
but excludes a public body"
Promotion of Access to Information Act No 2 of2000. section SO.
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(a)

any department of state or administration in the national or provincial
sphere of government or any municipality in the local sphere of
government; or

(b)

any other functionary or institution when-(
(i) exercising a power or performing a duty in terms of the Constitution or
a provincial constitution; or
(ii) exercising a public power or performing a public function in terms of

any legislation;
whereas

"private body" means(a)

a natural person who carries or has carried on any trade, business or
profession, but only in such capacity;

(b)

a partnership which carries or has carried on any trade, business or
profession; or

(c)

any former or existing juristic person,

but excludes a public body;

It is clear from the foregoing that for the purposes of the Act, the Health
Professions Council would be classified as a 'public body' in terms of part (b)
of the definition of that term and this is, with respect, as it should be. Any
reliance on cases such as Korf to try to avoid the

disclosu~

of the requested

record on the basis that the Council is not an organ of state and therefore not a
public body would be

~isdirection

and legally incorrect. The emphasis in the

Promotion of Access to Information Act, as in the Promotion of Administrative
Justice Act, is on the public nature of the functions performed and the powers
held by the entity in question. Of assistance in this regard is the fact that the
function or power is performed in terms of legislation. It is therefore no longer
legally correct to enquire whether or not an entity is an organ of state in
deciding whether or not its records may be accessed in terms of section 32 of
the Constitution. The Promotion of Access to Information Act makes it clear
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that this is not the case. It is submitted, h9wever, that

~ven

if it were the case,

there is a strong argument for regarding the statutory health professional
councils as organs of state on the basis of the current definition of this term in
the Constitution itself. What the drafters of the Promotion of Access to
Information Act appear to have done is take the wording of the definition of
"organ of state" and incorporate it into the definition of "public body" in the Act
so that for the purposes of section 32 (1)(a) of the Constitution, the word "state"
must be read to include functionaries or institutions "when exercising a public
power or performing a public function in terms of any legislation".

8.3

Summary and Conclusions

The thirteen cases discussed in this chapter indicate a number of important
points with regard to the law of delict as it pertains to health service delivery in
the public sector.

They illustrate the importance of ensuring the availability of skilled
professionals who are capable of adequately performing the tasks entrusted to
them. In a practical context this means, for instance, that the state must ensure
the community service doctors are adequately and sufficiently supervised whilst
performing their community service if it want to avoid being held vicariously
liable for culpable homicide in circumstances similar to, those in R v van Schoor
and S v Mkwatshana. The sometimes critical shortages of nursing and other
professional employees in the public health sector in particular creates
significant delictual hazards for both the state and the employees who act
outside of their scope of practice. Whilst section 38A of the Nursing Act can
provide assistance up to a point, as cari the approach of the law with regard
emergencies, there is still a need to ensure that there are sufficient human
resources with the varying levels of skill and expertise required to provide the
wide range of health care services offered by the state. There is a high level of
risk involved in the delivery of health care seryices when health professionals
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are regularly required to perform activities outside of their normal scopes of
practice due' not to any emergency, but simply to severe shortages of the
appropriate personnel.

The levels of expertise expected of a health professional employed in the public
sector cannot be lower than those expected of a health professional in the
private sector. The locality rule cannot be used to justify such an argument.
Whilst the circumstances in which health professionals in the public sector fulfil
their duties may be such that the services they are able to provide are of a lower
standard in terms of the level of sophistication of the treatment techniques, or
the luxury with ~hich the patient is accommodated, due for instance to a lack of
the latest technological equipment and an absence of carpets on the floor of the
ward, this should not be conflated with the levels of skill required of such health
professionals. The disparities between the public and the private sector in terms
of the circumstances in which health care services are provided cannot be used
to justify a lesser degree of skill employed by a doctor in the public sector as
opposed to one working in the private sector in the same way that the
environment of a country doctor cannot justify a lower level of skill than that of
a city doctor although it may justify a less satisfactory outcome of the treatment.
This point will be explored in more depths in the following chapter in
discussing cases such as Webb v Isaac 193 • One must distinguish between the
l.evel of care and skill which the law requires the health provider to exercise it
and the circumstances in which it is exercised. This point neatly demonstrates
the importance of construing legal principles in the .context of real life
situations. The same level of medical care and skill applied in the outbuilding of
a farm as in a high tech modem operating theatre is likely to yield very different
results in terms of health outcomes. This does not mean that the doctor who
.treated the patient in the outbuilding has exercised less care and skill than the
one in the high tech operating theatre.

193

Webb th 100 supra
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There are different schools of thought within the science and practice of
medicine and other health professions just as there are in any other field of
knowledge. The law must make allowances for this. The fact that a particular
surgical technique is still practised in the public sector and is still achieving its
desired' result, despite the fact that it is no longer fashionable in the private
sector, does not mean that the public sector practice is unreasonable in terms of
the risks posed to the patient. Clinical protocols are some of the most hotly
debated issues in the health service delivery environment since, even in medical
practice, there is more than one way to skin a cat. In many instances the
protocol that is adopted by a particular practitioner will be dictated by his or her
own levels of confidence in it and in his or her ability to perform the tasks it
requires. One cannot draw an adverse inference simply because a practitioner
does not follow a protocol that is within the mainstream of clinical or surgical
practice. It is however, important to draw the Hne between what is an
established, although somewhat eclectic, school of thought on the one hand, and
pure experimentation on the other. The National Health Act l94 makes provision
for specific criteria involving informed consent by the patient to experimental
treatment or treatment for research purposes.
The limitations of the law of delict in its capacity to compensate victims for the
wrongs that have been done to them are nowhere more clearly seen that in the
case of Collins y Administrator Cape19S. However this case raises deep
philosophical questions about various possible approaches to the value attached
by society to human dignity and freedom in relation to the optimal utilisation of
resources for the benefit of the greatest number of people. In the public sector in
particular, these are often vexed questions as the case of Soobramoneyl96 ,
demonstrates. In the case of Collins the state could have been ordered to pay an
award of damages that in some albeit abstract way equated to the inconceivable
loss suffered by the child but those with a utilitarian perspective would ask - to
194
195
196

Act No 61 of2003
Collins til 128 supra

Soobramoneyv Minister 0/Health, KwaZll/ll-Nata/1998 (I) SA 765 (CC)
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what end? One must weigh up the factors that count in favour of such an
approach against those that count against it. Would such an award of damages
discourage similar future incidents any more than the guilt and anguish already
felt by the health professionals involved? Would it ever make up to the child the
life that she has effectively lost? Would it force the state to take other
precautionary measures that were not already in place at the time of the
incident? Would it 'hurt' the state to lose that amount of money? The chances
are that the answers to most of these questions is ''No''. By contrast, if one did
not make such an award in damages how many other patients could be treated
with that money in an severely under resourced health system? How many other
patients lives could be saved using the amount of that award? Should what is
essentially taxpayers money be used to compensate a child who is not capable,
effectively, of being compensated or should it be used to benefit other taxpayers
who are in desperate need of health care services? These are hard questions
involving matters of public policy that are not easy to resolve. It is submitted
that the concept of fault makes them harder since there is a vague feeling shared
by many that fault equates to blame and blame should attract some kind of
adverse consequence for the party at fault. The unemotional purists will argue
that this is the role of the criminal law since it amounts to punishment, but as
has been discussed earlier, t!te issue is not that simple.

It is submitted that the right of informed consent has acquired a constitutional
dimension. It wholly supports the constitutional rights to human dignity, privacy

and bodily and psychological integrity. Although decision of the court in C

'V

Minister of Co"ectional Services 197 is, it is respectfully submitted, correct, it is a
pity that the court did not explore in greater detail the constitutional aspects of
the subject of informed consent. Although the conclusion is drawn in this thesis
that a separate category of delict - so-called constitutional delicts - is
unnecessary, it is submitted that if there is one area of legal debate that clearly
illustrates the weight and importance of the constitutional rights mentioned
197

C" Minister th 1S3 supra
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above, and the delictual consequences of their violation, it is the area of
informed consent.

Health professionals cannot be expected to be 'their brother's keeper' in the
sense that they can be held responsible for the delicts of their fellows. This topic
will be covered in more detail in the following chapter but it is clear from the
decision in S v Kramerl98 that health professionals who work in a team are
entitled to rely on each other to each perform the tasks allotted to them. There is
no legal principle that automatically holds them "individually and severably
liable" unless of course they are in fo~al partnership with one another.

Health professionals are not required to exercise the highest possible standard of
care but rather a reason~ble level of skill and c~ such as would be expected of
a reasonable person in their circumstances and with their background and
training. However, this cannot be used as a justification for acting where one
does not have the necessary level of care and skill because imperitia culpae
adnumeratur. Young doctors, for instance, cannot use their youth and

inexperience as an excuse for failing to exercise the necessary degree of care
and skill.

The boundaries betWeen the law of contract and the law of delict are thin and
getting thinner at least in their application within the context of health service
delivery. This is evident inter alia from the finding of the court in Silver that the
sine qua non test of factual causation that is commonly applied to cases founded

in delict can also be applied to a claim in terms of the law of contract. After all
factual causation is factual causation irrespective of the branch of law that one is
dealing with. This illustrates the highly artificial nature of the purist
compartmentalisation of different areas of law by some courts and legal
academics. Justice is a unitary concept. The Constitution emphasises this as it
emphasises the interrelationships between the different rights in the Bill of
198

Kramer fi1 99 supra
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Rights. If these rights are interrelated then the law that upholds them cannot be
compartmentalised to the extent that different areas of law are required for their
enforcement. It is submitted that a contract for health services is no less affected
by the constitutional rights to human dignity, equality, life, bodily and
psychological integrity and privacy than is a situation in delict involving the
provision of health services. The fundamental, underlying principles and values
must remain the same because the Constitution is the law upon which all other
law in South Africa is based.

Conscious regard must therefore be had, when dealing with cases based on the
law of delict with regard to health service delivery, especially in the public
sector, to the principles and values of the Constitution because of the number of
constitutional rights involved in the delivery of access to health care services
and also because access to health care is itself a right in respect of which the
state is required to take reasonable legislative and other measures to ensure its
realisation.
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Introduction

The principles of the law of delict as they pertain in the private sector are no different
to those that are relevant in the public sector..The same elements are relevant and the
same obligations, in essence, exist. From a constitutional perspective the
responsibility of the state to achieve the progressive realisation of the right of access
to health care services is a heavier burden but the right of access to health care
services contained in section 27(1) of the Constitution does not restrict the right to the
public sector. The horizontal applic~tion of the rights in the Bill of Rights is dealt with
in section 8 of the Constitution in the sense that it is there stated in subsection (1) that
the Bill of Rights applies to "all law". This includes the law that governs the private
sector. Subsection (2) states that a provision of the Bill of Rights binds a natural or
juristic person if, and to the extent that, it is applicable, taking into account the nature
of the right and the nature of any duty imposed by the right. Obviously the private
health sector must be allowed to make a profit in the rendering of health services
because this is its raison d'etre. One cannot expect the private health sector to take
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on, at its own expense, the burden of treating the

indige~t

or anyone else without hope

or expectation or payment. Consequently, it is submitted that, except under
emergency circumstances, the ability of a patient to pay a private provider for services
he or she is requesting is a valid and important consideration in a decision of that
provider whether or not to provide the required health care services. This said, it is
submi~ed

that a refusal by a private provider to give access to health care services to a

patient who is able to pay, or who is funded by an insurance company or a medical
scheme, would have to be well justified in order to show that there has been no
violation of that patient's

~ght

of access to health care services. In the private sector,

unlike the public sector, hospitals tend not to employ doctors, physiotherapists,
radiographers and pharmacists although they do employ nurses and nursing assistants
and may, now that the law relating to pharmacy ownership has changed, increasingly
employ pharmacists. In the private sector a significant number of doctors dispense
medicines whereas in the public sector, where doctors are employees of the provincial
government that owns the hospital, this is not normally the case. Consequently the
delictual risks for different kinds of providers in the private sector may differ from
those to which the same kinds of providers are exposed in the public sector and issues
such as vicarious liability may not be as prominent. However, the basic principles of
the law of delict remain the same for both sectors. Indeed many of the issues affecting
the private sector have already been discussed in the preceding section on the public
sector. The purpose of splitting this section into chapter eight dealing with the public
sector and chapter nine dealing with the private sector was to tidily organise the
relevant material and make it easier to quickly identify and access the cases relevant
to each sector rather than to suggest any significant dichotomy in the law of delict.

A study of the case' law involving health service delivery is necessary in order to
appreciate the contextual, practical application of the relevant principles of law and to
gain an understanding of any differences that may arise as a result of the application
of these principles in the private as opposed to the public sector. Although the legal
principles themselves do not differ, the real life situation in which they are applied
can sometimes, but not necessarily, affect the outcome. This is because of the many
different variables at play in differing factual contexts. The point has been made
repeatedly in this thesis that law does not exist in a vacuum and it is only through a
consideration of its application in practice that it can be properly appreciated.
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9.2

Case Law

9.2.1

Mitchell v Dixon)

Facts
The facts as they appear from the judgment of Innes ACJ are as follows. On 22
February 1913, the plaintiff consulted Dr Howden of Durban to whom Dr Mitchell
was acting as a general assistant at the time. He complained of a pain in the chest,
breathlessness and general discomfort. He was given a prescription and told to remain
in bed under the care of his mother with whom he was then residing. Thereafter he
was once visited by Dr Howden and several times by Dr Mitchell. The diagnosis of
both doctors was that he was suffering from pneumo-thorax on the right side - a
distention of the pleural cavity due to the presence of liquid or air. It was decided on
03 March to expose the chest cavity and the defendant took with him for that purpose
an astra syringe fitted with a steel needle. Dr Mitchell did not employ an anaesthetic.
He caused the plaintiff to recline on his left side with his right arm raised, the hand
resting on his head and firmly held there by his mother. Then cautioning the patient
not to move he inserted the needle between the ribs as a spot in his back. When the
instrument was right in and before the defendant had pulled the piston out of the
syringe, the needle broke short off at the shoulder. The cause of the breakage was one
of the disputed points in the case. The defendant tried to recover the broken portion
but failed to do so, it being deeply embedded and out of sight in the flesh and he at
once went to call Dr Howden. Together they administered chloroform and made an
incision into the cavity with the dual purpose of finding the needle and relieving the
patient. According to them there was a marked escape of air but they did not find the
needle which still remained in the patient's body although he recovered in all other
respects. The plaintiff claimed damages on the basis of negligence.

Judgment

Mitchell 1914 AD 525
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The court stated that a medical practitioner is not obliged to bring to bear upon the
case entrusted to him the highest possible degree of professional skill but is bound to
employ reasonable skill and care. The burden of proving that the injury was caused by
the defendant's negligence, said Innes ACJ, rested on the plaintiff throughout and the
mere fact that the accident occurred was not prima facie proof of negligence. He
observed that the needle could have been fractured by causes beyond the control of its
operator - for instance by the movements of the patient. Therefore the maxim res ipsa

loquitur could have no application. Innes ACJ stated that a medical practitioner is not
necessarily liable for a wrong diagnosis. No human being is infallible and in the
present state of science even the most eminent specialist may be at fault in detecting
the true nature of a diseased condition. He noted that a practitioner can only be held
liable ifhis diagnosis is so palpably wrong as to prove negligence, that is to say, ifhis
mistake is of ~uch a nature as to imply an absence of reasona~le

~kill

and care on his

part, regard being had to the ordinary level of skill in the profession. After examining
the evidence the court observed that it could not be said that the defendant had made a
negligently wrong diagnosis.

It was also argued that the defendant had used the wrong needle but Innes CJ noted

that this argument broke down because he had used the needle that was supplied with
the instrument and expert evidence showed that the majority of 'medical men'
preferred a steel needle to a platinum one for this purpose. The court came to the
conclusion on all the evidence that the defendant could not be found guilty of
negligence in any of the respects averred by the plaintiff. It set aside the finding of the
jury in the court a quo in favour of the respondent.

Discussion
This case is one of those precedents that have been used to justify the inapplicability
of the maxim res ipsa loquitur to medical situations. As has already been stated there
is no reason in logic why this should be so and it is the view of the writer that a
departure from this principle would be in order and would be consistent with public
policy considerations in evening out the balance of power between provider and
patient. A further important point to note is that a medical practitioner is not
necessarily liable for a wrong diagnosis since anyone can make mistakes. Reasonable
1060

mistakes cannot attract delictual liability since reasonable mistakes lack the element
of negligence. Claassen and Verschoor point out that it obviously cannot be expected
that a doctor who is called out at night to a remote dwelling in the countryside for an
unexpected emergency will keep up the same standards as he would have maintained
in a fully equipped hospital with adequate numbers of trained staff. The formulation
in Mitchell v !;Jixon that a medical practitioner is not expected to bring to bear upon
the case entrusted to him the highest possible degree of professional skill, but he is
bound to employ reasonable skill and care; and he is liable for the consequences if he
does not has been referred to with approval in Van Wyk v Lew isl , Esterhuizen v

Administrator Transvaaf, Buls and Another v Tsatsarolakis', Coppen v Impel and
Pringle v Administrator Transvaaf.
Webb v Isaac'

9.2.2'

Facts
The plaintifr s right thigh was broken by a falling beam. On the following day the
defendant was called in to treat and set the leg. It was alleged that the defendant failed
to use reasonable skill and care in his treatment and setting of same; that he
negligently set and bandaged it; that he failed to use the proper splints; that he failed
and further refused without cause to attend to the plaintiff thereafter or to provide
proper treatment with the result that the leg set at an angle instead of in a straight
position and became shortened by three inches. It was alleged that by reason of the
defendant's negligence the plaintiff had to undergo an operation for the removal of a
piece of bone from his leg and would have to undergo a second opemtion
necessitating the re-breaking and re-setting of his leg in a straight position. The
plaintiff claimed that he had suffered in health and in earning capacity and had
incurred medical expenses and nursing expenses. He claimed £ 1000 in damages and
costs. The defendant pleaded that on 14 October 1914 he was requested by one B C

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

Claassen NJB and Verschoor T Medical Negligence In South Africa
Van Wyk 1924 AD 438
Esterhuizen 1957 (3) SA 710 (T)
Buls 1976 (2) SA 891 (T)
Coppen 1916 CPO 309
Pringle 1990 (2) SA 379 (W)
Webb 1915 EOL 273
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Torr the owner of the farm Glen Rock to proceed to the farm and to attend to two men
of whom the plaintiff was one. Torr said he would pay the fees for such attendance.
The state of the roads made it impossible to go out that evening so he went the
following morning and treated and set the plaintiff's leg. The defendant denied that he
failed to exercise reasonable care and skill in the setting and bandaging of the leg or
that he failed to. use splints proper for securing the permanent and proper setting of the
leg. The defendant was only requested to pay one visit and he denied that he refused
to attend the plaintiff thereafter. He also denied that he was responsible for setting the
leg at an angle and thus for the subsequent operations which had become necessary.
The defendant asked about the plaintiff's condition on several occasions and was
always informed that he was getting on well. He explained that he did not care to go
out again unless asked as he was afraid that it would look as if he was trying to run up
his fees in view of the fact that Torr was a wealthy man. Medical evidence on both
sides admitted that there was no proof of negligence and that even under the most
favourable conditions in the case of about 15 percent of fractures of the thigh there
was a shortening of from two to three inches. With one exception the medical
witnesses were all of the opinion that under the circumstances the treatment had been
right and proper.

Judgment
Graham JP in giving judgment stated that the law upon the duties of a medical
practitioner and the amount of skill which is expected of him had .been discussed in
Mitchell v Dixon9 • He referred to the fact that a medical practitioner is not expected to

bring to bear upon a case the highest possible degree of professional skill but that if he
did not employ reasonable skill he was liable for the consequences. He noted that in
Mitchell it had been pointed out that the burden of proof that the injury was due to the
plaintiff's negligence rested throughout on the plaintiff and that the maxim res ipsa
loquitur did not apply. He said that there are 'excellent reasons' for this rule of law

because if the law required in every case that a practitioner should have the highest
degree of skill, it would lead to the result that in remote country districts and even in
country districts at no great distance from the large centres it would be impossible to

9

Mitchell fn 1 supra
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find a country practitioner who would take the risk of attending a patient if he was
always expected to exercise the highest degree of skill obtainable in the 'medical
profession. The law requires of a doctor a reasonable degree of skill which is
dependent upon the particular circumstances of the case which he has under
treatment. The court considered the facts and the circumstances in which the
defendant had to treat the plaintiff ~d observed that they wer~ not ideal and that it
would probably have been better to move the plaintiff to more suitable surrounding
but said that there was no evidence to show that it would have been possible to do so.
The evidence showed that there was no hospital in Molteno to which the plaintiff
could have been removed and that the defendant was not aware that the plaintiff had
any friends in Molteno to whose house he could have been taken. Under the
circumstances, it was not prepared to say that the, defendant acted unreasonably in
treating the plaintiff in the house in which he attended him. The defendant stated that
in applying the splint he realised it would have been better if it had been a little bit
longer but at the same time he said he came to the conclusion that the splint was
capable of performing the work for which it was required. The court said it was quite
satisfied that the use of the Liston splint and perineal bandage was the best treatment
under the circumstances. It said that it was clear from the medical evidence of the
experts that the perineal bandage and the weight and pulley is not the highest and
most skilful treatment which an injury of this nature could receive but it was equally
clear that that treatment was a reasonable treatment for an injury sustained and treated
in the particular circumstances of the case. The court observed that it was clear that
the removal of the piece of bone from the plaintiff's leg was in no way occasioned by
the treatment he had received from the defendant. The bone had been fractured by the
falling of the beam and the piece was bound to come away sooner or later. It was
impossible for the defendant to remove the bone at the time he set the plaintiff's leg
and it was impossible for him to ascertain

~at

there was a piece of bone which was

likely to come away after the fracture. It was only after a radiograph examination that
the precise nature of the injury

w~

discovered and a decision on the removal of the

bone could be taken.

With regard to the allegation that the defendant had failed to visit the plaintiff when
called upon to do so the court stated that it thought it would have been far wiser had
the defendant adopted one of three courses of action suggested by one of the expert
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witnesses to the effect that he would have recommended the patient's immediate
removal to hospital or on receiving a request for a second visit he wo~d have told the
plaintiff that he would pay a visit on a date which he would fix or else he would have
stated that he was to be sent for by the plaintiff on a date to be fixed by him. The court
said that there was a good deal of force in the argument that it is not a reasonable
thing to expect that the patient should fix the date of the doctor's return visit and that
the responsibility should be left upon the patient of sending for the doctor at any
particular time he thinks fit for it would be quite impossible for an unskilled patient,
on a farm remote from any doctor to know how his injury was progressing and to
know the particular time when the doctor should pay his return visit.

The court said it thought that the doctor should have made a date with the plaintiff on
which he would visit him in order to ascertain how his injury was progressing. It said
it would have been 'a wiser and kindlier' thing. At the same time, however, it was
impossible from the evidence to find that even if he had visited the plaintiff on a
second occasion on the day on which it was allege4 he had been sent for, he could
have done anything to the leg. The court said it thought the plaintiff had acted
unwisely in the matter of not paying a second visit and the question of fees ought not
to have entered into his consideration. Knowing that the plaintiff was suffering from a
severe injury, it would have been wiser had he made every sacrifice and paid a second
visit in order to satisfy himself as to how the case was progressing. At the same time,
said the court, had he paid a second visit there was nothing further that he could have
done to prevent the patient's ultimate condition. There was a union of bone but not a
proper union. The improper union was the caused by lack of sufficient extension and
the lack of extension led to the shortening of the limb. A judgm~nt of absolution from
the instance with costs was handed down.

Discussion
It is submitted that the court in its reference to country doctors not being able to

exercise the highest level of skill and care incorrectly conflated two issues. The test
laid down in Mitchell v Dixon 10 that a doctor is required to exercise only reasonable

10

Mitchell fh I supra
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care and skill has not got anything to do with the circumstances in which he must treat
his patient. Whether a doctor lives in a small country village or a large and 'bustling
metropolis, it is submitted that the level of skill' that he must exercise remains the
same. It must be reasonable skill and not skill of the highest professional level. The
reason for this, it is submitted, is because not every doctor is capable of exercising the
highest levels of professional skill. To suggest otherwise would be to suggest that
every physicist should 'be able to perform to the level of those who have won the
Nobel prize for physics or that every lawyer should have the same level of
professional skill as the most competent and knowledgeable judge. Reasonable skill
sits in the middle of the Bell curve where most practitioners are likely to be found.
Exceptional skill is not a common commodity. The reasonable skill must be applied
within the circumstances in which the practitioner finds himself. This is the second
element of the test. It is discrete from the first in the sense that it does not detract from
the level of professional skill required of a practitioner no matter what his
circumstances but it acknowledges that the actual level of skill and care that a
practitioner is able to devote to his patient may have varying results, depending upon
the circumstances. If one conflates these two elements of the test as the court did in

Webb v Isaacs one starts getting into arguments that country doctors should exercise a
lower degree of skill than city doctors when in fact it is not the level of skill that
varies but rather the circumstances in which it is exercised 11.
II

Carstens PA in 'The locality rule in cases of medical malpractice' 1990 De Rebus 421 states that in view of the
inapplicability of the local rule on the uniform South African medical training generally and the rapid advancement of
medicalleaming, the views of Strauss and Strydom. Van der Walt and Gordon and Turner and Price that it makes no
difference to the level of skill and care required of a practitioner whether he is attending a patient in Cape Town or a
remote village on the edge of the Kalahari desert can be supported in principle. However, there are certain considerations
within the South African context which have a definite influence on the question as to whether locality in which a
medical practitioner operates should be taken into account when deciding whether his conduct was negligent or not. He
submits that a distinction can be drawn between the subjective capabilities of the medical practitioner himself)
(capabilities such as training, skill and expertise) and the objective circumstances in which the medical practitioner
happens to find himself in a particular locality. Carstens says that while it is true that there is uniformity in the training
of medical practitioners in South Africa and that the standard of training is in all probability comparable with the best in
the world, it cannot be denied that South Africa is a developing country and is in many instances a Third World country.
Therefore, although a doctor may be suitably qualified, possessing all the subjective qualities, training and capabilities to
be a good doctor, should he be placed in a remote country district where there is a lack of medical facilities and
infrastructure to support the effective practise of 'First-World' medicine. this must surely be a factor to be taken into
consideration when evaluating his conduct in cases of medical malpractice. Carstens stresses, however, that he is not
arguing that the medical practitioners in the cities are better than their counterparts in the country; the fact of the matter
is that the city practitioner more often than not has access to better medical facilities than his counterpart in the country,
The mere fact, says Carstens;that a doctor is practising in the country obviously does not 'license' him to be negligent
and then blame his mishaps on the lack of proper medical facilities. The law still requires ofa doctor a reasonable degree
of skill, which is dependent on the particular circumstances of the case which he has under treatment. Carstens submits
that the locality rule is nothing but an 'added particular circumstance' that must be given consideration when deciding
whether the doctor's conduct was negligent or not. In his opinion locality where a medical practitioner operates will
always be relevant in cases of medical malpractice until such time when it can safely be stated that the medical facilities
and equipment in this country are equally available and accessible, irrespective of whether the medical practitioner
chooses to practise in the city or in the country,
.
It is submitted that whether or not the level of medical facilities and equipment is the same throughout the country, the
circumstances will still always have to be taken into account since it is the circumstances of each particular case that are
relevant. Locality as Carstens correctly points out, is just another of those circumstances. To elevate it to a factor which
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As regards the res ipsa loquitur rule, Carstens 12 argues that it should be applied in
specific circumstances with regard to the proof of medical negligence. He advances
some general principles for the effective application of the maxim l3 •

12

13

can increase or reduce the actual level of skill and care required of the doctor (for the purposes of ascertaining
negligence) is not correct. One should rather view this issue from the point of view of level of care and skill versus
standard and quality of treatment. It is quite clear from the judgment in Webb v Isaac that although the quality and
standard of treatment was not what it should have been because a/the locality, the level of skill and care required of the
doctor remained the same. It was the standard of the treatment that he was able to render that was affected by the locality
- not his level of skill and care. Indeed had the court come to the conclusion that another (reasonable) doctor with the
same training and qualifications as the defendant, when placed in the same locality and other circumstances as the
defendant, would have brought to bear a higher level of care and skill than did the defendant, the latter would have been
found guilty of negligence.
Carstens PA 'Die Toepassing van Res Ipsa Loquitur in Gevalle van Mediese Nalatigheid' 1999 De Jure 19
Carstens states: "Dit moet beklemtoon word dat res ipsa loquitur slegs 'n feitlike en nie 'n resgvermoede is nie. 'n Hof
word ook nie deur die stelreel gebind nie en is vry om elke geval selfstandig in die lig van die beskikbare feite te
beoordeel. .. Daar kan wei omstandigehede wees wat prima facie toepassing van die stelreel in die mediese praktyk
regverdig die anwesigheid van 'n instrument in die pasient se liggaam na afloop van die operasie; 'n infeksie wat op 'n
inspuiting volg. die opdoen van aansteeklike siekte in 'n hospitaal, brandwonde teweeggebring deur 'n warm waterbottel
in 'n pasient se bed; besering van 'n gesonde liggaamsdeel langsaan die aangetaste Iiggaamsdeel. Ten spyte van die
gemelde prima facie omstandighede wat die toepassing van die stel reel in die mediese praktyk sou regverdig. toon die
.Suid Aftikaanse regspraak in die algemeen onwilligheid om hierdie stelreel met betrekking tot die bewys van mediese
nalatigheid in die praktyk toe te pas. In Mitchell" Dixon het die hof geweier om die stelreel aan te wend waar 'n naald in
die loop van 'n aspirasie afgebreek het. In Coppen "Impey het die hof eweneens geweier om die stelreel toe te pas waar
'n pasient emstige brandwonde opgedoen het as gevolg van X-straal-behandeling: so ook Webb" Isaac waar 'n ledemaat
korter was nadat 'n breuk geheel het en Allott" Paterson & Jackson (]936 SR 22] 226] waar 'n pasient onder narkose
beserings opgedoen het. Alhoewel die Suid-Afrikaanse positiewe reg in beginsel teen die aanwending van die stelreel in
die mediese praktyk is, was daar nie altyd eenstemmigheid onder die geledere van die regbank ten aansien van Van Wyk
" Lewis is 'n voorbeeld hiervan: Hoo1Tegter Innes en appelregter Wessels was nie bereid om te aanvaar dat 'n depper wat
deur 'n geneesheer in 'n pasient se liggaam gelaat is na 'n operasie, die toepassing van die stelreel inet 'n gepaardgaande
afleiding van nalatigheid regverdig nie. Appe]regter Kotz6 het egter die teenoorgestelde mening gehuldig. ]n sy uitpsraak
beslis hoo1Tegter Innes dat die stelreel nie die onus beinvloed nie en bevestig hy die beginsel dat die onus deurgaans op
die eiser rus om nalatigheid te bewys. Appelregter Wessels verwerp res ipsa loquitur uitdruklik en beslis dat die
bewyslas op die eiser rus om nalatigheid te bewys ... Die verskillende dicta met betrekking tot die aanwending, al dan
nie, van res ipsa loquitur by bewys van mediese nalatigheid het positiewe sowel as negatiewe kritiek uit die geledere van
verskeie skrywers ontlok. In navolging van die positiewe reg en die uitsprake van hoo1Tegter Innes HR en appelregter
Wessels, huldig Gordon, Turner en Price die mening dat die stelreel nie toepassing behoort te vind by die bewys van
mediese nalatigheid nie, en dat die bewyslas voortduurend op die eiser rus. Hulle voer aan dat ten einde die hof
behulpsaam Ie wee, beide partye in mediese wanpraktyksake alles in hul vermoe moet doen om deskundige mediese
getuienis voor die hof Ie Ie. Indien die deskundige mediese getuies in so 'n mate van mekaar verskil dat dit vir die hof
nie moontlik is om tot bevinding te kom en die saak op 'n oorwig van waarskynlikhede te kan beslis nie, het die eiser
hom nie van sy bewyslas gekwyt nie en behoort die eis te fall. Gemelde standpunt is in wese net 'n bevestiging van die
algemene beginsels van die bewysreg SDOS dit in die regspraktyk toepassing vind... Strauss en Strydom kritiseer egter
die ondubbelsinnige verwerping van res ipsa loquitur deur hoo1Tegter Innes en appelregter Wessels en toon oortuigend
aan dat die stelreel in gepaste omstandighede wei toepassing behoort te vind. Alhoewel Strauss aanvanklik 'n
voorstander was van die aanwending van die stelreel in bepaalde omstandighede huldig hy tans in navolging van die
regspraak 'n meer gemagtigde an versigtige standpunt... Na evaluering van die positiewe reg en die standpunte van
skrywers word daar aan die hand gedoen dat res ipsa loquitur wei ·onder bepaalde omstandighede by die bewys van
mediese nalatigheid aanwending behoort te vind in hierdie verband kan daar algemene 'beginsels' vir die effektiewe
toepassing en aanwending daarvan in die mediese praktyk neergele word:
(a) Res ipsa loqUitur is prakties niks anders nie as 'n bewysreel wat deur 'n eiser aangewend kan word om die bewys van
beweerde mediese nalatigheid aan die kant van die verweerder te vergemaklik. 'n Eiser behoort bloot 'n feitelike basis
(wat op 'n absolute gegewe berus) voor die hofte Ie, welke basis kousaal met die nadelige gevolg verbind moet word.
Die implikasie hiervan is dat die eiser dan nie noodwendig deskundige mediese getuienis wat sy saak steun hoef voor
te Ie nie, aangesien die hof deur die basis wat gele is in die posisie geplaas word om voorlopig 'n afleiding te maak
(ten minste tot die mate dat die verweerder op die verdediging geplaas behoort te word). Alhoewel daar nie 'n egte
bewysJas op die geneesheer rus om te bewys dat hy nie nalatig was nie. rus daar 'n verpligting op hom ('n
weerlegginglas') om '0 redelike verduideliking te gee van sy 'ongewone' handelswyse wat tot die nadelige gevolg
aanleiding gegee het. Die praktiese implikasie van 'n redelike verduideliking sal noodwendig meebring dat die
geneesheer dan deskundige mediese getuienis sal moet aanbied ten einde aan te toon dat sy optrede medics gesproke·
aanvaarbaar was.
(b) Die stelreeJ kan n6g ondubbelsinnig verwerp word n6g simplisties en dogmaties aangewend word bloot omdat die
'feite vir sigself spreek'. Daar moet nog steeds noukeurig op die algernene bewyslas op die eiser om op 'n oorwig van
waarskynlikhede sy saak to bewys, terwyl die staat in strafsake die beskuldigde se skuld bo redelike twyfel moet
bewys. As bewysreel doen res ipsa loquitur nie afbreuk aan hierdie algemene beginsels nie. Dit is bloot 'n hulpmiddel
wat ten gunste van die eiser onder bepaalde omstandighede aangewend kan word ten einde sy bewyslas te
vergemaklik analoog byvoorbeeld die aanbied van soortgelyke feite om 'n bepaalde afleiding te regverdig.
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9.2.3

Stoffberg v Elliottl4

Facts
The plaintiff claimed £10 000 in damages for assault. The plaintiff was admitted to
hospital for surgical and medical treatment for cancer of the penis. Dr Elliott, who
treated the plaintiff was an honorary visiting surgeon who assumed that the
administrative procedures, including the obtaining of the patient's consent, had been
(c)

14

Daar word aan die hand gedoen dat waar 'n eiser (in siviele sake) of die staat (in strafsake) op die aanwending van
hierdie stelreel wil steun, die eiser dit as sodanig in sy pleitstukke moo pleit en die staat dit ook voor die aanvang van
die straftegtelike verrigtinge aan die hofbehoort te openbaar.
(d) Waar 'n eiser of die staat op die stelreel steun, behoort die hof die aanwcnding aI dan nie, van die stelreel met
omsigtigheid te bejeen; juis vanwee die prosesregtelike implikasies wat dit vir die verweerder of beskuldigde (na
gelang van geval) mag inhou. In hierdie verband kan daar amper van 'n versigtigheidsreel, analoog aan die by enkelgetuies, gepraat word.
(e) Wanneer daar bepaal moet word of die stelreel aanwending behoort te vind al dan nie moet daar noukeurig gelet word
op die elemente van onderskeidelik die delik of misdaad wat bewys moet word alvorens daar sprake van die
deliktuele ofstrafi'egtelike aanspreeklikheid kan wees.
(f) In navolging van 'suiwere elementologiese' benadering is dit veral die element van kousaliteit wat by die moontlike
aanwending van die stelreel van besondere belang is. Daar word in oorweging gegee dat eers bepaal moet word of
daar 'n kousale verband tussen die hoogs ongewone gebeure (absolute gegewe) en die nadelige gevolg is, alvorens
daar sprake kan wees van die moontlike aanwending van die stelreel. S6 kan die voorbeeld genoem word van 'n
pasient wat tydens 'n operasie aan 'n gebaarste blindedenn en peritonitis beswyk. Tydens die toewerk van die pasient
se buik, word 'n depper en 'n knyptang per ongeluk in die buik agtergelaat. By die ontdekking van die knyptang en
die depper tydens 'n latere post mortem ondersoek kan dit nouliks betoog word dat die stelreel aangewend moet word
bloot omdat daar nie aan die kousaliteitsvereiste voldoen is nie, aangesien daar geen nexus tussen die dood en die
handeling is nie. In hierdie verband is die dictum van die appelregter Wessels, naamlik dat 'the mere act that a swab is
left in a patient is not conclusive of negligence' heeltemal korrek. Word die gemelde dictum effe aangepas om die
element van kousaliteit te akkommodeer, verander die prentjie. 'The mere fact that a swab is left in a patient which
swab caused the patient pain, suffering or bodily injury, can be conclusive of negligence. , 'n Verdere kwalifikasie sou
seker bygevoeg word, naamlik ... 'can be conclusive of negligence unless satisfactory (sic) explained'. So' gesien is
die bevrediging die kousaliteitselement 'n vereiste vir die aanwending van die stelreel. Eers dan raak die
verduideliking van die geneesheer relevant en moet die vraag gestel word of sy optrede in die omstandighede voldocn
het aan die objektiewe maatstafwat van regswee vereis word.
(g) Die stelreel behoort aanwcnding te vind waar.die eiser se feite (absolute gegewe) voor die hofplaas wat 'n prima
facie afleiding van nalatigheid regverdig. Voorbeelde van omstandighede wat as absolute gegewe beskou kan word
wat die aanwending van die stelreel regverdig is die volgende: Waar 'n geneesheer tydends (sic) 'n operasie die
verkeerde ledemaat amputeer of op die verkeerde ledemaat opereer; die aanwesigheid van instrumente in die pasient
se Iiggaam na 'n voltooide operasic; brandwonde vcroorsaak deur 'n warmwaterbottel in 'n pasient se bed; besering
van 'n gesonde Iiggaamsdecl langsaan die aangetaste liggaamsdeel waarop geopereer is; 'n operasie op die verkeerde
pasient of die verkeerde operasie op 'n pasient; brandwonde wat gevolg het op X-straalbehandeling; die toediening
van die verkeerde medikasie of verdowingsmiddels of oordosis daarvan, veral waar dit bekend is dat die pasient
allergies daarvoor is. Dit moet beklemtoon word dat daar nie 'n geslote Iys van absolute gegewe of feite is wat die
moontlike aanwending van die stelreel regverdig nie. Die omstandighede van elke geval sal aanduidend wees van die
sodanige aanwending al dan nie.
.
(h) Beginsles van billikheid, prosedurele regverdigheid and grondwetlike oorwegings moet vereis dat die stelreel in
bepaalde omstandighede aanwending sal vind. Vir die 'afwesige' leke-pasient, wat tydens 'n operasie onder narkose
in droomland is, is dit haas onmoontlik om te bewys wat tentye van die operasie gebeur het, terwyl die deskundige .
geneesheer wat minstens in beheer van die operasie was met binnekennis daarvan, geen bewyslas dra nie. Die vraag
ontstaan of besondere kennis of binnekennis nie as 'n factor beskou moet word wat die Iigging van die bewyslas may
bernvloed often minste aanleiding behoort te gee tot 'n 'weerleggingslas' nie.
(i) Sodra 'n eiser/staat 'n feitelike basis met 'n kousale verband tussen die handeling en die gevolg voor die hofgele het,
is sodanige basis prima facie getuienis waaruit die moontlike afleiding van nalatigheid gekonstrueer sou kon word.
Daar is dan 'n verpligting op die verweerderlbeskuldigde... om 'n redelike verduideliking te gee van die
aanwesigheid van die absolute gegewe of feite. Indien die verduideliking redelik is ... het die eiser/staat ... nie sy saak
op 'n oorwig van waarskynlikhedelbo redelike twyfel bewys nie en moet die aksie faallbeskuldigde onskuldig bevind
word. Indien die geneesheer se verduideliking nie aanvaarbaar is nie, word die prima facie getuienis afdoende
getuienis wat meebring dat die eiser/staat sy saak op 'n oorwig van waarskynlikhedelbo redelike twyfel beyws het en
gevolglik met sy aksie moet slaag of skuldigbevinding regverdig....
(j) Erkenning behoort gegee te word aan res ipsa loquitur as bewysreeJ wat ten gunste van die eiser in bepaalde
omstandighede geld. Sonder sodanige erkenning is die stelreel totaal kragteloos en van geen praktiese nut nie. Die
stelreel behoort nie bloot negeer te word omdat die aanwending daarvan waar dit inderdaad angedui is, die geneesheer
in sy verdediging sal verontrief nie"
Stoffberg 1923 CPO 148
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followed. He was doing charitable work at the hospital. The patient's penis was
surgically removed. The patient maintained that he had not given consent to the
operation. The jury found for the defendant.

Judgment
Watermeyer J advised the jury of the nature of assault. He stated that in the eyes of
the law every person has certain absolute rights which the law protects. They are not
dependent upon statute or contract but they are rights to be respected and one of them
is that of absolute security of the person. He said that nobody can interfere in any way
with the person of another, except in certain circumstances. Any bodily interference
with or restraint of a man's person which is not justified in law, or excused in law, or
consented to, said Watermeyer J, is wrong and for that wrong, the person whose body
has been interfered with has a right to claim such damages as he can prove he has
suffered owing to that interference. He explained the term justified as follows: there
are certain interferences with the body of another which are justified and perfectly
lawful, for instance when a police constable arrests another under a warrant or when
an executioner hangs a man l5 • With regard to the term 'excused' Watermeyer J said,
for instance if one is moving in a crowd and bumps up against another person, that is
not an assault; it is an excused interference. If an interference is consented to, said
Watermeyer J, then it is not wrong. He used as an example the football matches
played at Newlands or a boxing contest.
The declaration in StojJberg alleged an unjustified, unexcused, and unconsented to
. interference. The plea admitted interference but said that there was consent to the
operation albeit not express consent. It said that the consent was implied by the fact
that the patient went into hospital and was admitted for treatment and thereby
consented to undergo such surgical and medical treatment as was immediately
necessary.
In this regard Watermeyer J pointed out that it is a question partly of fact and partly of
law whether there was an implied consent to undergo such surgical treatment as was
15

The death penalty has since been abolished in South Africa and there is consequently no longer any justification in law
for execution.. See S" Ma/cwanyane and Anotherl99S (3) SA 391 (CC)
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considered reasonably necessary by the doctor. He stated that insofar as the legal
question is concerned, a man, by entering a hospital, does not submit himself to such
surgical

~eatment

as the doctors in attendance upon him may think necessary. By

going into hospital, said Watermeyer J, he does not waive or give up his right of
absolute security of the person. He cannot be treated in hospital as a mere specimen,
or as an inanimate object which can used for the purposes of vivisection. He remains a
human being and he retains his rights of control and disposal of his own body. He still

has the consent to say what operation he will submit to and unless his consent to an
operation is expressly obtained, any operation performed upon him without his
consent is an unlawful interference with his right of security and control of his own
body and is a wrong entitling him to damages ifhe suffers any.

Watermeyer J said that it may be that there are many cases in which a doctor could
perform surgical operations upon another person without that other person's consent.
He used the example of a man who is picked up unconscious in the street and whose
consent cannot be obtained for treatment necessary to save his life. In such a situation,
said Watermeyer J, the operation could be performed without consent. Another
example given was the case where a man is undergoing one serious abdominal
operation and while his body is open the doctor finds there is something else seriously
wrong. In order to save his life, it is necessary to remove that. In such a case, said
Watermeyer J, the doctor would be justified. He pointed out that in the present case
there was no such emergency and that it was admitted that consent ought to have been
obtained and was not obtained owing to some oversight in the hospital so that the
operation took place without consent and as such was a wrongful act and in
infringement of the plaintiff's rights, not justified by urgency or excused upon any
other ground.

Watermeyer J said that although no moral blame attached to Dr Elliott and that he was
quite justified in assuming that the consent had been obtained in the ordinary course,
this did not change the legal position. In law if a man commits an assault or if he is
one of a number who commits an assault then it does not matter whose duty it was. to
ask for consent to that assault. If he consent is not obtained then all the persons
concerned in that assault are liable to the plaintiff if the plaintiff suffers any damages.
The judge said that the fact that consent was not obtained in the present case was not
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so much Dr Elliot's fault as it was his misfortune and that it did not relieve him of
responsibility because he was the man 'who actually performed the operation of
cutting off the plaintiff's penis without his consent. Watermeyer J then went on to
explain the principles of compensation and whether damages should be awarded in
the present case. He stated that the rule is that unless there is an element of insult or
unless the action is brought to establish a right, then the plaintiff cannot recover
unless he proves some actual damage, that is, pecuniary loss or pain and suffering. He
told the jury that they could not take into account other things such as mental or mo~
pain and suffering and explained that this action was one to recover damages for
actual loss sustained rather than a claim of insult. Watermeyer J told the jury that if
they thought that there was cancer and that the operation was necessary to save the
plaintiff's life then they should still further consider whether he suffered any damage
at all. The jury found for the defendant and judgment was entered for the defendant
with costs.

Discussion

Watermeyer J referred in this case to the right of absolute security of the person. He
also stated that in the eyes of the law every person has certain 'absolute rights' which
the law protects. It is important to note that there is a distinction between a right of
absolute security of the person and an absolute right of security of the person. The
former relates to

~e

security. and the latter to the right. The courts have held that the

fundamental rights contained in chapter 3 of the Constitution are not absolute l6 • Since
16

Froneman J in Qozeleni v Minister 0/ Law and Order and Another 1994 (3) SA 625 (E) held that: "The fundamental
rights protected by the chapter are enumerated (5S 8-32), but they are not absolute rights. Apart from the possibility of
these rights conflicting with each other in a given situation, they are all also subject to a general limitation clause (s 33)
and may even in certain closely prescribed circumstances be suspended under a state of emergency (s 34). Any alleged
breach of the fundamental rights set out in chap 3 therefore necessitates a two-pronged enquiry (leaving aside for the
moment the possibility of suspension under a state of emergency), viz, firstly, whether there has been an infringement of
the right, and, secondly, ifso, whether that infringement of the right is justified in terms of the limitation. clause (s 33). It
is not necessary to go further than our own case law in this regard to determine the proper incidence of the onus in such
cases. The person alleging an infringement of a fundamental right would initially bear the on us of proving such an
infringement, but, having done so, the onus of proving the justification for such an infringement in terms of s 33 would
be on the person or entity relying on such justification. From the case law it is also quite clear that the latter onus is not
merely one of rebuttal ('weerleggingslas') but a fully-fledged onus ('bewyslas') (Mabaso v FeliX 1981 (3) SA 865 (A) at
876; Minister 0/ Law and Order and Others v Hurley and Another 1986 (3) SA 568 (A) at 5861-5891; Minister Wln Wet
en Orde" Matshoba 1990 (I) SA 280 (A) at 284E-I; During NO v Boesak and Another 1990 (3) SA 661 (A) at 673GH)." In Rudolph and Another v Commissioner/or Inland Revenue and Others NNO 1994 (3) SA 771 (W), Goldblatt J
held that: "Firstly, it must be recognised that the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution are not absolute.
These rights and freedoms may be limited by laws which are not contrary to s 33(1) of the Constitution." In
Soobramoney v Minister 0/ Health, Kwazulu-Natal1998 (1) SA 430 (D), Combrinck J held that: "The case made out by
the applicant mirrors what at present seems to be a popular conception that the rights created in the Bill of Rights are
absolute and can be exercised and enjoyed without limitation. This is of course not so. The rights are by s 36(1) limited
in terms of law of general application to the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and
democratic society. The rights are also limited by the rights of others. A right extends only so far as the point to where it
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the constitutional rights have not necessarily replaced those recognised at common
law, this would appear to be a fundamental difference between the constitutional right
of freedom and security of the person of bodily and psychological integrity as
contained in section 12 of the Constitution the common law right to absolute secwity
of the person. The question is whether the Constitution has limited the scope of the
right to security of the person so that it is nO,longer absolute or whether the absolute
nature of the common law right remains unaffected by the fact that the constitutional
rights are themselves not absolute. It has been held that the common law

~d

constitutional law should not be treated as two distinct and separate branches of law l7•
It is submitted that in view of this, and the fact that constitutional rights are
themselves not absolute, it is highly unlikely that the common law rights should
continue to be regarded as such. In any event, if one considers the basis upon which
the constitutional and other courts have justified their statements that the rights in the
Bill of Rights are not absolute, it is that they can be limited by a law of general
application and that they m~st be balanced against other rights. It is submitted that the
same is true of common law rights. They can be limited by law and they must also be
balanced against other rights, if not othe~ common law rights, then other constitutional

does not infringe upon another person's right. So for instance. there is a right to freedom of expression but it is limited to
the rights of others not to be defamed. The right to assemble, demonstrate and picket is limited by the rights of others to
access and freedom of movement. A right is also limited where others enjoy the same right and are competing for
recognition of such right. In De Reuck " Director of Public Prosecutions, Witwatersrand Local Division, and Others
2003 (3) SA 389 (W) Epstein JA stated: "I reiterate that the rights contained in the Bill of Rights are not absolute. Rights
have to be exercised with due regard and respect for the rights of others. Organised society can operate only on the basis
of rights being exercised harmoniously with the rights of others. Of course. the rights exercised by an individual may
come into conflict with the rights exercised by another 98 and. where rights come into conflict, a balancing process is
required." In S" Malcwanyane And Another 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) the constitutional court stated that "The rights vested
in every person by chap 3 of the Constitution are subject to limitation under s 33. In times of emergency some may be
suspended in accordance with the provisions ofs 34 of the Constitution." Similarly in Dawood and Another y Minister of
Home Affairs and Others: Shalabi and Another" Minister ofHome Affairs and Others: Thomas and Another" Minister
of Home Affairs and Others 2000 (3) SA 936 (CC). the constitutional court stated: "There is a clear limitation of the
right to dignity caused by s 25(9)(b) read with ss 26(3) and (6). Like all constitutional rights. that right is not absolute
and may be limited in appropriate cases in terms ofs 36(1) of the Constitution."
Chaskalson p. speaking for the full Constitutional Court in Pharmaceutical Manufacturers ASSOCiation of SA and
Another: In re Ex parte President of the Republic of South Africa and Others 2000 (2) SA 674 (CC) said: ". take a
different view. The control of public power by the Court through judicial review is and always has been a constitutional,
inatter. Prior to the adoption of the interim Constitution this control was exercised by the Courts through the application
of common-law constitutional principles. Since the adoption of the interim Constitution such control has been regulated
by the Constitution which contains express provisions dealing with these matters. The common-law principles that
previously provided the grounds for judicial review of public power have been subsumed under the Constitution and,
insofar as they might continue to be relevant to judicial review, they gain their force from the Constitution. In the
judicial review of public power, the two are intertwined and do not constitute separate concepts.
Hodes AJ observed in Pennington" Friedgood And Others 2002 (I) SA 2S1 (C) that: ·'At para [41] [of the
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association case supra] Chaskalson P stated that powers which were previously
regulated by the common law under the prerogative and the principles developed by the Courts to control the exercise of
public power are now regulated by the Constitution and, in response to counsel's submission, relying on the decision in
Container Logistics to the effect that common-law grounds of review can be relied upon by a litigant and, if this is done,
the matter must then be treated, not as a constitutional matter, but as a common-law one, Chaskalson P said the
following at paras [44] and [45]: '[44] I cannot accept this contention, which treats the common law as a body of law
separate and distinct from the Constitution. There are not two systems oflaw, each dealing with the same subject-matter,
each having similar requirements, each operating in its own field with its own highest Court. There is only one system of
law. It is shaped by the Constitution which is the supreme law. and all law, including the common law, derives its force
from the Constitution and is subject to constitutional control.·..
II
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rights given the existence of the latter. In this sense then common law rights are and
were not 'absolute' either. In his judgment in Stoffberg, Watermeyer J pointed out
that in effect the 'absolute' right to security of the person can be modified or limited
by a number of different concepts namely justification, excusability and consent. It
would seem that the term 'absolute' as used with regard to the right of security of a
person in StofJberg v Elliot is thus a relative term 18. It is submitted therefore that in
essence there is little or no difference between the common law right of security of
the person and the constitutional right to freedom and security of the person and to
bodily and psychological integrity. Even prior to the Constitution the courts were on
the whole reluctant to concede the existence of absolute rights 19. It is submitted that
this is because the term 'absolute' tends to imply that there are no exceptions to the
rule. As any lawyer in pmctice will confirm, it is usually upon exceptions to the rule,
the grey areas between the black and white letter of the law, that legal practice and
litigation are founded.

Bobergl° notes that T W Price21 rightly points out that Watermeyer J erred when he
instructed the jury that, if the plaintiff has not in fact consented, Dr Elliott would have
been liable even though he had justifiably believed that the plaintiff's consent had
been obtained22 •

9.2.4

18
19

20
21
22

13

Van Wyk v Lewis23

One has a distinct sense of oxymoron here.
See for instance Jansen van Yuuren and Another NNO y Kruger 1993 (4) SA 842 (A) and Simonlanga and Others y
Masinga and Others 1976 (2) SA 732 (W)
Boberg PQR The Law ofDelict: Aquilian Liability Vol I at p 746
Price TW 'The Role of Casus Fortuitus Vis Major and Mistake in Action for Delict'1953 16 THRHR I at p9
Boberg (fn 20 supra) at p746 quotes him thus: This, says Price, was 'a clear and fatal misdirection on a point of law. On
the facts as found Dr Elliott was not guilty of any culpa; the moral position was in fact also the legal position, and the
learned judge clearly misconceived the fundamental nature of the Aquilian action .. .In this case it is plain that the
plaintiff sued the wrong person and the learned judge should have directed the jury accordingly'. This argument says
Boberg is susceptible of misunderstanding. One may think that culpa was not in issue, since Dr Elliott acted
intentionally when he operated. But Price's point was this: Dr Elliott was without fault because his actual, subjective
belief that the plaintiff had consented excluded consciousness of wrongfulness and hence intention, while the
reasonableness of that belief excluded culpa. Watermeyer J was therefore in effect instructing a jury that Dr Elliott was
strictly liable and that was a misconception of Aquilian liability and a 'fatal misdirection'. As Boberg says, in the event,
justice triumphed when Dr Elliott escaped liability upon the rather quaint ground that the plaintiff had suffered no
damage because without the operation he would soon have succumbed to cancer. This, of course assumed that he had no
claim for contumelia, as indeed Watermeyer J expressly directed but the assumption is challenged by Amerasinghe CF
'The Protection of Corpus in Roman Dutch Law' (1967) 84 SAU 56 who rightly says that assault is per se contumelious.
Van Wyk fu 3 supra
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Facts
The facts as they appear from the judgement of Innes CJ are as follows. On 3
February 1922, the respondent, a physician and surgeon practising at Queenstown
received a telegram for Dr Louw of Sterkstroom asking him to meet the appellant,
.who was arriving by train, with a view to an operation. The respondent arranged for
her admission to the Frontier Hospital where he examined her the same afternoon. Her
condition was so critical that an immediate operation was necessary. This he
performed at 8 o'clock the same evening. The anaesthetic was administered by Dr
Thomas and a qualified nurse on the hospital staff acted as theatre sister. The matron
and another nurse De Wet were also in attendance. The patient's appendix, being
inflamed and adherent, was removed. The gall bladder was also in a state of acute
inflammation, much distended with necrosis on the surface and he decided to drain it.
Having paced the field of the operation with swabs handed to him by the sister her
made an incision and inserted a tube. This was attended with difficulty. There was a
rush of highly septic matter to be dealt with and owing to the friability of the gall
bladder, it was impossible to suture the opening so as to draw it around the tube. He
put in more packing to prevent the spread of sepsis. At that stage he was warned by
·the anaesthetist that the patient should be taken off the operating table as soon as
possible. He concluded the operation, removed all the swabs he saw or felt and being
satisfied that they had all been accounted for to the satisfaction of the sister, he
stitched the patient closed.. The appellant, 'a young woman of 26 made a rapid
recovery and was discharged from hospital on 19th February, by

w~ch

tUne the

wound had healed over. Between that date and January of the following year, the
respondent saw the patient on several occasions. Some time after the operation the
wound opened slightly, there was an oozing of pus and she informed the respondent
that several gall stones had come through the opening. She complained of discomfort
but not of pain. The. last occasion on which the appellant consulted the respondent
was in January 1923 when he found on examination, a slight swelling and tenderness
in the region of the gall bladder which pointed, he thought, to a recurrence of the old
trouble. Subsequently, on the 15th of February, the appellant claimed that she
evacuated a piece of muslin the shape and dimensions of a small, packing swab with
tape attachment. Under those circumstances she refused

~o

pay the respondent's
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account which had just been rendered but commenced an action for damages.
Judgment for the defendant was given by the court a quo and the plaintiff appealed.

Judgment
The court first considered the question of whether the appellant's evidence could be
accepted stating that her story, implying as it did a lesion of the bowel by ulceration
or otherwise, and the consequent passage of the swab into the alimentary system was
itself remarkable and was rendered more remarkable still by the absence of high
temperature and other symptoms which might be expected to accompany this process.
However, the medical evidence showed that though in the highest degree improbable,
her account of what took place could not be dismissed as impossible. The court a quo
accepted the appellant's account as being the truth and the Appellate Division then
did the same. It then turned to the legal nature of the claim and noted that there was
some discussion as to whether the claim had been framed in contract or in delict. One
of the appellant's contentions assumed that her claim was contractual. Innes CJ
observed that the line of division, where negligence is alleged, is not easy to draw for
negligence underlies the field of both contract and delict

(t~rt).

He said that cases are

conceivable were it may be important to decide on which side of that line the cause of
action lies but said that the present was not such a case - that no mere omission was
relied on nor was the basis upon which damages should be calculated in dispute. Innes
CJ did say that, since the point had been raised, it was his opinion that the claim was
based in delict. He observed that the compensation demanded was in respect of injury
alleged to have been sustained by reason of the respondent's negligence and lack of
skill and that while the duty to take care no doubt arose from the contractual
rdationship between the parties, it was duty, breach of which was actionable under
the Aquilian procedure. Consequently, said the court, the respondent's liability
depended on whether it was due to negligence or unskilfulness on his part that the
.
.
swab was allowed to remain in the wound. He held that this could only be decided on
consideration of the facts surrounding the operation but before turning to these he
considered the standard of care that the respondent had to observe and the question of
where the onus of proof lay,; Innes CJ referred to Mitchell v Dixon24 in which it was

24

Mitchell fb 1 supra
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held that a medical practitioner is not expected to bring to bear upon the case
entrusted to him the highest

possi~le

degree of professional skill but he is bound to

employ reasonable skill and care. In deciding what is reasonable., said Innes CJ, the
court will have regard to the general level of skill and

dilige~ce

possessed and

exercised at the time by members of the branch of the profession to which the
practitioner belongs. He said that the evidence of qualified surgeons is of the greatest
assistance in estimating that general level and that their evidence may well be
influenced by local experience. Innes CJ said that he intended to guard against
assenting to the principle in some American decisions that the standard of skill which
should be exacted is that which prevails in the particular locality where the
practitioner happens to reside. The ordinary medical practitioner should, he said,
exercise the same degree of skill and care whether he carries on work in the town or
the country, in one place or another. The fact that several incompetent or careless
practitioners happen to settle in the same place should not affect the standard of
diligence and skill which local patients have a right to expect.

Innes CJ then turned to the question of onus of proof. He stated that the general rule is
that he who asserts must prove. Consequently a plaintiff who relies on negligence
must establish it. If, at the conclusion of the case, the evidence is evenly balanced, he
cannot claim a verdict for he will not have discharged the onus resting upon him.
Inne~

CJ noted that it was argued that the mere fact that a swab was sewn up inside

the appellant's body is prima facie evidence of negligence which shifts the onus so as
to throw upon the respondent the burden of rebutting the presumption raised - a
difficult task, he said, in view of the lapse of time between the operation and the trial.
The maxim res ipsa loquitur was invoked in support of this argument. The court said
that the maxim means simply what it says - that in certain circumstances the
occurrence speaks for itself. It noted that the maxim was frequently employed in
English cases where there was no direct evidence of negligence and that the question
then arises whether the nature of the occurrence is such that the jury or the court
would be justified in inferring negligence from the mere fact that the accident
happened. It is really, said the court, a question of inference. Innes CJ stated that it
was no doubt sometimes said that in cases where the maxim applies the happening of
the occurrence is in itself prima facie evidence of negligence and that if by this is
meant that the burden of proof is automatically shifted from the plaintiff to the
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defendant, then he doubted the accuracy of the statement. He observed that the
general principles on which the onus is transferred from one party to another during
the course of a trial were observed in Frankel v Ohlsson IS Breweries2S and said that in
the present case there was clearly no shifting of onus. The plaintiff alleged a lack of
reasonable care and skill and the correctness or otherwise of that allegation can only
be determined on a consideration of all the facts. Innes CJ stated that there is no
absolute test - it depends on the circumstances. The nature of the occurrence is an
independent element but it must be considered along with the other evidence in the
case. In his opinion, said Innes CJ, the onus of establishing negligence rested
throughout upon the plaintiff. He noted that the appellant's contention was not so
much one of incompetence as one of carelessness on the part of the respondent. The
court said that with regard to the removal of swabs at the conclusion of an operation a
surgeon is bound to make such search and take such precautions as are reasonable
under the circumstances. In view of the consequences involved, it said, the search
must be careful and the precautions strict - anything less would not be reasonable. It
said that whilst the testimony of members of the profession is of the greatest value on
questions of this kind, the decision as to what is reasonable under the circumstances is
for the court and whilst the latter will pay high regard to the views of the profession it
is not bound to adopt them. Innes CJ observed that the duty of counting all the swabs
and keeping a tally of those used inside the body and checking them as they come out
is entrusted to the sister. He said there was ample evidence that this is a proper
practice and one largely to be followed in present day surgery and that it was.
reasonable. The respondent admitted that he left the counting of the swabs to the
sister. In a general sense the sister is under the orders of the surgeon but ·she also has
independent duties to discharge and checking of the swabs was one of the most
important. The court said that it could not say that a surgeon who leaves this task to a
competent sister is on that account guilty of negligence. It said that the doctor's duty
is to do his best for his patient and he should follow the course which his judgment
tells him in his own case is the preferable one. The task of keeping a mental record of
swabs used, a record that is valueless if not accurate, might distract one person more
than another from that level of concentrating upon the problems of the operation
which the interests of the patient demand. The respondent had made as careful a

Frankel 1909 TS 957
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search as the critical condition of the patient permitted and the sister believed that all
the swabs were accounted for. The respondent came to the same conclusion and
proceeded to sew up the wound. In these circwnstances, said the court, it was not
prepared to differ from the finding of the court a quo in favour of the defendant that a
charge of personal negligence had been established. On the subject of whether the
respondent was answerable for the negligence of the sister, said Innes CJ, he did no
propose to express any opinion since she was not a party in the present case.
However, he did point out that she was not the servant of the respondent and that
while she was under his general control during the operation, she was also a
collaborator. Innes CJ said that whilst the court was sympathetic to the appellant, to
uphold some of the arguments made on her behalf would render it difficult for a
surgeon to concentrate all his energies upon the surgical problems of a critical
operation and might render practitioners slow to undertake them. This, he said, would
hardly be in the interests of the particular patient or the general pUblic.

In a minority judgment Kotze JA differed from the views of Innes CJ with regard to
the question of res ipsa loquitur, saying that the placing of a foreign substance in the
patient's body and leaving it there when sewing up the wound, unless satisfactorily
explained, establishes a case of negligence. He quoted from Hillyer v The Governors

olSt Bartholomew's HospitaP6 where Kennedy U observed:
"It appears to me that, subject always to the reservation that I have stated in respect of the
nature of the defendant's legal liability for the negligent acts or omissions of their
professional staff, there was apart from the statements which two of the surgeons made
subsequently to the plaintiff, and which were admitted in evidence without objection on the
part of the defendant's counsel, a prima facie case on the issue of negligence on the facts
which I have briefly set forth. I think that so far the plaintiff might, in the Circumstances
invoke the application of the maxim res ipsa loquitur."

The facts in this case were that a patient, whilst lying on the operating table in 8t
Bartholomew's Hospital in an insensible state through the administration of the
necessary anaesthetics had his left arm burned by contact with a heating apparatus
under the table and his right arm was also bruised during the operation. The action
was brought against the governors of the hospital, the plaintiff s case being that they
were responsible in law for the negligence of the
26

s~geons

employed at the hospital.

Hillyer 1909 2 KB at p828
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The Court of Appeal held that under the circumstances no liability attached to the
governors of the hospital for negligence or unskillfulness of the surgeons in
attendance at the operation. Kotze JA said that the actual decision in Hillyer had no
direct application to the present case but that the quoted observations of Kennedy LJ
supported the view that where a plaintiff has proved certain facts from which, if not
satisfactorily rebutted or explained, the conclusion may reasonably be drawn that
there has been an absence of the necessary care or skill on the part of the medical
man, a case of negligence against the defendant has been established, rendering him
liable in damages. He noted that it is no doubt true that negligence may be manifested
in many and various ways and in complicated instances the difficulties are usually in
respect of the onus probandi. Not infrequently a plaintiff may produce evidence of
certain facts which, unless rebutted, reasonably if not necessarily indicate negligence
and in such cases the maxim res ipsa loquitur is often held to apply. Kotze JA said
that it seemed to him lhat the legal view in a case such as the present had been well
summed up by Beven in his standard treatise on Negligence. According to him, to sew
up a sponge or an instrument in a patient after an operation is evidence of negligence.
He nonetheless concurred that the appeal should be dismissed but apparently on the
basis that the defendant could not upon the evidence be held to be responsible for the
sister not having kept a correct count of the number of swabs used and actually
removed from the patient's body. Her duty in counting and checking the swabs is
q¢te independent of the operating surgeon, he said.

Wessels JA in a minority concurring judgment stated that though the case was not
founded on a breach of contract, it is one of those where the relationship between the
parties arose out of a contract but where the act complained of is an injury of delict
done in consequence of carrying out the contract. He said the delict grows out of a
breach of duty which the law implied from the contract between the parties - the duty
of the surgeon who contracts to operate, not to do so negligently. He said

~at

the

contract between a patient operated upon in a hospital and the operating surgeon is
that the surgeon will perform the operation with such technical skill as the average
medical practitioner in South Africa possesses and that he will apply that skill with
reasonable care and judgment. Wessels JA said that the locality where the operation is
performed is an element in judging whether or not reasonable skill, care and judgment
have been exercised. He said that one cannot expect the same level of skill and care of
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a practitioner in a country town as you can of one in a large hospital in a large city. In
the same way one cannot expect the, same skill of surgeons practising in South Africa
as of surgeons practising in London, Paris or

Berli~.

Wessels JA stated that the

relation of a hospital sister or nurse in a public hospital to a surgeon operating in that
hospital is not that of master and servant not is it ~alogous to such relationship. The
sister or nurse is an independent assistant of the surgeon though under his control in
respect of the operation. He noted that the surgeon has no power to appoint her and
she receives from him no fees. He also has no right to dismiss her and before and after
the operation the doctor has no active control over her. Wessels JA noted that it had
been decided in several cases that the doctor is in no way liable for what the nurse
does after the operation to a patient in the ordinary course of those duties usually
entrusted to a nurse27 • The judge recognised that in operations some tem work is
essential and that the work had become specialized so as to enable the surgeon to
devote all his energy and attention ''to the highly skilled and difficult work of
isolation, dissection and purification". He said that to what extent the doctor should or
should not rely upon the teamwork of the hospital assistances depends entirely on the
nature of the particular case. As regards the burden of proof Wessels JA held that the
onus of proof must rest upon the plaintiff all of the time. He said that the maxim res
ipsa loquitur cannot apply where negligence or no depends on something not absolute
but relative and that as soon as all surrounding circumstances are to be taken into
consideration there is no room for the maxim. Wessels JA held that it is necessary for
the plaintiff who seeks to recover compensation for the damage done to him to show
that the defendant was in all the circumstances of the case in the wrong when he left
the swab in the abdomen and that in so doing he had failed to use that reasonable skill,
care and judgment which it was incumbent upon him to employ. The mere fB:Ct, said
Wessels JA, that a swab is left in a patient, is not conclusive of negligence. Cases may
be conceived where it is better for the patient, in case of doubt, to leave the swab in
rather than to waste time in accurately exploring whether it is there or not as for
instance where a nurse has some doubt but the doctor after search can find no swab
and it becomes patent that if the patient is not instantly sewn up and removed from the
operating table he will die. In such a case there is no advantage to the patient, said
Wessels JA, to make sure that the swab is not there if during the time expended in

27
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exploration, the patient dies. Hence, he said, it seemed to him that the maxim res ipsa

loquitur has no application in cases of this kind. Noting that almost all the surgeons
called stated that a swab may be overlooked even though a high degree of care is
shown and the more difficult the operation, the nearer the patient is to death, the more
easily such an accident may happen, Wessels JA held that the appeal must be
dismissed. He said that there was no doubt that the plaintiff owed her life to the skill
of the defendant and the mere fact that in the exceedingly difficult operation, under
the circumstances in which it was performed, he failed to find ~ne of the swabs is not
sufficient to justify the conclusion that he did not exhibit reasonable skill, care and
judgment as an average surgeon would have displayed in the circumstances.

Discussion
This. case was recently dealt with extensively in a doctoral thesis on the subject of the
applicability of the maxim res ipsa loquitur in the health care context28 • The maxim
has already been discussed in detail in chapter seven and will not be

furth~r

discussed

here. The clear sympathy of the court for the doctor in this case (one almost gets the
impression from the judgment that the court felt that the patient was ungrateful in that
the 'medical man' saved her life) harks back to the days when medical paternalism
was justified on the basis that 'medical'men' had an almost mythical, not to mention
mystical, knowledge of matters medical and their demi-god status in society was
unquestioned by the common herd and may have lead in part to its finding that the
maxim res ipsa loquitur was inapplicable to medical situations. As has been stated
previously whenever the courts have considered the applicability of the maxim in the
past they seem to run away from the idea that it shifts the burden of proof to the
provider. Apart from the fact that the present writer cannot see why this is such an
extremely bad idea in certain instances, the maxim does not shift the onus of proof
onto the defendant. It merely transfers, an evidentiary burden that in the course of a
trial can many times shift back and forth between the plaintiff and the defendant in
much the same way that a tennis ball moves back and forth between players in a
tennis match. The total score at the end of the game is what determines the outcome 28

Van den Heever P "The application of the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur to medical negligence actions: A comparative
survey' (unpublished doctoral thesis 2002 University of Pretoria), He revisits Van Wyk" Lewis in extensive detail and
comes to the conclusion that there was no reason in that case why the maxim should not have been applied and that the
court in fact erred in stating that it was not applicable in the medical context.
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not one particular volley. Strauss29 points out that Van Wyk v Lewis has been strongly
criticised but 'after all these years it still reigns supreme'. He notes that in the us the
maxim res ipsa loquitur has gained a strong foothold, and has become a powerful tool
in the hands of lawyers acting for dissatisfied patients. There he says, it has been
developed into a 'rule of sympathy' to combat the so-called 'conspiracy of silence'
among doctors3o•

A further point to note from this landmark case are that the court refused to hold the
surgeon liable for the failure of the theatre nurse that was assisting him to correctly
count the swabs that were inserted into and removed from the patient's body and
found that he was entitled to rely on her to do her part of the teamwork that was
involved in a complicated and delicate surgical operation. The court rejected the idea
~t

because the surgeon was in charge of the process this meant that liability for the

negligent acts of others in the team could be laid at his door. This was confirmed
more recently in the case of S v Kramer and Another in which a court held that a
surgeon could not be held liable for the medical negligence of the anaesthetist
assisting in the operation. In Van Wyk the nurse had not been cited as a party to the
proceedings and the court rightly refused to discuss in any detail whether or not she
was at fault. It is submitted with respect that the decision of the court in this regard
was correct. It would not be conducive to effective teamwork in complicated medical
and surgical procedures if the health professionals involved had a legal obligation not
to rely on each other to perform their respective roles and fulfil their respective

responsibilities in the larger operation. Furthermore, the fact that they should all be
properly registered, licensed professionals recognised as such by their' respective
professional bodies is a factor which should be ignored. Just as a per~on prescribing a
medicine should be able to rely on the fact that it has been registered upon the
approval of the Medicines Control Council in circumstances where such approval
may not be given without that august body being satisfied as to the safety, quality and
efficacy of a medicine, so it is not for individual health professionals to question arid
mistrust one another's professional status at a time when the patient should be the
main focus of attention. The question of the applicability of res ipsa loquitur has
already been discussed.
29
30
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9.2.5

Dale v Hamilton 31

Facts
The facts appear from the judgment of Feetham J. The plaintiff claimed damages for
an X-ray burn received by him in the course of an X-ray examination by the
defendant. He alleged that the burn was caused by the lack of skill and neglect ~n
treatment of the defendant in conducting the X-ray examination. The defendant
admitted that the plaintiff was burned in the course of the X-ray examination he
conducted but denied negligence. The plaintiff had been a shaft timberman on a mine
and was a member of the Randfontein Estates Sick Benefit Fund Society. The
defendant was a medical officer of the society and medical superintendent at the
society's hospital. The plaintiff attended the hospital as an outpatient and was
subjected to an X-ray examination for the purpose of diagnosing kidney stones. The
plaintiff stripped to the waist and lay down on the couch on his stomach. A radiograph
was taken and the plate developed. The defendant said it was underexposed ·and that
he would take another. He took a second which was also underexposed and then a
third which took a lot longer than the first two - as long as the plaintiff could hold his
breath. The third plate, according to the defendant, was over exposed and so he took a
fourth. The last plate he said, was the best of them all but still a little over-exposed.
Three days after the X-rays, the plaintiff said his inside was painful and he had severe
diarrhoea. After ten days he noticed a small red mark which gradually grew larger and
became quite painful. He went to the defendant and was treated for it but is steadily
became worse and on 24th February he had to take to his bed. On 28th February the
defendant called and examined him and certified that he was unfit for work and in the
afternoon the plaintiff went to hospital. His condition 'continued to get worse and in
May the defendant advised that he should have an anaesthetic and have the wound
scraped. The defendant said that the pain after the scraping nearly drove him mad. In
the defendant's absence on leave in July, his locum asked leave to call in an expert
radiologist to advise on treatment and thereafter the patient experienced a gradual
improvement. All in all, the plaintiff spent more than 18 months in hospital.
31
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The defendant had only limited training and experience in radiography and the X-ray
equipment at the hospital had been old when he first went to work there. Subsequently
new X-ray equipment was purchased but some of the parts of the old apparatus were
retained in an attempt to save on costs. The defendant had some training on the new
equipment which was installed at least partly by the representative of the company
from which the X-:-ray equipment was purchased. It was argued for the plaintiff that
the fact that the defendant's bum was caused in diagnostic work and that it was severe
was sufficient to establish a prima facie case of negligence and to shift the onus onto
the defendant of proving that there was no negligence. The expert evidence supported
this position.

Judgment

The court decided that the explanation given by the defendant for the bums was
correct. The positioning of the couch relative to the X-ray tube was too close. It
referred to the judgment in Mitchell v Dixon32 and the dicta of Innes ACJ relating the
to degree and care and skill expected of a medical practitioner. It also referred to the
case of Lymbery v JeffrieSJ3, heard prior to Mitchell's case, and the fact that it was
there held that work with X-rays was not work ordinarily or specially pertaining to the
medical profession. Feetham J stated that if a doctor undertakes to do radiographic
work, he must exercise in, that work which he undertakes as a medical man,
reasonable skill and care. But, he said, he was not sure that it made any difference
whether he was a doctor or not. Anybody who undertakes radiographic work is
obliged to exercise a reasonable degree of skill and care in doing that work. The
question, said Feetham J, is what is the limit of the responsibility of a man
undertaking radiographic work. Can it be said that he is entitled to take the factors
with which he has to deal for the purpose of providing a suitable setting for carrying
out a radiographic examination on trust or must he satisfy himself as to those factors?
Feetham J held that in view of the evidence as to what constituted a setting and that
the different factors in the setting are all interdependent a radiographer cannot escape
liability if, owing to his having given an exposure which in view of the nearness of
32

33
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the X-ray tube to the patient is excessive, the patient is burned. In the present case, he
noted that the defendant was not in the position of having ascertained from the expert
who was employed to instal the apparatus, what the tube distance was. The court
stated that it was unnecessary to determine whether or not the expert had given the
defendant the necessary information because on his own admission the defendant
neither asked where the tube was nor looked to see where it was yet on his own
admission, the position of the tube was a vital factor in settling the time of exposures.
The fact that the tube was as near to the patient as it was, caused the serious burn. The
court found the defendant guilty of negligence in that he either did not exercise the
care which he should have exercised being a trained man and having undertaken to
use reasonable skill and care or he lacked the training necessary to enable him to use
the tube which he was using. The court awarded damages for loss of earnings and also
the effect of the injury on the plaintiff's future earning capacity since he could no
longer return to his previous job of shaft timberman. It also awarded damages for pain
and suffering and loss of general health.

Discussion
Claassen and Verschoot4 note in connection with this case that according to Giesen
and

F~enhorsfs

a physician cannot defend himself by averring that he tried his best

in accordance with his abilities and professional knowledge. If he is incompetent to
treat a patient's specific illness he is obliged to refer the patient back to a specialist. A
general practitioner will not, however be blamed for his lack of knowledge, training
or experience if he undertakes specialist work in an emergency.

This is a clear case of imperitia culpae adnumeratur i.e. where lack of skill is
reckoned as fault. In ·this particular situation it would seem that the mine medical
scheme (the Sick Benefit Fund Society) was pennywise but pound foolish firstly in
not wanting to spend the money to totally re-equip the X-ray unit in the mine hospital
and secondly in allowing and possibly even encouraging a doctor who had no formal
training or skill on the subject to do X-ray examinations of patients. Nonetheless it

34
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was apparently he and not the Society that incurred the delictual liability. It is
noteworthy that the court said that anybody who undertakes radiographic· work is
obliged to exercise a reasonable degree of care and skill. The court was not even sure
that it made a difference whether the defendant was a doctor or not. This case can thus
also be seen from the perspective of someone (whether a layperson or a professional)
who is in control of a dangerous thing or is engaged in a dangerous activity36. A
further point to note about this case is that the court would not allow the defendant to
blame anyone else for the manner in which the equipment was set up since part of the
.

.

duties of a radiographer is to make sure that all of the items of equipment that he uses
are correctly positioned. This is because all of the factors are interdependent when
taking an X-ray. The court noted that the defendant did not even attempt to make sure
that the tube was correctly positioned and so it was unnecessary to consider whether
the expert technician who had come out to install the equipment had given the correct
information to the defendant. This case is not inconsistent with the decision in Van
Wyk v LewiSJ7 that the surgeon could ·not be held responsible for the failure of the

theatre nurse to count the number of swabs used in and removed from the patient's
body. It could be asked in relation to Dale why the defendant was not entitled to rely
on the expert's correct positioning of the tube? However, it is submitted that Dale is
distinguishable from Van Wyk v Lewis because in the case of the former, it was the
task of the radiographer to make sure that the settings were correct in respect of each
X-ray and each patient whereas in Van Wyk, it was not the task of the doctor to count
the swabs. The work in Van Wyk had consciously been divided up and allocated
before the procedure took place. In Dale, the expert technician had set up the
equipment simply to show.the defendant how it operated and that it was in working
order. In Dale, the position of the tube could change depending on the patient's
weight and size and the area of the body to be X-rayed. According the evidence, its
position did not necessarily remain the same in respect of every X-ray.

36

37

Schutz JA in Durr" ABSA Bank LId and Another 1997 (3) SA 448 (SeA) stated: "I come towards my conclusion on the
subject of negligence. The basic rule is stated by Joubert (cd) The Law ofSouth Africa First Reissue vol 8.1 para 94, as
follows:'The reasonable person has no special skills and lack of skill or knowledge is not pel' se negligence. It is,
however, negligent to engage voluntarily in any potentially dangerous activity unless one has the skill and knowledge
usually associated with the proper discharge of the duties connected with such an activity.'
Van Wyk fu 3 supra
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Richter and Another v Estate Hamman 38

9.2.6

Facts

The two plaintiffs, who were married to each other in community of property, sued
the estate of Dr Hammann, formerly a neuro-surgeon practising in

~ape

Town, for

damages for negligence in connection with a certain operation performed by him on
second plaintiff on 12 April 1972. The second plaintiff was born in 1946, matriculated
in 1964 and in 1967 obtained a university diploma in the teaching of retarded
children. She married the frrst plaintiff in 1969. When she was a girl aged 14 she fell
in a gymnasium on her coccyx and hurt it.. She had pain off and on for many years and
in 1970

rece~ved

treatment from a Dr. Bruk in the form of a cortisone injection. In

January 1972 she fell on the sharp edge of a chair and again injured her coccyx. She

consulted her family doctor, Dr. Levy, who prescribed certain treatment which did not
help her. Thereafter she was X-rayed and on 10 March 1972 saw, an orthopaedic
surgeon, Dr. Butler, who advised against the removal of the coccyx and prescribed
conservative treatment in the form of pain pills and the use of a ring cushion. She was
apparently not satisfied with this advice and after being told by a friend that Dr.

Hammann might be able to help her she approached Dr. Levy and asked him to refer
her to Dr. Hammann. 'This was duly done and the second plaintiff saw him in his
rooms on 5 April

1972~

Dr Hammann suggested that they first try an epidural block

with saline and anaesthetic. On 7 April 1972 two injections of saline and novocaine
were administered but they did not help, the coccyx remaining as tender as before.
The second plaintiff
saw Dr Hammann again on 11 April when he suggested that he
,
should do bilateral phenol blocks of the lower sacral nerves as

an outpatient at the

Volkshospitaal. The second plaintiff went to the hospital on 12 April for the first of
these injections and a right-sided unilateral block was performed, the intention being
to inject the other side two days later. The second injection was, however, never
administered because the first injection, although it achieved the desired result of
relieving the coccygeal pain, had unfortunate consequences, namely, loss of control of

38
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the bladder and bowel, loss of sexual feeling and loss of power in the right leg and
foot.

Dr. Hammann died in September 1974 and the present proceedings were instituted in
April 1975. The grounds of negligence originally relied upon were that Dr Hammann
was negligent in advising a phenol block for the second plaintiff's complaint, and he
was also negligent in the manner in which it was

admi~stered.

On 4 February 1976,

shortly before the trial commenced, notice was given of intention to apply for

~

amendment of the particulars of claim so as to include other grounds of negligence.
The principal of these were that Dr Hammann failed to

warn plaintiff of the dangers

inherent in the procedure, and that Hammann failed to enquire into the second
plaintiff's prior medical history, more particularly with regard to her bladder. These
amendments were duly allowed.

Judgment
Watermeyer J noted that Dr. Hammann was a neuro-surgeon of

con~iderable

experience. He was the head of the teaching department of Neurosurgery at the
University of Cape Town and the head of the clinical department of Neurosurgery at
Groote Schuur Hospital. He had been in practice for many years and had the
reputation of being an extremely careful and meticulous technician, well informed
theoretically and a very competent surgeon. Three experienced neuro-surgeons gave
evidence. Professor de Villiers who, apart from his other considerable qualifications,

had since 1970 been head of the

Dep~ent

of Neurosurgery at Groote Schuur

Hospital gave evidence for the plaintiff. For the defendant, Dr.

Rose-Inn~s,

Professor

of Neurosurgery at the Stellenbosch Medical School and head of the Department of
Neurosurgery at the Tygerberg Hospital, gave evidence and also Dr. Mendelow,
practising as a neuro-surgeon, part-time senior neuro-surgeon to the Johannesburg
Hospital and the University of the Witwatersrand and past president of the Society of
Neurosurgeons of South Africa.

Phenol intrathecal blocks are usually done to relieve pain in cancer patients and for
spasticity, and there was much debate in the evidence as to whether it was a
permissible treatment for the treatment of coccydinia which, it was generally agreed,
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was the condition from which the plaintiff was suffering. Professor de Villiers who
examined the plaintiff on one occasion some six to seven weeks after the phenol
injection, was fairly firm that he would not have given such an injection for what he
described as "n mindere kondisie'. He pointed out that since the second fall, a period
of only 2 to 21/2 months had elapsed, that pain in the coccyx often takes a long time
to clear up and that he would have advised conservative treatment for a long time. His
reason for saying this was that there are dangers attached to an injection of this nature,
particularly to the nerve supply of the bladder and bowel, and he did not think that the
taking of such a risk was warranted for the relief of a benign pain such as coccydinia.
He said that what had happened in the present case was that, although Dr Hammann
was attempting to perform a unilateral block, i.e. on the right side only, the nerves 82,
3, and 4, on both sides had been affected and this re,sulted in damage to the nerve
supply of the bladder, bowel and sexual organs. He readily conceded that this was a
very unusual result - to use his own words 'very uncommon in any man's experience'
- but nevertheless he would not have attempted it in this particular case. Professor de
Villiers' opinion was based on his assessment of how bad the plaintiff's pain was but
he accepted that in cases of coccydinia where the pain was very severe, disabling or
intractable it would be permissible to administer a phenol block. He would not go so
far as to say that Dr Hammann was wrong in adopting this procedure. Dr. Rose-Innes,
who trained under Dr Hammann and saw him doing phenol blocks, said that Dr
Hammann was an expert in this particular field and did phenol blocks well. He
himself used phenol blocks and, although he did not do so for coccydinia, he said that
it was an acceptable procedure which had been used by published authority of the '
highest repute. It was widely used for conditions which are not cancer but which
produce severe intractable pain. By intractable pain he meant pain that did not
respond to other forms of treatment, and he said that, provided one is dealing with a
case of intractable pain, he would grant any competent surgeon the right to use it. Dr
Mendelow's attitude was that he did not treat a condition if there was no discernible
cause, and he would therefore not have done a block in the present case. He, however,
regarded a phenol block as an acceptable, reasonable and a safe procedure and he
would not deny any of his colleagues the right to use such a procedure in this
condition. In support of his opinion he referred to several published articles on the
subj ect. His view was that in respect of any pain, whether intractable or not, the crux
of the matter is the doctor's assessment of how disabling the pain is to the patient and
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whether it requires treatment, and the form of the treatment must then be with the
doctor.

Watermeyer J said that in his view, Dr Mendelow's approach was the correct one,
namely, that whether or not it should have been done depended upon Dr. Hammann's
assessment of the degree and severity of the pain which he was being called upon to
treat. He noted that it is a well recognised principle of South African law that in cases
of this nature, viz. where there is a claim against a deceased estate, although the
degree of proof required is no higher than in ordinary cases, the evidence of the
plaintiff should be scrutinized with caution. Dr Hamman was not available to testify
as to his assessment of the degree and severity of the pain from which Mrs Richter
suffered. Watermeyer J observed that none of the expert witnesses went so far as to
say that it would be negligent to administer a phenol block for coccygeal pain of a
severe nature. The second plaintiff, Mrs Richter, was not prepared to accept Dr
Butler's advice to persevere with conservative treatment and Watermeyer J
commented that she was probably insistent that something had to be done about it.
She had told Dr Hammann that she had had all sorts of treatment and must have told
him that physiotherapy and cortisone injections had not helped. Hammann was an
expert in this field and he had never before experienced from a unilateral block the
.
,
unfortunate results which occurred in the present case. The court noted that all the
neuro-sUrgeons agr~ed that the. results' in Mrs Richter's case were very unusual and
most uncommon, and, in Dr. Rose-Innes' words, ''they could not have been expected
by any stretch of imagination".

Watermeyer J noted that the second plaintiff said that if she had been warned that
there was any danger she would not have consented to undergo the operation. This
was a new ground of negligence introduced for the first time when the particulars of
claim were amended. Here, too, the court was entirely dependent upon the plaintiff's
evidence which was subject to the same uncertainties and criticisms as had been
mentioned earlier, more particularly because she conceded that there was a discussion
between Dr. Hammann and herself about danger to a possible foetus and there was
also a discussion about how long the effects of the phenol block would be likely to
last. Watermeyer J said that the problem still arose as to whether in the circumstances
of the present case Dr. Hammann was under a duty to warn, and if so whether a
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failure to warn would constitute actionable negligence on his part. He said that the
question of the duty of a medical practitioner to warn a patient of the possible dangers
connected with an operation and in what circumstances such failure could constitute
negligence, is a vexed question and there are few authorities on the subject. He
referred to dicta in the cases of Lymbery v Jefferiesl 9 and Esterhuizen v Administrator,

Transvaaroand then continued to observe that the present action was not one for
assault. The allegation was that Dr Hammann was negligent in failing to warn the
patient. Watermeyer J noted that doctor whose advice is sought about an operation to
which certain dangers are attached - and there are dangers attached to most operations
- is in a dilemma. If he fails to disclose the risks he may render himself liable to an
action for

assault~ whereas

if he discloses them he might well frighten the patient into

not having the operation when the doctor knows

ful~

well that it would be in the

patient's interests to have it. He said that it may well be that in certain circumstances a
doctor is negligent if he fails to warn a patient, and, if that is so, it seems in principle
that his conduct should be tested by the standard of the reasonable doctor faced with
the particular problem. In reaching a conclusion, said Watermeyer J, a court should be
guided by medical opinion as to what a reasonable doctor, having regard to all the
circumstances of the particular case, should or should not do. The Court must make
up its own mind but will be assisted in doing so by medical evidence. After examining
the evidence Watermeyer J concluded that if Dr. Hammann did not mention the
possibility of complications to the plaintiff he was not negligent in failing to do so.
The plaintiff's claim was dismissed with costs on the grounds that she had failed to
prove negligence on the part of Dr Hamman.

Discussion
The patient in this case seems to have been one of those unfortunate individuals who
suffer from chronic pain, travel from one doctor to another trying to find immediate
relief and are not happy to accept that at times, the more conservative route, although
it may take a bit longer, is ultimately preferable. They require 'active' treatment of
their condition. The court in this case had to consider whether the risks that
materialised and which, on the basis of the expert evidence before it, was highly
39
40

Lymbery th 33 supra
ESlerhuizen fh 4 supra
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remote, should have been mentioned to the plaintiff before the procedure was carried
out. In this sense it was a case about informed consent and the lengths to which a
provider is legally required to go in informing the patient before obtaining the
required consent. It is of interest that the court in this case applied the standard of the
reasonable doctor, a standard that was subsequently rejected by Ackermann J in the
judgment in

Cast~lI

.v de Greef which put the standard of the reasonable patient

decisively on the map. Although Watermeyer J indirectly considered the question of
so-called therapeutic privilege it was not directly applicable in the present case
because the remoteness of the risk seemed to be the main issue around which the case
revolved. The evidence seemed to suggest that the consequences to the patient that
had actually materialised were so remote as to be unforeseeable. In this event, it is
submitted that even on the reasonable patient test, the doctor in this case would not
have been negligent in failing to inform the patient" of the risk since it was not a
foreseeable one. The question of whether the procedure used by Dr Hamman was the
appropriate one also seems to have been answered in the affirmative and the case
indicates that there are many ways, in medical terms, of skinning a cat and that just
because one doctor does it differently does not necessarily mean that he is wrong.

The question of the failure of a patient to take a provider's advice and the insistence
of the former on less than optimal treatment is interesting in the context of this case. It
may well be that Dr Hamman, although an expert at phenol blocks, may not have used
them as a routine treatment of coccydinia and that it may have been at the patient's
insistence that he decided to use this particular method of treatment despite the fact
that other doctors had advised conservative treatment and Dr Hamman himself seems
to have tried a number of options before he used the phenol block. At a broader level
the question is to what extent a provider can be held liable for treatment that he knows
is not the best· option for the patient or that is contrary to his best advice although not
necessarily contrary to medical practice generally. The issue of pain management is
particularly significant in this context· because there is usually no scientific way to
measure a patient's subjective experience of pain. In fact. the court recognised in

Hamman that whether or not the treatment should have been given rested on the
doctor's assessment of the degree of severity of the patient's pain. If a provider is of
the view that a condition can be treated conservatively and that this is the best route
for the patient to follow, but the patient insists on other more active treatment, it is
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submitted that the maxim volenti non fit injuria comes into play and as long as the
patient has given informed consent, the provider should not be held liable for any
materialisation of the risks accepted by the patient. The patient's right to self
determination means that he or she is free to make the wrong choices. However, if the
patient

i~

requesting treatment which is contrary to recognised medical practice or

which the provider knows is likely to do more harm than good in the patient's
circumstances, the provider may not necessarily be able to escape liability if he
proceeds with. the treatment. It is submitted that there are limits, in terms of public
policy considerations, to what a patient can consent to even if it is informed consentl.
A patient's right to self-determination is not absolute and must be balanced against
the interests and boni mores of society.
Blyth v van den Heeve~2

9.2.7

Facts
The facts appear from the judgment of Corbett JA as follows. At about 4.30. pm on
Sunday 23 May 1971 the appellant (plaintiff below) sustained fractures of the bones
of his right forearm (the radius and the ulna) as a result of a fall from his horse while
playing polo. After receiving, at the polo field, first-aid in the form of the application
of an L-splint to his arm and an injection, appellant was conveyed in a private motor
vehicle to the provincial hospital at Ermelo, a distance of some 61 km. He arrived
there at about 5.30 pm. The family doctor at the time was the respondent (defendant
below) .. He was called to the hospital and saw the appellant at about 6 pm. Having
examined the broken arm, respondent decided to perform a reduction of the fractures
under general anaesthetic. Arrangements were made for an operating theatre to be
made ready for this purpose at 8 pm that evening and for an anaesthetist to be
available. At the appointed time the operation was performed. It ultimately took the
form of an open reduction (Le. a reduction involving a surgical incision in order to
expose the fracture site) of both the radius and the ulna. In the case of the ulna the two
41

42

The defence of volenti non fit injuria has been held to fail where shunters were negligent in not wamingthe driver of
train in time to stop where a workmen"s loader operating too close to the track (Union National South British Insurance
Co Ltd v South African Railways and Harbours 1979 (I) SA 1 (A»; where it was the dutY of a busdriver to look after the
safety of his passengers and the busdriver knew that a passenger was standing in a dangerous place in front of an open
door of the bus but failed to warn the passenger (Fredericks" Shield Insurance Co Ltd 1982 (2) SA 423 (A». See also
Matthee and Another" Hatz 1983 (2) SA 595 (W)
Blyth 1980 (1) SA 191 (A)
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bone fragments were aligned and fixed in position by means of a metal plate. Finally
the arm was encased - from approximately the middle of the upper arm to the base of
the fingers - in a plaster cast.

The appellant remained in the Ermelo hospital from then until the following Saturday
(29 May 1971), when he was moved to the Rand Clinic in Johannesburg. By that
stage a massive sepsis had destroyed most of the muscle tissue in the extensor and
flexor compartments of appellant's right forearm and also certain of the forearm
nerves. On the Sunday (30 May) a specialist orthopaedic surgeon, Dr Boonzaaier,
who had treated appellant on Friday 28 May, told the appellant's

mo~er,

Mrs M E

Blyth (Mrs Blyth senior), that the appellant 'would be lucky if he retained 20 per cent
use of his arm'. This prognosis proved to be unduly optimistic. Despite a week's
treatment at the Rand Clinic, where appellant was attended by Dr Boonzaaier, the
sepsis persisted. At the end of the week (i.e. on Saturday, 5 June) the appellant was
allowed to go home. Thereafter he was seen once a fortnight by Dr Boonzaaier. There
was, however, no material improvement in the condition of his arm. After he had seen
two medical practitioners in Durban, appellant eventually consulted Prof Louis
Solomon, Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery and Chief Orthopaedic Surgeon at the
University of Witwatersrand. This was on 28 August 1971. Prof Solomon performed
an operation on the arm on 2 September 1971 with a view to eliminating the infection.
This was successful in that the infection cleared up after two or three weeks.
Thereafter, a .colleague of Prof Solomon, a Dr Biddulph, who specialises in hand
surgery, attempted certain reconstructive surgery aimed at restoring to some extent the
nerve function in the forearm and hand. The operation :was performed in two stages
on 26 October 1971 and 25 January 1972. Prof Solomon assisted at the first operation.
These procedures produced very limited, if any, improvement in the condition of
appellant's arm. Eventually the surgical wounds healed and the position became
stabilized. At the time of the trial in the Court a quo the forearm had become reduced
to what the trial Judge (Eloff J) described as 'a shrunken cIawlike appendage of
extremely limited functional value'. On 17 May 1974 appellant instituted action in the
Transvaal Provincial Division against respondent, claiming damages in the sum of
R70 941 and costs of suit. Shortly before the trial, which commenced on 21 March
1977, this claim was increased to R112 123,56. After a lengthy trial Eloff J granted
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absolution from the instance with costs. The present appeal was against the wh,?le of
the trial Judge's judgment and order.

Judgment
Corbett JA observed that broadly speaking, the appellant's case against respondent
was that in treating him for the broken arm the respondent acted negligently in that he
failed to exercise the ·professional skill and diligence required of him, as a medical
practitioner, in the particular circumstances of the case; that the respondent's
negligence in this regard caused or materially contributed to the functional disability
affecting the appellant's right arm and the pain and suffering which he had endured in
regard thereto; and that the respondent was consequently obliged, in delict, to
compensate the appellant in damages. In the appeal, the appellant's counsel confined
his case, on the negligence issue, to certain aspects of the post-operative care and
treatment of the appellant. In so circumscribing the issues appellant's counsel, said
Corbett JA, exercised a wise discretion since a reading of the evidence showed that
the other grounds were either not shown preponderantly to have constituted
professional negligence or were not causally connected with the ultimate disaster
which overtook appellant's right arm. According to Corbett JA the case resolved itself
into three main questions: (i) what factually was the cause of the ultimate condition of
the appellant's arm; (ii) did negligence on the part of the respondent cause or
materially contribute to this condition in the sense that respondent by the exercise of
reasonable professional care and skill could have prevented it from developing; and
(iii) if liability on the part of respondent be established, what amount should be
awarded to appellant by way of damages?
It was common cause that the appellant's forearm was invaded by a massive sepsis.
The general consensus was that the micro-organisms which brought about the sepsis
were probably introduced into the arm at the time of the operation on Sunday night
and by reason of the surgical incisions then made. It was no part of the appellant's
case that in so introducing the sources of the infection, or in failing to prevent their
introduction, the respondent acted negligently. The sepsis must, therefore said Corbett
JA, be regarded as a causal factor which is factually relevant but legally neutral. The
appellant's case, however, broadly speaking, was that it was not sepsis alone, but
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sepsis operating upon and in conjunction with a very serious ischemic condition in
appellant's forearm that caused the eventual catastrophe. In outline, the theory was
that the ischemic condition developed shortly after the operation, that it gained in
intensity during Monday and Tuesday and that by about 6 pm on Tuesday irreversible
damage on a large scale had been caused to muscle and nerve tissue in the appellant's
forearm. This dead, or necrosed, tissue, together with damaged tissue at or near the
fracture sites, was particularly vulnerable to the invading micro-organisms and
fonned a ready medium for the rapid and extensive spread of the infection. The
respondent's case, on the other

hand~

was, broadly, that there was no large-scale

ischemia, but that sepsis alone or sepsis operating initially upon the limited tissue
necrosis at or near the fracture sites (the so-called 'limited tissue necrosis' theory)
were the sole causes of the ultimate condition of appellant's arm. The court observed
that 'ischemia' means a deficiency of blood in a particular part of the body due to a
constriction or occlusion of the blood vessels supplying that part. The most important
function of blood is to supply oxygen

t~

the tissues. Tissues cannot survive without

oxygen. Consequently a protracted ischemia can cause the death of tissue. There are
basically two ways in which an ischemic condition of the muscles and nerves of the
forearm can develop. The one is where an artery or major blood vessel serving the
forearm becomes injured or constricted or occluded. The other is where a condition,
referred to in evidence as a 'compartmental syndrome' develops. With regard to the
latter the court observed that it appears from the literature on the subject that a
Volkmann's contracture resulting from traumatic injury (such as a bone fracture) is
most likely to develop in the lower leg or in the upper arm or upper forearm.
Consequently medical practitioners treating, inter alia, fractures of the upper fo~earm
must be on their guard against the possible development of an ischemic condition
leading to a Volkmann's contracture. They must watch out for the signs and
symptoms of an impending ischemia and, if these signs present themselves, take
remedial action. The classical symptoms are summed up in what have been described
as the 'five p's': pain, pallor, pulselessness, paralysis and para-anaesthesia (loss of
sensation over and below the ischemic area). Depending on the type of ischemia
involved, these symptoms may vary in their incidence and intensity. Thus, for
example, the symptom of pulselessness may not present itself, initially at any rate and
there are recorded instances of a Volkmann's contracture having developed without
the pain symptom or in a relatively painless manner. The court noted that once the
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threat of a Volkmann's contracture has been diagnosed or is suspected, remedial
action must be taken. Since the ischemic condition in the affected limb is, in the case
of a compartmental syndrome, the result of a pressure build-up in the forearm, the
most important remedial action is to try to achieve a decompression. If the limb is
encased in a circumferential plaster cast, then this must be split and, if necessary,
removed. There was considerable debate between the experts as to the real extent to
which a plaster cast may contribute to a compartmental syndrome, particularly where
there is a padding of cottonwool between the plaster and the limb; but, whatever the
decompressive effect of the removal may be, it is necessary that this should be done,
firstly, in order to make a proper diagnosis and, secondly, as a prelude to more drastic
action, if that should prove necessary. If the removal of the plaster, gentle massage
and other treatment does not bring the necessary relief, then an operation known as a
'fasciotomy' must be performed. This involves, in the case of the forearm, a surgical
splitting of the deep fascia down the length of the forearm in order to remove the
compressive effect of this inelastic sleeve upon the tissue, blood vessels and
interstitial fluids contained in the osteofascial compartments. Corbett JA observed that
the evidence indicated that the build-up of an ischemic condition of this

n~ture

(i.e.

the compartmental syndrome) may be very rapid or it may be a slow, insidious
process. It starts with the tiny blood-vessels at the extremities of the vascular system
(what one of the experts termed the 'vascular. tree') and, as more and more bloodvessels become occluded, it works its way towards the larger blood-vessels and
eventually spreads throughout the fascial compartment. It was the appellant's case,
and the view of his experts, that the onset of the alleged ischemia was a fairly rapid
one and that by 6 pm on Tuesday 25 May it had done its damage.
With regard to causation the court stated that in determining what in fact caused the
virtual destruction of the appellant's arm, the court must make its finding upon a
preponderance of probability. Certainty of diagnosis is not necessary. If it were, then,
in a field so uncertain and controversial as the present one, a definitive finding would
become an impossibility. Corbett JA stated that bearing in mind that in the appellant
bore the burden of proof, the question was whether it was more probable than not that
large-scale ischemia, coupled with sepsis, caused the damage43 • After considering all
43

See Ocean Accident and Guarantee Corporation Ltd" Koch 1963 (4) SA 147 (A) at 1S7
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the evidence, he held that it was more probable than not that the appellant suffered a
severe and generalised ischemia in his right' forearm, that this ischemia so devitalised
the muscle tissues of the forearm that it was possible for the staphylococcal infection
to become a massive and invasive one and that as a result thereof there was a largescale destruction of muscle and nerve tissue and ultimately a fairly typical
Volkmann's contracture. This finding reversed that of the court a quo. The next
question considered by the court was whether the eventual result was attributable to
negligence on the part of the respondent.

Corbett JA observed that, applying the basic principles relating to delictual negligence
which is causally linked to the damage suffered to the situation in the present case, the
enquiry resolved itself into the following questions:
(i)

Whether the reasonably skilled and careful medical practitioner in the position
of the respondent would have realised that a serious ischemic condition was
developing or threatening to develop in appellant's forearm and, if so, when he
would reasonably have come to realise this.

(ii)

Whether there was remedial action which could reasonably have been taken

(iii) Whether the same notional practitioner would have known of this remedial
action and would have realised that it had to be taken.
(iv) Whether the remedial action, if taken when the need for it ought reasonably to
have been realised, would have prevented the damage suffered by appellant.
(v)

Whether respondent himself failed to take such remedial action.

With regard to (i) the court held that that the reasonably skilled and careful medical
practitioner in the position of respondent would have been aware of the danger of an
ischemic condition developing in the appellant's forearm. He would have known that
this danger was a dual one, i.e. ~t could arise by reason of arterial occlusion or
embarrassment or because of the development of a compartmental syndrome. With
regard to (ii) and (iii) the court held that the very first step would be to remove the
plaster or split' it completely and expose the skin. This in itself had two advantages. If
the plaster was constricting the arm, removal or splitting would bring relief. Secondly
removal or splitting would enable the practitioner to examine the arm and to see what
is occurring underneath all the dressings. The doctor would be. able to see whether the
arm itself appeared swollen or whether from the appearance of the skin there was
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swelling and compression within the fascial compartments. Furthermore, the usual
tests for ischemia, designed to detect the five p's and the passive extension test, would
then be performed. Thereafter the patient's condition would be carefully watched and,
if the adverse symptoms persisted, then the more drastic step of a fasciotomy would
have to be considered, and, if necessary, performed. With regard to (iv) the court
found that the evidence as a whole, established as a matter of probability that, had the
respondent been alerted by his own observations to the danger of an impending
ischemia on Monday morning, either when he saw appellant at 8 am or later in the
morning when he was telephoned, and taken the appropriate remedial action then the
severe and generalised ischemic condition with concomitant tissue necrosis would
have been avoided. This would have prevented the staphylococcus aureus infection
from spreading in the way in which it did. It would have been sealed off and localised
by the body's natural defensive responses. The likelihood, therefore, was that there
would have been no large-scale muscle destruction and no nerve lesion. The appellant
might have had two unpleasant abscesses in the region of the surgical wounds, but
there it would have ended. More probably than not the fractures would have healed
satisfactorily and appellant would have regained the full use of his arm. With regard
to question (v), the court found that it was clear that the requisite remedial action was
not taken by respondent. This was partly because he did not diagnose an impending
ischemia or suspect the possibility of one developing. In failing to do so, he was,
therefore, negligent in that he failed to display the skill and care reasonably to be
expected of him. Another reason, said the court, why he failed to make the
appropriate diagnosis was because he did not maintain the necessary vigilance (he
allowed 24 hours to elapse between visits during this vital period) and when he was
telephoned by the sisters and told of their concern he did not go to see things for '
himself. Corbett JA said that this was the stage par excellence when he should have
hurried to the hospital, removed 'the plaster and commenced the remedial procedures
detailed above. In failing to do this and'in particular in leaving the splitting of the
plaster to the nursing staff he failed in his duty towards his patient and was negligent.
As regards damages Corbett JA observed that the practice of South African courts in
assessing damages in a situation such as the present was well stated by Colman J in
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Burger v Union National South British Insurance C0 44 • In this connection, observed
Corbett JA, Colman J drew a distinction between causation and quantification and
observed that it had never been the approach of the court, when faced with
uncertainties in regard to the consequences of injury and the quantification of the loss
suffered, to resolve these uncertainties by the application of the burden of proof.
Although, as Colman J conceded, it is not always possible to distinguish clearly
between causation and quantification in this sphere, Corbett JA agreed that this
distinction underlies and justifies the general practice of taking into account certain
future possibilities, which have not been shown to be probabilities, in computing
prospective damages45 • There was a possibility that the appellant may have to have his
arm amputated although he was refusing to acknowledge this possibility at the time of
the court case. Corbett JA noted that the appellant was a farmer and that whether he
continued with his present disablement (with the possibility of slight improvement as
a result of reconstructive surgery) or opted for amputation and an electronic arm, he
would be severely handicapped in his day-to-day farming activities. In order to
compensate for this he could be provided with a semi-skilled assistant to supplement
this deficiency in his working effectiveness. For this aspect he held that an award of
R7 500 would provide fair and adequate compensation. With regard to general
damages for pain and suffering, permanent disability, disfigurement and loss of
amenities, the court awarded R20 000 in damages saying that the pain and suffering
attributable to the ischemia, the invasive sepsis, the virtual destruction of his forearm
and the various remedial procedures which were attempted must have been very
considerable. He noted that having a suppurating, septic arm for about four months
must itself have been a very unpleasant experience and that the disability, which was
the virtual loss of function of his right arm, was a most serious one. The appellant had
faced his misfortune with fortitude and had shown a willing ingenuity in adapting to
his handicap. Although right-handed, he had learnt to write with his left hand and also
44

45

BUf'ger 1975 (4) SA 72 (W) at 75D - G where Colman J held that: 'A related aspect of the technique of assessing

damages is this one; it is recognised as proper, in an appropriate case, to have regard to relevant events which may occur.
or relevant conditions which may arise in the future. Even when it cannot be said on a preponderance of probability that
they will occur or arise. justice may require that what is called a contingency allowance be made for a possibility of that
kind. If, for example. there is acceptable evidence that there is a 30 per cent chance that an injury to a leg will lead to
amputation. that possibility is not ignored because 30 per cent is less than 50 per cent and there is there fore no proved
preponderance of probability that there will be an amputation. The contingency is allowed for by including in the
damages a figure representing a percentage of that which would have been included if amputation had been a certainty.
That is not a very satisfactory way of dealing with such difficulties. but no better way exists under our procedure. 1
would refer. in regard to this aspect of the matter. to the remarks of Wessels JA in Van Oudtshoom v Northem
Assurance Co Ltd 1963 (2) SA 642 (A) at 650 - 6S I. •
Corbett JA also referred to Kwele v Randalia Assurance Corporation a/SA Ltd 1976 (4) SA 149 (W) at 152H - IS3A in
this regard.
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to play tennis left-handed, using the contracted right hand in some ingenious way to
throw up the ball when serving. Nevertheless, there remained a disablement which
adversely affected the sports and .pastimes such as polo, golf, swimming, dancing,
rowing, fishing and weight-lifting of which he was fond. It noted that he was also
handicapped in his daily activities, eg dressing himself, bathing himself, cutting his
food at table, playing with his young children and so on. Corbett J said that the state
of the appellant's arm represented a very considerable disfigurement and noted that
the appellant confessed that he was very self-conscious about it. No doubt, in the
course of time, said Corbett JA, this feeling of self-consciousness would diminish, but
it would probably never disappear entirely.

Discussion
The extensive and detailed factual analysis conducted by Corbett J in his judgment in
this case is indicative of just how complex questions of causation in the health care
context can become. The important point to note about this case is that it confirms the
judgment in Dube v Administrator Transvaal46 , which also involved a Volkmann's
contracture following a fractured arm, to the effect that once a provider takes on the
treatment of a patient it is his responsibility to ensure

th~t

throughout the process the

necessary precautions are taken to ensure a successful result. Included in this
requirement is an awareness of complications that may foreseeably develop and the
measures that must reasonably be taken to avoid them. One cannot fall back on the
argument, for instance, that if left untreated the contracture would have developed
anyway and that the medical

inte~ention

should not be regarded as a kind of novus

actus interveniens because it does not interrupt the chain of causation started by the
original accident. This kind of argument is only applicable in circumstances where the
medical intervention was not negligently conducted and so is of no use to a provider
as a defence to claims for medical negligence. If, but for the negligence of a provider,
the patient would have received the proper medical care and treatment in the normal
course of events, then the final state of the patient's health is causally attributable to
the negligence of the provider in treating him.

46

Dube" Admionislrator Trasnvaa/1963 (4) SA 260 (W)
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9.2.8

Correira v Berwind 47

Facts
The excipient claimed damages for negligent surgical operation to her right kidney
carried out by the respondent, which caused the loss of her right kidney, pain,
suffering, loss of amenities of life, anguish and misery, all of which caused her
damages in the sum of $25 000 of which she claimed payment and costs of suit.

In her declaration, she stated that, on 26 September 1980, the defendant performed a
surgical operation upon her right kidney and that he performed this operation
negligently, because:
(a)

there were no grounds ·or there were insufficient grounds for conducting the
said surgical operation;

(b )

during the course of the said surgical operation, the defendant injured her right
kidney; and

(c )

the defendant failed to remove, after the said surgical operation, a splint (or
catheter) which had during the surgical operation been introduced by the
defendant into her right ureter.

She averred that the result of the defendant's failure to remove the splint from her
right ureter until 27 January 1981 was that she suffered a recurrent urinary infection
of the bladder, pain and anxiety. She also averred that the negligent operation as a
whole occasioned her pain and suffering and the injury to her right kidney resulted in
its nephrosclerosis and its atrophy, requiring its surgical removal on 13 March 1984.
She concluded that the injury and its consequences occasioned her pain,

s~ering,

chronic illness, anxiety and a reduced expectation of life. Hence, she claimed specific
damages in the sum of $2 500 and general damages in the sum of $22 500.

The respondent in response filed a special plea in bar under Rule 137 (1) (a) of the
High Court Rules and pleaded that the excipient's claim had prescribed in terms of
section 13 (1) of the Prescription Act 31 of 1975 because:
47
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(a)

the date of the alleged negligence and surgical operation was 26 September
1980;

(b)

the further allegation of negligence for failure to remove the splint was until
27 January 1981;

(c)

the period of prescription in terms of s 14 (d ) of the Prescription Act in
respect of such claims is three years;

(d)

in terms of s 15 (1) of the Act prescription began to run not later than 27
January 1981; and

(e)

summons in this case was only served on 4 March 1985, more than three years
after 27 January 1981.

Following the filing of the special plea in bar, the excipient requested further
particulars under Rule 137 (1) (d) in the following matters:
(a )

The dates on which the claims in the various paragraphs become due, and
when did the excipient become aware of the identity of the defendant and the
facts in the various paragraphs.

(b )

Whether it was alleged that the excipient could have acquired knowledge of
the facts from which the claim arises by exercising reasonable care? If so, then
this was to be specified.

(c )

Whether it was also alleged that the excipient could have acquired knowledge
of such identity and of such facts by exercising reasonable care and if so these
also were to be specified.

The respondent supplied the particulars regarding when the two claims became due,
but with regard to the request on when the excipient became aware of the identity of
the defendant and the facts, he stated that since the plaintiff's claim in this matter was
based on a contract between her and the defendant, the particularity sought in respect
of s 15 (3) of the Prescription Act was irrelevant. Accordingly the defendant declined
to give such particularity.

As a result of this refusal by the respondent to produce the particulars, the excipient
filed this exception to the special plea in bar denying that her claim in the declaration
arose from contract as contemplated by s 15 (3) of the Prescription Act and that
therefore as a matter of law the respondent was obliged in terms of s 15 (3) of the Act
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to allege in raising prescription that the excipient became aware of the identity of the
defendant and the facts from which the claim arose before 5 March 1982 andlor that
the excipient could have acquired knowledge thereof by exercising reasonable care,
that this he failed to do, and that the respondent's contention that her claim was based
on contract between her and the respondent was argumentative, vague and
embarrassing and did not arise from any allegation in the excipient's declaration. In
the circumstances, she prayed that the respondent's special plea in bar be set aside
with costs, alternatively that paras 1 (b) and (c) and 2 (b) and (c) of the defendant's
particulars filed on 30 May 1985 be struck out with costs.

Counsel for the excipient stated that two issues were raised on the papers. First,
whether the excipient had sued in tort or in contract and secondly, if the excipient had
sued in tort, whether it was open to the defendant to assert by way of a special plea
that the claim was founded on contract. He submitted that, the excipient sued in tort,
not contract, because the summons was for 'damages for negligent surgical operation'
and the declaration cited the respondent as a urologist, alleging that he performed a
surgical operation upon the excipient and alleged negligence in performing the
operation as there was insufficient grounds for it and the manner in which the
respondent performed the operation. Nowhere, he said, did the excipient allege
agreement express or implied, nor did she claim refund of any medical fees for breach
of contract, pecuniary loss or loss of business income. Her claim was solely for
injuries to her body and mental state. With regard to the second point, counsel for the
excipient submitted that the defendant had not excepted to the claim as being bad in
law on any contention that the plaintiff could not claim against a surgeon or other
professional person in delict or tort.

Counsel for the excipient stated that the main issue which arose was whether a
surgeon who was sued for physical injuries inflicted in the comse of an operation
Performed by him could be sued only in contract. If he could be sued either in
contract or in delict, it followed that the excipient could elect to sue him in tort as she
had done in this case because in law a claim always lies in tort against a person who
has by want of reasonable care caused another physical injury, i.e. injury to person or
property, subject only to certain limits imposed by social considerations.
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Counsel for the respondent argued that the excipient's action was in contract because,
in para 3 of her declaration, she alleged that services were rendered to her ·by the
respondent in terms of a contract and that in any case the relationship between a
doctor and patient is usually one in contract and that, in order to fix liability in delict,
the court would have to be persuaded that the

d~cision

in Lillicrap, Wassenaar &

Partners v Pilkington Brothers (SA) (Pty) Ltd 48 was wrongly decided. He also argued

as, a corollary to the first submission, that as the action was founded on contract and
under the exception provided by section 15 (3) of the Prescription Act, the respondent
was not required to state when the creditor became aware of the identity of the debtor
and of the facts from which the debt arose.

Judgment
Mfali1a J said that the first question to consider was whether the excipient alleged in
her declaration that the services were rendered to her by the respondent in terms of a
contract. He found that she had not and that the paragraph on which counsel for the
respondent had relied was simply an explanation of her claim in the summons for
"damages for a negligent operation to her right kidney carried out by the
defendant. .." .
Secondly, the court looked at whether it was correct to say that a doctor was not liable
to his patient outside of a contractual relationship and that therefore there was no
liability in delict within the relationship of doctor and patient. Mfalila J said that he
did not think one could seriously quarrel with counsel for the respondent's assertion
that ''the relationship between a doctor and patient is usually one of contract" without
statistics on the relative numbers of patients who enter into contracts with their
doctors and those who simply consent to be treated relying on the professional
expertise of the doctor. But, said the court, even if it were correct to say that the
relationship between a doctor and patient is usually one in contract, this is not the
same thing as saying that a contractual relationship is the only one that can subsist
between a doctor and patient. Mfalila J noted that Strauss, 'Doctor, Patient and the

48

Lillicrap 1985 (I) SA 475 (A)
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Law 149 quoted by counsel for the respondent, made no such point on the relevant
pages cited. Indeed, said the judge, he would have been very surprised if Strauss had
made such a suggestion in Section I of the book dealing with contractual obligations
of the doctor when in Part XI of the book he discussed the liability of doctors for
medical negligence.
The court noted the words of Lord Nathanso to the effect that irrespective of the
existence of a contract there is a legal obligation to take due and proper care and that
this duty co-exists with any contractual arrangements between the provider and the
patient. Mfalila J came to the conclusion that as between a doctor and patient there
can exist both contractual and delictual liabilities. The court considered the judgment
in Lillicrap and noted the dicta of Grosskopf AJA in that case who recognised that the
"present case thus raised fundamental questions relating to delictual liability, and
more.particularly, its relationship with the liability for breach of contract" and who
stated that"even if a breach of contract should properly be classified as a form of delict, that would not
alter its essential characteristics or eliminate the differences which exist between the action
for damages arising ex contractu and liability pursuant to the extended Aquilian action which
the respondent has sought to invoke in the present case"Sl.

49

SO

SI

Strauss til 29 supra
In 'Medical Negligence' at p 15 where he states: "In the great majority of cases the duty owed by a medical man or a
medical institution towards the patient is the same whether there exists a contract between them or not. Where there is no
such contract, a duty arises by reason of the assumption of responsibility for the care of the patient; where there is such a
contract. this duty in tort exists side by side with a similar duty arising out of the contract. But the implied contractual
duty is normally the same as that which exists apart from contract."
MfaJila J quoted the following passage from the judgment in Lillicrap at 4960 - H. stating that it dispels any notion that
there can be no delictual liability where there is a contractual relationship between the parties: "In the present case it is
common cause that the damages which the respondent is claiming pursuant to the Aquilian action could. in so far as they
arose before the assignment of the contract to Salanc. have been claimed on the basis of breach of contract. The
respondent's contention is that in the circumstances of the present case the facts gave rise to both causes of action. In
principle there would be no objection in our law to such a situation. Roman law recognised the possibility of a concursus
actionum, i.e. the possibility that different actions could arise from the same set of facts. More particularly, the facts
giving rise to a claim for damages under the lex Aqui/ia could overlap with those founding an action under certain types
of contract such as deposit. commodatum,lease, partnership. pledge etc. In such a case a plaintiff was in general entitled
to elect which actio to employ... In modem South African law. we are of course no longer bound by the formal actiones
of Roman law. but our law also acknowledges that the same facts may give rise to a claim for damages ex delicto as well
as one ex contractu. and allows the plaintiff to choose which he wishes to pursue... The mere fact that the respondent
might have framed his action in contact therefore does not per se debar him ftom claiming in delict. All that he need
show is that the facts pleaded establish a course of action in delict. That the relevant facts may have been pleaded in a
different manner so as to raise a claim for contractual damages is in principle irrelevant. The fundamental question for
decision is accordingly whether the respondent has alleged sufficient facts to constitute a cause of action for damages in
delict. In the present case we are concerned with a delictual claim for pecuniary loss. and. as mentioned above. it is
common cause that the claim was founded on the principles of the extended Aquilian action. It is trite law that, to
succeed in such a claim. a plaintiff must allege and prove that the defendant has been guilty of conduct which is both
wrongful and culpable; and which caused patrimonial loss to the plaintiff. .. What has been placed in issue by the
appellant is whether. on the facts pleaded, the appellant's conduct was wrongful for purposes of delictual liability and
whether the damages alleged to have been suffered. are recoverable in a delictual action."
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Mfalila J observed that the court in Lillicrap was faced with the question whether to
extend Aquilian liability to an action for breach of contract. Although the court noted
that "in our law Aquilian liability has long outgrown its earlier limitation to damages
arising from physicai damage or personal injury" and has been extended to cover
negligent misstatements which cause pure financial loss, it remarked that there was no
authority in Roman or Roman-Dutch law for the proposition that the breach of such a
contractual duty is a wrongful act for the purposes of Aquilian liability. However, said
Mfalila J the situation is different in the case of a concursus actionum because here
the actions of the defendant satisfy the .independent requirements of both a contractual
and an Aquilian action. Such was the position in the case of Van Wyk v LewisS2
because, independently of contract which existed, Dr Lewis would have been liable to
his patient for professional negligence. On those considerations the Court held that
"our law adopts a conservative approach to the extension of remedies under the lex
Aquilia", and that "it would accordingly be breaking fresh ground if it were to
recognise the respondent's cause of action as valid".

The court, referring to the dictum in Lillicrap to the effect that policy considerations
did not require that delictual liability be imposed for negligent breach of contract of
professional employment, stated that the pronouncements make it quite clear that if
the respondent had satisfied the independent requirements of both a contractual and an
Aquilian action, the court would have allowed the action and dismissed the exception
as the court a quo had done. But the court of appeal found that the respondent had
failed to satisfy in its pleadings the r~quirement for an Aquilian action when it refused
to extend further the basis for such an action. The court held that in the present case,
even if it were to find that there was a contract between the parties, it would find it no
bar, as it was found in the Van Wyk case, to the excipient founding her action against
the respondent in delict because independently of any contract, he owed her a duty of
care when performing the surgical operation upon her, to perform it with such
professional skill as to avoid injwing her which she alleged he did. In her swnmons,
she alleged both the duty to take care and a breach of that duty.

.52

Van Wyk fn 3 supra
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Commenting on the obiter dictum by Innes CJ in the Van Wyk case that the delictuai
duty arose from the contract between the parties, Grosskopf AJA stated as follows at

S02E - F:
"This interpretation (which he had just propounded) seems probable if one has regard to the
unlikelihood that Innes CJ would have intended to suggest that a medical doctor could not be
delictually liable for his negligence unless there was a contractual relationship between him
and his patient."

The court observed that this statement put beyond doubt that the Lillicrap case made
no decision along the lines suggested by Mr De Bourbon and that by fixing delictual
liability on the responden.t, far from suggesting that that case was wrongly decided,
affirmed its correctness. To put the matter beyond controversy, said the court, Boberg,
in his book The Law of Delict, opens his first chapter

~n

the "Nature and Basis of

Delictual Liability" with the following words based on the decision in the Lillicrap
case:

"A delict is a civil wrong. It is an infringement of another's interests that is wrongful
irrespective of any prior contractual undertaking to refrain from it - though there may also be
one. It entitles the injured party to claim compensation in civil proceedings - though criminal
proceedings aimed at punishing the wrongdoer may also ensue. A single act may arise to give
both delictual and contractual, or delictual and criminal liability. The existence of concurrent
contractual liability is no bar to an action in delict, provided that the requirements of delictual
liability are also satisfied."

For the these reasons said Mfalilala J, he was satisfied that the excipient's claim
against the respondent is properly based on delict or tort, that therefore the provisions
of s 15 (3) of the Prescription Act ddi not apply and that the respondent was bound to
furnish the information required by the excipient.

Discussion
The courts have shown a notable predilection when faced with a claim which can be
adjudicated on the basis of both the law of delict and of contract to deal with it on the
basis of the former. This is somewhat surprising given the fact that it is generally
easier in terms of the burden of proof to show breach of contract than to show
negligence in the delictual context. Perhaps

th~

choice of the courts in giving

judgment to reason in terms of the law of delict is because negligence has not in these
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cases been that difficult to establish and according to Neethling, Potgieter and Visser3
there is no fundamental difference between a delict and a breach of contract. The
injured party can choose to act on the one or the other. They also point out that one
and the same act can lead to the liability of the perpetrator both ex contractu and ex

delicto. It is submitted that the courts may, for public policy reasons, also choose to
focus on the claim based in delict in order to highlight what is in effect a civil
wrongdoing and to emphasise the fact that the existence of a contract is unnecessary
in such cases. In doing so, the emphasis of the judgment is subtly shifted from a
purely business issue to a moral issue. The judgment in Lillicrap led to a fair amount
of debate and criticism of the court's failure to allow the claim in delict54 • However it
still stands and, as the court pointed out in Correira, although the same action can
'give rise to claims in both contract and delict, each claim must stand on its own two
feet independently of the other.

9.2.9

Clarke v Hurst NO And Others 55

Facts
On 30 July 1988 and while undergoing epidural treatment, Frederick Cyril Clarke
('the patient') suffered a sudden drop in blood pressure and he went into cardiac
arrest. His heartbeat and breathing ceased. Resuscitative measures were instituted but
by the time that his heartbeat and breathing were restored, he had suffered serious and
irreversible brain damage due to prolonged deprivation of oxygen to the brain
(cerebral anoxia). He became deeply comatose and remained in that condition ever
since. At the time the case was heard, the patient's swallowing mechanism was not
functioning and consequently, even if he had been conscious, he would not have been
able to ingest food in the natural way. The patient was fed artificially ·by means of a
naso-gastric tube. Through this tube he was fed a ready made powder diluted with
water. The powder provided all the patient's nutritional needs, while the water
provided the hydration necessary for the maintenance of life. Food was digested
53

54

55

Neethling J. Potgieter JM and Visser PJ The Law of Delict at p 265. They note that the action for pain and suffering and
the contractual action concur in circumstances where breach of contract also results in a wrongful and culpable
infringement of the physical-mental integrity of the wronged contracting party. See also Claassen and Verschoor fn 2
supra at p 118
See Boberg til 20 supra for a summary of these criticisms
Clarke 1992 (4) SA 630 (D)
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naturally and the bowels were evacuated by involuntary reflex. There was a tendency
to constipation and

~hen

this occurred suppositories were administered or manual

evacuation was undertaken. The discharge of urine occurred in the normal manner but
because it was involuntary, the urinary discharge was administered by a Paul's tube in
order to keep the patient dry.

Because of the patient's inability to swallow, nasal secretions tended to flow down his
trachea into his lungs. In order to maintain respiration unimpeded and to prevent
infection, excess secretions were removed by suction several times a day. A plastic
tube passed through a tracheotomy opening in the trachea into the patient's lungs. A
suction machine was used to expel the excess fluid from the lungs. The patient was in
what is commonly known as a persistent vegetative state. There was no prospect of
any improvement in his condition and no possibility of recovery. The applicant, the
patient's wife, applied to be appointed as curatrix to the patient's person with powers
in that capacity to:
(1)

agree to or withhold agreement to any medical or surgical treatment for the
patient;

(2)

authorise the discontinuance of any treatment to which the patient was
subjected, or to which the patient may in future be subjected, including the
discontinuance of any naso-gastric or other non-natural feeding regime or like
regime for the hydration of the patient;

(3)

act as set forth in paras (1) and (2) above notwithstanding that the
implementation of her decisions may hasten the death of the patient.

In her founding affidavit the applicant had expressed it as her intention, if the
application should be granted, to have the tube removed which was introduced into
the patient's stomach to provide for his body's nutritional requirements. In effect what
the applicant intended doing is to put an end to the artificial feeding regime whereby
the patient obtained the necessary sustenance for his bodily functions. The applicant
expressed herself as follows:

"If the order is granted I will consult with the medical practitioners with whom my husband
will be in custody at the time and give such directions as will ensure that any physical distress
which accompanies the removal of the tube is minimised; that being necessary, as I
understand it, to preserve the dignity of the relationship between the attending medical staff
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and my husband and to alleviate the stress on family members. I am of course mindful of the
fact that my husband's death will follow the removal of the tube from his stomach. However,
I respectfully submit that the removal of the tube will not cause his death. In my respectful
submission what will cause my husband's death is the cardiac arrest that occurred on 30 July
1988. Notwithstanding their best efforts and intentions, all that the various medical attendants
have been able to do is to suspend the process of death. They did not save my husband's life."

The applicant made it clear that the effect of stopping the artificial feeding regime
would be to terminate the present 'suspension of the process of death' of the patient
by starving the body of its nutritional needs. The application was supported by the
patient's nearest relatives - his two sisters and his four children - all of whom were
majors.

Judgment
The court noted the following concerning the patient. He was born on 22 March 1925
and was therefore in his 68th year. He was a qualified medical practitioner and at the
time when he suffered the cardiac arrest he was still actively conducting a medical
practice. From 1977 to 1986 the patient had been a member of the then Natal
Provincial Council and from 1981 to June 1986 he had been a member of the
Executive Committee of the Council, responsible for Hospital Services. The patient
was a . life member of the SA Voluntary Euthanasia Society. He had signed a
document headed 'A Living Will' directed to his family, his physician and to any
hospital and which read:
'If there is no reasonable expectation of my recovery from extreme physical or mental
disability ... I direct that I be allowed to die and not be kept alive by artificial means and
heroic measures. I ask that medication be mercifully administered to me for terminal suffering
even though this may shorten my remaining life. I hope that you who care for me will feel
morally bound to act in accordance with this urgent request.'

During his active life the patient held strong views on the individual's right to die
with dignity when living has ceased to be worthwhile and when there is no hope of

improvement or recovery. In a public speech delivered in 1983 he said:
'I feel sure that the general public gets a certain degree of satisfaction in knowing that if they,
by a stroke of misfortune, become cabbages or suffer prolonged and intractab Ie pain where a
successful outcome is impossible, no valiant and fruitless endeavours will be instituted by the
medical team to prolong intense suffering and anguish and to, in fact, prolong death.'
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These statements, said the court, undoubtedly stemmed from a settled, informed and
firmly held conviction on the patient's part that should he ever be in the condition in
which he has been since the cardiac arrest, no effort should be made to sustain his life
by artificial means but that he should be allowed to die. In her application the
applicant cited as first and second respondents, the senior medical superintendent and
chief nursing services manager at Addington Hospital, where the patient was being
cared for. As third respondent she cited the Attorney-General for Natal in his capacity
as the prosecuting authority in the province. A curator ad litem was appointed to
represent the patient's interests.

The third respondent, the Attorney-General, opposed the application. on a number of
grounds. He filed an affidavit in which he said that he was not prepared to undertake
in advance not to prosecute should steps be taken to terminate the patient's life and
that he was not prepared to declare in advance what his decision would be in the event
of s~ch steps being taken. He said that in view of his opposition to the granting of the
or~er,

the court did not have the power to 'tie his hands in the event of the

contemplated termination of the patient's life' and that even if the Court did have the
power it should refrain from exercising it in this case. Counsel who appeared on
behalf of the Attorney-General submitted that despite the form which the applicant's
order prayed for took, she was in effect asking for an order declaring that she would
not be acting unlawfully if, in her capacity as curatrix, she were to withhold her
agreement to the giving of medical and surgical treatment to the patient or if she were
to authorise the discontinuance of artificial life-sustaining measures such as nasogastric feeding, even though the discontinuance of such measures or the withholding
of such treatment would result in the termination of the. patient's life. The court
concurred with this submission. It said that admittedly the order which was sought
was not' couched in the form of a declaratory order but took the form of an order
conferring on the applicant, as curatrix to the person of the patient, certain powers
(which have been set out at the beginning of the judgment). However, despite the
form of the order, it was implicit in it that the applicant was asking the court to
declare that she would not be acting unlawfully if she were to exercise those powers.
The court said that if, in exercising the powers which she was asking for she would be
acting unlawfully, the court would be exceeding its competence if it were to grant to
her those powers. No court would be competent to sanction the commission of a
1111

crime or a wrongful act. In essence, therefore, what the applicant was asking for was
an order declaring that if she were to take the steps envisaged by her and if as a result
of the taking of those steps the life of the patient were to terminate, she would
nonetheless not be acting unlawfully.

Building on his submission that what the applicant sought was a declaratory order,
counsel submitted that the court should refrain from making a declaratory order which
would anticipate facts which have yet to come about which would pre-empt the
authority of the Attorney-General to decide in due course whether to prosecute and
which would render nugatory the provisions of the Inquests Acf6.
Thirion J noted that in British Chemicals and Biologicals (SA) (Ply) Ltd v South

African Pharmacy Boartf' the fact that the applicant's right to relief depended on the
interpretation to be placed on a piece of legisla~on which defines a crime, was held to
be no bar to the making of a declaratory order sought for the express purpose of
ensuring the applicant against a successful prosecution, despite the fact that the
Attorney-General had not been made a party to the proceedingsss. Thirion J said that
this decision was authority for saying that the Court may in an appropriate case and
despite the opposition of the Attorney-General, exercise its discretion in favour of
declaring whether the adoption by an applicant of a certain course of conduct would
constitute a crime. He said the Attorney-General's opposition in the present case to
the proposed order was based on the misconception that in granting the order the
Court would interfere with the absolute discretion vested in the Attorney-General with
regard to criminal prosecutions and would be condoning the commission of a crime.
That was not what was envisaged. The Court would only grant the order if on facts
which are beyond dispute there was no reasonable possibility that the applicant, in
acting on it, would commit a crime against the patient.
56
57

S8

Inquests Act No 58 of 1959
British Chemica18 1955 (1) SA 184 (A)
Greenberg JA said at p 192: "The main grounds advanced in this Court on behalf of the respondent for the contention
that the application was premature were that no substantive application had been made by the appellant to the respondent
for any procedural step by the latter, that the appellant was in fact seeking a declaration which would ensure it against
successful prosecution under s 76bis and that in any event an order of this kind should not be granted unless the
Attorney-General is made a party to the proceedings. In Allorney-General of Nalal v Johnstone & Co Lid 1946 AD 256,
the competency of the Court to grant a declaratory order that would have the effect of ensuring an applicant against
successful prosecution was recognised; in that case the Attorney-General was a party to the proceedings but what was
said (at 260-2) shows that this factor is not an essential one. In civil proceedings to which the Attomey-General is not a
party the fact that the claimant's right to relief depends on the interpretation to be placed on a piece of legislation that
defines a crime is no bar to a decision as to whether a certain course of conduct constitutes a contravention of that
legislation. As regards the exercise of discretion conferred on the Court by s 102 of Act 46 of 1935,1 see no ground for
questioning its exercise by the learned Judge a quo in entertaining the application."
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Thirion J said that in his view this is a proper case for the exercise of the Court's
discretion. The applicant, he said, faced an agonising decision. She had a right in the
circumstances to know whether in dping what she contemplated she would be
transgressing the law. He pointed out that there ~as no case which could serve as
guidance to her. She was emotionally involved. He said it was but right that the
decision should be taken by the court, which can view the evidence dispassionately
and objectively. In those circumstances the applicant was entitled to have the legal
position determined by the Court. The curator ad litem supported the application. His
reasoning was expressed thus: An adult of full legal competence has, while of sound
mind, an absolute right to the security and integrity of his body. In the exercise of that
right he is entitled to refuse to undergo medical treatment, irrespective of whether
such refusal would lead to his death. Where, as in the present case, such a person,
while he is of sound mind, has directed that if he should lapse into a persistent
vegetative state with no prospect of recovery, he should be allowed to die and that he
should not be kept alive by artificial means, then if he does lapse into such a state,
there is no reason why a curator appointed to his person should not have the p~wer to
give effect to his direction. After examining three American cases which were cited in
support of the application Thirion J said that he did not think that the appro~ch
adopted in these cases could be invoked in South African law to provide an answer to
the question whether, were the applicant to discontinue the naso-gastric feeding of the
patient, her conduct would be unlawful and whether, were he to die, she would be
criminally liable for his death.

He held that the fallacy in couns~l' s argument lay in the fact that in South African law
the curator personae is not a mere agent to give effect to directions given by the
patient while he was competent to do so. The curator personae is at all times under a
duty to act in the best interests of the patient and not necessarily in accordance with
the wishes of the patient; the well-being of the patient being the paramount
consideration. In South African law, the court would not simply weigh the patient's
interest in freedom from non-consensual invasion of his bodily integrity against the
interest of the state in preserving life or the belief in the sanctity of human life; nor
would it necessarily hold that the individual's right to self-determination and privacy
always outweighs society's interest in the preservation of life. Furthermore, said
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Thirion J in South African law a person who assists another to commit suicide may,
depending on the circumstances of the particular case, be guilty of murder or culpable
homicide. 59 Referring to the American case of Karen Quinlan60 Thirion J pointed out
that the conclusion that the killing would not be unlawful was rested in part on the
fact that the patient's death would result from the exercise of her constitutional rights
to privacy and self-determina?on and would therefore be protected from criminal
prosecution. He said that such an approach would not be open to the court in South
African law. The issues in the present application, he said, could only be approached
after a thorough evaluation of the patient's physical and neurological deficits and the
extent of the biological and intellectual life which still remained to him. The specialist
physicians and neurologists who examined the patient were in agreement that he was
in a persistent vegetative state because of the extensive damage to the cortex - that
part of the brain which is responsible for intellectual· function and cqgnitive
awareness. They also agreed that the damage was irreversible and that no
improvement was possible.

Thirion J observed that the term 'persistent vegetative state' seemed to have been
created by Dr Fred Plum, professor and chairman of the Department of Neurology at
Cornell University and a world-renowned neurologist. He said it describes a
neurological condition where the subject retains the capacity to maintain the
vegetative part of neurological function but has no cognitive function. In such a state
the body functions entirely in terms of its internal controls. It maintains digestive
activity, the reflex activity of muscles and nerves for low level and primitive
conditioned responses to stimuli, blood circulation, respiration and certain other
biological functions but there is no behavioural evidence of either self-awareness or
awareness of the surroundings in a learned manner. He noted that Steadman's
Medical Dictionary defines 'vegetative' as functioning involuntarily or unconsciously
after the assumed manner of vegetable life. Thirion J said that it seemed that the term
'persistent vegetative state' describes not a distinct condition but rather a range of
chronically persistent neurological defects which are irreversible; with no cognitive or
intellectual function and no self-awareness or awareness of the surroundings and no
purposive bodily movement. He reviewed the evidence as to the patient's state noting
59

60

Ex parte Minister van Juslisie: In re S" Groljohn 1970 (2) SA 355 (A).
Quinlan 70 NJ 10; 355 A 2d 647 (NJ 1976)
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that, the patient's biological life was stable, despite the extensive brain damage,
because those parts of the brain-stem necessary for the functioning of that part of the
autonomic nervous system which controls the essential organs, were operating
satisfactorily. The swallowing reflex had, however, been damaged. 'Although
swallowing can be induced or willed by the upper brain, it is a mechanism controlled
by the brainstem. The court said that in order to assess what remained of the patient's
human life, i.e. his cognitive or intellectual life, one had to examine the functioning of
the upper sections of the brain (cortical function). Thirion J further observed that
awareness is the ability of a person to perceive any aspect of the environment. In an
unconscious

patien~

this would be tested by applying some external stimulus and

observing whether there is a response. He noted that Mr Staub performed several such
tests on the patient. In some cases there were responses to the external stimuli. Those
were the results of the auditory stimulation test, test of sensation of the face, reactions
of pupils, painful stimulation of the limbs and forehead. All these responses,
according to Mr Staub, may be mediated through the brain-stem or spinal cord and
therefore did not prove that the patient was aware of his external environment at any
level. In or~er to prove clinically that the patient was aware of the stimuli one would
have to elicit a response from him that was not possibly mediated at brain-stem level
but rather at cortical level. No such response could be obtained from the patient.
Thirion J said that he was impressed by the care and caution with which Mr Staub
performed his examination of the patient and with the guarded yet precise manner in
which he has expressed and motivated his Opiniol1S. He accepted his conclusions and
his assessment of the patient's condition.. Thirion J summed up the patient's physical
condition and then went on to examine the effects of the removal of the naso-gastric
feeding tube. He noted that the discontinuance of the naso-gastric feeding and any
other form of nourishment was bound to lead to the termination of such life as the
patient still had. The period which it would take for the patient to die after the .
'administration of nourishment had ceased was somewhat unpredictable. If

th~

potassium levels were to suddenly rise considerably the patient could suffer a cardiac
arrest. If this did not happen the patient would simply 'fade'. He would be totally
unaware of what was happening. He would not register anything at all. His blood
pressure would drop and his breathing would slow down until cardiac standstill
occurred. There would be no dramatic or sudden death. Quiet, shallow· breathing
would simply turn into no breathing at all and life would be extinguished. This would
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occur within two or three weeks after nourishment had ceased to be administered. The
court said that there could be no doubt that the discontinuance of feeding would
accelerate the patient's death unless' some other cause were to intervene to kill him
before then.

Counsel who appeared for the Attorney-General submitted that:
(i)

any act which hastens a person's death is a cause of it, even though at the time
of the commission of the act which results in his death he may already have
been mortally injured or may already have been suffering from some terminal
condition61 ;

(ii)

if a killing is intentional it is none the less murder, even though the killer may
not have harboured any evil motive62 ;

(iii) even an omission to act, if the omission results in the victim's death, would
attract liability on the part of the non-doer, if he was under a legal duty to act so
as to prevent the victim's death;
(iv) consequently in the instant case, if the applicant were to discontinue the nasogastric feeding and the patient's death were to be accelerated or hastened
thereby, the applicant's conduct would probably be unlawful.

Counsel's argument, said Thirion J, amounted to this: The discontinuance of the
artificial feeding would hasten the patient's death and would thus be a cause of it and,
as the applicant foresaw death as a probable result of the discontinuance of the
artificial feeding, she would in law be liable for having unlawfully killed the patient.
According to Thirion J, on counsel's argument the wrongfulness of applicant's
conduct would prima facie be inferred from the fact that it would prima facie be an
invasion of the patient's subjective right to bodily integrity and an assault, and as her
conduct would not be justifiable in law on any of the grounds of justification it would
be stamped as unlawful. He said that the fallacy in counsel's argument lay in the fact
that it assumed that conduct which isprimafacie unlawful can in law only be justified
under one or other of the stereotyped categories of grounds of justification such as
self-defence,
61

62

conse~t,

necessity, etc. There is, however, no numerus clausus of

R v Makali 1950 (I) SA 340 (N)
S v Hartmann 1975 (3) SA 532 (C); S v De Bellocq 1975 (3) SA 538 (T)
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grounds of justification. The stereotyped grounds of justification are specific grounds
of justification of otherwise wrongful conduct which with the passage of time have
become crystallised, with their own rules limiting the scope of their application.
Wrongfulness is, however, a distinct and generally applicable element of delictual as
well as criminal liability in the common law. In a case such as the present one has to
examine the concept of wrongfulness itself in order to determine whether. the conduct
complained of falls within its limits63 • Thirion J pointed out that, writing on the
requirements for delictual liability, Van der Walt64 emphasises that the element of
wrongfulness constitutes the fundamental requisite for delictual liability. He dermes
the criteria for the determination of wrongfulness as follows:
'Conduct is wrongful if it either infringes a legally recognised right of ·the plaintiff or
constitutes the breach of a legal duty owed by the defendant to the plaintiff.... The inquiry is
concerned with whether the infringement of the plaintiff's interest was in the particular
circumstances objectively unjustifiable. In order to determine this, account must be taken of
the particular conflicting interests of the parties, the parties' relation to each other, the
particular circumstances of the case, and any appropriate considerations of social policy.'

According to Van der Walt, conduct infringes a subjective right if it unjustifiably
disturbs or interferes with the holder's capacities of disposal, use and enjoyment in
regard to the object of the right. Whether a particular interference can be regarded as
unjustifiable depends on the application of 'the general criterion of boni mores, the
prevailing conceptions in a particular community at a given time, or the legal
convictions of the community. The boni mores as a legal standard looks at the
reasonableness of the defendant's conduct in the particular instance. '65 Thirion J also

63

64
6S

He pointed out that Orotius J"leidinge 3.32.3, S defines delict as 'een doen ofte laten zijnde uit zich zelve ofte door
eenige wet ongeoorloft" and adds that 'uit zich zelve" is delictual 'alles wes strijdende is met de redelickheid, die
aengewezen ende bekrachtigt werd door het aengheboren recht' (whatever is contrary to reason as indicated and
confirmed by natural law - Maasdorp's translation). This formulation, said Thirion J, comes close to the statement of
Mostert J in Universiteit van Pretoria 'V Tommy Meyer Films (Edms) Bpk 1977 (4) SA 376 (T) at 387C:
"Onregmatigheid word basies aan die hand van die bon' mores bepaal. Deur die maatstafvan die 'regsoortuiging van die
gemeenskap' (sien Ewels se saak supra) toe te pas, verkry die regstelsel die voordeel van die wisselwerking tussen die
ethos en geregtelikc voorbeeld, en 'n soepelheid wat by meer presedentgebonde stelsels-ontbreek."
Law ofSouth Africa vol 8 para 20 at p 21 Joubert (ed)
Thirion J observed that "the writers are in agreement that considerations of social policy and the /Joni mores playa part
in determining whether conduct is wrongful. Boberg The Law of Delict at 33 says: 'At the root of each of ~ese
crystallised categories of wrongfulness lies a value judgment based on considerations of morality and policy - a
balancing of interests followed by the law's decision to protect one kind ofinte~st against one kind of invasion and not
another.' Van der Merwe and Olivier Die Onregmalige Daad in die SUid-Afri/caanse Reg 6th ed at S8 advocate the use of
the criterion of reasonableness according to society's conception of what is just, for the determination of wrongfulness.
'Voortdurend moet in die privaatreg 'n belange-afweging tussen persone plaasvind aan die hand van die redelikheid. Die
redelikheidsmaatstaf, of sosiaaladekwant soos dit soms genoem word, is 'n objektiewe maatstaf. Hier word eenvoudig
met die algemene regsgevoel van die gemeenskap gewerk. Sosiaal adekwaat of redelik is 'n handeling gevolglik as dit
vo]gens die regsgevoel van die gemeenskap regmatig is. Neethling. Potgieter and Visser Deliktereg at 29 also stress the
requisite of reasonableness in determining what is wrongful: 'Die algemene norm of maatstaf waarvolgens vasgestel
word of 'n belange-aantasting ongeoorloof is al dan nie is die regsopvattings van die gemeenskap: die boni mores. Die
boni mores toets is 'n objektiewe redelikheidsmaatstaf. Die kemvraag is of die dader die benadeelde se belange in die lig
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referred to the observation of Rumpff CJ in Minister van Polisie v Ewels66 where,
dealing with liability for an omission, the Chief Justice said that it would appear that
the stage of development in our law has been reached where an omission is regarded
as wrongful conduct also where the circumstances of the particular case are such that
the omission not only evokes moral indignation but also that the legal convictions of
society ('die regsoortuiging van die gemeenskap') demand that the omission be
regarded as wrongful. Thirion J said he thought that that the converse would also hold
true. If the legal convictions of .society do not require that an omission (or for that
matter a positive act) be regarded as wrongful, it would not be wrongful in law.
Wrongfulness is tested according to society's legal, as opposed to its moral,
convictions but at the same time morality plays a role in shaping society's legal
convictions. He held that if it is accepted, as he though it should be, that law is but a
translation of society's fundamental values into policies and prescripts for regulating
its members' conduct, then the court, when it determines the limits of such a basic
legal concept as wrongfulness, has to have regard to the prevailing values of society.
Thirion J said he could see no reason why the concept of wrongfulness in criminal
law should have a content different from what it has in delict.

In the court's view, the decision whether the discontinuance of the artificial
nutritioning of the patient and his resultant death would be wrongful, depended on
whether, judged by the legal convictions of society, its boni mores, it would be
reasonable to discontinue the artificial nutritioning of the patient. The decision of that
issue, it said, depends on the quality of the life which remains

~o

the patient, i.e. the

physical and mental status of that life. The evaluation has to be made in relation to the
medical procedures which would have to be instituted or maintained to. sustain the
patient's life. Thirion J observed that there were no doubt many whose susceptibilities
would be offended at the thought that it could ever be reasonable for those responsible
for the care of the disabled patient not to take whatever steps it may be reasonably
possible to take to keep the patient alive - regardless of the quality of the life which
the patient would have to endure if kept alive. A moment's reflection would however
tell one that it happens regularly, especially in the case of the tenninally ill, that

van die omstandighede van die geval volgens die regsopvattings van die gemeenskap op 'n redelike of onredelike wyse
aangetas het....
66

Ewels 1975 (3) SA 590 (A)
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decisions are taken to allow the· patient to die rather than to prolong a life of suffering
by taking life-support measures. He said he thought society would have regarded as
grotesque the thought that the victim in S v Williams67 should have been kept alive on
the ventilator after it had been found that her brain had died. He admitted that this was
perhaps the extremest of examples but said it nevertheless showed that the decision
whether to undertake or to discontinue life-sustaining procedures involves a balancing
exercise.
Advances in medical science and technology have made it possible for patients to be
resuscitated who have suffered a cardiac arrest and cessation of breathing and who by
the ordinary thinking of the community would therefore have been regarded as dead.
It is right and proper that these advances in medical knowledge shoUld be employed in
the service of mankind but the opening of new frontiers has presented unique
situations which require a change in society's attitudes to the process of dying. As it
was put in US Law Week 68:
'Medical advances have altered the physiological conditions of death in ways that may be
alarming: highly invasive treatment may perpetuate human existence through a merger of
body and machine that some might reasonably regard as an insult to life rather than its
continuation. '

Patients may be resuscitated and maintained alive when there is not the remotest
possibility that they would ever be able to consciously experience life. Within minutes
after the supply of oxygenated blood to the brain has stopped the brain cells start
dying off - that part of the brain which is responsible for intellectual life being the first
to die. Inherent in resuscitation therefore is the very real danger that, by the time that
the patient has been resuscitated, his brain may be all but destroyed while the
autonomic nervous system and brain stem may nevertheless be able to keep the body
biologically alive but securing only a life at the level of a plant or less. In such a
situation the doctor or the patient's family has to decide whether it would be justified
or reasonable to institute or maintain life-sustaining procedures or treatment which
could prolong the life of the patient. In making an evaluation of this kind one must be
careful, said Thirion J, to avoid making a judgment according to one's own

67

68

S'I Williams 1986 (4) SA 1188 (A)
58 US Law Week 4936
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predilections or even to facilely give effect to views expressed by the patient when he
was still in good health69 •
Thirion J agreed that the hastening of a person's death is ordinarily not justified and is
therefore wrongful even when the person is terminally ill and suffering unbearable
pain but stated that this is not an apsolute rule. It has come to be accepted that the
doctor may give a terminally ill patient drugs with the object of relieving his pain,
even if, to the doctor's knowledge, the drugs will certainly shorten the patient's life70 •
Thirion J then posed the question whether, if it would be reasonable for the applicant
in the present case to discontinue the artificial nutritioning of the patient knowing that
such a step would result in the death of the patient, why would it not be reasonable for
someone to simply suffocate the patient to death? The deprivation of food would as
assuredly kill the patient as the deprivation of oxygen.

He said the distinction is to be

found in society's sense of propriety - its belief that things should happen according to
their natural disposition or order. The. person who pre-empts the function of the
executioner and kills the condemned man while he is taking the last few steps to the
gallows, acts wrongfully irrespective of his motive for killing the condemned man. He
acts wrongfully because he has no right to meddle in the matter.

In Thirion J's view, the distinction between the act of the doctor who, while following
the precepts and ethics of his profession, prescribes a drug in a quantity merely
sufficient to relieve, and with the object of relieving, the pain of his patient, well
knowing that it may also shorten the patient's life, and the act of the doctor who
prescribes an overdose of the drug with the object of killing his patient, is that the
former acts within the legitimate context and sphere of his professional relationship
with his patient while the latter does not act in that cont.ext. Consequently, society
adjudges the former's conduct justified in accordance with its criterion of
69

70

Thirion J was of the view that the proper approach is that adopted by McKenzie J in Re Superintendent of Family and
Child Service and Dawson (1983) 14S DLR (3d) 610 which was quoted with approval by Lord Donaldson MR in ReJ (a
minor) [1990] 3 All ER 930 at 936: "It is not appropriate for an external decision-maker to apply his standards of what
constitutes a liveable life and exercise the right to impose death ifthat standard is not met in his estimation. The decision
can only be made in the context of the disabled person viewing the worthwhileness or otherwise of his life in its own
context as a disabled person - and in that context he would not compare his life with that of a person enjoying normal
advantages." Thirion J said he did not think that the learned Judge meant to convey in the first sentence of the above
passage that an external decision-maker ever haS a right to impose death.
R v Adams 1957 Crim LR 365; Smith and Hogan Criminal Law 6th ed at 313. Glanville Williams Textbook on Criminal
Law 2nd ed p 280 gives the following example: "Suppose that a patient with brain damage is on a ventilator (a
respirator); he is unconscious, but the machine keeps his heart and lungs going mechanically. The doctor decides that
there is no chance of recovery, so he 'pulls the plug'. There is general agreement that he is entitled to do so. This is not a
case where, by commencing to treat the patient, the doctor has put him in some peril to which he would not otherwise
have been subject." (as quoted by the court in Clarice fn 55 supra)
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reasonableness and therefore not wrongful, while it condemns the conduct of the latter
as wrongful. He stated that the distinction between what is wrong and what is right
cannot always be drawn according to logic. Logic does not dictate the formation of
society's legal or moral convictions. The distinction, he said, can also be justified on
rational grounds. The doctor who brings about the death of his patient by prescribing
an overdose of the drug with the object of killing the patient, causes the death of the
patient in a manner which is unrelated .to his legitimate function as a doctor. He
changes not only the course but also the cause of his patient's death. The court held
that to allow conduct of this nature would open the door to abuse and subject people
to the vagaries of unauthorised and autocratic decision-making71 • Thirion J found that
in determining legal liability for terminating a patient's life there was no justification
for drawing a distinction between an omission to institute artificial life-sustaining
procedures and the discontinuance of such procedures once they have been instituted;
nor was there any virtue in classifying the discontinuance of such procedures as an
omission. He observed Vanden Heever72 states that to explain an omission giving rise
to an action in the light of previous conduct is pure sophistry. Just as in the case of an
omission to institute life-sustaining procedures legal liability would depend on
whether there was a duty to institute such procedures, so in the case of the
discontinuance of such procedures, liability would depend on whether there was a
duty not to discontinue such procedures once they have been instituted. A duty not to
discontinue life-sustaining procedures could not arise if the procedures instituted have
proved to be unsuccessful. If life-sustaining procedures which have been instituted
have proved to be unsuccessful there would be no point in continuing them and
consequently they may be discontinued. Thirion J observed that in S v Williams73 the
life-sustaining procedures were held to have been unsuccessful even though they
achieved the maintenance of the patient's heartbeat, blood circulation and respiration.
He said that the decision must therefore be seen as authority for the view that the mere .
71

72
73

Thirion J quoted J K Mason and R A McCall-Smith Law and Medical Ethics 2nd ed, at p 233: "There are those who say
that any distinction between 8 commission and an omission to act when both have the same effect is no more than an
illusion - the responsibility and the intention of the actor are the same. We, by contrast, believe that a morally significant
difference between inactivity and action exists and that this rests on a firmer base than a mere intuition. The essence of
discrimination lies in the means to obtain the same end, in that the taking of active steps implies an autocratic control
over the way in which the event occurs. The doctor who administers a drug intended to end the life of a suffering patient
determines the moment and the manner of the patient's death. The action of the drug changes the physical cause of death
and this must be a matter of importance. The process is quite different from allowing another agency, eg illness, to cause
death. Activity, moreover, directly confronts those views which concede that death is the one hazard of life which is
beyond the ambit of legitimate human intervention."
Van den Heever FP Aquilian Damages in South African Law at p 38
Williams tb 67 supra
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restoration of certain biological functions cannot be regarded as the saving of the
patient's life. The maintenance of life in the form of certain biological functions such
as the heartbeat, respiration, digestion and blood circulation but unaccompanied by
any cortical and cerebral functioning of the brain, Ca.m1ot be equated with living in the
human or animal context. If, then, the resuscitative measures were successful in
restoring only these biological functions then they were in reality unsuccessful and
consequently artificial measures of maintaining that level of life, such as naso-gastric
feeding, could also be discontinued.

He stated that it would be unreasonable to suggest that if it was known at the time
when resuscitation was undertaken that it would only be possible to restore the quality
of life which the patient now had, the doctors would then have been under a duty to
undertake resuscitation at all. Why then would there now be a duty to maintain this
quality of life by artificial means?

Thirion J observed that the patient did not experience his environment at all. There
was no social interaction, no registering of sensation. All this was so because the
capacity of the brain for a cognitive and cognitive life had been destroyed. The gross
damage to the brain which led to the destruction of this capacity was irreparable. In
short, the brain had permanently lost the capacity to induce a physical and mental
existence at a level which qualifies as human life. In these circumstances he was of
the view that, judged by society's legal convictions, the feeding of the patient did not
serve the purpose of supporting human life as it is commonly known and the
applicant, if appointed as curatrix, would act reasonably and would be justified in
discontinuing the artificial feeding and would therefore not be acting wrongfully if
she were to do so74. Thirion J concluded that it could be said that the curatrix would
74

Thirion J stated that: "This conclusion makes it unnecessary to deal with the argument advanced by counsel for the
applicant that the discontinuance of the artificial feeding regime would not in law be the cause of the patient's death ifhe
were to die as a result of such discontinuance. A briefreference to S \I Williams would however not be out of place. That.
was an appeal from a conviction for murder. The victim had been shot and wounded. She suffered severe brain damage
which necessitated her being coupled to a ventilator to maintain her breathing. When it was ascertained that her brain
was dead the ventilator was uncoupled and her heartbeat and breathing ceased in consequence thereof. On appeal the
argument was raised that the uncoupling of the ventilator was the legal cause of the victim's death and not the gunshot
wound. The Appellate Division assumed in favour of the appellant that the victim was still alive when the ventilator was
uncoupled but, this notwithstanding. rejected the argument that the uncoupling of the ventilator was a cause of the
victim's death." He noted that: ''On the assumption that the victim was alive when the ventilator was uncoupled. it
seemed obvious that the uncoupling of the ventilator accelerated the moment of death and therefore in a sense caused it.
It is however clear that a factual causal connection is not enough to entail legal liability. There is no agreement among
the writers as to what the additional factor should be. Glanville Williams Textbook o/Criminal Law 2nd ed at p 381 says
that the further test to be applied to the 'but-for' cause (i.e. the conditio sine qua non) in order to qualitY as legal
causation is not a test for causation but a moral reaction. The question is whether the result can fairly be said to be
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not be acting in the best interests of the patient if she were to discontinue the artificial
nutritional regime of the patient. Consequently he made an order in the following
terms:

1.

That Shirley Colette Clarke (the applicant) be appointed as curatrix to the
person of Frederick Cyril Clarke (the patient).

2.

That the powers which the applicant shall have in her capacity as curatrix to
the person of the patient shall include the power:
(i)

to agree to or to withhold agreement to medical or surgical treatment
for the patient and for that purpose to have the patient admitted to or
discharged from any hospital, nursing home or institution for the care
of geriatric patients;

(ii) . to authorise or direct the continuance or discontinuance of any

treatment to which the patient is at present being subjected, including
the continuance or discontinuance of any naso-gastric or other nonnatural feeding regime.

3.

It is declared that the applicant, in her capacity as curatrix to the person of the
patient, would not act wrongfully or unlawfully
(i)

if she authorises or directs the discontinuance of the naso-gastric or
any other non-natural feeding regime for the patient;

(ii)

if she withholds agreement to medical or surgical treatment of the
patient save such treatment as may seem to her appropriate for the
comfort of the patient, notwithstanding that the implementation of her
decisions may hasten the death of the patient.

4.

That the applicant's costs of the application, the costs of the curator ad litem
appointed in terms of the first

ord~r

prayed, as well as the costs of the first and

second respondents incurred up to 4 December 1991, shall be paid out of the
estate of the patient.
imputable to the defendant. It involves a value judgment. Snyman Stra!reg 2nd ed at 72 favours the 'adekwasie
veroorsakingstoets'. These are but two of many suggested tests. It appears, however, from S" Mokgethi en Andere [1990
(1) SA 32 (A» that matters of policy also are relevant to the enquiry and that the court should guard against allowing
liability to exceed the bounds of reasonableness, fairness and justice. So viewed, it would appear to me that the steps
envisaged by applicant would not in law be the cause of the patient's death."
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Discussion

This case is essentially about wrongfulness. It is a prime example of how the courts
use public policy as a detenninant of wrongfulness 75. This approach has not gone
uncriticised and du Bois76 observes that Boberg's somewhat cynical description of
wrongfulness as but 'a cloak of respectability for judicial gut-reaction' appears to
have been vindicated. He notes that while this has not affected the continued pliability
of the boundaries of civil liability, nor the capacity of the courts to resolve novel
disputes, it does represent an erosion of the most important promise held out by the

boni mores criterion, namely to render the process and the basis of the judicial
development more transparent and certain.

It is worth considering these sentiments more closely in the context of Clarke and the
cases that preceded it. In Ex Parte Die Minister Van Justisie: In Re S v Grotjohn77 it
was held that whether a person who instigates, assists or puts another in a position to
commit suicide commits an offence depends on the facts of the particular case. The
mere fact that the last act of the person committing suicide is such person's own,
voluntary, non-criminal act does not necessarily mean that the other person cannot be
guilty of any offence. Depending upon the factual circumstances the offence can be
murdep, attempted murder or culpable homicide. The facts were that Grotjohn was
absolved of a charge of the murder of his spouse who was partially paralysed and
suffered from manic depression. Her mamage to Grotjohn had reached a particularly
unhappy and tense stage and was near breaking point. She withheld from him his
'conjugal rights' and he had commenced a relationship with a widow whom he
subsequently married after his wife's death. On the day in question, his gun, the butt
of which had broken off just behind the trigger, was with a friend but on the urging of
the deceased he retrieved it. In her presence he dismantled the gun in order to
75

76
77

Du Bois F "Getting Wrongfulness Right: A Ciceronian Attempt' 2000 Acta Juridica p I notes that: ""By adopting the
notion that the wrongfulness of conduct depends on whether it is contra bonos mores, South African lawyers have
endowed the law of delict with a standard for demarcating the scope of civil liability that was inherently flexible and
simultaneously made explicit the purpose of judicial development of this part of the law - to ensure that it remains in
step with the society it is meant to serve. This splicing of a candid recognition that judges not only apply law, but also
develop it. with an insistence that this serves a legitimate function. largely obviated the need to pursue legal evolution
behind a screen of questionable interpretations and re-interpretations of 'foreseeability', 'cause'. and other conceptual
contortions. The development of a concept that at once guides the judicial development of a major branch of the
common law deserves to be regarded as one of the foremost achievements of South African lawyers."
Du Bois fn 7S supra at page 3
Groyohn fu S9 supra
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ascertain whether the two pieces could be re-attached. To do this he had to remove the
triggerguard and as result the trigger was exposed. The deceased blamed him that the

gun was broken and wanted to know if it could still shoot in that condition. In order to
show her that it could he fired a shot from the balcony into the ground. Thereafter an
argument flared up over the widow in the course of which the deceased became angry
and said she was going to shoot herself. Grootjohn then fetched a bullet from
somewhere in the flat, loaded the gun in her presence and handed it to her telling her
to shoot herself if she wanted because she was a burden. She took the gun with one
hand, put it on the floor between her feet said "I will", aligned the barrel with her
right eye and pulled the exposed trigger with her foot. She died immediately. The
court a quo found Grotjohn not guilty of murder.

In S v Hartmann'S the accused, a medical practitioner, was charged with the murder
of his father, aged 87, who for many years had been suffering form a carcinoma of the
prostate. Thereafter secondary cancer had manifested itself in his bones, more
particularly his ribs. Until 21 August 1974 the deceased had been living with the
accused's brother in Pretoria where he had received X-ray treatment for the cancer
growths in hospital there. The accused had visited him there and on one occasion
found him to be bedridden and suffering great pain. The accused was very close to his
father and had thereafter induced his father to come to Cape Town by air, whence he
was transferred to the Ceres Hospital as a private p~tient of the accused. There was no
longer any question of a cure. The deceased was very emaciated, incontinent and on
pain-killing drugs. By 11 September he was in a critical state of ill-health and expert
medical

~vidence

described him as being moribund and close to death. The accused

had instructed a nursing sister to give the deceased an injection of 1/2 gr. of morphine,
which she had reluctantly done. An hour later the accused had himself got a further
ampule of 1/2 gr. of morphine from the sister and placed it in the deceased's drip. The
accused had remained with the deceased and about 11/2 hr. later, at 11 p.m., obtained
250 mgr. of pentothal from the sister and injected it into the drip. Within seconds of
his .doing so the deceased died, pentothal not being an analgaesic but of use in
anaesthesia and, unless properly controlled, having fatal effects. The Court found that
the accused had not desired to end his father's life: his motive had been

78

Hartmann 1975 (3) SA S32 (C)
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compassionate, to relieve his father of the further endurance of pain and the
continuation of a pitiable condition. He was, however, aware that his act would
inevitably terminate his father's life.

The court held that that the accused clearly entertained that intention which was an .
essential ingredient of murder and that as to evidence that the deceased had consented
to the administration of such a drug, that that would not constitute a defence to the
charge. It held accordingly, that the accused's act of 'mercy-killing' made him guilty
of murder as charged and that in regard to a suggestion by the state that sentence be
,

postponed until after disciplinary action had been taken by the Medical Council, that
it was up to the court to make a decision and that in any event it would be
inappropriate to postpone the sentence. It was further held that, regard being had to
the mitigating factors, that the accused should be sentence" to one year's
imprisonment, the accused to be detained until the rising of the Court and the balance
of the sentence to be suspended for one year.
Van Winsen J referring to the case of R. v Makali79, observed that the law was clear
that it nonetheless constitutes the crime of murder even if all that an accused has done
is to hasten the death of a human being who was due to die in any event. He noted that
it has more than once been held in the Appellate Division that the fact that the
deceased wished to be killed does not exclude the criminal responsibility of him who
gratifies the deceased's wish. See, for instance, S v Peverett,SO and S v Robinson and

Others,sl. The court referred to the judgment of Holmes JA in the case of S v V S2, to
the effect that:
"Punishment should fit the criminal as well as the crime, be fair to the accused and to society
and be blended with a measure of mercy."

Van Winsen J said that this was a case, if ever there was one, in which, without
having to be unfair to society, full measure can be given to the element of mercy.

79

so
SI

82

Makali 1950 (1) SA 340 (N)
S v Peveritt 1940 AD 213
S v Robinson 1968 (I) SA 666 (AD).
Sv Y 1972 (3) SA 611 (AD) at p 614
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Strauss83 refers to a number of unreported cases namely R v Davidow (1955), S v de

Bellocq (1968), S v McBride (1979) and S v Marengo(1990). In the firstmentioned
case the accused's mother was suffering from an incurable disease on account of
which she suffered unbearable pain and was in a constant state of despair. Davidow
loved his mother dearly and did whatever was in his power to obtain medical
attendance and have her cured if possible. When all his attempts had failed, he
requested a friend - in a moment of despair - to kill his mother by means of a fatal
injection. His friend flatly refused. At the time of the request Davidow had been in a,
state of extreme tension. Sometimes in discussions with others about his mother he
burst into tears. It was also observed that he sometimes wept in his sleep. His mother
often expressed the wish in his presence that she could be dead and said that she could
no longer bear the excruciating pain. Finally

Davido~

decided to relieve her from

further pain and suffering. He visited her in hospital and during a severe emotional
outburst, shot her in the head with a revolver, killing her. The previous night he had
written a note to his brother telling the latter of his intention to relieve their mother of
her pain and suffering and that as he did not have the courage to kill himself, he
expected to be sentenced to death. Davidow was effectively charged with murder. A
psychiatrist testified that the accused had developed an obsession to help his mother
and that this obsession

induce~

and irresistible impulse in him to kill her. When he

committed the act, the psychiatrist concluded that he acted automatically and
involuntarily. The psychiatrist for the prosecution contested the finding of irresistible
impulse but agreed with the conclusion at which the defence psychiatrist had arrived.
The accused was acquitted by the jury that tried him.

In S v de v Bellocq, the accused, a young woman and her husband were immigrants
from France. Her husband was employed by the Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research in connection with the search for oil. He and the accused were newly
married and when they had arrived in the country some months earlier, she was
pregnant. She gave birth a month later to a premature child. She was very pleased to
have this child and for the first three weeks or so nothing was seen to be wrong with
it. The child had to be kept at the nursing home although she was discharged because
it had to be put in an incubator for a while and treated. After three weeks on a visit to

83
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the nursing home she found that the child had been taken to hospital and a few days
later the baby was diagnosed as suffering from toxoplasmosis. The accused had been
a medical student in Paris for some four years and knew what this disease was and
what its prognosis was - that the child was already in effect an idiot and would have
to be fed with a tube through the

nos~

and into the stomach. There was no chance of

the child living for any length of time and at her trial a prominent paediatrician said
that if it had been his child he would not have treated it medically. The child was kept
at the hospital for some weeks and then sent home. While bathing the child the
accused decided that it would be best to end its life and drowned it. She was charged
with murder. The judge accepted that she had been in a highly emotional state and
that she was in a puerperal state when a woman is inclined to be more emotional than
the normal person. Nonetheless from her own confession she had intended to kill the
child and it could not be said that her emotional state had reduced the intention to
anything less than an intention to kill. However on the facts of the case, the judge held
that there would be no object in sending the accused to prison, nor would a suspended
sentence be appropriate. The sentence was that the accused was discharged and
required to enter into recognisances to come up for sentence within six months after
the date of sentence if called upon. She was not required to deposit any money in
connection with the recognisances. The accused was never called upon to come up for
sentence so that in actual fact no sentence was imposed.

In S v McBride, the accused killed his wife whom he dearly loved. Over the years her
health had deteriorated drastically and this affected him severely. At different times in
the past she had nursed her sister and mother, both of whom died in painful
circumstances of cancer. Both the accused and his wife believed that she too was
dying of cancer. Simultaneously with the deterioration of his wife's health, the
spouses experienced a deterioration of their financial position. After a series of
depressing events the accused decided to take his wife's life and then his own. He
shot and killed her, but before he could kill himself he was saved through the
intervention of others. Ironically the post mortem examination showed that she did
not have cancer. Their fears would probably have been dispelled if she had agreed to
submit to a proper and full medical examination but she had refused to do so. The
accused was found not guilty by reason of mental illness and declared a state
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President's patient. The judge recommended that the earliest possible consideration be
given to the accused's release.

In S v Marengo, the accused, a 45 year old unmarried woman intentionally killed her
father by shooting him in the head with a pistol that he had kept next to his bed for
self-protection. He was 81 years of age and suffering from cancer. The accused
pleaded guilty to a charge of murder. She told the court that her actions had been
motivated by her desire to end her father's terrible suffering and to end the mental and
physical deterioration brought about both to herself and to her father by his constant
pain and the hopeless and helpless condition he was in. She was convicted and
sentenced to three years in prison suspended in its entirety for five years subject to the
usual conditions. The judge found that she was a victim of extreme circumstances
which would never be repeated. Imprisonment, he said, was not called for in her case
as it could totally destroy her. A factor in the case was that as a young girl she had
been totally isolated by her mother from other people. The accused had numerous
traits of an obsessive, compulsive personality. She was incapable of making friends
and her entire life consisted of going to work as an insurance clerk and going home to
her flat where she locked herself in. She had been told by doctors that her condition
could continue for many years while she felt that she could not go on for 'even days,
never mind years' .

In S v Williams84 the accused in the course of a robbery had shot the deceased in her
home and seriously wounded her. She received emergency medical treatment and was
subsequently placed on a respirator but the left side of her brain was already dead.
The next day there was no evidence pf brain activity and the doctor came to the
conclusion that her brainstem had died. Her heart and lungs were kept going thereafter
for a period of some 48 hours by the respirator whereafter it was

~isconnected.

The

accused tried to argue that this was a novus actus interveniens and that his shooting
the deceased had not been the cause of her death.

It was held that where a person is wounded so seriously that it would, in the absence
of prompt medical intervention, very soon lead to his death, and such person is kept

84
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alive artificially by means of a breathing apparatus (a respirator), the eventual
disconnecting of the respirator cannot be seen as the act causing death. It is merely the
termination of a fruitless attempt to save the life, i.e. a fruitless attempt to avert the
consequences of the wounding. The causal connection between the wounding of the
deceased and his eventual death exists from beginning to end and is not interrupted
and eliminated by the disconnecting of the respirator. The court said that the fact that
it did not decide the issue whether the view held by medical science, viz that the
moment of death of a person occurs when there is brainstem death, should also be
accepted in law, should not be seen as an indication that the abovementioned view
should be accepted by South African courts. The court decided the instant appeal on
the traditional view of the community that death occurs when breathing and heartbeat
are no longer present.

It is submitted that it is abundantly clear from the circumstances of all of the cases
above what the boni mores on the subject of euthanasia is. There is no doubt that the
court in Clarke's case was completely correct in its conclusion that the actions
proposed by Mrs Clarke would not be wrongful and that it was not just a question of
the judge's 'gut feel' in this particular case although he admittedly did

~ot

refer to

these unreported cases. Strauss notes that although Hartmann was struck off the roll
by the Medical and Dental Council he was subsequently reinstated and the press
coverage indicated that his action generally evoked sincere and strong compassion. If
the courts in these cases had been obliged to use a less flexible test of wrongfulness, it
is submitted that they would have been forced to come to conclusions that were
manifestly unjust and that did not accord with the legal convictions of the community.

Clarke is not authority for legal recognition of the so-called Living Will. Taitzl5 states
that it is interesting to note the evidence led in Clarke to the effect that the patient (a
qualified medical practitioner) was a life member of SAVES (the South Afric.an
Voluntary Euthanasia Society) He had signed a 'living will': a document directing
that should he in the future contract a terminal illness with ·no hope of recovery or
become permanently unconscious, he must not be kept alive by artificial means but be
allowed to die. Taitz points out that Thirion J stated that these statements undoubtedly

15
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stemmed from a settled, informed and firmly held conviction on the patient's part that
should he ever be in the condition in which he has been since the cardiac arrest no
effort should be made to sustain his life by artificial means. Nonetheless the judge
placed no emphasis on these directions neither did he rule on the validity of the
"living will". The reason for this, says Taitz probably lies in the fact that as yet the
"living will" has not yet been recognised in South African law. An examination of the
document shows that it is not a will, nor can it be described as a power of attorney. He
states that perhaps at best it may be regarded as a written directive having no force of
law.

9.2.10

Jansen van Vuuren v Kruger6

Facts
The plaintiff, M, lived in a homosexual relationship with one Van Vuuren in Brakpan.
It appeared that they were fairly well-known residents of that town and that the nature
of their relationship was either generally known or surmised. During the beginning of
1990 they began a business

ventur~

in and moved to Nylstroom. They had, however,

retained some links with Brakpan. During that period the plaintiff applied for life
insurance cover from Liberty Life Insurance Company. The company required. a
medical report, including a report on the plaintiff's HIV status (Le. whether the
plaintiff was infected with the human immunodeficiency virus). The first defendant

had been the plaintiff's general medical practitioner since 1983 and the plaintiff
nominated him to prepare the medical report. For purposes of an

mv blood test a

sample was drawn on 27 March 1990 at the second defendant's laboratory. The result
was positive and the second defendant informed the first defendant accordingly. The
first defendant in consequence arranged an appointment with the plaintiff in order to
consult with him on the outcome. That took place on 10 April 1990. The plaintiff was
extremely upset and distressed. He was also concerned. about a possible leak and
raised the issue with the first defendant, who promised to respect his wish to keep it
confidential. The following day during the course of a game of golf with Dr van
Heerden, also a general medical practitioner, and Dr Vos, a dentist, the first defendant
86
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disclosed the plaintifr s condition to them. The plaintiff and these three doctors
moved in the same social circle in Brakpan. The plaintiff was engaged in a business
venture with Van Heerden' s wife. Vos had in the past been the plaintifr s dentist and
the first defendant's ex-wife and her parents were on friendly terms with Van Vuuren.
Van Heerden, in due course, informed his wife., Whether Vos informed his was not
established in evidence, but all assumed that he had. The news spread and the plaintiff
became aware of this fact. He instituted an action for damages in an amount of R50
000 for breach of privacy against his general medical practitioner, the respondent. The
plaintiff's case against the first defendant was pleaded in these terms: the first
defendant had been his general medical practitioner; in consequence he owed him a
duty of confidentiality regarding any knowledge of the plaintiff' s m~dical and
physical condition which might have come to his notice; he became aware of the
plaintiff's HIV status; it was a term of the agreement which established the doctorpatient relationship that the first defendant and his staff would treat this information in
a professional and confidential manner; in breach of the agreement and in breach of
his professional duties the first defendant 'wrongfully and unlawfully' disclosed the
test results to third parties; in consequence the plaintiff had suffered an invasion of,
and had been injured in, his rights of personality and his right to privacy. Sentimental
(i.e. non-pecuniary) damages of RSO 000 were initially claimed, but the amount was
increased to R250 000 during the

c~urse

of the trial. When the plaintiff died, during

. the course of the trial, of an AIDS-related disease, ~e appellants were appointed
executors of his estate. The Court a quo dismissed the claim. but granted leave to
appeal. The respondent admitted the existence of the professional. relationship, h!s
duty to respect the plaintiff's confidence and the term of the agreement as alleged, but
raised the absence of wrongfulness on three alternative bases: (a) the communication
had been made on a privileged occasion, (b) it was the truth and was made in the
public interest, and (c) it was objectively reasonable in the public interest in the light
of the boni mores. On appeal no reliance was placed on (b). It was argued on behalf of
M that two alternative causes of action had in fact been pleaded, namely breach of
contract and the actio iniuriarum and that in respect of the former animus iniuriandi
was not an element (this was done in order to counter in advance a submission that

animus iniuriandi had not been established). The argument was premised on the fact
that the term of the contract was common cause and it proceeded on the assumption
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that there was no reason why the breach of an agreement not to commit an iniuria
ought not to be actionable by a claim for damages.

Judgment

Harms AJA stated that as a general rule, and irrespective of the ultimate onus, a
plaintiff who relies on the actio iniuriarum must allege animus iniuriandi (Moaki v

Reckitt & Colman (Africa) Ltef'; cf Minister of Justice v Hofmeyl'B - something the
plaintiff had failed to do. However, as was pointed out in Jackson v SA National
Institute for Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation of OjJendersB9 the averment need
not be express if ''the alleged injuria is obviously an infringement of personality, or
where the facts pleaded allow of an inference of animus injuriandi".

Harms AJA noted that the actio iniuriarum protects a person's dignitas and dignitas
embraces privacy. He said that although the right to privacy has on occas~on been
referred to as a real right or ius in rem (see, for example, S v A and Another90 , it is
better described as a right of personality. The present case, he said, concerned the
alleged invasion of this right by means of a public disclosure of private facts. As far
as the public disclosure of private medical facts is concerned, the Hippocratic Oath,
formulated by the father of medical science more than 2 370 years ago, is still in use.
It requires of the medical practitioner 'to keep silence' about information acquired in
his professional capacity relating to a patient, 'counting such things to be as sacred
secrets'. But, said Harms AJA, the concept even predates Hippocrates .. He referred to
Oosthuizen, Shapiro and Strauss91 :
.

.

"In a work written in Sanskrit presumed to be from about 800 Be Brahmin priests were
advised to carry out their medical prac~ices by concentrating only on the treatment of a patient
when they entered a house and not divulging information about the sick person to anyone
else. In ancient Egypt also the priestly medical men were under strict oaths to retain the
secrets given to them in confidence. They worshipped in the temples of Isis and Serapis, a
healer of the sick, and also of their son, Horus, who was usually called Harpocrates by the
Greeks and pictured with his finger held to his mouth. The name for medicine, ars muta
(dumb art), is used in Roman poetry by Virgil in· Aeneid XII. The Pythagorean school in
Greece, to which medical men especially belonged, considered silence as one of the most
important virtues."
8'
88
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He noted that according to the rules of the SA Medical and Dental Council it amounts
to unprofessional conduct to reveal 'any information which ought not to be diwlged
regarding the ailments of a patient except with the express consent of the patient'. The
reason for the rule is twofold. On the one hand it protects the privacy of the patient.
On the other it performs a public interest function92 • Harms AJA stated that the duty of
a physician to respect the confidentiality of his patient is not merely ethical but is also
a legal duty recognised by the common law93 • He stated that one is, as always,
weighing up conflicting interests and, as Melius de Villiers indicated, a doctor may be
justified in disclosing his knowledge 'where his obligations to society would be of
greater weight than his obligations to the individual' because '{t)he action of injury is
one which pro

pub~ica

utilitate exercetur'. To determine whether a prima facie

invasion of the right of privacy is justified, he said, it appears that, in general, the
principles formulated in the context of a defence of justification in the law of
defamation ought to apply. It was therefore not surprising, said Harms AJA, that the
defences pleaded by the first defendant in justification have the ring of defamation
defences, namely privilege, truth and public benefit and, in general terms, the boni

mores. He noted that on appeal no reliance was placed on the defence of truth and
public interest and that nothing more thus needed be said about it.

The court found it convenient to apply the test stated by Burchell Principles of Delict
in the context of defamation to the defence of privilege of the sort presently under
consideration94 •

92

93

94

Hanns AJA referred to X v Yand Others [1988] 2 All ER 648 (QB) at 6S3a-b where Rose J said: "In the long run,
preservation of confidentiality is the only way of securing public health; otherwise doctors will be discredited as a source
of education. for future individual patients 'will not come forward if doctors are going to squeal on them'. Consequently.
confidentiality is vital to secure public as well as private health, for unless those infected come forward they cannot be
counselled and self-treatment does not provide the best care...." He noted that a similar view was expressed by the
Supreme Court of New Jersey in Hague v Williams [1962] 181 Atlantic Reporter 2d 345 at p 349: "A patient should be
entitled freely to disclose his symptoms and condition to his doctor in order to receive proper treatment without fear that
those facts may become public property. Only thus can the purpose of the relationship be fulfilled."
He referred in this regard to de Villiers M The Law o/Injuries at p 108. As far as present-day law is concerned. the legal
nature of the duty is accepted as axiomatic. See, for example. Sasfin (Pty) Ltd" Beukes 1989 (I ) SA I (A) at 31 F-33G;
Neethling Persoonlikheidsreg 3rd ed at 236; McQuoid-Mason The Law 0/PriWlCY in South AfriCQ at p 193-4. He noted.
however, that the right of the patient and the duty of the doctor are not absolute but relative. See Sv Bailey 1981 (4) SA
187 (N) at I 89F-G; Sasfin case supra; Sage Holdings Ltd v Financial Mail (Pty) Ltd 1991 (2) SA 117 (W) at 129H131F; Financial Mail CQ3e (AD) supra at 462F-463B.
Burchell J Pinciples 0/ Delict at p 180 states that: "It is lawful to publish ... a statement in the di scharge of a duty or the
exercise of a right to a person who has a corresponding right or duty to receive the information. Even if a right or duty to
publish material and a corresponding duty or right to receive it does not exist, it is sufficient if the publisher had a
legitimate interest in publishing the material and the publishee had a legitimate interest in receiving the material."
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Harms AJA observed that the duty or right to communicate and the reciprocal duty or
right to receive the communication may be legal, social or moral9s • He said a legal
duty to communicate would, for example, exist in respect of the duty of a medical
practitioner to testify in court96 or to disclose a notifiable disease in terms of section
45 of the Health Act97• A social or moral duty, he said, is exemplified in Hague v

Williams 9s where it was held that knowledge of a child's pathological heart condition
was not of such a confidential nature that it prevented the physician from disclosing it
extracurially to an insurer to whom the parents had applied for life insurance on

~e

child.

Harms AJA held that the objective facts that are of relevance in assessing whether the
disclosure was justified, were these:

1.

The HIV-infection and AIDS-related illnesses are considered by many to be the
major health threat of our day. In a paper by the head of the AIDS Centre at the
SA Institute for Medical Research, Mrs Christie (who testified for the plaintiff)
gave the following graphic description:
"It is a modern day scourge which has already claimed the lives of thousands of people
worldwide. The World Health Organisation estimates that between five to ten million
people are infected with the AIDS virus and that there will be an exponential increase in
the number of AIDS cases in the next few years. In the absence of a cure or vaccine, the
only way to stop the spread of this deadly disease is by prevention of infection in the
first place. This is clearly the task of education which is the only current tool available
to combat the AIDS epidemic".

Although the concept of "education for prevention" is not new, it takes on
special significance in the context of AIDS. For one thing, there is widespread
ignorance and subsequent fear of the disease. The public is afraid of AIDS and
the media has also helped to reinforce existing fear through sensationalist and·
sometimes inaccurate coverage on the topic. This is largely detrimental. to
society because it is a well-documented psychological fact that fear arousal is

9S

96
97
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not conducive to learning or promoting behavioural change. In fact, fear elicits
denial so that people tend to block out what they hear or see. Another difficulty
in promoting socially responsible behaviour is that AIDS deals with so many
taboo subjects, including: sex, blood, death, promiscuity, prostitution, abortion,
homosexuality, drug use, etc. These taboos makes AIDS an uncomfortable
subject to deal with and creates impediments in the learning process.

2.

Levy AJ described the nature of HIV-infection and the resultant AIDS in these

terms:
"A disturbing feature of HIV is that it has the characteristic that it may remain for years
in its host without showing any positive symptoms in the carrier. Antibodies in the
carrier develop after about three months, but in the interim, that carrier has become and
remains a potent source of infection without demonstrating any of the symptoms of
HIV and despite the absence of antibodies. AIDS is incurable and fatal and it probably
is the greatest public health threat of this century. There is a lack of information
concerning the nature of the disease which has led to great fear amongst the public
generally that it is easily transmittable and, of course, the fact that the disease has
evidenced itself chiefly amongst homosexual and bisexual people has led to' a further
intolerance by the community of the victims of the disease. The disease is transmitted
via body fluids, chiefly blood, semen and mother's milk, as well as the vaginal fluids.
Saliva apparently, although the virus may be found in it, would not carry sufficient of
the virus to infect a recipient. It is also found in urine and tears. With blood as a source
of infection, there was a great spread of the disease amongst persons requiring blood
transfusion, notwithstanding their non-participation in high risk behaviour and, in
particular, children have become its victims through infection through blood.
transfusion, particularly amongst haemophiliacs. The spread of the disease amongst
persons practising normal sexual behaviour, presumably originating from homosexuals
or bisexuals, or from persons who had become infected through sharing drug injection
apparatus with infected persons, has led to ajustifiable fear, as indicated earlier, that the
spread of the disease will reach enormous proportions in a comparatively short time. At
present there seems to be no cure for the disease. Plaintiff had for some time been
taking drugs thought to be of assistance in combating or repressing the activity of the
virus, but as has been observed, it nevertheless led to the onset of AIDS and his death
during the course of the trial. It seems to be generally accepted for the present time that
there is no recognised cure for the disease, and any victim of the virus who reaches the
AIDS stage, must expect his illness to be fatal. The likelihood of advancing to the AID
syndrome is, apparently, very high. Some of the writers to which I have been referred
speak of a SO per cent chance, but of greater importance perhaps in casu is the fact that
such persons, while demonstrating no overt symptoms of the disease in the absence of
blood tests to reveal the presence of antibodies in the blood, nevertheless remain highly
infective of any sexual partner or recipient of their blood, whether accidentally or by
way of transfusion, or through sharing needles in intravenous drug taking."

3.

Even though the virus is highly infective, it is far less infectious than many other
common viruses and can only be transmitted through exchange of certain body
fluids, viz semen, vaginal fluids and blood. The mode of spread of the infection
generally follows well-defined routes, namely unprotected sexual intercourse,
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the injection of infected blood, the infection of an unborn foetus whilst in the
womb and, in exceptional cases, the infection of a newborn baby through the
medium of breast milk.

4.

Not a single case of occupationally acquired HIV has been confirmed in South
Africa. Although health care workers are therefore at risk, the risk is small and
arises only if through an invasive procedure infected blood enters the worker's
blood stream.

5.

There are many pathogens that are more infectious than HIV, such as hepatitis
B, and a medical practitioner must, in the course of his ordinary practice, take
steps to prevent their spread. Some of them are usually sufficient to prevent the
spread of HIV in a professional context.

6.

There is a reported instance in the USA of a dentist who infected one or more of
his patients but that was through the use of instruments which he had used on
himself in somewhat extra-ordinary circumstances. But his own HIV-infection
was not occupationally acquired.

7.

Reference has already been made to the Council's rule 16 which is of general
application. In addition, the Council formulated a guideline in 1989 in
connection with HIV in these terms:
"The health care professions are fully aware of the general rules governing
confidentiality. Council is confident that if doctors fully discuss with patients the need
for other health care professionals to know of their condition, in order to offer them
optimal treatment and also to take precautions when dealing with them, the reasonable
person of sound mind will not withhold his consent regarding divulgence to other health
care workers."

If having considered the matter carefully in the light of such counselling, the
patient still refuses to have other" health care" workers informed, the patient
should be told that the doctor is duty bound to diwlge this information to other
health care workers concerned with the patient. All persons receiving such
information must of course consider themselves under the same general
obligation of confidentiality as the doctor principally responsible for the
patient's care. If it were found that an act or omission on the part of a medical
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practitioner or dentist had led to the unnecessary exposure to HIV infection of
another health care worker, the Council would see this in a very serious light
and would consider disciplinary action against the practitioner concerned.

An important aspect of it is that the patient has to be informed of the doctor's

obligation to make a disclosure. That gives the patient the opportunity to say
why it is in fact not necessary - something that the plaintiff was denied.

Th~

first

defendant not only did not seek to obtain the plaintiffs consent to a disclosure;
to the contrary, he promised not to divulge the information.

8.

The prestigious College of Medicine has a similar guideline.

9.

There are some medical practitioners who refuse to treat known infected patients
out of fear for their safety.

10.

There are in the case of HIV and AIDS special circumstances justifying the
protection of confidentiality. By the very nature of the disease, it is essential that
persons who are at risk should seek medical advice or treatment. Disclosure of
the condition has serious personal and social consequences for the patient. He is
often isolated or rejected by others, which may lead to increased anxiety,
depression and psychological conditions that tend to hasten the onset of socalled full-blown AIDS.

11.

Section 45 of the Health Act99 empowered the Minister of Health to declare any
medical condition to be a notifiable medical condition, presumably in order to
promote public health. Diseases that have been declared in tenns of this
provision include cholera, leprosy, malaria, measles, poliomyelitis, tuberculosis
and viral hepatitis. HIV -infection or AIDS-related diseases are, on the other
hand, not notifiable diseases.

12.

Dr Van Heerden had treated the plaintiff once only. That was in January 1990,
during the first defendant's absence. He diagnosed, as mentioned, an oral fungal

99
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infection. It was a minor problem which, he said, would normally respond
promptly to appropriate treatment. There was no evidence of an intrusive
procedure having been performed or of any risk having been created.

13.

The plaintiff had consulted Dr Vos in his professional capacity prior to and
during September 1987 but not since. There is no evidence of the nature of any
procedure carried out by Vos on the plaintiff, whether of a risky nature or not.

14.

The plaintiff had settled in Nylstroom a few months before the disclosure on the
golf course.

According to Harms AJA, although justification is an objective question, Levy AJ
considered the fITst defendant's motive in making the communication to be of
paramount importance but he did not find that the 'retrospective exposure' ofVos or
Van Heerden justified it. As to Vos, his view was that as far as the first defendant
knew the plaintiff was still his dentist and was likely to treat him in the future. It was
also likely that he would not on such occasion have informed Vos of his condition in
spite of having been advised otherwise by Mrs Christie. As to Van Heerden, it was
held (contrary to an earlier finding) that the first defendant had been unaware of the
treatment during January.

~evertheless,

since Van Heerden was one of a group of 16

doctors in Brakpan who were on call from time to time for all off-duty practitioners in
town, it was required that he should be informed for his own sake as well as' for the
better treatment of the plaintiff, should the occasion arise.

Harms AJA stated that concerning these findings a number of points arise. First, since
one is dealing with the issue of wrongfulness, the first defendant's honesty, bonafides
and motive (except, possibly, if malice is in issue) are beside the point1°O. Second, at
the time of the disclosure the plaintiff had moved to Nylstroom and the likelihood of
him calling upon the services of either Vos or Van Heerden was remote. If the
argument is taken to its logical conclusion, he said, health care workers, at least those
in Transvaal, would have to be informed. Third, there was no factual basis for the

100
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finding that the plaintiff would have failed to inform his future medical attendants of
his illness. The evidence was merely that he did not wish to return to Vos for
treatment because he did not want to advise him of his condition for fear of local
gossip. Lastly, he said the Court was in his view correct in not relying on the
'retrospective exposure' because, as indicated, there was no evidence of it in either
instance.
Harms AlA stated that in determining whether the first defendant had a social or
moral duty to make the disclosure and whether Van Heerden and Vos had a reciprocal
social or moral right to receive it, the standard of the reasonable man applied. With
that in mind, he took the view that he had no such duty to transfer, nor did Van
Heerden and Vos have the right to receive, the information. He saw the matter in this
light: AIDS is a dangerous condition. That on its own does not detract from the right
of privacy of the afflicted person, especially if that right is founded in the doctorpatient relationship. A patient has the right to expect due compliance by the
practitioner with his professional ethical standards: in the present case the expectation
was even more pronounced because of the express undertaking by the first defendant.
Vos and Van Heerden had not, objectively speaking, been at risk and there was no
reason to assume that they had to fear a prospective exposure.

A~

Levy AJ stated, the

real danger to the practitioner lies with the patient whose HIV condition had not been
established or (due to the incubation period) cannot yet be determined. In
consequence Harms AlA concluded that the communication to Vos and Van Heerden
was unreasonable and therefore unjustified and wrongful.
He said that it was extremely difficult to make such an award because there were no
obvious signposts. Nevertheless, the right of privacy is a valuable right and the award
must reflect that fact. Harms AlA found that aggravating factors included the fact that
a professional relationship was abused notwithstanding an express undertaking to the
contrary. So, too, the breach created the risk of further dissemination by others. The
evidence also established that the pUblication of a person's HIV condition increases
mental stress and that the plaintiff was seriously distressed by the disclosure. And
stress hastens the onset of AIDS - something which may have occurred in this
instance. On the other hand, the disclosure was limited to two medical men who, it
was reasonable to assume, would have dealt with the information with some
1140

circumspection. The nature of the plaintiff's condition was in any event such that it
would inevitably have become knoWn at some stage. He had, to an extent, already
severed his links with Brakpan. There is no evidence that his friends ostracised or
avoided him; it was rather a case of his having chosen to withdraw from society,
something he would probably in any event have .done. In the light of all this the court
took the view that R5 000 would be a just award.

Discussion
The question of confidentiality of medical information and the privacy of patients is
one of the central issues of debate in the law on health service delivery. Jansen Van

Vuuren v Kruger lOI predates the Constitution but it is submitted that the decision is not
inconsistent with constitutional rights and principles 102 and is likely to remain a valid
legal precedent on the subject of the unauthorised disclosure by a health professional
of confidential information relating to .a patient. This case illustrates just how easy it
is to breach patient confidentiality. Health workers may talk to one another about a
101
102

Jansen van Vuuren til 86 supra
Thus for instance in Investigating Directorate: Serious Economic Offences and Others y Hyundai Motor Distributors
(Pty) Ltd and Others: In Re Hyundai Motor Distributors (Pty) Ltd and Others y Smil No and Others 200 I (I) SA 545
(CC) Langa OP stated that: "The right to privacy has previously been discussed in judgments of this Court. In Bernstein
and Others" Bester and Others NNO, [1996 (2) SA 75 I CCC)] Ackermann J characterises the right to privacy as lying
along a continuum, where the more a person inter-relates with the world. the more the right to privacy becomes
attenuated. He stated: 'A very high level of protection is given to the individual's intimate personal sphere of life and the
maintenance of its basic preconditions and there is a final untouchable sphere of human freedom that is beyond
interference ftom any public authority. So much so that, in regard to this most intimate core of privacy, no justifiable
limitation thereof can take place. But this most intimate core is narrowly construed. This inviolable core is left behind
once an individual enters into relationships with persons outside this closest intimate sphere; the individual's activities
then acquire a social dimension and the right of privacy in this context becomes subject to limitation.' (Footnotes
omitted.) The right, however. does not relate solely to the individual within his or her intimate space. Ackennann J did
not state in the above passage that when we move beyond this established 'intimate core', we no longer retain a right to
privacy in the social capacities in which we act. Thus, when people are in their offices, in their cars or on mobile
telephones, they still retain a right to be left alone by the state unless certain conditions are satisfied. Wherever a person
has the ability to decide what he or she wishes to disclose to the public and the expectation that such a decision wi1l be
respected is reasonable, the right to privacy will come into play. The protection of the right to pri"Vacy may be claimed by
any person... As we have seen, privacy is a right which becomes more intense the closer it moves to the intimate
personal sphere of the life of human beings, and less intense as it moves away from that core. This understanding of the
right flows, as was said in Bernstein, [supra] ftom the value placed on human dignity by the Constitution."
Similarly Epstein JA observed in De Reuck " Director of Public Prosecutions, Witwatersrand Local DiviSion, and
Others 2003 (3) SA 389 (W) that: "The right to privacy includes the right to be freed ftom intrusions and interference by
the State and others in one's personal life. However, privacy, like other rights. is not absolute. In Bernstein and Others"
Bester and Others NNO [supra] Ackermann J described the right to privacy as 'an amorphous and elusive' concept. The
learned Justice said: '(T)he truism that no right is to be considered absolute implies that from the outset of interpretation
each right is always already limited by every other right accruing to another citizen. In the context of privacy this would
mean that it is only the inner sanctum of a person, such as hislher family life, sexual preference and home environment,
which is shielded ftom erosion by conflicting rights of the community rights and the rights of fellow members placing a
corresponding obligation on a citizen, thereby shaping the abstract notion of individualism towards identifying a
concrete member of civil society. Privacy is acknowledged in the truly personal realm, but as a person moves into
communal relations and activities such as business and social interaction, the scope of personal space shrinks
accordingly.' In S v Jordan and Others (Sex Workers Education And Advocacy Task Force and Others as Amici Curiae)
2002 (6) SA 642 (CC), O'Regan J and Sachs J stated that "Our Constitution values human dignity which inheres in
various aspects of what it means to be a human being. One of these aspects is the fundamental dignity of the human body
which is not simply organic. Neither is it something to be commodified. Our Constitution requires that it be respected .
... the constitutional commitment to human dignity invests a significant value in the inviolability and worth of the human
body. The right to privacy, therefore, serves to protect and foster that dignity."
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patient not realising that someone else who knows that patient could overhear them,
they may go home and speak to a family member about a patient not knowing that the
patient is known to that family member. This case indicates that the breach of
confidentiality does not have to be an announcement to the entire neighbourhood. It
could be a careless remark to one other person who then conveys it to another and a
chain of communication is established until, as in the case of Jansen Van Vuuren, just
about everyone in town knows. Once such confidentiality is breached it cannot be
repaired. It is not as if, once broken, a replacement can be found or the defect can be
mended. It is submitted with respect that, whilst the judgment is in principle laudable,
the award of damages in this case was rather low given the fact that this case was
based on legal rules which although compensation driven, tend to be punitive in
nature since no amount of money can make up for the impairment of a person's

dignitas. The court in Jansen Van Vuuren v Kruger canvassed in detail the nature of

mv

and AIDS and the social stigma that attaches to it. It also did not escape the

court's attention that the patient was extremely upset at the diagnosis and specifically
requested the doctor not to tell anyone else. The fact that the patient relocated, it is
submitted, was not sufficient to mitigate the damage to his rights of personality. The
disclosure would in all likelihood have lead to a situation where he could not have
returned to Brakpan if something went wrong for him in Nelspruit. Furthermore,
Nelspruit was another small town not so far from Brakpan that a resident of the latter
could not end up there once again spreading the news ofM's illness. Unfortunately, in
matters of this nature, the world can often be a lot smaller than it should be. It is
further submitted that the casual manner and circumstances in which M's doctor
apparently breached his patient's right of confidentiality, especially given the fact that
health professionals, more than most, are aware of the need for silence and despite his
patient's obvious distress at the news of his illness, was more than a little
reprehensible. The court even conceded that the stress to the patient caused by the
unauthorised disclosure and the subsequent litigation could have accelerated the onset
of AIDS and the patient's consequent death before the litigation was concluded. The
amount awarded in damages was a tenth of the R50 000 that was initially claimed. In
the course of proceedings this claim was increased to R250 000. Even in 1993 when
the judgment was reported R5000 is not a great deal of money, given the likely impact
of the disclosure on M's life.
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Violations of the right to privacy affect the dignitas of a person. The court in S v

Jana l03 analysed the nature of dignitas in some detail 104 • The right to privacy
reinforces and upholds the right to human dignitylos. Human dignity is not only a right
but a fundamental value of the Constitution. The court in Hermanus v Department of

Land Affairs: In Re Erven 3535 and 3536, Goodwood'06 pointed out that a solatium is
symbolic reparation. "It must not be an attempt to provide full redress for the
claimant's emotional suffering. Such an award, albeit symbolic, will serve the all

important function of acknowledging the dignity and worth of the claimant."{writer's
italics) Awards of damages in cases such as that of Jansen van Vuuren v Kruger,
therefore fulfil two functions. They offer some form of comfort to the person who has
been wronged. but they also serve the important function of recognising his or her
right to human dignity and worth. It is submitted that in view of this latter function
and the importance of human dignity in South African society, the previously
conservative approach of the courts in awarding such damages should be revisited in
cases involving violations of fundamental constitutional rights if the weight attached
by society to such rights is to be reflected in the amounts of the damages awarded.

103
104

lOS

106

Ja1lQ 1981 (I) SA 671 (T)
Ja1lQ fill03 supra. It stated that "Melius de Villiers' much quoted definition is: 'That valued and serene condition in
his social or individual life which is violated when a person is, either publicly or privately, subjected by another to
offensive and degrading treatment, or when he is exposed to ill-will, ridicule, disesteem or contempt.' He adds that the
rights to an unimpaired person, dignity and reputation are 'absolute or primordial rights' 'which every man has, as a
matter of natural right' and he points out that: 'The word dignitas must be understood in a wide sense, and nQt as merely
equivalent to the elevated public position of the Roman citizen. Injuries against dignity evidently comprise all those
injuries which are not aggressions upon either the person or the reputation; in fact, all such indignities as are violations
of the respect due to a free man as such.' De Wet and Swanepoel define dignllas as 'waardigheid, selfrespek en
geestelik onverstoorheid'. Following Joubert, it regards dignitas as one aspect of the wider concept "eer' which Joubert
defines as 'die erkenning van die geestelik-sedelike waarde van die mens as kroon van die skepping, as wese wat uitstyg
bo die bloot fisies-psigiese van die stotlike natuur en die dierelewe'. Van der Merwe and Olivier define dignitas as: 'Die
benadeelde... se eie gevoel van cer en agting van sy persoonlikheid'. As for the Courts, in R" Van Tonder 1932 TPD 90
at 93 Greenberg JP equated dignitas with 'self-respect, mental tranquillity'. In R" Holliday 1927 CPO 395 at 401 the
Court spoke of 'a man's rights of personality. his primordial rights of 'son etat civile" and said that dignitas 'includes a
man's self-respect' and 'a woman's right of privacy in regard to her body'. In R" Terblanche 1933 OPD 65 at 68 De
Villiers JP described dignitas as 'the complainant's own sense of her dignity; in other words her self-respect', and in R"
X and Y 1938 EDL 30 at 32 Pittman JP referred to 'that ethical interest... to which the Romans gave the name dignitas '.
It is submitted that: 'Dignitas is a somewhat vague and elusive concept which can, however, be broadly described
positively in terms of a person's right to 'self-respect, mental tranquillity and privacy'. These are the elements which
have been constantly stressed by the Courts. It can be described negatively in terms of his right to freedom from
insulting, degrading. offensive Qr humiliating treatment and to freedom from invasions of his privacy..."
Thus in National Coalition/or Gay and Lesbian Equality and Another" Minister 0/Justice and Others 1999 (I) SA 6
(CC). Ackennann J stated: "As we have emphasised on several occasions. 34 the right to dignity is a cornerstone of our
Constitution. Its importance is further emphasised by the role accorded to it in s 36 of the Constitution which provides
that: 'The rights in the Bill of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of general application to the extent that the
limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom .
. . . ' Dignity is a difficult concept to capture in precise terms. At its least, it is clear that the constitutional protection of
dignity requires us to acknowledge the value and worth of an individuals as members of our society... The present case
illustrates how, in particular circumstances, the rights of equality and dignity are closely related, as are the rights of
dignity and privacy."
In S" Jordan fu 102 supra the constitutional court said that: "As we observed before. the constitutional commitment to
human dignity invests a significant value in the inviolability and worth of the human body. The right to privacy,
therefore, serves to protect and foster that dignity."
Hermanus 2001 (I) SA 1030 (LCC)
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Damages for injuria are not generally in respect of patrimonial loss. In fact, although
damages can be claimed for injuria where there is patrimonial loss 107, the court in

Minister of Finance and Others v EBN Trading (Pty) Ltd08 stated that in an action
based on an injuria in which the plaintiff claims special damages the requisites for a
claim under the actio legis Aquiliae must be ~leged and proved. The question of
damages in relation to various kinds of delict was discussed in some detail in this
case. Magid J stated that in Roman-Dutch law, unlike English law, there are no hard
and fast categories of delicts, nor is it necessary to label a cause of action. In our law
all delicts give rise to claims based on either the actio injuriarum or on the lex

Aquilia. Provided facts are alleged in a pleading which justify the relief sought in
accordance with the principles of our law, the pleading will disclose a cause of action
without the delict being named. Similarly, if the evidence led in an action justifies a
judgment consistent with our legal principles no label need be attached to the claim on
which it is based. He said that in Roman law, of course, the principles of the law
developed from various types of actiones; but today we deal essentially in principles
rather than actions 109.
107

108
109

For example in Weeks and Another v Amalgamated Agencies Ltd 1920 AD 218 damages in a sum which could only have
represented special damages were awarded against the messenger of the court and the execution creditors for the
wrongful attachment and sale in execution of the plaintiffs goods. The significance of this judgment is that the majority
of the Court concluded that the messenger of the court honestly believed he was acting lawfully, which is to say that he
was not guilty of dolus. Nor was there any specific finding in the majority judgment (though there was in that of the
minority) to the effect that he had been guilty of culpa. In other words, the majority judgment in Weeks is an instance of
an award of special damages in an action based on an injllria in which one of the defendants at least was acquitted of
fault in the widest sense (doills or culpa). In fact, it seems clear that the majority judgment held that the messenger was
liable as he had not acted strictly in accordance with his duties under the relevant Magistrates' Courts Act 32 of 1917.
The same court noted that: "In Viviers v Kilian 1927 AD 449, a case dealing with damages for adultery, special damages
were awarded. But by the very nature of things, if the adultery constituted an injuria justifying an award of general
damages for conlllmelia. the conduct of the defendant must have been intentional and accordingly, for the purpose ofan
Aquilian action, have amounted to dolus."
EBN Trading 1998 (2) SA 319 (N)
Magid J observed that: "Voet 47.10.18, in dealing with i1'ifllrlae, said (Oane's translation): 'Action for indemnity for
patrimonial loss under Aquilian law. By our customs besides there is this rule that, in addition to this action for
honourable and profitable amends, a person who has suffered a wrong has no other right of redress either private or
public for the wrong wreaked upon him, but has only a private action for indemnity under the Aquilian law. when
perhaps the wrong inflicted has also redounded in a loss to his household estate. •
Roman-Dutch law has been developed in our jurisprudence and the possibility of claiming actual patrimonial loss caused
by an injuria as, contrary to Voet's view, been expressly approved in the Appellate Division. In Whittaker v RODS and
Bateman: Morant v RoDS and Bateman 1912 AD 92 at 123 Innes J said:
'(F)or in respect of injuria compensation may be given for the insult, indignity and suffering caused by the wrongful act.
It often happens that actual pecuniary loss is' caused by an injuria; and under such circumstances the modem and
convenient practice is not to bring two separate actions. but to claim damage under both heads. In the present case I
entertain no doubt that the element of injuria is present, and that being so, the plaintiffs claim cannot be restricted to
mere patrimonial loss. • Subsequently. however, in Matthews and Others v Young 1922 AD 492 De Villiers JA, after an
exhaustive review of the authorities said. at 505: 'We have seen that for the intentional infringement of another's right
there were two actions available under the Roman-Dutch law: the actio injuriarum or rather the amende honorabel &
profitabel - the latter to recover sentimental damages - and the actio ex lege Aqllilia, where direct patrimonial loss had
been sustained. In our practice, however, the necessity for bringing two separate actions has long since disappeared, and
there is no objection to the plaintiff in one and the same action now claiming, if so advised, both kinds of redress. The
declaration does not betray what kind of damages the plaintiff claims, but from the evidence and the argument, it is clear
that the plaintiff is only concerned about compensation. The action is, therefore. an Aquilian action for patrimonial loss
based upon dolus. an intentional violation of plaintiff's legal rights.'
In effect the learned Judge said. like Innes J in Roos & Bateman (supra) that. if one suffers an injuria which causes
patrimonial loss, one can claim one's special and general damages in the same action, but he specified that if one claims
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The patient's right to privacy is an important element of the trust factor in the
relationship between the patient and the provider of health care services. The duty on
the part of health professionals to observe the right of a patient to privacy is clearly
not absolute since the right to privacy is not absolute llO and as usual, a balancing act is
often necessary in determining whether or not confidential medical information
should be disclosed. There is no special privilege accorded to health professionals
asked to testify before a court of law with regard to their patients. In Ex parte James.111
the applicant asked for an order authorising and directing two medical practitioners to
swear affidavits to be used in support of a petition relating to the mental condition of
the respondent. The two practitioners were prepared to do so but were precluded from
doing so by the rules of the Medical Council. The court held that the rules of a
professional association cannot confer a power which is neither inherent nor statutory.
It saw no difference between the present case and the case of any member of the
public who alleges that he is ready to place relevant evidence by way of an affidavit
before the court provided the court orders him to do so. The court distinguished the .
case of Parkes v Parkes 112 on the basis that it was a trial proceeding saying that "there
is all the difference in the world" between the making of such an order and the grant

in motion proceedings of an order authorising a named person to make an affidavit. In
response to the explanation of counsel that a doctor might be guilty of unprofessional
conduct if in breach of the Hippocratic Oath, he divulged information concerning his
patient, the court said that they should address themselves to the Medical Council
which is the arbiter of professional conduct and it is to this Council that they should
address themselves. The application was refused. The applicant was,

howeve~,

granted leave to apply for a rule nisi on the same papers. In Parkes the wife brought
an action against her husband for divorce on the ground of his adultery. She alleged
that he was suffering from venereal disease which he had not contracted from her. A
doctor who had refused to give any information concerning the husband to the wife's
attorney prior to the trial was subpoenaed as a witness by the wife. The doctor was

110
III

112

special damages, the claim is Aquilian and must accord with the requirements of such an action. The enquiry in this case
is whether modem developments in South African law law have changed the principles laid down in Matthews y Young
(supra).
De Reuck y Director Of Public Prosecutions, Witwatersrand Local DiviSion, And Others fit 102 supra; Qozelen; fn 16
supra
James 1954 (3) SA 210 (SR)
Par/aJs 1916 CPO 102
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asked in court whether he had treated the husband for venereal disease. He claimed
professional privilege and refused to reply. The judge ruled that he had to answer the
question and he then told the court that he had treated the husband for such disease. In

Botha v Botha

III

two doctors from Pietermaritzburg, Dr. Lind, a psychiatrist and Dr.

Roper, a general practitioner, had been subpoenaed to give evidence for the
defendant. After entering the witness-box and being sworn, and after having thereafter
given evidence with respect to their qualifications, they have both refused to give
evidence of what the plaintiff and the defendant revealed to them during consultations
which they had with the parties. They claimed that their ethical rules prevent them
from disclosing confidential information which they had been given by the plaintiff
and the defendant in their capacities as medical advisers to the parties. They said that,
if they were to reveal such information, they would be in breach of their hippocratic
oath which they as doctors were bound to observe. It was clear that the evidence
which was sought to be led was relevant to one of the main issues in the case, namely
whether the custody of the minor child, Jacobus, should be awarded to the father or to
the mother. The evidence of the doctors would have a bearing on the issue as to the
fitness or otherwise of the parties to be awarded custody of this child. Leon J stated
that in his judgment, a doctor cannot claim privilege for confidential communications
from his patients l14 • He stated that it was of interest to note that in England the Law
Reform Committee had recently concluded that the balance of convenience was
against professional privilege being extended to a relationship such as that between a
doctor and a patient. But in para. 1 of the report it is stated that the Judge has ..
"a wide discretion to pennit a witness, whether a party to the proceedings or not, to refuse to
disclose information where disclosure would be a breach of some ethical or social value and
non-disclosure would be unlikely to result in serious injustice in the particular case in which it
is claimed".

Leon J was doubtful whether a discretion exists at all in the circumstances with which
he was concerned. He was of the view that once the evidence is material and relevant
it ought to be admitted without further ado. But, he said, if it is correct to hold that
there exists a residual discretion in a court to refuse to allow such evidence to be
given, even in circumstances such as those with which he was concerned, he was
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Bolha 1972 (2) SA SS9 (N)
He referred to Hoffinan, SA Law of Evidence, 2nd ed., p. 194; Parkes v Parlees, fit 112 supra; and also C. v C., (1946) 1
All E.R. 562.
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fmnly of the opinion that such discretion should in this case be exercised in holding
that the evidence must be given. He observed that it is in the public interest that
justice must be done. The confidential relationship between doctor and patient must
yield to the requirement of public policy that justice must be done and must be seen to
be done. This is particularly so, said Leon J, in ~s sort of case where a minor child is
concerned and where 'the court as Upper Guardian of such child has a duty to ensure,
as far as it is within its power to do so, that the future of such child will best be served
by that child being placed in the custody of the parent who is most fitted to take care
of him.
There are also statutory requirements for the disclosure of medical information. Thus
the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases ActUS stipulates that (1) . A medical practitioner or chiropractor shall within 14 days after having for the
first time examined an employee injured in an accident or within 14 days after
having diagnosed an occupational disease in an employee, furnish a medical
report to the employer concerned in the prescribed manner: Provided that where
the employee was at the time of the diagnosis of an occupational disease not
employed, the medical report shall be furnished in the prescribed manner to the
commissioner.
(2)

If the commissioner or the employer individually liable or mutual association

concerned, as the case may be, requires further medical reports regarding an
employee, the medical practitioner or chiropractor who has treated or is treating
the employee shall upon request furnish the desired reports in the manner and at
the time and intervals specified or prescribed.
(3)

If a medical practitioner or chiropractor fails to furnish a medical report as
required in subsection (1) or (2) or in the opinion of the commissioner or the
employer individually liable or mutual association concerned, as the case may
be, fails to complete it in a satisfactory manner, such party may defer the
payment of the cost of the medical aid concerned until the report has been
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COlD Act No 130 of 1993 section 74
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furnished or completed in a satisfactory manner, and no action for the recovery
of the said cost shall be instituted before the report has been so furnished or
completed.

(4)

No remuneration shall be payable to a medical practitioner or chiropractor for
the completion and furnishing of a report referred to in subsection (1) or (2).

(5)

A medical practitioner or chiropractor shall at the request of an employee or ~e
dependant of an employee furnish such employee or dependant with a copy of
the report referred to in subsection (1).

The Occupational Health and Safety Act l16stipulates -

"Any medical practitioner who examines or treats a person for a disease described in the
Second Schedule to the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1941 (Act 30 of 1941), or any other
disease which he believes arose out of that person's employment, shall within the prescribed
period and in the prescribed manner report the case to the person's employer and to the chief
inspector, and inform that person accordingly."

Sometimes prejudice or some form of adverse consequence for the person to whom
the record relates is attached to the failure to disclose a medical record. In terms of
section 29A (7) the Medical Schemes Act l17 which deals with the imposition of
waiting periods before a person is entitled to benefits from the scheme "A medical scheme may require an applicant to provide the medical scheme with a
medical report in respect of any proposed beneficiary only in respect of a condition
for which medical advice, diagnosis, care or treatment was recommended or received
within the 12 month period ending on the date on which an application for
membership was made."
The Road Accident Fund Act l18 stipulates that The Fund or an agent shall not be obliged to compensate any person in terms of
section 17 for any loss or damagee)

suffered as a result of bodily injury to any person who-
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OHS Act No 8S of 1993 section 2S
Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998
RAF Act No S6 of 1996 Section 19
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(i)

unreasonably refuses or fails to subject himself or herself, at the request and
cost of the Fund or such agent, to any medical examination or examinations
by medical practitioners designated by the Fund or agent;

(ii)

refuses or fails to furnish the Fund or such agent, at its or the agent's request
and cost, with copies of all medical reports in his or her possession that
relate to the relevant claim for compensation; or

(iii) refuses or fails to allow the Fund or such agent at its or the agent's request to
inspect all records relating to himself or herself that are in the possession. of
any hospital or his or her medical practitioner.

It is recognised in section 14 of the Constitution which states that everyone has the
right to privacy which includes the right not to have (a)

their person or home searched;

(b)

their property searched;

(c)

their possessions seized or

(d)

the privacy of their communications infringed.

This last is obviously the most relevant to the relationship between patient and
provid~r.

It does not expressly cover a situation, however, where for instance the

provider acquired information which is deeply personal to the patient and which the
patient had not him or herself divulged to the provider. The classic example is, of
course, blood test results. The question is whether the right to privacy is infringed
when such information is disclosed by the provider to someone other than the patient.
The court in Jansen Van Vuuren obviously answered this question in the affirmative.
However, there is an allied issue relating to the question of ownership of medical
records, such as the documentation bearing the test results in Jansen Van Vuuren and
which states that it is the provider and not the patient who owns those records and the
former may therefore dispose of them as he pleases and may, inter alia, refuse to give
the patient access to such records. Since the records obviously contain the personal
information of the patient, the latter has a very direct and vested interest in how it they
are disposed of. This seems to be at odds with the concept of the provider's ownership
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of the records 119. It is submitted that the patient's right of privacy in fact severely
restricts the doctor's right of ownership in the patient records in the sense that he is
not free to dispose of them as he sees fit. For instance he may not publish them in a
newspaper or even a medical journal in such a manner that the patient can be
identified from them. He cannot allow unauthorised persons access to them within his
own consulting rooms, neither can he display them to members of the patient's
family. All of these actions would constitute a violation of the patient's right to
privacy. The statement of Strauss l20 that the rule that a patient will only ordinarily
have access to medical records only by way of discovery presents a major obstacle to
patients who are still contemplating legal action against a doctor has now largely been
addressed by the Promotion of Access to Information Act121 • At the same time the
safeguards of the private law around non-disclosure of medical records have also now
been statutorily reinforced by the provisions of this Act 122 • Section 1 of the Act defines
119

120
121
122

Strauss (fu 29 supra at plIO) states that the ownership of records made by the doctor for his own purposes cannot be
legally in any doubt. He is the exclusive owner of these records ... The doctor has a moral obligation to keep the patient
informed on his health but he does not have to let the patient read his medical record.
Strauss fn 29supra at pIlI
Promotion of Access to Information Act No 2 of 2000
Section 34 provides for mandatory protection of privacy of third party who is natural person in the case of records held
by a public body. It states: (I) Subject to subsection (2), the information officer ofa public body must refuse a request
for access to a record of the body if its disclosure would involve the unreasonable disclosure of personal information
about a third party, including a deceased individual.
(2) A record may not be refused in terms of subsection (1) insofar as it consists of information(a) . about an individual who has consented in terms of section 48 or otherwise in writing to its disclosure to the
requester concerned;
(b) that was given to the public body by the individual to whom it relates and the individual was informed by or on
behalf of the public body, before it is given, that the information belongs to a class of information that would or
might be made available to the public;
(c) already publicly available;
(d) about an individual's physical or mental health, or well-being, who is under the care of the requester and who is(i) under the age of 18 years; or
(ii) incapable of understanding the nature of the request,
and if giving access would be in the individual's best interests;
(e) about an individual who is deceased and the requester is(i) the individual's next of kin; or
(ii) making the request with the written consent of the individual's next of kin; or
(f)about an individual who is or was an official ofa public body and which relates to the position or functions of the
individual, including. but not limited to(i) the fact that the individual is or was an official of that public body;
(ii) the title, work address, work phone number and other similar particulars of the individual;
(iii) the classification, salary scale, remuneration and responsibilities ofthe pOSition held or services perfonned by
the individual; and
the name of the individual on a record prepared by the individual in the course of employment.
Section 63 provides for mandatory protection of privacy of third party who is natural person in the case of records held
by a private body. It states(1) Subject to subsection (2), the head ofa private body must refuse a request for access to a record of the body if its
disclosure would involve the unreasonable disclosure of personal information about a third party, including a
deceased individual.
(2) A record may not be refused in terms of subsection (I) insofar as it consists of information(a) about an individual who has consented in tenns of section 72 or otherwise in writing to its disclosure to the
requester concerned;
(b) already publicly available;
(c) that was given to the private body by the individual to whom it relates and the individual was informed by or on
behalf of the private body, before it is given, that the information belongs to a class of information that would or
might be made available to the public;
(d) about an individual's physical or mental health, or well-being, who is under the care ofthe requester and who is(i) under the age of 18 years; or
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'personal information' as meaning "information about an identifiable individual,
including, but not limited to(a)

information relating to the race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status,
national, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, physical or
mental health, well-being, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture,
language and birth of the individual;

(b)

information relating to the education or the medical, criminal or employment
history of the individual or information relating to financial transactions in
which the individual has been involved;

(c)

any identifying number, symbol or other particular assi~ed to the individual;

(d)

the address, fingerprints or blood type of the individual;

(e)

the personal opinions, views or preferences of the individual, except where
they are about another individual or about a proposal for a grant, an award or a
prize to be made to another individual;

(f)

correspondence sent by the individual that is implicitly or explicitly of a
private or confidential nature or further correspondence that would reveal the
contents of the original correspondence;

(g)

the views or opinions of another individual about the individual;

(h)

the views or opinions of another individual about a proposal for a grant, an
award or a prize to be made to the individual, but excluding the name of the
other individual where it appears with the views or opinions of the other
individual; and

(i)

the name of the individual where it appears with other personal information
relating to the individual or where the disclosure of the name itself would
reveal information about the individual,

but excludes information about an individual who has been dead for more than 20
years".

(ii) incapable of understanding the nature ofthe request,
and if giving access would be in the individual's best interests;
(e) about an individual who is deceased and the requester is(i) the individual's next of kin; or
(ii) making the request with the written consent of the individual's next of kin; or
(0
about an individual who is or was an official of a private body and which relates to the position or
functions of the individual, including, but not limited to(i) the fact that the individual is or was an official ofth&t private body;
. (ii) the title, work address, work phone number and other similar particulars of the individual;
(iii) the classification, salary scale or remuneration and responsibilities of the position held or services
perfonned by the individual; and
(iv) the name of the individual on a record prepared by the individual in the course of employment.
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Sections 30 and 61 of the Act deal specifically with access to health records held by
public and private bodies respectively. The difference between access to records in
the public sector and access to records in the private sector is, in the view of the writer
somewhat simplistically drawn by the Act. Section 11 gives the right of access to a
record held by a public body in the following terms (1) A requester must be given access to a record of a public body if(a) that requester complies with all the procedural requirements in this Act
relating to a request for access to that record; and
(b) access to that record is not refused in terms of any ground for refusal

contemplated in Chapter 4 of this Part.
(2) A request contemplated in subsection (1) includes a

requ~st

for access to a record

containing personal information about the requester.
(3) A requester's right of access contemplated in subsection (1) is, subject to this Act,
not affected by(a) any reasons the requester gives for requesting access; or
(b) the information officer's belief as to what the requester's reasons are for

requesting access.
By contrast, the right of access to a record held by a private body is expressed in
section 50 of the Act as follows(1) A requester must be given access to any record of a private body if(a) that record is required for the exercise or protection of any rights;
(b) that person complies with the procedural requirements in this Act relating to a

request for access to that record; and
(c) access to that record is not refused in terms of any ground for refusal
contemplated in Chapter 4 of this Part.
(2) In addition to the requirements referred to in subsection (1), when a public body,
referred to in paragraph (a) or (b) (i) of the definition of 'public body' in section 1,
requests access to a record of a private body for the exercise or protection of any
rights, other than its rights, it must be acting in the public interest.
(2) A request contemplated in subsection (1) includes a request for access to a
record containing personal information about the requester or the person on
whose behalf the request is made.
A person may only request access to the record of a private body where he or she
requires the record for the protection or exercise of any rights. The same qualification
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is not present in section 11. Technically speaking a person can request access to a
public record out of sheer curiosity and be entitled to that access. Section 45 does
state that the information officer of a public body may refuse a request for access to a
record of the body if (a) the request is manifestly frivolous or vexatious; or (b) the
work involved in processing the request would substantially and unreasonably divert
the resources of the public body. However, what is meant by (a) in the light of the
provisions of section 11 (3)(b) is far from clear. The validity of the distinction is
questionable because in terms of the Act, it is not so much the nature of the record
that decides whether or not it falls within the ambit of section 11 or section 50 but
rather the identity of the person having custody or possession of the record.

9.2.11

Castell v De Greef 123

Facts
On 7 August 1989, the plaintiff underwent a surgical operation known as a
subcutaneous mastectomy. The operation was performed by the defendant, a plastic
surgeon. It was not a success and the plaintiff sued for damages. The plaintiff's
mother, and probably also her grandmother, died of breast cancer. In 1982 the
plaintiff underwent surgery for the removal of lumps in the breast. In 1989 further
lumps were diagnosed. In view of the plaintiff s family history, her gynaecologist
recommended a prophylactic mastectomy and referred her for this purpose to the
defendant who saw her on 14 June 1989. The plaintiff and her husband discussed the
operation with the defendant at some length. A surgical procedure was proposed
involving the removal of as much breast tissue as possible with the simultaneous
reconstruction of the plaintiff's breasts using silicone implants. Following the
discussion, the plaintiff decided to go ahead with the operation. The plaintiff was
admitted to the Panorama Medi-Clinic Hospital and the operation was performed the
next day. Breast tissue was removed bilaterally, a 280 ml prosthesis was implanted on
each side behind the pectoral muscle, and the areolae and nipples were repositioned.
The repositioning of the areolae was achieved by the creation on each breast of a
123
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superior pedicle or flap, which was then folded back on itself resulting in the areolae
being repositioned some 3 cm above its former position. The reason for repositioning
the areolae was to correct a pre-operative mild ptosis (drooping), the aggravation of
which is one of the consequences of an implant. This method, known as
'transposition' was employed in preference to the 'free grafting' method by which the
areolae are simply removed and grafted on in a different position. The former method
had the advantage that the areolae are not totally detached from the surrounding skin
and in this way the risk of necrosis is reduced. The operation had a high risk of
complications, the main one being necrosis of the skin and underlying tissue,
including the areolae and nipples. The reaspn was that the removal of the breast tissue
and lactiferous ducts in which carcinoma may develop results in the cutting off of the
main blood supply to the skin and areolar complex (areola and nipple). The only
source of bloo,d that remains is the subdermal plexus or layer of fat beneath the skin.
The surgeon's dilemma is that the more of this tissue he leaves behind the less risk
there is of necrosis but also the less effective the procedure is as a prophylaxis for
cancer. Even without repositioning the areolae, they are at risk. If they are moved, the
risk is increased, but more so if the 'free grafting' as opposed to the 'transposition'
method is employed.

The operation was initially a success in the sense that upon completion all seemed
well. Some 36 hours after the operation, however, 'the defendant observed a
discolouration of the left nipple and first became concerned about the blood supply.
He expressed this concern to the plaintiff. There was also a 'wedge shaped' area
below the right areola which appeared pale and ischaemic. Later the same day, when
the dressings were being changed, the plaintiff's husband observed the incision marks
around both areolae. The defendant was called to the ward where the plaintiff
confronted him with this, saying that he had promised her that he would not 'remove'
the areolae. He replied that he had not 'removed' them but'had 'moved' them. In the
course of the next few days the discolouration of the plaintiff's left areolar complex
worsened and by the time she was discharged from hospital on 13 August it had
turned black. By this time, too, the area below the right areola had become
discoloured but not to the same extent as the left areolar complex. Upon discharging
the plaintiff from hospital, the defendant advised her that she would have to undergo
further surgery but that it would first be necessary to wait and see what the extent of
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the necrosis would be. On completion of the operation on 7 August the plaintiff was
given a broad spectrum antibiotic intravenously as a prophylaxis against infection.
Thereafter she was put on a related oral antibiotic and other medicines designed to
prevent infection. When the plaintiff's dressings were changed at home on 14 August
1989, both she and a friend, a Mrs Pickering, who assisted her, noticed a discharge
from the area immediately below and bordering on the right areola and also from the
left areolar complex. They also detected an offensive smell. The following day there
was no improvement. On Wednesday 16 August 1989, the plaintiff went to see

~e

defendant at his rooms in Paarl as previously arranged. He assured her that the
discharge was to be expected and was a consequence of the necrosis. He also
explained that it was necessary to wait before undergoing surgery for the debridement
of the dead tissue. The plaintiff testified that after the 16th the discharge seemed to get
worse, as did the odour. She said she also experienced pain and began to feel feverish.
Although her next appointment with the defendant was on Wednesday, 23 August,
she arranged to come and see him on Monday the 21 st as she was not feeling well. On
this occasion he prescribed another antibiotic. On the 21 st the plaintiff also began
receiving laser treatment which was administered to the scars by Miss Susan Wessels,
a physiotherapist. On 23 August the plaintiff again saw the defendant. On this
occasion he told her that he would be away the following weekend, but that if there
was a problem she should get in touch with his colleague, Dr Luckhoff. That weekend
the plaintiff continued to suffer pain. She said she felt feverish and emotionally upset.
On Sunday night, 27 August 1989, her husband took her to see Dr Ltickhoff at the
Panorama Medi-Clinic. He arranged for her to be admitted and she remained
hospitalised until 11

S~ptember

1989. On Monday, 28 August, she was seen in

hospital by the defendant who took swab specimens from both breasts and sent these
off for analysis. Two days later, on Wednesday, 30 August, a debridement of the dead
tissue was performed under a general anaesthetic. The plaintiff. had lost the entire
areolar complex on the left side and an area of skin (including a portion of the areola)
below the nipple on the right side. Six days later, namely on 4 September, she
underwent

afurther surgical procedure involving a skin graft to both breasts, the skin

for this purpose being taken from high up under the left ann. In the meantime, the
analysis of the swabs taken on 28 August revealed the presence of Staphylococcus
aureus. According to the pathologist's reports received on 30 August and 1 September
1989 respectively, Staphylococcus aureus is resistant to both of the antibiotics that
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had been prescribed for the plaintiff once she had left the hospital. A different
antibiotic was then prescribed

In May of 1990, she underwent a further operation for the revision of the scars and
spent one night in hospital. By this time, however, she had lost confidence in the
defendant and the revision was performed by another plastic surgeon. On a
subseq1l:ent occasion she had the original prosthesis removed arid replaced by a
smaller, 200 m1 prosthesis, spending two nights in hospital for this purpose. Finally,
in October of 1991 she underwent a further operation in the course of which the left
nipple and areola were recreated. On this occasion she spent one night in hospital.

The plaintiff was satisfied with the final result and no further surgery was envisaged.
As a result of the necrosis following the original operation, however, she had to
undergo a number of additional surgical procedures which involved her in further
expense. She also suffered pain and, for a long period, embarrassment and
psychological trauma in consequence of the disfigurement of her breasts. Her claim
against the defendant was for damages in the sum ofR94 952,12. It was agreed by the
parties that the defendant was under a duty of care towards plaintiff to perform the
surgery (the subcutaneous mastectomy) with such professional skill, and utilising
such procedures and materials as would reasonably be required of a specialist plastic
surgeon and further under a duty of care to ensure that all reasonable steps were taken
to ensure that plaintiff suffered no harm or damage other than such damage as
normally resulted from the surgery in question.
The complaints against the defendant were as follows:
1. He performed the mastectomy and prosthesis implant simultaneously instead of in
two stages.
2. He removed and repositioned the areolae unnecessarily, or alternatively without
ensuring that the blood supply was sufficient to prevent necrosis.
3. He ~epositioned the areolae in breach of a specific agreement that he would not do
so and that he would ensure that the plaintiff suffered no loss of sensation in the
nipples.
4. He implanted a prosthesis which was larger than had been agreed upon.
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5. On becoming aware that sloughing of the tissue was beginning to occur (on or
about 10 August 1989) he failed to take steps to prevent or curtail this and in
particular he failed to remove some of the sutures.
6. He failed to observe by not later than about 16 August 1989 that the plaintiffs
breasts had become infected and failed to ~e proper steps to treat and prevent the
spread of the infection, more particularly he failed to take a pus swab in order to
identify the organism causing the infection and to administer an appropriate drug
to combat it; and, as a last resort, to remove the prosthesis.
7. He failed to ensure that the breasts were symmetrical.
8. He adopted a suturing technique which made it more difficult to release the
sutures should this become necessary to prevent or curtail necrosis.
9. He failed to warn the plaintiff of the risks involved in the operation and of the
possible complications, and in particular failed to warn her that:
(a) transpositioning the areolae would increase the risk;
(b) it was not essential to transposition the areolae;
(c) performing the mastectomy and reconstruction simultaneously involved a
greater risk than if performed in two stages;
(d) the risk of comp~ications was as high as 50%;
(e) in the event of a threatened post-operative necrosis virtually no· steps could be
taken to avert or curtail it.
The defendant denied that he had breached his obligations and that he had acted
wrongfully, unlawfully or negligently. He admitted that there had been scarring of the
plaintiff's breasts but averred that this was an unavoidable consequence of surgery.
He averred also that the need for further surgery was a consequence of 'normal,
expected and unavoidable complications' arising from the initial operation. He
admitted that the plaintiff's breasts had become asymmetrical but averred that this
was a normal and expected consequence of the operation.

JUdgment

In the court a quo, Scott J made certain general observations regarding the duty of a
medical practitioner towards his patient. He observed that both in performing surgery
and in his post-operative treatment, a surgeon is obliged to exercise no more than
reasonable

dil~gence,

skill and care and that he is not expected to exercise the highest
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possible degree of professional skill (Mitchell v Dixon I24 ). What is expected of him,
said Scott J, is the general level of skill and diligence possessed and exercised at the
time by members of the branch of the profession to which he belongs 125. Scott J
pointed out that it must also be borne in mind that the mere fact that an operation was
unsuccessful or was not as successful as it might have been or that the treatment
administered did not have the desired effect does not, on its own, necessarily justify
the inference of lack of diligence, skill or care on the part of the practitioner. He said
that no surgeon can guard against every eventuality, although readily foreseeable and
that most, if not all, surgical operation"s involve to a greater or lesser extent an element
of risk, and from time to time mishaps do occur, and will continue to occur in the
future, despite the exercise of proper care and skill by the sUrgeon. Scott J noted that
necrosis is a common complication in operations of the kind undergone by the
plaintiff. It can and does frequently arise notwithstanding the utmost care on the part
of the surgeon. Indeed, he said, it is one of the inherent risks associated not only with
this operation but also with many other operations involving plastic surgery. The mere
fact that it occurred in the present case did not, therefore, give rise to an inference of
negligence on the part of the defendant.

Concerning the release of the sutures, the court examined the evidence and held that
there was no reason to conclude that the decision of the defendant not to release the
sutures was such that no reasonable plastic surgeon in his position would have
adopted the same approach. It noted that the plaintiff testified that she was satisfied
with the final result following reconstructive surgery and that had the sutures been
released, there was every likelihood that necrosis would not have been averted and the
plaintiff would have been left with additional, and perhaps unacceptable, scaning
resulting from an unsuccessful attempt to avert the necrosis. The court then examined
the evidence relating to the claim of failure to properly treat the infection and held·
that the plaintiff had failed to establish that there was an infection. It said that it
followed that the defendant cannot be held to be negligent for having failed to detect
an infection or to take steps to combat it and this ground of negligence accordingly
failed. With regard to the repositioning the areolae without consent and failure to
124
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Mitchell mI supra at pS2S
The court referred to Van Wyk" Lewis (m 3 supra) at 444; Blyth" Van den Heever 1980 (I) SA 191 (A) at 221A; S"
Kramer and Another 1987 (1) SA 887 (W) at p 893E-89SC and Pringle" Administrator, Transvaal fn 7 supra at p 384138SE in this regard.
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warn of the risks, Scott J held that the probabilities favoured the conclusion that the
defendant explained to the plaintiff that he would reposition the areolae using a
transpositional flap for this purpose, as opposed to the free grafting method, and that
the plaintiff had either misunderstood the position at the time or later became
confused as to what she had been told. The court noted that the plaintiff seemed to be

an intelligent woman and this, according to the defendant, was the impression he also
gained. He spent more than an hour discussing the operation with her and explaining
what he proposed to do. This included answering questions. In the course of ~is
explanation he drew little sketches on a pad to make things clearer. In these
circumstances, said Scott J, there was no basis, in his view, for holding that any
misunderstanding that may have arisen was the fault of the defendant. This ground of
complaint therefore also failed.

Concerning the question of the warning the defendant was obliged to give with regard
to the risks inherent in the operation the court first made certain general observations.
Scott J, stated that a medical practitioner undoubtedly has a duty in certain
circumstances to warn his patient of the risks involved in surgery or other medical
treatment and, if he fails to do so, may incur liability for negligence. He said that the
difficulty is to determine when that duty arises and what the nature and extent of the
warning must be and noted that in Richter and Another v Estate Hamman l26
Watermeyer J adopted the approach of measuring the conduct of the doctor in
question against the standard of the reasonable doctor faced with the same problem 127.
Scott J agreed with this approach. He stated that the 'reasonable doctor' test is one
which is well established in South African law and is applied in relation to both
medical diagnosis and treatment and that it affords the necessary flexibility and if
properly applied does not 'leave the determination of a legal duty to the judgment of
doctors', as suggested by Lord Scarman in Sidaway v Governers of Bethlem Royal

Hospital and Others 128 in relation to the so-called 'Bolam principle'129.
126
127

128
129

Richter fn 38 supra
Scott J referred to the following dictum of the court in Richter (fn 38 supra): "It may well be that in certain
circumstances a doctor is negligent if he fails to warn a patient, and, if that is so, it seems to me in principle that his
conduct should be tested by the standard of the reasonable doctor faced with the particular problem. In reaching a
conclusion a Court should be guided by medical opinion as to what a reasonable doctor. having regard to all the
circumstances of the particular case, should or should not do. The Court must, of course. make up its own mind, but it
will be assisted in doing so by medical evidence."
Sidaway [1985] 2 WLR 480 (HL) ([ 1985] 1 All ER 643 at 488 (in WLR, and at 64ge in All ER)
Bolam v Friern Hospital Management Committee [1957] 1 WLR 582 (QB) ([1957] 2 All ER 118
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Scott J observed that counsel had· invited the court to adopt, if not in its entirety,
certain aspects of the doctrine of 'informed consent'. He noted that this doctrine
originated in certain jurisdictions of the United States of America and had been
accepted in modified form by the Supreme Court ofCanadal30 • The doctrine holds that
a patient's consent to medical treatment is vitiated if he is given inadequate
information concerning the proposed treatment and that, subject to certain exceptions,
what it requires to be disclosed to the patient is determined not by reference to the
information a reasonable doctor might disclose, but by reference to the significance "a
'prudent patient' would be likely to attach to the disclosure in deciding whether or not
to undergo the treatment131 • Scott J noted that the House of Lords in the Sidaway case
(Lord Scarman dissenting) declined to adopt the doctrine and instead reaffirmed the
'Bolam' test and said that in his view there was no justification for adopting it in
South African law. He said that there could be little doubt that a reasonable doctor
from whom advice is sought regarding a 'high risk' prophylactic operation, such as in
the present case, would give his patient a full account of the risks involved and quoted
Lord Bridge of Harwick in the Sidaway case l32 , But it does not follow, said Scott J,
that the doctor is obliged to point out meticulously each and every complication that
may arise l33 • He said that to do so could well result in the risk of complications and
their possible further sequelae assuming an undue and even distorted significance in
the patient's assessment of whether to proceed with the operation or not. Scott J held
that the doctor is not obliged to educate his patient to the extent of bringing him up to
the standard of his own medical knowledge of all the relevant factors involved. What
he must do, it is present his patient, in such circumstances, with a fair and balanced

130
131
132

133

Reiblv Hughes (1980) 114 DLR (3d) I (Can SC)
Canterbury v Spence (1972) 464 F 2d 772
Sidaway fb 128 supra at SOl (WLR) and at 660 (All ER) where he said: "It is clearly right to recognise that a conscious
adult patient of sound mind is entitled to decide for himself whether or not he will submit to a particular course of
treatment proposed by the doctor, most significantly surgical treatment under general anaesthesia."
Lymbery v Jefferies fit 33 supra at p 240. In this case, Wessels, JA said at p 240: "The next ground of negligence may
also be disposed of, viz. that the respondent did not point out clearly the dangers to which the appellant might be
exposed from submitting to the X-ray treatment. It was argued that it was negligence on the part of a surgeon or doctor
not to inform his patient of the danger of an operation or treatment. It may well be that it is the duty ofa surgeon before
operating to tell the patient that the operation is dangerous and may end in death, or that it will be accompanied with
great pain, and to obtain the patient's consent. In such cases, however, all the surgeon is called upon to do is to give some
general idea of the consequences. There is no necessity to point out meticulously all the complications that may arise.
Now the evidence of Dr. Stewart, a qualified radiologist and demonstrator in radiography at the Witwatersrand
University, is that there is no need to warn a patient of the danger of submitting to X-ray treatment for fibrosis of the
uterus because as a rule there is no danger attending this treatment. The evidence shows that bums are rare where the
treatment is properly carried out and often due to some idiosyncrasy on the part of the patient which cannot be foretold. I
am therefore of opinion that no duty was imposed upon Dr. Jefferies to point out to Mrs. Lymbery that a bum might
result from an X-ray treatment forJibrosis uteri."
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picture of the material risks involved. Scott J examined the evidence of the various
claims involving the failure to inform the patient and found that they were without
substance. The plaintifrs claim against the defendant failed and judgment was
granted in favour of the defendant.

In the appeal against the judgment of Scott J, Ackerman J observed that it has on
occasion been suggested that a 'mere error of judgment' on the part of a medical
practitioner does not constitute negligence 134 and associated himself with the views of
the House of Lords in Whitehouse v Jordan and Anotherl35 • The court pointed out that
in Esterhuizen v Administrator, Transvaal, Bekker J stated that generally speaking to
establish the defence of volenti non fit injuria the plaintiff must be shown not only to
have perceived the danger, for this alone would not be sufficient, but also that he fully
appreciated it ~d consented to incur it. Indeed if it is to be said that a person
consented to bodily harm or to run the risk of such harm, then it presupposes
knowledge of that harm or risk. Accordingly, said Bekker J, mere consent to undergo
X-ray treatment, in the belief that it is harmless or being unaware of the risks it
carries, cannot in my view amount to effective consent to undergo the risk or the
consequent harm. Ackermann J also noted that Bekker J was quoted with approval in
the judgment ofNeser J in RompeZ v Botha l36 •

134

135
136

He referred to the case of Whitehouse yJordanandAnother [1981] 1 All ER267 (HL) in which the House of Lords inter
alia considered the correctness of the statement by Denning MR in the Court of Appeal that: 'We must say, and say
firmly, that, in a professional man an error of judgment is not negligence'and noted that the House of Lords held this to
be an inaccurate statement of the law. At 281a Lord Fraser of Tullybelton expressed the view that: "I think Lord
Denning MR must have meant to say that an error of judgment '"is not necessarily negligent". 'Lord Fraser further
observed as follows (at 28tb): 'Merely to describe something as an error ofjudgment tells us nothing about whether it is.
negligent or not. The true position is that an error of judgment may, or may not, be negligent; it depends on the nature of
the error. If it is one that would not have been made by a reasonably competent professional man professing. to have the
standard and type of skill that the defendant held himself out as having, and acting with ordinary care, then it is
negligent. If, on the other hand, it is an error that a man, acting with ordinary care, might have made, then it is not
negligent."
Whitehouse y Jordan and Another [1981] 1 All ER 267 (HL)
Rompel 1953, Transvaal Provincial Division, unreported) in which it was held that "There is no doubt that a surgeon
who intends operating on a patient must obtain the consent of the patient. In such cases where it is frequently a matter of
life and death I do not intend to express any opinion as to whether it is the surgeon's duty to point out to the patient all
the possible injuries which might result from the operation, but in a case ofthis nature, which may have serious results to
which I have referred, in order to effect a possible cure for a neurotic condition, I have no doubt that a patient should be
informed of the serious risks he does run. If such dangers are not pointed out to him then, in my opinion, the consent to
the treatment is not in reality consent - it is consent without knowledge of the possible injuries. On the evidence
defendant did not notifY plaintiff of the possible dangers, and even if plaintiff did consent to shock treatment he
consented without knowledge of injuries which might be caused to him. I find accordingly that plaintiff did not consent
to the shock treatment."
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Referring to the judgment of Watermeyer J in Richter v Estate Hamman l37, Ackerman
J stated that in the passage quoted as (a) 138, Watermeyer J was alluding to the
problems surrounding the so-called 'therapeutic privilege' of the medical professional
which Giesen International Medical Malpractice Law l39 describes as 'designed to
permit health care providers to withhold disclosure which they judge would be
counter-therapeutic and, thus, "detrimental to a particular

patient~"14o.

Ackermann J

observed that in an obiter dictum in SA Medical & Dental Council v McLoughlinl41,
Watermeyer CJ observed that 'it may sometimes be advisable for a medical man to
keep secret from his patient the form of treatment which he is giving him'. He noted
that the dangers inherent in the so-called therapeutic privilege, and in particular the
inroads that it might make on patient autonomy, have been commented on by Van
Oosten in his thesis and by Robertson and by Giesen l42 . Ackermann J felt that it was
not necessary to further pursue this issue because this so-called privilege was not
invoked by the defendant or relied upon in argument to justify a non-disclosurel 43
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Richter fu 38 supra at p 232 where Watermeyer J held: (a) "A doctor whose advice is sought about an operation to
which certain dangers are attached - and there are dangers attached to most operations - is in a dilemma. If he fails to
disclose the risks he may render himself liable to an action for assault, whereas if he discloses them he might well
frighten the patient into not having the operation when the doctor knows full well that it would be in the patient's
interests to have it." and(b) "It may well be that in certain circumstances a doctor is negligent if he fails to warn a
patient, and, if that is so, it seems to me in principle that his conduct should be tested by the standard of the reasonable
doctor faced with the particular problem. In reaching a conclusion a Court should be guided by medical opinion as to
what a reasonable doctor, having regard to all the circumstances of the particular case, should or should not do. The
Court must, of course, make up its own mind, but it will be assisted in doing so by medical evidence."
Richter ~ 38 supra
Giesen D Medical Malpractice Law at p 375
Ackerman J also referred the reader to StraussDoctor Patient and the Law 3rd ed at p 10 and p 18-19; Van Costen FFW
The Doctrine of Informed Consent in Medical Law (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of South Africa (1989» at p
423-8; Robertson 'Informed Consent to Medical Treatment' (1981) 97 LQR 102 at p 121-2.
Mcloughlin 1948 (2) SA 355 (A) at 366
Mc Loughlin th 141 supra
The question of whether informed consent is a contractual issue or not is an interesting one when viewed in the light of
the law relating to negligent non-disclosure in the contractual as opposed to the delictual setting. Steyn L 'Damages for
Negligent Non-Disclosure By One Contracting Party to The Other' (2003) 120 SAU p465 states that the case of ABSA
Bank Ltd v Fouche 2003 (1) SA 176 (SeA) merits closer scrutiny in light of the difference in the rationale and the
approaches reflected in the majority and minority judgments in this case. It concerned a claim for damages for nondisclosure of information by one contracting party to the other, prior to the conclusion of their contract. Conradie JA"
delivering the majority judgment, stated: "It is by now settled law that the test for establishing wrongfulness in a precontractual setting is the same as that applied in the case of a non-contractual non-disclosure (Bayer South Africa (Pty)
Ltd v Frost 1991 (4) SA 559 (A) at 568F - I and 570D - G). In each case one uses the legal convictions of the community
as the touchstone (Carmlchele v Minister of Sqfety and Security and Another 2001 (I) SA 489 (SCA) at 494E - F
applying Minister of Law and Order v Kadlr 1995 (1) SA 303 (A) at 317C - 318J). The policy considerations
appertaining to the unlawfulness of a failure to speak in a contractual context - a non-disclosure - have been synthesised
into a general test for liability. The test takes account of the fact that it is not the norm that one contracting party need tell
the other all he knows about anything that may be material (Speight v Glass and Another 1961 (I) SA 778 (D) at 781 H 783B). That accords with the general rule that where conduct takes the fonn ofan omission, such conduct is prima facie
lawful (BO£ Bank Ltd vRies 2002 (2) SA 39 (SCA) at 460 - H). A party is expected to speak when the information he
has to impart falls within his exclusive knowledge (so that in a practical business sense the other party has him as his
only source) and the information, moreover, is such that the right to have it communicated to him 'would be mutually
recognised by honest men in the circumstances' (Pretorlus and Another v Natal South Sea Investment Trust Ltd (under
Judicial Management) 1965 (3) SA 410 (W) at 418E - F). Having established a duty on the defendant to speak, a plaintiff
must prove the further elements for an actionable misrepresentation, that is. that the representation was material and
induced the defendant to enter into the contract."
Steyn observes that while the majority was prepared, not without some hesitation, to treat the information regarding the
lack of an alarm and guards as information lying exclusively within the knowledge of the bank officials, it was not, in
the circumstances, prepared to hold that an honest person in the position of the bank officials would have thought that
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the risk of loss was such that Ms Fouche should know that certain security measures were not in place. Conradie JA
explained that by 'honest person' was meant someone embodying the legal convictions of the community, as referred to
in McCann 11 Goodall Group OperatiOns (Pty) Ltd 1995 (2) SA 718 (C) at 726A-G. The majority of the court found that
the ABSA officials were not under a duty to disclose infonnation about the absence of an alann and the lack of guards at
night. In a dissenting judgment Schutz JA held that not only was there a duty on the part of the ABSA officials to warn
Ms Fouche but also that negligence had been proved and that ABSA was consequently liable to Ms Fouche in delict. He
explained that in line with the decision in Bayer South Africa (Pty) Ltd 11 Frost 1991 (4) SA S59 (A), a person who
induces another to enter into a contract by making a negligent misstatement may not only face the avoidance of the
contract but may also be liable to that other for the loss which he suffers in consequence. Not only negligence is required
to be established but also unlawfulness which, the leamed judge of appeal stated, in the context of this case meant that
the plaintiff was required to prove that there was such a duty to speak. Schutz JA explained that whether such a duty
existed had to be ascertained by reference to what has been called the legal convictions of the community and he quoted
with approval, the principles as summarized in McCann 11 Goodall Group Operations (Pty) Ltd: "From the aforegoing
exposition of the law the following principles emerge:
(a) A negligent misrepresentation may give rise to delictual liability and to a claim for damages, provided the
prerequisites for such liability are complied with.
(b) A negligent misrepresentation may be constituted by an omission, provided the defendant breaches a legal duty,
established by policy considerations, to act positively in order to prevent the plaintiffs suffering loss.
(c) A negligent misrepresentation by way of an omission may occur in the fonn of a non-disclosure where there is a
legal duty on the defendant to disclose some or other material fact to the plaintiff and he fails to do so.
(d) Silence or inaction as such cannot constitute a misrepresentation of any kind unless there is a duty to speak or act
as aforesaid.
Examples of a duty of this nature include the following:
(i) A duty to disclose a material fact arises when the fact in question falls within the exclusive knowledge of the
defendant and the plaintiff relies on the frank disclosure thereof in accordance with the legal convictions of the
community.
(ii) Such duty likewise arises if the defendant has knowledge of certain unusual characteristics relating to or
circumstances surrounding the transaction in question and policy considerations require that the plaintiff be
apprised thereof.
(iii) Similarly there is a duty to make a full disclosure if a previous statement or representation of the defendant
constitutes an incomplete or vague disclosure which requires to be supplemented or elucidated.
These examples cannot be regarded as a numerus clausus of the occurrence of a duty to disclose. as may possibly be
inferred from the authorities mentioned above. There may be any number of similar factual situations which could give
rise to such duty.
In the circumstances Schutz J decided that each requirement mentioned in the 'check-list' in McCann had been met.
Steyn offers a preliminary observation that this case (ABSA 11 Fouche) indicates just how subjective the application of the
notion of the 'legal convictions of the community· actually is. In spite of the fact that in each of the reported judgments
exactly the same principles or policy considerations were apparently applied to decide whether the bank officials were
under a duty to disclose information about the absence of certain security measures, conflicting decisions were reached.
However. analysis and comparison of the judgments, says Steyn, expose more fundamental issues, relating to the
requirements for liability for damages in a case of misrepresentation by one contracting party to another. which merit
consideration. He points out that in the majority judgment Conradie JA held that to succeed with such a claim. a plaintiff
has to prove unlawfulness of the defendant's conduct. in that there was a duty to speak, as well as the further elements
for an actionable misrepresentation. that is that the misrepresentation was material and that it induced the defendant to
enter into the contract. On the other hand Schutz JA found the bank liable in delict on the basis that its officials' conduct
was unlawful as they were under a duty to speak, that their non-disclosure was negligent and that it caused Ms Fouche
loss. In other words Schutz JA applied the requirements for Aquilian liability in delict. Steyn asks which of these two
approaches is correct? What does the law require to be proved in order to establish liability for damages in such
circumstances? He notes that the position was clearly stated by the Appellate Division in Bayer (supra) where Corbett
CJ delivering the unanimous judgment of the court stated: "In terms of the case of Administrate,,,, Natal [11 Trust Bank
van Afrik/l Bpk (1979 (3) SA 824 (A»] ... a delictual action for damages is available to a plaintiff who can establish (i)
that the defendant. or someone for whom the defendant ... made a misstatement to the plaintiff; (ii) that in making this
misstatement the person concerned acted (a) negligently and (b) unlawfully; (iii) that the misstatement caused the
plaintiff to sustain loss; and (iv) that the damages claimed represent proper compensation for such loss ... In principle I
can see no good reason why in the recognition of such a cause of action based upon a negligent misstatement any
distinction should be drawn between a misstatement made which induces a contract and one made outside the
contractual sphere....
In principle a negligent misstatement may, depending on the circumstances, give rise to a delictual claim for damages at
the suit of the person to whom it was made, even th9ugh the misstatement induced such person to enter into a contract
with the party who made it. The circumstances will determine the vital issues of unlawfulness and whether there is a
causal connection between the making of the misstatement and the loss suffered by the plaintiff."
Steyn states that in light ofthe above, it is clear that the requirements for delictual liability in terms of the Lex Aquilia namely (I) unlawful (2) conduct, committed with (3) fault (in the form of intention or negligence) on the part of the
defendant, which (4) caused (5) patrimonial loss- must be proved for the plaintiff to succeed in an action for damages in
circumstances such as those in ABSA Bank 11 Fouche. He submits that while proof is required that the misrepresentation
caused the plaintiffs loss, it is unnecessary for the plaintiff to show. as stated by Conradie JA, that the misrepresentation
induced the contract. He further submits that while it is necessary for a contracting party seeking rescission of a contract
in the circumstances under discussion, to prove that the misrepresentation was material. this is not a requirement in order
to establish liability for damages for loss caused by such misrepresentation. In a health care context. rescission of the
contract is of course. unlikely to be an option for most plaintiffs. Steyn states that another aspect of the decision in ABSA
Bank Ltd 11 Fouche which deserves further consideration is the test to be applied to determine whether the non-disclosure
of the information is unlawful. He notes that Conradie JA explained that the 'legal convictions of the community' must
be used as the touchstone and that a party is expected to speak when the infonnation he has to impart falls within his
'exclusive knowledge' and the information is 'such that the right to have it communicate to [the other party] "would be
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which would otherWise have been actionable. He stated that it does, however, form
part of the wider debate concerning consent to medical treatment and whether
emphasis should be placed on the autonomy and right of self-determination of the
patient in the light of all the facts or on the right of the medical profession to
determine the meaning of reasonable disclosure. Ackermann J did not agree with the
court a quo in its acceptance of the test formulated by Watermeyer J in Richter v
Estate Hamman to the effect

th~t

the "reasonable doctor" test is one which is well-

established in South African law and is applied in relation to both medical

diagn~sis

and treatment. It affords the necessary flexibility and if properly applied does not
"leave the determination of a legal duty to the judgment of doctors", as suggested by
Lord Scarman in Sidaway v Governors of Bethlehem Royal Hospital and Otheri 44 in
relation to the so-called "Bolam principle" (Bolam v Friern Hospital Management
Committee 145). Ackermann J also did not agree with the conclusion that the

'reasonable doctor' test does not 'leave the determination of a legal duty to the
judgment of doctors'. He observed that the 'reasonable doctor' test, insofar as it
relates to the standard of disclosure, has received little attention in South African case
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mutually recognised by honest men in the circumstances" (Pretorius and Another 'V Natal South Sea Investment Trust
Ltd (under Judicial Management) 1965 (3) SA 410 (W) at 418E-F). Steyn says that although this is not clearly speJt out,
it would appear that Conradie JA regarded the quoted passage as a statement of the general test for liability to which he
referred earlier. Steyn submits that it is inappropriate to refer to it as a general test for liability, but rather that this merely
describes one of a number of different circumstances in which South African courts have recognized that one contracting
party will be under a duty to the other to disclose information. He argues that the position is more accurately set out by
Schutz JA in the minority judgment. He raises as a tinal point that fact that the 'legal convictions of the community are
used to determine whether an omission or act is unlawful for the purposes of delictual liability but that on the other hand
in the law of contract policy considerations are inherent in the tests which have been specifically developed to determine
whether one party may avoid contractual liability on account of the other's failure to disclose certain information before
the conclusion of their contract. He asks whether they will always coincide. Can they be equated with one another?
Steyn notes that a fundamental difference is that the former considerations are taken into account to limit boundless
delictual liability for another's economic loss, in the case of an omission to act, whereas the latter considerations must,
as Conradie JA himself mentions, take into account that a contracting party has a right to strike the best bargain for
hirnlherself and is not necessarily obliged to disclose everything slhe knows about anything which may be material.
Does this not in itself, he asks, raise the possibility that two sets of considerations do not necessarily accord with one
another in all situations?
If the test for the standard of disclosure is that of the reasonable patient, as stated in Castell, then this suggests a delictual
approach since the patient is simply the ubiquitous reasonable person in the garb of a patient in terms of this test. The
failure to obtain informed consent could and in the manner in which the courts have given judgment seems to have fallen
more often outside of the contractual sphere than in it. The courts in recent years have shown a general predilection to
adjudicate claims based in contract and alternatively in delict on the basis ofthe latter. The standard of disclosure framed
in Castell is a test for unlawfulness since informed consent on the basis of the maxim volenti no tit injuria is a defence
against unlawfulness. It is submitted that it is not so different in either effect or principle, from the general test for
unlawful non-disclosure referred to by Steyn which is whether the legal convictions of the community require the
disclosure. The reasonable patient is likely to entertain the legal convictions of the community in identifying what it is
that he or she wants to know. Policy considerations apply in both tests. It is submitted that informed consent does not
necessarily have to be a contract or to be governed by the law of contract. It can be a process that precedes a contract for
health services in the sense that acts and omissions can precede contracts for other goods and services and it can indeed
induce a subsequent contract. In this sense, failure to obtain informed consent can also be seen in the context of a
delictual non-disclosure rather than in terms of contract law. If as Stcyn points out, in the contractual setting a person is
in the eyes of the law entitled to 'strike the best bargain' and is thus not necessarily obliged to disclose everything that he
or she knows about that which may be material, then it is submitted that when informed consent is considered against
this backdrop it is a concept which belongs rather more in the law of delict than that of contract. As stated previously the
bargaining power of the health provider is generally exponentially greater than that of the patient in the health care
context.
Sidaway fn 128 supra at p 488 (in WLR, and 64ge in All ER)
Bolam fn 129 supra
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law and, apart from the above statement of Watermeyer J in Richter and Watenneyer
CJ's obiter dictum in McLoughlin, he knew of no firm judicial pronouncement in
South Africa to the effect that disclosure is unnecessary because a reasonable doctor
faced with the particular problem would not have warned the patient146. Ackennan J
pointed out that in Sidaway's case,147 Lord Diplock held that:
' ... To decide what risks the existence of which a patient should be voluntarily warned and
the terms in which such warning, if any, should be given, having regard to the effect that the
warning may have, is as much an exercise of professional skill and judgment as any other part
of the doctor's comprehensive duty of care to the individual patient, and expert medical
evidence on this matter should be treated in the same way. The Bolam test .should be applied.'

Lord Diplock was therefore of the view that although the law imposed the duty of
care, the standard of care to be enforced was a matter of medical judgment. Ackerman
J then referred to the comments of Giesen Malpractice Law at p 282 148 and p 284 149•
He noted that after referring to certain passages from the speech of Lord Templeman
in this regard, Giesen lso ventures the view that:
"The understandable fears of Lord SCarnlan that the majority decision in Sidaway wi11 result
in English law developing out of tune with other important common law jurisdictions may
thus prove, in final analysis, to be unfounded."

According to Ackermann J, at least one commentator,

S~mon

Lee 'A Reversible

Decision on Consent to Sterilisation'lsl would appear to bear out Lord Scarman's
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Ackermann J also referred to Giesen D 'From Paternalism to Self-Determination to Shared Decision-making' in (1988)
Acta Juridica 107; Van Oosten (fit 140 supra) at 39-53 (in particular, at 50-1» and Strauss (fit 140 supra) at 8-12 and
18-19); See also Dreyer L 'Redel ike Dokter versus Redelike Pasient' 1995 THRHR 532
Also reported in Sidaway \I Bethlehem Royal Hospital Governors and Others [1985] I All ER 643 (HL), at 658-9
Giesen comments as follows: "One has to consider this result carefully. Should the medical profession really be
appointed judge in its own cause? Carried to its ultimate logical conclusion, Lord Diplock's opinion would mean that the
function of English Courts would be limited to determining whether the defendant physician had acted in accordance
with a responsible body of medical opinion, unless the plaintiff was a member of the judiciary (8 reference by Giesen to
the singular observation at 659a-b that members of the judiciary have the right to I;>e informed as patients apparently
because they are aware of their right of self-determination) or had specifically demanded information which the
physician then failed to disclose. A standard of disclosure which al10ws the medical profession to be judge in its own
cause and physicians in deciding what is best for the patient to override the patient's right to decide for himself is
"medical imperialism" at its worst. We cannot but agree with Lord Scarman's criticism of that stance."
"It is further submitted (i) that insofar as Sidaway could be interpreted as sanctioning the view that expert medical
evidence is conclusive, it must be regarded as misguided and against the overwhelming international trend to the
contrary; (ii) that in this case Lord Scarman's dissenting opinion would have to be considered preferable to Lord
Diplock's judicial interpretation of the majority decision of the House; (iii) but that in fact, this decision, in the Jight of
the opinions expressed by a majority of the Law Lords (Lords Bridge, Keith, Templeman and Scarman) does not
sanction the view that expert medical evidence has to be treated as conclusive on the assumption that the standard of
disclosure is to be determined exclusively by reference to the current state of responsible and competent professional
opinion and practice. The implitations of such a view would be disturbing in the extreme. But the Courts do not allow
medical opinion with regard to what is best for the patient to override the patient's right to decide for himself whether he
will submit to the treatment or not."
Giesen fit 139 supra at p 284
Lee s (1987) 103 LQR at p 513
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misgivings. In commenting on the Court of Appeal's decision in Gold v Haringey

Health Authorityl52, Lee states the following:
"So the Court of Appeal's decision ignores the main thrust of the judgments in Sidaway. I
observed at the time (101 LQR 316) that Sidaway should not be treated as informed consent
(Lord Scarman) 1, uninformed consent 4. There is plenty of material in the speeches of Lord
Bridge, with whom Lord Keith agreed, and Lord Templeman to incline a subsequent Court
towards the view favoured by Lord Scarman rather than the other extreme favoured by Lord
Diplock. In concentrating on Lord Diplock's judgment to the exclusion of the others, the
Court of Appeal has threatened to stop the development of a coherent doctrine of consent."
Ackermann J rejected the view of Scott J in the court a quo that there can be no
justification for the adoption of the doctrine of informed consent in South African
law l53 • He said he was constrained to disagree, inasmuch as he was of the view that
there was not only a justification, but indeed a necessity, for introducing a patientorientated approach in this connection. In his view it was important to bear in mind
that in South African law (which differs in this regard from English law) consent by a
patient to medical treatment is regarded as falling under the defence of volenti non fit

injuria, which would justify an otherwise wrongful delictual act l54 • Ackermann J held
that it is clearly for the patient to decide whether he or she wishes to undergo the
operation, in the exercise of the patient's fundamental right to self-determination. A
woman may be informed by her physician that the only way of avoiding death by
cancer is to undergo a radical mastectomy. This advice. may reflect universal medical
opinion and may be, in addition, factually correct. Yet, to the knowledge of her
physician, the patient is, and has consistently been, implacably opposed to the
mutilation of her body and would choose death before the mastectomy. He said he
could not conceive how the "best-interests of the patient" (as seen through the eyes of
her physician or the entire medical profession, for that matter) could justify a
mastectomy or any other life-saving procedure which entailed a high risk of the
152
153
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Gold [1987] 2 All ER 888 (CA) at pSIS
Scott J stated at p 518 of the judgment in the court a quo: "Mr Oosthuizen invited me to adopt, if not in its entirety,
certain aspects of the doctrine of "informed consent". This doctrine originated in certain jurisdictions of the United
States of America and has been acCepted in modified form by the Supreme Court of Canada (Reihl v Hughes (1980) 114
DLR (3d) 1 (Can SC). The doctrine holds that a patient's consent to medical treatment is vitiated if he is given
inadequate information concerning the proposed treatment and that. subject to certain exceptions, what it requires to be
disclosed to the patient is determined not by reference to the information a reasonable doctor might disclose, but by
reference to the significance a "prudent patient" would be likely to attach to the disclosure in deciding whether or not to
undergo the treatment (Canterbury v Spence (1972) 464 2d 772). The House of Lords in the Sitiaway case (Lord
Scarman dissenting) declined to adopt the doctrine and instead reaffirmed the "Bolam" test. In my view there can be no
justification for adopting it in our law." It was this specific passage in his judgment to which Ackerman J objected.
In this regard Ackermann J referred to inter alia, StojJberg v Elliott (til 14 supra) at p 149·50; Lymbery v Jefferies fi1 33
supra at p 240; Lampert v Heier NO 1955 (2) SA 507 (A) at p 508; Esterhuizen's case fb 4 supra at p 718·22; Richter's
Richter fil 38 supra at 232 and Verhoefv Meyer 1975 (TPO) and 1976 (A) (unreported), discussed in Strauss (til 29
supra at p 35-6).
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patient losing a breast. Even if the risk of breast-loss were insignificant, a life-saving
operation which entailed such risk would be wrongful if the surgeon refrains from
drawing the risk to his patient's attention, well knowing that she would refuse consent
if informed of the risk. Ackermann J stated that it is, in principle, wholly irrelevant
that her attitude is, in the eyes of the entire me~ical profession, grossly unreasonable,
because her rights of bodily integrity and autonomous moral agency entitle her to
refuse medical treatment. It would, in his view, be equally irrelevant that the medical
profession was of the unanimous view that, under these circumstances, it was the duty
of the surgeon to refrain from bringing the risk to his patient's attention. In this regard
Ackermann J referred extensively to Giesen lss and he also referred to a passage from
the thesis of Van Oosten IS6. Ackermann J then went on to refer to two leading
ISS

1S6

'm.

Giesen fil139 supra, after drawing attention (at p 289) to the fact that
increasing number of both common and civil
law jurisdictions' (as diverse as Canada, the United States. France, Germany and Switzerland) have moved away from
'professional standards of disclosure' to more 'patient-based' ones, points out (at 297) that there are two patient-based
standards that could be applied:
'(i) the "objective" or "reasonable" patient standard, posited on the informational requirements of the hypothetical
"reasonable" patient in what the physician knows or should know to be the patient's situation, or
.
(ii) the individual or "subjective" patient standard, whereby the physician must disclose information which he knows,
or ought to know, that his particular patient in his particular situation requires'.
Giesen proposes (at p 303-5) a 'blending' of the reasonable patient 'minimum' with the individual patient 'additional
needs test'. Giesen (ibid) sees no objection to using the 'reasonable patient' test as the point of departure. 'It will
normally lead the physician to a correct assessment of the average patient's minimum informational needs. His right to
self-determination does not require more ifin fact the individual patient is a member of that community of reasonable (or
"model") patients with average informational needs.' Ackermann J noted that this approach must. however. 'be
supplemented by a more subjective patient-based standard. better attuned to the values of each person and his or her
inalienable right of self-determination, and better able to manage situations beyond the limitations of the objective test'.
Giesen argues (at 304) that the 'right of the patient to make his own decision about what is to be done with his own
body' must be guaranteed 'even where the individual patient differs from what the medical profession or anyone else
considers to be a "reasonable" patient. The patient has a right to be different. The patient has a right to be wrong.' He
concludes (at p 305) by quoting with approval the following passage from McPherson v Ellis 287 SE 892 (NC 1982), a
North Carolina Supreme Court decision jn which the subjective test was adopted as a supplement to the prevailing
objective test: 'In determining liability by whether a reasonable person would have submitted to treatment had he known
of the risk that the defendant failed to relate, no consideration is given to the peculiar quirks and idiosyncrasies of the
individual. His supposedly inviolable right to decide for himself what is to be done with his body is made subject to a
standard set by others. The right to base one's consent on proper information is effectively vitiated for those with fears,
apprehensions, religious beliefs, or superstitions outside the mainstream of society. '
Giesen, at p 294, comments that: 'Judicial attitudes which stress the primacy of the patient's right to self-determination
prevail ... also in civil law traditions on this (i.e. the European) side of the Atlantic, at least those with a more developed
body of case law ..•. In Civil Law countries, risk-disclosure standards set by the courts prevail to the exclusion of
traditional professional standards of disclosure, particularly so in jurisdictions which emphasise the individual's right to
freedom from non-consensual invasion of such interests (mostly delict-protected) as bodily integrity.' Of great interest
too are his particular comments (at p 29S) on German and Swiss law: 'Both legal systems take as their starting point the
patient's human right to decide for himself what shall be done to his body, and this principle is in no way reduced or
limited by considerations which would allow the medical profession to override the patient's own will with paternalistic
views of what is best for him. The duty of disclosure exists to ensure that the patient can make an informed decision, in
the words of the Swiss Federal Court, en connaissance de cause. This implies that the patient, on the one hand, is aware
of the possible consequences of the proposed medical procedure, its risks and possible side-effects and, on the other
hand, that he retains his absolute discretion. in the knowledge of his entire situation, to make a decision of his own - even
if this decision is one which others (such as the medical profession or a responsible body of medical opinion in the
Maynard or Sidaway sense) would consider to be inappropriate ('verfehlt'), unreasonable ('unvemOnftig'), or untenable
('unvertretbar'). '
Van Oosten fn 140 supra where he states at p 414 of his thesis: "When it comes to a straight choice between patient
autonomy and medical paternalism, there can be little doubt that the former is decidedly more in conformity with
contemporary notions of and emphasis on human rights and individual freedoms and a modem professionalised and
consumer-orientated society than the latter, which stems largely from a bygone era predominantly marked by presently
outmoded partriarchal attitudes. The fundamental principle of self-determination puts the decision to undergo or refuse a
medical intervention squarely where it belongs, namely with the patient. It is, after all, the patient's life or health that is
at stake and important though his life and health as such may be, only the patient is in a position to determine where they
rank in his order of priorities, in which the medical factor is but one of a number of considerations that influence his
decision whether or not to submit to the proposed intervention. But even where medical considerations are the only ones
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decisions of the Australian Courts of the standards of disclosure required of a doctor
in treating a patient, namely F v R 1s7 , a decision of the Full Court of the Supreme
Court of South Australia and Rogers v Whitaker lSB , a decision of the High Court of
Australia. In both cases the matter was approached on the basis of the doctor's duty of
care to the patient, breach of which would constitute negligence on the doctor's part.
Ackermann J pointed out that the matter is approached somewhat differently in South
African law, the enquiry being whether the defence ofvolenti nonjit injuria. has been
established and in particular whether the patient's consent has been a prope!ly
informed consent. He observed that on either approach the same, or virtually
identical, matters of legal policy are involved ls9 • Ackermann J supported the view of
King J in F v R I60 that the ultimate question is not whether the defendant's conduct
accords with the practices of his profession or some part of it, but whether it conforms
to the standards of reasonable care demanded by the law. That is a question for the
Court and the duty of deciding it cannot be delegated to any profession or group in the
community. Ackermann J observed that in Rogers v Whitaker Mason CJ and Brennon
J, Dawson J, Toohey J and McHugh J in ajointjudgment trenchantly criticised the socalled 'Bolam principle' and its application in Sidaway and quoted its formulation by
Lord Scarman in that case at p 48 to 49 161 • He noted out that the court in this case

157
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IS9
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that come into play, the cardinal principle of self-determination still demands that the ultimate and informed decision to
undergo or refuse the proposed intervention should be that ofthe patient and not that of the doctor."
F (1983) 33 SASR 189
Roger& (1993) 67 AUR47
He quoted from the judgment of King CJ in F." R at p 191 to illustrate this commonality: "Determination ofthe scope of
the doctor's duty to disclose involves consideration of two values which are sometimes in conflict, namely the duty of
the doctor to act in what he conceives to be the best interests ofthe patient and the right of the patient to control his own
life and to have the information necessary to do so. The decided cases in England have tended to place the emphasis on
the former value and in consequence to formulate the test of negligence largely, and sometimes exclusively, in terms of
the extent of disclosure required by the practice prevailing in the medical profession .. In the United States, and to some
extent in Canada. there is a tendency to place greater weight on the patient's right to receive the information which is
necessary for an informed decision as to whether to undergo the proffered treatment, that is to say on what is often
termed in the United States "the right of self-determination", eg Canterbury 11 Spence « 1992) 464 F (2d) 772); Reibl."
Hughes «(1980) 114 DLR (3d) 1)." and at p 193-4: "Finally the question must be: "Has the doctor in the disclosure or
lack of disclosure which has occurred, acted reasonably in the exercise of his professional skill and judgment, or, as
Bristow J put it in Chatterton." Gerson ([1981] 1 All ER 257), in the way a careful and responsible doctor in similar
circumstances would have done?" In answering that question much assistance will be derived from evidence as to the
practice obtaining in the medical profession. I am unable to accept, however, that such evidence can be decisive in all
circumstances: Goode ." Nash «(1979) 21 SASR 419 (FC». There is great force in the following passage from the
judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada in Reibl." Hughe& «1980) 114 DLR (3d) 1 at 13):'To allow expert medical
evidence to determine what risks are material and, hence, should be disclosed and, correlatively, what risks are not
material is to hand over to the medical profession the entire question of the scope of the duty of disclosure, including the
question whether there had been a breach of that duty. Expert medical evidence is, of course, relevant to findings as to
the risks that reside in or are a result of recommended surgery or other treatment. It will also have a bearing on their
materiality but this is not a question that is to be concluded on the basis of the expert medical evidence alone. The issue
under consideration is a different issue from that involved where the question is whether the doctor carried out his
professional activities by applicable professional standards. What is under consideration here is the patient's right to
know what risks are involved in undergoing or forgoing certain surgery or other treatment. '"
F." R fn 157 supra
Roger& fn 158 supra "The Bolam principle may be formulated as a rule that a doctor is not negligent if he acts in
accordance with a. practice ac~pted at the time as proper by a responsible body of medical opinion even though other
doctors adopt a dIfferent practIce. In short. the law imposes the duty of care: but the standard of care is a matter of
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pointed out that in Australia, particularly in the field

o~ non-disclosure

of risk and the

provision of advice and information, the Bolam principle has been discarded and,
instead, the courts have adopted the principle that, while evidence of acceptable
medical practice is a useful guide for the courts, it is for the courts to adjudicate on
what is the appropriate standard of care after giving weight to "the paramount
consideration that a person is entitled to make his own decisions about his life".
Ackermann J considered the criticism by the Australian court in Rogers of the terms
'the patients right of self-determination' and 'informed consent' as used by the
American authorities 162. Ackermann J held that for consent to operate as a defence the
following requirements must inter alia be satisfied:
(a)

the consenting party must have had knowledge and been aware of the nature
and extent of the harm or risk;

(b)

the consenting party must have appreciated and understood the nature and
extent of the harm or risk;

(c)

the consenting party must have consented to the harm or assumed the risk;

(d)

the consent must be comprehensive, that is extend to the entire transaction,
inclusive of its consequences'.

He held with regard to the criticism in Rogers v Whitakerl63 of the expression
"informed consent" that the position in South African law is quite different and the

162

163

medical judgment." The Court in Rogers v Whitaker (fu 158 supra at p 50) indicated the following shortcoming in the
Bolam approach as applied in Sidaway: "One consequence of the application of the Bolam principle to cases involving
the provision of advice or infonnation is that, even if a patient asks a direct question about the possible risks or
complications, the making of that inquiry would logically be of little or no significance; medical opinion detennines
whether the risk should or should not be disclosed and the express desire of a particular patient for infonnation or advice
does not alter that opinion or the legal significance of that opinion. The fact that the various majority opinions in
Sidaway, for example, suggest that, over and above the opinion of a respectable body of medical practitioners, the
questions of a patient should truthfully be answered (subject to the therapeutic privilege) indicates a shortcoming in the
Bolam approach. The existence of the shortcoming suggests that an acceptable approach in point of principle should
recognise and attach significance to the relevancc.ofa patient's question."
The criticism of the former expression was on the basis that, while perhaps suitable 'to cases where the issue is whether
a person has agreed to the general surgical procedure or treatment', it was of little assistance in 'the balancing process
that is involved in the determination of whether there has been a breach of the duty of disclosure'. This criticism struck
Ackerman J as being "somewhat paradoxical" when regard is had to the court's own endorsement of 'the paramount
consideration that a person is entitled to make his own decisions about his life'. In any event, said Ackerman J, it did not
seem to be appropriate when applied to the position in South African law, where the issue is treated not as one of
negligence, arising from the breach of a duty of care, but as one of consent to the injury involved and the assumption of
an unintended risk. He said that in the South African context the doctor's duty to disclose a material risk must be seen in
the contractual setting of an unimpeachable consent to the operatio'n and its sequelae (see Van Wyk v Lewis fn 3 supra at
451; Correira v Berwind [fn 47 supra] at p 63 and Verhoefv Meyer (supra at 32 et seq of the unreported Transvaal
Provincial Division judgment and p 26-9 of the unreported Appellate Division judgment». He referred with approval to
the statement of Van Oosten (fn 140 supra) that: "South African law generally classifies volenti non fit injuria,
irrespective of whether it takes the narrower form of consent to a specific harm or the wider form of assumption of the
risk of harm, as a ground of justification (regverdigingsgrond) that excludes the unlawfulness or wrongfulness element
ofa crime or delict."
Rogers fn 158 supra. The criticism was to the effect that "... consent is relevant to actions framed in trespass, not in
negligence. AnglO-Australian law has rightly taken the view that an aJlegation that the risks inherent in a medical
procedure have not been disclosed to the patient can only found an action in negligence and not in trespass ... "
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expression is an appropriate one. Ackermann J stressed as being of particular
importance the conclusion of the court in Rogers that:

"The law should recognise that a doctor has a duty to warn a patient of a material risk
inherent in the proposed treatment; a risk is material if, in the circumstances of the particular
case, a reasonable person in the patient's position, if warned of the risk, would be likely to
attach significance to it or if the medical practitioner is or should reasonably be aware that the
particular patient, if warned of the risk, would be likely to attach significance to it. This duty
is subject to the therapeutic privilege."

He said that this test bears a very close resemblance to the blending of the 'reasonable
patient' minimum with the individual patient 'additional needs test' proposed by
Giesen and held that the above formulation laid down in Rogers v Whitaker, suitably
adapted to the needs of South African jurisprudence, should be adopted in South
Africa. In the view of Ackermann J it is "in accord with the fundamental right of
individual autonomy and self-determination to which South African law is moving".
He noted that this formulation also sets its face against paternalism, from many other
species whereof South Africa "is now turning away" and that it is in accord with
developments in common law countries like Canada, the United States of America
and Australia, as well as judicial views on the continent of Europe. Ackermann J ruled
that the majority view in Sidaway must be regarded as out of harmony with medical
malpractice jurisprudence in other common law countries. He concluded that in South
African law, for a patient's consent to constitute a justification that excludes the
wrongfulness of medical treatment and its consequences, the doctor is obliged to warn
a patient so consenting of a material risk inherent in the proposed treatment; a risk
being material if, in ,the circumstances of the particular case: a reasonable person in
the patient's position, if warned of the risk, would be likely to attach significance to it;
or the medical practitioner is or should reasonably be aware that the particular patient,
if warned of the risk, would be likely to attach significance to it. This obligation is
subject to the therapeutic privilege, whatever the ambit of the so-called 'privilege'
may today still be.

Ackermann J observed that expert medical evidence would be relevant to determine
what risks inhere in or are the result of particular treatment (surgical or otherwise) and
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might also have a bearing on their materiality but, in the words of the Supreme Court
of Canada in Reibl v Hughes l64 :

''this is not a question that is to be concluded on the basis of expert medical evidence alone".
The ultimate question, as King CJ stated in F v R, is "whether (the defendant's conduct)
conforms to the standard of reasonable care demanded by the law. That is a question for the
Court and the duty of deciding it cannot be delegated to any profession or group in the
community. "

Ackermann J then turned to the facts and found that Scott J was clearly correct in
finding that defendant had mentioned to plaintiff the repositioning of the areolae and
that she had agreed to it. He said that apart from denying that he gave an undertaking
that the plaintiff would not, as a consequence of the operation, suffer any loss of
sensation in her areolae' or nipples, the defendant's evidence was undisputed that the
inevitable consequence of a subcutaneous mastectomy is total loss of sensation in
these areas. It was, said Ackermann J, in the highest degree unlikely that defendant
would have given an undertaking that was impossible of fulfilment. He noted that
according to the defendant, he explained to plaintiff that the operation was not one to
be embarked on lightly and that there were many complications involving, inter alia,
physical complications in respect of her breasts. He says he specifically mentioned to
her that the dominant blood supply, which passes through the breast tissue, would be
completely removed and that consequently the risk of complications of damage to the
skin was very great. He also mentioned to her that complications of infection and
bleeding could occur. It was not suggested by the plaintiff, nor seriously contended on
her behalf, that as an intelligent lay person she was ignorant of the fact that a
compromised blood supply could lead to permanent damage of skin and tissue
(including her areolae). Ackermann J held that in the circumstances, Scott J was fully
warranted in his finding that the plaintiff was aware of the risks involved in the
transposition of her areolae. Ackerman J found that here was no merit in the
complaint that plaintiff was allowed to labour under the misapprehension that the
repositioning of her areolae was prophylactically essential and not merely cosmetic.
At no stage did plaintiff indicate that she was unaware of the true position in this
regard. He said it was difficult to see how she could have been. The purpose of the
operation was to remove as much of the breast tissue as possible in order to provide a
164

Reihl fh 130 supra
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prophylaxis against cancer in the future. This plaintiff was aware of. The
repositioning of the nipples could not be thought to further this end. In his view Scott
J was correct in concluding that the evidence was insufficient to establish that the
particular type of subcutaneous mastectomy and prosthesis insertion practised by the
defendant involved a materially higher risk than if a two-stage procedure was used.
Ackermann J also upheld Scott J's conclusions concerning the allegations of post
operative negligence on the part of the defendant. He found that the expert evidence
plaintiff fell far short of proving, on a balance of probability, that defendant was
negligent in not taking the steps indicated. In the view of Ackermann J the plaintiff
had proved on a clear balance of probability:
(a)

that she developed post-operative sepsis in her breasts which manifested itself
no later than 14 August and became systemic and continued to be systemic
until at least 24 August;

(b)

that defendant became aware of this sepsis on 16 August; and
that the organism, or one of the organisms, causing such sepsis was resistant to
the antibiotics which had been prophylactically prescribed by defendant for
plaintiff.

He observed that on the facts as found, defendant was therefore negligent in not
following such a procedure when he suspected infection on 16 August. A swab was
only taken 12 days later. Had the swab been taken on 16 August, the appropriate
antibiotic would have been prescribed and the infection effectively treated that much
sooner. He said that the final important question is to determine what causal role
defendant's negligent failure in this regard played in the sequelae suffered by plaintiff
and the consequent damage sustained by her. Ackermann J found that the necrosis
suffered by plaintiff in her breast had become

irreversi~le

not later than 48 hours after

the operation, i.e. by the evening of 9 August, and certainly well before any infection
set in or could reasonably be diagnosed. As found, he said, the defendant cannot be
held liable in law for the sequelae of the necrosis. It was clear that the necrosis was at
least the predominant and major cause of the restorative and reconstructive surgery
and medical treatment, for the plaintiff's subsequent periods in hospital and for the
pain, discomfort and other trauma suffered by plaintiff in consequence thereof. It was
impossible, on the evidence, to establish that defendant's negligence in failing to treat
the infection timeously and properly played any role at all in the harm ultimately
suffered by plaintiff. Ackermann J held that it certainly was not sufficiently causally
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connected therewith in the sense mentioned in Blyth v Van den Heever '6'.Ackermann J
held that the best that could be done, under the circumstances, was to compensate
plaintiff for the additional period of pain, suffering, illness, discomfort and anxiety
she had to endure because of the defendant's failure to treat her infection properly and
timeously. This period was fairly represented by the period of delay in taking the
swab for microbiological testing. This was a period of 12 days. In his view a sum of
R 7 500 would fairly and adequately compensate plaintiff in this regard ..
Ackermann J ruled that the appeal accordingly succeeded with costs.

Discussion
Informed consent is about patient autonomy and the right of self-determination. As
such, it is submitted that it is a

doc~ne

that is entirely in keeping with the values and

principles within the South African Constitution. However long before the decision in
Castell the maxim volenti non fit iniuria has yielded a defence of consent to intended
harm in South African law '66 • Boberg observes that consent freely and lawfully given
by a person who has the legal capacity to give it justifies the conduct consented to,
making lawful the infliction of the ensuing harni. It is therefore a defence that
operates by negativing unlawfulness l67 • Why then was it specifically necessary for the
court in Castell to recognize a doctrine of informed consent? Is the latter wider than
16!5
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Blyth fu 42 supra at p 208A and p 223C-G
For example in Stoffberg v Ellioll (fn 14 supra) and Esterhuizen 11 Administrator Transvaal (fn 3 supra).
Boberg (fn 20 supra) p 724. He notes. however. that modem law has grafted another limb onto the volenti principle
which. it is generally agreed has 'bred a nest of troubles'. Variously called 'voluntary assumption of risk' and 'consent to
risk of harm' this concept, he says, conveys the notion that a person who willingly encounters a known and appreciated
danger forfeits any right to compensation if the risk materialises to cause him harm. Precisely why this should be so.
says Boberg, is not clear. He says that most writers seem to see it simply as an extension of the volenti principle to
liability based on negligence. Since Aquilian liability can arise from intention or negligence a sense of symmetry
engenders the belief that volenti nonfit injuria should exclude responsibility on either basis, consent condoning harm
caused intentionally, voluntary assumption of risk excusing hann caused negligently. He states that not all the
implications of this approach arc acceptable. Boberg notes that undeterred by jurisprudential qualms South African
courts have repeatedly affirmed the existence of the defence of voluntary assumption of risk and endorsed Innes Cl's
summary of its requirements in Waring & Gil/ow v Sherbourne 1904 TS 340. However. its theoretical foundation
received short shrift in earlier decisions and even the Appellate Division in Lampert 11 HeJer NO 1955 (2) SA 507 (A)
avoided assigning it a definite juridical niche. Nor says Boberg was it then necessary to separate voluntary assumption of
risk from contributory negligence for both were complete defences. Boberg notes that the belief that a person should be
entitled to encounter a danger without losing his right against a party negligently responsible for creating it - in other
words that factual assumption of risk should not be equated to legal assumption of risk - finds expression in the bargain
theory associated with Glanville Williams. The latter requires 'an express or implied bargain between the parties
whereby the plaintiff gave up his right of action for negligence. Boberg notes that Glanville Williams says that to
dispense with this 'is to ignore the chain of cases deciding that knowledge is not tantamount to consent. Consent, in
modem law, means agreement, and it would be much better if the latter word replaced the former'. Boberg notes that
acceptance of the bargain theory makes consent indistinguishable from waiver. He states that unfortunately this approach
seemed to the Appellate Division to place 'an unduly heavy onus upon the defendant and ... not to accord with the
general term of our own decisions'. In rejecting it. the court committed our law to the equation of factual with legal
acceptance of a foreseen risk. Nor. says Boberg does the court's criterion of consent give proper effect to the subjective
character of the volenti defence that the court itself insisted upon. For it is not really a subjective test of consent at all: it
is a subjective test ofJoresight which, once established, is deemed objectively to amount to consent.
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the principle volenti non fit injuria?168 In the judgment of the court in Castell,
Ackermann J found that whereas in English (and Australian) law the issue of consent
to medical treatment is approached on the basis of the doctor's duty of care to the

168

Van Dosten FFW in 'Castell v Dc Grccff and the Doctrine of Informed Consent: Medical Paternalism ousted in favour
of Patient Autonomy' 1995 De Jure 164-179 states: "Ordinarily, lawful consent is out of the question unless the
consenting party knows what it is he consents to. Since the patient is usually a layman in medical matters, knowledge
and appreciation on his part can only be effected by appropriate information. In this way, adequate information becomes
a requisite of knowledge and appreciation and, therefore, also of lawful consent. In the absence of information, real
consent will be lacking. In turn this means that the informed consent requisite saddles the doctor, as an expert, with a
corresponding legal duty to provide the patient with the necessary information to ensure knowledge and appreciation and
hence, real consent on the patient's part." He notes that the informed consent requisite has met with strong resistance in
medical quarters. This is particularly borne out by the multitude of paternalistically inclined objections voiced by the
medical profession &gainst the doctor's duty of disclosure. Van Oosten observes that while it may be true that the doctor
is medically in the best position to judge the necessity or desirability of an intervention, considerations other than
medical ones arc often also relevant to the patient's decision to undergo or refuse an intervention. Such considerations,
he says, fall outside the doctor's scope of competence. But even, he say, where medical considerations arc the only ones,
the ultimate decision to undergo or forego a medical intervention should rest with the patient as master of his own body
and life and not with the doctor. Moreover the doctor's duty to heal is not absolute but relative. Van Oosten hails Castell
as a landmark in South African medical law in general and the law of consent to medical interventions in particular. He
says it not only espouses some new principles but also reinforccs in sometimes stronger terms than before already
existing oncs. Firstly, he says, the court clearly opted for patient autonomy over medical paternalism and shifted the
emphasis from a medical professional standard of disclosure to a patient autonomy standard of disclosure. He observes
that prior to Castell, the courts while accepting and recognising a duty to inform on the doctor's part seemed to vacillate
between them conflicting notions of the patient's right to self-determination and on the one hand and the reasonable
doctor test on the other. Secondly, he notes that the court rightly proceeded from ~he assumption that the decision to
undergo or refuse a medical intervention is, in the final analysis, that of the patient and not that ofthe doctor and that the
court's stance is logically consistent insofar as the right to refuse and the right to consent to medical interventions arc the
reverse sides of the same coin. Thirdly, says van Oosten, in terms ofthe 'material risk' standard of disclosure espoused
by the court, the question is apparently no longer whether or not the medical profession assesses the risk or danger as
serious or typical or unusual or remote or whether or not the reasonable doctor would have disclosed the risk or danger
in question. Instead the question is now whether or not the reasonable patient would have regarded the risk or danger as
significant, or whether or not the doctor was or could have been aware that the individual patient would regard the risk
or danger as significant. He says the shift in emphasis from a professional-oriented test of disclosure to a patient oriented
test of disclosure represents a radical departure from existing law and an important judicial innovation in the sphere of
the doctor's duty to inform. Fourthly, states van Oesten, although the court gave recognitions to the so-called
'therapeutic privilege' its approach to the defence is to some extent ambivalent. On the one hand the court appears to
accept that therapeutic privilege sets a limit to the doctor's duty of disclosure while on the other it seems to associate the
defence with medical paternalism. He observes that it can hardly be denied that the term 'therapeutic privilege' is less
than fortunate insofar as it implies a professional discretion to forego disclosure and hence contains an element of
medical paternalism. At the same time, he states, it is equally true that a definite need for a legal defence to nondisclosure exists in cases where the harm caused by the disclosure would outweigh the harm caused by the nondisclosure. Van Oosten comments that the obvious and appropriate legal defence in this contcxt is necessity as a
justification. He says that not only is necessity as ajustification designed to resolve conflicts of interests but it is also one
of the recognised and accepted defences to non-consensual medical interventions. in emergency situations.
Fifthly, says van Oosten, the court prefers to place the doctor's duty of disclosure and its concomitant, the patient's
informed consent, within the framework of the wrongfulness element (with l}olenli non fit Injuria or voluntary
assumption of the risk of harm as a justification) rather than the fault element of delict. Si~ly, Van Oosten states that
insofar as the court's remarks appear to suggest that the doctor is also under a contractual obligation to furnish the
patient with information they raise some points of interest. Docs this mean that at least for purposes of contracts between
doctors/hospitals and patients, the patient's consensus is synonymous with or equivalent to volenti non fit injuria? If so,
must the patient's consensus comply with the requirements of volenti non fit injuria to qualify as valid? If so is the
doctor's duty ofdisclosurc one of the naturalia or a tacit term of the contract between the doctorlhospital and patient? If
so, are the patient's personality rights of "bodily integrity" and "autonomous agency" by implication also afforded
contractual protection? Van Oosten states that if this is what the courts remarks add up to, contractual protection of the
patient's personality rights would nevertheless be incomplete since breach of contract on the doctor's part which violates
the patient's personality rights would entitle the latter to no more than an award of pecuniary damages. Ifnon-disclosure
were to result in a non-consensual medical intervention which violates that patient's personality rights without causing
him patrimonial loss, his remedies would be restricted to a delictual action for sentimental damages or a charge of
criminal assault or injuria. According to van Oosten, this is not to say that breach of contract may not in specific
circumstances constitute an appropriate cause of action. Where a patient specifically contracts with a doctor for
disclosure of the diagnosis or for the disclosure of all of the consequences and complications of and alternatives to the
proposed intervention, and the doctor fails to keep his side of the bargain, contractual liability for patrimonial loss is
quite conceivable. Lastly, he says, the court appears to have introduced the patient's right to self-determination or
freedom of choice as a new category of personality rights into South African medical law and wider than the right to
physical integrity. He cites as an example the taking ora doctor of blood or tissue samples without the patient's informed
consent and notes that it amounts to a violation of the patient's right to privacy or freedom of choice but not to a
violation of his bodily integrity. He notes that since liability for civil andlor criminal assault would be out of the question
in these instances the patient's recourse would seem to lie in civil andlor criminal injuria as the most obvious currently
existing delict and crime under which such a new category of personality rights can be accommodated.
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patient, the breach of which woul~ constitute negligence on the doctor's part, in South
African law it is treated as falling under the defence of volenti non fit injuria, the
enquiry being whether the said defence has been established and, in particular,
whether the patient's consent has been a properly informed consent. However, on
either approach the same, or virtually identical, matters of legal policy are involved.
Later on in the judgment Ackermann J states once again that: "It is important, in my
view, to bear in mind that in South African law (which would seem to differ in this
regard from English law) consent by a patient to medical" treatment is regarded as
falling under the defence of volenti non fit injuria, which would justify an otherwise
wrongful delictual act."

Ackermann J stated that in any event, it did not seem to be appropriate when applied
to the position in South African law, where the issue is treated not as one of
negligence, arising from the breach of a duty of care, but as one of consent to the
injury involved and the assumption of an unintended risk. In the South African
context the doctor's duty to disclose a material risk must be seen in the contractual
setting of an unimpeachable consent to the operation and its sequelae (see Van Wyk v
Lewis l69 ; Correira v Berwincf 70 ). It is submitted that this is simply an endorsement of

the principle of volenti nonfit injuria since these cases were decided long before any
debate concerning informed consent. From the passage quoted above, the question of
whether the standard of disclosure should be that of the reasonable doctor or the
reasonable patient did not seem to be a point of difference between the principles of
volenti non fit injuria and informed consent either according to Ackermann J. The

appeal court therefore disagreed with the court a quo essentially on only one point of
law l71

-

the standard of disclosure. Scott J's refusal to acknowledge aspects of the

doctrine of informed consent appears to have been linked directly to his preference for
the reasonable standard of disclosure and so this is not a second point of difference
between his decision and that of Ackermann J. It is consequently submitted that the
doctrine of informed consent in South African law is essentially just another term for
the application of the maxim volenti non fit injuria and that the main issue that was
169
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Van Wyk fu 3 supra at p 451
Correira fu 47 supra at p 630
Ackermann J disagreed with Scott J on only one small factual aspect of the case, namely that there was an undue delay
on the part of the defendant in sending a swab for microbiological testing resulting in an additional period of pain,
suffering, illness, discomfort and anxiety that she had to endure and for which the court considered R7 500 was adequate
compensation.
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clarified or settled in Castell was nature of the standard of disclosure to be used in
a btaining informed consent.

Strauss, writing before the decision in Castell v de Greef, points out that knowledge
and appreciation are the two basic elements of consent l72 • He notes that in our time,
patient autonomy - the right to self-determination as opposed to the traditional
attitude of medical paternalism- is increasingly emphasised by lawyers and doctors
alike. The judgment of Ackermann J in Castell was clearly looking to the provisions
in the constitutional Bill of Rights although at the time when the claim arose, the
Constitution was still in its infancy. Strauss maintains that legally here would
ordinarily be no duty upon the doctor to inform the patient fully of the diagnosis. He
says that the diagnosis concerns the question 'why?' and may be based on a
complexity of symptoms and involve some scientific assessment of the case on the
basis of the doctor's knowledge, skill and experience. Strauss observes that it may be
impractical to attempt giving the patient in layman's language, a gen~ral indication of
the diagnosis and that the full diagnosis must generally be given only where the
patient stipulates this as a condition to giving his consent to an operation or treatment.
It is submitted that the question of disclosure of a diagnosis should rather be
approached from the perspective of whether there is a good reason to withhold a
diagnosis from a patient. If there is no such reason, the diagnosis should be shared
with the patient along with other relevant information I 73. This approach is more
172
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Strauss fn 29 supra at p 8
Cultural issues can impact significantly upon attitudes to informed consent. Annas, G J and Miller F H 'The Empire of
Death: How Culture and Economic Affect Consent in the US. the UK and Japan'. American Journal of Law and
Medicine Vol XX No 4 1994 discuss an interesting theory that the content and style of imparting medical information
can profoundly affect a country's total health expenditure. They explore the cultural role and the economic impact of
telling patients about what doctors actually know - or don't know- about their medical conditions and about therapy that
might help (but could also harm) them. They note that initially in the IS. judicial opinions described the requirement of
consent to medical treatment as necessary to avoid the intentional tort of battery but by the 1970s courts had begun to
reformulate the physician's duty to inform as a negligencc concept, required by the fiduciary nature of the doctor-patient
relationship. Doctors had been telling patients relatively little and informed consent became recognised as necessary to
promote 'shared decision-making'. They note that it soon became not only a legal doctrine promoting self-determination
but a core ethical principle as well. Informed consent requirements implement the fundamental principle that 'adults are
entitled to accept or reject health care interventions on the basis of their own personal values and in furtherance of their
personal goals'. They observe that in the US informed consent is well entrenched in theory but in practice patient
autonomy continues to be elusive for many reasons. First, patients (particularly seriously ill ones) remain abjectly
dependent on their physicians, who still make choices for them because of the information inequality between doctor and
patient. It has been estimated that more than 70 percent of all expenditures for personal health care are the result of
decisions of physicians. Moreover, say the authors, the way in which physicians impart information influences patient
choicc. For example patients tend to go along with therapy their physicians recommend when probably outcomes are
discussed in terms of survival percentages, but reject it when those very same outcomes are presented in terms of death
statistics. Secondly, state the authors, although the US has a capitalistic, market-driven economy and views medicine as
a private good, public expenditure on health care accounts for more than forty percent of the approximately one trillion
dollars that Americans will spend on health care in 1995. They note that financial incentives in the system may
overwhelm the legal pressure to inform patients adequately. In commenting on his study suggesting that fully half of the
coronary angiograms done in the US are unnecessary. Thomas B Graboys explained the difficulties cardiologists have in
exploring diagnostic and treatment options with their patient and concluded thus - "It is [just] easier to say we will do
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consistent with the patient's rights to human dignity, self-determination and
autonomy 174. The list of complaints by' the medical profession against· informed
consent includes the following•

It wastes valuable time that could be spend rendering treatment to the ill, in

part because patients do not understand what they are told and in part because

they do no want to be informed;
•

It undermines the trust which patients need to repose in their doctors if they

are to be successfully treated;
•

It requires disclosure of information about the possibility of risks of induced
treatment or failure of the treatment that may lead to a psychologically selffulfilling prophecy.

•

The goal of disclosure of information to patients - that they may make their
own choice about treatment - is illusory because disclosure can (and indeed
usually will) be made by the physician in such as way as to assure that the
patient agrees to the treatment

•

For some patients the disclosure of information needlessly frightens them,
possibly to the extent that they refuse necessary treatment.

•

Some patients· have already made up their minds before they acquire the
information that the informed consent doctrine requires and the receipt of the
information does not change their decision l " .

The individual's right of self-determination has been referred to elsewhere in South
African law, most notably for present purposes in Clark v Hurst No and Others 176 • In
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the angiogram and other invasive studies, and we will get paid five times as much". In the UK informed consent
doctrine downplays patient choice in comparison with the US. Inter alia, say the authors, this is because in the UK
medical care has long been viewed as B publicly provided good, and choices are constrained, by among other things, the
total budget government commits to medical services. They point out that consumer advocates in Britain have not been
silent in the wake of Sidaway v Bethlehem Royal Hospital Governors I All ER 643, 646 (1985) endorsing the Bolam test
and are not persuaded that physicians alone should set the disclosure rules. Consumer complaints about continuing
medical paternalism had some effect in the UK when the NHS took the reservation expressed by Lord Bridge in Sidaway
concerning the Bolam test seriously and issued Patient Consent to Examination or Treatment, and a Guidl1to Consent
for Exam.inIJtion or Treatment to all NHS doctors in September 1990. The NHS intended these documents to govern
NHS practice and included the statement "where treatment carries substantial risks the patient must be advised of this by
the doctor so that consent may be well-informed".
Palmisano D J 'Informed Consent' Intrepid &sources points out that informed consent is a legal doctrine in America
that is defined in alISO states as a consent to treatment obtained after adequate disclosure. He notes that what is
considered to be 'adequate disclosure' varies from state to state. Informed consent is defined in most states as a consent
obtained after telling the patient the following: the diagnosis; the nature of the proposed treatment; the name of the
procedure; a description in layman's terms; risks associated with that treatment; alternatives and associated risks; and
risk of no treatment. (http://www.intrepidresQurces comlhtml/informed consent html )
Meisel A 'The 'Exceptions' to the Informed Consent Doctrine: Striking a Balance Betwccn Competing Values in
Medical Decisionmaking (1979) Wis. L. Rev. 413 at 460 n. 153 as cited by COtt A, 'Telling the Truth? Disclosure,
Therapeutic Privilege and Intersexuality in Children' Health Law Journal Vol 8, 2000 P199
Clarke fn S5 supra
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this case the court referred to the American case of In the matter of Claire Conroy

In

where it was stated that on balance the right to self-determination ordinarily
outweighs any countervailing State interests (in preservation of the individual's life)
and competent persons generally are permitted to refuse medical treatment even at the
risk of death. Thirion J observed in Clarke that in South African law, the Court would
not simply weigh the patient's interest in freedom from non-consensual invasion of
his bodily integrity against the interest of the state in preserving life or the belief in
the sanctity of human life; nor would it necessarily hold that the individual's right to
self-determination and privacy always outweighs society's interest in the preservation
of life. Furthermore, he said, in South African law a person who assists another to
commit suicide may, depending on the circumstances of the particular case, be guilty
of murder or culpable homicide l78 .

In C v Minister Of Correctional Services l79 Kirk-Cohen J stated that consent is a
defence to many acts which would otherwise be a delict. An obvious example is
consent to surgery. In recent years the idea that consent must be 'informed consent'
has found favour with our Courts (he referred to Castell v de Greef in this regard) He
noted that in regard to surgery, informed consent postulates full knowledge of the
risks involved and, after being made aware thereof by the surgeon, the patient is then
entitled to exercise his 'fundamental right to self-determination'180.

It is important to point out, with regard to the future of the doctrine of informed
consent in South Africa that the National Health Act, which was passed by Parliament
in 2003 makes detailed provision for informed consent in sections 6 and 7. The
doctrine of informed consent has therefore become codified in South African law.
Section 7 states subject to section 8 a health service may not be provided to a user
without the user's informed consent unless -
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Conroy 98 NJ 321; 486 A 2d 1209 (NJ 1985)
Ex parte Minister van Justisie: In re S v Groljohn fu S9 supra
C 1996 (4) SA 292 (T)
As far as blood tests are concerned, Kirk-Cohen cited Seeta/ v Pravitha and Another NO 1983 (3) SA 827 (D) in which
the headnote reads 828A-B: "A blood test on an adult without his consent is unquestionably an invasion of his privacy.
On the other hand, the privacy of the individual is not in law "absolutely inviolable. The debate about compulsory blood
tests amounts to a showdown between the idea that the truth should be discovered whenever possible and the idea that
personal privacy should be respected. Both ideas are important but neither is sacrosanct. The resolution of that debate
will depend largely upon the store the Court sets by each idea, on its own sense of priority in that regard."
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(a) the user is unable to give informed consent and such consent is given by a
person:
(i) mandated by the user in writing to grant consent on his or her behalf; or
(ii) authorised to give such consent in terms of any law or court order;
(b) the user is unable to give informed consent and no person is mandated or

authorised to give such consent, and the consent is given by the spouse or partner
of the user or, in the absence of such spouse or partner, a parent, grandparent, an
adult child or a brother or a sister of the user, in the specific order as listed;
(c) the provision of a health service without informed consent is authorised in tenns of
any law or a court order;
(d) failure to treat the user, or group of people which includes the user, will result in a
serious risk to public health; or
(e) any delay in the provision of the health service to the user might result in his or her
death or irreversible damage to his or her health and the user has not expressly,
impliedly or by conduct refused that service."

Section 7 (2) insists that: "A health care provider must take all reasonable steps to
obtain the user's informed consent." While section 7(3) stipulates that: "For the
purposes of this section "informed consent" means consent for the provision of a
specified health service given by a person with legal capacity to do so and who has
been informed as contemplated in section 6 181 ."

Section 7 attempts to address some of the problems experienced by health care
providers in obtaining consent for the. treatment of persons who do not necessarily
have the capacity to make the necessary decisions on their own but whose lack of
capacity has not been officially recognised through some legal process. There are
many elderly people who wander in and out of senility of various degrees and who
often urgently require treatment in situations that fall far short of emergencies.
Similarly there is a large number of children in South Africa who have been orphaned
due to AIDS and whose legally recognised guardians are no longer available to give
the necessary consent to treatment on their "behalf. In fact in many cases there is no
adult relative or family member available to give such consent. At present the

181

See the discussion on infonned consent to research below where section 6 is quoted in full.
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provisions of section 39(2)182 of the Child Care Act l83 allow for application to be made
to the Minister of Health for authorisation 'of medical treatment but due to 'the large
numbers of children involved and the fact that each individual case must be
considered on its merits, this is not an ideal solution in the case of HIV and AIDS.
Application can also be made to a court of law as the High Court in South Africa is
the upper guardian of all minors but the process is once again cumbersome due to the
fact that application must be made in respect of specifically identified children and
each case must be considered on its merits. Section 39(1) of the Child Care Act
stipulates that if any medical practitioner is of opinion that it is necessary to perform
an operation upon a child or to submit him to any treatment which may not be applied
without the consent of the parent or guardian of the child, and the parent or guardian
refuses his consent to the operation or treatment, or cannot be found, or is by reason
of mental illness unable to give that consent, or is deceased, that practitioner shall
report the matter to the Minister, who may, if satisfied that the operation or treatment
is necessary, consent thereto in lieu of the parent or guardian of the child.

It is submitted that the right of the user to be informed is significantly extended by the

provisions of section 8 of the National Health Act which makes provision for
situations in which people have already received treatment in situations in which for
one reason or another their prior informed consent could not be obtained. Section 8(3)
requires the same standard and level of disclosure as for informed consent as
contemplated in section 6. Section 8 also makes provision for the participation of
users in decisions affecting their health even where the informed consent itself must
be given by another person. This is an attempt to recognise right to human dignity of
children and the elderly who, although lacking capacity to a greater or lesser degree,
may still be able to understand to some extent what is happening to them. Section 8
therefore imposes

oblig~tions

upon providers over and above those normally

contemplated by the common law doctrine of informed consent when it comes to
situations in which it is not the patient him- or herself who is giving the consent.
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According to this subsection: "Ifthe medical superintendent of a hospital or the medical practitioner acting on his or her
behalf is of opinion that an operation or medical treatment is necessary to preserve the life of a child or to save him or
her from serious and lasting physical injury or disability and that the need for the operation or medical treatment is so
urgent that it ought not to be deferred for the purpose of consulting the person who is legally competent to consent to the
operation or medical treatment, that superintendent or the medical practitioner acting on his or her behalf may give the
necessary consent."
Child Care Act No 74 of 1983
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In an unreported case Pop v Revelas in the Witwatersrand Local Division of the High
Court of South Africa handed down on 05 August 1999, the plaintiff claimed that he
had provided no consent to the doctor for the procedure that was carried out. The
doctor raised as proof of consent, the hospital consent document that had been signed
by the patient. The doctor said that that document was quite clearly what appears to be
a contract between the" patient and the hospital. It

waS

not a contract between the

patient and the doctor. No evidence was led and it was not pleaded that the document
was also a contract between the patient and the doctor.

The patient's evidence was that as far as he was concerned and understood, the
document was a contract between him and the hospital. That did not affect the
relationship between him and the doctor. The doctor's representatives argued that the
document showed that there was consent to the specific operation that was carried out.
The doctor wanted to draw the inference from the hospital consent that patient in fact
consented to something more than the removal of a callosity, which was expressly
consented to between the patient and the doctor. The difficulty for the doctor was that
the inference was never put to witnesses, The court found that there was liability by
the doctor to the patient on the basis that he carried out an operation which was not
consented to. The case stood over for determination of the quantum of damages. The
court determined that because there was no consent there was an unlawful invasion of
the physical integrity of the patient, even if that was skilfully done l84 •

The subject of informed consent in the context of medical research is a particularly
vexed one. The fact that in South African law, informed consent is based upon the
maxim volenti non fit injuria offers little protection to persons who consent to be
human guinea pigs -in clinical trials. In Canada, the 1980 Supreme Court decision in
Reibl v Hughes 18S established the Canadian standard for informed consent to
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The facts are as relayed by Dinnie D in 'Consent and Therapeutic Privilege' http://wwwdeneysreitz.co.zalnews. He
refers to another unreported judgment, Jucob~"on \I Carpenter-Kling, a 1998 decision of the Transvaal Provincial
Division of the High Court. in which an Ear Nose and Throat Specialist was sued by the patient for damages arising
from lack of infonned consent. It was alleged that there was B failure to provide infonnation on the material risks
inherent in the operation designed to relieve the patient's chronic sinusitis. Complications set in because of the leakage of
cerebrospinal fluid" Further corrective surgery was required. "Referring to the Cas/ell decision, the coun found that it was
sufficient tor a doctor to indicate the body parts on which the operation would be perfonned and to indicate "danger
areas" that might be atlected together with an indication that the required care would be exercised. The patient's claim
failed on the facts. Dinnie states in the article that in his experience, except in cases where there has been lack of
infonned consent for HIV/AIDS blood testing resulting in an injuria, lack of ill formed consent as a ground of negligence
in a malpractice claim has not successfully been pursued.
Reihl fn I SO supra
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therapeutic treatment but the leading case in that country for consent in the context of
research and experimentation in Canada is Halushka v UniversiLy of Saskatchewan el

a1 186 • In this case Justice Hall argued that the duty owed by researchers toward
prospective subjects is greater than that owed by medical practitioners to their
patients. A stricter standard of disclosure in the research context is now generally
accepted in law. Canadian legal commentators and researchers continue to cite
Halushka as the leading case on informed consent to research l87 • It is submitted that

the weakness of the Bolam test and the correctness of the approach to

info~ed

consent in South African law as evidenced by Ackermann J's decision in Castell as
being based on the reasonable patient test is highlighted by discussions on informed
consent to medical research. Why should the reasonable doctor test be applicable to
situations of medical treatment and the reasonable person test be applicable to
situations of medical research? The answer that the latter requires a higher standard of
disclosure simply begs the question. If one unpacks the issues inherent in the
difference between medical treatment and medical research they are not as obvious as
186
187

Halushka (1965),53 D.L.R. (2d) 436 (Sask. C.A)
Pullman D 'Subject Comprehension, Standards of Information Disclosure and Potential Liability in Research'
www law ualberta calcentreslhli/Ddfslhlr/v9/Dullmanfrm pdf. Pullman points out that this is understandable in that it is
one of the few cases of this nature that has made its way through the courts. He notes that while it is also the case that
established that the standard for consent to research is stricter than that applied to therapy, it can in fact be argued that
Halushka invoked a weaker standard of informed consent than that which was subsequently applied in Reibl v Hughes.
The facts of Halushka were that in 1961 the plaintiff, a student at the University of Saskatchewan volunteered to
participate in a clinical trial to test a new drug. Although 'he signed a consent form that authorized the procedure, the
physician researchers failed to inform him that the drug was a new anaesthetic about which they had little knowledge
and with which they had no prior experience. They did not inform him that he might be exposed to certain unknown
risks. Instead they assured him that there was nothing to worry about. Furthermore, while he was informed that the test
would require that a catheter be inserted into a vein in his arm, it was not explained that this catheter would pushed up
the vein and through his heart as the experiment proceeded. In fact when the catheter was advanced through the heart
chambers and the anaesthetic administered, the plaintiff suffered a complete cardiac arrest. It took approximately one
minute and thirty seconds to open his chest and separate his ribs so that manual heart massage could be performed.
Although the researchers were able to resuscitate Halushka, he suffered some brain damage with a resulting diminution
of mental ability. Justice Hall in ruling on this case acknowledged that ordinarily both medical therapy and medical
research require prior informed consent from patients/subjects. He also noted that the difference between the therapeutic
situation and the research situation may permit a different standard of informed consent in each context. This is because
although therapeutic privilege applies in the treatment context, no such privilege applies in the research context. When
the research is for scientific purposes only with no foreseeable therapeutic benefit for the patient or subject, there is
clearly no 'therapeutic privilege' in view. Thus, Justice Hall argued that the research situation places a stricter duty and
higher standard of disclosure on the physician researcher than that required in the therapeutic context. He stated that:
"In my opinion the duty imposed upon those engaged in medical research ... to those who offer themselves as a subject
for experimentation ... is at least as, if not greater than, the duty owed by the ordinary physician or surgeon to his patient.
There can be no exceptions to the ordinary requirement of disclosure in the case of research as there may well be in
ordinary medical practice ... The example of risks being properly hidden from a patient where it is important that he
should not worry can have no application in the field of research. The subject of medical experimentation is entitled to a
full and frank disclosure of all the facts probabilities and opinions which a reasonable man might be expected to consider
before giving his consent." Pullman points out that in stating his position Justice Hall invokes the reasonable person
standard of information disclosure. This standard requires that researchers disclosc as much information as any
reasonable person would expect to have in order to make an informed decision whether or not to participate in a clinical
trial. He notes that the reasonable person standard is generally viewed as a compromise between the professional
practice standard and the subjective person standard. The former requires researchers to disclose only as much
information as other researchers working in the field would nonnally disclose [the equivalent of the British Bolam test
for medical researchers]. Pullman points out that had the court relied upon the professional practice standard in
Halushka, it would have called for expert witnesses from the research community to testify with regard to standard
practice. By invoking the reasonable person standard, Justice Hall implicitly rejected the professional practice standard
says Pullman. Furthermore, by requiring "full and frank disclosurc" he set aside any appeal to therapeutic privilege as a
justification for non-disclosure of information.
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might first appear. Medical research and especially clinical trials are usually
conducted with regard to a specific illness or health condition which means 'that those
who volunteer for it must be aware of the exact nature of their diagnosis, using the
reasonabie person test, in order to be able to volunteer as a subject and to understand
the associated risks to themselves. Whilst the goal of clinical trials is clearly not
therapeutic and those participating in them should be referred to as subjects rather
than as patients, those very same people, the subjects of the clinical trial, may be
patients in the medical treatment context if the research is designed around a specific
health condition. Thus an asthmatic may be a subject in a clinical trial of a new drug
for asthma but that same person is likely to be a patient to the doctor who is treating
him for his asthma. Why then should the reasonable person test be applicable in the
clinical trial context and the reasonable provider test (~e Bolam test) be applicable in
the treatment context? The paternalism in the latter context is undeniable when one
juxtaposes the clinical trial situation and the medical treatment situation. The
argument might be raised that the risks associated with clinical trials are greater than
those associated with medical treatment. It must be pointed out, however that in
practice it is not as easy as it seems to draw a distinction between therapeutic
interventions and purely research based interventions. There can be a strongly
therapeutic aspect to a research intervention and, although some members of the
general public may find it alarming, there is often also a research element in ordinary
therapeutic interventions more particularly those involving the utilisation of
medicines 181. Systems for the reporting of adverse drug reactions are premised inter
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Noah L in 'Infonned Consent and the Elusive Dichotomy Between Standard and Experimental Therapy' American
Journal of Law and Medicine Winter 2002 points out that: "To a greater or lesser extent all medical interventions have
an experimental quality to them. Physicians try out things on their patients all the time. In many instances, we hope they
do so based on well grounded confidence in the likely utility of a particular therapy, though even then the variability of
patient response may disappoint our expectations. In far too many instances, unfortunately, physicians select
interventions that remain poorly understood. Even for those therapeutic choices subject to federal licensing
requirements, particularly pharmaceuticals, product approval does not define the point at which an investigational
intervention passes the threshold into standard therapy. Instead the research phase continues after licensure, both in the
sense that more safety data accumulates and insofar as physicians may improvise when using a product in ways not
originally contemplated. Conversely and investigational product may become the standard of care even before federal
regulators bestow their blessing on a particular use. To the extent that we encounter a spectrum rather than a bright-line
distinction between standard and experimental interventions, it becomes especially important to understand just what
might justifY heightened infonned consent requirements in the context of clinical trials and then decide whether to
extend these to atypical experimental treatments. If for instance, greater uncertainty about risks and benefits, or fears of
conflicts of interest, account for demanding and more thorough consent in the experimental context, then perhaps all
encounters between physician-investigators and patient-subjects must account for these features of their relationship (in
effect, infonned consent on a sliding scale), Such an analysis casts serious doubts on the all or nothing approach of
federal regulatory agencies and, conversely, it challenges the largely undifferentiated rules applied by the courts when
they resolve medical malpractice litigation ... For the most part, legal scholars who have addressed infonned consent
issues have paid scant attention to the special issues that arise in the research setting. In contrast, these issues have
attracted a substantial commentary among those in the biomedical research community. This relative disinterest among
legal scholars may reflect the fact that courts have not really given the topic separate consideration in the medical
malpractice context, and that administrative agencies have done so only in one aspect of complex regulatory regimes for
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alia on the fact that not every possible adverse reaction to a drug would have been

discovered in the clinical trial phase. Pharrnacovigilance programmes are intended to
provide early warning signals of previously unknown adverse effects of mediCines.
The World Health Organization defines a signal as "reported information on a
possible causal relationship between an adverse event and a drUg, the relationship·
being unknown or incompletely documented previously" 189. It has been observed l90
that before marketing a new drug many adverse drug reactions (ADRs) may either be
suspected from chemical similarity to know drugs or detected in clinical trials.
Detection if ADRs in clinical trials is hampered by the fact that rare ADRs and ADRs
with a long time to onset are difficult to detect. Since trials are carried out under
controlled circumstances, the detection of ADRs in specific popUlations, such as the
elderly, women and children, patients with chronic diseases or patients with multiple
drug use are even more difficult to detect.. Spontaneous reporting systems are
commonly used to detect new or unexpected ADRs after the marketing of drugs.
Because of methodological reasons, such as selective under-reporting, spontaneous
reporting systems can only be used to signal the possible existence of new or
unexpected ADRs. Further pharrnacoepidemiological studies are needed to evaluate
these ADRs in more detail 191 • It has also been pointed out that clinical trials have
become big business. Estimates suggest that as many as twenty million Americans
have enrolled in formal biomedical studies. The reasons given for the proliferation of
clinical trials in recent years are revealing. They include the fact that patients have
become more interested in participating as research subj ects either because their
conditions have not responded to existing treatments or because they lack insurance
coverage and resources to afford standard treatments l92 • It is submitted that the
application of the maxim volenti non fit injuria in South African law in the context of
both the doctrine of informed consent and the ordinary principles of the South African
law of delict renders discussions as to the various tests for disclosure of information,·
and the problem of logical inconsistencies in test dichotomies in the various situations

189

190

191
192

the supervision of human subject research. Juxtaposing these two systems may otTer some valuable insights because, as
it happens, the rules that evolved in these separate domains have begun to converge."
Canadian Adve,.se Drug Reaction Newslette,. Vol 8 No 3 July 1998. It is stated in the newsletter that spontaneous
reporting systems playa major role in the detection of new adverse drug reactions. In fact, in most instances it is the O!1ly
early signalling method available for newly marketed drugs and infrequently used drugs. http://wwwhc-scgc.ca
Van der Heijden PGM, van Puijenbrock EP, van Buuren S and van der Hofstede JW '00 the Assessment of Adverse
Drug Reactions From Spontaneous Reporting Systems: The Influence of Under-Reporting on Odds Ratios' Statistics in
Medicine 2002 21: 2027·2044
Van der Heijden PGM, van Puijenbrock EP, van Buuren S and van der Hofstede JW fn 190 sup,.a
Noah L fn 188 sup,.a
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encountered on the spectrum of health services delivery, largely academic. The
standard of care in the law of delict is that of the reasonable person. A person is
negligent in terms of the South African law of delict if his actions or omissions do not
measure up against those of a reasonable person in his situation. Failure to disclose a
risk which is likely, in the judgment of a reasonable person, to materially

aff~ct

a

decision of another reasonable person in consenting to a situation which includes that
risk is not, in itself, reasonable. It impairs consent and consent is a factor that vitiates
wrongfulness. Since in South Africa, medical interventions are prima facie unlawful,
a person who ensures that he or she obtains informed consent to the extent necessary
to achieve the desired exculpatory effect is therefore unlikely to attract delictual
liability should the risk materialise. The risk would have successfully been transferred
to the patient/SUbject. Although the court in Castell framed the test as the reasonable
patient test, and it is respectfully submitted, correctly S0193, one can for the purposes of
the law of delict consider this test from the perspective of the provider as well since
the test requires that the provider puts him or herself in the position of the reasonable
patient in determining the nature and level of disclosure that is required in a particular
situation. In other words the provider must ask herself what it is that a reasonable
patient in the situation of the patient before her would want to know. In doing so, the
provider must herself act reasonably. If a court then subsequently has to consider a
claim in delict, it will in applying the same test, be likely to come to the same
conclusion as did the provider when informing her patient, .concerning the nature and
extent of the disclosure that ~as required in the particular circumstances.

In the United States of America there is a Federal Policy for the Protection of Human

Subjects which deals with the subject of informed consent for research purposes.l 94

193

194

It is submitted that the reasonable patient test is logically the only one that can be applied in a system which operates
from the point of view that medical interventions arc prima facie unlawful. To apply the Bolam test would be to allow
the medical profession to be ajudge in its own case.
The disclosure requirements found in the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects at 45 CFR 46.1 16(a),
under the heading of "basic elements of informed consent," arc as follows:
I. a statement that the study involves research, an explanation of the purposes of the research and the expected duration
of the subject's participation, a description of the procedures to be followed, and identification of any procedures
which arc experimental;
2. a description of any reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts to the subject;
3. a description of any benefits to the subject or to others which may reasonably be expected from the research;
4. a disclosure of appropriate alternative procedures or courses of treatment, if any, that might be advantageous to the
subject~

5. a statement describing the extent, ifany, to which confidentiality of records identifYing the subject will be maintained~
6. for research involving morc than minimal risk (as defined in 45 CFR 46.1 02(i)), an explanation as to whether any
compensation and an explanation as to whether any medical treatments arc available if injury occurs and, if so, what
they consist of, or where further information may be obtained~
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There are no South African cases on the subject of infonned consent to research.
However the National Health Act provides in section 71 that:
(1)

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any other law, research or
experimentation on a living person may o~y be conducted(a) in the prescribed manner; and
(b) with the written consent of the person after he or she has been iriformed of
the objects of the research or experimentation and any possible positive or
negative consequences on his or her health.

(2)

Where research or experimentation is to be conducted on a minor for a
therapeutic purpose, the research or experimentation may only be conducted(a) if it is in the best interests of the minor;
(b) in such manner and on such conditions as may be prescribed;
(c) with the consent of the parent or guardian of the child; and
(d) if the minor is capable of understanding, with the consent of the minor.

(3) (a) Where research or experimentation is to be conducted on a minor for a nontherapeutic purpose, the research or experimentation may only be conducted(i) in such manner and on such conditions as may be prescribed;
(ii) with the consent of the Minister;
(iii) with the consent of the parent or guardian of the minor; and
(iv) if the minor is capable of understanding, the consent of the minor.
(a) The Minister may not give consent in circumstances where(h) the objects of the research or experimentation can also be achieved if it is
conducted on an adult;
(ii)

the research or experimentation is not likely to significantly improve
scientific

(iii) understanding of the minor's condition, disease or disorder to such an extent
that it will result in significant benefit to the minor or other minors;
7. an explanation of whom to contact for answers to pertinent questions about the research and research subjects' rights,
and whom to contact in the event of 8 research-related injury to the subject; and
8. a statement that participation is voluntary. refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which the
subjcct is otherwise entitled, and the subject may discontinue participation at anytime without penalty or loss of
benefits to which the subject is otherwise entitled (45 CFR 46.116(8».
It should be noted that these requirements could be modified or waived by an Institutional Review Board (IRB) under
certain circumstances. In addition to the basic information listed above, the U.S. regulations require that participants be
given other information that may affect their participation in research. depending on the nature of the project itself. The
U.S. regulations list six such additional disclosures (45 CFR 46.116(b». (Source: Ethical and Policy Issues in
International Research: Clinical Trials In Developing Countries Chapter 3 'Voluntary Informed Consent'
www.georgetown edu/research/nrcbllnbaclclinical/chpa3 html
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(iv) the reasons for the consent to the research or experimentation by the parent
or guardian and, if applicable, the minor are contrary to public policy;
(v)

the research or experimentation poses a significant risk to

~e

health of the

minor; or
(vi) there is some risk to the health or wellbeing of the minor and the potential
benefit of the research or experimentation does not significantly outweigh
that risk.

9.2.12

Friedman v Glicksman 195

Facts
The plaintiff alleged that:
1. When pregnant, she consulted the defendant, a specialist gynaecologist, to advise
her apropos of the risk that she might have been pregnant with a potentially
abnormal and/or disabled infant.
2. It was understood between the plaintiff and the defendant that the plaintiff wished
to terminate her pregnancy if there was any risk greater than the normal risks of
the infant being born in an abnormal and/or disabled condition.
3. An agreement was concluded in terms of which the defendant would provide such
advice in order that the plaintiff might make an informed decision on her own
behalf and on behalf of Alexandra whether to terminate the pregnancy or not.
4. In the alternative the defendant, by virtue of his professional status, was under a
duty to provide the advice to the plaintiff both in her personal capacity and on
behalf of Alexandra for the purpose set out in 3 above. In this regard he had to act
with the skill, knowledge and diligence normally exercised by other members of
his profession.
5. The defendant, having carried out certain tests, advised the plaintiff that there was
no greater risk than the normal risk of
having an abnormal and/or disabled child and that it was quite safe for her to
proceed to full term to give birth.
6. The defendant's advice was erroneous and Alexandra was born disabled on 5
March 1991.
19.5

Friedman 1996 (1) SA 1134 (W)
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7. The defendant in giving his advice had acted negligently in a number of respects.
Had he not acted in this negligent manner he would have concluded that there was
a greater than normal risk of the child being born disabled and would have advised
the plaintiff of this fact.
8. Had she received the correct advice the plaintiff would have terminated her
pregnancy forthwith.
9. The defendant's negligence was a breach of his duty of care as well as a breach of
the agreement concluded.

Based on these facts plaintiff has brought two claims - a claim in her personal
capacity for the expenses of maintaining and rearing Alexandra as well as all future
medical and hospital treatment and other special expenses and claim in her
representative capacity on behalf of Alexandra for general damages as well as a claim
for future loss of earnings.

Judgment
Goldblatt J noted that claims of ·this nature have been the subject of many reported
judgments in foreign countries and have been the subject of many academic articles
both in South Africa and abroad. He examined the terminology used for the various
claims that fell into the same category and identified some common terms which he
said do contain certain emotional and apparent value judgments which can detract
from a proper judicial approach to the issues raised. These are as follows:

'Wrongful pregnancy' refers to those cases where the parents of a healthy child bring
a claim on their own behalf for damages they themselves have suffered as a result of
giving birth to an unwanted child.

'Wrongful birth' are those claims brought by parents who claim they would have
avoided conception or terminated the pregnancy had they been properly advised of the
risk of birth defects to the potential child.
'Wrongful life' actions are those brought by the child on the basis that the doctor's
negligence - his failure to adequately inform the parents of the risk - has caused the
1188

birth of the disabled child. The child argues that, but for the inadequate advice, it
would not have been born to experience the pain and suffering

a~butable

to the

disability.

Goldblatt J stated that different considerations applied to the claims instituted by the
plaintiff in that the one claim was a 'wrongful birth' claim and the other a 'wrongful
life' claim. He noted that the defendant argued that it would be against public policy
to enforce the contract entered into between the plaintiff and the defendant because it
would encourage abortion and thus be inimical to the right to life enshrined in section
9 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 196 as well as to the generally
recognised sanctity accorded by society to life and the process by which it is brought
about but said that there was no substance in this submission, which flew directly in
the face of the Abortion and Sterilisation Act 2 of 1975. In terms of section 3(c) of
that Act an abortion may be procured: 'where there exists a serious risk that the child
to be born will suffer from a physical or mental defect of such a nature that he will be
irreparably seriously handicapped' .

Thus, said Goldblatt J, the Legislature had recognised, as do most reasonable people,
that cases exist where it is in the interests of the parents, family and possibly society
that it is better not to allow a foetus to develop into a seriously defective person
causing serious financial and emotional problems to those who are responsible for
such person's maintenance and well being. He stressed that the election to proceed
with or terminate the pregnancy in these circumstances rests solely with the mother,
who, he said, bears the moral and emotional burden of making such election. It was
the view of the court that the contract entered into between the plaintiff and the
defendant was sensible, moral and in accordance with modem medical practice. It
said that the plaintiff was seeking to enforce a right, which she had, to terminate her
pregnancy if there was a serious risk that her child might be seriously disabled. And
noted that decision of the Appellate Division in Administrator, Natal v Edouarrf 97 , in
upholding a 'wrongful pregnancy' claim, in which the Appellate Division found such
claim not to be contrary to public policy. Consequently said Goldblatt J, a 'wrongful
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Act No 200 of 1993
Edouard 1990 (3) SA 581 CA)
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birth' claim is not contra bonos mores. He did say, however, that different
considerations may apply to a 'wrongful life' claim.

The court observed that in the present case the defendant was employed to prevent by way of giving proper medical advice - the birth of a disabled child and that because
of his negligence that event had taken place, causing the plaintiff to incur considerable
expenses which she would not otherwise have had to incur. Quoting from van
Heerden JA in Edouard it stated that"(T)he 'wrong' consists not of the unwanted birth as such, but of the prior breach of contract
(or delict) which led to the birth of the child and the consequent financial loss. Put somewhat
differently, ... although an unwanted birth as such cannot constitute a 'legal loss' (i.e ..a loss
recognised by law), the burden of a parents' obligation to maintain the child is indeed a legal
loss for which damages may be recovered."

and pointed out that in America a claim for 'wrongful birth' is commonly
recognised 19B. The court agreed with the reasoning of the American court in Berman v

Allan l99 saying that the reasoning of the American Courts is sound and fits comfortably
within the Aquilian action. Goldblatt J observed that a doctor acts wrongly if he either
fails to inform his patient or incorrectly informs his patient of such information she
should reasonably have in order to make an informed choice of whether or not to
proceed with her pregnancy or to legally terminate such pregnancy. He pointed out
that the fault element of the delict is to be found in the foreseeability of harm which
the doctor-patient relationship gives to the doctor and stated that once proper
disclosure is not made and the patient is deprived of her option, the damages she
suffers by giving birth to a disabled child are clearly caused by the fault of the doctor,
provided she would have terminated the pregnancy if the information had been made
available to her. Goldblatt J said that he was accordingly satisfied that in regard to her
claims in her personal capacity, the plaintiffs particulars of claim contained

19B

199

According to Goldblatt J, this claim was first recognised by the Supreme Court of New Jersey in Berma" v Alia" 404 A
2d 8 (1979). He quoted from Pashman J who in that case said the following: ''The Supreme Court's ruling in Roe 11 Wade
clearly establishes that a woman possesses a constitutional right to decide whether her foetus should be aborted, at least
during the first trimester of pregnancy. Public policy now supports, rather than militates against the proposition that she
not be impermissibly denied a meaningful opportunity to make that decision. As in all other cases of tortious injury, a
physician whose negligence has deprived a mother of this opportunity should be required to make amends for the
damage he has proximately caused. Any other ruling would in effect immunize from liability those in the medical field
providing inadequate guidance to persons who would choose to exercise their constitutional right to abort foetuses
which, ifbom. would suffer from genetic defects. (Notes omitted.) Accordingly, we hold that a cause of action founded
upon a wrongful birth is a legally cognizable claim. '
Berma" fn 198 supra
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averments sufficient to sustain an action and that this cause of action was a logical
extension of the principle enunciated by the Appellate Division in Edouard.

With regard to the claim in respect of the child, Alexandra, Goldblatt J noted that the
defendant excepted to this claim on the following independent grounds:
1. In so far as the plaintiff's claim was based on a breach of contract, Alexandra was
not a party to such contract and cannot be affected by any such breach.
2. The defendant did not owe Alexandra a duty of care which would lead to the,
termination of her existence.
3. The defendant did not in law act wrongfully against Alexandra.
4. There was no legal basis in South African law for the damages claimed on behalf
of Alexandra. A Court is not able to evaluate damages by comparing the value of
non-existence and the value of existence in a disabled state.
5. The action was contra bonos mores and against public policy.

Goldblatt J agreed that the plaintiff could neither enter into a contract on behalf of
Alexandra prior to Alexandra's birth or at such time make any election on
Alexandra's behalf.

He said it is trite law that an agent cannot act on behalf of a non-

existent principal and it is similarly trite that legal personality only commences at
birth. In these circumstances, he srud, the allegation that the plaintiff acted on
Alexandra's behalf whilst she was still in utero was legally untenable. He stated that it
could also not be argued that this was a contract for the benefit of a third party as such
party could only accept the benefit as such at a time when the alleged benefit, i.e.
termination of pregnancy, was no longer possible.

According to the court it was thus necessary to consider whether Alexandra had a
delictual claim against the defendant for allowing her to be born with her disabilities
instead of giving the plaintiff such advice as would have caused her to terminate her
pregnancy and cause Alexandra never to have existed in the legal sense. It said that
the first question to be answered in relation to the delictual claim was whether a
person has an action in respect of injury inflicted on him while he was still a foetus in
his mother's womb and referred to Pinchin and Another NO v Santam Insurance Co
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LtffOO in which it was answered in the affirmative. Goldblatt J noted that Hiemstra J in
coming this decision, which in the end was obiter, carefully considered all the
authorities and arguments for and against the proposition and that his obiter decision
was greeted with approbation by all the academic writers who dealt with it. He said
that he did not intend repeating Hiemstra J's arguments, all of which he found
persuasive and with which he agreed.

He was of the opinion that in the present case it was not necessary to invoke the
nasciturus rule because Alexandra's action did not arise when the pregnancy was not
terminated, but when she was bom20I. The plaintiff argued that, once the mother is
entitled to sue, on the basis that fault and causation are proved, there is no reason in
law or logic why a child should not equally be able to sue for its damages, including
general damages for pain and suffering, disability, loss of amenities and loss of
earnings since these consequence flow directly and foreseeably from the initial delict.
The plaintiff also submitted that the proper measure of damages was the amount
necessary to compensate the child for having to live in a disabled state and not the
difference between non-existence and existence in a disabled state. Goldblatt J noted
that the action for 'wrongful life' has been considered in a number of American cases
and has in the main failed 202 . He said in his view that the reasoning of the American
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Pinch in 1963 (2) SA 254 (W)
The court referred to W A Joubert (1963) 26 THRHR 295 and Boberg 'An Action for Wrongful Life' (1964) 81 SAL}
at 501.
Goldblatt J provided the following useful survey of the legal position on the subject in other countries"The view of the majority of the American Courts was expounded by Cercone J in Speck" Finegold Pa 268 Super 342
(1979); 408 A 2d 496 where he said the following at 508 [7]:
'In the instant case, we deny Francine's claim to be made whole. When we examine Francine's claim. we find regardless
of whether her claim is based on "wrongful life" or otherwise, there is a failure to state a legally cognizable cause of
action even though, admittedly, the defendants' actions of negligence were the proximate cause of her defective birth.
Her claims to be whole have two fatal weaknesses. First, in appellate judicial pronouncements that hold a child has no
fundamental right to be born as a whole, functional human being. Whether it is better to have never been born at all
rather than to have been born with serious mental defects is a mystery more properly left to the philosophers and
theologians, a mystery which would lead us into the realm of metaphysics, beyond the realm of our understanding or
ability to solve. The law cannot assert a knowledge which can resolve this inscrutable and enigmatic issue. Second, it is
not a matter of taking into consideration the various and convoluted degrees of the imperfection of life. It is rather the
improbability of placing the child in a position she would have occupied if the defendants had not been negligent when
to do so would make her non-cxistent. The remedy afforded an injured party in negligence is intended to place the
injured party in the position he would have occupied but for the negligence of the defendant. Thus, a cause of action
brought on behalf of an infant seeking recovery for a "wrongful life" on grounds she should not have been born demands
calculation of damages dependent on a comparison between Hobson's choice of life in an impaired state and nonexistence. This the law is incapable of doing. '
In the same case Spaeth J at 512 stated his objection to the cause of action in these words: "If it were possible to
approach a being before its conception and ask it whether it would prefer to live in an impaired state, or not to live at all,
none of us can imagine what the answer would be. We can only speculate or refer to various religious or philosophical
beliefs. We cannot give an answer susceptible to reasoned or objective valuation.'
In Philips" United Slates 508 F Supp 537 (1980) the District Court of South Carolina dismissed a •wrongful life' claim
after considering all the then reported American cases on the basis of the fundamental policy of the preciousness and
sanctity of human life. They accepted it as basic to the beliefs of society that life, with or without a major physical
handicap, is more precious than non-life.
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Courts in holding that no cause of action exists in regard to a 'wrongful life' claim
and the very cogent reasoning of the English Court of Appeal along the same lines
were correct and agreed both with the conclusions reached and the reasons therefor.
He held that South African law similarly cannot recognise that the facts alleged by the
plaintiff on behalf of Alexandra are sufficient to sustain a cause of action and that it
would be contrary to public policy for Courts to have to hold that it would be better
for a party not to have the unquantifiable blessing of life rather than to have such life
albeit in a marred way. He also said that to allow such a cause of action would open
the door to a disabled child being entitled to sue its parents because they may have for
a variety of reasons allowed such child to be born knowing of the risks inherent in
such decision. Goldblatt J took the view that to allow damages to be claimed on the
basis alleged by the plaintiff is completely contrary to the measure of damage allowed
for in the law of delict. The defendant was in no way responsible for the child's
disabilities and yet he was being asked to compensate the child for such disabilities,
This proposition, he said, is illogical and contrary to the South African legal system.
The only measure of damages can be the difference in value between non-existence
and existence in a disabled state. He found that no criteria, in law, can exist in
establishing such difference or even in establishing whether any damage has been
sustained. Accordingly, the exception to plaintiffs claims in her personal capacity
was dismissed and the exception to plaintiff's claims in her capacity. as mother and
natural guardian of her minor child, Alexandra, was upheld and such claims were
dismissed.

Discussion

In California in Curlender v Bio-Sclence laboratories App 165 Cal Rptr 477. the Court of Appeal allowed a wrongful
life claim for damages on the basis that there should be a remedy for every wrong committed. This approach is in my
view illogical and contrary to legal principles in that it ignores the central question of whether a wrong had in fact been
committed. In England the question of whether or not a claim for 'wrongful life' existed was dealt with by the Court of
Appeal in McKay and Another v Essex Area Health Authority and Another [1982] 2 All ER 771 (CA). The Court found
that no cause of action existed for a number of reasons. Firstly. the Court held that the defendant was under no duty to
the child to give the child's mother an opportunity to terminate the child's life. Whilst such a duty may be owed to the
mother it could not be owed to the child. To impose such a duty towards the child would, in my opinion, make a further
inroad on the sanctity of human life which would be contrary to public policy. It would mean regarding the life of a
handicapped child as not only less valuable than the life of a normal child, but so much less valuable that it was not
worth preserving... .' (Per Stephenson U at 78Ie.) The Court further held, as had many American Courts, that it was
impossible to calculate damages being the difference between an impaired life and no life. 'But how can a court begin to
evaluate non-existence, "The undiscover'd country from whose bourn No traveller returns"? No comparison is possible
and therefore no damage can be established which a court could recognise. This goes to the root of the whole cause of
action. '(Per Ackner U at 787h.)
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Neethling et aPOlnote that parents also have a claim for maintenance and medical
expenses resulting from the wrongful birth of a disabled child. This claim is based on
eg a medical doctor's omission to inform parents that their unborn child may be
disabled thereby depriving them of the opportunity of deciding to have the child or
not. They point out that the disabled child, however, does not have an analgous action
for loss of future earnings based on so-called wrongful life. 204 Decisions in this
category have proven to be fairly controversial in other jurisdictions with no real
consensus. It has been noted that pre-natal torts and birth-related causes of action have
become more accepted by courts and legislatures but that there is still controversy as
to the kinds of damages that are recoverable 20s • Although a complete international
comparison of the law of other jurisdictions is beyond the scope of this thesis it would
be illustrative to look at the position in the United Kingdom and Australia which both
use common law systems that are similar to that of South Africa. The American cases
other than those to which the South African courts have already made reference differ
too widely on this subject to be of much assistance.
In the UK, prior to MacFarlane v Tayside Health Boarcf06 the law for recovery of
damages in wrongful conception cases was as set down by the Court of Appeal in

Emeh v Kensington and Chelsea and Westminster Area Health Authorityl°7 and Thake
v Maurice 208 • In Emeh a disabled child was born to a healthy mother following a failed
steri~isation

operation. The Court of Appeal allowed recovery of damages for pain,

suffering and loss of amenity and special damages consequent on pregnancy and
203
204

20S
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Neethling el a/ fn 53 supra at p 281
See also Strauss 'Wrongful Conception'. 'wrongful birth' and 'wrongful life': the first South African cases' 1996
Medical Law 15(1) pI61-173~ Blackbeard M 'Actions for Wongful Birth and Wrongful Life' 1996 THRHR 711-715
and Pearson F 'Liability for so-called Wrongful Pregnancy, Wrongful Birth and Wrongful Life' 1997 SALJ 91 el seq
Alvarez I J 'A Critique ofthe Motivational Analysis In Wrongful Conception Cases'. The author states that on wrongful
conception cases, courts attempt to balance plaintiffs' injuries with public policy concerns involving the valuation of
infant's lives. In balancing thest interests the courts have used different rules and sometimes have deviated from
traditional tort law principles. http·lIinfoeagle.bc.edulbc orglavpnaw/lawsch/joumalslbclawr/41 303/03 TXT htm
Thomas CM 'Claims for Wrongful Pregnancy and Child Rearing Expenses' observes that "Wrongful birth claims relate
to the birth of a child as a consequence of medical negligence. There has been general acceptance by courts in various
jurisdictions that costs relating to the pregnancy and birth may be recovered. However the more oontentious issue is
whether there is liability for the costs of rearing such a child. The English courts have held there is no such liability with
respect to a healthy child, while in Australia, the Queensland Court of Appeal has taken the opposite view. In New
Zealand the issue has yet to be decided. The Accident Compensation scheme has limited the development of the law
relating to personal injury in general, but the High Court has found that the scheme does not prevent claims for wrongful
birth. It is argued that the New Zealand courts should follow the Australian decisions, as the English approach is based
on the views of ordinary people on this moral question as perceived by judges. This requires the individual judge's sense
of the moral answer to a question to prevail, albeit in light of the judge's view of the opinions of ordinary people. It is
argued that this is a subjective approach in that, in such a complex and emotionally difficult area of the law, there is
unlikely to be uniformity of opinion among the public, or even among judges. As such, this is arguably a matter better
resolved by legislation than by the courts." http://www-accountancv.massev.ac.nz (30 September 2002)
MacFarlane [2002] 2 AC 59, HL (Sc)
Emeh [1985] I QB 1012
Thake [1986] I QB 644
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birth. It also allowed recovery of the costs of maintaining the child to adulthood. This
decision was followed in Thake (supra). In the case of MacFarlane (supra) the
parents decided that their family was complete and therefore MacFarlane had a
vasectomy. Following the operation his sperm count was measured and he was told by
the surgeon that it was negative. A few months later Mrs MacFarlane became
pregnant. All five of the law Lords took the view that the claim for maintenance and
upbringing of their child was a claim for pure economic loss. With the exception of
Lord Millet they all held that damages for pain, suffering and loss of amenity caused.
by the pregnancy and birth of the child were recoverable. Special damages consequent
on the pregnancy and birth of the child were also recC?verable. However the costs of
maintenance and education of the child were not. It has been observed that the
opinions of their Lordships in MacFarlane illustrate the differing approaches to
identifying situations in cases of economic loss outside the normal run of cases
involving physical injury or damage209 • In Australia on 16 July 2003 the High Court in

209

Author not stated: '"Wrongful conception"- economic loss, damages and ethical dilemmas'. The author notes that "In
Brooke U's judgment in Parkinson [Parkinson" St James and Seacroft University Hospital NHS Trust [200 I] All ER
(d) 125 (Apr)] (pp 3818-3858) provides an interesting commentary on the development of claims for economic loss in
the tort of negligence since Anns " Merton London Borough [1978] AC 728.
He identified five approaches to the question in thejudgments of the House of Lords in MacFarlane: whether there had
been an assumption of responsibility; what the purpose of the operation was; whether there were analogous established
categories of negligence; what the result of the three stage test in Caparo Industries" Dickman [1990] 2 AC 605 was;
and whether considerations of distributive justice provided a more just solution than considerations of corrective justice.
Brooke U applied each of these approaches separately in Parkinson.
One of the above approaches of the Lords in MacFarlane is worth commenting on as it seems to have become
particularly fashionable in the higher echelons of the judiciary. 'Distributive justice' requires reference to the way in
which burdens and losses are distributed throughout society. The reasonable man is invoked to consider fairness between
one class of claimants and another. In contrast, 'corrective justice' requires someone who has harmed another without
justification to indemnify the other for the consequences ofthat harm. The concept of distributive justice was applied by
Lord Hoffman in White v ChiejConstable oflhe South Yorkshire Police [1999] 2 AC 455. He held in that case that the
ordinary man would consider it unfair for the police officers in While to recover damages for psychiatric injury
following the Hillsborough disaster when relatives had not been allowed to recover for the same injury in Alcock v Chief
Constable of the South Yorkshire Police [1992] 1 AC 310. Lord Steyn applied the concept of distributive justice and
concluded that if the hypothetical commuter on the Underground were asked the question whether the parents of an
unwanted but healthy child should be able to sue the doctor for compensation equivalent to the cost of bringing up the
child to adulthood the overwhelming number of commuters would say no on the basis ofa premise as to what is morally
acceptable and what is not (p 828). It was emphasised in the opinions of Lords Slynn and Clyde that MacFarlane was
concerned with a healthy child: the conclusions might be different if the child were to be born disabled. Cases since
MacFarlane have focused on the following issues:
•
Whether the parent(s) ofa disabled child are able to recover damages for the costs of maintaining him or her and
whether or not the parent(s) are able to recover the additional costs associated with having a disability (Parkinson v
St James and Seacroft Unillersily Hospital NHS Trust [2001] ECWA Civ 530; [2001] 3 All ER 97).
•
Whether a disabled parent is able to claim the additional costs associated with the disabled parent's disability in
bringing up a healthy child (Rees v Darlington Memorial Hospital [2002] WLR 1483).
•
Whether a brain-damaged parent of a healthy child is able to recover the grandparents' costs of maintaining the
child until majority (AD v East Kent Community NHS Trwt [2003] 3 All ER 1167).
The author summarises the position in the UK as follows:
•
"In the case of a healthy mother and child damages for wrongful conception are only recoverable for pain,
suffering and loss of amenity caused by the pregnancy and birth as well special damages consequent thereon. The
costs of educating, upbringing and maintaining the child to adulthood are not recoverable (MacFarlane).
•
Where the child is born disabled the additional costs of maintenance due to the disability are recoverable but not
the ordinary costs of bringing up the child (Parkinson).
•
Where the mother is disabled the additional costs of maintaining the healthy child which are due to the disability
are recoverable but not the ordinary costs of bringing up the child (this decision is shortly to be looked at by the
House of Lords) (Rees).
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Cattanach v Melchior 'o upheld an award of more than $105 000 compensation for the

costs of maintenance to the parents of a child born as a result of negligent
gynaecological advice. This was the first time the High Court had made a ruling on
the issue. Mr and Mrs Melchior are the parents of a son born in 1997 despite the
performance of a sterilisation procedure by Dr .Cattanach in 1992. Prior to the
sterilisation procedure, Dr Cattanach had accepted at face value the mother's history
that her right ovary and fallopian tube had been removed at the age of 1~ following an
appendectomy. He applied a Filshie clip to the plaintiffs left fallopian tube only. Mrs
Melchior subsequently conceived by transmigration of an ovum from her left ovary to
her right fallopian tube. The Supreme Court of Queensland held that the doctor was
negligent in failing to advise the plaintiff that the absence of her right fallopian tube
had not been clinically confirmed, that there was a procedure which would confirm
the patency of the right fallopian tube and that in the absence of the performance of
this procedure, the plaintiff faced a considerably increased risk of pregnancy
following sterilisation. The court awarded damages for pain and suffering involved in
the unexpected pregnancy together with the cost of past and future medical care and
assistance involved in bringing up her son. The father was awarded a nominal amount
in damage for the loss of consortium and both parents were awarded just over $105

000 for the past and future costs of raising their son. In June 2001 the maj ority of the
Queensland Court of Appeal upheld the trial judge's findings on liability and the
awards of compensation to the parents. Special leave was granted to appeal to the
High Court solely in relation to the issue of whether the parents were entitled to claim
the costs of raising their child. The appellant's main ground of contention was that the
Court of Appeal had erred in not applying the decision of the House of Lords in
MacFarlane (supra).

Interestingly, the Attorneys General of South Australia and Western Australia
intervenined in the appeal in Cattanach and made submissions on the increased
financial burden that would fallon the public health system if the appeal was not
•
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Where the mother is disabled and the grandparents bring up the healthy child the costs of maintenance are not
recoverable (this decision is also being appealed) (AD).
•
In considering whether Dr not damages are recoverable in case of pure economic loss. the courts have begun to use
a range of approaches. In addition to the three-stage Caparo test and whether or not there has been an assumption
of responsibility they have begun to consider distributive justice (ie whether or not a decision is fair between one
class of claimants and another) and other approaches (see judgment of Brooke U in Parkinson).
http://www.butterworths co. uklpionlincljollrnallarchivel2003/wrongul conception htm
Cattanach [2003] HCA 38
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upheld. In a 4:3 majority, the High Court dismissed the appeal and upheld the
decision of the Court of Appeal. The judges .held that as a matter of law, the question
of whether the respondents should be allowed to recover compensation for the cost of
raising their child was a straightforward one to answer - the accepted common law
principles for recovery of damages for negligent advice clearly entitled the
respondents to claim for the costs of child maintenance as reasonably foreseeable
consequences of the appellant's breach of duty. They made it clear that the appellant's
submissions did not explain why the law should shield him from what were otherwise
recoverable damages. The majority stated that MacFarlane is not persuasive authority
in Australia and noted that the House of Lords expressly rej ected the notion of public
policy as a ground upon which to deny the recovery of the costs of child maintenance
and that they saw no compelling reason why public policy should be invoked in the
appeal, a fact which the dissenting judges also acknowledged. Hayne J doubted
whether there was any accepted public policy against recovery which the community
as whole recognisd and believed in. The court rejected the secondary argument that
damages awarded should be offset by the benefits of having the child as being
inconsistent with Australian law and unjustifiable as a matter of legal principle. The
majority also criticised the unconvincing argument that the birth of a child should be
regarded

as a benefit and a blessing, an argument that ignored the fact that millions of

people use contraception daily to avoid this result. They also said that it was highly
speculative to bar recovery on the basis that a child who was the subject of litigation
could be harmed by this knowledge in later life211 •

It is submitted that the decision of the Australian court is thus consistent with the
decisions of the South African courts in Friedman and in Edouartf l2 • The Australian
decision also has the effect of demystifying, along with the South African judgments,
such cases as being anything more than ordinary claims for pure economic loss and
for non-patromonial 'loss', such as pain and suffering and loss of amenities, that are
usually recognised in terms of the law of delict. The court saw public policy issues as
being used if anything to preclude the claim for maintenance rather than to support it.
This indicates that the normal and usual position in Australian law would be that
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Nicolle M and Hopley, P 'Damages Awarded in 'Wrongful Birth' Case for the Costs of Child Maintenance" Health Law
Alert 25 July 2003 Ebsworth & Ebsworth www ebsworth.com.BU
Edouard fh 197 supra
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maintenance would be payable in the circumstances of Cattanach. Raising a child is
an expensive business. A child that did not form a part of its parents' future plans may
have a limited and not too bright future of its own if its parents can ill afford to raise
it. Furthermore, the need to support and maintain another child may adversely
prejudice the interests and opportunities of older siblings that were planned and
conceived in accordance with their parents' financial and other resources. Even taking
into account public policy considerations, it is submitted that there are at least as
many policy reasons that support an award in damages for the maintenance and
upbringing of a child as there are those that do not and, it is submitted, the former
may be a great deal more rational and practical than the latter in many instances. It is
submitted with respect that the decisions of both the South African courts and the
Australian courts demonstrate an eminently sensible and pragmatic approach to the
problem of wrongful conception. It takes into account the imbalance of power
between the provider and the patient who has no possible way of knowing whether or
not he or she has been sterilised or that the child in utero is disabled, except to
conceive a child or give birth to that child respectively - a result that in either case is
the very situation that is sought to be avoided. In both instances the patient is utterly
dependent upon the expertise and professionala advice of the provider. It is submitted
that in the case of South Africa, the judgments are also in keeping with the
Constitution which grants a right of access to reproductive care in section 27(1). As
stated previously, access does not mean access to medical negligence and substandard
medical advice or treatment. Furthermore, section 28 of the Constitution clearly sets
out the rights of children as being inclusive of basic nutrition, shelter, basic health
care services and social services and that a child's best interests are' of paramount
importance in matters concerning the child. It is submitted that in order for the rights
of the child to be adequately recognised and the constitutional principle of the
paramountcy of the child's best interests to be observed it is difficult to see how a
court could not decide in the manner in which it did in Friedman. There are likely to
be very few cases indeed where the child would not benefit from an award to its
parents in respect of its maintenance and upbringing especially in the uncertainties
that plague modem life such as unemployment and violent crime. If one accepts the
idea in principle that a child can be born in consequence of the delict of a provider of
health services then it is submitted that whether the child is healthy or disabled
becomes simply a question of the quantum of damages payable to the parents since, if
1198

the provider had done his or her job properly, the child would not have been born,
disabled or not. If the child is disabled as the result of negligent medical treatment
then it may have a claim for damages in South Africa law on the basis of the

nasciturus rule. This would not be a claim for wrongful birth so much as a claim for
an injury to the child while it was still a foetus in its mother' s womb.

9.2.13

Gibson v Berkowit1!13

Facts
The facts as they appear from the judgment of Claasen J .are as follows. On 19 June
1992 the plaintiff complained to her general practitioner, Dr Reyneke, of lower
abdominal pain and she presented with a vaginal discharge and a burning sensation.
Dr Reyneke referred her to the first defendant. She consulted him during July 1992 on
a number of occasions. Several tests were done which eventually led to the first
defendant advising her that precancerous cells existed in her vagina and that they had
to be cauterised by way of a LIetz procedure. On 8 September 1992 she was admitted
to the second defendant's hospital and under general anaesthetic the pre-cancerous
cells were negligently swabbed with 100% instead of 3% glacial acetic acid, causing
burns to the plaintiff's vulva, -perineum, peroneal region and vagina. The acid was
washed down from her vagina with water, ran down her natal cleft and soaked into the
towelling under the small of her back, causing extensive full thickness third degree
burns to her sacrum and buttocks, in size approximately 200 mm long in the
transverse plain and 100 mm in the vertical dimension. When the plaintiff came to in
the ward she screamed with pain, claiming that she was on fire. Her mother Mrs
Zackie looked at the injuries on her back. According to her they looked horrific. The
plaintiff had blisters from the acid burn and these

~

'popped'. The plaintiff was

immediately treated with the necessary creams and heavily sedated due to her
excruciating pain. Although she was sedated she was still conscious and therefore
must have experienced extreme pain during the periods when the sedation receded.
She spent approximately eleven days in hospital. Eventually it was decided to take her
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home as it was thought that her mother could take better care of her at home than in
hospital. During the initial stages of her rec.overy Mrs Zackie attended to the plaintiff
almost round the clock. She had to change the dressings on the plaintiffs back three
times daily. The plaintiff had to be helped with her ablutions and bathing. Her vagina
had to be douched while sitting in the bath and on a number of occasions her mother
and the plaintiff noticed dead skin being washed from the vagina. The plaintiff had to
be anaesthetised whenever she wanted to pass motions and had to urinate while sitting
in a bath. She was catheterised in order to keep the area as free from contamination as
possible and to monitor the urine output. Throughout this period she lay prone most of
the time. Her bums covered 15% of her body, taking into account the inside of the
vagina and the vulva, perineum, peroneal region, and the sacrum and buttock area. A
month after her admission to the second defendant's hospital on 8 October 1992 the
plaintiff was admitted to the Park Lane Clinic where, under general anaesthetic, she
underwent a sloughectomy of the wound on her back as well as skin grafts harvested
from her buttock. She was instructed to lie prone for ten days after the operation. She
was very uncomfortable in this position. The skin graft staples were removed on 13
October and two days later, on 15 October, she was discharged from the Park Lane
Clinic. She was given broad-spectrum antibiotics. The scar had to be massaged with
aqueous cream. By 12

Novem~er

the scar was still painful and it required vigorous

massaging. Silicone sheeting was applied to the scar and a corset was used over it to
apply pressure on the lower back. By 3 December 1992, i.e. approximately two
months after the skin-graft, the scar was still painful. On 28 January 1993 the plaintiff
saw Dr Ritz again and reported that the pain had improved. She was told that further
plastic surgery would be required to improve the scar. At this stage she complained of
an area of breakdown in the posterior fourchette of the vagina which caused problems
during intercourse.· She was advised to see a gynaecologist in this regard. By 18
March 1993 Dr Ritz reported that the scar had markedly improved. It was soft and
pliable but darker than the surrounding area and obvious to the observer. Dr Ritz felt
essentially it was a good result. The plaintiff still had periods of pain for which she
used Voltaren gel and massages. The gynaecological problem involving the posterior
part of the vagina still remained unresolved, and she was again advised to see a
gynaecologist. Other than that, according to Dr Ritz's report, she had healed well.
Most of the perineum and the area around the vagina and the natal cleft had healed
without surgical intervention. The injury left pigmentation in the skin but there was no
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contour deformity. The donor site of the skin graft had also healed very well and was
miD:imally noticeable. The plaintiffs mother testified that the plaintiff experienced
considerable discomfort and humiliation when, during the period she had to lie prone,
she was forced to pass motions in Kimbies, ie babies nappies. In fact the plaintiff was
prone for approximately two months after the original incident. Part of the plaintiff's
suffering was the fact that she was unable to attend to and care

f~r

her four-year-old

daughter Jen-Ai. Mrs Zackie had to take over most of the plaintiffs maternal duties in
looking after Jen-Ai and her household chores. Mrs Zackie testified that, subsequent
to the injury, plaintiff's personality had changed substantially from an outgoing 'little
tiger' and go-getter to someone who is withdrawn and depressed. The plaintiff had
become like a hermit. She lost her interest in socialising, her work and her home.
Where previously (as the photographs handed in as exhibits show) she wore sexy
tight-fitting clothes and revealing bathing suits, she lost interest in her physical
appearance. She began overeating and was forced to wear loose and unflattering
clothes partly as a result of her obesity and partly due to the injuries to her back.
Before returning to her work she slept three to four hours per day and did nothing but
sit around, mostly at her mother's home. The plaintiff developed headaches and often
complained of vaginal infections. She developed suicidal tendencies and on one
occasion her ex-husband Paul cleared her home of all drugs and sleeping tablets to
prevent her from taking an overdose. The plaintiff testified that she suffered extreme
humiliation and indignity due to the doctors frequently examining her private parts.
She felt her womanhood had been taken away. She thought that she had become
infertile as a result of the injury. Sexual intercourse had become painful and
troublesome. She could not be a mother to her child. She felt useless, suicidal and had
nothing to live for. The only reason why she did not commit suicide was for the sake
,of her daughter. After the initial healing period and by December 1992 she returned to
her work, doing half-day stints. Eventually she was able to do a full day's work again.
She was employed at Sage Life. Prior to the injury she worked as a secretary to Mr
Colin Jamieson. However, on returning to her employment she was placed in a
position of what is known as a 'conservation officer', a position of lesser
responsibility than that of a secretary. It appears that at Sage Life employees were
subject to an annual appraisal. In the plaintiffs case her post-traumatic appraisal
during April 1993 showed that she performed as 'standard' in most respects. By April
1994 her work appraisal had improved to 'good' in most respects. And by April 1995
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her appraisal indicated 'outstanding' performances in seven out of twenty-two
categories. Part of the plaintiffs post-traumatic suffering was actually experienced at
work. She had to treat and medicate herself while at work. She was forced to take
cotton wool and creams to work. Whenever she went to the toilet she had to stand
over the toilet and pass motions and then clean herself with cotton wool and treat
herself with the necessary creams. She also had to sit on a special chair to
accommodate the pain in her back. A large portion of the plaintiffs residual physical
complaints related to her alleged sexual dysfunction and recurring vaginal infections.
The court took the view that the plaintiff overstated the detrimental effects of the
burning incident on her sex life. According to the plaintiff she had had an active sex
life of four to five episodes of sexual intercourse per week prior to the incident.
Although divorced from her husband Paul during April 1992, they were staying in the
same home at the time of the injury. This cohabitation was agreed to for the sake of
Jen-Ai. After the injury they once again commenced sexual intercourse during or
about December 1992. She in fact complained to Dr Hurwitz, a gynaecologist, on 17
December 1992 of feeling pain on penetration. Her complaint about pain to her
fourchette to Dr Ritz in January 1993 is also indicative that she had recommenced
having regular sexual intercourse. In February 1993 she complained to Dr Hurwitz of
'feeling raw'. However, by then her vagina had completely healed. Dr Hurwitz also
found on 25 February 1993 that any discomfort she experienced was due to muscle
tension in the expectation of pain and must therefore have been psychological in
origin rather than physical. In October 1993 the complaint to Dr Israelstam was only
of 'limited pain on introitus whereafter sex was satisfactory'. By June 1994 the
plaintiff was questioned by Dr Kruger, the gynaecologist who performed an unrelated
gynaecological operation on her, concerning any sexual dysfunction and she reported
that there was no sexual dysfunction whatsoever. In July 1995 Dr Gordon-Grant, a
gynaecologist, approached by the plaintiff, opined that any discomfort which she was
suffering during intercourse was as a result of her episiotomy, ie a surgical incision of
her perineum which was performed to facilitate the birth of her child, Jen-Ai.
Claasen J concluded that any sexual dysfunction she experienced as a result of the
burning incident terminated approximately a year after the incident. He also
concluded that although there were 11 documented complaints of vaginal infections,
the plaintiff was under a misapprehension as to what caused the symptoms. It was,
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however, her evidence that she at all times thought that these 'vaginal infections' were
the result of the burning incident, and she was strengthened in this perception by her
general practitioner's clinical findings. The objective medical evidence produced in
Court, however, positively disproved the correctness of her and her doctor's
conclusions in this regard. Claasen J observed that

~er

perception that these recurring

vaginal discharges resulted from the burning incident had a distinct effect on her
psychological make-up subsequent to the burning incident. It strengthened her in her,
albeit mistaken, perception that her womanhood was taken away from her, that she
would not be able to bear children again and therefore that her marriage prospects
were nil. These wrong perceptions did not help in lessening the mental anguish which
was occasioned by the burning incident. He said that she could not be faulted for
having entertained these wrong perceptions. Not only was she reinforced in some of
them by her doctor, but no one, not one medical expert, until the trial, rid her of these
wrong perceptions. Despite this unfortunate concurrence of events, said Claasen J, the
defendants could not be held liable for the costs associated with the so-called
'recurring vaginal infections' because they were in truth not recurring vaginal
infections at all.

Judgment
Claasen J observed that it is trite law that psychological sequelae can form the subject
of a damages claim under the lex Aquilia'-14. He noted that it was common cause that
the plaintiff was suffering from a nervous and psychological disorder known as a
maj or depressive disorder coupled with anxiety. In this state she was unable to return
to work. tt became common cause that the evidence had shown that this condition is
curable. A proper programme of psychotherapy and electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)
commonly known as 'shock treatment', administered over a period of approximately
18 months, would restore the plaintiff to her pre-morbi9 level of functioning both at
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He referred in this regard to Bester v Commercial Union Verselceringsl1lQatskappy van SA Bpk 1973 (1) SA 769 (A) at
776H-777 A where Botha JA said the following: "Die betoog veronderstel dat 'n psigiatriese besering geen fisiese
besering is nie, en beteken dat, ofskoon genoegdoening weens scnuskok of psigiatricse bcscring wat tot, bv, 'n
hartaanval aanlciding gee, vcrhaalbaar is. dit nie verhaalbaar is waar die scnuskok of psigiatricse bcscring op, by.
kranksinnigheid uitloop nie. Voorts kom die bctoog daarop neer dat 'n onregmatige dader nie aansprceklik is vir
skadevergoeding of genoegdoening waar die op-skuldige-wyse-veroorsaakte skade of persoonlikheidsnadeel binne 'n
bepaalde kategorie tuisgebring kan word nie. So 'n betoog is uit die aard van die saak vreemd aan die beginsels van ons
reg, en ietwat gekunsteld in die lig van die feit dat volgens die Romeins-Hollandse reg Aquiliese aansprceklikheid
sodanig uitgebrei is dat vergoeding met die actio in factum verhaal kan word van enige skadc wat op onregmatige en
skuldige wyse veroorsaak is. (Mathews and Others" Young 1922 AD 492 op 504.)"
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home and at work. As a result of this evidence, the plaintiff's enormous claim for
future loss of earnings had, to all intents and purposes, fallen away. Her claim for loss
of future earnings was limited to the period of 18 months during which she would be
temporarily and partially disabled from being employed. Also, her future medical
expenditure was limited to the cost of undergoing the required psychotherapy and
ECT which would restore her to her former level of functioning. The plaintiff
contended that the defendants were liable in delict for her present depressed condition
and all the costs associated therewith. The defendants contended that her present
condition is not legally connected to the injury s:uffered in September 1992.

Claasen J observed that the defendants' negligence had been admitted. On the first
trial date set for this matter, ie 16 August 1995, the defendants consented jointly and
severally to judgment in respect of the allegations of negligence set out in paras 1 - 10
of plaintiff's particulars of claim. He said it was not necessary for purposes of the
judgment to repeat these allegations of negligence. The nature of the injuries suffered
by the plaintiff and the quantum of damages associated therewith were, however, very
much in dispute. The thrust of the defendants' defence was related to the question of
causation. Their defence boiled down to the contention that there was a break in the
causal chain of events linking the plaintiff's present psychological state and the
damages associated therewith to the original negligent acts of the defendants. Claasen
J observed that it is trite law that a causal nexus between a defendant's negligent

conduct and the plaintiff's damages is an essential element of delictual liability. He
said that the determination whether or not certain sequelae are causally linked to the
defendant's conduct requires a two-stage enquiry: Firstly, whether a factual relation
exists between the defendant's conduct and the harm sustained by the plaintiff
('factual causation) and, if so, secondly, whether the defendant should be legally
responsible for the harm factually caused by his conduct ('legal causation')215. Claasen
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Claasen J noted that this process of causal determination was described by Corbett JA (as he then was) in Minister 0/
Police v Skosana 1977 (1) SA 31 (A) at 34E-F in the following terms: "Causation in the law of delict gives rise to two
rather distinct problems. The first is a factual one and relates to the question as to whether the negligent act or omission
in question caused or materially contributed to ... the harm giving rise to the claim. If it did not, then no legal liability
can arise and cadit quaestio. If it did, then the second problem becomes relevant, viz whether the negligent act or
omission is linked to the harm sufficiently closely or directly for legal liability to ensue or whether, as it is said, the harm
is too remote. This is basically ajuridical problem in which considerations o(legal policy may playa part."
He also referred to S" Danills en In Ander 1983 (3) SA 275 (A) at 331 B-C, where Jansen JA stated the following: "Daar
kan weinig twyfel bestaan dat in ons regspraak die bepaling van "feitelike" oorsaaklike verband op die grondslag van die
conditio sine qua non geskied.... Sonder sodanige verband tussen die dader se handeling en die beweerde, gewraakte
gevolg is daar in die algemeen geen aanspreeklikheid nie. Aan die ander kant is dit ook duidelik dat 'n dader nie
aanspreeklik gestel behoort te word vir aile gevolge waarvan sy handeling 'n conditio sine qua non is nie - sy
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J stated that the test for factual causation is usually not too difficult to apply to any
given circumstances. The sine qua non test normally results in an easy answer as to
whether or not the harm would have resulted 'but for' the negligent conduct. What
often poses a greater test for jurists, he observed, is the second leg of the enquiry, ie
legal causation. He noted that various theories have been advanced in the past such as
'proximate cause', 'direct cause', 'foreseeability', 'absence of a novus actus

interveniens' and 'sufficient causation' In South Africa, he said, the matter has
0

become settled in that the Appellate Division has laid down a 'flexible norm'
('soepele maatstar) whereby considerations of policy, reasonableness, equity and
justice are applied to the facts of the case216• After considering the evidence Claasen J
said he was convinced that the plaintiff would not have been healed by August 19950
He said he would find it extremely strange if a young woman such as the plaintiff
would not have had uninterrupted and continuous mental anguish following upon
such a horrendous intrusion into her femininity. The breast and vagina have always
been a symbol of womanhood and ultimate utility. It is well known that both disease
and surgery of the breast and vagina evoke a fear of mutilation and loss of femininity.
Injury to these organs would therefore tend to have the same consequences. It is also
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aanspreeklikheid sou dan te wyd strek en die grense van redelikheid, billikheid en regverdigheid oorskry.
Beleidsoorwegings verg dat iewers 'n grens gestel moet word."
Claasen J further noted that Corbett CJ once again had occasion to deal with the matter of causation in International
Shipping Co (Ply) Ltd v Bentley 1990 (1) SA 680 (A) at 700E-1 where the learned Chief Justice said: "As has previously
been pointed out by this Court, in the law of delict causation involves two distinct enquiries. The tirst is a factual one
and relates to the question as to whether the defendant's wrongful act was a cause of the plaintiff's loss. This has been
referred to as 'factual causation'. The enquiry as to factual causation is generally conducted by applying the so-called
'but-for' test, which is designed to determine whether a postulated cause can be identified as a causa sine quo non of the
loss in question. In order to apply this test one must make a hypothetical enquiry as to what probably would have
happened but for the wrongful conduct of the defendant. This enquiry may involve the mental elimination of the
wrongful conduct and the substitution of a hypothetical course of lawful conduct and the posing of the question as to
whether upon such an hypothesis plaintiff'S loss would have ensued or not. If it would in any event have ensued, then the
wrongful conduct was not a cause of the plaintiff's loss; aliter, if it would not so have ensued. If the wrongful act is
shown in this way not to be a causa sine qua non of the loss suffered, then no legal liability can arise. On the other hand,
demonstration that the wrongful act was a causa sine qua non of the loss does not necessarily result in legal liability. The
second enquiry then arises, viz whether the wrongful act is linked sufficiently closely or directly to the loss for legal
liability to ensue or whether, as it is said, the loss is too remote. This is basically a juridical problem in the solution of
which considerations of policy may playa part. This is sometimes caned "legal causation".
Claasen J pointed out that van Heerden JA in S v Mokgethi en Andere fit 74 supra at p 401-41 B described the test for
legal causation thus: "Wat die onderskeie kriteria betref. kom dit my ook nie voor dat hune veel meer eksak is as 'n
maatstaf(die soepele maatstaf) waarvolgens aan die hand van beleidsoorwegings beoordeel word of on genoegsame noue
verband tussen handeling en gevolg bestaan nie. Daarmee gee ek nie te kenne nie dat een of selfs meer van die kriteria
nie by die toepassing van die soepele maatstaf op 'n bepaalde soort feitekompleks subsidi&' nuttig aangewend kan word
nie; maar slegs dat geen van die kriteria by aile soorte feitekomplekse, en vir die doeleindes van die koppeling van enige
vorm van regsaanspreeklikheid, as 'n meer konkrete afgrensingsmaatstaf gebruik kan word nie." He noted that this
proposition was reiterated in Smit v Abrahams 1994 (4) SA 1 (A) where Botha JA said at 18E-H: ''Ter aanvang van die
bespreking van die voorgaande betoog, ag ek dit noodsaaklik om 'n paar opmerkings van 'n algemene aard voorop te
stel. Die belangrikheid en die krag van die oorheersende maatstaf om vrae van juridiese kousaliteit op te los, wat in
Mokgethi (supra) en International Shipping Co (supra) aanvaar is, Ie juis in die soepelheid daarvan. Dit is my oortuiging
dat enige poging om aan die buigsaamheid daarvan afbreuk te doen, weerstaan moet word. Vergelykings tussen die feite
van die geval wat opgelos moet word en die feite van ander gevalle waarin daar alreeds 'n oplossing gev.ind is, of wat
hipoteties kan ontstaan, kan vanselfsprekend nuttig en waardevol, en soms miskien selfs deurslaggewend, wees, maar 'n
mens moet oppas om nie uit die vergelykings-proses vaste of algemeengeldende reels of beginsels te probeer distiUeer
nie. Die argument dat die eiser se eis 'in beginsel' verwerp moet word, is misplaas. Oaar is net een 'beginsel': om te
bepaal of die eiser se skade te ver verwyderd is van die verweerder se handeling om laasgenoemde dit toe te reken, moet
oorwegings van beleid, redelikheid, billikheid en regverdigheid toegepas word op die besondere feite van hierdie saak."
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well known in cases of rape that women suffer ruminatory thoughts for extended
periods of time after the incident. In his view the plaintiff's injuries far exceed the
injuries normally associated with rape. The burning of her back, the skin-grafting
operation, the humiliation of her inability to do her ablutions in a normal manner, her
fear of being infertile and the continued medical examinations which she was
subjected to, constitute, in his opinion, added suffering which was not normally
associated with the trauma of rape. It is therefore more than probable that the plaintiff,
given her immature personality traits, would have taken a long time to overcome the
psychological trauma associated with the violation of her genitals. Claasen J said that
if he was correct in drawing this analogy with the trauma normally associated with
rape, then it was probable that she would have suffered continuous mental anguish
throughout the period leading up to the court case in August 1995. He found that even
though plaintiffs condition may have been influenced by 'compensation neurosis',
this in itself would not break the chain of causality, absolving the defendants217 •

Claasen J said that trial stress in itself cannot therefore break the causal chain between
the defendants' negligence and the plaintiff's present major depressive disorder. He
stated that taking into account reasonableness and equity, he was of the view that the
present condition was justifiably linked to the defendant's negligence. Her present
worsened depressive disorder, he said, was not harm of an altogether different kind
from that which one would normally expect after an injury of the kind suffered by the
plaintiff. A more severe form of depression, ie a major depressive disorder plus
anxiety, following upon a burning of a woman's genitals is not an unexpected
phenomenon. Claasen J stated that it was not a result of 'a different kind from that
which would otherwise have resulted from the actor's negligence' (per Hiemstra J in
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He referred in this regard to Moehlen 'V National Employers' Mutual General Insurance Association Ltd 1959 (2) SA 317
(SR) where Morton J said at 319H-320C: "If. then, anxiety neurosis is the sole cause of her present condition, this
litigation and the plaintiff's desire for compensation are not its only causes, though they may have intensified it. It was
initially caused by her physical injuries and was a direct and reasonably foreseeable consequence of the deceased driver's
negligence. This puts the present case in a very different class from such cases as Hay (or Bourhill) 'V Young [1942] 2 All
ER 396, and King 'V Phillips [1953] 1 All ER 617, which Dr Palley has cited in support of his submission. Whether I
apply the test of foreseeability to the negligence only, as in the Polemis case, [1921] 3 KB 560, or extend it to the
consequential damage, the result is the same, and I find the defendant liable for that damage. Similar anxiety neuroses
have been held to be ground for damage in such cases as Latimer 'V Orient Steam Navigation Company Ltd (1952) and
MacKenna 'V Smiths Dock Company and Others (1947), the reports of which are only available to me in Kemp and
Kemp's The Quantum o/Damages at 367-70. In Slipman" London Transport Executive (1951) ibid at 361, in which the
plaintiff had suffered no physical injury at all in the collision and in which there was a similar conflict of medical
opinion, Mr Justice Hilbery, although he preferred the diagnosis of the medical witness for the defendant that the
plaintiff would recover and that settlement of his claim would have enabled him to recover very much quicker,
nevertheless awarded substantial general damages."
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Alston and Another v Marine & Trade Insurance Co LttfJ8. It was a normal response
to the stimuli created by the negligent injury to the plaintiff, particularly so because of
her neurotic state of learned helplessness and her inherent personality traits. This was
merely a case of a young woman who was incapable of facing the results of her
injuries with 'normal' fortitude and courage. In essence her wlnerability stemmed
from the weakening effect which her pre-existing personality traits had on her ability
to withstand trauma. Hers was a 'thin skull' case in the emotional and psychological
sense. That being so, it seemed to Claasen J that her emotional over-reaction to the
stimuli emanating from these additional stressors could not be regarded as a
supervening cause and the defendants must be held liable. The court said that it must
be remembered that her sequelae stemmed from actual physical injury to herself. It
was not a case of merely witnessing a traumatic event which induced shock causing
subsequent psychological sequelae. In cases where psychological sequelae follow
after actual physical injury, there is less likelihood of 'limitless' liability and therefore
greater scope for a flexible approach to include liability for psychological sequelae
which are further removed from the original negligent conduct.

Claasen J held that even if it could be said that there was a lesser connection between
the nervous collapse during August 1995 and the original injury, the fact that she was
physically injured would be sufficient in these circumstances to hold the defendants
liable. Because the plaintiff suffered physical injury, she was to be regarded as a
'primary victim'. He noted that in Page v Smith219 Lord Keith held that the thin skull
rule applies where the plaintiff is a primary victim (as was Mrs Gibson in the present
matter). He held that hindsight has no part to play where the plaintiff is a primary
victim and proof of proximity will therefore present no problem, i.e. remoteness of
damages will not be a problem where psychological sequelae occur consequent upon
a physical injury. Claasen J said that the principle expressed by Lord Keith is in line
with the dictum of Botha JA in Bester's case. He was of the opinion that the clarity
and perspective which hindsight brings in regard to the respective influences of all the
stressors which played a part leading up to the August 1995 psychological collapse,
was not that relevant where the defendants' negligence caused the plaintiff to suffer a
direct physical injury. He held that the thin skull rule applied. The defendants
218
219

Alsto" 1964 (4) SA 112 (W) at 116F-G)
Page [1995] 2 All ER 736 (HL) at 767 ;"ji"e
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therefore found their victim as she was with all her personality traits which played an
important although unquantifiable role in causing the collapse. The defendants also
found the plaintiff with all her built-in stresses and strains arising out of her familyrelated problems. Claasen J sad that it was not possible to quantify the influence of
these stressors and thus the fact that the collapse occurred later rather than sooner was
with hindsight of little consequence22~. Applying these principles to the present case
Claasen J was of the opinion that the defendants were liable for all forms of nervous
shock and psychological trauma, the lesser as well as the more serious, following after
the injury because it is irrelevant whether the precise nature and extent of plaintiff's
psychological trauma could have been foreseen.

It was submitted for the defendants that had the plaintiff submitted to timeous
psychotherapy she would have received timeous cognitive restructuring which would
have returned her to her pre-morbid emotional level of functioning. This would then
have enabled her to withstand the trial stress and its associated disappointments.
Claasen J responded to this by saying that it must be remembered that the onus to
prove that the plaintiff acted unreasonably in failing to submit herself for
psychotherapy, rests on the defendants22l • Claasen J observed that it was never the
defendants' case at the commencement of proceedings that the plaintiff's alleged
failure in this regard constituted a novus actus interveniens which broke the causal
chain between the defendants' negligence and the ultimate psychological breakdown
in August 1995. Nor was this defence pleaded. He said he was about the true nature of
this defence asking if he was to hold that the plaintiff negligently failed to submit to
psychotherapy, should her negligence be regarded as contributory negligence or
should her negligence be taken into account when legal causation is evaluated? He
asked whether it was truly a defence of a novus actus interveniens interrupting legal
causation or was it a defence of contributory negligence by the plaintiff which caused
her damages to be reduced by apportionment? If the latter, then the plaintiff'S
220
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Claasen J associated himself with what Bennan AJ said in Masiba and Another" Constantia Insurance Co Ltd and
Another 1982 (4) SA 333 (C) at 342D-F: "Regard being had to the physical condition of the deceased and his long
history of hypertension the present case affords an almost classic instance of the so-called 'thin skull case', the rule
being that a negligent defendant is bound to take his victim as he finds him, see Wilson" Birt (Ply) Ltd 1963 (2) SA 508
(D) at 516. It being a sine qua non of liability where non-physical injury is inflicted that this harm should have been
foreseeable, the application of the 'thin skull rule' to cases involving injury of this nature is that once a psychiatric injury
of gravity sufficient to render it actionable is foreseeable, then the injured party can recover for more extensive
psychiatric damage which is attributable to his pre-cxisting weakness, see Bester's case supra at 779." He also referred
to the Australian cases referred to by Navsa J in Clinton-Parker" Administrator, TranSWJal; Dawkins" Administrator,
TranSllaal1996 (2) SA 37 (W) at 65H-66F.
Butler" Durban Corporation 1936 NPD 139 at p 148
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damages may be reduced due to her contributory negligence only if the pleadings
placed her fault in issue222 which, in this case, the pleadings did not.

Claasen J noted that on the pleadings it was common cause that the defendants were
100 % to blame for the plaintiffs injuries. What was in issue, on the pleadings, was
the nature, extent and quantum of her damages consequent upon her injuries. But, he
, observed, it has been held that 'fault' as used in section 1 of the Apportionment of
Damages Acr23 is wide enough to bear the extensive meaning of negligent conduct
which causally contributed to both the occurrence of the 'harmful event' as well as
negligence which affects the 'nature, extent and quantum of damages' suffered. He
observed that this was held to be so even in cases where the defendant's negligence is
the sole cause of the harmful event. The plaintiffs 'fault' which may help to cause
both the harmful event and the subsequent nature and extent of his damages, said
Claasen J, is restricted to 'pre-accident' or 'pre-tortious' fault. Put differently: it is the
plaintiffs negligent conduct prior to the commission of the defendants' delict which is
judged as being relevant for purposes of apportioning the plaintiffs damages, and not
his negligent conduct after the commission of the delict. Thus a plaintiff's negligent
conduct subsequent to the harmful event which caused his damages cannot be the
subject of apportionment in terms of the Apportionment of Damages Acf24 •

Claasen J found that a distinction should be drawn between the parties' negligence
prior to the harmful event and any relevant negligence after the harmful event. In the
case 'of a plaintiff, his pre-delictual negligence will trigger the application of
contributory negligence to reduce his damages. The plaintiff's post-delictual
negligence will, however, affect the principles of legal causation (or remoteness)
which may reduce his damages. Post delicto, the plaintifrs negligent conduct may be
regarded as an actus novus interveniens which breaks the chain of causality
222
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AA Mutua/Insurance Association Lid v Nomelca 1976 (3) SA 45 (A) at 55-6
Apportionment Act 34 of 1956
The court referred to Neethling J and Potgieter JM 'Aspekte van die Deliks Elemente Nalatigheid, Feitelike en Juridiese
Kousaliteit (insluitend die sogenaamde eierskedelgevalle) - Smit v Abrahams' (1993) THRHR 157 at p 159: "Die
wesenlike verskil tussen die vraag na nalatigheid (juridiese verwytbaarheid van die dader) Ban die een kant, en
kousaliteit (aanspreeklikheidsbegrensing oftoerekenbaarheid van skade) aan die ander kant, moo nie uit die oog verloor
word nie. Dit is onlogies om, nadat eenmaal bevind is dat die &fader nalatig was (omdat hy in die lig van die
voorsienbaarheid van of spesifieke gevolge, of skade in die algemeen, anders moes opgetree het), met verwysing na
verdere ('remote') gevolge weer te vra of die dader anders moes opgetree het. Daar is immers by die ondersoek na
nalatigheid reeds besluit dat hy anders moes opgetrec het. By verdere gevolge gaan dit dus nie meer om die dader se
verwytbaarheid (skuld) nie (dit staan in hierdie stadium reeds vas), maar ofhy vir die verdere gevolge van sy verwytbare
optrede aanspreeklik gehou moet word."
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sufficiently to absolve the defendants from liability for the plaintiffs damages. It is
therefore in terms of the doctrine of legal causation (and not contributory negligence)
that he chose to construe the defence of the plaintiff's alleged refusal to submit to
psychotherapy. Also, said Classen J, the fact that this defence was not pleaded by the
defendants would be no bar to it being considered. Any defence which attacks the
legal connection between the harmful event and the plaintiffs damages can be raised
. once the nature, extent and quantum of the plaintiff's damages have been put in issue.
On the evidence, Claasen J found that this defence must fail. It was never explained to
the plaintiff in detail what a full-blown psychotherapeutic programme could mean to
her. The cost and time implications were never discussed with her, nor the expected
prognosis if she were to submit to such a course. It was only after the full analysis
contained in Dr Sugarman's medico-legal report came to hand for purposes of the trial
that these facts were made available to the plaintiff. It was therefore not correct to say
that she 'refused' psychotherapy. Nor did she 'unreasonably' refuse to undergo
psychotherapy said Claasen J.
As far as damages were concerned, Clasasen J held that taking into account the
plaintiff s pain and suffering, disfigurement and loss of amenities of as well as the
comparable cases to which counsel had referred and allowing for some inflationary "
escalation, a proper award for plaintiff's general damages for pain, suffering,
disfigurement, and loss of amenities of life, past and future, should be an "amount of
R70000.

Discussion
This case is an example of the thin skull rule applied in the psychological rather than
the physical context. Since, as the court has pointed out, the nervous system is in any
event a physical component of a person's psychological state, there is no reason in
principle why the thin skull rule should not be applied to psyschological harm. The
court acknowledged the 'thin skull rule' in psychological as opposed to physical harm.
in Clinton-Parker v Administrator, Transvaal Dawkins v Administrator, TransvaaF 2s •
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It is submitted that this view is consistent with the constitutionally acknowledged
right to psychological integrity. It is important to note in this regard that, where a
mishap occurs due to an underlying and undetected condition, for example an allergy
to anaesthetics, this will not necessarily mean that the provider is liable for that
mishap. All of the elements of delict, including negligence are still a requirement. If
the provider should have anticipated the underlying condition and, for example, asked
the patient if he or she suffered from any allergies or if there are certain recognised
pretests to be conducted where there is a reasonable likelihood that a patient could
have an underlying condition then it is likely to be evidence of negligence where such
precautions were not taken.

9.2.14

Broude v Mcintosh And Others226

Facts
The appellant was a medical doctor who has spent most of his professional life
practising medicine either privately or as an employee of a hospital. He was born on
30 March 1931 and was 60 years of age at the time of the operation. In 1969 his left
ear began to trouble him. He experienced deafness and tinnitus and protracted bouts
of giddiness. In the same year he underwent an operation in Germany. It left him
permanently deaf in the left ear but alleviated the tinnitus and the vertigo to such an
extent that for 20 years he had no need of further intervention. In 1989 there was a
recurrence of vertigo and tinnitus with accompanying nausea. He was referred in 1990
to the first respondent, Professor McIntosh, who was an ear, nose and throat surgeon.
He was head of the relevant department at the Johannesburg hospital and a professor
, in the faculty of medicine of the University of the Witwatersrand. Conservative
treatment followed but brought little relief. In March 1991 a decision was made to
operate. The operation was performed by the first respondent at the Johannesburg
General Hospital on 4 September 1991. The operation which the first respondent set
out to perform was a cochlear vestibular neurectomy. It was a designedly destructive
operation and had as its object the severance of both the cochlear and the vestibular
nerves. The vestibular nerve is severed and excised to counteract vertigo. The
cochlear nerve is severed but not necessarily removed to counteract tinnitus.
226
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Inasmuch as the cochlear nerve plays a role in the hearing function,. its severance
would not have been appropriate if the plaintiff had still been able to hear in his left
ear. The operation entails gaining access to the inner ear structures by making
appropriate incisions, sculpting away with a rotary burr part of the mastoid bone
behind the ear, passing through the labyrinth and. of the cochlea (and en passant
destroying them pro tanto) and arriving at the internal. auditory canal. This is a bony
structure with an internal lining of dura which is a very thick tough tissue. The bone
of the canal is shaped down until it is so translucent that one can see through it to the
structures behind it. The underlying dura is exposed by lifting the remaining film of
bone. The dura is then opened and the nerves which are to be severed are exposed to
view. They are visualised microscopically at a very large magnification by the
surgeon. Absent any anatomical abnormalities the nerves are easily seen and
distinguished from one another both by reason of their colouration and by reason of
their physical location and the courses which they take. In close proximity to the
vestibular and cochlear nerves is the facial nerve - indeed these three nerves make
contact with one another for some of their respective lengths. The vestibular nerve has
two branches both of which are severed and a segment of each removed. The cochlear
nerve is incised and mayor may not be removed. To close the opening through which
entry was gained, a sheet of fascia (fibrous tissue which holds structures together and
envelops muscles) taken from the patient's body is placed in such a way as to cover
the opening in the internal auditory canal. To hold it in place and provide a soft tissue
seal so that cerebrospinal fluid which fills the canal does not exude or leak out, an
appropriate quantity of body fat harvested from the patient is eased into the cavity
before the incision in the patient's skin is sutured. That is how the first respondent
said the operation should be done and there was no disagreement amongst the medical
witnesses about that.
The operation was done and after spending some time in the recovery room appellant
was taken to the ward in the latter part of the morning. His wife was waiting to see
him. According to first respondent, the appearance and function of the appellant's
face after he awoke from the anaesthetic in the recovery room was normal. Later that
day when he saw the appellant in the ward there were no clear signs of even a partial
palsy. All that he observed was 'a possible sluggishness of movement in places'.
According to the appellant's wife, Mrs Broude, she noticed when appellant was
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wheeled into the ward that 'his face looked strange' in that his mouth looked 'skew'.
She said that the appellant passed his hand across his face and asked her whether his
face was skew and she replied in the affirmative. Later on in the afternoon she met the
fIrst respondent in the ward which was a general ward. The appellant asked the first
respondent whether his face was skew and first respondent affirmed that it was. The
first respondent allegedly patted her on the shoulder and laughingly said: 'Mrs
Broude, if you were in America you would already be at the lawyer's offices.'
According to first respondent he said no such thing. Appellant and his wife also said
that fIrst respondent told them that appellant's face would return to normality within
three to four weeks. First respondent's version was that when he did discuss the palsy
(and it was not on that occasion) he said it would resolve itself in three to four months
but that he could have said that it might resolve itself earlie~ within a matter of weeks.

The fitst respondent did not dispute that by the next day some clinical signs of a left
facial palsy were visible. On that day the appellant was tested by means of
electroneuronography to establish the status of his facial nerve. -The test (ENOG)
showed a 60% degeneration of the nerve. On 19 September (by which time appellant

had been re-admitted to hospital another ENOG was carried out and it showed a 100%
degeneration of the nerve.

During the appellant's first stay in hospital there was a leakage of cerebrospinal fluid
through the surgical wound and through the nose. The occurrence of such a leak is not
uncommon and is not necessarily or even probably indicative of negligence. The
appellant was anxious to go home and after discussion with the first respondent
during which appellant was told to stay in bed he was discharged. There was still an
occasional leak of cerebro-spinal fluid at this time. While at home appellant suffered
from a stuffy and irritating nose. He blew his nose and experienced an excruciating
headache. He rushed back to hospital and remained there for several days. When he
was subsequently discharged, the appellant was to be strictly confined to his bed, take
antibiotic cover, and report back regularly to the department.' The leakage of
cerebrospinal fluid continued. The first respondent's attitude was that it would stop of
its own accord. The appellant decided to' take a second opinion and consulted Dr
Davidge-Pitts on 7 October. The appellant was advised to wait for a few more weeks.
He also communicated with Dr Hamersma during October. The latter was reluctant to
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be involved but advised him to keep in contact with the first respondent, to be
conservative and to follow the first respondent's advice. By 23 October the leak had
stopped and appellant returned to work on 28 October.

On 29 October the appellant consulted an ophthalmologist, Dr Kuming, about
problems he was experiencing as a consequence of not being able to open and close
his left eye because of the palsy. As time went by and no improvement in his facial
condition appeared to be taking place, appellant's anxiety increased. He experienced
difficulty in making contact with the first respondent and eventually appellant wrote
to him. The letter was mainly reproachful. It was said that the facial palsy was still
present and the question was posed whether the facial nerve had been either partially
or completely severed. Surprise and disappointment was expressed that neither first
respondent nor his department had made contact with the appellant. However, first
respondent was thanked for everything and the operation was said to be 'in a final
analysis' a 'success' and 'the nursing, medical and hospital' were said to have been
'superb' .
The first respondent claimed not to have received this letter until long after it was
written, citing his lengthy absence from South Africa as one of the reasons why he did
not receive it sooner. He admitted that he did not reply to it but said that he was due to
see appellant soon after he had seen the letter and intended to discuss it with him then.
As a fact they did not see one another again. On 30 January 1992 appellant consulted
a neurologist, Dr Levy, who was well known to him. Clinical examination failed to
disclose any observable functioning of the left facial nerve. An electromyographical
(EMG) test was performed to assess whether any function was present. According to
Dr Levy mild volitional activity in certain of the facial muscles was noted. No
stimulation of the facial nerve was possible. Dr Levy concluded that there did appear
. to be some return of function and suggested that a further EMG test in six weeks' time
might be of some value. He said in evidence that the volitional activity reflected when
the EMG test was done was inconsistent with total severance of the nerve and that for
the message to have reached the muscle from the brain stem via the facial nerve
meant 'that there must have been some continuity' and that whatever lesion there
might be was a 'partial' one. He said that clinical recovery of a facial nerve can be
very delayed and that electrical recovery often precedes clinical recovery. However,
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there is sometimes no functional recovery. A further test was carried out on 1 July
1992 but the findings were not recorded and Dr Levy was quite unable to recall what
they showed. Appellant claimed that he had been told by Dr Levy that the result of the
first test was equivocal and that nothing could be deduced from it. Dr Levy's response
to :that was that the result of the test may have

~een

equivocal as

~

indicator of

returning function but that it was not equivocal as an indicator of continuity of the
nerve.

Before returning to Dr Levy on 1 July 1992 the appellant consulted Dr Hamersma
during February 1992 after an arranged meeting with first respondent did not take
place on 4 February. Dr Hamersma examined appellant and subjected him to
electrical testing. He told the appellant that the facial nerve was dead and that there
was no response. He questioned the appellant about his interaction with the first
respondent and, having learnt that the first respondent had told appellant to await
developments, he advised him to 'err on the conservative (side) and give it its best
shot' seeing that the first respondent had 'never ever indicated any kind of concern'
and that 'we should wait up till nine months'. He also told him that he might need an
operation and that he should consult another ear, nose and throat surgeon, Dr Le
Roux, and a neurologist, Dr De Klerk. On 5 March 1992 Dr Kuming performed a
tarsorrhaphy operation on appellant. It entails sutwing the comers of the eyelids
together in order to protect the eye without depriving the patient of the use of the eye.
Had appellant been able to open and close his left eye this operation would not have
been required.

On 19 May 1992 appellant consulted Dr Le Roux who sent him to a physiotherapy
practice conducted by Ms Melanie Jacobs in the same building in order to undergo a
nerve excitability test (NET). The test was conducted by one of her assistants, Ms Van
der Merwe. According to 1\1s Vander Merwe, she had no difficulty in performing the
test. The apparatus was not out of order and appellant was not told to come back on
another day. According to Dr Le Roux, the result indicated that the nerve was alive
and had a chance of recovery and that it had not been severed. Marais JA observed
that a strange feature was that Dr Le Roux testified initially that he had not asked for
the test to be done but conceded when confronted with a note written to Ms Jacobs
that he had done so. However, he said he had received no report on the result of the
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test. When asked why he had not asked for the report when it was not forthcoming, he
was quite unable to explain why he had not done so. He claimed to have seen it for
the first time in court. Equally strange, said Marais JA, was the appellant's evidence
that the apparatus was not functioning, that he returned on another day to be tested,
and that the person conducting the test was still 'not very impressed with their
apparatus' but said 'they have got some result and that they would report to Dr Le
Roux'.

The latter advised appellant that he should consider going to see Dr Fisch, a renowned
surgeon in Zurich, with a view to surgical exploration of the nerve and a primary
nerve repair. Dr De Klerk shared that view. In the result the appellant was operated
upon by Dr Fisch in Zurich on 19 September 1992. Dr Fisch was unable to repair the
nerve and instead performed a facial nerve hypoglossal anastomosis. The operation
entails severing the nerve to the tongue in the neck and then connecting it to the facial
nerve where it exits from the brain stem at the base of the skull. The muscles of the
face are thereby enervated and the patient is trained to use the tongue to create facial
movement. However, it does not restore emotional expression and while it is possible
to close the eye, secretion of the eye does not return and the. eye remains dry. The
operation was successful.

The appellant underwent yet further operations in South Africa in 1993 to improve his
facial appearance. What was found during the operation in Zurich and what inferences
could be drawn from what was found was the subject of much debate. Dr Hamersma
was present at the operation and described what was found. Dr Fisch did not testify
but his note of the operation was translated from German into English and placed
before the trial Judge by consent of all the parties as being a correct exposition of
what he did and what he found. The parts of it around which debate centred were
these:
"5.

Behind theforamen meatal, a huge neuroma bulged out of the opened internal
auditory canal. This neuroma was removed by tympanoplasty scissors, without
escaping of fluid.

6.

Removal of bone over jugular bulbus in the area of porus acusticus internus.
This had not been reached by previous operation. Exposure of back, upper and
lower surfaces of the internal auditory canal. The facial nerve was traced
1216

inside the scarred auditory canal. A few millimetres before the foramen

meatal, the nerve loses itself inside scar tissue. The scar extends over the
entire internal auditory canal
7.

Opening of the meatal dura in the area of porus acusticus internus. Here too an
atrophied facial nerve was to be found. Even after re~oval of dense scar tissue
from the internal auditory" canal, it was

~till

impossible to identify a proximal

stump of the facial nerve, with any certainty. It would appear that, after the
previous operation, dense scar tissue in the internal auditory canal compressed
the facial nerve and led to development of a scar-neuroma.
8.

In view of the fact that facial paralysis had persisted for one year and the
patient's facial muscles had a very flaccid appearance, we decided to proceed
with a hypoglosso-facial-anastomosis.

Revie~:

The cause of the facial-nerve-Iesion during the

pre~ious

operation remains

unclear. It is possible that the internal auditory canal was, to a large extent closed by
tissue which, as a result of post-operative swelling of facial nerve graft within the
inner auditory canal was compressed and, as a result, regenerated nerve-fibres were
unable to establish contact With the meatal foramen. Whether the six weeks of
liquorrhea also were (also) responsible, remains an open question."

Marais JA noted that what was thought to be a neuroma was shown on histological
examination to be 'scar tissue with parts of a peripheral nerve'. A neuroma is the new
growth of tissue which usually follows upon the severance of a nerve and it is
something quite distinct from scar tissue. The reference to 'liquorrhea' was a
reference was to the leakage of cerebrospinal fluid which occurred in September

1991.

Judgment
The claim for damages was founded upon first respondent's conduct before, during,
and after the operation.

Marai~

JA found that the omission to inform appellant of the

risk of leakage of cerebrospinal fluid was of no significance. The leakage was not
proved to be causally related to the onset of the facial palsy and the appellant ~id not
claim that if the risk of leakage had been mentioned to him, he would have refused to
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consent to the operation. Marais JA observed that the court a quo drew attention to the
fact that when the appellant's letter of demand was sent it made no mention of any
failure by first respondent to inform appellant of the risk to the facial nerve and the
availability of an alternative operation. The judge in the court a quo also considered it
to be improbable that first respondent would have failed to inform appellant of these
matters. Marais JA added that it was also somewhat improbable that the appellant
would have been disinterested in such matters given the fact that he was a medical
practitioner with some knowledge of the anatomy of the area in which the operation
would be performed. He held that no good reason existed to differ from the trial
judge's view that

th~s

cause of action was not made out and that the same applied to

the alternative cause of action based upon an alleged negligent failure to inform
appellant.

The negligent conduct during the operation was pleaded originally as consisting of,
firstly, the severance of the facial nerve, and, secondly, the failure properly to close
the operation site and the aditus (entrance) to the antrum (cavity). The latter allegation
was not persisted in at the trial and no more need be said about it. During the trial
appellant amended his pleadings to include an allegation that, if the facial nerve was
not severed, it was negligently damaged in some other unspecified way. The trial
judge concluded that the evidence did not establish on a balance of probabilities that
the facial nerve was severed during the operation.

Mar~s

JA after considering the

basis for the trial judge's conclusion held that there was no preponderance of
probability that the facial nerve was severed during the operation. Counsel for the
appellant contended that, whatever the precise cause of the palsy was, the onset of the
palsy was so immediate and complete that it had to be inferred, as a matter of
probability, that it could only have been caused by some unspecified negligent act on
the part of the surgeon which caused damage so severe that the act must have been
closely akin to severance in its traumatic impact. In considering this contention
Marais JA noted that the evidence of Dr Hamersma was of pivotal importance in the
appellant's case and that the trial judge's mainly unfavourable assessment of him as a
witness was fully borne out by the evidence. He was found to be deserving of credit
for his readiness to champion the cause of the appellant but lacking in objectivity
because of his professional animosity towards the first respondent which predated the
operation which the first respondent performed upon the appellant. Marais JA said
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that a disturbing aspect of his evidence was the zeal with which he sought to persuade
Dr Fisch to include in his report an unequivocal statement to the effect that the
cochlear nerve had not been cut despite the fact that the factual foundation for such a
statement was slender. His motive for doing so was to enable it to be argued that the
facial nerve had been mistaken by first
.

mistake~y

respon~ent

for the cochlear nerve and

severed. A perusal of his evidence, said Marais JA, showed him to be a

forceful and at times excitable personality who was intent upon dredging up anything
he could think of which might reflect adversely upon the first respondent's
performance of the operation, his conduct after the operation, and his credibility.
Anything which appeared to militate against his own thesis of severance of the facial
nerve or damage so serious as to be akin to severance was dogmatically derided as
being of no consequence. Marais JA concluded that while Dr Hamersma was a very
knowledgeable and experienced surgeon and there was much in his evidence which
made good sense and accorded with the evidence of other medical witnesses and
medical literature, there were too many manifestations of a lack of objectivity to
enable one to repose any real confidence in him as a witness. His dogged persistence
in advancing the contention that first respondent had negligently severed the facial
nerve during the operation, knew that he had done so, yet failed to lift a finger to
make amends, was, in the face of the countervailing indicia and the inherent
improbability of such behaviour, illustrative of unjustifiable obstinacy and cast a pall
of doubt over the value of his evidence on other contested issues. Marais JA noted
that counsel for the appellant had frankly conceded that, if the finding that it had not
been proved that an immediate and total left facial palsy had set in after the operation
could not be successfully assailed, he would find it very difficult, if not impossible, to
convince the court that it was more probable than not that first respondent must have
been negligent in some or other respect in performing the operation. Marais JA said
that this concession was correctly made and that even if the immediate onset of a total
facial palsy had been proved, it would have been questionable whether the inference
that first respondent had negligently seriously traumatised the facial nerve during the
carrying out of the operation would have been justified. Marais JA stated that in cases
of this kind, when a patient has suffered greatly because of something that has
occurred during an operation a court must guard against its understandable sympathy
for the blameless patient tempting it to infer negligence more readily than the
evidence objectively justifies, and more readily than it would have done in a case not
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involving personal injury. He said that any such approach to the matter would be
subversive of the undoubted incidence of the onus of proof of negligence in South
African law in an action such as this. The judge observed that when reviewing the
total picture emerging from the evidence, counsel for appellant sought to invest with
some significance what the trial Judge found to be untrue denials by the first
respondent of what at first blush might seem to be compromising statements made by

him after the operation (the reference to medical malpractice litigation in the United
States of America and the long wait for recovery of facial function which would be
appellant's lot). It was argued that, when read with the difficulty which the appellant
said he experienced in getting to see or elicit any response from first respondent after
his discharge from hospital, it was indicative of a guilty conscience and a realisation
that the operation had not been performed with the necessary care. Some significance
was also sought to be attached to the finding that first respondent's description of the
appearance of appellant's face soon after the operation was unjustifiably euphemistic.
Marais JA further observed that the trial Judge weighed these contentions and
discounted the probative value of the findings on which they were based. He pointed
out that the remark about lawyers and the United States of America was equally
consistent with a genuine sense of confidence that at worst a transient facial palsy
which would soon resolve itself was present. The overheard remark, made on a later
occasion, that it would take longer to recover than appellant had initially been led to
believe, when objectively regarded, is not indicative of any sense of personal guilt.
The difficulties experienced by appellant in making contact with first respondent were
not regarded as sinister. The evidence on that issue was rightly held to be
inconclusive. The euphemistic description by first respondent of appellant's face was
not attributed by the trial Judge to a wilful perversion of the truth; instead he
attributed it to reconstruction based upon available but incomplete hospital records
and assumptions about what would have been done. He pointed to the inherent
improbability of first respondent having known all along that he had severely
damaged the facial nerve but having refrained from informing appellant and, more
importantly, from having takeJ? any remedial operative action. Recriminations and
unpleasant repercussions would be inevitable. Although he did not explicitly say so,
Marais JA said he thought that it was implicit in the trial Judge's judgment that,
whatever reason first respondent may have had for denying making the remarks which
he did, the inference that it was because he had a guilty conscience was not justified.
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It was argued that the learned trial Judge's assessment of first respondent's credibility
was unduly charitable and that reconstruction and inadequate hospital records could
not explain his excessively euphemistic description of appellant's facial appearance
soon after the operation. Nor, so it was submitted, could a subconscious repression of
any recollection of the statements which he made after the operation satisfactorily
account for his denial that he made them. Marais J A said whilst this may be so he did
not think that it contributed greatly to the resolution of the question of whether first
respondent was indeed negligent in his performance of the operation. Marais JA
found that he was unable to say that the trial Judge was wrong in his overall
assessment of this aspect of the case.

Marais JA stated that the post-operative negligence alleged could be disposed of
shortly. An allegation that the appellant was prematurely discharged from hospital on
the fifth day after the operation 'in a debilitated and ill condition' was said by the
. appellant himself to be incorrect. An alleged negligent failure to institute any or
proper treatment for a 'dry eye' condition which often accompanies facial palsy had
to be jettisoned when it became quite obvious from contemporaneous hospital
records, the authenticity of which was undisputed, that appellant's evidence in support
of that allegation was quite wrong. An allegation that there was a negligent failure to
close the cerebrospinal fluid leak was simply not shown by the evidence. It stopped of
its own accord as both the first respondent and Dr Davidge-Pitts had predicted it
would. An allegedly negligent failure to properly monitor the appellant's condition by
regular check-ups or examinations was not established. As the trial Judge correctly
observed, the preponderance of evid~nce was that it was expected of a public hospital
patient to report back after his discharge. A report back date had been mentioned upon
appellant's first discharge. It was anticipated by his second re-admission to hospital
when the cerebrospinal leak worsened. Upon appellant's second discharge there was
nothing to be done except to wait. Indeed, said Marais J, despite the appellant's later
resort to other medical practitioners for advice (including Drs Le Roux and
Hamersma), no immediate surgical intervention was advised and they too advised
appellant to wait and see what developed. By the time surgical intervention was
recommended, the appellant had long since ceased to look to the first respondent for
treatment and advice. An allegedly negligent failure to inform appellant that he had
severed the facial nerve and to determine the site of the damage to the nerve and
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repair it was not proved because a severance of the facial nerve during the operation
was not proved. The appeal was dismissed with costs.

Discussion
It is submitted that this case serves to illustrate the point that not all adverse outcomes
following a medical intervention attract liability. It also could be cited in evidence of
the lack of truth behind the idea of a conspiracy of silence between health
professionals since the expert witness for the plaintiff seemed so determined to expose
the defendant's lack of professional skill that he even went almost so far as to try to
construct evidence to this effect himself. Fortunately the court was not deceived on
this score. The question of expert· medical evidence and how the courts approach it is
covered in some detail in the discussion of Michael v Linksfield ·Park Clinic infra. In
Broude the question was primarily around causation althoughof course negligence

was also alleged but not proven. There was no evidence that the facial nerve of the
plaintiff had been severed in the operation neither was there sufficient evidence of
negligence on the part of the defendant. It would seem that the overly emotional and
vindictive responses of the expert witness for the plaintiff did not assist the latter's
case because the court acknowledged the pivotal importance of this expert witness but
also recognised his lack of neutrality.

9.2.15

Mukheiber v Raath227

Facts

Mr and Mrs Raath were married out of community of property and both were estate
agents. Mrs Raath had given birth to four children: a son, Zane, who was born in 1986
and who died when he was five years old; a son, Timothy, born in 1988; a daughter,
Taryn, born in 1993; and a son, Jonathan, born in 1994. The birth of Jonathan gave
rise to the claim. Dr Mukheiber was a gynaecologist who had been practising as such
for more than 30 years. A doctor-patient relationship existed between him and Mrs
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Raath from before Timothy's birth, attended to by Dr Mukheiber and do~e by way of
caesarian section in 1988. In 1992 Mrs Raath became pregnant with Taryn. Dr
Mukheiber once again was chosen by the prospective parents to attend to the pre-natal
treatment of Mrs Raath. She visited him a number of times in the ordinary course of
her confinement. On 28 January 1993 Mrs Raath again visited Dr Mukheiber on a
routine ante-natal gynaecological visit. During the course of that visit it was decided
that she would give birth to the child she was then carrying by elective caesarian
section on 8 February 1993, which was to be done by Dr Mukheiber. During the
course of the same consultation, she informed him that she did not wish to fall
pregnant again and the question of sterilisation was raised. Dr Mukheiber informed
her that he required her to discuss the matter with her husband and to tell him at their
nex~

consultation what they had decided. Mr and Mrs Raath had previously discussed

the prospect of her sterilisation but not in depth. They did not, on the evening of 28
January 1993, discuss the issue of sterilisation. However, during the early hours of 29
January 1993 Mrs Raath went into spontaneous labour and, at approximately 6.30 am,
Dr Mukheiber delivered her of a healthy daughter (Taryn) by emergency caesarian
section. The following day Dr Mukheiber visited Mrs Raath in hospital and on
Monday, 1 February 1993, she was discharged from hospital. At no stage was it
agreed that Dr Mukheiber would perform a sterilisation procedure. The prescribed
forms required by the hospital where Mrs Raath gave birth to Taryn that permit a
doctor to perform a sterilisation had not been completed. The pathological
examination which Dr Mukheiber always insisted upon after he had done a tubal
ligation had not been requested or done. He had, in fact, not performed a sterilisation
on Mrs Raath and his patient's card and records did not reflect such an operation at
all, although meticulously correct in all other respects.
The cause of action arose on 4 February 1993, when Mrs Raath, accompanied by her
husband, visited Dr Mukheiber's consulting rooms and surgery at approximately
13:00 to have the sutures, inserted during the caesarian section, removed. The
plaintiffs' version was that, having removed the sutures, Dr Mukheiber called Mr
Raath, who was in the waiting room, into the surgery to show to him how neatly the
operation had been done. According to them, Dr Mukheiber then told them that he

had performed a sterilisation on Mrs Raath, that she was now a 'sports model', and
that they did not need to worry about contraception. Dr Mukheiber disputes this
1223

version. He cannot remember having removed Mrs Raath' s sutures, but concedes that
he must have done so. However, he denies that he ever made the alleged
misstatement. He said he did not think he had made a mistake [ie the alleged
misrepresentation] for the following reasons: it was very soon after the caesarian
section, six days, and he

~emembered

the procedure very, very clearly. The second

thing that was uppermost in his mind would have been the fact that when he phoned
the Libertas. Hospital [just before the emergency caesarian] he asked the sister to
please inquire from Mrs Raath if she wanted to be sterilised. If she wanted to be
sterilised she should get consent from her and her husband. And the third thing is that
he would have had my clinical notes in front of him as well as a pathological report,
and if he had seen a pathological report then he would have known that she had had a
sterilisation. But if there was no pathological report he could not possibly see how he
could have made that mistake.
During August 1993 Mrs Raath telephoned Dr Mukheiber and informed him that she
was not feeling well and that her menstrual periods had stopped. She asked him
whether it was possible to fall pregnant after a sterilisation, and that he replied that it
was highly unlikely and that, in more than 30 years of practice, he had never had a
sterilisation that had gone wrong because he cuts, ties and cauterises the Fallopian
tubes. According to her he said that she was probably overworked and that it was
more likely that her hormones had not yet settled down after the sterilisation. Dr
Mukheiber admitted in evidence to a telephonic conversation with Mrs Raath in
August 1993. According to him she asked him whether a person who had been
sterilised could possibly fall pregnant, to which he replied that it was highly unlikely
but that anything was possible. He denied that she accused him of doing a sterilisation
on her and denied having told her that, in performing a sterilisation, he also cauterises
the Fallopian tubes - that is not his practice. He also denied having told her that he had
never had a failed sterilisation, because, in fact, he had had two such failures. He also
denied telling her that it was likely that her hormones had not yet settled down,
because a tubal ligation would not affect the hormonal balance at all. On 21
September 1993 Mrs Raath visited a general practitioner, Dr Andrea Steinberg, who
diagnosed that she was 12 weeks pregnant. Mrs Raath testified that she was
devastated and burst into tears, because they did not want to have more children. Dr
Steinberg (who was not available to testify) telephoned Dr Mukheiber and the latter
1224

then spoke to Mrs Raath over the telephone. According to her, he said that he was ' ...
absolutely flabbergasted ... ' to learn that she was pregnant, because he cuts, ties and
cauterises the tubes and that there must be some technical problem. He requested her
to come and see him the following day in his surgery. Dr Mukheiber recalled the
telephonic conversation with Dr Steinberg. He testified that it was put to him that he
had sterilised Mrs Raath and that she was now three months pregnant. He testified
that this was the first time that he had been accused of having performed a
sterilisation on Mrs Raath. His evidence is that he said to Dr Steinberg that he did not
have his clinical notes with him, but that he would check his notes the following
morning, w:hich he did. He also telephoned the records department of the

Li~ertas

Hospital and ascertained that only a caesarian section had been performed and no
sterilisation.

Mrs Raath testified that she visited Dr Mukheiber the next day, ie 22 September 1993.
Her evidence is that he called her into his surgery and told her that he had not done a
sterilisation on her. She replied that he had told her that he had done a sterilisation,
whereupon, in her words, he said:
" ... he knows he told me, he was mistaken but he was too lazy to check his records at that
time. He said that he felt morally responsible about what had happened, and asked me what I
wanted him to do about it."

After Mrs R.a:ath, according to her evidence, explained to him that they had no
medical aid assistance, Dr Mukheiber undertook not to charge her for the future antenatal care and caesarian section itself, but stated that she would have to pay the
hospital fees. Dr Mukheiber recalled this consultation with Mrs Raath. He flatly
denied that he told her that he had made the alleged misrepresentation or that he had
made a mistake and had been too lazy to consult his notes. He admitted not having
charged Mrs Raath for the consultation, but denied that it indicated guilt. According
to him he did so for compassionate reasons. He conceded that it is possible that for
compassionate reasons he also undertook to attend to the prenatal care and the
delivery free of charge. Mrs Raath did not use Dr Mukheiber's professional services
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after this date. They commenced litigation shortly thereafter. The trial Court absolved
the defendant, Dr Mukheiber, from the instance with costs22B •

The Full Court of the Cape High Court reversed the trial Court's judgment. Accepting
that Mrs Raath bona fide believed that a sterilisation had been performed on her by Dr
Mukheiber (which belief was never questioned during the trial), the Full Court found
it inconceivable that such belief might have been due to some delusion or confusion
of which no suggestion whatsoever was made during her cross-examination. The
Court found it 'highly improbable' that anyone other than Dr Mukheiber, or any
actual or imaginary incident or circumstance not suggested or referred to in evidence,
might have conjured up the firm belief in her mind that she had been sterilised. The
probabilities rather favour the inference that Dr Mukheiber must have sown the seed
in the minds of the Raaths that they could discontinue contraceptive practices.

Judgment
Olivier JA observed in giving judgment that since the middle of the 1960s actions for
'wrongful concepti<?n' (an action for damages brought by the parents of a normal,
healthy child born as a result of a failed sterilisation or abortion performed by a
medical doctor), 'wrongful birth' (an action brought by the parents on similar grounds
but where the child is born handicapped) and 'wrongful life' (an action brought by a
deformed child, who was born as a result of a negligent diagnosis or other act by a"
doctor) have troubled Courts in England, the USA, Canada and Germany. In South
Africa it was for the first time given judicial attention in the High Court in Edouard v

Administrator, NataP29 and by this Court in Administrator, Natal v EdouartP30 • The
Edouard case was a claim for 'wrongful concepti!Jn' and was based on breach of
contract.

228
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Olivier JA noted that the crux of the decision was formulated as follows: "It follows from the aforegoing that I find
myself in the unenviable position of not being able to decide the probabilities on either side. I cannot find that the
general probabilities favour plaintiffs' case more than defendant's, or vice versa. As far as the credibility of the witnesses
is concerned. I cannot fault the evidence of either side to the extent that I would reject their evidence as being untrue. In
the result, I am unable to find that plaintiffs have discharged the onus upon them of establishing that defendant made the
alleged misrepresentation that he had sterilised first plaintiff."
EdOilard 1989 (2) SA 368 (D)
Administrator Natal "V Edouard fu 197 supra
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Olivier JA observed that the legal matrix in which the plaintiffs' claim was to be
placed and judged is that of negligent misrepresentation which cause pure economic
loss, ie as opposed to physical injury to person or property, and not made in a
contractual context. Such a claim, he noted, is recognised in South African law as one
of the instances of the application of the extended actio legis Aquiliae231 • He stated
that the action is available to a plaintiff who can establish:
(i)

that the defendant, or someone for whom the defendant is vicariously liable,
made a misstatement (whether by commissio or omissio) to the plaintiff;

(ii)

that in making the misstatement the person concerned acted unlawfully;

(iii)

that such person acted negligently;

(iv)

that the plaintiff suffered loss;

(v).

that the said damage was caused by the misstatement; and

(vi)

that the damages claimed represent proper compensation for such loss.

Olivier J noted that the court had in the past cautioned against the danger of limitless
liability produced by the application of the extended Aquilian action. That danger, he
said, is ever present, particularly where a medical practitioner runs the risk of having
in effect to maintain the child of his patient without having any real control over the
vicissitudes that attend the child's upbringing. In order to keep the cause of action
within reasonable bounds, each and every element of the delict should be properly
tested and applied232• Olivier J noted that the danger of limitless liability in particular
as far as negligent misrepresentation as a cause of action is concerned can be averted
if careful consideration is given to the dictates of public policy, keeping in mind that
public policy can easily become 'an unruly horse'.
Olivier JA said that he was not inclined to reject the doubt or to reject the trial Court's
finding as to the credibility of the three dramatis personae. He agreed, however, that
on the evidence the probabilities favoured the case of the Raaths and that that, on a
balance of probabilities, it had been proved that Dr Mukheiber did make the alleged
231
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This principle was first recognised in Administrateur, Natal v Trust Bank van AfrikD Bpk 1979 (3) SA 824 (A) at p
831 B-833C, The action was again affinned in Siman and Co (Pty) Ltd v Barclays National Bank Ltd 1984 (2) SA 888
(A) at p 904D-O, again in Lillicrap, Wassenaar and Partners v Pilkington Brothers (SA) (Pty) Ltd 1985 (I) SA47S (A)
at p 498D-in Bayer South Africa (Pty) Lid v Frosl1991 (4) SA SS9 (A) at 5688-0,
This includes, according to Corbett CJ in Bayer [th 193 supra] at S680 ", , , the duty of the Court (a) to decide whether
on the particular facts of the case there rested on the defendant a legal duty not to make a misstatement to the plaintiff
(or, to put it the other way. whether the making of the statement was in breach of this duty and, therefore, unlawful) and
whether the defendant in the light of all the circumstances exercised reasonable care to ascertain the correctness of his
statement; and (b) to give proper attention to the nature of the misstatement and the interpretation thereof, and to the
question of causation",
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representation. He pointed out that Mrs Raath was not sterilised by Dr Mukheiber
when he performed the caesarian section on her on 29 January 1993.' The
representation by him that he had done so was therefore false. On the subject of
unlawfulness, Olivier JA stated that there are different ways in which the
unlawfulness of a misrepresentation can be approached. Common to all approaches is
the fundamental principle that tortious liability is founded not upon the act performed
by the defendant, but upon the consequences of that acf33. He noted further that
common to all approaches is that unlawfulness, in the relevant sense, is to be found in
the violation of the rights of the person suffering damage as a consequence of the act
complained of, and that whether or not there was a violation of a right of the claimant
(or the converse, a dereliction of a duty by the defendant) depends on a number of
considerations, including in the final instance, public policy234. Olivier JA observed
that the South African legal position relating to the unlawfulness of a
misrepresentation was admirably encapsulated by Corbett CJ in an article entitled
'Aspects of the Role of Policy in the Evaluation of our Common Law'23S Olivier JA.
stated that the question of whether there is a duty not to make a misrepresentation,
depends on the circumstances of each case236 . He said that in the context of
misrepresentation one must ask the question: was there in the particular circumstances
an invasion of the rights of the claimant as a consequence of the misrepresentation?
Conversely, was there a legal duty upon the defendant before making the
233
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He quoted Viscount Simonds in Overseas Tankship (UK) Ltd 'V Morts Dock and Engineering Co Ltd (I 961] 1 All ER
404 (PC) (Wagon Mound No 1) at 41 5A: "But there can be no liability until the damage has been done. It is not the act
but the consequences on which tortious liability is founded. Just as (as it has been said) that there is no such thing as
negligence in the air. so there is no such thing as liability in the air."' He also referred to Boberg (rn 86 supra) at 31.
Suid-Afrikaanse Uitsaaikorporasie v O'Malley 1977 (3) SA 394 (A) at 403A; Schultz v Butt 1986 (3) SA 667 (A) at
679A-F; Regal v African Superstate (Ply) Ltd 1963 (1) SA 102 (A) at 121G-122F; Minister van Polisie v Ewels (fn 66
supra) at 596G-597H).
Corbett CJ (1987) 104 SAU 52 at 59. He said it bears full quotation: "Thus the key to liability is the existence of a legal
duty on the part of the defendant, that is the person making the statement, not to make a misstatement to the plaintiff.
that is the person claiming to have been damnified by the statement. For without this legal duty there can be no
unlawfulness. And unlawfulness is a sine qua non of Aquilian liability. The legal duty is. however. not an absolute one.
It simply requires the defendant to take reasonable care to ensure the correctness of his statement before making it. This
requirement of a legal duty. together with the nature of the misstatement and its interpretation. and the question of
causation. enables the Courts to keep within bounds the potentially unruly concept of liability for economic loss caused
by a negligent misstatement. In deciding to give its imprimatur to this cause of action. the Appellate Division
unquestionably took a policy decision of paramount importance in the law of delict. Moreover, as in the case of liability
for an omission, the general test adopted for determining wrongfulness or unlawfulness poses the question whether in all
the circumstances of the case there was a legal duty to act reasonably. The application ofthis test in each individual case.
where there is no clear precedent, entails the making of a further policy decision. or value judgment. Here the law must
keep in step with the attitudes of society and consider whether on the particular facts society would require the
imposition of liability. Factors which would no doubt influence the Court in coming to a conclusion would be whether
the extent of the potential loss incurred is finite and identifiable with a particular claimant or claimants; whether the
misstatement relates to a field of knowledge in which the defendant possesses or professes skill; whether the
misstatement was made in a business or professional context or merely casually or in a social context. whether the loss
suffered was a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the misstatement; and so on."
King" Dykes 1971 (3) SA 540 (RA) at 546A-E.
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representation, to take reasonable steps to ensure that it was correct? He found that the
following circumstances indicated that there was such a duty:
(i)

The relationship between Mrs Raath (and her husband) and Dr Mukheiber and
the nature of his duties towards them amounted to a special duty on his part to
be careful and accurate in everything that he did and said pertaining to such
relationship.

(ii)

The representation was not only objectively material, carrying the real,
objective risk of the conception and birth of an unwanted child; the
representation was also subjectively material: the dangers of a false
representation C?~ the kind under discussion should have been obvious to the
mind ofa gynaecologist in the position of Dr Mukheiber.

(iii)

It was plain that the misrepresentation induced the Raaths not to take
contraceptive care.

(iv)

It must have been obvious to a person in Dr Mukheiber's position that the
Raaths would place reliance on what he told them, that the correctness of the
representation was of vital importance to them, and that if it were incorrect
they could suffer serious damage.

(v)

The representation related to technical matters concerning a surgical procedure
about which the Raaths as lay people would necessarily be ignorant and Dr
Mukheiber would, or should be, knowledgeable.

A failure on a doctor's part to take reasonable steps to desist from making the sort of
representations now under discussion unless and until he has taken all reasonable
steps to ensure the accuracy of the representation would, said Olivier JA, render the
misrepresentation unlawful.

He then turned to the question of negligence and noted that in South African law, the
standard of conduct expected from all members of society is that of the bonus
paterfamilias, ie the reasonable man or woman in the position of the defendant. An act
which falls short of this standard and which causes damage unlawfully is described as
negligent, ie it is tainted with culpa. Olivier JA stated that the test for culpa can, in th
light of the development of the law since Kruger v Coetzee 237 be stated as follows:

237

Kruger 1966 (2) SA 428 (A)
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For the purposes of liability culpa arises if (a)

a reasonable person in the position of the defendant-

(i)

would have foreseen harm of the general kind that actually occurred;

(ii)

would have foreseen the general kind of causal sequence by which that harm

occurred;
(iii)

would have taken steps to guard against it, and

(b)

the defendant failed to take those steps.

He observed that in the case of an expert, such as a surgeon, the standard is higher
than that of the ordinary layperson and the Court must consider the general level of
skill and diligence possessed and exercised at the time by the members of the branch
of the profession to which the practitioner belongs238. Dr Mukheiber did not dispute
that, if it was found that he had made the representation under discussion, his action
was negligent. Applying the tests set out above, it was clear, said Olivier JA, that Dr
Mukheiber should reasonably have foreseen the possibility of his representation
causing damage to the Raaths and should have taken reasonable steps to guard against
such occurrence, and that he failed to take such steps.

On the subject of causation, Olivier JA made the following observations. As far as
factual causation is concerned, the court follows the conditio sine qua non - or 'but
for'- tesf39. Once factual causation has been established, however, the question of
limiting the defendant's liability for the factual consequences of his or her conduct
arises. It is here that views differ radically. There are two main schools of approach
amongst South African academic writers and in the case law.
The 'relative view'240 proposes that one should ". . . see both wrongfulness and culpability, not in abstracto, but as relative to the actual
consequences in issue. The question is not whether the defendant's conduct was wrongful and
culpable, but whether the harm for which the plaintiff sues was caused wrongfully and
culpably by the defendant. Wrongfulness is determined by applying the criterion of objective
reasonableness ex post facto to the actual harm and the manner of its occurrence; culpability
is satisfied only where the defendant intended or ought reasonably to have foreseen and
guarded against harm of the kind that actually occurred. Having thus accorded the
requirements of wrongfulness and fault an active role in the limitation of liability, those who
adopt this approach have no need to postulate a further requirement that the plaintiff's damage
be not 'too remote'. Their finding that the defendant acted wrongfully and culpably in causing
the harm actually complained of inherently also confines his liability within acceptable limits.
And the policy considerations that must ultimately determine what limits of liability are
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Van Wyk" Lewis (m 3 supra) at 444.
Minister of Police" Skosana m21 S supra at 34F-3SG
Boberg (m 20 supra) at p 381
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acceptable receive due judicial recognition when the discretionary 'objective reasonableness'
test of wrongfulness and the flexible 'foreseeable kind of harm' test of negligence are
applied."

The other view
" ... is that limitation is best achieved by postulating a further requirement for liability,
namely that the plaintiffs damage must not be 'too remote'. Also called 'legal causation',
remoteness may be determined in various ways. Some favour the 'direct consequences' test,
some the 'foreseeability' test, some the 'adequate cause' test and some a composite solution.
Common to all, however, is the premiss that culpability is an 'abstract' attribute of conduct
unrelated to its actual consequences, and so having no function in limiting liability for those
consequences, which is the province of 'legal causation'. The traditionalists therefore
approach the issue of remoteness already armed with a wrongful and negligent act that has in
fact caused harm, and proceed to enquire whether the causal connection is sufficient according to the test that each favours - to found legal liability."

In general, said Olivier JA, the courts have in the past on occasions followed the
relative approach. Among others, Boberg241 has pleaded for a rejection of the second
approach on the grounds that"the need to have recourse to remoteness is a self-imposed burden of those who refuse to see
that negligence, being a failure to act as a reasonable man would have done in particular
circumstances, cannot be divorced from those circumstances and therefore contains all the
ingredients for the effective limitation of liability."

Nevertheless, he said, the court of appeal has applied the test of so-called legal
causation in recent times on more than one occasion, and counsel for Dr Mukheiber
had relied on these cases242 for his argument that the damages claimed by the Raaths,
or part of it, are too remote and should either be refused in toto or limited. Olivier J
stated

th~t

what appears from the 'legal causation' cases is that public policy plays a

role, even a decisive role, in limiting liability. On the other hand, in the relative
approach, public policy plays the very same role in establishing which consequences
of an act are to be regarded as wrongful, thus creating and at the same time limiting
liability. The two approaches differ in methodology and approach, but not in
substance. If properly .applied, they would generally give the same legal result in each
case. What is clear in the present case is that the element of factual causation, the 'but
241
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Boberg The Law of Delict at p 382
The cases are Minister 0/ Police v Skosana (fn 215 supra at p 34) (Corbett JA, majority judgment); International
Shipping Co (Ply) Ltd v Bentley fn 215 supra at p 702 et seq (Corbett CJ); Smit v Abrahams fn 216 supra at p 14A et seq
(Botha JA); Standard Chartered Bank o/Canada v Nedperm Bank Ltd 1994 (4) SA 747 (A) at 7641 et seq (Corbett CJ);
Groenewa/dv Groenewald 1998 (2) SA 1106 (A) at P 1113C-J.
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for' test, is not in issue: but for Dr Mukheiber's misrepresentation, the Raaths would
have taken contraceptive measures, and the child, Jonathan, would probably not have
been conceived and born. What remained in dispute is whether public policy excludes
or limits the liability of Dr Mukheiber in the present case. The role and ambit of
public policy in a claim by the father of a normal and healthy child conceived and
born after an unsuccessful tubal ligation performed on his wife, the mother of the
child, against the doctor was considered by this Court in Edouard. The action was
based on breach of contract. Damages were claimed for (a) the cost of supporting and
maintaining the child up to the age of 18 years and (b) for the discomfort, pain,
suffering and loss of amenities of life suffered by the mother. This Court disallowed
claim (b) on the basis that in our law general damages of the type claimed under this
head are not recoverable in a breach of contract action. Claim (a) was upheld. In
upholding claim (a), the court undertook an extensive review of overseas cases and
legal literature dealing with claims for 'wrongful conception', 'wrongful birth' and
'wrongful life ' in the context of public policy. Van Heerden JA, with whose judgment
the other four Judges concurred, found (at 589F-G) that the majority of the objections
against the said type of claims are based on no more than two basic themes pertaining
to public policy, viz"(i) that the birth of a normal and healthy child cannot be treated as a wrong against his
parents, and (ii) that as a matter of law the birth of such a child is such a blessed event that the
benefits flowing from parenthood as a matter of law cancel or outweigh the financial burden
brought about by the obligation to maintain the child. Thus it has been suggested in somewhat
florid language that the birth of a healthy child is an occasion for the popping of champagne
corks rather than for the preferring of a claim for damages."

As far as objection (ii) is concerned, Van Heerden JA held that it is simply not the
position in South African law that benefits of a non-pecuniary nature can be
subtracted from patrimonial loss. Van Heerden JA dismissed objection (i) with equal
decisiveness 243 • But, asked Olivier JA, are the policy considerations underlying the
decision of the court in Edouard also applicable to the present dispute? He stated
there are differences which cannot simply be glossed over. The first and obvious is

243

Van Heerden JA said ..... the 'wrong' consists not of the unwanted birth as such, but of the prior breach of contract (or
delict) which led to the birth of the child and the consequent financial loss. Put somewhat differently. the
Bundesgerichtshofhas succinctly said that, although an unwanted birth cannot as such constitute a 'legal loss' (i.e. a loss
recognised by law). the burden of the parents' obligation to maintain the child is indeed a legal loss for which damages
may be recovered." Van Heerden JA quoted. with approval. dicta from the dissenting opinion of Clark J in Cockrum \I
Baumgartner 447 NE 2d 385 (1983) at 392-3; the dissenting opinion of Cadena J in Terrell \I Garcia 496 SW 2d 124
(1973) at p 131 and the judgment in Jones \I Malinowski 473 A 2d 429 (1984) at p 435.
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that while Edouard dealt with contractual liability, the present case involved a
delictual claim. In Edouartf44 van Heerden J A, in dealing with the nature of the wrong
complained of, indicated that the wrong consists of the prior breach of contract or
delict which led to the birth of the child and the consequent financial loss. Olivier JA
said he considered this approach of the law to be correct. There can be but one test for
wrongfulness, based as it is ultimately on considerations of public policy, and whether
the claim is brought in contract or delict. He noted that it is well recognised today that
a contract between a patient and a doctor imposes on the latter a duty to exercise due
care and skill; but even in the absence of a contract between them there is a duty of
care on the doctor. The duty of care in either case seems inevitably to be measurable
by the same yardstick and Olivier JA was of the view that the same policy
considerations that underlie the Edouard judgment are applicable in the appeal under
consideration. These considerations, he said, did not stand in the way of allowing the
Raath's action.

Secondly, there is the question of the underlying motive of the mother (and the father)
for not wanting a child to be conceived and born. After discussing the dicta of Thirion
J in Edouarff4', Olivier JA stated that he could see no reason for limiting claims such
as those under discussion to requests made only by married couples (what of the
spinster or widow who needs the operation for preventative medical reasons?) or
where the husband has give!l his consent (is a woman not in control of her own
body?) or where the request is made for socio-economic reasons only (which may be
the worst reason: what if it is requested for reasons of health - the father or mother is
lllV positive - or there is a genetic defect in the family, etc?). In the present case the
Raaths did not wish to have any more children for socio-economic and other family
reasons. He found that these were socially acceptable reasons, and that it did not lie in
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Edouard fn 197 supra at p S90F
In Edouard in the Court Q quo (fn 229 supra), where the claim was of contractual nature, Thirion J at 3751 came to the
conclusion that ..... an agreement for a sterilisation operation to be performed on a married woman with her husband's
consent where the reason for the operation is the prevention of the birth of a child whom they would be unable to
support. is valid". In dealing with the arguments pro and contra the recognition ofan action for damages based on breach
of contract in respect of wrongful birth, Thirion J limited himself to claims of parents in a wrongful birth action for
damages in respect of the expense which the parents will have to incur in connection with the maintenance of the child
born, as a result of the breach of contract to perform the sterilisation operation ..... and where the reason for their sccking
sterilisation was the couple's inability to maintain the child. Different considerations might well apply where the
consideration influencing the decision to have the operation was not an economic one." When the appeal in Edouardwas
adjudicated in the SCA, Van Heerden JA also concluded his remarks by stating that his finding (that the claim was
admissible) was intended to pertain " ... only to a case where, as here, a sterilisation procedure was performed for socioeconomic reasons. As pointed out by Thirion J [in the court a quo] different considerations may apply where sterilisation
was sought for some other reason".
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the mouth of Dr Mukheiber to say that he is not liable because the Raath's reasons for
not wanting a child were not legitimate or contra bonos mores.

Olivier JA pointed out that a third problem in the present type of case was the fear of
imposing too heavy a burden on the doctor. In contract, the doctor can contract out of
liability. While generally it is not impossible or contra bonos mores to contract out of
delictual liability, it is difficult to see how it could realistically have been done in the
present case. He held that the response to the fear expressed above must rather be that
professional people must not act negligently. In casu, they should not make
unsolicited misrepresentations246 • A fourth problem was: how far was Dr Mukheiber's
liability to go? As far as the confinement cost was concerned, there could be no
defence: such costs were reasonably foreseeable and there was no reason to limit
them. The problem arose, said Olivier JA, in connection with the maintenance claim.
The cost of maintaining the child, Jonathan, was a direct consequence of the
misrepresentation. It was foreseeable by a gynaecologist in Dr Mukheiber's position.
In principle he was by virtue of considerations of public policy, not protected against
such a claim, as pointed out above. But the claim cannot be unlimited. His liability
could be no greater than that which rests on the parents to maintain the child
according to their means and station in life, and lapses when the child is reasonably
able to support itself.

In the result, he was of the view that considerations of public policy did not militate

against holding Dr Mukheiber liable for compensating the Raaths for the damages
claimed by them. The appeal was dismissed with costs.

Discussion
Roederer247criticises the Supreme Court of Appeal's characterization of this case as
being one of 'pure economic loss'. He points out that the actual harm entails an
infringement of the right to choose, resulting in a combination of potential patrimonial
and non-patrimonial harms and benefits. He states that one may say here that the harm
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In this regard Olivier JA referred to Bruce Cleaver 'Wrongful Birth' - Dawning ofa New Action' (1991) 108 SALJ 47 at
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has been mislabelled and the result of the mislabelling is that the courts could not
fashion a remedy to repair the harm. Further, he says that they were at least precluded
from thinking how a potential remedy could deter the future creation of the harm. He
also questions whether or not the facts actually establish a negligent misrepresentation
on the basis of the extent to and manner in which it is justifiable for a court on appeal
to take a trial court's findings of fact and reinterpret them, set them aside and further
exclude facts from being entered into evidence. Roederer asserts that the full bench
and the Supreme Court of Appeal did not develop the law by boldly fashioning a new
rule or creating a new legal action and that while they did rule favourably on an
extension of Aquilian liability to a new factual situation, the facts as found by the trier
of facts do not fit the rule. He argues, nonetheless, that considerations of distributive
justice mandated some form of relief in this case and notes that such considerations
are not easily at home in the law of delict which is much more hospitable to notions of
corrective justice. He says that Aquilian liability with its underlying logic of
corrective justice does not allow easily for a remedy on the facts as found by the trial
court. While there is a simple straightforward remedy for negligent misstatements or
misrepresentations causing pure economic loss, there is no simple, uncomplicated
remedy for negligent miscommunications or misunderstandings causing loss of the
right to choose whether or not to conceive.

It has been stated that in Mukheiber v Raath the appeal court, through the mouth of
Olivier JA, reopened the old debate on the limitation of liability in the law of delict248 •
Potgieter notes that over the last ten years or so, especially since the judgment of Van
Heerden JA in S v Mokgethl-249 a degree of consensus has developed· that legal
causation should serve as a measure of liability, Mukheiber, with reference to Boberg,
once again revives the so-called relative approach as an alternative method to legal
causation of limiting legal liability. He notes that according to the strict application of
the relative approach, the question as to the boundaries of lhibility must be resolved
during the investigation into unlawfulness and negligence and a separate investigation
of legal causation is therefore unnecessary. He notes that this discussion is further
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Potgieter J 'Gcdagtes ocr die rol van onregmatigheid, nalatigheid en juridiese kousaIiteit in die deliktereg' Acta Jurldica
2000 p 67. For further criticism of Mukheiber see Neethling J and Potgieter JM 'Deliktuele Anspreeklikheid Ween
Bevrugting As Gevolg Van 'n Nalatige Wanvocrstelling: Die Funksies van Onregmatigheid, Nalatigheid en Juridiese
Kousaliteit Onder Die Locp' (2000) 63 THRHR 162
Mokgethl fn 74 supra
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developed in Sea Harvest Corporation (Ply Ltd v Duncan Dock Cold Storage (Ply)
Llf/ so • He points out that in Mokgethi, the appeal court advocated that use of the so-

called supple approach to the question of legal causation. According to this approach,
the critical question is whether there is a sufficiently close connection between the
acts of the doer and the consequence with respect to policy considerations on the
grounds of reasonableness, fairness and justice. Potgieter notes that the traditional
tests for legal causation such as the 'direct consequences', foreseeability and adequate
cause tests can play a subsidiary role in the determination of legal causation in terms
of the flexible approach." He points out" that this approach has been followed and
developed in numerous authoritative appellate division and high court decisions and,
contrary to the impression given in Mukheiber, there is little doubt as to the content
thereof. He says that according to Mukheiber there are in principle two approaches to
the limitation of a tortfeasor's liability, namely the so-called relative approach
according to which legal causation is unnecessarily taken into account because
unlawfulness and negligence are established with reference to each head of damages,
and legal causation which, as a separate element of a delict, determines the attribution
of damages to a tortfeasor independently of unlawfulness and negligence. He notes
that in both approaches, public policy plays, according to the court the exact same "role
- namely to limit liability (and, in the context of unlawfulness, to simultaneously
create liability) - and will in general in any event yield the same result.

In order to ascertain whether the defendant in Mukheiber should be held responsible

for the particular consequences, the court did not expressly select one of the two
approaches but addressed itself directly to 'public policy' without indicating whether
this was with regard to unlawfulness or legal causation. Potgieter complains that this
had the result of blurring to some extent the distinction between unlawfulness,
negligence and legal causation. On top of this, he says, legal causation as an
independent element of the law of delict is shifted to the background because the
court did not follow the comprehensive appellate division judgement on the subject
but apparently relied solely on Boberg's outdated position that legal causation should
be abandoned in favour of the relative approach. Nonetheless says Potgieter, it seems
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as though the court in the end took into account policy factors which fall within the
ambit of legal causation.

Potgieter comments that the decision of the appeal court in Mukheiber can put a
question mark on the value and importance of legal causation as an independent
element of a delict and can promote legal uncertainty. He says that this is already
partially evident in Sea Harvest where, with reference to Mukheiber, the majority of
the court through the judgment of Scott JA dealt with the question of the limitation of
liability by means of the relative approach to negligence while Streicher JA in a
minority judgment applied legal causation as it was developed in Mokgethi. He notes
that certain aspects of Mukheiber have attracted criticism elsewhere25I and briefly
repeats some of this criticism in order to provide accompanying commentary. He
states that firstly it seems as if the court erroneously found that negligence was
present before unlawfulness was established. The court postponed the final verdict as
to unlawfulness to the point where finality as to the role of certain policy
considerations was obtained, a question which the court only answered after the
question of negligence had been resolved. In actual fact, fault

- the legal blame

attributed to the defendant - is only determined if it is certain that he acted unlawfully
- a position which judge Olivier himself stated on occasion expressly252 Potgieter
observes that any question there might have been that in Mukheiber that the appeal
court wrongly found that there was negligence before it was clear that unlawfulness
was present, was dispelled in Sea Harvest. There the court found unabashedly that
unlawfulness only arises once negligence has been established. Scott JA in giving the
majority judgment stated: "In the absence of negligence the issue of wrongfulness
does not arise." Potgieter observes that it requires no argument that this viewpoint, in
the words of Olivier JA in Administrateur Tran~aal, is based on a legal impossibility
and is therefore unacceptable.

Boberg's position, as reflected in Mukheiber - that the relative approach that
unlawfulness and negligence are determined simultaneously with liability - is a
251
252

Ncethling J Bnd Potegieter JM. fh 248 supra
\I Van der Merwe 1994 (4) SA 347 (A) 364: '''n Bevinding dat appellant se late nie
onregmatig was, bring mee dat daar geen sprake van nalatigheid kan wces nic. Nie allcen is dit dus ondoenlik om oor
moontlike nalatighcid aan die kant van appellant to spekuleer nie, maar dit is trouens juridies onmmoontlik. Die
nalatigheid kan naamlik beantwoord word as presies vasstaan welke regsplig op 'n verweerder gerus het en dat daardie
regsplig verb reek is"

Adminiatrateur Transvaal
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typical example, says Potgieter of the faulty use of particularly negligence instead of
legal causation, as a means of limiting liability. It is clearly nonsensical to apply the
reasonable foreseeability and avoidance test for negligence to the question of liability
of the defendant for the wider consequences. He says that it is illogical after it has
already been found that a person has acted negligently (because in the light of
reasonably foreseeable consequences he should have acted differently) to ask again
with reference to further consequences whether $e person should have acted
differently. It has already been decided that he should have acted differentlYSJ. From
this it follows, says Potgieter, that the test for negligence is not suited to determine
liability for the wider consequences and that a purpose built, independent criterium is
necessary to achieve this objective. That legal causation is concerned with a
completely different question to fault is underlined by the need to apply legal
causation to cases of strict liability where no fault is present. The apparent conclusion
of the court in Mukheiber that both

~e

defendant's liability and the boundaries

thereof can be determined purely by way .of public policy without indicating which
delictual element is under discussion is open to criticism because it causes confusion
between amongst others unlawfulness and legal causation. Potgieter comments that
certain policy considerations are more appropriate to certain delictual elements than
others. He states that this can be illustrated particularly with reference to one policy
consideration namely that the defendant's liability should not be unbounded so that
the fear of possibly unlimited liability can be avoided. Usually the judgment apparently under the influence of the English duty of care approach - weighs the
possibility of limitless liability against the question of whether there was a legal
obligation on the defendant to avoid the relevant pure economic loss (or to supply the
correct information in the case of a negligent misrepresentation), in other words, the
question of unlawfulness. Potgieter observes that this method of approach is however
questionable on solid grounds. According to van Aswegen2S4 it would be a better
2SJ
254

He refers inter alia to Hart H and Honore AM Causation In the Law (1959) P 239-40 in which the authors state: "There
is a logical absurdity in asking whether the risk of further hann, arising from a harmful situation which a reasonable man
would not have created, would itselfhave deterred a reasonable man from acting."
Van Aswegcn A 'Die Sameloop van Eise on Skadevergoeding uit Kontrakbreuk en Delik' (LLD thesis, UNISA) (1991)
p 177-8; 'Policy considerations in the law of delict' 1993 THRHR 192-3. Van Aswegen, as quoted by Potgieter, states:
"Ten aansien van die bepaling van die regspJig, dit wit se onregmatigheid [by suiwer ekonomiese verlies] specl vera)
twee beliedsfaktore 'n belangrike rol, naamlik die moontlikheid van ocwerlose aanspreeklikheid en die subjcktiewe wete
of kennis van die dader. Op die oog af Iyk dit of die twee faktore albei aanvaarbare beliedsfaktore is wat by vasstelling
van onregmatigheid ter sprake kan kom. Nietemin kom dit my voor of die feit dat te wye skade of skade van onbepcrkte
omvang deur bepaalde optrede veroorsaak word, nie sodanige optrede sonder meer regmatig behoort tc maak nie. Ek
twyfcl of dit strook met die gemeeskapsordende funksie van die privaatreg. Een van die onwendslike konsekwensies van
so 'n houding is dat geen interdik verkry sou kon word teen dreigende veroorsaking van ocwerlose suiwer ekonomiese
verlies nie. Myns insiens sou 'n betcr oplossing wees om so 'n oorwe~ing by die juridiese kousaliteitsvraag in
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solution. to take such a consideration into account when looking at the question of
legal causation by finding that there is an insufficiently close connection between the
action and the ultimate result, namely unlimited liability. Then such loss causing
behaviour would still be unlawful while the doer's liability would be kept within
reasonable bounds. Potgieter states that according to Boberg, adherents to the legal
causation approach believe that legal causation takes over completely the limiting
function and that negligence has no function in limiting liability. Potgieter points out
that in the first place, recognition of legal causation as a delictual element is not
inextricably bound to the purely abstract approach to negligence in accordance with
which negligence is established solely by means of the question whether loss in
general was foreseeable. Even where a more concrete approach to negligence is
chosen above the abstract approach, legal causation in specific cases has a role to
play. Secondly, he says, it is not correct to describe legal causation as the only means
of limiting liability. The boundless liability which factual causation in itself would
contribute is in a sense already bounded by the liability determining elements of a
delict. In this way the liability of a person who causes loss factually but who does not
act unlawfully, or who acts unlawfully but is not negligent is bounded by the absence
of the elements of unlawfulness and fault. Legal causation comes expressly to the fore
when it appears that a person's actions with reference to at least certain consequences
are unlawful and at fault but there are further consequences that arise and the question
is whether he must be held responsible for those further consequences. Because the
application of legal causation as a means of limiting liability is not necessarily based
on the purely abstract approach to negligence, says Potgieter, it is more correct to
refer to the two approaches as the relative (or concrete) approach and the legal
causation approach. Put this way, it is not completely clear in Mukheiber to which of
these two approaches the court leans. He notes that the court refers to both but then
declares that these approaches in effect are the same and if correctly applied, yield the
same results in view of the fact that public policy plays the same role in both. Oliver
JA then proceeds to adjudicate liability purely on the basis of public policy without
expressly indicating the delictual element to which it relates. As previously indicated,
it looks as if the court is still busy with the question of unlawfulness. On the other
hand, a person could say that the court nevertheless dealt with the question of liability
aanrnerking te neern deur te bevind dat daar nie 'n nou genoeg verband tussen die handeling en die uitcindelike gevolg,
naarnlik onbegrensde aanspreeklikheid, is nie. Dan sal sodanige skadeveroorsakende optrcde steeds onregmatig wees,
maar die dader se aanpreeklikheid sal binne rcdelikc pcrke gehou word".
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under the banner of legal causation because 'direct consequences' and foreseeability,
which are typical legal causation considerations, were also taken into account. A third
but unlikely possibility, says Potgieter, is that the court did not want to commit itself
to either one of the two approaches but considered liability purely on the basis of
public policy, irrespective of whether or not it could have been brought within one of
the existing elements of delict2.5.5. Midgley2.56 observes that the conduct and harm
2.5.5

Midgley JR considers Mulcheiber \I Raath in 'Principles of Liability in the Modem Law of Delict: Holy Cows or Horses
for Courses?' 2000 Acta Juridica 79. He states that: IIAlthough there are different ways in which the unlawfulness of an
misrepresentation could be approached. common to all approaches. the court pointed out. is the fundamental principle
that tortuous liability is found not upon the act performed by the defendant. but upon the consequences of that act:
whether or not there was a violation of a right or a dereliction of a duty would depend on a number of considerations,
including in the final instance, public policy. In the case at hand, the circumstances indicating that there was such a duty
included the relationship between the parties; the material nature of the representation; the seriousness of the potential
harm; and the fact that plaintiffs were laypeople. The doctor had not taken reasonable steps to avoid making the
misrepresentation which meant that the misrepresentation was unlawful. [Midgley states in footnote 28 that this
statement is unfortunate in that it might give the impressions that the failure to take reasonable steps in the circumstances
(part of the negligence test) would render the conduct unlawful or that there" had been an omission which was unlawful.
A proper foundation would have been to say that there had been a misrepresentation in circumstances in which a duty
rested upon the doctor not to make such representation. A failure to comply with that duty rendered the conduct
unlawful] Whether there were any special considerations of public policy which would deny the plaintiffs their claim
was dealt with when legal causation was considered. Regarding negligence the Court confirmed that the expected
standard of conduct is that of the bonus patetfamilias: 'An act which falls short of this standard and which causes harm
unlawfully is described as negligent; i.e. it is tainted with culpa [para 31 10770], It then formulated that test for culpaan updated version of that enunciated in Kruger \I Coelzee [1966 (2) SA 428 (A) as follows: 'For the purposes of
liability. culpa arises if(a) a reasonable person in the position of the defendant(i) would have foreseen the harm of the general kind that actually occurred;
(ii) would have foreseen the general kind of causal sequence by which that harm occurred;
(iii) would have taken steps to guard against it, and
(b) the defendant failed to take those steps'
Factual causation was not in issue. However on the question of limiting a defendant's liability for the factual
consequences of his or her conduct the Court stated that there are two main schools of approach. 'Legal causation' cases
indicated that public policy plays a role, even a decisive role. in limiting liability. Yet the Court noted. with the relative
approach public policy plays the very same role in establishing which consequences of an act are to be regarded as
wrongful. thus creating, and at the same time limiting. liability ... The Court then considered the policy considerations
noted in Administrator, Natal \I Edouard a similar case in which the plaintiffs had succeeded in contract. and held that
despite the claim before it being delictual. the duty of care in either case must be measured by the same yardstick: the
same policy considerations that underlie the Edouard judgment were applicable in this instance. It found that the
plaintiffs' reasons for wanting the operation were socially acceptable; there was no undue burden on doctors, while
indeterminate liability posed some concerns regarding the maintenance claim but it was a 'direct consequence of the
misrepresentation' and foreseeable and his liability would be no greater than that which rests on the parents. Public
policy did not militate against holding the doctor liable." After briefly describing the facts and judgments in a number of
other cases including that ofSea Harvest Corporation (Ply) Ltd v Duncan Dock Cold Storage (Ply) Ltd 2000 (I) SA 827
(CA), Midgley goes on to observe that when assessing negligence the focus appears to have shifted from the
foreseeability and preventability formulation of the test to the actual standard to be applied - conduct associated with a
reasonable person - with a 'salutary reminder' that what constitutes negligence 'ultimately depends upon a realistic and
sensible approach to all the relevant facts and circumstances that bear on the matter at hand. He states that that Kruger \I
Coelzee test, or any modification thereof, has been relegated to a formula or guide which doe not require strict
adherence. It is merely a method for determining the reasonable person standard. Midgley says that by adopting a
flexible approach tp the negligence issue the court has reconciled the opposing views regarding the fault criterion and its
role in limiting liability in much the same way as it did regarding the test for legal causation. where the direct
consequences and foreseeability tests were placed under the 'flexible criterion' umbrella. In future. courts need not
concern themselves with which is the correct approach. an abstract or a relative one. As with causation, the principle is
now one of 'horses for courses'; the facts of the case will determine which approach is best suited to the circumstances.
Midgley notes that a significant aspect for future reference is that the Supreme Court of Appeal has now articulated three
formulations ofthe foreseeability and preventability test, which can be used as guidelines for determining the standard of
the reasonable person: first the Kruger v Coelzee formulation as applied in Groenewald v Groenewald 1998 (2) SA 1106
(SCA), an entirely abstract approach in which the nature and manner of the harm need not be foreseeable and where
legal causation is used to limit liability; second. the Kruger v Coelzee formulation as modified in Mulchelber Bnd where
the wrongfulness and fault elements are used for limitation purpose; and third. the Sea Harvest formulation in which
Kruger \I Coelzee is interpreted restrictively according to the relative approach but which also endorses the concept of
legal causation. According to Midgley, although the need for flexibility was emphasized. this latter hybrid of the abstract
and relative theories appears to be the favoured formulation - a triumph of pragmatism over principle.
On the subjcct of intention and legal causation Midgley notes: "Although intention has been a hot potato at times, it is
settled that the concept consists of two aspects, the intention to achieve a particular consequence in the knowledge that
one's conduct is unlawful. This means that little difficulty arises when imputing liability, for it is, in modem parlance,
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only equitable, fair and just to hold one responsible for the consequences which one intended. However, in Groenewald
[supra] the Court noted that a defendant would be at fault where there was intention to cause (some) harm, 'even if he
did not intent that the consequences of such conduct would be to cause the kind of harm actually suffered by the plaintiff
or harm of that general nature.' This statement appears to view the intention in the abstract, contrary to principle and, if
accepted, would cause one to rethink whether or not it is true in all instances to say that intended consequences cannot be
too remote. Take the following example: X punches Yon the chest. Y, who unbeknown to X has a weak heart, is highly
traumatized by the incident and suffers a stroke. It is clear that X intended to cause Y harm but did not intend to cause
the harm actually suffered, nor harm of that general nature, i.e. psychiatric injury. He did not intend the consequences
that resulted so surely, in respect ofthe harm that resulted, there is no fault in the form of intention. If I am wrong in this
view, then surely one's sense of fairness, equity and justice would lean in favour of no liability. In such a case intention
cannot serve as a limiting criterion in the same way as it did in the past."
With regard to the relationship betwccn wrongfulness and fault, Midgley points out that Sea Harvest made it clear that
wrongfulness is distinct from the fault element; in Cape Town MuniCipality 11 Baklcerud 2000 (3) SA 1049 (SCA), the
court following Administraleur, Transvaal1l1lan der Merwe 1994 (4) SA 347 (A) 364G-H said that wrongfulness is the
anterior question, with fault becoming relevant only after a situation is identified in which the law of delict requires
action. In Sea Harvest and in Mkhatswa 11 Minister of Defence 2000 (I) SA 1004 (SCA) the opposite view was taken that in the absence of negligence, wrongfulness docs not arise. The view expressed in Mulcheiber however, says
Midgley, is that conduct which falls short of the standard set by the reasonable person and which causes harm
unlawfully is negligent. Midgley states that at the heart of this conundrum lies a sense that one can be at fault only if
one's conduct is unlawful: lawful behaviour cannot be termed 'negligent'. When courts look at the fault criterion, the
element of wrongfulness has already bccn found to exist or is inherent in the type of conduct in question or has been
presumed for the purposes of the negligence enquiry. However, in Bakkerud, the court said that a reasonable person
should not be credited with a sense of ethical or moral responsibility and a propensity to act in accordance with such
sense. One wonders, says Midgley if this statement is correct. Surely a reasonable person knows what is right or wrong
and acts accordingly? Knowledge of the lawful nature of the conduct is implicit in a reasonable person 's behaviour~ and
a reasonable person will not act unlawfully. Nonetheless, wrongfulness and negligence are separate enquiries and it
appears that the comment was made in an attempt to show that the reasonable person test is inappropriate for
determining wrongfulness, in the same way as public policy plays no role in determining whether harm was foreseeable.
This is a different way of saying that wrongfulness considerations are inappropriate for determining negligence. In
Midgley's opinion, a reasonable person obeys the law at all times, so wrongfulness must be anterior to negligence. He
observes that part of the problem might be attributable to the different approaches to negligence. Viewed in the abstract,
the focus is solely on the blameworthiness of the defendant's conduct, irrespective of the consequences, and one might
be negligent even in circumstances in which one's conduct is not wrongful - the classic case of 'negligence in the air'.
So it does not matter which issue comes first: they are unrelated to one another. Yet, with the relative approach, the
negligence concept used both to limit liability and to determine fault and implicit in the second aspect of the enquiry is
the existence of a legal duty and whether it has been breached. He notes that while this does not fully explain the view
expressed in Sea Harvest and Mkhatswa, it might shed some light as to why unlawfulness creeps in under the negligence
banner in Mukheiber.
With regard to the relationship between wrongfulness and legal causation Midgley notes that there is no doubt that the
Supreme Court of Appeal favours legal causation as a means of limiting liability in' most instances but while the
relationship between the fault and causation elements now seems to be clarified the relationship between the
wrongfulness and causation elements remains uncertain. He observes that when deciding wrongfulness the courts draw
conclusions of law from the facts before them, so the statement in Baklcerud that courts make ad hoc decisions in such
circumstances is neither novel nor extraordinary. Similarly when a decision regarding legal causation is made, it is an ad
hoc conclusion of law based on particular facts. In both instances the decision is to grant or deny a remedy and takes the
fonn of a value judgment based on a judicial perception of public policy. However, he says,.it is important to bear in
mind that in considering wrongfulness, a court determines whether the defendant is expected to behave in a manner
which would not harm the plaintiff, whereas in legal causation the issue is whether or not the hann is too remote.
Midgley notes that despite the apparently clear demarcation of boundaries between the wrongfulness and legal causation
inquiries, these concepts and their roles have now become fuzzy. The reason he gives for this state of affairs it that legal
causation is being used increasingly for purposes other than determining whether or not a factual causal connection is
also legally relevant. To call it an inquiry into remoteness might soon be a misnomer for it has become a vehicle for
deciding issues which traditionally fall within the domain of wrongfulness. While the direct consequences and
foreseeability test focus clearly on the causal link betwccn the conduct and the harm, the flexible criterion emphasizing
reasonableness, fairness and justice which has not supplanted them. extends beyond mere matters of causation. He note
that in Mukheiber the court apparently as party of an inquiry into legal causation, noted that the contractual and delictual
duty of care should be measured by the same yardstick, which is very different form considering remoteness of harm.
Although the court did enquire into the wrongfulness, it too, considered policy factors normally found in that inquirysocially acceptable reasons for the operation; no indeterminate liability - as part of legal causation, together with the fact
that the result was a direct consequence of the representation and foreseeable. He remarks that the court also used a
phrase normally found in the wrongfulness enquiry: that there were no considerations of public policy which militate
against liability. It seems, says Midgley, as if the wrongfulness element is no longer intended to playas important a role
in judicial decision making as it did previously. In instances of positive physical conduct causing physical injury,
including psychiatric injury, wrongfulness is presumed. The element serves as a means of fixing liability, with the focus
shifting to fault and causation for determining the extent to which liability should be limited. In instances of
wrongfulness involving statements and omissions, the wrongfulness element serves to detennine whether or not the
circumstances of the case dictated the existence of a legal duty to speak carefully or to act positively. Such decisions
would involve policy considerations, like determining the legal convictions of the community in omission cases. which
in tum involve the exercise ofajudicial value judgment. The application of such policy focuses on the existence oflegal
duty, not on limiting liability. The latter aspect, which appeared to be integral to the wrongfulness inquiry a few years
ago seems now to find its home in the legal causation inquiry and would include determining whether considerations of
policy would militate against liability and would thus deny a claim or a remedy. Midgley says that there is no objection
in principle to using both wrongfulness and legal causation to limit liability on the grounds of policy. But care should be
taken to delineate the scope of each inquiry. Wrongfulness should focus on the extent of the duty or whether a right out
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elements have not been affected by series of recent decisions involving the law of
delict and neither was the concept of factual causation. He notes with regard to the
latter that the sine qua non test prevails but it has long been accepted that common
sense standards will be used where the but-for test is inadequate - and logic might
even be discarded in some instances. Midgley observes that while the test in Kruger v
Coetzee 2S7 is open to an abstract interpretation such as that applied by the court in
Groenewald v Groenewald in terms of which one could be at fault even if a

reasonable person would not have foreseen the causal sequence between the conduct
and the harm, or the general nature of the harm which resulted, courts have tended to
use a more focused approach, requiring that the general nature of the harm and the
general manner in which it occurs must have been reasonably foreseeable. He says
that. the Mukheiber formulation reflects this development and in his view, is entirely
accurate. Midgley states that it is a pity that the court backtracked from this approach
in subsequent cases. He comments that the accumulative effect of the cases he
discusses is that the test for negligence is now in some disarray. A similar uncertainty
has been created regarding the wrongfulness and legal causation elements. It seems,
he says, that the court is curtailing the once prominent use of the wrongfuhless
criterion to determine policy issues, hence the concomitant expansion of the legal
causation element. Midgley highlights a further trend. In Barnard v San tam Bpk 2S8 the
court found no need to set out general principles of liability and focused on the special
features of the facts before it, yet in deciding the matter it resorted to established
principles. The court in Mu/cheiber, he points out, also followed a principled
approach, as did Streicher JA in Sea Harvest. On the other hand the majority in the
latter case opted for flexibility, preferring the view that the courts should not rigidly
adhere to formulae when resolving issues before them, a view supported in Mkhatswa
v Minister of Defence2s9 • He notes that Bakkerud completed the thought processes
when it confirmed that when assessing wrongfulness the legal convictions of the
community test is merely a means of reaching particular ad hoc value judgments.
Midgley states that one can discern a clear view from these cases that the court does

2.56
257

2S8
259

to exist in the circumstances. while legal causation should be used to detennine the quality of the causal link or the
remoteness of the hann. In his view, issues of indetenninate liability and mUltiplicity of actions belong to the fonner
enquiry not the tatter.
Midgley JR fn 255 supra
Kruger v Coelzee 1966 (2) SA 428 (A)
Barnard 1999 (1) SA 202 (SeA)
Mlchatshwa fn 255 supra
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not consider itself bound by established principles of law drawn from previous
decisions. That collective wisdom might be useful and might direct the decisionmaking process to some extent; but the court will not allow principles to interfere with
or to constrain what it believes to be just outcome for a particular case.

Midgley observes that some light on the trend to emphasize flexibility,
reasonableness, fairness, justice and to focus on value judgments and policy decisions
based on the facts of the case before the court is shed in recent article written by
Nienaber JA260. Having canvassed opinions of a number of Supreme Court of Appeal
judges, Nienaber JA compares the roles of judges and legal scholars in South African
society and highlights their different approaches to issues of law. He notes that a
judge's principle task is to resolve the dispute, not to synthesize the law and ajudge's
legal intuition as to the correct norm to be applied, based on an understanding of the
facts, plays a decisive role in the decision-making process. A judge's legal conviction
. is geared towards the norm, which ought to produce the desired result, but is not a
substitute for the appropriate legal rule. Yet, where judges collectively believe that a
dispute should be resolved in a particular way, situations may arise where the only
way in which to achieve that result is to amend the existing rule or to render it more
flexible. According to Midgley, what appears to be happening in the cases under
discussion is the finalization of a framework in terms of which Nienaber J's candid
explanation of the judicial decision-making process can take effect. In all instances, a
just resolution of the dispute between the parties is paramount and although principles
of law are still relevant in reaching this objective, no single principle is to be regarded
as a holy

COW

61

•

Flexibility is the keyword and the facts of a case will determine

which method of reasoning suits the circumstance.

In his concluding remarks, "Midgley states that while the cases have not jettisoned any
of the established principles of liability, gone are the days when one could confidently
assert that every element must be used to determine liability in particular cases. He
notes that in Mukheiber it was said that every element must be used to determine

260
261

Nienaber PM 'Regters en Juriste' (2000) 1 TSAR 190
This sentiment is not new although it is fascinating to see it making a conscious comeback if Nienaber'S research is
correct and there is a calculated movement within the judiciary in this direction. A little over two thousand years ago a
remarkable teacher once admonished the priestllawyers of his time that: "The Sabbath was mad&; for man; and not man
for the Sabbath" (St Mark chapter 2 verse 27 The Bible (King James Version»)
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liability but the court was quite happy not to do so in Barnard. He says that the cases
indicate that a value judgement as to what is fair and reasonable in the circumstances,
based on a judicial assessment of current social policy has not become the overriding
factor. He points out that it has always permeated the traditional elements of liability,
particularly the wrongfulness and causation elements, but now we see all the standard
criteria for liability being reformulated to place public policy - the notorious unruly
horse - at the forefront. Midgley observes that judge Nienaber has also pointed out
that a scholar's concern is the ordering and systematisation of law, that concepts and
systems take precedence and the resolution of a factual dispute is often of less
importance than the impact of a judgment on the legal system as a whole. To a judge,
says Nienaber, this is also important but of secondary concern. Midgley says that
although he does not wish to render the need for justice subservient to principles and
concepts, and that the judgments under discussion correctly point out that principles
are to serve as guides for achieving just results the principles remain important. They
constitute a collective sense of what is just - the boni mores of society- and provide
clarity, certainty and also flexibility to accommodate new situations. But as important:
principles form the platform for organized thinking and guard against erratic
decisions, fuzzy logic and intellectual laziness as well as any temptation for judges,
consciously or subconsciously to follow a line of least resistance. They also, he says,
provide certainty and allow society to regulate its affairs according to known legal
standards. There will always be hard cases and it is to be. accepted that conclusions
may differ on occasions but such different conclusions, based on accepted principles
instead of a judge's inherent feel for a case, will not necessarily render a decision
unjust inter partes or otherwise. Midgley says he is also somewhat concerned about
the role of the Supreme Court of Appeal in establishing norms and standards and in
providing guidance. Society cannot afford to litigate every dispute to obtain an ad hoc
decision on the facts and the practice of law should not become a lottery in which
lawyers try to second guess a judge's judicial intuition. He states that society and
lawyers in particular look to the Supreme Court of Appeal for intellectual leadership
and to provide well-reasoned judgments setting out the law which can serve as
leading cases for determining future disputes. Midgley concedes that some of the
judgments under discussion do just that but there are also some concerns. He asks
whether one should be content for example, with the statement in Groenewald that
once can have intention if one intends some harm, even if one subjectively did not
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foresee the actual consequences? Or when assessing negligence, with the clear
contradiction in Groenewald on the one hand and Mukheiber and Sea Harvest on the
other, as to whether or not a reasonable person would foresee the nature and cause of
the harm? Does a reasonable person obey the law? Should we accept that it does not
matter that the Supreme Court of Appeal gives mixed messages concerning which of
the wrongfulness or negligence inquiries comes first, because that will be dependent
upon the facts of the case? Or that the facts determine whether mUltiplicity of actions
is a wrongfulness issue or one of causation? Or, he asks, should a judge be able to
change conventional judicial wisdom as encapsulated in a principle, concept or
formula, to suit the outcome which he or she desires? Should judges be able to
disregard age-old principles, without any consideration of their rationale, on the basis
that their ad hoc 'gut-feel' regarding the outcome of a particular dispute does not
conform with established principle? Midgley observes that while such flexibility
might give judges greater freedom to resolve disputes there is also greater scope for
error, for which there is little accountability. The fact remains, he says, as judge
Nienaber reocognizes that facts and "legal principles are in the public domain, open to
scrutiny but a judge's intuition remains un- articulated. Yet value judgments based on
such intuition would never be wrong - for only the judge in the first instance can truly
be said to have a full sense of the 'atmosphere' of the dispute. The value judgement
could become a convenient disguise and there is a real danger that judges might
become a law unto themselves. A judge's intuition, says Midgley, ought not to be the
supreme law.

At the outset it must be stated that the writer is in total agreement with and echoes the
concerns of Midgley as stated in the foregoing pages. It is respectfully submitted that
in a flexible system such as the one apparently desired by the judiciary and which,
according to Nienaber, it is currently working towards, a far greater degree of legal
learning and analytical skill would be required of a judge than is the case under the
present (should one say previous?) system of legal principle. Furthermore, although a
system such as that postulated by judge Nienaber as being the nirvana of a number of
members of the judiciary is in the mind of the writer technically, logically and legally
conceivable262 (without necessarily reducing litigation to the level of a lottery) it may

262

An attempt is made at an outline of such a system in the pages that follow.
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also require a capacity on the part of legal academics and the judiciary not only to
analyse but also to synthesize to a greater degree legal concepts and principles. In
short it would be a far more complex syste!D than the one that is still largely in place.
Obviously this is not an insuperable obstacle but in order to be successful in the long
term such a system might well require an overhaul of the legal educational system not
to mention the judiciary. On the other hand in the sort term it would be possible for
such a system to accommodate the most narrow-minded and inflexible of judges who
still insist on outdated and rigidly purist approaches to the application of law simply
on the basis that such a system is sufficiently flexible to accommodate a wide variety
of doctrinal approaches provided that there is suffient legal precedent to accommodate
the alternative views. It would be the role of the legal scholars to identify the larger
patterns of order emerging from the chaos at the lower level of the courts. In order to
effectively do so, however, the former would need a complete set of mental tools that
included the ability both to analyse and synthesize law.

It is submitted that the processes of synthesis and analysis are simply two opposite

ends of a spectrum of mental processes that can be equally employed for the positive
and beneficial development of law but that there has been a marked tendency in the
past to employ only one end of this spectrum - and more extreme end· at that notably analytical thought, in considering legal principles and procedures. This
tendency is in keeping with larger globally predominating trends emphasising the
value of, and promoting and encouraging, human analytical thought almost to the total
exclusion, in some fields of knowledge and learning, of other· kinds of mental
processes. It is a particular characteristic of the western world and is associated with
the left side of the brain.

The arguments of Potgieter and Midgley, when

contr~sted,

nicely illustrate this point

and this is why they have been cited such detail. It is only in the detail that one gets a
proper feel for the differences in their views which is somewhat ironic

b~cause,

it is

submitted, it is at the wider, systemic level that they differ most fundamentally. From
a systems point of view, Potgieter is working squarely within a particular, welldefined and fairly narrow system of thought in arguing that the legal analysis in
Mukheiber is logically unsound, regressive and therefore regrettable. His complaint in

a nutshell, is that it does not follow the long established and well-recognised (for a
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period of some ten years) rules or principles that have been developed within the law
of delict with the result that one ends up with the (in his view) logical anomaly that
the court is putting the cart before the horse in finding a person negligent before the
unlawfulness of his actions has been established. Potgieter's analytical approach also
reflects the manner in which doctoral theses in the legal field are written in South
Africa, the manner in which their subject matter is chosen and the mode of much
academic exegesis of the law in textbooks and legal journals263 • It is located firmly at
the analytical end of the spectrum where each statement is reduced to its most
elemental and unitary form and then subjected to microscopic scrutiny. If it does not
fit With the predefined framework which is usually long accepted and well
established, then points of difference are highlighted and more often than not, rejected
by the analyst as being unsound. Potgieter's approach allows for no deviation from
the rules, the basic tools of the logical system with which he is dealing, or the manner
of their application. Midgley, by contrast, is located much further along the spectrum
of analysis-synthesis. Firstly, and significantly, he adopts a much broader view than
does Potgieter. Apart from the fact that he considers in some detail six recent
decisions by the Supreme Court of Appeal as to the two discussed by. Potgieter,
Midgley is prepared to entertain the possibility of systems within systems - in other
words that the narrow system within which Potgieter operates in contained within a
potentially wider, more comprehensive one that allows for legal development and
evolution. For instance, when it comes to the detail, while Midgley does not disagree
with Potgieter that when courts "look at the fault criterion, the element of
wrongfulness has already been found to exist .. ~", unlike Potgieter he .acknowledges
the possibility that both the relative approach to the question of limitation of liability
and the legal causation approach are valid in certain contexts and that the difference
between them is not such that it is irreconcilable. From a systems point of view,
Midgley deliberately considers the relationship of each element in the logical system
that comprises a delict to that of each other element, albeit in a somewhat linear
fashion. His focus is as much on the content of the rules, the conceptual tools used by
lawyers and courts alike, to ascertain whether there is delictual liability and if so, the
extent of it, as on their application. Midgley is open to the possibility that there may
be different ways to skin a cat and that there are few man-made systems whether in
263

The frequency with which the Russian dolls of microcosm within macrocosm manifest when one starts to look through a
wide-angle lens instead of a microscope is intriguing to say the least.
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the abstract or physical worlds, that cannot stand improvement. By contrast,
Potgieter's focus, because it is too narrow to accept the possibility of the validity of
different approaches, tends to be on the manner of the application of the rules, rather
than the content and structure of the rules themselves and the complexities of their
application which is why he comes up with a logical anomaly as a result. Although he
does consider the relative approach, it is from a critical and unaccepting point of view.
In his mind, its fate was decided before he put pen to paper. It has no valid existence
in his 'world view' except as a means of demonstrating the correctness of his
favoured approach to the limitation of liability - legal causation. A further example of
this type of thinking, this time within the hallowed halls of academia in South Africa,
is the unwillingness of some universities to recognise health law as a particular legal
discipline or subject. The view is apparently that health law is no more than the sum
of its parts, most notably the law of contract, delict, constitutional and administrative
law, and that since these are already taught as subjects at these universities, a course
in health law is unnecessary. This is a typically reductionist approach that maintains
that the way to understand the whole is to understand its constituent parts. It is
tantamount to saying that if one understands the atoms that go into the formation of a
molecule of wood, one has everything necessary to comprehend the nature of a tree or
a table. Midgley acknowledges that some of the elemental concepts in the law .of
delict have now become somewhat fuzzy and so is essentially not in disagreement
with Potgieter on this particular point either. Midgley takes the view that 'there is no
objection in principle to using both wrongfulness and legal causation to limit liability
on the grounds of public policy but that care should be taken to delineate the scope of
each inquiry' and he goes on to make some helpful suggestions as to how to do this.

In total contrast to Potgieter, Midgley's approach recognizes the possibility of legal
development, acknowledges the formulation of that legal development in Mukheiber
and laments the fact that the court has backtracked from this approach in subsequent
cases264 • Midgley does not move so far down the analysis-synthesis spectrum that he is
comfortable with the apparent view of the court that it does not consider itself bound
by established principles of law drawn from previous decisions. As stated earlier, he
264

At P 94-95 Midgley fu 255 ,upra states that: "In Groenewold the Court repeated established rules in respect of legal
causation. but with regard to negligence. it interpreted the standard test in a manner different from previous
interpretations. The Court held that one could be at fault even if a reasonable person would not have foreseen the causal
sequence between the conduct and the harm. or the general nature of the harm which resulted. While the test in Kruger"
CoelZee is open to such an 'abstract' interpretation. courts have tended to use a more focused approach. requiring that the
manner in which it occurs must have been reasonably foreseeable. The Mukheiber formulation reflects this development
and. in my view. is entirely accurate. It is a pity that the court backtracked from this approach in subsequent cases."
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voices a number of very valid and grave concerns about the results of judge
Nienaber's survey of the opinions of a number of Supreme Court of Appeal judges.
Although there is scope in his 'world view' of the law for the concept that justice
should not be subservient to principles and concepts he is extremely cautious about
the manner in which the South African judiciary approaches this concept and the
present writer respectfully concurs. There is the potential to plunge the legal system
into chaos if this concept is not properly approached. It is with good reason that
Midgley, at the start of his article states that the South African law of delict consists,
not of a random, collection of miscellaneous, unrelated wrongs, but a set of principles,
rules and concepts founded on historically-developed broad bases of liability, which
provide elastic and adaptable principles for application in novel situations265 •
The obvious question is whether the "gut feel" approach the judges seem to favour
can in any way be accommodated alongside the more traditionally accepted tools of
legal exegesis. Is there a logical system that would avoid the evils validly feared by
Midgley whilst at the same time accommodating the need for judges to be able to
primarily 'resolve disputes'. It must, of course, be stated at the outset of this
discussion that if anyone is likely to conceptualise these different elements of legal
reasoning into a meaningful and internally consistent system, it will not be the
judiciary. The writer begs the indulgence of those readers who are predominantly leftbrained for the brief, somewhat metaphysical journey that follows.

It is submitted that, given the fact that judges will do what judges will do, it is up to
legal scholars and academics to find other ways of systematizing the case-by-case
approach. In the words of Baviaan - the dog-headed barking Baboon, who is 'Quite
the Wisest Animal in All South Africa' in response to the question of Leopard as to
where all the game had gone -

"The game has gone into other spots; and my advice to you ... is to go into other spots as soon
as you can."

265

In making the statement he refers to Van der Walt JC and Midgley JR, Delict, Principles and Cases vol 1 'Principles'
(1997) para 18 and Perlman" Zoutendyk 1934 CPD 151 at P 155 as sources.
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It is submitted that the game for present purposes is not the Zebra, the Eland and the

'Koodoo' featured in this Rudyard Kipling storf66 but rather the 'game' in the sense
of a game that is played in accordance with a set of rules - in other words a system.
What 'other spots' are available for legal scholars and academics to go to in order to
get on top of the 'game'?

At the outset it must be stated that the proposal that follows as a method of
accommodating alternate but equally valid systems of legal principle is premised on
the validity and continued application of the principle of stare decisis in South
African law and is not intended in any way to mean that this principle should be
ignored by the courts or undermined. The principle of stare decisis has been
acknowledged by both the constitutional

COurf67

and others268 as being of critical

importance to the development of the South African legal system and it is fervently
hoped that the judges of the Supreme Court of Appeal in their pursuit of flexibility are
not so zealous that they forget the finding of one of their number in the recent case of

266
267

268

Kipling R.' How the Leopard Got His Spots' Jwt So Storie.! 1902
Kriegler J in Ex Parte Minister Of Safety and Security And Other.!: In Re S" Walter.! and Another 2002 (4) SA 6]3
(CC): '"The words are an abbreviation ofa Latin maxim, stare decisis et non quieta movere, which means that one stands
by decisions and docs not disturb settled points. It is widely recognised in developed legal systems. 71 Hahlo and Kahn
72 describe this deference of the law for precedent as a manifestation of the general human tendency to have respect for
experience. They explain why the doctrine of stare decisis is so important. saying: 'In the legal system the calls of justice
are paramount. The maintenance of the certainty of the law and of equality before it, the satisfaction of legitimate
expectations, entail a general duty of Judges to follow the legal rulings in previous judicial decisions. The individual
litigant would feel himself unjustly treated if a past ruling applicable to his case were not followed where the material
facts were the same. This authority given to past judgments is called the doctrine of precedent. It enables the citizen, if
necessary with the aid of practising lawyers, to plan his private and professional activities with some degree ofassurancc
as to their legal effects; it prevents the dislocation of rights, particularly contractual and proprietary ones, created in the
belief of an existing rule of law; it cuts down the prospect of litigation; it keeps the weaker Judge along right and rational
paths, drastically limiting the play allowed to partiality, caprice or prejudice, thereby not only securing justice in the
instance but also retaining public confidence in the judicial machine through like being dealt with alike.... Certainty,
predictability, reliability, equality, uniformity, convenience: these are the principal advantages to be gained by a legal
system from the principle of stare decisis."
In Mistry" Interim Medical and DenIal Council ofSouth Africa and Olhers 1998 (4) SA 1127 (cq the court stated that:
"Whilst it may not be easy 'to avoid the influence of one's personal intellectual and moral preconceptions', this Court
has from its very inception stressed the fact that 'the Constitution does not mean whatevcr we might wish it to mean'.
Cases falf to be decided on a principled basis. Each case that is decided adds to the body of South African constitutional
law. and establishes principles relevant to the decision of cases which may arise in the future." See also' National
Director of Public Prosecution.! and Another" Mohamed NO and Other.! 2003 (4) SA 1 (eC); Van Der Walt" Metcash
Trading Ltd 2002 (4) SA 317 (CC)
Shabalala" Allorney-General, Transvaal. and Another Gumede and Other.!" Allorney-General. Transvaa/l99S (1) SA
608 (T); Wagener v PharntQcare LId: Cuttings" Pharmacare LId 2003 (4) SA 28S (SCA). In Ngnaa And Others v
Permanent Secrelary. Departmenl Of Welfare, Ea.stern Cape, And Another 2001 (2) SA 609 (E) Froneman J: "This
principle lies at the heart of our system oflegal precedent. Again, in MacCormick's words, at 7S - 6: 'hat I must treat like
cases alike implies that I must decide today's case on grounds which I am willing to adopt for the decision of future
similar cases, just as much as it implies that I must today have regard to my earlier decisions in past similar cases....
What is more, I should argue that its forward-looking requirement is yet more stringent than its backward-looking, just
because - as we saw - there can genuinely be a conflict between the formal justice of following the precedent and the
perceived substantive justice oftoday's casco That conflict cannot in the nature of the case arise when, unconstrained by
unambiguous statute or directly binding precedent, I decide today's case in the knowledge that I must thereby commit
myself to settling grounds for decision for today's and future similar cases. There is no conflict today, though there will
be in the future iftoday I articulate grounds of decision which tum out to embody some substantive injustice or to be on
other grounds inexpedient or undesirable. That is certainly a strong reason for being careful about how I decide today's
case.'
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Afrox Healthcare Bpk v Strydom269 that the opinion of the court a quo that the
principles of stare decisis as a general rule did not apply to the application of s 39(2)
of the Constitution was, as far as post-constitutional decisions were concerned, clearly
incorrect. It is submitted that the South African legal system is quite capable of
development to the most satisfactory levels and standards without the sacrifice of this
critical and central concept.

The tension in the South African law of delict between the theory and practice of law,
as highlighted by Midgley, is not a purely South African phenomenon. Frankel in a
paper written in 2001 270 notes in her introduction that

"Much has been written about theory and practice in the law, and the tension between
practitioners and theorists. Judges do no cite theoretical articles often; they rarely 'apply'
theories to particular cases." 271

She notes that "theory, practice, experience and "gut" help us think, remember, decide
and create. They complement each other like the two sides of the same coin: distinct
but separable". Frankel observes that the dictionary definition of a theory includes
words like "analysis", "speculation", "principle", "belier', "hypothesis", and
269

270
271

Afrox Healthcare 2002 (6) SA 21 (SCA). Brandt JA observed that: "Is die Hooggeregshof in hierdie geval by magte om
uiting te gee un sy oortuigings of is hy steeds deur die beginsels van stare decisis gcbonde om die gemenereg toe te pas
soos pre-konstitusioneel deur hierdie Hofneergel~? Die antwoord is dat die beginsels van stare decisis steeds geld en dat
die Hooggeregshof nie deur art 39(2) gemagtig word om van die beslissings van hierdie Hor, hetsy pre- hetsy postkonstitusioneel, af te wyk nie. Artikel 39(2) moet saam- gelees word met art J73 van die Grondwet. Kragtens
laasgenoemde artikel word erkenning verleen Ban die inherente bevoegdheid van 'n Hooggeregshof om - saam met die
Konstitusionele Hof en hierdie Hof - die gemencreg te ontwikkel. Oit is by die uitoefening van hierdie inherente
bevoegdheid wat die bepalings van art 39(2) ter sprake kom. Voor die Grondwet het die Hooggeregshof uiteraard ook,
netsoos hierdie Hor, die inherente bevoegdheid gehad om die gemenercg te ontwikkel. Hierdie inherente bevoegdheid
was egter onderworpe &an die reels wat in die leerstuk van stare decisis uitdrukking vind. Na my mening word hierdie
reel nog uitdruklik nog by noodwendige implikasie deur die Grondwet verdring. Kortom, onderliggend un die opdrBg
vervat in art 39(2), is die veronderstelling dat die betrokke Hof die bevocgdheid het om die gemencreg te wysig. Of die
betrokke Hof inderdaad daardie bevoegdheid het, word onder mecr deur die stare decisis-reel bepaal. Hierbcnewens is
die oorwegings wat die leerstuk van stare decisis ten grondslag Ie steeds van toepassing, ook wat die pre-konstitutionele
beslissing van hierdie Hof betrcf. Hierdie oorwegings blyk uit die volgende verklaring deur Hahlo en Kahn The South
African Legal System and lIs Background op 214, wat ook met instemming aangehaal word deur Kriegler R in para [57]
van die Walters-saak: "The advantages of a principle of stare decisis are many. It enables the citizen, if necessary with
the aid of practising lawyers, to plan his private and professional activities with some degree of assurance as to their
legal effects; it prevents the dislocation of rights, particularly contractual and proprietary ones, created in the belief of an
existing rule of law; it cuts down the prospect of litigation; it keeps the weaker Judge along right and rational paths,
drastically limiting the play allowed to partiality, caprice or prejudice, thereby not only securing justice in the instance
but also retaining public confidence in the judicial machine through like being dealt with alike... Certainty,
predictability, reliability, equality, uniformity, convenience: these are the principal advantages to be gained by a legal
system from the principle of stare decisis. '"
Frankel T. "Of Theory and Practice' Boston University School of Law Working Paper Series, Public Law &. Legal
Theory Working Paper No 01-14 (http·"www bu edu/law/faculty/papers)
She refers in footnote 1 to Honorable Williams SF "Limits to Economics as Norms for Judicial Decisions' 21 Harvard
Journal ofLaw &: Public Policy 39 (J 997) (arguing that economics is not descriptive and value neutral, and objecting to
the use of economics as a guide to the law); Honorable Edwards HT 'The Growing Disjunction Between Legal
Education and the Legal Profession' 91 Michigan Law Review 34, 35 (1992) ("(1 see no reason why law professors
should write mediocre economics, or philosophy, or literary criticism, when arts and sciences professors could be doing
a better job) and as long as other law professors continue to do 'practical work"). For a description ofthc contli<:ts on the
subject she refers to Stemlight JR 'Symbiotic Legal Theory and Legal Practice: Advocating a Common Sense
Jurisprudence of Law and Practical Applications·, 50 U"Mrsity of Miami Law Review 707 (1996)
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"assumption". The thread that connects all of these words, she says, is critical

thinking and generalization - a general view of parts of the world. The two
components of theory are thinking in its various aspects and generalization - the
recognition of observed or imagined pattems272 covering numerous related details. She
notes that the dictionary definition of practice includes "exercise", "custom", "habit",
. "repeat" and "perfect" and that the thread that connects all of these words is repetition

whether of acting or thinking. Frankel observes that many of the words defining
practice suggest acting on automatic pilot, so to speak, with no independent or critical
thinking or· attention. She sys that these words may denote acting or doing with little
mindfulness or attention but that this is not, however, necessarily so. An artist
practices the piano with great attention and concentration. The practice of the law and
medicine in most cases is far from routine. Therefore, says Frankel, practice is not
necessarily mindless, but it could be. She notes that practice produces experience,
both for practitioners and for theorists. Experience is gained by repeated activities,
including thinking. Practice is generally not mere repetition of identical actions,
especially if the actions are complex, Each repeated action changes the actors and
their product, adding to their experience, which refines their performance· and
enriches their memory.

272

R.C.L. 'Law and Disorder: The New Science of Chaos' observes that "'the outer world can often seem as chaotic as our
inner world - our stream of consciousness. Coherence can all too easily elude us ... The fragmented, fractal nature of
everyday reality, and people, is one of our basic problems. To use thinking to sort things out... we must first find the
basic structure to reality. The structure reveals the order underneath the chaos." The writer goes on to discuss the hidden
order in the physical world that has relatively recently come to light in tenns of chaos theory and the mathematics of
fractals which involves the study of logical systems with no immediately apparent order but in which there is
nevertheless a distinct and recognizable pattern when viewed macroscopically. There is a very clear and, it is submitted,
apposite analogy between fractals. such as the famous Mandelbrot set. which are ultimately the patterns of complex
iterative systems, and the common law.
R.C.L. draws an analogy between the common law in effect in the US and in Britain, quotes Judge Aldisert as saying
wrhe heart of the common law tradition is adjudication of specific cases" and states that for this reason, the common law
is inherently flexible and changes with time and circumstance. The writer points to the statement of the American jurist
Roscoe Pound that "Law must be stable, and yet it cannot stand still" stating that:" The common law flows from the
facts of particular cases. From the cases come narrow rules of law, then slowly over time, broader principles of law are
fashioned from the rules of many cases. In the often-quoted words of law professor, Munroe Smith in Jurisprudence
(1909) "The rules and principles of case law have never been treated as final truths, but as working hypotheses,
continually retested in those great laboratories of the law, the courts of justice. Every case is an experiment: and if the
accepted rule which seems applicable yields a result which is felt to be unjust, the rule is reconsidered. It may not be
modified at once, for to attempt to do justice in every single case would make the development and maintenance of
general rules impossible; but if a rule continues to work injustice, it will eventually be refonnulated. The principles
themselves are continually retested; for if the rules derived from a principle do not work well, the principle itself must
ultimately be re-examined." Common law is not etched in stone. it is continually created anew. In fact. above the
entrance to Yale Law School is the engraving: "The law is a living growth, not a changeless code". The particular
hornbook laws may vary and be modified as facts mold the law, demand exceptions or even the creation of new laws.
The "Law" is a subtle, flexible thing which defies certainty and absolute predictions. AS the great jurist Cardoza put it in
his essay, Growth of the Law (1924), 'When unifonnities are sufficiently constant to be the subject of prediction with
reasonable certainty, we say that law exists'. Cardoza recognised that certainty of prediction was never absolute, that in
anyone case, the rule of law could err. For Cardoza, as for today's modem physicist. Law is a matter of probabilities,
not certainties." http'!lwww lawsofwisdom.comlLawsQtwisdom!chapter6 html
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It is submitted that what Frankel is saying in effect is that in real life, in chaotic
systems, the patterns of thought that frame the concepts and conceptual elements of
the system are iterative in the same way that fractals are iterative - that although the
patterns of thought, for the purposes of the present discussion these would be
represented by the legal rules and principles of the law of delict, are similarly or
consistently applied, each iteration brings new perspectives and new insights into the
pattern as a whole in ways that are not necessarily obvious. In fractals there is a vast
difference between iteration and bland repetition. The blandly repetitive approach
does not allow for change. It is not chaotic in the mathematical sense. It represents the
more traditional rule that the rules themselves don't change although the contexts in
which they operate do. In tenns of complexity theory, which has some characteristics
in common with chaos theory273, the rules themselves can change but do so in terms of
recognisable patterns that lend internal consistency to the system as a whole. It has
been observed that although chaos and complexity are at times used interchangeably,
they are not· identical and need to be distinguished as their application to social
systems may differ. Chaos theory or non-linear dynamics is based on the iteration
either of a mathematical algorithm or a set of simple rules of interaction. It provides
some powerful analogies associated with the edge of chaos, the emergence of order,
and the co-existence of stability and instabilitf74. However, complex social systems
do not necessarily function through iteration, unless iteration is defined so broadly to
accommodate cycles of learning and adaptation that it practically becomes
meaningless. Chaos theory and complexity may share certain characteristics but differ

in so far as a complex adaptive system is able to evolve and change 275.
273

274

275

Mitleton-Kelly E 'Organisations As Co-evolving Complex Adaptive Systems' http'/lbprc warwick ac uk/eve html She
observes that "The notions of stability and instability provide another way of looking at complexity. This view is closely
associated with chaos theory and sees complexity in terms of emergent order co-ex.isting with disorder at the edge of
chaos. When a system moves from a state of order towards increasing disorder. it goes through a transition phase called
the edge of chaos. In that transition phase. new patterns of order emerge among the disorder and this gives rise to the
paradox of order co-existing with disorder. Complexity in this view is seen in terms of the order which emerges from
disorder"
S Mitleton-Kelly (m 273 supra) states that: "Iteration was defined by Brain Goodwin [at an LSE Strategy & Complexity
Seminar. on 23/4197] as the "emergent order (which) arises through cycles of iteration in which a pattern of activity.
defined by rules or regularities. is repeated over and over again. giving rise to coherent order." According to MitletonKelly the distinction between chaos and complexity is particularly important when considering the application of the
principles or characteristics of chaotic or complex systems to social systems. Her article starts from the viewpoint that
social systems are fundamentally different from all other complex systems but she emphasises that this doe not mean
that all the valuable work achieved by the sciences of complexity is disregarded. On the contrary. she says. such work
needs to be studied as it can provide a significant starting point for the study of complex. social systems. What must be
avoided is the mapping of principles from the natural sciences onto social systems. Mitleton-Kelly points out that such
an attempt would be inappropriate. as the subject matter of different disciplines is constituted in a different way and is
based on different units of analysis (eg molecules. species. individual humans, societies, etc.). Mapping would also
assume similarities between those systems studied by the natural and social sciences which may not exist, and which
could lead to an ontological category mistake.
Mitleton-Kelly fn 273 supra
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It is submitted that both chaos theory and complexity theory presents an extremely
useful way of considering and organising the issues represented in the problems posed
by Midgley, especially with regard to 'fuzziness', by the latest developments in the
law of delict and the apparent approach of the judges of the Supreme Court of Appeal
as presented by judge Nienaber 76 • Complexity theory suggests that in order to
understand law as a complex system there should be a paradigm shift characterised in
terms of a shift in the understanding of law from the:
276

Webb J in 'Why learning the law really is a complex business' http://wwwukcle.acuklIiliI2004/p8perslwebb.htmlpoints
out that: .. Complexity theory is a new way of looking at systems. It has emerged over the last 20 years or so (see
Kauffman, 1990, 1992) from an almost primordial transdisciplinary soup of studies of self-organisation within genetic
and other biological systems, and in parallel developments in the natural and (latterly) social sciences. These studied
have encompassed fields as apparently diverse as cybernetics and artificial intelligence, quantum physics, the
neurosciences, organisation management and economic and social theory. Even in law, a theory of legal autopoiesis has
developed from the work, chiefly, of two German scholars, the sociologist Niklas Luhmann and the jurist Gunther
Teubner. Since its emergence in the 1980s this has become an increasingly influential, but still primarily Euro-centric
branch oflegal theory, which draws heavily on concepts developed first in the study of living systems ... The idea of a
simple definition of complexity teeters on the brink of the oxymoronic, but most complexity theorists seem to agree that
there are a number of relatively simple concepts fundamental to our understanding of complex systems. The particular
formulation of complexity theory I intend to use today draws heavily, though not exhaustively, on work on neural
networks and the so-called 'connectionist' principles derived from network theory. This isn't, as I have said, the only
source of complexity theory but it is a branch which has obvious and strong links to issues of learning and cognition; it
has been an important part of my own way-in to complexity theory and so I will use it primarily as my exemplar
today ... 'Connectionism', 'neural networks' and 'parallel distributed processing' (PDP) are all names for a method of
computation that attempts to model the neural processes of the human brain. Connectionism claims to be able to
approximate the kind of spontaneous creative and somewhat unpredictable behaviour of human agents in a way that
convention methods used by AI researchers relying on classical 'representational' theory, cannot. (Davis 1992;
Churchland 1995). The classical model treats all cognitive processes as the result of an enormous number of
syntactically driven operations -i.e. in simple terms, it treats 'intelligent behaviour' as a species of rule following.
Connectionist models rely on the neurally inspired approach of PDP. A PDP network involves a collection of simply
processing units (we can think of them as neurons) which are linked through a series of levels. The connections lines are
critical, since it is they, not the neurons, which incorporate modifiable values (called weights) which determine the
strength of the connection between neurons - this models the synaptic connections in the brain. The system functions by
each neuron continuously calculating its input in parallel with all the others with patterns of activity developing
depending on the modulating effect of the weights. Over time these patterns gradually relax into B stable pattern of
activation in response to inputs received. The values of the weights are determined by a learning rule. In many
experimental models, the rule is one called back-propagation - the system is put through a training phase in which it is
presented with a set of inputs and a set of outputs, and the weights arc adjusted through the intermediate levels of
neurons. Through multiple iterations the system learns to generate the patterns which enables it to match the inputs to the
outputs ... What I am more interested in are the systemiC features of neural networks. because it is at the systemic level
that connectionism tells us some useful things about complexity more generally. Indeed it is tempting to sec the
developed neural network as a paradigm complex system. We can illustrate this by identifYing those features of POPs
which appear increasi~gly to be treBted by complexity theorists as ,encric features of complex systems:
l.
'Memory' or 'knowledge' docs not reside in any single neuron, but only in the relationship between neurons - it is,
in the jargon, distributed.
2,' The network uses many essentially simply components which are richly interconnected and thus able to undertake
quite complex activities (i.e. it is their interconnectedness or relalionalily that enables them to deal with
complexity) (But this feature also limits both the comprehensibility of the system to any individual agent, and the
ability to predict the influence that any individual agent has - cfthe classical order at the edge of chaos arguments
- Kauffman, 1990)
.
3. These interactions are in the form of complex patterns that are generated by the system itself - the system is to a
degree, self-organising and its patterns are emergency properties of the interactions. This idea of emergence is of
singular importance to complexity theory. Emergent properties arc different from what we conventionally think of
as properties: they arc dynamic, often more than the sum of the parts (think about 'love' [and even more
appositely, the present writer submits, 'justice'] as an emergent property! - it cannot be analysed by conventional
means (though some of its manifestation can be), it docs not readily yield to conventional causal explanation .. , and
often fundamentally unpredictable.
4. The relationality of complex systems also raises one other critical point for learning theory: the PDP research
shows that learning in such systems is not rule-based in any explicit sense: the learning rule is merely a description
of a relationship between inputs and outputs, it is not prescriptive in the representational sense. The model of the
mind (and of language) can be approximately described by rules, but that is not the same thing; these rules are POlt
hoc descriptions rather than true representations of how the mind works - the mind. this suggests, works in ways
that are relational rather than representational, B notion which, if taken seriously could have significant
implications for our understanding of things like the learning of associations."
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•

linear to the non-lin~ar, recursive process;

•

convergent to divergent;

•

atomistic to the relational;

•

uni-dimensional to the multi-dimensional; and

•

intentional to the 'messy', random and unpredictable. 277

Ontological modelling is another, related approach that could be useful to legal
academics in systematising judicial pronouncements278 • It has been stated that one of
the main attractions of ontologies is their promise of simplicity and certainty in an
ever more complex and ambiguous world279 • The role of ontologies is to facilitate
communication across different classificatory schema and in its most basic form
ontology is an agreed upon concept of domain specific knowledge. Breuker and
Winkels discuss the views and results related to the development of a core ontology
that identifies the main concepts that are typical, and preferably exclusive for law.
These are only a few, those related to normative knowledge (deontic terms) and to
notions about legal responsibility. They observe that the vast majority of terms or
concepts found in legal sources refers to common sense, albeit a special and often
more restricted version of common sense knowledge. They point out that they can
never represent all common sense knowledge, so must have to resort to foundational
ontologies. According to Breuker and Winkles280 an ontology describes how some
domain is 'committed' to a particular view: not so much by the collection of the terms
involved but in particular by the way these terms are structured and defined. This
structure tells· us "what a domain is about". It does not come as a s~rise that for
277

278

279

280

See Webb fh 276 supra who makes these suggestions in relation to legal education. It is submitted that they arc equally
applicable to the law itself and the problems presently under discussion with regard to the latest developments in the law
of delict.
Schafer. B. Vandenberge Wand Kingston J in 'Ontological modelling and commitment to comparative legal theory. A
case study" (www juridicas unam.mxlinsVeyacad/eventos/2004/0902lmesa91236s pdD observe that ontology based
approaches have become increasingly widespread in the computer science community in general ad legal information
systems design in particular. They state that: "Their importance has been recognized in fields as diverse as knowledge
engineering. knowledge representation. qualitative modelling. language engineering. database design. object-oriented
programming. information retrieval and agent based system design. Applications span from enterprise integration.
natural language transition. medicine, e-commercc, geographical information systems and of course law.
Schafer et at fu 278 supra. They state that: "Global markets and the Ubiquitous interconnectivity of systems and
information processes in cyberspace that they bring with them have dramatically increased out awareness of the
problems created by conceptual mismatches and failing system interoperability... The idea to agree on explicit and
unambiguous subject taxonomies resonates particularly well with lawyers. Much of European Union legislation can be
understood as the legal equivalent to ontology integration. most problems of private international law as partial
responses to the problem of ontology mismatch where such higher level of agreement can be reached. Ontology based
solutions have therefore unsurprisingly attracted the attention of lawyers working in multi-jurisdictional contexts. In the
absence of supranational harmonization. these contexts arc also particularly knowledge intensive. making the use of AI
solutions even more plausible" [Note: AI in this article is an abbreviation for the term 'artificial intelligence].
Breuker JA and Winkels RGF 'Use and Reuse of Lcgal Ontologies in Knowledge Engineering and Information
Management' Chttp://www.lrijur uva nll-winkelslLegOnt2003/Breuker pdf)
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instance, medical domains are about malfunctions. These malfunctions are often
diseases, i.e. processes; they are classified in (multiple) taxonomies, and associated
with sets of typical symptoms, and with treatments.

They explain that an ontology makes explicit the views one is committed to in
modeling a domain. Modeling is taken here in the broad sense that includes the notion
of understanding. A major and typical problem from jurisprudence (legal theory)
occurs already in the use of the term "law" .... Indeed, the problem of what counts as
the unit of law is already one of the fundamental ones questions in jurisprudence and
is called the individuation problem: "Classifying laws in logically distinct categories
has always been one of the major tasks of legal philosophy ... The classification of
laws presupposes a solution to the more.fundamental problem of the individuation of
laws, i.e., an answer to the question 'What is to count as one complete law?,,2Bl

To come to the end of the metaphysical journey and apply (not map) the 'other spots'
encountered to the law of delict, one must engage in the following mental exercise.
2Bl

(Raz, 1972, page 825). Breuker and Winkels (fn 280 supra) note that: "There are two extreme views. The first one takes
all legally valid statements in legal sources (legislation, precedence law, etc) as a whole: the law. The assumption is that
in principle the individual statements in this whole arc or should be coherently organized. This is the predominant view
in jurisprudence and legal philosophy... Whether this coherence is an actual concern for the legal system (i.e., the law
should be the object ofpropcr knowledge management), or whether it is 'genetically' built-in by the constraints provided .
by fundamental, 'natural' legal principles, is a long and classical debate in legal theory. As [Van Ocr Velden, 19921
points out, the latter view takes the notion of coherence beyond what he sees as 'linguistic' or semantic coherence. It is
this kind of coherence we are concerned with here. However, the other extreme takes all legally valid statements as
being individual laws. In extrema this view is incorrect, if only because it presupposes some legally valid statement that
covers the legal validity of an individual statement. This view is not a view that is shared with jurisprudence.
Jurisprudence is in the first place concerned with justifying law, so legal scholars will not easily take validity statements
in law as a side issue (see e.g. [Kelsen, 1991 However, in legal knowledge engineering this alternative perspective is a
far more fruitful one. The validity problem is presumed and the emphasis is on the coherent modeling of actual law. The
coherence is not to be found in the collection of legal sources themselves but in the worlds (domains) where the
statements in these sources refer to. These statements are normative statements about behaviour. They qualify some
kinds of situations as disallowed. The collection of normative statements is not aimed at describing possible situations
in a domain, but only those that have normative relevance. What is possible is assumed to be known (or to be found out)
by the agents to which the law is addressed. This means that the collection of individual statements about some legal
domain does not provide a full description of the domain, neither that coherence is to be found in the legal statements.
The coherence has to be found in modelling the possible behaviours in the domain by 'reconstructing' what is assumed
by the legal statements." [Footnotes omitted]
They refer by way of example to the ontological views contained in the works of some of the major legal theorists and
philosophers as follows: "The Hartian distinction between primary and secondary rulel (norms) has become a
quasistandard in legal theory. Hart's distinction, carefully detailed in his 'Concept of Law' [Hart, 1961], draws a line
between a first level which refers to human behaviour and a second, meta-level of the first, which contains knowledge
about primary norms. These secondary rules may belong to three types: (i) rulel of adjllllication, that can be used to
determine authoritatively whether a certain primary rule has been violated or not; (ii) rules ofrecognition which define,
directly or indirectly, which rules are the valid ones, and can therefore be applied; (iii) rulel of cMnge, which define
how rules are to be made, removed or changed. These distinctions point out three functions of secondary norms: to
provide support for solving conflicts (adjudication), to specify the limits of the legal system (recognition) and to specify
how the legal system can change in time (change) ...
Hohfeld's theory is considered a landmark in American jurisprudence [Hohfeld, 1919]. An interesting (and unusual)
aspect of Hohfeld's theory is that rights and other positional concepts that represent legal relationl are considered
primitives. There are two groups of interrelated legal relations or positions. The first group is composed by right. duty,
no-right, privilege and has a strong normative flavour. These concepts are closely related to Bentham's concept of right,
obligation and liberty. The second group cons.ists of power, liability. disability Immunity. These concepts are more
closely related to legal competenccs and legal responsibilities."

n.

all
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Assume a simple system in which the law of delict is a Black Box from which a
certain output called justice is required. There is no indication at this stage of how the
output is derived but the system is capable of an output and moreover the desired one.
If this were not so, the system would ultimately self-destruct since it serves no useful
purpose. This is one step up from Midgley's fears of a lottery since there is an
expected outcome which most people can identify and one which the Supreme Court
of Appeal judges would be unable to deny is valuable and necessary output of the
system. In fact, according to judge Nienaber, the output of justice is the reason on
which they base their requirement of flexibility. Of course that outcome in itself is
relatively difficult to define in concrete terms because justice is an abstract concept,
but for the moment there is an identifiable outcome which will distinguish a bad or
undesirable decision in terms of the law of delict, from a good, or desirable one. A
legal system that does not serve the interests of justice is ultimately self-defeating. An
objective for the system as a whole is thus set. Even within the flexible system desired
by the Supreme Court of Appeal judges, it

i~

submitted, however, that there is room

for a further level of complexity. ,Assuming that within the Black Box, called the law
of delict, there are one or more sets of conceptual elements that

wil~

yield the

desirable result, each set (or system) of elements must be internally logically
consistent in its own right. In other words one cannot 'mix up' the elements of one set
with the elements of the other and achieve justice as an output. This is because, the
definition of one element, ultimately must influence the definitions of the other
elements in the set in order for the system to be able to achieve the desired output.
Although there is flexibility in the choice of sets, and even in the definition of an
individual element within that set, if the desired outcome is to be achieved then
certain basic rules apply. A yet further level of complexity is still possible without
compromising the flexibility required by the judges of the Supreme Court of Appeal.
This is the level at which the individual elements in the various conceptual sets within
the Black Box represented by the law of delict interact with each other. Bearing in
mind that they must all interact with each other to produce the 'desired result in order
for the law of delict to be a valid and useful system of law, this implies some rules as
to the manner in which they are interconnected or interact, without necessarily
reducing the flexibility desired by the judges. These rules may well be dependent on
the nature of the factual system that is 'fed into' the Black Box since, if the system is
dynamic and adaptive, which it has already been argued, the common law is, then
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there is the potential for these rules to vary depending upon the facts of each case. In a
system such as the one described above, stability and instability, uncertainty and
certainty operate side by side to achieve a desired result. The system is flexible yet
contained since in law there is an outer limit to the number of factors that is
considered the minimum necessary to achieve the desired result. If a judge chooses a
particular element from a particular set in order to decide the case, then from a legal
academic point of view, his legal analysis must be consistent with the 'rules' of that
particular set within the system. For example, if the judge in deciding the limits of
liability in a particular case seizes on legal causation as the element he wishes to use,
then his reasoning must be consistent with the logical system (set of elements) in
which that rule operates namely that unlawfulness should be decided before
negligence. However, it may be argued that if the judge chooses the set of elements in
which liability is limited by considerations of negligence and unlawfulness then he is
not necessarily bound to resolve the issue of unlawfulness before determining
negligence. Internal consistency is the key. It may even be that in certain
circumstances it is internally consistent to use elements that are common to both sets
in order to arrive at a conclusion.

If a judge imbues the conceptual tool fondly referred to as the 'reasonable man' with a
knowledge of the law, and with s sense of ethical and moral responsibility sufficient
to act in accordance therewith, then there is no need for that judge to enter into a
discrete and independent consideration as to whether negligence can exist in the
absence of unlawfulness. However, if for the purpose of clarity, the court chooses to
narrow the 'reasonable man' conceptual tool so as to exclude the question of whether
or not a 'reasonable man' would act in accordance with the law, then negligence and
unlawfulness become two discrete concepts which that court must then deal with
accordingly. Either way, there is no need for absolutes. Those who enter into heated
debates about whether the reasonable man test should include the possibility that a
reasonable man would act within the limits of the law or not are missing the point
entirely. The reasonable man test is one tool in a toolbox of conceptual tools that is
designed to achieve an outcome called justice. The manner in which one conceives of
his particular 'reasonable man' simply determines the manner in which the remaining
functions are taken up by the other conceptual tools in his toolbox. The conceptual
tool that bears the description, "a reasonable man who acts in accordance with the
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principles of law", has the capacity to perform an extra function that, in the toolbox
containing the conceptual tool called "the reasonable man who does not have a
tendency to act in accordance with the principles of law", will be performed by some
other conceptual tool. This is because if the role of the tools within the toolbox, or the
function of the toolbox in which they are contained, is such that it contains the
minimum number of functions or factors necessary to achieve justice, then any
number of actual formulations of these tools is likely to achieve the desired result.
Obviously it is up to legal scholars and the judges between them to (a) identify those
tools and the sets into which they fall and (b) to make sure that the toolboxes do
contain the minimum necessary to ensure that the outcome of their application is
justice. This is where the increased levels of legal knowledge and learning referred to
earlier, may in practice be required. Obviously a judge working with a single toolbox
would have a much simpler life than those judges who want the flexibility to be able
to use many different toolboxes. However the risk for the judge who uses only one
toolbox is that it may not have inside it all that is necessary to achieve justice out of
every set of facts that comes before him. Assuming that he can identify what is
lacking, and instead of simply making a bad decision which does not produce the
desired result, i.e. justice, he attempts to find a way around this problem, he would
then be faced with a choice of modifying some of his existing tools (which can
sometimes be a difficult and somewhat artificial exercise) or he can add new tools to
his toolbox. Such new tools will in all likelihood already have been developed by
those judges using more than one toolbox to begin with since the sets of tools in each
toolbox are different. It is the difference between the 'serial' and 'in parallel'
approaches to legal development. The advantage of such judges over the judge who
uses only one toolbox would be that not only are they already aware of the
alternatives open to them, but they know how to use them and which toolbox is the
most useful in various factual situations. If one toolbox turns out to be unsuitable to
achieve the desired result on a particular set of facts, then they can switch to another
one. A judge who uses only one toolbox is obviously unlikely to follow precedents in
which other toolboxes have been used unless he wants himself to become a multitoolbox judge but there is still room for the observation of precedent to the extent that
there are other decisions in which his preferred set of conceptual tools have been
applied.
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For a legal scholar or a legal practitioner trying to predict the outcome of a particular
case, such a system would require the application of all of the likely toolboxes to the
facts of the case in order to see firstly whether the results of each test are the likely to
be the same or whether they are likely to differ and if so, on what basis. Since there
has to be a measure of internal consistency in the manner in which the individual
toolboxes are applied to a particular legal problem there will still be a level of
certainty. Similarly as time goes on and the problems themselves are categorized in
terms of the system of precedent into those most conducive to resolution by a
particular identified toolbox, yet more certainty will enter the system. In the case of
the legal practitioner, the basis for the difference would give a good idea in which
direction the legal argument before the court should be conducted in .order to achieve
a result most favourable to the client and in the case of the legal scholar i.e it would
give a good idea of a possible direction of legal development, gaps in one toolbox in
relation to another and how best to close them, and the most suitable applications of a
particular toolbox to specific types of factual settings.

It is submitted that the value of the role and work of legal academics within a system

of law in which chaos theory, complexity theory and ontology are valid and
applicable conceptual tools is inescapable and inestimable. An approach to legal
exegesis which includes the identification of the various possible elemental sets
within various fields of law, the scope and manner of the interaction between the
individual elements of those sets, the influence of one set upon another, the
development of new sets and subsets, and the suitability of certain sets over others for
the resolution of particular factual paradigms is· a playground of cosmic proportions
for legal scholars. The judges may have their flexibility and their gut feel. It is the
legal academics to whom litigants will turn for an explanation of what just happened.

In the process, it may be that the judges will get what they want too. The ability to
play with the rules in such a way as to achieve that elusive but highly prized ideal of
all rational societies - justice.
9.2.16
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Michael and Another v Linksfleld Park Clinic (Ply) Ltd and Anothe,:z82

Michael 2001 (3) SA 1188 (SeA)
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Facts
The plaintiffs' son, Minas ('the patient') sustained an injury to his nose in sports
accident. He consulted a plastic and reconstructive surgeon, Dr Fayman, who
recommended a rhinoplasty in order to remove a hump on the dorsal aspect of the
nose and to correct a deviated septum. The operation was arranged for 10:00 on 7
December 1994 at the first defendant's clinic. Dr Fayman was assisted by Dr Rubin
and the second defendant, a specialist in anaesthesiology, was the anaesthetist. All
three doctors were in private practice. The first defendant's employees who were
involved in the events of that morning were Sister Montgomery, the sister in general
charge of anaesthetics and recovery, and Sister Glaeser who was the anaesthetic sister
assigned to this particular operation. They were both registered nurses. A Lohmeier
defibrillator was included in the clinic's emergency equipment on a resuscitation
trolley. This was a portable electronic apparatus designed to restore normal rhythm to
a fibrillating heart by way of electric shocks applied to the chest wall.

~t

was Sister

Glaeser's duty to make sure that this defibrillator was ,in working order and to use it
when called upon by the second defendant to do so. As anaesthetist, he was in overall
charge of all necessary resuscitation measures. At about 9:40 the pre-operative
process started. The initial stages included the insertion into the patient's left hand of
an intravenous tube connected to a drip-line and the attachment to his person of leads
from

items

of

equipment

reflecting,

blood

pressure,

heart

rate

and

electrocardiographic (ECG) tracings of heart rhythm. Anaesthetic induction
commenced at about 9:45 employing a combination of inhalants and intravenous
drugs. Among the drugs administered intravenously was one milligram of propranolol
hydrochloride (propranolol) given to prevent an untoward increase in heart rate during
the operation. Propranolol is a beta blocker which lowers excessive heart rates by
blocking the beta adrenergic receptors in the heart which govern heart rate
stimulation. It is manufactured in tablet form and also in one milligram (one millilitre)
ampoules for intravenous administration. In South Africa it is sold, inter alia, under
the trade name 'Inderal'. The package insert published in November 1993 by the
South African distributors of Inderal stated that intravenous administration was for the
emergency treatment of cardiac dysrhythmias especially including supra-ventricular
tachydysrhythmias. The recommended dose was one milligram injected over one
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minute which could be repeated at two-minute intervals until a response was observed
or to a maximum, in the case of anaesthetised patients, of five milligrams. At about
9:50, with the patient now fully generally anaesthetised, Dr Fayman injected a local
anaesthetic (lignocaine and adrenaline) into the nose and inserted at the back of each
nostril a plug of ribbon gauze soaked in a cocaine solution. The use of cocaine had a
two-fold purpose. It is a local anaesthetic and a vasoconstrictor. The blood vessels of
the nasal lining bleed very readily and it was necessary to constrict them to ensure a
clear field for the surgeon. Cocaine is widely used for this purpose in ear, nose and
throat surgery. The mass of cocaine in the solution was approximately 150 milligrams
(being 1,76 milligrams per kilogram of the patient's weight, which was eighty-five
kilograms). The limits of a safe dose are from 1,5 milligrams to 2 milligrams per
kilogram. Because not all of the solution was in contact with the inner nasal surfaces
only about eighty per cent of the cocaine would have been absorbed. Cocaine, either
in overdose or in patient over-reaction, has cardio-toxic effects which can lead to
cardiac arrest. One of these is its local anaesthetic effect, which impairs electrical
conduction within the heart and diminishes the contractility of the myocardium - the
heart muscle. Another is its propensity to result in coronary vasospasm which leads to
myocardial ischemia. Cocaine toxicity exhibits a well-known pattern of heart reaction,
first hypertension and tachycardia, then ventricular arrhythmias, then falling blood
pressure and heart rate, then ventricular fibrillation and finally cardiac arrest. At 10:00
the operation began. This kind of operation usually took Dr Fayman about one hour
and involved, after an incision in each nostril to enable lifting the soft tissue off the
ridge of the nose, operating first in one nostril and then in the other. The surgery
encompassed lowering the bony ridge to the desired degree by rasping it from both
sides and then trimming the cartilaginous portion of the nose with a scalpel. Dr
Fayman completed the rasping process on the left side and went on to operate on the
right.

Between 10: 15 and 10:28, while surgery was in progress, bleeding in the nose
suddenly occurred in the right nostril which obscured the surgical field and brought
the operation to a stop. With the bleeding there was a dramatic and alarming increase

in the patient's heart rate and blood pressure. In the evidence this high level of heart
rate (tachycardia) and high blood pressure (hypertension) was called 'the hypertensive
crisis'

and

the

tachycardia

itself was

identified

as

a

supra-ventricular
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tachydysrhythmia. The second defendant diagnosed too light anaesthesia as the cause
of the crisis. This did not mean inadequate anaesthesia. The difference is that
adequate anaesthesia can during surgery become too light by reason, not of reduction
in anaesthetic, but of excessive surgical stimulus. He deepened the degree of
anaesthesia, and to bring down the heart rate and blood pressure, which presented the
risk of cerebral haemorrhage, he injected a further one milligram of propranolol into
the drip-line. The heart rate and blood pressure came down as intended but thereafter
they continued to decline. At below 60 beats per minute the heart rate became what is
called bradycardia. Early in the bradycardia the EeG monitor displayed features of a
normal tracing, including the characteristic peak and lows referred to as the QRS
complex. This complex then soon broadened, indicating a symptomatic bradycardia.
At about this time the second defendant instructed Dr Fayman to undertake cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) by way of external heart massage. The second
defendant considered that there had been an over-action by the propranolol and to
counter it he started administering, in conjunction with the CPR, a sequence of
different drugs (ephedrine, isoprenaline and adrenaline) to try to raise the heart rate
and blood pressure by removing the beta blockade. All these measures failed and the
patient's heart went into cardiac arrest at 10:28. Shortly before the arrest the second
defendant noted that the ECG tracing had become a flat line. In other words there was
no discernible wave. This led him to conclude that the patient's heart was in a state
known as asystole, in which there is no electrical activity in the heart at all. Because
shocking by defibrillator damages an asystolic heart he considered he was confined in.
his resuscitation efforts to CPR and drug therapy, those being the only measures by
which rhythm can be restored if the heart is in that state. When, after about four
minutes, these efforts failed to yield any apparent result, the second defendant's
options were to leave the patient for dead or to employ the defibrillator in the hope
that if the heart was not in asystole but in ventricular fibrillation a heart beat could be
restored by defibrillation. A fibrillating heart is one in which there are electrical
impulses but no rhythm and no output. Its energy goes into rapid, random, uncoordinated contractions, all in complete disorder. What defibrillation does is to shock a
fibrillating heart into momentary asystole and afford it the opportunity for a normal
beat to resume spontaneously. The Lohmeier defibrillator ('the Lohmeier') was
therefore brought into action. On the second defendant's instructions Sister Glaeser
set the device to deliver a charge of 200 joules. When she did so she noticed that the
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number of joules digitally displayed as reflecting the strength of the required charge
did not stay at 200 but started decreasing while she was busy preparing to activate the
defibrillator. She nevertheless proceeded to cause delivery of a shock. The patient's
body responded but not his heart. For some minutes after that, CPR and adrenaline
were repeated. A second shock at 200 joules was ordered. The outcome was the same.
Again the number of joules on the display fell before the shock could be given. After
renewed CPR and further adrenaline a third shock was ordered, this time at 360
joules. The heart remained in arrest. Once more the digital display decreased. Because
Sister Glaeser and the second defendant thought that the 4iminishi~g display indicated
that the apparatus was failing to hold its charge and was therefore defective, Sister
Montgomery was sent to fetch another defibrillator. CPR and, adrenaline were
repeated. In addition, bretylium tosylate" sodium bicarbonate and calcium gluconate
were injected into the drip-line.

From the intensive care unit Sister Montgomery returned in due course with another
make of defibrillator. When programmed to deliver a charge of 360 joules, its digital
display remained constant. With the new defibrillator a fourth and fifth shock were
given. Both elicited a body reaction and, in addition, a heart beat. The fourth resulted
in ventricular tachycardia and the fifth, sinus tachycardia - a fast but normal rhythm.
By the time heart action was restored it was 10:44. Further resuscitation was required
in the intensive care unit and so the operation was not completed. The nasal wounds
were simply closed and the patient's nose was plugged and splinted. Prior to the
cardiac arrest, and more or less contemporaneously, the second defendant recorded
certain data regarding the operation. He used both sides of a stereotyped form which
he himself designed and which he had had printed. One side was referred to as his
'chart'. His recordings were interrupted entirely by the arrest and resuscitation but
later that morning he made further entries on the reverse side of the form under the
heading 'Additional notes'. Later during the day he spoke to the plaintiffs and, in
expressing his regret for what had happened, said of the operation that everything had
been done correctly and that he did not know what had gone wrong.

During the afternoon the first defendant's general manager, Dr Malkin, spoke to Sister
Glaeser. In recounting the morning's events, she indicated that in comparison with the
second defibrillator the Lohmeier had seemed to be defective. In consequence Dr
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Malkin wrote to the suppliers of the Lohmeier alleging that the resuscitation had
failed because the defibrillator was unable to maintain the required charge and
expressing concern that there had been a delay in the resuscitation. This prompted a
number of independent tests of the apparatus concerned during the following year, the
result of all of which was that it was reported to be in working order. It was also
established that in all defibrillators the programmed charge diminishes between the
time it is set and the delivery of a shock. This is due to electrical resistance within the
apparatus. Lohmeiers constitute the only make whose digital display reflects that
reduction and Sister Glaeser and the second defendant did not know this. At 19:00 on
the day of the operation the patient was examined by a cardiologist, Dr J L Salitan,
who performed an echocardiogram. He later reported that the patient's heart was
enlarged and its left ventricular contractility significantly reduced. His conclusion was
that there was 'marked global myocardial dysfunction, probably acute', possibly the
result of prolonged hypoxia. Obviously prolonged hypoxia did occur and although it
is in dispute precisely by what mechanism the myocardial damage came to be caused,
what is not in issue is that hypoxia caused injury to the brain. Brain injury was
sustained after the heart went into cardiac arrest and was ongoing for as long as the
resuscitation period advanced without restoration of a heartbeat.

As regards the first defendant it was alleged that it failed to have a functional
defibrillator immediately available when required alternatively, if the Lohmeier was
functional, first defendant failed (at a time prior to the date in question) to inform
Sister Glaeser about, and to train her in, the workings and manner of operation of the
Lohmeier, thereby causing delay in the resuscitation process when the Lohmeier
appeared to her to be defective and to require replacement by a substitute defibrillator.

As regards the second defendant it was alleged in relation to the cardiac arrest that:
1.

He failed to take adequate account of the effect which the cocaine would have

in conjunction with what he himself administered and to guide Dr Fayman as
to the upper dose limits of cocaine.
2.

He failed to dilute the propranolol which was given to combat the
hypertensive crisis or to administer it in doses of between 100 micrograms and
500 micrograms at a time.
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3.

The use of propranolol in conjunction with cocaine created the risk of sudden
heart failure.

4.

He failed to recognise the risk of, or to prevent, life-threatening bradycardia
and cardiac arrest.

In relation to the resuscitation it was alleged that:
5.

He failed to ensure beforehand that a functional defibrillator was available and
that he was reasonably acquainted with its workings. This caused a delay in
the resuscitation process when a second defibrillator was sent for.
6. When the patient's heart was in fibrillation he failed to order defibrillation at
the earliest opportunity. Alternatively, he attempted defibrillation on an
asystolic heart thereby worsening the outcome. In the further alternative he
failed to deliver three quick shocks in a 'stacked sequence' in accordance with
certain published algorithms approved for emergency cardiac resuscitation.

Judgment
The court had to decide what was the cause of the cardiac arrest. The plaintiffs
contended that it was propranolol and that the hypertensive crisis was occasioned
by too light anaesthesia. For the second defendant it was maintained that the cause
of both the hypertensive crisis and the arrest was cocaine toxicity. The question'
was whether the arrest was foreseeable as a reasonable possibility, meaning a
possibility which a reasonable anaesthetist would foresee and guard against. If the
cause of the arrest was cocaine toxicity and the arrest was indeed foreseeable in
that sense, the question would then be 'whether the arrest was reasonably
avoidable. The main subsidiary question allied to the first issue concerned the
length of time between the hypertensive crisis and the cardiac arrest and that, in
turn, depended on the credibility and reliability of the witnesses who were
centrally involved in the operating theatre at the time. For the plaintiffs they were
Doctor Fayman, Doctor Rubin and Sister Glaeser. On the opposite side, the
second defendant stood alone. Other subsidiary questions were whether,
irrespective of the cause of the arrest and irrespective of the correctness of his
conclusions, the second defendant was reasonable in diagnosing too light
anaesthesia as the cause of the hypertensive crisis and in giving propranolol as the
counter and whether he was at fault in relation to either the size of the dose or the
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manner of its administration and whether it was reasonable to diagnose a
propranolol over-action as the cause of the bradycardia.

The second essential issue is whether the Lohmeier defibrillator was defective
and, if not, whether the ignorance of the second defendant and Sister Glaeser as to
the manner of its workings was culpable and whether their ignorance occasioned
an unreasonable delay in the resuscitative process. Allied questions were whether
the heart arrested in asystole or fibrillation; when fibrillation occurred if initially
there

was

asystole; whether fibrillation was immediately amenable to

defibrillation and, if not, when it first became amenable. Finally, on the matter of
delay, the crucial enquiry is whether the fourth shock (and the fifth if required)
would have been given materially earlier had the Lohmeier been in proper
working order and had Sister Glaeser and the second defendant known that. The
court held that the answer to that enquiry entailed examination of what
resuscitation measures were in progress between the third and fourth shocks and
whether the picture would have been different in the absence of their ignorance.

The Supreme Court of Appeal noted in its judgment that in the trial court, none of
the experts was asked, or purported to express a collective or representative view
of, what was or was not accepted as reasonable in South African specialist
anaesthetist practice in 1994. It stated that although it has often been said in South
African cases that the governing test for professional negligence is the' standard of
conduct of the reasonable practitioner in the particular professional field, that
criterion is not always itself a helpful guide to fmding the answer. The present
case, it said, showed why. Apart from the absence of evidence of what practice
prevailed it was not a question of simply the standard, for example of the
reasonable attorney or advocate, where the court would be able to decide for itself
what was reasonable conduct. The court asked how the conduct and views of the
notional reasonable anaesthetist could be established without a collective or
representative opinion especially in view of the fact that the primary function of
the experts called was to teach, with the opportunity only for part-time practice. In
these circumstances, said the court, counsel were probably left with little option
but to elicit individual views of what the respective witnesses considered
reasonable.
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The court said that what is required in the evaluation of such evidence is to
determine whether and to what extent the expert opinions advanced in Michael's
case were founded on logical reasoning. It referred with approval to Bolitho v City

and Hackney Health Authoritj83 and the dicta of Lord Browne-Wilkinson
summarising them as follows:

The Court is not bound to absolve a defendant from liability for allegedly negligent
medical treatment or diagnosis just because evidence of expert opinion, albeit genuinely
held, is that the treatment or diagnosis in issue accorded with sound medical practice. The
Court must be satisfied that such opinion has a logical basis, in other words that the
expert has considered comparative risks and benefits and has reached 'a defensible
conclusion'
If a body of professional opinion overlooks an obvious risk which could have been
guarded against it will not be reasonable, even if almost universally held
The defendant, said the court, can properly be held liable, despite the support of a
body of professional opinion sanctioning the conduct in issue, if that body of opinion
is not capable of withstanding logical analysis and is therefore not reasonable.
However, it will very seldom be right to conclude that views genuinely held by a
competent expert are unreasonable. The assessment of medical risks and benefits is a
matter of clinical judgment which the court would not normally be able to make
without expert evidence and it would be wrong to decide a case by simple preference
where there are conflicting views on either side, both capable of logical support: Only
where expert opinion cannot be logically supported at all will it fail to provide 'the
benchmark by reference to which the defendant's conduct falls to be assessed'.

After analysing the evidence, the court held that much as the plaintiffs deserved the
sympathy of all for the awful fate that had befallen their son and the profound grief
this must have caused them, the trial judge was right to dismiss the claim. It held that
the appeal could not succeed.

Discussion

283

Bolitho [1998] AC 232 (HL)
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Carstens discusses this case in some detaip84. He points out that it should be noted that
the court emphasised the fact that. in this case none of the experts was asked, or
purported to express, a collective or representative view of what was or was not
accepted as reasonable in South African specialist anaesthetist practice in 1994. The
court evaluated the standard to establish the conduct and views of the notional
reasonable anaesthetist without a collective or representative opinion. The court
observed that the difficulty of determining this standard was exacerbated by the fact
that the· primary function of the experts who testified was to teach with only limited
opportunity for part time practice, leaving counsel with little option but to elicit
individual views of what the respective expert witnesses considered to be reasonable.
He observes that in setting a standard to be applied to the expert evidence, the court
relied on the decision of the House of Lords in the medical negligence case of Bolitho
v City and Hackney Health AuthoritY-Is in which it was held that a court is not bound
to absolve a defendant from legal liability for allegedly negligent medical treatment or
diagnosis just because evidence of an expert opinion, albeit genuinely held, is that the
treatment or diagnosis in issue accorded with sound medical practice. The court must
be satisfied that such opinion has a logical basis, in other words that the expert has
considered comparative risks and benefits and has reached a 'defensible conclusion'.
Carstens also observes that the court highlighted the essential difference between the
214
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Carstens P 'Setting the Boundaries for Expert Evidence In Support Or Defence of Medical Negligence: Michael v
Linksfield Park Clinic (Pty) Ltd 2001 (3) SA 1188 (SCA)' 2002 THRHR p430. He neatly summarises the approach to
expert evidence in followed by the Supreme Court of Appeal in this case as follows:
•
In delictual claims the issue of reasonableness or negligence of a defendant's conduct is one for the court itself to
detennine on the basis of the various and often conflicting expert opinions presented;
•
As a rule, that detennination will not involve considerations of credibility but rather the examination of the
opinions and the analysis of their essential reasoning. preparatory to the court reaching its own conclusion on the
issues raised;
•
In the case of professional negligence, the governing test is the standard of conduct of the reasonable practitioner in
the particular professional field, but that criterion is not always a helpful guide to finding the answer,
•
What is required in the evaluation of expert evidence bearing on the conduct of such persons is to determine
whether and to what extent the opinions advanced are founded on logical reasoning
•
The court is not bound to absolve a defendant from liability for allegedly negligent professional conduct (such as
medical treatment or diagnosis just because evidence of expert opinion, albeit genuinely held, is that the conduct in
issue accorded with sound practice
The court must be satisfied that such opinion had a logical basis, in other words, that the expert has considered
•
comparative risks and benefits and has reached a defensible conclusion. If a body of professional opinion
overlooks an obvious risk which could have been guarded against, it will not be reasonable, even if almost
universally held
•
A defendant can be held liable despite the support of a body of professional opinion sanctioning the conduct in
issue if that body of opinion is not capable of withstanding logical analysis and is therefore not reasonable.
However, it will very seldom be correct to conclude that views genuinely held by a competent expert are
unreasonable
•
The assessment of medical risks and benefits is a matter of clinical judgment which the court would not normally
be able to make without expert evidence, and it would be wrong to decide a case by simple preference where there
ate conflicting views on either side, both capable of logical support
•
Only where expert opinion cannot be logically supported at will it fail to provide the benchmark by reference to
which the defendant's conduct fails to be aSsessed
Finally it must be borne in mind that expert scientific witnesses tent to assess likelihood in terms of scientific certainty
and not in tenns of where the balance of probabilities lies on a review of the whole of the evidence.
Bolitho fit 283 supra
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scientific and judicial measure of proof with reliance on another decision of the House
of Lords in the Scottish case of Dingley v The Chie!Constable, Strathclyde Police 286 •

In his comments on the case, Carstens points out that in essence the court in this case
affirmed the general applicable principles already enunciated in the cases of Van Wyk

v Lewis, Webb v Isaac, Coppen v Impey, Pringle v Administrator Transvaal and
Castell v de Greef that the proof of medical negligence has to be determined with
reference to expert evidence of members of the medical profession but that such
determination in the final instance is for the court who is not bound to adopt the
opinion of such testimony. He finds the analysis of the nature of the expert evidence
in relation to the test for medical negligence problematic in the sense that the context
in which it is applied by the court is 'somewhat clouded'. Carstens submits that this
also rings true with regard to the court's assessment of conflicting schools of thought
in medical practice. He says that the court correctly ruled that it must be satisfied that
the tendered medical opinion must have a logical basis, in other words that the expert
has considered comparative risks and benefits and has reached a defensible
conclusion. However, the court added the rider to this ruling that a defendant can be
held liable if the supporting body of expert opinion is not capable of withstanding

logical analysis and is therefore not reasonable. Carstens submits that this statement
whereby logic is indicative of reasonableness (conversely the absence of logic is
indicative of unreasonableness) is problematic. He notes that it is conceivable that
expert medical opinion based on logic is not necessarily indicative of reasonableness
or unreasonableness within the realm of accepted medical practice. Logic refers to a
process of reasoning/rationality based on scientific or deductive cause and effect.
Therefore a given result or inference is either logical or illogical. Reasonableness on
the other hand, says Carstens, is a value judgment indicative of or based on an
accepted or standard norm. While it is true that logic more often than not is an integral
part of reasonableness, it does not necessarily follow that logic can be equated to
reasonableness. The distinction is illustrated with reference to the concepts of
'medical misadventure' and 'professional errors of judgment' within medical practice,
where even 'illogical' medical mishaps/errors of judgment have been held to be
286

Dingley 200 SC 77 (HL) where it was said that: "One cannot entirely discount the risk that by immersing himself in
every detail and by looking deeply into the minds of the experts, ajudge may be seduced into a position where he applies
to the expert evidence the standards which the expert himself will apply to the question whether a particular thesis has
been proved or disproved ... instead ofasscssing as ajudge must do, where the balance of probabilities lies on a review of
the whole of the evidence."
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reasonable in terms of accepted medical practice. Carstens notes that it should also be
emphasized that medical negligence should not be determined 'in the air' but with
regard to the' particular circumstances of each case. It is also highly improbable that
any party to a medical negligence action would call an expert medical witness whose
opinion is based on an illogical foundation - hence the ruling by the court that it will
seldom' be correct to conclude that views genuinely held by a competent expert are
reasonable. He submits that the true test for expert medical opinion in medical
negligence actions, is that the opinion should objectively and clinically reflect the
standard or norms of accepted medical practice in the particular circumstances; that is
to say whether the plaintiff's claim can succeed with reference to the standard of the
reasonable competent anaesthetist in the same circumstances, alternatively whether
the defendant-anaesthetist's actions or omissions are defensible with reference to the
same yardstick. Carstens states that in the event of conflicting expert opinion or
different schools of thought in medical practice, it appears that even a conflicting and
minority school of thought or opinion will be acceptable, provided that such opinion
accords with what is considered to be reasonable by that branch of the medical
profession. He points out that the court's concern that it would be wrong to decide a
case by simply preference where there are conflicting views on either side, both being
capable of logical support could be overcome by strictly applying the ordinary rules
of evidence. If both conflicting views on either side are capable of logical support (or
rather are indicative of accepted or reasonable medical practice) the question arises
whether the plaintiff has proven his or her case against the defendant medical
practitioner on a preponderance of probabilities. The judgment then depends on the
credibility and reliability of expert witnesses. If the scales are evenly tipped on a
review of the whole of the evidence, then absolution from the instance should be
ordered.

Carstens notes that although counsel referred the court to a plethora of relevant South
African case law, in its judgment it refel!ed to two judgments of the House of Lords,
omitting any reference to or discussion of relevant South African case law. He states
that this omission is regrettable as the Supreme Court of Appeal had the opportunity
to extensively review leading cases on medical negligence in which the approach to
expert medical evidence was paramount. He observes that it is not often that cases on
medical negligence serve before the Supreme Court of Appeal and although principles
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pertaining to the approach to expert medical evidence have generally been reaffirmed,
it is specifically the approach to conflicting opinions representing different but
acceptable schools of thought in medical practice that still remains open-ended.

It is submitted that the paucity of reference to South Africa legal precedent is further
evidence of the trend identified by judge Nienaber as referred to in the article by
Midgley discussed earlier in the section on Mukheiber. There is presently a disturbing
lack of legal scholarship, or, to put it differently, a disturbing unwillingness to engage
with the law on a more than superficial level, within South African courts and the
Supreme Court of Appeal in particular that does not further the spirit or the letter of
the Constitution requiring the development of the common law. It is further submitted
that the attitude of the judges of the Supreme Court of Appeal surveyed by judge
Nienaber that their main role is to resolve disputes is indicative of a narrow,
unproductive and miserly approach to law in a country
•

in which litigation is so expensive that it is more often than not inaccessible to
the ordinary person;

•

with a long history of human rights abuse that was sanctioned and condoned by
the previous legal system; and

•

which is only ten years into the development of a constitutionally based system
of law and government that represents a radical departure from the system
previously in place.

One might expect such an attitude from a judiciary operating in an environment in
which the legal system was well developed, well established and in which there was
no great need for judges to fulfil a leadership role in implementing the principles and
values of a relatively new legal order. It is more than a little disheartening to see the
quality and standard of some of the judgments that emanate from both the High Court
and the Supreme Court of Appeal. Even more disturbing is the apparently increasing
difficulty in obtaining the written judgments of the High Court within reasonable time
periods and the fact that many judges mark judgments that they have given on issues
of constitutional importance as unreportable 2B7 • In this context it is highly unlikely that
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Botha J for instance. of his judgment in the case of the Treatment Action Campaign and Other, y Minister of Health and
Olhe,., in the Pretoria High Court were it not for the significant degree of public interest in the case and the fact that the
Treatment Action Campaign is sufficiently wen funded to have its own website upon which it can itself publicise
judgments like this such judgments would not be generally or easily accessible to the public. Another case that was not
reported is the decision of the Transvaal High Court in Ha,.,.;, y Minister of Education. another judgment that involved
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a more complicated approaches to legal analysis will be adopted by South African
courts and the exercise conducted in the discussion under Mukhheiber is likely to be
little more than "pie in the sky". Instead it seems that one may be faced

wi~

body of

decisions that are increasingly internally inconsistent to the point where there is no
cohesive or higher vision present in South African case law. The decision of the court

a quo in the case of VRM below is a good example.

9.2.17

VRM v The Health Professions Council ofSouth Africa and Others288

Facts

The facts as they appear from the plaintiffs heads of argument are as follows:

The plaintiff, VRM, lodged with the first defendant, the Health Professions Council of
South Africa, a complaint of improper or disgraceful conduct on the part of the third
defendant, a Dr Labuschagne. The first defendant ruled that there has not been
conduct on behalf of the third defendant which could be said to have been improper or
disgraceful and resolved that no further action should be taken. The plaintiff sought
the review and setting aside of this decision.

On 29 January 1999 VRM, consulted Dr Labuschagne. She was 6 month's pregnancy
and wanted him to deliver her baby. He examined her to see whether she and the
unborn baby were healthy and he took a blood sample. He did not inform her of the
purpose of the test or that the blood was to be tested to determine the applicant's HIV
status. In his response to her complaint, Dr Labuschagne stated that he had 'informed'
VRM that the routine blood tests would include a test for HIV. There was no prior
counselling before the test was taken. At the time of the consultation, although Dr
Labuschagne informed VRM that 'routine blood tests' would be conducted he did not
obtain her informed consent in terms of the guidelines on "The management of
patients with HIV infection or AIDS" (the guidelines) which were in place since 1992
and which bind all doctors and other health professionals. The guidelines are explicit.
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principles of constitutional law and which was upheld by the constitutional court in MinlaleT Of Education" Harri, 200 I
(4) SA 1297 (CC).
As yet unreported. Case No 2612912001 heard in the Transvaal Provincial Division of the High Court of South Africa
Date 27 May 2002.
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They state inter alia that:
2.4.1

Although infection with HIV and of Aids is incurable at present, Aids is
considered a manageable life-threatening disease.

2.4.2

... Routine or universal testing of patients in the healthcare setting is
unjustifiable and undesirable.

2.4.3

A good patient-doctor relationship and mutual trust are essential pre-requisites
for the implementation of reasonable and equitable guidelines that will ensure
that the requirement both of healthcare workers and patients are satisfied.

2.4.4

It is accepted that a healthcare worker will examine or treat a patient only with
the informed consent of the patient. Similarly, taking a blood sample to test for
HIV antibodies should be done only with the consent of the patient, in
accordance with the guidelines set out below.

2.4.5

The requirements for informed consent are stated as follows:

Informed Consent
A patient should be tested for HIV infection only if he gives informed consent.
Such informed consent should incorporate the following minimum standards:

If posters. are displayed in an attempt to inform patients that testing for HIV
may be undertaken, these must be supplemented by a verbal discussion
between the doctor and the patient in order to appropriately obtain the
patient's informed consent.

The patient should clearly understand what the purpose of the laboratory test
is; what advantages or disadvantages testing may hold for him as patient; why
the surgeon or physician wants this information; what influence the results of
such a test will have on his treatment; and how his medical protocol will be
altered by this information. The psychosocial impact of a positive test result
should also be addressed.

The principle of informed consent entails that the healthcare worker accepts
that if the patient were HIV positive, appropriate counselling will follow. The
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healthcare worker must therefore ensure that the patient is directed to
appropriate facilities that will oversee his further care and, if possible, counsel
his family and/or sexual partners. The healthcare worker clearly also ethically
has the right to inform identifiable sexual partners of the HIV positive status
of a patient.

2.4.6

The results of HIV positive patients should be treated at the highest possible
level of confidentiality".

During March 1999 VRM received an account from a pathology laboratory which
mentioned 'HIV Elisa'. At s subsequent consultation with Dr Labuschagne, VRM and
her husband enquired of Dr Labuschagne whether this reference had anything to do
with AIDS. Dr Labuschagne told VRM and her husband that the account and its
contents had nothing to do with AIDS and that the reason for the medical aid being
charged with such test was a mistake. On 01 April 1999 VRM was admitted to
hospital with labour pains. On 03 April Dr Labuschagne delivered the baby by
caesarean section. It was stillborn. On 04 April Dr Labuschagne attended on VRM at
the hospital and without preamble informed her that she was HIV positive. Dr
Labuschagne issued a death certificate for the baby which records the cause of death
as "stillborn", "HIV+". Dr Labuschagne advised VRM's husband of her HIV status.
VRM's husband subsequently tested negative for HIV. At no stage did VRM receive
any counselling as required by the guidelines from Dr Labuschagne or anyone else.
On 9 July 1999 VRM, through her attorneys, lodged a complaint of professional
misconduct against Dr Labuschagne and requiring the HPCSA to immediately start
investigations into his unethical and illegal conduct.

On 4 October 1999 the first respondent, the HPCSA, resolved to make available to
VRM Dr Labuschagne's explanation, contained in a letter to the HPCSA dated 27
August 1999. The gist of his reply as summarised by the appeal court came to the
following:
(a)

That he asked and obtained her consent to take a blood sample and to have it
tested also to determine her HIV status.
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(b)

That he was aware thereof that she was HIV positive when her husband and
she enquired, during March 1999, about the meaning of "HIV Elisa" but that
as she was one month away from delivery he thought it in her best interests,
from a psychological point of view, not to inform her of her status then. He
states that he attempted ''to sidestep" the question by explaining to them in
medical terms that "liN Elisa" indicated an infection and that Aids may be a
result thereof.

(c)

He denied that he stated that the account had nothing to do with Aids and that
he would follow it up with Drs Buisson and Partners.

(d)

He denied that her water broke on 2 April but stated that he caused it to break
in an attempt to get the patient to go into normal labour. He refers to the
hospital report which indicates that the membrane was intact. He states that
when he broke the water there was a very offensive discharge. It seems as if,
after the Caesarian Section, he formed the opinion that it was the result of an
intra uterine infection which may have caused the stillbirth.

(e)

He denied that he asked to see her husband and says that after he had informed
her of her status he asked her whether she would tell her husband or whether
he was to do it. He says that she asked him to do it and that he subsequently
did so.

(t)

He denied that he had told the complainant that the baby was also HIV
positive. He denied that he performed any HIV testing on the baby. What he
told her was that its death was probably caused by its mother's HIV status and
intra uterine infection. He explained that the reference to HIV on the death
certificate was a reference to the mother's HIV status.

(g)

He explained that he considered it to be heartless and cruel to inform a woman
pregnant with her fIrst child one month before its birth that she was HIV
positive. At that stage such information could not change anything. In any
event statistics show that only one half of children born HIV negative convert
to HIV positive.

(h)

He pointed out that there were no facilities for pre- or post natal test
counselling at the Louis Trichardt hospital.

Nor did there exist protocols

regarding measures to reduce the risk of mother to child transmission.
(i)

He also denied that there was any risk of mother to child transmission.
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In a letter dated 14 April 2000 the appellant's attorney was informed that the
Committee of Preliminary Inquiry of the first respondent had found that there had
been no improper or disgraceful conduct on the part of the third respondent. At the
request of the appellant's attorney the reasons for the finding were supplied in a letter
dated 21 February 2001. The reasons read as follows:

"I refer to your letter dated 28 November 2000 and wish to advise that the Committee
(sic) to accept the respondent's explanation was based on the following facts:
1.

The acceptance that the patient was informed of the HIV testing and that she
consented to it.

2.

That there is a lack of facilities for proper pre- and post mv testing in the
hospital.

3.

Noted that the patient's husband was only infonned at the request of his wife
(the patient).

It was on the strength of these facts and other factors as outlined in Dr Labuschagne' s
letter to Council dated 27 August 2000 that his explanation to the allegations against
him was accepted.

In the application, which was launched on 31 October 2001, the appellant reiterated
the facts stated in her letter of complaint with the exception that she conceded that her
husband had been informed of her HIV status with her consent. Her husband was
subsequently tested for HIV and the test was negative. These circumstances led to a
separation between her and her husband. She denied that there were no facilities for
pre and postnatal counselling at Louis Trichardt. Such facilities were available at the
government primary health clinic.

It was contended for the plaintiff in the heads of argument that-

1.1.1.

the HPC is under a statutory duty to act on complaints of improper or
disgraceful conduct if a prima facie case of such conduct is established;

1.1.2. the common cause facts point overwhelmingly to a serious transgression of the
ethical obligations by which Dr Labuschagne was bound;
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1.1.3. the HPC failed to appreciate the nature of its obligations and accordingly did
not exercise a proper discretion;
1.1.4. Daniels J [in the court a quo] wrongly concluded that the difference between
consent and informed consent was marginal. Moreover, in finding that Dr
Labuschagne acted in what he believed to be the best interests of his patient,
Daniels J confused the inquiry into improper conduct with the inquiry into
mitigation. Finally, while Daniels J implicitly found that Dr Labuschagne had
breached the guidelines for the management of patients with HIV, he relegated
the breach to a matter of no consequence, holding that the guidelines were J;lot
cast in stone. In so holding, he constructed a defence not even advanced by Dr
Labuschagne himself, nor one even alluded to by the Committee or the HPC.
On the contrary, both the HPC and the Committee considered the guidelines as
binding on all doctors. It was accordingly submitted that Daniels J erred in
dismissing the application.

The main grounds on which the appellant relied were(a)

that the second respondent misdirected itself in accepting the version ofthe third
respondent regarding the question of whether she had consented to HIV testing
in spite of the existence of a dispute of fact.

(b)

that the second respondent ignored the fact that on the version of the third
respondent he' had not obtained her informed consent.

(c)

that the second respondent erroneously accepted that there "was a lack of
facilities for proper pre- and post-HIV testing in the hospital".

The Committee of Preliminary Enquiry of the HPCSA had declined to refer the
complaint to a disciplinary committee and found that the doctor had not acted
improperly or disgracefully despite the fact that there was a dispute of fact between
the doctor and the patient which could only be resolved by means of an inquiry.

In its judgment, the appeal court observed that the court a quo pointed out that there
was a dispute about the existence of counselling facilities at the hospital which the
appellant did nothing to dispel in spite of being afforded the opportunity to do so. It
found that the respondent's version in this regard was more probable. In respect of the
first and second respondents' acceptance of the third respondent's explanation, it
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posed the question whether it was so unreasonable as to warrant interference by the
court. It made the observation that the consent obtained by the third respondent from
the appellant probably did not qualify as infonned consent in terms of the guidelines.
It remarked that the difference between consent and informed consent is marginal and
that it was of no real moment that the appellant was only informed of the outcome of
the HIV test at a later stage., It described the approach of the third respondent as one
that displayed compassion and concern. Nothing would have changed if the appellant
had been told of the test result earlier. It came to the conclusion that the conduct of the
third respondent did not amount to improper or disgraceful conduct. To the extent that
the third respondent had deviated from the guidelines the court accepted a submission
that the guidelines were not cast in stone. With reference to a submission based on

Veriava and others v President, South African Medical and Dental Council and
otherr89 that there was a prima facie complaint that called for an hlquiry, it found that
the complaint was a mere allegation and had not been substantiated.

Counsel for the appellant, argued that the first respondent was under a statutory duty
to act on complaints of improper or disgraceful conduct if a prima facie case of such
conduct had been disclosed. He contended that in this regard the first respondent
failed to appreciate its statutory duties. He referred to section 15 A(g) and (h) and
section 41 of the Health Professions Acf90 (the Act) and to the case of Veriava supra.
He submitted that the finding in Korfv Health Professions Council of South Africa-91
that the first respondent was not an organ of State must be considered to

hav~

been

wrongly decided in the light of the decisions of the Constitutional Court in cases, like

National Gambling Board v Premier, KwaZulu Natal and Otherjl92, Independent
Electoral Commission v Langeberg Municipalitf93 and Islamic Unity Convention v
Independent Broadcasting Authority and Otherjl94. Then he argued that even the
undisputed facts disclosed a prima facie case of improper and disgraceful conduct in
that the third respondent had failed to obtain the appellant's informed consent, that he
had failed to conduct pre and post test counselling, or had failed to refer the appellant
for such counselling and that he had failed to counsel the appellant on the prevention
289
290
291

292

293
294

en

Ver/OWl 1985 (2) SA 293
Health Professions Act 56 of 1974
KorJ2000 (1) SA 1171 en at 1178 D
National Gambling Board \I Premier, KwaZulu Natal and Others 2002 (2) SA 715 (CC)
uzngeberg Municipality 2001 (3) SA 925 (ee)
Islamic Unity COnllention 2002 (4) SA 294 (CC)
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of mother to child transmission of HIV. In respect of informed consent he referred the
court to Castell v De Greef95 and C v Minister of Correctional Services 296 •

Counsel for the first and second respondents, conceded that the first respondent was
an organ of state as defined in section 23 of the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa. He argued that the second respondent furnished sufficient reasons for its
decision and that a court would not lightly interfere with the decision. The second
respondent accepted the third respondent's explanation and there was a rational
connection between the decision and the facts on which it was based. He referred to
the regulations governing the matter and pointed out that the regulations published in
Government Notice R2303 of 29 September 1990 were applicable. In particular he
referred to regulation 7 which entitled Committee of Preliminary Inquiry not to direct
an enquiry if a complaint, even if substantiated,· does not constitute improper or
disgraceful conduct. With reliance on the case of Veriava supra he submitted that the
correct test was not whether disputes of fact existed, but whether prima facie evidence
of improper or disgraceful conduct had been presented. He pointed out that the
Committee of Preliminary Inquiry was a peer committee and submitted that it, having
regard to the complaint and the explanation, had found that there was no prima facie
case against the third respondent. To the extent that the third respondent deviated
from the guidelines, he submitted that they were not intended to be followed
slavishly. He pointed out that the Promotion of Administrative Justice Acf97 had not
come into effect when the second respondent's decision was taken and that the matter
had to be decided in terms of section 33 (1) of the Constitution. He submitted that the
court should be slow to substitute its opinion regarding the propriety of professional
conduct for that of an expert body. In this regard he referred to Thuketana v Health
Professions Council ofSouth Africa 298.
Judgment

The full court noted that where there is a fundamental dispute of fact the Committee
of Preliminary Inquiry of the HPCSA has no means of resolving it. It finds itself in
295

296
297

298

Castell fn 98 supra at 425 H - I
C" Minister Correctional Services 1996 (4) SA 292 (T) at 300 G - J.
Act 3 of2000
Thukehana [2002] 4 ALL SA 493 at 504 E - 505 C
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much the same position as a court confronted with a dispute of fact in motion
proceedings. If the complaint, on the face of it, discloses improper conduct, the only
way of resolving the dispute of fact is to direct an inquiry. The court found that there
was a fundamental dispute about whether the third respondent had informed the
appellant that the blood taken from her would be tested for HIV. It was never
suggested that it would have been proper for the third respondent to have taken the
appellant's blood for that purpose without informing her of the purpose of ~e test. If
such a view had been tenable, it would have been possible for the second respondent
to decline to direct an inquiry with reliance on regulation 7. It held that it was clear
therefore that the second respondent on a vital dispute of fact accepted the third
respondent's version and rejected that of the appellant. In doing that it misconceived
its powers and overstepped the bounds of its discretion. For that reason its decision
should be reviewed and set aside.

It was argued that if it was not competent for the second respondent to decide the
factual dispute about consent, the matter should be referred back to it so that it could
reconsider the matter. Technically, said the court, it was correct that it was still open
for the second respondent to consider the complaint for the purposes of regulation 7,
that is to establish whether the complaint, even if substantiated, did not disclose
improper conduct. It was also true, said the court, that the second respondent is
peculiarly equipped to make such an assessment. In the circumstances of the case,
however, the court found that it would not be appropriate to follow such a course. It
stated that if the second respondent had been of the view that the complaint, even if
substantiated, did not disclose evidence of misconduct, it could have declined to direct
an inquiry in the first place on that ground. Then there was the dispute about whether
the third respondent had told the appellant about the purpose of the test. The court
stated that it seemed inevitable that that dispute should be resolved and it could only
be resolved by means of an inquiry.

The court held that in the circumstances, the appeal should succeed and that relief
should be granted in terms of paragraph 2 and 3 of the notion of motion. In view of
this conclusion it held that it was unnecessary and also inadvisable, for the court to
make any pronouncement on all the arguments to the effect that on the undisputed
facts the third respondent was in any event guilty of improper or disgraceful conduct.
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Discussion

This case is of interest because it involves the failure of a health professional to
disclose information to a patient as much as it does a lack of informed consent to an
HIV test. Although so-called therapeutic privilege was not expressly raised as a
defence, Dr Labuschagene did state in his response to the plaintiff's complaint that it
seemed cruel to disclose her HIV positive status to a woman pregnant with her fITst
child one month

befo~e

it is due to be born. Dr Labuschagne had something of a

dilemma when the HIV tests result turned out to be positive because h:e had not
obtained the patient's informed consent to have the test done in the first place. The
question is whether there is an obligation upon a health professional to divulge the
results of all tests conducted upon the patient or whether he or she is legally entitled to
withhold some of this information. Therapeutic privilege and informed consent are
intricately intertwined in the provider-patient relationship. If the patient is not
sufficiently apprised of the risks of an intervention then the consent falls short of
being informed and the provider could be liable in delict. The capacity of an adult
patient of sound mind patient to understand, assess and accept medical risk is wholly
dependent upon the extent to which he or she is informed of those risks. If, on the
other hand, the patient has the metaphorical 'thin skull' and is unable for some reason
to cope psychologically with the information that is disclosed, there is the risk of a
claim in delict for damages for emotional shock.

The Promotion of Access to Information Act299 acknowledges that it may not always
be appropriate to disclose certain information to a patient where the effect of that
information may adversely affect that patient's health or wellbeing. It .is submitted
that this is tantamount to statutory recognition of a kind of therapeutic privilege. The
relevant sections of the Act, sections 3 O( 1) and 61 (1), provide that where the person in
charge of a public or private body is of the opinion that the disclosure of the record to
the relevant person might cause serious harm to his or her physical or mental health,
or well-being, the head may, before giving access in terms of section 60, consult with
a health practitioner who, subject to subsection (2), has been nominated by the

299

Act No 2 0(2000
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relevant person. If, after being given access to the record concerned, the health
practitioner consulted in terms of subsection (1) is of the opinion that the disclosure of
the record to the relevant person, would be likely to cause serious harm to his or her
physical or mental health, or well-being, the head may only give access to the record
if the requester proves to the satisfaction of the head that adequate provision is made
for such counselling or arrangements as are reasonably practicable before, during or
after the disclosure of the record to limit, alleviate or avoid such harm to the relevant
person. Presumably, if no such proof is supplied, or proof which is not satisfactory is
supplied, access to the record may be withheld.

It is submitted that the recognition in the South African law of delIct of the possibility
of damages for emotional shock is supportive of the concept of therapeutic privilege.
After all one cannot on the one hand recognise that the negligent disclosure of
distressing information can cause harm in. the context of the law of delict and fail to
recognise this same principle in the context of health service delivery. A case in point
is Clinton-Parker v Administrator, Transvaal Dawkins v Administrator, Transvaal

300

in which the court awarded damages for emotional shock to two couples who had
discovered that their babies had been swapped after they were born. The plaintiffs
discovered the swop some 18 months after they gave birth. The plaintiffs decided to
keep the children handed to them by the hospital. They are suing the defendant for
damages flowing from the swop. It was common cause that the plaintiffs had suffered
severe psychological damage for which they would require treatment in consequence
of the swop. Navsa J observed that it was common cause that the fact of the negligent
swopping of their children at birth, and the communication thereof some 21 months
thereafter, caused the plaintiffs to suffer a psychiatric disorder, viz a mixed anxiety
depressive disorder. He noted that the defendant's counsel in their heads of argument
acknowledged that Bester v Commercial Union Versekeringsmaatskappy van SA
Bpli'°l "contains the fullest and most recent exposition in our law of the applicable
300
301

Clinton-Parker fu22S !upra
Be!ter 1973 (1) SA 769 (A). In Bester's case liability was disputed on the basis that the injury suffcred was shock ofa
psychiatric nature and was not I physical injury. Botha JA, in dealing with this argument, said the following: "So 'n
betoog is uit die aard van die saak vreemd aan die beginsels van ons reg, en ietwat gekunsteld in die lig van die feit dat
volgens die Romeins-Hollandse reg aquilicse aansprecklikhcid sodanig uitgebrci is dat vergocding met die actio in
factum verhaal kan word van enige sklde Wit op onregmatige en skuldige wyse veroorsaak is. (Matthew! and Other! "
Young 1922 AD 492 op 504.)" The Icarned Judge of Appeal then went on to state that the reasonable foreseeability test
was the test for liability for negligence and that this has repeatedly been set out in numerous authorities. He also pointed
out that damages were regularly awarded for shock, pain and suffering. incapacity, less of amenities of life and
shortened life expectation, 'ten minste waar dit met 'n suiwer fisiese besering gepaard gaan ". He concluded that to deny B
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principles in regard to claims of this nature". Counsel were referring to claims for
damages where a plaintiff claims that he/she has suffered emotional shock or
psychiatric injury as a result of the negligence of a defendant. Navsa J after examining
South African and foreign precedent on the subject concluded that there was reason in
principle or policy why the plaintiffs should not succeed in their claims. In his view,
the harm suffered by the plaintiffs was sufficiently close to the defendant's negligence
for liability on the defendant's part to arise. There are other cases in South African
law which also recognise the possibility of damages for emotional shock302 •
It is submitted that it is therefore technically possible for a health professional who
negligently discloses distressing information to a patient who to his knowledge is
unlikely to be able to cope with the disclosure and who suffers emotional shock as a
result of the disclosure to be liable for damages in delict. Naturally there would have
to be a balancing exercise in considering claims of this nature. Strauss303 observes that
jurist's rigid insistence in the past upon informed consent has in recent years made
room for a more realistic approach and that today it is realised that to insist that the
patient be fully informed at all times is not always in his interest. He quotes an Israeli
judge, J TUrkel as stating bluntly that "in the majority of cases, it is our duty to lie to
the terminal cancer patient ... In principle I cannot see any difference between the
giving of an analgesic drug, or other drugs to such a patient and the giving of a drug
named illusion". With respect to that learned judge in that case, the present writer can
see a significant difference between these two scenarios which in a phrase is the right
to self-determination. An informed patient has a choice as to whether or not to take
pain-killing drugs which will hasten his or her death. The same does not apply to a
patient who is denied the knowledge of his or her condition. Whilst there may well be
cases in which it is in the patient's best interest not to inform him of his condition, the
circumstances of each case must be considered on its merits. The present writer is of
the view that patients are in any event not nearly as ignorant as some providers may
believe and that in many instances they are likely to be aware that something could be

302
303

victim compensation purely on the basis that the shock and consequential hann were not allied to a phYsical injury
cannot be defended logically. As support for this conclusion the learned Judge referred, Inter alia, to the case of Waring
&- Gil/ow Ltd" Sherborne 1904 TS 340, where a plaintiff sued for damages for shock flowing from a report of the death
of her husband; the death having been caused by a negligent act. With reference to a dictum of Innes CJ at 348 of that
case. the learned Judge concludes that it is clear that the claim was rejected because of the remoteness or the
unforeseeability of the hann caused. (Note: excerpted fmmjudgment in Clinton-Pa~ker)
See for instance Hauman v Malmesbury Divisional Council 1916 CPO 216~ Barnard v Santam Bank Bpk 1997 (4) SA
1032 (T); Road Accident Fund" Sauls 2002 (2) SA 5 5 (SCA)
Strauss fil 29 supra at p 18
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seriously wrong. Therapeutic privilege should only be exercised in that narrow set of
circumstances in which the patient is likely to be more harmed than helped by the
disclosure. It should not be used as a general excuse not to give a patient from bad
news. The decision of the court in VRM appears indirectly to endorse this view. If the
patient in this case had been informed of her HIV positive status at the time when it
was diagnosed, a number of options may have been open to her. She could have
elected to terminate the pregnancy (although this may not have been a real option so
late in the term) or to continue with the pregnancy and take measures to prevent
mother-to-child transmission of the disease. She could have gone for counselling as to
the implications of her condition for both herself and the child she carried and perhaps
have been better prepared for the possibility that the baby could be stillborn. Instead,
her life fell apart on the day that her child was born dead, she was told in an
apparently callous an unfeeling manner of her HIV positive status and her husband
was also informed of that status. Presumably he did not receive the news well given
the fact that he subsequently tested negative for HIV and that by the time the case
came to court, the couple were already separated.

Having said this, there are circumstances in which it is submitted that therapeutic
privilege even in its wider sense may have a significant role to play. An example is
the case of a minor who has been sexually abused by parents or other family members
in whose custody they find themselves. The irony of the situation is that the very
person who has care and custody of a child and who is therefore ordinarily
responsible for giving informed consent to health care services on his or her behalf is
the one who is abusing the child. It is submitted that in such circumstances it may at
times be useful for a provider to be able invoke therapeutic privilege in
communicating with the child's parent or guardian as to the nature of his or her
condition. One of the worst case scenarios is where a minor is pregnant with the child
of a parent or other relative and, but for the provisions of the Choice on Termination
of Pregnancy Act304 , would have required the consent of that same parent or relative to

304

Act No 92 of 196. Section 5 provides that (1) Subject to the provisions of subsections (4) and (5), the tennination of a pregnancy may only take place with the
infonned consent of the pregnant woman.
(2) Notwithstanding any other law or the common law. but subject to the provisions of subsections (4) and (5), no
consent other than that ofthe pregnant woman shall be required for the tennination of a pregnancy.
(3) In the case of a pregnant minor, a medical practitioner or a registered midwife, as the case may be, shall advise such
minor to consult with her parents, guardian, family members or friends before the pregnancy is terminated:
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tenninate the pregnancy. The Act does not obviate the need to be able to invoke
therapeutic privilege against a parent or guardian in order to protect the health or
wellbeing of a minor since it applies only in the context of terminations of pregnancy.
A similar situation would be a case of elder abuse in which an elderly person is
suspected of being abused by a caregiver who has brought that elderly person for
medical attention. A further example is that of intersexuality in children30'.

30S

Provided that the termination of the pregnancy shall not be denied because such minor chooses not to consult
them."
In section 1 of the Act a woman is defined as Many female person of any age"
C6t~ A, 'Telling the Truth? Disclosure, Therapeutic Privilege and Intersexuality in Children' Health Law Journal Vol 8,
2000 p 199 notes that family physicians, paediatricians and geneticists meet a variety of young patients at various stages
of the maturing process. As clinicians are privy to information about their patients that may be disturbing. they develop
knowledge about human nature and decide, often along with parents, the appropriate level of information for different
children and adolescents. She states that while it may be possible in a clinical sense to delineate the differing ages of
understanding of a particular patient. the law may not always recognised these incremental changes. The law insists,
with few exceptions, that those capable of consenting to treatment deserve the disclosure of appropriate information.
After considering the legal and ethical principles of informed consent she goes on to consider therapeutic privilege, its
nature and limitations. She notes that if a physician feels that disclosure of certain information will lead to the harm or
suffering of the patient, she or he is said to be free to withhold this information. She states that information can be
withheld if it is counter therapeutic, dysfunctional or distorting for the particular patient in question. This doctrine is
traced back to the American case of Canterbury \I Spence 464 F. 2d 772 (d. C. Cir 1972) where it is declared that if
information is 'menacing' to a patient it need not be disclosed. She points out that the exception is raised were 'a direct
conflict...arises between the doctor's medico-cthical duty to health and his legal-ethical duty to inform." This is based
on the assumption that the physician cares not only for the patient's physiological health but for his psychological and
moral well-being as well. COt~ notes that while the therapeutic privilege has been termed 'an American exception' by
one Canadian court, its existence north of the border has nevertheless been alluded to by the Supreme Court of Canada.
In Reihl" Hughes, [(1980) 114 D.L.R (3d) 1 (S.C.C.)] Laskin C.J. C. states that 'it may be the case that a particular
patient may, because of emotional factors, be unable to cope with facts relevant to recommend surgery or treatment and
the doctor may, in such a case, be justified in withholding or generalizing information as to which he would otherwise be
required to be more specific.' In response to this, she notes, Maloney 1, in Meyer Estate" Rogers [( 1991) 78 D.L.R. (4Ih)
307 (Ont. Gen. Div.) at 312] has nevertheless declared that the therapeutic privilege has no place in Canadian law. The
following year, the Supreme Court of Canada in Mcinerney" MacDonald [(1992) 93 D.L.R. (41' 415 (s.C.C.)] at 427
again stated that information can be withheld from a patient of it is not in the patient's best interest to receive it.
However, the Ontario Court of Appeal has held that the exception does not apply in the case ofelective surgery. (VldeiO
"Kennedy (1981) 125 D.L.R (3d) 127). COte observes that this limit may not apply in Alberta where the therapeutic
privilege exception has been codified in the Health Information Act which provides that II (I) A custodian may refuse to disclose health information to an applicant
(a) if the disclosure could reasonably be expected
(i) to result in immediate and grave harm to the applicant's mental or physical health or safety.
Therefore, she says, while many commentators have called for its elimination the therapeutical privilege remains part of
Canadian law. It is worth noting that Ackermann J followed the judgment in Reihl" Hughes in Castell" de Gl1!efin the
judgment that established the doctrine of informed consent in South African law.
Van Oesten FFW "The So-called Therapeutic Privilege' or Contra-Indication': Its Nature and Role in Non-Disclosure
Cases" (1991) 10 Med. & L. 31 describes six instances where disclosure is restricted:
(a) where disclosure would endanger the patient's life or affect physical or mental health;
(b) where disclosure might prevent rational decision-making because the information is confusing or frightening
(c) where disclosure causes such anxiety and distress that it might jeopardise the outcome of the intervention
(d) where the patient is moribund and disclosure would be inhuman
(e) where the risks of disclosure are as much as or more serious than that of intervention
(f) where disclosure would seriously prejudice third parties.
C6t~ points out that excluding the final category the first five explore only the severity or source of harm to the patient.
However, she says, without a definition of 'serious', even a detailed list such as this one leaves much to the discretion of
the physician. What is certain, says COte, is that the harm cannot be merely trivial, nor can the 'harm' be that a patient
may refuse beneficial treatment if informed. The therapeutic privilege must not be invoked because the patient will make
an 'inappropriate' choice. She states that it is clear that both ethically and in Canadian jurisprudence individuals are
permitted to make 'wrong' Dr 'bad' choices. (fthis were not the case then there would be no need for informed consent
at all for the doctor's reasonable medical decisions could be held to stand in for those ofthe patient or the patient could
merely be handed a list of prcclassified 'reasonable' alternatives from which to choose.' She notes that this scenario
would obviously make a mockery of the idea of respect for persons and for bodily integrity. According to COte, there is
also a concern that the therapeutic privilege exception will be overused because physicians are anxious to avoid dealing
with patients who become upset. She points out that sensitive disclosure can actually help a patient and prevent
psychological harm by allaying fears that are exaggerated. Of particular interest to a con sideration of the judgment in
VRM is her observation that what is not directly addressed in the literature or case law is the issue of whether or not a
diagnosis, as opposed to the risks of procedure, can be withheld from a patient because it is feared that its disclosure will
cause harm. COt~ comments that physicians may rely on the fact that they need not disclose to children or adolescents
diagnoses about their genetic or biological sex status because this information would be ~erribly upsetting to the child.
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The National Health Act partially codifies therapeutic privilege. Section 6(1)
stipulates that every health care provider must inform a user of"(a)

the user's health status except in circumstances where there is substantial
evidence that the disclosure of the user's health status would be contrary to the
best interests of the user;

(b)

the range of diagnostic procedures and treatment options generally available
to the user;

(c)

the benefits, risks, costs and consequences generally associated with each
option; and

(d)

the user's right to refuse health services and explain the implications, risks,
obligations of such refusal."

It is submitted that this codification is only partial because it is questionable whether,
the wording of section 6( I) and the reference to health status includes therapeutic
privilege with regard to medical procedures. The wording seems only to recognize
.therapeutic privilege when it comes to diagnosis or the state of health of the patient.
The exception is contained in section 6(1)(a) and therefore does not apply to
paragraphs (b) to (d) of subsection (I).

There is a further recognition of therapeutic privilege implicit in section 8(3) of the
Act which states that: "If a user is unable to participate in a decision affecting his or
her personal health and treatment, he or she must be informed as contemplated in
section 6 after the provision of the health service in question unless the disclosure of
She observes that on the one hand it is arguable that a patient is at least likely to become upset at this type of information
as hearing about a proposed treatment. On the other hand, she says. this is precisely the sort of information for which a
patient goes to a physician. One would have to imagine a situation where the diagnosis itself would cause harm to the
child (for instance in the case of a suicidal child). However, if the physician relies on a pre-cxisting mental condition to
invoke the privilege, she or he confuses the use of the exception with the doctrine of incapacity. This confusion may
cause the overuse and misapplication of the exception. She states that to apply the exception to the withholding of a
diagnosis, there needs to be a clear indication that the child will be seriously harmed by the provision of the diagnosis
itself (not by a pre-cxisting condition that would lead to a finding of incapacity). COte notes that in order to ensure that
the exception of therapeutic privilege is not misused by overzealous physicians, there are a number of limitations placed
on it. The first of these is that the burden of proof (a "heavy" burden) rests on the doctor. The latter must show that the
non-disclosure was in the best interest of the patient. It submitted that is highly likely that a similar burden or proof will
also rest on a South African health professional in the light of the provisions of section 6(1 lea) of the National Health
Bill. Another limitation she identifies is that merely because information disclosed In tolo may be upsetting, this does not
preclude all disclosure. Not only must the clinician assess whether or not there may be less upsetting ways of disclosing
the information, it may be presented in a way that is more generalized than for the average patient. COte notes that this
may be particularly useful when dealing with children and adolescents. Another limitation on the exception is that it may
be required (and most certainly would be required in the case of children) that if the exception were invoked, the
disclosure must be made to a close relative (most likely parents or guardians in the case of children and adolescents). She
says that this disclosure to a relative first ought to be made in order to assess whether the disclosure would in fact be
harmful to the child and whether there might be a way to minimize this hann. Therefore parents themselves may be
asked to tell children of the genetic or biological sexual abnormality (and any ensuing treatment) in age-appropriate
language.
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such information would be contrary to the user's best interest." This section deals
with a situation where due to the severity or nature of his illness a patient was unable
to give informed consent to treatment or to participate in a decision as to treatment
before receiving it. The section imposes a legal requirement that such person is
informed as contemplated in section 6 after having received the treatment. The
therapeutic privilege exception is clearly contained in the latter half of section 8(3).

In terms of section 7(3) of the National Health Act the exception of therapeutic
pri vilege is incorporated by reference into the doctrine of informed consent as
contained in section 6 of the Act. It states that "For the purposes of this section
"informed consent" means consent for the provision of a specified health service
,

(

given by a person with legal capacity to do so and who has been informed as
contemplated in section 6." Thus where a person has not been informed of their health
status because of the exception in section 6(1)(a) but the other criteria in section 6
have been observed, this constitutes informed consent for the purposes of the Act.
It is submitted that the provision for therapeutic privilege in the Bill does not
necessarily eliminate the legal dangers of using it. If anything, the Bill reinforces the
view of Strauss referred to below that the exception should only be used in
circumstances where there is clear and well established evidence of the patient's
sensitivity. The phrase 'substantial evidence' it is submitted, is not to be taken lightly
in view of the constitutional rights of the patient.
It is submitted that one must balance the merits of exercising therapeutic privilege
against the value of pre-disclosure or pre-treatment counselling such as is
contemplated in both the Promotion of Access to Information Act and the Choice On
Termination of Pregnancy Act. It is submitted that in view of the importance of
patient autonomy, the constitutional rights to human dignity, freedom and security of
the person and bodily and psychological integrity, (as well . as South Africa's
unfortunate history of human rights abuses to which the medical profession ,was in
some instances a partylO6) , pre- and post-event counselling should be explored
]06

And for which the then Medical Association of South Africa (which was subsequently transfonned into the South
African Medical Association) publicly and unreservedly apologised in a resolution adopted in June 1995 (See address by
the Deputy President T M Mbcki at the opening of the 481.11 General Assembly of the World Medical Association
http'lI~w anc.org.zalandocs/historv/mbekiI19961sp961Q25 html; Williams J R 'Ethics and Human Rights In South
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wherever possible as an alternative to a situation in which it is anticipated there may
be a need to exercise therapeutic privilege. The repeated references of Ackermann J in

Castell v de Greef07 to so-called therapeutic privilege also suggest caution in
exercising such 'privilege'. It is probably better phrased as 'therapeutic nondisclosure' than therapeutic privilege in view of the legal liabilities that could attach
to the non-disclosure of information to a patient. Strauss, writing well before the
passing of the National Health Act, notes that the parameters of therapeutic privilege
are as yet undefined in American lawl°8• He states that in fact so far it is perhaps no
more than a theme running through minority decisions and there is some indication
that American juries may not be so quick to accept it as a defence. Strauss observes
that a doctor would be well-advised not to rely on this defence unless it is clearly
documented that the patient's sensitivity was well above the normJ09 •

9.3

Summary and Conclusions

More detailed conclusions and observations on particular points of law have been
made in the preceding pages and will not therefore be repeated here. The observations
and conclusions that follow are of a more general nature.

The law of delict is undoubtedly a dynamic and living subject in which not even

~e

basic elements seem certain at present. Whilst this is somewhat distUrbing, and it is
submitted that there is cause for concern as to the quality of the latest decisions
emerging from South African courts, it may be symptomatic of a period in which
many long established legal principles of law are being challenged or rethought in the

307

308

J09

African Medicine' Canadia" Medical Association Journal 2000~ 162(8): 1167-70~ Human Rights and Health: The
Legacy of Apartheid http://shr.aaas.orgl!oalsector.htm ; and the report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in
the chapter on the health sector)
Castell fit 123 supra
Dinnie 0 'Consent and Therapeutic Privilege' http://wwwdeneysreitz.co.zaInews/ notes the same with regard to South
African law in his discussion of VRM in saying that the court did not define the ambit of therapeutic privilege.
See Strauss (fn 29 supra) at pp 18 to 19 and the authorities there cited. See also Coetzee LC 'Medical Therapeutic
Privilege' (unpublished Master dissertation University of South Africa, 2001). He points out that beneficence has been I
guding principle in medical practice for a very long time but that I growing acknowledgement of the importance of
truth-telling as an ethical principle has given rise to tension. This tension acquired legal significance with the advent of
the doctor's duty to inform and the doctrine of informed consent. Coetzee states that recognition of the therapeutic
privilege"implies that a patient's decision may lawfully be substituted by the doctor's 'objective' decision. The problem
is that the doctor more often than not lacks the necessary knowledge of the patient's non-medical needs to be able to
make an objective decision. He notes that evidence is mounting that the medical assumption underlying therapeutic
privilege is false. He recommends that the emphasis should be shifted from "what to tell the patient" to "how to tell the
patient" and "when to tell the patient" and that improving the quality of communication skills could go a long way to
overcoming the problem of avoiding hann through disclosure.
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light of the relatively new constitutional legal dispensation that has yet to settle into
the furthest reaches of the South African legal system. Whilst the concerns around
fuzziness of elements of the law of delict and the importance of legal certainty should
not be downplayed, it is worth noting that the flexibility or fuzziness around the
element of unlawfulness, based as it is on the boni mores, has been lauded by more
than one academic writer and seems generally to have served the legal system well
since it was so incisively described by RumpffCJ in Minister van Polisie v Ewels3lO •

There is, however, much room for improvement in the law of delict in its application
within the health care context in particular. The most obvious is the need for the
courts to revisit their refusal to allow the application of the res ipsa loquitur to matters
medical.

Without detracting from the importance of the principle of stare decisis, one must not
forget .that the courts do have the power to depart from established principle where it
is clearly wrong, something which the doctoral thesis of P van den Heever has
hopefully demonstrated with regard to van Wyk v Lewis311 and the applicability of the

res ipsa loquitur maxim in the context of the delivery of health services. There is a
general need to recognise the imbalance of power between the patient and the
provider in individual cases and to factor this into decisions concerning wrongfulness
and legal causation. Health care services and products are not just another commodity.
They have been compared to food by those who argue in favour of a trade based
perception of health care transactions but it is submitted that there are significant
differences between food on the one hand and health care products and services on the
other. These are •

The production of food is not subject to a licence from a government authority.
Unlike most medicines, food can be grown in one's own backyard;

•

Accessibility to food is not governed by the need for a prescription from an
expert;

•

The production and supply of food does not require years of specialised training
and expertise;

310
311

Ewels fu 66 supra
Van Wyk fi1 3 supra
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•

Whilst it is true that without food the body will die, the environment in which
both are required is such that food as a less complex product is generally far
more accessible than medicine and in all but the most extreme and unfortunate
cases, it is more readily available in terms of factors such as cost and
distribution.

•

Anyone can supply someone who is hungry with food. The same certainly is not
true of health care products and services.

•

The level and degree of research that goes into the production of food, whilst it
can be significant and intense, is not nearly comparable with that which goes
into the production of medicines and health care equipment.

•

People are able to significantly adapt their diets, if need be, to their socioeconomic circumstances in the sense that, while the food they eat may not be
ideal it is enough to keep body and soul together. In the case of medicines and
health care services there is no comparable option to adapt.

•

Most people have a much greater understanding and appreciation of processes of
food production and application than they do medicines.

•

Most foods, unlike most medicines, are not poisonous substances.

The ten4ency of the courts to prefer to decide cases on the basis of the law of delict
when faced with claims in both contract and delict, despite the fact that it has been
observed that the basis for the delivery of health care services is mostly contractual, is
quite possibly indicative of a feeling or belief that the delivery of health care services
is more than just business as usual. In the context of the law of delict the legal
convictions of the community are brought into play in matters of this nature and the
obligations of the provider to the patient must be seen in a larger context than just the
narrow terms of a contractual relationship in which there is very clearly the balance of
power still favours providers over patients. This said, however, the difference between
the law of contract and the law of delict is becoming notional and if the courts could
bring themselves to apply the law of contract within the broader context of
contstitutional rights and principles and at the same time acknowledging the way the
world is now, the law of contract still has a useful role to play in the context of health
service deli very.
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The convergence between the law of contract and of delict is encouraging in the sense
that the same constitutional values and principles should underpin them both and that
decisions should be consistent across different fields of law as well as within them if
the constitutional order is to prevail. It must be stressed however that each of them is
a logical system in its own right and, whilst one should never prize legal principles
over justice, this should not be seen as a mere technical nuisance by the courts but
rather as the basis of logic and experience that ultimately ensures that the end result is,
in fact, justice.
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10. 1 Introduction
The delivery of health services in South Africa embraces a number of areas of law. It
has not been possible to cover every area in a thesis such as this. The objective here is
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a synthesis of the major areas of law impacting on health service delivery rather than
a purely analytical study of the impact on health service delivery of the more obscure
areas or minute and detailed analysis of technical points. Whilst fine analytical
scrutiny has its place, there is great value in stepping back occasionally to survey the
law from a panoramic perspective. It is the only way to approach concepts such as
"health law" or "media law" that cut across many different aspects ranging from
statutes to the common law and from international to domestic law. In terms of this
approach the scope of the thesis is defined by the area of human society, in the present
case health services delivery, to which law is applicable rather than the field of law
itself such as public or private, contract or delict.

In this chapter the skeins of commonality that were identified in the preceding

chapters are drawn together and highlighted. Also the flaws and weaknesses within
the various areas of law are identified and considered and where appropriate,
suggestions are made as to how they may best be remedied. Ultimately, the role of the
courts in ensuring that constitutional values and principles irradiate the common law
cannot be overemphasised. It is critical that the judiciary recognises, acknowledges
and appreciates the pervasive and structural importance of the Constitution.
Unfortunately this appreciation is still significantly lacking amongst some judges. The
Constitution is perceived by many as having its own compartment within the larger
legal system rather than as the new foundation by which the entire structure now
stands (or falls).
There is a common thread running through the five areas of law that are covered in
this thesis. Broadly speaking this thread is the Constitution and the values that it
represents. Even within international law as a broad concept outside of national
boundaries, the South African Constitution is a distinct point of focus. International
law also clearly influenced the drafters of the Constitution despite the fact that they
still came up with a legal grundnorm that is peculiar to the history and culture of this
country. The Constitution in its turn mandates a conscious and conti:t;lued application
of international legal principles in a number of spheres, for example the interpretation
of the Bill of Rights. It is the interface through which international law, by a process
of osmosis, influences South African domestic law. As the foundation of South
Africa's domestic legal order, the Constitution is the primary sourcebook for the
1294

application and interpretation of the common law, including the law of contract and of
delict. Administrative law has become a constitutional construct in its own right
whereas previously it was merely a patchwork of statutory and common law decisions
that were far from homogenous. In a sense the Constitution therefore serves as the
lodestar of the South African legal system, polarising and charging the principles of
international law that enter into domestic law with the values, ideals and principles of
the South African people. It also serves the same purpose for internal, domestic law,
ensuring that, irrespective of the area of law concerned, the legal system in its entirety
is a cohesive and integrated whole in conformity with constitutional values and
principles. This said, it must be noted that law is a dynamic system. The

wor~

of the

Constitution will never be complete. There will not be a time where it can be said that
the domestic legal system is completely and finally aligned with the Constitution l ,
neither will there be a time when constitutional law itself becomes static. That is not
the nature of law. There will always be factual permutations that test its strength and
push its boundaries. New developments in international law and increasing
globalization will maintain the tensions between internationa1law and domestic legal
systems and ensure a process of continuous growth and development in legal structure
and legal theory both within and outside of South Africa. It is for these same reasons
that it is so important to maintain an internally coherent, unitary domestic legal
system that accurately reflects the fundamental values and principles of South African
societf·

There are a number of statutes that specifically govern health service delivery most of
which fall within the portfolio of the Minister of Health. They range from statutes
governing health professionals and the practice of health care in various disciplines to
those dealing with specific health care situations or products such as occupational
diseases in mines and works, hazardous substances, human tissue and food and
medicines. At present the delivery of health care services in the public sector is

This is not by any means excuse for failure to make a concerted effort to ensure that the 'constitutionalisation' of the
South African legal system is of the utmost significance and should be the conscious focus of every practising lawyer
here and now. It is simply that in a factual situation in which there was a pre-cxisting system of law that took hundreds
of years to develop, upon which another very different approach has suddenly been imposed, it is likely that the
'matching' or complete integration of every area of the older system with the new approach will take a very long time
given that it is within human nature to resist change, that the development of law is as much a process of evolution as
revolution, that the extent of legal exegesis necessary to achieve this is quite probably beyond the capabilities of a single
generation in any event, and the fact that constitutional law itself is a dynamic concept.
Simply put, if we know who we are, we can know what we want and where we arc going and can ourselves exert an
influence on developments on the international legal front that promote and further the national interest.
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governed by the Health Acf. The administration of large sections of this statute was
assigned to the provincial governments in 1994 but some remained with the National
Department of Health. However the National Health Acf was passed by Parliament in

2003 and will soon become operational. This Act will repeal the Health Act and
become the central legislation on health service delivery in South Africa in both the
public and private health sectors. Since each statute governing health service delivery
is quite worthy of a thesis in itself and since the intention of this thesis was not to look
at specific situations, products or services as dealt with in the various statutes, specific
discussion of individual statutes has mostly been avoided. Where there is a statute that
relates to the particular topic under discussion, mention of it has been made in passing
and to alert the reader to the fact that it exists and has an impact in a particular area.
This thesis focuses on certain aspects of the common law, such as the law of contract
and the law of delict, because this tends to be the law upon which relationships
between providers and patients - the interface of health services delivery - still largely'
depends and in terms of which claims in the courts are mostly decided.

Administrative and constitutional law in South Africa, the other two major areas of
South African law that impact upori health service delivery, especially in the public
sector, and upon which this thesis focuses, cannot be said to consist purely of
common law. They are a blend of statutory and common law. The Promotion of
Administrative Justice Act and the Constitution itself are central to any discussion of
these two areas. Since the Constitution underpins all areas of law in South Africa,
careful attention has been given to the treatment of constitutional principles in the
context of the areas of the common law that have been covered. The chapter
examining international law relating to health service delivery attempts to
contextualise the South African legal system within a framework of international
concepts and norms in order to ascertain how the former compares. Since
international law is not insignificant in South Africa's constitutional legal
dispensation it would have been inappropriate not to consider the position of
international law with regard to health service delivery. For the sake of completeness
passing reference is sometimes made to statutes that govern more specific areas of

4

Health Act No 63 of 1977
National Health Act No 61 of2003
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health law such as the Medicines and Related Substances ActS or the Medical
Schemes Act6 but this is more in order to highlight a particular point concerning
health service delivery than to examine the statute itself in any depths.

The common law in South Africa tends to be developed piecemeal by the courts in the
sense that although the principle of stare decisis prevails, there is seldom any attempt
to cross reference the principles of different areas of law in order to resolve particular
cases. In fact the courts in the past have stoutly rejected arguments that might have the
effect of hybridising legal principles and concepts developed in one area with those of
another. This thesis is critical of such an approach on the basis that since all law must
be interpreted and applied with reference to the Constitution, there should be common
policies and concepts informing all areas of law relating to a particular field. The
preference is for an outcomes based approach to the application and interpretation of
law. In the context of health service delivery in particular, it is demonstrable that a
rigidly compartmentalised approach to law, which focuses on the means rather than
the end, can lead to illogical and unfair

de~isions.

Internal consistency is necessary

not only within but across legal disciplines. From a practical perspective too, people
do not limit themselves in their daily activities to particular legal areas. In a context
such as health service delivery many different legal principles often converge upon a
single situation. Consequently, the approach in this thesis to law is based on this
reality. Such people are not concerned with whether a particular activity falls within
the realm of the law of contract, delict or administrative law and for the most part,
neither are their patients. To them, any law that affects the delivery of health services
is relevant and the question is what law or laws govern any given situation. Law is
therefore treated as a means to an end rather than an end in itself.

On the whole it would appear that there is still much work to be done in terms of the
recognition of constitutional principles relating to the law of health service delivery
within other branches of law such as the common law of contract and delict. The
Supreme Court of Appeal in particular has on a number of occasions demonstrated a
surprising lack of cognisance of central constitutional themes. This leads one to the
realisation that, ten years into South African democracy and the constitutiona1legal
.5
6

Medicines Act No 101 of 1965
Medical Schemes Act No 131 of 1998
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order, the process of 'constitutionalising' the major part of the South African common
law is going to take longer than some might have hoped. South African law lags
behind other countries in terms of revised thinking around the purpose of the law of
contract, consumerism and the complexity of business and other human relationships
in the twenty first, century. It is in many ways a reflection of the socio-economic
disparities between different levels of South African society. The older, apartheid
tempered, approach to law, based on how people who are relatively wealthy would
bargain and conduct their affairs, can still be seen existing side-by-side with one of
the most progressive, legally elegant constitutions in the world. Wealth is, after all,
power. If one's perception of the power of the individual is based upon an assumption
of a certain level of wealth, this will inform the approach one takes when adjudicating
matters between contracting parties in terms of the law of contract. If one sees the
primary purpose of law as a brake upon transformation - as maintaining the status quo
in terms of power distribution, or of attacking post-apartheid systems and structures
so as to carry a particular historical bias into the present - this view will undoubtedly
emerge in the manner of its application. Conversely if one regards law as a vehicle for
positive transfonnation of society and as a means of promoting equality and freedom
for all of its members, this will also be reflected in the manner in which the' law is
applied'. One sees a mix of these two approaches to law across the South African
judiciary and across the different types of courts. Since the judiciary is a reflection of
larger society, this is hardly surprising.

There is much that is admirable about the South African law relating to health service
delivery. Compared to the "pie-in-the-sky" of international law, it offers a far more
pragmatic and tangible promise of the realisation of human rights goals. It holds a
reassurance that socio-economic rights in South Africa are real and enforceable. At
the same time, the standard applied to the conduct of government with regard to these
rights is one of reasonableness. Whilst some may argue that reasonableness is itself a
vague concept that can mean just about anything, it is submitted that reasonableness
allows scope for many different points of view, for the possibility of justification of
one's actions from a position of power, for variances based on circumstances, for
7

In Bel Porto School Governing Body And Others y Premier, Western Cape, And A.nother 2002 (3) SA 265 (eq for
instance the constitutional court observed: "It is true that, in detennining what constitutes procedural fairness in a given
case, a court should be slow to impose obligations upon government which will inhibit its ability to make and implement
policy effectively. It is also true in a country such as ours, that faces immense challenges of transfonnation, that we
cannot deny the importance of the need to ensure the ability of the executive to act efficiently and promptly."
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argument within the bounds of human weakness and capability that a particular act or
omission should be condoned or upheld in law. The concept of reasonableness, it is
submitted, covers a multitude of sins in a manner that promotes justice and equality.
Reasonableness asks one to think about the consequences of one's actions, to take
account of the needs and views of others and to make informed and rational decisions.

It implies a standard of objectivity against which one's actions are assessed that is
neither impossible to work with nor biased on emotional grounds in favour of a
particular view. The concept of reasonableness pervades South African law. It is as
much in evidence in constitutional law as it is in the law of contract, the law of delict
and administrative law. It is a universal theme capable of lending consistency to law
as a whole. In the context of health service delivery, as in law, reasonableness is a
very relevant concept. It dictates, for instance, the lengths to which one should go to
save a life, the extent of the personal sacrifice one must make to help another, the
precautions one must take when administering a dangerous drug, the nature and scope
of the information to be given to a patient when seeking his informed consent, the
standard of care to be adopted in treating a patient, the nature of the particular surgical
procedure chosen to address a particular health condition and the acceptability to
society of certain contractual terms.

Reasonableness also suggests and promotes another central tenet of law - fairness.
Undue favouring of one person's interests over another is a concern not only of
constitutional, administrativeB and common law but also of those involved in the field
of health care rationing and health service delivery. How does one allocate resources
in a manner that is fair and equitable? On what basis does one decide that this patient
gets renal dialysis and that one does not? Systems of triage on fields of war and in
hospital trauma units alike are concerned with issues of fairness. In the health sector,
fairness can literally be a matter of life or death. Fairness in law involves not only a
balancing of the interests of the parties concerned but also a balancing of the different
rights in the Bill of Rights, a balancing of the constitutional values of equality and
freedom and the necessary limitation of constitutional rights9 • An irrational bias in
favour of one right against another could lead to injustice just as surely as an irrational

9

Bongoza y Minister of Correctional Services and Others 2002 (6) SA 330 (TIc)
Director of Public Proseculions:Cape ofGood Hope y Bathgate 2000 (2) SA 535
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bias in favour of one party against the other since constitutional rights are interrelated
and interdependent.

Fairness in turn, is closely associated with equality, For instance unfair discrimination
constitutes a denial of equalitylo, Equality as a legal concept is context dependent. In
the context of health care one does not promote equality by prescribing the same
treatment for all irrespective of their health status and health condition, Instead, one
achieves equality in health care by addressing the different health problems of
everyone in such a manner as to ensure that at the end of the day that they are all as
healthy as possible ll , Equitable decisions are those that take into account the concerns
of all of the parties involved and that deal with them from the perspective of equality,
Fairness is a concern of the common law of contract l2 and the law of delict l3 as well as
constitutional l4 and administrative law ls , Flexibility according to context is inherent
within the concept offaimess l6 ,
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and Du Bois v Slompe/ri/l-Kamana3Sie Besproeiingsraad 2002 (5) SA 186 (C)
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There is another common thread that binds the legal system throughout that is also
implied by reasonableness - rationality. There has to be a reason for acting or
refraining from acting in a particular way. What is more, the reason must be within
the boundaries of common human understanding so that it would constitute a valid
reason in the minds of others in similar circumstances. In other words, rationality
implies a reason within a framework. A court or government department that gives
reasons for its decision which are not based on any commonly understood conceptual
framework is acting irrationally. Rationality is reason anchored within a common
perception of reality.

The decisions of the judiciary, the actions of the executive 17, the Acts of the
legislature must be reasonable, fair I8, equitable and rational. Many of these precepts
have been introduced or reinforced by the Constitution. The word 'reasonable' occurs
some thirty two times in the Constitution, the word 'fair' eleven times, while the word
'equitable' occurs some sixteen times and 'equality' occurs some seventeen times.
The word 'justice' occurs some fifty four times. These statistics are indicative of the
preoccupations of the Constitution with deeper social values and fundamental legal
norms.

10.2

17
18

International Law

Logbro Properties CC " BeddeTlon NO and Other, 2003 (2) SA 460 (SCA)
Bel Porlo School Governing Body and Others" Premier, Western Cape, and Another fn 7 supra· Mokgoro J and Sachs
J stated: "There arc circumstances where fairness in implementation must outtop policy" and "The objective of judicial
intervention under that section is to secure compatibility with" fundamental notions of fairness in relation to the exercise
of administrative power. Once it has been established that conduct is inconsistent with the Constitution the Court, in
addition to declaring such conduct to be invalid to the extent of its inconsistency, may make any order that is just and
equitable. Thus, it would not be just and equitable to remedy unfairness to some by imposing unfairness on others. On
the other hand, the constitutional rights of some cannot be withheld simply because of some potential knock-on effect on
others. The test is one of fairness, not legality." and
"Unlike questions of legality, where the exercise of a power either is lawful or it is not, fairness can be a matter of
degree. In this respect we can do no better than repeat what Steyn J recently said in R \I Secretary ofStale for the Home
Department, Ex parle PieTlon: 'It was suggested that severance would involve "a rewriting" of the policy statement.
This is a familiar argument in cases where the circumstances arguably justify a court in saying that the unlawfulness of
part of a statement does not infect the whole. The principles of severability in public law are well settled.... Sometimes
severance is not possible, eg a licence granted subject to an important but unlawful condition. Sometimes severance is
possible, eg where a bye: (sic) law contains several distinct and independent powers one of which is unlawful. Always
the context will be determinative. In the present case the power to increase the tariff is notionally severable and distinct
from the power to fix a tariff.... It is an obvious case for severance of the good from the bad. To describe this result as a
rewriting of the policy statement is to raise an objection to the concept of severance. That is an argument for the blunt
remedy of total unlawfulness or total lawfulness. The domain of public law is practical affairs. Sometimes severance is
the only sensible course. ,.. [Footnotes omitted]
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Whilst the Constitution makes a number of references to international law 19
discovering what is encompassed by the term 'international law', especially with
regard to rights relating to health care services, is easier said than done. There are a
number of international conventions to which South Africa is a party or a signatory
which impact upon discussions of the law relating to health services delivery in South
Africa. They are the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the UN Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDA W), the
African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child and the African Charter on
Human and Peoples' Rights. However the point is made in chapter one of this thesis
that these

ins~ents

of international law have not expressly or directly been enacted

in South African legislation neither have they been applied down to the last detail by
the constitutional court. A notable example of the latter is the court's refusal to
interpret the socio-economic rights in the Bill of Rights of the South African
Constitution, including the right of access to health care services, with reference to a
'minimum core' of obligations as contemplated by the ICESCR Committee. In
General Comment No 14 the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has
stated that the realization of the right to health requires that the state ensure equality
of access to a system of health care and provide health services without
discrimination. Accessibility in tum, has four overlapping dimensions: nondiscrimination, physical accessibility, economic accessibility (affordability) and
information accessibility2°. The National Health Act embodies these principles of
accessibility to a large extene 1• However when they are interpreted and applied by the
19

20

21

In sections 3S. 37. 39. J98. 199.200.201.231.232 and 233
Human Rights Watch 'VU: South Africa's Obligations Under International and National Law' .
http://www.hrw orglreportsl2004/southafrica03040 htm
National Health Act fn 3 supra. Thus with regard to economic accessibility section 3 ofthc Act provides:
(I) The Minister must, within the limits of available resources-(a) endeavour to protect. promote, improve and maintain the health of the population;
(b) promote the inclusion of health services in the socio-economic development plan of the Republic;
(c) detennine the policies and measures necessary to protect, promote, improve and maintain the health and wellbeing of the population;
(d) ensure the provision of such essential health services, which must at least include primary health care services. to
the population of the Republic as may be prescribed after consultation with the National Health Council; and
(e) equitably prioritise the health services that the State can provide.
(2) The national department, every provincial department and every municipality must establish such health services
as are required in terms of this Act, and all health establishments and health care providers in the public sector
must equitably provide health services within the limits of available resources.
and section 4 provides:
(1) The Minister, after consultation with the Minister of Finance, may prescribe conditions subject to which categories
of persons are eligible for such free health services at public health establishments as may be prescribed.
(2) In prescribing any condition contemplated in subsection (1). the Minister must have regard to(a) the range of free health services currently available;
(b) the categories of persons already receiving free health services;
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courts, it may not be with more than a passing reference to the provisions of the
international conventions referred to earlier, since the National Health Act is not
specifically enacting these conventions. Whilst they may have an influence in the
manner in which the Act is interpreted, it is submitted that the South African courts
are more likely to interpret the Act with reference to the Constitution and other
relevant legislation such the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair
Discrimination Act, the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act and the Promotion of
Access to Infonnation Act22 • The constitutional right of access to health care services
is part of a matrix of rights created in the Bill of Rights and other provisions of the
(c) the impact of any such condition on access to health services; and
(d) the needs of vulnerable groups such as women, children. older persons and persons with disabilities.

(3)

22

Subject to any condition prescribed by the Minister, the state and clinics and community health centres funded by
the state must provide(a) pregnant and lactating women and children below the age of six years, who are not members or beneficiaries of
medical aid schemes. with free health services;
(b) all persons, except members of medical aid schemes and their dependants and persons receiving compensation for
compensable occupational diseases, with free primary health care services; and
(c) women. subject to the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1996 (Act No. 92 of 1996), free termination of
pregnancy services.
With regard to information accessibility section 6 of the Act provides that(1) Every health care provider must inform a user of(a) the user's health status except in circumstances where there is substantial evidence that the disclosure of the user's
health status would be contrary to the best interests of the user;
(b) the range of diagnostic procedures and treatment options generally available to the user;
(c) the benefits, risks, costs and consequences generally associated with each option; and
(d) the user's right to refuse health services and explain the implications, risks, obligations of such refusal.
(2) The health care provider concerned must, where possible, inform the user as contemplated in subsection (I) in a
language that the user understands and in a manner which takes into account the user's level of literacy
and section 10 ofthe Act stipulates that (I) A health care provider must provide a user with a discharge report at the time of the discharge of the user from a
health establishment containing such information as may be prescribed.
(2) In prescribing the information contemplated in subsection (I), the Minister must have regard to(a) the nature of the health service rendered;
(b) the prognosis for the user, and
(c) the need for follow-up treatment.
A discharge report provided to a user may be verbal in the case of an outpatient, but must be in writing in the case of an
inpatient
and section 12 of the Act provides thatThe national department and every provincial department. district health council and municipality must ensure that
appropriate, adequate and comprehensive information is disseminated on the health services for which they are
responsible, which must include(a) the types and availability of health services;
(b) the organisation of health services;
(c) operating schedules and timetables of visits;
(d) procedures for access to the health services;
(e) other aspects of health services which may be or use to the public;
(f) procedures for laying complaints; and
(g) the rights and duties of users and health care providers.
With regard to physical accessibility the Bill creates a licensing system in chapter 6 based on need which will regulate
the distribution ofhcalth establishments throughout the country in accordance with the criteria specified in the chapter.
Act No 4 of 2000. Act No 3 of 2000 and Act No 2 of2000 respectively. As noted below, although section 233 of the
Constitution requires courts when interpreting legislation to prefer an interpretation that is consistent with international
law over one that is inconsistent with it, international law is generally not helpful when it comes to the level of detail
required to resolve specific situations. Furthermore, it is submitted that where the Constitution is not on all fours with
international law on a particular issue. the provisions of the Constitution will take precedence as demonstrated by the
approach of the Constitutional court to minimum core content of socio-cconomic rights. A further problem is that it is
not entirely clear what is meant by international law. It is fairly obvious that public international law and customary
international law are included but it is not so obvious that private international law andjus cogem are also intended. The
Constitution does not define the term 'international law'. Furthermore. where the provisions of public international law
themselves conflict, as can happen with international trade agreements and conventions on human rights from time to
time. the dilemma is which international law must the courts prefer. The answer, it is submitted lies in domestic law and
more specifically the Constitution. The courts will always revert to the Constitution. as the foundation of the South
African legal system. when resolving matters involving socio-cconomic rights.
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Constitution which means that it has to be considered in the context of that matrix and
a balancing exercise has to be undertaken in the event of a conflict of rights.

Section 231 (4) of the Constitution states that any international agreement becomes
law in the Republic when it is enacted into law by national legislation; but a selfexecuting provision of an agreement that has been approved by Parliament is law in
the Republic unless it is inconsistent with the Constitution or an Act of Parliament.
The International Health Regulations are the only international agreement that has so
far been expressly enacted into law falling within the portfolio of the Minister of
Health23 • Since international law binds nation states rather than their individual
subjects, international law is unlikely to have direct application within South Africa.
However, it clearly can and does exert a strong influence on how legislation within
South Africa is formulated and interpreted and, because of the provisions of section
39(1)(b) of the Constitution, is also a factor that cannot be ignored by the judiciary
when interpreting the Bill of Rights. It is not, however, only international agreements
to which South Africa is a party that inform the domestic legal system. As Dugard24
points out, fears that international human rights law might be narrowly construed to
cover only clear rules of customary law, and those human rights conventions to which
South Africa is a party, were dispelled by the decision of the constitutional court in S
v Makwanyane and Another'. The jUdiciary is enjoined in section 233 of the
Constitution when interpreting any legislation, to prefer any reasonable interpretation
of the legislation that is consistent with international law over any alternative
interpretation that is inconsistent with intemationallaw. Moreover, section 233 of the
Constitution provides that customary internationa1law is domestic law where it is not
inconsistent with the Constitution or an Act of Parliament. The problem with
intemationa1law, especially public international law, is that it sometimes suffers from
vagueness as to the practical details necessary for its implementation. The costing of
23

24

2'

The International Health. Regulations Act 28 of 1974 specifically defines 'the International Health Regu]ations' as the
International Health Regulations adopted by the World Health Assembly at Boston on 25 July ]969, and set out in the
Schedule.
Dugard J Inle,."atlonal Law: A South African Perspective at p 264
Malcwanyane 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) where Chaskalson JP stated at p 413: "In the context ofs 35(1). public international
law would include non-binding as well as binding law. They may both be used under the section as tools of
interpretation. International agreements and customary international law accordingly provide B framework within which
chap 3 can be evaluated and understood. and for that purpose. decisions of tribunals dealing with comparable
instruments. such as the United Nations Committee on Human Rights. the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights. the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, 49 the European Commission on Human Rights. and the European
Court of Human Rights and. in appropriate cases. reports of specialised agencies such as the International Labour
Organisation. may provide guidance as to the correct interpretation of particular provisions of chap 3." [Footnotes
omitted]
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legislative measures and the assessment of the resources and infrastructures necessary
to implement law are usually neglected aspects of domestic legal systems - especially
in developing countries. This is even more true of international law. If it is no small
task to quantify the financial and operational implications of domestic law it is almost
impossible to do so with regard to international law. The wealthy, developed countries
of the world seldom if ever talk. directly about the costs of implementing international
human rights instruments but readily speak, for instance, of the minimum core of
socia-economic rights that should obtain within poverty-stricken developing
countries.

Despite the fact that the approach of public international law to health care services is
much broader and more comprehensive than that of the South African legal system in
that the former recognises the right to health rather than just a right of access to health
care services, it is submitted that the approach of the latter is preferable for a number
of different reasons. Some of these are apparent in the judgments of the constitutional
court dealing with the concept of the minimum core contents of socio-economic
rights26 • The court in these cases preferred to look at whether the state had acted
26

Thus in Government of the Republic of South Africa and Other, " Grootboom and Others 200 I (1) SA 46 (CC) the
constitutional court observed that: "It is not possible to determine the minimum threshold for the progressive realisation
of the right of access to adequate housing without first identitying the needs and opportunities for the enjoyment of such
a right. These will vary according to factors such as income, unemployment, availability of land and poverty. The
differences between city and rural communities will also determine the needs and opportunities for the enjoyment of this
right. Variations ultimately depend on the economic and social history and circumstances ofa country. All this illustrates
the complexity ofthe task of determining a minimum core obligation for the progressive realisation of the right ofaccess
to adequate housing without having the requisite information on the needs and the opportunities for the enjoyment of this
right. The committee developed the concept of minimum core over many years of examining reports by reporting states.
This Court does not have comparable information. The determination of a minimum core in the context of the right to
have access to adequate housing presents difficult questions. This is so because the needs in the context of access to
adequate housing are diverse: there are those who need land; others need both land and houses; yet others need financial
assistance. There are difficult questions relating to the definition of minimum core in the context ofa right to have access
to adequate housing, in particular whether the minimum core obligation should be defined generally or with regard to
specific groups of people. As will appear from the discussion below, the real question in tenns of our Constitution is
whether the measures taken by the state to realise the right afforded by s 26 are reasonable. There may be cases where it
may be possible and appropriate to have regard to the content of a minimum core obligation to determine whether the
measures taken by the stale are reasonable. However, even if it were appropriate to do so, it could not be done unless
sufficient information is placed before a Court to enable it to determine the minimum core in any given context. In this
case, we do not have sufficient information to determine what would comprise the minimum core obligation in the
context of our Constitution. It is not in any event necessary to decide whether it is appropriate for a Court to determine in
the first instance the minimum core content of B right." (Footnotes omitted)
In Minister of Health and Other, " Treatment Action Campaign and Others (No 2) 2002 (5) SA 721 (CC) the
constitutional court stated that: "In effect what the argument comes down to is that ss 26 and 27 must be construed as
imposing two positive obligations on the state: one an obligation to give effect to the s 26( I) and s 27( 1) ~ights; the other
a limited obligation to do so progressively through 'reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available
resource'. Implicit in that contention is that the content of the right in ss (I) differs from the content of the obligation in
55 (2). This argument fails to have regard to the way ss (1) and (2) of both 55 26 and 27 are linked in the text of the
Constitution itself, and to the way they have been interpreted by this Court in Soobramoney and Grootboom. Section
26(1) refers to the 'right' to have BCcess to housing. Section 26(2), dealing with the State's obligation in that regard,
requires it to 'take reasonable legisfative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive
realisation of this right'. The reference to 'this right' is clearly a reference to the s 26(1) right. Similar language is used
in s 27, which deals with health care services, including reproductive health care, sufficient food and water, and social
security, including, if persons are unable to support themselves and their dependants, appropriate social assistance.
Subsection (1) refers to the right everyone has to have 'access' to these services; and 55 (2) obliges the state to take
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reasonably in the circumstances - a very pragmatic and far more tangible approach to
socio-economic rights than that postulated by international law. International law, in
terms of the minimum core concept, attempts to set a universal benchmark against
which all efforts to achieve the realisation of the right to health are to be measured,
irrespective of the resources available to a particular country or the circumstances of
the individuals whose rights are affected. Whilst such an approach might be
appropriate for international law - especially public international law - since its main
objective as law seems to be to set norms and standards for various national legal
systems to live up to, it is not so useful when it comes to the implementation of more
or less the same principles within a domestic legal system. The primary object of the
South African domestic legal system is not so much to set norms and standards as it is
to ensure that the state fulfils its constitutional obligation to respect, protect, promote
and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights with regard to the terms in which the
Constitution is written. Unlike intemationallaw, domestic law must have teeth when
it comes to the resolution of specific cases in which particular circumstances obtain
with regard to identifiable individuals. It is submitted that the approach of South
African domestic law, and more particularly South African constitutional law, to the
question of the right of access to health care services has far more meaning and
significance for those individuals seeking to enforce that right than do the precepts of
international law with its top-down, minimum core approach that is not anchored to
the realities of each particular situation. The scarcity of resources is one such reality.
A socio-economic right which does not take realities of this nature into account ends
'reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of each
of these rights'; The rights requiring progressive realisation are those referred to in ss 27(1 )(a), (b) and (c). In
Soobramoney it was said: 'What is apparent from these provisions is that the obligations imposed on the state by ss 26
and 27 in regard to access to housing, health care, food, water and social security are dependent upon the resources
available for such purposes, and that the corresponding rights themselves are limited by reason of the lack of resources.'
The obligations referred to in this passage are clearly the obligations referred to in ss 26(2) and 27(2), and the
'corresponding rights' are the rights referred to in ss 26(1) and 27(1). This passage is cited in Grootboom. It is made
clear in that judgment that ss 26(.1) and 26(2) 'are related and must be read together'. Yacoob J said: 'The section has
been carefully crafted. It contains three subsections. The first confers a general right of access to adequate housing. The
second establishes and delimits the scope of the positive obligation imposed upon the state.... '
It is also made clear that's 26 does not expect more of the sSlate than is achievable within its available resources' and
does not confer an entitlement to 'claim shelter or housing immediately upon demand' and that as far as the rights of
access to housing, health care, sufficient food and water, and social security for those unable to support themselves and
their dependants are concerned, 'the state is not obliged to go beyond available resources or to realise these rights
immediately'. In Grootboom reliance was also placed on the provisions of the Covenant. Yacoob J held that in terms of
our Constitution the question is 'whether the measures taken by the state to realise the right afforded by s 26 are
reasonable' .
Although Yacoob J indicated that evidence in a particular case may show that there is a minimum core of a particular
service that should be taken into account in determining whether measures adopted by the state are reasonable, the socioeconomic rights of the Constitution should not be construed as entitling everyone to demand that the minimum core be
provided to them. Minimum core was thus treated as possibly being relevant to reasonableness under s 26(2), and not as
a self-standing right conferred on everyone under s 26( 1). He said that a "purposive reading of 5S 26 and 27 does not lead
to any other conclusion. It is impossible to give everyone access even to a 'core' service immediately. All that is
possible, and all that can be expected of the state, is that it act reasonably to provide access to the socio-economic rights
identified in ss 26 and 27 on a progressive basis." [Footnotes omitted]
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up being hollow and largely unenforceable. The circumstances of the particular case
are another reality. It is not enough, said the court in Grootboom 27 that the measures
taken by the state though statistically successful, fail to respond to the needs of those
most desperate. The rights of the individual are of paramount importance in
considering South African constitutional rights. This does not mean that the rights of
the individual must always take precedence over the rights of the collective or of other
individuals28 • However the statement of the court in Grootboom referred to earlier and
in other cases29 demonstrates the focus in constitutional law on the individual. Sachs J
noted in Ex Parte Gauteng Provincial Legislature: In Re Dispute Concerning the

Constitutionality of Certain Provisions of the Gauteng School Education Bill of

27

28

29

Grootboom fu 26 supra. Yacoob J observed at p 69 "Furthermore, the Constitution requires that everyone must be
treated with care and concern. If the measures, though statistically successful, fail to respond to the needs of those most
desperate, they may not pass the test."
The decisions of the courts in Soobramoney " Minister of Health, KwaZulu-Natal 1998 (I) SA 430 (D) and
Soobramoney \I Minister of Health. KwaZulu-Natal1998 (I) SA 765 (Ce) and in Park-Ross And Another" Director:
Office For Serious Economic Offences 1995 (2) SA 148 (C) where the court stated: "While a purposive approach to the
interpretation of the Constitution may be required, it does not mean that the rights of individuals entrenched in the
Constitution are absolute or limitless or that limitations to such rights are not accepted (see Rudolph and Another"
Commissioner for Inland Revenue and Others NNO 1994 (3) SA 771 (W) at 7740). It is self-evident that limitations
must e"ist. As stated in the Corpus Juris Secundum vol 16A para 451 (at 465-6), in respect of the United States
Constitution, they must 'at times give way when they are in conflict with rights granted for the protection, safety and
general welfare of the public.... ' Restrictions on (individual) rights are permissible if reasonable and designed to
accomplish a purpose properly within the purview of the police power'" are sufficient evidence ofthis.
S" Malcwanyane And Another fu 25 supra: "Recognising a right to dignity is an acknowledgement of the intrinsic worth
of human beings: human beings are entitled to be treated as worthy of respect and concern .... Respect for the dignity of
all human beings is particularly important in South Africa. For apartheid was a denial of a common humanity. Black
people were refused respect and dignity and thereby the dignity of all South Africans was diminished. The new
Constitution rejects this past and affirms the equal worth of all South Africans .... But human dignity is important to all
democracies. In an aphorism coined by Ronald Dworkin, 'Because we honour dignity. we demand democracy'. Its
importance was recognised too by Cory J in Kindler" Canada (Minister of Justice) (1992) 6 eRR (2nd) 193 (SCC) at
237 in which he held that '(i)t is the dignity and importance of the individual which is the essence and the cornerstone of
democratic government'. [Footnotes omitted]
Ferreira" Levin No And Others,' Vryenhoek And Others \I Powell No And Others 1996 (1) SA 984 (CC): "Human
dignity cannot be fully valued or respected unless individuals are able to develop their humanity. their 'humanness' to
the full e"tent of its potential. Each human being is uniquely talented. Part ofthe dignity of every human being is the fact
and awareness of this uniqueness. An individual's human dignity cannot be fully respected or valued unless the
individual is permitted to develop his or her unique talents optimally. Human dignity has little value without freedom~
for without freedom personal development and fulfilment are not possible. Without freedom, human dignity is little
more than an abstraction. Freedom and dignity are inseparably linked. To deny people their freedom is to deny them
their dignity. Although freedom is indispensable for the protection of dignity, it has an intrinsic constitutional value of
its own. It is likewise the foundation of many of the other rights that are specifically entrenched. Viewed from this
perspective, the starting point must be that an individual's right to freedom must be defined as widely as possible,
consonant with a similar breadth of freedom for others."
Harksen " Lane NO and Others 1998 (1) SA 300 (eC): "We have interpreted s 8(2) as a clause which is primarily a
butTer against the construction of further patterns of discrimination and disadvantage. Underpinning the desire to avoid
such discrimination is the Constitution's commitment to human dignity. Such patterns of discrimination can occur where
people are treated without the respect that individual human beings deserve and particularly where treatment is
determined not by the needs or circumstances of particular individuals, but by their attributes and characteristics,
whether biologica,lly or socially determined."
Christian Education South Africa" Minister of Education 2000 (4) SA 757 (CC): "The presence of s 31 in the Bill of
Rights may be understood as a product of the two-stage negotiation process resUlting in the adoption of the final
Constitution, in which one of the concerns was how community rights could be protected in a non-racial parliamentary
democracy based on universal suffrage, majority rule and individual rights. Constitutional Principle (CP) XI 18 declared
that the diversity of language and culture should be acknowledged and protected and conditions for their promotion
,encouraged. CP XII stated that collective rights ofself-detennination in forming, joining and maintaining organs of civil
society, including linguistic, cultural and religious associations, should be recognised and protected. The Constitution
complies with these Principles in a number of different ways. Thus, language rights and rights of belief are first spelt out
fully as individual rights in S5 15 and 30, even though they have a community dimension and are frequently exercised in
a community setting."
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199530 that a review of literature by leading authors in the field suggested that over the
years there had been a firm movement from the concept of tolerance of religious and
other minorities, to that of protection of national groups, to that of guaranteeing rights
of individuals. This observation may be true of rights relating to religion but does not
necessarily seem to be the case with regard to international rights relating to health
care. Article 12(2) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights states that:

"The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the present Covenant to achieve the full
realization of this right shall include those necessary for:
(a) The provision for the reduction of the stillbirth-rate and of infant mortality and for the
healthy development of the child;
,
(b) The improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene;
(c) The prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other
diseases;
(d) The creation of conditions which would assure to all medical service and medical
attention in the event of sickness."
The four factors listed above are not, it is submitted, concerned so much with the
rights to health of individuals but rather the health of the collective that can be
measured in terms of statistics.

The focus of international law thus seems to be more at the macro, collective, level
rather than at the micro, individual level when it comes to the right to health. This is
understandable since it applies to nation states rather than the individual, citizens of
those nation states. Domestic law, however, must be binding upon individuals if it is
to have any significance or impact upon the manner in which people conduct their
affairs. It seems that the primary difference between the approach of the South
African legal system ,and that of international lawn to the realisation of socioeconomic rights is that the former favours a bottom-up approach whereas the latter
favours a top-down approach. The value of the bottom-up approach is that it is a more
rational and pragmatic method of ensuring the development of domestic law that is
capable of realistically addressing the wide variety of individual needs in South Africa
30
31

Ex Parte Gauteng Provincial Legislature 1996 (3) SA 16S (CC)
To the extent that international law could be said to have an internally consistent approach.
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concerning access to health care services. While concepts such as minimum core may
be of direct relevance in homogenous societies with more equitable distributions of
wealth and resources, and similar cultural

val~es

and beliefs, it is submitted that the

diversity of South African society in itself renders the concept problematic in a local
context. The available resources in each situation are different. Furthermore different
situations call for different kinds of resources at different levels of availability. They
do not only vary across parameters such as lirban versus rural, public versus private
and socioeconomic levels but they also vary in terms of the disease profiles of various
popUlations, the health needs of people in various geographical areas, genetic and
cultural differences, community size and type, age groupings etc. At the individual
level there are even more variables such as the health status, age, socio-economic
status, level of familial or community support, literacy and educational levels, gender
etc. Unfair discrimination can be the result of a policy that treats everyone the same
since in the health care context, the needs of everyone are not the same. It is submitted
that the South African Constitution's emphasis on equality renders the minimum core
approach of international law unworkable and in many instances unreasonable
because health service delivery has to be personalised to meet the needs of each
unique individual.

Public international law still has a significant way to go before it reaches any internal
consistency on the general international law front with regard to views on matters
such as health care and access to goods and services necessary for the maintenance,
preservation and promotion of mental and physical health that, according to
international law, is the right of every person. Some of the hottest international legal
debates in recent years are represented by the widely differing stances of two
international organisations - the World Health Organisation and the World Trade
Organisation32 • The former actively supports the supply of medicines and other health
32

In 2002 the World Health Organisation and the World Trade Organisation published B document entitled 'WTO
Agreements and Public Health: A Joint Study by the wro and WHO Secretariat'. In the foreword Dr Oro HarlemBrundtland and Mike Moore of the WHO and wro respectively note that: "As the world becomes increasingly
integrated, it becomes less and less possible for different policy areas to be handled independently of each other. The
linkage betwccn trade and health has bccn the focus of much debate: real concerns should be dealt with and any
misunderstandings should be clarified based on sOund evidence and rigorous analysis ... In both the WHO and the WTO
questions of trade and public health feature high on the agenda. and significant advances have been made in the recent
past. The endorsement by the international community of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public
Health is a very visible expression of governments' commitment to ensuring that the rules-based trading system is
compatible with public health interests." It is stated in the report that: "While the WTO Agreements explicitly allow
governments to take measures to restrict trade in pursuing national health policy Objectives, the emphasis in WTO rules
is on how policies are pursued without questioning the underlying objective. The Report considers each of the WTO
Agreements and their relevance to health. The Report states with regard to the TRIPS Agreement that: "The areas of
II
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care products to developing countries at little or no cost to those countries whilst the
interests of the latter lie in the maximisation of the global profits of multinational
organisations and the exploitation by them to the full of their hard won intellectual
property. Medicines, and to a lesser extent medical devices, are often at the forefront
of these debates. Specific intemationallaw can have an impact on domestic law. One
of the major objections of the Pharmaceutical Manufacturer's Association to the

intellectual property covered by the TRIPS Agreement that are relevant to health include: patents~ trademarks including
service marks, which are relevant, for example, to combating counterfeit drugs; and undisclosed information, including
trade secrets and test data. In respect of each of these areas, the Agreement sets out the minimum standards of protection
that must be adopted by each Member. Each of the main elements of protection is defined, namely the subject matter to
be protected, the rights to be conferred and permissible exceptions to those rights, and the minimum duration of
protection. The standards build on those in the main pre-existing WIPO Conventions, substantive provisions of which
are incorporated into the Agreement by reference. While the focus here is on patents, this is only one part of the TRIPS
Agreement. One of the purposes ofthe TRIPS Agreement is, for instance, also to provide for more effective international
cooperation against counterfeiting, including international trade in counterfeit goods, such as drugs... Patent protection
for pharmaceutical products is an area where the problem of finding a proper balance is particularly acute - namely;
between the goal of providing incentives for future inventions of new drugs and the goal of affordable access to existing
drugs. It is especially important from a social and public health point of view that new drugs and vaccines to treat and
prevent diseases are generated, and that the incentives provided by the patent system effectively promote this. Precisely
because of the social value of the drugs so generated, they need to be widely accessible as quickly as possible. The
patent system provides for, on the one hand, exclusive rights granted to inventors of new drugs. and, on the other hand,
the requirement that for a new drug to benefit from such rights (to be patentable), it must be new, involve an inventive
step, be industrially applicable and be fully disclosed, and further that after a term of protection the invention will fall
into the public domain and become free and useable by all. In addition, the TRIPS Agreement contains several other
provisions enabling governments to implement their intellectual property regimes in a manner which takes account of
immediate and longer-term public health considerations. Article 8 explicitly recognizes the right of WTO Members to
'adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to promote the public interest in sectors of vital
importance to their socio-economic and technological development, provided that such measures are consistent with the
provisions of this Agreement.' Furthermore, the TRIPS Agreement provides for certain exemptions from patentability.
the possibility to make limited exceptions to patent owners' exclusive rights, compulsory licensing, and parallel
importation. International conventions before TRIPS did not usually specify the minimum standards for patents. Over 40
countries provided no product patent protection for pharmaceuticals prior to the launching of the negotiation of the
TRIPS Agreement and some 20 WTO Members still did not do so by the time of the conclusion of the TRIPS
negotiations. A few ofthese countries did not provide process protection in this area as well. The duration of patents was
less than 20 years in many countries. TRIPS rules require WTO Members to provide patent protection for any invention,
whether a product (such as I medicine) or a process (such as a method of producing thc chemical ingredients for a
medicine), while allowing certain exceptions. Patent protection has to last at least 20 years from the date the patent
application was filed. As in other WTO Agreements, non-discrimination is a core TRIPS principlc. With some
exceptions, Members must not discriminate on the basis of the nationality of persons or companies (Articles 3,4 and S).
In addition, Members cannot discriminate between different fields of technology in thc availability and cnjoyment of
patent rights. Nor can they discriminate in these areas on the basis of the place of invention and whether products are
imported or locally produced. As the TRIPS Agreement does not define the terms "new", "inventive step" and "nonobvious", national patent laws vary in how they construe these terms for the purposes of evaluating patent applications.
Patentability standards which are too lax can make it possible to obtain protection for relatively minor innovations. Some
concern has been expressed that this can facilitate what is sometimes referred to as "cvergreening" of pharmaceutical
patents, meaning that improved versions of the original drug may stay under patent protection even after the original
version has fallen into the public domain. Very strict criteria may make it more difficult for small and medium-sized
enterprises to use the patent system, especially in developing countries. Regarding eligibility for patenting, governments
can refuse to grant patents for three reasons that may relate to public health: (a) inventions whose commercial
exploitation needs to be prevcnted to protect human, animal or plant life or health~ (b) diagnostic, thcrapeutic and
surgical methods for treating humans or animals; (c) plant and animal inventions other than micro-organisms, and
essentially biological processes for the production of plants or animals other than non-biological and microbiological
processes. Under the TRIPS Agreement, governments can make limited exceptions to patent rights provided certain
conditions are met. These exceptions must not "unreasonably" conflict with the "normal" exploitation of the patent and
must not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the patent owner, taking into account the legitimate interest of
third parties (Article 30). A range of exceptions may be covcred by this provision. For example, many countries provide
for a "research" or "experimental use" exception to allow researchers to use a patented invention for research, in order to
understand the invention more fully. In addition, Article 30 permits countries to allow manufacturers of generic drugs to
use the patented invention, withollt the patent owner's permission and before the patent protection expires, for thc
purpose of obtaining marketing approval from public health authorities. Generic producers are thus able to market their
versions almost as soon as thc patent expires. This provision is sometimes called thc "regulatory exception" or "Bolar"
provision, and has been upheld as confonning with the TRIPS Agreement in a WTO dispute ruling: in a report adopted
on 7 April 2000, B wro dispute settlement panel stated that Canadian law was consistent with the TRIPS Agreement in
allowing manufacturers to do so."
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Medicines and Related Substances Control Amendment Acf 3 was that it allowed the
violation of the TRIPS Agreement by the South African government. The matter was
eventually settled out of court with the National Department of Health retaining its
legislation intact. This is an example of the way in which international law as
contained in international agreements can impact upon South African domestic law
relating to health service delivery. The hotly contested amendment allowed for
parallel importation of medicines by the South African government. To date the state
has not invoked this particular provision of the Act. It is submitted that as a
developing country, the South African legal system is most likely to run into conflict
situations with international law on the medicines front. The manufacturers of
pharmaceuticals are largely multinational organisations operating in global markets
and they are the ones most likely to invoke international trade agreements in order to
counter a legislative innovation or policy directive of the National Department of
Health.

The WTO and the WHO note in their joint report that putting WTO rules into practice
can raise difficult questions for health policy makers. For example, what happens
when, for a given hazard, there is uncertainty about the risk? This poses a challenge
for regulatory action, and responses to uncertainty and risk are likely to be different in
different countries. Among the factors to be considered may be the traderestrictiveness and efficacy of the measure to achieve the level of health protection
sought. The WHO has developed International Health Regulations in the

interest~

of

infectious disease control. In the report it is noted that in exceptional circumstances,
infectious disease control may require

tra~e

or travel restrictions. In the past, disease

outbreak control concentrated on quarantines or trade embargoes. In recent years, a
combination of sensitive early warning surveillance systems, rapid verification
procedures and international response networks, epidemic preparedness plans and
stockpiles of essential medicines has reduced the need to employ trade embargoes or
travel restrictions. The Report states that to the extent trade restrictions are used, they
should be time-limited and try to minimize disruption to international trade. This is
one of the fundamental principles underlying the WHO's current revision of the
International Health Regulations. The renewed International Health' Regulations will

33

Medicines Amendment Act 90 of 1997
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serve as the legal framework for the WHO's efforts to prevent disease epidemics from
spreading globally. The historic purpose of the International Health Regulations is to
"ensure the maximum security against the international spread of diseases, with a
minimum interference with world traffic." This purpose will continue in the new
International Health Regulations.
In the Report34 it is stated that specific measures used to control infectious diseases,
whether adopted by national governments, or recommended by WHO in the
performance of its llIR duties, may be subject to WTO rules if they affect trade in
goods or services. Which rules are relevant will depend on the circumstances of the
particular case. For example, while sanitary measures to halt the spread of a food- or
animal-borne infectious disease could have a substantial trade impact and would be
covered by the SPS Agreement, it is unlikely that regulatory action aimed at
mitigating such risks - whatever the pathway or nature of the disease - would run
contrary to WTO rules. It is clear from this that the right to health, as envisaged by the
WH0 3S is something potentially quite different when mitigated by WTO Agreements.
The right to health, it seems, must not interfere unduly with world trade36 •

The first chapter of this thesis identifies the different kinds of international law and
their relevance to and influence upon South African domestic law in terms of sections
231, 232 and 233 of the Constitution. The point is made in this chapter that
consistency is a prerequisite of a rational and clearly principled domestic legal
system. The lack of consistency in

internatio~al

law is not only within public

international law but it is also evident within the jus cogens and customary
internationa1law. These areas of international law seem to be lacking in clear beacons
of common principle and understanding that would suggest an internally consistent
approach within international law to the question of the right of access to health care
34
3S

36

WTOIWHO Report fu 32 supra
The WHO defines health as ... state of complete physical, mentaJ and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of
disease or infinnity". "Public health .. refers to all organized measures (whether public or private) to prevent disease,
promote health. and prolong life of the population as a whole.
See Mitra S "wro Agreements and Public Health: A nexus rather than an agreement' who criticises the WTOIWHO
study as having belied the expectations of those who had hoped for a critical analysis of WTO policies and the likely
impact they would have on public health, especially in developing countries. Mitra comments that on the question of
coherence between health and trade policies the report states that the WHO's objective is ""the attainment of all peoples
of the highest possible level of health". And what, asks Mitra, has that to do with trade? In th is regard the report says,
"an underlying assumption is that a liberal international trade regime, subject to reasonably stable and predictable
conditions, improves the climate for investment, production and employment creation, and therefore contributes to
economic growth and development. Generally the health status of a country is affect positively by such growth."
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services or a right to health generally. It is submitted that international law and South
African domestic law relating to health service delivery, whilst they may share the
same conceptual structures at some deep level, are far from continuous or even
contiguous and that while they have some broad common interests, there are many
differences in the detail of their respective approaches to this topic.

10.2.1 Criticisms of International Law

There is no country in the world in which international law applies independently of
national or domestic law or where it is the only prevailing system of law. Thus even
in those. countries whose legal systems espouse automatic incorporation, as opposed
to legislative incorporation, or intemationallaw into their domestic legal systems, this
incorporation is by virtue of domestic, often constitutional legal provisions rather than
any stipulation within international law itself. As a result, international law has the
potential to be

diffe~ently

understood and applied in practice by various nations states.

Its homogeneity, as least as far as its practical application is concerned, is thus
notional. It follows that the same can be said of its theoretical and practical content. A
right to health, or of access to health care services, is still not recognised in the USA one of the wealthiest countries of all and with one of the most expensive health
systems in the world. By contrast, the right of access to health care services has been
recognized in Venezuela, a developing country with a marked lack of resources,
despite the fact that the Venezuelan government apparently lacks the means to comply
with court orders upholding this right37 • There has to be a time and place where
ideology and reality meet in order for law to become relevant and meaningful.
Unfortunately such a happy tete-a-tete seems largely to have eluded international law
at least as far as a right to health, or even health care, is concerned.

International law does not take into account inequalities between societies38 • Foreign
aid, when it is made available, comes with a subtle price tag that sometimes directly
37
38

Torres, 'The Human Right To Health, National Courts and Access to HIVlAlDS Treatment: A Case Study from
Venezuela' Chicago Journal of International Law Spring 2002, 105.
Kingsbury B 'Sovereignty and Inequality' European Journal of International Law 9 (1998) 599-625 observes that
inequality is one of the major subjects of modern social and political inquiry but it has received minimal consideration as
a theoretical topic in the recent literature of international law. He argues that the lack of other means to cope with
inequality is a serious problem for international law that has been wrongly neglected, but that the lack of such an
alternative provides a strong reason to adhere to the existing concept of sovereignty, however much it may be "strained
by practice and problematized by theory". He states that: "The theory of sovereignty has relieved international lawyers

J313

undennines the sovereignty of the country for whom the aid is destined. The funding
in question is often placed in the hands of non-governmental and other private
organisations rather than those of the government - no matter how democratically
elected. If it is the primary responsibility of the government in question to ensure the
progressive realisation of socio-economic and other rights, foreign funding that is
channelled away from that government into the private sector has the effect of
disempowering government to fulfil its mandate. Yet international law imposes these
human rights obligations not upon the private or non-governmental sectors within
developing countries but upon their governments. Operationally and functionally
speaking therefore, international law is weak39 and subject to manipulation by the

39

of the need for a general theory of the legal management of inequality in three ways. First the concept of sovereignty
underpins a principle of sDvereign equality that has attained an almost ontological position in the structure of the
international legal system. This ontological status makes enough difference in the processes of international law and
politics to modestly vindicate the significance and effectiveness of the system of sovereign equality: thus very small
states are procedurally on an equal footing with the largest or most powerful states in the International Court of Justice,
and groups of small states have made some difference in the dynamics of multilateral bargaining on issues such as
climate change. In the same spirit, legal doctrines of the special status of great powers have been in the descendant since
1945, and such matters as the structure of the Non-Proliferation Treaty or the UN Security Council are dealt with by
most legal writers as anomalies, however necessary or enduring, in the scheme of sovereign equality. This conceptual
scheme serves, if very unevenly, as a counter to the vast inequalities that might otherwise be expected to feature in the
formal structure of the legal system. Second. the concept of state sovereignty allows questions of social and economic
inequality among people to be treated in international law as a responsibility of territorial states. International law and
legal institutions are able to promote market activity. for example, through the World Trade Organization or the
International Monetary Fund, while in theory leaving largely to states the responsibility of mitigating social and
economic inequalities associated with markets. Episodic attempts to address economic and social inequality directly
through substantial non-market changes in the international legal order have met with little success outside the
established human rights and environmental programmes. Despite economic and political turbulence associated in some
respects with inequality, concerns about it have remained displaced by preoccupations with reducing the role ofthe state
in economic activity and in major market-distorting egalitarian redistribution. International institutions continue to play
important roles in economic development, and political leaders in prosperous countries confronted with concerns about
poverty or maldistribution abroad increasingly hope for solutions from the World Bank and other intergovernmental
agencies along with bilateral assistance and the much-vaunted voluntary sector. There is, however, a growing
incongruence between the increasing market orientation of international law and the inability of international governance
institutions or of many sovereign states to cope with problems of inequality that markets alone do not resolve...Third. the
theory of sovereignty provides the means by which people can express, and be deemed to have expressed, consent to the
application of international legal norms and to international institutional competences. Consent, whether express or tacit,
plays a role in legitimating international legal rules and institutional activities in situations where their legitimacy may be
in doubt, as where they infringe deeply held egalitarian principles. This legitimating function is of vast importance for
the international legal system. It is not clear that in the present state of heterogeneous international society. any nonconsensual legitimating principle is viable; and sovereignty appears to be a relatively low cost means to organize
·consent· ...
For example, Fidler DP 'G1obalization, International Law and Emerging Infectious Diseases' notes that although
international control plans would involve private organizations like universities and nongovernmental organizations, the
primary actors on the emerging infections stage arc sovreign states. He states "The action plans are predominantly
blueprints for co-operation among states and represent a call for the internationalization of responses to a problem
caused by globalization. Put another way, the proposed solutions to the emerging infections threat rely on the sovreign
state, while the threat feeds off the impotence of the state in addressing global disease problems. When it comes to
public health activities. globalization erodes sovereignty. but the proposed solution makes sovereignty and its exercise
critical to dealing with the threat of emerging infections. The consequences of the unavoidable emphasis on international
cooperation in the proposed action plans for emerging infections are troubling. To achieve the desired objectives ... states
will have to agree on many issues and translate such agreement into guidelines or rules. International law becomes
important to the effort for emerging infections control. Political leaders, diplomats and scholars have long recognized the
weakness of international law in regulating state behaviour. At first glance the prospect of having to rely on a
notoriously weak institution of international relations as part of the global effort to combat emerging infections is
unsettling .... The success of WHO in globalizing disease control programs might suggest that the defects of international
law have not hobbled its effectiveness in improving health care worldwide. However, despite having the authority to do
so, WHO has been reluctant to use international law. The International Health Regulations administered by WHO
represent the most important set of international legal rules relating to infectious disease control but the regulations only
apply to plague. yellow fever and cholera. The importance of health is mentioned in international declarations (for
example, sec the Universal Declaration of Human Rights art. 25[1]) and treaties (for example see the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, art.12), leading some legal scholars to argue that international law
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more powerful, developed countries to suit their own purposes and further their own
causes4O • The weakness of international law is nowhere more evident than in the

40

creates a "right to health"; but this "right" does not directly address the control of infectious diseases. WHO has
refrained from adopting rules on trade in human blood and organs which does raise issues of infectious disease control as
illustrated by the sale of HIV-contaminated blood in international commerce. Issues of disease control also appear in
specialized treaty regimes outside WHO such as treaties controlling marine pollution from ships. Other areas of
international public health law, for example, rules about infant formula and guidelines on pharmaceutical safety, do not
deal with the control of infectious diseases ... [Footnotes omitted] Fidler goes on to point out that the emerging infections
problem exacerbates basic weaknesses in the law and that these infections pose specific difficulties in the law which are
related to the nature of disease and its prevention. He observes that part of the reason that the existing International
Health regulations cover only a few diseases might be the unwillingness of the WHO member states to commit to more
serious infectious disease control measures. He notes that the vagueness and lack of specificity in the s(H:alled "right to
health" also illustrate this problem. Fidler identifies as a specific difficulty the extent of medical and scientific resources
needed to establish an effective global surveillance and control network for emerging infectious diseases. Fundamental
aspects of the proposed action plans involve improving surveillance networks, public health infrastructures, scientific
research and medical and scientific training. He points out that some states, particularly in the developing world do not
have the resources to undertake such measures. Unless more aftluent countries provide the resources, developing states
may use the inequity of wealth in the international system as an argument to complicate negotiating a global agreement.
In Parisi F and Sellers M (cds) International Legal Theory (a Publication Of The American Society Oflnternational Law
Interest Group On The Theory Of International Law) it is stated that: "International law cannot make policy on its own,
but people can. Normative knowledge can only serve as a frame of reference, although sometimes a compelling one, for
statesmen, political leaders, organizations, corporations, and individuals, who, in the final analysis, are the ones who
make the decisions. For normative knowledge, international law, like all law, is ineffective ifit lacks "operators", that is,
legal subjects entitled to use the law for particular purposes. ("Norms comprise symbols of nonnative conceptions about
reality. A translation of these conceptions is operationalized by the user." B. Holzner et al., Knowledge Application: The
Knowledge System in Society 95 (1979).) States, organizations, relevant groups, and individuals can become both target
subjects and operators of international legal and institutional frameworks. (The tenns "operator," "actors," "decision
makers," and "international participants" are used here to refer to international legal subjects that enjoy sufficient access
and standing to create policy or make decisions. Thus, for example. states are the only operators and participants with
access and standing at the International Court of Justice, though individuals may also become operators before an
international human rights court. Presidents, Ministers. leaders of governmental and non-governmental organizations,
organizations themselves, and individuals, if entitled with the authority to participate in a decision-making process, are
operators or relevant actors ....Once we acknowledge the essential role of human actors in international law, we can only
ascertain the effectiveness of international law if, in addition to the more traditional bases of legal inquiry, we consider
the interaction of what actors believe--or want to believe-the law is." http://law.ubalt.edulcicllilt12 I 1996.pdf
See for instance the views expressed in the following sources: Chang H, Kicking Away the Ladder: Development
Strategy in Historical Perspective argues that developed countries did not become rich by adopting the 'good practices'
and the 'good institutions' that they now present to poorer countries as the essential basis for development. He maintains
that the industrialised nations are in this way 'kicking away the ladder' by which they climbed to the top, preventing the
developing world from applying the very policies and institutions upon which they themselves had relied in order to
develop.
Dichter T, Despite Good Intentions: Why Development Assistance to the Third World hasfailed The author, himself a
veteran aid-agency worker, surveys the history of development assistance from 1945, which has been premised on the
belief that the industrialised countries could in some way engineer the acceleration of history in the less-developed
world. He argues that the enterprise is internally flawed: the vast differences in power between the donors and recipients
of aid, and the organisational imperatives to show 'results', conspire to keep the development industry in business and
the unequal relationships intact. If the goal is for aid recipients to become autonomous, free of external control, then the
first step has to be to reduce and not increase development assistance, since this serves principally to consolidate the
power of the 'helpers'.
Ferguson, J The Anti-Politics Machine: 'Development', Depoliticization, and Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho, 1994
Based on a case study of a development project in Lesotho, the author of this work makes a searing critique of the
development industry as a whole. The 'anti-politics machine' refers to the process through which outside 'development'
agencies and experts wilfully tum the political realities of poverty and powerlessness into 'technical' problems which
require an equally technical solution. Using an anthropological approach, the author analyses the institutional framework
within which development projects are crafted, revealing how it is that, despite all the 'expertise' that goes into
fonnulating them, these projects often betray a startling arrogance and deep ignorance of the historical and political
realities of the communities whom they are intended to help.
Escobar, A Encountering Development:The Making and Unmaking of the Third World 1994. In this now classic
presentation of post-development thought, Escobar offers a challenging critique of development discourse and practice,
arguing that development policies deployed by the West to 'assist' impoverished countries are in effect self-reinforcing
mechanisms of control that are just as pervasive and effective as colonialism was in earlier years. To capture the
production of knowledge and power in development initiatives, Escobar uses case studies which illustrate how peasants,
women, and nature, for instance, become objects of knowledge and targets of power under the 'gaze of experts'. He
concludes with a discussion of alternative visions for a post development era.
Note: The reviews quoted above are in Resources http://www develQpmentinpractice orglreaderslMethodslresources pdf
See also Nyamugasira W "Aid, Conditionality, Policy Ownership and Poverty Reduction: A Southern Perspective of
Critical issues, Constraints and Opportunities". a background paper presented at the meeting of International Advisory
Committee The Reality Aid Project, San Jose, Costa Rica, September 17-21, 2000.
http'/1209 130.12 I87/jpdfsljiacwn pdf. The author, in asking how conditionality crept into the aid business, states that:
"Conditionality is most powerful when collectively imposed. In recent years, individual bilateral donors have ceded
much of their decision-making power to the IMF, which certifies that the macroeconomic management of a country is
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Venezuelan case of Cruz Bermudez, et al v Ministerri de Sanidad y Asistencia Sociar t
where the judgment of the court made no difference to the harsh reality of a lack of
necessary resources. Law in a vacuum is meaningless. International law in particular,
lacks contextual value. While it is useful when it comes to broad general principles it
is not instructive with regard to practical considerations involving individual cases.

International law does not regulate multinational corporations despite the enormous
global power that they wield. International law applies to the governments of nation
states and not private entities42 • The major innovative pharmaceutical companies in
the world fall into this category. They guard their intellectual property rights in the
medicines they develop with missionary zeal, regardless of the effect on accessibility
to these products for developing countries. Their research and development efforts
are, furthermore, largely directed at dealing with the health problems of developed
countries because that is where the money lies. Diseases of poverty are, by definition,
unlikely to yield significant returns unless they start becoming a threat to the
developed world43 • International law regulates none of this. In fact in many instances

4t

42

43

sound and deserving of support. In addition. donors have increased coordination among themselves and increasingly
present B united position to the recipient countries. Conditionality has succeeded because: Firstly, the recipients have
been denied other alternative sources of development finance. Donors killed off all alternative channels for poor
countries to obtain development finance, starting with independent thinking ... Secondly comparative advantage has been
applied to block potential to generate own resources. condemning Africa to exporting a narrow range of primary
commodities whose exchange value never appreciates. Thirdly there is no ideological alternative, the one that gave so
much hope to poor people and without which much of Africa would perhaps not have been liberated, having been finally
dismantled. Fourthly. vulnerability has increased as developed countries cause exogenous shocks to already weak and
vulnerable economies. Fifthly. South-South cooperation joint initiatives have been thwarted, making it hard for
disaffected economies to extricate themselves from destructive conditions. The global economy is designed to work
against them. Sixthly, have (sic) failed to learn alternative survival skills, poor countries are unable to create internal
conditions that strengthen their negotiating position ... "
Sec Torres fn 37 supra
Forsythe DP 'The Political Economy of Human Rights: Transnational Corporations' notes that "Transnational
corporations (TNCs) drive globalization, meaning the increasing economic interconnectedness of the world. Their power
is widely recognized. Also increasingly recognized is the good or ill they can do for human rights, especially labor
rights. The public regulation of TNCs, especially for social reasons like human rights, has long been problematical.
Global international law regulates states primarily, not TNCs ... It has been long recognized that business enterprises that
operate across national boundaries have an enormous impact on the modem world. If we compare the revenues of the
twenty-five largest transnational corporations with revenues of states ... we see that only six states have revenues larger
than the nine largest TNCs .... The world's 200 largest TNCs are incorporated in just ten states above all in the United
States and Japan." http'/Iwww du edu/humanrights/workingpaoers!paperslI4-forsvthc-Q3-01 pdf
. Good examples of this are the diseases caused by parasites known as trypanosomes. Chagas' Disease (American
trypanosomiasis) affects 16 to 18 million people in Latin America. Chagas disease is named after the Brazilian physician
Carlos Chagas who first described it in 1909. The disease is endemic in 21 countries in Central and South America and
is found only in the American Hemisphere. Still it affects 16-18 million people in Latin America and 100 million people
are at risk of becoming infected. Chagas is caused by a protozoan parasite, Trypanosoma cruzl, transmitted to humans by
blood-sucking insects known in various countries as the "kissing bug". ''yinchuca'', "barbeiro" or "chipo". The disease is
caused by Trypan030ma cruz; (1'. cruz/), a flagellated protozoan parasite. The parasite is transmitted to humans in two
ways, either by a blood-sucking insect, which deposits its infective feces on the skin at the time of biting, or directly by
transfusion of infected blood. Humans and a large number of species of domestic and wild animals constitute the
reservoir, and the vector insects infest poor housing and thatched roofs. Chagas disease exists in both BCute and chronic
stages. After initial infection and a subsequent incubation period. the acute phase of infection begins and typically
persists for two months. With a mortality rate of 20/0-80/0, .acute disease is generally seen in children and is characterized
by fever, swelling of lymph glands, enlargement of the liver and spleen, or local inflammation at the site of infection.
But, commonly. there are no acute clinical manifestations. and those infected may remain without symptoms.
Approximately one-third of acute cases progress to a chronic stage, which develops some 10-20 years later and can
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cause irreversible damage to the heart, esophagus and colon. with dilatation and disorders of nerve conduction in these
organs. Patients with severe chronic disease become progressively more ill and ultimately die, usually from heart failure.
There is, at present, no effective treatment for such cases. The geographical distribution of the human T.cruzi infection
extends from Mexico to the south of Argentina. The disease affects 16· 18 million people and some 100 million people
(about 25% of the population of Latin America) are at risk of acquiring Chagas disease The risk of infection with Chagas
disease is directly related to poverty: the blood-sucking triatomine bug which transmits the parasite finds a favorable
habitat in crevices in the walls and roofs of poor houses in rural areas and in the peripheral urban slums. The rural/urban
migration movements that occurred in Latin America in the 1970's and 1980's changed the traditional epidemiological
pattern of Chagas disease and transformed it into an urban infection that can be transmitted by blood transfusion. The
figures of infection ofbloed in blood banks in some selected cities of the continent vary between 3.0 and 53.0 % thus
showing that the prevalence of T.cruzi infected blood is higher than that of HIV infection and Hepatitis B and C. Two
treatments presently exist for Chagas disease in the acute stages: Benzidazole, given as twice-daily intravenous infusions
for 60 days. • Nifurtimox, given as three times-daily intravenous infusions for 90 days. Both of these treatments are
accompanied by frequent, serious and life-threatening side effects, and the months of treatment required for cure have
led to resistance and high levels of treatment failures. Sources: Centers for Disease Control (CDC), United States,
Division of Parasitic Disease, Chagas Disease Fact Sheet
http'//www cdc gov/ncidod/dpd/parasiteslchagasdiseaseJfactsht chagas disease.htm
and World Health Organization, Special Program for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases,
http://www.who int/tdr; http://www.oneworldhealth org!
In 'Rare Infection Could Affect U.S. Blood Supply' Health Highlights: NOl}. 18. 2003 it is reported: "A parasitic
infection that's rare in the United States but common in Latin America could pose a danger to the U.S. blood supply
because there's no test to detect it, The New York Times reports. While only nine cases of Chagas disease have been
transmitted by blood transfusion or tissue transplant in North America in the past 20 years. more than 18 million people
in Latin America are said to be infected. Some 50,000 people in Mexico. Central America and South America die from
the disease each year. the newspaper says. A test to detect the disease isn't expected until next year at the earliest. The
newspaper cites a Chagas expert at the American Red Cross, who says the risk of acquiring the disease through infected
blood is only about 1 in 25,000. Since 1989, several expert panels to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration have
recommended that all donated blood be screened for the disease. But no test has been approved yet, and the companies
working on one concede they are under no pressure to finish their work, the Times reports. An FDA spokeswoman
wouldn't rank Chagas among all threats to the U.S. blood supply, but added "we would certainly recommend a Chagas
test if one is developed." http·//www.healthfinder gov/newslnewsstory asp?docID=sI6099. In October 2003 the WHO
reported on Current global status of Chagas disease as follows: "Large-scale regional initiatives to halt vector-borne
transmission and improved screening of blood-donors have been successful. At present, estimates indicate an infection
prevalence of 13 million, with 3.0-3.3 million symptomatic cases and an annual incidence of 200,000 cases in 15
countries. The disease remains a priority health problem due to: the need for surveillance and control in areas where
sylvatic vectors can invade dwellings; the medical and social costs of care for infected people in the absence. of efficient
and well-tolerated therapy, especially against the chronic form of the disease; the difficulty in obtaining priority for
control activities and vector elimination in areas where vectorial transmission has been interrupted; and the need to
continue strengthening mandatory blood-donor screening in endemic areas, as well as in non-endemic areas where
increased travel and/or immigration of potentially infected donors might compromise donated blood supplies. It stated
that" The complexity of the pathology of Chagas disease and the diversity of its clinical mani festations have made the
understanding of its pathogenesis difficult. The autoimmune hypothesis, once widely accepted, has increasingly been
challenged by the parasite persistence hypothesis. Arguments for the latter hypothesis come from demonstrations of the
presence of parasites in tissues of chronic patients, and the fact that treatments that decrease parasite burden are
associated with a decrease in clinical symptoms. The two hypotheses might not be mutually exclusive since antiimmunopathogenic responses in chagasic patients might be driven by the parasite burden. Although further studies are
needed, including elucidating the role of the recently described parasitokines, these results indicate an urgent need for
the development of new antiparasite drugs, and their evaluation in large-scale randomized clinical trials, as well as for
progress in the development of vaccines and immune interventions against pathogenesis." The WHO observes with
regard to future outlook: .. As the T. cruzi genome project... nears completion, new approaches will become available
for the identification Bnd validation of new drug targets, early diagnostic indicators of infection and vaccine candidates,
and for the elucidation of the mechanisms underlying host cell invasion, immune response and pathogenesis. The
challenge will be to transfonn new knowledge into cost-efi'cctive, equitably affordable interventions and to guarantee
their access to the patients and populations of endemic countries.
Naula C and Burchmore R •A Plethora of targets, a paucity of drugs: progress towards the development of novel
chemotherapies for human African trypanosomiasis" httD://www.future-drugs.com note with regard to Human African
Trypanosomiasis (HAn that it is a major health problem in large regions of Africa. The World Health Organisation has
estimated that 300 000 people are infected with HAT and 60 million individuals are exposed to the risk of infection.
They note that unfortunately developments in chemotherapy have not kept up with the rise of HAT and the drugs that are
commonly employed today are the same as those that were in use in the 1950s. This situation, they say, represents a
dramatic failure that has been brought about by a combination of the political situation in endemic countries and the
economic reality of the global pharmaceutical industry. Trypanosomiasis is fatal if not treated. The authors observe that
trypanosomes are the most intensively studied protozoa but most investigators are based in academia and have focused
on the many aspects of trypanosome biology that are unique or unusual. They state; ''The orphan disease status of HAT
has stimulated support for basic research from public and charitable sources and the community of academics that study
trypanosomes and related protozoa is extensive ... This interest is not matched in the commercial sector, which is critical
for drug development. There has been very little progress by the pharmaceutical industry in developing promising leads.
An important reason for this failing is the lack of a wealthy market for drugs to treat trypanosomiasis. Non-profit
organisations such as the WHO and Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) aim to encourage drug development by a variety of
mechanisms. Of particular note is the Drugs for Neglected Diseases (DND) working group, and MSF sponsored
initiative ... HAT is a significant economic and social problem in large areas of Africa. Existi ng chemotherapies leave
much to be desired. However, this situation is not new and the recent history of antitrypanosomal drug development is
not encouraging. Nevertheless, there have been recent efforts to encourage and facilitate development of antiparasitic
drugs by pharmaceutical companies. Increasing awareness of health problems in the under developed world serves to
It

It
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it upholds the status quo. The World Trade Organisation's interest in intellectual
property rights, unaccompanied by any significant desire to counterbalance these
against the urgent needs of developing countries, is testimony to this.

A further criticism of international law lacks one of the essentialia of law itselfcertainty. In some areas, such as customary international law andjus cogens, there is
not even any certainty as to what constitutes international legal principles and what
does not and when the transition to international law is made. Certainty is recognised
in the South African legal system as a prerequisite for fairness and credibility of law
since it impacts on the reliability of the legal remedies offered by law. International
law offers no remedies and no certainty. Its enforceability depends upon the interests
and motivations of the few countries that can call themselves global powers.
International law, at the enforcement level, seems to be a one way street since those
doing the enforcing are generally powerful, developed countries or their agencies and
those subject to enforcement activity are developing or significantly weaker countries.
The likelihood, rate and intensity of the enforcement intervention seems to be directly
proportionate to the mainly financial and commercial interests of the enforcer in the
country that is being taken to task44 •
The practical relevance of international law even as an ideal is questionable when
considered against the backdrop of South African constitutional law since any
comparison of the right to health in international law has to made be at various levels
of complex matrices of rights often beset with their own internal conflicts. The point
is made in the first chapter that' where there is an internal conflict between
constitutional rights, a balancing of rights must take place. Thus where there is an
internal conflict between human rights at international law and an internal conflict
between similar rights in domestic law, the internal conflict between the domestic
rights must first be resolved before any consideration of international law can
fruitfully take place since consistency is a prerequisite of a rational and certain
pressure phannaceutical companies to address these issues. The market for HAT therapy may not at present be wealthy
but it is large and poor prospects for vaccine development suggest that HAT may remain a problem in the long term.
There is also a very important veterinary market for trypanosomiasis in cattle .. .It is to be hoped that success with DB
289 or its related compounds will stimulate commercial interest in the development of novel drugs to treat a disease that
threatens such a large population ... There can be little hope that new drugs for HAT will come to market in the next S

years. "
44

As the most recent, large scale, interventions by the American and British governments in Iraq would seem to indicate
when compared to the relative disinterest in the continuing or relatively recent gross human rights violations in
Zimbabwe and Rwanda respectively.
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domestic legal system. Considerations of international law in relation to a single right
in the Bill of Rights in isolation from the matrix of rights, of which it is but one
inextricable element, can lead ultimately to a fragmented and chaotic domestic legal
order with a concomitant diminution in value of the very body of rights the latter
seeks to confer.

10.2.2 Imbalance in the Formulation of International Law

Not all countries have an equal say in the formulation of international law because not
all countries have equal access - or any access at all for that matter - to powerful
international organisations such as the World Trade Organisation (WTO)4' and other
bodies under whose auspices public international law is created. One of the key
functions of the World Trade Organisation is to serve as a forum for international
trade negotiations. As such it attracts large and powerful developed countries that
have equally large and powerful interests in global trade. The magnitude of their
bargaining power in relation to much smaller and weaker developing countries whose
stake in i!ltemational trade is exponentially smaller than that of their developed
counterparts creates a considerable imbalance in the formulation of international law.
1hls is disjunctive of the fact that public intemationallaw that is created under the
auspices of the World Trade Organisation impacts not only upon trade issues but
significantly affects human rights and other aspects of intemationallaw as well. WIO
Agreements such as the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
(TRIPS) and GATS were formulated before many of the developing countries became
members of the WTO. The chances of their being able to effect amendments to the
terms of such agreements are slight. The difficulty with which developing countries
succeeded in the meeting of the WTO at Doha is testimony to this. The Africa group
of negotiators went to Doha opposed to adding new issues to the trade agenda until a
4'

By February 2002, 144 countries were members of the WTO. Together they aCCQunt for more than 90 per cent of world
trade. In the WTO, gaining membership is not automatic. Countries negotiate their accession to the WTO with existing
members. wro agreements arc, in general, ratified in members' parliaments. Currently, several countries arc actively
negotiating their entry into the organisation, including the Russian Federation. There is growing consensus that WTO
membership constitutes a key step towards integrating developing countries into the global economy and the
international trading system. Countries that wish to join the WTO must negotiate with existing WTO members and a
working party is set up to handle each application. Accession working parties arc open to all wro members, and
countries with an interest in the applicant country's trade join the working party. Acceding country governments must
then undergo a fact-finding process regarding their trade policy and undertake a series of commitments to bring trade
policy into line with the WTO agreements. The accession process can be quite burdensome, complicated, and lengthy.
As of February 2002, 16 of the 44 governments that had applied for wro membership had completed the process and
become wro members. The entire process, which in some cases began before 1995 under the GATT, took between 3
and 10 years, except in the case of China, which recently became a member after 15 years of Be cession negotiations.
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better deal was reached on those already covered. With the notable exception of South
Africa, which announced beforehand that it would support the launch of a broad new
round of negotiations, most African countries wanted Doha to concentrate on
resolving outstanding "implementation issues" such as the failure of Northern
governments to reduce tariff barriers to African exports46 • One of the major steps
forward at Doha in terms of the recognition of the needs of developing countries was
a declaration on TRIPS and public health was adopted in terms of which the 142
countries stated inter alia:
"1.

We recognize the gravity of the public health problems afflicting many developing
and least developed countries, especially those reSUlting from mv/AIDS,
tuberculosis, malaria and other epidemics.
2. We stress the need for the WTO Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) to be part of the wider national and international
action to address these problems.
3. We recognize that intellectual property protection is important for the development of
new medicines. We also recognize the concerns about its effects on prices.
4. We agree that the TRIPS Agreement does not and should not prevent members from
taking measures to protect public health. Accordingly, while reiterating our
commitment to the TRIPS Agreement, we affirm that the Agreement can and should
be interpreted and implemented in a manner supportive of WTO members' right to
protect public health and, in particular, to promote access to medicines for all."

The Doha Declaration went on to recognize the right of each member to grant
compulsory licences and the freedom to determine the grounds upon which such
licences are granted.
46

I~

also recognised that each member has the right to determine

Mutume G 'What Doha means for Africa' Africa Recovery Vol 14 No 4 December 2001 p 3. He observes that: The
WTO General Council had decided in December 2000 that the differences over these previous agreements; known as the
Uruguay Round, should be resolved before or at Doha. Despite a commitment under Uruguay to reduce import duties,
some developing country products exported to industrial nations such as sugar, metals, cereals and textiles, continue to
face tariff barriers. in some cases of more than 100 per cent. These are the countries that evangelize in the name offrec
trade said President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda in an address to the Un General Assembly in New York in November
at the same time as the Doha meeting. "What a paradox." he said. "These double standards must end". African ministers,
says Mutume. went to Doha hoping to obtain binding commitments from rich countries to reduce the agricultural
subsidies that enable the North to export cheap food to developing countries. to the detriment of farmers in the South. As
well, they wanted binding commitments on food aid, grants and technical assistance from industrialized countries as
compensation for the negative impact of removing agricultural import barriers. Finally they sought an explicit
affirmation that safeguards on intellectual property rights could be overridden for public health purposes, without fear of
triggering trade sanctions or legal challenges. Mutume states that in the end Doha resulted in a broad compromise
between the rich and poor countries. The industrialized countries got a mention of the contentious new issues they
wanted, but in the face of developing country resistance, agreed to postpone any decision to actually begin negotiations
until the next WTO ministerial meeting in 2003. While the developing countries' emphasis on "implementation issues"
such as access for their agricultural and textile goods to industrialized country markets was not actually resolved in
Doha. they did win agreement that a review of past accords be incorporated into the new round.
Mutume notes that: "Against a backdrop of war and global recession, trade ministers at the World Trade Organization
meeting in Doha. Qatar, concluded what Director-Oeneral Mike Moore termed an "extraordinarily successful"
conference. They agreed to a new round of negotiations aimed at opening vast new areas of the global economy to
international competition. But the 9-14 November meeting also exposed the same kind of bitter divisions among the
trading powers and between the industrial North and the developing South - that led to the failure of the last wro
ministerial meeting in Seattle in 1999 ... For proponents of greater trade liberalization. the stakes in Doha seemed
considerable. A second failure like the one in Seattle. combined with deepening global recession, they felt, could have
spelled a return to widespread protectionism, thereby worsening the world crisis. 'The cost of failure'. said Mr Moore,
'would have been very high'. However. with Africa's share of world trade dropping and its people sliding deeper into
poverty, the continent's trade ministers might well have left Doha wondering about the costs of success and who would.
pay for them."
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what constitutes a national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency, it
being understood that public health crises, including those relating to HIVIAIDS,
tuberculosis, malaria and other epidemics, can represent a national emergency, or
other circumstances of extreme urgency. Of particular importance to developing
countries, the Declaration recognized that WTO members with insufficient or no
manufacturing capacities in the pharmaceutical sector could face difficulties in
making effective use of compulsory licensing under the TRIPS Agreement. It
instructs the Council for TRIPS to find an expeditious solution to this problem and to
report to the General Council before the end of 2002 47 •

The point is that when TRIPS was first formulated this was apparently not done with
reference to other instruments of international law relating to human rights and also
without reference to the needs and concerns of developing countries and their other
international law obligations. Its effects had to be modified, and then only with
considerable difficulty, in order to gain some acknowledgment from the powerful
developed countries who first formulated it, of these important' issues. International
law is clearly not a unified, coherent and internally consistent body of universal legal.
principles that takes into account the needs of both the powerful and powerless
countries of the world. The more cynically minded might regard it as an instrument
for the validation of the application of power by dominant countries to those
susceptible to domination. Inevitably this is accompanied by debates concerning the
north-south global divide.

10.2.3 Compliance With International Law Affords No Protection
Compliance with international law, contrary to expectation, apparently offers no
protection from larger and more powerful national interests48 • The stance of the
47

48

According to Kraus D 'OOHA Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health: Current State of Discussion'
(http://www.ige.chIEljuinfoljlI0100.htm): A solution was subsequently postulated that another Member having
manufacturing capacity could issue a compulsory licence for the exportation of the product to the Member lacking such
capacity. However the principle of territoriality of patents allow a Member to issue a compulsory licence only
predominantly for the supply of the domestic market. While until 200S exportation is possible from Members enjoying a
transition period a long-term solution has to be fund which takes all interests into account, including those of victims of
pandemics and the necessity to assure further research and development into the needed pharmaceutical products.
McCadney J, an international trade associate at the Washington DC based law firm Collier Shannon Scott, PLC in an
article entitled 'Lessons from South Africa: Striking a Balance Between the Protection of Intellectual Property Rights
and Access to Pharmaceuticals in Developing Countries While Complying With TRIPS' written for Security Policy
Group International Chttp·lIwww spgi.orglarliclcslmccadncy aidsdrugs.htmll observes that "even though South Africa's
legislation incorporated permissible, flexible mechanisms of TRIPS, including compulsory licensing and parallel
imports, it was met with a backlash of disapproval from developed countries, as well as the global pharmaceutical
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United States of America on the TRIPS agreement and the debates relating to access
to pharmaceuticals by developing countries is a case in point. The controversy
surrounding the South African government's proposed legislation49 which would
allow the parallel importation of medicines in certain circumstances was hotly
debated in a number of international forums allover the world at the timeso • It woulq

49
50

industry. The disapproval, in large, was in opposition to the threatening erosion of intellectual property rights and
ensuing loss of profits earmarked for research and development should other similarly situated countries choose to
implement a comparable, albeit wro compliant, legislation. Herein lies the South African dilemma - what recourse
does a country have when it has complied with the governing international treaty to which it is a member, as well as its
own law, yet must defend itself from bilateral attack based on actions taken on behalf of public health and indeed
national sovereignty? Limitations on the scope of national acts are part of the price of membership to the most
prestigious of global treaties. It is for this reason that countries hesitate tojoin without first negotiating the terms of their
succession with exacting scrutiny. In this respect the AIDS phannaceutica1 imbroglio speaks of a large imbalance in that
developing countries often do not have a seat at the table during treaty negotiations. Like form contracts, they are often
bound to the terms that have already been established. More often than not, these terms have been set by devel~ped
countries with, although certainly not in all areas, inapposite agendas and contrasting interests from subsequent joining
developing country members." She notes that in May of 1998 the United States Trade Representative announced a
special 3010ut-of-cycle review of South Africa's legislation and placed South Africa on the Special 301 Watch List.
Special 301 listing identifies countries believed by the United States to either threaten or inadequately protect American
intellectual property rights. Although the listing is no more than a public admonition, it is designed to deter private
foreign investment and development.
Act 90 of 1997 amending the Medicines and Related Substances Control Act No 101 of 1965
See Pannar S 'Access To Drugs Update' http·/Iwww lawverscollectiye org!1c-hiy-aids/magazine articles/june 2001.thm
who writes: "In a surprise move the Phannaceutical Manufacturers Association (PMA) announced on April 19th that it
was withdrawing its legal action against the South African government which had been brought before the Pretoria High
Court. Moreover the PMA has stated that it will pay the legal costs incurred thus far by the South African government
and friend ofthe court, the Treatment Action Campaign (fAC). In return the South African government has affirmed its
commitment to respecting the World Trade Organizations' (WTO's) rules governing intellectual property rights." The
PMA had sought to prevent the coming into effect of section IS(c) of the Medicines and Related Substances Act as
amended by Act 90 of 1997, on the grounds that it offered the "potential for abrogation of intellectual property rights".
The PMA alleged that the legislation violated the South A1)ican Constitution and the TRIPS Agreement to which South
Africa, as a member of the WTO is subject According to Pannar, the PMA's decision to unconditionally withdraw its
challenge was attributed to intense international lobbying efforts by several Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
and the involvement of UN Secretary General Kofi Annan in negotiations between South Africa and the PMA.
A statement by the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America
(hUp·llwww.cptech.orglip/healthlphrmal301-00/safrica.htmlreads: "PhRMA member companies appreciate the good
will and statements of the current Government of South Africa that it intends to fully meet its multilateral obligations as
spelled out in the WTO TRIPS Agreement. PhRMA understands that the U.S Trade Representative's removal of South
Africa from the 1999 "Special 301" Watch List in December 1999 was made on the basis of South Africa's statements to
this effect and belief that South Africa would come into full TRIPS compliance shortly ... Until South Africa completes
its own judicial and parliamentary internal review and amendment of the Medicines Act, PhRMA requests that South
Africa should be included on the 2000 "Special 301" Watch List". In 'Priority Foreign Countries, South Africa,
Intellectual Property Protection' Phrma: Issues &: Policy it is stated with reference to section 1SC of the Medicines and
Related Substances Act No 101 of 1965 that: KGiven the seriousness of the attack on patent rights and the apparent
intransigence of the Government, the South African pharmaceutical industry, with the support of their American and
European counterparts, has filed a legal challenge to the Act in South Africa's Constitutional Court. Plaintiffs include the
local trade association and 40 individual companies. The suit was filed in February 1998 and as a result the Act has not
taken effect. (http://www.cptech orgljp/healthlohrmal201-99/safrjca html)
Kasper T, Co-ordinator of the Access to Essential Medicines Campaign for M~dicins Sans Fronti~res - South Africa, in
'Developing Countries Must Stand Firm on People Over Patents' South Bulletin II notes that when South Africa
emerged from apartheid, the government was confronted with a problematic phannaceutical pricing structure: drug
companies had set their prices to target the country-within-a-country of the rich, white upper class, essentially ignoring
the vast number of (black) people who could not afford these prices. Concerned with matters of equity the government
passed the Medicines and Related Substances Control Amendment Act in 1997 to introduce measures to bring down the
price of medicines in both the public and private sectors. From the hysterical statements emanating from pharmaceutical
company representatives, one might have thought that South Africa was trying to introduce radical legislation,
abolishing all patent rights. In reality, nothing is further from the truth: the law is consistent with the World Trade
Organization's (WTO) Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects oflntellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), and all ofthe most
important provisions are already enshrined elsewhere around the world, typically in developed countries. For example,
generic substitution - the practice of requiring a pharmacist to prescribe the cheapest available version of drugs that are
not patent-protected, unless the patient specifically requests the originator product rather than a generic alternative - is
common in countries such as the U.S., the Netherlands and Japan. The creation oCa pricing committee with the power to
fix a so-called 'single exit price', where the phannaceutical company sets a single price at which is must sell to all
private sector purchasers, is an extremely mild form of price control that is aimed at promoting transparency in pricing
and doing away with perverse prescribing practices, such as when a pharmacist is entitled to dispense a particular
product as a result of (typically time-limited) discount offers. The most controversial part of the law - which the
pharmaceutical industry argued allows the government to abrogate patent rights with no regard to due process - is
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seem from the experience of South Africa with regard to the Medicines Amendment
Act' 1 and the reaction of the developed world to its attempts to improve access to
health care services for its people, that international law is designed to benefit
primarily developed countries. This is clear from the fact that although the law in
question did not and still does not violate the TRIPS Agreement, in the years 1997 to
2000, the American government pressurised South Africa to drop its plans to seek
cheaper alternatives to medicines for HIV and AIDS. The US government backed the
pharmaceutical companies that took the South African government to court with
regard to the Medicines and Related Substances Amendment Acr2. According to a
1999 US State Department report: "U.S. Government agencies have been engaged in
a full court press with South African officials from the Departments of Trade and
Industry, Foreign Affairs and Health, to convince the South African government to
withdraw or amend the offending provisions of the law"s3. When South Africa
continued to defend the law, asserting that it was in full compliance with TRIPS
requirements, the U.S. Trade Representative placed South Africa on the Special 310
Watch List which lists countries under scrutiny for possible intellectual property
violations. A U.S. trade official is quoted as saying "While we don't say it explicitly,
it's a warning for investors going to that country that there are potential problems with
respect to protection of intellectual property"S4. The failure of other countries of the
developed world who were members of the World Trade Organisation to speak. out
against the hostility of the US government towards South Africa when it became clear

'I

S2

53
54

section 15C. The industry arguments on 15C were never likely to succeed given that they ignored two crucial points.
First the South African government has insisted, since the law was in draft form, that 15C is aimed solely at enabling
parallel importation of medicines (as allowed. for example, within the European Union). Second, the language of 15C is
based on a draft of model language on the exhaustion of rights (through which parallel importation is enabled) prepared
by a World Intellectual Property Organization Committee of Experts in 1990. Concretely, the fact that parallel
importation will be permitted means that South Africa (both government and private bodies) can shop around for the
lowest price offered globally on medicines marketed by the patent-holder (or under license from the patent-holder); it
will not facilitate the introduction of generic medicines. If South Africa wishes to take advantage of the lower prices
frequently offered by generic producers, it will need to issue compulsory licences, which allow the use of a patented
product without the consent of the patent holder. Given the weakness of the pharmaceutical industry arguments. it was
not particularly surprising that the companies sought a settlement."
Medicines Amendment Act fn 33 supra
Medicines Amendment Act fn 33 supra
Chaudhry L 'U.S. to South Africa: Just Say No' (http://www.wired.com/news/nolitics/OI2833587400.html)
Chaudhry L fh 50 supra. When it became apparent to even the Americans that the legislation was not in violation of the
TRIPS Agreement, a U.S. Trade official stated that: "We consider TRIPS to be a minimum standard." Under
congressional mandate. mere TRIPS compliance is not sufficient to keep a country off the 301 List. While the US trade
official would not specify exactly what 'TRIPS plus' entailed, reports Chaudhry. he said both compulsory licensing and
parallel importing were 'not considered appropriate'. It is therefore strange to note that. without any further amendments
to the South African Medicines legislation on the subjects of parallel importation or compulsory licensing in December
1,1999, the US Trade Representative announced the removal of South Africa from the Special 301 Watch List, based on
a bilateral understanding developed with South Africa under which both Governments reaffirmed their shared objective
of fully protecting intellectual property rights under the wro TRIPS Agreement, while addressing the health issues
identified by South Africa. South Africa agreed that it would address health needs in a manner that fully protects
intellectual property rights. The US Trade Representative apparently took this action as a result of this understanding. as
well as other steps South Africa had taken and was taking to improve further the protection of intellectual property.
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that South African law was not in violation of the TRIPS Agreement is remarkable. It
is another indicator of the weakness of international law and its tendency to resemble
a one-way street. Developing countries must comply with TRIPS as a minimum
standard but this apparently does not prevent developed countries from taking further
action against a nation state as they see fit. The message seems to be: "You had better
comply with this standard of international law because if yo~ don't, we will penalise
you, but if you do and we don't like it, we will penalise you anyway." This is born out
by the observation of the WTOIWHO Report that the WTO facilitates the
implementation, administration and operation of the various covered agreements but
the power of initiative in the context of the organization rests not with the Secretariat
but with member governments whose representatives constitute and preside over the
many councils and committees dealing with issues that arise in connection with the
agreementsss • The certainty factor is once again conspicuous in its absence from
intemationallaw.

10.2.4 'Standard Setting' Approach Not Helpful To The Developing World
One of the problems that South Africa faces, even internally, is that of the setting of
standards. In the health sector particularly, the problem is exacerbated by the
significant disparities in wealth that exist across the public and private sectors. The
question in setting standards is, does one set a standard that is low enough that the
often cash strapped public health sector can attain or does one set the standard much
higher, in the full knowledge that it will be unattainable within the public health
sector but will challenge the private health sector? If one sets two different kinds of
standards, what message does this give to a country with a legacy of apartheid? A
similar problem exists with regard to international law which is more often than not
developed by the wealthy countries of the northern hemisphere. One of the major
roles of international law is to set up global standards to which everyone must aspire
but if some of the nations of the world have a head start on others, the race can hardly
be said to be fair. If the standard is set with regard to well-resourced, well developed
countries and what they are capable of, it is hardly surprising that internationa1law in
the eyes of developing countries is of little constructive use .
.5.5

WHOIWTO Report fit 32 supra at p 26
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It is not without significance that the WTO is not a funding organization. It has no
mandate to finance development projects. The nature of the technical assistance to
developing countries that the WTO does provide is also significant. According to the
WTOIWHO Report, the aim of the 'assistance' is both to assist members in the
implementation of WTO agreements and to train officials so that they understand the
system and its agreements, know how to administer them, and negotiate more
effectively. Technical assistance is also extended to acceding countries. The Report
states that the training is often rather "legal" and is aimed at providing an
understanding of rights and obligations members have under the various agreements.
The 'assistance' provided by the WTO to developing countries is thus self-serving in
that it is designed to promote and enforce the adherence of those countries to the
principles of public international law as formulated by the WTO without assisting
them in terms of the resources they might need to observe these principles of law.

Under the WTO agreements, as in the dark, all cats are grey. Countries cannot
normally discriminate between their trading partners. A special benefit granted,to one
country must be' granted to all other WTO members'6. While this may seem
superficially to be beneficial to all in that no-one is given preferential treatment, the
question is who does this rule actually favour in practice? This principle conveniently
ignores the fact that some countries are developing countries and others are developed
countries. Their problems, needs and concerns are uniquely different. Health care is
an extremely good example of this. Many developing countries have

seriou~

problems

with tropical diseases such as malaria and cholera and diseases of poverty such as
tuberculosis, diseases caused by nutritional deficiencies and HIV /AIDS~ Disease
profiles in developed countries show diseases of ageing and lifestyle as being the
predominant public health problems. The disease profiles of populations in
developing countries are clearly very different to those in developed countries!7. Of
the top 13 causes of mortality in Africa only 8 can be considered to significantly
56

57

WHOIWfO Report fn 32 supra at p 29. The Report statcs: This principle, known as most-favoured-nation (MFN)
treatment, is enshrined in Article I of the OATI, which governs trade in goods. MFN treatment is also one of core
obligations of the OATS (Article II) and the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) (Article 4). Together, those three Agreements cover the main areas of trade covered by the wro. In general,
MFN means that every time a country lowers (or introduces) a trade barrier or opens up a market, it has to do so for the
same goods or services or service suppliers from all its fellow WTO Members - whether rich or poor, weak or strong.
Gwatkin, D and Guillot M 'The Burden of Disease among the Global Poor: Current Situation, Future Trends and
Implications for Strategy' World Bank, Washington 2000 p 9 of the top five causes of death, there is only one that
overlaps between developed and developing nations - ischaemic heart disease.
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affect the developed worldsa• The products and services required to manage and
counteract these different disease profiles are very different to those required in
develop~d

countries. Malaria drugs and continued research into malaria treatment and

prophylaxis are critical to developing countries whereas in developed countries this
need is negligible. If public international law on trade governs the supply of such
goods and services to developed countries, it is not difficult to appreciate their impact
on the health status of people in countries where malaria is a problem. This principle
ties the hands of those developed countries that would wish to give more favourable
terms to developing countries with the result that the ability of developing countries to
enter international markets and their concurrent capacity to improve the lives of their
residents is effectively stymied. The principle does not incentivise developed
countries to assist developing countries and has the overall effect of maintaining the
balance of power in favour ·of the developed world. The result is that foreign aid is
substituted for trade. Developing countries must constantly look to developed
countries for financial and other aid instead of becoming empowered, through global
trade and world markets, to meet the needs of their people themselves.

According to the WTOIWHO Report, article XX of GATT guarantees the members'
right to take measures to restrict imports and exports of products when those measures
are necessary to protect the health of humans, animals and plants (Article XX(b» or
otherwise relate to the conservation of natural resources (Article XX(g». Article XIV
of the GATS authorizes members to take measures to restrict services and service
suppliers for the protection of human, animal or plant life or health. If the relevant
conditions are met, including the good faith obligations inherent in the chapeaux of
these Articles, they provide an override of any other obligations, including tariff
concessions on goods or specific commitments on services, that WTO members have
undertaken under WTO agreements. These provisions recognize that there are cases
where members may wish to pursue other legitimate policy objectives, such as health.
It is alleged in the WHOIWTO Report that the health exceptions allowed for in GA.TT
and GATS indicate the importance that WTO members assign to national autonomy
in the protection of health. TRIPS does not contain an exception for health purposes

per se, but it does allow measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition,
sa

Moran M 'Reneging on Doha'

M~dicins

Sans Fronti~res. 2002
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provided they are consistent with other TRIPS provisions (TRIPS, Article 8 Principles). It is submitted that the reality of these concessions to health concerns are
belied by the stance of the US towards the South African government on the subj ect
of parallel importation. The question of equality between nations, in terms of their
relative resources, levels of development and international obligations is not a notable
feature of international law.

10.2.5 Absolute Rights v Relative Rights

International law is generally not helpful when it comes to situations requiring the
balancing of conflicting rights. One of the reasons for this, it is submitted, has been
quite well captured by Schlemmer-Schulte59 who notes that human rights are for
structural reasons not the best tools to put a more human face to development. She
states that especially economic and social human rights obligations lack teeth as they
are formulated as relative rights instead of absolute rights of individuals with their
implementation being dependent on the state's capacities and discretionary power in
setting policy priorities and that even where human rights are used as benchmarks
(e.g. in the regional human rights system), their use requires a sophisticated
institutional system, particularly independent courts to develop and clarify their
contents for application purposes. She comments that, generally speaking detailed
entitlement legislation is a better guarantee of human rights than a mere human rights
catalogue. International law provides no assistance or guidance as to how rights
should be prioritized or· realized in practice. It does not even suggest appropriate
vehicles of domestic law for this purpose. For example, in a country in which the
majority of people cannot afford to purchase health care products and services, a very
important question arises as to the suitability of the law of contract to ensure that their
right to access health care services is fulfilled. The World Trade Organization views
medicines and the related intellectual property as a commercial commodity that is the
subject of international trade. The implication is that commercial law, such as that of
contract, is the legal regime of choice as far as these

~roducts

are concerned. This is

not in keeping with the idea of medicines as a public good, to which the World Health

59

Schlemmer-Schulte S, a professor ofIntcmational Law at the University of Leiden in the Netherlands, 'Human Rights in
the Work of the World Bank and Its Inspection Panel - Suggestions for Development with a more Human Facc'
http'llwww dse delef/human rights/Schulte.htm
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Organization apparently subscribes, to which everyone should have access
irrespective of their ability to pay for them. It also does not recognize the realities of
the developing world in which the majority of people are in no position to bargain
with multinational manufacturers of pharmaceuticals in order to gain access. In fact
one finds

that international organizations whose activities revolve around

international finance, such as the World Bank, and trade, such as the World Trade
Organization, have a remarkably non-interventionist approach when it comes to
ensuring that developing countries meet international human rights standards. To be
blunt, the international community is not particularly adept 'at putting its money where
its mouth is. Furthermore, offers of fmancial assistance, when they do come, usually
have strings attached with very vested interests visible at the other end. International
law, like international development programmes60, tends to be fragmented in the sense
that it does not offer internally consistent, holistic solutions to problems at a practical
level61 • The right to health was first recognized as a fundamental right when in 1946
the Constitution of the World Health Organisation was adopted at the International
Health Conference held in New York from 19 June to 22 July, and signed on 22 July
by the representatives of 61 states. It has been observed that on a strict understanding
a 'right to health' 'implies somewhat absurdly that everyone has the guarantee of
perfect health.' The Pan American Health Organisation suggested in 1989 that it
would be more correct to speak of a "right to health protection, including two
60

61

Schlemmer-Schulte (fn S9 supra) writes "Weaknesses of the international human rights system (in particular United
Nations (UN) human rights machinery) have led to calls on international financial institutions such as the World Bank
(the Bank) to use their financial muscle to improve implementation of and compliance with international human rights
standards. The Bank has, however, been reluctant to follows these calls as it was neither created for the purpose of
protecting human rights nor can it so easily change its legally prescribed mandate, or (nor 7) would it be practical to base
its work on human rights in order to promote development with a human face .... Human rights are, however, of great
inspirational value in the improvement of Bank policies. A survey of Bank policies would be useful to help fill
substantive gaps (lack of policy on education) and correct formal defects (vague instead of precise directions in the area
of gender and adjustment). Finally a human rights inspired review of Bank policy alone will not solve what many
consider currently the m~or problem of development assistance programs. In conjunction with these programs a broader
perspective should be used to screen adjustment policies and individ.ual programs carefully, primarily for lack of
attention to social concerns. The "Washington Consensus" recipe which has been used by the Bank since the 1980s and
which included trade, capital and financial markets liberalization, privatization and fiscal austerity neither promoted
global financial economic stability nor led to steady development in several Third World regions. On the contrary the
"Washington Consensus" recipe contributed to the outbreak of crises and even exacerbated them. In order to end the
social sufferings that occurred during these crises and in their aftermath, no bits-and-pieces so lution such as the simple
introduction of a labour standard policy is needed by a comprehensive look at the entire recommended adjustment
package and a checking of its contents against vital elements of sound economies ... "
The statement of Professor T C Van Boven, at the United Nations workshop on 'The Right to Health' in ]979 that:
'"Three aspects of the right to health have been enshrined in the international instruments on human rights; the
declaration on the right to health as a basic human right; the prescription of standards aimed at meeting the health needs
of specific groups of penons; and the prescription of ways and means for implementing the right to health", it is
submitted is not correct since whilst international instruments such as the ICESCR does specify certain steps to be taken
in to realise the right to health, these steps are by no means exhaustive and do not in themselves guarantee the realisation
of the right to health. They are also not contextualised with regard to other areas of international law or even with regard
to other internationally recognised human rights that also require a great deal of resources. The ICESCR requires states
to reduce the stillbirth rate. It has been observed by Izzard R 'Background to the Medicine and Human Rights Module'
http·lIwww.dundee.ac uklmed&humanrightslSSMlintro/in-backgrnd html that the term 'the right to health' therefore
tends to be used for the sake of convenience and implies a reasonable, as opposed to an absolute, standard.
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components, a right to health care and a right to healthy conditions'~2 This inability to
agree even on the language to be used to describe the right intended does not bode
well for a universally recognized right of access to health care within international
law. Furthermore, instead of working with the realities of the situation and
establishing measures to cope with the relative nature of the right, it tends to be stated
in public international law instruments in the broadest and vaguest of universal terms
in a manner that serves only to hide a multitude of sins.

10.2.6 Conclusions Concerning International Law
At the level of customary international law, the conclusion that one draws as to
whether or not a right to health has passed into customary international law depends
on the theory of customary international law to which one subscribes. This obviously
fails one of the most basic tests of law - that of certainty. If one cannot state with any
conviction what the law is, how can it be law? Despite the fondest wishes of legal
academics in the health arena, if it can at all be said that there is a right to health, or
health care, in customary international law, it is only at the most abstract and idealistic
level. This is of no assistance to the people of South Africa in the face of the much
more concrete and pragmatic arguments of constitutional law and the need to balance
conflicting rights.

Whilst there is a considerable body of public international law on the subject of the
right to health, much of it is not binding upon South Africa or its subjects. South
Africa has not ratified the International Covenant on Economic,. Social and Cultural
Rights which contains the most comprehensive statement of the right to health in
public intemationallaw according to its drafters. Furthermore, although South Africa

has ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRe) and the Convention on
the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), it has not
expressly enacted the provisions of these

instrumen~s

into domestic law. Undoubtedly

the Constitutional proscription of unfair discrimination supports the principles of
CEDAW and section 28 of the Constitution largely supports those of the CRC. The
Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Disqrimination Act is also in keeping
62

Fucnzalida-Puelma HL and Scholle Connor, S (cds) 'The Right to Health in the Americas' Pan American Health
Organisation. SCientific Publication No 509, 1989 at p 600 http://www.dundcc.ac.uk!med&humBnrightslSSMlintor/jnbBCkgmd html
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with the former but its concerns are much wider than just discrimination against
women and are based on the grounds of unfair discrimination identified in the
Constitution. Furthermore the constitutional court has expressly and repeatedly
refused to apply the public international law concept of minimum core obligations to
socia-economic rights as expressed in the South African Constitution.

There is no golden thread of commonality discernible within the various public
internationa1law instruments that contain references to rights relating to health. They
are often couched in subjective terms that make objective identification of practical
standards of quality and levels of care impossible. The content of the right to health
care or the right to health, there is even uncertainty as to how best to express it, is
quite simply anyone's guess. At best it is an abstract concept that is dependent upon
domestic law and local courts for its content. Since this naturally varies from one
country to another one cannot help but draw the conclusion that at international law,
the right to health care is a vague and somewhat emotional notion that appeals to the
higher nature of humankind but adds very little to its practical reality.

10. 3

Constitutional Law

As stated previously constitutional law, and more specifically the Constitution, is the
central theme running through this thesis. It defines a number of rights relating to
health care most notably the right of access to health care services including
reproductive care, the right not to be refused emergency medical treatment, the rights
of the child to basic health care services and the rights of prisoners to medical
treatment.

These rights were previously non-existent at worst and unacknowledged at best. The
Constitution has therefore introduced in the relevant sections in the Bill of Rights,
certain legal concepts with which the legal systems of many other countries
throughout the world, and international law, have still to come to grips. Socioeconomic rights, such as that of access to health care services, are still controversial in
many countries despite international legal instruments such as the International
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Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Convention on the Rights of
the Child, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the constitution of the
World Health Organisation.

10.3.1 Individual Rights vs Rights as Elements of a System

In contrast to international law, there is no express mention of a broad right to health
in the Constitution. As stated previously, however, the approaches of the Constitution
and international law can be distinguished in that whereas the former tends to have a
bottom-up approach the latter has a top-down approach. One would therefore not
expect to see a right to health per se in the Constitution but rather all of the elements
of law necessary to ensure health as an outcome of the application of the Bill of
Rights. This is in effect what one finds. The rights in the Bill of Rights are not
discrete legal concepts but rather elements of a system of fundamental rights that are
inextricably interlinked. It is a requirement of any coherent system that its elements
operate in harmony to further or achieve a specific goal. In practice, it is submitted,
the constitutional approach is preferable to that of international law which still shows
a clear tendency to view rights in isolation from each other. Whilst there are
groupings such as the socio-economic rights reflected in the ICESCR and the CRC,
such groupings tend not to be contextualised within a single, homogenous system of
international law generally. Whilst the Constitution facilitates an integrated and
holistic approach that requires a balancing of all relevant rights, international law does
not. The constitutional rights to life, dignity, freedom and security of ,the person,
bodily and psychological integrity, privacy, emergency medical treatment, access to
health care services including reproductive health care, sufficient food and water, an
environment that is not harmful to health or wellbeing and social security all
contribute to health as an outcome. The operation of each right with equal strength
and power in any single given situation is neither necessary nor appropriate in order to
achieve the desired outcome. Their importance varies between different factual
situations. It is relative. The constitutional court has committed itself to a purposive
approach63 to the interpretation of the Bill of Rights. It is submitted that this approach
63

Thus the constitutional court in Dawood and Another" Minister of Home Affairs and Othen; Shalabi and Another"
Minister of Home Affairs and Others; Thomas and Another" Minister of Home Affairs and Others 2000 (1) SA 997 (C)
pointed out that: "Following the 'purposive' approach to the interpretation of the Constitution which has been adopted
by the Constitutional Court, the right to human dignity which is in issue in the present proceedings must not be construed
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is laudable and appropriate in the light of South Africa's historical context and the
need to avoid distortion of the spirit of the law through the abuse of the letter of the
law such as was all too often the case prior to 1994. It indicates a preoccupation with
justice and other values that underpin the Constitution rather than a concern with law,
for law's sake. It also indicates the need to approach law and its interpretation in a
manner that differs significantly from the thinking that held sway when the South
African legal system was essentially driven by the common law as opposed to the
Constitution64 • Regrettably within certain quarters of the South African judiciary this
departure from an outmoded jurisprudence is still meeting with considerable
resistance6.5. It is at worst a temporary problem stemming from the reluctance of a

64

6.5

in isolation ' ... but in its context, which includes the history and background to the adoption of the Constitution, other
provisions of the Constitution itself and, in particular, the provisions of [the BiIJ of Rights] of which it is part. It must
also be: construed in a way which secures for "individuals the fun measure" of its protection'+ (per Ch~kalson P in the
Makwanyane case at para [10]; see also Ferreira 11 Levin NO and Others, Vryenhoek and Others v Powell NO and
Others (supra at paras [171] - [172] and [255]); Soobramoney 11 Minister of Health, KwaZulu-Nata/1998 (I) SA 765
(Ce) (1997 (12) BCLR 1696) at para [16]). In this regard, it is important to bear in mind that a 'purposive' approach and
a 'generous' approach to constitutional interpretation do not necessarily or always coincide. As was indicated by
Chaskalson P in the Soobramoney case at para [17]: "The purposive approach wiIJ often be one which calls for a
generous interpretation to be given to a right to ensure that individuals secure the full protection of the Bill of Rights, but
this is not always the case, and the context may indicate that in order to give effect to the purpose of a particular
provision "8 narrower or specific meaning"' should be given to it." See also S 11 Ma/rwanyane and Another (supra at para
[9], note 8 (per Chaskalson P) and at para [325] (per O'Regan J». The purposive approach was not unknown in the preconstitutional legal dispensation. See for example the judgment of Davis J in Levack and Others 11 Regional Magistrate,
Wynberg, and Another 1999 (4) SA 747 (C) where he stated with reference to a judgment of Watermeyer JA in S 11 M
1963 (3) SA 183 (T) that: "It represents an early example of the purposive approach to interpretation in which the
interpreter attempts to define the design or purpose which lies behind the legislation in order to give content to the words
employed in the text. The approach adopted in Matemba's case acknowledges that the words employed in the section
cannot be interpreted so literally that the provision becomes frozen in the historical context of its initial creation. The
purpose of the section should be employed to guide the Court interpreting the provision, so that developments that could
not have been foreseen when the provision was initially drafted can be accommodated to promote the purpose of the
provision. In following this approach to interpretation it is as well to emphasise that this is but one of a repertoire of
approaches which a court may employ in order to give meaning to the text. As Frank Michelman has written, albeit
within a constitutional context, various interpretative approaches 'cannot be alternatives amongst which the Judge
chooses; there are mUltiple poles in a complex field of forces, among which Judges navigate and negotiate. I don't
believe that any responsible constitutional adjudicator will end up, over any interesting run of cases ignoring any of the
factors; perceived verbal significations, perceived concrete intentions, perceived general purposes. perceived and
evaluated social consequences. perceived and intuited normative theories or unifying visions.' (1995 (11) SAJHR 477 at
483.) In certain cases the purposive approach represents the most appropriate within the interpretive repertoire in order
to guide the process of interpretation. As Smalberger JA said in Public Carrie" Association and Othe" l' Toll Road
Concessionaries (Ply) Ltd and Others 1990 (1) SA 925 (A) at p 943, 'the purpose of a statutory provision can provide a
reliable pointer to such interpretation where there is ambiguity'.
Sachs J noted in S 11 Mhlungu and Others 1995 (3) SA 867 (CC): "In any event. a question mark has to be placed over
the usefulness of common law presumptions in interpreting the Constitution. As Wilson J pointed out in a notable
dissent, 'such presumptions can be inconsistent with the purposive approach to Charter interpretation which focuses on
the broad purposes for which the rights were designed and not on mechanical rules which have traditionally been
employed in interpreting detailed provisions of ordinary statutes in order to discern legislative intent'. Sir Rupert Cross
suggests that even in relation to ordinary statutes. the increasing use of a purposive approach makes the role of
presumptions 'necessarily less important than in the days of more literal interpretation'. The preferred approach, as I
have indicated, is not to search for what is general and what is specific, but rather to seek out the essential purposes and
interest to be served by the two competing sets of provisions, and then, using a species of proportionality, balance them
against each other. The objective is to achieve appropriate weight for each and preserve as much as possible of both. To
extend the analogy, there are no trumps, but there are cards of higher and lower value."
A case in point is Afrox Healthcare Limited 11 Strydom 2002 (6) SA 21 (SCA) in which the court failed to notice and
apply the pertinent observations of Sachs J in S 11 Mhlungu And Others (rn 64 supra) to the effect that it is necessary to
achieve an appropriate weight for each competing provision especially where, as Carstens P and Kok A point out at p
444 in 'An assessment of the ~se of disclaimers by South African hospitals in view of constitutional demands, foreign
law and medico-legal considerations' SA Public Law Vol 18 No 2 2003 p 430. one is an express and spec:ific
constitutional right of access to health care services whilst the other, the essentially common law rule of the sanctity of
contract (pacta sunt servanc/Q) is not. The court also failed lamentably to apply the purposive approach to an
interpretation of the right of access to healthcare. This case aptly demonstrates the inability of law alone to promote
justice in the absence ofa purposive approach to interpretation that turns the focus to the spirit of the law.
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previous generation to relinquish the conceptual relics of an unfortunate past and will
no doubt disappear with time and the processes of attrition. The purposive approach
does not preclude the limitation of rights66• Indeed in the context of the right of access
to healthcare services which is inherently limited by the available resources referred
to in section 27(3) of the Constitution the purposive approach would include
conscious cognisance of such limitation67 • It is submitted that the meaning of the right
66

Jones J in Phato v Attorney-General. Eastern Cape, and Another: Commissioner of the South African Police Services v
Attorney-General, Eastern Cape, and Others 1995 (1) SA 799 (E) observed the following: .. Hogg Constitutional Law of
Canada 3rd ed 1992 puts it thus at para 33.7(c) (at 814-15): 'The Court has generally assumed that a "purposive"
approach and a "generous" approach are one and the same thing - or at least are not inconsistent. Indeed, statements of
the purposive approach have nearly always been accompanied - often in the same sentence - by statements of the
generous approach. In the case of some rights, that is correct: a purposive interpretation will yield a broad scope for the
right. In the case of most rights, however, the widest possible reading of the right, which is the most generous
interpretation, will "overshoot" the purpose of the right, by including behaviour that is outside the purpose and unworthy
of constitutional protection. The effect of a purposive approach is normally going to be to narrow the scope of the right.
Generosity is a helpful idea as long as it is subordinate to purpose. Obviously, the Courts in interpreting the Charter
should avoid narrow,legalistic interpretations that might be appropriate to a detailed statute. But if the goal of generosity
is set free from the limiting framework of purpose the results of a generous interpretation will normally be inconsistent
with the purposive approach.'
One of the reasons for placing proper limits upon the content of a fundamental right in chap 3 is the interplay between
the interpretative process of defining the right in the first place and the adjudicative process of determining whether a
restriction upon the constitutional right as defined is justified in terms ofs 33 of the Constitution. Hogg (op cit) poses the
problem and the solution in the following manner in para 33.7(b) (at 812-13): "In R v Oakes «1986) 26 DLR (4th) 200) .
. . the Court decided to prescribe a single standard of justification for all rights, to make that standard a high one, and to
east the burden of satisfying it on the government. This insistence that the test of justification be a stringent one is, in
practice, inconsistent with the insistence that the guaranteed rights be given a generous (broad) scope. Ifthe scope ofthe
guaranteed rights is wide, they are bound to reach conduct that is not really worthy of constitutional protection, If
Parliament or a Legislature attempts to regulate conduct that is guaranteed only by virtue of an artificially wide
definition of the Charter rights. the courts are going to strive to uphold the legislation. Since the courts can uphold the
legislation only under s I (in our case s 33), they will strive to find that it is satisfied, and the inevitable result will be the
erosion of the Oakes standard of justification. 'The author proceeds to give examples of the connection between defining
B right and determining when B restriction upon it is justified. Some of them show the lengths to which it has been
necessary to go to place a workable and common-sense restriction on a right which has been given too wide a content.
For example, 'Soliciting for the purpose of prostitution is protected by the Constitution (because it is. like advertising,
constitutionally protected as part of the widely defined freedom of expression) which would no doubt surprise many
Canadians, but few would be surprised to find that the Criminal Code has been upheld under s 1 (the limitation clause) although the case for justification was weak. Similar comments could be made about hate propaganda, obscenity,
defamation and nude dancing, which are some of the other activities caught by the broad scope ofs 2(b) of the Charter of
Rights'(op cit). He continues: "Does it make much difference whether the Court gives a wide interpretation to rights and
relaxes the standard of justification under s 1. or gives a narrow interpretation to rights and maintains the stringent
standard of justification called for by Oakes? Ifwe assume that the outcome of eases will be much the same under either
approach, the second approach is surely preferable, because it will reduce the volume of litigation and limit the policymaking role of the Courts. If the scope of the guaranteed rights is wide, and the standard of justification is relaxed, then a
large number of Charter challenges will come before the Courts, and will fall to be determined under s I. Since s 1
requires that the policy of the legislation be balanced against the policy of the Charter, and since it is difficult to maintain
meaningful standards to constrain the balancing process, judicial review will become even more unpredictable than it is
now. While there arc signs that some Judges welcome such extensive powers, most Judges will be concerned to stem the
wasteful floods of litigation to limit the occasions when they have to review the policy choices of legislative bodies, and
to introduce meaningful rules to the process of Charter review. These purposes can be accomplished only by restricting
the scope of the Charter rights.' I think that this reasoning is sound. It proposes a disciplined and far-sighted approach to
interpretation. I would only add the reminder that any limit upon the definition or content of B chap 3 right must, of
COUBe, be in accordance with proper and acceptable rules of constitutional interpretation, which should not be 'narrow,
legalistic interpretations that might be appropriate to a detailed statute' (Hogg (op cit»." Hogg is also quoted with
approval in Shabalala v Attorney-General, Transvaal, And Another Gumede and Others v Atlorney-General, Transvaal
1995 (1) SA 608
In this case Cloete J also noted that: "In Cachalia et ai, Fundamental Rights In the New
Constitution (1994) the following is said at 11-12: "A generous interpretation of a Charter would require a court to
interpret the language in the widest possible manner. By contrast a purposive interpretation is predicated upon the
purpose of the right, with the result being that the widest possible interpretation will not inevitably be the one which will
be supported. . .. It is submitted that this approach to constitutional interpretation is one which South African Courts
would do well to follow if they wished to put chap 3 of the Constitution in the best and most coherent possible light. '"
Thus in Soobramoney 1I Minister of Health, Kwazulu-Natal (fn 28 supra) the constitutional court observed specifically
with regard to the right of access to healthcare services that "Unlike the Indian Constitution ours deals specifically in the
bill of rights with certain positive obligations imposed on the State and, where it does so, it is our duty to apply the
obligations as formulated in the Constitution and not to draw inferences that would be inconsistent therewith. This
should be done in accordance with the purposive approach to the interpretation of the Constitution which has been
adopted by this Court. Consistently with this approach the rights which are in issue in the present case must not be

m.
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of access to health care services in section 27(1) of the Constitution must be
interpreted be ascertained by an analysis of the purpose of such a guarantee. It must
be understood in the light of the interests it was meant to protect. This analysis is to be
undertaken, and the purpose of the right is to be sought, by reference to the character
and larger objects of the Constitution itself, to the language chosen to

~culate

the

specific right, to the historical origins of the concepts enshrined, and where
applicable, to the meaning and purpose of the other specific rights and freedoms with
which it is associated within the text of the Constitution. The interpretation should be
a generous rather than a legalistic one, aimed at fulfilling the purpose of the guarantee
and securing for individuals the full benefit of the Constitution's protection68 •

In the past, health care services were effectively denied to the majority of people in
various ways. Health professionals condoned human rights violations in their failure
to speak out when they were called in to treat the results of gross violations of human
bodily and psychological integrity. They did their work secure in the knowledge that
should their conduct towards their patients in these cases have amounted to something
less than professional, the authorities, including 'the statutory professional body
responsible for disciplining medical practitioners for unprofessional conduct, could
not have cared less and their patients certainly had no choice in the matter. The
quality of the health services people received from health professionals prior to 1994
was thus largely dependent upon the ethical beliefs and principles, or lack thereof, of
the individual professional in question69 • Access to health care services does not, it is

68

69

construed in isolation ' ... but in (their) context, which includes the history and background to the adoption of the
Constitution, other provisions of the Constitution itself and, in particular, the provisions of (the bill of rights) of which
(they are) part'. The purposive approach will often be one which calls for a generous interpretation to be given to a right
to ensure that individuals secure the full protection of the bill of rights, but this is not always the case, and the context
may indicate that in order to give effect to the purpose of a particular provision 'a narrower or specific meaning' should
be given to it." [footnotes omitted]
S" Makwanyane and Another fit 2S supra para 9 at p 403.
See Sidley P 'South Africa's Doctors Apologise for Apartheid Years' British Medical JouTna/199S 311 p 148 in which
it is noted that the apology stated that: "the association remained silent on race and public policies affecting the medical
profession and the community. Examples include the restriction of medical school admissions on the basis of race, the
segregation of hospitals and other health facilities, the maintenance of separate waiting rooms by doctors and tolerating
interference with doctors' treatment of prisoners and detainees .... While the apology is long overdue, the association has
made no mention ofspecitic incidents that helped to isolate it internationally during the apartheid years - incidents such
as the organisation's refusal to deal with the medical and ethical issues raised by the death of Steve Biko, a political
activist who died in prison in the late 19705 and the inadequate perfonnance ofthe district surgeon attending to him. One
of these, Dr Benjamin Tucker, was a member of the association. The association refused to take action against him and
to dissociate itself from the South African Medical and Dental Council's refusal to discipline the district surgeons."
See also Williams J R 'Ethics and Human Rights in South African Medicine' Canadian Medical Association Journal 18
April 2000; 162 (8) who observes that the failings of South Africa's medical profession were revealed at the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission hearings as being of two kinds: toleration or active promotion of inequities in health care
and complicity in gross violations of human rights. The commission's report condemns the Medical Association of
South Africa for failing to draw attention to: "(a) the effects of the socioeconomic consequences of apartheid on the
health of black South Africans, (b) the fact that segregated health care facilities were detrimental to the provision of
health, (c) the negative impact on the health of millions of South Africans of unequal budgetary allocations for the health
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submitted mean access to unprofessional, unethical or otherwise unacceptable health
care services that do not take into consideration a patient's rights to human dignity, to
bodily and psychological integrity, to equality and to life. This cannot be the access
that was contemplated in the Constitution because the right of access to health care
services has to be read in the light of the character and larger objects of the
Constitution itself. The sacrifice of such fundamental rights on the altar of the sanctity
of contract is unjustifiable and in itself unconstitutional since the state is obliged, in
terms of section 7(2) of the Constitution to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the
rights in the Bill of Rights. The sanctity of contract is a common law right that does
not appear in the Bill of Rights. Furthermore, only a strained interpretation of the right
to freedom can include sanctity of contract since, on a purposive interpretation, the
right to freedom does not mean the right to conduct oneself in a manner that

contradicts the principles and values of the Constitution or that undermines the rights
contemplated therein. The interests that the right of access to health care services were
meant to protect are not only the procedural aspects of access but also the substantive
aspects. It is submitted that access to health care services that are not of a sufficient
quality or standard necessary to achieve their intended purpose is not access as
contemplated by the Constitution. The condonation of unprofessional or unethical
conduct that adversely affects the health or wellbeing of a patient is in fact tantamount
to a denial of access. It is submitted that a purposive interpretation of the right of
access to health care services is the only one capable of giving meaning to the right,
of fulfilling the purpose of its guarantee and securing for individuals the full benefit of
the Constitution's protection. A legalistic interpretation will only result in the very
inequities that the Constitution as a whole is designed to preclude.

care of difference 'racial groups', (d) the fact that solitary confinement is a fonn of torture and (e) the severe impact of
detention on the health of children." The report, notes Williams, is equally critical of similar failings on the part of the
South African Medical and Dental Council, the body responsible for licensing, ethics and standards ofpracticc. He notes
that the Truth and Reconciliation Commission hearings witnessed numerous accounts of gross human rights violations in
the health care sector. Many examples of misconduct of the district surgeons who were responsible for the health care of
prisoners, apart from that of Steve Biko were reported, especially complicity in torture by police interrogators. This
involved among other things, advising torturers on how not to leave telltale signs on their victims and falsifying medical
reports and death certificates to omit any mention of the effects of torture. Other physicians who worked in emergency
wards of hospitals routinely broke patient confidentiality by reporting patients with gunshot wounds to the police.
Despite many complaints the South African Medical and Dental Council habitually failed to discipline or even
investigate physicians involved in state-sanctioned violations of human rights. Williams notes that the medical
profession's complicity in apartheid cannot be explained by ignorance of the human rights abuses that were being
perpetrated. He states that although individual physicians may not be to blame for ignorance of basic principles of
medical ethics, the same cannot be said for the medical profession as a whole. It is this history, it is submitted, that must
be taken into account when interpreting the right of access to health care services in section 27( I) of the Constitution. It
is this history that the court in Afrox Heallhcare "Slrydom (fn 6S supra) chose to ignore in making its decision on
disclaimers used in South African hospitals, suggesting that the threat of disciplinary action by a professional body was a
sufficient deterrent and remedy for the patient who is the victim of negligent and unprofessional conduct.
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A right to health per se is not only vague but unnecessary in South African law.
Socio-economic rights at international law have been criticised as being relative rather
than absolute70 and this has been equated with a lack of teeth. The comment has also
been made that detailed entitlement legislation is a ~etter guarantee of human rights 71
than a mere human rights catalogue such as is found, it is submitted, at international
law. However, it is further submitted that is not the relative nature of the rights that
are problematic. It is rather a weakness of international law that it can only at best
provide a catalogue of rights without any meaningful content. This is precisely
because rights cannot exist in a vacuum independently of the structures and values of
the society in which they operate. Since international law by definition cannot
accommodate the variations in social structures and values of the different nations of
the world it cannot satisfactorily address the content of socio-economic and other
rights. The strength of the constitutional Bill of Rights lies in the fact that all of the
rights it contains are relative. The relative nature of the rights in the Bill of Rights is
clearly seen in numerous dicta of the

COurtS72.

The relativity is also contained in the

constitutional notion that the rights must not only be fulfilled, they must also be
protected, respected and promoted. In the health care context, health care services do
not always promote and fulfill life, particularly if one accepts that life is a state that is
not necessarily dependent upon access to health care services. It is submitted in
chapter two that emergency medical treatment essentially protects life much more
than it promotes or fulfills it. It is life preserving not life fulfilling. Thus in terms of
the Constitution, not only different contexts but also different obligations impact upon

70

71

72

Schlemmer-Schulte fn S9 supra
Schlemmer-Schulte fn S9 supra
Rudolph and Another v Commissioner for Inland Revenue and Others NNO fn 28 supra; Qozeleni v Minister of Law and
Order and Another 1994 (3) SA 625 (E); Soobramoney" Minister of Health, KwaZulu-Natal fn 28 supra (Durban High
Court); De Reuck v Director of Public Prosecutions, Witwatersrand Local Division, and Others 2003 (3) SA 389 (W).
See also Van der Vyver D Seven Lectures on Human Rights (quoted with approval by the court in Phato v AttorneyGeneral, Eastern Cape, And Another; Commissioner of the South African Police Services v Attorney-(]eneral, Eastern
Cape. and Others 1995 (1) SA 799 (E) and also in Shabalala v Attorney-General. Transvaal. and Another Gumede and
Others v Attorney-Oeneral, Transvaa/199S (1) SA 608 (T» who says at p 64-5: 'The lesson to be learned from the West

German Constitution is that a bill of rights does not and. if it were to be feasible. cannot imply that the rights and
freedoms it contains ought to confer unrestricted claims and competencies. I have gained the impression that the
generally entertained distrust in South African of human-rights ideas has to a large extent been cultivated upon this false
notion - which may. incidentally, have been inspired by the sweeping phraseology of the American Bill of Rights and
certain international human-rights documents - that human rights are supposed to be absolute rights. The truth is that all
rights and freedoms claimed by an individual have their appropriate boundaries to be determined. in general. by both the
equal rights and freedoms of other persons and by state or community interests - provided that state interests are
restricted in view of the true function ofa state as an historical community destined to create and preserve law and order.
Nor ought the scope and importance of one right or freedom to be preferred over that of another... .In short, the only
significance of a bill of rights would be that the government is constantly reminded that the rights and freedoms it
contains have been regarded as of special importance for the preservation of a free society, that those rights and
freedoms can be abridged in the specified circumstances and to the specified extent only, and that restrictions upon those
rights and freedoms ought always to remain the exception and not the rule. Inclusion of a particular right or freedom in a
bill of rights ought in no way to change its nature or ambit. •
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different rights differently. The right to life is not absolute in the sense that one cannot
choose to give it up. In South African law everyone has the right to refuse medical
treatment even if, without that treatment, the patient would surely die73 • It is also
relative in the sense that the sacrifice of the life of one may be necessary to save the
lives of many and therefore fully justifiable in certain albeit limited circumstances. In
the context of health services delivery more than most one encounters such situations

in which those rendering such services are forced to make difficult choices. When the
courts, on rare occasions, are asked to make, or at least adjudicate, these choices it
becomes international news, for instance in the case of Soobramoney74. However
health professionals and public health administrations are obliged to makes such
choices often as a normal part of the execution of their professional duties. In the case
of the former one, sees this frequently in the form of triage procedures within trauma
units that experience a sudden influx of critically injured people consequent upon a
multiple motor vehicle accident or some other manmade or natural disaster. In the
case of the latter it takes the form of resource rationing decisions that have to be made
in order to achieve the most effective and optimal distribution and utilisation of
limited resources. In such circumstances anyone who tries to argue that the right to
life is absolute is nothing short of naive. There are many who would argue that life
without dignity and freedom is no life at all. A pertinent example of the truth of this
argument in the health care context is that of the persistent vegetative state in which
the unfortunate patient in Clarke v Hurst" found himself.

Rights are thus relative as between different individuals who hold the same or
different conflicting rights, as between each other when viewed in the context of a
single individual who holds a number of conflicting rights and also as between the
individual and society as a collective - the latter often represented by the State. The
relativity of rights is also evident in the varying obligations to respect, protect,
promote and fulfill them. The possibilities for legal permutations between these
various planes of relativity are infinite when combined with the various factual
permutations that can arise in real life. Thus one can have a decision in Soobramoney,
73

74

75

In the case of Jehovah's witnesses they choose to value their right to freedom of conscience, religion, belief and opinion
above their right to life when it comes to blood transfusions. The right to refuse a blood transfusion has been recognised
by a South African court in Phillips" de Klerk TPD (unreported) March 1983 (see Strauss SA Doctor Patient and the
Law: A Selection of Practical Issues p 29 and 94)
Soobramoney fn 28 supra
Clarice 1992 (4) SA 630 (D)
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which favours the rights of a group over those of a single individual, sitting
comfortably side by side with a judgment in the TAC'6 and Grootboom 77 cases which
focus very much upon the rights of individuals. The point is that relativity of rights
promotes flexibility of law and flexibility of law in its turn permits justice to prevail
in different circumstances.

10.3.2 The Right of Access to Health Care Services

The right of access to health care services should not be confused with the notion that
there is a right to indefinitely evade death78 • It is submitted that this view of the court
in Soobramoney is entirely consistent with the spectrum of health services
contemplated by the Constitution since the latter include palliative care in a hospice
setting which involves the psychological preparation of the individual for death and
the alleviation of physical suffering in the end stages of life. It was the view of the
constitutional court in Soobramoney that life includes death and that one cannot
therefore take the attitude that the right of access to health care services precludes
death from the equation. If one did so, then it is submitted that the term "health care
services" could not be read to include the kinds of services rendered by hospices. This
principle is exceptionally important when one is dealing with limited resources in the
delivery of health services. If it were not recognized, people would be able to demand
access to the most expensive, latest technological developments in health care in the
world solely on the basis that this would prolong their lives.
The point is made in chapter two of this thesis that there can be fundamental
differences, and even conflict, between a right to health and a right of access to health
care services. The

~xample

is used of spraying dwellings with DDT, an

environmentally hannful substance, in an effort to protect the inhabitants from
malaria carrying mosquitoes. The concept of a right to health in South African law is
likely to be of limited value since it is the interaction of the various rights in the Bill
of Rights which will determine the outcome of a particular case involving health care
services rather than a global consideration of a right to health per se.
76
77

7B

Minister 0/ Health and others y Treatment Action Campaign and Others (No 2) fn 26 supra
Government o/the Republic o/South Africa and Others y Grootboom and Others fn 26 supra
Soobramoney y Minister 0/Health. Kwazu/u-Nata/ fh 26 supra
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It is clear that the right of access to health care services is justiciable79 • Although the
term 'health care services' is not defined in the Constitution, it is submitted that the
scope of the health care services contemplated in the Constitution is very broad,
including as it does 'reproductive health care'. Pregnant women are not ill but they
are entitled to health care services in support of their pregnancy. The term "health
care services" means more than just curative or therapeutic services because the term
"health care" suggests the promotion, maintenance and preservation of health as much
as it does the restoration of health. It also means more

than just "medical treatment"

as evidenced by the use of this term in section 27(3) of the Constitution to distinguish
it from the right referred to in section 27(1). There is thus an important distinction
drawn in the Constitution itself between "health care services including reproductive

health care" on the one hand and "medical treatment" on the other. The right in
section 27(3) refers to "emergency medical treatment", suggesting that there are other
kinds of medical treatment. However the section 27(1) of the Constitution refers to a
right of access to health care services as opposed to "medical treatment". It is
submitted that medical treatment is therefore a subset of the health care services
contemplated in section 27(1) of the Constitution.

The right expressed in section 27(1) of the Constitution is not a right to health care
services but a right of access to health care services. It is argued that this
acknowledges and supports the other rights in the Bill of Rights such as the rights to
dignity and bodily

~d

psychological integrity. In keeping with these other rights,

health services may only be lawfully rendered on the informed consent of the patient
because it is a right of access and not a right to health services. The language of the
Constitution in expressing the right to health care services also indicates a certain
responsibility upon the individual to avail him or herself of the services in question.
Access is a channel or path by means of which an object is attained - it is not the
object itself. The individual must therefore walk that path ifhe or she wishes to obtain
the health services to which it leads. A person cannot complain that health services
have not been delivered to him when they are accessible to him.

79

Grootboom fu 26 supra
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A further implication of a right of access to, as opposed to a right to, health services is
that the state is not obliged, in terms of the manner in which the right is expressed in
section 27(1) of the Constitution to provide health services. It can ensure access
without necessarily providing the health services itself. Thus if a person is a
contributor to a medical scheme which assures her access to private health care
facilities she is not necessarily entitled to free health care services from the state at
public health facilities merely by virtue of .section 27(1). Indeed she may not be
entitled to any health care services at a public health establishment, whether she pays
for them or not, if she has sufficient access to equivalent health services in the private
sector. Similarly if the state adopts a means test in order to decide who should
contribute to the costs of their health care services a public health establishment and
who should obtain those services free of charge, such an attitude on the part of the
state would not necessarily be unconstitutional provided that the fees payable are
reasonable in relation to the means of the patient and consistently applied to everyone
in the same means category.

The question ofa medical scheme member's rights as against the state when he or she
exhausts the benefits available under the scheme depends upon whether or not the
required treatment is available to patients commonly serviced within the public health
sector. A good example of this is the treatment of AIDS through the use of
antiretroviral drugs. If these drugs are available to public sector patients but there is
no mandatory requirement for medical schemes to provide benefits to secure the same
treatment then a medical scheme member would be entitled to access the drugs at a
public health establishment. This does not, however, mean that such access will be
free of charge if there is a system of fees generally applicable within the public sector
based upon the patient's ability to pay. In South Africa, at present, membership of a
medical scheme is voluntary. Therefore people. can choose to belong to a medical
scheme, which in most cases still assures them of a certain degree of access to private
health facilities, or they can choose not to in which case they will have to payout of
their own pockets for access to those same private health facilities or avail themselves
of health services in the public sector where they may still be obliged to contribute
towards the costs of those services on the basis of a means test. Where the treatment
in question is highly specialized and is not available in the public sector, it is

submitted that a medical scheme member who exhausts his medical scheme benefits
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in obtaining such highly specialized treatment will have no right to claim those same
services from the state on the basis of section 27(1) of the Constitution. Sections 213
to 215 of the Constitution make provision for the allocation of revenue and the
mechanisms that must be employed in this regard. It is submitted that the state also
has a right to allocate resources on the basis of sections 85 (in the case of the
President in Cabinet) and 125 (in the case of provincial governments) which provide
the authority for the developing and implementing of national and provincial policy,
coordinating the functions of state departments and provincial administrations and
performing any other executive functions assigned to them by the Constitution or
legislation. It is submitted that provided that decisions by the state concerning the
allocation of resources are lawful, fair, rational and reasonable and meet the criteria
laid down in inter alia Soobramoney, the courts will be extremely reluctant to
interfere with such decisions since, constitutionally speaking, they are the province of
executive government and not the judiciary.

The point is made in chapter 2 that "access" implies much wider obligations upon the
state than mere availability of health care services and that the obligations of the state
in respect of section 27(1) do not stop at the boundaries of the jurisdiction of the
national and provincial departments of health. Access implies adequate roads to and
from health facilities, reliable transport services from people's homes to health
establishments, sufficient numbers of suitably qualified and skilled health
professionals to be able to provide the required services, adequate supplies of water
and sanitation, the maintenance of government buildings and facilities from which or
within which health services are delivered and the allocation of sufficient funding to
the various state departments concerned to ensure that they can fulfil these mandates.
The right of access to health care services therefore impacts upon the roles and
functions of the departments of provincial and local government, public works,
transport, water affairs and the national and provincial treasuries.

10.3.3 Realisation Of The Right Of Access To Health Care Services

The Constitution requires the progressive realisation of the right of access to health
care services and obliges the state to take reasonable legislative and other measures to
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achieve this. In cases such as Grootboom lo , Soobramoneyl, and TAca 2 the
constitutional court has provided some guidelines as to the approach that should be
adopted in this regard. In Grootboom the court stated the following broad principles:

(1)

Questions involving socio-economic rights must be considered on a case-by case basis, considering the terms and context of the relevant constitutional
provision and its application to the circumstances;

(2)

The rights must be understood in two contexts - firstly their textual context and
secondly their social and historical context;

(3)

Socio-economic rights cannot be considered in isolation but must be considered
in the setting of the Constitution as a whole;

(4)

The obligations imposed upon the state are not absolute or unqualified. The
state's obligation with regard to socio-economic rights is defined by three key
elements-

(5)

(a)

the obligation to take reasonable legislative and other measures;

(b)

to achieve the progressive realisation of the right; and

(c)

within available resources;

Policies and programs must be determined in the light of the creation by the
Constitution of different spheres of government and the allocation of powers and
functions amongst these different spheres thus emphasising their obligation to
co-operate with one another in carrying out their constitutional tasks;

(6)

The formation of policies and programs are just one of the aspects of the task
that must be reasonable. Implementation of such programs and policies must
also be reasonable;

80
II
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Grootboom fh 26 supra
Soobramoney fh 28 supra
TAe fu 26 supra
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(7)

In order to be reasonable, a program must be balanced and flexible and make
appropriate provision of attention to crises and to short, medium and long term
needs;

(8)

A program excluding a significant segment of society is not reasonable;

(9)

Reasonableness had to be understood in the context of the Bill of Rights as a
whole, especially the constitutional requirement that everyone be treated with
care and concern and the fundamental constitutional value of human dignity;

(10) Accessibility has to be progressively facilitated, requiring the examination of
legal, administrative, operational and financial hurdles which have to be lowered
over time;

(11) The obligation does not require the state to do more than its available resources
permit. This means that both the content of the obligation in relation to the rate
at which it is achieved as well as the reasonableness of the measures employed
to achieve the result are governed by the availability of resources;

(12) There is a balance between goal and means. The measures must be calculated to
attain the goal expeditiously and effectively but the availability of resources is
an important factor in determining what is reasonable;

(13) The national government bears the overall responsibility for ensuring that the
state complies with its obligations with regard to socio-economic rights;

(14) Provision must be made for relief for those in desperate need. Programs and
policies that do not cater for them are unconstitutional.

In the TAC case many of these principles were simply endorsed by the court with
reference to Grootboom. The court in Grootboom approved of the principles laid
down in the judgment in Soobramoney.
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The court in TAe added the following principles or refinements to those referred to in
Grootboom:

(1)

A policy that excludes those that can reasonably be included is unconstitutional;

(2)

Not everyone can immediately claim access to benefits;

(3)

State policy must take into account disparities in access between the private and
public sectors;

(4)

An approach that nothing but the best should be provided is unconstitutional if it
has the effect of denying access to a benefit that is substantive even though less
than optimal;

(5)

Transparency of government policies and programmes and widespread
communication of such policies and programmes in an essential element of the
State's obligations with regard to the progressive realisation of socio-economic
rights

From Soobramoney the following principles emerge:

(1)

The criteria for the courts in deciding whether or not interfere with a decision
of the political organs and medical authorities responsible for such matters as
stated by the court are rationality and good faith.

(2)

In support of the purposive approach to the interpretation of the right of access
to health care services the court observed that the constitutional commitment
to address the deplorable conditions of great poverty, high levels of
unemployment, inadequate social security and widespread lack of access to
clean water and adequate health services, is expressed in the preamble which,
after giving recognition to the injustices of the past, states:
'We therefore, through our freely elected representatives, adopt this
Constitution as the supreme law of the Republic so as to -
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Heal the divisions of the past and establish a society based on democratic
values, social justice and fundamental human rights;

Improve the quality of life of all citizens and free the potential of each person. '
Therefore one the central purposes of the right of access to health care services
is to improve the quality of life of all citizens and free the potential of each
person. This carries the implication that health services that fail unreasonably
to achieve these objectives cannot be regarded as the kind of health services to
which access is contemplated by the Constitution.

(3)

The right not to be refused emergency medical treatment must not be confused
with the right of access to health care services.

(4)

The purpose of the right not to

b~

refused emergency medical treatment seems

to be to ensure that treatment be given in an emergency, and is not frustrated
by reason of bureaucratic requirements or other formalities. A person who
suffers a sudden catastrophe which calls for immediate medical attention
should not be refused ambulance or other emergency services which are
available and should not be turned away from a hospital which is able to
provide the necessary treatment. What section 27(3) requires is that remedial
treatment that is necessary and available be given immediately to avert that
harm.

(5)

The government, which is responsible for health services, has to make
decisions about the funding that should be made available for health care and
how such funds should be spent. These choices involve difficult decisions to
be taken at the political level in fixing the health budget, and at the functional
level in deciding upon the priorities to be met. A court will be slow to interfere
with rational decisions taken in good faith by the political organs and medical
authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with such matters.

(6)

The state's failure to provide a particular kind of health care service for
everyone is not necessarily unconstitutional but must be considered in the light
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of prevailing circumstances, including the availability of resources and how
rationally they have been deployed.

10.3.4 Horizontal Application
It is submitted that the foregoing principles are not necessarily confined to the

delivery of health care services by the state. If the fact is accepted that the wording of
the right of access to health care services in section 27(1) of the Constitution is
sufficiently wide that the state is not necessarily obliged to itself deliver health care
services to every individual and that it can take other measures to ensure access, such
as the regulation of medical schemes and health establishments and professionals in
the private sector and the provision of health financing in terms of a social health
insurance scheme, then the right of access to health care services cannot be regarded
as imposing a corresponding obligation upon the state alone. The fact that state
resources may be overburdened and incapable of accommodating everyone who needs
health care services cannot be used as justification to argue that the State's obligations
in terms of section 27(1) begin and end with the public health sector. A purposive
interpretation of sections 27(1) and 27(2) of the Constitution, it is submitted, ,obliges
the state to take reasonable legislative and other measures to ensure that the right of
access to health care services is also capable of realisation within the private sector
and this obligation will remain for as long as the state itself does not have the capacity
to render health care services to everyone. For this reason, it is submitted that the
constitutional principles outlined above apply, mutatis mutandis to the private health
sector as much as they do in the public health sector. Moreover they must infuse and
inform other areas of law that are applicable in the context of health service delivery,
such as the law of contract to the extent that contracts are used as the legal vehicle for
the provision of health care services, the law of delict to the extent that it redresses the
wrongs done to patients in the provision of health care services and administrative law
to the extent that it applies to the decisions and conduct of statutory professional
bodies, private entities performing a public function (for example members of the
private health sector who have been awarded state tenders for the delivery of health
services or the supply of health products) and governmental institutions and public
entities (including the Medicines Research Council and the National Health
Laboratory Services).
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The question of payment for health care services within the private sector is not
necessarily a bar to the application of section 27( 1) to providers of health care
services in the private sector. Patients are required to make payments in respect of
health care services in the public sector where a means test demonstrates that they
have the necessary resources. This is not unconstitutional. In the private health sector
such a means test is simply less overt since one cannot access health services in the
private sector in the absence of the means to pay for them. Since in many instances
patients serviced by both the public and the private health sectors have the means to
pay (whether by virtue of their membership of a medical scheme, because of some
kind of social insurance scheme such as is currently provided for occupational
illnesses and injuries in terms of the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and
Diseases Act or by virtue of their own personal resources) it would be a mistake to
use this single issue in isolation as a justification for the horizontal inapplicability of
the right in section 27(1) within the private sector.

It is further submitted that the right contemplated in section 27(1), as seen against the
wider context of the Bill of Rights, applies equally to all persons whether they access
health care services in the public or the private sector. Thus a refusal by a private
sector provider to treat a patient in a manner or on a ground that is unfairly
discriminatory or that unreasonably impacts on the patient's rights to psychological or
bodily integrity would be just as unconstitutional as a similar refusal within the public
sector. An unreasonable refusal by a private provider of health care services to treat a
patient or to comply with certain statutorily imposed standards of quality in regard to
a particular patient could most certainly be argued as impacting upon his or her
constitutional right of access to health care services. Contractual terms that vitiate or
nullify the constitutional right of access to health care services cannot and should not
be upheld by courts of law since the courts form a part of the state and the state is
required to take reasonable legislative and other measures to respect, protect, promote
and fi:Ufil the rights in the Bill of Rights8J. This obligation, it must be noted, does not
specifically extend to rights other than those expressed in the Bill of Rights. The
BJ

In Preslde"t of the Republic o/South Africa a"d Others y U"ited Democratic Moveme"t (Africa" Christian Democratic
Party and Othe" l"terve"i"g;l"stitutefor Democracy i" South Africa a"d A"other as Amici Curiae) 2003 (1) SA 472
(CC) the court observed that the three branches of government are indeed partners in upholding the supremacy of the
Constitution and the rule of law. In Preside"t of the Republic o/South Africa a"d Another y Hugo 1997 (4) SA I (CC)
the court said that there are only three branches of government, viz legislative, executive and judicial.
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sanctity of contract is one that falls within the common law rather than constitutional
law. Since the common law must be informed by and developed so as to be consistent
with the Constitution, there is in any event a constitutional mandate for judiciary to
prefer constitutional rights to rights at common law where there is a conflict.

10.3.5 Conclusions Concerning Constitutional Law

Due to the fact that the rights in the Bill of Rights cannot be construed in isolation,
questions involving the right to health care services are unlikely to be resolved only
with regard to the right expressed in 27(1) and indeed they should not be. The rights
in the Bill of Rights are interdependent and interconnected and a right of access to
health care services is no exception. Other rights that are most likely to be involved
are the right to human dignity, the right to life, the right to freedom and security of the
person, the right to bodily and psychological integrity, the right to an environment
that is not harmful to health or wellbeing. The approach of the courts to the right of
access to health care should be considerably broader than it is at present in order to
fully embrace this idea of rights as a composite concept. From the judgments
discussed in the second chapter of this these, including the adoption of the
constitutional court of the purposive approach to the Bill of Rights, it is clearly wrong
to adopt a narrow and purely analytical approach to constitutional rights. Since
constitutional rights themselves are not applied in a vacuum but may well be
contextualized even further within the common or statutory law, one can no longer
justifiably adopt a purely reductionist approach to these areas of law either. Legal
synthesis and the construction of the right within its factual and legal contexts against
a background of constitutional values and broad constitutional principles is essential if
one is to give effect to the spirit of the law as embodied in the Constitution throughout
the South African legal system. A meagre, starkly analytical approach that fails to
take account of these issues is unlikely to infuse the common law with constitutional
values and is even more likely to fall short of that most elusive of social goals justice. Sarat and Kearns 84 point out that contrary to popular belief, law is often
84

Sarat A and Keams T R (cds) Justice and Injustice in Law and Legal Theory. In chapter one, Sarat observes the
following: "Justice, Drucilla Cornell argues, "is precisely what eludes our full knowledge." We cannot "grasp the Good
but only follow it. The Good ... is a star which beckons us to follow." While justice. or what Cornell calls the Good. is.
on her account, always present to law, it is never completely realized in law. Or, as Judith Butler puts it, ["'T]he law
posits an ideality ... that it can never realize, and. , . this failure is constitutive of existing law." Law exists both in the
"as yet" failure to realize the Good and in the commitment to its realization. In this failure and this commitment, law is
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associated rather more with injustice than with justice despite the fact that in earlier
times law and justice where perceived as synonymous. South Africans in particular
have good reason to know the truth of this and just how naIve is the idea that law and
justice are one and the same8S • In the book by Sarat and Kearnsl6, the point is made
that Commentators from Plato to Derrida have called law to account in the name of
justice, asked that law provide a language of justice, and demanded that it promote the
attainment of justice. The fact that justice itself is a balancing exercise, often between
the interests of the individual and the collective, is no small coincidences7 • Human

IS
86
87

two things at once: the social organization of violence through which state power is exercised in a partisan, biased, and
sometimes cruel way, and the arena to which citizens address themselves in the hope that law can. and will. redress the
wrongs that are committed in its name. These thoughts remind us that running throughout the history of jurisprudence
and legal theory is a concern about the connections between law and justice and about the ways law is implicated in
injustice. Commentators from Plato to Derrida have called law to account in the name of justice. have asked that law
provide a language of justice, and have demanded that it promote, insofar as possible, the attainment of a just society.
Yet the justice described is elusive, ifnot illusory, and in some scholarship disconnected from the embodied practices of
law, including law's violence. In an earlier day, speaking about law and justice was not so vexing or difficult. Justice
(jw meaning "law") was a legal term, pure and simple. At the outset, then, '~ustice was defined and constituted by laws
which were 'given' and held to be unchanging and unchangeable. This ineluctable link between justice and law, as put
forth by Hobbes, had the virtue of making the boundaries of justice more or less clear; but it had the considerable vice of
labelling even heinous, iniquitous laws just. Justice could do no criticaUreconstructive work because it was impossible to
think of justice as external to law. Apart from Hobbes, most natural-law thinkers have resisted this result by insisting that
unjust laws are not law. though doing so meant the end of any easy identification of positive or human law with "real" or
binding law. The alternative. embraced by perhaps a majority of those who continue to be at ease in this idiom. is to cut
justice and law free from one another, to insist that justice is more than mere conformity to law, and to acknowledge that
even unjust laws might nonetheless be law. Most recently. the 'distance between law and justice has been recognized in
postmodern theorizing about ethics. Thus. as Douzinas and Warrington argue. "[J]ustice has the characteristic of a
promissory statement. A promise states now something to be performed in the future. Being just always lies in the
future. it is a promise made to the future. a pledge to look into the event and the uniqueness of each situation This
promise. like all promises, docs not have a present time, a time when you can say: "there it is. justice is this or that. II
Suspended between the law and the good ... justice is always still to come or always already performed." Severance of
the definitional tie between justice and law has left both notions free (if also bound) to acquire new identities. In both
cases, former boundaries have been enlarged. Thus, matters other than those directly regulated by law (for example, the
distribution of wealth) are viewed as falling under the purview of justice, and patently unjust legal arrangements (for
example, apartheid in South Africa) are accepted as lawful despite their moral repugnance. But as Clarence Morris notes.
"Though there ,can be law without justice, justice is realized only through good law. In fact, law and legal theory
continue to be shaped by concerns about justice and injustice,just as understandings of these latter notions are shaped by
an awareness of law and the concerns of legal theory." [Footnotes omitted].
Pecarelli A M in "Reflections on Law and Justice" http://www dcba.org/brict7octissuelJ997/artII097 hrm recalls the
following anecdote concerning two of America's more famous judges: lOA conversation reported to have occurred
betwccn U.S. Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes and U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals Justice 8. Learned
Hand, at the time sitting on the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in New York, emphasizes a dilemma which has
concerned me for sometime.
Justice Holmes and Justice Hand, had lunch together. Afterward as Hand exited Holmes' carriage and Holmes began to
drive off, Hand, in a sudden onset of enthusiasm, ran after him, crying: "Do justice sir, do justice"; to which Holmes
stopped the carriage and reproved Hand: "That is not my job. My job is to apply the law."
Pecarelli comments that:" It is my opinion. based on my years of private practice and public service, that: Justice cannot
be decJared by judicial fiat within a legal system. Justice is transitory when the adjudication of a dispute is consistent
with one person's preconceived concept ofa desired result. but is inconsistent with another person's concept ofa desired
result. Justice requires a fundamental understanding and uniform result desired by all. Justice is considered a special
virtue of what is thejust thing to do in the circumstances of actual life or as a directive for acting toward each other to do
or not to do something that concerns the other, the perfonnance of which elicits approval. The source of the approval
may be from another person or society in general. Justice, sometimes, is described or defined as the imposition of
obligations or duties which supplies its own sanction and needs no nonn or standard by which it is to be measured. In
each such instance a range of meaning is expressed in which precision is transitory. The dilemma becomes acute in
attempting to reconcile the objectivity of Positive Law, or the objectivity/subjectivity of Sociological Law, and the
subjectivity of Natural Law. The expectation that the purpose of law is to increase justice creates an ambiguity. Law and
justice are not mutually inclusive as the adjudication of a dispute may be perceived by some people in a given society as
justice. while others could perceive the adjudication ofthe same dispute as injustice.
See Dyzenhaus 0 Judging The Judges, Judging Ourselves for further views on this SUbject.
Sarat fit 84 mpra
Sec Kastner F 'How To Deal With Paradoxes of Justice: The Ultimate Difference Betwccn a Philosophical and a
Sociological Observation of the Legal System' Paper for the Conference ''The Opening of Systems Theory at
Copenhagen Business School, May 23-23 2003 http://asp.cbs dklcccl who notes that: "There had been a certain
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rights considerations in particular often seem to raise this type of dichotomy and in
the field of public health it is also common. What benefits the individual does not
always benefit society as a whole and the cost of treating and individual may at times
even be detrimental to the collective as Soobramoney '8 case so clearly shows. The
constitutional court has made considerable headway in setting out some guiding
principles for executive government as to how to approach socio-economic rights.
Many of these principles are very prominent aspects of administrative law and the
concept of administrative justice or more detailed glosses on these principles.
Transparency, the consideration of the interests of everyone concerned as opposed to
only a single sector, the need to make provision for exceptions to the general rule, the
importance of taking all of the relevant factors into account when designing a
programme affecting socio-economic rights, reasonableness of not only programme
design but also implementation - many of these principles as outlined above can be
seen as being based in or stemming from administrative law considerations such as
that of audi alteram partem, that those tasked with decision-making must apply their
minds, that the facts and merits of each case must be taken into account, that there
must be no bias (nemo iudex in sua causa), or unfair prejudice, in deciding for or
against a particular individual or grouping, that decisions must be taken bona fides,
and that everyone should be given an opportunity to make representations stating her
particular case. These are all well recognised and established principles of
administrative law and arise from its preoccupations with fairness and the principles
of natural justice. It is fitting that this should be the approach of the constitutional
court since this is in keeping with the doctrine of separation of powers in terms of
which it is the function of the executive to make the policy decisions, to determine the
allocation of resources and to manage them in a manner that fulfils its own peculiar
obligations in terms of the Constitution. The court cannot substitute its own judgment
or opinion for that of the executive branch of government merely because believes
that this is preferablel l • As the court in Soobramoney stated clearly:

II

discomfort accompanied by every attempt to codifY justice in law at all timcs ... Between the simple law and its
pcnnanently changing subjected matter... diverge an insunnountable abyss: for what is just for everybody is not doing
justice to everyone".
Thus in Pnmier. Mpumalanga, and Another " ExecutiVe Committee, Association of State-Aided Schools. Eastern
Transvaal 1999 (2) SA 91 (CC) at para 41 the constitutional court states: "'In detennining what constitutes procedural
fairness in a given case, a court should be slow to impose obligations upon government which will inhibit its ability to
make and implement policy effectively (a principle well recognised in our common law and that of other countries). As a
young democracy facing immense challenges oftransfonnation, we cannot deny the importance of the need to ensure the
ability of the Executive to act efficiently and promptly. On the other hand, to pennit the implementation of retroactive
decisions without, for example, affording parties an effective opportunity to make representations would flout another
important principle, that of procedural fairness .... Citizens are entitled to expect that government policy will ordinarily
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"The provincial administration which is responsible for health services in KwaZulu-Natal has
to make decisions about the funding that should be made available for health care and how
such funds should be spent. These choices involve difficult decisions to be taken at the
political level in fixing the health budget, and at the functional level in deciding upon the
priorities to be met. A court will be slow to interfere with rational decisions taken in good
faith by the political organs and medical authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with
such matters. ,,89
In view of these observations the importance of administrativ~ law in the delivery of
healthy care services cannot be overstated.

10.4 Administrative Law
Administrative law can be a highly confusing and technical area of law with which
many people, including government officials, are largely unfamiliar. It is traditionally
not an area of law that has preoccupied the private sector to any significant extent.
Section 33 of the Constitution states that everyone has the right to administrative
action that is lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. It further states that 'everyone
whose rights have been adversely affected by administrative action has the right to be
given written reasons and that national legislation must be enacted to give effect to
these rights.

In Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association of SA and Others: In re Ex parte

President of the RSA and Others9O it was held that administrative law, which occupies
a special place in South African jurisprudence, is an incident of the separation of
powers under which courts regulate and control the exercise of public power by the
other branches of government.

Principles of administrative law under the common law should not be seen as separate
from those under the Constitution91 •

89
90
91

not be altered in ways which would threaten or harm their rights or legitimate expectations without their being given
reasonable notice of the proposed change or an opportunity to make representations to the decision-maker."
Soobramoney fn 28 supra at p776
Pharmaceutical Manujacturers 2000 (2) SA 674 (CC)
Chaskalson P stated in Pharmaceutical Ma17Ujacturers fu 84 supra that: "The control of pu blic power by the Court
through judicial review is and always has been a constitutional matter. Prior to the adoption of the interim Constitution
this control was exercised by the Courts through the application of common-law constitutional principles. Since the
adoption of the interim Constitution such control has been regulated by the Constitution which contains express
provisions dealing with these matters. The common-law principles that previously provided the grounds for judicial
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10.4.1 The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act No 3 of 2000
The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act92 (PAJA) defines administrative action

as"any decision taken, or any failure to take a decision, by(a)
an organ of state, when(i) exercising a power in terms of the Constitution or a provincial constitution; or
(ii) exercising a public power or performing a public function in terms of any
legislation; or
(b) a natural or juristic person, other than an organ of state, when exercising
a public power or performing a public function in terms of an
empowering provision,
which adversely affects the rights of any person and which has a direct, external legal
effect, but does not include-

92

(aa)

the executive powers or functions of the National Executive, including the
powers or functions referred to in sections 79 (1) and (4),84 (2) (a), (b), (c),
(d), (f), (g), (h), (i) and (k), 85 (2) (b), (c), (d) and (e), 91 (2), (3), (4) and (5),
92 (3), 93,97,98,99 and 100 of the Constitution;

(bb)

the executive powers or functions of the Provincial Executive, including the
powers or functions referred to in sections 121 (1) and (2), 125 (2) (d), (e)
and (f), 126, 127 (2), 132 (2), 133 (3) (b), 137, 138, 139 and 145 (1) of the
Constitution;

(cc)

the executive powers or functions ofa municipal council;

(dd)

the legislative functions of Parliament, a provincial legislature or a municipal
council;

review of public power have been subsumed under the Constitution and, insofar as they might continue to be relevant to
judicial review, they gain their force from the Constitution. In the judicial review of public power, the two are
intertwined and do not constitute separate concepts." He also held that he could not "accept this contention, which treats
the common law as a body of law separate and distinct from the Constitution. There are not two systems of law, each
dealing with the same subject-matter, each having similar requirements, each operating in its own field with its own
highest Court. There is only one system of law. It is shaped by the Constitution which is the supreme law, and all law,
including the common law, derives its force from the Constitution and is subject to constitutional control. Whilst there is
no bright line between public and private law, administrative law, which formS' the core of public law, occupies a special
place in our jurisprudence. It is an incident of the separation of powers under which courts regulate and control the
exercise of public powers by the other branches of government. It is built on constitutional principles which define the
authority of each branch of government, their inter-relationship and the boundaries between them. Prior to the coming
into force of the interim Constitution, the common law was 'the main crucible' for the development of these principles
of constitutional law. The interim Constitution which came into force in April 1994 was a legal watershed. It shifted
constitutionalism, and with it all aspects of public law, from the realm of common law to the prescripts of a written
constitution which is the supreme law. That is not to say that the principles of common law have ceased to be material to
the development of public law. These well-established principles will continue to inform the content of administrative
law and other aspects of public law, and will contribute to their future development. But there has been a fundamental
change. Courts no longer have to claim space and push boundaries to find means of controlling public power. That
control is vested in them under the Constitution, which defines the role of the courts, their powers in relation to other
arms of government and the constraints subject to which public power has to be exercised. Whereas previously
constitutional law formed part of and was developed consistently with the common law, the Toles have been reversed.
The written Constitution articulates and gives effect to the governing principles of constitutional law."
Promotion of Administrative Justice Act fn 22 &upra
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(ee)

the judicial functions of a judicial officer of a court referred to in section 166
of the Constitution or ofa Special Tribunal established under section 2 of the
Special Investigating Units and Special Tribunals Act, 1996 (Act 74 of 1996),
and the j udic·ial functions of a traditional leader under customary law or any
other law;

(ft)

a decision to institute or continue a prosecuti~n;

(gg)

a decision relating to any aspect regarding the appointment ofajudicial
officer, by the Judicial Service Commission;

(hh)

any decision taken, or failure to take a decision, in terms of any provision of
the Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000; or

(ii)

any decision taken, or failure t6 take a decision, in terms of section 4 (1);"

In terms of the Act, 'administrator' means an organ of state or any natural or juristic
person taking administrative action.

In terms of PAJA 'decision' means any decision of an administrative nature made,
proposed to be made, or required to be made, as the case may be, under an
empowering provision, including a decision relating to(a).

making, suspending, revoking or refusing to make an order, award or
determination;

(b)

giving, suspending, revoking or refusing to give a certificate, direction,
approval, consent or permission;

(c)

issuing, suspending, revoking or refusing to issue a licence, authority or other
instrument;

(d)

imposing a condition or restriction;

(e)

making a declaration, demand or requirement;

(f)

retaining, or refusing to deliver up, an article; or

(g)

doing or refusing to do. any other act or thing of an administrative nature, and a
reference to a failure to take a decision must be construed accordingly"

These are important definitions. Their extent of their applicability to the exercise of
various powers exercised by government officials is not always clear93 • In the context
93

Sec for instance Minister of Home Affairs v Eisenberg & Associates: In Re Eisenberg & Associates y Minister of Home
Affairs and Others 2003 (5) SA 281 (CC) in which Chaskalson CJ observed that: "The definition of 'decision' docs not
refer to the making of regulations and it is not clear whether this constitutes administrative action for the purposes of

PAJA Moreover, the definition of 'administrative action' specifically excludes 'any decision taken, or a failure to take a
decision, in terms of s 4(1)'. It may be open to doubt, therefore, whether reliance could be placed on PAJA in the
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of the delivery of health care services it would seem that a refusal to deliver up a
health record, the imposition of a condition or restriction upon access to a health
service, the refusal of a certificate of need to a health facility could all fall under the
definition of the term 'decision' a PAJA. The performing of the public function or
exercise of the public power in question must have a direct, external legal effect in
order for it to be classified as administrative action under PAJA. The exercise of a
public power or the performance of a public function by a natural or juristic person
that does not have such an effect is clearly not administrative action for the purposes
ofPAJA.

The constitutional right to administrative action contemplated in section 33 of the
Constitution must be pursued and enforced in terms of the PAJA. In Jayiya v Memper
of the Executive Council for Welfare, Eastern Cape, and Another 94 the court made the

point that where the lawgiver has legislated statutory mechanisms for securing
constitutional rights, and provided, of course, that they are constitutionally
unobjectionable, they must be used. It found that the Promotion of Administrative
Justice Act did not provide for the kind of relief afforded to the appellant in
paragraphs 2{c) and 3 of the order.

10.4.2 The Nature of the Function Not the Functionary

In Pennington v Friedgood and Others9S , the court stated that it. was in agreement with
the following words of Devenish, Gov~nder and Hulme96 :

94

9.5
96

circumstances of this case. The scope ofPAJA and its relationship to administrative law principles based in common law
is also not entirely clear." In South African Shore Angling Association and Another" Minister of Environmental Affairs
2002 (5) SA S11 (SE) Erasmus J observed that: ~ounsel for applicant submits that in s 6. PAJA simply re-enacts the
common law. He suggests that for an administrative action to be regarded as lawful. reasonable and procedurally fair. it
must now comply with the provisions ofs 6(2) ofPAJA supra. He submits that, in particular. paras (h) and (i) are of the
utmost importance insofar as it is there provided that the action must be reasonable and must not be unconstitutional or
unlawful. Counsel for respondent have a somewhat different view of the legislation. They submit that s 6 ofPAJA was
intended as an exhaustive codification of the law relating to the judicial review of the exercise of public power. They
submit that this understanding of the intended scope of the Act is fortified by the decision of the Constitutional Court in
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association of SA and Another: In re Ex parte President a/the Republic a/South Africa
and Others 2000 (2) SA 674 (CC) (2000 (3) BCLR 241) at para [51], where Chaskalson P says that judicial review of
the exercise of public power is a constitutional matter that takes place under the Constitution and in accordance with its
provisions. Whatever the precise status of common-law principles in proceedings for judicial review of administrative
action may be, clearly those proceedings are now conducted under 5 6 of PAJA. The basic approach, however, is the
same as before: the Court considers the administrative Bction in the light of the evidence."
Jayiya 2004 (2) SA 611 (SeA)
Pennington 2002 (1) SA 251 (C)

Devenish GE, Govender K and Hulme 0 Administrative Law and JlI8tice In South Africa at p 25
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'''Administrative action' is the conduct of public authorities and indeed private entities when
they exercise public powers, perform public functions or are obliged to exercise authority in
the public interest. This means that common-law review now only applies in a very narrow
field in relation to private entities that are required in their domestic arrangements to observe
the common-law principles of administrative law. This applies in relation to voluntary
associations, such as sporting clubs and religious organisations."

It is clear from this that the question of whether or not an activity such as the delivery

of health care services falls within the purview of administrative law depends not on
whether the functionary or entity delivering those services is a public or private body
but whether the delivery of health care services is a public function or is the
consequence of an exercise of a public power or authority in the public interest97 • It is
submitted that in a situation in which a private entity has been contracted by the state
to deliver health cares services pursuant to the constitutional obligations of the state
contemplated in section 27(1) of the Constitution decisions of that private entity could
constitute administrative law decisions depending on the terms of the contract and the
nature of the decisions taken. The provision of health care services to patients in the
absence of a contractual relationship between the provider and the patient, it is
submitted, could promote an inference that the relationship is governed by
administrative law to the extent that the provision of those health care services is
regarded as a public function.

To take a practical example -

The provincial governments are required by section 16 of the Health Act No 63 of
1977 to provide hospital facilities and services. There appears to be nothing in the Act
to prevent a provincial government from contracting with a private sector hospital
group to provide these services and to ensure the carrying out of those daily activities
sufficiently to fulfil the provincial government's obligations as contemplated. If the
provincial government itself had performed these activities this would no doubt have
constituted a public function. Why should the situation change simply because a
private provider has now been contracted to do the job? To the extent that the private
provider fails to comply with administrative law in the decisions it takes concerning
97

The court in Pennington (fn 95 supra) stated: "Since the advent of the Constitution and, pursuant thereto, the PAJA, a
requisite jurisdictional fact for success on judicial review is that the impeached conduct must constitute administrative
action. From the above-quoted dicta from Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and from the PAJA, it is clear that whether
such conduct constitutes administrative action falls to be decided by reference to whether such action amounts to the
exercise of public power or the performance ofa public function."
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the provision of those health care services, it should be subject to administrative law
review in the same manner in which the provincial government would have been. This
is not to suggest that the contractual relationship between the provincial government
and the private provider could ever have the effect of absolving the former from its
constitutional obligations in terms of section 27(1). However the arrangement does
have the effect of bringing the private provider within the purview of administrative
law.

The question as to whether or not a juristic person or entity other than an organ of
state is performing a public function was considered in the case of Transnet Ltd v
Goodman Brothers (Pty) LtcfB• In that case, which was decided before PAJA came

into effect, the court carefully considered the nature of the duties of Transnet. It noted
in this regard that from the history of the creation of Transnet, one could only deduce
that all the powers and functions of the former S A Transport Services were
transferred to Transnet, which was now obliged to exercise the said powers and
perform the said functions. In doing so, Transnet merely stepped into the shoes of the
SA Transport Services. Like the latter, it is performing a public service and function
and exercising all the powers of a government department. Furthermore, said the
court, the state is the only member and shareholder of Transnet; the entire commercial
enterprise of the state (previously existing as the South African Transport Services),
including all assets, liabilities, rights and obligations, was transferred to Transnet; the
state is the only member and shareholder of Transnet and controls Transnet; an
employee of Transnet is deemed to be an employee of the state; Transnet is obliged to
provide a service 'that is in the public interest; the Minister of Transport is entitled to
make .regulations on a large range of matters relating to the control and functioning of
Transnet. These observations were supported by the legislative provisions that
established Transnet.

98

T,.ansnel 200 1 (1) SA 853 (SCA)The court observed in this case: "The right to equal treatment pervades the whole field
of administrative law. where the opportunity for nepotism and unfair discrimination lurks in every dark comer, How can
such right be protected other than by insisting that reasons be given for an adverse decision? It is cynical to say to an
individual: you have a constitutional right to equal treatment. but you arc not allowed to know whether you have been
treated equally. The right to be furnished with reasons for an administrative decision is the bul wark of the right to just
administrative action."
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The court in Transnet observed that according to the SARFlJ19 case what has to be
taken in consideration is, inter alia, the source of the power exercised, as well as '. . .
the nature of the power, its subject-matter, whether it involves the exercise of a public
duty, and how closely it is related on the one hand to policy matters which are not
administrative, and on the other to the implementation of legislation, which is' and
that the implementation of legislation is an administrative responsibility, and will
ordinarily constitute 'administrative action' within the meaning of s 33 .

10.4.3 The Distinction Between Public and Private Powers
In Pennington v FriedgoorJI oo the court held that the distinction between public and
private (or non-public) powers is reflected in a comparison of four decisions: on the
one hand, Dawnlaan Beleggings (Edms) Bpk v Johannesburg Stock Exchange and

Others lOI and Johannesburg Stock Exchange and Another v Witwatersrand Nigel Ltd
and Another l02 and on the other hand, Herbert Porter & Co Ltd and Another v
Johannesburg Stock Exchange l03 and Cape Metropolitan Council v Metro inspection
Services (Western Cape) CC and Oth ers l04. After examining the relevant dicta in these
cases the court observed that a medical scheme is a body corporate. It noted that in
terms of the Act it acquires such status upon registration and that it is governed by the
Act, the regulations and the scheme rules. Such rules, said the court, constitute the
contract between the scheme and its members.105 A meeting of the members of a
scheme is thus similar to a meeting of the members ofa company. Both acquire status
in terms of an Act of Parliament. Hodes AJ found. that the relationship between the
trustees (the first to fourth respondents) and the members pf the scheme is governed
by the Medical Schemes Act, the regulations and the rules. In the case of a company
the relationship between members and the company is governed by the Companies
Act and the articles of association of that company. He held that just as a meeting of
shareholders of a company is not subject to the review of the High Court, so too the
proceedings of an annual general meeting ·of a medical scheme are also not subject to
99
100

101
102
103

104

105

President of the Republic ofSouth Africa and Others \I South African Rugby Football Union and Others 2000 (I) SA I
(ee)

Pennington fu 9S supra
Dawnlaan Beleggings 1983 (3) SA 344 (W)
Witwatersrand Nigel Ltd 1988 (3) SA 132 (A)
Herbert Porter 1974 (4) SA 781
Cape Metropolitan Council 2001 (3) SA 1013 (SeA)

m

Meahr NO y Roup. Wac/cs, Kaminer & Kriger and Another 1987 (2) SA 54 (e) at 61 G - 62e.
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the review of the High Court, for they do not constitute administrative action. Judicial
review is a remedy to curb improper or inappropriate exercise of public power.
Nothing contained in the Act, the regulations or the scheme rules, said Hodes AJ,
imports a requirement by the trustees to observe the common-law principles of
administrative law.

In Cronje v United Cricket Board Of South Africa lO6 the court pointed out that in
exceptional cases private bodies are vested with public powers by statute. It said that
they are then subject to the rules of public law in the exercise of those powers. Those
rules may expressly or by necessary implication prescribe the manner in which their
powers must be exercised. If the repository of the power does not exercise them in the
prescribed way, its conduct is subject to judicial review under public law. But these
consequences flow, not from the nature of the body or the impact of its conduct, but
from the underlying statute. Kirk-Cohen J noted that the rules of natural justice are
thus in the first place rules of public law, but they do sometimes apply in the sphere of
private law, but then only when they are incorporated by contract. Contracts between
private individuals and bodies, he said, are ordinarily not governed by the rules of
natural justice but they may be incorporated expressly or by necessary implication,
depending upon the terms of the contract. Such a right may even be granted to an
outsider if a private body by contract extends such a right to an outsider107 • The court
stated that it is 'only where the constitution of a voluntary association incorporates the
rules of natural justice that they then apply between the association and its members
or those with whom it has privity of contract. The rules do not apply to a non-member
who is not a party to the contract.

Despite this, it is submitted that where the Board of Trustees of a medical scheme acts

in a manner that adversely and unlawfully impacts upon a member's constitutional
rights of access to health care services, human dignity, privacy or bodily or
psychological integrity or in a manner that is unfairly discriminatory, it can be taken
to task on the basis of constitutional law. Since constitutional law itself incorporates
106
107

Crorrje 2001 (4) SA 1361 (T)
Examples of this are Marlin \I Durban TurjClub and Others 1942 AD 112 at 126 -7, Anschutz \I Jockey Club o/South
A/rica 1955 (1) SA 77 (W) at 80, Jockey Club o/SA " Transvaal Racing Club 1959 (1) SA 441 (A) at 450, Turner \I
Joclcey Club 0/ South Africa 1974 (3) SA 633 (A) at 645 - 6, Theron en Andere" Ring \Ian Wellington van die NG
Sendingkerk in SUid-Afrika en Andere 1976 (2) SA 1 (A) at 210, Carr" Jockey CI':lb 0/South Africa 1976 (2) SA 717
(W) at 721 - 2, Government a/the Self-Governing Territory o/KwaZulu" Mahlangu and Another 1994 (1) SA 626 (T)
at 634 - Sand LDmprecht and Another" McNei/lie 1994 (3) SA 665 (A) at 668.
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many of the principles of administrative law, the decision of the Board of Trustees
could in certain cases be set aside on grounds closely resembling those of
administrative law.

Despite the views of Hodes AJ in Pennington 108 , it is submitted that there are many
similarities between the Boards of Trustees of medical schemes and bodies that
exercise a public function. They may not act outside of the boundaries of the Medical
Schemes Act lO9 and Regulations for instance. They are obliged to ensure that the
scheme provides for a minimum package of benefits as contemplated in the Act and
spelled out in the Regulations. They may not step outside of the boundaries of the
schem~

rules which must be lodged with and approved by the Registrar of Medical

Schemes in terms of the Medical Schemes Act. Medical schemes are free to determine
their own rules only up to a point. Section 29 of the Act contains detailed provisions
concerning matters for which the scheme rules must provide. It is respectfully
submitted that the statement of Hodes AJ to the effect that nothing contained in the
Act, the

regulati~ns

or the scheme rules imports a requirement by the trustees to

observe the common-law principles of administrative law was not strictly correct.
Section 57(6) of the Medical Schemes Act states-

"The board of trustees shall-

(a)

take all reasonable steps to ensure that the interests of beneficiaries in terms of
the rules of the medical scheme and the provisions of this Act are protected at
all times;
(b)

act with due care, diligence, skill and good faith;

(c)

take all reasonable steps to avoid conflicts of interest; and

(d)

act with impartiality in respect of all beneficiaries."

10.4.4 Lawfulness
It has been held that it is fundamental to the principle of the rule of law that entities
act within the powers lawfully conferred upon them. It will be recalled that lawfulness
lOB
109

Pennington fit I 05 supra
Medica) Schemes Act No fit 5 supra
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is one of the aspects of the right to administrative justice contemplated in section 33
of the Constitution. In Kolbatschenko v King No and Another llO

~e

court held that it

was only in highly exceptional cases that a court would adopt a ~ds off approach
where a discretion has been exercised or an executive or administrative decision made
which directly affects the rights or interests of an individual applicant. At common
law, lawfulness is determined on the basis of public policy. It is a concept that is
fundamental not only to administrative law but also to the law of contract and delict.
The link between public policy and the values expressed in the Constitution was
elucidated in Ryland v Edroslliin which the court held that the values of equality,
tolerance of diversity and recognition of the plurality of South African society were
among the values that underlie the Constitution and that those values "irradiate" the
concepts of public policy and boni mores that the courts have to apply. Public policy
and constitutional values are inextricably intertwined. Administrative action that is
contrary to public policy as informed by constitutional values is unlawful and subject
to administrative review.

10.4.5 Reasonableness
Reasonableness is another aspect of the right to administrative action in terms of
section 33 of the Constitution. Significantly it is also the standard by which
contractual clauses are adjudicated in relation to public policy and against which the
actions or omissions of a tortfeasor are measured in terms of the law of delict. As such
it is a concept that is central to South African law generally as opposed to one limited
area. Reasonableness and rationality are two sides of the same coin. In order to be
reasonable an administrative decision must be rational i.e. it must be justifiable ll2 •
Administrative decisions moreover must be rationally related to the purpose for which
the administrative power was given. Thus in administrative law, administrative action
must be consistent with the objects of the empowering statute. In S v Manamela and
Another (Director-General of Justice Intervening) 113 the court pointed out that

reasonablness is a legal commonplace in the courts which are required to apply it
daily in determining the standard of care expected of persons in ordinary life.
110
111
112
113

Kolbauchenlco 2001 (4) SA 336 (C)
Ryland 1997(2) SA 690 (C)
Manfongosl and Others \I United Democratic Movement and Olhers 2002 (5) SA 567 (TK,H)
S y Manamela 2000 (3) SA 1 (CC)
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Reasonableness is clearly another of those golden threads that runs through the larger
body of South African law. The constitutional court criticised the decision of the
government not to provide Nevirapine in public sector health facilities in the grounds
of reasonableness~ Although this was a policy decision rather than an administrative
one and so was not subject to administrative review per se this did not preclude the
court from setting it aside inter alia on the grounds that it was unreasonable. The
chances are that if the concept of reasonableness, as applicable to administrative
action, had been applied by the state in the determination of its policy in the provision
of Nevirapine then the TAe case 114 would not have materialised. Reasonableness is a
cross-boundary issue. It is not confined to administrative action or a particular field of
law. This is its value as a unifying factor within the South African legal system. The
court in Grootboom 11S stated that a policy that excludes a significant sector of society
is not reasonable. Similarly, it is submitted, administrative action that excludes or
prejudices a significant sector of society is unreasonable.

10.4.6 Procedural Fairness
Procedural fairness is the last of the three aspects of administrative justice explicit in
section 33(1) of the Constitution. Like lawfulness and reasonableness, it is a
pervading principle of administrative justice rather than an isolated aspect thereof.
Procedural fairness invokes the principles of natural justice as expressed in the
maxims audi alteram partem and nemo iudex in sua causa. Notice and comment
procedures are important in the process of administrative

decision-mak~ng.

Section 4

of P AlA makes provision for notice and comment procedures to be followed or public
inquiries to be held where administrative action 'materially and adversely affects the
rights of the public' In Mafongosi and Others v United Democratic Movement and

Others 116 the court stated that there were no separate principles applicable to the
exercise of power by functionaries other than organs of state where the rights
entrenched in section 33 of the Constitution were involved. Procedural fairness it is
submitted is particularly important in decisions involving the allocation or distribution
of resources. The emphasis of the constitutional court on not only the rationality of
114

liS
116

TAe (No 2) fn 26 supra
Grootboom fn 26 supra
Mafongosl fn 112 supra
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programmes affecting socio-economic rights but also the implementation of those
programmes supports this conclusion. Procedural fairness is directly concerned with
the practical aspects of health service delivery. In the context of public health services
for instance, would it be procedurally fair, to 'fast-track' medical scheme patients by
putting them in a different queue to those

que~ng

for the same service who are not

medical scheme beneficiaries? Similarly would it be procedurally fair to stop a
particular health service to which people had previously enjoyed access without
notifying them of the intention to do so? It is submitted that procedural fairness is of
considerable significance in ensuring absence of bias in administrative action and that
decisions involving the allocation of health resources are according to objective,
rational criteria.

4.5 Administrative Bodies Other Than Organs of State Involved in Health
Services Delivery

It is likely that the Health Professions Council of South Africa, the South

Afri~an

Nursing Council, the Pharmacy Council, the Allied Health Professions Council, the
Dental Technicians Council and possibly even the Council for Medical Schemes, the
Medical Research Council, the National Health Laboratory Services will be regarded
as exercising a public function on the strength of the judgment of the court in

Association of Chartered Certified Accountants v Chairman, Public Accountants' and
Auditors' Board'17. In that case the court observed that the Board clearly exercises a
public power, that it is a creation of statute and that the soW'Ce of its power is to be
found in the Public Accountants' and Auditors' Act 1I•• It noted that the Board also
appears to fulfil a public function in terms of the said legislation since it is a
regulatory body entrusted with the task of ensuring that proper standards are
maintained in the accounting

an~

auditing profession. It functions in close co-

operation with structures of state authority, its members are appointed by the Minister
and include persons selected among the persons holding office as state functionaries,
it is also dependent upon the state for infrastructural support.

117
118

Association O/Chartered Certified Accountants 2001 (2) SA 980 (W)
Public Accountants' and Auditors' Act No 80 of 1991
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Section 13 (1 )(g) of the Act vested the Board with the discretionary power to prescribe
the degree~, diplomas and other qualifications which entitled any person to exemption
from the requirements to be complied with by persons desiring to be registered as
accountants and auditors. The applicant had made a formal application to the Board in
terms of the Act for the recognition of its examinations for the purposes of exemption
of its members from having to sit at the Board's examination. The Board, received,
understood and considered the application in performance of its statutory powers. On
11 and 12 June 1996 the executive committee of the Board resolved that it would
accept the education and training programmes of the applicant but that the applicant's
candidates woUld still have to write the Board's qualifying examination for 'an
interim period'. The court found that the rejection by the Board of the recognition
sought by the applicant constituted an administrative act or decision taken by the
Board in the exercise of its discretionary powers as a public body. It observed that at
common law a right to administrative action arises where such act or decision affects
the rights, privileges or liberty of another 119 and that this well-established ground for
judicial review of public power has been subsumed under the Constitution. The court
found that the Board's decision has plainly affected the rights and interests of the
applicant. in that it had determined its rights. The applicant asserted that it was
indirectly affected by the Board's decision because the value of its examinations
would be greatly enhanced if the exemption sought were granted. Boruchowitz J held
that the applicant's reputation had also been adversely affected as the Board expressly
impugned the standards applied by the applicant in its programmes, courses and
examinations and that its decision constituted 'administrative action' that was
reviewable in terms of section 33 of the Constitution. It is submitted that the councils
referred to above who operate in the health sector, whilst they may not be organs of
state as defined in the Constitution120, are very much capable of administrative action
on the same basis as the Public Accountants and Auditors Board.
119
120

Minister van Onderwys en KullUur en Andere" Louw 1995 (4) SA 383 (A) at 388H; Toerie,., en 'n Ander" De Yil/iers
NO en 'n Andel' 1995 (2) SA 879 (C) at 88SE - F.
In Korfy Health Professions Council o/South A/rica 2000 (1) SA 1171 (T) the court stated that: "The issue whether or
not the respondent is an organ of State arose squarely in Mistry" Interim Nalional Medical and Dental Council 0/South
Africa and Others (supra). In that case both Booysen J, who dismissed the applicant's claim for interim relief, and
Mclaren J, who dismissed the applicant's claim for tinal relief, applied the control test and concluded that the
resP9ndent's predecessor was not an organ of State. It will s~e no purpose to repeat the'facts set out at 947 - 8 of the
judgment which led the Court to come to this conclusion. There has been no material change. The State is not in control
of the respondent. The respondent is not an organ of State." It is submitted that to the extent that Korf seems to give the
impression that only.organs of state can exercise a public power or perfonn a public function it is clearly wrong. If the
refusal of the Health Professions Council to grant access to the records sought had been approached on the grounds of
administrative law to the extent that the decision of the Council not to grant access constitllted administrative action it
would have been subject to review by the courts. In any event both PAJA and the Promotion of Access to Infonnation
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10.4.7 Administrative Agreements

Burns 12 I observes that it has been said that although South African courts have
recognised the administrative disposition and private law contract concluded by the
state, they have not as yet, recognised the administrative law agreement. She notes
that it has also been said that these administrative agreements in which the state acts
in its capacity as an organ of state and exercises a measure of state authority fall
somewhere in between the boundary of public law and private law. Public authorities
are not empowered to conclude contracts which are incompatible with the proper
exercise of their powers and duties: such contracts or actions are void because the
authority has exceeded its power and has acted ultra vires. Burns says the question is
whether the state is liable for damages arising from administrative agreements, such
as a contract between the municipality and private agency regarding the removal of
rubbish in its municipal area. Where a private contractor performs its contractual
obligations negligently, an individual such as a ratepayer who suffers damage as a
result of this negligence may sue the private contractor for damages in delict. To
succeed in delict, all the elements of the delict must be proved, namely that the action
was wrongful, the contractor was at fault, that the damage was caused by the contract,
and so on. What is the position asks Bums, where a private contractor is unable to
meet the fmancial

commitme~ts

arising from claim negligence? Since the individual

ratepayer is not party to the original contract, he or she is unable to sue the state for
damages based on this contract. The situation then leads to the inevitable question of
how and from whom the ratepayer may recover ·damages. Burns notes that although
there are a number of administrative agreements entered into between the state and
independent contractors in South African law, the law has not as yet laid down any
general rules relating to .the liability of these independent contractors for the negligent
exercise of the contractual duties or a failure to exercise these duties. The question is
whether one simply accepts that the state is not liable for damages under these
circumstances once it has concluded a contract with a third party. She says the most
important issue to be addressed by lawyers and the courts alike is whether the ultimate

121

Act No 2 0(2000 have subsequently overtaken this decision and it is unlikely to be followed to the extent that it is now
inconsistent with these two statutes."
Bums Y. Administrative Law Under The 1996 Constitution p 316
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responsibility lies for damages, which ensue under these circumstances and that a
further question to be addressed is whether there are certain public functions, which
are categorised as essential services and which remain the responsibility of the state at
all times? In other words, can it be said that the state cannot divest· itself of its
responsibility for these essential services, even when services are provided by an
independent contractor? The liability of the state for administrative agreements is
anything but clear, says Burns. At this stage, a deli~tual claim against the state for the
negligent action of independent contractors will in all probability unsuccessful. Burns
notes that a further point which militates against the success of a delictual claim is
that the state will generally not be in a position to supervise or exercise control over
the actions of the private agency, while it is fulfilling its contractual obligations. She
asks whether it could not be argued that the state shoUld compensate individuals for
damages, where, for example, it has acted negligently in contracting with the private
agency in question? If it becomes apparent that from the outset, the appointed private
agency was unable to perfonn the function required, one could argue that the state
was negligent and therefore liable in delict. Burns observes that currently
administrative agreements are governed in the main by the rules of private law and
courts are influenced by the private law of coptract when detennining the rules which
applied to administrative agreements. She suggests that once the courts recognise the
true nature and extent of the administrative agreements, they will be in a position to
develop legal rules to address the issues which she raises.

It would seem that the primary question to be answered with regard to so-called
administrative contracts is whether elements of public law, more specifically
administrative law, should be applied to what is fundamentally a contractual
relationship. It is submitted that the short answer is a qualified 'yes'. However, it is
submitted that the motivation for doing so should stem from the Constitution itself
rather than common law considerations such as whether or not claims should be
entertained against the state under the law of delict. The discussion of this issue by
Burns approaches the question of administrative agreements from only one limited
angle - that of when the state should be held legally liable for the work of a contractor
who has been hired to fulfil a statutory obligation of the state. It is submitted that
where there is a constitutional right to the public service in question and particularly
where there is an obligation upon the state ~o take reasonable legislative and other
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steps to achieve the realisation of the right122, administrative law principles should
apply to the measures taken by the state to fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights. The
other measures that the state can take in fulfilling its constitutional obligations in
section 27(2) could well include contractual measures with providers of health
services in the private sector. It is submitted that principles of administrative law
should not only be applicable to these contracts but also to the contracts concluded
between the private sector provider and those to whom it is rendering health services.
This is in keeping with the provisions of the PAJA. A contract that arises between a
private health service contractor to the state and a beneficiary of those services should
not be differently construed merely because the state is at a relationship once removed
from the beneficiary. Furthermore, it is submitted that the question of whether or not
the state can be held delictually liable for the actions of its contractors should be
determined in accordance with the normal principles of the law of delict. The failure
of the state to fulfil its constitutional obligations mayor may not give rise to a
delictual claim depending upon the individual circumstances of each case. It is also
not necessarily the case that if

~

delictual claim can only be brought against the

contractor that an applicant would not be able to claim some form 0 f relief against the
state in respect of its failure to meet its constitutional obligations. To assume, as
Burns seems to, that the state in interposing a third party contractor between itself and
the beneficiary can escape liability or even avoid its constitutional obligations is not
correct l23 • Burns l24 is apparently of the view that if the contractor cannot meet the
claim in delict then the state should be obliged to do so because the contractor is
executing the state's mandate. It is submitted that this view seems to be based ~n the
feeling that the state, as a larger target with far more resources should be made liable
for the contractor's unlawful and negligent conduct. This argument it is submitted,
uses the same justifications as those used for vicarious liability of employers for the
actions of employees l25 and is tantamount to saying that that a contractor should be
122

123

124
125

Such as that contained in section 27(2) of the Constitution which obliges the state to take reasonable legislative and other
measures to achieve the progressive realisation of the rights to health care services. sufficient food and water and social
security (the rights contemplated in section 27(1»
The state's obligations with regard to socio-economic rights are contained inter alia in section 27(2) of the Constitution.
It is submitted that any attempt to interpret a contract contrary to the provisions of this section or any attempt to alter the
state's obligations as set out in here by way of a contractual arrangement would in itself be unconstitutional and should
not be upheld by a court of law.
Bums fu 121 supra
Burchell J Principles ofDelict states at p 21S that: "In terms of the principles of vicarious liability. an employer is made
liable for the wrongs (delicts) committed by his or her servants in the course and scope ofthe servant's employment. The
employer need not be personally at fault in any way but the wrong of the servant is imputed or transferred to the
employer who often has the 'deeper pocket' or 'broader financial shoulders' to compensate the person injured by the
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regarded in the same light as an employee in this respect. It is submitted, however that
the considerations even if one regards the state in the same light as an employer and
the contractor in the same light as an employee, there are some materially different
and important considerations in which the position of the state differs from that of an
ordinary employer. Firstly the state, unlike employers in the private sector, is not
acting for its own personal gain in conducting its business. Secondly the state is
obliged to find ways of realising the achievement of socio-economic rights. The
state's obligations may be even more specific in terms of some empowering statute.
There is generally no general legal obligation upon an employer to conduct a
particular business or even in many instances a more specific legal obligation to
conduct it in a particular manner l26 • Fourthly, if the only sustainable manner in which
the state can achieve the progressive realisation of the right of access to certain
healthcare services is to transfer some of the risk to the private sector, why should this
be problematic? Social health insurance envisages a situation in which everyone who
earns a certain income is obliged to make some kind of contribution to the costs of his
or her health care - this is in effect a transfer of some level of risk from the state to the
individual citizen. If a state run social health insurance fund 'enters into a ~ap~tation
agreement with a provide~ of private health care services because the state is unable to
provide those services itself in a particular area or if it contracts a private provider to
provide certain 'high tech' health services because they carry a high degree of risk tat
it cannot itself sustain for various reasons, why should the state be held liable for the
contractor's wrongdoing? The 'broad financial shoulders' of the state may not be as
broad as Burns l27 would like to believe. Fifthly~ the state, unlike the private sector
employer, cannot freely choose with whom it contracts. It is bound to follow tender
procedures and the principles of administrative justice in selecting those with whom it
contracts. It cannot simply identify and approach a party of its choice to perfonn the
required services. In the tender process, the state cannot consider parties who have not
submitted their tender documentation in time or whose documentation is incomplete
or who have not tendered at all - even if the officials dealing with the tender are aware
that such parties may be the best ones for the job and those that have, submitted

126
127

servant's negligence...A number of other justifications for vicarious liability have been advanced: the employer's fault in
the selection of the servant (culpa in elegendo); the servant's acts are 'those of the master; and the theory which seems to
be gaining prominence - the employer by engaging a servant to carry out'his or her interests, creates a risk or danger for
the community and the employer should, therefore bear the financial loss if this risk materialises.
Over and above the usual legal substratum that exists in all societies and that is generally preoccupied with the concept
of not harming one's fellow citizens by or in pursuing one's business activities.
Bums fit 121 supra
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tenders correctly are actually second choice. Time constraints within and around
tender processes sometimes preclude the possibility of a second bite at the cherry.
There are also administrative law constraints - especially if other parties who have
tendered for the work seem on the documentation submitted to be capable of
performing it adequately. The state generally does not have any way of checking,
apart from asking for references, as to the suitability of a contractor to qo the job
because unlike the employer in the private sector, the state is not 'in the business' and
does not have personal knowledge and experience of who is in fact good and who is
not.

Quite aside from these considerations, however, it is a general rule of South African
law that an employer is not responsible for the negligence or wrongdoing of an
independent contractor employed by him.

~e

exception is where the employer itself

has been at fault or negligent with regard to the conduct of the third party
contractor128• It is submitted that Burns' attempts to support the concept of
administrative contracts using arguments based on an extension of the concept of
vicarious liability in terms of the law of delict are ill conceived. The application of the
principles of administrative justice, it is submitted, would go a long way towards
achieving equality in access to health care services and other constitutional rights
across the public and private sectors because of the preoccupation of administrative
law with reasonableness and fairness. The allocation of resources to and within health
care services is central to the delivery of health car~ services whether by the private or
public sector. The right of access to

he~th

care services is not such, it is submitted

that it can be confined only to the public sector, although different considerations may
be applicable with regard to the legal nature of the relationship between the parties.
For instance, why should a private sector provider's abandonment of a patient be any
less unconstitutional than a public sector provider's abandonment of a patient?

128

See for instance Burchell J fu 125 supra at p 227 and the discussion of Langley Fox Building Partnership (Ply) Ltd v de
Valence 1991 (1) SA (A). Burchell makes the important point in discussing this case that the relationship of the principal
and the contractor in this case more closely resembled that of employer and employee in view of the level of control
assumed by the principal over the contractor. He points out that the line between a master-servant and employerindependent contractor is a tine one and that particularly since South African courts have indicated some support for the
risk theory of vicarious liability, it is not too far fetched to see the relationship between principal and contractor in this
case as based also on the right of control that the principal had over the contractor. The Appellate Division, despite its
decision in this case, was at pains to stress the general rule that a principal is not liable for the wrongdoing of the
contractor.
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It may be helpful in answering the primary question as to. when administrative law
principles should be applied in a contractual context to consider whether the act of
contracting in each instance constitutes administrative action as defmed in the PAJA
with reference to both organs of state and other entities. The definition of
administrative action in the PAJA has already been canvassed elsewhere. The point to
note is that all organs of state derive their power from statutes. Even the power to
enter into bi~ding contracts is derived from the State Liability Act. This does not
necessarily mean that every act of contracting by an organ of state constitutes
administrative action. Otherwise Burns and the courts would not even be considering
whether the private law of contract governs contracts to which an organ of state is a
party let alone applying it. Furthermore, administrative action is not confined in the
PAJA to organs of state l29 • It is submitted that the PAJA in principle supports the
concept of administrative cC?ntracts but not necessarily the associated discussion by
Bums of claims against the state in delict flowing from such contracts.

In Independent Municipal And Allied Trade Union and Others v MEC: Environmental
Affairs. Developmental Social Welfare and Health, Northern Cape

Pro~ince.

and

Others l30, Steenkamp AJP noted that in Goodman Bros (Pty) Ltd v Transnet Ltdi 31 the
court ruled that the respondent and decision-maker in regard to the decision to
terminate the agreement was a public authority and since its authority to appoint the
first applicant derived from a public power, it must follow that its authority to
terminate the agreement with the frrst applicant similarly derived from a public
power. This, together with the peculiar content of the agreement, rendered the
agreement an administrative agreement. The Supreme Court of Appeal in Cape

Metropolitan Council v Metro Inspection Services (Western Cape) CC and Others

132

referring to Burns l33 held that it served little purpose to classify the agreement
between the first respondent and the appellant as an administrative agreement and that.

129
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It is significant to note in this regard that in terms of the PAJA, 'empowering provision' means a law, a rule of common
law, customary law, or an agreement, instrument or other document in terms of which an administrative action was
purportedly taken (writer's italics). The definition of administrative action. includes any decision taken, or any failure to
take a decision. by a natural or juristic person, other than an organ of state, when exercising a public power or
performing a public function in terms of an empowering provision which adversely affects the rights of any person and
which has a direct, external legal effect.
Independent Mrmiclpa/1999 (4) ~A 267 (NC)
Goodman Brothers 1998 (4) SA 989 (W). The court in this case referred to the decision in Administrator. TranSVQQI. and
Others" Zenzi/e and Others 1991 (1) SA 21 (A).
Cape Metropolitan fi1 104 supra
Burns fi1 121 supra
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the question remained whether the cancellation of the agreement constituted
'administrative action'. The court in this case found that Zenzile l34 was no authority
for the proposition that, if a public authority derived its authority to enter into a
particular contract from a public power, its authority to terminate the contract
similarly derived from a public power, entitling the other contracting party to the
benefit of the application of the principles of natural justice before cancellation of the
contract. The court held further that section 33 of the Constitution was not concerned
with every act of administration performed by an organ of state, but was designed to
control the conduct of the public administration when it exercised a public power, and
that whether or not conduct amounted to 'administrative action' depended on the
nature of the power being exercised. Other relevant considerations, said the court,
were the source of the power, the subject-matter, whether it involved the exercise of a
public duty, and how closely it was related to the implementation of legislation.

One of the distinguishing features of an administrative agreement according to these
cases is that it involved an agreement to render public services. The situations covered
so far have been those in which the organ of state contracts with a third party to
perform a service which the organ of state is empowered and obliged to perform.
Thus in the health care context an administrative agreement might come into being if
a provincial government enters into a public private partnership with a private hospital
group to fulfil the former's obligations to provide hospital services in a particular
area. Whether or not this amounted to an administrative agreement would depend,
according to the courts, on whether the contract involves the exercise of a public duty,

-

how closely it is related to the implementation of legislation and whether the

agreement was for the rendering of public services. However in the context of health
service delivery, the contractual relationship in question could be with the patient
directly. Legislation such as the Health Act mandates the delivery of health care
services by organs of state but does not preclude a contract as the legal vehicle for that
delivery. It is submitted that such a contract should be an administrative contract in
the sense that although it is governed by the private law of contract administrative law
principles should also be applicable to the relationship. In other words the relationship
is a legal hybrid that is governed by the principles of more than just one field of law.

134

Zenzile m131 supra
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The interesting question is whether health care services are 'public services'. In other
instances whether services are public or not is fairly straightforward since most people
would readily concede that waste disposal, sanitation services and the provision of
water supplies are public services. Whilst there may well be private contractors who
are frequently contracted to perform such services, they are essentially the
responsibility of the municipality concerned in terms of Schedule 5 of the
Constitution. Private contractors wishing to undertake these services would contract
with the municipality in question as opposed to individual ratepayers. In the health
care context the situation is a little different in the sense that where a private provider
renders health care service to a patient, the contractual relationship is still usually with
that patient directly as opposed to some organ of state that could be said to be
responsible for the provision of health care services. Must one assume

th~t

when a

health care service is rendered by a private provider it is not a public service but that
when it is rendered by an organ of state it is? The further question would then be why
services that are essentially identical in nature change their identity on the basis of
who renders them? Is there any sound reason in law why this should be so?
Alternately are all health care services public services in which case what are the
implications for private providers of health care services? The final alternative is that
health care services are not public services irrespective of whether or not they are
rendered within the public or private health sectors.

In Ex Parte Chairperson of the Constitutional Assembly: In Re Certification of the
Amended Text of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996135 the court
noted that in terms of IC 126 (the Interim Constitution) a provincial legislature is
given jurisdiction to make laws with regard to all matters which fall within the
functional areas which are specified in IC Schedule 6 but the national Parliament
itself also has legislative competence in those areas. A conflict between a law passed
by a provincial legislature and an Act of Parliament in these areas is regulated by the
relevant parts oflC 126, which read as follows:
'(3) A law passed by a provincial legislature in terms of this Constitution shall prevail
over an Act of Parliament which deals with a matter referred to in ss (1) or (2) except

135

Certification Judgment 1997 (2) SA 97 (ee)
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insofar as the Act of Parliament is inter alia necessary to set minimum standards
across the nation for the rendering of public services'; 136 This principle has been
carried through into the' Constitution in section 146 (2) but without explicit reference
to 'public services'. Significantly this term seems to have been replaced by the phrase
'government services'. Thus national legislation prevails over provincial legislation
where the former is necessary for ''the promotion of equal opportunity or equal access
to government services".

In Directory Advertising Cost Cutters v Minister For Posts, Telecommunications and

Broadcasting and Othersl~7 the court stated that it is interesting to note that in Canada
the courts have rejected a functional link with government as the test for the
applicability of their Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Van Dijkhorst J observed that
the control test is applied, which looks to an institutional or structural link with
government to determine whether a public body is covered by the Charter and that it
is irrelevant that a university and hospital are performing a 'public service' as long as
they do so independently of governInent. These remarks, said Van Dijkhorst J, should
be read against the background of s 32 of the Charter in terms of which it is applicable
to 'government'. He stated that the Courts had to defme the scope of that concept.
Unlike the Constitution, the Charter does not apply to the private sector or to nongovernmental actors in the public sectorl38 • The question of whether or not a service is
a public service is clearly not so easily decided simply with reference to whether it
involves a right in the constitutional Bill of Rights. Section 8(2) of the Constitution
sets out the parameters as to when the Bill of Rights binds a natural or juristic person.
It states that a 'provision of the Bill of Rights binds a natural or juristic person if, and
to the extent that, it is applicable taking into account the nature of the right and the
nature of any duty imposed by that right. One also cannot assume that simply because
a private provider is rendering health

c~e

services that this is not a public service or

function since the PAlA expressly acknowledges the possibility that a private body
can perform a public function.

136
137
138

See also Westem Cape Provincial Gowmmenl and Others: In Re DYB Behuislng (Pty) Ltd 2001 (I) SA sao (CC).
Directory Advert/sing Cost Cutters 1996 (3) SA 800 (T)
Van Dijkhorst J referred to Hogg Constitutional Law of Canada 3rd ed 34-13; Jones & De Villars Principles 0/
Administrative Law 2nd cd 42-7; McKinney II Unlversilyo/Guelph [1990] 3 SCR 229; Harrison" UniversityojBritish
Columbia [1990] 3 SCR 451; Stoffman " Vancouver General Hospital [1990] 3 SCR 483; Douglas College "
Douglas/Kwantlen Faculty Association and Others [1990] 3 SCR 570
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In Independent Municipal and Allied Trade Union and Others v MEC: Environmental
Affairs, Developmental Social Welfare and Health, Northern Cape Province, and
Others l39 the predecessor-in-title to the second respondent (the HDC) had entered into
an agency agreement with predecessor-in-title of the first respondent's department
(the department) to render certain primary health services on the latter's behalf in
terms of s 20(1)(d) of the Health Act l4O, which agreement could be terminated on one
year's notice. In this case the court held that the performance of health services by
first respondent was a statutory power and if the agency agreement was concluded in
terms of statutory power then it was an administrative action. Similarly the
termination of the agency agreement was also an administrative action. It also held
that the HDC had no statutory or constitutional right to perform health services
because health services formed no part of the second applicant's functions unless
expressly identified in terms of the Regional Services Councils Act l41 and that the
HDC had not proved that these functions had been identified. The court found that
that the first respondent was not obliged in law to consider the provisions of the Local
Government: Municipal Structures Act l42 which were not in existence when he took
his decision in 1997 or in September 1998 and, accordingly, the HDC had no statutory
function to render health services. The functions rendered by the HDC stemmed from
the agency agreement. By cancelling the agency agreement, said the court, the first
respondent had not infringed any statutory or constitutional rights of the HDC. It held,
further, that the audi rule was not applicable to first respondent as an employer in
terms of the agency agreement, but it may have been applicable in terms of the
doctrine of legitimate expectation. The court f01.ind that taking into consideration all
the circumstances and evidence, the doctrine of legitimate expectation applied and the
third and other applicants were entitled to a fair hearing by the first respondent before
their employment was terminated by the HOC as a result of the termination of the
agency agreement. It stated that that the duty of the first respondent to afford the third
and other applicants a fair hearing and to grant them an opportunity to make
representations in compliance with the audi principle would only have come into
existence when the first respondent decided that he was intending to compel the HDC
to terminate the employment of the third and other applicants. In such a case he was
139
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Independent Municipal tit 130 supra
Health Act tit 3 supra
Regional Services Councils Act No 109 of 1985
Local Government: Municipal Structures Act No 117 of 1998
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obliged by the administrative law to afford the third and other applicants a fair hearing
before he decided whether to compel the second applicant to terminate the
employment of the third and further applicants. The parties to the contract in this case
were both apparently organs of state, the one being the North West Regional Services
Council and the other Administration of the Province of the Cape of Good Hope
which is why the court said that the applicants did not have a right to render primary
health services.

It is submitted that administrative agreements could prove to be a useful concept in
the context of contracts for health services both as between an organ of state as
'principal and a private provider as contractor and between a private or public provider
of health care services on the one hand and the patient on the other. In order to
ascertain, however, whether the agreement is one to which the principles of
administrative law are applicable, regard should be had to the circumstances of each
individual case, in the light of the factors mentioned by the courts in the cases referred
to above, such as the content of the contract, and whether the act of contracting
constitutes administrative action. A further question that cannot be explored in any
depths in this thesis is whether an administrative agreement is essentially an
administrative relationship that contains certain principles of the law of contract or
whether it is a essentially a contractual relationship that contains certain principles of
the administrative law. The response it likely to be that this depends on the context
and that generally speaking one might say that in the case of a public sector provider
the former would be prevalent and in the case of a private sector provider the latter is
more likely. Some may consider that attempts at such levels of refinement, though
exploratory, are too presumptuous in light of the relative paucity of recognition given
by the courts thus far of the broad concept of administrative agreements.

10.4.8 Conclusions Concerning Administrative Law
Administrative law, especially in the pub~ic health sector, offers an alternative basis in
law to pure contract for the provider-patient relationship. In many ways it is
preferable to a purely contractual relationship because of the many inbuilt protections
and legal requirements for administrative action. Contracts can be unfair but courts
can and still do refuse to strike them down' purely on this basis. Administrative action
1374

on the other hand is much more likely to be struck down on grounds of unfairness.
The fees payable by patients in the public sector are often published in the form of
regulations that can be attacked on constitutional grounds. Regulations are usually
subject to notice and comment procedures before they are promulgated giving
interested parties an opportunity to make representations. In the private sector, the
patient usually has little or no choice in the fees that he or she must pay and no say in
the setting of them either.

Although policy decisions are not within the scope of administrative law, decisions
involving the implementation of legislation are. Thus to the extent that a health
official in the public sector does not observe the principles of administrative justice in
implementing a regulation

concem~ng

fees payable for health care services or the

nature of the services that must be provided in terms of a legislative provision his or
her actions can be challenged on administrative law grounds. Subject to what has been
said earlier on the subject of administrative agreements, there is no equivalent
protection in the purely private health care environment in which patients are
generally restricted to remedies based on the law of delict or of contract. The
considerations of these areas of law elsewhere in this thesis demonstrate that they do
not yield results that are entirely satisfactory from the point of view of the patient.

In the public sector, treatment protocols and guidelines developed pursuant to an
empowering provision of a statute such as section 16 of the Health Act l43 would have
to be with due regard to the principles of administrative law. Treatment programmes
cannot be unfairly discriminatory either in terms of the nature of the treatment
administered to different patients or in terms of the procedure in terms of which the
treatment is administered. Treatment guidelines must be fair and rational and
implemented fairly and reasonably. Health care services must, in terms of
administrative law, be efficient and avoid undue or unnecessary delays. It is submitted
that the principles of administrative l~w are an extremely useful and effective
mechanism for ensuring distributive justice in the health sector and it is a great pity
that they apply rather more to organs of state and other public bodies than they do to
private entities. Concepts of fairness, reasonableness and lawfulness, however are not

143

Health Act fn 3 supra
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confmed to the private sector, and thanks to the Constitution, they are likely to
become increasingly applicable in more varied ways in fields of law that have in the
past been regarded as purely private.

10.5

The Law of Contract

There are many things the courts could do to ensure that the law of contract reflects
and upholds the principles and values of the Constitution. The bases upon which to
achieve this are easily identifiable since they are the same themes that permeate the
other fields of law that are

discu~sed

in this thesis - the themes of public interest,

bona fides or good faith, public policy, reasonableness and fairness. What is more,
they have a clearly recognised mandate in terms of the Constitution to develop the
common Iawl 44 • It would seem that in the law of contract more so than any other area
of law, the courts are particularly incapable of making the transition to a constitutional
way of thinking. Perhaps it is because of an ingrained view that the law of contract,
more than any other area of law, is within the domain of private law and that the
Constitution, which many perceive to be primarily public law, should not be permitted
to intrude in private affairs. It is submitted that this view of the Constitution is neither
appropriate nor correct given the provisions of section 8 and the fact that it states
categorically that the Bill of Rights applies to all law. The provisions of section 2 of
the Constitution also leave no room for doubt in stating that the Constitution is the
supreme law of the Republic and that law or conduct inconsistent with it is invalid.
Moreover an unwarranted preoccupation with· classification of law into various
categories does not take into account either the constitutional dispensation that
superseded a legal system based essentially upon the common law, the fact that justice
cannot be confined with artificial conceptual boundaries or that law that is based on a
Constitution must be seen as an internally consistent and coherent system.
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. In Carmichele v Minister o/Sa/ety and Security and Another (Centre For Applied Legal Studies Intervening) 2001 (4)
SA 938 (CC) Ackennann and Goldstone JJ stated: "It needs to be stressed that the obligation of Courts to develop the
common law, in the context of the s 39(2) objectives, is not purely discretionary. On the contrary, it is implicit in s 39(2)
read with s 173 that where the common law as it stands is deficient in promoting the s 39(2) objectives, the Courts are
under a general obligation to develop it appropriately. We say a "general obligation' because we do not mean to suggest
that a court must, in each and every case where the common law is involved, embark on an independent exercise as to
whether the common law is in need of development and, if so, how it is to be developed under s 39(2). At the same time
there might be circumstances where a court is obliged to raise the matter on its own and require full argument from the
parties."
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10.5.1 Tacit or Implied Terms in Healthcar, Contracts

In the fourth chapter of this these it is suggested that certain tacit terms are implicit

within contracts for healthcare services whether they are rendered within the public or
the private sector. These are 1 The provider must take all reasonable steps to ensure that the health professional,
egg the nurse, doctor or physiotherapist, in the employ of the provider is qualified
to perform the services the patient is receiving and such professional meets with
the licensing requirements of any law with respect to his or her profession14'.
2 The patient will be treated with a reasonable degree of professional skill and care

and to a standard required by the professional and ethical rules of the profession to
which the relevant health practitioner belongsl46.
3 Decisions concerning the patient's treatment will be taken by the provider in a

manner that is lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair l47• In practice this means
that the patient will be consulted before such decisions are taken and that he or she
will be informed of the decision before it is taken.

14'

146

147

See Mtetwa " Minister of Health 1989 (3) SA 600 (D) in which the court said "The two Transvaal cases, as well as Bula
and Another" Tsatsarolakis 1976 (2) SA 891 (1), neither mention nor support the distinction, which is pivotal to the
decision in th~ Lower Umfolosi case, between professional work over which the hospital is said to have no control and
for which it is accordingly not liable, and managerial or administrative duties perfonned by an employee, for which it is
responsible. In the Transvaal cases the issue was simply whether the particular member of staff was negligent in the
exercise of his duties, regardless of whether he was part of a professional team or not." See also Buls and Another"
Tsatsarolalcts 1976 (2) SA 891 (T) Minister WIn Polisle en 'n Ander Y Gamble en 'n Ander 1979 (4) SA 759 (A); Minister
ofPolice y Rabie 1986 (1) SA 117 (A).
In Yan Wyk" Lewis 1924 AD 438 at P 444 and p 448, it was held that "in deciding what is reasonable the Court will
have regard to the general level of skill and diligence possessed and exercised at the time by the members of the branch
of the profession to which the practitioner belongs". See also Blyth" Yan Den Hener 1980 (1) SA 191 (A) and OurI'''
Absa Bank Ltd And Another 1997 (3) SA 448 (SCA) in which the court observed: "Not only did the Judge below adopt
the 'typical broker' test, but he held that Mrs Durr tendered no evidence as to the duties and functions of bankers under
circumstances such as exist in this case. That is not entirely correct. Mr Goldhawk had said: 'If a person holds himself
out as an expert and there is support, such as a financial institution confinning that he's an expert, then any person
dealing with him should be entitled to expert advice. There's the analogy of if you get into a taxi and the taxi driver is a
bad driver, does that remove any negligence claim you may have against him?' Mr Ooldhawk is a chartered accountant
and a specialist investigating accountant. He was appointed as such by the liquidators of 'Supreme' and gained a deep
insight into the group and its penumbra. In Jansen Van Yuuren and Another NNO" Kruger 1993 (4) SA 842 (A) the
court said "The duty of a physician to respect the confidentiality of his patient is not merely "ethical but is also a legal
duty recognised by the common law." See also Dube l' Administrator, Transvaal 1963 (4) SA 260 (W).
Janse Yan Rensburg NO and Another" Minister of Trade and Industry and Another NNO 2001 (I) SA 29 (Ce);
Winclcler and Others" Minister of Correctional Senices and Others 2001 (2) SA 747 (C) Section 33(1) guarantees
everyone the right to administrative action that is lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. See also South African
Yeterinary Council and Another" Yeterinary Defence Association 2003 (4) SA 546 (SCA). It is submitted that the same
considerations should be applicable to such decisions in the private sector. Equality is not just a constitutional right. It is
also a constitutional value. Why should patients in the private sector be treated differently to those in the public sector in
terms of considerations of administrative justice? In what basis could one justifY an absence of procedural fairness to
private sector patients?
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4 The patient's informed consent will be obtained with regard to treatment that is
administered to him or her prior to the administration of such treatment l48•
5 The provider undertakes to render the health services in accordance with the
patient's consent and on the basis of the information supplied to the p8:tient in
order to obtain that consent l49•
6 The patient will be informed of the fact that treatment is of an experimental nature
or is being conducted in the coW'Se of research and will be given the opportunity
to refuse such treatment before it is administered ISO.
7 The patient's health information will be kept confidential and will not be used in a
way that will cause harm to the patient. It will not be disclosed to anyone without
the patient's prior consentlSI •
8 The patient is entitled to rely on and act in accordance with the advice of the
health professionals treating him or her in their capacity as experts lS2 •
9 Unless specifically stated otherwise in express and

~biguous

terms the

provider does not undertake to cure the patientlS3 •
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Lymbery "Jefferies. 1925 AD 236; Esterhuizen "Administrator. TranswJal1957 (3) SA 710 (T); Richter and Another"
Estate Ha1MlQM 1976 (3) SA 226 (C); Castell" De Gree/1994 (4) SA 408 (C); Broude " Mcintosh and Others 1998 (3)
SA 60 (SCA)
Esterhuizen "Administrator. Tran6\lQal tb 149 IUpra
Section 12(2)(c) of the Constitution
Jansen Van Ywren and Another NNO " Kruger 1993 (4) SA 842 (A)
In Pinshaw " Nexus Securities (Pty) Ltd and Another 2002 (2) SA 510 (C) the court said that "Clients are wont to place
their trust not just in the company. but also in the individuals within the company with whom they deal. Clients tend to
expect, and in my view are entitled to expect, the exercise of skill and care from the individual advisers and managers. A
failure to exercise appropriate skill and care can have devastating consequences, as Durr's case supra illustrated.
Furthermore, financial advisers and managers can vis-l-vis their immediate clients contract out of or limit liability, and
as I see the position. they can for delictual purposes do the same for their employees. To fix Van Zyl with a duty to Mrs
Pinshaw. in the circumstances pleaded. strikes me as being fair and in accord with the legal convictions of the
community. It seems to me. therefore. that policy considerations favour upholding the duty rather than negating it."
In Buls and Another" Tsatsarola/cis fn 145 supra the court commented: "Every man has a legal right not to be harmed;
but is there, apart from a contract, a legal right to be healed? It is no doubt the professional duty ofa medical practitioner
to treat his patient with due care and skill, but does he. merely by undertaking a case, become subject to a legal duty. a
breach of which founds an action for damages. to take due and proper steps to heal the patient? It is an interesting
question but, because it was not argued and because it is not necessary for the purposes of the present decision to answer
it, I shall not discuss it further." See Strauss Doctor. Patient and the Law at p 40-41 at which he submits that where a
patient consults a doctor who undertakes to treat him, the doctor assumes no greater duty than to treat the patient with
due care and skill. unless the doctor has expressly guaranteed that the patient will be healed by his treatment - something
which the prudent doctor will not generally do.
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10 The provider will always act in the best interests of the patient and will only
administer treatmen~ that is medically necessarylS4.
11 The patient will not be abandoned by the provider. Alternative health services will
be provided where the provider can no longer provide the health care services
previously supplied to the patient. The provider will ensure that where a course of
treatment has commenced it will be completed l5s •
12 The provider is entitled to payment for health care services where this is provided
for by law or by mutual agreement and the patient or other person responsible for
the patient is liable to pay a reasonable price for such services ls6•
13 In the absence of provisions in law to the contrary, the patient will not be detained
against his or her will by the providerls7•
14 The provider will take reasonable measures to ensure the health and safety of the
patient while he or she is receiving health services at the provider's premises 158.
15 The goods supplied to the patient in the course of medical treatment are fit for the
,purpose for which they were supplied and are free Qflatent defects ls9•
154
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See The State y Si/cunyana and Others 1961 (3) SA 549 (E) in which the .court stated: wrhe medical practitioner who
performs a dangerous operation with his patient's consent incurs no criminal responsibility if just cause for the operation
exists, for the law does not regard his conduct as improper: but if 'there is no just cause or excuse for an operation, it is
unlawful even though the man consents to it'· vide Bravery y Bravery, 1954 (3) A.E.R. 59 at p. 67, per Denning, L.J.
Any intentional act which involves the likelihood of bodily harm to another and which is not recognised by modem
usage as a normal and accepted practice of society is forbidden by law and is in no way dependent upon the absence of
consent on the part of the victim." It is submitted that due to the nature of the services provided the relationship between
provider and patient is fiduciary and that where there is a conflict of interests between the provider and patient it is the
duty of the latter to declare it to the patient and to ensure that the patient's interests are not compromised.
, Applicant y Administrator, Transvaal, And Others 1993 (4) SA 733 (W)
See the discussions in the chapter on the law of contract of the legislation in the different provinces and their fee
regulations. It is submitted that where the price in the private sector is unreasonably high, this will impact on the
constitutional right of access to health care services and may justify state intervention such as is presently happening in
terms of section 220 of the Medicines and Related Substances Act No 101 of 1965 with regard to the pricing of
medicines.
Section 12(1) of the Constitution
Beaven y LDnsdown Hotel (ply), Ltd 1961 (4) SA 8' (N) Regal y African Superslate (Ply.) Ltd 1963 (1) SA 102 (AD);
Quathlamba (ply) Ltd y Minister 01Forestry 1972 (2) SA 783 (N); Bronte Hotel (PYt) Ltd " Low 1974 (2) SA 353 (R);
Krilzinger y Steyn En Andere 1997 (3) SA 686 (C). See also section 9(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act No
85 of 1993 which states that "Every employer shall conduct his undertaking in such a manner as to ensure, as far as is
reasonably practicable, that persons other than those in his employment who may be directly affected by his' activities are
not thereby exposed to hazards to their health or safety." The definition of 'employer' in the Act is wide enough to
include the state.
'
In Curtalncra!ts (ply) Ltd y WiI,on 1969 (4) SA 221 (E), the court said that a purchaser of an article is entitled to expect
is that the article shall be free from such latent defects as are not to be expected in an article of that quality, price and
type, unless he obtains a warranty in expressly wider terms. Kroonslad We&teli/ce Boere·Ko-Operatiewe Yerenlging Bpk
y Borha and Another 1964 (3) SA 561 (A) Liability for consequential damage caustd by latent defect attaches to a
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16 The patient's constitutional rights to life, bodily and psychological integrity,
h~an

dignity, privacy, freedom and security of the person, freedom of religion,

belief and opinion, and access to health care services will be respected, protected,
promoted and upheld by the providerl6O•

These provisions are clearly supported by both the common law and the Constitution
in most instances. It is submitted, furthermore, that in terms of the officious bystander
test, .if one had to ask any patient and provider in the process of concluding a contract
whether or not such terms should be included, one or both of them is guaranteed to
reply with an impatient affirmative. It is submitted that an acknowledgement by the
courts of these terms and a legal base from which to adjudicate matters involving
contracts for health care services ·would go a long way towards addressing the current
defects in the law of contract as it pertains specifically to such services. The point is
made· repeatedly in this thesis that law must be considered and applied within its
factual context in order to have any meaningful result. Where that context is
specialised or structured in a particular manner and generalizations that are valid
within other contexts are clearly inapplicable or inappropriate such generalizations
cann<?t rationally or reasonably be applied.

160

merchant seller. who was unaware of the defect. where he publicly professes to have attributes of skill and expert
knowledge in relation to the kind of goods sold.
See also Crawley" Frank Pepper (Ply) Ltd 1970 (I) SA 29 (N) A seller is obliged to disclose all material latent defects
which unfit or partially unfit the res vendita for the purpose for which it was intended to be used. By operation of the
Aedilitian Edicts. as expounded and adopted in our law. into every contract of sale there is imported a warranty by the
seller against such latent defects. Although a seller may contract out of his obligations to disclose and out of the
statutorily imported warranty against latent defects. the existence of which he does not know at the time of the sale. ifhe
purports to contract out of his obligation to disclose and of the implied warranty against matcriallatent defects unfitting.
or partially unfitting. the res vendita for the purpose for which it is sold. and those defects are present to his mind at the
time of the sale, but he remains silent about them although he must know that to disclose their existence would cause a
prospective buyer either not to purchase at all or to insist on a lower price than he otherwise would pay. he will be given
the 'replication of fraud' (de dolo replicat;onem).
See also Holmdene Brickworks (Ply) Ltd" Roberts Gonstruction Co Ltd 1977 (3) SA 670 (A) where it was held that a
merchant who sells goods of his own manufacture or goods in relation to which he publicly professes to have attributes
of skill and expert knowledge is liable to the purchaser for consequential damages caused to the latter by reason of any
latent defect in the goods. Ignorance of the defect does not excuse the seller. Once it is established that he falls into one
of the above-mentioned categories. the law irrebuttably attaches this liability to him. unless he has expressly or impliedly
contracted out of it. The liability is additional to. and different from. the liability to redhiblto,ia" reliefwhich is incurred
by any seller of goods found to contain a latent defect. Broadly spe8king. a defect may be described as an abnormal
quality or attribute which destroys or substantially impairs the utility or effectiveness of the res vend ita for the purpose
for which it has been sold or for which it is commonly used. Such a defect is latent when it is one which is not visible or
discoverable upon an inspection of the res wmdila.
This is an obligation imposed upon the state by section 7(2) of the Constitution. However it is submitted that in the
healthcare context where a patient is often weak and debilitated. physically or mentally incapacitated and has no control
over his or her immediate personal environment it would not be difficult to argue that the same considerations apply
mutatis mutandis. to private sector providers of health care services. To suggest any different would be unconstitutional
in terms of section 2 of the Constitution. To the extent that a patient is temporarily or even permanently unable to
enforce or protect his or her own constitutional rights to dignity. life, privacy. bodily and psychological integrity etc, it is
submitted that it is the responsibility of the person in whose care he or she resides to reasonably do so.
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10.5.2 Contracts Within The Public and Private Health Secton

Recognition must be given to the fact that the Constitution has irrevocably altered the
commercial status of health care services. The right that are granted in section 27(1)
and 27(3) mean that health care services can no longer be regarded as simply another
commodity in trade. The law of contract, it is submitted, must be influenced and
informed by this fact whether the services are delivered in the private or the public
health sector. To suggest otherwise is to ignore the Constitution. There is therefore
now an added dimension to the business of those in the private health sector who
trade in health care products and services. There is a constitutional obligation upon
the state to take legislative and other measures to achieve the, realisation of the right of
access to health care services that is not restricted to the public sector. The Minister of
Health has recently publicly acknowledged the important role of the private health
sector in the delivery of health care services and categorically denied claims that the
state is trying to destroy it. However, the private health sector will have to undergo
certain fundamental paradigm shifts in order to avoid the perpetuation of its previous
flaws and weaknesses and to align its operations with constitutional principles. Its
reluctance to transform is evident from the litigation by the National Convention on
Dispensing and others challenging the provisions of the Medicines and Related
Substances Act concerning the requirement that health professionals other than
pharmacists who wish to dispense medicines must obtain a licence from the DirectorGeneral to do

S0161.

This is also evidenced by the litigation in the Cape High Court

against the regulations on the pricing of medicines by inter alia New Clicks Ltd, the
Pharmaceutical Society of South Africa and the Netcare group of private hospitalsl 62•
The court battles are an apparently unavoidable step in the process of transformation
of the health sector that was contemplated in policy documentation going back to
1996 163• The regulations concerning the pricing of medicines alone indicate that
contracts for involving health care services will have to -be considered in a somewhat
different light to what they were previously.

161
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Judgment is due to be handed down in the Pretoria High Court on 02 July 2004, subsequent to the time of writing.
At the time of writing judgment has been reserved by the court.
The National Drug Policy which clearly spells out the principles that have subsequently been legislated is dated October
1996. A copy is available at http·/Iwww doh gov 1.8
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It is submitted that while contracts between patient and provider in the public health
sector are by no means essential to the delivery of health care services, they can
nevertheless play a valuable role in a number of respects. Firstly they serve to
emphasis the importance of a patient as an individual to be respected and treated with
dignity. Secondly they highlight the fact that the patient has certain entitlements and
expectations regarding the health services he or she has contracted for and that there is
a legal relationship between the provider and the patient that the courts are able and
willing to uphold. Patients in the public sector are too often treated in a dehumanising
and demeaning way that does not acknowledge their ~trinsic and inestimable worth
as human beings. Thirdly, a consciously contractual relationship that is negotiated
with a patient, even a non-paying patient, obliges public health officials to talk to and
interact with patients as equals, to enquire as to their needs and requirements and to,
understand that they may incur legal liability should they fail to uphold agreed terms.
Contracts can have the effect of humanising the private health sector if they are used

in such a way as to promote this. There is thus much to be said for contractual
relationships even within the public health sector, between patient and provider.
Having said this it is deeply ironic that the law of contract as applied to contracts for
health services in the private sector has had the exact opposite effect.

Within the private sector, although there is a general assumption that contracts are the
legal vehicles of choice for the delivery of health care services, the law of delict has
assumed a significant weight in the adjudication by the courts of cases where
contracts existed between the parties. It has been noted elsewhere in this

thesi~

that

the courts seem to prefer to adjudicate matters on'the basis of the law of delict than on
the law of contract given the choice. The difference between the law of contract and
the law of delict in terms of the damages that can be awarded may have something to
do with this since, in terms of the law of contract, damages may not be awarded for
pain and suffering and

similar~ost inevitable consequences of contractual

breach

where the contract in question is for health care services. This is a failing of the law of
contract specifically in the health services context which arises directly as a
consequence of a compartmentalised approach to law that seeks to keep the legal
principles underpinning the law of delict fmnly in the box labelled 'delict'. It is a
failure to recognise that they could and should be of more universal application within
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specific contexts where the principles of fairness, reasonableness and public policy so
demand.

The value of a contract to a patient in the private health sector is presently
significantly limited and may even be negative rather than positive, given the decision
'of the Supreme Court of Appeal in Afrox. The law of contract offers little or no
guarantees that one will be treated in good faith in a fair, reasonable, professional or
even ethical manner neither does it afford one any remedies in the event of the failure
of the provider to do so. It prefers the inferred 'constitutional' principle of sanctity o~
contract to the express constitutional right of access to health care services because a
visually impaired court could not see how a contractual term could limit the latter.
The result is that on the whole, the private health care contract presently serves as
nothing more than a convenient means for the provider to enforce payment for the
services in question. The requirements of informed consent transcend the law of
contract and are not dependent upon the law of contract for their enforceability. It is,
significantly, the law of delict that comes to the rescue in this regard., It is quite
probably not in the private patients best interests to enter into any

~nd

of a

contractual relationship with a private hospital given that such a contract is now,
thanks to the Supreme Court of Appeal, guaranteed to deprive him or her of his rights
and remedies in terms of the law of delict. The irony is that a private hospital patient
may not even have any real choice as to whether or not to contract with the provider
gi~en the imbalance of power in favour of the provider which the Supreme Court of

Appeal has recently heavily reinforced in Afrox. It may be that the price increase
implemented by the Supreme Court of Appeal in respect of private health care
services in at least the hospital sector, with its reputedly higher standards of
professional care, is currently way too high for patients such as the applicant in the

Afrox case. At least within the public sector a patient is virtually guaranteed of a
sympathetic judicial ear where the respondent is the government and one can be
certain that any attempts by the state to apply the judgment in Afrox to its own
contractual relationships with patients will not be upheld by any court.

10.5.3 Potential Solutions For Health Care Contracts
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Since the judiciary has unquestionably failed consumers in the context of contracts for
private health services delivery it may be appropriate for the legislature to intervene if
not generally within the law of contract then specifically in the law of contract
relating to health care services. This would not be without precedent. There is an Act
called the Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act l64 which provides the
following with regard to the conclusion of agreements and implied terms in regard to
housing in section 13 (1)

A home builder shall ensure that the agreement concluded between the home builder
and a housing consumer for the construction or sale of a home by that home builder(a)

shall be in writing and signed by the parties;

(b)

shall set out all material terms, including the financial obligations of the
housing consumer; and

(c)

shall have attached to the written agreement as annexures, the specifications
pertaining to materials to be used in construction of the home and the plans
reflecting the dimensions and measurements of the home, as approved by the
local government body: Provided that provision may be made for
amendments to the plans as required by the local government body.

(2) The agreement between a home builder and a housing consumer for the construction or
sale of a home shall be deemed to include warranties enforceable by the housing
consumer against the home builder in any court, that(a) the home, depending on whether it has been constructed or is to be constructed(i)

is or shall be constructed in a workmanlike manner;
is or shall be fit for habitation; and
(iii)
is or shall be constructed in accordance with(aa)
the NHBRC Technical Requirements to the extent applicable to the
home at the date of enrolment of the home with the Council; and
(bb)
the terms, plans and specifications of the agreement concluded with
the housing consumer as contemplated in subsection (1);
the home builder shall(i)
subject to the limitations and exclusions that may be prescribed by the
Minister, at the cost' of the home builder and upon demand by the housing
consumer, rectify major structural defects in the home caused by the noncompliance with the NHBRC Technical Requirements and occurring within a
period which shall be set out in the agreement and which shall not be less
than five years as from the occupation date, and notified to the home builder
by the housing consumer within that period;
(ii)
rectify non-compliance with or deviation from the terms, plans and
specifications of the agreement or any deficiency related to design,
workmanship or material notified to the home builder by the housing
(ii)

(b)

164

Housing Consumers Protection Act No 95

of 1998
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(iii)

consumer within a period which shall be set out in the agreement and which
shall not be less than three months as from the occupation date; and
repair roof leaks attributable to workmanship, design or materials occurring
and notified to the home builder by the housing consumer within a period
which shall be set out in the agreement and which shall not be less than 12
months as from the occupation date.

Housing, like health care services, is the subj ect a constitutional rightl65 • It is
submitted that there is arguably sufficient motivation for similar legislative provisions
with regard to health care services not only on the basis of the law of contract but also
to address the failure of the courts to apply the maxim res ipsa loquitur to delictual
claim~

in this context and to protect consumers of health care services against

unscrupulous, unfair or unconstitutional practices by providers of such services. The
legislative provisions in question could assist consumers of health care services in
stipulating what they need to do in order to shift the evidentiary burden to the
shoulders of the expert respondent.
Closer to home in terms of section 47 of the National Health Act (1) All health establishments must comply with the quality requirements and standards
prescribed by the Minister after consultation with the National Health Council.'
(2) The quality requirements and standards contemplated in subsection (1) may relate to
human· resources, health technology, equipment, hygiene, premises, the delivery of health
services, business practices, safety and the manner in which users are accommodated and
treated.
.
(3) The Office of Standards Compliance and the Inspectorate for Health Establishments must
monitor and enforce compliance with the quality requirements and standards
contemplated in subsection (1).

It may be that this section will give sufficient powers to the Minister of Health to
ensure that exculpatory clauses in private hospital contracts are largely harmless to
patients if they are permitted at all.
The Consumer Affairs (Unfair Business Practices) Act l66 could also afford a measure
of assistance. In terms of this Act, "business practice" includes(a)

165

166

any agreement, accord, arrangement, understanding or undertaking, whether legally
enforceable or not, between two or more persons;
.

Section 26 of the Constitution stipulates that everyone must have access to adequate housing and that the state must take
reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of this
right.

Consumer AtTairs Act No 71 of 1988
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

any scheme, practice or method of trading, including any method of marketing or
distribution;
any advertising, type of advertising or any other manner of soliciting business;
any act or omission on the part of any person, whether acting independently or in
concert with any other person;
any situation arising out of the activities of any person or class or group of persons,

but does not include a practice regulated by competition law

and
'unfair business practice' means any business practice which, directly or indirectly, has or is
likely to have the effect of(a)
harming the relations between businesses and consumers;
(b)
unreasonably prejudicing any consumer;
(c)
deceiving any consumer; or
(d)
unfairly affecting any consumer.

The Act establishes mechanisms for the investigation of unfair business practices and
their prohibition. There are also consumer affairs courts in various provinces that exist
in terms of provincial legislation and that have powers to adjudicate matters affecting
consumers in terms of that legislation. At least in such forums it is likely that there

will be a focus on the more modem approach of consumerism and considerations such
as unreasonableness, good faith and fairness will occupy centre stage.

10.5.4 Conclusions Concerning The Law of Contract

The law of contract as a legal vehicle for health services delivery is presently 'not
ideal. This is not so much due to the fact that the concept of a contract as a binding
-

-

agreement between two parties is in itself problematic as it is to the antiquated
approach of South African courts to this area of the law. To be blunt, the law of
contract has not kept pace with sociological and commercial developments whether
these are expressed in terms of changing structures and groupings within society or in
terms of shifts in balance of power brought about by concepts such as mass
production and the increasing idea that certain items are public rather than private
goods to which everyone should have access whether or not he or she is able to pay
for them. Worst of all there is still an almost complete failure to incorporate
constitutional principles and values into the law of contract. Whereas developments in
other countries in the law of contract have seen conscious acknowledgement of the
need to afford greater protection to -consumers, to ensure that contracts are,
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fundamentally fair and reasonable as between parties in a world where the balance of
. power is usually heavily in favour of the pow~rful and wealthy corporate entities that
comprise the supply side of the market and to 'create conditions in which the interests
of the individual consumer in the bargaining situation are taken into account by the
law that supports the concept of contract as an instrument of trade and commerce,
courts in South Africa remain either impervious or oblivious to the need and
importance of ensuring similar developments in South African law. In areas such as
health care services where the circumstances and the n~ture of the item of trade in and
of themselves should make it quite obvious that there is an unacceptable imbalance of
power that should be rectified in order to avoid injustice no less a body than the
Supreme Court of Appeal has said that it cannot see the difference between providers
of health care services and any other service provider l67. The result is that South
African law of contract appears to remain largely trapped within a judicial mindset
that would be at home in the Victorian eral68.

The problems within the South African law of contract have not gone unremarked.
The South African Law Commission in 1996 in a paperl69 entitled

'U~asonable

Stipulations In Contracts and The Rectification of Contracts' stated that with the rise
of the movement for consumer protection in the early seventies, it became the
generally accepted view in most first world countries .that legislative action was
required to deal with contractual unconscionability and noted that the South African
proponents of granting such a power of review to the courts support legislation that
will introduce the doctrine of unconscionability and the concomitant review power of
the courts. Furthermore, said the Commission, the question is being asked whether the
"unconscionability" or the "good faith" approach should be followed. In the end, the
two approaches may be thought to lead to the same result. When considering the
historical background of the South African law, and taking into account the general
use of the unconscionability approach by the legal systems close to our own, the
167
168

169

Afrox Healthcare \1 Strydom fn 6S ,upra
Matlala D 'The Law of Contract: When the Supreme Court of Appeal Fails to Act', Senior Lectu~, University of
Venda http://wwwserverJaw.wits.ac.zalworkshQP/workshop03IWWLSMatlala.doc points out that, in the case of the law
of contract, the courts are still happy to follow a statement made by Chief Justice Innes a century ago in Burger"
Central South African Railway, 1903 TS 571 to the effect that it is a sound principle of law that a man, when he signs a
contract. is taken to be bound by the ordinary meaning and effect of the words which appear over his signature' even
though it has the effect that a partially literate and partially sighted signatory is held bound by certain Latin expressions
which he does not understand (Mathole" Mothle 1951 (1) SA 256 (T) or that a signatory who cannot read or write any
language is held bound by a document written in English which she did not understand and which was apparently
misrepresented to her (Khan" Naidoo 1989 (3) SA 724 (N»
Discussion Paper 65 (Project No 47) (1998)
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unconscionability criterion is considered advisable. The Commission expressed the
~despread

disappointment that was felt when the Appellate Division saw fit to do

away with the exceptio doli in Bank ofLisbon and South Africa (Ltd) v de Ornelas 170 •
The team that did the preliminary research work for the Discussion Paper identified a
number of common provisions which could and should receive the critical attention of
the legislature:

(i)

Clauses reversing the ordinary burden of proof and requiring a debtor to prove
facts which according to the ordinary rules of evidence the creditor would
have had to prove, e.g. usually the creditor (seller) has to prove delivery of the
goods sold; a clause reversing this burden of proof makes it virtually
impossible for the debtor (buyer) to prove the negative of non-delivery.

(ii)

Under the existing parol evidence rule, facts extrinsic to the written documents
may not be adduced in evidence to modify or contradict the writing. A verbal
assurance by a creditor may thus not be proved and relied on by the debtor if it
contradicts the written contract.

(iii)

Clauses excluding, waiving or limiting the protection afforded by consumer
protection legislation or legislation aimed at the modification of unfair
contract terms.

(iv)

The research team proposed a review of, but not a witch-hunt against
exemption clauses. These clauses do have a legitimate place but they should

170

Bank of Lisbon 1988 (3) SA S80 (A). The SALC put it as follows: "The Appellate Division held that on a correct
interpretation of the contract the bank was indeed entitled to retain the securities. But the respondents relied on a
counter-argument. that the conduct of the bank was contrary to the view our society takes of what is right or wrong in the

requirements of good faith. They relied on the common-law remedy of the exceptio doli generalis. In theory, this was a
defence available to a defendant, who, though liable according to the letter of a contract and in strict law. could show
that implementation of the contract would be unconscionable or inequitable. But even before this case was heard. this
remedy was not rigorously applied by our courts. Yet one could have hoped that a doctrine of relief against
unconscionable claims could be founded on this exceptio. It was not to be. In this case the majority of the Appellate
Division Bench. per Joubert J A, decided ..... once and for all. to bury the exceptio doli generalis as a superfluous.
defunct anachronism. Requiescat in pace" (let it rest in peace). The learned judge also held that equity could not override
a clear rule of law; neither could the application of good faith do so. The "clear rule of law". presumably. was the rule
that contracts must be perfonned according to their tenns. For those hoping that our courts would develop a doctrine of
relief in cases of unconscionability. the judgment was a great disappointment."
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not be tolerated where, in the circumstances of a particular case, their
implementation would lead to harsh and unjust results.

(v)

Choice-of-law clauses, whereby parties agree that legislation, other than that
of South Africa, should apply to a contract concluded and implemented here
and adjudicated upon by a South African court, should be limited to contracts
concluded between foreign contracting parties or between South Africans and
foreigners contracting in the ordinary course of their profession or business.

(vi)

Clauses by which rights and defences are lost in the case of cession or
discounting of contracts. It appears that there is a standard practice by which a
seller sells goods to a purchaser on condition that if the seller cedes or
discounts the contract to a third party (e.g. a bank or financial institution) the
purchaser will not be able to raise any defence (e.g. that the goods suffered
from latent defects, that warranties were not honoured) against the third party.

(vii)

Clauses under which the weaker party submits to the jurisdiction of a
magistrates' court, but the stronger party (the seller, usually) does not agree
that it may be sued in such court.

(viii)

Clauses by w~ch jurisdiction is conferred upon a co~ which would not
otherwise have had jurisdiction in the matter, to the detriment of, usually, the
debtor, by the stratagem of a clause under which it is "acknowledged" that the
contract had been concluded or executed or breached in the area of jurisdiction
of the said court, etc.

(ix)

Clauses by which jurisdiction is limited to the High Court, thereby making it
more difficult for the weaker party to gain access to the courts, in the light of
the higher costs of litigation in the High Court.

(x)

Clauses by virtue of which the usual defences available to a debtor under a
contract of suretyship (the benefit of prior exclusion, the benefit of division,
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the benefit of simultaneous citation and division of debt, the benefit of cession
of actions) and. to a debtor under a contract of loan (the exception of nonpayment of the capital of the loan) are excluded.

(xi)

Clauses by which certain rules of court are waived, e.g. that in provisional
sentence cases the creditor must prove the legality of the document sued upon
or the amount of the debt.

(x;ii)

Clauses waiving -

"all exceptions, defences, benefits and rights, of whatever nature, the content
and meaning thereof~eing known by me".

(xiii)

Clauses by which certain statutory defences, e.g. by the Prescription Act17 ', the
Agricultural Credit Act l720r the Moratorium Actin, are waived.

(xiv)Clauses by which a claim for damages for breach of contract is excluded, e.g.
where an agricultural co-operative or a seed company sells infertile seed to a
farmer.
The research team found that courts in Germany, England, the USA, Sweden, Israel,
the Netherlands and Denmark may take judicial action against unfair terms, in
addition to which preventative control may also be used against. unfair terms l74 • It
proposed that legislation should make it possible to test terms in

standar~

contracts

against the criterion of good faith. A number of people made important comments 175.

171
172

173
174

175

Prescription Act No 68 of 1969
Agricultural Credit Act No 28 of 1966
Moratorium Act 25 of 1963
See also the more recent observations of Carstens P and Kok A in 'An assessment of the use of disclaimers by South
African hospitals in view of constitutional demands, foreign law and medico-legal considerations' SA Public Law vol 18
N02 2003 who point out that in the USA courts have rejected exculpatory agreements signed by patients on the basis that
these agreements affect the public interest and cannot be upheld and that the German law of contract recognises in
principle that exculpatory clauses/disclaimers in hospital contracts whereby medical negligence is excluded are against
public policy
The Commission noted that in a valuable contribution to the research project, the renowned jurist, Prof Hein Katz of the
Max Planck Institute at Hamburg, advised as follows regarding the question of private litigation as a remedy as opposed
to administrative control. Enacting new substantive rules on the control of unfair contracts terms is an important
step. What is equally important, however, is to consider whether there exist adequate mechanisms through which these
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The Commission eventually published the 1998 document l76 to which Davis J referred
in Mort NO v Henry Shields-Chiat l77 • It recommended the introduction of the
principles of fairness and good faith in the law of contract and that legislation is
necessary to effect the necessary changes. The Commission prepared draft legislation
(under the cumbersome but self explanatory title of. 'Control of Unreasonableness,
Unconscionableness or Oppressiveness in

Con~ts

Bill') which accompanied its

report. The draft Bill met with a significant amount of criticism by those who
apparently do not perceive the pressing need to remedy the situation and who still
naively believe that the courts are capable ofthejob l7l •
Regrettably the South African judiciary does not demonstrate the neutrality and
objectivity that one would hope from so eminent an institution as the bench l79 • Matlala
goes so far as to say that the inability of the judges to rigorously pursue and
implement the spirit, purport and objects of the Constitution as regards contractual
fairness, equity, dignity and equality may be one reason for the President to be careful

176

177
178
179

rules are to be made effective. The mechanism normally available is private litigation in which an individual bases his
claim or his defence on the invalidity of the contract term on which his opponent relies. For various reasons this
mechanism, if taken alone, cannot be regarded as a satisfactory solution of the problem. If an unfair contract term is used
throughout an industry it may affect the interests of many people at the same time, but the individual injury will often be
so small that there is no point in seeking redress by way of bringing or defending the court action. Sometimes the unfair
contract term wi1l typically harm people who are too poor to pay for the expenses of litigation but are too 'rich' to
qualify for legal aid, if legal aid is available at all. Even where legal aid is available the persons affected may belong to
population groups who lack the skills and sophistication required to make use of existing procedures. On the other hand,
the interest at stake for the party who proposed the unfair term is typically much larger than the interest of the other
side. As a result, there is a strong incentive for the proponent of an unfair term to buy the other side off and thus keep the
clause out of the courtroom. Even where a particular clause has been held invalid by a court there is nothing to stop the
proponent of the clause to continue its use with impunity in the hope that other less aggressive or less sophisticated
parties will fail to pursue their rights in the mistaken belief that the clause is effective. In sum, it is all very well to enact
rules defining unfair contract terms and to give the courts a power to set them aside. This will not get you very far in an
area where there are few plaintiffs around who are in a position to make an effective use of the available controls by way
of private litigation. This is why most European legal systems have not confined themselves to the enactment of
substantive provisions on unfair contract terms. They have developed new control systems which do not, like traditional
litigation. depend on the existence of an aggrieved individual willing and able to bring or defend a court action. Instead,
public officials or consumers organisations have been given standing to institute control procedures before the ordinary
courts or special tribunals which may lead to injunctions or cease-and-desist orders if contract terms' used or
recommended by the defendant are found invalid under the applicable sustentive law.
Report on Unreasontlble Stipulations In Contracl8 fu 169 supra
Mort 2001 (1) SA 464 (C)
Cornelius SJ Principles of the Interpretation of Contracts in South Africa (2002) at p 94; Hefer JJK 'Billikheid in Die
Kontraktereg Volgens Die Suid-Aftikaanse Regskom~issie' 2000 Tysdskri/lIlr Hedendaagse Romelns-Hollandsereg
The present writer can state from personal experience that many judges, even a few of those at the level of the
constitutional court, do not even attempt to conceal their hostility when the executive branch of government is a party to
litigation before them. Whilst it may be an inevitable, though unfortunate, consequence of a liberal constitutional
dispensation that it has become fashionable to sue the state. and more particularly the executive branch of government, it
is submitted that it is completely alien to the spirit and intent of the Constitution to have a judiciary that is clearly
predisposed against the state. One can only hope that the judiciary fails in its apparent attempts, whether conscious or
subconscious, to provoke a constitutional crisis. The Constitution is the embodiment of the values and principles of a
democratic state that is peculiarly South Africa. It is the culmination of the blood, sweat and tears of many thousands of
people who, over the years, considered it worth fighting for. It is not fitting for the judiciary, of all institutions. to ignore
or demean it, although, given the role of the judiciary in South African history prior to 1994, it is hardly surprising that it
does so.
'
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when it comes to making judicial appointments l80 • He points out that in view of the
Constitution and its Bi~l of Rights there is no more reason for South African courts to
hesitate in reading constitutional imperatives and values into all contracts. He states
that the refusal of the Supreme Court of Appeal to do this in respect of contracts js
disappointing to say the least. It is not the intention here to repeat or revisit the work
of the South African Law Commission but rather to highlight the fact that the
problems with the South African law of contract have been documented at least as far
back as 1995.
Whilst there have been a few glimmers of hope that South African contract law is
beginning to evolve in the right direction 'being that happy state in which principles
of good faith, fairness, equity and reasonableness underpin the law of contract' 181,
such as may be gleaned from the decisions in Eerste Nasionale Bank van Suidelike

Afrika v Saayman N0182, Mort NO v Henry Shields-ChiatIIJ , Shoprite Checkers (Ply)
Ltd v Bumpers Schwarmas CC and Others I84, it is submitted that still has a long way
to go as is clear from the decisions of the Supreme Court of Appeal in Afrox

Healthcare Bpk v Strydom l8s and Brisley v Drotskyl86.

10.6 .The Law of Deliet
There is a general need to recognise the imbalance of power between the patient and
the provider in individual cases and to factor this into decisions concerning
wrongfulness and legal causation. Without detracting from the immense· importance
of the principle of stare decisis, one must not forget that the courts do have the power
to depart from established principle where it is clearly wrong. They also have the
power to develop the common law in order to align it with the Constitution. Health
care services and products are not just another commodity. For one thing they are the
180

181
182
183

184
185
186

Matlala m168 supra states that: "One can easily foresee a situation unfolding in which when future appointments are
made. preference is given to nominees who are considered as likely to give effect to the 'spirit, purport and objects' of
the Constitution. Were this to be the case the judiciary would have nobody but itself to blame for its inability to take the
lead in developing the common law, and in so doing take into account the interest of justice as required by s 173 of the
Constitution or promoting the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights when developing the common law as
required by s 39(2)"
Matlala fit 168 supra
Saayman 1997(4) SA 302 (SeA)
Mort til 177 supra
Shoprite Checkers 2002 (6) SA 2002 (e)
Afrox til6S supra
Brisley 2002 (4) SA (I) (SeA)
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subject of constitutional rights. They are also, paradoxically, dangerous to health and
even life if misused or misapplied and so delictual considerations involving being in
control of a dangerous thing come into play for health professionals. The standard of
care under the law of delict is thus modified to the standard of the reasonable health
professional who is practising in the same field and at the same level of expertise as
the respondent '87• Thus one would not judge a general practitioner by the standards of
a gynaecologist neither would one judge a nurse against the standards of a
physiotherapist or a medical officer in a district hospital by the standards of an
orthopaedic surgeon. Lack of skill or experience is no defence if a health professional
undertakes treatment in respect of which he or she has not been trained or of which he
or she has insufficient personal experien.ce IBB • It is pennissible for health professionals
to observe and respect each

other~s

scopes of practice when working as a team and

one cannot be held liable for the delict or wrongdoing of another lB9•
There is some degree of convergence between the law of contract and of delict. This
is encouragbtg in the .sense that the same constitutional values and principles should
underpin them both and that decisions should be consistent across

differen~

fields of

law as well as within them if the constitutional order is to prevail. The law of delict is
not as problematic as the'law of contract when it comes to the provision of health care
. services but there are borderline cases such as that of Collins v Administrator Cape l90
when the principles of the law of delict seem somehow to fall slightly short of justice.
The principle that the law of delict seeks to restore the victim of a civil wrong to the
position in which he occupied before that wrong is not honoured in this particular case
because, ,according to the reasoning of the court, the harm done was so great that no
am<?unt of compensation could achieve this objective. The logic that no amount of
money can make up for the loss of use of an arm or an eye or a good name but tha~
courts

s~ll

award amounts in damages for these kinds of injuries anyway did not

convince the court in Collins that damages should be awarded in respect of a child
who was left in a persistent vegetative state due to the negligence of the respondent.
Whilst the point is made that the object of the law of delict is compensation, and not
IB7
IB8
189
190

See for instance Yan Wyk" Lewi, m146 8IIpra; Dube "Administrator, TranSWlal m1461U/Jra; Michael and Another"
Llnlqfield Park Clinic (Ply) Ltd 2001 (3) SA 1188 (SCA)
Rex" Yan Schoor 1948 (4) SA 349 (C); R" Yan der Merwe 19S3 (2) PH H 124 (W)
Yan Wyk" Lewis m146 supra; S v Kramer 1987 (I) SA (N)
Collins 1995 (4) SA 73 (C)
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punishment .which is the domain of the criminal law, the fact is that not all delicts are
crimes, that not all crimes are prosecuted successfully and that criminal sanctions
such as imprisonment and fines payable to the state are not always appropriate when
the respondent involved is a corporate entity such as a private company or a
provincial government. It is submitted that there is scope for the argument that in
some cases compensation is not merely the making good of a loss, 'it can also mean
satisfaction in the sense that society's need for justice to be done and to be seen to be
done is satisfied. The point is also made that it is not only the individual who has an
interest in the successful prosecution of a delictual claim - broader society also has an
interest. This is clearly evidenced in the considerations that the courts apply in the test
for unlawfulness when adjudicating delictual claims. The legal convictions of the
community play a key role. Why should the legal convictions of the community not
also influence the consideration of awards in damages in certain cases? Scott J's
approach to distributive justice in the case of Collins is distinctly utilitarian in the
sense that the resources must remain where they are most useful. There is no point in
transferring resources to a person. who has no need of or use for, them. In the context
of Collins, it is a highly persuasive argument in a country where health care services
in the public sector are significantly under-resourced. In terms of traditional legal
reasoning, it is not the

calculatio~

of damages that is influenced by public policy -

only the element of wrongfulness 191. Even in cases where wrongfulness is proven, this
191

In fact the argument that there are no public policy considerations applicable in assessing the quantum of damages is not
correct. The element of legal causation for the purpose of limiting the extent of the damages for which a defendant is
liable is also very much dependent on public policy considerations. With regard to the purely compensatory nature of
damages in delict. see the dicta of Scott J in Zysset and Othe,.,,, Santam 1996 (I) SA where he states: "The modem
South African delictual action for damages arising from bodily injury negligently caused is compensatory and not penal.
As far as the plaintiff's patrimonial loss is concerned. the liability of the defendant is nO more than to make good the
difference between the value of the plaintift's estate after the commission of the delict and the value it would have had if
the delict had not been committed. See Dippenaa,." Shield Insurance Co Ltd 1979 (2) SA 904 (A) at 917B. Similarly.
and notwithstanding the problem of placing a monetary value on a non-patrimonial loss. the object in awarding general
damages for pain and suffering and loss of amenities of life is to compensate the plaintiff for his loss. It is not
uncommon. however, for a plaintiff by reason of his injuries to receive from a third party some monetary or
compensatory benefit to which he would not otherwise have been entitled. Logically and because of the compensatory
nature of the action, any advantage or benefit by which the plaintiff's loss is reduced should result in a corresponding
reduction in the damages awarded to him. Failure to deduct such a benefit would result in the plaintiff recovering double
compensation which, of course, is inconsistent with the fundJUllentai nature of the action. Notwithstanding the
aforegoing, it is well established in our law that certain benefits which a plaintiff may receive are to be left out of
account as being completely collateral. The classic examples are (a) benefits received by the plaintiff under ordinary
contracts of insurance for which he has paid the premiums and (b) moneys and other benefits received by a plaintiff from
the benevolence of third parties motivated by sympathy. It is said that the law baulks at allowing the wrongdoer to
benefit from the plaintiff's own prudence in insuring himself or from a third party's benevolence or compassion in
coming to the assistance of the' plaintiff. Nor, it would seem, are these the only benefits which are to be treated as
Inter aUos actae. In Mutual and Federal Insurance Co Ltd" Swanepoe/1988 (2) SA 1 (A) it was held, for example, that
a military pension which was in the nature of a solatium for the plaintift's non-patrimonial loss was not to be deducted.
Nonetheless. as pointed out by Lord Bridge in Hodgson " Trapp and Another [1988] 3 All ER 870 (HL) at 874&, the
benefits which have to be left out of account, 'though not always precisely defined and delineated', are exceptions to the
fundamental rule and 'are only to be admitted on grounds which clearly justitY their treatment as such'. It is submitted
this baulking of the law to which Scott J refers is based on none other than consideration of public policy. In fact Scott
confirms this subsequently in the judgment when he goes on to observe: "It is doubtful whether the distinction between a
benefit which is deductible and one which is not can be justified on the basis of a single jurisprudential principle. In the

re,
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on its own is insufficient to succeed in a claim in delict. The object of pursuing such a
claim is compensation for the loss suffered. Therefore the nature and extent of that
loss, i.e. damages must be proven. Where the loss is so great that no amount in
damages will constitute satisfactory compensation, the utilitarian approach is that no
award of compensation can be made. It is submitted, however, that the common law is
no longer only about cold logic expressed in utilitarian terms. It is also about values,
more specifically constitutional values and even more specifically the rights to life
and to bodily and psychological integrity and the weight that South African society
has attached to these concepts. If cold logic is the only legal' standard then why should

people not be able to sell their body parts for what they can get for them? Why should
one treat people who are suffering from terminal illnesses such as certain kinds of
cancer and AIDS? Why waste valuable resources on those with a death sentence over
their heads when such resources could be better spent in giving those who can recover
from other less serious ailments a better chance to do so? Why treat the aged with
increasingly expensive medicines and surgical interventions for that matter? Of what
utilitarian value are their lives once they reach retirement age? This is why the
decision in Collins sits so uncomfortably. Those who defend it point out that one must

past the distinction has been determined by adopting essentially a casuistic approach and it is this that has resulted in a
number of apparently conflicting decisions. Professor Boberg in his Law of Delict vol 1 at p 479 explains the difficulty
thus: '(W)here the rule itself is without logical foundation, it cannot be expected of logic to circumscribe its ambit.'
But, whatever the true rationale may be, if indeed there is one, it would seem clear that the inquiry must inevitably
involve to some extent, at least, considerations of public policy, reasonableness and justice (see Santam
V.,.seke,.ingsmaatslcappy Bpk v By/eve/dt 1973 (2) SA 146 (A) at 150E-F and 153B-C; see also Neethling, Potgieter and
Visser The Law oj De/ict 2nd ed at 221-2). This in tum must necessarily involve, I think, a weighing up of mainly two
conflicting considerations in the light of what is considered to be fair and just in all the circumstances of the case. The
one is that a plaintiff should not receive double compensation. The other is that the wrongdoer or his insurer ought not
to be relieved of liability on account of some fortuitous event such as the generosity ofa third party.
Another case which clearly demonstrates the relevance of public policy considerations to the quantum of damages is
Jones v K,.ok 1996 (I) SA 504 (n. In that case Kirk-Cohen J stated obiter that: It is the policy of South African law and
practice that for breach of contract the injured party is entitled to no more than compensation for the damages actually
suffered by him. The quantum is not in any way dependent upon, or influenced by, the reprehensible behaviour of the
defendant or the flagrancy of the breach (Administrato,., Nata/ v Edouard 1990 (3) SA S8 J (A) ). The same applies to the
assessment of the quantum of damages under the lex Aquilia: see Sanlam y.,.seke,.ingsmaatslcappy Bpk v By/eve/dt 1973
(2) SA 146 (A) IS2H. It is thus trite that the award of punitive damages in such instances, in which category falls the
award in this case, is alien to our legal system. The mere fact that awards are made on a basis not recognised in this
country does not entail that they are necessarily contrary to public policy. Whether a judgment is contrary to public
policy depends largely upon the facts of each case.... In principle it would be wrong to refuse to enforce a foreign order
of punitive damages merely because it is unknown in this country. In my view it cannot be said that the principle
involved is necessarily unconscionable or excessive or exorbitant." Provisional sentence was refused on the grounds that
(a) while the appeal was still pending in the US Court of Appeal, the judgment of the US Court was not a final one; (b)
the award of punitive damages was contrary to public policy and a foreign order for such damages would not be
enforced by South African Courts; and (c) the award of compensatory damages rested 'upon the same foundation' as the
award of punitive damages and would thus not be enforced. In Jones v K,.o/c 1995 (1) SA 677 (A) the Appellate Division
reversed the decision of Kirk-Cohen J holding Int.,. alia with regard to the Court a quo's refusal of provisional sentence
on the grounds that the award of 'compensatory' damages by the foreign Court had been 'arbitrary' and that it would be
contrary to public policy to enforce it, the Court held that there had been no valid basis for such findings and, in any
event, that such findings seemed to have involved entering into the merits of the case adjudicated upon by the us Court.
which was not permissible. It concluded that public policy afforded no ground for denying the appellant relief in respect
of the amount ofUSS13 670987. Although Kirk-Cohen J concluded that the punitive award of damages would not be
enforced the obiter dicta in this judgment indicate that there may be circumstances in which damages that are not purely
compensatory could be recognised. This view seems to have been supported by the Appellate Division in reversing the
decision of Kirk-Cohen J.
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be fair to the respondent too. Unfortunately in view of the weight that is attached to
life and the ability to enjoy it is such that one cannot help but feel that the scales are
balanced rather more in favour of the victim on these thankfully rare occasions.

10.6.1 Constitutional Delicts
The question of constitutional delicts, which can best be described as unconstitutional
conduct that is unlawful, blameworthy and which causes personal or patrimonial loss
to a person is discussed in chapter five of this thesis. It is submitted that if such a
delict is recognised, the most likely situation is that described by the court in

Soobramoney v Minister of Health, Kwazulu-Natal l92 in reviewing the facts of the
Indian case of Paschim Banga Khet Mazdoor Samity and Others v State of West

Bengal and Another l93 • It was a case in which constitutional damages were claimed.
The claimant had suffered serious head injuries and brain haemorrhage as a result of
having fallen off a train. H~ was taken to various hospitals and turned away, either
because the hospital did not have the necessary facilities for treatment, or on the
grounds that it did not have room to accomniodate him: As a result he had been
obliged to secure the necessary treatment at a private hospital. It appeared from the
judgment that the claimant could in fact have been accommodated in more than one of
the hospitals which turned him away and that the persons responsible for that decision

had been guilty of misconduct. There is no magic in the term 'constitutional delict',
however. The act or omission would still have to satisfy the requirements of the law
of delict before it could fall within the ambit of the law of delict. The added element
would simply be that the delict constituted a violation of the Constitution. The
unconstitutionality of the act or omission would go a long y.Jay to proving its
unlawfulness. The question of whether it is constitutional to contract out of delictual
liability was settled for the present in the case of Afrox Healthcare v Strydom l94 which
has already been discussed but judging fro~ the amount of criticism that this decision
has attracted it is unlikely to be the last word on the subject for very long.

192
193
194

Soobramoney fh ~8 supra
Paschim 1996 (AIR) SC 2426.
Afrox til 6S IUpra
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10.6.2 Unlawfulness

The element of wrongfulness or unlawfulness in the context of the law of delict is
particularly well placed to accommodate the golden themes of reasonableness, public
policy (boni mores), fairness and good faith. The courts have openly acknowledged
that a determination of wrongfulness requires a value judgmentl95. The values of
South African society are to be found primarily in the Constitution whilst some
writers 196 have argued that the legal convictions of the community at common law are
wider than just those principles and values contained in the Constitution it is
submitted that only to the extent that common law policy considerations can be
regarded as logically and legally consistent extensions of the constitutional values and
principles, can they legitimately be applied in deciding claims in the law of delict.
Those that contradict constitutional values and principles clearly cannot stand. In the
context of health care services, Burchell points out that a

pe~son

who occupies a

special or protective relationship towards another may be under a legal duty to protect
that person from harm. For instance a gaoler is under a legal duty to protect a prisoner
from being assaulted or to obtain prompt medical treatment for a sick detaip.ee l97. The
courts have recognized this principle inter alia in the cases of Magware v Minister of
Health N0 198and Dube v Administrator TransvaaP99.
10.6.3 Medicines and Medical Devices

The subject of medicines and medical devices raises the question of strict liability on
the part of manufacturers in the health sector. It has been observed that in the United
States strict liability for physical injury to person and ·property caused by defective
products has been the result of long and complicated development and that the most
common justification for strict liability is that the manufacturer has created the risk of
personal ~jury or other tangible damage and should, the~fore beax the consequences
of the creation of the risk2°O. In South African law the principle enunciated in
195
196

197
198
199
200

See for instance AuCtJmp and Others" University ofStellenbosch 2002 (4) SA 544 (C)
Leinius B and Midgely JR ''The Impact of the Constitution on the Law of Delict" (2002) 119 South African Law Journal
(SAU) pl7
Burchell fh 125 'supra at p 43
Magware 1981 (4) SA 472 (Z)
Dube fh 146 supra
Burchell m125 supra at p246. He notes that Prosser and Keeton in Prosser and Keelon on TorlS.p 678 identity four
possible theories of recovery under the complexities of products liability law: '(1) strict liability in contract for breach of
a warranty, express or implied; (2) negligence liability in contract for breach of an express or implied warranty that the
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Donoghue v Stevenson201 a manufacturer who intends his product to reach the
consumer in the form in which it left him, with no reasonable possibility of
intervening inspection, owes a duty to take care that the consumer does not suffer
injury or loss as a result of using the product still generally prevails and delictual
liability is for the most part fault based. In the case of medicines and medical devices
their use contrary to the instructions of the manufacturer can have the effect of
nullifying a claim in delict on the ground that the fault does not lie with the
manufacturer but with the user. Moreover in situations in which medicines and
medical devices are 'administered or applied by someone other than the patient, for
example a, health professional, the chain of causation and fault that might have led
back to the manufacturer can begin and end with the health professional in question.
The fact is that health products are not ordinary consumer' goods and that their
specialized nature complicates matters when it comes to questions of who in the
supply chain is liable. Furthermore, medicines do not come with a guarantee of
efficacy. Some medicines are more pr less effective than others from one individual to
another depending upon the infinite number of variations in biochemistry and illness
within the human body. One person's medicine may quite literally be another's
poison and this through no ,fault of the manufacturer. Strict liability would be
particularly difficult to impose in the context of medicines in the absence of highly
specific circumstances where the liability of everyone except the manufacturer can
convincingly be ruled out.
In Wagener v Pharmacare Ltd; Cuttings v Pharmacare Lttf02 the court considered just
these circumstances with regard to a local anaesthetic called Regibloc. It was
manufactured by the respondent, it was defective when it left the respondent's control,
it was administered in accordance
with the respondent's accompanying instructions, it
,

was its defective condition which caused the alleged harm. and such harm. was
reasonably foreseeable. The court observed that if there were strict liability, it would
not be open to a manufacturer to rely on proof that it had taken all reasonable care, but
then one must ask what real difference that is likely to make. It ,stated that once there
is prima facie proof, direct or circumstantial, that the product was defective at the

201

202

product was designed and constructed in a workmanlike manner; (3) negligencc liability in tort largely for physical harm
to persons and tangible things, and (4) strict liability in tort largely for physical harm to persons and tangible things."
Donoghue [1932] AC 562 (HL)
Wagener 2003 (4) SA28S (SeA)
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various times material to the action, it is virtually inevitable that res ipsa loquitur will
apply and require an answer from the manufacturer. It said that whilst the maxim
comes into play only if the plaintiffs evidence is such that it can be said that the event
(in this case, for example, the necrosis) would not ordinarily occur without there
having been negligent manufacture (involving, perhaps, some scientific explanation in
addition to the mere fact of the injury) it is perfectly conceivable that the courts may
develop reasons for being readier in some cases of alleged defective manufactme to
draw the necessary prima facie inference of negligence where expert evidence is
extremely difficult for the plaintiff to acquire, and perhaps even more so where
administration of a substance made io be applied to the human body has apparently

had an effect quite contrary to the manufacturer's stated aim. The choice of a health
professional of a particular medical device or medicine for use on or by a patient
cannot be attacked on the basis of fault unless it was unreasonable when compared to
the choices of other health professionals practicing the same discipline.
It is submitted with regard to medicines that pr~duct liability' need not necessarily
arise only from the design of' the drug. This wQuld involve largely patented drugs
since generic drugs are not 'designed' to the same degree as much of the development
work has already been done by the erstwhile patent holder. There may not be
negligent deviation from the formula of the drug so much as negligence in the
manufacturing process itself so that certain active ingredients are for instance
inadvertently rendered inactive, or that specific storage conditions for the drug, such
as refrigeration at a specific temperature, are 'not followed. No matter how well
designed the drug is, manufacturing processes can and do go wrong. Accidents
happen on the production line. Contamination of raw materials can occur. The raw
materials can be obtained from an inferior source. Insufficient quality guarantees may
be obtained by the manufacturer from the supplier of the active pharmaceutical
ingredients. It is in recognition of these dangers that the medicines control legislation
in South Africa requires manufacturers to comply' ~th what is commonly referred to
as GMP or "Good Manufacturing Practice". There is also the question of the
indication for which the drug is registered in South Africa. It often happens that drugs
are registered for more than one indication in other parts of the world or that new
indications for existing drugs are subsequently discovered. The registration process
requires approval of registration for specific indications of the drug and not just
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blanket registration for every possible indication. The use of the medicine for an
indication in respect of which it has not been registered can hardly be blamed upon
the manufacturer in the absence of conduct on his part which promotes or advocates
such use.

In Wagener v Pharmacare Ltd,· Cuttings v Pharmacare Ltd the court seemed to
prefer the application and even extension of the res ipsa loquitur principle to the
imposition of strict liability on the manufacturer of a product as being the lesser of
two

evils20~

However, the predilection of the court in Pringle v Administrator,

TransvaaP04 to apply the doctrine only where the alleged negligence depends on
absolutes does not take into account that where the alleged negligence is so
dependent upon absolutes it is probably a lot easier for the defendant to produce
evidence of negligence in the normal way and the application of the doctrine in such
circumstances is likely to be unnecessary in many instances. Part of the reason for the
transfer of the evidentiary burden to the defendant by res ipsa loquitur is precisely
that the plaintiff does not necessarily know what exactly happened and is not
necessarily even in a position to identify such ,'absolutes' . It is submitted that such an
extremely narrow approach defeats the object of the maxim to a large degree since
one is effectively saying that the circumstances of the case must be such that there is
no significant doubt that there was negligence due to the presence of the 'absolutes'

in question.
10.6.4 Delict in the public v the private sector
There is no difference ill: principle between delicts committed by the state and

~ose

committed by private entities or persons. The private sector and the public sector tend
to have certain operational differences with regard to the manner in which they render
health care services and so in practice different emphases are likely to be placed on
different aspects of the law of delict within the two sectors.
203

204

Wagener 2003 (4) SA 285 (SeA). Howie P stated at p 294: "As regards the problem of proving fault, counsel for the
respondent pointed out that even if strict liability were imposed a plaintiff would still have to prove that the product
concemed was defective when it left: the manufacturer. If that were indeed established, then application of reI ipsa
loquitur would suffice to place the manufacturer on its defence and, in effect, compel an exculpatory explanation, if one
existed. In the circumstances it was submitted that proving fault was really no more difficult than proving
defectiveness."
Pringle 1990 (2) SA 379 (W)
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Vicarious liability is, for example, of much greater interest to the public sector than
the private sector in terms of the risks it poses simply because the public sector
employs'more kinds of health professionals than does the private sector. Furthermore
the state, unlike the private sector does not purchase public liability insurance but selfinsures instead which means that there is no sharing of risk by the public sector with
other providers of health care services.

The public sector is concerned with the public demand for health care services in a
quite different way to the private sector and legal issues involving the rationing of
health care services, for instance, are much more likely to be an issue in the public
sector than in the private sector.

In the public sector, by contrast, competitive issues are not nearly as significant as
they are in the private sector although the sharp divide that once existed between these
two sectors in terms of their respective 'turr is b~coming less distinct in that changes
to medical schemes legislation allow for the designation by medical schemes of public
health facilities as preferred providers and some public hospitals are actively targeting
as patients medical scheme members.

In the private sector commercial considerations such as reductions in public liability
insurance premiums, are more likely to lead to contractual avoidance of delictual
liability whereas in the public sector the courts are likely to invoke the constitutional
obligations of the state to strike down attempts at contractual avoidance of such
liability.

10.6.5 Conclusions Concerning the Law of Delict

The law of delict in relation to health services delivery has its blind spots. The
persistent refusal by the courts to apply the doctrine of res ipsa loqUitur to claims
involving health care services has recently been the subject of a doctoral thesis of its
own20'. Whilst the Supreme Court of Appeal has demonstrated the same unfortunate
20'

See Van den Heever P, unpublished doctoral thesis entitled 'The application of the doctrine of res 1p8Q loquitur to
medica] negligence actions: A comparative survey' 2002 University 0/ Pretoria, He revisits Va" Wyk v Lewis fit 146
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tendencies in the law of delict as it has in the law of contract to ignore the
Constitution, the constitutional court has given some promising and enlightened
judgments involving the law of delict such as Carmichele v Minister of Safety and

Security and Another (Centre for Applied Legal Studies Intervening206. As regards the
common law there are a great many more cases involving health care services that
have been decided on the basis of the law of delict than on that of the law of contract
with the courts displaying an apparent preference for the former where they have a
choice. While the same set of facts can give rise to a claim both in tenns of the law of
delict and for breach of contract under the law of contract, it is preferable given the
current weaknesses in the law of contract to have one's claim"adjudicated in terms of
the law of delict.
Although the law of delict essentially seeks to place the claimant in the position in
which he or she found himself prior to the unlawful act or omission whereas the law
of contraCt seeks to place the claimant in the position he OJ" she would have occupied
had the contract been fulfilled, in the context of health services delivery this is more
often than not, a notional distinction at best since it is a general feature of the law of
contract relating to health services delivery that the contract seldom guarantees a
specific outcome. There is no implied or express undertaking to cure the patient
except in specialised caSes such as cosmetic surgery and sterilisation procedures in
which the term 'cure' is itself usually inappr~priate. Since pain and suffering and nonpatrimonial loss are almost an inevitability in cases of breach of contracts for health
services, and since the law of contract only recognises and pennits damag~s for
patrimonial loss, this is another reason to prefer" the law of delict when dealing with
claims involving health service deliv~rY. Of course, such a choice is not always
possible given that the elements of a delict, namely conduct that is unlawful,
blameworthy and causes of damage or injury to property or person. The boundaries
between the law of contract and the law of delict are by no means set in stone.
Burche1l207 points out that a breach of contract is also a civil wrong but that the
traditional approach has been to draw a distinction between a delict and a breach of
in extensive detail and comes to the conclusion that there was no reason in that case why the maxim should not
have been applied and that the court in fact erred in stating that it was not applicable in the medical context
Carmiehele til 144 SUpl"fl
Burchell J til 125 supra at p 3

Sllpl"fl
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contract in terms of a separate but equal approach. He notes that it was said that a
delict consists of a breach of a duty imposed by law independently of the will of the
party bound whereas a breach of contract consists of a breach of a duty voluntarily
assumed. This distinction, says Burchell, is not entirely satisfactory for a number of
reasons not least of which is that it describes a delict solely in terms of a breach of a
duty, rather than an infringement of a right or interest. It is submitted that this
distinction is clearly not in keeping with the central importance accorded to the
concept of rights by the Constitution. Burchell states that the traditional distinction
between delict and breach of contract also requires modification in the light of the
Appellate Division decision in Lillicrap, Wassenaar and Partners v Pilkington

Bros20B. In his commentary on this case he observes that commentators have been
equally consistent in their criticism of the judgment of Grosskopf AJA as they have
been in praise of the approach taken by Smuts AJA. The thrust of the criticism of
Grosskopf s judgment is that it draws too rigid a line between physica1loss and pure
economic loss and unduly prevents a desirable confluence of contract and delict.
Burchell notes that there are differences between the remedy for breach of.contract an
for delict but states that where fault is present and no damages for pain and. suffering
are claimed, there is a major area of potential overlap .between the two forms of civil
remedy. It is submitted that even the justifications for differences between the

~o

areas of the law in terms of the kinds of damages payable are flimsy enough in certain
contexts, such as that of health care services, that one can argue that damages for pain
and suffering should be payable in terms of the law of contract where such damages
are an inevitable or probable consequence of breach. Burchell suggests that there is a
possible and less .stringent approach to Grosskopf AJA's reasoning. He asks whether
Grosskopf AJA was not merely stating that an infringement of a pure economic loss
interest (which may also amount to a breach of contract) may be unlawful in delict but
is not per se unlawful since policy factors may militate against unlawfulness. It is
submitted that Lillicrap's case is in a sense at the opposite end of the spectrum to
delictual claims involving health services delivery in terms of a contract since in the
former the applicant's sought to recover damages for purely patrimonial loss in terms
. of the 'law of delict because the claim in contract had prescribed. In the case of the
latter the debate concerning the conflation of delictual and contractual remedies is
208

Ltilicrap 1985 (1) SA 475 (A)
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whether damages for non-patrimonial loss should be permitted in terms of the law of
contract. It nevertheless illustrates .the reluctance of the courts to permit crosspollination between areas of law. Burchell states that a more helpful definition of a
'delict' is one which states the essence of the type of wrong concerned and which
draws a fundamental distinction between criminal and delictual liability, while
leaving open the possibility of a confluence of delictual and contractualliabilitf09.

The law of delict is far from static and whilst the concerns around fuzziness of
elements of the law of delict and the importance of legal certainty should not be
downplayed, it is worth noting that the flexibility or fuzziness around the element of
unlawfulness, based as it is on the boni mores, has been lauded by more than one
academic writer an9 seems generally to have served the legal system well.

The question of causation is divided into factual and legal c8:usation the latter being
concerned with the limitation of liability on public policy principles. The sine qua non
test generally works quite well in most cases but in situations where there are multiple
probable ·causes that are so entangled that it is impossible to clearly identify a single
cause the law of delict becomes more problematic. One solution put forward seems to
be based upon the concept joint and several liability but this has been criticised and
that there should in such cases be an open departure from the conditio sine qua non
approach to factual causation. In such cases perhaps only the element of legal
causation, as established on the basis of public policy principles, should be the
deciding factor. In the health care context where there are a number of different health
professionals taking care of a patient situations may arise where it is not always
possible to establish whether the actions of a particular individual caused the harm. It
is conceivable that the error of one can be compounded or exacerbated by others who
should have picked up on it and failed to do so. In such situations the application of
the conditio sine qua non test may well yield unsatisfactory results and the question of
causation may have to be decided on the basis of legal causation alone.

Burchell ml2S supra suggests at p 10 the following definition: "A delict is an unlawful, blameworthy (i.e. intentional or
negligent) act or omission which causes another person damage to person or property or injury to personality and for
which a civil remedy for recovery of damages is available." He points out, however, that one disadvantage of this
definition is that it does not accommodate an important, fast -developing fact of the law of delict - liability based not on
fault but strict or no-fault liability.
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Whilst the courts in the past210 have tended to refer to the right to security of the
person as an absolute right this clearly is no longer correct under the present
constitutional dispensation. The right to .security of the person is now expressed in
section 12 of the Constitution and all constitutional rights are relative as was pointed
out earlier in this chapter. They. are all interdependent and interrelated. Info~ed
consent is essential in order to justify conduct which would ordinarily constitute a
violation of the right to freedom and security of the person and bodily and
psychological integrity. It is therefore a concept which is totally consistent with these
rights and also the right to human dignity in the Constitution. The N ~tional Health Act
enacts certain provisi~ns which will have the effect of creating statutory requirements
for informed consent whereas previously it was a purely common law construct. The
provisions in the Act are, however, fairly comprehensive and if anything broaden the
common law concept of informed consent in providing that where a person other than
the patient has the power to give consent on the patient's behalf, the patient must
nevertheless wherever possible be consulted and informed a~ a level best suited to his
or her capacity and understanding of the treatment to be administered and his or her
wishes must be taken into account. This is important for the protection, and promotion
of the patient's right to human dignity even where the patient is a child or a very old
person whose mental faculties may not be what they were in her youth .

10.7

In Conclusion

The law as it relates to health service delivery is clearly a complex and voluminous
topic to which a single thesis, no matter how ambitious, can only partially do justice.
Nonetheless it has become clear in the course of the journey reflected within this
thesis that health care law in its broadest sense, including medical law, is a worthy
subject of study, debate and discussion in its own right. The factual context in which
law is applied is becoming increasingly important since legal principles considered in
the abstract can at best only deliver abstract answers that have no practical relevance
for the real world. It is when one contextualises the law, for instance in the area of
health care, that one realises its significance and its strengths and weaknesses in that
context. Health care law is an internationally recognised subject that is not necessarily
210

For instance in StoJfberg" Elliott 1923 CPD 148
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widely taught or even accepted as a legitimate area of study by some South African
universities. This is unfortunate. The law of contract as it relates to information and
tel~communication

systems, it is submitted, is very different in practical terms to the

law of contract as it relates to the media or to health care for the simple reason that the
context in which the law is applied cannot be separated from the law itself.
Considerations of public policy, of which the law expressly takes cognisance, as is
clear . from the examination in this thesis of international, constitutional,
administrative, contractual and. delictual law, can be very different, depending on the
context. Furthermore, what is fair and reasonable in a purely commercial context may
not be fair and reasonable in a public health context. The view of health care as a
public good is at odds with the need of the private health sector to make a profit.
Health law straddles commercial law as well as human rights law. Just as there is
tension is within international law with regard to the exploitation of intellectual
property and trade rights as opposed to international human rights so in health law
there is a tension between humanitarian beneficence and the need to make money.
Even in the public sector, which is not profit driven, the management of income and
expenditure presents a constant headache to health officials who must find ways to
optimise the utilisation of resources. There is a significant ethics base with regard to
health care that quite possibly has no parallel in any other area of human activity.
Since the time of Hippocrates people have discussed and debated the many and varied
aspects of health ethics. The ethical aspects of health care must have an influence on
the health law to which they are so closely related by way of public policy. After all
principles of ethics are in many ways distillations of the boni mores or public policy
in a particular area.

Health care

i~

an area of many legal interfaces such as the interface between the law

of contract and the law of delict or that between constitutional law and the law of
contract or that between administrative law and constitutional law or that between the
law of delict

~d

constitutional law. The Constitution itself underpins them all. The

five areas of law that have been chosen for study are considered not only in terms of
their own content but also in terms of their interaction with one another. It is only
upon the examination of boundary conditions that many areas of knowledge become
meaningful. Health law abounds with boundary conditions. One can study the content
of the individual traditional branches of law up to a point but the concept of a legal
1406·

system only becomes meaningful when one also examines the friction between its
elements and the manner of their interaction. The five areas of law examined in this
thesis are the major building blocks for health law in South Africa but one cannot
derive a significant understanding of health law by studying them separately. It is only
in combining them in the context of health care that one comes up with a legal
discipline in its own right. This study of the law of health care thus demonstrates that
the whole is more than the sum of its parts.

It has been shown in this thesis that the five areas of law considered are but facets of a
larger whole, that they are not discrete and cannot be isolated from the broader
underlying constructs that link them all. The crystal lattice that binds and structures
them into the greater whole of a legal system consists of the principles and values
expressed in the Constitution. The Constitution thus manifests not only as a single
facet of the law. It also represents its underlying molecular structure .. There is
consequently no better way of perceiving its internal harmony and construction than
to examine a number of areas of law and the manner in which they interface. A
further benefit is that this promotes greater internal consistency within the legal
system and strengthens and enriches each of the different facets of law through a
process of logical and moral reinforcement by the others. Like most crystals, the law
is not perfect. It has its flaws and these have been highlighted as they have emerged
from the study embarked upon in this thesis. Like crystals in their natural
environment, the law is capable of refinement, growth and development. It is subject
to all kinds of environmental pressures and forces. It is a dynamic system. Herein lies
hope for positive change and growth and the possibility of remedying the flaws that
impair its purity and beauty. For the law is beautiful. It is has a certain elegance of
logic, a certain rightness of reason, which when correctly imderstood and applied, is
no less entrancing than the constructs of higher mathematics.
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